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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037 (15)
through NASA SP-7037 (26) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Special Bibliography.
NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by iheir STAR accession numbers (N72-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A72-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate
source index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index: "
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a
valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
'U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the notations of content in the index to narrow further
his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms can readily include more than
one class of document.- For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same sub-
ject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching
of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:. '
 ; ' •
EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M.D.
in
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source/index-entries are abridged versions 'of the corporate sources used
in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source
supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
DIV. (Corporate source at citation)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. .
(Corporate source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
. ••"*•
All; contract numbers that, are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual? *-•
Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the,style in .which, contract;;/
numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example:. ^ ..
• AF33(615)-71-C-1758 ,-,-:,•..<• • . • , • , . , *<>• : " . • . : > , - • • • • . • • . - '
-. ..- F33615-71-C-J758. . ' Ui??rr.-:-'-:.sd. •:•>'!-* (voi^Kr^ f>,:.vM
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency
or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in
different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the
desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 195 will be found in Supplement 18.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical
Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly
supplement.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
ACCELERATION SUBJECT HEADING I
fNormal acceleration data for let aircraft and
trainers
|P0089, LH72-11968I
'
NOTATION
OF
CONTENT
OR
TITIE
1 \1 i ' r—
REPORT
NUMBER
PAGE
NUMBER
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
J
The subject heading is. a key to the subject content of the document. The
Notation of Content (NOC). rather than the title of the document, is usually
used to provide a more exact description of the subject matter. (AIAA occasion-
ally uses the title in lieu of the NOC.) The report number helps to indicate the
type of document cited (e.g.. NASA report, translation, NASA contractor report).
The page and accession numbers are located beneath and to the right of the
Notation of Content, e.g.. p0089 N72-11968. Under any one subject heading,
the accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession
numbers appearing first.
A-3 AIBCHiFT
U.S. Navy cartography, describing HA-3B Skywarrior
capabilities and photographic instrumentation
p0196 &72-21699
4-4 AIRCBAFT
A-U skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental
graphite-epoxy composite construction,
describing design, manufacturing and testing
techniques
fAIAA PAPEB 72-358J p0350 A72-28954
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of
horizontal stabilizer for A-4 aircraft using
graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
[AD-738900] p0181 H72-27040
4-6 AIBCBAPT
Sound pressure levels and acoustic fatigue tests
for 11,200 and 9,300 pound thrust J-52 engines
comparison in A-6A aircraft
P0176 S72-18757
Performance tests of A-6 aircraft during landing
arrestment evaluation at high gross weight for
two thousand arrestments
fAD-745300] p06»2 N72-33049
A-7 AIBCBAFT
A-7 D/E navigation/weapon delivery system flight
testing, using photogrammetric technique
p0124 A72-16656
Flight test evaluation of A-7D/E emergency backup,
flight control system, describing hydraulic
power control systems design and function
P0125 A72-1666I4
Catapult steam ingestion test of turbofan engines
in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall
occurrences with temperature increase rate in
distorted region
P0176 A72-18760
Nongnnfire and gunfire data obtained from H61
rapid fire gun in A-7D aircraft
P0173 H72-15836
Structural response of A-7 aircraft to rapid fire
from H61 under various flight conditions
P0215 H72-16815
a-9 AIBCBAPT
Northro'p A-9A attack aircraft production planning,
discussing design features and
management/engineering organizational changes in
anticipation of OSAF production contract
POU42 A72-3K391
4-10 AIBCBAFT
A-10 prototype designed for production.
pO»»3 A72-34392
1-37 1ZBCRAFT
Development of techniques and equipment for
determining moment of inertia of aircraft as
applied to A-37 and P-1127 aircraft
[PTC-fIB-71-10011 . p0331 H72-21007
4-300 AIBCEAFT
European A300B airbus flying control hydraulic
system and landing gear design for safety and
reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance
P0009 A72-10724
European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and
tailplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trim
control
p0009 172-10725
A-300B European Airbus cantilever wing design and
manufacture, discussing skin forming,
skin-stringer and torsion-box asseably,
automatic riveting and root-end profile
machining procedures
"p0062 172-10301
Airbus A-300 B design and characteristics for
passenger transport on short'and medium haul
routes
P0125 472-16694
ABLATIOH
Ablation phase duration during spacecraft
' decelerated hypersonic reentry flight, using
theoretical model based on quasi-steady
assumptions
P0300 A72-25815
ABLATIVE HATEBIALS
Surface patterns from ablating, melting and
flowing materials in supersonic flow of wind
tunnel, rocket motor and flight test
environments, comparing with theory
[AIAA PAPER 72-313] P0285 472-25247
Fabrication and installation of heat shields with
various curvatures to airframe sections of DC-3
aircraft
[HASA-CB-112109] p0581 N72-30946
ABHOBHA1ITIES
NT BAGNETIC ANOMALIES
ABOBTBD BISSIOBS
Booster launch vehicle guidance scheme for
critical aborts from staging through burnout,
minimizing aerodynamic phases for different
landing sites
P0397 A72-32182
ABSTRACTS
Abstracts and summaries of aerospace research for
1971
P0378 F72-22973
AC GEHEBATOBS
Aircraft turbo-alternator speed control for
constant frequency power supply, presenting
theoretical relationships for electrohydraulic
or mechanohvdraulic control loops
P0071 A72-15462
Aircraft tnrboalternator governing theory 'for
frequency error detection, comparing performance
of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors
P0143 172-18249
Aircraft cockpit electrical heating system,
converting three phase ac energy from alternator
with economy and safety
CSAE PAPBB 720329] p0291 A72-25591
Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with
solid lubricated bearings for high altitude
environments, noting applicability to supersonic
aircraft
P0453 A72-35565
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine engine
cofrosioo tests in controlled environment,
simulating salt, high temperature and hunidity
4-1
ACCB1BBATIOI SUBJECT IIDBX
conditions'
f N A C B PAPEB 76] P0241 A72-24320
Accelerated life tests to determine effects of
arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft .
structure • " . .
fAD-73933vy ".. ' J pOUSO B72-27036
ACCBLEBATION ' ' "
Normal acceleration data for jet aircraft and
trainers , . . .
fAD-725840'] . ' ' ' P0089 N72-11968
ACCELBBATION (PBISICS)
NT A N G D L A B ACCELERATION "
NT DECELEBATIOH . . .
Dynamic manned vehicle cockpit simulator.for.
visual and aural effects and acceleration
changes, discussing STOL and VTOL characteristics
P0143 A72-18246
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
effect on rigid aircra'f t response to normal
acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence,
using power spectral technique
p0236 A72.-23461
Pneumatically assisted parachute deployment at
high altitudes with low accelerations
- ' • . . . ' . ' - - , • .P0240 A72r24273
On the prediction of acceleration response of air
cushion vehicles to random seaways and the .
distortion effects of the cushion inherent in
scale models. :' '
C&IAA PAPEB 72-598] p0458.A72-36538
The development of dynamic flight test techniques
for the extraction of aircraft performance.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-785] p0495 A72-38102
Maneuver acceleration measured for estimating
loads during civil aircraft training'and test
flying - ' . " . . ' •
[ABC-CP-1176] ' POOU2 N72-11043
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbag
restraint systems, and mathematical models of
automobile crash loads . .t. ' ',
P0274 N72-19155
Effects of gusts, maneuvers, and landing impacts
on four-engine cargo aircraft during commercial
airlines operation „' ' ' ' . ' . . . •
"rNASA-TN-D-6790] " p0421 N72-24015
Effects of longitudinal acceleration arid Hagnns
forces and moments on stability of aircraft with
constant velocity around longitudinal axis
TAD-738231) "' p042> N72-24394
Device for applying simulated g-forces to arm of
aircraft simulator pilot
rRASA-CASE-LAB-10550-1] , p0482 N72-27271
Gyropendulnms for precision vertical 'indicators"
considering velocities and accelerations in '
earth gravitational field ' ' ""
. P0589 N72-31453
ACCBLEBATIOR PBOTECTIOH '•'" , . . . - •
'Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy'tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
[SAB PAPEB 720325] .' p0291 A72-25588
Acceleration protection system design, 'impact .
testing of restraint harnesses and ejectipn seat
cushions, and implications . ' ..
. P0275 N72-19157
ACCELEBATIOB STBESSES (pHISIOLOGt) . . ' '
NT CENTRIFDGING STRESS ' . ,'
ACCELEBOHETEBS .
Passenger aircraft onboard automated inertial,
navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer
and gyroscope -design and construction
pOQ.01 A72-10070
Plight vehicle angular velocity measurement by,
accelerometers, deriving equations of motion
P0241 A72-24497
Hathematica'l models of rate gyros, servo
accelerometers, "pressure transducers, 'and ,
telemetry systems and analog computer simulation
• " programs .
CHASA-CB-1768] . ' ' ' p0034 N72-10401
Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer
data for normal acceleration of fleet aircraft
CAD-733678] .' ' p0259 N72-18468
Hind tnnnel "tests of full-scale flight path
accelerometer to determine transonic aerodynamic
characteristics and to eliminate interaction
effects between angle of attack and sideslip vanes
[AD-736U56] P0371 N72-22328
Application of lasers to rotary gyroscope •' . •: • '. .
• vibration interferometry, gyroscope, balancing,
and gravimetric accelerometers v '--
CBEPI-59]
 v . p0372,H72-2252a
, .Design, fabrication, 'and test of full scale: angle
of attack and sideslip vanes .used with: flight
path accelerometer in high speed' wind tunnel
.CAD-736819]
 r • p0388'N72-23490
Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gage data
obtained by counting methods of load-time
, histories for jet fighter aircraft
..':. , - .; -P0511 .H72-29912
'Analysis of normal acceleration data obtained;
. , during operation of military aircraft using
counting accelerometers . - • • -
[AD-7U3067]. • ... p0587: H72-.31036
Biniatn're capacitive accelerometer for-, use in.free
flight wind tnnnel telemetry
tNASA-TH-I-26UU]. - . • ., .-. p.0589. H72-31U60
Rind tnnnel tests to determine damping,.,-,.-,. -
characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight
, ,path.accelerometer at subsonic and supersonic
. speeds-. . • : • . - . . ' • . •. ?-•: -...
[Ap-7it299U] . ' • . '.p0589 B72-31»eO
ACCBPTABILITI , .' '. i,' ;'
Acceptance tests for intercity air, transportation
effectiveness computer programs ,. • • ",
±:-. ..CPB^ 200476J p0106 H72-13030
''Acceptance^test of Kearfott gyroflex-'gyroscopetf•,•;-i
model 2 , ' - '• .-..' ' • ' .'•> '.'
CLBBA-E-209-8T-1/SIE] p0521jH72r28«79
ACCEPTAHCB . . . ..: ,t . ••--:,, •, ,-•
0 ACCEPTABI1ITI .- ...;...,.. .., ,
ACCESSOBIES ' • . . - . . •
High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories
structural materials, comparing, room temperature
, .physical properties of ultrahiqh ,-tensile steels
and. other alloys •' • - . . . - • . \ - - - ,>-.,'
• •-' ' ' ' p0058,-A72-13617
ACCIDE8T INVESTIGATION
NT'AIB,CBiFT ACCIDEBT, INVESTIGATION. . .:.,' ,- :. ••
Investigation of air taxi crash, Binghamton,-New
York" • . ; • • • . ' • • • - . - . ' I L ' . . • ( ' •
v. [HTSB-AABr71-13] " p0086 N72-119I15
•Beview of general aviation aircraft accidents for
calendar year 1969 * . .. . -..;. .- :
tPB-201841] - • • • , • ' - P0206 H72-15984
• Army helicopter accident analysis for defining
impact.in jury problems and helicopter . : •• .
crashworthiness . ^  . - >
p0273 N72-19129
Accident investigation of Southern Airways, Inc.
DC-9 B97S crashing at Tri-State Airport, r • r.v,.-
. Hnntington, Rest Virginia on .11 Nov..1970 •
[PB-209082] . , . ,,' -.'. • p'0643 N72-33052
ACCIDENT PBEVBNTION , . ' ., . . _ . . . ..
 :
•.•Cockpit information for pilot and flight crew as
. '. ..key to. transport -aircraft accident prevention,
• discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms
of flight safety requirements . . ••. • ' .
' ' ' " ', . ; - , .; p0066 A72-14813
Airport improvements needed for safety.
. . - • ' . < . p0460 A72-36784
Becommendations for improving general aviation :
safety ... , •• .
' ' ; - p0113 N72-13937
Bibliographic list of aircraft accident <
investigation and prevention • r .
[AD-730979] p0218. N72-.16999
Design criteria for safety factors .in aircraft1. •,,.
. crash survival . . :• • ^ .
tAD-733358] ' , . p0255 H72-18038
Design and development of .collision avoidance
system for use with air traffic control.system
CONEBA-TP-1091] p6«72 N72-26523
Performance tests to ..determine aircraft tire ;
...behavior' and operating, problems in various types
,of soils
. '[NASA-TN-,D-6813] . ,. ... p051<l N72-28006
Development of broadcast system of flight traffic
control for increased flight safety based on
increased pilot participation of control • .,t
procedures
CN1SA-CB-127452.] . , , p0522 B72-28662
Development of safety management procedures for
reduction] of military aircraft accidents
[AD-741364] : ' . - - , p0531 H72-29024
ACCIDENTS "
NT AIBCBAPT ACCIDENTS
A-2
SOBJECT IEDEI iCODSTIC HEASOBEHEMTS
ACCRETIOH
D DEPOSITION
ACCDBiCI • • • • . • - • - ."'••'••'"'
•Development of model to determine'effects 'of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on7 accuracy of
!-- '-tactical weapon delivery • ".' '
"- '•tlD-728324) ' ' " • • p'0.091 N72-12037
ACOUSTIC ATTBSOATIOH = ' - '"-"
NT SHOCK WIVE 1TTEHUITIOH ' ' . - - ' • • . •
-.'Liqoi'd-base foam sound absorbing properties 'for
.:>:•'let: aircraft1 noise reduction* '-•
....,: ; • .. •• p0001 172-10160
Sound attenuation- in lined rectangular ducts with
;
 ' uniform-steady flow, considering aircraft engine
noise-redaction' - '- - • • > -.
. • ' » , ' . - . - . - '
:p0070 172-15267
Atmospheric acoastic attenuation measurement^on
•
:
' sailplane, assessing turbulence backscattering
- ' - " cross section-- ' • •- • * " • • = . - ' •'
• • '••' ' P0189 172-20597
•'Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning
ordinances, emphasizing'wider latitude in land
•.'-' use options • • " - i
• .!•• - <:.--. '••••> "••: • • • ' 'P0354-172-29561
Acoastic attenuation and thrust loss incurred by
".'V'-v shrouded, multitnbe supersonic jet noise suppressor
rim PIPES 72-642] p04i6 172-34090"
Optimization of acoustic linings'in presence^of'
wall shear layers."- • :-
-.'. • - . ' • v? .'•'<? i>0548 172-40334
1COOSTIC COHBOSTIOH • = '- ' • • " : •'. ' •'* '• '" ''
U COBBOSTION STABILITY . ~ "
ICODSTIC' DUCTS'- ' " "" ' .'..'"' V,: ••• -
Heasurement, in a duct, of the space-structure":;6f. ''•
the discrete-frequency noise generatedjby':an .
axial compressor* '- •-•'''•' "•'
•:. . • *,.*.>:•, .-"'•.•• -' , • • - . - • • ' • p0567 172-42913
ACOUSTIC'EICIT1TIOH ; '• - • i ' '' ' '•'.''
•Endflrance tests of- D161BO' alloy "sheets nnder-'nigh
intensity acoustic, hanonic and^electrodynamic
•'
cvibratbr!'16ading
' •-'•' p0056 1727,13470'
Silicone based elastoners acoustic excitation '
•'--daiiping'iproperties at 213-423 K, discussing
testing technique and results at 200-1000 Hz
. .•I--'-"- l-r-rs- , p0351 172-29090
••Aircraft-structures'fatigue-life expectancy under
random acoustic excitation, describing testing
. methods and equipment : '
. ii -.; ' '- —. •-• • ' ' p0609 172-41739
Endnrance^tests of D16&BO alloy sheets under high
intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynaiic
•'. • 'vibrator'loading
.'• ' . . - • . - - '• ' I '-' ' ' p0610 172-44945
ICODSTIC FATIGDB • ' • • • • . ! •-
Sound pressure levels'and acoustic fatigue'tests(
'for'r11,200 and 9,300 pound thrust- J-52 engines.. _
comparison in 1-61 aircraft •: • Y-.t-.
•••• - • -" " '•'•'• p'0176 172-18757
Testing for acoustic fatigue in aircraft-structures
- v • . ' - • • • • p0172 H72-15797
Vibration damping and -acoustic fatigue resistance
'
 r
'of'aircraft' structural composites with
viscoelastic-core • •' '" . .
' '.-• ' -• P0216 H72-16865
analysis of acoustic fatigue life of structures
sablected to jet noise and application to design
"of aircra'ft structures - Part 1
CI6IBD-1G-162-PT-1] p0539 H72-29893
1COOSTIC SBJBBATOBS ' '
0 SOOBD GENEBATOES
ICODSTIC BB1SOBB1BHTS • '.'/'', ""'
Portable detector-recorder for aut'omobile, blast
' - 'furnace,'railroad car, engine room .'and ''
helicopter1 inf rasonic noise' measurements, 7
•discussing' peak frequencies and subjective effects
" - • ' ' - " pOOOl 172-.10157
Iconstic echo sounder as real time monitor of
• airport environmental meteorological parameters
P0013 172-^11137
' -Aircraft e"ngi;ne noise effects in airport '
'• vicinities, discussing measurement- scales,
turbofan'sources, noise reduction and future air
traffic • - ' . - ' - • • ' '
.P001.6 &72-12022
' French jet aircraft noise reduction research
facilities, discussing- in-flight and overfly
noise measurements, various silencer.',
'
 :
 configurations and Concorde engine tests ' '. .
P0059 A72-13680
Intense noise measurement device for .heat flow
. .. environments, discussing applications, to jet
engines,'nozzle exits,, turbine, exhausts and -
volcanic craters ". ,' ., '.'. '.
rOHEBi, TP HO.' 10101 ' 'POV18. A72-16025
- Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing physical
units, spectral analysis, conversion and
correction, formulas . . . - •• . • •
' ••- - p0i36 172-17195
.JT8D engine exhaust noise field, considering
internal noise sources contribution from exhaust
duct sound pressure neasurements ' . .' !
P0184 172-19331
California, airport, noise, standards
instrumentation, discussing battery-operated
measurement of hourly, a'nd community noise
" equivalent levels
' .' ' . . .. - , p.0184, 172-19490
'Jet-noise intensity redaction by screen across
nozzle'exit, using acoustic and hot wire
measurements " ' ' ! ' , . . . . -
P0185 172-19873
Structural Acoustic flpnitor system for airframe
structural proof testing, providing multichannel
recording and aural monitoring of acoustic data
derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers
. '
 :
 ' , . : p0240 172.-24146
Subsonic jet noise'directivity prediction .from
acoustic pressure measurements ' .. ,
. . . • p0301 I72r26041
aeasnrement'of spatially coherent and incoherent
structure of axial compressor^generated^noise
modes propagating in duct ,
' COKERl, IP SO.,10451 . p0311 A72-28049
Low flight'altitude.atmospheric parameters spatial
'and tempdrai variability effects oh aircraft
-_ .flyover noise measurement , .
1J
 ' ' ' ' . . . p0347 A72-28841
'Acoustic measurements for STOL.turboprop transport
. aircraft propeller configurations nnder static,
taxi and flyover conditions, discussing.quiet
propeller noise signature
' '":,/; . . . , P0355 A72-29571
.Bibliography on.noise .control covering surface
'transportation, machinery and aircraft'noise,
'industrial criteria, biodynamics, legislation
' -'and measurement
''•'. ,/': ". . P0356 172-29588(
 Tu-104 turboprop aircraft flight noise
.measurements and spectral changes at different
'distances from landing strip, evaluating public
'nuisance and'resident reactions
, ' . ' . . - ' p0360 A72-30446
Boise measurements during shock free and
'underexpanded'operation modes'of supersonic cold
model jet"at moderate exit Hach number
, , . . . . - . . .
 p0395 172-32017
' Externally blown flap impingement noise.
[1111 PIPES 72-664] ... p0455 172-35961'
Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.
' [AIA1 PIPES 72-786] , .p0495 172-38103
.Hoise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reversers.
(1I11.P1PEB 72-791] p0496 172-38108
1 time-freguency localization system applied to
acoustic certification of aircraft,
fllll PIPES 72-836] ' p0505 172-39091
'Design and development of the United Aircraft .
Besearch Laboratories acoustic research tunnel,
till! P1PEB 72-1005] p0558 172-41589
Low flying aircraft wake vortices tracking,
describing sensing techniques based on .acoustic
pulse de'flection and velocity field measurements
, . ' ' ' " ' " ' p0565 172-42709
Measurement, in a duct, of the space-structure of
the discrete-frequency noise generated by an
axial compressor.
. ' ! ' . ' . ... p0567 172-42913
Tone noise from rotor/stator, interactions in high
speed .fans. .. ' '''^  ." . .
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " p0610,n2-»4917
Incremental value of noise pollution level as .
basis for aircraft noise rating . ,. '.' .:
[HPL-AEBO-1C-49] . . '' \ po630;B72-10035
Gronnd .noise measarenents during landing, takeoff,
' and flyby operations of four-engine turboprop'
STOL aircraft.. " . ,
fHl'sitTH-D-6486] , " .p0086 H72-.11948
1-3
ACOOSIIC-'PBOPAGiTIOH SUBJECT IBOBZ
Data acquisition and analysis of atmospheric^"*.. "
'-'absorption cpettfcfents^ftorn'acoustic flight
tests'of-"<5om'merci'al''aircraft "' '"' ' "'
m»SA-CB-189j] '.','"• '-'' ' ': p.0,087'n72-11957
Analysis of noise le've'ls created by military
''' ^ aircraft';-ground support equipment, and terminal
•'-'-"facilities'-•"-'•' - "•••'•':• '••••• ' • •'-.•• •
I1' rAD-728154]'•<>'"' \):'•*•'•-'•'•- : 'pOO?0 N7.2-11972
Human':factors~ engineeri'ng to ^determine I""*"
effectiveness of auditory "display "for•aircraft
'"' ''''collision ''warning and avoidance system
rAD-729765] , p0153 H7'2'-M4065:'
'Heasurement of" i«ip'ulsive-;noise', rotor noise, rotor
blade dynamics, a'nd • rotor blade pressure of ;
CH-53 helicop'ter-"under -cruise and" hover 'conditions
fAD-730359] -•.-.-•:- ! pOl55 872-14018
'"'acoustic measurements of T-4.1 trainer aircraft.
 r,
•during'ground" :and 'airborne' operation' " : " .' '
f"A'D-731128] ' :' s<-:-.' •:' p0167 B72-15014
' Heasurement o'f aircraft noise generated by F-HE
' '-aircraft''daring ground and airborne operation
t AD-731092] -!":. ."'--• ''• !•••-• -V- '• pOi67 H72-15016
Flight tests.to- determine feasibility of detecting
vortices- from low flying aircraft'.' with' acoustic
radar ""• • •' u *'- ' • • • : • • • • • • -
* ••: l.?R-TT - ••••' . _ p0168 .872-15140
Heasurement" of ^ externally blown flap noise' for' "
determining noise criteria of STOL aircraft
.". «[NASA-TH-X-67991] p0203 H72-'l5959
Sound measurements "and noise-'level' in OH-58 / "• '"'
helicopter'''"'"' ; ' '•' '••• •' -'-' ' •''• • "' ;
rAD-731467] •-.:•• i:••: ,. '•• " 'p0206 H72r;i5985
, Noise measurement of deflected let VIOL aircraft
for determining-design configurations and
'-selecting-propulsion systems' "
••'••• '' ! p'0215' (172-16817
'inflight vibration and noise study of" several ,%f?, .
helicopters for upgrading environmental design.,
criteria and verifying dynamic'prediction' '"'.""
techniques '•' '"; ' : ''-,-.''-
; ' •' '• p0215';H.7*2-,16823,]j
Investigating lift fan noise reduction byij; ',', *,•
configuration moaificatipns in LF336/S' " ".
rHASA-CB-193lt.] •'• ;! p6218;H72-170d«
Flight- tests'to^determine' methods for'reducing;
airport community noise based on operationally
optimum approach profiles . . .,
• i;il»S»-CB-11»«17]""- '' .' p0250 B72-18001
Acoustic tests of fans used with'fan :1etnengine
and measurement'of "far 'field noise for several
configurations'- - . . < • : • • •• '•
' rHASA-T«-X^25281
 t PQ282 H72-198U5
Acoustic-measurements of aeroaynanic noise in Ion
'supersonic operation of axial flpv compressor
rMASA-CB-1258111 •••'-'• - -> ': 'p0282 B72-198U9
"Boise measurements of let augmented .lift systems,
• • for -use on 'proposed- STOL aircraft . ''"' . "^
THASA-TB-D-67101 "'•""- • ' p0319 .H72-20011
Acoustic measurements to determine aerodynamic
'•' noise ^ characteristics of single stage'fan'.with
1:5 pressure ratio aha 1160 feet per second tip
'speed '- ' ' ' "' '•' '.' ' ' ' •' • • -• • •'•• •
-rBASA-CB-120789]' • -'! •'•' p0365"H72-2199l»
Spectral methods for analyzing jet noise and . .
numerical analysis-of sound pressure components
and sound generation by wave-type jet turbulence
-
 :
 '- ' p0383;B72-23022
Acoustic properties of STOL aircraft with engine
over wing co'nf igurati'on and effects' of .nozzle
location; wing shielding, flap leakage', and
internally generated exhaust noise - ''"'
•• rBASA-TH-X-68032] . , pqt20 B72-2«0.08
Acceptability of- VTOt aircraft, noise 'determines by
;
 test subjects" evaluating simaiated sounds of. ^
helicopter, tilt wing aircraft, and turbojet '
" •' aircraft -''
rBASA'-CB-20*31 • -; "- •' ".'."'. pp«22 B72-2|»025
Hind tunnel investigation of acoustic'
characteristics oif' SloL' aircraft . " '. .
-'
LlrH»Si-TH-i-(5'216»lt . pd«6« B72-26008
Analysis of noise generated by target type thrust
reversers used on angmento'r-wing short, takeoff
•'aircraft ' ' : ,." •
°-riIASA-TH-I-68082] '• " " ;i' ' 'pO«77 B72-27012
Acoustic neasureBcnt tests' to determine reduction
-of aerodynamic noise by engin'e-pver-wing concept
• for con'ventional "and STOL aircraft" ' '"
rBASA-TB-X-6810«l '-,, -
 pb«79 B7'2-27030
Beasnrement ,of.aircraft noise generated by;YOV-10A
short takeoff aircraft•and comparison with wind
tunnel data *• •
r,HASA-TH-X-62166J .• pO«80. H72-27031
Analysis of data,on land uses around airports and
application.of computer program for data
processing • ... ; . • i • •. ; •
. - . . ; _ • : . . P0532 H72-29210
Static and flight acoustic and aerodynamic^tests
to .determine flight velocity effect on> jet noise
of conical ejector, annular plug, and:segmented
. .suppressor nozzles
"""[HASA-CB-120961] -; - - p.057.1 H72-30000
... Design of 'anechoic . chamber for, studying .supersonic
" and 'subsonic jet noise generation
.,, , CHASA-CB-1280381 " p0576 B72-30219
Analysis of aircraft, noise generation and --•.-
.
 ( optimization.of flight paths to: minimize effects
",.!of aircraft noise during takeoff. . , .. .-, .• n
.s, !'[BASA-TT-F-1«I(68] ' p0622 H72-32042
Buoerical analysis,, of total sound .pressure field
.emitted by., stationary rotating-jet .and .sound
field from same jet in motion observed, at fixed
. . poin;t, on ground . :\-- i • .-..-•,
[BA'SA-IT-?-,1««89,] , ,-..-.• • . . P0623 .B72-32017
Procedures for'estimating near, field .sound ^  -v
• r ..-^ .pressure levels caused by jet engine-noise ' .
,/CESDO'-72002J . . . :. , pO.637. N72-33009
Eesearch report on sound and.vibrationimeasurement
; ^ in,'turbomachinery,- aircraft-structures1, and. •
"buiiaing structures .Vj-.. •- ••.••
....,.,.. - . . .. p061|9 B72-33976
ACOOSIIC PBOPAGATIOH , , ^ » .,., .- ,; :
Atmospheric'stratification irregularities effects
,.
 ( on sonic- boom propagation, obtaining, probability
density functions ,!•' ;'.1_'f. "' '•".*,'•:
P0198 A72-2190S
Haximum overpressures of supersonic .aircraft ..* .'"i>J'-
maneuverinq-producea sonic booms occurring at"
.,< geometrical acoustic ray focus points /caustic
cusps/ .'.' • ".'i.,.'-.'i.' '• "!;-•'.•"
,,.,,,. f-,,tL • ... - ;. ' p0355^ A727-29586
The. estimation .of. npnstationary spectra from .-i
moving acoustic source distributions..-!. ;v
.fAIAA PAPEB,72-667] pO«52 A72-35486
Acoustic ray deflection by, aircraft wake.vortices
'with viscous core, observing maximum deflection
angles during large aircraft landing
' . " ' / . ' • •:...,. . POI»57 A72-36H17
Linear acoustic model to predict-axial flow : .
turbonachinery aerodynamic sound-generation':
including flow effects on radiation :: • .: •'•)'•
P0503 A7 2-3856 8
Closed form solution for the sonic.boom in a • '•
polytropic atmosphere. - . ;. .a.,-7 .. ~ ••
... „.,.!!,;. • . ,,....•.";" . ,p0556.A72r«1258
neasnrement, in a .duct, of the space-structure:of
the discrete-frequency noise generated bylari'f
axial compressor. •.••:<•
-,.. ,. - - '., p0567 A72-42913
Acoustic properties of radiated sound for near 'and
.. far-field conditions and numerical analysis of
aerodynamic sound production ' • - ••
 u ' . t ' • •
, , '. . - . . , , - , . ,p0382 B72-23020
ACODSIIC PBOPBBIIES
BT ACODSTIC SCATTEBING . . '•><••{
BT SODHD IBTEBS1TI . , : - •
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid ''
dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power '
. output and nqise spectra, for, various , f •.
configuratipnSj >t - . • • . - - • ' • . ' • • ' : •-'
TAIAA PAPBB 72-130] .'-,..:' p0131 .A72-16920
Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet
flow, investigating acoustic properties,. ' V
velocity and. pressure in mixing zone >.'
tAIAA PAPEB 72-644.]..- • . i r p0416 A72-34088
Application of multiple pare tone.noise ptoperties
,,-rto determination of nonuniformities in turbojet
",. jaircraft engines -- Part .-1 • .-, •< •
tBASA-CB-1831 J ...... -.- p0092.H72-12223
Analytical and experimental investigation of
vortex noise generated by propellers with low
, tip. speeds . .
tAD-731156] " p0167 872^ 15015."
Acoustic tests of fans used with fan jet engine '-
and measurement of far field noise'for several'
configurations .. > ;• . • • •• v .: •
tBASA-TH-X-2528] ' p0282 H72r.19845
SUBJECT INDEX ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Theory of aerodynamic sound generation and
numerical analysis of inhomogeneous wave
equations to include effects of boundaries -
conference
••• rDLR-HITT-71-20] p0382 H72-23018
.Derivation of equations for flow noise theory and
numerical analysis of special flow . .
configurations and boundaries
• p0382 B72-23019
Acoastic properties of radiated sound for near and
far-field conditions and numerical analysis of
• aerodynamic sound production
P0382 N72-23020
Characteristics of free turbulence as source of
aerodynamic noise and application to analysis of
noise created by jet engines
P0383 H72-23021
Spectral methods for analyzing jet noise and
numerical -analysis of sound pressure components
and sound generation by wave-type jet turbulence
' , . - • ' • P0383 H72-23022
Analysis of effect of aerodynamically-induced
fluctuation' forces on sound produced by axial
flow1 compressor rotor and stator combinations
rNASA-CB-2012] pO|»19 H72-23991
Simulation of vibrational and acoustical
properties of sonic-boom
rHASA-CB-112117]' ' p0532 H72-29207
- numerical analysis of total sound pressure field,
emitted-by! stationary rotating jetc and sound"
field from same jet in motion observed at fixed •
point on ground
TNASA-TT-P-1KU89] p0623 N72-320!t7
Procedures for estimating near field sound ' '
pressure levels caused by jet engine noise '*
. [ESDU-72002] p0637 N72-33009
ACOUSTIC BiDIATIOH
0 SODHD MATES '
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING ••• • . .•:-•"
The acoustics:of. axial.flow machines.'' "<
. • • •' ' 'pO<162 A72-3720U
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
J
 Sonic boon':simulation devices and techniques,
including - wind tunnels ,' ballistic ranges," spark
discharges and-shock'tubes' ' '
• : - . ' . p<H98 A72-219Q6
Field and laboratory sonic'boon simulators, 'noting
required characteristics " ' • "
i>023» A72-23323
'• Canadian sonic boom simulation facilities.
riCAS PAPER 72-26] ' " p0554 A72-1M151
ACOOSTIC TIBBATIOBS • ' ' '
U SODHD RAVES • ; '
ACOUSTICS
HT PSYCHOACOUSTICS ' '
ST UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
.Acoustical theory application to jet engine noise
reduction, developing mathematical model for '
blade shock wave spacing in noise generation '•
process
P0189 A72-205B2
Annotated bibliography on acoustics' -
rHPl-AEBO-lC-B71 ' P0035 H72-10589
Theoretical acoustics applied to jet engine noise
generation, propagation, and reduction studies
pO«36 H72-25632
ACQUISITION
HT DATA ACQUISITIOS
HT TAB6ET ACQUISITION -
ACBOBATICS
Analysis of the fundamental parameters and flight
properties of aerobatic aircraft 'in a
statistical framework ' •
P0602 A72-M0336
ACBTLIC BESIHS . ' '
Aircraft fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering
•passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreen and
various surface coatings -
P0305 A72-27008
Acrylics and polycarbonates properties in aircraft
; transparencies design, emphasizing cost and
optical, mechanical, thermal and chemical
properties '
P0305 A72-27009
iCTIHOBETEBS i V '
HT INF8ABED DETECTOBS • ' .
HT INFRARED SCANNEBS
HT IHFBARED SPECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
HT RADIOMETERS
ACTUATOR DISKS , . . . <
Critique of general momentum theory of propeller
actuator disk 'model, showing flow field
determination from nonlinear elliptic
differential equation solution. •. .,.,-.. .
... '-' ' 'p030l"A72-'25998
Nonlinear integral equations solution.for heavily
. loaded actuator disk induced flow field, taking
into account blade tip vortices and thrust .
coefficient effects -- . .
' ' ' p0303 A72-26577
ACTUATORS ,
Hnltiplex electr'ohydranlic system for aircraft fly
by wire.actuators with majority voting and
pressure logic, discussing frequency response
and environmental tests
. ,
 : . P0199 A72-22152
Electromechanical redundant activating mechanism
for F-4 aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power
servo, noting application to fly by wire control
p0360 A72-30422
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing
spoilers, 'slab tailplane, rudder,
autostabilization system and integrated . . .
packaging of actuators
pO«M7 A72-3Uian
Hydraulic actuator design, for. aircraft- vehicle .-
control . . • - . - • (
•„,.., tAD-875752] P0093: H72-12U25
Fly by wire and integrated actuator package
techniques for developing snrvivable flight
control system in jet aircraft -. ,
[AD-733582] , . . • P0255 H.72-180IK>
Design of fast-acting electromechanical actuator
for full span. Fowler type wing flaps in direct
lift control applications
[NASA-CR-2059J . p0517 H72-28027
ADAPTERS , •
Fliqhtweiqht components and water cooled test
adapters for-hypersonic engine
CHASA^B-I^OSS] pOU37 N72-25711
ADAPTIVE COHTBOL . • -.
NT SELF ADAPTIVE COHTBOL SISTEHS -
Self organizing adaptive aircraft control system
with C criterion pitch axis performance and
failure compensation
• .' p0053 A72-12920
Differential and difference equations approximate
solutions in finite state machine form,
developing adaptive gain changer model in .
aircraft stability control system
pOOSI) A72-13164
Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal
control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing
with aerodynamic performance . •
'.'.;.", . p0120 A72-16430
Adaptive model following control,systems design by
. .hyperstability approach for flight control and
simulation
[AIA'A PAPEB 72-95] . p013» A72-16956
Stochastic control theory application to flight
'problem, discussing aircraft identification and
adaptive control over wide environmental range
. p02»7 A72-251«6
Pilot trainer transfer function identification for
man-machine and on-line adaptive control system
using '.analog/hybrid computer
' P0361 A72-30721
Optimally sensitive adaptive control techniques
for systems with unknown time-varyinq
 :
parameters, suggesting applicability to ATC
, . pOP90 A72-37289
Extended Kalman filter with fictitious noise input
for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters
applied to VTOL aircraft . .
p0502 A72-3.8265
Application of linear mathematical model- to
represent human operator performance in
controlling attacking fighter aircraft
fAD-725069,] ' • ,'' p003i. H72-.1.0042
Theoretical research on optimal control and
automatic navigation . • . .
[AD-733397] p0262 N72-.1866U
Fuel flow control by sensing airflow condition's-at
discharge of engine compressor . .
(AD-73«5«2] p0282 H72-19857
Adaptive narrow band, frequency modulation,, voice
communication system ' • ,
pO«37 H72-25783
A-5.-
ADAPTIVE COHIB01 SISTBBS SOBJECT IHDBI
Development of controller synthesis techniques for
large aircraft using distributive'parameters and
• tine delays
fAD-7108731 • ' • • ' • ' p0529-B72T29013
Identification of linear stochastic systems usinq
state variable formulation for discrete linear
stochastic system • ' '
• rAD-7«1137J P0536.872-29632
Decision and control theory for large scale and
uncertain-systems for aerospace applications'
taD-7«08691 '• "' ' p0536 H72-29633
Development of algorithm for solving problem.of
controlling fine-varying linear avion'ic system
• ' with randon 'paraneters based on adaptive dual
co'ntrol strategy - Part'1
li'iD-704115'j . p0625 B72-3206*
•Development'of theory for designing optimal inputs
to identify parameters in linear dynamic systeis
and application to avionics installations - Part 2
rM>-7Ui»1161 p0625 B72-32065
Development of controller design procedure for
aircraft throughout entire flightenvelope based
• on quadratic optimal control technology:
rAD-741U91] • • p0626 B72-32068
ADAPTIVE COHTEOL SISTBHS - - • • • • ' •
0 ADAPTIVE COHTBOL ' ' ' ' '
ADDITIOB BESINS - • . - . ' ' •- ' • '
NT ACBYLIC^BESIBS ' ' .
ADDITIVES -• -•• •• •-'• '• •
HI PBOPELLANT ADDITIVES '. -' - '• :
Viscosity and' additive effects on jet engine fuel
antiwear properties improvement
. '•'' p0016' A72-11968
Aviation fuels an'd -additives effect on steel
endurance limit at room temperature
: - • • • '
 P0351 A72-29187
Effects of additives on hydrocarbon jet fuel
' • stability ' ' ' .
C&D-737833] '" ' ' pOtt27 B72-21806
1DDBBSSIHG - ' . - - ' '• - • " ' , . ' '
Air traffic density effect on secondary •
" surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft
identification and position determination,'
proposing selective address system ' :
• •• ' • ' p0517 .A72-10289
ADSBEOHETEBS ' ' . ' '
0 ADHESION TESTS . ' . - . .
ADHESION TESTS ' ' ' '.
NOT techniques selection/ economics and
organization for aircraft industry, considering
ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests
• • ' ' ' • • - ' • • • • ' • p06T2. 172-15292
ADHESIVE BOHDIHG •'.' ' . • ' •
Betal-skin honeycomb composite' structure design
• and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting
structural adhesive bonding.in aircraft
construction '- ' • ' ' . • • • . . . ,-•
. • - ' i - • . . . - . ; : p0069A72-15090
Adhesive bonded components in aircraft and
aerospace structures, discussinq manufacturing,
metal surface preparation, inspection and ^
• - environmental exposure
• tSAE PAPEB .7201181 P0136 A72-17325
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for
improved 'fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
• • • ' . - ' ' pOKOO-A72-32»29
Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to join sheet
" metal' parts with applications to propellant
"'. tanks "and 'spacecraft and'aircraft structures "
fSIIE PAPEB AD 72-7101 •" ' pOU58 A72-36526
Stress distribution and displacements in adhesive
'• bonded lap-jointed aerospace structures,
' ''presenting approximate solution '; "
' • • ' ' • -. p0462 A72-3721H
Evaluation of experimental membranes/ nonskid
compounds, adhesives, and earth anchors used in
constructing assnlt type runways for military
aircraft ' ••'• • ' "'" '
fAD-729803] '.'..--' • '- • • . " •
 P0157 N72-14286
Nondestructive- tests and their application 'foir'
'.'inspection of adhesive bonded structures, 'welded
joints, and-riveted or bolted joints '"'" ' •
. •:• • . ''•'••• '• p0278 N72-195U2
Fabrication'and installation of heat shields with
various curvatures to air£rame sections'of DC-3
••' aircraft
1
 THASA-CB-112109]'' : ' p0581 H72-30946
ADHESIVES- ' •• •''• " • < _ . • . . ' • • • •
Ethylene terpol'yme'r material used as thermoplastic
, transparent adhesive for bonding polycarbonate
to glass
fAD-728174] p009« H72-12S20
IDUBMIC COHOITIOIS -
coipressor exergetic efficiency calculation.from
gas exergy losses caused by pressure drop and
cooling, noting relations to isothermal,
adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies
POH91 A72-37668
1DI1B1TIC fiOf
 : . ,
Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic
. .adiabatic air flo* through diffusers with tail
'pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer
' . ! . . . p0237 A72-23855
1OJOIITS ... ,. ..
Galerkin method application to nonconservative
nonself-adjoint aeroelasticity problems based on.
interpretation as mathematical formulation of
virtual work principle
p0178 A72-18788
1BBATION
Combined centrifugal oil filter, .pump and • ,
deaerator for gas turbine engine lubrication
systems, no.ting heat transfer effectiveness
, increase . .-
' ! . . ' . ' . ' , - ' pO»56 A72-36050
ABBIiL EIPIOSIOHS • • •.. ,,
Effects of air blast on performance of gas turbine
-'engines '.', ' . . . . . , . . . . - ,
' ' , . p0172 H72-15824
ABBIAL1 IHAGEBI „' "
0 ABBIAL PHOTOGH4PHI ' . . . ' . . ' .
ABBIAL PBOT06BAPHI
'Cathode ray tube recorder.for remote airborne •
photographic mission . • •
, t - • • ' - . • • • ' pOOSO- 472-.13711
D.S. Davy cartography, describing BA-3B Skywarrior
capabilities and photographic instrnmeniation
, ,,,T . ,- , : - .. p0196 .A72-21699
Correlation functions for angular vibrations of
operating aerial camera during working.cycle
..-,.'. '' . " . ! . . .- ..-"-. P0232 A72-229«7
Optical'image filtering to simplify- and facilitate
automatic aerial photointerpretation processes
P0233 A72-23310-
Approach and landing flight simulator based on-
intermediary photography on transparent material
P0207 H72-16186
Selection of optimum exposure and its automatic
adjustment during air photography
CAD-70.01961 .p0577 872-30120-
Badar altimeters and large scale.aerial • .,
photography for forest inventory :
• -p0588 872-31117
IBEIiL EECOBBAISSAHCB
Aerial expedition for studying conditions of
atmospheric boundary layer over oasis and -.
semiarid region > •-•
(AD-7275351 ' p003» 872-10332
Dse of multisensors in aerial
reconnaissance/surveillance missions . .
rAD-733317J ' , . p0259 N72-.1816»
Experimental aerial gravimetry program to -
determine feasibility of large scale aerial -
gravity surveys
.CAD-735266] .,
 : . . . .. p0337 872-21391
plight tests .of air navigation eguipment to .
determine accuracy of position location-for
.small area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in
Arctic.regions
UPT740607J,
 t-,. . . p0579'B72-30S96
ABBIAL BODDBBS " " " . . , • ' . ' . . - . . . . . . .
Betal-skin honeycomb composite structure design
and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting
 :
structural adhesive bonding in aircraft
construction
P0069 A72-15090
Flight, test of direct side force control by rudder
' "deflection and asymmetrical drag oh T-33 .-
airplane,;noting use in dive bombing
" . .. P0310 A72-27520
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing
' spoilers, slab tailplane, rudder, - •.- •
autostabilization system and integrated',
packaging'of actuators
• ; ' - • - • • • p0117 A'72-31111
.Development-of direct side force control on
aircraft during flight and application to
improved b'ombing accuracy . ' . - . . . ,
A-6
SUBJECT- INDEX' AEBODYBAHIC CBABACTEBISTICS
fAD-735291] "•'- • • • " "-^ " p033«'N72-21030
&EEODYHAHIC AXIS ... .
0 AEBODYNABIC'-BALANCE .'. ; »:,
ABEODYBABIC^BALANCE . ., ' ".'•'''
Gas generator"performance shifts'involving " "'
military trim level variations b'y TF-30 engines
in high relative ;tiumidity environment caused by
condensation in inlet* duct" '' ' •
:''>.•' :'-'-. ' pOI.76, 112-18159;
Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight" at *
wing tip -on critical' flutter rate '' .
••-.-•-• - '••''. •" '.' ' P0191 A72-.21092
Aerodynamic center'and''center of pres'sure of -
slender small aspect ratio wing near solid or
free surface, determining angle of attack effect *
• . - - • • • ' • ' ' 'P0351 A72-29131
AEBODYHABIO-BBAKSS ' - '
NT BALLUTES '"';:- - ' '' ."- • . , - • . . . , :
NT_DBAG CHUTES . "•• •-:••> " •
NT SPLIT FLAPS . . . .'""""
NT TRAILING-EDGE'FLAPS •' ' ' '
 r '" ".
NT WING-FLAPS- •'' • "' '. , '''".'''',
Parachute designs and applications to escape '
systems, paratrooping, supply dropping, aircraft
' braking^ weapons systems stabilization, flight. .
testing aids and sport : '' . - • • . -
-' •-.'-. - • ".; ' •>.•••--i' '• ;• p0006 A72-T0302
F-111 ^aircraft landing gear and speedbrake f'ur
'"'• '•'hydr'aulic system control by single dual-f unc.tion .
valve, describing design features arid' '* „'
performance characteristics • ' .
;
'p0190 ^72-2,1,021
Articulated antorotor' decelerator for retarding'''
and stabilizing air delivered' stores -'""'• "
'."' rAD-73U309-]- p0271 H72-190ai
DevelopmeriV and 'characteristics of parachute •
fabric for! "aerodynamic decelerator using "'
'Itqh'tveiq'h't-, variable solidity, knitted material
rNASA-CASE-LAB-10776'-1 ] ' . p0331 N72-21004
Plight tests-to determine effectiveness of '
'• *' w'ing'-mounted speed brakes on S-67 helicopter for
:
 increased dive angle and deceleration capability
C AD-7it521«]- • -"" '' ''• '-' ' 'p'0611 N72-33039
AEEODYIABIC BUZZ
0 FLUTTER' " . • • : • • • • - . . • - ' •
AEEODYHABIC CEHTBB !* •' "• ; '" '"• ; '
U'AERODYNABIC BALANCE
AEEODYHABIC CHAEiCTEEISTICS'* . « . ' " ' •'- '
NT AEBODYNABIC BALANCE ' :-' "•' "«' "' .' '
NT 'AEEODYNABIC DBAG ' '• '
NT AEHODYNABIC-STABILITY ' • • • • • ' • ' - - . • • - . . • • ' . •
NT INTERFERENCE DBAG -'• • •' " •'•• ' " ' '• '' ''
NT'IHTEBFERENCE LIFT . . .
NT JET LIFT ' ' ' ' ' '• ' ' ' ' " '
NT LIFT""'> •-'• •• •' ' - - • • • - • - '• " • •- •'' *'
NT ROTOB LIFT " '- ' - ' "'• l ' ' •'' ' ''.'•''* ' ''
NT STATIC AERODYHAHIC CBARACTERISTICS' " '".'_' ...
HT SUPERSONIC- DBAG . . . . . .
NT ZERO LIFT •' ''. • ' " '• ' " '
Nonporous rigid parachute models three component
measurements, using.low speed wind tunnel for
testing skirt-length'effects on aerodynamic
characteristics ' - . . . - .
p0006 A72-10303
'Aerodynamic behavior of thin jet-flapped airfoil,
investigating ihtegrodifferential-equation '
solution ' . • • • : . . . .
•: ' - - -
 :
 •""• '•" "pOOIS A72-11669
Aircraft spin characteristics due to'superstall, .
^ •- comparinq three stall types with respect to' '
recovery, yaw damping and rate of rotation' *" :
fDGLB PAPEB 71-057] ' ^p0023 A72-12718
Unsolved- aerodynamic-problems'" in sub-* and
transonic civil and"military aircraft 'design,
considering flow problems during transonic
flight,'takeoff and landlnq
-"-fDGLR'PAPER 71-105] ' ' p0021 ;A72-127«5
Tip clearance-.'ef feet on compressor blade ' ''' .
aerodynamic characteristics/ applying 'Bo'llay
•• analysis to low aspect ratio rectangular winq
' '••• " ' '_ ' p002«'A72-1.2825
Circular jet discharqing perpendicular to solid
surface in'to transverse'flow,'.discussing .effects
on infinitely thin circular wing aerodynamic
" -
:characteristics
'•• , ;'. ' " • ' p0060.A72-13915
Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation'to \
supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde
contribution,'
' p0063 A72-11681
Axial flow multistage conpressor design,
discussing high speed flow measurements.and ,
'Beynolds. number .and blade.-airfoil- shape effect
on'aerodynanic performance
. . P0121 A72-16U83
Badial inflow gas turbine rotating blades
aerodynanfic characteristics, noting, exducer
shape effect on turbine performance •
- -
 : . p0121 A72-16«84
Stalled blade rows 'dynamic performance in terms of
blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary
layer-caused time delay
. . . - - . ' "p0121 AT2-16487
.Two dimens'ional cascade test of air-cooled turbine
. nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics
and heat transfer properties
, . ; . . . p0122 A72-16189
Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled by
single'point vortex to represent leading edge
slat, discussing on-line computer graphics program
., CAIAA PAPER 72-221] pOi27 A72-16798
Sail rotors for hovering platform, calculating
rotor performance based on ideal two-dimensional
flexible airfoil section characteristics
fAIAA PAPEB 72-66] p0131 A72-16925
Two dimensional lift characteristics of , . •
multielement airfoilsy using potential flow^-
method based on surface, source distribution and
finite difference boundary .layer method
....^AIAA PAPER 72-3] p0132 A72-16935
Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with
externally blown jet augmented flaps, predicting
..
 t interference between lifting surfaces and
'tnrbofan engines
C A I A A PAPEB 72-63] poi33 A72-16953
T-shaped winqs supersonic characteristics at 0-15
deg angles of attack, investigating flow :
structure between wings by pitot tube rake
s; 4 , ., - p0142 A72-18129J
 Nonuniform propeller streams effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of high aspect ratio
. wing, using airfoil theory
' t AD-7<45H77] p0182 A72-19092
Aeronechanical analysis of flight conditions for
conventional aircraft, including kinematics of. .
curvilinear motions with constant speed
• ' . p0188 A72-20372
Book 'on. dynamics of atmospheric flight covering
unsteady notion, small disturbance theory,
'aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft stability
and control,, handling qualities, etc
• " ' . , . ' . . p0192 A72-21U91
Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power
reguirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis
with division of near and far flow fields
p0195 A72-21608
Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade
cascades of.adjustable nozzle diaphragms in
transport aircraft axial.flow gas turbine engines
p0233 A72-23186
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
effect.on rigid aircraft response to nornal
acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence,
using power spectral technique
. ' . p0236 A72-23H61
Aerodynamic data acquisition with magnetic balance
on wind tunnel model delta, and AGABD G wing
planforms and body of revolution
. . ., p02i»3 A72-2I1770
Russian book on An-12-turboprop transport aircraft
structural and aerodynamic characteristics
covering .engine operation, piloting, stability,
.. controllability, etc
. P0315 A72-283U3
Inviscid incompressible flow past longitudinally
,• carved small aspect ratio slender wing,
investigating aerodynamic characteristics
... p0315 A72-28729
Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for
thin jet-flapped airfoil in incompressible
inviscid .flow bounded by different types of •
boundaries • .
P0397 A72-32117
Aircraft instrumentation system accuracy .relation
to aerodynamic derivatives evaluated from'flight-
. .data, proposing input and transient response
measurement system
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pO«12 A72-33610
Aerodynamic stall characteristic prediction from
static experimental data for airfoils, noting
boundary layer effects
fAIAA PAPEB 72-6821 . pQlHU A72-3U060
Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and
aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and
rotational noise reduction and overall
efficiency decrease
[AIAA PAPER 72-655] pO«15 A72-3P079
Variable sweep wings aerodynamic characteristics
in subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight,
considering lift, drag, stability and control
pOI»61 A72-36976
Hethodology for estimating STOI aircraft high lift
systems characteristics.
[Alii PAPES 72-7791 pOSOO A72-38138
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft
components - Illustration of the possibility for
prediction.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-«9] P0556 A72-U1174
Aerodynamic characteristics of the slotted fin.
P0557 172-U1262
Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces
boundary layer stability and aerodynamic
characteristics, noting stall angle reduction
and drag increase from wind tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPEB 72-9601 P0562 A72-II2357
Steady state eguations of motion, eguilibrium
shape and stability derivatives of elastic
airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.
p0566 A72-428H5
Bain results of nonlinear rotor theory
p059<t A72-Q3419
An aerodynamics mo3el applicable to the synthesis
of conventional fixed-wing aircraft.
[SAME PAPEB 9081 P0595 A72-*3<t55
Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to strong
attached shock waves . '
P0611 A72-U511H
Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic
behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small
helicopter.
P0612 A72-45328
The determination of a general relation between
the aerodynamic properties of a single airfoil
and those of the same airfoil arranged in an
arbitrary cascade.
P0611 A72-U5363
A method for estimation of axial tnrbomachinery
stage characteristics on the basis of
experimentally obtained data with a runner
tested in a free blow-out aerodynamical scheme.
P061U A72-U5364
Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine blade'
cascades in unsteady incompressible and
compressible fluid flow, considering axial flow
turbine blades vibration
P0615 A72-S5521
Static and dynamic stability characteristics of
finned bodies with crnciforn, slotted fin
configuration
[AD-728016] P0027 N72-10003
Impinging inclined let effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of control surface in VTOt
longitudinal stability
P0028 N72-10011
Aerodynamic characteristics of wind tunnel model
of hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-6577] p0032 H72-100U5
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of
rigid two-bladed rotor system with full-scale
rotor operating at very high advance ratios and
during start/stop operation
TAD-7276531 pOO<13 H72-11050
Analysis of helicopter tail rotor flow patterns in
and out of ground effect
[AD-7255911 pOO«4 H72-11060
Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin
lifting wings and analytic expressions for far
fi,eld conditions
[NASA-TB-D-6530] POOU5 H72-11289
Analysis of interaction of oblique shock with bow
shock of blunt leading edge and application to
design of hypersonic ramjet inlets
fAD-7261111 pOO«5 H72-11312
In-flight investigation of installation effects
and aerodynanic characteristics of local flow
field on auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on
underwing engine nacelle
[HASA-TB-1-2396] pOOSV H72-11711
Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation
of separation efficiency and aerodynamic
performance
[AD-725593] p0051 H72-11713
Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel
facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of
aircraft at high Beynolds numbers
[ AGAHD-CP-83-71] ' p0073 H72-1185II.
Transonic wind tunnel testing' for predicting
flight performance characteristics of aircraft
P0075 B72-11865
High Beynolds number aerodynamic ground testing by
moving test specimens on rocket sleds
P0078 H72-11885
Evaluation and comparison of several methods for
estimating low speed stability derivatives of
two nnpowered aircraft configurations
[HASA-TH-D-6531] . p0079 H72-11896
Bind tunnel tests of large scale swept augmentor
wing model with and without horizontal tail
[HASA-TH-X-62029] p0080 S72-11901
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of semispan wing with externally
' blown jet flap
[HASA-TH-1-62079] ' p0080 H72-11902
Design, development, and characteristics of light
hovercraft regniring amphibious capability '
[AD-726163] p0081 H72-11911
Analysis of mass, structural, and aerodynamic data
for IB-7 aircraft' at three flight conditions
fHASA-CB-116773] p0086 H72-119U3
Free flight tests to determine deployment
characteristics and aerodynamic loads for
all-flexible parawings with UOOO sgnare foot
wing area
tNASA-TB-T-2326] p0087 N72-11956
Acgnisition and analysis of aerodynamic stability
and control data for vertical takeoff aircraft
configurations
fAD-726103] p0089 N72-11969
Development of methods for determining inlet shock
position from wall static profiles in mixed
compression supersonic inlet
[NASA-TB-X-2397] p0096 H72-12780
Digital computer calculations of effects of
variation of mass and inertia parameters on spin
of delta wing fighter aircraft
[BBE-TH-U53(»B/D)] p0099 H72-12974
Free flight supersonic model for.determining
static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics
IHAL-TB-237]' p0100 H72-12981
Analytical method for determining three
dimensional vortex interaction effects on
aerodynamic properties of wing and aircraft
configurations
[NASA-TT-F-1l»07(t] p0100 H72-12982
Development of computer program for predicting
static, longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of missile configurations for angles of attack
from zero to 180 degrees
[AD-729009] p0100 H72-12986
Aerodynamic technology for developing hypersonic
cruise aircraft
p0103 S72-13000
Aerodynamics and flight stability of oblique
wing-body combinations and application to
supersonic transport aircraft
p0105 H72-13018
Effects of rocket plumes on aerodynamic
characteristics of missiles
[1D-728155] . p0113 872-13922
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings with or
without trailing-edge flap in rarefied
hypersonic gas flow
CBEPT-71-2) pOlM H72-13980
Helicopter rotor hover performance and wake
geometry characteristics
[AD-728835] p0149 H72-13982
Aerodynamic characteristics of model helicopter
hovering in ground effect flow
[HASA-TT-F-13938] p0150 H72-13986
Parametric design studies and aerodynamic
characteristics of stowed tilt rotor concept for
composite aircraft
[AD-729427] p0152 H72-13998
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Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
helicopter rotary wings
[AD-729587] P0152 B72-13999
Bind tunnel measurements to deteraioe stability
and drag of parachutes-with varying effective
porosity
CAD-729858] P0152 B72-11IOOO
Development of technignes for predicting aircraft
stability and control aspects of 7/STO1 aircraft
fJD-730121] . p0153 B72-1400II
Aerodynamic and control characteristics of
helicopters in level flight and steep descents
at low speeds
t»D-729847] . p0154 B72-14010
Helicopter model tests for determining ground
prozinity aerodynamics in level and descending
forward flight
fAD-730364] P0155 H72-14021
Hind tunnel tests to determine drag
characteristics of airfoil.covered with
compliant- coating of polyvinyl chloride membrane
over polyurethane damping layer
tAD-729921] P0160 B72-14607
Hathematical models for helicopter rotary wing
near wake and influence on rotary wing lifting •
characteristics
tBAE-TB-71046] p0164 B72-14996
Hind tnnnel.tests to determine static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of close-coupled
ving-canard confignrations at Bach.numbers from
1.60 to 2.86
.f BASA-TN-D-6597] p0165 N72-15000
Flight tests of parafoil glider and comparison of
flight test data with wind tunnel data-using
small scale and full scale models .
[AD-731143:i P0167 872-15012
Analysis of inviscid flow field on expansion side
of flat delta wing at supersonic speed
rvTH-1671 p0169 H72r15277
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of delta
planform, high cross range, shuttle orbiter
space vehicle
CNASA-CB-115357] p0201 N72-15911
Numerical analysis of influence of camber and
nonplanar wake on change of lift, vortex drag,
and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect
fTT-71-12] ' p0201 K72-159U7 .
Analysis of inviscid flow on windward side of
.flat, sharp-edged delta wing at hypersonic speed
and angles of attack near maximum lift
fAD-7317631 p0202 B72-15955
Airflow characteristics of unsteady flow around
bluff bodies, spheres, disks, and antorotating
two dimensional airfoil
fAD-731862] p0203 H72-15956
Aerodynamic characteristics of flat-bottomed,
semicircular wing in close proximity to ground
or solid boundary
fPB-2036021 p0218 B72-17003
Influence of aerodynamic characteristics on
handling of amphibious hovercraft
rCHABFIELD-AERO-7) p0209 U72-17992
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic - .
characteristics of vertical takeoff jet fighter
aircraft with six let engines in transition
speed range
rHASA-TB-X-20601 p0251 N72-18007
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity on aerodynamic characteristics of
V/STOL aircraft model
rFASA-TH-X-2212] p0251 H72-18008
Rind tnnnel tests to determine dynamic
characteristics of hingeless rotors with hob
moment feedback controls and rotor freguency
response - Vol. 1
rBASA-C8-11114271 p0253 S72-18024
Compilation of data obtained from wind tunnel :
tests of hingeless rotors with hub moment
feedback controls and rotor fregnency response -
Vol. 2
tBASA-CB-114428] p0253 872-18025
Aerodynamic characteristics of bomb in steady,
incompressible, potential flow based on model
fAD-7333251 p0254 1172-18037
Turbine engine aerodynamics research on higher
inlet.temperature and blade loading
f»ASA-Tll-)t-68016] p0264 B72-18782
Plight test analysis of flow characteristics of
air intake system of 7-111A aircraft at
supersonic speed
[BASA-TB-D-6679] p0265 B72-18996
Aerodynamic design and performance of axial flow
compressor rotor with tip speed of 1380 feet per
second and 1.1 blade tip solidity
CHASA-TB-X-2449] p0266 H72-18998
Aerodynamic performance of lifting helicopter
rotor during vertical descent
[AD-734229] P0267 B72-19011
Application of ring vortex method for determining
aerodynamic characteristics of rotary wings and
design of lifting rotor systems
CAD-735018] • P0267 H72-19013
Baximum likelihood technigue used to extract-
aerodynamic parameters of Bavion airplane from
flight data
' [BASA-TH-D-6643] p0268 H72-19019
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow phenomena of
supercritical wings near Bach one conditions
tHASA-TT-F-111242] P0317 B72-19994
Aerodynamic characteristics of Dornier DO-31 VTOL
transport under visual and simulated instrument
flight conditions
rBASA-TB-D-6754] p0319 N72-20012
Aerodynamic characteristics of experimental
aircraft FA-200XS • ' •
[BAE-lIB-TBABS-1606] p0319 S72-20013
Aerodynamic characteristics and'problems'
encountered in design of TO-144 supersonic
aircraft
[BASA-TT-F-1112061 p0320 B72-20014
Aerodynamic and mechanical design of two-stage,
highly-loaded fan for advanced aircraft, and
tests with uniform and distorted inlet flow
rHASA-CB-120859] p0326 B72-20763
Vortex ring method used for calculations of
aerodynamic'characteristics of helicopter
lifting rotors at any angle of attack in flow
with comparatively high velocity
rAD-735439] p0327 B72-20973
Flight test procedures for determining stall and
spin characteristics of high performance aircraft
p0328 H72-20979
Development of flight test procedures for use with
advanced aircraft to determine cruise
performance characteristics
P0329 N72-20985
Technigues and procedures for conducting flight
tests of lifting body type aircraft during
transonic and supersonic flight conditions
CBASA-TB-1-683061 p0329 B72-20986
Determination of performance data and stability
and control characteristics from aircraft
performance under nonsteady flight conditions
p0330 H72-20992
Rind tunnel tests of H2-F2 lifting body entry
configuration at transonic and supersonic speeds
and selected Beynolds numbers
CNASA-IB-X-2511] P0331 N72-21005
Blade stress analysis, wind tnnnel models, and
test procedures for investigating conversion
process of folding tilt-rotor aircraft - Vol. 4
CAD-735733] P0334 H72-21028
Characteristics of aircraft using supercritical
aerodynamics and analysis of tnrbofan engine
performance with single and double stage
configurations
rHASA-TH-X-68031] p0340 H7J-21816
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wing orbiter
in close proximity to synchronously oscillating
canard booster at Bach 2
CLTB-OA-18J p0365 K72-21992
Numerical analysis of factors affecting
aerodynamic stability of aircraft and
development of concept of dynamic derivatives
[ABL/A-NOTE-330] p0365 B72-21996
Numerical analysis of velocity potential of .
subsonic flow past semi-infinite plane sector
based on linearized theory of snbsonic flow
rABC-B/B-3630] - p0366 B72-22002
Structural design criteria and aerodynamic
prediction techniques applied to stowed-tilt.
rotor concept - Vol. 8
fiD-7360211 p0366 U72-22011
Aerodynamic characteristics and configuration of
De Havilland C-8A aircraft modified for STOL
operation
tHASA-CR-114135] p0367 B72-22014
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Development of theory for optiunm performance of
rotary vinq hoverinq oat of ground effect
rNASA-TB-I-621381 P0367 H72-22019
Valae enqineerinq report on design and evalnation
of stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 9
fAD-736022] ' p0370 H72-22035
Bind tunnel tests of fall-scale flight path '
acceleroieter to determine transonic aerodynamic
characteristics and to eliminate interaction
effects between angle of attack and sideslip vanes
fAD-7364561 ' P0371 H72-22328
Effects of engine pressure ratio, engine'size, and
engine location on aerodynamic characteristics
of SSOL winq propulsion system
fNASA-TB-I-2541 1 • p0378 N72-22795
lind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
. characteristics of nonarticulated folding tilt
rotor mounted on semispan winq - Vol. 1
[AD-735632] ' p0380' N72-22999
Rind tannel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft with
simulation of free fliqht conditions - Vol'. 6
[AD-73563311 p0380 H72-23000
Aerodynamic analysis of airfoils and winqs at
transonic fliqht conditions • •' • '
fAD-7372931 ' p0380 H72-23002
Improvements in dynamic and aerodynamic
performance of helicopter rotor blades
P0380-H72-23005
Principles of.helicopter fligtit with emphasis on
main rotor performance and aerodynamic forces
imposed on helicopter durinq maneuvers '
fHASA-TT-F-676] • p0383 H72-23024
Aerodynamic characteristics of 'CV-990 aircraft
under various conditions of Hach number,
altitude, and flap setting
rNASA-TN-D-6777] • p0383 H72-23027
Geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of
Yak-40 aircraft •
f -AD-736902] ' P038U H72-23031
Aerodynamic characteristics of leading edge slats
plus main airfoil compinations
[AD-737126] • p0385 N72-23042
Performance tests of turbojet engine with
axisymmetric mixed-compression supersonic inlet
and single spool rotor • ' • '
[HA5A-TB-X-2558] ' ' p0390 N72-23837
Wind tannel tests to determine effects of
variations in body shape on aerodynamic
characteristics of all-body hypersonic-aircraft
configuration " •
CNASA-TN-D-6821] : P0419 H72-23996
Wind tannel tests to determine aerodynamic '
characteristics of powered tilt-rotor aircraft
under conditions of hover, transition, and
cruise - Vol. 5 ' ' ' '• .
f A D - 7 3 6 8 2 4 ] p0419 F72-24001
Wind tunnel tests to 'determine aerodynamic effects
created by rotor spinnp, stopping, and folding
on semispan tilt-rotor model - Vol. 7
fAD-736825] P0419 N72-24002
Development of computer program to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils 'under
conditions of zero trailing edge angle
CAD-738318] • p0419 N72-24003
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational
capability of TD-111 aircraft
tSASA-TT-F-14241 ] p0420 N72-24009
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic-
characteristics of V/STOL transport aircraft
with tip-turbine driven lift fans • •
fNASA-TH-X-621511 p0420 N72-2U010
Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise-
characteristics of semispan wing equipped with
externally blown jet flaps
r. NASA-TB-X-62154] p0420 H72-24011
Flight evaluation of, takeoff and landing
characteristics of short takeoff aircraft to
determine limiting factors on short takeoff
operation • .
fRAE-LIB-TBAHS-1601] p0422 N72-24026
Aerodynamic characteristics of elliptical airfoil
with circulation control by tangential trailing
edge blowing
P0430 N72-2U989
Analysis of techniques and computer programs"for'
extracting stability derivative information from
fliqht test records
rHASA-CB-20161 p0430 N72-24991
Development and application of compater program
for predicting unsteady loads caused b'y trailing
edge control surface motions at subsonic speed
tHASi-CB-2003] pO*30 H72-21992
Application of state transition matrix for "
numerical analysis"of stability and gust
response of lifting rotor with rigid flapping
blades and rigid hob
p0431 K72f25001
Analysis of.transition fixing and Beynoids number
variation on aerodynamic'forces produced by thin
delta wings • .' .
[D4SA-CB7112016) ' p0463 H72-25996
' Effect of wind tannel disturbances on' boundary
layer transition process at hypersonic speed and
development of low noise level wind' tunnel
[SASA-TH-X-2566J ' ' ' " 'p0169 H72-26239
'Aerodynamic performance test data for' . ,.'...
high-bypass-ratio, single stage turbofan . '
-designed in experimental'quiet engine'program
CNiSA-CB-120858] ' "•' pO«71 H72-26695
Compilation of technical reports on theoretical
' -aerodynamics and air flow - Voll 1 .,
[SBH-11-470151-2] ','. ' - ' ,."72-26993
Compilation of technical'reports on theoretical
aerodynamics, aircraft performance, sonic .booms,
aircraft.stability, and turbulent' boundary;
• layers'-'vol. 2 •, • .-
[SBH^11-470152-0] / -'' >OU75 H72i.2699U
Performance tests to determine problems associated
with hoverinq, "vertical takeoff; and .landing of
;
 VIOL aircraft with emphasis on attitude control
rHAl-TB-276] ' ". >0«79 il^2-2^02^
Measurement of aerodynamic damping.moment in'pitch
for hovering model helico'pte'r Jrotaryfjwinq ',
fHAL-TE-256] . , . ."pO»79." 1J72-270.28
Determination of'apwash angles 'for short takeoff
aircraft liftin'q system using two dimensional
potential f 1'ow'analysis ' : '. '
r.NASA-TB-X-2593] ' '' p0487 N72-27817
Wind tannel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of re'ctangular'shaped-.containers
carried as external 'stores on helicopters
. rHASA-TB-X-62169] p0513'N72-.27995
Hind tunnel tests to determine low speed
aerodynamic characteristics of large seaTe model
of-advanced fixed wing fighter aircraft with'
• thin, cranked lea'ding edge wing
ri»SA-TN-D-6919] ' P0.513 H72-27998
Wind tunnel determination of aerodynamic
characteristics for'large-scale 35 deg swept
winq jet transport model with external blowinq
triple-slotted flap '. . .'' ,"
rNASA'-TB-X-26001 p0511;'N72-28009
Development of traject'ory-paraoe'tric analpqy ,.'*
between aircraft maneuyerinq in planetary
atmospheres and spacecraft during atmospheric
entry ' • " ' ;
tHASA-TT-F-11344] : .; " p0515''H72-.28011
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
• characteristics of VT01 fighter aircraft model
with external swiveling lift engines
rNASi-TH-X-62167] ' '* p0515 N72-28012
Aerodynamic characteristics of progressing and
reqressing forced rotary, wing flapping modes
fHASA-CB-114481 ]> '' P0516 S72-28019
Thrust performance characteristics of augmentor
' ' nozzle with rectangular ejector .for' vertical'
takeoff planes -; ' " ' '
[AD-739863] ' P0524 N72-28798
Effect of subsonic speed on drag characteristics
of high" speed wingless and 'winged helicopters
with two different rotor head fairings "
rAD-740771] • ' . . ' . ' , . . - -P0529 N72-29010
Aerodynamic characteristics 'of two dimensional'
airfoils with variable camber and performance of
' Whitcomb supercritical airfoil
CAD-740369] ' ' ' p0529 N72r29012
Development of handbook of basic principles of
aircraft design based-oh technical, ' ', ,
specifications and calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics ••' ' '' 7
[AD-741485] ' ,t p0529 'H72-29016
•Application of computer program to" determine ;
stability and control derivatives for OH-1C
h'elic'opter model .
 t
[AD-7407741 ' " ' p0530 H72-29019
Computer simulation of -helicopter flight
• conditions to determine dynamic effects of
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external load combinations on helicopter
performance
CAD-7U07721 P0530 N72-29020
Aerodyna'mic performance test of Pan B.for
Experimental Quiet Engine Program
CNASA-CR-729931 P0538 N72-29808
Optimized design of conically cambered triangular
wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic
trailing edges for drag redaction without
leading edge suction
riBC-TE-2]' p0571 N72-29992
.Computation of aerodynamic characteristics for
airfoils of varying plan configuration moving
near ground effect surface
rJPBS-566291 . . P0571 N72-29996
Analysis of flov distribution near wing body
configuration and determination of interference
effects on another aircraft by incident shock
fiD-7111917] P0571 N72-29998
Takeoff and landing performance of swept wing
aircraft with augmented jet flap, designed for
short takeoff operation and reduced aerodynamic
noise
tNASA-TH-X-621761' . " P0571 N72-30001
Flight tests to'determine effects of moderate
deflections of wing leading and trailing edges
of F-104 aircraft buffet characteristics at
subsonic and transonic speeds '
tNASA-TN-D-6943] . p0572 N72-3000II
Wind tunnel stability tests of XV-6A vectored
thrust vertical takeoff aircraft model in and
out of ground effect at low speed
, TNASA-TN-D-68261 P0572 N72-30008
Rind, tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of folding helicopter rotor in
various configurations
..f HASA-CB-11U06*] P0573 N72-30013
Development ,of para-foil high glide steerable
.parachute controlled by ground and airborne
electronics homing systems for delivery of
military equipment
f AD-7U2291I] p057i| H72-30019
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects
of leading edge!serrations on two dimensional
. .-airfoil .
[NASA-TH-T-26tt3:i . , p0581 N72-30992
.Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady
aerodynamic forces with elastic deformations and
surface deflections for aerodynamic structures
in subsonic flow
rAD-7U2996J P0583 1172-31009
Effects of blade section camber and blade planform
taper on helicopter rotary wing hovering
performance
[AD-7»32321 P0586 N72-31033
numerical analysis of turbine efficiency for two
stage turbine and comparison.with estimations of
first stage efficiency
tNASA-TN-D-6960} p0590 H72-31783
Development of procedures for calculating pressure
distribution on airfoil in sonic stream
tESDD-690131 p0617 H72-31989
Numerical representations of lift-curve slope and
aerodynamic center position of wings in
inviscid, subsonic flow
tESDO-70011] p0617 N72-31991
Aerodynamic problems of designing optimum
hypersonic vehicles
rAGABD-LS-»2-VOL-1 ] .- p0617 N72-3199<t
Raverider prediction of hypersonic behavior of
wing planforms
p0617 H72-31997
Aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surfaces
fJPBS-57100] -p0618 N72-32005
Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting
systems composed of rectangular wings arranged
one behind other
p0618 B72-32007
Analysis of spanwise distribution leading edge
tangential suction forces on thin sixty degree
delta wing obtained in low speed wind tunnel
fKTB-AERO-TN-SS] p0618 1172-32011
Rind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex
• moving from each rotor blade tip of helicopter
rotor, to establish effect' on aerodynamic forces
and pressure distribution
fHASA-TT-F-1<|l»62J p0618 H72-32012
Analysis of gust loads on transport aircraft under
•various flight conditions
[ESDO-69023-AHEND-B] p0619 H72-32015
Aerodynamic characteristics of CL-81 tilt wing,
V/STOL aircraft and comparison with handling
qualities criteria documents
p0620 B72-32023
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of VJ-101C
and DO 31E V/STOL aircraft and comparison with
criteria contained in handling requirements
documents
p0620 H72-32021
Application of simulation and analysis technignes
for establishing flying gualities criteria for
piloted aircraft
p0620 H72-32026
Development and application of pilot ratiag to
determining performance and handling criteria of
aircraft
P0620 H72-32028
Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low
altitudes and effect on aircraft during landing
approach and takeoff
P0621 N72-32030
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
Russian B-tt supersonic long range aircraft
rAD-71111591 P0623 H72-32051
Development of controller design procedure for
aircraft throughout entire flight envelope based
on guadratic optimal control technology
[4D-74im91] , p0626 N72-32068
Numerical analysis of flow distribution about
nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and
supersonic speeds
rNASA-TT-F-1Il5l»7] p0628 N72-32302
Computer programs for analyzing axial compressor
aerodynamic test data
f AD-7W503] p0631 1172-32756
Tests to determine acoustic and aerodynamic
performance of two choked flow inlets under
static conditions
fNASA-TH-I-2629] p0632 H72-32765
Numerical analysis of profile drag coefficient
increment due to full span, single-slotted flaps
f ESDO-02.01.06J p0635 1172-32987
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge camber on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of thin, sharp-edge delta wing
fBASA-CB-2002] p0636 N72-32996
Effect of wing span loading on development of
fully rolled up wing trailing vortices
[AD-7UII8601 p0636 N72-32998
Analysis of engine and airfraoe characteristics
used in determining performance of turbine
powered aircraft
[ESDD-700201 p0636 H72-33003
Derivation of equations for determining climb
performance of aircraft based on energy
considerations
tESDD-700231 p0637 H72-33007
Design, development, and aerodynamic
characteristics of compound helicopter designed
for rotor systems research applications
CNASA-CB-112156] p0639 N72-33020
Comparison of two helicopter design concepts
developed to conduct rotary wing research project
tNASA-CH-112157] p0639 N72-33021
Simulator analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of short takeoff and landing transport aircraft
during approach and landing
[NASA-TH-D-6898] p06«0 N72-33030
Bibliography of vertical takeoff aircraft to
include aircraft design, aerodynamic
configurations, aerodynamic characteristics, and
flight tests
[AD-7<moOO] p06UO N72-33033
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational
experiences with various types of helicopter
rotors
tAD-745124] p0641 N72-330H1
Design, development, and specifications of
ringsail parachute with emphasis on inflation
characteristics of cluster canopies
[AD-745335] p0612 N72-33051
Rind tunnel tests to determine performance of .fan
in wing model at various angles of attack and
airspeeds
p06t9 B72-33966
AEHODINAHIC CHOBDS
0 AIBFOIL PROFILES
1ERODYS&BIC COEFFICIENTS SUBJECT ISDEI
AEBODTNABIC COBFFICIEBTS . . . .,
Sound radiation from aiial .flow fans ronninq in
turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on.
rotor blades due, to incident gusts -
''...'•' - . - .' . . .' . P0003 172-10220
Aircraft stability coefficient determination by .
numerical integration fitting to differential
equations, of notion
, . ' " . . P0013 A72-1.1136
Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of .
hypersonic delta wing dae to .conical body .
addition on compression 'side
..' PJ0018 A72-12270
Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under, engine
wake-, evaluating velocity, and drag, coefficient . -•
influences .' ... • • .
P0021 A72T12501
Hing-fuselage combination aerodynamic. ; .
coefficients, comparing experimental data,with
subsonic linear and nonlinear 'theoretical results
rDGLH PAPER 71-115] . p0023 A72-12.723
Two dimensional airfoil pressure distribution
' measurements at high subsonic speeds, comparing •
normal force coefficients corrected for Kind
tunnel interference effects »ith theoretical,.,
calculations
rDFVLR-SONDDR-168] ' . pOOSS A72-13609
Wind tunnel investigation of ^ Reynolds, number
effects on boundary layer separation incidence
and maximum lift coefficient.of. high-lift device
eguipped aircraft model * .
p02«2 A72-2«657;
Lift and pressure fluctuations of cambered airfoil
under periodic longitudinal and transverse
gusts, applying to axial flow.turbomachines.
CASBE PAPER 72-GT-30) p0295.A72-25626
Hypersonic gun tunnel balance and pressure
measurements on sharp leading edge delta wings,
comparing experimental coefficients and shock
angles with predicted values
. . . . p0299 A72-25735
Rotating airfoil experimental test program for
verification of Rimmelskamp and Dwyer-BcCroskey.
theoretical analysis, presenting•graphs of lift
coefficient vs.angle of attack
p0313 A72-28-12U
Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients
matrices calculation for wings of arbitrary
planform, constructing computer program
• p03U A72-281U2
Vortex-lattice method for subsonic aircraft
 ;.
aerodynamic coefficients calculation, verifying
results with airbus lifting surface wind.tunnel
test data
P0394 A72-31401
Angle of attack increase of an airfoil in .
decelerating flow. ,
,.p0459 A72-36773
Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in, .
incompressible flow • .
fONEHA, IP HO.' 1088] pOU92 A72-37760
V/STOL aircraft configurations with lifting
counter-rotating disks, presenting aerodynamic
coefficients from rotating water tank experiments
P0551 A72-U1070
Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layers.,
p0557 A72-»126<t
Computation of the potential-theoretical flow ,
around wing-fuselage combinations and a
comparison with, measurements
P0602 A72-U<4298
Conference papers on let and slipstream influence
on aerodynamic coefficients using aircraft .models
fDLR-BITT-70-28) p0027 N72-1000*
Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel oodel with
high pressure ejectors to determine Jet
interference on aerodynamic coefficients
. - 'p0028 1172-10007
Influence of let interference on aerodynamic
coefficients of rectangular and swept wings
mounted above the engine
p0028 N72-10010
Bir.d tunnel measurements of Reynolds number effect
on force and pressure coefficients for slender
delta wing at transonic speed " . .
p007U N72-11863
Baximum lift coefficient airfoils developed
through optimization of pressure distribution
rNASA-TB-I-67591] p0161 N72-1U992
Determination of interference lift-, aerodynamic
coefficients, and pitching moment for cruciform
wings by iterative solution -.-•.•
rBBVG-PBBT-71-18] . . • p0166 H72-15009
Effects of- aerodynamic coefficients, launch -
velocity, and burning rate; on trajectory of.
self-suspended parachute flare
fAD-731683] v . - ; . I -. p0217 872-16955
Development of technique for curve fitting
experimental aerodynamic normal-force and '
- . pitching-moment .coefficient data as function of
angle of attack
rAD-732831] . .; • - 'I..p0218 H72-17001
low speed wind tunnel, test on low-drag- airfoil at
half a million Reynolds number,- noting
aerodynamic coefficients- ••< ;';
. TARC-CP.-1.187] ' . p0270 H72-19033
Aerodynamic: coefficients of body-wing
configuration in- subsonic-flow
 t-
- . r • , •. • • . . . p0318 B72i-20001
Lifting airfoils with supercritical shock-free flow
.[SLR-BP-700-15-0] p0327 H72-20972
Comparison of flight test and wind" tunnel data to
determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities
appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender
wing aircraft • . • ''
...- •; • . :• .P0330 N72-20990
Development of numerical process for-extracting
aerodynamic coefficients from-flight test data
- . " . - • ' • ' p0330 H72^20991
Nonplanar method for-predicting incompressible
aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular wings
with circular-arc camber
fHASA-TB-X-67791] p0379 N72-22995
Aerodynamic characteristics of elliptical airfoil
1
 with circulation control by tangential trailing
.,edge blowing . -." . •-
. ' . pO«30 H72-21989
Review of work on external flow Jet flaps noting
lift coefficient
TARC-CP-11911] • i p0431 H72-24998 .
Strain gage balances for measuring aerodynamic-
coefficients in wind tunnel model test -
conference .
fDLR-BITT-72-06] ,, pO<»69 H72-26341
numerical representations of lift-curve slope and
aerodynamic, center position of wings in
inviscid, subsonic flow < •
[ESDD-70011] • p0617 H72-31991
Effect of proximity of earth surface to
aerodynamic .coefficients
•p0618 H72-32006
Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting
systems composed of rectangular wings: arranged
one behind other
• p0618 K72-32007
Nonlinear -theory of lifting surfaces applied to
problem of forces acting on rectangular wing in
stream of incompressible fluid -
- . p0618 R72-32008
Numerical analysis of profile drag coefficient
increment'due to full span, single-slotted flaps'
fESDD-02.01.06] . . p0635 N72-32987
Analysis of low speed normal force and pitching
moment oft slender wings operating in ground effect
fESDD-71007] ; . p0635 N72-32988
Numerical analysis of low speed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings
•fESDD-71006'] p0635 N72-32989
Numerical analysis of .lift coefficient increment
due to full-span split flap chord for various
thickness/chord ratios of wings
-fESDD-01.01.OU] p0635 N72-32990
AEBODTNABIC CONFIGURATIONS
Eguilibrium configuration of cable towed in
circular path, presenting multivalued boundary
value problem mathematical analysis
fAD-7374115] . p0012 A72-11132.
Ring-fuselage combination aerodynamic
coefficients, comparing experimental 'data with
subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results
fDGLH PAPER 71-115) p0023 A72-12723
Subsonic three dimensional potential flow
computational method lifting aerodynamic
configurations analysis and design . -
FAIAA PAPER 72-188) p0180 A72-18958
Concorde*aerodynamic configuration R and D,
. discussing wing layout .in terms of drag,
stability, control and weight distribution
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characteristics
P0181 472-19057
Airfoil ram-wing air-water hybrid vehicle 1-113 Am
design and operational principles based on
aerodynamic ground effect, discussing flight
tested performance characteristics
P0232 A72-22971
Centrifaqal turboengine diffuser with high ,
enlarqeient area- compared with logarithmic
spiral .types, discassinq boundary layers,
secondary floti, shapes and aerodynamic .paraneters
P0236 A72-237U7
Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology
application, to general aviation propeller driven
twin engine aircraft, discussing wing loading
and aspect ratio optimization
CS1E PiPEB 720337] p0291 172-25595
Far field sonic boom approach effects, describinq.
Rhitham theory extension for ultimate H vave •
deviations for body configurations with
continuous or discontinuous itangent
P0105 A72-33010
Three-dimensional structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows. • •
p0507 A72-39631
High subsonic transport aircraft desiqn
development based on supercritical aerodynamic
configuration•and advanced structural, flight
control and propulsion system technologies
[AIAA PAPER 72-756] p0510 A72-40056
& stability-analysis for tethered aerodynamically
shaped balloons.
P0591 A72-43332
Effect of several wing tip modifications on a
trailing vortex;
•!. P059U A72-!t3331
Effects of variations in lift and drag response to
longitudinal control on the ease and quality of
landing. • .
P0613 A72-H5333
Static and dynamic stability characteristics of
finned bodies with cruciform, slotted fin
configuration ' ' . -
fAD-728016] P0027 B72-10003
Desiqn programs for swept wings in subcritical,
compressible, viscous flow
rNPL-AEBO-BOTE-1100] p0029 F72-10018
Performance of axial flow compressor rotor with
different casing treatment configuration
[BASA-TB-D-6538] p0030 H72-10025
Variable geometry rotor system for direct control
over wake vortex
CHASA-CASE-LAR-10557] . p0039 H72-11018
FOBTRAB 4 computer program for design of
two-dimensional supersonic turbine rotor blades
with boundary layer correction
fHASA-TH-I-2H3tt] p0099 B72-12975
Second order solution of three dimensional,
supersonic flow over smooth body with shock
producing protuberance
[AD-728501] p0100 H72-12985
Boundary value problem for calculating potential
flow distribution around lifting wing fuselage
configurations
rHAI.-TB-2<IOT] P0109 B72-13272
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of delta
planform, high cross range, shuttle orbiter
space vehicle
CHASA-CB-115357] P0201 K72-159H1
Numerical analysis of influence of camber and
nonplanar wake on chanqe of "lift, vortex drag,
and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect
CTT-71-12] . p0201 N72-15947
Development of antitorgne concepts for helicopter
control to replace main rotor/tail rotor
helicopter configurations
[AD-731U93] ; P0206 S72-15982
Velocity diagram for highly loaded multistage fan'
drive turbine with plain blade confiquration ' -
f»ASA-CB-196«] P022K B72-178H5
Development of technique for measuring steady
state lift loads on aircraft with T-tail
configuration and determination of flutter speed
fBAE-TB-71035] p02<t9 H72-17991
Structural desiqn and performance tests on low
drag ring wing-body configurations . - -
rHLR-TR-69070-0] . P0249 N72-17993
Radial vane array for controlling wing tip vortices
rATN-7102) . : • P0253 H72-18026
Rind tunnel tests to determine static stability
and control characteristics of flexible .aircraft
tHASA-TS-Dr6656] p0266 H72-19001
Analytical correlation of centrifugal compressor
design geometry for maximum efficiency with
specific speed
CHASA-TH-D-6729]. • p0266 H72-19002
Transonic propulsion fan for tnrbofan engine with
rotor blade spacing designed to minimize nqise
emission '
tHASA-CASB-LES-11402-1] p0327 B72-20770
Value engineering report on design and evaluation
of stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 9
tAD-736022] P0370 H72-22035
numerical optimization methods for aerodynamic
V/STOL propeller desiqn
tDGLH-71-017] P0381 H72-23010
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion
nozzles and evaluation of methods for desiqn of
exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and
minimize sum of losses
[AD-736U65] ' p0388 H72-23263
Acoustic properties of STOL aircraft with engine
over wing configuration and effects of nozzle
location, wing shielding, flap leakage, and
internally generated exhaust noise
fHASA-TH-I-68032] p0420 H72-24008
Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise
characteristics of semispan wing egnipped with
externally blown jet flaps
rHASA-TH-I-62154] p0420 H72-24011
Design, development, and characteristics of
aircraft for air bus operations
[NASA-TT-F-14240] pOI»20 N72-24013
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
interference and jet-wake interference produced
by components of high wing, logistics transport
type aircraft
tSASA-TH-X-2530] P0121 H72-21020
Besonance tests of target aircraft fitted with
wing tip pods'using multipoint excitation method
fABI/Sa-371] pO«65 H72-26012
Application of unconventional winq pivoting about
spanwise axis forward of aerodynamic center for
gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft
fHASA-CR-2046] pO»75 H72-26996
Design and development of spin-recovery parachute
systems for military aircraft and compilation of
desiqn criteria
rSASA-TH-D-6866] pO»80 H72-27033
Application of research and development
advancements to desiqn of lonq ranqe transport
aircraft operating at hiqh subsonic speeds -
Vol. 2
fHASA-CB-112089] p0511 N72-28003
Performance tests of C-8A aircraft modified into
auqmentor wing configuration to verify augmentor
flap concept for short takeoff and landing
operation
rHASA-CB-11im63] P0516 N72-28017
Leaned stator configuration design for highly
loaded multistage fan drive turbine
rBASA-CB-2096] P0523 H72-28793
Application of aerodynamic data to design of
passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas
motion flow and boundary layer theory
[AD-710190] P0527 B72-29000
numerical analysis of lifting wings with parabolic
wing tips to determine aerodynamic
characteristics and stress concentrations
rAD-741883] P0527 H72-29002
Development of handbook of basic principles of
aircraft design based on technical
specifications and calculation of aerodynamic
character ist ics
rAD-711«85] P0529 N72-29016
Takeoff and landing performance of swept wing
aircraft with augmented jet flap, designed for"
short takeoff operation and reduced aerodynamic
noise
rNASA-TH-X-62176] p0571 B72-30001
Development of linear and nonlinear models of
electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system
and analysis of system performance
fNASA-TB-D-6928] p0572 B72-30002
Desiqn and evaluation of aircraft configuration
for reduction of sonic boom pressures by
alteration of shock wave strengths
fNASA-CB-2070] P0572 H72-30007
A-13
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Aerodynamic characteristics of three types of
variable diameter rotary wings with•telescoping
blades,.folding rigid blades, and flexible blades
f»DT7ll0911 ] p0575 H72-30025
Bibliography of heavy lift helicopters Kith
references to rotor characteristics, lift
propulsion, and perfornance capabilities
tAD-7409001 P057S H72-30026
Effects of blade section canher and blade planforn
taper on helicopter rotary ving hovering
perfornance
fAD-7U32321 p0586 N72-31033
Optimization methods for determining aerodynamic
shapes of hypersonic transport vehicles
P0617 H72-31996
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of VJ-101C
and DO 31E V/STOL aircraft and comparison with
criteria contained in handling requirements
documents ,
; P0620 N72-3202U
Development of criteria specification for
supersonic transport aircraft and application to
safe handling qualities for all regimes of
flight operations
p0620 N72-32027
Analysis of factors in stall and post stall
operating conditions and effect on aircraft
configurations . <
p0620 N72-32029
Pull scale wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic
stability derivatives of variable-sweep fighter
configuration with twin vertical tails
fNASA-TH-D-6909] p0622 N72-3204U
Design and development of ground to air
self-rescue aircraft with vertical takeoff
capability and seventy-five nautical mile cruise
range
rAD-7<t3477] . p0621 N72r32059
Numerical analysis of flow distribution about
nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and
supersonic speeds
rNASA-TT-F-1<t5«7] P0628 N72-32302
Numerical analysis of low speed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings
rBSDO-710061 P0635 N72-32989
Numerical analysis of lift coefficient increment
due' to full-span split flap chord for various
thickness/chord ratios of wings
fESDn-01.01.0lt] : p0635 N72r32990
Procedures for reducing aircraft perforaance data
to compensate for atmospheric parameters and
variations in aircraft configurations
rESDO-70019] . p0637 N72-3300S
Specifications, aerodynamic characteristics, and
predicted performance of vertical takeoff
transport aircraft with fans mounted in wing
[ CBANFIELD-AEBO-10] • p.0637 N72-33012
Definition and assessment of advanced technology
for production.of high subsonic and sonic
conventional takeoff and landing transport
aircraft
fNASA-CB-112181] P0638 N72-33013
AEBODTNAHIC DBAG
NT SDPEESONIC DBAG
Axial cords effects on parachute drag and
stability characteristics and opening time,
discussing wind tunnel and. balloon drop tests
results
P0007 A72-10306
Parachutes flow characteristics in low speed free
descent, discussing glide angle effect on total
drag and water channel flow pattern studies
. P0007 A72-10309
Parachute opening shock and filling time
calculation based on aerodynamic drag, air mass
and effective porosity time functions, using
momentum and continuity eguations
P0007 A72-10310
Helicopter rotor tip drag relief estimate based on .
two dimensional drag divergence with Bach '
number, airfoil parameters and flight conditions
P0024 A72-12882
Lift and induced drag.characteristics of jet
flapped finite span-wings in .close proximity to
ground, nsinq method of matched asymptotic
expansions
pOUOO A72-32827
Transonic wind-tunnel determination:of-Reynolds
number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag <
divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet
onset
P007Q H72-11861
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical
techniques for determining full scale '
aerodynamic flight drag factors
[HASA-TH-X-671M3] . p0075 H72-11869
Drag of supercritical body of revolution in' free
flight at transonic speeds and comparison with
wind tunnel data • ' ' '
[HASA-TH-D-6580] P0079 N72-11898
iind tunnel tests to determine drag • '
characteristics of airfoil covered with
compliant coating' of polyvinyl chloride membrane
over polyurethane damping layer
[AD-729921] ' ' p0160 N7-2-1H607
Induced drag of thin delta wings' with different
leading edge spanwise distribution
fPB-202358] ' p'0203 N72-15957
Drag of; supersonic parachutes in dependence of
Bach and Beynolds numbers • '
: . ' p020Q B72-15967
Bind tunnel-model tests of DH- 121 aircraft and
comparison with draq estimates and full scale
flight data
[-ABC-CP-1170] - p0205 N72-1597*
External drag characteristics of jet engine*,
exhaust nozzles, usinq wind tunnel'tests'"
P0212 N72-16707
Jet effects on boattail pressure draq' at ' ;
supersonic speeds 'in single or twin propulsive
jets • • • •'''•
P0212 N72-16708
iind tunnel study of aerodynamic draq for engine
pod and its elements including air intake and
. afterbody • ' • ' • ':
[ NASA-IT-1-141511] ' >p0265. H72-18997
Slush drag, wheel spray, and hydroplaning research
using pneumatic wheels and moving runway and
water layer model test facilities ) •
fABC-B/H-3682] p0270 N72-19035 .
Systematic drag measurements on- rectangular and
elliptical planform .models with recessed r • •
surfaces or cut-outs • ' -
CBAE-LIB-TBABS-161t] - p0317 H72-19992
flethod for predicting profile drag of airfoils at
snbcritical and supersonic speeds
[NAL-TB-253] 1 • '• p0365 N72-21995
Computer program for coordinates, incompressible
inviscid section characteristics, and two
dimensional drag-rise for NACA airfoils '
>CAD-738623] i p0184 N72-27332
Vortex draq factor of nntapered swept wing with
part span flap, noting spanwise loading
[ABC-B/H-3695] p0527 N72-28997
Effect of subsonic speed on drag: characteristics
of high speed wingless and winged helicopters
with two different rotor head fairings
rAD-7U0771) p0529 N72-29010
Homentum loss measured for determination of drag
in wind tunnel model of advanced manned ' -
interceptor with engine package containing twin
internal airflow passages •'
[AD-7U171U] p0539 H72-29817
Aerodynamic drag and hypersonic aircraft propulsion
' p0618 872-32000
AEKODIBiBIC FOECES .
HT AERODYNAMIC DBAG
HI AEEODINAHIC'LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS : •
NT GOST LOADS
NT HIPEBSONIC FOBCES
NT INTEEFEBENCE LIFT .' '
NT JET LI?T
ST LIFT
NT BOTOB LIFT
NT SOPEBSONIC DBAG 1 l '•
NT WING LOADING
NT -ZEBO LIFT
Aerodynamic forces and'pressure distribution
measurement on wing-body combination model, •
investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface
i S p0018 A72-12228
Lifting surface linearized potential theory for
unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and'
horizontal tail surfaces, using computer program
' . !p0057 A72-135K1
Interference/induced unsteady aerodynamic forces
on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, using two
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dimensional model
•; : p0186 A72-20101
Pressure sensor, measurements of fluctuating .
aerodynamic forces on rotor blades related to
coopressor noise generation •
[ASA PAPER H 6J . - p0192 172-21086
Flyinq machine using reaction forces on body
moving in compressible fluids within piston
device equivalent to air pressure 'pump , • • -
v . •'••• P0197 A72r21798
German monograph, on shaft and vail effect; in
aerodynamic measurements .with three orifice
pressure probes- in wind tunnels . * . - • • .
'.; p0227 A72-22320
Hovercraft internal and external aerodynamic .
forces, discussing control, suspension, yawing
moments, directional and roll- stability and .
. ran-dom surfaces performances
. ... .p0231 A72-2282U
Aerodynamic forces calculation; for-constant, vortex
shear flows around airfoil fixed between
rectilinear walls,-noting'.resultant
perpendicularity to,Ox axis , - • • ' - .
P02UO A72-24115
Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on, model
in magnetic^ wind tunnel balance 'System,- using -
field-eguations- , , , . - . , . . .. - . -. ;
;-.. ..- • • • ; . : , P0243 A72-24765
Hagnetic balance measurements of aerodynamic
forces on spheres and. slender'cones in ...
hypersonic low density wind tunnels, noting
. sting effect
• . - . -. I p0243 A72-2S771
Subsonic unsteady aerodynamic .pressures on blades
of compressor wheel rotating freely in air stream
fOHEBA. TP HO. 1077] . p024l| A72-24854
Computerization, of panel flutter boundary :
calculations, with- aerodynamic forces derived
from linear three dimensional unsteady potential
•. , flow theory•
[AIAA-PAPER 72-403] ,,. . p0287 A72-25424
Axial flow-compressor and turbine loss
coefficients, correlating blade rows geometric
and- aerodynamic variables effects
.[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-18]- p0294 A72-25617
Aerodynamic lag .effects on wing bending dynamic
. .response:at.supersonic speeds, noting
.application to,stress estimation under gust loads
, . - . - . . • . p0300 A72-25922
Unsteady aerodynamic- forces on-flat plate in
locally.perturbed incompressible potential flow,
investigating.angle, of attack freguency response
to periodic local perturbations
. P0303 A72-26579
Integral equation.for calculation of unsteady
aerodynamic forces on-helicopter lifting rotor
blades, taking into, account air compressibility
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1081] P0356 A72-29671
Binqeless elastic helicopter blades coupled
flap-lag motion under guasi-steady aerodynamic
loads, reducing eguations of motion to.coupled
nonlinear differential egnations =
P0393 A72-31211
Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic
forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil
for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack
and frequencies
- pOUOO A72-32344
Bnssian book - Experimental studies of helicopter •
aerodynamics.
P0507 A72-39598
Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in
turbomachine blade cascades supersonic flow,
• discussing trends in fan and compressor technology
P0551 A72-40969
Honstationary processes in the intervane apertures
of tnrbomachines
P0560 A72-U2247
A study of dedicated control surfaces for direct
sideforce control.
• i . P0613 A72-45344
European airbus wind tunnel model aerodynamic
force and downwash measurements noting jet
interference reduction . , 3
: . P0028 N72-10012
Aerodynamic lift characteristics of oscillating
two dimensional airfoil subjected to sinusoidal
gust ( • - . - • ,
[AD-726132] P0039 H72-11017
Shock tunnel measurements of aerodynamic forces on
thin delta wings for performance prediction of
hypersonic vehicle cruising flight
[ ARC-CP-11481 p0080 H72-11905
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measured on isolated slender wings and slender
wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds for
use in missile configuration development
rAEC-CP-1131] . pOOSO B72-11906
Calculation of aerodynamic forces on thin wing
« oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow using
collocation method
[RAE-TR-69073] • '• P0081 H7.2-'11910
Mathematical model for computing aerodynamic
forces acting on hinged helicopter rotor blades
:
 using digital computer
[DLB^FB-71-67] P0166 B72-15008
Development of technigue for measuring steady
state lift loads on aircraft with T-tail
configuration and determination of flutter speed
[BAE-TR-71035] p0249 N72-17991
Estimating aeroelastic stability and forced
response characteristics of thin walled,
circular cylindrical shells
fAD-733370] - P02SO H72-17996
Fan and wing force-data on wind: tunnel model of
VTOL lift-fan in two dimensional wing, with and
1
 without exit louvers
[NASA-TN-D-6654] ' ''•- p0263 1172-18775
Kernel function procedure for determining
aerodynamic forces of planforms using linearized
oscillating supersonic surface theory
[X-28-445] p0266 N72-18999
Principles of helicopter flight with emphasis on
1
 main rotor performance and aerodynamic forces
imposed on helicopter daring maneuvers
fHASA-TT-F-676] p0383 N72-23024
Analysis of transition fixing and Reynolds number
variation on aerodynamic forces produced by thin
delta wings
rNASA-CR-112016] pO«63 N72-25996
Aerodynamic interference between wing and surface
of velocity discontinuity in nonuniform
potential- flow field
[HAl-TR-25lt] • P0476 S72-27000
Development of algorithm based on matrix methods
for solution of wind tunnel force-balance
eguations and iterative solution using automatic
computer reduction
fNASA-TN-D-6860] pO<!76 H72-27002
&BBODTHAHIC BEAT TBiBS7BB •
NT SOPERSOHIC BEAT TRANSFER
Influence of aerodynamic heat transfer on design
of high speed flight vehicles
[ESDO-69009] • p0637 N72r33008
Analysis of heat transfer processes along external
and internal surfaces of high speed modern
aircraft
IAD-7US830] p06H8 S72-33952
AEBODTHABIC HE4TISS
Constant high tensile stress and rapid .aerodynamic
heating effect on maraging steels and Ti and Al
alloys, evaluating test and simulation
procedures for design data development
P0009 A72-10749
Thermal simulation tests for kinetic heating of
aerospace structures and materials, describing
facilities for supersonic flight and atmospheric
reentry
' p040« A72-32897
Laboratory simulation of Mach 3 cruise heating on
wing structure representative of X-15 aircraft
for flight loads measurement
[NASA-TH-D-6749] p0283 H72-19922
ABBODTBAHIC LIFT '
0 LIFT
AEBODTHABIC LOADS
H I BLAST LOADS . . . .
HI GOST LOADS
HI IIHG LOADIHG
Parachute inflation loads and times, presenting.
calculation method based on unsteady pressure
distribution on decelerating inflating parabolic
shell of revolution with unsteady starting vortex
P0007 A72-10311
Hatrix method -calculation for aerodynamic loads,
transverse forces, bending moment's, torgues and
twist of hinged main rotor -blades in helicopter
during forward flight
A-15
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P0020 A72-12HHO
Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads
prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and
method of images, determining chord and spanwise
loading on liftiuq surfaces
filAA PAPER 72-26] P0131 A72-16917
Airloads and structural integrity flight testing
/IJ.S. Air Force/, noting dynamic response,
fatigue tests and temperature data acquisition
P01U5 A72-18190
Dovnvash behind lifting surface related to loadinq
in ideal incompressible gas by equations of
mo_tion linearization
P0182 A72-19110
Wing load distribution and induced drag control by
varping, summarizing linear theory and wind
tonnel test results
P02HO A72-24218
Hypersonic nonlinear aerodynamic loading effect on
panel flutter, examining stability for various
initial conditions
CAIAA PAPEE 72-3«5) p0286 A72-2537«
Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft
with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in
supersonic flow
fAIAA PAPER 72-378] p0287 A72-25«02
Axial flow turbines aerodynamic loadinq increase
via control of velocity distribution and
boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles
TASHE PAPEE 72-GT-78] p0297 A72-25658
Nonlinear integral eguations solution for heavily
loaded actuator disk induced flow field, taking
into account blade tip vortices and thrust
coefficient effects
p0303 A72-26577
Low altitude qust load spectra above Czechoslovak
territory interpreted in terms of equivalent
velocity cumulative frequencies for light aircraft
P0358 A72-30282
Aeroelasticity, discussinq qust and maneuver load
. alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft
stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis,
aeroelastic optimization, composite structures,
etc
P0393 A72-31202
Sear flow field and aerodynamic loadinq in
snbsonic and supersonic flow over body-winq
confiquration, surveyinq numerical, kernel
function and image methods
P0157 A72-36390
Evaluation of Heissner's correction for finite
span aerodynamic effects.
P0059 &72-3677U
Application of advanced methods to the
determination of design loads of the Lockheed
L-1011 TriStar.
CAIAA PAPER 72-775) p0499 A72-3813U
The application of non-planar lifting surface
theory to the calculation of external-store loads.
fAIAi PAPEE 72-971) p0561 A72-U23ltO
Agricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical
spectra and some observations on airworthiness.
P0608 A72-<HI73«
An assessment of repeated loads on general
aviation and transport aircraft.
p0609 A72-UU736
Maneuver acceleration measured for estimating
loads during civil aircraft traininq and test.
flying
r.AEC-CP-1176) ' pOO<*2 N72-110t3
Test equipment and calibrating tests for lifting
rotor load and vibration measurements '
f.NASA-CR-1111388] p0079 N72-11891
Free flight tests to determine deployment
characteristics and aerodynamic loads for
_ all-flexible paranings with UOOO sgnare foot
wing area
fN4SA-TB-X-23261 p0087 N72-11956
Simulation of flight maneuver-load distributions
utilizing stationary, nonGanssian random load
histories
' rHASA-TN-D-6570] p0098 B72-12908
Computer programs for wake geometry, and blade
loads and responses
fSASA-CR-1912] p01<l9 1172-13977
Flight tests of ribbon parachutes with 2000 Ib
store at low altitude
rsC-DC-71-Q022l p0151 N72-1399»
Two-degree-of-freedom flutter model for analyzing
aerodynamic structural vibrations
P0216 B72-16877
Velocity diaqram for hiqhly loaded multistage 'fan
drive turbine with plain blade configuration
[HASA-CE-19611] ' ' p022» N72-17845
Computer program for calculation of airborne store
loads, shears, and moments
fAD-733673] p02l(9 H72-17995
Bind tunnel tests of models of helicopter rotary
wings to determine blade element airloads in
unstalled and stalled flight regimes
rNASA-CR-11H12H] p0251 H72-18005
Woodward panel method used to calculate loads on
slender bodies with small aspect ratio wings for
'supersonic flojr
rFFA-AD-635-PT-1] p0317 H72-19995
Application of statistical methods for
establishing positive maneuver loads design
criteria for fighter aircraft
fAD-735«72] P0332 N72-;21015
Effects of qusts, maneuvers, and landing impacts
on four-engine carqo aircraft during commercial
airlines operation
fNASA-TN-D-6790] pOH21 N72-21015
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
OH-6 helicopter with emphasis on flight loads
iaposed during combat operations '
• fAD-738202] pfllt22 N72-24032
Development and application of computer program
for predicting unsteady loads caused by trailinq
edqe control surface motions at snbsonic speed
rNASA-CR-2003) ' pOU30 H72-24992
Numerical procedure for predicting interference of
external stores on F-tt aircraft at subsonic
speed - Part 1
[NASA-CR-112065-1] . pOU66 B72-26021
Numerical procedure for predicting interference of
external stores on F-1 aircraft at supersonic
speed - Part 2
[NASA-CR-112065-2] ' p0466 N72-26022
Computer programming manual for theoretical
prediction of interference loads caused by
external stores on F-4 aircraft - Part 3
rNASA-CR-112065-3) p0466 N72-26023
Analysis of flight loads on CH-53A helicopter to
determine exceeding of design limits dnrinq
actual operatinq situations ,
[AD-739332] pOt67 B72-26030
Analysis of flight loads imposed on H-2 helicopter
dnrinq fleet operations
[AD-738U52] ' pOIBO N72-27038
Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings
caused by motions of lifting surfaces with
trailinq edge controls in subsonic compressible
flow
fSASA-CR-112015] p0533 B72-29229
Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gage data
obtained by counting methods of load-time
histories for jet fighter aircraft
p05»1 N72-29912
Analysis of normal acceleration data obtained
durinq operation of military aircraft using
counting accelerometers
[AD-7D30671 p0587 N72-31036
Flight load parameters of F-UJ aircraft for 09.5
flight hours
rAD-7»3<l76) P0623 N72-32050
Analysis of low speed1 normal force and pitching
moment of slender wings operating in ground effect
[ESDO-71007) . p0635 N72-32988
Bathematical model and computer program for
determining helicopter main rotor wake geometry
effects.on rotor blade air-loads and response in
steady maneuvers - Vol. 1
rNASA-CH-2110] p0636 N72-32995
..Fatigue tests on aluminum 'alloys specimens using
simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions
[ESDO-6902U] .p06»8 N72-33899
AEHODINAHIC HOHEHTS
0 STABILITY DERIVATIVES
ABRODTNABIC BOISE
Acpustic, turbulent and thermal fluctuating
motions interdependence in gas flow, considering
application to aerodynamic noise theory
p0055 A72-13405
Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear
layers, including low. supersonic and transonic
ranges for jet noise applications
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P0072 A72-15566
Holtiple pace tone noise generation from tnrbofan
blade to blade nonuniformities in rotor
geometry, using two dimensional inviscid flow
'nodel
P0072 A72-15568
Leaning vanes foe fan noise redaction, discussing
rotor-stator plane fluctuating pressure
amplitude decrease and radial distribution
modification
[AIAA PAPER 72-1261 • p0128 A72-16823
Cross flov effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic
blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern
change due to inlet flov distortion
[AIAA PAPER 72-128] P0131 A72-16921
Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing physical
units, spectral analysis, conversion and
correction formulas
p0136 A72-17195
Hovercraft noise and vibration source and
reduction for improved crev and passenger contort
p0184 A72-19618
Pressure sensor measurements of fluctuating
aerodynamic forces on rotor blades related to
compressor noise'generation
[ASA PAPE8 H 6] p0192 A72-21186
Coherent and incoherent structures of aerodynamic
noise, analyzing compressor near field and hot
let IB emission source
[OHEBA. TP BO. 9831 P0231 A72-22816
Aerodynamic noise produced by gas jet flov around •
airfoil, discussing sound reduction
P0210 A72-21107
Aerodynamic noise generation mechanism of ideally
expanded supersonic jet based on large scale
flov instabilities, deriving mathematical nodel
P0211 A72-21331
IB measurement of hot jets turbulence intensity
axial and transverse profiles, noting
application to sound sources detection
p0242 A72-2U656
Low pressure ratio Q-FAN propulsor noise reduction
' tests on vind tunnel model, discussing source
components and design configurations
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-U01 p0295 A72-25631
Aircraft noise sources, shoving noise intensity
relationship to airfoil velocity and pressure
ratio
. .p035« 472-29568
Subsonic and supersonic heavily loaded axial flov
rotors noise, discussing helicopter blade slap
effect and compressor rotor-stator interaction
P0355 A72-29570
flathematical model for gas turbine engine inlet
noise caused by shock vave impingement, noting
dynamic vave system vith overpressure and
distortion
P0355 A72-29576
Aerodynamic noise and structural fatigue failure
research and test facility, concerning
supersonic jet and V/STOL aircraft
pflltOS A72-32900
Airfoil vortex shedding noise in lov-turbulence
flov at helicopter blade Reynolds numbers,
obtaining correlation coefficients for far field
noise and surface pressure fluctuations
[AIAA PAPER 72-656] p0115 472-31078
Acoustic attenuation and thrust loss incurred by
shrouded multitube supersonic jet noise suppressor[ A I A A PAPEB 72-6*2 ] pone 472-31090
American Helicopter Society Noise Subcommittee
report on physical characteristics and major
controlling parameters of rotor induced
aerodynamic noise
[AHS PREPRINT 625] p0113 A72-31U76
Externally blown fl'3p impingement noise.
[AiA4 PAPER 72-661] poiss A72-35961
Internal noise redaction in hovercraft.
' . 'p0158 472-36571
Noise generated by ST01 core-jet thrust reversers.
CAIM PAPER 72-791] p0496 A72-38108
Linear acoustic model to predict axial flov
tarbonachinery aerodynamic sound generation
including flov effects on radiation
P0503 A72-38568
Noise radiation from v/STOL aircraft.
flCAS PAPER 72-22] . ', P0553 A72-11117
Evaluation of transonic and supersonic vind-tunnel
background*noise and effects of surface pressure
fluctuation measurements.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1001] P0557 A72-11588
Design and development of the United Aircraft
Research Laboratories acoustic research tunnel.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1005]' p0558 A72-11589
Jet noise generation theory /Lighthill-Ffovcs
. Williams/ verification by model tests,
discussing means of reducing or eliminating
shock cells
[ICAS PAPER 72-55] P0559 477-11852
Basic directivity and spectra of jet noise vith
improved correction for refraction.
P0607 472-11678
Investigation of propeller vortex noise including
the effects of boundary layer control.
p0607 472-11680
Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex
sheet.
P0610 472-11918
Rathematical models for studying incoherent and
coherent structures of aerodynasically generated
noise
[OHERA-TP-983] P0011 N72-11036
Calibration of pressure sensors used to measure
aerodynamic noise
[ONEBA-TP-982] pOOIS H72-11368
Development of theory for predicting sonic boom
pressure signatures emitted by nonlifting
rectangular vings
[NASA-TN-D-6619] • p0087 N72-11919
Heasureaent of impulsive noise, rotor noise, rotor
blade dynamics, and rotor blade pressure of
CH-53 helicopter under cruise and hover conditions
[AD-730359] . p0155 N72-11018
Propeller noise detectability computer program for
prediction of harmonic rotational noise
[4D-729132] p0161 N72-11709
Analytical and experimental investigation of
vortex noise generated by propellors vith lov
tip speeds
[AD-731156] P0167 S72-15015
Flight tests to determine characteristics of blade
slap in rotary vings and effect on helicopter
performance
[N4SA-CB-1983] p0269 N72-19026
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise in lov
supersonic operation of axial flov compressor
[NASA-CR-125811] P0282 N72-19819
Field noise measurements of HB-13B helicopters
during flight to determine effects of
modifications on noise reduction
[NASA-TH-1-2226] p0318 N72-20005
Aircraft noise reduction by extinction vith
reversed phase sound in acoustic interference
[HBB-BB-55-71-OJ P0332 N72-21011
Measurement of noise produced by turbofan rotor
following removal of casing boundary layer
[NASA-TR-D-67631 P0379 S72-22991
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric
inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other veak waves
p0380 H72-2300U
Theory of aerodynamic sound generation and
numerical analysis of inhomogeneons vave
equations to include effects of boundaries -
conference
[DLR-HITT-71-20] p0382 N72-23018
Derivation of equations for flow noise theory and
numerical analysis of special flow
configurations and boundaries
P0382 N72-23019
Acoustic properties of radiated sound for near and
far-field conditions and numerical analysis of
aerodynamic sound production
P0382 N72-23020
Characteristics of free turbulence as source of
aerodynamic noise and application to analysis of
noise created by jet engines
p0383 N72-23021
Spectral methods for analyzing jet noise and
numerical analysis of sound pressure components
and sound generation by vave-type jet turbulence
P0383 N72-23022
Comparison of aerodynamic noise measurements made
on two jet flap systems to be used on STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6781] p0383 N72-23025
Analysis of effect of aerodynamically-induced
fluctuation forces on sound produced by axial
flov compressor rotor and stator combinations
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fBASi-CB-2012] P0019 B72-23991
Acoustic properties of STpL aircraft with engine
over wing configuration and effects of nozzle
location,:wing shielding, flap.leakage, and
internally generated exhaust noise
fBASA-TB-x-68032] pO»20 B72-24008
Becommendations for advanced technology progran to
. . develop long range transport aircraft to meet
noise reduction standards - Vol. 2
rHASA-CB-112093] pO»6» N72-26007
Bind tunnel investigation of aconstic
characteristics Of STOL aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-621611] pO«6U 872-26008
Aerodynamic noise sources at subsonic speeds
[ARC-CP-1195] P0173 H72-26556
Analysis of noise generated by target type thrust
reversers used on angmentor-wing short takeoff
.aircraft
tBASA-TB-x-68082] pO«77 B72-27012
Analysis of peak^ axial-velocity decay in moving
airstream for several nozzles and effect on
noise generated by short takeoff aircraft with
externally blown flaps
CHASA-TM-x-68102] ' pOU79 B72-27029
Acoustic measurement tests to determine reduction
of aerodynamic noise by engine-over-ving concept
for conventional and STOL aircraft
fHASA-TB-X-6810U] , pO»79 B72-27030
Aconstic measurements to determine effectiveness
of insulation in reducing noise intensity with
helicopter compartments • .
CDCIEH-839] . . p0515 H72-28014
Static and flight acoustic and aerodynamic tests
to determine flight velocity effect on let noise
of conical ejector, annular plug, and segmented
suppressor nozzles
[NASA-CB-120961] P0571 B72-30000
Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward
flight produced by Karman street type vortex
shedding
(AD-741778] p057<l N72-30020
Effects of aircraft flight altitude and Bach
number, vind and temperature gradients, and wind
direction on width of sonic boom corridor .
rAD-7U0897] ' • p0575 N72-30027
Ligh.thill-based model of sound emission from
'axisymmetric turbulence convected by mean flow,
and implications for let noise
fBASA-TN-D-6939] p0579 N72-30607
Analysis of effect of noise created by V/STOL
aircraft operation on annoyance to communities
near operational sites
roTIAS-TN-177}'
 P058U N72-31015
Bumerical analysis of total sound pressure field
emitted by stationary rotating let and sound
field from same jet in motion observed at fixed
point on 'ground
rNASA-TT-F-1<!U89:i p0623 N72-320U7
Procedures for estimating near field sound
pressure levels caused by jet engine noise
rESDO-72002] p0637 N72-33009
Analysis of sound produced by turbulent boundary
layers, flow past single discontinuities, and
rigid flow discontinuities immersed in .rigid ducts
fNASA-CB~2126l p06t6 N72-33029
AEBODTBtBIC STABILITY
Axial cords effects on parachute drag and .
stability characteristics and opening time,
discussing wind tunnel and balloon drop tests
results
P0007 A72-10306
Paratroop type parachutes breathing oscillations
and stability characteristics, using high speed
cinematoqraphy and kinetheodblites to .track
during steady state descent
P0007 A72-10307
Flutter problem wing-air flow energy exchange at
instability limit, obtaining vibration mode
shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem
'analog model
P005U A72-13191
Ground effect wing' vehicles stability in forward
motion, Deriving characteristic eguations by
linear analysis
. . - p021»H A72-2U8IKI
-Exploration of aeroelastic stability boundaries
with a soft-in-plane hingeless-rotor model.
TABS PBEPBINT 6101 pOUOS A72-3<4193
Paranetric studies of instabilities associated
with large, flexible rotor propellers.
[AHS PBEPBIBT 615] pO«U'6 A72-34U96
Belicopter stability derivative extraction and
.data processing using Kalnan filtering technignes.
[ABS PBEPBIBT 6»1] • ' . • p0007 A72-3U501
Development of an inflatable fabric structure for
• the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape
' capsule. • ' • - • - '
[AIAA PAPEB 72-801] ' p0510 A72-40053
Effects of semi-rigid rotors on helicopter
antostabilizer design
. -
 ;
 p0083 B72-11928
Aerodynamics and flight stability of oblique
wing-body combinations and application to
supersonic transport aircraft
P0105 N72-13018
Experimental determination of 'stability and stall
flutter of scale model of tilt-propeller
free-wing V/STOL aircraft '
fHASA-TH-D-6831] •. . • pO»63 H72-25998
Bnltiplei component strain gage balance 'for
measuring aerodynamic loads and forces in wind
tunnel model stability tests
pOU70 H72-263Q3
Development of control volume concept in
aeronautical engineering based on -law's' of • *
continuity, momentum, and energy
tAD-741132] p0527 B72-29001
Stability and gust response, characteristics of
• • short takeoff aircraft ' '' •
CAHC-B/B-3686] ' p0582 H72-30996
•Dynamic aeroelastic effects on stability control
and gust response of slender delta aircraft
fABC-B/H-3690] ' p0582 B72-30998
Aero-normalized yawing moment derivatives
CESDt>-71017;i p0617 H72-31988
Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and
flight controls interface with application to
aircraft design criteria • ' '
p0621 B72-32031
ABBODTBABIC STALLIBG • ' '
Aircraft spin characteristics due to soperstall,
comparing three stall types with respect to
recovery, yaw damping and rate of rotation
[DGLB PAPEB 71-057] . p0023 A72-12718
Stalled blade rows dynamic performance in terms of
blade channel fluid inertia and .surface boundary
layer-caused time .delay i ' '
i >p0121 A72-16187
Flight initial spin testing, discussing aircraft
autorotation due to stalled angle of attack and
sideslip . •• •
p01U6 A72-18U92
Inlet duct and turbof an engine compatibility •" ' -
without stalling and surge conditions obtained
by.design optimization and wind tunnel testing
p0176 A72-18761
Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady
pressure monitoring via flush-mounted
microphones, discussing flow patterns on models
P0182 A72-19093
Dassault Falcon 10 turbofan powered executive
aircraft, attributing safe stall characteristics
to wing design optimization t
P0191 A72-2127U-
Unsteady airfoil stall and stall flutter analysis,
discussing application to space shuttle
configuration : ' •".
[AIAA PAPEB 72-380] p0287 A72-254011
Stall .warning system for general aviation
aircraft, using signal discriminator for rough '
or gusting air < . •
fSAE PAPEB '720331 ] . p0291 A72-25592
Finite .difference method application to axial .flow
compressors rotating stall nonlinear analysis,
.taking i,nto account blade row characteristics
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-3] . • p0292 A72-25606
Leading edge boundary layer flow separation -and
reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall,
considering effect of angle of attack rate of
change
P0396 A72-32021
•Aerodynamic stall characteristic prediction from
static experimental' data for airfoils, -noting
boundary layer effects
tAIAA PAPEB 72-682] . pOtlU A72-3«060
Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries
of articulated helicopter rotors.. ' •
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tAHS PHEPBIHT 6210 • p0145 472-34489
Determination of airfoil and rotor blade dynamic
stall, response.
[AHS PREPRINT 613] p0146 A72-31495
: Vind tunnel experiments OQ aerodynamic superstall,
describing stability.tests and models
-, I p0451 472-35374
F-111 stall inhibitor system with angle of attack
limitation, describing interface with stability
augmentation system
p0454 A72-35577
Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in
incompressible flov . •
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1088] p0492 472-37760
Status of U.S. Navy stall/post-stall/spin flight
testing. .
.f&IAA. PAPEB 72-787] p0495 472-38104
Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces
boundary layer stability and aerodynamic
characteristics, noting stall angle reduction
and drag increase from vind tunnel tests
fAIAA PAPEB 72-960] p0562 472-42357
Analytical method for combining the interaction of
, inlet distortion and turbulence.
, , p0594 472-43330
Application of a time-dependent boundary-layer
analysis to the problem of dynamic stall.
?„•- '- -•> p0599 A72-44058
Flov model for shock induced leading edge
transonic flow turbulence and rear separation in
., ..low speed stall of airfoil
p0073 N72-11858
Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional
-.flow distribution during stall development on
rotary wing profiles
-. rABC-CP-1146] pOOSO N72-11904
Effect of groove'd casing treatment on flow range
capability of single-stage axial flow compressor
rB4S4-TH-X~2459) p0163 H72-1U985
• • Analysis of boundary layer flow processes during
airfoil dynamic stall and design of airfoil to
delay onset of dynamic stall
[AD^73*699] •• P0267 N72-19012
Flight test procedures for determining stall and
• spin characteristics of high performance aircraft
•- . P0328 N72-20979
Near wake effects on airfoil loading in dynamic
stall and wake structure.resulting from
oscillatory motion of stalled airfoil
P0379 H72-22991
numerical procedure for predicting airfoil stall
occurrence in incompressible flow conditions
•• I.OHEBA-TP-10B8) pOU63 B72-26003
Hind tunnel and flight tests of dynanic stall of
airfoils and helicopter blades
TAD-738610] POU69 H72-26251
Inlet random pressure fluctuation effects on
turbojet engine stall characteristics
P0478 N72-27022
ABBODTBAHIC VEHICLES
0 AIBCBAFT
AEBODIBABICS
BT AEBOTHEBHODYH4HICS '
HI HYPEBSOBICS
HI HOTOB AEBODTNAHICS
Data acquisition and reduction for model
aerodynamics in superconducting magnetic
suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel
facility
1 p02*3 472-24766
German book on flow technology and fluid 'flow
machines covering hydrodynamics, gas dynamics,
aerodynamics, airfoils, wind tunnels, '
propellers, helicopters, tnrbomachines, blade
cascades, etc •
• • p0247 A72-25122
Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering-
engine cooling, high work factor turbines,
pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis
p0301 A72-26036
Hechanics fundamentals in aerodynamical aircraft
analysis', noting force concept and Bewtou theory
. • ' ' p0361 472-30817
Bussian book on flight dynamics covering
horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing
characteristics, meteorological conditions,
helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and
controllability analysis, etc
P0413 472-33874
Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions
of conventional aircraft. Ill - Mechanical
fundamentals /Dynamics of a point mass/
P0451 472-35110
Bussian book - Experimental studies of helicopter
aerodynamics.
p0507 A72-39598
Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings,
peaky airtfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic
flow, dis'cussing shock tubes and wind tunnels
development
P0509 472-39816
Besearch planning in steady compressible flow
aerodynamics, discussing projects on annular
wings, shockless transonic airfoils and Smith
panel method for three dimensional flow problems
CICAS PAPEB 72-01] p0552 472-11126
Beports and memoranda published by 4eronautical
Besearch Council, Great Britain, on
aerodynamics, aircraft .etc.
TABC-B/H-3650] p0099 B72-12971
Aerodynamics of helicopter rotor' blade tip vortices
[HASA-CB-112009] p0101 B72-12992
Design and aerodynamic performance of clamshell
target thrust reverser
P0210 H72-16695
Aerodynamic research and development trend for
transport' and military aircraft
' ' p0369 B72-22029
Turbine research and technology including
aerodynamic effect of. turbine coolant, high
work-factor turbines, and computer programs for
design and performance
[HASA-TH-X-68115] p0521 1172-28795
Activities of OHEBA for 1971
p0592 872-31962
Lift curve slope and aerodynamic center position
of wings in inviscid supersonic' and subsonic flow
[ESDO-70012] p0617 B72-31990
Aerodynamics and hypersonic inviscid flow
P0617 H72-31995
Besearch activities for various divisions of
National Aeronautical Laboratory for 1970 - 1971
P0631 B72-32958
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics,
fatigue and structural analysis, and related
aircraft studies - bibliography
P0618 N72-33961
ABBOEL&STICiTY
Aeroelastic models construction for flutter
analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk
reduction
fDGLB PAPEB 71-082] p0023 A72-12722
Galerkin method application to nonconservative
nonself-ad^oint aeroelasticity 'problems based on
interpretation as mathematical formulation of
virtual work principle
P0178 472-18788
Dynamically similar wind tunnel models for
transonic aeroelastic studies of aircraft
failures or structural damage and flutter margins
TONEB4, TP NO. 1082) p0356 472-29672
Aeroelasticity, aiscnssing gust and maneuver load
alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft
stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis,
aeroelastic optimization, composite structures,
etc
P0393 472-31202
The controllable twist rotor performance and blade
• dynamics.
TABS PBEPBIRT 611] pOIII A72-34483
Exploration of aeroelastic stability boundaries
with a soft-in-plane hingeless-rotor model.
F. AHS PBBPBIST 6101 'pO«15 A72-31193
Parametric studies of instabilities associated
with large, flexible rotor propellers.
[AHS PBBPBINT 615) > pO»46 A72-31496
Analytical investigation of the effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
'inflow 'on helicopter rotor stall characteristics.
P0503 472-38950
Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in
tnrbomachine blade cascades supersonic flow,
discussing trends in fan and compressor technology
P0551 472-40969
A new method of calculating the natural vibrations
of a free aeroplane.
flCAS PAPEB 72-05) P0552 472-11130
4-19
AEHOLOGY SUBJECT IHDEI
Steady state equations of motion, egnilibrinm
shape and stability derivatives of elastic
airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.
.P0566 472-128115
Flatter analysis and unsteady pressure fields
induced by pitching actions of trail mounted
sweptback vinq, verifyinq experimentally liftinq
surface theory in hiqh subsonic ranqe
: ' POS69 A72-»309U
Aeroelastic optimization of a panel in hiqh Hach
number supersonic flow.
P0593 A72-U3327
Influence of vinq deformations measured during
flight tests upon the flight performance of a
qlider made of synthetic materials. I
' . P0603 A72-<KU52
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of
rigid two-bladed rotor system with full-scale .
rotor operating at very hiqh advance ratios and
during start/stop operation
fAD-727653] . POOU3 B72-11050
Aeroelasticity, unsteady aerodynamics, vibration
analysis, and flutter in filed wing aircraft
fR&E-TM-813] . P0079 N72-11892
Static aeroelastic characteristics of thin
cylindrical shells at subsonic speeds without"
use of boundary layer control or shell . , ,
axial-force loading
riD-7322911 P0202 B72-1595«
Estimating aeroelastic stability and forced
response characteristics of thin walled,
circular cylindrical shells
fAD-733370] P0250 B72-17996
Bending response of rotary wing blades when
snblected to random input velocities for both
hinged and unhinged cases of root end fixity
fAD-732395] ' P0253 H72-18028
Dynamic aeroelastic effects on stability control
and gust response of slender delta aircraft
rABC-B/H-3690] p0582 B72-30998
Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady .
aerodynamic forces with elastic deformations and
surface deflections for aerodynamic structures
in subsonic flow
rAD-7<t2996] P0583 H72-31009
Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and
flight controls interface with application to
aircraft design criteria
P0621 B72-32031 ..
Development of mathematical techniques for
determining stresses, deformation, and stability
of aerospace vehicle structures
rAD-7a«11U] P0625 B72-32067
Aeroelastic analysis and vibration modes for
flutter and flight control system definition
P0632 H72-32882
AEBOIOGT ' .
Glidinq flight atmospheric energy utilization
through aeroloqy, discussing value of weather
forecasts to glider pilots
pOOei A72-1U68U
AEBOHAGBETISB
0 GEOBAGHETISB
AEBOH&GHETO PLDTTEB
0 FLOTTEB
ABBOBiOTICAL BHGIIEBBIHG
Russian book - Calculation and analysis of
flight-vehicle motion: Engineering handbook
p0151 A72-35i(51
Theoretical performance of "jet flap rotor at
advance ratios greater than 1.0
fAD-726706). ' p0030 B72-10037
Seduction of water pollution, development of
railway track switch heater, lubrication under
cold weather conditions, and research projects
conducted by mechanical and aeronautical
engineering facilities
fDBE/BAE-1971(3)1 p0098 H72-12820
Handbook of aviation historical data
rZBS-3<t8Gl p0099 H72-12968
Academic proqram, research projects, and related
activities of Israel Institute of Technology ,
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
[AD-7261621 • p0099 H72-12972..,
Construction materials and engineering techniques
for improved jet engines
p0103 B72-13001
Casting instruction manual for steels and
aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys in
aeronautical manufacturing
tBAE-tIB-TBANS-1557) _ p0259 H72-18501
Dimensional analysis in aeronautical engineering .
including fixed and natural units
[AD-735128] p0279 H72-19671
Development of.Soviet aviation from prerevolution
to 1970
rAD-73520») 'p0333 B72-21019
Design and structural properties of airfrases
fAD-736207] p0386 B72-23047
Vehicle technology for civil aviation for
seventies and beyond
[SASA-SP-292-SOPPL] . P0390 H72-2397H
?AA engineering and development prograns for
aircraft safety, landing, navigation,
communication and support services
\ P0391 S72-23980
Proceedings of conference o'n applications of laser
technology for aerodynamic measurements
fAGABD-LS-«9] . pOC|35 B72-25493
Conqressional hearings concerning aeronautical
research ' -
pOH38 H72-259tt5
Basic formulations for developing coordinate
transformations and equations of motion used
with free flight and wind tunnel data reduction
fBASA-SP-3070] : ' p0472 N72-26U75
Research and development at ONERA facilities,
France, in 1971 . . . •
p0581 N72-30981
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics,
fatiqne and structural analysis,,and related
aircraft studies .-, bibliography
p0618 B72-33961
Engineering information service for aeronautical
engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical-
engineering, industrial fluid mechanics, and.
stress and strength
p06U9 H72-33962
ABBOHADTICS
Beat transfer research review, discussing gas
turbines, aeronautics, astronautics, nuclear
power, thermal pollution and controlled fusion
challenges
p0236 A72-23684
Human and instrumental observations of.aviation
visibility, discussing measurements of
extinction coefficient and light scatter and
sensors testing
P03U7 A72-288U5
Aviation and astronautics - Conference, Tel
Aviv-Haifa, Harch 1972
P0393 A72-31201
Handbook on aerospace research and development
[AD-729571] . P0265 H72-18990
Illustrated biography of Hiley Post to record
significant.accomplishments in long range flight
and aeronautical engineering
pO«38 H72-25952
French/German ISL test facilities for aeronautical
. applications .
tISl-32/71], • P0587 H72-31292
4BBOPHISICS .
0 ATBOSPHEBIC PHYSICS ,
AEROSPACE EHGIBEEEIBG -
BT AEBOBAOTICAL EMGIBEEBIBG
Harine and aerospa9e enqineerinq - Conference,
Paris. Bay 1971
P0071 A72-15551
Bational aerospace B and D facilities
requirements, establishing priority order for
V/STOL, aeropropnlsion systems, high Beynolds
number, large transonic and true-temperature
hypersonic test facilities
[AIAA PAPBB-72-1033] . p0559 A72-41608
Dynamic response of structures; Proceedings of the
...Symposium, Stanford University, Stanford,
'Calif.; June 28, 29, 1971.
R0565 A72-427S5
Aeronautical and aerospace research activities at
three Italian universities
fAD-731998) . p0218 B72-17000
Abstracts and summaries of aerospace research for
1971 , ' •
P0378 B72-22973
Decision and control theory for large scale and
uncertain systems for aerospace applications
tAD-740869] p0536 B72r29633
A-20
SUBJECT iron AGBBBURS
Technical utilization and transfer of chemical .
discoveries to solving aeronautical probleis •
tBASA-TB-I-62186] p0587 B72-311<l<l
iBBOSPACE B1VIBOBHEBTS
Environmental effects on aircraft structure
operational reliability, discussing failure "" '
renoval and protective coating lifetime
p0359 A72-30285
Variable impedance transducer neasnring
instruments for in-flight aircraft performance
tests under environmental thermal effects ' ••
P0565 A72-42711
AEROSPACE ISDDStST
HI AIRCRAFT IHDDSTRt • " '' , ' "
Industrial parachute R and D in DK, discussing
management, technical staff reguirements and
government/industry liaison
p0006 &72-10304
Aerospace wire and cables testing methods
standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical
and chemical properties, coating thicknesses-,
continuity flaws, flammability, geometrical
characteristics, etc
fSAE AS 11981 pOOOS A72-1038H
Effects of aerospace and air transport industries
on United States economy'
. pOISO N72-13988
Heat treatment and mechanical" properties of
titanium alloys for aerospace industry application
(BLR-TR-71003-O-HEV] p0170 H72-15529
Titles and authors of papers presented at '
Thirteenth Annual Israel Conference on Aviation
and Astronautics - Barch 1971 • .. .
[AD-733400] P0250 H72-17997
AEBOSPACE BEDICIHE ' ': '
German Research and Test Institute for Aero- and
Astronautics 1970 report covering flow '"'
mechanics, power conversion, aerospace medicine,
atmospheric physics, etc
p0013 A72-11151 "•'
AEROSPACE SCIBHCBS . ' - •,'"'"
Design, construction, and capabilities of wind'
tunnels used for aeronautical research by
private and governmental agencies in OS - Vol. 1
CHASA-CR-18741 P0092 M72-12182
Beduction of water pollution, development of
railway track switch heater, lubrication under
cold weather conditions, and research projects
conducted by mechanical and aeronautical
engineering facilities
tDBE/BAE-1971(3)1 ' p0098 H72-12820
Scientific and technological research projects
P0257 S72-18242
Proceedings of conference on applications ,of laser
technology for aerodynamic measurements
rAGAHD-LS-49] pO»35 B72-25493
Research projects conducted by National Aerospace
Laboratory of Netherlands during 1971
p0634 H72-32973
Research projects conducted by National Research
Council of Canada from 1 Apr. to 30 Jun. 1972
fDSE/NAE-1972(2) 1 p0649 H72-33964
AEROSPACE STSTEIS • ;
Electronics and aerospace systems - IEEE
Conference, Washington, D.C., October 1971 '•
p0018 A72-12376- '
Papers on aerospace structure by B. J. Hoff
covering aircraft framework, stress analysis,
structural stability, shell theories, bending,
buckling, monocogue and sandwich structures, etc
P0070 A72-15238
A comparison of voice communication techniques for
aeronautical and marine applications.
' P0442 A72-34267
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
18th, Miami, Fla. , Hay 15-17, 1972, 'Proceedings.-
' ,p0563 A72-42676
Cost analysis and economic models for European'"
aerospace development compared to OS experience
tAD-725478] ' l * >0037 B72-10992
AEROSPACE VEHICLES "
Thermal simulation tests for kinetic heating of
aerospace structures and materials, describing '
facilities for supersonic flight and atmospheric
reentry
' ' •' ' p0404 A72-32§97
Integration of aerospace vehicle performance -and
design optimization. •' '
TAIAA PAPER 72-9118] p0562 A72-42355
Hanagement planning and operation of test
facilities for effective application to
development of systems and equipment for
' aerospace vehicles
CAD-731548] p0276 H72-19307
Software and hardware technology for application
of computer systems to guidance' and control of
aerospace vehicles
[A6ARDOGBAPH-158] , p0335 B72-21211
Beasurement of wind tunnel background pressure
fluctuations for application to design of
aerospace vehicles
[HASA-CB-123810] ' p0575 B72-302U5
Development of mathematical techniques for
.determining stresses, deformation, and stability
• of aerospace vehicle structures
[AD-7HI111I1] . ' p0625 H72-32067
AEBOSTiTS
0 AIRSHIPS
ABBOTHEBHODTHAHICS
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface
pressures and flow distribution on orbiter space
shuttle .
fBASA-CB-120037-VOL-ll p0201 B72-159U2
AFC (COBTROL)
0 AOTOHATIC FBEQOEBCi COBTBOL
AFCS (COBTBOL StSTEB) '
0 AOTOBATIC FLIGHT COBTBOL
AFRICA
Airfield distribution survey of selected countries
in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and
Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of
' STOL and VIOL aircraft
[AD-7H20931 p0627 B72-32280
AFTERBODIES
Convergent-divergent nozzles thrust model
measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody
[OHEBA, TP SO. 978] p0116 A72-15856
Transonic performance of double flux engine
nacelle air intake and afterbody at high
Beynolds numbers
p0075 H72-11866
Afterbody thrust measurement in wind tunnel
fONEBA-TP-9781 p0221 B72-17206
Rind tunnel' study of aerodynamic drag for engine
pod and its elements including air intake and
afterbody
[BASA-TT-F-1415U1 p0265 B72-18997
AFTEBBOBBEBS
0 AFTERBOBBIBG
AFTEBBOBBIHG
Steady combustion limits in afterburner gas
turbine engine chambers
P0509 A72-39922
Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous
controller for a jet engine with an afterburner
P0601 A72-402811
Recirculation mechaniso in jet powered V/5TOL
aircraft
[BBVG-FBBT-71-12] ' p0036 N72-10828
Afterburning steady state performance and
operational limits of TF-30 tnrbofan engine
fBASA-TH-D-68391 pOU77 B72-27011
Analysis of carbon monoxide, nnburned
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in turbojet
afterburner combustion products using infrared
spectroscopy - Part 1
fAD-739176] : ' ' ' ' p0488 B72-27968
Computer program for determining history of
combustion products produced by turbojet engine
afterburner - Part 2
fAD-739177) p0488 B72-27969
Altitude and Bach number effects on exhaust gas
emissions of afterburning tnrbofan engine
f AD-7U12!t91 ' P0542H72-29967
Flight tests to determine performance of air
cooled plug nozzle with afterburning turbojet
' f HASA-TB-X-26071 ' ' p0590 1172-31785
Concept for jet noise suppression for afterburning
turbojet, engine
f.S&SA-TB-X-681HI»1 p0632 B72-32763
AGE HiBDEBIBG
0 PBECIPITATION HAHDENIHG
AGBEEBEBTS
Book on world airlines economic regulation,.
analyzing multilateral international agreements,
national aviation interests and competitive
situation
P0300 A72-25923
A-21
AGRICULTURAL AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IID2I
iGBICULTOBAL AIRCBAFt
U DTILITI AIRCBAPT
AILBBOHS
NT SPOILER SLOT AILEBOHS
State sensitivity functions in aircraft paraneter
identification for lateral dynamics under
aileron deflection from node! response and
in-flight test data
p0236 A72-23807
Aileron vibration pressure measurement in
plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating
damping characteristics with allowance for shock
motion caused nonlinear effects
p0363 172-31026
1IB
HT COHPBESSED ilB
AIB BEABIHGS
D G&S BEARINGS
AIB BUSTS
D AEBIAL EIPLOSIOHS
AIB BBEATHIIG ENGINES
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
HT JET ENGINES
NT POLSEJET EBGIHES
NT RABJET ENGINES
NT SDPERSONIC COBBOSTION RiBJET ENGINES
NT TORBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
Air breathing propulsion systems for reducing
engine noise level, discussing stoichioietric
gas turbine engines, V/STOL propfans and
variable-geometry supersonic inlet and exhaust
nozzles
p0057 A72-13B86
Aircraft air breathing propnlsion technology,
discussing tvo-place aircraft, turbofan power
plants, helicopter engines and V/STOL, CTOL,
subsonic transports and supersonic aircraft
p0067 A72-1U825
Two-dimensional model for thermal compression.
P0567 A72-42868
Application of linear stochastic optimal control
theory to design of control system for air inlet
of supersonic propnlsion system
fNA.SA-TH-X-67905] p0079 N72-11897
Development of scramlet with airbreathing engine
for cruise application
p0103 S72-13003
Inventory of aeronautical test facilities for air
breathing engines
fNASA-CR-1875] p0108 N72-13233
Design and experimental performance of 20-inch
diameter, tandem bladed, axial flow, transonic
compressor rotor for advanced air breathing
engines
tNASA-TB-X-2H8a] p0263 S72-18773
Development of technignes for evaluating
performance of'air breathing engines and
measurement of significant operating parameters
rNASA-TS-X-68305] P0329 N72-20983
Mission requirements and design modifications for
air breathing engines used in space shuttles
fNASA-TS-X-68098] p052<l N72-2879<4
Curves for use with total heat and static pressure
sampling methods for gross thrust, mass flow,
and choking pressure ratio of air breathing
engines in flight
fESDD-690081 p0631 N72-327U6
Gross thrust and nozzle mass flow measurements for
air breathing, ducted flow engines
[ESDU-69007] . p0631 N72-327«7
Intrinsic thrust and >drag for air breathing ducted
flow engines in flight
CESDU-69006] p0631 N72-32748
Analysis of major pollutants produced by aircraft
engine exhaust and development of technigues to
reduce level of pollutant emission
fNASA-TS-X-68129] p0631 N72-3275U
AIB CABGO
NT AIB BAIL .
D.S.S.B. high-subsonic freight transport jet
aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far
East, noting independence of large airports
availability
p0056 A72:-13U71
American civil aviation future development,
discussing passenger and freight markets growth,
aircraft types and FAA role
p0066 A72-14811
Future civil air transport trends, considering
passenger and cargo growth, travel frequency per
capita income and STOL market
P0199 A72-22150
Air cargo growth potential, marketing and
profitability, considering need for improvements
in ground handling, rate structure, container
standardization, documentation, etc
p03«Q A72-28H52
Air cargo intermodal and interline containers
handling1in warehouse storage, transportation
and distribution, considering total pack and
interlock requirements
pO*05 A72-3317U
Terminal handling environment and air cargo
regnirements for noncontainerized freight
P0106 A72-33175
.Bajor civil airport passenger and cargo terminal
complex design and layout planning, discussing
various facilities and equipment requirements
pO«09 A72-33329
Simulation of an air cargo handling system
p01<13 A72-3»a72
Airborne toned cargo carrying bodies dynamic
stability for single-point suspension system,
using linearized small perturbation analysis
CAIAA PIPER 72-986] p0561 A72-Q2328
Boeing 7U7-P cargo aircraft, describing onboard '
and ground facilities for freight handling and
loading
P0593 A72-B3215
Air freight ground handling and distribution
terminal facilities and methods, discussing
future technical and organizational developments
for efficient handling of increased traffic volume
p0593 A72-«32»6
Design of a military air cargo transportation
system by use of a large scale mathematical
programming model.
p060» A72-IK1577
Statistical forecasting models for OSAF CONDS
outbound cargo airlift requirements by averaging
and exponential smoothing models
p0604 A72-<(II578
Aircraft and route assignment to satisfy passenger
and cargo demand
CPB-200«7lt] p0106 N72-13028
Passenger, cargo, and mail statistics for commuter
air carriers FT 1971
POU29 N72-21981
Design of security system for civil aviation cargo
transportation
P0526 H72-28985
Senate hearings on regulation of rates and
practices of domestic and foreign air 'carriers
P05U2 N72-29981
AIB CONDITIONING EQOIPHBIT
Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude
equipment covering air conditioning systems,
oxygen equipment and cabin pressurization
p0018 A72-12295
Design and development program for air
conditioning system of twin engine nnpressurized
Piper Nava-)o, noting flight test results
[SAE PAPER 720328] • p0291 A72-25590
AIB COOLING
Two dimensional cascade test of air-cooled turbine
nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics
and heat transfer properties
p0122 A72-16U89
Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes
air cooling by internal insert, analyzing
thermal stresses
tAIAA PAPER 72-7] p0129 A72-16860
Beat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas
•turbine airfoils, noting leading edge sharpness
effects for slot and circular jet configurations
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-7] p0293 A72-25610
Cooling efficiency and load endurance of aircraft
turbine engine blades as function of ambient
temperature and air flow rates
P0301 A72-26892
Air bleeding location to cool turbojet engine
turbine of supersonic aircraft, presenting graphs
p031« A72-28107
Flow characteristics of turbine airfoil cooling
system components
tNASA-CB-120883] ' p0183 N72-27290
A-22
SUBJECT IHDBX AIB IBTAKES
Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned,
impingement-cooled vane in modified J-75
research.enqine and four-vane cascade
rNASA-TH-X-25951 ...... P0525 N72-28919
Analysis of beat, transfer characteristics of three
air cooled vanes in turbojet engine using
impingement cooling, film cooling, and
convection cooling •
fNASA-TB-X-25801 p063t N72-32919
AIB CURBEHTS ,
NT JET STREAHS.(SETEOBOLOGY) . .- ' .
NT MERIDIONAL FLOW
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS ••
Techniques for forecasting turbulent weather •
conditions belo» 10,000. feet for light aircraft
operating in Hawaiian Islands
[AD-7261071 pOOU6 N72-11525
AIB CDSHIOH VEHICLES . • - • '
0 GROOHO EFFECT HfcCHINES' • .'
AIB DEPEHSE
Congressional hearing^concerning penetration.of DS
defense system by Cnban_aircraft on flight -from
'Havana, Cuba to. .Hew Orleans,-'Louisiana, 26 -
.October. 1971
' ' . ' . ' ' - pOH75 H72-26986
AIB FILTEBS . ;
Dusty iniet air filtering in .aircraft turbine .
engines,, discussing engine operation,; dust, and
filter characteristics - • ' • • • . '•• -
. , , . ' „ ' .: • ' p0119 A-72-16179
' "Gas turbine engine inlet solid particle separator
designed as integral engine [part, discussing'
semireverse flow superiority
.... . ..-. p0175 A72-18755
Aircraft .gas turbine engines smoke emission
samplin'g.-by^ stained filter technigue,- comparing
. Navy, specifications AS 1833 with SAE method ABP
' 11.79 ' . ' • ' ' . . ,
''' ' .: \ . ' p0177 A 72-18770
Air d,ust erosive damage to helicopter gas turbine
engine parts,-discussing, inertia! rotbrless
filtering systems
:•.-. .... .,., p0346 A72-28786
Sand and- dust particle 'filter tests for evaluation
, of,separation efficiency and aerodynamic
performance - . < . • ' ' - •
. rAD-725593]. p0051 N72-11713
AIR.FLOS ' • . , ' - . . . .
NT AIR CURRENTS
NT JET STREAHS (KETEOBOLOGY)
NT HEBIDIONAL FLOH ,. . .„ .
NT VERTICAL AIB CDRRENTS ' . •. ' '
Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air
.flow measurement, describing accuracy,
standards, reference nozzles and mounting flanges
.rsAE,_ARP 11951 pOOOS A72-10390
Seal gas effects in atmosphere to make sonic bang
shock wave _full dispersion a&d thickness wide
variations
' P0016 A72-11972
Flutter -..problem. wing-air flow energy-exchange'at
instability limit, obtaining vibration mode
shapes from homogeneous boundary v.alne problem
analog model
p005<T A72-13191
Supersonic diffusion flame in duct configuration
to study mixing with combustion of two parallel
methane and air flows "i .
p0057 A72-135U5
Air stream from air4 entry holes of aeronautical-
gas turbine combnstor, investigating jets-
maximum penetration, flow path, and mixing
P0122 A72-161»93
Pressure, recovery calculation for-subsonic
adiabatic air flow .through diffusers with tail
' pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer
P0237 A72-23855
Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy ..
characteristics of subsonic air flow- in straight
conical diffuser, using hot-wire anenometry
• measurements - '
p0238 A72-23862
Subsonic unsteady aerodynamic pressures on blades
of compressor wheel rotating freely in air stream
[ONERA, TP HO. 10771 p021U A72-2«85<!
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber,
investigating swirl vane air flow rate effects
on circumferential nonnniformity of gas
' temperature field at outlet
P0314 A72-28132
Film cooling effectiveness for air-gas flow
section of gas turbine engine under actual
operating conditions
p031<! A72-28170
Flow and heat transfer for air cooled turbine vane
.-• [ NASA-TB-X-2376J . - p0098 N72-12917
Performance criteria, including engine air flow
matching reguirements,1 of axisymmetric mixed
compression intake for supersonic transport
P0211 N72-16703
Characteristics of Jets flowing from air entry
holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for
1
 ' jet flow'parallel to and normal to primary flow
through turbine
-[NAL-TR-227] • P0258 N72-18279
Development and characteristics of dual scatter '
laser Doppler velocimeter for flow distribution
measurement in wind tunnels, helicopter
downwash, and across high lift wing sections-
'• POU35 N72-25506
Compilation of technical reports on theoretical
aerodynamics and air flow - Vol. 1
fSBN-11-U70151-2] N72-26993
Compilation of technical reports on theoretical
aerodynamics, aircraft performance, sonic booms,
aircraft stability, and turbulent boundary
layers - Vol. 2 , . .
fSBH-11-lt70152-Ol pOt75 S72-2699U
Application of streamline curvature method for
determining performance of turbofans and
comparison with empirical results
[BAL-TR-268T] - ! ' pOl»76 S72-26999
Analysis of peak axial-velocity decay in moving
air'stream for several nozzles and effect on
noise generated by short takeoff aircraft with
externally blown flaps
[ NASA-IB-X-68102.] . p0479 N72-27029
Determination of upvash angles for short takeoff
aircraft lifting system using two dimensional
potential flow analysis
[NASA-TH-X-2593] p0187 N72-27817
Development of local linearization and transonic
equivalence rule for predicting properties, of
transonic.flows about, wing-body combinations
' [NASA-CB-2103] . p0526. N72- 28991
Numerical analysis of flow distribution about
nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and
supersonic speeds
fNASA-IT-F-145U7] ; p0628 N72-32302
Analysis of sound produced by turbulent boundary
layers, flow past single discontinuities, and
. rigid flow discontinuities immersed in rigid ducts
- rSASA-CR-2126] p06«0 N72-33029
Development of 'model to represent induced flow
through rotary wing of helicopter in descending
flight
C1D-7U51031 p06H2 H72-330M7
AIB FBBIGBT .
D ilH CAHGO
AIR IILETS ' ..
D AIR IHTAKES ' •
AIH IHTAKES , .
NT EUGISE IHtETS
NT SUPERSONIC INLETS
Pressure and .convective heat transfer distribution
' at air inlet central body surface, reducing
Navier-Stokes egnations to partial differential
eguations with" similar solutions
p0069 A72-11971
Convective heat flow pressure and density
' measurements at surface of central body of air
inlet with live point and axial symmetry
- p013'8 A72-17560
Gas turbine engine inlet solid particle separator
designed as integral engine part, discussing
' semireverse flow superiority
• . p0175 A72-18755
Inlet' duct and tnrbofan engine compatibility
without stalling and surge conditions obtained
by design optimization and wind tunnel testing
P0176 A72-18761
Transonic performance of double flux engine
nacelle air intake and afterbody at high
Reynolds numbers
p0075 N72-11866
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test data on
intake performance of supersonic mixed
compression inlet flow *
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[NASA-CB-1977] p0264 H72-18786
Rind tunnel study of aerodynamic drag for engine
pod and its elements including air intake and
afterbody
rNASA-TT-F-1!H5ill p0265 N72-18997
AIB JETS
Air jet propelled flight vehicles optimal design
parameters for constant altitude flight at given
speed
p0181 A72-18991
Aerodynamic throttling effect doe to air jet flow
interaction in throat region of mainstream two
dimensional nozzle flow
P02U4 A72-24845
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near
secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine
flame tube
p0313 A72-28131
Effect of air injection on the torgue produced by
a trailing vortex.
P0594 A72-43333
Basic directivity and spectra of jet noise with
improved correction for refraction.
p0607 A72-44678
AIB BAIL
Passenger, cargo, and nail statistics for commuter
•air carriers FT 1971
p0429 N72-24981
AIB HAVIGATIOH
NT ALL-WEATHEB AIE NAVIGATION
 ;
ATC separation minima and navigational errors on
airways in general and long range oceanic
environments
pOOOl A72-10177
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making
problems, considering navigation, surveillance
radar, collision avoidance and ATC techniques
P0002 A72-10180
Stellar attitude reference and navigation
associative processor with high computational
speed for radar approach control in ATC
p0017 A72-12033
Optimal stochastic /Kalman/ filters application to
integrated air and submarine navigation systems,
discussing measurement errors modeling as bias
and colored noise
P0017 A72-12050
L band in satellite system for aerial navigation
aid, discussing position accuracy, data
transmission and voice communication and
modulation methods
p0021 A72-12612
Radio aids for air navigation and traffic control
in Italy, discussing facilities development
P0024 A72-12748
Doppler system with navigation radar device,
computer unit and data transmitter for •
continuous recording of aircraft position and
speed
P0024 A72-12749
Communications and navigation trends in ATC,
emphasizing use of improved existing systems
P0115 A72-15781
A-7 D/E navigation/weapon delivery system flight
testing, using photogrammetric technigne
P0124 A72-16656
Navy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control
system for V/STOL flight test program, using
airborne digital computer for
navigation/guidance computations
P0125 A72-16661
Flight safety and ATC planning in German Federal
Republic and on international level, discussing
regional control stations, radio freguencies,
navigation systems, automation, etc
p0127 A72-16738
Omega system in short range navigation
supplementing VOHTAC for coverage at low
altitudes in mountain areas
p0138 A72-1733H
Single satellite angle system and multiple
satellite ranging and range difference systems
in short haul air navigation, comparing with
70FTAC
p0138 A72-17335
Head-up display flying under IRC and VBC flight
conditions, considering takeoff, landing and
navigation nodes
P0190 A72-21004
Area navigation systens, discussing VOB/DHE,
Doppler and inertlal systems, CBT displays, data
links, etc
p0193 A72-21523
Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft
flight path management, emphasizing
dependability, safety and economy
P0193 A72-21521
intonation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
P0230 A72-22780
Area navigation for Chicago-New York region,
evaluating Decca Omnitrac 1A BNAV system
installation in Boeing 727 aircraft
P0236 A72-23467
Flight testing of automated modular area
navigation system for L-1011, describing
computer, data storage and control-display units
and electronic automatic chart system
P02IIO A72-24271
Skygnide airborne computer navigation system for
• airline applications, discussing system
components, flight crew monitoring and
optimization
p0301| A72-26999
Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft
position and trajectory parameters, noting
coordinate plotting for flight path recovery
maneuvers
p0346 A72-28785
Information theory approaches to air navigation,
discussing ATC, collision avoidance and computer
applications
p0350 A72-29013
Navigation accuracy of corrected ONEGA close to
transmitter, using aircraft flight test at 500
no range
P0352 A72-29186
Aircraft applications of composite signal OBEGA
configuration with phase data combined at
separate carrier with weighting coefficients,
discussing advantages over nncompensated
navigation systems
P0352 A72-29192
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization
in conjunction with OBEGA, covering sensor and
computer equipment life cycles
P0353 A72-29199
Small aircraft navigation over 10-400 mile course
segments by raw OBEGA phase information dc
presentation on conventional ID-249 course
deviation indicator
p0353 A72-29201
ONEGA receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne
computerized navigation system, describing
flight test, maintainability and laboratory
simulation programs
p0353 A72-29202
Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise
elimination at front end of aircraft oriented
ONEGA navigation system receiver
p0354 A72-29204
Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing
mode selection unit, digital computer and
control display for operator communication with
system
P0394 A72-31596
Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky
path observation during navigation and landing,
discussing computer units, CRT and iaage
generating subsystems
p0396 A72-32042
Navigation for general aviation and navigation
training - Conference, Atlanta, Febrnary-Harch
1972
p0397 A72-32201
Area navigation requirements by general aviation,
discussing random routing, ATC system and
aircraft approach spacing
P0398 A72-32202
Great circle intermediate waypoint computation
method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft
p0398 A72-32205
Computerized navigator training simulator for
complete array of air navigation instruments,
discussing design and human factors
p0398 A72-32208
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Canadian Araed Forces aic navigation training
program, noting emphasis on training flights
P0398 A72-32209
OSAF Academy air navigation training program,
discussing systems development course and
descriptive and applied astronomy
P0399 A72-32210
Fighter boaber Loran-inertial data processing vith
digital computer to combine navigation, guidance
and veapon delivery into fully integrated system
p0407 A72-33246
Solid state modular ground based distance
measuring eguipment /DUE/ receiver for en route
aircraft navigation and landing
P0411 A72-33521
Technical and operational aspects of L-band
satellite system for air navigation, discussing
verbal coomunication, direction finding and
noise interference problems
p0417 A72-3IH38
Configuration and flight test of the only
operational Air Force area navigation system.
P0153 A72-35557
DSAF development of electrostatic gyros for
inertial air navigation, noting flight tests and
associated airborne digital computer
p0453 A72-35558
Book - Hininum operational characteristics for
vertical guidance equipment used in airborne
volumetric navigation systems
CDO-152] p0455 A72-35800
OHEGA air and maritime navigation system • <*'
development, •test phase and application
potential/ discussing operational modes,
propagation parameters, solar activity effects '
and signal loss
p0493 A72-37796
Inertial platform pursuant to ABIHC-571
specifications, noting capability for
integration into surface navigation system or
autonomous operation
P0493 A72-37799
Development of STOLAND, a versatile navigation,
guidance and control system.
FAIAA PAPER 72-789] p0496 A72-38106
Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area
navigation for jet transport noise abatement.
[AIAA PAPER 72-81«] p0497 A72-38116
Area navigation and its affect on aircraft
operation and systems design.
fAIAA PAPER 72-751] p0498 A72-38125
Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial
navigation systems.
[AIAA PAPER 72-848] p0504 A72-39081
Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems
using air data.
TAIAA PAPER 72-847] posou A72-39082
Updating inertial navigation systems vith TOR/DUE
information.
TAIAA PAPEB 72-846] p0504 A72-39083
Tactical aircraft veapon system development,
describing navigation, target acguisition,
release point guidance and delivery modes
fAIiA PAPER 72-896] p0505 A72-39107
Reduction of air traffic congestion due to
corridor effect of present airvay route pattern
through area navigation /B-KAV/ based on YOH/DBE
inputs
P0508 A72-39750
NEWNAV Symposium, Frankfort am Main, Rest Germany,
October 5-7, 1971, Beport. Volumes 1 6 2.
P0545 A72-40276
Nodular navigation /DOHA/ dual channel automatic
area navigation system, describing computer,
flight data storage and control/display units
P0545 A72-40277
TCE-71A area navigation system based on modular
design vith provision for 20 vaypoints parameter
storage, describing computer, control display
and automatic data entry'units
P0546 A72-40278
Operational implementation of area navigation.
P0546 A72-40279
Area navigation systems integration into existing
ATC and man/machine relationship problems,
considering cockpit vorkload coordination
P0546 A72-40280
An area navigation system for a long range airplane.
P0546 A72-40281
Present status of self-contained navigation
systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and
attitude/heading references.
p0546 A72-40282
Autonomous navigation systems, discussing Doppler
navigation, inertial platforms and onboard
computers
P0546 A72-40283
Geostationary satellite system for air navigation
via voice and data communication, discussing
ground facilities and avionics
P0546 A72-40284
An air traffic controller's view on area
navigation and ATS regnirements related thereto.
, p0548 A72-40299
Terminal airspace navigation and aircraft ground
handling control, discussing air traffic
controllers and pilots functions in context of
vorkload and automation
P0549 A72-40546
Automated area navigation vith real time track
computation, discussing information processing
by on-board computer for immediate pilot
instruction
P0550 A72-40683
Collision avoidance system electromagnetic
compatibility vith radar altimeters designed for
1600 HHz aeronavigation band
p0550 A72-40881
Great circle navigation for inertia! egnipped
aircraft, describing .procedure for determining
vaypoint coordinates vith reference to VOBTAC
stations
p0567 472-42949
Possible impact of area navigation upon HLS
regnirements for azimuth angular coverage and
range.
p0606 A72-44643
Analysis of target signal reguirements for
aircraft navigation systems using millimeter
vave radiometry from terrain radiation or
ground-based beacons
[HASA-TH-1-62082] p0035 H72-10539
Design, development, and evaluation of locator
eguipment to provide aircraft position
information for flight inspection of navigation
facilities
CFAA-BD-72-3) p0170 H72-15434
Radio freguency allocations for integrated
navigation air traffic control system
CAD-731751] p0207 N72-16138
VHP ranging and position fixing techniques using
ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation
CHASA-CB-125538] p0209 N72-16510
VHF ranging and position fixing technigues using
ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation
- executive summary
tNASA-CB-125537] p0209 N72-16511
Proceedings of conference on Omega navigation
system and recommendations for modified
hyperbolic navigation system
fNASA-CR-125807] p0280 H72-19718
Analysis of air traffic control systems based on
eguipoent specifications, data processing
eguipment, display simulation, and cost benefits
[AD-735322] p0377 H72-22657
Application of antenna dumping technigues to
reduce precipitation interference in airborne
Omega navigation system
tAD-736516] p0377 1172-22659
Analysis of incompatibility betveen ground and
airborne measurements of TOR system space
modulation
CAD-737039) p0377 N72-22662
Optimum adaptive phase estimation receiver for
one-vay ranging air navigation
p0389 N72-23660
Development of air navigation system using lignid
crystals and electronic equipment to determine
direction to selected VOB station
fHASA-CB-112062] p0389 H72-23664
Development of air traffic control procedure using
inertial navigation position reports as input
data for computer graphics presentation
[FAA-BD-71-92] p0427 H72-24673
Concepts, philosophy, and development of minimum
operational characteristics for airborne
navigation systems
[DO-149] p0436 N72-25603
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Equipment specifications and environmental
standards for air navigation systems based on
development of minimum operational characteristics
fDp-152] p0522 H72-28667
Formulas accounting for earth ellipsoid flattening
and flight altitude corrections of air
navigation neasureients
tSEB-c/DISS-166] p0523 H72-28677
Development of plan for navigation systems
improvements for civil aviation and maritime
requirements
CAD-741944] p0579 H72-30592
Flight tests of air navigation egnipment to
determine accuracy of position location for •
snail area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in
arctic regions . • .,
tAD-740607] p0579 H72-30596
Development of precision air navigation system
based on loran C system and digital barometric
altineter . .
fAD-740894] . p0579 H72-30597
Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial
air navigation systems
fJPBS-51241] P0589 N72-31639
to* altitude flight test to determine accuracy of
VOE Tacan air navigation aid
p0630 H72-32642
Development and evaluation of equipment and
automation proposed for air traffic control
systems for late 1970 and 1980 time period. • :•
fAD-743635] p0630 H72-32645
Development and characteristics of navigation
system for vertical and short takeoff aircraft
with application to flight management experiments
rNASA-TH-X-62183] . p0646 H72-33642
Concept for automating air traffic control in
terminal area with navigation and guidance
system primarily dependent on airborne egnipment
CHAS4-TH-D-6992] p0646 H72-33644
ilH PIBACl
Legal aspects in prevention of aircraft unlawful
seizure in view of international cooperation,
noting German Democratic fiepnblic agreements
p0308 472-27272
The onboard authority of the aircraft commanding
officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention
p045<4 472-35763
ilB POLLOTIOH
Air transportation evolution and relation to
atmospheric and noise pollution
P0061 472-14151
Diffusion and fallout of polluting particulates
emitted by aircraft engines, discussing effect
of wing-tip vortices, plume visibility and
monitoring, simulation and modeling
[ASHE P4PEB 71-BA/AV-2] . p0117. 472-15950
Army aircraft gas turbine engines pollution
potential evaluation program, considering smoke
emission, noise and invisible pollutants -.
P0177 472-18772
Combustion research for reducing jet aircraft
pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization
improvement, smoke reduction and combustor
design technigues . • . •
P0301 A72-26037
Hew York-Hew Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport
feasibility, considering noise, air-water
pollution, land conservation, cost, etc
P0346 472-28792
Estimated peak regional concentration of SST
exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight
operation levels
P0346 472-28837
Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft •
emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen
oxides
P0346 472-28838
Future projections of commercial -jet aircraft fuel-
demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on
air guality
P0350 A72-28879
Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation
by propulsion effluents of high altitude
aircraft flights
fAIAA PAPER 72-658] pOMU 472-34076-
Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases,
discussing water vapor and nitrogen oxides
effects on ozone concentration
pOU51 472-35327
Air transport developments effects.on economy and
environment, discussing government power to
control airport nse and location and air pollution
p0455 472-35952
numerical prediction of the diffusion of eihaust.
products of supersonic aircraft in the
stratosphere '
p0493 A72-37824
Hypersonic transports commercial applications,
examining economic and noise and air pollution•'
aspects
TICAS PAPEH 72-32] pOSSI 472-41157
Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San
Francisco Bay area with engine emission and
climatological data
.p003» H72-10361
Environmental impact and adverse environmental
effects of Bavy F-14 aircraft operation
tPB-199851-F] p0206 H72-15983
Proceedings of conference on environmental effects
of aircraft operation with emphasis on air and
noise pollution
TPB-202038] ' , p0217 H72-16992
Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust
emissions in atmosphere
CPB-202961] p0222 H72-17319
Analysis.of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft
and combustion research 'for reducing emissions
through combuster design and fuel- atomization
[HASA-T8-X-68000] p025-« N72-18009
Air and noise environmental pollution from B-1
aircraft <'-
fPB-201711-F] p0254 H72-18033
Design and development of F-15 fighter aircraft
and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on
air pollution and noise- •
CPB-201710-F] - p025« 872-18034
Fraunho'fer line discriminator as remote sensor of
fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection
[HASA-CR-125643] p0258 H72-18448
Environment -pollution of turbine engine aircraft
• >.• • p0270 H72-19030
Air pollution source inventory for ground
'operations at airports
rAD-733111] p0276 N72-19298
Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and
nitrogen oxides in gaseous emissions from
limited sample of military and commercial
aircraft turbine engines
[PB-204177] . ' p0283 H72-19968
Statistical-analysis'of aircraft exhaust emission
measurements',' using random sampling
[PB-204869] • • . . p0321 H72-20029
Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxide
exhaust emissions -from aircraft
.fPB-204879] ;-. • p0321 N72-20030
Assessment of aircraft emission control technology
and feasibility analysis of various control
methods
[PB-204878] p0333 H72-21017
Exhaust emissions tests of aircraft propulsion and
auxiliary power gas turbine-engines
[PB-204920] - '•-. .'• P0333 H72-21018.
International survey of air pollution by aircraft
engines and fuels . : -.
C4G4BD-4B-40] -. '•• . p0338 H72-21590
Instruments for measuring air pollution emitted by
aircraft engines • • •
fPB-204794] : t p0338 H72-21592
Annotated bibliography on environmental pollution
caused by aircraft emissions
[AD-735943] p0388 H72-23655
4ir pollution for-peak traffic periods at Heathrow
Airport, London, for April through September for
1970
P0426 H72-24649
Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas
turbine engines - tables
[PB-207107] p0435 H72-25589
Environmental impact statement for Earth Besonrces
Aircraft program
tH4S4-TB-X-68550] p0476 H72-27008
Analysis of carbon monoxide, unburned
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in turbojet
afterburner combustion products using infrared
spectroscopy - Part 1
fAD-739176] . pO«88 N72-27968
Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at
Los Angeles International airport, California
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TPAPES-71-117] p0623 H72-32048
Analysis of manor pollutants produced by aircraft
engine exhaust and development of techniques to
reduce level of pollutant emission
[HASA-Ta-I-68129] p0631 H72-32754
Analysis of particnlate enissions contained in
afterburning turbojet engine exhaust operating
at ground level - Part 1
[AD-744048] P0632 N72-32768
Aircraft emission rates and their impact at
selected airports
fPB-2089501 p0646 H72-33624
SIB SABPLIHG
Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at
Los Angeles International Airport, California
rPAPEH-71-1171 P0623 H72-32048
AIB SICKBBSS
D HOTIOB SICKHESS
AIB TO AIB HISSILBS
Design for air combat.
TAIAA PAPEB 72-7491 pO»98 A72-38124
AIB TO AIB EEPDE1IHG
F-14 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems,
.spinning, low speed performance, stalling,
afterburning turbofan engines, in-flight
refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
P0138 172-17582
Development of training program for BF-4C aircraft
aerial refueling training based on computer
systems data
[AD-736409] p0370 N72-22037
AIB TO AIB SOCKETS
0 AIB TO AIB MISSILES
AIB TO SOBFACE HISSILES
Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model
relating pilot performance to air to ground
weapon delivery accuracy'
P0453 A72-35564
Procedures for conducting engineering tests of
aircraft guided missile subsystems
fAD-731189] . p0169 N72-15254
Evaluation of helicopter launching system for air
to ground rockets
 :
fAD-737177] p038lt H72-23034
AIB TBAFFIC
Future aircraft design trends for transcontinental
and short haul operation, considering traffic
forecasts, current transport aircraft and
potential derivatives and technology
[SAE PAPEB 710749] P0003 A72-10248
Pilot collision warning indicator performance in
terminal area traffic, using computer fast-time
simulation for traffic model
P0012 A72-11134
German Federal Bepublic territorial air traffic
regulations covering general, TFB and IFB rules,
equipment and personnel examination and
certification, safety, takeoff and landing,
accidents, etc
p0021 A72-12621
German book on air traffic law covering norms
relative to vehicles and air space,
international air law, organizations, etc
P0021 A72-12622
German commercial airports adaptation to traffic
development, considering economic factors
p0119 A72-16187
Soviet air traffic service productivity increase
and manpower saving by introduction of new
airliner types
P0127 A72-16779
STOL transport passenger market demand model
selection based on estimation of traffic
patterns between two population centers and
• service fregnency and fare considerations
P0139 A72-17586
Aircraft midair collision prevention in dense air
traffic environments, suggesting problem
solution based on proximity warning system
P0191 172-21090
Optimal high capacity runway systems for major
airports, discussing multiple systems in
anticipation of future mass air traffic
regnirements
P02UO A72-24169
General aviation equipment standards in light of
air traffic system safety needs, emphasizing
Technical Standard Order system
fSAE PAPER 720307] p0288 A72-25571
Charter air traffic regulations under German air
law, discussing legal safeguards relative to
economic, personnel, technical and
organizational aspects
P0303 A72-265S9
Airport capacity and air traffic congestion
effects on airport operations in terns of time
and costs
. p0401 172-32454
Individual regions and nationwide air traffic
demands forecasting for airport planning
P0408 A72-33311
Hajor civil airport planning, discussing
information gathering and processing for
aviation demand,' aircraft movements revenue and
cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation
p0409 A72-33327
Hajor civil airport development plan, discussing
traffic forecasts, runways, noise, airspace
capacity, access systems, freight installations,
maintenance facilities, navigation aids,
buildings, etc
P0409 A72-33328
Airport planning regnirements - An airline view.
pOUtl. 172-34224
Simulation models for airports performance
evaluation through replication of traffic units
actual movement
p0443 A72-34414
Functional equipment active and standby redundancy
for flight safety and. air traffic punctuality
improvement, noting Boeing 747 aircraft
redundant systems
P0452 A72-35476
Air transport developments effects on economy and
environment, discussing government power to
control airport use and location and air pollution
p0455 A72-35952
Air transport development between the OK and
Europe - The next twenty years.
P0462 A72-37092
Seduction of air traffic congestion due to
corridor effect of present airway route pattern
through area navigation /B-NAV/ based on VOB/DHE
inputs
p0508 A72-39750
German monograph - Model-analytical investigation
of short-haul air traffic with VIOL aircraft in
the Federal Bepublic of. Germany.
p0569 A72-43068
Independent parallel runway landing system to
relieve air traffic congestion, investigating
minimum spacing required to minimize collision
risk
p0569 A72-43130
Critical assessment of air transport planning fox
German Federal Bepublic, advocating
decentralized concept of major air terminals for
intercontinental jumbo jet traffic
' • • p0593 172-43244
Airports planning for Vest Germany, discussing
geographical ajir traffic patterns, economic and
noise aspects
(DGLB PAPEB 72-034] p0605 172-44614
Airline operational problems from traffic volume
increase, discussing flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects
[DGLB PAPEB 72-037] p0606 A72-44618
Aircraft and route assignment to satisfy passenger
and cargo demand
[PB-200474] p0106 H72-13028
Air traffic and route analysis using computer
program
[PB-200481] p0107 H72-13035
Besearch and development of advanced technologies
for future air transportation needs
CEYENT-118] i p0111 N72-13584
Analysis of commercial aircraft traffic during
prime travel hours and effect of unrealistic
scheduling on extent of congestion
rAD-725326] p0154 N72-14009
Dynamic simulation of air traffic operations in
San Francisco area to determine traffic capacity
[AD-727756] p0281 H72-19724
Airport traffic forecasts for Washington, D.c. for
1972 to 1983
P0283 H72-19975
FAA review of aviation activity in-1971 and
projected outlook for 1972
A-27
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rBEPT-72-00207] , p0320 B72-20020
Linear programming applied to air traffic
prediction noting airline operations for optimal
flight
fDLB-FB-71-601 . p0326 N72-20595
San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace
capacity analysis to meet 1985 demand forecast
P0526 N72-28978
Proposal for increasing overall air traffic
capability by expansion of charter service
between bilateral parties
p0634 N72-32983
Forecast of airport activity for major communities
in U.S. , ..
P0635 N72-32986
AIB TBAFFIC COHTBOL ' .,
NT BADAB APPBOACH CONTBOL
ATC separation minima and navigational errors on
airways in general and long: range oceanic
environments .
. ... pOOOl A72-10177
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making
problems, considering navigation, surveillance
radar, collision avoidance .and ATC technignes
- . p0002 A72-10180
Terrain cle'arance during descent and approach of
aircraft.under radar control, discussing optimum
profile, ATC, navaids and rules
, _ . p0002 472-10183
Automated radar terminal system /ABTS/ for
monitoring and tracking all aircraft within ^
radar range, displaying identification, altitude
and ground speed information to air traffic
controller .
pOQ10 A72-10960
Phased scanning array.for ATC radar beacon
systems, airport or air route surveillance
radars and ground landing systems .
p0010 472-10962
Inertial navigation role in automatic 4TC systems,
discussing path control accuracies,
environmental conditions, noise and air
pollution, etc
pO.012 472-11118
ATC system decision making problem and future
technological and administrative improvements
pOOIS A72-11718
Stellar attitude reference and navigation .
associative processor with high computational
speed for radar approach control in ATC
/ p0017 472-12033
Discrete address 4TC radar beacon system operation
and design
. . "• p0019 472-12378
F44 air traffic control automation program,
discussing en route stage, computer program,
data processing and storage and terminal, area
navigation and display techniques < '.
i p0019 472-12380
UHF aeronautical satellite system, presenting 4TC
trends, international aspects, available flight
levels, weather conditions and long haul conflicts
P0019 472-12383
Computer-aided interactive graphic displays for
ATC,-discussing subsystems, data processing flow
and operational capabilities
.. p0020 A72-.12420
Tactical ATC display system for airport ,-•
surveillance, precision approach and landing and
operator/aircraft/machine operations by using
terminal Area Surveillance Badar
p0020 472-12421
Digital computer memory system for real time
processing of air and naval traffic data,
discussing logic design, time comparisons, and
optimum use .
P0022 472-12647
4TCAS air traffic control automation system
emphasizing Italian situation
P0022 A72-12649
Badio aids for air navigation and traffic control
in Italy, discussing facilities development
p0024 A72-12748
Flight planning by ATC, discussing problems due to
runway feeding from several converging airways
^ p0055 A72-13415
Pulse coded processing system EHC performance
measurement, considering CB and pulsed
interference effects and application to ATC
radar beacon system transponders
p0061 A72-11033
ATC for Horth Atlantic air transportation,
emphasizing collision risk model for safety
standards assessment
p0062 i72-14«8«
ATC technology impact on flight operations and
public value of aviation, discussing microwave
landing system economic aspects
P0065 A72-1«810
Terminal area air traffic guidance and control,
discussing automation, all-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
p0066 A72-14817
Air traffic control long range planning for
airlines and general aviation, discussing use of
IFB, BHAV and IPC eguipment
p0066 472-14818
Aircraft operations effects on community noise
pollution, discussing ATC airline operational
.procedures modifications in terms of noise
reduction
p0067 472-14819
Air surveillance using satellite range-difference
measurement from noninterrogated aircraft1
beacons for ATC
": P0068 472-14826
Airborne collision avoidance system eguipment'for
general aviation aircraft, discussing logic<
• functions; transmission modes, data handling
tradeoffs and ATC procedure interactions
,r. . . , : p0068 A72-14830
ATC radar beacon system developments, considering
diversity transponders, interrogator environment
control, electronic scan cylindrical array •
antenna design and discrete address mode
- p0068 A72-11832
Computer technology projection in terms of cost
and performance for future ATC system,
determining data processing systems availability
; - p0068 A72-14834
Toulouse-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight'
simulators with Concorde cockpit replica '
P0069 A72-15072
Mountain stations wind measurement usefulness for
small aircraft traffic guidance
. . p0072 A72-15625
Communications and navigation trends in ATC,
'emphasizing use of improved existing systems
. P0115 A72-15781
Flight safety and ATC planning in German Federal
Bepnblic and on international level, discussing
. regional control stations, radio frequencies,
navigation systems, automation, etc
p0127 A72-16738
Automated scheduling algorithm for aircraft from
terminal area to touchdown, discussing system
features and STOL air traffic computerized
simulation - '
[AIAA PAPEB 72-120] p0131 A72-16905
Fast time .simulation application to ATC systems,
discussing control action exercise within
strategic/tactical spectrum
p0135 A72-16994
Badio technical capabilities and limitations of
ATC systems -.Conference, Rashington, D.C., '
November 1971. •, ' .
. .• . p0137 A72-17326
FAA air traffic control automation program,
describing enroute and terminal ATC systems
implementation '
p0137 A72-17327
Development programs for ATC system improvement by
digital computers and data displays applications
p0137 A72-17328
Airborne traffic display system using beacon and
radar surveillance network and ground computer
processing
p0137'A72-17329
Aircraft,proximity control for ATC system using
national secondary surveillance radar /SSB/ for
CAS-PBI functions
p0137 A72-17330
Airline pilot performance in automated ATC system
involving use of surveillance data and
instantaneous discrete communications
P0137 A72-17331
Pilot role in automated ATC system using onboard
situation display with navigation and collision
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avoidance devices
p0137 A72-17332
Control concepts for future SIC system relative to
airspace strnctore, management and geographic
and jarisdictional boundaries
. p0137 A72-17333
Snpplementary Aviation Information Display for
ATC, discussing remote sensing capability and
cost savings
j!» : P0138 A72-17Q2H
Automated ATC guidance technique for aircraft
curved flight trajectories, describing flight
profiles synthesizing algorithms and
• computerized simulation technique
tAIAA PAPEB 72-121] p01«0 172-17922
ATC study by computerized simulation, using
successive approximation models
P01B1 A72-17975
Nationwide real time automated ATC system
interconnected by data transmission links,
discussing radar signal acquisition/transfer and
computer complex
p01<V3 A72-18283
ATC at single-runway airport analyzed by fast tine
simulation with high speed digital computers
P0181 A72-1906U
FOBTBAH digital simulation of ATC radar beacon
.system making possible computer generated movie
display
pOISU A72-19301
Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with computer
.generated 'displays, moving area navigation map
and ATC information
P0187 A72-20336
V/STOI development for short haul air
transportation, discussing reguirements for
quiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems,
navigation and landing aids
p0190 A72-21010
Synchronous satellite surveillance system for
transoceanic ATC, using suboptimal /modified
Kalnan/ filter for aircraft position- and
velocity computation t
p0191 A72-21091
Aetosat program for ATC and communications via
four geostationary satellites over Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, discussing technical and
financial international provisions
P0191 A72-21203
ATC radar performance monitoring, considering
advances in radar signal processing and digital
display techniques •
P0193 A72-21525
Ground based ATC information processing systems
analysis, considering controllers work load
P0229 A72-22778
Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system
P0229' A72-22779
ATC systems analysis by computerized real time
environmental simulation, taking into account
new aircraft types, navigation and supervision
aids
: P0230 A72-22782
Aircraft collision near misses under IFB^and VFR
conditions, discussing ATC coordination,
equipment failure and personal and planning
problems
P0233 A72-22972
Turbulence measurement, reporting and subsequent
data handling by upgraded ATC system, suggesting
B and D program to evaluate wake turbulence »
effects on airport capacity
P0236 A72-23H66
ST&R&M IV-X associative array processor for
automation in ATC environment, considering air
tracking, conflict prediction and resolution
functions
p0237 A72-23818
Hicrowave equipment and technology application for
instrument landing, terminal ATC, millimeter
wave CAT detection and satellite communications
p0239 A72-2U036
ICAO standardized taxiing guidance and airports
surface traffic control procedures
p02<tO 172-2*171
Electronics and data processing technology effects
on radar state of art, discussing automated air '
traffic control surveillance systems
P02U1 &72-20«90
Airborne VBF omnirange /VOH/ systems minimum '
operational standards for navigation and
communication in air traffic control
p02«2 672-2U725
Operational aviation meteorological requirements,
'reviewing aircraft categories, ATC systems and
avionics and navigational aids . - - . - •
P0246 A72-25078
.STOL aircraft systems development coordination,
considering vehicle design, airport facilities
and related ground environment, transportation
modes interface and airspace management
P0285 A72-25255
SECANT system of aircraft separation and control
by nonsynchronons technique for midair collision
avoidance • •
[SAE PAPEB 720313) ' ' p0289 A72-25577
Digital solid state altitude encoder for ATC
transponder reporting, covering Gray and Gillham
codes •
tSAE PAPER 72031U1 p0289 A72-25578
ATC system, discussing flight data and radar
processing functions and terminal automation
program
p0300 A72-25875
FAA automated ATC system, discussing subsystems
related to operational and nonoperational
computer program components, data entry and
display, communication, personnel and environments
P0301 A72-27000
Trends in civil ATC discussing plans to increase
terminal capacity, surveillance system and use
of multiple synchronous satellites for ocean
travel efficiency improvement
P0307 A72-27103
Continuous wave Doppler radar with microwave
. oscillator for ATC measurements and surveillance
P0309 A72-27U03
STOL aircraft role in civil aviation, discussing
short range operation, ATC, reduced noise and
weather capability
p0310 A72-27518
Communication aspects of aeronautical satellite
system, considering aircraft equipment, ground
stations, ATC, type of access and frequency
assignment
p0310 A72-27658
Secondary surveillance radar systems design and
planning for ATC application
• '• p0344 A72-28698
Heteoroloqical information requirements for V/STOL
aircraft design, airport location, runway
orientation, aircraft operations and ATC
simulation
P0319 A72-28869
Information theory approaches to air navigation,
discussing ATC, collision avoidance and computer
applications
P0350 A72-29013
Statistical analysis for single airport &TC
digital simulation using Poisson distribution
law, calculating optimal number of channels
P0352 A72-29179
Aircraft antennas design for radio links to
satellites for aeronautical communication and
ATC, proposing use of beam steering system
P035* A72-29317
Hypersonic commercial aircraft operational .
problems, considering passenger physiology
limits flight profile, sonic pollution, traffic
demands, route structure, etc
p0362 A72-30830
ATC operational systems, discussing global
surveillance and voice and data communication
between aircraft and earth station
P0363 A72-31111
ATC systems fast-time simulation, emphasizing
importance of human operator performance
realistic modeling
P0396 A72-32097
ATC procedures training by digital radar
simulators, taking into account geographic
terrain, radar, wind and aircraft
characteristics and flight plans
P0397 A72-32098
Area navigation requirements by general aviation,
discussing random routing, ATC system and
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aircraft approach spacing
P0398 472-32202
ATC system organization in terns of optimal
operating conditions foe civil and military
airspace users, discussing navigation systems,
human factors, equipment reliability, etc
P0401 A72-32455
Aircraft on-time operation and air traffic
problees, considering solution requirement
formulation and funding suggestions
p0402 A72-32462
Integrated civil/military ATC system for upper
airspace control /OAC/ center at Karlsruhe
pOI)16 A72-34108
Bediator plan for joint civil/military 1TC
organization at London center,, discussing
sectorization, control and radar facilities,
flight plan processing and coamnnications
pOP16 472-31109
Banging signals for aeronautical satellite systems
, p0450 A72-35220
Book - Minimum operational characteristics for
vertical guidance egniptent used in airborne
volnnetric navigation systems
[DO-152] p0455 A72-35800
ATC 1C transponder used with secondary
surveillance radar, discussing design features
P0461 A72-37048
Atmospheric turbulence and the ATC systen.
p0462 A72-37049
Potential value of turn-rate telemetry in tracking
of aircraft equipped vith discrete address
beacon system /DABS/ for ATC, discussing
tracking algorithms design
p0489 A72-37282
The Gander automated air traffic system.
P0492 A72-37748
Study of the flow of air traffic and capacity of a
control system
P0193 A72-37797
STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility
for airport congestion alleviation from airline
viewpoint, discussing system reguirenents,
economic factors and safety > • • .
T&IAA PAPEB 72-807] p0497 A72-38120
4-D guidance system design vith application to
STOL air traffic control.
p0501 A72-38252
Air traffic flow control - Problems and approaches.
P0501 A72-38254
Application of optimization technigues to near
terminal area sequencing and flow control.
P0502 A72-38255
An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of
terminal area ATC operation.
P0502 A72-38256
Operational implementation of area navigation.
: p0546 A72-40279
Area navigation systems integration into existing
ATC and man/machine relationship problems,
considering cockpit workload coordination
P0546 A72-40280
Automatic position reporting, ATC communication,
weather information and message identification
via digital ground-air-<jround data link,
discussing operational and maintenance
requirements
P0546 A72-40286
ATC services configuration with secondary
surveillance radar and primary radar data
acquisition system, discussing signal processing
by automated decoder . .
P0547 A72-40288
Air traffic density effect on secondary
surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft
identification and position determination,
proposing selective addtess system
p0547 A72-40289
Design, operation and performance of
time-frequency midair collision avoidance
system, notinq air traffic controller backup for
departure, enronte and arrival control
p0548 A72-40295
Midair collision prevention independent of ATC,
discussing aircraft lighting, collision
avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator
p0548 A72-40297
An air traffic controller's view on area
navigation and ATS requirements related thereto.
P0548 A72-40299
Active transistorized directional dipole VHF
receiving antennas for ATC and mobile
applications and field intensity' measurement
P0549 A72-40527
Badar doable beam dielectric radiator antenna
design for ATC in 1250-1350 BBz range
p0549 A72-40530
Terminal airspace navigation and aircraft ground
handling control, discussing air traffic
controllers and pilots functions in context of
workload and automation
P0549 A72-40546
Shaped coverage patterns with satellite array
antennas.
p0550 A72-40884
Future trends in air traffic control and landing.
[ICAS PAPER 72-04] p0552 A72-41129
Investigations on the use of a Kalman filtering
method in tracking systems for air traffic
control.
CICAS PAPEB 72-43] p0555 A72-41168
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development
for surveillance and ground-air communications
in support of ATC automation ; ,
P0569 472-43151
Trends in the control of air-traffic flows iq the
air space ;
'p0597 A72-43640
The optimal control of merging aircraft -
'-Implementation of the hybrid air traffic
controller; •
p0599 A72-43868
Flight safety from general aviation viewpoint in
Hest"Germany, discussing ATC and flight rules.
relative to airspace use"
[DGLB PAPEB 72-036] ' p0605'A72-44615
Air traffic, collision risks, defense zones, '
airspace structure and central planning agency
for flight safety problems reform
[DGLB PAPEH 72-038] ; p0605 A72-4.4617
Air traffic control radar beacon systems and laser
warning systems
[AD-725743] ; p0035 H72-10543
System and method for position locating for air
traffic control involving supersonic transports
CHASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] pd091 H72-12080
Simulation and analysis of characteristics of air
• traffic control voice communication channels
[FAA-BD-71-78] ' p0095 H72-12578
Proposal for air traffic control of landing
aircraft near airports - '
CHASA-CB-124640] p0095 N72-12580
Estimates of maximum number of aircraft likely; to
be airborne simultaneously over Pacific for
planning operational satellite service :
• " p0096 H72-12588
Analysis of causes for air carrier delays in
operation's 'at major airports and recommendations
to alleviate sources of delay
CAD-726061] ' ' i>0096 H72-12593
Air traffic control systems emphasizing pilot
' participation
[BASA-CB-124696] • pOI11'H72-13580
Analysis of adequacy of omnirange and distance
measuring equipment' for navigation of V/STOL
aircraft in Los Angeles, California area
tFAA-BD-71-96] p0111 H72-13586
Binutes of hearing on career program for air
traffic controllers
P0113 H72-13933
Evaluation of proposed airport traffic control •
tower for intermediate activity
. [FAA-HA-72-2] p0157 H72-14273
Development and evaluation of off-airport
satellite terminal concepts with emphasis on
time and cost impedances
fAD-724958] p0157 H72-14289
Development of criteria for evaluating airport
traffic levels to determine eligibility for
installation of visual flight rules towers
[AD-729443] p0161 K72-14679
Update of STOL bibliography, including design,
operation, guidance, air traffic control, and
STOLports
fDTIAS-176] - p0165 H72-15002
Design, development, and evaluation of locator
equipment to provide 'aircraft position
information for flight inspection of navigation
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facilities
fF»A-BD-72-31 p0170 H72-15«U
A'ir traffic control using, 621 B satellites •
[AD-7311701 P0171 H72-15600
Reviews of air traffic control.research activities
[AD-7306011 • P0171 H72-15601
Radio, frequency allocations for integrated
navigation air\traffic control system
[AD-731751.1 ' p0207 R72-16138
"Error analysis on range and azimuth resolution
characteristics of digital radar air traffic
control system
TAD-7300561 p0223 H72-17592
Proposed method to automate operational functions
concerned with nationwide monitoring of air•
traffic control system and control of air
- traffic flows
[AD-7317221 , .. P0223 H72-.1759U
Development•of discrete address beacon system to
provide-improved surveillance and ground to air
communication in"support of air traffic control
automation
[AD-7325851 . p0223 H72-17598
Flight safety standards and air traffic control
'problems of supersonic aircraft passenger service
rNASA-TT-F-13952] p0250 H72-18000
^OTES multipurpose radar complex for air traffic
control •
CAD-7332731 ' p0256 N72-18173
Multichannel voice recorder-reproducer sets for
air traffic control
 }- . . . . . .
TAD-731562] , ' . . :. P?,256 F72r18180
Hodels of information exchange and data rates -for
post-1975 automated tactical air control system
deployment ', . • , , ••
rAD-733S8l»l ' . p0262.H72r18665
Air traffic control models and simulations for
evaluating -traffic flow, safety, and .system
loading aspects - bibliographies - ,
. CAD-733755] . . P0262 N72-18666
Impact of inertial navigation on air safety and
modeling ,technigues "to assess effects of air.
traffic control satellite surveillance systera-
rAD-7337581 '
 P0262 H72-18667
.Evaluation of technological risk areas of
time/freguency air traffic control system
. [AD-733761] . p02JS2.H7.2-1.8668
Computer graphic simulation of air transportation
' system , .' - i ;
•(AD-7337521 . " ... p'0263 N72-18669
Development of collision risk model to analyze
effects of separation standards on aircraft
safety during parallel .tracking operations in
Korth Atlantic Ocean . " •
C;Ab-73375U] 0^263 H72-18671
Analysis of human factors problems associated, with
air traffic control, systems with emphasis on
impact caused by automation
[NASA-CR-1957] , . p0273 B72-19.102
Computerized air traffic control systems' .
fAp-7337591 p0275 .H72-19217
Spatial Fourier transform for wave scattering from
' rough surfaces . - ' . ' -
[AD-73»01lf) P0278 N72-19576
Dynamic;simulation procedures to determine
interaction between air traffic control system
and collision avoidance system , .
fFAA-BD-72-10] . . p0280 H72-19719
Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic
and benefits of f,oq dispersal capability in
terminal area
[AD-735132] , p0280 H72-19722
Numerical analysis of flight planning and air •
traffic control procedures for civil aviation
[AD-73U881] , p0281 H72-19728
Application of sum-difference beam tecbnigues to
air traffic control radar beacon system
fDOT-TSC-FA&-72-61 :p0322 H72-20165
Present and proposed air traffic control concepts
in North America and Europe
rOTIAS-34] , p0325 H72-20577
Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data
link for air traffic control information
transfer requirements
(DOT-TSC-FAA-71-21] p0325 H72-20578
Development of computer system and data processing
subsystems for measurement and evaluation of air
traffic control procedures
tDOT-TSC-FAA-71-231 p0326 H72-20583
Development of computer graphics environment for
analyzing air transportation system and
• interaction of system elements
CDOT-TSC-FAA-71-3] p0326 H72-2058II
Data .base security and access limitation
..reguirements for post 1975 automated TACC
complex with tabulated security data
' rAD-735729) p0337 H72-21235
Bibliography'of-reports and simulation models '
describing air traffic control procedures for
all phases'Of aircraft operation
.[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-7] p0339 N72-21626
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam approach.and>landing system phased
i -array antenna
CDQT-TSC-FAA-71-293 ' p0339 H72-21627
Development of discrete address beacon system to
improve operation of microwave landing system
for high density terminal area-surveillance
.[DOT-ISC-FAA-71-26] p0339 S72-21628
Air traffic control analysis of Horth Atlantic
commercial aircraft operation based on inertial
navigation and satellite surveillance
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-13] • p0339 N72-21629
Evaluation of FAA advanced flow control procedures
for air traffic control based on digital '
simulation of Hew York City air traffic
• [DOT-TSC-FAA-72-8] . - ' p0339 H72-21630
;Development of model of airport airside system to
simulate aircraft'"operations and controller •
..".'(functions in terminal 'area
tPB-204802] p0339 H7?-2163<4
planning and management of air traffic control
system based on random sample of flight plans
filed at flight service stations during calendar
year 1970 .
[AD-735970] - p0339 H72-216K1
Analysis of air traffic control procedures
employed on air routes over Horth Atlantic Ocean
fPB-204862] p0310 H72-21642
•Transitory diversion as cause of violent evasive
maneuver to prevent midair collision of American
and Trans Horld; Airlines Boeing 707 aircraft
rHTSB-AAR-72-7] p0367 H72-22017
Tables on economic benefits of fog dispersal as
related to air traffic operations
[AD-735214] P0372 H72-22603
Development of wide range of broadcast control
concepts for improved air traffic control and
utilization of air space
. [SASA-CR-126157] p0373 H72-22620
Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic
controlled by FAi control, centers for
• determining reguirements for manpower,
facilities, and equipment '
[REPT-72-00186] p0376 N72-22616
Performance tests of transponders installed in
commercial and general aviation aircraft to
; determine compliance with specifications
fFAA-RD-72-30] p0376 H72-226i»9
Analysis of air traffic control systems based on
eguipment specifications, -data processing
equipment, display simulation, and cost benefits
[AD-735322] ' P0377 H72-22657
Development of method for determining distance
measuring eguipment traffic at Tacan sites under
saturated and non-saturated conditions
[AD-737038] p0377 H72-22663
Effects of Canadian air traffic controllers strike
on economy and other transportation systems
P0378 H72-22969
Development of computer-oriented algorithms for
application to solution of air traffic control
and terminal area guidance problems
CHASA-TH-D-6773] ' p0382 H72-23017
Analysis of discrete address beacon system
operation for air traffic control to identify
problems created by interrogation scheduling
tAD-7372941 p0389 H72-23671
Development of air traffic control procedure using
inertial navigation position reports as input
data for computer graphics presentation
[FAA-RD-71-92] " p0427 H72-2<I673
Analysis of collision hazards involved in VFB
flight near clouds and effect of safe vertical
clearance from clouds to reduce aircraft accidents
rAD-737800] . pO»27 H72-24682
Catalog on capacity and efficiency of air traffic
control systems
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rAD-737513] p01(27 B72-24683
FAA Airport and Airway System unit cost estimates
and allocation study
P0429 H72-2U982
Performance tests of L band communication concepts
for air traffic control equipment installed in
Applications Technology Satellite-F
fHASA-TH-X-659061 p0436 B72-25601
Design and development of collision avoidance
system for use Kith air traffic control system
COHEBA-TP-10911 pOU72 H72-26523
Analysis of air traffic control capabilities vith
emphasis on flight safety and systens functions
[FAA-RD-72-2] pO«72 B72-26524
Simulation stndy of airspace control corridor for
Boston terminal area
rAD-739130] pOU72 H72-26526
Congressional hearing concerning penetration of OS
defense system by Cuban aircraft on flight from
Havana, Cuba to Hew Orleans, Louisiana, 26
October 1971
P0475 N72-26986
Congressional, hearings concerning undetected
flight of civilian aircraft from Havana, Cuba to
Hew Orleans, Louisiana on October 26, 1971
p0475 H72-26987
Change in aircraft congestion due to introduction
of STOL aircraft into airport operation
pO«7$ H72-27007
Analysis of terminal area flight procedures and
air routes for supersonic transport aircraft on
transatlantic flights from Kennedy International
Airport, New York
CNASA-TS-D-6801] pOU77 H72-27010
Performance tests of instrument landing system
localizer to include system and monitor
stability and monitor operation under degraded
system performance
fFAA-RD-72-501 p0485 B72-27694
Systems analysis of analog and digital voice
coding techniques for use with satellite based
air traffic control system
fBASA-CR-122432] pOU85 H72-27701
Characteristics and operation of air trafic
control radar system installed at OSSS airports
rJPBS-56463;) . pOU86.H72-27705
Methods for performing evaluation and processing
data following flight tests of air traffic
control beacon
. CAD-738680] pO«86 H72-27709
Procedures for determining capacity of air traffic
control systems and application to long range
planning, management decisions, and systen
performance evaluation
rAD-738892] pOU86 .B72-27710
sir traffic control procedures for aircraft
carrier operations based on trajectory
optimization and computer-aided reassignment
CAD-7397131 pOH86 H72-27713
Mathematical models for determining effects of
voice communication constraints on-air traffic
control in terminal control sector
p0517 H72-28171
Hinimuni performance standards for airborne ATC
transponder egnipment for use vith ATC radar
beacon system
[DO-150] ' p0518 H72-28229
Development of broadcast system of flight traffic
contcol for increased flight safety based on
increased pilot participation of control
procedures
rHASi-CR-127U52] p0522 B72-28662
Design and development of airborne traffic control
system for aircraft collision warning and
avoidance
p0522 F72-28671
Annotated bibliography of air traffic control
activities and collision avoidance systems for
improved aviation safety - September 1968 to
April 1972
rFAA-HA-72-811
 P0537 H72-29672
simulation program for ESHO air traffic control
network based on two navigation satellites
fSESi-EX-5072-15.786/72] p0537 H72-29674
Developments in air traffic control egnipment to
include radar technology, airborne graphical .
displays, influence of propagation effects on
navigation, and microwave landing guidance systems
TAD-7408771 p0537 B72-29676
Bibliography of air traffic control systems to
include control centers, operators,
communication equipment, computer applications,
display devices, and navigational aids
[AD-741200] p0537 B72-29680
Career program management for air traffic
controllers
p0589 B72-31652
Cathode ray tube terminals for air traffic control
' teletypewriter systems
r.AT-7330-OTl p0626 B72-32183
Bonlinear programming for air traffic control
systems
[AD-743569] p0630 B72-32596
Design of automatic ground control system for
controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion
at terminal areas
(SASA-CR-128298] p0630 N72-32639
System concept development and testing of aircraft
cockpit traffic situation display for improved
air traffic control
tFTI-8-71-2] P0630 N72-32644
Development and evaluation of egnipment and
automation proposed for air traffic control
systems for late 1970 and 1980 time period
[AD-7U3635] p0630 H72-326U5
Hazimum throughput rate for runway serving single
stream of landing aircraft • ;
tAD-744481] ' p0630 H72-32648
Effects of differential target velocity,
horizontal or vertical plane conditions, and air
traffic controller experience on intersection
time estimation accuracy of converging targets
rAD-745119] • p0630 B72-326«9
National plan for development of civil/military
microwave landing system
tHASA-Tn-X-68637] ; p0646 H72-33633
Concept for automating air traffic control in
terminal area with navigation and guidance
system primarily dependent on airborne equipment
fHASA-TH-D-6992] .p0646 B72-33644
Air traffic control tasks, displays, surveillance
technology, microwave landing guidance system,
and communication, navigation, identification
system
[AD-744826] p0647 H72-33645
AIB TBABSPOBTATIOB
Air transportation system design for safety and
efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and
surveillance systems employment for blunder
prevention
• P0012 A72-11117
STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land
use problems in future transportation systems,
discussing airport location and layout for *
growing air traffic
p0013 A72-11153
General and commercial aircraft service needs in
air transportation, considering FAA and CAB
roles and policies
pOOIS A72-11716
Short haul air transport system need for future
short takeoff and landing aircraft, considering
airports, airways, economics and navigation and
landing aids
P0015 A72-11719
Civil aviation air transportation contributing
factors to American economy, considering
disposable income/ airline fares and time-trend
variable
p0016 A72-11721
Short haul operating systems in air transportation
environments, discussing terminal vs cruise
configurations, costs and noise abatement
p0056 A72-13422
Air transport vs other travel, discussing time,
costs, popularity and technology
P0057 A72-13485
Short-short haul STOL network economics for
commuter ports in Detroit region, estimating
service demand, aircraft number and maintenance
costs
p0059 A72-13696
Soviet look on air transport economics covering
efficiency and control improvement, maintenance,
work and wages, tariffs, cost and revenues, etc
p0061 A72-14098
Air transportation evolution and relation to
atmospheric and noise pollution
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p0061 172-111151
ATC for Horth Atlantic air transportation,
emphasizing collision risk model for safety
standards assessment
p0062 A72-14484
Air transportation.and society - AIAA/FAA
Conference, Key Biscayne, Jane 1971
p0065 A72-14809
Anerican.civil aviation future development,
discussing passenger and freight markets growth,
aircraft types and FAA role
p0066 A72-14811
Air transport maintenance regulation as part of
Rational Aviation System program, discussing
airworthiness, safety and reliability in
relation to design requirements
p0066 A72-14814
Route charges system for Europe, stressing
financial necessity
p0069 A72-15071
Canadian STOL design, development, production,
airports and civil air transportation applications
P0115 A72-15775
Air transport planning in coordination with urban
and country development in Vest Germany
p0126 A72-16697
Air transportation modal split analysis by
computer simulation program for determining
utilization of alternative travel modes between
origins and destinations
P0141 A72-17973 •
Utah-Colorado-Hew Mexico-Arizona regional air
transportation study, assessing scheduled air
carrier service demand for 1971-1990
P0182 A72-19178
Computer simulation requirements for air and
ground transportation system, emphasizing
mathematical models capable of system
performance relation to design parameters
P0188 A72-20362
V/ST01 development for short haul air
transportation, discussing regnirements for
guiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems,',
navigation and landing aids
P019.0 A72-21010
Linear programming application to aircraft
selection for tactical airlift fleet contingency
planning
rAD-736074] p0191 A72-21468
Future civil air transport trends, considering
passenger and cargo growth, travel freguency per
capita income and STOL market
P0199 A72-22150
Book on IATA organization and functions,
discussing international aviation history,
conference machinery, enforcement of conference
resolutions, air transportation economics,
public corporations, etc
P0237 A72-23846
Future short haul aircraft transportation systems,
discussing aircraft forms, noise reduction
technology and runway reguirements
P0311 A72-27660
STOL, VTOL and V/STOL air transportation systems
development, characteristics and requirements,
presenting economic forecast
P0311 A72-27661
Book on air transportation, covering history,
government agencies roles in economic and safety
regulation of air carriers, accounting,
financial and legal aspects, etc
P0315 A72-28205
Air cushion aircraft landing systems advantages
and suitability for arctic transportation
applications
P03U6 A72-28793
Bnltiscale numerical model for local weather
development simulation, noting forecasting for
long distance air travel
P0348 A72-28857
Hierarchical system of helicopter service
terminals, calculating passenger lots for single
and nultiloop arrangements under given
stochastic input conditions
p0394 A72-31U98
National airports system for OK civil air
transportation, discussing economic,
operational, accessibility and social aspects
pO«00 A72-32321
Short haul airlines on-time operation, discussing
ATC, weather, cargo and aircraft ground .
handling, cabin and flight services and aircraft
reliability effects
p0401 A72-32452
Prediction models for dynamic environment
experienced by cargo during air and rail
transportation
P0402 A72-32610
Oltrashort haul common carrier air transportation
system based on VTOL aircraft for
soborban-to-city center trips, comparing with
land based transport
pO«05 A72-33113
VTOL short haul transportation applications
discussing concept evolution and economic factors
p0406 A72-33181
Flexible wing applications to passenger and cargo
transport, discussing gliding and soaring sport,
emergency use, powered flight, rocket payload
recovery, etc
P0406 A72-33182
Buoyancy systems and parawinqs application in
short haul passenger transportation, discussing
VTOL and STOL operations
p0406 A72-33183
Air cushion landing system application for civil
air transportation, discussing operation,
braking and parking
p0406 A72-33184
Air transportation - SAE/AIAA/ASHE Conference,
Washington, D.C., Hay-June 1972
pOtOV A72-33306 :
Airport and air transportation benefits and costs
to community and industry, considering
institutional, environmental and economic issues
p0408 A72-33308
Airport economic and social impact on environs in
terms of community development
p0408 A72-33309
Short haul air transportation system economic and
political problems, noting community acceptance
and passenger service standards
pOH08 A72-33310
Individual regions and nationwide air traffic
demands forecasting for airport planning
P0408 A72-33311
Commercial airport and air transport service
economic impacts on business and industrial
communities \
pO«08 A72-33312
Aero engines and propulsion systems development
contribution to air transport economics and
regularity, considering environmental factors
p0408 A72-33313
Commercial transport aircraft engine technology
contribution to world air transportation,
considering social and ecological compatibility
with community
P0408 A72-33314
Planning model for German air transport.
P0442 A72-34244
The air bus as the aircraft of near future. II
P0451 A72-35439
naintenance processes planning in air
transportation, discussing aircraft
availability, cost analysis and production
management
P0451 A72-35441
Air transport developments effects on economy and
environment, discussing government power to
control airport use and location and air pollution
P0455 A72-35952
Airports: Key to the air transportation system;
Proceedings of the Conference, Atlanta Ga.,
April 14-16, 1971.
p0459 A72-36776
Environmental considerations in airport development.
P0459 A72-36778
(hat's new in airport planning.
P0459 A72-36780
Boeing 747 aircraft impact on Chicago O1Hare
airport design criteria, noting future terminal
facilities planning
p0459 A72-36782
Air transport development between the OK and
Europe - The next twenty years.
p0462 A72-37092
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The future of general aviation in Europe.
pO*62 172-37093
Advanced subsonic transport technology.
pO«91 A72-37677
ST01 ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance.
tAIAA PAPEB 72-790] pO<!96 A72-38107
Short haul intercity air transportation systems
requirements for successful competition »ith
lower cost ground nodes
tICAS PAPEB 72-16] p0553 A72-11111
•Prototype internrban IPR STOL transportation
system demonstration project,'considering area
navigation, scanning beam aicrovave landing
systems and STOLport planning
flCAS PAPEB 72-U1] p0555 A72-41166
Bigid fora airship for transportation, discussing
applications for special loads and scientific.
and service purposes* and design and
construction problems
p0556 A72-11200
German monograph - Hodel-analytical investigation
of short-haul air traffic nith VTOL aircraft in
the Federal Bepoblic of Germany.
p0569 A72-U3068
Critical assessment of air transport planning for
German Federal Republic, advocating
decentralized concept of major, air terminals for
intercontinental jumbo jet traffic
1
 p0593 A72-4324U
Hinimum operational costs of passenger and cargo
transport aircraft, considering effects of
flight distance, wind conditions and optimum
speed and altitude
p0603 A72-UU338
Design of a military air cargo transportation
system by use of a large scale mathematical
programming model. ' - , •
. p060Q A72-11577
Cost analysis and operational procedures of
effective short range, high density computer.
transportation system for Metropolitan Detroit;
fNASA-CB-1113110] p0036 H72-1098K
Graphs and tables of service cost for intraurban
' transportation system
rHASA-CB-1143U1] 'p0036 N72-10985
Aircraft design concepts for intraurban'
transportation system
fNASA-CH-1143U2] p0036 N72-10986
Analysis of economic and feasibility.factors
pertaining to, commuter oriented, short haul air
transportation system in San Francisco,
California' area
t NASA-CB-1T«3i|7] p0052 N72-11845
Holes of time and money cost in demand for air
travel
[AD-725H80] p0052,H72-11 850
Analysis of causes for air carrier delays 'in
operations at major airports and recommendations
to alleviate sources of delay „ ,
fAD-726061] " p0096 H72-12593
Summaries of lectures presented at annual' national
aviation system planning revien-conference
fWBCNH-21 p0099 N72-12969
Technological forecasting for advanced "
airport-airplane interface transportation systems
p010a N72-13009
Supplement to intercity air transportation
effectiveness model "
rPB-200170] ' p0106 K72-13021
Computer program and subprogram descriptions for.
intercity air transportation effectiveness '
TPB-200U71] pOIOS 1172-13025
Hodel subprogram design for. intercity, air.' - . .
transportation effectiveness analysis by computer
[PB^200U721 . . .. p0106 H72-13026''
Boutines for generating air routes and"route.
selection
[PB-200U73] ' ' p0106 N72-13027
Subprogram design specification 'for intercity.air
transportation effectiveness model
fPB-200t75] p0106 H72-13029
Acceptance tests for intercity:air transportation
effectiveness computer programs •
[PB-200476] • ' p0106-H72-13030
Computer program for intercity air transportation
effectiveness model
TPB-200U77] • • ^ p0107 H72-13031
Computer operators manual for- intercity air
transportation effectiveness programs
(PB-200Q78] p0107 H72-13032
Hanual, for program»ers for intercity air .
transportation effectiveness computer programs
fPB-200079] p0107 H72-13033
Air route selection and generation using- computer
program
[PB-200480] p0107 H72-1303H
Hannal for programming intercity air
transportation effectiveness model
:CPB-200482] , p0107 H72-13036
Intercity air transportation effectiveness model
[PB-200U69] .. . pOIOS H72-132«6
Research and development of advanced technologies
for future air transportation needs • •
fE7BHT-118] P0111 H72-135811
Development and evaluation of off-airport
satellite terminal concepts with emphasis on
, time and cost impedances . • •
[AD-721958] P0157 B72-14289
Air transportation benefits.and impacts on
nrbani2ation -
[AD-731858] p0205 S72-15979
Design of vibration test facility and equipment
for simulating ground transportation .and
aircraft environments . '
P0214 N72-16792
Beguirements for airborne rescue system in
military.search and rescue missions
[AD-733987] p0256 H72-180I17
. Analysis of short haul aircraft transportation
system for San Francisco Bay area, California
[HASA-CH-2006] . . p0268 H72-19021
FAA revien of aviation activity, in 1971 and
• , projected outlook for 1972
'.. CBEPT-72-:00207]
 v p0320 N72-20020
Improving environment and needs of .air
transportation near Jamaica Bay . . :
(ISBH-0-309-01871-4-VOL-2] p0323 N72-20219
Linear programming applied to air traffic
prediction noting airline operations for optimal
flight ! - .
. . [;DLB-FB-71r60] p0326 1172-20595
Evaluation of FAA advanced flov control procedures
for air traffic control based on digital
simulation of He« York City air traffic
[DOT-TSCrFAA-72-8] p0339 N72-21630
Bole of - air cargo in Canadian transportation for*
period 1967 to..1987
, .P0341 H72-21969
Rational evolutionary plan for developing future
• national short haultair transportation system
t»iSA-CB-126135] p0367 H72-22015
Senate report on transportation of Government
civil and military passengers and cargo by civil
• and military air carriers
'' '[S-REPT-92-503] . . I pO«38 N72-259118
Systems analysis >to define-, technical, economic,
and operational characteristics of aircraft
. ^ transportation system for short-range, intercity
commuter- operations : • '
[NASA-CB-1991] • .-pOI|67 N72-26021
Congressional hearings concerning .development,
funding,.and operation of-heliport for District
of Columbia
p0475 H72-26985
Development of short haul air transportation
systems.based on .short takeoff aircraft,.port
siting, route analysis, and .airline service
. requirements
rAD-71t2il63] . p057» S72-30018
International air transportation problems
-. p0581;N72-30978
Operational problems of chartered transatlantic
air transportation - . r
P0581 H72-30979
Compendium of OS ground, water, and air
transportation statistics i i
' . , ... • p0630 1172-32966
Optimization model for designing surface and air
.. intercity passenger.-transport systems, and
application to STOL link between Toronto and
Bontreal
rtR-72-1] , . , p063U N72-32972
Analysis of accomplishments in public
transportation developments-and predictions of
, future reguirements
. p0631 H72-32982
Proposal for increasing overall air .traffic
capability by expansion of charter service
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between bilateral parties
p0634 B72-32983
Analysis of factors affecting economical operation
of air transport service in sparsely populated
areas
. CBASA-CB-2.142] ' p0640 B72-33028
Analysis of operational factors affecting '
"implementation of short haul air transportation
system using short takeoff and landing aircraft
[AD-745283] P0641 B72-33040
General description of, and information on 1974
National. Transportation Study for State and'
local governments and work programs for each State
COHB-04-S72004] ' P0649 B72-33973
AIBBOBBE BQDTPBEHT '
NT :AIEBORNE/SPACEBOBNE COBPOTEBS
Army data analysis system for fixed and rotary :
winq aircraft 'flight testing, including airborne
and computer controlled ground stations equipment
; P0019 'A72-12408
CAT detection by airborne laser Do'ppler radar and
ground based ultrasensitive microwave Doppler
' .radar methods
p0067 A72-14822
Airborne remote CAT detection equipment, examining
poised Doppler' laser and IB radiometry
p0068 A72-14831
Airborne traffic display 'system using beacon arid
radar surveillance network and ground' computer
processing
. . • - • P0137 A72-17329
Trident aircraft' air-system interrogator airborne
first line test apparatus for electrical
components''malfunction 'diagnosis
P0142 A72-18154
Computerized Eros II airborne collision avoidance
time frequency system design, considering radio
transmission, synchronization arid qronnd stations
p0143 A72-18247
Aircraft turboalternator governing theory for
frequency error detection, comparing performance
of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors
, . p01U3 A72-18249
Smalliscale atmospheric turbulence measurement*
with airborne hot-wire anemometer,- discussing
optimal choice of experimental parameters
p0227 A72-22435
Airborne gas chromatoqr'aph for real time diffusion
analyses, describing flight test results with
sulfur hexafluoride plumes
i • . • • • . » . - . - . . -•
 P0228 A72-22451
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
control, discussing optimal division between
human pilot and machine in relation to total
system performance and economic factors
' " p0230 A72-22781
> Area navigation for Chicago-New York region,
evaluating Decca Omnitrac 1A BHA7 system
installation in Boeing 727 aircraft
i ••. <- p0236 A72-23467
Flight testing of automated modular area
navigation system for L-1011, describing
computer, data storage and coritrol-display units
and electronic automatic chart system
p0240 A72-24271
Stochastic optimization of airborne laser seeker
system design parameters to maximize target
acquisition probability through regression
analysis of data from computerized model
P0242 A72-2K682
Airborne VHF omnirange /VOB/ systems minimum
operational standards for navigation and
communication in air traffic control
' • • - ' . . ' • , p0242 A72-24725
Single engine aircraft-borne weather radar with
•electronically scanned steerable phased array
antenna •
fSAE PAPEB 720315] p0289 A72-25579
Aircraft industry product support role in time
delays minimization' for aircraft operators,
discussing malfunction report, minimum equipment
decision and fault diagnosis" • •
P0401 A72-32456
Airborne external instrumentation pod containing
IB scanner and associated test equipment for ' '•
land and water surveys
P0412 A72-33635
Digital recording techniques for airborne data
acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic
recorders
P0412 A72-33642
Airborne flight test data acquisition system
modular desiqn to provide digital readings from
monitoring transducers analog signal
P0412 A72-33645
An integrated system of airborne and ground-based
instrumentation foe flvinq qualities research
with the I-22A airplane. .
[AHS PBEPRINT 654] p0444 A72-34486
Airborne equipment electric power supply standards
to'provide characteristics limits for
compatibility with ground support systems
[SAE AS 1212] . p0458 A72-36535
Air/qround digital communications in airline
operations.
. • P0458 A72-36561
ATC 1C transponder used with secondary
surveillance radar, discussing design features
P0461 A72-37048
Automated airborne recording system to obtain data
on aircraft engines, subsystems and operational
performance, considering cost and economic
benefits
.fAIAA PAPEB.72-7521 p0498 A72-38126
Navigation satellite system based on triangular
distance measurement between two satellites and
aircraft, notinq simplification of air- and
satellite-borne" equipment requirements
p0546 A72-40285
ILS replacement by microwave landinq system,
considering landing phase ranqe from acquisition
to touchdown, terminal approach handling by
airborne navigation system and economic advantages
p0547 A72-4029I)
Basic requirements for airborne infrared forest
fire detection system
rAD-726953] p0034 N72-10396
Electronic strain-level counter for in-flight
aircraft
rNASA-CASE-LAB-10756-1J pOOSI H72-11803
Airborne recording of ILS guidance signals and
determination of beam bending effects
[BAE-TB-70222] p0096 N72-12590
Hethods for locating electromagnetic emitters from
airborne electronic reconnaissance systems
[AD-729767] . p0156 872-14192
Evaluation of airborne station keeping device
efficiency
(AD-729532] . P0161 S72-14677
Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing wire
antenna and derivation of equations of motion
P0217 N72-16899
Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for
interception of airborne targets
p0256 N72-18158
Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth
observations by spacecraft or aircraft
[8ASA-TB-X-62107] p0257 H72-18199
.Ground station data reduction equipment ,for
•airborne analog 'and digital magnetic tape data
acquisition system
(ABL/HE-130] P0275 R72-19238
Hinimnm performance standards for airborne ATC
transponder equipment for use with ATC radar
beacon system
[DO-150] . , p0518 H72-28229
Development of airborne and satellite remote
sensing .capability using microwave radiometers
P0520 H72-28471
Heteorological parameter comparison for aircraft
and rawinsonde measurements
fAD-743710] p0646 B72-33616
AIBBOBBE TEBBAIH AIALTSIS
0 TERRAIN ANALYSIS
AIBBOSBE/SPACBBOBJE COHPDIEBS
Doppler system with navigation radar device,
computer unit and data transmitter for
continuous recording of aircraft position and,
speed
P0024 A72-12749
Aircraft.integrated data systems application to
flight safety analysis, engine performance
monitoring, crew proficiency, autoland
evaluation, operations and logistics
P0065 472-14726
Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal
control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing
. with aerodynamic performance
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P0120 472-16430
Havy hovering vehicle versatile aatomatic control
system for V/STOI flight test program, using
airborne digital computer for
navigation/guidance computations
• • P0125 A72-16661
Flight control systems development, discussing
-. onboard computers use in subsystems functional
integration, stabilization and landing systems,
inertial-navigation and flight simulation
• ' • • ' • P0127 472-16736
• Sailplane computer displaying rate of'climb
simultaneously with airspeed for pilot
determination of best strategy for local
upcurrent-downcurreht conditions
' •• - . ' ' • - P0236 472-23550
Beliability program for S41B 37 Viggen airborne
• computer, discussing prototype and components
operating tests and failure rates
P0239 472-23984
Skyguide airborne computer navigation system for
airline applications, discussing system
components, flight crev monitoring and
optimization
p0304 472-26999
Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft
position and trajectory parameters, noting
coordinate plotting for flight path recovery
maneuvers
P0346 472-28785
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization
in conjunction with ONEGA, covering sensor and
- computer 'eguipment life cycles
P0353 472-29199
OBEGA receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne
computerized navigation system, describing
flight' test, maintainability and laboratory
simulation programs ;
P0353 472-29202
Avionics eguipment for signal processing onboard
civil aircraft to improve flight safety,
discussing uses of OHEGA navigation system and
•'•' digital computers
. •
 :
 P0393' A72r31178
Digital attitude and heading reference system
computer for aircraft heading control, "
discussing design and' performance features ' ,
P0407 A72-33244
Onivac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for
airborne ASW, discussing input/output
controllers and'interfaces and 1C design features
P01107 A72-33245
fighter bomber Loran-inertial data processing «ith
: digital computer to combine navigation, guidance
and weapon delivery into; fully' integrated system
p0407 A72-332<I6
S-3A Viking systems.
pOang 472-34741
OSAF development of electrostatic gyros for
inertial air navigation, noting flight-tests'and
• associated airborne digital computer
. • p0453 472-35558
Airline crew familiarization with DC-10'
Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate
steering signal from raw data to follow flight !
path •'- -
P0494 472-37899
future trends of airborne computers;
fAIAA PAPER 72-8953 P0505 A72-39109
Modular navigation /HONA/ dual channel 'automatic
area navigation system, describing computer,
flight data storage and control/display units
p05<»5 A72-40277
Autonomous navigation systems, discussing Doppler
navigation, inertial platforms and onboard
computers '
- . •' • • • P0546 A72-40283
Automated area navigation with real time track
computation, discussing information processing
• by on-board computer for immediate pilot
instruction • . • • • • •
P0550 A72-40683
Software and hardware technology for application
of computer systems to guidance and control of
aerospace vehicles
. f&GABDOGEAPH-1581 p0335 H72-21211
Programming characteristics of future guidance and
control computers '
p0335 S72-21216
Fault isolation capabilities for general purpose
digital computer used in guidance and control
applications
p0336 H72-21220
Guidance and control computer actuated display
system techniques
p0336 B72-21221
Central digital computers.for helicopter guidance
and control systems
•p0336 H72-21223
Application of airborne digital computers to loran
C/D and Omega navigation and guidance systems
. . p0336 N72-21225
Selection of computers for satellite based
navigation and guidance system designed for -
aircraft users
. . .. ' , P0336 H72-21226
Digital computers for navigation and guidance -
systems and fire control systems in tactical
aircraft
. . . p0336 H72-21227
Barrier aircraft navigation display and computer
unit with projected moving map, means of storing
and selecting coordinates, and numerical .data
superimposed on map . • • -
p0374 K72-22633
Logical design of associative processor for
avionics digital computer
IAD-737188] p0387 H72-23164
Design, development, and translation of general
purpose software for P-3C aircraft digital
computer
, rAD-741066,]- P0532 H72-29171
AIRCRAFT
Aircraft and spacecraft conceptual definitions in
national and international law
. . . P0303 A72-26561
Variable-orifice ga's. turbine system for fuel rate
control in aircraft
rHASA-CASB-I.ES-11187-1] p0035 H72-10824
Propagation pf^ ballistic noise from aircraft in
no'hperturbed atmosphere -aircraft in horizontal
flight at constant velocity, applied to turning
flight ,
[ISL-12/70] pOOSI H72-11911
Reports, and memoranda published by Aeronautical
Research Council, Great Britain, on
aerodynamics', aircraft etc.
fA8C-R/H-3650] , . p0099 N72-12971
Aircraft and route assignment to satisfy passenger
and cargo demand , .
tPB-200i(7l|] . p0106'H72-13028
Test, methods for infrared, suppressors to determine
their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared
emissions
CAD-729603], -. [ P0157 H72-11272
Subsonic wind tunnel, for testing full scale aircraft
tHASA-TM-X-62106] p0276 S72-19291
Hethbds for thrust determination in aircraft
,[RAE-LIB-THABS-1650] p0631 N72-32755
&IBCHAPT ACCIDEHT IBVBS1IGHIOH
Computerized error function method of wreckage
trajectory analysis in aircraft accident
investigation, using fundamental equations of.
motion
" p005« A72-13250
General aviation aircraft structural safety
studied with 1547 accident histories, noting IFB
and turbulent weather conditions predominance
[SAB PAPER 720308] p0289 A72-25572
Jnrisdictional problems in the autopsy of aircraft
accident victims. . '. , • :
'. • .' . . . p0448 A72-34558
.Corporate aircraft pilot contribution to accident
investigation in providing- expertise, discussing
various case histories . .
P0508 A72-39751
Statistical analysis of home built aircraft
accidents
fPB-201438] p0031 1172-10038
Statistical analysis of weather effects in
aircraft accidents
[PB-201437] " 00031 H72-10039
Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving
corporate/executive aircraft in 1968
fPB-201439] p0043 N72-11052
Bibliographic list of aircraft accident
investigation and prevention.[AD-7309791 p0218 B72-16999
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Bevie* of OS civil aircraft accident data with
related statistics on air carrier operations and
safety records for fear 1969
[PB-203183] p0220 H72-17016
Psychological autopsy for analyzing immediate
psychodmaaic processes leading to suicidal
aircraft accidents
CFAA-AH-72-2] p0268 H72-19020
Beport of aircraft accident involving Beechcraft
99 air taxi at Allentown, Pennsylvania on 24
October, 1971
rNTSB-AAR-72-31 P0331 N72-21002
Investigation of fire aboard Vickers Viscount
aircraft following landing at Honolulu, Hawaii
on 8 August, 1971
tHTSB-AAB-72-2] P0331 H72-21003
Relative incidence and cost data for
orientation-error accidents in regular Army UH-1
aircraft daring fiscal year 1968
[AD-735457] P0332 H72-21016
Briefs of OS general aviation aircraft accidents
involving missing aircraft and Kissing aircraft
later recovered daring 1969
rPB-205097] P0333 K72-21021
Briefs of OS general aviation aircraft accidents
involving air taxi operations daring 1969
[PB-205096] P0333 H72-21022
Briefs of OS general aviation accidents involving
aerial application operations daring 1969
CPB-204811J P0333 N72-21025
Beport of aircraft accident involving Aero
Commander aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on' 22
January, 1970 -1
fPB-2065621 p0386 H72-.230<l«
Practical application of mishap data in Army
aircraft system safety programs
p0439 S72-25967
Analysis of survival following crashes of military
aircraft and identification of areas for
improvement in structural design
tAD-739370] pOU81 H72-2701U
Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine1'
effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system'^
- installed in OH-1 helicopter ' 'rj
fAD-739567] p0517 H72-28023
AIECEAPT ACCIDEBTS
Cockpit information for pilot and flight crew as
key to transport aircraft accident prevention,
discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms
of flight safety reguirements
;
 P0066 A72-14813
Airborne collision avoidance system eguipment for •
general aviation aircraft, discussing logic
; functions, transmission modes, data handling
tradeoffs and ATC procedure interactions
P0068 A72-1«830
Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft flight
and design, covering accidents'and costs,
turbulence generation, prediction, measurements
and load alleviation devices
fAIAA PAPER 72-2191 p0129 A72-16865
High performance aircraft takeoff and landing
accidents, investigating survival rates
P0193 A72-21S63
Survival rates in USA? accidents during 1965-69,
noting visual sighting as primary rescue factor
P019U A72-2156«
Behavioral inaction under stress conditions
similar to survivable aircraft accident,
tabulating hesitation statistics
p0194 A72-21570
Book on general aviation safety covering
statistical accident records, accident analysis,
crashworthiness, preventive measures, etc
P0236 A72-23750
Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness
evaluation and improvement, considering
snrvivable accident surrounding conditions,
egnipnent and testing methods
[SAE PAPER 720323] p0290 A72-25586
Safe aircraft fuels crashworthiness evaluation in
terns of ignition susceptibility parameter,
noting fuli scale crash environment simulation
[ASHE PAPER 72-61-271 p029« A72-25623
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices, '
comfort, fit and ease of use
p03U5 A72-2B726
Atmospheric turbulence and the ATC system.
pO«62 »72-370H9
Corporate business aviation performance record in
light of aircraft accident statistics, noting
high percentage of approach-landing accidents
and means for improvement
p0507 &72-39713
Aircraft accidents daring.nonprecision approaches
under adverse weather conditions, discussing
landing aids use for corporate jet aircraft
p0508 A72-39745
Electrostatic charge on an aircraft and lightning
striking the aircraft
p0545 A72-«0171
A survey of rotary-wing aircraft crashworthiness.
p0565 A72-B2763
An assessment of energy absorbing devices for
prospective use in aircraft impact situations.
p0565 A72-U276D
Statistical analysis of home built aircraft
accidents
CPB-201.<138] •• p0031 H72-10038
Statistical analysis of weather effects in
aircraft accidents
CPB-2010371 p0031 H72-10039
Beports of accidents involving missing aircraft of
OS general aviation for 1968
[HTSB-AHB-71-4] _ . _p0031 H72-10041
Report of aircraft accident involving DC-9
aircraft at Gulfport, Bississippi on February
.17, 1971
.CHTSB-AAR-71-1H] p0032 H72-100&9
Investigation of air taxi crash, Binghamton, Hew
York ,
[NTSB-AAB-71-13] . . -- p0086 H72-11945
Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to
determine factors affecting survival of
passengers under emergency conditions
[FAA-AB-70-16] p0150 H72-13989
Investigation of landing accident of DC-9
commercial aircraft at Louisville, Kentucky,
. September 8, 1970
[HTSB-AAR-71-15] p0150 H72-13990
Review of general aviation aircraft accidents for
calendar year 1969
CPB-2018*!] p0206 B72-15981
Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing
dynamic responses of seats and passenger
restraint systems
p021« S72-16793
Analysis of factors contributing to general
aviation safety for reducing current accident
rates , • •
rPB-202928] . . , p0220 H72-17015
Supplemental issue of aircraft accident reports
for calendar year 1969
CPB-2029HO] p0220 H72-17017
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 aircraft
contacting surface of ocean near Bartha's
Vineyard, Massachusetts on 22 June, 1971
'rHTSB-AAE-72-Ul p0250 H72-18002
Aircraft accident report of Aero Commander
aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on January 22, 1970
[HTSB-A1B-72-1] p025«t H72-18029
Development of collision risk model to analyze
effects of separation standards on aircraft
safety during parallel tracking operations in
Horth Atlantic Ocean.
tAD-73375«t] p0263 H72-18671
Report of aircraft accident at Augusta, Haine
airport during landing approach of PA-31
aircraft, August 1971
CHTSB-AAH-72-61 p0269 H72-19028
Probability of aircraft accidents through
" collisions with birds •
[AD-73U803] p0272 S72-190B9
Analysis of aircraft accidents resulting from
pilot disorientation and vertigo daring flights
on military aircraft and helicopters
[AD-7351191 p0272 H72-19053
Aircraft accident injuries and reconstruction from
linear impact
P0273 H72-19123
History of aircraft crash injury studies and
facilities for simulation
P027H H72-19150
Compilation and analysis of civil aviation
accidents occurring daring calendar year 1970 to
show conditions, circumstances, and probable cause
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rNTSB-BA-71-3-ISSUB-23 p0320 H72-20021
Compilation of OS general aviation accidents for
1969 in which impairment of judgement and
efficiency by alcohol was involved
CPB-204991;] P0333 H72-21023
Coapilation of accidents involving helicopters and
rotor craft for United States general aviation
operations during 1969
rPB-204812] P0333 B72-2102II
Compilation of United States general aviation
accidents involving seather as cause or cause
related factor year 1969
CPB-2049261 p0334 H72-21026
Use of shoulder harness in general aviation
aircraft to prevent or minimize injury during
crashes
[FAA-AH-72-3] p0335 H72-21077
Effectiveness of restraint egaipment in
controlling head impact forces and body
kineaatics in enclosed aircraft areas
fFAA-AH-72-61 p0335 H72-21078
Battery powered aircraft crash locator transnitter
fBASA-CASE-HFS-16609J p0338 H72-21431
Hidair collision of Boeing 707 airliner and Cessna
150 light plane over Compton, California on
August 4, 1971
[NTSB-AAH-72-5] p0367 B72-22016
Analysis of aircraft accidents caused by
atmospheric turbulence daring period 196* to 1969
fBTSB-AAS-71-1] p0368 B72-22020
Aircraft accident involving FH-227->B commercial
transport during landing approach at Albany
County Airport, Sew York, on Karen 3, 1972
[SB-72-231 p0368 H72-22021
Briefs of accidents involving amateur and
home-built aircraft in US during 1969
rPB-206040] . p0385 B72-23040
Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive
aircraft in US general aviation for calendar
year 1970
rHTSB-ABH-72-5J p0421 N72-24017
Aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations
in US general aviation for calendar year 1970
rHTSB-AHH-72-U] p0421 B72-24018
Accidents involving rotorcraft in US general
aviation for calendar year 1970
CHTSB-AHd-72-3] p0421 N72-24019
performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in
preventing fuel spillage and fires in survival
aircraft crashes
rAD-738204] p0425 N72-24547
Analysis of US general aviation aircraft accidents
for calendar year 1969
P0431 S72-25003
Aircraft accident investigation of DC-8 crash at
Kennedy International Airport, Hew Tork on 8
September, 1970
fBTSB-AAR-71-121 pOU65 N72-26013
Analysis of conditions and circumstances involving
survival of passengers and crew following
ditching of DC-9 aircraft
fFTSB-AAS-72-21 P0465 B72-26015
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
DC-9 on scheduled flight with Cessna 206 near
Raleigh, Horth Carolina, 4 December, 1971
CNTSB-AAH-72-13] p0466 H72-26018
Aircraft accident investigation of crash of.Beech
E18S aircraft during landing approach at Peoria,
Illinois airport on 21 October, 1971
fHTSB-AAR-72-15] p0466 B72-26019
Aircraft accident report involving effects of
severe turbulence on passengers and crew of
Boeing 747 jet aircraft near Hantucket,
Massachusetts, 4 November, 1970
flITSB-AAB-72-141 pO>»66 S72-26020
Analysis of aircraft accidents occurring in
military UH-1 helicopters where pilot
disorientation and vertigo is suspected
fAD-7388081 P0467 B72-26028
Aircraft accident investigations of crashes of
agricultural aircraft and effectiveness of
protective equipment in preventing injuries and
fatalities
rFAA-AH-72-15] P0477 B72-27011
Investigation of midair collision of Boeing 707
commercial aircraft and Cessna '150 near Sdispn,
Hew Jersey on 9 January, 1971
rSTSB-AAB-72-16] P0479 B72-27025
Conditions, circumstances, and probable causes of
aircraft accidents occurring in OS general
aviation daring calendar year 1970
tBTSB-BA-72-11 p0516 B72r28016
Aircraft accident involving De Havilland 104-7AI
aircraft near Coolidge, Arizona on 6 Hay 1971
due to wing separation
CHTSB-AAH-72-191 p0528 B72-29005
Analysis of US air carrier accidents during 1964
to 1969
[HTSB-AAS-72-5] p0528 H72-29007
Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during
instrument landing approach to La Gnardia
Airfield, Hew Tork on 4 Jan. 1971
CBTSB-AAH-71-11] p0528 H72-29008
Injury and death costs in noncombat aircraft
accidents involving DB-1 type helicopters for
fiscal year 1969
CAD-741363] p0530 H72-29017
Development of safety management procedures for
redaction of military aircraft accidents
[AD-741364] p0531 B72-29024
Review of civil aviation accidents in US to
determine incidents involving material failures
p0541 H72-29914
Inflight emergency on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 June 1972 due to
accidental opening of cargo door in fuselage
(SB-72-69/878A] p0572 H72-30006
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 747 aircraft
during takeoff from San Francisco International
Airport on 30 July 1971
(HTSB-AAB-72-171 p0573 H72-30012
Report of aircraft accident involving midair
. collision of Convair 580 and DHC-6 aircraft over
Lake Binnebago, Wisconsin on 29 June 1972
[SA-433] p0581 H72-30970
Aircraft accident involving Convair 340 aircraft
during landing approach at Hew Haven,
Connecticut, on 7 June 1971
[HTSB-AAB-72-20J p0583 H72-31010
Aircraft incident involving Boeing 747 aircraft in
atmospheric turbulence near Lake Charles,
Louisiana on 4 Jan. 1972
CHTSB-AAB-72-21] p0584 H72-31011
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft
during missed approach simulation at Ontario,
California airport on 31 Bar. 1971
CBTSB-AAB-72-18] p0584 H72-31018
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S
aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22
Feb. 1972
rHISB-AAH-72-23] p0585 H72-31019
Analysis of midair collisions in OS civil aviation
for 1969 to 1970 to determine areas of
commonality as accident prevention measure
tHTSB-AAS-72-6] p0623 H72-32046
Investigation of military aircraft accidents
involving vertigo and orientation errors
CAD-743483] p0624 H72-32061
Flight recorder insulation and thermal protection
for record tapes from crash fires
tFAA-SA-72-491 p0633 B72-32937
Aircraft landing accident involving Learjet Hodel
25 at Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972
CBTSB-AAHr72-241 p0639 H72-33022
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 737 aircraft
daring takeoff from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
airport on 19 Jul. 70
[PB-208664] p0641 B72-33042
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft during
precision radar approach at Baha Air Base,
Okinawa on 27 Jnl. 1970
[PB-208767] p0642 B72-33043
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft
during landing at Harry S. Truman Airport,
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, yirgin Islands on
28 Dec. 1970
[PB-2086751 p0642 B72-33044
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
occurring in OS civil Aviation operations daring
calendar year 1970
fPB-2101211 p0642 B72-33045
Accident investigation of Southern Airways, Inc.
DC-9 H97S crashing at Tri-State Airport,
Huntington, Rest Virginia on 14 Nov. 1970
CPB-2090821 . p0643 N72-33052
AIBCEAFT AHTEHMAS
Helicopter antenna placement, using scale models
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for -three dimensional radiation pattern
semiautomatic recording under free space '
conditions • • '• " -
p0001 472-10119
Computer controlled production test system for
airborne phased array nodules,- describing
. various measurement capabilities •-..
• p0120 472-16417
Vertical dipole antenna design for CW .Doppler
radar midair collision avoidance system
p0123 472^16571
Received signal spectrum gravity-center and
effective.antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velbcimeter in horizontal flight :
- p0303 472-26730
Test facility for aircraft and spacecraft antennas
radiation patterns and optimal installation'
determination • . :
p0309 472-271)12
^reproduction OMEGA aircraft receivers and
antennas development and flight testing, noting
signal loss problems.in-high noise or
. precipitation static environments
... p0353 '172-29198
Test flights into., weather at midlatitudes.and
'tropical systems with airborne OHEG4 navigation
system, discussing E field and H field antennas
.p0353.472-29203
Aircraft antennas design for-radio links to •-
, satellites for aeronautical communication and
4TC, proposing use of beam-steering system
; . . ' • - ,p0354 472-29347
Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean
, spiral antennas for the L-band; and''radiator'
groups constructed from them whose radiation -'
directions are controlled by a conduction matrix
'•. .. . p0549 472-10510
-Determination of the radiation characteristics of
aircraft antennas in flight .••.-•:
,- . ' : • - - . P0549 472-40534
Linear HP radar antenna array aperture synthesis
, for ionospherically propagated signal reception
in airplane for achievement of ideal directivity
without ionospheric compensation _i '»
p0551 472-41080
Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft communication
systems .- . -• ,. .
 i . •
' CAD-729106] . , N • - ., p0156 N72-14243
Dual output ultrahigh frequency aircraft antenna
feed incorporating coaxial magic tee, transistor
and step recovery varactor. diode frequency- '
multipliers , -, " '
r.B4E-TB-70002] p0169 K72-15216
.Crossed slot.antenna array pattern coverage for
ultrahigh freguency, aircraft system '
rAD-732914] : : p0220 N72-17126
Characteristics, of nltrahigh freguency-and very
. ,high freguency aircraft antennas for
aircraft-satellite communications link
tPB-204799] . -.-. p0335'N72-21165
numerical-analytical techniques for predicting
radiation patterns and impedance of aircraft'
antennas including effects of outboard members
of aircraft structure
[AD-735346] . p0335 N72-21171
Beguirements for high "freguency aircraft antennas
tAD-7358861 • p0335 H72-2T176
Dual antenna method for suppressing reflections '
from underside of moving aircraft • -'
CJPBS-55908] . p0386 H72-23126
Procedure for using high frequency standard-'gain
ground reference antenna for calibrating C-131
and KC-135 aircraft for antenna radiation patterns
1
 CAD-740553] . . 'p0532 H72-29134
•Feasibility analysis of whole .aircraft'-as -aperture
antenna - . r ' . .: : . . ' . ^  ~. .
CAD-7124391 -- .-• p0575 N72-30173
A1BCB4PT APPBOACH IBSTEOHEBTS . • '
0 APPBOACH INDICATORS -
AIBCB4PT APPBOACH SPACIHG . 'j •-' '
ATC separation minima and navigational errors on •
airways-in general and long range oceanic
* environments ""'•* . , ..-
I • .- pOOOl 472-10177
Hathematical analysis of separation standards and
aircraft navigational collision'risk for ''
parallel tracks in radar monitored systems
. . pOOOl 472-10178
Statistical analysis of track keeping strumble 7OE
data for lateral navigation separation standards
and collision risk in continental environment
P0002 472-10179
Terrain clearance during descent and approach of
aircraft'under radar control, discussing optimum
profile', 4TC, navaids and rules
P0002 472-10183
4rea navigation requirements by general aviation,
discussing random routing,. iTC system and
aircraft approach spacing
P0398 A72-32202
Operation principles, capabilities and tests of
midair collision avoidance system with aircraft
separation control by nonsynchronous techniques
'- p0548 A72-40296
Independent parallel runway landing system to
relieve air traffic congestion, investigating
minimum spacing,reguired to minimize collision
risk
P0569 472-43130
Curved final approach and landing flight path for
'increased airport capacity
fBAE-TB-710591 . p0257 U72-18265
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions
tNAS4-C4SE-EEC-10419] P0339 N72-21631
• Change' in ^ aircraft congestion due to introduction
* of STO1 aircraft'into^aitpoft "operation.
. P0476 H72-27007
Design of automatic .ground control system for
-'controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion
at terminal areas .
rN4S4-CB-128298] p0630 S72-32639
4IBCB4FT BASES
U MILIT4RT 4IB F4CILITIES . ,
AIBCBAFT BBAEES
HI IEADIHG EDGE SL&TS
HT SPLIT FLAPS
HT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT WIHG FLAPS
Ti effects on aircraft equipment design,
^ considering use of Ni plated brake cylinder,
wheel, engine control rams, tie bolts and rings
' . p0058 472-13618
Environmental tests on carbon fiber Vnlcan
airbrake flap, including thermal cycling,
sustained loading, immersion, corrosion and
lightning strike tests
• ' p0135 472-16998
Carbon-carbon composite material for high
performance aircraft braking systems, noting
weight savings and thermal characteristics
improvements
. , P0312 472-28093
Performance tests of aircraft tire under cyclic
braking conditions and evaluation of aircraft
antiskid braking system
.[K4SA-TfI-fa-6755] p0421 N72-24014
AIBCBAFT CABIBS
0 AIBCBAFT COMPABTBEHTS
AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS ' . ' . .
Carrier system for controlled approach of Naval
aircraft to provide pilot window to deck for
tactical jet quidance for poor visibility landing
. . p0018 472-12323
TJ.S. Havy .automatic carrier landing system ./ACLS/,
discussing shore and ship based test techniques
and problem areas .
P0124 472-16654
Carrier suitability testing for aircraft landing,
considering landing gear and supporting
structure under simulated shipboard conditions
' . ' P01U6 472-18197
.Aircraft launch envelope investigation for minimum
catapult end airspeed determination at carrier
bow, discussing.optimum test pilot launch
technique '
p0146 A72-18498
Night Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
. , p0182 A72-19137
Carrier based attack aircraft allocation model
fornnlation and solution for maximum inflicted
target damage, using sequential* unconstrained
minimization technique with nonlinear programming
[AD-736073] . p0192 A72-21469
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Simulator for physical forces experienced by
carrier aircraft daring catapult launches and
arrested landinqs, considering external stores
safe suspension
pOtOS A72-32620
Direct lift control feasibility for integration
into F-1UA automatic carrier landing system
/ACLS/, using moving-base six-degree-of-freedom
simulation
UIAA PAPEB 72-873] p0505 A72-39127
Measurement of noise levels on aircraft carrier
deck daring aircraft operations and effects on
deafness risk and verbal communication
interference
rAD-729067] p0107 N72-13038
Development and characteristics of turbine type
energy absorber arresting gear for use on
aircraft carriers
[AD-728682] p0108 H72-13249
Spring constants for shock analysis of aircraft
carrier catapult installations
fAD-729249] p0157 H72-11288
Performance of vertical contact analog display
system used in carrier landing
rAD-73046l|] p0167 N72-15013
Operational evaluation of aircraft landing aid
stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier
CAD-732446] P0221 H72-17199
Computerized system for numerical analysis of
carrier aircraft
CAD-732755] p0254 N72-18030
Development of method for determining ramp
altitude clearance of aircraft approaching
aircraft carrier for landing and identification
of unsafe situation
rAD-732760] p025t H72-18032
Factor analysis and statistical data for human
carrier landing performance criteria
TAD-733703] P0256 H72-18120
Flight tests to determine suitability of aircraft
for operation on aircraft carriers
P0329 H72-20988
Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard
flight decK environment
tAD-7358771 p03<!1 N72-21963
Accuracy of vertical contact analog display in
simulating carrier landings, and error
contributed by display resolution, temporal
loading, and control complexity
P0375 N72-22642
Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach
task considering engine response, flight path
stability, tail lift, and direct lift control
fAD-7369681 p0385 N72-23039
Accelerated life tests to determine effects of
arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft'
structure
T»D-7393311 pOUSO N72-27036
Air traffic control procedures for aircraft
carrier operations based on trajectory
optimization and computer-aided reassignment
fAD-7397131 P0486 H72-27713
Optimization and performance prediction of
computer simulated cable type aircraft recovery
system
rAD-7<»00981 p0519 H72-28272
Safety precautions,.visual checks, static proof
loads, and hydrostatic tests of type C13 Bod 1
catapults and associated launcher equipment
rAD-7384451 . p0519 H72-28273
Evaluation of. method for predicting performance of
steam catapults used for shipboard aircraft
launching
[AD-7H2804] P0585 N72-31027
Inflight variable stability airplane
investigations during carrier approaches to
determine effect of flying qualities parameters
on approach performance
P0622 U72-32037
AIBCBAFT COHHDH1CATIOB
Civil aviation communication systems, discussing
short and lonq range communications, satellite
channel capacities, diqital data link systems,
ATC, weather broadcasts, etc
p0055 A72-13B16
Communications and naviqation trends in ATC,
emphasizing use of improved existing systems
P0115 A72-15781
Soviet book on aircraft radio equipment covering
transmission and reception, velocity and
coordinates measurements, siting and navigation,
flying target interception, reconnaissance,
landing systems, etc
P0122 A72-16530
Airline pilot performance in automated ATC system
involving use of surveillance data and
instantaneous discrete communications
P0137 A72-17331
Airline air/ground radio communications and data
link service implementation for San
Francisco-Hawaii center
P0138 A72-17337
Automation in planning and execution of flights, '
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
P0230 A72-22780
Airborne VHF omniranqe /TOR/ systems minimum
operational standards for navigation and
communication in air traffic control
p0242 A72-24725
Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications
via stationary satellite, discussing optimum
multiple access and repeater configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 72-565] p0308 A72-27376
Pacific Ocean meteorological data collection from
military and civil aircraft in-flight reports,
discussing computer processing for daily
analysis and monthly and seasonal means
p031»9 A72-28874
ATC operational systems, discussing global
surveillance and voice and data communication
between aircraft and earth station
P0363 A72-31141
Aeronautical communication satellite technical and
economic survey, considering Wave propagation,
noise, aircraft antennas and VHF and DBF links
P0393 A72-31180
Economic analysis of aeronautical communication
system via satellite, noting cost estimates and
annual charge per user
P0548 A72-40298
Ground-based Doppler navigation waveguide slot
antenna design for optimal directional mnltilobe
reception from aircraft
p0549 A72-40509
VHF/OHP ground-air-ground communications siting
criteria and field manual
[F4A-BD-71-76] p0092 H72-12087
Technologies of computerized flight management and
control systems, automated communications
systems, and navigation and surveillance systems
in future avionics
P0104 N72-13011
Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft communication
systems
CAD-729106] p0156 H72-14243
FAA engineering and development programs for
aircraft safety, landing, navigation,
communication and support services
P0391 U72-23980
AIBCBAFT COBPABTBEHTS
Aircraft crash fire protection, using passenger
compartment heat shield of fire-retardant
polyisocyannrate foam and intumescent paint
P0057 A72-13U84
Aircraft transparencies from civil operator
viewpoint, considering replacement cost of
flight deck and cabin windows
p0305 A72-27005
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components
design characteristics and reliability tests,
noting visor, pilot forward windshield, flight
deck side windows and cabin windows
p0306 A72-27012
Beasnrement of B-58 crew compartment vibration
environment during high speed, low altitude flight
[AD-730288] p0154 H72-14013
Development of standardized method for evaluating
physical geometry of aircrew stations - yol. 1
(AD-738006] p0433 H72-25015
Computer programs for improved methods for
evaluating physical compatibility of crew
members with crew stations - yol. 3
t AD-738007] p0433 B72-25016
Development of mathematical model for evaluating
compatibility of flight crew personnel and
A-»0
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aircraft crew stations - Vol. 1
[ID-738008] p0133 B72-25017
Validation of nan-model joint movement parameters
to determine compatibility of flight cress and
aircraft compartments - Vol. 5
[1D-738009] PQ133 H72-25018
Standard formula for allowable cabin leakage in
military aircraft
[AD-739687] p0182 H72-27018
1IBCB1FT COHFIGOaitlOHS
IndnstrT assisted state of art assessment of high
lift tnrbofan configurations for OS1F STOL
tactical transport technology program
[S1E PAPEB 710758] pOOOl 172-10255
Sonic boon generation, propagation and
nininization, discussing atmospheric turbulence
and temperature gradients and aircraft
configuration effects
[AIAA PAPEB 72-191) p0128 472-168*9
VJ-101A and B V/STOL weapon system design,
describing various propulsion system
configurations
P0183 A72-19250
V/STO1 weapon system VJ-101, describing He-231
design development from tailsitter concept to
canard configuration with tilting wing-tip engines
p0183 A72-19251
Engine fan-coupressor maximum noise reduction for
given aircraft configuration by acoustic linings
on nacelle inlet and exhaust walls
p0183 A72-19268
Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic
balance wind tunnel system for spinning aircraft
configurations and subsonic flow regimes
p0211 172-2!»776
Flutter analysis of propeller whirl flutter, twin
boom aircraft, T tail configuration, servo tabs
and all-moving tail, discussing structural
variations effects on service life
[S1E PIPES 720309] p0289 172-25573
European passenger aircraft Airbus program,
discussing various configurations performance,
economic factors and technical support
P0307 172-27108
Future short haul aircraft transportation systems,
discussing aircraft forms, noise reduction
technology and runway reguirements
p0311 172-27660
Belationship between static pressure error
/position error/ and measurable flight
parameters for different aircraft weights and
configurations
pO<t12 172-33637
B-1 aircraft design features, discussing
aerodynamic configurational aspects, structural
components and materials, engine inlets, fuel,
hydraulic control and avionics systems
P0111 172-31223
Sew VIOL transport aircraft designs by VFH Fokker.
II
P0152 172-35177
V/STOL developments in Hawker Siddeley Aviation
Limited.
P0162 172-37096
B-52 test vehicle flight demonstration program for
control configured vehicles /CCV/ technology
concepts validation, noting gross weight reduction
f1111 P1PEB 72-7171 p0198 172-38123
Advanced technology transport /AIT/ aircraft
configurations design parameters analysis,
considering cruise speed, passenger capacities,
ranges, noise level and economics
fAIAA PAPER 72-757) p0198 A72-38127
V/STOL aircraft configurations with lifting
counter-rotating disks, presenting aerodynamic
coefficients from rotating water tank experiments
p0551 A72-11070
F-1111 inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics
for airframe-propnlsion integration based on
flight and transonic wind tunnel tests
CICAS PAPER 72-18) p0553 172-11113
Inalytic prediction of aircraft spin
characteristics and analysis of spin recovery.
THAI PIPES 72-985] p0561 172-12329
An aerodynamics model applicable to the synthesis
of conventional fixed-wing aircraft.
[S1WE PIPES 908] p0595 A72-13155
Bission analysis and performance program as part
of computerized aircraft configuration synthesis
process, describing interfaces with other system
modules
[S1BE P1PEH 909) p0595 172-13156
Control requirements for control configured
vehicles.
P0611 172-15319
Rind tunnel model boundary layer reduction through
suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds
number full scale aircraft characteristics
p0076 S72-11875
leroelasticity, unsteady aerodynamics, vibration
analysis, and flutter in fixed wing aircraft
[B1E-TH-813] p0079 H72-11892
analytical method for determining three
dimensional vortex interaction effects on
aerodynamic properties of wing and aircraft
configurations
[H1SA-TT-F-11071] p0100 H72-12982
Technological forecasting for advanced
airport-airplane interface transportation systems
p0101 H72-13009
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface reguirements
p0101 B72-13010
Laplace transform applied to aerodynamic
characteristics prediction of aircraft
configurations in subsonic flow
tHLB-BP-71018-0] p0321 H72-20025
Technignes and procedures for conducting flight
tests of lifting body type aircraft during
transonic and supersonic flight conditions
rHlSl-TH-X-68306] p0329 H72-20986
Dual fuselage aircraft design with yawable wing
and horizontal stabilizer
CH1S1-C1SE-1BC-10170-1] p0332 N72-21010
Validation of man-model joint movement parameters
to determine compatibility of flight crews and
aircraft compartments - Vol. 5
C1D-738009] , ' p0133 H72-25018
Design procedures and supporting data for
configuring light aircraft to produce optimum
riding and handling qualities
[H1S1-CB-1975] p0161 N72-26005
Analytical procedures and design data for
predicting stability and control characteristics
of light, propeller-driven aircraft
fHASl-TH-D-6800] p0161 H72-26006
Technignes for reducing injuries during emergency
landing of light, fixed-wing aircraft
CHTSB-AlS-72-3] p0165 S72-26011
Method for estimating equilibrium temperature
distribution on flat plates, wedges, cylinders,
and cones in constant velocity flight in air
tESDO-69012] p0618 H72-33938
AIBCB1FT COHSTBOCTIOI
0 AIHCBIFT STSDCTDBES
AIBCBAFT COHTEOL
ST BELICOPTEB CONTBOL
Aircraft pitching and yawing cross couplings
compensation at high speed
pOOOS 172-10506
European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and
tailplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trim
control
P0009 A72-10725
Handling qualities simulation program for
augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft
considering control devices design
P0015 A72-11651
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for
externally-blown jet flap due to engine failure
P0015 A72-11700
B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design,
emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear,
control and instrumentation
P0018 172-12226
Soviet book on in-flight studies of aircraft
stability and controllability covering dynamic
characteristics, measurements, balancing curves,
aerodynamic forces and limiting and special
flight regimes
P0021 172-12512
Self organizing adaptive aircraft control system
with C criterion pitch axis performance and
failure compensation
P0053 172-12920
Aircraft power plant management, discussing
integration of intake, engine and exhaust system
from control standpoint
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pOOSS A72-13418
Pilots in aircraft systems management involvinq
machine and air traffic environment
pOOSS A72-13U19
Control technique and flight quality for crew-,.
workload reduction to improve military and civil
aircraft flight safety
P0059 A72-136HO
Aircraft integrated data systems application to
flight safety analysis, engine performance >
nonitoring, crew proficiency, autoland
evaluation, operations and logistics
, p0065 A72-14726
Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control
systens, considering general dynamic model for
aircraft translational notion determination in
earth fixed coordinate system
p0067 A72-11821
Airplane hydraulic control systems digital
simulation, using method of characteristics for
distributed parameter analysis of transmission
line dynamics
TASHE PAPER 71-BA/FE-21] p0117 A72-:15928
Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot
interactive flight director design, using
computerized approach-touchdovn simulation and
optimal control theory
fASHE PAPER 71-«A/iOT-9] p0117 A72-15956
Aircraft steering dynamics model with .
translational and rotational eguations,
considering zero sideslip and acceleration and
lift bank angle transfer, functions
. , , p0118 A72-16112
pynamic stability, control and structural response
of transonic let transport to atmospheric
turbulence
p0119 .A72-163I18
Optimization .algorithms for jet transport aircraft
inertially based flight trajectory control in
turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS
p0120 A72-16S72
Aircraft flight control system BTBF field
operational and BIL-STD-781 testing,
establishing data baseline for,reliability
predictions
P0125 A72-16662
Direct side -force control by rudder deflection ,and
asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing
moment, discussing variable stability T-33
flight tests
TAIAA PAPER 72-91] . > . p0133 A72-169B6
Aircraft proximity control for ATC system using
national secondary surveillance radar /SSR/ for
CAS-PWI functions •• •
, . p0137 A72-17330
Extremal field properties in optimal control -
problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned
distance with minimum fuel consumption . > •
. • p0139 A72-17727
Flight simulator
 ffor aircraft design, emphasizing
compromise between performance and control
reguirements to avoid excess weight and drag
. p0142 A72-18245
Hultiplier method for discrete optimization.
problems with eguaiity constraints, applying, to
time optimal control for V/STOL aircraft
P014II A72-18387
sensitivity functions for differential equations
describing aircraft perturbed motion, noting
dependence on time derivatives, system
, parameters and coordinates
... . , pOISO A72-18977
Aircraft optimal control for case of continuous
data flow on time variable flight conditions
, . . p0181 A72-18979
Singular surfaces for time optimal control in zero
sum differential games between two aircraft in
three dimensional space, assuming spherical
acceleration vectogram
P0183 A72-19279
Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games
between two aircraft in horizontal plane,
considering cost functions and termination .
criteria .
P0183 A72-.19282
Hodel-followinq control for nonlinear
mnltivariable plants, considering implicit
algorithm solution and- application to variable
stability aircraft control synthesis.
P0185 S72-19708
Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control systea
designed by compensation parameter variation
technique, determining correlation between
system sensitivity computations and observations
' p0189 &72-20592
Book oh dynamics of atmospheric flight covering
unsteady motion, small disturbance theory,-
aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft stability
and control, handlinq qualities, etc
.- • • ' p0192 A72-21491
Bystere business jet aircraft flight instruments,
acceleration, control and stall characteristics
• ' •' "'• p0197 472-21900
Soviet book on control system technology for
flight vehicles covering production of
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric and
electronic elements - - -
•- • - - • '' p0199 &72T2202U
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
..control, discussing instrument'and control"
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VIOL aircraft
p0230 A72-22781
DC 10 aircraft automatic flight guidance system,
noting dual-dual fail-passive antolanding
.'••-• ••• • p023<t A72-23448
Near optimal closed loop control laws for fixed
time pursuit-evasion differential game between
two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic
modeling . - ' . . • ; * ' - ' : • *
• >'i-~ -: p0236 A72-23805
State sensitivity functions in aircraft parameter
identification for lateral dynamics under
aileron deflection from model response 'and
in-flight test data '
. - i • • . . . - . • p0236 'A72-23807
Stochastic control theory application to flight
problem, discussing aircraft identification and
adaptive control over wide-environmental1 range
. • • . . - . . . . p02«7 •A72-25116
Extremal field properties in optimal control-
problem applied to aircraft flight over-assigned
distance---with minimum fuel consumption -
.- . P0285 A72-25329
Flight airworthiness reguirements development for
supersonic transports, V/STOL and transport and
general.aviation aircraft, exploring critical
control and stability parameters
, CSAE PAPER 7203061 ' p0288 A72-25570
SECANT system of aircraft separation and'control
'. '.by nonsynchronous technigne for midair collision
avoidance ' .:'-.• • • . - : • >
[SAE PAPER 720313]- •"' p0289 A72-25577
Aft center of gravity travel -effects on aircraft
. longitudinal control response characteristics
[SAE PAPER '7203181- ' ' - - "- " • >0290 A72-25581
Propulsion control systems design for military and
commercial V/STOL aircraft,- considering power
management performance with minimum weight and
maximum reliability arid -maintainability
f&SIIE PAPER 72-GT-79] -' ' " - p0297 A72-25659
Flight- tests of stability augmentation system for
light airplane improving''pilot control during
I F R encounter : - . - - - .
• . . • . - • - . • • • • •: p0309 A72-27513
Flight test of direct side force control by rudder
deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33
airplane, noting use in'dive bombing" - *
. . " - • • " '
 v
 p0310 A72-27520
Low level- vertical .wind shear effect on aircraft-
control, considering runway selection with- •
respect to surface wind conditions
• . . - . - . . - p03«8' A-72-28862
Airplane attitude..'display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame.of reference shift' - - - - ' '
•- - '•• P0363' A72-31151
Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing
mode selection unit-,' digital computer-and;-
control display.for operator'communication with
system \. - • . -. . . . .
' ' . . p0394 A72-31S96
L-1011 propulsion, fuel,,flight control,- • ••
navigation, avionics, communication, electrical,
• environmental'control and auxiliary-power
- .systems, discussing structure and high lift
devices • • • - . ' • - - ' • *
i • ' . • • : pOUOO A72-32«27
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Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise
control in coupler tasks, discussing clarity,
stability and readability of CRT images
pO»03 A72-32632
Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing
operational flexibility versos control and
nonitor complexities, economics, reliability and
banan factors
pOUOU A72-32636
pigital attitude and beading reference system
computer for aircraft heading control,
discussing design and performance features •
pO<(07 A72-332HB
Flight test instrumentation system for measurement
of aircraft performance,' stability and control
characteristics during nonsteady flight
POU12 172-33639
Bnssian book on flight dynamics covering
horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing
characteristics, meteorological conditions,
helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and
controllability analysis, etc
pOH13 A72-33874
A pilot's opinion - VTOL control design
reguirements for the instrument approach task.
[AHS PBEPBIHT 681J p04«7 A72-3U504
Russian book on aircraft design covering flight
conditions, structure and control
.characteristics, production and stress analysis
pO<!51 A72-351U8
Hybrid mechanical-electrical mechanizing
technigues for aircraft flight control systems
P0115I1 A72-35576
Development of STOL&ND, a versatile navigation,
guidance and control system.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-789] pO«96 A72-38106
STO1 transport stability and control derivative
prediction methods and accuracy reguirements.
[AIAA P&PEH 72-7801
 ; pOSOO A72-38139
lift and control augmentation by spanvise blowing
over trailing edge flaps and control surfaces.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-781] - pOSOO A72-381HO.
Optimal selection of stability augmentation
parameters for excellent pilot acceptance.
P0501 A72-38227
An optimal model-folloving flight control system
for manual control;
P05Q1 A72-38228
A generalized method for the identification of
aircraft stability and control derivatives from
flight test data. , . .
• p0502 A72-38260
A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or
. .missile state estimation and error analysis
using radar tracking data.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-838) p0505 A72-39089
Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for
all-systems compatibility testing.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-837) p0505 A72-39090
Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-vire flight
control system for an F-1 aircraft.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-880) p0505 A72-39119
Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability
applied to a contemporary fighter aircraft.
tilAA PAPEB 72-870) p0506 A72-39129
System analysis and synthesis for B-S2 Control
Configured Vehicle program,, discussing flutter
mode and maneuver load control .and augmented
stability configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 72-869) p0506 A72-39130
Failsafe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet
aircraft.
p0506 A72-39351
Jest of direct lift control in the case of the
experimental aircraft DFVLB-HFB 320
P0509 A72-39938
Flight-test experience in digital control of a
remotely piloted vehicle.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-883] p0510 A72-10059
Instruments installation effect on Soviet
passenger aircraft pilot performance, discussing
Tnpolev aircraft control systems
p05»5 A72-40173
Operation principles, capabilities and tests of
midair collision avoidance system vith aircraft
separation control by nonsynchronous techniques
p05«8 A72-40296
Concorde electrically signalled fly by vire
control system vith mechanical linkages for
standby fail-safe redundancy
P0551 A72-11068
Improved gnalitative flight data rating scales.
POS56 A72-11257
Evaluation of flight" instrumentation for the
identification of stability and control
derivatives.
[AI&A PAPBB 72-963] p0561 A72-12316
in analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling qualities using pilot models.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-962] p0561 A72-U2317
The optimal control of merging aircraft -
Implementation of the hybrid air traffic
controller.
P0599 A72-43868
Liquid and solid precipitation on aircraft
structure surfaces, discussing potential hazards
to engine components and aircraft controls due
to ice formation
P0603 A72-14339
Effects of variations in lift and drag response to
longitudinal control on the ease and guality of
landing.
P0613 A72-U5333
Application of linear mathematical model to
represent human operator performance in
controlling attacking fighter aircraft
flD-725069] P0031 H72-100«2
Analysis and calculation of basic parameters of
aircraft automatic control system components
rJPBS-51332) • P0042 N72-11039
Acgnisition and analysis of aerodynamic stability
and control data for vertical takeoff aircraft
configurations
[AD-726103] p0089 N72-11969
Hydraulic actuator design for aircraft vehicle
control
[AD-875752] p0093 S72-12425
Advanced control technology for future civil
aircraft configurations
pOIOil H72-13008
Technologies of computerized flight management and
control systems, automated communications
systems, and navigation and surveillance systems
in future avionics
p010» N72-13011
Wind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift
control system
[NASA-TH-D-6627] p01U9 H72-13978
Annotated bibliography on human engineering
configurations in arrangement of controls and
displays in aircraft
[AD-7298PO] P01U9 H72-13983
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of
jet fighter aircraft extracted from flight test
data by utilizing naximnm likelihood estimation
[HASA-TH-D-6532] P0252 K72-18013
Fly by vire and integrated actuator package
technigues for developing survivable flight
control system in jet aircraft
[AD-733582] , P0255 H72-18040
Determining stability and control derivatives of
airplanes from flight data using modified
Hevton-Raphson minimization technique
[HASA-TN-D-6579] p0279 H72-19659
Aerodynamic control system for controlling flutter
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10682-1] p0332 H72-21009
Development of direct side force control on
aircraft during flight and application to
improved bombing accuracy
[AD-73529U] p033« H72-21030
Terminal guidance system for guiding aircraft into
preselected altitude and/or heading at terminal
point
[HASA-CASE-FRC-10019-1] P0339 N72-21632
Haximun likelihood parameter estimation for
extracting stability and control derivatives of
aircraft from flight test data using real time
digital computer
[NASA-TH-D-6735] p0426 H72-2<t625
Development of thrust control system for
application to control of aircraft and spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13397-1] p0136 H72-25595
Design procedures and supporting data for
configuring light aircraft to produce optimum
riding and handling qualities
[HASA-CB-1975] %p0464 N72-26005
Analytical procedures and design data for '
predicting stability and control characteristics
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of light, propeller-driven aircraft
CHASA-TB-D-6800] P0464 H72-26006
Aircraft accident investigation of DC-8 crash at
Kennedy International Airport, Bew York on 8
September, 1970
fHTSB-AAB-71-12] P0465 N72-26013
Statistical analysis of X.B-70 aircraft responses
and control inputs
fBASA-TN-D-6872] P0477 S72-27013
Importance of advanced information given to pilots
considered as element in automatic control system
fREPT-64] P0480 B72-27034
Aircraft position and motion controlled by
photogrammetric three reference point method
noting coordinate transformations
fSAAB-TB-68] P0484 B72-27472
Attitude control and guidance mechanism for
spacecraft and aircraft
fSASA-CB-127268) P0485 872-27679
Development of control-volume concept in
aeronautical engineering based on lavs of
continuity, momentum, and energy
fAD-741132] P0527 H72-29001
Development of controller synthesis techniques for
large aircraft using distributive parameters and
time delays '
rAD-740873] ' P0529 B72-29013
Development of linear and nonlinear models of
electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system
and analysis of system performance
fSASA-TB-D-6928] p0572 N72-30002
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft
during missed approach simulation at Ontario,
California airport on 31 Bar. 1971
[NTSB-AAB-72-18] p0584 N72-31018
Proceedings of conference on handling gnalities
and performance criteria for conventional and
T/STOJ. aircraft
fAGABD-CP-1061 P0619 B72-32017
Comparison of French and DS criteria for aircraft
performance and control with application to
complicated, high performance aircraft
P0619 S72-32018
Comparison of flying guality criteria documents
for United Kingdom and DS aircraft to show areas
of inadeguacy in assessing acceptability of
aircraft
P0619 B72-32019
procedures for application and revision of Federal
Aviation Begulations in determining handling
qualities and performance of aircraft
P0619 B72-32020
Bevisions to handling qualities criteria for
V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on instrument
flight characteristics
P0620 -S72-32021
Development of V/STOL aircraft handling gnalities
criteria specification and analysis of
deficiencies
P0620 B72-32022
Analysis of criteria for evaluation of high
performance aircraft and results obtained on'
aircraft equipped with control augmentation
systems
P0620 B72-32025
Analysis of design and functioning characteristics
of flying control systems and effect on flight
qualities of transport aircraft
P0621 B72-32032
Heasurement of human operator performance in
single axis tracking task during simulated
turbulent conditions
p0621 S72-32034
Evaluation of translational rate for V/STOI
aircraft in hover condition using six degree of
freedom motion simulator
CHASA-TH-I-62194] p0639 B72-33026
Design and development of visual approach and
landing simulator using F-105 aircraft
components and closed circuit television system
fAD-7452001 P0643 H72-33259
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
BT HELICOPTEB DESIGH
Aircraft producibility considerations in
preliminary design and production planning phases
fSAE PAPER 710746] p0003 A72-10245
Aircraft design producibility to reduce production
cost and enhance product profitability, using
joint engineering and manufacturing team
CSAE.PAPEB 710748] p0003 A72-10247
Future aircraft design trends for transcontinental
and short hanl operation, considering traffic
forecasts, current transport aircraft and
potential derivatives and technology
JSAE PAPEB 7107119] . p0003 A72-10248
Tristar commercial jet transport aircraft
development, discussing design and flight tests
for operating efficiency, reliability and safety
[SAE PAPEB 710755] p0004 A72-10252
Angmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft
development progress report covering design,
engine tests, performance prediction, control
simulation and stability augmentation
""' [SAB PAPEB 710757] p0004 A72-10254
Propulsion system optimization for commercial
transport aircraft design nnder Advanced.
Transport Technology study, considering impact
on aircraft gross weight
tSAE PAPEB 710760], pOOOS A72-10257
Propulsion system optimization in transonic
transport aircraft design, considering nacelle
integration, engine choice, noise attenuation
and technology utilization
fSAE PAPEB 710762] pOOOS A72-10259
Airline Propulsion Team approach to .DC-10 aircraft
power plant design for maximum operational
effectiveness
rSAE PAPEB 710778] p0006 A72-10270
Variable speed constant freguency pover generation
equipment influence veapon system effectiveness,
' considering weight and cost
;
' p0011 A72-11067
Aircraft ride1 comfort problem in turbulent air,
comparing free and fixed wi'nq aircraft responses
P0015 A72-11720
B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design,
emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear,
control and instrumentation
P0018 A72-12226
Aircraft design interactive computer graphics
technique, using human decision input response
to computer output information
fDGLB PAPEB 71-107] p0024 A72-12733
Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and
transonic civil and military aircraft design,
. considering flow problems during transonic
flight, takeoff and landing
[DGLB PAPEB 71-105] p002<l A72-12745
G-222 aircraft design and operation, examining
marketing problems
p0054 A72-13098
Services and systems integration into total
aircraft design, considering utilization and
type effects
p0055 A72-13413
Supersonic Tu 144 aircraft design, discussing
engine and aerodynamic characteristics,
stabilization and control, propulsion, wing
structure, landing gear and operation
P0056 A72-13473
Transonic, air transport design, discussing wind
tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology,
sonic beam avoidance, cruising speed, operating
costs and transport family development
P0057 A72-13487
Ti.effects on aircraft equipment design,
'considering.use of Bi plated brake cylinder,
wheel, engine control rams, tie bolts and rings
P0058 A72-13618
VFS-614 short range twin jet passenger transport
aircraft, analyzing service performance and
economic efficiency requirements influence on
design characteristics
P0059 A72-13643
Betal-skin honeycomb composite structure design
and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting
structural adhesive bonding in aircraft
construction
• • p0069 A72-15090
Canadian STOL design, development, production,
airports and civil air transportation applications
P0115 A72-15775
lave drag reduction by antisymmetric wing and body
arrangement, discussing application to transport
aircraft at supersonic speeds
P0122 A72-16534
Airbus A-300 B design and characteristics for
passenger transport on short and medium haul
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routes
p0125 A72-1669P
VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated
nrban 'areas, discussing travel time, airport
requirements, noise and design problems
P0126 A72-16733
Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft flight
and design, covering accidents and costs,
turbulence generation, prediction, measurements
and load alleviation devices
CAIAA PAPEB 72-219] . p0129 A72-16885
Hodel following variable stability systei for
X-14B VTOL aircraft, discussing hardware design
and flight evaluation
fAIAA PAPBB 72-96] p013» A72-16978
French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 le Bourget
Air Show, discussing design .'and performance
characteristics of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle,
Corvette, Falcon, Fregate, STOL-A-904 and Bercure
p0136 A72-17193
Flight simulator for aircraft design, emphasizing
compromise between performance an'd control
reguirements to avoid excess weight and drag
p01U2 A72-18245
Tail first /canard/ and tandem wing configurations
for natural STOL, discussing low cost aerial
work aircraft
P0143 A72-18285
Value engineering based cost data application to
design of aircraft'in production
P0145 A72-18435
Procedures followed by test pilot on first flight
of new aircraft design
p0145 A72-18488
Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue
operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special
rotary wings design, air tunnel experiment and
flight tests
p0147 A72-18582
Government role in videbody aircraft introduction
to air carrier service, discussing aircraft
maintenance, design and fail-safe structural
configurations
P0179 A72-18831
Air jet propelled flight vehicles optimal design
parameters for constant altitude flight at given
speed
p0181 &72-18991
Aircraft performance parameters in terms of effect
on lifting system service and fatigue life and
on design
P0182 A72-19111
VJ-101A and B 7/STOL weapon system design,
describing various propulsion system
configurations
P0183 A72-19250
V/STOI weapon system VJ-101, describing Be-231
design development from tailsitter concept to
canard configuration with tilting wing-tip engines
P0183 A72-19251
Aircraft design for acceptable vibration level,
discussing flight vibration and runway response
P0183 A72-19269
Mitsubishi T-2 two-place supersonic trainer,
describing prototype, airframe and propulsion
system design and operational features
P0187 A72-20306
French, British, Italian, D.S., German and Israeli
military aircraft, presenting design and
performance data
P0187 A72-20308
Hercure short haul transport aircraft, emphasizing
lightweight structural design with extensive use
of integral machined components for fatigue safety
P0187 A72-20310
Aircraft preliminary design procedure with
integrated performance simulation, using time
sharing computer facility
P0188 A72-20353
Eight-place turbofan powered business jet aircraft
design, discussing structure, fuel system,
engines crew station and safety features
' p0191 172-21572
Emergency life Saving Instant Exit system in .
aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing,
discussing design and ground testing
p0195'&72-21583
Wing structural weight estimation for civil
aircraft preliminary deriving generalized
formula based on wing root bending moment for
specified flight condition
• -• p0232 A72-22909
Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, comparing
different designs in terms of performance,
safety, handling and economic efficiency
P0232 A72-22940
Airfoil ram-wing air-water hybrid vehicle 1-113 am
design and operational principles based on
aerodynamic ground effect, discussing flight
tested performance characteristics
P0232 A72-22971
DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling
characteristics and fatigue tests
P0234 A72-23446
Deterministic optimization of aircraft
undercarriage suspension characteristics for
taxiing induced vibration minimization,
discussing damping and stiffness functions and
hybrid computer solution
P0235 A72-234S8
Simply supported skew plates stability under
combined loading, noting wing and tail design
applications for high speed aircraft and missiles
P0240 A72-24196
STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design
requirements consideration based on common
propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan
lift solution superiority
P0244 A72-24865
BCA SECANT aircraft collision avoidance system
avionics design using nonsynchronous techniques
p0245 A72-24866
Legal aspects of international cooperation on
aircraft design and production, discussing work
distribution, project management and liabilities
sharing '
P0245 A72-24881
Mitsubishi XT-2 jet trainer aircraft, presenting
design, structural and performance data
p0246 A72-25107
STOL aircraft systems development coordination,
considering vehicle design, airport facilities
and related ground environment, transportation
modes interface and airspace management
P0285 A72-25255
Transport aircraft fuselage computerized design,
determining optimal structural distribution for
strength and displacement constraints
fAIAA PAPER 72-330] p0285 A72-25366
Automated optimization.: for preliminary design of
supersonic aircraft wings, noting flutter,
stresses and resonant fregnency as dynamic
constraints
tAIAA PAPEE 72-333] p0286 A72-25368
Convective cooling system design for Nach 6
hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using
water glycol loop network
fAIAA PAPER 72-331] p0286 A72-25369
Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft,
describing development and static and dynamic
testing
fSAE PAPER 720322] p0290 A72-25585
Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness
evaluation and improvement, considering
snrvivable accident surrounding conditions,
equipment and testing methods
[SAE PAPER 720323] p0290 A72-25586
Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology
application to general aviation propeller driven
twin engine aircraft, discussing wing loading
and aspect ratio optimization
[SAB PAPER 720337] p0291 A72-25595
Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid
.V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector
management, lift engine bypass ratio and power
plant packaging design
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-106] p0299 A72-25671
Super Gappy four engine aircraft characteristics,
performance and loading 'device for bulky cargo
air transportation
P0300 A72-25812
LOI supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
breathing oxygen
fSAE AIR 1223] p0301 A72-26030
Structural design and optical problems of external
vision and cockpit transparencies in military
aircraft
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p0305 A72-27002
German VAK 191B V/STOL fighter aircraft design,
development and flight tests, noting redundant
control sys'tems
p0307 A72-27166
DDT application to aircraft design and
reliability, discussing fatigue life analysis
and in-service monitoring for structural
elements, coaponents and airfranes
p0307 472-27198
Tn-154 aerodynamic design, discussing arrow ning
and propulsion unit characteristics
p0307 A72-27268
L-1011 flight test program, discnssing aircraft
design, flight station, controls, flying
qualities, etc
P0310 472-27519
General Dynamics model 401 air superiority single
engine fighter design stressing light weight
structure and maneuverability at high speeds and
angles of attack
p0344 A72-28575
Computer calculation of second order curve segment
discriminant in geometrical problem associated
with aircraft lofting, assessing method accuracy
P0345 A72-28739
Large amplitude flight simulator for fighter
design refinement, noting extensive computer
commitment
P0315 A72-28757
Heteorological information requirements for V/STOL
aircraft design, airport location, runway •
orientation, aircraft operations and ATC
simulation
p0349 472-28869
Aircraft landing gear stress spectrum and design
data during ground loading on airport runways,
using linearized theory for model investigation
p0359 472-30283
Beasnring technique importance for aircraft B and
D, emphasizing guartz tensometer, digital
control and signal processing
p0359 A72-30286
Book of aircraft design illustrations covering
three viev and perspective form low drag *
airfoil, aspect ratio, plain split, slotted and .
multiple flaps
p0361 A72-30776
Airbus design features, noting passenger number,
operational range and propulsion engine number
and location
p0361 A72-30813
Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust
alleviation design, using indirect perturbation
information through normal acceleration factor
measurement
p0396 A72-.32025
Book on airfoil section designs for light aircraft
covering wind tunnel studies of lift drag ratio
as function of angle of attack
P0399 A72-32250
Aircraft design for operational reliability and
maintainability, emphasizing working relations
coordination between manufacturer and operator
P0402 A72-32459
Concorde on-time operation as total management
problem from design to airline operations,
discnssing techniques for in-flight failure
diagnosis and onward reporting
P0402 A72-32460
Fokker VIOL transport aircraft designs,
considering payload, range, runway conditions,
noise, military capabilities and operational costs
P0405 472-33048
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101 design, discnssing one
axis rocking device, suspension structure and
hovering .flight thrust control
P0405 472-33049
STOL aircraft for civil transport applications,
considering optimum design concepts, noise
redaction and terminal facility requirements
P0409 472-33331
B-1 aircraft design features, discnssing
aerodynamic confignrational aspects, structural
components and materials, engine inlets, fuel,
hydraulic control and avionics systems
p0041 472-34223
V/STOL flight control - Trend and reguirements.
p0042 472-34240
The flight mechanics of STOL aircraft.
p0442 472-34241
Borthrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning,
discussing design features and
management/engineering organizational changes in
anticipation of DSAF production contract
P0442 A72-34391
1-10 prototype designed for production.
P0443 A72-34392
The integration of composite structures into
aircraft design. '
P0450 472-35281
Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions
of conventional aircraft. Ill - Rechanical
fundamentals /Dynamics of a point mass/
P0451 A72-35440
Bnssian book on aircraft design covering flight
conditions, structure and control
characteristics, production and stress analysis
p0451 472-35448
Bemote power control for aircraft generating and
distribution systems.
P0461 A72-37034
V/STOL developments in Hawker Siddeley Aviation
Limited. •• '
< \p0462 A72-37096
V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium
p0462 472-37215
Flow and circulation'diagrams formed by events
involved in optimum aircraft design
configuration and structural weight selection,
outlining calculation methods
pO»90 472-37452
Fast method for aircraft rebalance.
>;
 p0490 472-37453
Active controls - Changing the rules of structural
design.
P0492 A72-37681
Development of the Saab-Scania Viggen.
p0492 A72-37749
VJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and
flight testing, discnssing takeoff and landing,
hovering and transition flight and associated
control problems
P0494 A72-38032
A computerized system for the preliminary design
of commercial airplanes.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-793] . p0496 A72-38110
A flutter optimization program for aircraft
structural design. •*
(AI44 P4PEB 72-795] pO«96 472-38111
An integrated computer system for preliminary
design of advanced aircraft.
[4144 PAPEB 72-796] p0496 A72-38112
Design studies and model tests of the stowed
tilt-rotor concept. •
[4144 PAPEB 72-804] p0497 A72-38113
Investigation of the commonality in development of
military and commercial STOL transports.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-808] ' p0497 472-38114
The DHC-7, first generation transport category
STOL -'. Particular design challenges.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-;809] p0497 A72-38115
Computer program for automated design of long haul
transport aircraft, discnssing cost
effectiveness of composite materials for
aircraft structure
fAIAA P4PEH 72-794] p0498 472-38121
Aerodynamic design and development of the Lockheed
S-3A Viking.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-746] p0498 A72-38122
B-52 test vehicle flight demonstration program for
control configured vehicles /CCV/ technology
concepts validation, noting gross weight reduction
tAIAA PAPEB 72-747] p0498 472-38123
Design for air combat. '
[AIAA PAPEB 72-749] p0498 472-38124
Advanced technology transport /ATT/ aircraft
configurations design parameters analysis, '
considering cruise speed, passenger capacities,
ranges, noise level and economics
IAIAA PAPBB 72-757] p0498 472-38127
Economic impact of applying advanced technologies
to transport airplanes.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-758] P0499 A72-38128
Dse of the flight simulator in the design of A
STOL research aircraft.
tAIAA PAPEB 72-762) ' p0499 A72-38129
'*«.
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Designing aircraft structure for resistance and
. tolerance to battle 'damage.
" f A I A A PAPER'.72-773] pO<!99 A72-38133
Application of advanced methods to the
determination of1 desiqn loads of the Lockheed
1-1011 Tristar. ,
[ A I A A PAPER.72-775] • p0499 A72-38134
Structural development of the 1-1011 Tri-Star.
f A I A A PAPER 72-776] p0499 A72-38135
System analysis and synthesis for B-52 Control .
Configured Vehicle program, discussing flutter
node and maneuver load control and augmented
stability configurations -, •,
[ A I A A PAPER 72-869] . p0506 A72-39130
Use of fixed .and. moving base flight;-simulators,-for
the aerodynamic design and development of the
S-3A airplane.. . . • • ,
 (.
C & I & A ' P A P E B 72-76U] ' i p0510. &72-40052
Tiit-^roprotor VIOL aircraft design evaluation
based on. aerodynamic and aeroelastic model and
full scale performance tests • ,• , •
r A I A A PAPER 72-803] . p0510 A72-40054
STOL performance criteria for military transport
aircraft. .. ,
[AIAA PAPER 72-806] p0510 A72-40055
Hiah subsonic transport aircraft design
development based on supercritical aerodynamic
configuration and advanced stmctaral, flight
control and propulsion system technologies
fAIAA PAPER 72-756] , . . p0510 A72-10056
Airlines reguirements for European airbus,
discussing design of aircraft structure, • "-
control, pressurized cabin and propulsion system
P0545 A72-40174
Landing 'in the'backyard1 Kith guiet aircraft
, , p05<(8 A72-40376
Dutch" monograph" - Analysis of dynamic aircraft-
landing loads, and a proposal for rational
design landing load requirements.
p0550 A72-U0925
Noise radiation from V/STOL aircraft.
fICAS PAPER 72-22] - p0553 A72-41147
Hodern landing impact load calculations and
old-fashioned requirements.
(ICAS PAPER 72-31] p0554 A72-U1156
VTOL aircraft noise reduction, through design
methods and flight path management in terminal
area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to
surrounding community . .
 ;
[ICAS PAPEB 72-31] • p055U A72-41159
Rigid form airship for transportation, discussing
applications for special loads and scientific ; •
and service purposes, and design and .
construction problems ,
p0556. A72-U1200
Development of design criteria for predicting
departure characteristics and spin
susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft.
[AIAA PAPER 72-981] " p0561 A72-U2330
The application of non-planar lifting surface
theory to the. calculation of external-store loads.
[ AIAA PAPER 72-971] p0561 A72-H2340
Aircraft emergency evacuation systems, discussing
door designs, inflatable escape slide, and <
slide/lifeboat combination
P0563 A7.2-42520
Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systemsi
development, and design to neef'FiB 91-51
requirements, discussing retrofit programs and
altimeter encoding
, i P0564 A72t12689
iing flutter prevention in SST structural desiqn,
using finite element model and lifting surface
aerodynamic, theory ,
' ; . p0565. A72-1I2760
A survey of rotary-iring aircraft' crashworthiness.
P0565 A72-P2763
An assessment of energy absorbing devices for
prospective use in aircraft impact situations.
P0565 A72-42764
Dynamic aspects of Fokker P-28 aircraft design.
i p0566 A72-42831
Aircraft synthesis analysis program /ASAP/ for
computerized aircraft design, enabling large r
number -of trade-off studies for design
optimization
fSASE PAPER 907] • p0595 A72-43454
An aerodynamics nodel applicable to the synthesis
of conventional fixed-wing aircraft.
[SABE PAPEB 90S] p0595 A72-43<I55
Mission analysis and performance program as.part
of computerized aircraft configuration synthesis
process, describing interfaces with other system
modules
[SABE PAPEB 909] P0595 A72-43456
Engine selection for specific aircraft design and
mission., considering bypass and pressure ratios
and turbine temperature effects on performance
t and weight-
•fSASE PAPER 910] p0595 A72-43457
The weight module - A keystone in the aircraft
synthesis program.
fSA»E PAPEB 912] P0595 A72-P3U59
L-1011 computerized weight reporting system
present and future capabilities.
[SABE PAPER 932] p0596 A72-»31)72
Aircraft design structural weight estimation based
on post-design analysis of production aircraft,
discussing weight factors application to new
designs
TSAHE PAPEB 936] P0597 A72-13476
Analysis of the fundamental parameters and flight
properties of aerobatic aircraft in a
statistical framework :
p0602 A72-44336
Harrier two seat aircraft design, performance,
weapon systeos, tnrnst vectoring and coabat
characteristics comparison with GR.1
P0603 A72-U4391
Desiqn and certification for executive type
aircraft.
p0608 A72-U4730
Fatique desiqn and test program for the American
SST.
p0609 A72-qit7iM
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil transport
aircraft.
P0610 A72-U4745
, Aircraft/spacecraft, design approach and
' performance data, considering space shuttle
'program
p0612 A72-45159
Lateral flight path control during aircraft
landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust
deflection, discussing design optimization
P0613 A72-45330
Iterative methods for the aerodynamic calculation
of thin wings in~a subsonic flow
p061U A72-45378
Control configured fighter and bomber aircraft
based on flight control technology, discussing
development programs
:
 • P0614 A72-45386
Hilitary aircraft construction, design and
economic requirements, discussing fighter
pavloads,' armament efficiency and fire control
systems i
1
 p0615 A72-45450
Aircraft design concepts for intraurban
transportation system
CHASA-CR-114342] p0036 H72-10986
Effect of optimum accessibility on improved
.. maintenance and reliability of commercial aircraft
• p0041 H72-11031
Specifications for high Reynolds number wind
tunnel design for 'flow simulation' in swept wing
aircraft development tests
p0077 N72-11883
Subsonic and transonic aerodynamic design
characteristics of advanced civil aircraft
technology :
p0102 H72-12998
Supersonic aerodynamic design technology for civil
aircraft . >
P0102 B72-12999
Forecasting trends in subsonic and supersonic
propulsion aircraft technology
P0103 S72-13002
Forecasting of structural materials usage in
future aircraft designs
' p0103 N72-13005
Choice of materials, configurations, and load
factor in aircraft design against fatigue and
fracture
1
 ' B0103 H72-13006
Computerized structural analysis and integrated
desiqn of future aircraft
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pOIOIt 872-13007
Advanced control technology for future civil
aircraft configurations
.pOIOI H72-13008
Self adaptive control technignes for designing
flight control systems in high performance
supersonic aircraft
[AD-730162] p0151 H72-13992
Design of stowed tilt .rotor aircraft conponents -
Vol. 2
CAD-729a281 P0151 872-13996
Design studies and aodel tests of stowed tilt
rotor aircraft - Vol. 3 .
[40-7291(29] p0152 H72-13997
Computer program for determining factors
influencing analysis and design of supersonic
aircraft ejector nozzles
rBASA-TH-X-67976] p0158 872-14301
Dpdate of STOL bibliography, including design,
operation, guidance, air traffic control, and
STOll>OTts
rUTIAS-176] P0165 872-15002
Quiet aircraft engine design and preliminary fan
and engine test results
rs&S&-Tg-X-679881 p0213 872-16719
Noise pollution, structural failure, transonic
speed engineering, and aircraft design
p021H N72-.16766
Noise measurement of deflected jet VTOL aircraft '
for determining design configurations and
selecting propulsion systems
, p0215 872-16817
Parameter values requiring aircraft performance
production at minimal cost
CAD-730338] . p0225 H72-17977
Aircraft design, safety, reliability, and
maintenance
P0252 872-18018
Design criteria for safety factors in aircraft
crash survival
[AD-733358] p0255 N72-18038
Selection of engine parameters for various types
of aircraft to maximize aircraft performance and
meet constraints imposed by design and
operational requirements
tHASi-TH-X-68009] P0263 872-18769
Literature survey of spin research and application
to aircraft design
fAD-7311976] . . p0272 H72-19050
Solution of aircraft design problems and
description of flow patterns
rHASA-TT-F-14208] p0317 H72-19993
Design of glider towing propeller aircraft
003,18 H72-2QQQ2
Aerodynamic characteristics of experimental
aircraft FA-200XS . I
tBAE-IIB-TBAHS-16061 . p0319.H72-20013
Aerodynamic characteristics and problems
encountered'in design of TO-1U* supersonic
aircraft
CNASA-TT-F-1U206] p0320 H72-20014
Laplace transform applied to aerodynamic
characteristics prediction of aircraft
configurations in subsonic flow
[BLB-HP-71018-D] p0321 H72-20025
Dual fuselage aircraft design with yawable wing
and horizontal stabilizer
rHASA-CASE-ABC-101170-1] p0332 N72-21010
Application of statistical methods for
establishing positive maneuver loads design
criteria for fighter aircraft
tAD-7354721 . . p0332 N72-21015
Characteristics of aircraft using supercritical
aerodynamics and analysis of tnrbofan engine
performance with single and double stage
configurations
rHASA-TH-X-68031] . p03UO 872-21816
Design, development, and characteristics of
aircraft for air bos operations
rBASA-TT-F-142«0) pO«20 872-24013
Design procedures and Supporting data for
configuring light aircraft to produce optimum
riding and handling qualities
rnASA-CB-19751 . p0464 H72-26005
Becommendations for advanced technology program to
. develop long range transport aircraft to meet
noise reduction standards - Vol. 2
rSASA-CH-112093] • . p0464 H72-26007
Interference problems of airframe engine
integration in aircraft design optimization
[AGABD-LS-53] P0478 872-27016
Integration of forebody and forebody/wing flow
fields into airplane design criteria
P0478 S72-27018
Hind tunnel models for determining inlet
interference and performance of inlet/airframe
coobination in supersonic aircraft design
P0478 S72-27019
•ind tunnel test results of exhaust
nozzle/airframe interference drag for
optimization of subsonic aircraft design
P0478 H72-27020
find tunnel test requirements for simulating
' nozzle parameters and nozzle: airframe
interference characteristics
P0478 872-27021
Determination of thrust and drag characteristics
for integrated aircraft* engine design optimization
•pOim 1H2- 27023
Acoustic measurement tests to determine reduction
of aerodynamic noise by 'enginer-over-wing concept
for conventional and STOL aircraft
CHlSi-TS-X-6810<n P0479 S72-27030
Application of research and development
advancements to design of long range transport
aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds -
Vol. 2
tHASA-CB-112089] p0514 S72-28003
Design integration and noise reduction for jet
STOL transport aircraft - Vol. 1
CBASA-CB-11P471] p0514 872-28007
Application of aerodynamic data to design of
passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas
motion flow and boundary layer theory
[AD-740190] p0527 S72-29000
Development of handbook of basic principles of
aircraft design based on technical
specifications and calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics
fAD-741485) p0529 S72-29016
Analysis of acoustic fatigue life of structures
subjected to jet noise and application to design
of aircraft structures - Part 1
t AGABD-AG-162-PT-1] •• p0539 B72-29893
Design features of DC 10 aircraft that assure
structural reliability against fatigue cracks
pOSitO 872-29899
Fatigue requirements for ensuring structucal
integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters
P0540 872-29900
Application of applied fracture mechanics in
design analysis to provide improved aircraft
structural integrity
: p05«1 872-29909
Design and evaluation of aircraft configuration
for reduction of sonic boom pressures by
alteration of shock wave strengths
[HASA-CB-2070] p0572 872-30007
Analysis of OS and European procedures for
development and manufacture of aircraft
CP-4718] p058« 872-31012
Aerodynamic problems of designing optinnm
hypersonic vehicles
fAGSBD-LS-H2-VOL-1] • p0617 872-3199*
Bonentnn theory for optimum design of wing surfaces
p0618 872-31999
Proceedings of conference on handling qualities
and performance criteria for conventional and
v/STOl aircraft
rAGABD-CP-106] p0619 872-32017
Comparison of French and OS criteria for aircraft
performance and control with application to .
complicated, high performance aircraft
p0619 872-32018
Comparison of flying quality criteria documents
for United Kingdom and DS aircraft to show areas
of inadequacy in assessing acceptability of
aircraft
p0619 872-32019
Development of V/STOL aircraft handling qualities
criteria specification and analysis of
deficiencies
p0620 872-32022
Analysis of factors in stall and post stall
operating conditions and effect on aircraft
configurations
' p0620 872-32029
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inalysis of aircraft structural flexibility and
flight controls interface with application to
aircraft design criteria
p0621 H72-32031
Analysis of design and functioning characteristics
of flying control systems and effect on flight
gaalities of transport aircraft
P0621 H72-32032
Comparison of finite element programs for aircraft
• design •
P0633 N72-3288U
Research projects conducted by Rational Aerospace
Laboratory of Netherlands daring 1971
P0634 H72-32973
Specifications, aerodynanic characteristics, and
predicted performance of vertical takeoff
transport aircraft nith fans mounted in ving
[CBANFIELD-AEBO-10] ., p0637 H72-33012
Definition and assessment of advanced technology
for production of high subsonic and ,sonic
conventional takeoff and landing transport
aircraft
[NASA-CS-112181] . P0638' H72-33013
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 1
[NASA-CB-112152] ' P0638 N72-3301H
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-112153] P0638 H72-33015
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 3
fNASA-CB-1121511] p0638 N72-33016
Design of;rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 1
fNASA-CH-112155] p0638 H72-33017
Bibliography of vertical takeoff aircraft to
include aircraft design, aerodynamic
configurations, aerodynamic characteristics; and
flight tests
rAD-7<t«000] p0610 N72-33033
&IBCBAFT DETECTION
Air surveillance using satellite range-difference
measurement from noninterrogated aircraft
beacons for ATC
p0068 A72-11826
ilBCBAFT EHGIBES
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES
Advanced technology air transports propulsion
system requirements, considering design, engine
performance and reliability, maintenance,
airline problems, noise and pollution control
[SAE PAPEB 710761] pOOOS A72-10258
Concorde engine performance, reviewing control,
reheat and exhaust systems '
TSAE PAPEB 710775] pOOOS 172-10267
CF6 high bypass ratio turbofan engine design
improvements for fuel consumption, thrust/weight
ratio, starting, noise level, smoke emission,
maintenance, monitoring and accessory replacement
fSAE PAPEE 710779] p0006 A72-10271
Aircraft hybrid electrical power systems,
describing variable frequency generation and '
high voltage dc distribution
• p0011 A72-11068
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas
turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as
function of material
. .p001H A72-11373
Thermal radial stresses in axial compressor
disk-to-drum transition areas of operating AH-3
aircraft engine , . . •
P0011 A72-1137*
.Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks thermal and
mechanical stresses under variable thermal
conditions, describing test assembly
P0014 A72-11637
PT6 and JT15D gas turbine aircraft engines
development and service experience
P0015 A72-11699
Q/STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise
levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio
and turbine stages
p0020 A72-12501
Snperalloys ductility and workability improvements
without sacrificing elevated temperature
strength for aircraft engine applications
P0021 A72-12561
Aircraft power plant lanageient, discussing
integration of intake, engine and exhaust system
from control standpoint
P0055 A72-13U18
Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion,
discussing noise characteristics, weight
advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption
P0059 A72-13697
Aircraft air breathing propulsion technology,
discussing two-place aircraft, turbofan power
plants, helicopter engines and 7/STOL, CTOL,
subsonic transports and supersonic aircraft
P0067 472-11825
Soviet book on thermal and gas dynamic design of
gas turbines in aircraft and,liquid propellant
rocket engines, covering three dimensional
flows, temperature distribution, component
cooling, etc
P0070 A72-152«6
Aircraft gas turbine engine emission reduction,
showing nitrogen oxide control with water
injection
[ASHE PAPEB 71-SA/GT-9] p0116 A72-15902
Aircraft engine exhaust geometry effects on smoke
plume visibility, describing carbon particles
light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert
law
[ASUS PAPEB 71-HA/GT-10] P0116 A72-15903
Jet engine test facilities for JT9D experimental
and production models
[ASHE PAPER 71-BA/GT-12] p0117 A72-1590U
Diffusion and fallout of polluting particulates
emitted by aircraft engines, discussing effect
of wing-tip vortices, plume visibility and
monitoring, simulation and modeling
TASHE PAPEB 71-SA/AV-2] p0117 A72-15950
Dusty inlet air filtering in aircraft turbine
engines, discussing engine operation, dust and
filter characteristics
p0119 A72-16179
Aircraft gas turbine engine and components
post-war development in Japan
P0122 A72-16U99
Aircraft and reusable spacecraft propulsion
systems current status and future development,
discussing noise and exhaust emission problems,
V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc
P0127 A72-16735
Aircraft engine anti-icing tests and evaluation'
describing ground and airborne technigues
fAIAA PAPEB 72-162] p0128 A72-16828
Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes
air cooling by internal insert, analyzing
thermal stresses
' rAIAA PAPEB 72-7] p0129 A72-1686U
Optimal reversion coefficient determination for
passenger aircraft engine thrust reversal
p0135 A72-17060
S-3A Viking land based antisubmarine warfare
maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, describing
flight controls, structural design, nnderslung
podded engines and operational egnipment
p0139 A72-17583
Aircraft power plants sealing materials,
emphasizing porous cermet seals heat resistance
under thermal cyclic loads
P01U7 A72-18658
Aircraft gas turbine engine monitoring for failure
prevention, evaluating condition through
spectruo analysis and real time correlation
techniques
P0177 A72-18766
C-5H A/B aircraft engine air particle separator
antiice system design features, manufacturing
technigues and testing
p0177 A72-18769
Aircraft gas turbine engines smoke emission
sampling by stained filter technigue, comparing
Navy specifications AS 1833 with SAE method ABP
1179
p0177 A72-18770
Army aircraft gas turbine engines pollution
potential evaluation program, considering smoke
emission, noise and invisible pollutants
P0177 A72-18772
National Environmental Policy Act /PL 91-190/
impact on Army aircraft turbine engine
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development in teras of performance, additional
cost and tine
p0177 472-18773
BannfactnreC viewpoint on aircraft engine safe
introduction into airline service, discussing
JT9D enqine design for 7*7 aircraft
P0178 A72-18830
Aircraft encline test data processing by polynomial
relations/ assaning normal measurement error
distribution
p0181 A72-18978
Hot corrosion resistant Pt-Al coating for high
temperature aircraft engine Ni alloy components,
presenting cyclic snlfidation and thermal shock
test results
P0184 A72-19573
Aircraft electric power generation history, noting
aircraft performance effect on electrical system
design
p0186 A72-20201
Commercially available aircraft tnrbofan engines
specifications, describing design features and
performance characteristics
P0189 A72-20625
Onboard and ground based hydraulic starter systems
design, construction and operation for aircraft
turbine engines ,
: p0192 A72-2118U
Ar-H micropiasma velding of thin Cr steel sheets
with narrow seams for aircraft engines and
precision equipment casings
p0228 A72-225S8
Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft
engine, noting short field capability and
guietness
p023U A72-23U17
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine engine
corrosion tests in controlled environment,
simulating salt, high temperature and humidity
condition^
tNACE PAPER 761 . P02U1 A72-24320
NASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing
airframe and engine development for next
generation subsonic CTO1 jet transport
requirements
f SAE PAP2B 7203191 P0290 A72-25582
Two spool geared fan jet engine design and
development for general aviation, discussing
performance, reliability and ecological aspects
fSAE PAPEB 720351] p0292 A72-25602
Air lubricated bearings for high performance ;
aircraft gas turbines, studying design and i
performance in turboshaft engine
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-38] p0295 A72-25632
Variable pitch ultrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan ;
engine design for STOL transport aircraft
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-61] p0297 A72-25652
Integral and remote powered lift .fan engines
design for large civilian VTOL transports
tASBE PAPEB 72-GT-65] p0297 A72-25651I
Aircraft gas turbine engines exhaust emission
characteristics identification, considering
ambient temperature and humidity effects
TASBE PAPER 72-GT-75] p0297. A72-25657
NASA guiet engine program, discussing noise
reduction technology for subsonic civil
transport aircraft propulsion system
[ASBB PAPER 72-GT-96] p0298 A72-25667
Russian book on aircraft engine reliability
covering defects, fractures and failure
analysis, service life prediction, production
deficiencies and operational'conditions
p0301 A72-26068
Countersink boring machines with programmed
digital control systems for precision spacing
multiple hole drilling in extended aircraft
engine components
P030U A72-26816
Cooling efficiency and load endurance of aircraft
turbine engine blades as function of ambient
temperature and air flow rates
p0301 A72-26892
Exhaust composition and smoke emission reduction
from aircraft with gas turbine power plants
p0308 A72-27270
Tnrbomeca Astafan geared fan engine with axial
centrifugal compressor design, specifications
and performance
p0311 A72-2771I8
Air bleeding location to cool turbojet engine
turbine of supersonic aircraft, presenting graphs
P0311 A72-281Q7
Long range transport aircraft structures and
composite materials technology for airframe and
engine systems
[AIAA PAPEB 72-362] p0350 A72-28955
Aircraft gas turbine engines synthetic lubricants
thermal stability characteristics, describing
coke deposition test apparatus and results
TASLE PHEPBIHT 72AH 14] P0350 A72-28971
Time constant of aircraft gas turbine engines gas
temperature regulating system, using" two
thermocouples with different rise times
P0351 A72-29138
Aircraft engine components fatigue life assessment
under small cycle temperature conditions, •
including temperature field and stress-strain
determination in critical spot
' p0358 A72-30279
Optimum low noise engine selection for transport
and combat aircraft relative to range or payload
performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and
fighter aircraft
p0397 A72-32127
Integrated data acquisition and processing system
for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering
all-digital, analog and hybrid'approach
' pOUOO A72-32319
RB 211 three-shaft tnrbofan engine for L-1011
airliner, describing design for noise reduction
' i pOUOO A72-32428
Concorde engines design for maintainability and
reliability to reduce turnaround tine,
discussing diagnostic facilities and bn-wing
maintenance features '
, . ' P0101 A72-32I157
Aero engines and propulsion systems development
contribution to air transport economics and
regularity, considering environmental factors'
: P0408 A72-33313
Commercial transport aircraft engine technology
contribution to world air transportation, '
considering social and ecological compatibility
with community ' '
:
 pOUOS A72-3331U
Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft
rocket engine assembly covering process
schedules, work organization, precision, joints
and couplings, quality control, etc
I • • p0010 A72-33373
Russian book - Production of the principal ;
elements and units of aircraft engines :
; • pO<(52 A72-35456
Internal engine generator application to
commercial transport aircraft. '
' pOU53 A72-35566
Aircraft gas turbine'engine fuel pump design,
discussing sizing for given mass flow and
pressure requirements with procedure for
temperature/rise calculations
• • : p0156 A72-36019
Performance of low pressure'ratio ejectors for
engine nacelle cooling. '
[SAE AIR 1191] - pOISB A72-36530
Procedure for the continuous sampling and
measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft
turbine engines.
fSAE ARP 1256] pOU58 A72-36532
RASA program.for low cost turbojet and turbofan
engine.fabrication for missile and light
aircraft propulsion
P0191 A72-37637
Influence of the structural format on the range of
critical rotational speeds of rotors in aircraft
engines
i P0508 A72-39801
Aircraft engine lifetime and turbine blade
reliability v
P0509 A72-39916
Russian book - The ASh-62IR engine /4th enlarged
edition/. • .
P0548 A72-40463
NASA's guiet engine programs.'
p0569 A72-U3152
Engine selection for specific aircraft design and
mission, considering bypass and pressure ratios
and turbine temperature effects on performance
and weight
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CSASE PAPEB 910] p0595 A72-43457
IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design and
installation details, operational surveillance
system and maintenance operations
P0597 172-13639
Basic dimensionless geometrical relations for the
combustion chambers of aircraft gas turbine
engines
P0598 A72-13674
Aircraft jet-engine control; Conference, Velesin,
Czechoslovakia, June 12-16, 1972, Proceedings
p0600 A72-44276
Aircraft gas turbine engine controllers and fuel
pump testing under extreme fuel temperatures,
noting cavitation characteristics
P0601 A72-44287
Hathematical model for dynamics simulation of
aircraft turboprop engines, using.digital,
analog and hybrid computers
P0601 A72-44288
Aircraft gas .turbine engines environmental
effects, considering ^thermal radiation,-acoustic
emissions and exhaust gases in relation to
propulsion system design parameters
P0602 A72-44296
Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems,
emphasizing utilization, cost and technical
advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems
compatibility and test types
[AIAA PAPER 72-10311] p0615 A72-15K01
Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San
Francisco Bay area with engine emission and
climatological data t
P0034 H72-10361
Application of brazing techniques for
remanufacturing of jet engine components to
reduce cost of commercial aircraft maintenance
pOOUO H72-11024
Properties evaluation of lubricants and fuels for
use in advanced aircraft gas turbine
CHASA-CH-122812] . pOO»9 H72-11691
Assessment of high temperature stability of
synthetic lubricants for aircraft gas turbines
p0050 H72-11695
Analytical methods for early-stage detection of
oil deterioration in aircraft engines
. pOOSO H72-11698
Thermal stability of trimethyl propane ester based
lubricating oil for aircraft engines <
: pOOSO N72-11699
Feasibility analysis of solid lubricated ball
bearings for aircraft propulsion systems i
application
pOOSO H72-11700
Testing of lignid nitrogen as aircraft engine fire
extingnishant i
fFA1-BD-71-58] p0085 H72-119UO
Bind tunnel investigation of interference of jet
stream issuing from high bypass ratio aircraft
engine below ving
raSC-CP-1156] p0088 N72-11963
Assessments of aircraft engine net thrust
measurement using drag chutes
CARC-CP-1169] ! p0089 U72-1196U
Development of computer program for design-point
characteristics of compressed air generator with
through flow combustor for T/STOL aircraft ;
propulsion systems
tHASA-TH-X-2<t22] p0096 H72-12779
length and weight estimates of powerplant
components 'for V/STOL propulsion systems
rHASA-TH-X-2006] p0097 H72-12785
procedures ifor balancing rotors gf jet aircraft
engines and analysis of factors influencing
. level of vibration :
. tAD-728121] , p0097 H72-12800
Holographic interferometery and laser Doppler
velocimeter techniques for flow visualization
and flow distribution measurement in aircraft
turbine engines
tAD-730063] . . p0158 H72-14321
Deport of aircraft incident on Boeing 717
commercial aircraft resulting from engine
failure during climbont after takeoff from
Honolulu, Hawaii
rHTSB-AAE-71-16] p0166 H72-15005
Design and characteristics of lift fan engine
system for application to V/STOL aircraft
CNASA-CB-120838] p0172 H72-15716
Development of theory of vibrations of linear and
nonlinear systems and application to calculating
vibrations in aircraft engines
TAD-731351) P0172 H72-15721
Heat transfer design analysis of air-cooled
plug-nozzle system for supersonic cruise
aircraft engine
i; NASA-IS-X-2475] p017« H72-15892
Engine-aircraft interference, thrust, inlets,
nozzles, and propulsion systems - conference
[AGAB0-CP-91-71] p0209 H72-16685
Program design for study of engine-aircraft
interference problems
P0209 H72-16686
History of first-tests of ramjet engines
fAD-732275] p021<t H72-16728
Application of differential games technigue to
determine aircraft propulsion versus engagement
parameters
CAD-7315781 . p0255 N72-18046
Coatings for aircraft gas turbine engine corrosion
protection and reentry heat shields
rNASA-TH-X-68007] p0260 H72-18578
Selection of engine parameters for various types
of aircraft to maximize aircraft performance and
meet constraints imposed by design and
operational reguirements
, rNASA-TH-X-68009] - p0263 N72-18769
Rind tunnel study of aerodynamic drag for engine
pod and its elements including air intake and
afterbody
rNASA-TT-?-1K15U] p0265 H72-18997
Computer memory loading, compiler language
revisions for military applications, and
research and development in aircraft power systems
CAD-73M1K3] p0275 H72-19255
Cd-Te photodetectors for high temperature infrared
detectors of aircraft engine fires
[AD-73U785] p0278 H72-19536
Acoustic tests of fans used with fan jet engine
and measurement of far field noise for several
configurations
tNASA-TH-X-2528] P0282 N72-19845
Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and
nitrogen oxides in gaseous emissions from
limited sample of military and commercial
aircraft turbine engines
fPB-2011177] P0283 N72-19968
Exhaust measurement from five aircraft piston
engines
fPB-204196] ' p0283 N72-19969
Statistical analysis of aircraft exhaust emission
measurements, using random sampling
CPB-204869] ' p0321 1172-20029
Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxide
exhaust emissions from aircraft
[PB-204879] ' . p0321 B72-20030
Aerodynamic and mechanical design of- two-stage,
highly-loaded fan for advanced aircraft, and
tests with uniform and distorted inlet flow
CHASA-CB-120859] p0326 H72-20763
Comparison of Ranke'l engine characteristics with
small reciprocating and jet engines used as
power plants in light aircraft
[BEPT-908] p0326 N72-2076U
Assessment of aircraft emission control technology
and feasibility analysis of various control
methods
[PB-204878] p0333 H72-21017
Exhaust emissions tests of aircraft propulsion and
auxiliary power gas turbine engines
fPB-204920]
 P0333 H72-21018
International survey of air pollution by aircraft
engines and fuels
rAGABD-AB-10] p0338 H72-21590
Instruments for measuring air pollution emitted by
aircraft engines
[PB-204791] p0338 H72-21592
Effects of engine pressure ratio, engine size, and
engine location on aerodynamic characteristics
of STOL wing propulsion system
CHASA-TH-X-2541]
 p0378 H72-22795
Annotated bibliography on environmental pollution
caused by aircraft emissions
fAD-735943] p0388 N72-23655
Botor head, rotor blade, transmission, and Bolls
Boyce 360 engine studies
[AD-737611] - p0433 H72-25011
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Flightweiqht components and water cooled test
adapters for hypersonic engine
F H&S&-CB^1120551 pO"»37 H72-25711
Installation of strnctures assembly model and wind
tonnel systems
[NASA-CB-112056] pOU37 N72-25712
Aerothermodynamic integration model, including
combostor design, flow distribution, and heat
transfer problems
fNASA-CB-112058] pOU37 H72-25713
i Aerothermodynamic integration model, including
flow paths, leading edges, and ducts
fNASA-CB-112059] pOU37 N72-25714
Purge system and components of HEE AIB
CNASA-CB-1120601 pO<!37 N72-25715
.Engine airplane interference corrections in
calculating model aircraft performance from wind
tunnel test data
P0478 N72-27017
Aircraft engine maintenance, nilitary training,
and antiaircraft defense
fAD-73997U] p0488 H72-27991
; Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow
distortion and noise in subsonic aircraft engines
tNASA-TB-X-68105] p0520 N72-28287
Gas seal designs for aircraft gas turbine engines
FAD-739922] P0521 N72-28518
Quality control and reliability engineering 1
procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
CJPBS-56674] p0538 N72-29809
Starting characteristics of aircraft turbine
engines in flight and on ground
FAD-740291] P0538 N72-29812
General problems of layout and operation of
eguipment in aircraft power systems
[40-740211] P0538 H72-29814
resign of gas turbine engines and gas
turbogenerators for aircraft
CJPBS-565811 p0580 H72-30779
Practical procedure for removal of baked-on
aluminized silicone paint from aircraft engines
[40-742795] p0587 N72-31174
History of Curtis D-12 aircraft engine to show
design, development, manufacture, and application
p0590 H72-31781
Development of costing concepts and methods for
evaluating and comparing engine overhaul costs
at various repair facilities
C&D-7U3H171 P0591 M72-31790
Analysis of TF-33 aircraft engine removal
regnirements based on statistical analysis,
autocovariance, spectral analysis, and
cross-covariance functions
CAD-743401] p0591 N72-31791
High temperature tests of aircraft turbine engine
lubricants
fAD-744841] • p0644 (172-33198
Oxidation-corrosion-deposition characteristics of
aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing
glassware-.type apparatus
fAD-744840] p0644 N72-33499
Aircraft emission rates and their impact at
selected airports
CPB-208950] p0646 N72-3362U
Automatic throttle control system for transport
aircraft engines which limits maximum throttle
level position by pressure ratio ->
rAD-743314] P0647 872-33753
AIBCBAFT EQDIPBEHT
NT AISCBAFT HIDBAOLIC SYSTEBS
HI AIHCBAFT LIGHTS
HT AIBCBAFT TIBES
HT BOBBING EQOIPBENT
HT EJECTION SEATS
Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optinum standards, discussing
automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive
closing*control, design, construction and
performance
FSAE AS 1225.1 ,.p0008 A72-10385
Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude
eguipment covering air conditioning systems,
oxygen equipment and cabin pressnrization
•P0018 A72-12295
Soviet book on electrical egnipment and
instrumentation of An-21 aircraft covering power
sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight
and navigation instruments and.autopilot
P0120 A72-16000
Soviet book on aircraft'radio eguipment covering
transmission and reception, velocity and
coordinates measurements, siting and navigation,
flying target interception, reconnaissance,
landing systems, etc
P0122 A72-16530
Zener diode transient suppressors with electronic
thermal switch for ground vehicle and aircraft
applications
rAD-7lt1529] p0123 A72-16553
DC 9 aircraft integrated data system simulator to
facilitate interacting systems checking, input
circuit integrity, performance degradation and
calibration
P0113 A72-18284
Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety
flight and simulator testing, discussing
operational and environmental conditions and
maintenance procedures
p0187 A72-20309
Survival and flight eguipment - Conference, Las
Vegas, September 1971
P0193 A72-21560
Altitude information warning devices and systems,
discussing requirements and performance and
gnalification tests
rSAE AEP 1061] p0301 A72-26032
Onboard localization of aircraft electrical
equipment failures, using list checkout, '
automatic indication and dynamic programming
method
p0304 A72-26895
Communication aspects of aeronautical satellite
system, considering aircraft eguipment, ground
stations. ATC, type of access and frequency
assignment
p0310 A72-27658
Reliability requirements and optimization for
complex systems, discussing method to improve
component reliability of aircraft weapon system
p0343 A72-28353
Aircraft electrical power systems design
dependence on latitude, minimum weight
requirement, reliability degree, environmental
conditions and acceleration
p0344 A72-28693
Cavitation failure of aircraft hydraulic plunger
pump elements from microscopic and
metallographic analysis
P031I5 A72-28732
Airborne OMEGA navigation system performance,
discussing transmission facilities, three
frequency receiver, flight tests and
optimization of receiving antenna
• p0352 A72-29191
High light transmission electrically conducting
Hyviz and gold film laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heating applications
P0357 472-30038
Reduced voltage relay operation in aircraft' high
voltage ac power systems, describing BLC circuit
theory, laboratory test arrangement and
performance measurements
p0394 A72-31215
Collision avoidance techniques for midair
collisions reduction, discussing airborne and
ground based systems •'
P0399 472-32213
Electromagnetic waves penetration through '
conducting gasket used to protect sensitive
devices in aircraft, investigating field
strength variation with distance from gasket
p0402 472-32571
Sizing new generation aircraft wire and circuit
breakers utilizing computer techniques.
p0453 472-35568
USSR electric impulse de-icing system design.
P0461 472-37033
Electronic primary flight control system .
requirements and egnipment characteristics,
discussing DS4F and B4S4 fly by wire B and D
programs • ''
[4144 P4PEB 72-882] p0505 472-39118
4pplication of computers for improved maintenance
of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and
verification of fault correction
pOOHO N72-11022
Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in aircraft
fuel tanks and methods for' predicting fuel/air
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concentrations in tanks
tAD-725027] pOOU4 H72-11056
Procedure for measuring performance of aircraft
fire extinguishing powders
POOU9 H72-11691
Electronic strain-level counter for in-flight
aircraft
[BAS»-CASE-LAB-10756-1) p0051 H72-11803
Design and developnent of air cushion landing
systen to replace landing gear on conventional
aircraft
r&D-7286«71 P0090 H72-11971
Analysis and comparison of operation of too forms
of cycloconverter using natural and forced
commutation with application to aircraft
electricity generating systems
C8AE-TB-70092] p0091 N72-11979.
Determination of optimum gland dimensions and ring
packings to eliminate leakage in aircraft brake
piston seals
[AD-7282161 P0094 N72-.12437
Performance tests of materials and procedures for
preventing fires in aircraft cargo compartments
fFAA-NA-71-23] p0101 H72-12987
Performance tests for aircraft communications
equipment
[AD-729846] . p0156 H72-14188
Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft
electrical systems with emphasis on solid state
power management
[AD-731077] p0169 N72-15234
Evaluation of slurry type fire extinguishing
agents capable of suppressing class A and B
aircraft fires
fAD-730610] P0207 N72-16078
Analysis of wiring weight, conductor weight, and
conductor losses as function of system voltage
in aircraft electrical power systems
[AD-7320011 P0207 H72-16164
Development of impact shock test criteria and
shock spectrum simulation test for ejection
mechanism used with externally carried ordnance
on aircraft
- p0216 N72-16834
Capabilities and limitations of current aircraft
fire detection systems
tAD-730179] p0219 1172-17008
Design and development of military helicopter
cockpit for use in search and rescue missions
[AD-733375] p0254 H72-18036
System for evaluation of aircraft diagnostic and
inspection equipment performance characteristics
rAD-733283] . p0255 N72-18041
Design, development, and evaluation of electric
storage batteries used for aircraft power supplies
tAD-733289] p0256 H72-18057
Development of magnetic artificial .gravity test
facility for use in wind tnnnel tests to
simulate separation of external stores from
aircraft in flight
rN4SA-CR-1955] p0266 N72-19000
Feasibility analysis of variable, speed constant
freguency inverter system using dc link approach
for aircraft use
tAD-734067] p0273 N72-19065
Implementation of instrumentation techniques for
service testing of aircraft and airborne - .
eguipment to meet military requirements
fAD-734306:i jp0276 H.72-19300
Development and evaluation of built-in test
equipment.for aircraft systems
fAD-7318531 p0321 N72-20028
Battery powered aircraft crash locator transmitter
fHASA-CASE-HFS-16609] p0338 N72-21U31
Application of thermistor, mass flow rate sensor to
aircraft meteorological instruments
fAD-736152) P0338 N72-21622
Design and development of collision avoidance
system for use with general aviation aircraft
CHASA-CB-112023.J . p0338 H72-21625
Cost estimates for pintle, side mounted, and
turret armament subsystems
[AD-735U95] p0341 N72-21988
Evaluation of medical attendant seat on OH-1
helicopter and recommendations for improving
crashworthy characteristics
fAD-737197] p0370 K72-22040
Operating characteristics of integrated aircraft
command and control system
p0375 H72-22637
Performance tests of transponders installed in
commercial and general .aviation aircraft to
determine compliance with specifications
tFAA-HD-72-30] p0376 H72-22649
Design of aircraft seat cushions and parachute
support spacers to improve comfort and safety
factors
fAD-736873] p038« H72-23032
Evaluation of airborne audio-video recording
system for aircraft equipped with head-up display
CAD-736818] p0386 N72-23144
Evaluation of several halogenated hydrocarbons for
ignition and explosion suppressants in aircraft
fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition
[AD-737383] p0390 B72-23966
Polyimide hydraulic actuator rod seals for
application in high performance aircraft
[NASA-CH-1208781 p0425 H72-24530
Low pass filter requirements and performance in
variable speed constant frequency system for ,
aircraft electric power supplies i
[HAE-TB-71088] p043« H72-2527S
Concepts, philosophy, and development of minimum
operational characteristics for airborne
navigation systems
[DO-149] p0436 H72-25603
System design .and flight test evaluation of range
only multiple aircraft navigation system
fAD-738696] p0472 N72-26527
Design and development of spin-recovery parachute
systems for military-aircraft and compilation of
design criteria
rNASA-TH-D-68661 p0480 H72-27033
Application of dynamic component testing for
development of helicopters to show test planning
and execution
[NASA-TT-F-14282] P0513 N72-28000
Design and development of electric power supplies
for use with transport aircraft in 1980 to 1985
time period
rnsSA-CB-120939] p0517 H72-2B028
Development of radiometric sensor to warn aircraft
pilots of region of clear air turbulence along
flight path
[HASA-CASB-EBC-10081] p0520 H72-28437
Rultiple channel radiometer for aircraft
measurements of spectral radiances
fBnBl-FB-B-72-13] p0520 N72-28445
Hydraulic vane-pressure pump for future aircraft
fAD-739936] p0521 H72-28519
Design and development of system for aircraft
collision avoidance for use on general aviation
aircraft
P0522 H72-28670
Design and development of airborne traffic control
system for'aircraft collision warning and
avoidance
p0522 N72-28671
Analysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to
determine safe.service life of aircraft structures
[ABL/SH-HOTE-373] p0525 H72-28903
Performance tests of tilting, supinating seats for
aircraft and spacecraft and analysis of
biomedical adequacy
fAD-7412021 . ' p0531 N72-29026
Instruction manual for aircraft optical dew point
hygrometer
fAD-740638] P0535 H72-29483
Effectiveness of airborne electronic aircraft
warning and control system for nuclear warfare
rAD-742233] p0575 N72-30168
Development of precision air navigation system
based on loran C system and digital barometric
altimeter
[AD-740894] p0579 N72-30597
Analysis, design, fabrication, and testing of
integrally armored crashworthy seats for aircrews
TAD-742733] p0586 H72-31030
Analysis of sixty element per linear inch plasma
display/memory device for use in military aircraft
fADr7i|40961 P0626 N72-32069
Development of automatic braking system for
aircraft based on sensing and controlling braked
wheel decelerations
fNASA-TN-D-69531 p0638 N72-33018
Analysis of aerodynamic factors applied to design
of longitudinal autopilot for alleviating gust
loads
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rAD-743722] p0641 B72-33038
Design/ fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft
• heel -constructed of fibrous graphite and epoxy
resin
[AD-7451301 p06»2 H72-33046
Concept for antonating air traffic control in
terminal area with navigation and guidance
system primarily dependent on airborne equipment
fHASi-TH-D-6992] p0646 N72-33644
4IBCBAFI BIBADSI
D EXHAUST GASES
AIBCBAFT FUEL SYSTBBS
lightweight low pressure plastic hose assemblies
in aircraft and missile petrolenn base fuel and
synthetic lubricating oil systens at 395-710 B
and np to 200 psi
rSAE ABP 11801 pOOOB A72-10388
Aircraft fuel system gunfire vulnerability and
fire and explosion protection techniques
P0195 A72-21579
Hydraulic starter systems for aircraft turbine
engines, examining operation loads and fluid
supply and pressure regairements
P0285 A72-25284
Utilization of wing and empennage volume for
aircraft fuel tankage, presenting equations and
charts for quick determination of available volume
p0299 A72-25811
Deterioration of shaft bearings of electromotor
driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump,
determining lateral force acting on impeller
P0598 A72-43663
Heliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system
with the aid of an analog computer using
operational data
p0600 A72-44282
Evaluation of elastomer coatings and curtains as
containment methods to prevent fuel spill from
integral aircraft wing tanks following crash
fFAA-BD-71-75] p0086 H72-11947
liquid propellant rocket engines for racing cars
and aircraft
p0525 S72-28966
Flight tests to determine effectiveness of liquid
nitrogen fuel tank inerting system for fire .
prevention on DC-9 aircraft
tFAA-BD-72-53] P0579 H72-30769
AIHCBAFT FUELS
Proposed gas turbine procurement standards for
gaseous and lignid fuel specifications
emphasizing fuel contaminants
PASSE PAPEE 71-WA/GT-3] P0116 A72-15896
Fuels and lubricants development trends for
subsonic and supersonic aircraft, discussing
thermostable hydrocarbons, ramlet fuels, esters,
oxidation inhibitors, metal deactivators, high
pressure lubricant additives, etc
P0127 A72-16739
purity regnirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels,
considering mechanical impurities, water,
microorganisms, and surface active, corrosive,
resinlike and paraffin substances
P0188 A72-20373
Fuel lubricity effects on aircraft engine fuel
pump wear, discussing remedial use of corrosion
inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump
construction materials
p0191 A72-21450
Safe aircraft fuels crashworthiness evaluation in
terms of ignition susceptibility parameter,
noting full scale crash environment simulation
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-27] p0294 A72-25623
crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability
and severity during aircraft ground crash,
investigating physical and chemical properties
fASHE PAPEB 72-6T-281 p0291 A72-25624
Physicochemical processes in metal surface layers
subjected to contact friction with aircraft
fuels presence, noting secondary compounds and
thermal oxidation acceleration
P0315 A72-28183
Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel
demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on
air guality
P0350 A72-28879
Aviation fuels and additives effect on steel
endurance limit at room temperature
p0354 A72-29U87
Evaluation of fill forming foams for the
suppression of fuel fires in aircraft hangars.
CISCI PAPEB 72-16] p0504 A72-38974
Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion efficiency and
production
P0509 A72-39930
Aircraft 'fuels, lubricants, and fire safety -
conferences
[AGABD-CP-84-711 p0046 B72-11668
Small scale combustion chamber rigs for combustion
characteristics determination of aviation fuel
P0047 H72-1167II
Dual purpose filter-separators for dirt and water
removal from fuel •
P0047 H72-11676
Fuel related problems in aircraft fuel systems,
emphasizing hydrogen treated fuel
P0047 1172-11677
Theoretical analysis of fuel ignition by hot
projectile and ignition delay time as function
of temperature and width of hot gas region
P0048 H72-11683
Fire extinguishing system in aircraft, using
exhaust gases of solid propellant gas generator
to pressurize extinguisher bottle
P0048 H72-11685
Electrostatic charging in handling of aviation
fuels, resulting in incendiary sparking in fuel
tank
P0048 N72-11686
Crash safe turbine fuel program, using gelled fuels
P0049 H72-11687
Post-crash fire safety of helicopter turbine
engine fuels
POOU9 N72-11688
Simulated crash tests to assess fire resistance of
aircraft fuels containing polymeric additives
p0049 H72-11692
Dse of fluorocarbon surfactants to extinguish
aircraft fuel fires
p0049 H72-11693
Evaluation of safety performance of emulsified and
gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale
aircraft crash environment
rAD-729330) •• • p0161 H72-14784
Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids
impinging on hot surfaces under air flow
conditions found during flight
CAD-734238] • P0283 N72-19964
International survey of air pollution by aircraft
engines and fuels
[AGABD-AH-40] ' p0338 N72-21590
Discussion of aircraft fuels and lubricants to
include production, analysis, testing and fire
safety
[AGABD-AB-44] p0487 H72-27811
Future aircraft fuel resource availability and
pricing, processing methods, and economic
projections for period 1970 to 2000
[HASA-TB-X-62180] p0631 H72-32742
AIBCBAFT GOIDAHCE
Carrier system for controlled approach of Baval
aircraft to provide pilot window to deck for
tactical jet guidance for poor visibility landing
• . ' p0018 A72-12323
Terminal area air traffic guidance and control,
discussing automation, all-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
p0066 -A72-14817
Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control
systems, considering general dynamic model for
aircraft translational motion determination in .
earth fixed coordinate system
p0067 A72-14821
Kavy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control
system for V/STOl flight test program, using
airborne digital computer for
navigation/guidance computations
P0125 A72-16661
Automated•ATC guidance technigue for aircraft
curved flight trajectories, describing flight
profiles synthesizing algorithms and
computerized 'Simulation technigue
rAIAA PAPEB 72-121) , p0140 A72-17922
Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide
range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach
guidance, using linear directive antenna array
A-54
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for conical surface definition - • • • ' . .
- p01t2 A72-18183
.Aircraft optimal terminal guidance nonlinear
feedback control law, deriving maxinnm principle
by digital .computer program
' . • . p0183 A72-19287
Control synthesis equations for aircraft motion on
phase space surface
' " • ' . ' . P0227 A72-22208
Civil aviation approach and landing guidance
..systems evolution, discussing.ILS development,
state of art and future requirements ••
' - - p0350 A72-2901U
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization
in.conjunction with OHEGA, covering sensor and
computer equipment life cycles
, P0353 A72-29199
Airport lighting for-pilot guidance during
approach and landing under category I-III •
visibility, conditions, discussing runway layouts
and 'power requirements
. p0360 A72-30621
Fighter bomber loran-inertial data processing with
digital computer to combine navigation, guidance
and weapon delivery into fully integrated system
. . . p0107 A72-332«6
Investigation of data rate requirements for low
visibility approach with a scanning beam landing
guidance, system. • - :" ":.. " • • '
.. • . pO«53 A72-35562
Book - Minimum" operational characteristics for -
vertical guidance equipment used in airborne
volumetric .navigation-systems
:
 [DO-152J. . ' pO«55 172-35800
Airline,crew familiarization, with DC-10 . -
Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate
steering signal from raw data to follow flight
path . • . .
. . pOt94 A.72-37899
Development of STOLAND, a versatile navigation,
guidance, and control system.
TAIAA PAPER 72-789] p01)96 A72-38106
U-D guidance, system design with application to
STOL air traffic control. - - < • '
• . '• p0501 A72-38252
Investigation of data rate requirements for low
visibility approach with a scanning-beam landing
guidance system. • '' .
„ . ;•,' , P0502 A72-38259
A landing approach guidance scheme for aircraft
which are capable of executing steep approaches.
• p0502 A72-38278
Tactical aircraft weapon system development,
describing navigation, tarqet acquisition,
release point guidance and delivery modes
TAIAA PAPER 72-896] pOSOS A72-39107
Microwave landinq system effect on the flight
guidance and control system.
'fAIAA PAPEB .72-755] , p0510 A72-H0057
Design and .flight experience with a digital
fly-by-wire control .system usinq Apollo guidance
system hardware on an F-8 aircraft.
tAIAA PAPER 72-881] p0511 472-40060
Characteristics and prospects for a new landinq
guidance system.
• p05«7 'A72-H0293
Development and evaluation of an energy-oriented
guidance logic for air combat models. •
C A I A A PAPEB 72-949] . .
 Pos62 A72-U2354
CB radar system for tactical aircraft real time •
command, control and positioning, using
combination of frequency and tiae multiplexing
for range measurement . • •
' , . ' p0567 A72-U2946
Feasibility evaluation of•microwave aircraft,
digital guidance equipment for helicopter
approach and landing guidance system • •
P0085 H72-11936
Airborne recording of ILS guidance signals and
determination of bean bendinq effects '
[HAE-TR-70222] p0096 H72-12590
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems, noting antenna
radiation pattern•and signal spectra
tAT/DTRN/2-155) p0111 S72-13590
Update of STOL bibliography, including design,
operation, guidance, air traffic control, and
STOLports •
TDTIAS-176] . P0165 B72-15002
Path chanqing methods for large-scale commercial
STOL aircraft to fly complex flight paths to
maintain a time of arrival envelope
tDOT-TSC-FAA-72-5] p0325 H72-20579
Software and hardware technology for application
of computer systens to quidance and control of
aerospace vehicles
' riGARDOGBAPH-158] p0335 872-21211
Programming 'characteristics of future guidance and
control computers
P0335 H72-21216
Fault isolation capabilities for general purpose
digital computer used in guidance'and control
applications
P0336 N72-21220
Guidance and control computer actuated display
system techniques
' P0336 H72-21221
Central digital computers for helicopter quidance
• and control systems
P0336 N72-21223
Application of airborne digital computers to loran
C/D'and Omega navigation and guidance systems
P0336 N72-21225
Selection of computers for satellite based
navigation and guidance system designed for
aircraft users
. P0336 .1172-21226
Digital computers'for" navigation and guidance
systems and fire control systems in tactical
aircraft
p0336 N72-21227
Design guidelines for''"pictorial integrated flight
control and guidance 'displays for V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-126153] P037U N72-22630
Analysis of incompatibility between ground and
airborne measurements of yoR system space
modulation
fAD-737039] ' , p0377 N72-22662
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems emphasizing granularity
fAT/DTHN/2-17U] p0389 N72-23663
Concepts, philosophy, and development of minimum.
operational characteristics for airborne
navigation systems
fDO-149] ' P0436 H72-25603
Performance and problems of microwave guidance
systems for aircraft approach and landinq
rBAE-TH-711861 pO<»36 N72-25606
Aircraft position and motion controlled by
photogrammet'ric three reference point method
•'•noting coordinate transformations
fSAAB-TN-68] ' p018« N72-27U72
Attitude control and guidance mechanism for
spacecraft and aircraft
rNASA-CR-127268] pO«85 H72-27679
AIECEAFT HAZARDS
Statistical characteristics of ranqe-quard
intrusions and airspace collision.conflicts in
terminal area •
p0118 A72-16110
Aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning
protection in airframes, using adhesive bonding,
hiqh strenqth materials and high modulus fiber
structures
pO,177 A72-18767
Hultiple swept stroke flash' technigue to test
lightning effects on aircraft
P017.7 A72-18768
Lightninq simulation laboratory for aircraft
strike testing, using high energy .generators
p0178 A72-1877D
Probability estimates for aircraft encounters with
heavy rain
- ' p0188 A72-20365
Aircraft hazard detection and warning system
selection criteria
- p0193 A72-21561
Probability estimates of aircraft encounters with
hail, discussing variations with locality,
hailstone size and height and supersonic
transport experience
P023H A72-23K23
Turbulent jets effectiveness in protection of
aircraft surfaces from rain, describing wind
tunnel simulation of takeoff and landinq
. p02T7 A72-25137
Bail damage to aircraft, predicting metal surfaces
dent depth and deformation shape with computer
AIBCB1PT HTDBADLIC SYSTEMS SUBJECT IBDEX
program
TAIAA PAPER 72-335) P0286 A72-25370
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by
controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition
characteristics under simulated' survivable
aircraft crash accidents
[SAB PAPEB 7203241 p0290 A72-25587
Jet engine fuel modification to decrease fire
hazard in snrvivable aircraft crashes
fASHE PAPEB 72-61-25] p029« A72-25621
Aircraft windshield bird impact resistance, noting
weight, speed, angle and window geometry effects
P0306 A72-27014
Legal aspects in prevention of aircraft unlawful
seizure in view of international cooperation,
noting German Democratic Republic agreements
P0308 A72-27272
Thunderstorm-associated aircraft mishaps relation
to surrounding synoptic scale meteorological
conditions, discussing storm interior condition
contribution to flight stability upset
P0347 A72-28851
Thunderstorm penetration by F-100 aircraft to
study turbulence hazard relation to updraft size
and short period fluctuation-induced
acceleration changes
P0347 A72-28852
Hailstone impact simulator for aircraft damage
prediction in testing prospective structural
designs
p0348 A72-28855
Mathematical criteria for probable and potential
aircraft icing occurrence, using radiosonde and
empirical climatological data
P03U8 A72-28856
Lightning current tests of aircraft glass/carbon
fiber reinforced plastics materials
p0357 A72-3001IO
Probabilistic analysis of aircraft crash-caused
structural damage to nuclear power plant, using
Honte Carlo method and yield line theory for
perforation and collapse modes
P0411 A72-33600
Flight safety research, discussing NASA aviation
hazards B and D programs involving fire,
lightning and static, steep approaches, aircraft
wakes, fog and visibility
P0507 A72-397U2
Liguid and solid precipitation on aircraft
structure surfaces, discussing potential hazards
to engine components and aircraft controls due
to ice formation
p0603 A72-44339
Eeport of aircraft accident involving DC-9
aircraft at Gnlfport, Mississippi on February
17, 1971
fNTSB-AAR-71-14) p0032' H72-100lt9
Extinguishing flames and fires on aircraft
pOOUS N72-11680
Flammability properties of let fuels and
techniques for fire and explosion suppression
under simulated hostile operating environment
conditions
p0048 H72-11681
Various gelled or emulsified fuels for reducing
aircraft crash-fire hazard
P0049 N72-11689
Analysis of hazards created by aircraft wakes and
methods for avoiding adverse effects during
congested aircraft operation
fNASA-TB-X-6741181 P0087 H72-11951
Development of criterion for aircraft flight in
turbulent conditions and numerical analysis of
probability of survival
fNASA-CR-124834] p016» N72-14997
Report of aircraft incident on Boeing 747
commercial aircraft resulting from engine
failure during clinbout after takeoff from
Honolulu, Hawaii
fNTSB-AAR-71-16) p0166 N72-15005
Analysis of factors contributing to general
aviation safety for reducing current accident
rates
fPB-202928) P0220 S72-17015
Search radar monitoring of bird movements to
prevent aircraft collision accidents
CAD-732945) p0253 1172-18027
Dynamic simulation procedures to determine
interaction between air'traffic control system
and collision avoidance system
tFAA-BD-72-10) p0280 N72-19719
Compilation and analysis of civil aviation
accidents occurring during calendar year 1970 to
show conditions, circumstances, and probable canse
[RTSB-BA-71-3-ISSUE-2) p0320 N72-20021
Development of active and passive technigues for
detecting and measuring presence and intensity
of wingtip vortices generated in airport areas
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-13) p0330 H72-20999
Compilation of United States general aviation
accidents involving weather as cause or canse
related factor year 1969
fPB-204926) p033U N72-21026
Analysis of aircraft accidents caused by
atmospheric turbulence during period 1964 to 1969
[NTSB-AAS-71-1] p0368 N72-22020
Briefs of accidents involving amateur and
home-built aircraft in US during 1969
[PB-206040) p0385 H72-23040
Prediction of shock wave impact on aircraft
resulting from underground nuclear explosions
[SC-HB-71-0612] p0388 N72-23257
Analysis of US general aviation aircraft accidents
for calendar year 1969
pO«31 N72-25003
Aircraft accident investigation of DC-8 crash at
Kennedy International Airport, New York on 8
September, 1970
[NTSB-AAB-71-12] P0465 N72-26013
Statistical analysis of military aircraft damaged
by midair collisions with birds during 1972 '
[AD-739464] ' p0481 N72-27041
Ecological survey to identify bird attractants
near airports and procedures to reduce
occurrence of bird-aircraft collisions
[iD-742227) p0574 N72-30022
Aircraft landing accident involving Learjet Hodel
25 at Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972
[HTSB-AAR-72-24] p0639 N72-33022
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
occurring in US Civil Aviation operations during
calendar year 1970
[PB-210121] p0642 N72-33015
AIBCEAPT HYDBADLIC SYSTEHS
European A300B airbus flying control hydraulic
system and landing gear design for safety and
reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance
p0009 A72-10724
Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control
systems, describing design features with
emphasis on reliability
• p0060 A72-13962
Airplane hydraulic control systems digital
simulation, using method of characteristics for
distributed parameter analysis of transmission
line dynamics
[ASHE PAPEB 71-fA/FE-21] p0117 A72-15928
F-14 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems,
spinning, low speed performance, stalling,
afterburning tnrbofan engines, in-flight
refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
p0138 A72-17582
Onboard and ground based hydraulic starter systems
design, construction and operation for aircraft
turbine engines
P0192 A72-21484
Hetric swaged pipe coupling design and development
for aircraft hydraulic systems, presenting
fatigue test results
P0199 A72-21940
Hydraulic starter systems for aircraft turbine
engines, examining operation loads and fluid
supply and pressure requirements
p0285 A72-25284
Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven hydraulic
power pack for landing gear system, noting
engine and flight tests
[SAB PAPEB 720327) p0291 A72-25589
L-1011 TriStar cartridge valves and manifolds,
reservoirs and hydraulic service center design
for speedy maintenance and servicing
p0363 A72-31050
Russian book - Assembly and testing of hydraulic
and pneumatic systems of flight vehicles
p0490 A72-37300
Failsafe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet
aircraft.
P0506 &72-39351
A-56
S OBJECT IHDEX AIRCRAFT rgSTHDHBBTS
Aircraft hydraulic control systems nodalar design
for maintainability, emphasizing component
removal with miniBUB hydraulic fluid loss and
air entrainment
p0560 &72-1229Q
Aircraft clamp-on flowmeter using IB heat source
in thermistor bridge to monitor flow rate in
hydraulic lines
p0565 A72-42715
Aircraft hydraulic secondary pover system weight
estimation, presenting components loads and
weights breakdown in tables and charts
[SAWE PAPER 935] p0597 A72-43U75
Preparation of specification for hydraulic fluid
filters for aircraft ground support equipment
tAD-730027] p0160 N72-1H506
AIRCRAFT IHDUSTHY
Commercial transport market and technology
forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SSI
and CTOl aircraft
FSAE PAPEB 710750] p0003 A72-102H9
Le Bonrget Exposition data for displayed civil
transport aircraft
p0059 A72-13638
Common Ian liability of aviation manufacturers,
discussing safety, airworthiness, maintenance,
reporting, nodifications and inspection
reguirements and evidence of negligence .
' p0189 A72-20671
Chemical compositions, properties and heat
treatment of Ti, Al alloys and steels used in
aircraft industry
p0285 A72-25286
Aircraft industry product support role in time
delays minimization for aircraft operators,
discussing malfunction report, minimum eguipment
decision and fault diagnosis
p0401 A72-32456
Financial methods employed in creating Brazilian
aircraft industry via mixed public-private
ownership
P0410 A72-33375
Polish aircraft industry production and
fabrication technigues, discussing metal
working, digital controlled machining and cost
reduction
pO«61 A72-37010
Effects of aerospace and air transport.industries
on United States economy
p0150 H72-1398B
Markets for civil and military aircraft and
missiles, airline operations, and exports and
imports for European Economic Community, United
Kingdom, and United States
rREPT-7042-VOl-H] p0163 H72-14976
Survey and analysis of application of
nondestructive inspection methods to aircraft
structures
[AGABD-E-587-71] p0278 N72-195U1
Aircraft industry survey for analysis of
nondestructive inspection methods application to
commercial aircraft for 1968 to 1970
P0278 N72-195U3
Bibliography on aviation industry's response to
solving its environmental pollution problems
rGA-300-89] p0526 N72-28986
Financial and aircraft production problems of
airline industry
P05U3 N72-29983
AIBCBAFT IHSTBUBEHIS
NT AI.TIHETBRS
NT ABEHOHETERS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
HT ATTITODE INDICATORS
HT AOTOHiTIC PILOTS
NT FlIGHT RECORDERS
HT GIRO HORIZOHS
NT GTHOCOBPASSES
ST HOT-IIRE AHEHOHETERS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
UT RADIO ALTIHETERS
NT BADIO DIRECTION FIHDBRS
NT BATE OF C1IBB INDICATORS
NT SPEED INDICATORS
Passenger aircraft onboard automated inertial
navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer
and gyroscope design and construction
P0001 A72-10070
Polar navigation*with transverse mercator
technique for aircraft using secant geared
ground position indicators
P0002 A72-10181
Pressure altimeter system minimum safe performance
standards for subsonic aircraft operation,
describing test procedures
CSAE AS 912] P0008 A72-10386
Airfield Vehicle Obstacle Indication Device short
range high-definition radar system for aircraft
navigation aid
P0017 A72-12042
Airborne pictorial navigation systems for visual
indication of aircraft position in addition to
digital readout
p0018 A72-12106
Soviet book on coarse-indicating systems and
automatic navigation aids for civil aviation
aircraft covering design, operation principles,
error analysis and reliability
pOOIS A72-12298
Aircraft in-flight monitoring instruments for
meteorological service in U.S.
p006<! A72-10687
Cockpit information for pilot anfl flight crew as
key to transport aircraft accident prevention,
discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms
- of=flight safety requirements
p0066 A72-14813
Time/freguency collision avoidance systems,
discussing operating principle and economic
aspects for airlines and general aviation
P0066 A72-14816
Soviet book on electrical eguipment and
instrumentation of An-2t aircraft covering power
sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight
and navigation instruments and autopilot
p0120 A72-16400
Aircraft and airports weather instrumentation for
all-weather landing and takeoff, discussing
application of laser technology and digital
presentation
p0193 A72-21522
Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft
flight path management, emphasizing
dependability, safety and economy
P0193 A72-21524
U.S. Havy cartography, describing RA-3B Skywarrior
capabilities and photographic instrumentation
P0196 A72-21699
Hystere business jet aircraft flight instruments,
acceleration, control and stall characteristics
P0197 A72-21900
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
control, discussing instrument and control
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VTOl aircraft
p0230 A72-22784
Automated navigation management in cockpit,
considering modular navigation /NONA/ dual
channel system of L-1011 TriStar
P0231 A72-23«50
SECANT system of aircraft separation and control
by nonsynchronous technique for midair collision
avoidance
[SAB PAPER 720313] p0289 A72-25577
Pulse operated multichannel annunciator system for
pilot warning of aircraft systems malfunctions,
describing circuit design
tSAE PAPER 720333] p0291 A72-25593
Aircraft distance measuring equipment with VOR
radio receivers and ground station transponder
for pulse interrogation
P0307 A72-27105
Aircraft microminiature ILS with transmitter and
localizer antenna to provide pilot with bearing
and glide slope information for alignment with
runway
p0307 A72-27106
Airborne gravimetry experiment yielding high
resolution pressure and altitude measurements,
describing eguipment
p0350 A72-28877
DABIEN III digital magnetic tape recording system
for aircraft flight test data acquisition,
discussing components
POU12 A72-33629
Aircraft instrumentation system accuracy relation
to aerodynamic derivatives evaluated from flight
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data, proposing input and transient response
measurement system
POU12 A72-336BO
Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial
navigation systeas.
[AIAA-PAPEB 72-8118] pOSOU A72-39081
Altimeters development history from Wright
brothers to Boeing 717, discussing altitnde '
alert systems providing anral and visual
warnings to pilot
pOSOS A72-39747
Instruments installation effect oh Soviet
' passenger aircraft pilot performance, discussing
Tupolev aircraft control systems
p05«5 A72-10173
Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate
crew task, proposing integral displays and
controls for flight information
p05«7 A72-K0291
Collision avoidance system electromagnetic
compatibility with radar altimeters designed for
1600 HHz aeronavigation band
pOSSO A72-40881
Application of the head-up display /HDD/ to a
commercial jet transport.'
p0556 'A72-11256
The IHAS device of ?erranti as integrated weapon
system for the HS Harrier
P0559 A72-41816
An advanced strain level counter for monitoring
aircraft fatigue.
P056U-A72-42688
Aircraft clamp-on flowmeter using IE heat'source
in thermistor bridge to monitor flow rate in:t
hydraulic lines
P0565 A72-U2715
Laboratory evaluation of electro-optical IE pilot
warning indicator systems
t NASA-CB-12<»721) p0109 S72-1335.1
Hicrometeorologic measurements of earth surface
temperature by -airborne .radiometers
fHASA-TT-F-111139] p0260 H72-18621
Guidance and control display design for aircraft ,
and spacecraft - conference . '*
rAGABD-CP-961 ; ' p0373 H72-22621
Trade'offs between luminance and color coding in
electronic aircraft displays, and experiments
involving immediate response, 'tracking, -
tachistoscope, and human "judgement
P0373 H72-22623
Colors for elements of multicolored aircraft
display to insure minimum number of instrument
reading errors
p0373 N72-22621
Integrated cockpit research procedure used to
identify control and display reguirements for
advanced aircraft
P0373 H72-22625
Prediction and measurement' of multichannel pilot •
performance, and system design implications for
pilot capability and limitations
P0374 N72-22626
Airborne map display systems using direct view, •'
projected, combined map/CBT, and electronically
generated map displays ' ' •
P0374 N72-22634
Electronic head-up display systems for military
aircraft
P0374-H72-22635
Engineering and operational factors of electronic
multisensor aircraft displays
P0375 H72-22636
Spacecraft display technology applied to aircraft
guidance and'control displays ''"••
P0375 H72-22641
Flight test data on all-electroluminescent lighted
display panel in aircraft cockpit
P0376 H72-226U1I
Evaluation of modified instrument lighting system
installed in T-38 aircraft
C&D-737121] p0385 H72-23013
Summary of literature on altimeter display
relating to aircraft height
CFA&-BD-72-46] .p0131 N72-2S426
Approximate compensation in airborne magnetometry
for changing inductive field of aircraft moving
through varying geomagnetic field
P0434 N72-25435
"Airborne radar systems for Army helicopters
tAD-738596] , pO«68 H72-26137
In flight monitoring system to-measure and record
helicopter performance in real time for all six
degrees of freedom
CAD-745118]' . p0629 H72-32476
Principles of construction and operation of
heading indicators used in civil aviation
CJPBS-57031] p0630 H72-32610
AIBCSAFT LABDUG
H T CBASH LAHDIHG . . .
HI DITCHING (LAHDIHG) . . .
Short haul air transport system need for future
.short takeoff and landing aircraft, considering
airports, airways, .economics and .navigation<and
' .landing aids , - - ' . - ' • • •
' .- 'p0015 A72r11719
Hicrowaye-aircraft landing system development,
, discussing contract.definition, feasibility,.
''prototype_development, management planning and
program costs .; .
. . . . " p0019 A72-12377
Aircraft.ILS, covering history, adverse weather ,
'operations and replacement systems
' , . . . ' -, - P0022 A72-12645
'STOL aircraft integrated landing approach flight
. .cpntrol system with elevator and thrust control
coupling to'angle of ,attack, altitude and other
state variables . . • . .-
[DGLB PAPEB 71-.063J pQ022 A72-12705
TO-154 lift and drag augmenting devices for
takeoff and landing characteristics improvement
, . ,p0056 A72-13472
ATC technology impact on .flight operations and,
public value of aviation, discussing microwave
landing system economic aspects
p0065 A72-1I1810
Terminal area air traffic .guidance and control,
discussing automation, all-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
p0066 A72-11817
Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control ..>
, systems, considering general dynamic model for
aircraft translational motion determination in
earth fixed coordinate system
"" . .- p,0067 A72-14821
Automated scheduling algorithm for aircraft from
terminal area to touchdown, discussing system
features and STOL air- traffic computerized
'simulation ' " ' - -• . ' . :
- CilAi PAPER 72-120] ' p0131 A72-16905
.Step-scan, landing system technigue, using
"microwave fixed linear array for area coverage
with .pattern of narrow overlapping individually
coded sequentially switched beams . ...
P014U A72-18397
Ca'rrier suitability testing for aircraft landing,
considering landing gear and supporting
structure under simulated shipboard conditions
p01H6 A72-18497
Crosswihd landing under adverse runway conditions,
illustrating technigue with sketches
• ' - • - • • • " p0179 A72-18833
Hight Carrier.Landing Trainer flight and carrier
"enVirohment simulator for A-7.aircraft pilot, •
.training, discussing performance predictions
•from computer data analysis ,
 ;
P0182 A72-19137
High performance aircraft takeoff and landing
accidents, investigating survival rates
•/";., ' . ' p0193 A72-21563
Buccaneer Mk 2 and .F-1K Phantom takeoff ,and
landing performance improvement due to boundary
layer "control by.leading and trailing edge blowing
' p0233 A72-22973
Turbulent jets.effectiveness in protection of
aircraft 'surfaces from rain, describing,wind
tunnel simulation of takeoff and landing
.. p0247 A72-2S137
Helicopter 'landing on ships, discussing wind,
visibility limitations and flight deck motions
vs aircraft stability and handling characteristics
• , . p0309 'A72-27U13
Pilot evaluation of C-5 automatic, landing system
in Category,III weather environment
-'" p0310 A72-27521
Slant range visibility measurements by lidar for
aircraft landing operations under low clouds and
fog at coastal region
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P0317 172-28817
Optimal angle selection of commercial aircraft
qlide path, taking into account vertical
velocity, propulsion units operation and landing
• procedure
P0361 172-30811
aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight
phases, emphasizing takeoff and landing and man
machine system reliability
P0361 472-30815
D.S.S.B. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and
landing minimum conditions for clond ceilings
and visibility range for various aircraft
characteristics and equipment
p0361 172-30820
Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift
drag ratio aircraft in unpowered flight, using
F-108D as test aircraft
/ ' p0395 472-31691
Flight experiments to determine horizontal visual
restriction effects on^T-33 aircraft front
cockpit during approaches and landings
/ P0395 A72-31697
Jet lift VIOL flight path optimization for minimum
landing transition distance, evaluating
deceleration as function of incidence and thrust
vector angles
• -• - - , - - - . - .- - - - pQUOO 472-32323
STR4D4 landing trajectory recording system for
real time flight path restitution daring
approach and landing, using computer and lidar
techniques
. ; • • . " .pOIOI 472-32895
Aircraft flight characteristics for landing
approach by spoiler-elevator deflection
coupling, considering pitch, flight path angle
and speed
pO»10 172-33123
Solid state modular ground based distance
measuring equipment /DHE/ receiver for en route
aircraft navigation and landing
pOtm 472-33521
Computerized aircraft landing measurement system
for civil airport, using optical, seismic and IB
sensors
P0111 472-33627
Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for
launch and recovery capabilities under sea
environment conditions, discussing visual
landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions
f&BS PBEVBIHT 6501 p0117 172-31505
Investigation of data rate requirements for low
visibility approach with a scanning beam landing
guidance system.
P0153 472-35562
Computer control of aircraft landing.
P0155 472-35950
Acoustic ray deflection by aircraft wake vortices
with viscous core, observing maximum deflection
angles during large aircraft landing
P0157 472-36117
Application of electronic data processing airport
analysis in airlines operations and for'
manufacturers.
P0189 472-37277
Investigation of data rate requirements for low
visibility approach with a scanning beam landing
guidance system.
P0502 472-38259
4 landing approach guidance scheme for aircraft
which are capable of executing steep approaches.
P0502 472-38278
Dutch monograph - Analysis of dynamic aircraft
landing loads, and a proposal for rational
design landing load requirements.
P0550 472-40925
Automatic landing and microwave.guidance system
potential.
p0551 472-«1072
An exploratory study of flying qualities of very
large subsonic transport aircraft in landing
approach.
fIC4S P4PEB 72-071 p0552 472-11132
Bnltiloop piloting aspects of longitudinal
approach path control.
CIC1S P4PEB 72-16] p0555 472-11171
Allowable region of approach height and desirable
approach path of aircraft for safe landing,
presenting optimal control trajectories
P0603 172-11197
Lateral flight path control during aircraft
landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust
deflection, discussing design optimization
P0613 472-15330
Effects of variations in lift and drag response to
longitudinal control on the ease and quality of
landing.
P0613 472-15333
4n investigation of parameters and factors
governing manual control of STOL aircraft in
landing approach.
[4148 P1PEB 72-987] . P0615 472-15115
Heasurement of three track runway and taxiway
profiles at two international airports
[NAS4-T8-D-6567]. pOOII N72-11038
Flight simulator exercise for investigation of
pilot performance in low visibility conditions
during approach and landing
[B1E-TB-71011] P0012 H72-11012
Flight tests of B4C 221 aircraft crosswind landing
and sidestep maneuvers
f1BC-CP-1168] p0012 H72-11015
Elevator lift and cockpit position effects on
flight altitude control during aircraft landing
approach
_tlBC-H/H-3662]_.. . P0013 H72-11019
Helicopter lift margin system to aid in
determining power regnirenents for takeoff and
landing
CAD-725207] p0013 H72-11053
Systems performance and.safety in helicopter
approach and landing, and radioelectronic
guidance array
P0085 H72-11939
Ground effect on slender wing rolling moment
during landing approach and its consequence on
aircraft lateral control
flBC-CP-1152] p0088 H72-11961
Piloted flight simulation of slender wing
supersonic transport aircraft during low speed
landing approach with use of TV visual display
tlBC-B/H-3660] P0089 H72-11966
Numerical analysis to determine optimal solutions
to aircraft maneuvers involved in go-around and
flare during landing operations
[1D-728325,] p0090 F72-11973
Development and characteristics of turbine type
energy, absorber arresting gear for use on
aircraft carriers
[1D-728682] p0108 H72-13219
Performance of radio altimeter in automatically
landing high performance aircraft
[N1L-TB-235] p0111 N72-13589
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems, noting antenna
radiation pattern and signal spectra
r4T/DTBN/2-155] p0111 H72-13590
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam instrument landing system for
short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports
tAD-725705] p0111 H72-13595
Reduction of jet aircraft noise around airports by
use of two-segment landing approach
rN4S4-TH-X-62098] p0119 H72-13985
Investigation of landing accident of DC-9
commercial aircraft at Louisville, Kentucky,
September 8, 1970
[HTSB-44B-71-15] p0150 N72-13990
Lateral-directional handling qualities and roll
control power reguirements of jet aircraft in
landing approach
[1D-725161] p0153 H72-11008
Badar nose package shock and vibration experienced
during carrier landings
p0173 N72-15837
Containment systems for aircraft landing on
elevated STOL-ports
rsiSA-CR-125511] P0203 N72-15960
Technical aids for experimental research in flight
simulation developed at Institute of Human
Engineering, Beckenheim, ERG, during 1968
tABTHBOPOTBCB-1/69] p0207 H72-16185
Approach and landing flight simulator based on
intermediary photography on transparent material
P0207 S72-16186
Damage to aircraft tires produced by grooved
runway surfaces when impacted at various sink
rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures.
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and ground speeds
fNASA-TH-D-6690] P0219 H72-17007
Operational evaluation of aircraft landing aid
stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier
[AD-732446] p0221 H72-17199
Aircraft, accident report of Aero Commander
aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on January 22, 1970
rHTSH-AAR-72-1 ] • p025K K72-18029
Development of method for determining ramp
altitude clearance of aircraft approaching
aircraft carrier for landing and identification
of unsafe situation
[AD-7327601 P025U S72-18032
Simulation of PA-30 Comanche light aircraft
performance and autopilot operation daring final
approach configuration
[AD-7337571 p0255 N72-18043
Factor analysis and statistical data for human
carrier landing performance criteria
CAD-733703J p0256 N72-18120
Design.and development.of six-degree-of-freedom -
visual approach and landing simulator for
training F-105 pilots .
fiD-733210) p0257 S72-18267
Evaluation of takeoff and landing performance of
commercial.SI01 airplanes.
rHASA-TT-F-1IH66l p0269 H72-19023
Report of aircraft accident at Augusta, Haine
airport during landing approach of PA-31
aircraft, August 1971
rHTSB-AARr72-6] p0269 N72-19028
Simulation of wind, system data rate, and.
contingency event variables during steep descent
of vertical lift aircraft under instrument •
conditions to determine pilot performance "•
[AD-731702] p0272 K72-19051
Operational evaluation of portable scanning beam
guidance system for improved instrument landing
capability
rFAA-RD-72-261 . • p0280 N72-19720
Development of simulation model for instrument
landing system and egnations of motion for light
aircraft during instrument landing conditions. .
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-11] p0320 H72-20019
Technignes for measuring and monitoring slant
visibility of pilots landing aircraft in fog and
haze
tDOT-TSC-FAA-71-251 p0330 872^ 20998
Report of aircraft accident involving Beechcraft
99 air taxi at Allentown, Pennsylvania on 24
October, 1971
CNTSB-AAR-72-31 ' p0331 H72-21002
Development of analytical model for determining
probability of successful instrument landing and
assessment of interaction of factors with flight
crew '
tNASA-CB-2022] p0370. N72-22099
Magnetic method for detection, of aircraft position
relative to runway
fHASA-CASE-ARC-10179-1] p0373 U72r22619
V/STOL display requirements for approach and
landing under adverse weather conditions
p0374 N72-22632
Multipurpose wide field, three dimensional head-up
display for aircraft pilots during approach and
landing, and other maneuvers involving altitude
changes . . _ . . . . . •
- p0375 H72.-22639
Eate-of-closure as performance monitoring
parameter during approach and landing
P0375 N72-22613
Development of method for determining appropriate
longitudinal and lateral decision height . • :<
dispersion limits for aircraft during instrument
landing approach ..
[HASA-CB-20241 p0376 H72-22651
Hnclear instrument landing system for accurate .
aircraft position data.during last phases of
descent
rSAH-828-1] p0377 N72-22655
Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach
task considering engine'response, flight path
stability, tail lift, and direct lift control
CAD-7369681 : . p0385 H72-23039
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems emphasizing granularity
rAT/DTBN/2-174J p0389 H72-23663
FAA engineering and development programs for
aircraft safety, landing, navigation,
communication and support services
P0391 H72-23980
Measurement of ground loads on OV-1 aircraft
during landings on smooth and rough fields
[AD-7377521 p0422 H72-24030
Criteria for installation of instrument landing.
'systems and effects of siting on operation! of
system
fDOT-FAA-6750.16] P0423 H72-2U338
Techniques for reducing injuries during emergency
landing of.light, fixed-wing aircraft
CHTSB-AAS-72-3] P0465 H72-26011
Aircraft accident investigation of crash of Beech
E18S aircraft during landing approach at Peoria,
Illinois airport-on 21 October, 1971
CHTSB-AAR-72-15] p0466 H72-26019
Six degree of freedom simulator tests to determine
effects of motion cues on short takeoff and
landing aircraft approach
[HASA-CH-114i(581 . p0480 H72-27032
Accelerated life tests to determine effects of
arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft .
structure •
fAD-739331] . p0480 H72-27036
Analysis of pilot performance in establishing
specific glide path by reference to oblong
diamond marks on rnnway
[FAA-HA-72-57] P0485 H72-27702
Application of time/freguency. collision avoidance
system for ground obstacle avoidance and minimum
. altitude protection zone around airports
•'.-&•-. - ... ,p0522 N72r28672
Methods for determining measuring system
requirements for low visibility instrument landing
[AD-739932] p0523 872-28678
Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during'
instrument landing approach to La'Guardia ' -
•: Airfield, Hew York on 4 Jan. 1971
[HTSB-AAR-71-11] . p0528 H72-29008
Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility
approaches for landing and man machine
'relationship with automatic pilot operation
[AD-740502] p0529 N72-29014
Application of lidar to determine slant range
visibility conditions and atmospheric
transmittance aloft -.•
[AD-742359] p0530 N72-29021
Development and characteristics of electronic
filter system to provide all-weather air
navigation and landing capability
CHASA-CB-112146] p0571 N72-29999
Development of method for determining orientation
of runway to minimize probability of certain
critical crosswinds
[HASA-TH-D-69.30] p0576 N72-30250
Application of discrete address beacon for
surveillance system used with independent
landing approaches to closely spaced runways
[ATC-13] p0578 H72-30587
Aircraft accident involving Convair 310 aircraft
during landing approach at.New Baven,
Connecticut, on 7 June 1971
tSTSB-AAH-72-201 p0583 S72-31010
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft
, during missed approach simulation at Ontario,
California airport on 31-Bar. 1971
fHTSB-AAR-72-18] •: • - . pOSBQ H72-31018
Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low
altitudes and effect on aircraft during landing
approach and takeoff
. ' • . "- p0621 N72-32030
Inflight variable stability airplane
* investigations during carrier approaches to
determine effect of flying gnalities parameters
on approach performance
p0622 H72-32037
Static load deflection and.vertical drop tests of
quarter scale model of CC-115 aircraft equipped
with air cushion landing system
fAD-7lt3829] ... • p0624 N72-32056
Fatigue test of model E-2. A/B aircraft, using 3000
arrested landings .
" [AD-7U3U78] p0624 H72-32060
Fixed base, variable stability, carrier approach
landing simulator, mechanized on hybrid computer
tAD-743768] p0628 H72-32283
Halimum throughput rate for rnnway serving single
stream of landing aircraft
[AD-7U4481J ' p0630 H72-32648
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General purpose airborne simnlator evaluation of
roll characteristics of transport aircraft
daring landing approach
tNASA-TN-D-70621 p0638 N72-33019
Aircraft landing accident involving learjet Hodel
25: at Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. .1972 - ..
rHTSB-aiE-72-211 - p0639 N72-33022
Simulated night visual approaches to two airports
. to evaluate pilot performance with and without
head-np display device
CHiSi-TH-X-62188] ' . . • p0639 H72-3302*
In-flight simulation investigation of lateral
directional handling qualities in landing approach
. rAD-74»831] . p06i|1 H72-33035
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft daring
precision radar approach at Haha Air Base,
- Okinawa on 27 Jal. 1970 . . .
CPB-208767-] - P0642 H72-33043
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft
during landing at Harry S. Truman Airport,
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands on
28 Dec. 1970 •
tPB-2086753 P06H2 N72-330UU
Performance tests of A-6 aircraft during landing
arrestment evaluation at high gross weight for
two thousand arrestments
C4D-7U5300] ' . , p06«2 N72^330tt9
Design',and development of visual approach and-
landing simulator using F-105 aircraft
components and closed circuit television system
CAD-7U52001 P06H3 H72-33259
Evaluation' of instrument landing system ground
guidance equipment and glide slope presentation.
[FAA-NA-72-131 , p06U6 H72-336U1
AI8CBAFT LABDIR3 IHSTBOBESTS
0 LANDING INSTEDHENTS ' . - , • ,
AIBCBiFT LSOHCHIHG DEVICES
Aircraft launch envelope investigation for minimum
catapult end airspeed determination at carrier
bow, discussing optimum test pilot launch
technique •;
p0116 A72-18U98
Cost effectiveness analysis to determine
feasibility of using catapult launch systems for
large commercial aircraft to reduce alrcraft.-K
noise problem . • •.-
CFAA-EQ-71-1cJ p0085 N72-11911
Safety precautions,, visual checks, static proof
loads, and hydrostatic tests of type C13 Hod 1
catapults and associated launcher equipment
T-AD-738U115] P0519 N72-28273
Development of thrust aagmentor device to assist
in takeoff of jet aircraft
. p0538 N72-29810
&IBCBAFT LIGHTS
Hidair collision prevention independent-of ATC,. .;
discussing aircraft lighting, collision
avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator
p05<!8 A72-U0297
Analysis of aircraft exterior lighting and marking
configurations to provide visual detection at
maximum range • I
tPAA-NA-72-291 ' p0368 N72-22025
AIBCEiFT HAINTBNABCE .
Helicopter elastomeric bearing rotors, discussing
downtime and cost reduction, maintenance, i
endurance and inspection j '•'
p0001 A72-10150
Advanced technology air transports propulsion-
system reguirements, considering design, engine
performance and reliability, maintenance,
airline problems, noise and pollution control
[SAE PAPER 710761J
 : pOOOS A72-10258
Aircraft power plant design and installation
influence on operational effectiveness,
discussing manufacturers and operators
cooperation for reliability and maintainability
enhancement
tSAE PAPES 7107771 p0006 A72-10269
DC'10 nondestructive testing manual, detailing
section/subject format, methods, planned area,
accessibility and aircraft maintenance
p0012 A72-11109
Soviet look on air transport economics covering
efficiency and control improvement, maintenance,
work and wages, tariffs, cost and revenues, etc
p0061 A72-1U098
Nondestructive testing for materials inspection
and monitored aircraft maintenance .programs
P0062 A72-11201
Air transport maintenance regulation as part of
National Aviation system program, discussing
airworthiness, safety and-reliability in
relation to design requirements
• . p0066-A72-:1fl81<l
Turbojet aircraft engine overhauling planning and
execution, discussing dismantling, washing,
galvanic treatments; acceptance checks and
quality controls .
P0118 A72-16014
Hilitary aircraft operations and logistics
computerized simulation for support and
maintenance cost estimates
. p01«1 A72-1797H
USES digital simulation model in GPSS for
determining scheduled flight operations and
maintenance resources effects on aircraft
availability and usage rates
'• p01«1 A72-17976
Trident aircraft air-system interrogator airborne
first line test apparatus for electrical
components malfunction diagnosis
p01»2 A72-18154
Government role in widebody aircraft introduction
to air carrier service,-discussing aircraft
maintenance, design _and fail-safe structural
configurations
p0179 A72-18831
X ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive
testing of aircraft structure for maintenance
and special problems
,\ST ;,--. p0180 A72-18840
Common law, liability of aviation manufacturers,
discussing safety, airworthiness, maintenance,
reporting, modifications and inspection
reguirenents and evidence of negligence
. p0189 A72-20671
Naval aircraft optimal repair and replacement
-.policies determination for operation cost
minimization by dynamic programming
(AD-73609»J . p0192 A72-21<170
Aircraft maintenance and reliability monitoring
''and control on scheduled airlines, considering
component failure rate and mode analysis,
sampling inspection and remedial action
p0231 A72-22901
C-5A Galaxy aircraft systems and components
maintainability program •
P0237 A72-23851
Corrosion resistant fabrication methods in -jumbo
jetliners components to reduce maintenance and
repair downtime, discussing clad wing and
fuselage skins
p0239 A72-24025
Aircraft scheduled maintenance, discussing turbine
engine and component reliability protection,
controlled overhaul, test and repair
p02«5 A72-21867
Aircraft maintenance optimization, considering
safety, reliability, punctuality and cost factors
p02M6 A72-25108
Statistical diagnosis of aeronautical systems
reliability and maintenance, using Benzecri
factorial analysis for data reduction
. p0300 A72-25817
NOT application to aircraft design and
-.reliability, discussing fatigue life analysis
and in-service monitoring for structural
elements, components and airframes
• . p0307 &72-27198
Bolkow. 105C,5-place helicopter with twin turbine
engine driven rigid glass-reinforced plastic
vrotor blades, emphasizing design philosophy of
easy maintainability
P0357 A72-29871
Decision diagrams use in logic analysis for
aircraft maintenance schedule testing relative
to operational reliability control
P0357 A72-30041
Aircraft maintenance operations and personnel
reguirements planning for optimal economic
effectiveness, formulating relations between
work productivity, downtime and aircraft
utilization . .
. • . p0361 A72-30822
Electronic data processing in airline materiel
supplies operations, discussing procedural
efficiency improvement through reduction of
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stochastic effects inherent in aircraft
maintenance operations
. p0362 472-30823
L-1011 Tristar cartridge valves and nanifolds,
reservoirs and hydraulic service center design
for speedy maintenance and servicing '
P0363 A72-31050
Airline aaintenance progran and facilities for
Boeing 7117 aircraft based on optimized service
concept
pO«01 472-32430
Haintenance of the 797. n - BOAC.
p0449 472-34929
Haintenance processes planning in air
transportation, discassing aircraft
availability, cost analysis and production
nanagenent
p0151 A72-35441
Technical experience in operating the equipaent in
the 11-62 aircraft
P0454 472-35791
Private aircraft ownership and use for family
travel and pleasure, discassing costs,
maintenance and operational problems
[AIAA PAPER 72-812] p0497 A72-38119
A set hod of solving the operational planning
problem for an engineering aircraft base
P0545 A72-40178
Russian book - The ASh-62IB engine /4th enlarged
edition/.
P0548 472-40463
Detection of structural deterioration and
associated airline maintenance problems.
fSAHE PAPER 918] p0596 'A72-43465
IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design and
installation details, operational surveillance
system and maintenance operations
P0597 A72-43639
Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance
planning of an air force ving.
P0607 A72-44663
Naval helicopters applications to search and
rescue, ASH, ground support and other roles,
considering reliability and maintenance
p0607 A72-44685
Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance
and repair, considering inspections, defect
rectification, preventive modifications,
replacements and NDT
p0610 472-44744
Proceedings of conference on aviation maintenance
in 1970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, December 8-10, 1970
p0039 N72-11019
Application of computer techniques to improvement
of aircraft maintenance operations
P0039' N72-11020
Development of procedures for improving
readability of maintenance manuals and
evaluation of reading difficulty level
P0039 H72-11021
Application of computers for improved maintenance
of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and
verification of fault correction
P0040 H72-11022
Analysis of facilities, equipment, and tools to
maintain large commercial aircraft
pOOUO H72-11023
Application of brazing technigues for *
remanufacturing of jet engine components to
reduce cost of commercial aircraft maintenance
pOOHO S72-11024
Application of nondestructive testing procedures
to maintenance of large commercial aircraft
pOOQO H72-11025
Application of Apollo Project data and training
concepts to maintenance of large commercial
aircraft
P0040 H72-11026
Development and characteristics of coordinated,
in-flight and on-ground fault isolation system
for maintenance of large commercial aircraft
pOOUO H72-11027
Development of technique for graphic presentation
of fault isolation and problem correction for
maintenance of large commercial aircraft
p0040 H72-11028
Development and application of modular design
concept to improve jet aircraft enqine maintenance
p0040 B72-11030
Effect of optimum accessibility on improved
maintenance and reliability of commercial aircraft
p0041 H72-11031
Description of maintenance procedures used on
Beechcraft Hawker 125 commercial jet aircraft
' i p0041 H72-11032
Predictions of aircraft maintenance procedures to
be employed during 1970 to 1980 time period
. . p0041 H72-11033
Improvements in aircraft maintenance procedures
based on solid state electrical power management
and solid state contactless switching circuits
P0041 H72-11034
Description of aircraft accessory reliability
program to provide improved safety of operation
for commercial aircraft
p0041 H72^11035
Statistical analysis of aircraft operations to
show relationship of operational-readiness,
maintenance, scheduling, and life expectancy
[AD-728656] p0089 H72-11970
Information measurement tests and development for
aircraft maintenance jobs
r4D-725814] '. i p0094 N72-12427
Information measurement tests for review of-
aircraft maintenance job aids
C4D-725815] ., P0094 H72-12428
Paper and pencil tests to support in-process
review of aviation maintenance job aids
[AD-725816] . p009<! H72-12U29
Development of maintenance gnality audit program
and application to maintenance of commercial
aircraft
P0252 H72-18015
Responsibilities of fixed base .operators regarding
aircraft inspection ,
p0252 H72-18016
Aircraft design, safety, reliability, and
maintenance
p0252 H72-18018
Development of procedures for conducting
structural inspection program on DC-10 aircraft
to reduce effects of crack propagation with
increased service life „
P0252 N72.--I8019
Proceedings of International Aviation Haintenance
Symposium discussion on jet enqine maintenance
planning and experience
P0253 H72-18020
Effect of maintenance procedures on causes of,
aircraft accidents and statistical analysis of
improved aircraft safety ,through elimination of
maintenance faults '
p0253 H72-18021
Organization and operation of Federal Aviation ,
Administration Haintenance Analysis.Center
p0253 N72-18022
Chromate rinse for aircraft exposed to corrosive
salt water environments
,fAD-732762] p0259 H72-18503
Relating avionics maintenance to aviation safety:
.P0268 N72-19015 .
Applying systems analysis technigues to aircraft
maintenance to achieve aviation safety
" ,\ p0268 H72-19017
Development.of integrated system for performing
checkout of space launchers and aircraft systems
' . , p0278 N72-19489
Continuous inspection and maintenance schedule for
determining airworthiness of aircraft
' , p0318 H72-20003 .
Personalized maintenance program for Boeinq 747
aircraft
p0318 H72-2000U
Development of intermediate.logic flow diagrams
for computerized simulation of aircraft .
reliability and maintainability with military
facilities
[AD-738536] p0167 H72-26027
Application.of improved solid lubricant materials
and processes to naval aircraft for reduced
maintenance and increased reliability
.. [AD-740825] ' p0577 N72-30438
Development"of. adaptive scheduling procedure for
aircraft maintenance and inspection planning
. fAD-743284] p0586 H72-31029
Interrelationship of parameters involved in
developing reliability test regnirements for
A-62
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military helicopters - Vol. 2
' [40-7113771 . p0623 N72-32053
Sensitivity analysis applied to helicopter
development1 reliability test requirements - Vol. 3
fAD-7tl22»7) P062U H72-3205U
AIBCBAFT HODELS ' ' .
low'Subsonic region unsteady interference effects
on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model
' with variable-'sweep wing
fDGLB PAPER 71-081] p0022 A72-12709
Aeroelastic' models construction for flutter
analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk
reduction
1
 [DGLB PAPER 71-082) ' p0023 A72-12722
Bind tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch
damping;of - aircraft model 'pscillatihg in two
degrees of freedom ' ' ' \'
P0057 A72-13539
State sensitivity functions in aircraft parameter
identification for lateral dynamics under .
aileron deflection from model response and
in-flight test data
P0236 A72-23807
Hind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number
effects on boundary'layer separation incidence
and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device
equipped aircraft model
- ' ' • " p02U2 172-21657
Hagnetic simulation of gravity for wind,tunnel
investigations of'aircraft jettison.processes,
considering Froude number and relationships .'
between aodel and full scale aircraft -
' '•'•' p0213 A72-2H775
Fan-in-wing model noise due to cross flow
generated in- and outflow distortions and '
usteady"rotor blade forces
; • fASHE PAPER 72-GT-92) ';- : p0298 -A72-25666
Characteristics of an ejector-type engine
simulator for STOL model testing.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1028) ' 'p0558 A72-U.1607
Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel
r
 facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of
aircraft at high Reynolds" numbers ,
' TAGARD-CP-83-71) ' '' ' '" p0073 N72-1185U
Free flight models for transonic testing at high
Reynolds numbers '•• '
CHASA-TH-it-671161 p0077 N72-11878
Aerodynamic suitability of Freon 12 for wind
tunnel testing of transport aircraft models at
increasing Reynolds numbers and subcritical and
supercritical Hach numbers
fNASA-TH-X-67U17) | ' p0077 N72-11879
Wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of AVRO
720 scale model with determination of up-elevon
and leading edge notch effects
• r ABC-CP-11IIO) pOO,88 N72-11962
Free flight supersonic model for determining
static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics
tHAL-TR-237] p0100 N72-12981
Design studies and model tests of stowed tilt
rotor aircraft - Vol. 3' '
fAD-729<t29) P0152 N72-13997
Free flight stability testing 'at transonic speeds
of Orion slender wing models with zero lift
using- terminal velocity technique ~
TABC-CP-1171] pO 20 2 1172-15951
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of. oscillatory
lateral stability derivatives of slender
variable sweep wing aircraft model and'
comparison with Concorde and HP-115
fBAE-TB-70095] -
 P020<rN72-15972
. Flow distortion and performance measurements on 12
in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward
speeds and angle of attack settings in closed
wind tunnel
p0211 H72-16702
Flight simulation of remotely controlled lifting
body model
CDLR-FB-71-82] p0319 H72-20010
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing, aircraft
models at subsonic speeds
CHASA-CASE-IlA-071t30] ' p0371 B72-222U6
Experimental method for measuring heat transfer in
hypersonic aerodynamic models
(SEPT-32) pOH38 H72-25918
Jets introduced obliquely into free stream flow
and jet impingement on curved surfaces
[NASA-CH-127121] p0169 N72-26227
Low Hach number wind.tunnel study.of advanced
manned interceptor in blended body shape
rAD-7U1715) p0574 N72-30021
AIRCRAFT HOISE
HI JET AIRCBAFT NOISE
NT SONIC BOOHS . •
STOI aircraft for solving noise reduction and land
use problems in future transportation systems,
discussing.airport location, and layout for
growing air traffic
P0013 A72-11153
Aircraft engine noise effects in.airport
vicinities, discussing measurement scales,
turbofan sources, noise reduction and future air
traffic
P0016 A72-12022
Rating scale judgments of aircraft noise based on
surveys around airport
. . - p0053 A72-12956
Prop-fan engine for quiet STOI propulsion,
discussing noise characteristics, weight
advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption
. p0059 A72-13697
Air transportation evolution and relation to
atmospheric and noise pollution
P0061 A72-1U151
Aircraft operations effects on community noise
, , pollution, discussing ATC airline operational
procedures modifications in terms of noise
reduction
P0067 A72-1U819
Aircraft industry noise reduction efforts to meet
FAA requirements for CTOL and STOL aircraft,
.^. .emphasizing turbofan and compressor noise
suppression and/or attenuation
, P0067 A72-11820
Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal
characteristics effect on noise assessment
. . . p0069 A72-11813
Sound attenuation in lined rectangular ducts with
.-uniform steady flow, considering aircraft engine
noise reduction
P0070 A72-15267
Civil aircraft technological constraints and
requirements, discussing noise, congestion and
performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOI,
VTOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports
p0115 A72-15774
Civil aviation R and D policy study, showing
priorities for aircraft noise and congestion
abatement and short haul systems
. . p0115 A72-15780
Aircraft noise measurement units and methods,
discussing engine design for noise reduction
P0118 A72-16026
Aerospace vehicle noise induced structural
vibration, presenting propellers, turbojet
engine exhausts and sonic boom waves
P0123 A72-16597
VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated
urban areas,'discussing travel time, airport
' requirements, noise and design problems
p0126 A72-16733
Airfield law in Schleswiq-Holstein Appeals Court
..decision concerning property owner suit against
operator for unnecessary noise
, . p0112 A72-18170
Rotorcraft based on VTOL concept for aircraft
noise reduction in urban transportation
p0113 A72-18218
Army aircraft gas turbine engines pollution
;.. potential evaluation program, considering smoke
•emission, noise and invisible pollutants
P0177 A72-18772
Externally blown flap noise tests at various
nozzle exhaust velocities for STOL aircraft
noise reduction
CAIAA PAPEB 72-129) p0180 A72-18962
California airport noise standards
instrumentation, discussing battery operated
measurement of hourly and community noise
equivalent levels
P0181 A72-19190
Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
P0199 A72-22111
Commercial applications of quiet light aircraft
technology, discussing cost and noise reduction
. . . fSAE PAPEE 7203391 p0292 A72-25596
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Turbofan engine trends for short haal conventional
and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch
fans, redaction gears, thrnst reversal and noise
and environnentai pollution
f A S B E PAPEB 72-GT-86) P0298 A72-25661
Fan-in-wing model,noise due to cross flow
generated in- and outflow distortions and
nsteady rotor blade forces
fiSBE PAPER 72-61-92] p0298 A72-25666
Aircraft flyover house noise redaction data,
noting application to indoors noise level -
estimation
fSAE AIE 1081] P0301 A72-26029
Infrasoand observations of natural background and
signals from Apollo 19 and aircraft, using
thermistor flowmeter microphone array
P0302 A72-26515
Acoastic ray path method for computing atmospheric
conditions effect on aircraft noise propagation,
using digital computer
P0347 A72-288UO
Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial
and temporal variability effects on aircraft
flyover noise measurement
P0317 A72-288U1
Aircraft noise sources, showing noise intensity
relationship to airfoil velocity and pressure
ratio
p0354 A72-29568
Aircraft fan and compressor noise generation
mechanism, considering mass flow and lift forces
fluctuations from rotor and stator airfoils
P035D .A72-29569
Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport
aircraft propeller configurations under static,
taxi and flyover conditions, discussing quiet
propeller noise signature
P0355 'A72-29571
Bibliography on noise control covering surface
transportation, machinery and aircraft noise,
•industrial criteria, biodynamics, legislation
and measurement
P0356 A72-29588
Digital data processing technigues fpr aircraft
engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise
spectrum
P0356 A72-298UO
Quiet BTOL /reduced takeoff and landing/ short
haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident 3
aircraft up to design range stage length
p039« A72-31320
Optimum low noise engine selection for transport
and combat aircraft relative to range or payload
performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and
fighter aircraft
P0397 A72-32127
Low noise aircraft-engine configuration
feasibility, discussing turbofan engine noise
reduction
pOltOO A72-32322
High intensity sound effects on electronic
• eguipment and components in aircraft noise
environment, noting whisker diode and printed
circuit board damage
pOU03 A72-32621
Seduction of noise and acoustic-fregnency
vibrations in aircraft transmissions.
TABS PBEPBIHT 661] pOPIIS A72-3U508
Internal noise reduction in hovercraft.
pOU58 A72-3657H
Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-786] - pOU95 A72-38103
Aircraft noise problem in piston engine to
tnrbofan jumbo jet transports, discussing need-
for noise reduction research
fAIAA PAPEB 72-815) P0497 A72-38117
A time-frequency localization system applied to
acoustic certification of aircraft. '
fAIAA PAPEB 72-836) p0505 A72-39091
Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and "
noise annoyance international standards for
civil aircraft noise redaction
pOSOS A72-39803
Landing 'in the backyard' with gniet aircraft
p05«8 A72-U0376
Noise radiation from V/STOL aircraft.
flCAS PAPEB 72-22] p0553 A72-<111»7
VTOL aircraft noise redaction through design
methods and flight path management in terminal
area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to
surrounding community
[ICAS PAPEB 72-34) p055» A72-»1.159
Description and use of a method for characterizing
noise sources in jets
flCAS PAPEB 72-35) P0555 A72-U1160
Aircraft noise duration correction for effective
perceived noise level /BPNL/ computation,
eliminating mathematical anomaly incurred by
present FAA and ICAO prescribed method
P0567 A72-U2909
Statistical analysis of the sound level
distribution of aircraft noise as a function of
time
P0603 A72-U1337
Airports planning for Rest Germany, discussing
geographical air traffic patterns, economic and
noise aspects
rDGLB PAPEB 72-03») p0605 A72-4461U
Hnltipoint real time all-day computerized noise
monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of
airport, discussing design and applications
p0607 A72-i)U68l»
Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high
speed fans.
p0610 A72-4U917
Incremental value of noise pollution level as
basis for aircraft noise rating
[NPL-AEBO-AC-49] p0030 N72-10035
Aircraft noise effects on land use around airports
fPB-201195] p0032 H72-10050
Annotated' bibliography on acoustics
[NPL-AEBO-AC-17] ' p0035 H72-10589
Metropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy
study, John F. Kennedy International Airport,
Hew Tork, New York
[PB-20016U] pOO<l3 H72-11051
Airport/aircraft system computer listing for
Burroughs 5500 and IBH 709* from study on
transportation noise
[PB-201U32] p004« B72-11058
Ground noise measurements during landing, takeoff,
and flyby operations of four-engine turboprop
Slot aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6486] pO.0,86 N72-119*8
Data acquisition and analysis of atmospheric
absorption coefficients from acoustic flight
tests of commercial aircraft
CNASA-CB-1891] p0087 N72-11957
FAA aircraft noise abatement program
. p0088 N72-11958
Begnirements for governmental regulation of
aircraft noise
[REPT-61] p0088 N72-11959
Analysis of noise levels created by military
aircraft, groand support eguipment, and terminal
facilities
[AD-728454] p0090 N72-11972
Accuracy of aircraft noise rating procedure
relative to perceived sound levels
[NASA-CB-1883] p0101 N72-12988
Technological and operational methods in aircraft
noise abatement
p0104 H72-13012
Heasnrement of noise levels on aircraft carrier
deck during aircraft operations and effects on
deafness risk and verbal communication •
interference
CAD-729067] p0107 H72-13038
Analysis of noise abatement in military and
commercial STOL transport aircraft
• •'[AD-72918H] P0108 N72-13040
Annual report of Institute of Sound and Vibration
Besearch including aircraft, engine, and
tnrbomachinery noise, silencers, and human '
responses to noise
p0112'N72-13611
Annual report 1969 of Institute of Sound and
Vibration Besearch including aircraft, engine
and tnrbomachinery noise, aadiology, and
structural vibration
P0112 N72-13615
Equipment for measuring aircraft noise in flight
and computer analysis of data
tNASA-TT-F-11058] p0150 H72-13987
Development of methodology for determining
auditory levels at which helicopters can be
detected by human subjects
CAD-730788) P0155 N72-1&017
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Heteorological data acquisition procedures for
monitoring changes in atmospheric parameters at
lov altitudes to support aircraft flyover noise
measurements
CH1SA-CB-1945] p0166 H72-1500*
Aconstic measurements of T-11 trainer aircraft
daring ground and airborne operation
rAD-7311281 p0167 B72-.1501*
Heasarement of aircraft noise generated by F-HE
aircraft daring groand and airborne operation
r&D-731092] p0167 F72-15016
Flight dynamics of V/STOL aircraft including
stability, noise and ground effect
P0203 B72-1596»
Besearch on noise reduction, flying simulators,
and gust alleviators
p020U H72-15969
Proceedings of conference on environmental effects
of aircraft operation with emphasis on air and
noise pollution
CPB-202038] ' . p0217 H72-16992
Flight tests to determine methods for reducing
airport community noise based on operationally
optimum approach profiles
; [8ASA-CB-110117] . p0250 N72-18001
Design and development of F-15 fighter aircraft
and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on
air pollution and noise . _ . . . _
.[PB-201710-F] . p025U N72-1803U
Aviation noise evaluations and projections for San
Francisco Bay region
. [PB-204035] p0251 N72-18035
Improving intelligibility of voice communication .
in high-acoustic noise environments as exists
inside helicopters
rAD-733»31] . p0256 N72-18171
Vortex shredding noise characteristics of isolated
airfoils in Reynolds number range applicable to
full scale helicopter rotors
tAD-734U33] p0272 N72-190U8
Preliminary study of dynamic preferential runway
system and exposure of communities to aircraft
noise
CHASA-CB-1258211 . . • p0323 N72-20250
Numerical analysis of aircraft noise created by
externally blown flaps on STOL aircraft and ••
methods for noise reduction
tHASi-TB-X-68pft71 P0331 872-21001
Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise
characteristics of semispan wing eguipped with
externally blown jet flaps
. rHASA-TH-X-62151] pOU20 H72-21011
Acceptability of VTOI aircraft noise determined by
test subjects evaluating simulated sounds of
helicopter, tilt wing aircraft, and turbojet
aircraft
CHASi-CB-201131 pO»22 N72-2U025
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline
overall sound pressure level for subsonic and
. supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust
' CH1SA-TH-X-68059] p0427 N72-2U711
Designing TF-34 mixer exhaust nozzle to reduce
noise generated by impingement of exhaust on
STOL wing flap
rHASA-CR-120916] pO«65 H72-2601U
Procedures for reduction of noise generated by
tilt-rotor aircraft daring takeoff and landing
phases of flight by flight path control
rNiSA-CB-2031] PO<167 B72-26025
Heasarement of aircraft noise generated by YOV-10A
Short takeoff aircraft and comparison .with wind
tunnel data
rNJSA-TB-X-62166] pOM80 N72-27031
Environmental impact surveys of quiet engine program
rNASA-TB-X-685»51 . pO«87 H72-27811
Regulations and operational procednres for control
'of aircraft noise levels
rFAA-BD-71-21(l P051U N72-28005
Design integration and noise reduction for jet
STOL transport aircraft - Vol. 1
tHASA-CR-111471] p051<l H72-28007
Boise measurements obtained* during visual approach
monitor evaluation in 7U7 aircraft
tNASA-CR-1ial(78] p0515 H72-28010
Analysis of noise pollution created by aircraft
operations in San Francisco, California area
P0515 B72-28013
Combat readiness, military training, and noise
control
[AD-739972] p0526 B72-28989
Analysis of data on land uses around airports and
application of computer:program for data
processing
P0532 B72-29210
Community reaction to aircraft noise in vicinity
of airports in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Beno,
Hevada ' :
CBASA-CH-21011] . p0573 B72-30011
Analysis of effect of noise created by V/STOL
aircraft operation on annoyance to communities
near operational sites
CDTIAS-TH-177] p058<( B72-31015
Analysis of aircraft noise generation and
optimization of flight paths to minimize effects
of aircraft noise daring takeoff
[BASA-TT-F-1I-.II68] ' . p0622 872-320*2
Development of advanced technology for identifying
and minimizing sources of noise in aircraft
engines
tBASA-TH-X-68131] - - p0622 B72-320U3
Boise encountered with fixed-wing utility-type
military aircraft
[AD-7K2972] p0623 B72-32052
Tests to determine acoustic and aerodynamic
performance of two choked flow inlets under
static conditions
[BiSATTH-I-2629] . . , p0632 B72-32765
Analysis of sound produced by turbulent boundary
layers, flow past single discontinuities, and
rigid flow discontinuities immersed in rigid ducts
[NASA-CR-2126J . p0600 B72-33029
High bypass tnrbofan engines, based on TF-34, in
•heavily sound-suppressed nacelles studied for
, .STOL commercial aircraft
[HASA-CB-12091U] • p06«7 S72-337K3
AIBCBAFT PABTS
Integrity control procednres for machining,
drilling and grinding of steel and Ti alloy
'aircraft parts, discussing nondestructive
inspection method
fSHE PAPER IQ 71-238] .- p0011 A72-10969
High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories
structural materials, comparing room temperature
physical properties of ultrahigh tensile steels
and other alloys
P0058 A72-13617
Ti effects on aircraft egnipment design,
considering use of Hi plated brake cylinder,
wheel, engine control rams, tie bolts and rings
P0058 A72-13618
Relative cost comparisons .of composite
applications with conventional material
• components selected .from F-111A supersonic
fighter bomber
P0062 A72-1U234
Fatigue behavior of notched or cracked aircraft
structure parts,, examining service life
prediction problem
p0139 A72-17811
Cocuring technigne optimization for primary
aircraft components composite materials,
discussing mechanical and dimensional properties
test data, production cost analysis and care time
p0312 A72-28077
Vibrational shot peening as-a method of increasing
the fatigue strength of critical aircraft'elements
P0508 &72-39802
Design of stowed tilt rotor aircraft components -
Vol. 2 .
CAD-729428] P0151 B72-13996
Surface treatments and protective coatings for
magnesium aircraft parts
CAD-729651] p0160 H72-1t58«
Theory,, design, and operating principles of
aircraft tnrbomachines
. fAD-7aa i83] p0632 H72-32773
Effect of noise on structural design of aircraft
parts
rESDD-72001] p06HB N72-33902
AIBCBiFT PBBFOBBiBCB
BT BELICOPTER PERFORMANCE
TriStar commercial jet transport aircraft
development, discussing design and flight tests
for operating efficiency, reliability and safety
CSAE PAPER 710755] pOOOl A72-10252
STOL and VIOL aircraft performance and efficiency,
discussing landing and takeoff distances redaction
p001» 472-11258
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TFB-611 short range twin Jet passenger transport
aircraft, analyzing service performance and
economic efficiency requirements influence on
design characteristics
. , p0059 A72-136K3
&ir to air maneuverability of aircraft capable of
in-flight thrust vectoring, indicating improved
deceleration, normal acceleration g-force and.-
tarn rate
' p0060 A72-13877
Civil aircraft technological constraints and
requirements, discussing noise, congestion and
perfornance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOl,
TTOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports
P01.15 &72-1577H
Pilot evaluation of Boeing 7&7 handling,
directional stability, stall, rudder feel
forces, landing, inertial navigation and,,
reliability ' '
p0135 172-16992
French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 Le Bourget
Air Show, discussing design and perforaance
characteristics-of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle,
Corvette, Falcon, Fregate, STOL-A-901 and flercure
p0136 A72-17193
Flight simulator for aircraft design, emphasizing
compromise between performance and control
regnirements to avoid excess'weight and drag
>01U2 A72-18245
Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil
transport aircraft flight testing under natural
and/or' simulated icing conditions
* p01.17 472-18501
Aircraft performance and flight path optimization
algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using •
calculus of variations
p0182 472-19091
Aircraft performance parameters in terms of effect
on lifting system service and fatigue, life, and
on design ' .
p.0182 472-19111
Aircraft electric power generation history, noting
aircraft performance effect on electrical system
design
p0186 472-20201
French, British, Italian, D.S., German and Israeli
military aircraft, presenting design.and ,
performance data
p0187 472-20308
Aeromechanical analysis of flight conditions for
conventional aircraft, including kinematics of
curvilinear motions with constant speed
P0188 472-20372
DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and
failure assessment monitor system
P0190 A72-21003
P-11 naval fighter aircraft flight test programs,
discussing instrumentation and low-speed test
results , •
P0190 472-21005
Raneuvering aircraft sonic boon'propagation'and
signatures -prediction in stratified atmosphere
by geometric acoustic method
.P0197 472-2190,4
Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, .comparing
different designs in terms of performance, :
safety, handling and economic efficiency . .
• ' ' p0232 472-22910
Airfoil ram-wing air-water hybrid vehicle X-113,4m
design and operational principles based on'
aerodynamic ground effeqt, discussing flight
 ; >
tested performance.characteristics " . .
P0232 172-22971
Flight tests of combination "flight director . / :
displays a'nd attitude command control .systen . ^ t,-
effect on general aviation aircraft handling
gnalities during ILS approach . .
fSAE PAPER 720316] . p0289 472^ 255.80
Super Guppy four engine aircraft characteristics,
performance and loading device for bulky cargo
air transportation
P0300 A72-25812
European passenger aircraft Airbus program,
discussing various configurations performance,
economic factors and technical support
p0307 472-27108
STOL aircraft role in civil aviation,, discussing ,
short range operation, ATC, reduced noise and
weather capability
p0310 A72-27518
L-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft
design, flight station, controls, fifing
qualities, etc
. p0310 A72-27519
Airplane sideslip and yaw rate perturbations by
continuous random vertical and side gusts, using
low pass filtered white noise representation for
mathematical modeling •
p0313 A72-28125
Air cushion aircraft landing systems advantages
and suitability for arctic transportation
applications
' P0316-A72-28793
. European Airbus program, noting international
cooperation -Juridical sources, content and
organization, aircraft performance, financing,
project chronology and Franco-German agreement
> ' p03«6 472-28795
Aircraft flight, conditions effect on low altitude
critical air turbulence in terns of gust
velocity components for -C4T prediction
.. - - p0348 472-28861
Stratospheric meteorological characteristics
effects on Concorde supersonic flight
performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior
and-passenger comfort
, . " p03«9 472-28876
BE 200 training and acrobatic two seater low wing
metal aircraft series production, dimensions and
maximum takeoff weight performances
- p0357 '472-30039
Hovercraft state of development'and utilization
potential, comparing performance to other
• .transportation modes ' ,
•- • • • p0361 472-30818
Flight test instrumentation system for measurement
;of aircraft performance, stability and control
characteristics during nonsteady flight '
POU12 472-33639
The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for
fatigue life monitoring.
; . p04*9 A72-3II812
The fly-by-wire systems approach to aircraft
flying gualities.
- • ' • = > , ' i pO«5H 472-35575
neteorological effects'on SST performance,
considering temperature, wind, turbulence,
' hydrometeors, ozone and radiation effects
• ••' POU51I 472-35790
Aircraft fright test facilities deficiencies and
• modernization impediments, recommending
•.integrated facility research program establishment
• •'•. : ' '. ' pOU91 472-37676
Propulsion.technology advance factors^ stressing
; noise and exhaust emissions reduction, economic
•considerations, and "aircraft''perf ormance '
• : :' POU91 A72-37679
The Dassault Hystere 20.
• - . - . . pOU'91 A72-37900
Flight test report on 1-1011 aerodynamic
characteristics, discussing high and low speed
•performance,' stability and control, stall-
behavior, .etc ' ' '
: • - . • p0494 A72-38030
The development of dynamic flight test technigues
for-the extraction of aircraft performance.
f-AIAA PAPBB 72-785] ' p0495: 472-38102
Automated airborne recording system to obtain data
,-. on aircraft engines, subsystems and-operational
performance, considering cost and economic
benefits . . . . : - • J
T4IAA PAPER 72-752] pOH98 472-38126
Advanced technology transport /4TT/ aircraft
configurations design parameters analysis,
considering: cruise speed, passenger capacities,
. -ranges, noise level and economics :
[4144 P4PEB 72-757] pO«98-472-38127
4-X 4ir- Force flight evaluation. '•
CAIAA PAPEB .72-770] .- p0499 A72-38131
Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability
applied to' a contemporary fighter aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-870] -. p0506 472-39129
Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings',
•peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic
flow, discussing shock tubes and wind tunnels
development " -: ' ' "
P0509 A72-39846
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ST01 performance criteria for military transport
aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-806] pOSIO A72-400S5
Defense systems development, based on balance
betveen theoretical studies and hardware
prototyping for nncertainty redaction in
Performance and cost . . , -
., ' " ' . .-.»• P0551 A72-40971
. High Beynolds number .transonic wind tunnel
facility /HIRT/ for improved aerodynamic testinq
of modern combat and commercial aircraft
performance, maneuverability and handlinq
qualities
fllAA PAPEB 72-1035] p0559 A72r41609
Flow distortion and performance measurements on a
12-inch fan-in-ving model for,a ranqe of forvard
speeds and anqle of attack settings.
P0560 A72-42323
Flying experience with the SC1 research aircraft
. and the P1127 prototype at the Boyal .Aircraft
Establishement, Bedford, England.
P0560 A72-42324
Variable impedance transducer measuring
instruments for in-flight aircraft performance
tests .under environmental thermal effects
• -p0565 A72-S2711
(fission analysis and performance program as part
of computerized aircraft configuration synthesis
process, describing interfaces with other system
modules ..• • "
. fSABE PAPEB 909] -. , • . . •« P0595 A72-03456
Engine selection for specific aircraft design and
mission, considering bypass and pressure ratios
'and turbine temperature effects on performance
and weight . -.'
tSASE PAPER 910] .p059S A72-03457
Empty weight and cruise performance of very large
subsonic let transports.
TSAHE PAPEB 919]. -, -p0596 A72-43466
Analysis of the fundamental parameters and flight
properties of aerobatic aircraft in a
statistical framework . - . • .
• p0602 -A72-44336
Aircraft/spacecraft design approach and
performance data, considering.space shuttle'
program I
.,,,. , P0612 A72-45159
Control requirements for control configured
vehicles. .-,,.,.
i • • P0614 A72-45349
Transonic wind tunnel testinq for predicting
flight' performance characteristics of. aircraft
• ,..•> • P0075 H72-11865
Analysis of mass, structural,,and aerodynamic data
: for IB-7 aircraft at three flight conditions
rSASA-CHr116773.] • -. , • p0086 872-11943
numerical analysis to determine.optimal solutions
to aircraft maneuvers involved in:go-around, and
flare during landing operations
CAD-728325) . p0090 H72-11973
Simulation of flight maneuver-load distributions
utilizing stationary, nonGanssian random load *
histories , . . • . . •
CBASA-TH-D-6570] ,• p0098 H72-12908
Technology assessments for advanced aircraft ':
^performance, utility, safety, and public
acceptance - ; . • > ' • ' - • ' "
. • <p0104 872-13013
Development of techniques for•predicting-aircraft
stability and control aspects of, V/STOL aircraft
fAD-730121] . . , .'; p0153 872-14004
Development of criterion for aircraft flight in .
turbulent conditions and numerical analysis of>
' probability o f survival • . - • • •
' rHASA-CB-124834J • -. p0164 872-14997
Effect of two types of helina circulators on
performance of'subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft
rBASA-TH-I-223.7] • p021i( H72-16724
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of,vertical takeoff jet fighter
aircraft with six jet engines in transition'
. speed range - . • • •
CHASA-TH-I-2060] ..p0251 872-18007
Computerized system for numerical analysis of
carrier aircraft • > . . .
[AD-732755J. . --. p0254.872-18030
Application of differential games technique to
determine aircraft propulsion versus engagement
parameters
fAD-731578] p0255 B72-18046
Flight test method for determination of stability
and performance characteristics from naneuvers
in low and intermediate frequencies
CVTB-163] p0267 H72-19009
Evaluation of takeoff and landing performance of
commercial STOL airplanes
[8ASA-TT7F-14166] '. p0269 H72-19023
Analysis of factors involved in performance and
environmental testing of military aircraft
fAD-734850] p0273 872-19054
Definition of longitudinal stability derivatives
for elastic airplanes with allowances for
perturbations in forvard speed
CHASA-TN-D-6629] P0318 872-20006
- Development of simulation models of two
representative ST01 aircraft using nonlinear
equations to show gross changes in aircraft
attitude, flight path, and power setting
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-14] p0320 H72-20018
Proceedings of conference on aircraft flight test
procedures, data acquisition,'data processinq,
and correlation with wind tunnel test results
fAGABD-CP-85) P0328 N72-20976
Fliqht test program and data acguisition
techniques for evaluation of Boeing 71)7 aircraft
P0328 H72-20977
Hathematical models for determining flight
performance of Concorde aircraft
P0328 872-20978
Flight tests'of VTOL aircraft DO 31
p0329 H72-20981
Hethods ,and instruments for determining
performance of Concorde aircraft
• p0329 N72-20982
Development of flight test procedures for use with
advanced aircraft to determine cruise
performance characteristics .
P0329 B72-20985
Fliqht tests performed following initial delivery
or extensive repair and overhaul as performed by
' Canadian Armed Forces
P0329 872-20987
•Flight tests to determine suitability of aircraft
for operation on aircraft carriers
P0329 H72-20988
Flight .test procedures for determining turning
capability of military aircraft
P0330 H72-20989
Determination of performance data and stability
and control characteristics from aircraft
performance under nonsteady flight conditions
P0330 B72-20992
Application of statistical methods for
establishing positive maneuver loads design
criteria for fighter aircraft
CAD-735072] p0332 H72-21015
Arrangement of external stores on fighter aircraft
and effects on aerodynamic characteristics
fHASA-TH-D-6775] ' p0366 H72-22003
Pilot evaluations of flight characteristics of
CV-990 aircraft .for providinq baseline data for
transport aircraft
t»ASA-TH-D-6811] p0368 H72-22026
Analysis of causes for carburetor ice formation
and recommended procedures to prevent icinq
CHTSB-AAS-72-1] p0369 N72-22028
Determination of thrust, bank angle, and altitude
histories for three dimensional aircraft turning
maneuvers at supersonic speed
P0381 H72-23007
Aerodynamic characteristics of CVT990 aircraft
under various conditions of Rach number,
altitude, and flap setting
fHASA-TH-D-6777] ' p0383 H72-23027
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational •
capability of 10-114 aircraft >
[HASA-TT-F-14241] p0420 H72-24009
Flight evaluation of takeoff and landing
characteristics of short takeoff aircraft to
determine limiting factors on.short takeoff
operation
• [EAE-1IB-THAHS-1604] P0422 872-24026
Flight test of F-8 aircraft to determine minimum
time energy climbs based on energy state
approximation
tAD-738018] « p0423 H72-24035
Bibliography of control devices to provide
improved tactipal agility for jet fighter aircraft
»-67
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riD-737694] P0423 N72-24036
Catalog on capacity and efficiency of air traffic
control systems .
rAD-7375131 p0427 H72-2<I683
Improved aircraft qronnd performance in slosh and
vet runway conditions by addition of extra nose
vheel - - • - - . ' • •
[»B'C-CP.-i206] ' p0432 H72-25009
Fixed base simulator study of direct lift control
on VC-10 aircraft
[ ABC-CP-11991 P0432 N72-25010
Design procedures and supporting data 'for
configuring light aircraft to prodnce optimum
riding and handling qualities
fS&SI-CB-19751 . pOU6U H72-26005
Compilation of technical reports on theoretical
aerodynamics, aircraft performance, sonic booms,
aircraft stability, and turbulent boundary
layers - Vol. 2:
rSBHTll-470152-01 . p0475.H72-2699e
Procedures for evaluating effect of transfer
function zeros on transient response of aircraft
and determining desirable regions of pole-zero
locations
rHASA-TH-X-2585J p0478 H72-27028
Analysis of military requirements'and
specifications for aircraft performance using
F-5 aircraft
• fiD-738625] p0481 H72-27039
Determination of npvash angles for short takeoff
aircraft lifting system using two dimensional
potential flow analysis
rnASA-TH-X-25931 P0487 N72-27817
Development of trajectory-parametric analogy
betveen aircraft maneuvering in planetary
atmospheres and spacecraft during atmospheric
entry
rHiSA-TT-F-14344] P0515 1172-28011
(lotion simulator study to determine effects; of
roll and pitch stabilization on performance and
control power requirements for VTOL aircraft
during hover and short range flight
CNASA-TN-D-6900] P0515 H72-28015
Calculation of required controls for minimum
time-to-turn based on three dimensional
formulation for aircraft dynamics
rAD-742266J p0531 S72-29027
General, technical, and physical descriptions of
Air Combat naneuvering Bange system simulation -
Vol. 1
[AD-741194] p0581 N72-30986
Analysis of quantitative results obtained by Air
Combat Maneuvering Bange simulation system -
Vol. 2 '
tiD-7411951 - • p0581 S72-30987
Development of equations of motion for rigid body
in cylindrical coordinates by Lagrangian
dynamics and application to motion of aircraft
in spin ' ..'
fAD-742929] • pOS83 H72r31006
Application of maximum likelihood estimation from
flight test data to determine lateral control
and stability derivatives for jet fighter aircraft
CtllSA-TH-D-69051 p0584 H72-31013
Development of performance criteria and
operational margins for landinq phase of
commercial/short takeoff and landing aircraft
rNASA-CB-114454] P0585 S72-31020
Development of optimization method for computinq
optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by
observinq only output and application to STOL
aircraft operation
rHASA-TS-D-69781- ' p0585 N72-31022
Development of mathematical models for estimatinq
takeoff distance over barriers betveen thirty
and fifty feet high .'
fEG-5/1-AHEHD-A] ' p0619 H72-32014
Proceedings of conference 'on handling qualities
and performance criteria for conventional and
V/STOL aircraft
rAGABD-CP-106) ' P0619 H72-32017
Comparison of French and OS criteria for aircraft
performance and control vith application to
complicated, high performance aircraft ' ,
P0619 B72-32018
Comparison of flying quality criteria documents
for United Kingdom and DS aircraft to shov areas
of inadequacy in assessing acceptability of
aircraft
p0619 H72-32019
Procedures for application and revision,of Federal
Aviation Begnlations in determining handling
qualities and performance of aircraft
P0619 B72-32020
Bevisions to handlinq qualities criteria for
V/STOL aircraft vith emphasis on instrument
flight characteristics
P0620 B72-32021
Development of V/STOL aircraft handling qualities
criteria specification and analysis of
deficiencies
P0620 N72-32022
Aerodynamic characteristics of CL-8P tilt ving,
V/STOL aircraft and comparison vith handling
qualities criteria documents
P0620 H72-32023
Analysis of criteria for evaluation of high
performance aircraft and results obtained on
aircraft equipped vith control auqmentation
systems
P0620 H72-32025
Application of simulation and analysis techniques
for establishing flying qualities criteria for
piloted aircraft .
P0620 H72-32026
Development of criteria specification for
supersonic transport aircraft and application to
safe handlinq qualities for all reqimes of
. fliqht operations • :
p0620 N72-32027
Development and application of pilot rating to
determining performance and handlinq criteria of
aircraft
P0620 H72-32028
Analysis of factors in stall and post stall
operatinq conditions and effect ,oni aircraft
configurations
P0620 H72-32029
Analyses of factors affecting lateral-directional
handlinq qualities of aircraft durinq short
takeoff fliqht
P0621 N72-32033
. Analysis of methods for predictinq aircraft
performance and recommendations for computer*
•.programs to provide accurate prediction capability
p0621 N72-32036
Beviev 'Of research projects on aircraft handling
qualities, vehicle stability, and control '
characteristics '
p0622 H72-32038
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
, Bnssian H-Q supersonic long ranqe aircraft
,.[10-744159]- . p0623 N72-32051
Effects of variations in. stability derivatives on
performance of XV-4 aircraft .
[AD-74K104] • • p0625 1172-32066
Design, development, and application of fliqht
recorders and crash location instruments used in
, NATO nations
fAGABDriB-391 . , p0628 H72-32U57
Procedures for obtaining'airspeed'and kinetic
pressure data for application to aircraft
performance analysis and data reduction
TESDO-69026] p0636 B72-33002
Analysis of engine and airframe characteristics
used in determining performance of turbine
povered aircraft •
[ESDO-70020]. p0636 H72-33003
Procedures for reducing aircraft performance data
to compensate for atmospheric parameters and •
,variations, in aircraft configurations
"[ESDD-700191 , p0637 -H72-33004
Development of method for aircraft performance
analysis vhen drag is determined from engine
•thrust '
fESDO-70021) p0637 H72-33005
development of nondimensional graphical' aethod for
analyzing performance of turbine povered aircraft
[ESDO-70022] p0637 N72-33006
Derivation of equations for determining climb
performance of aircraft based on energy
considerations . :
[BSDD-70023] p0637 H72-33007
Fixed base simulator evaluation of effect of
pictorial display realism on frequency of
control reversals due to roll disturbances
[HASA-TH-X.-62191] p0639 N72-33023
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Evaluation of translational rate for V/STOL
aircraft in hover condition using six degree of
freedoa motion sinalator
[NASA-TB-X-62194] ••: p0639 H72-33026
AIBCBAFT PILOTS - •
HI TEST PHOTS
Automatic flight control systems value to aircraft
pilot, stressing nan machine interface
p0056 A72-13420
Fighter pilots training by simulators, determining
learning effectiveness by mathematical nodel
based on renewal theory
[AIAA PAPEB 72-161] p0128 A72-16827
Aircraft pilot performance daring instrument
approach in low visibility conditions
P0179 A72-18832
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human freguency response
characteristics
- P0302 A72-26391
Aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight
phases, emphasizing takeoff and landing and Dan
machine system reliability
• p0361 A72-30815
Human factors engineering technigues in
pilot-aircraft-environment adaptation to ease
workload and in performance efficiency improvement
- ' - - , . - . - . -•- - 'p0455 A72-35792
Corporate aircraft pilot contribution to accident
investigation in providing expertise, discussing
various case histories
:
 p0508 A'72-39751
Military .specification adoption for fligh't
characteristics of piloted V/STOL aircraft '
[AD-725746] P0032 N72-10048
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface reguirements •
p0104 N72-13010
Air traffic control systems emphasizing pilot .
participation
r«liSA-CB-12U696] • p0111 HT2-13580
Causes of compression fractures and resumption of
' duties by Greek pilots after recovery
P0274 N72-19149
Illustrated biography of Wiley Post to record L
* significant accomplishments in 1'ong range flight
and aeronautical engineering
P0438 N72-25952
AIBCEAFT POBEB SOOBCES • -
0 AIBCEAFT ENGINES ' '• '
AIBCBAFT PBODDCTIOB
Aircraft producibility considerations in
preliminary design and production planning'phases
. fSAE PAPEB 7107116] p0003 A72-10245
A-300B European Airbus cantilever wing design and
manufacture, discussing skin forming,-'
skin-stringer and torsion-box assembly, '
automatic riveting and root-end profile
machining procedures 1= -;
P0062 A72-14301
Forging technigues and applications for YF^^A '
aircraft Ti alloy bulkhead production,
considering diffusion bonding and die shimming
P0069 A72-1U914
Value engineering based cost data application'^to
design of aircraft in production '* .•''•'.'•
"P0145 A72-18435
legal aspects of international cooperation on
aircraft design and production, discussing work
distribution, project management and liabilities
sharing
P0245 A72-24881
Shot peen contouring of Boeing 747 wing skins '
combined with incremental chip forming, noting
principles and manufacturing process •
[ASH PAPEB H 72-31,4] p031<! A72-28160
HE 200 training and acrobatic two seater low wing
metal aircraft series production, dimensions and
maximum takeoff weight performances
P0357 A72-30039
B-1 production planning and engineering,
discussing manpower, tooling, structural
components tests, schedules and cost estimates
P0442 A72-34389
Northrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning,
discussing design features and :••••••
management/engineering organizational changes in
anticipation of DSAF production contract
p0442 A72-34391
Russian book on aircraft design covering flight
conditions, structure and control
characteristics, production and stress analysis
pO»51 A72-35448
Bnssian book - Production of the principal
elements and units of aircraft engines ......
pO«52 A72-35456
Hi-Shear and Bi-lok fastening systems for aircraft
manufacture, comparing strength and weight with
conventional rivets and bolts
CSAWE PAPEB 901] p0594 A72-43451
nondestructive tests applied to gnality control of
airfranes made of boron composites
p0429 H72-2H936
Air safety program for aircraft manufacturers
p0439.H72-2597«
Financial and aircraft production problems of
airline industry
p0543 H72-29983
AIBCBAFT PBOTOBEBAHCES
0 PBOTBBEBAHCES . .
AIBCBAFT BELIABILITI
Boeing 747B growth model FAA certification,
discussing engine thrust, fuel capacity, taxi
and flight weights and aircraft noise reduction
[SAE PAPEE 710753] .p0004 A72-10251
Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing
ground and flight test programs for performance,
flying gnalities and structures fatigue
properties evaluation
[SAE PAPEB 710756] : p0004 .A72-10253
Aircraft power plant design and installation
' influence on operational effectiveness,
discussing manufacturers and operators
cooperation for reliability and maintainability
enhancement
tSAE PAPEB 710777] p0006 A72-10269
Air transport maintenance regulation as part of
.National Aviation System program, discussing
airworthiness, safety and reliability in
relation to design regnirements
p0066 A72-1481U
Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety
flight and simulator testing, discussing
operational and environmental conditions and
maintenance procedures
.I.'' p0187 A72-20309
Common law liability of aviation manufacturers,
discussing safety, airworthiness, maintenance,
reporting, modifications and inspection
regnirements and evidence of negligence
p0189 A72-20671
Aircraft maintenance and reliability monitoring
and control on scheduled airlines, considering
component failure rate and mode analysis,
sampling inspection and remedial action
p0231 A72-22901
Commercial aircraft reliability program
development from informal continuous product.
improvement to formalized methods based on
reliability logic diagrams and probability
calculations
-., . p0239 A72-24019
Aircraft scheduled maintenance, discussing turbine
engine and component reliability protection,
controlled overhaul, test and repair
p0245 A7-2-24867
Aircraft maintenance optimization, considering
safety, reliability, punctuality and cost factors
p0246 A72-25108
Flight airworthiness requirements development for
supersonic transports, T/STOJ. and transport and
general aviation aircraft, exploring critical
'" control and stability parameters
(SAE PAPEB 720306] p0288 A72-25570
Inspectability criteria for airframes with fatigue
fail safe design regnirements for small airplane
certification
[SAE PAPEB 720310] p0289 A72-25574
.Fatigue certification of general aviation aircraft
in Australia, describing ground taxi load
spectra and endurance and radiographic
inspection of laminated spar caps
[SAE PAPEE 720311] p0289 A72-25575
Bnssian book on aircraft engine reliability
covering defects, fractures and failure
analysis, service life prediction, production
deficiencies and operational conditions
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p0301 A72-26068
HDT application to aircraft design and
reliability, discussing fatigue life analysis
and In-service monitoring for strnctoral
elements, components and airframes
p0307 A72-27198
Complete aircraft systems reliability and
maintainability, discussing extraordinary
variances causes, faulty data inferences and
operational testing for equipment specifications
validation
p0343 472-28358
Strike aircraft reliability prediction in cost
effectiveness analyses, showing failnre
probability distribution with tine
P0343 »72-28360
Parametric approaches to statistical barn-in or
debugging problems in aircraft reliability
analysis
P0343 A72-28363
Environmental effects on aircraft structure
operational reliability, discussing failnre
removal and protective coating lifetime
P0359 A72-3028S
Computer algorithms and programs contribution to
aircraft structure operational reliability and
fatigue life calculation
P0359 A72-30288
Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics
procurement techniques, discussing .
cost-reliability design criteria
P0399 A72-32215
Time parameter in military air operations,
discussing weapon systems B and D, all-»eather
capability, communications, reliability' and
maintainability, manpower training, etc
p0401 A72-32453
Results of the reliability and maintainability
demonstration of the OH-58A light observation
helicopter.
TABS PBEPBIHT 6521 POUU7 A72-34507
Integrity of flight control system design.
POU61 A72-37032
Future aspects of business aviation, discussing
pilot training and aircraft reliability and
maintenance in context of flight safety
P0507 A72-39741
Unigue features 'of the B-1 flight control systems.
fAIAA PAPER 72r872J P0511 A72-40062
nodern landing impact load calculations and
old-fashioned requirements.
flCAS PAPER 72-31] p055« A72-41156
In-'flight and flight-line monitor system to detect
foreign object damage in jet engines.
p0564 A72-02690
ICAO structural airworthiness reguirements
relation to air transportation safety,
considering maneuver and gust loads in terms of
limit load concept
P0566 A72-42830
• Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.
P0568 A72-«2971
Life estimation and prediction of fighter aircraft.
P0568 A72-U2972
Statistical method of failnre analysis for
redundancy forms selection, noting aircraft
safety and reliability
P0568 A72-U2973
Testing procedures for the design and life
estimation of fatigue-sensitive structures.
P0568 A72-4297U
Optimal fleet reliability under fatigue and chance
overload in service.
P0607 A72-44656
Haval helicopters applications to search and
rescue, ASW, ground support and other roles,
considering reliability and maintenance
P0607 A72-11685
Agricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical
spectra and some observations on airworthiness.
P0608 A72-a<l73U
Development and characteristics of coordinated,
in-flight and on-ground fault isolation system
for maintenance of large commercial aircraft
P0010 H72-11027
Development of technigue for graphic presentation
of fault isolation and problem correction for
maintenance of large commercial aircraft
p0040 H72-11028
Development ana functions of organization for
multinational certification of supersonic aircraft
pOOUO S72-11029
Effect of optimum accessibility on improved
maintenance and reliability of commercial aircraft
p0041 H72-11031
Statistical analysis of aircraft operations to
show.relationship of operational readiness,
maintenance, scheduling, and life expectancy
[AD-728656] p0089 H72-11970
Flight simulation of aviation trainer-2 GAT-2 for
determining reliability of light twin engine
aircraft
CAD-731135] p0169 H72-15252
Airspeed losses daring turning flight maneuvers in
gasts applied to airworthiness requirements
fABC-B/H-3672] p020fl H72-15973
Data recording program and analysis technigue for
determining airworthiness of civil aircraft from
1962 to 1969
CBAE-TR-71034] p0205 H72-15975
Aviation safety measures for aircraft reliability
and flight control
p0252 N72-18017
Helicopter design for improving crash
sarvivability of aircraft and occupants
p0274 N72-19141
Continuous inspection and maintenance schedule for
determining airworthiness of aircraft
p0318 H72-20003
Fatigue requirements for ensuring structural
integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters
p0540 N72-29900
Predicting structural failure by applying
structural fatigue test data analysis
pOSUO H72-29903
AIBCBAFT SAFETY
Air transportation system design for safety and
efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and
surveillance systems employment for blunder
prevention
p0012 A72-11117
Aircraft crash fire protection, using passenger
.compartment heat shield of fire-retardant
polyisocyannrate foam and intamescent paint
P0057 A72-13484
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments,
discussing altimeter and artificial horizon
reading errors and modifications
P0060 A72-13698
ATC for. North Atlantic air transportation,
emphasizing collision risk model for safety
standards assessment
P0062 A72-14484
.Air transport maintenance regulation as part of
national Aviation System program, discussing
airworthiness, safety and reliability in
relation to design reguirements
P0066 A72-14814
Time/fregnency collision avoidance systems,
discussing operating principle and economic
aspects for airlines and general aviation
P0066 A72-14816
Aircraft collision avoidance system design and
evaluation, developing closed form method for
system alarm rate estimation
tAIAA PAPEB 72-971 p0133 A72-16945
Computerized Eros II airborne collision avoidance
time fregnency system design, considering radio
transmission, synchronization and ground stations
p01»3 A72-182U7
Flight flutter boundary testing, describing steps
to minimize risk
p01»5 A72-18491
Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue
operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special
rotary wings design, air tunnel experiment and
flight tests
P0147 A72-18582
Bird hazards to aircraft, discussing protective
. measures
P0177 A72-18771
Air safety - Conference, Hexico City, October 1971
P0178 A72-18827
Aircraft safety factors, noting navigational and
flight system in Concorde design
P0178 A72-18828
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Government role in widebody aircraft introduction
to air carrier service, discussing aircraft
maintenance, design and fail-safe structural
configurations . •
P0179 172-18831
'Antimistinq kerosene fuels for aircraft crash
fires reduction . . - .•
. . ' • - • • ' p0179 A72-18837
Aircraft .safety enhancement by -computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews, v .
discussing Boeing 747 program • .
P0179 A72-18839
Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety
' flight and simulator testing, discussing .•
operational and environmental conditions and
maintenance procedures • •
• • p0187 A72-20309
Hercure,short haal transport aircraft, emphasizing
lightweight structural design .with extensive use
of integral machined components for fatigue safety
; ' . . - • P0187 A72-20310
Common law liability of aviation manufacturers,
. discussing safety, airworthiness, maintenance,
reporting, modifications and inspection . .
requirements"and evidence of negligence ' .
P0189 A72-20671
Eight-place turbofan powered business jet'aircraft
design, discussing structure, fuel system,
engines crew station and safety features
. . '~ ' ' • . ' ' P0194 A72-21572
Dynamic response-index /DBI/ minimization for
.personnel, aircraft emergency catapult escape
systems ,to reduce injury probability
'' ...
 t ,,,. . . -. ,i. p019fl A72-21576
. Crashworthy upper torso restraint systems for
general aviation, incorporating strap takeup'"'
devices. , -. '- - • '
P0195 A72-21578
Collision avoidance systems requirements and ' -•'
criteria, evaluating Eros time frequency and
Secant interrogation-and-reply systems
. . . . . . P0231 A72r22822
Bunvay foq dispersal system based on underground
,. installed flight-discarded turbojet engines,
discussing system efficiency, and economics * •
. . • • ' . . - • . p0232 A72-22910
Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, comparing ' •!
.. different designs in terms of performance,
safety,, handling and economic efficiency '•' ' •
', ., p0232 A72-229KO
Aircraft collision near misses under IFB and VFB
conditions, discussing ATC coordination,
equipment failure and personal and planning
problems . - • . . : • • : • •
P0233-A72r22972
Book on general aviation safety covering
statistical accident records, accident analysis,
crashworthiness, preventive measures, etc
.-, p0236 A72-23750
Aircraft maintenance optimization, considering
. safety, .reliability, punctuality and cost factors
. . ' , • . . p0246 -A72-25108
General aviation aircraft structural safety •
studied with 1547 .accident histories, noting IFH
and turbulent weather conditions predominance
[SAE PAPER 720308J • p0289 A72-25572
SECANT system of aircraft separation.and control
by nonsynchronous technique for-midair collision
avoidance
CSAE PAPEB 7203133 • > , D0289 A72-25577
Test facility design for aircraft,crashworthiness
,. evaluation and improvement, considering • ,.i >
snrvivable accident surrounding conditions,
• equipment and testinq methods • - <
fSAE PAPER 720323] p0290 A72-25586
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of qeneral aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems .
fSAE PAPEE 720325] . p0291 A72-25588
Hinimnm safety flight altitudes for aircraft-"
landing systems and lateral deviations for
correction maneuver . .. • . • .
p0308 A72-27269
ONEGA effect on oceanic airway safety, noting
improvement over inertial navigation- systems
P0352 A72-29197
Simulator for physical forces experienced by :
carrier aircraft during catapult launches and
arrested landings, considering external stores
safe suspension
P0403 A72-32620
SECANT collision avoidance system, describing
operational principles and fliqht test results
pO<)17 A72-34137
The onboard authority of the aircraft commandinq
officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo convention
p0454 A72-35763
Airport improvements needed for safety.
P0460 A72-36784
FAA implemented airport certification leqislation
coverinq minimum safety standards, operation
manual, emerqency plan, fire and rescue service
and pavement requirements
P0460 A72-36785
Integrity of flight control system design.
P0461 A72-37032
Survivable flight control system compatibility
test program.
[AIAA PAPEE 72-761] pOSOO A72-38143
Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety 'Seminar, 17th,
Washington, D.C., April 17, 18, 1972, Proceedings.
p0507 A72-39740
Safety in commuter airline operation.
• . - p0508 A72-397U8
Aircraft emerqency evacuation systems, discussinq
'door desiqns, inflatable escape slide and
slide/lifeboat combination
p0563 A72-12S20
Aircraft structural safety.criteria based on
acceptable failure probability, • determininq
critical load levels
p0566 A72-U2829
ICAO structural airworthiness requirements
'-relation to air transportation safety,
considering maneuver and gust loads in terms of
limit load concept
P0566 A72-12830
Statistical method of failure analysis for
redundancy forms selection, noting aircraft
safety and reliability
p0568 A72-42973
Allowable region of approach height and desirable
approach path of aircraft for safe landing,
'presenting optimal control trajectories
P0603 A72-4«497
Proceedinqs of conference on aviation maintenance
' in T970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, December 8-10, 1970
P0039 N72-11019
Development and functions of organization for
multinational certification of supersonic aircraft
' , pOOKO H72-11029
•Description of aircraft accessory reliability
<program to provide improved safety of operation
'for commercial aircraft
p0011 N72-11035
Techniques for forecastinq turbulent weather
conditions below 10,000 feet for light aircraft
operating in Hawaiian Islands
• CAD-726107) p0046 N72-11525
Systems performance and safety in helicopter
.approach and landing, and radioelectronic
quidance array
; ' P0085 H72-11939
•Evaluation of elastomer coatings and curtains as
containment methods to prevent fuel spill from
integral aircraft wing tanks following crash
TFAA-HD-71-75] p0086 N72-11947
Technology assessments for advanced aircraft
performance, utility, safety, and public
acceptance
... p0104 H72-13013
Airline operational data from unusual events
recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft
• [FAA-BD-71-69] . p0105 1172-13022
Congressional legislation concerning safety
improvements for airports in Appalachian area
p0113 N72-13927
Eecommendations for improving qeneral aviation
safety
P0113 N72-13937
Human factors engineering to determine
effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft
collision warning and avoidance system
rAD-729765] p0153 N72-14005
Development of criteria for evaluating airport
traffic levels to determine eligibility for
installation of visual fliqht rales towers
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fAD-729443] P0161 H72-14679
Design, development, and evaluation of locator
egnipment to provide aircraft position
information for flight inspection of navigation
facilities
fFAA-BD-72-3) p0170 H72-15434
Applying dimensional analysis technigues to
containment/deflection problem of bursting
high-rpm rotating parts of turbojet engines
fBASA-CR-120841] p0172 N72-15713
Analysis of factors contributing to general
aviation safety for reducing current accident
rates
fPB-202928] p0220 H72-17015
Aircraft design, safety, reliability, and
maintenance
p0252 B72-18018
Effect of maintenance procedures on causes of
aircraft accidents and statistical analysis of
improved aircraft safety through elimination of
maintenance faults
p0253 B72-18021
Development of method for determining ramp
altitude clearance of aircraft approaching
aircraft' carrier for landing and identification
of unsafe situation
tAD-732760] p0251 N72-18032
Design criteria for safety factors in aircraft
crash survival
fAD-7333581 p0255 N72-18038
Clear air turbulence radiometric detection program
for alerting aircraft
VAD-7337621 p0261 N72-186H1
Analysis of inertial navigation system performance
.to determine effects on aircraft safety and'
collision avoidance during flight over Borth '
Atlantic Ocean
fAD-733753] p0263 B72-18670
Development of collision risk model to analyze
effects of separation standards on aircraft
safety during parallel tracking operations in
north Atlantic Ocean
fAD-733754] p0263 N72-18671
Relating avionics maintenance to aviation safety
p0268 N72-19015
Applying systems analysis techniques to aircraft
maintenance to achieve aviation safety
p0268 H72-19017
Computer program and numerical analysis of
feasibility of using suction between and along
runways to remove trailing edge vortex streets
riDA-LOG-HQ-69-10164] p0337 872-21290
Development of discrete address beacou system to
improve operation of microwave landing system
for high density terminal area surveillance
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-26] . P0339 -B72-21628
Design of aircraft seat cushions and parachute
support spacers to improve comfort and safety
factors
rAD-736873] p038« B72-23032
Application of explosives for development of
instantaneous activation of emergency exit
systems aboard military and civilian transport
aircraft
fAD-736056] P0386 H72-23046
FAA engineering and development programs for
aircraft safety, landing, navigation,
communication and support services
P0391 B72-23980
Development of computer program to analyze
effectiveness of pilot warning indicator systems
in avoiding aircraft collisions
fBASA-CH-1266691 p0427 H72-2t(672
Analysis of collision hazards involved in 7FB
flight near clouds and effect of safe vertical
clearance from clouds to reduce aircraft accidents
tAD-737804] pO»27 B72-24682
Catalog on capacity and efficiency of air traffic
control systems
TAD-737513] POU27 B72-24683
Fatigue assessment of safe life and fail-safe
structures
rARL/SH-REPT-334] pO«38 H72-25899
Practical application of mishap data in Army
aircraft system safety programs
P0439 B72-25967
Pilot safety considerations in design and
operation of X-24A lifting body vehicle
pO»39 B72-25969
Application of tine/frequency collision avoidance
system for ground obstacle avoidance and minimum
altitude protection zone around airports
P0522 H72-28672
Collision force method for studying impact
interaction of engine rotor blade fragment with
containment ring
fBASA-CH-120952] p0528 B72-29004
High temperature resistant fabrics to replace
current specification nylon and cotton fabrics
in aircraft
rAD-7«0600] ' p0536 H72-29612
Development of materials and technigaes to iaprove
and optimize flame arresting in aircraft
fuselage and wing fuel tanks
[AD-7U3016] p0592 872-31954
Application of nondestructive testing techniques
for improving aircraft safety and aircraft
accident reduction
P0634 B72-32981
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
occurring in OS Civil Aviation operations during
calendar year 1970
fPB-210121] p0642 N72-33045
ilBCBAFT SPECIFICATIOHS
Le Bourget Exposition data for displayed civil
transport aircraft
p0059 A72-13638
Aircraft electric power egnipment transient
voltage and EHC limits specifications
P0061 A72-14043
Trainer-combat turbojet' or turbofan aircraft
characteristics, comparing flight, weight, size,
maintenance and development costs
p0119 A72-16178
Structural requirements for normal category
plastic aircraft civil certification, noting
compliance with Federal Aviation Regulations
CSAE PAPER 720301(1 p0288 A72-25568
HR 200 training and acrobatic two seater low wing
netal aircraft series production, dimensions and
maximum takeoff weight performances
p0357 A72-30039
Critical review of Hil-P-83300 V/STO1 flying
gualities specifications as applied to
helicopter design and missions, suggesting
inappropriateness for Bavy helicopters
[AHS PHEPRIBT 643] p0447 A72-34503
Investigation of the commonality in development of
military and commercial STOL transports.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-808] pO«97 A72-38114
Military specification adoption for flight
characteristics of piloted 7/STCil aircraft
[AD-725746] ' p0032 N72-10048
Air safety program for aircraft manufacturers
P0139 B72-25974
AIBCBAFT STABILITY
BT HOVEBIHG STABILITY
Aircraft stability coefficient determination by
numerical integration fitting to differential
eguations of motion
P0013 472-11136
Aircraft ride comfort problem in turbulent air,
comparing free and fixed wing aircraft responses
P0015 A72-11720
Soviet book on in-flight studies of aircraft
stability and controllability covering dynamic
characteristics, measurements, balancing curves,
aerodynamic forces and limiting and special
flight regimes
P0021 A72-12542
Aircraft spin characteristics due to snperstall,
comparing three stall types with respect to
recovery, yaw damping and rate of rotation
[DGLH PAPER 71-0571 p0023 A72-12718
Aeroelastic models construction for flutter
analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk
reduction
[DGLE PAPER 71-0821 p0023 A72-12722
Flight vibration testing methods for ascertaining
flutter stability of high speed aircraft
[DGIH PAPEB 71-083] p0023 A72-12725
Rind tunnel model instrumentation and captive
trajectory facilities for aircraft stability,
control and metric wing-pylon store tests for
performance and structural predictions
P0053 A72-12921
Differential and difference eguations approximate
solutions in finite state machine form.
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developing adaptive gain changer model in
aircraft stability control systei
p0054 A72-13164
Dynamic stability, control and structural response
of transonic jet transport to atmospheric
tnrbalence
p0119 A72-16348
BF-8D aircraft variable stability system
ground/inflight calibration for deternination of
flight control system dynamics effects on flying
qualities
p0125 A72-16660
Flight control systems development, discussing
onboard computers ase in subsystems functional
integration, stabilization and landing systems,
inertial navigation and flight simulation
P0127 A72-16736
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and
asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing
moment, discussing variable stability T-33
flight tests
UIA4 P4PER 72-94] p0133 A72-16946
Hodel following variable stability system for
1-1IB VTOL aircraft, discussing hardware design
and flight evaluation
fAIAA PAPEB 72-96J p0134 A72-16978
Botion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop
system under influence of atmospheric turbulence
and electric circuitry thermal noise
P0181 472-18990
.Book on dynamics of atmospheric flight covering
unsteady motion, small disturbance theory,
aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft stability
and control, handling qualities, etc
P0192 A72-21<I91
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
effect on rigid aircraft response to normal
acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence,
using power spectral technique
P0236 472-23461
Pitching moments effect on phugoid and height mode
stabilitj; of aircraft in supersonic flight
P0236 A72-23622
Jliqht airworthiness requirements development for
supersonic transports, V/ST01 and transport and
general aviation aircraft, exploring critical
control and stability parameters
CSAE PAPER 720306] p0288 A72-25570
Runway motion stability of aircraft with three
wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to
moment induced drift
P0307 A72-27235
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system /HYS4S/
development for military helicopters, discussing
test program and technical feasibility
P0309 A72-271I07
Flight tests of stability augmentation system for
light airplane improving pilot control during
IFF encounter
P0309 A72-27513
Thunderstorm-associated aircraft mishaps relation
to surrounding synoptic scale meteorological
conditions, discussing storm interior condition
contribution to flight stability upset
P0347 A72-28851
Aeroelasticity, discussing gust and maneuver load
alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft
stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis,
aeroelastic optimization, composite structures,
etc
P0393 A72-31202
Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation
system to improve DH-1B helicopter damping and
handling qualities during high speed gunfiring
missions
pO<)13 A72-33650
Russian book on flight dynamics covering
horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing
characteristics, meteorological conditions,
helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and
controllability analysis, etc
P0413 472-33874
An experimental investigation of STOL longitudinal
flying gnalities in the landing approach using
the variable stability X-22A aircraft.
[AHS PREPRINT 6421 p0447 472-311.502
The world speed records of the SA 341 - Gazelle.
TABS PREPRINT 651] p0447 472-30506
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for
O.s. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and reduced cost
pO<!»9 472-34928
F-111 stall inhibitor systea with angle of attack
limitation, describing interface with stability
augmentation system
pO«54 A72-35577
Special control of spiral flight curves with the
neutral and maneuver points as ultimate
positions of the indifference points
P0461 A72-36942
STOL transport stability and control derivative
prediction methods and accuracy requirements.
[AIA4 PAPER 72-780] pOSOO 472-38139
Optimal selection of stability augmentation
parameters for excellent pilot acceptance.
p0501 A72-38227
A generalized method for the identification of
aircraft stability and control derivatives, from
flight test data.
p0502 A72-38260
Problems and solutions related to the design of a
control augmentation system for a longitudinally
unstable supersonic transport.
[4144 PAPEB 72-871] p0505 472-39128
Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability
applied to a contemporary fighter'aircraft.'
fAIAA PAPER 72-870) p0506 472-39129
A new method of calculating the natural vibrations
of a free aeroplane.
flCAS PAPER 72-05] p0552 472-41130
Analytic prediction of aircraft spin
characteristics and analysis of spin recovery.
fAIAA P4PEB 72-985] p0561 472-12329
Development of design criteria for predicting
departure characteristics and spin
susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft.
[4I4A PAPER 72-984] p0561 472-42330
Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the
identification of stability and control
derivatives.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-963] p0561 A72-42346
Aircraft longitudinal stability under conditions
of varying atiospheric density, thrust force and
velocity, determining critical altitude for
vanishing oscillations
T4I4A PAPER 72-951) p0562 472-42358
Steady state egnations of motion, equilibrium
shape and stability derivatives of elastic
airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.
P0566 472-42845
Output-feedback control law for randomly
distributed mnltivariable system.
p0597 472-43608
Aerial expedition for studying conditions of
atmospheric boundary layer over oasis and
semiarid region
[AD-727535) p0034 N72-10332
Evaluation and comparison of several methods for
estimating low speed stability derivatives of
two unpowered aircraft configurations
[N4SA-TN-D-6531] p0079 N72-11896
Atmospheric turbulence power spectra for
predicting rigid aircraft center of gravity
response
rARC-H/H-3665] p0089 H72-11965
Acguisition and analysis of aerodynamic stability
and control data for vertical takeoff aircraft
configurations
fAD-726103) p0089 N72-11969
Flutter analysis of aircraft, taking into account
servomechanisn effects
f. DLR-FB-71-37] p0151 N72-13995
Development of technigues for predicting aircraft
stability and control aspects of V/STOL aircraft
tAD-730121] p0153 N72-14004
Flight dynamics of y/STOL aircraft including
stability, noise and ground effect
p0203 N72-15964
.Equations of motion for reentry trajectories and
glide path of aircraft
p0204 N72-15965
Design of helicopter stability and control
augmentation system using optimal control theory
and computerized simulation
fAD-732911] p0220 N72-17013
Rathematical wind gust model for computer
simulation of aircraft aerodynamic stability
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fAD-733905] P0261 N72-186H8
Fliqht test method for determination of stability
and performance characteristics froo maneavers
in low and intermediate frequencies
fVTH-163] P0267 N72-19009
Determining stability and control derivatives of
airplanes fros flight data nsing modified
Hewton-Baphson minimization technique
rNASA-TN-D-6519] p0279 F72-19659
Proceedings of conference on aircraft flight test
procedures* data acquisition, data processing,
and correlation with wind tunnel test results
rAGABD-CP-85] • P0328 N72-20976
Flight test procedures for deternininq stall and
_ spin characteristics of high performance aircraft
P0328 N72-20979
Stability and control flight test procedures for
V/STOL aircraft in general and specific •
application to P-1127 and Harrier aircraft-
P0328 N72-20980
Numerical analysis of factors affecting ' .
aerodynamic stability of aircraft and
development of concept of dynamic derivatives
rABL/A-NOTE-330] P0365 S72-21996
Bind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping
and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for
scale model of carrier based variable-sweep
fiqhter aircraft nith twin -jeitical tails-
rniSA-TH-X-25551 p0369 N72-22027
Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric
turbulence based on gust field with
nonstationary random velocity
p0381 N72-23006
Numerical analysis of programmed control of flying
vehicle motion
P0381* H72-23028
Effects of longitudinal acceleration and Saqnus
forces and moments on stability of aircraft with
constant velocity around longitudinal axis '
rAD-738231] pOH2« H72-2U394
Haximum likelihood parameter estimation for
extracting stability and control derivatives of
aircraft from flight test data using real time
digital computer
[NASA-TN-D-6735] pOK26 N72-21625
Analytical procedures and design data for
predicting stability and control characteristics
of light, propeller-driven aircraft
CHASA-TN-D-6800] p016U H72-26006
Determination of limit cycle and structural- :
resonance characteristics of aircraft stability
augmentation systems by ground and flight tests
[NASi-TN-D-6867] p0165 B72-26017
Procedures for evaluatinq effect of transfer.
function zeros on transient response of aircraft
and determining desirable regions of pole-zero
locations
rNASA-TH-X-25851 p0178 N72-27021*
Antiaircraft missile, military training, and . •
. aircraft stability
[AD-739973] • . •-• p0488 .1172-27990
. Motion simulator study to determine effects of
roll and pitch stabilization on performance'and
control power requirements for.VTOL aircraft'
during hover and short range flight
rNASA-TN-D-6900] p0515 N72-28015
Corrected wind measurement and dust1, velocity for.
airplane motion - LO-LOCAT project ,- • .
TAD-739875] P0522 1172-28659
Approximation for towed unbanked body, lateral'
stability in zero lift, conditions
rABC-B/M-36751 p0527 H72-28995
Calculation of reguired controls for.minimum '
time-to-turn based on three dimensional • -
formulation for aircraft dynamics
tAb-742266] . p0531 N72-29027
Design and development of longitudinal flight -
control system for short takeoff transport
aircraft based on control of flight path
rAD-7«231»] . p0531 N72-29030
Application of maximum likelihood estimation from
flight test data to determine lateral control
and stability derivatives for let fighter aircraft
fBASA-TN-D-6905] pOSSft N72-31013
Analysis of factors affecting lateral-directional
handling gualities of aircraft during short
-takeoff flight
. . p0621 1172-32033
Analysis of methods for predicting aircraft
performance and recommendations for computer
programs to provide accurate prediction capability
P0621 N72-32036
Inflight variable stability airplane
• - investigations during carrier approaches to
determine effect of flying gnalities parameters
on'approach performance -
P0622 H72-32037
Beview of'research projects on aircraft handling
gualities, vehicle stability, and control • •
characteristics •
P0622 N72-32038
•Digital computer program for investigating effects
of instrument error on aircraft stability and
control derivatives from flight test data'
fNASA-CB-112122] p0622 N72-320B1
• 'General purpose airborne simulator evaluation of
.roll characteristics of 'transport'aircraft-
dnring landing approach !l
[NASA-TN-D-7062] -p0638 H72-33019
• Comparison of two helicopter design concepts
developed to conduct rotary wing research project
tNASA-CB-112157] '• ''p0639 N72-33021
Aerodynamic characteristics of*SC-1 and P-1127
V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on flight 'tests to
• determine control system performance
•P06U9 H12-33968
AIBC8APT STBOCTDEES ' ' - . - • • ' • ' "
NTAIBFBAHES ' ' . . ' ' . -
BT FUSELAGES • ":•' ' ' •
NT 'PLASTIC AIBCBAFT STHOCTUHES
warpage control of large Al alloy forginqs
machining of jumbo jet components, using packing
and storaqe methods
. fSAE PAPEB 7108011 p0006 A72-10280
Structural sandwich panel design, establishing
-•~ simple stress and deflection formulas under
transverse loading based on tests evaluating
balsa as laminate core
•' •' '• p0009 A72-10723
Aircraft interior materials selection relative to
fire hazards arid smoke emission properties
[PI PAPEB 181 ' ' : ' • ' pOOSt A72-132U9
High strength, stiffness and low density
properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites
•~ in flight structures '
- '• V0065 M2-1U7H5
' Papers on aerospace structure by N. J. Hoff
covering aircraft framework, stress analysis,'
structural stability, shell theories^ bending,
buckling, monocoque and sandwich structures,' etc
• ' ' ' ' • p0070 A72-15238
Step-by-step perturbation method for calculating
vibration modes of aerospace structure
[ONEBA, TP: NO. 968] - p0071 A72-15552
Hailstone impact-simulator for prediction of hail
damage to aircraft structures,'presenting data
on damage to! flat metal sheets and spherical caps
'-[AIAA PAPEB; 72-163] p0131 A72-16957
Unidirectional carbon fiber composites effects and
use of stress envelopes in' aircraft structure
' design- • • - ' . . '
•'"-•' ' ' ' • P0135 A72-16997
'Concorde airframe testing- for 'thermal effects oh
'. structural • strength' and' fatigue: life, discussing
facilities for flight conditions simulation
'. .
 -
 • : p0136 A72-17197
Adhesive'bonded components'in'aircraft and ''
aerospace structures,- discussing manufacturing,
metal surface' preparation, inspection- an'd
environmental exposure • '
%
: TSAE PAPEB'720118] p0136 A72-17325
Fatigue behavior .of notched or"cracked aircraft
structure parts, examining service life•
prediction problem : • •
p0139 A72-17811
Structural demonstration flight testing /D.S.
Navy/ of new aircraft, presenting maneuver '
checklist ' . • • - • • • '
'pOIHS A72-18A89
Airloads and structural integrity flight testinq
/D.S.' Air Force/; noting dynamic response, •
fatigue tests and temperature data acguisiti'on
.-•' ' ' * • ••• p01<!5 A72-18190
Aircraft light alloy integral construction for
'•stress concentration and fatigue failure
- avoidance; :describinq continuous castinq
•process; stress relieving and ultrasonic'flaw
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testing procedures
P0185 A72-19725
Hercure short hanl .transport aircraft, emphasizing
lightweight structural design with extensive use
of integral machined components for fatigue safety
P0187 A72-20310
wilqa 3 aircraft structure service life from
structural fatigue theory and
 ;tests, emphasizing
operational load distribution measurement
P0196.A72-2163U
Large automated.tape placement machine tool design
and construction for laying up aircraft
structures from composite materials
, P0196 A72-21690
Beat treatment and machining for distortion
control of large Al alloy forgings for DC 10
aircraft :
P0228 172-221(76
Automatic riveting machine for fuel tight aircraft
structures, describing process technigue and
machine design details and features
P0232 A72-22906
Corrosion resistant fabrication methods in jumbo
•Jetliners components to reduce maintenance and
repair downtime, discussing clad wing and
fuselage skins
. , p0239 A72-24025
Structural Acoustic Honitor system for airframe
structural proof testing, providing multichannel
recording and aural monitoring of acoustic data
derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers
p0240 A72-2U1t6
Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft
with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in
supersonic flow
C A I A A PAPEB 72-378] . p0287 472-251(02
Aircraft wing structure fatigue life estimates
based on flight load time histories from counter
accelerometers •
fSAE PAPEB 7203051 . p0288 172-25569
Layered anisotropic fiber composite /Tetra-Core/
for sandwich construction and aircraft
applications, discussing design, fabrication and
strength characteristics
 ;
[SAB PAPEB 72031(3] - 'p0292 A72-25599
Crack initiation detecting and recording
instrument with optical strain gages for double
shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
p0300 A72-25823
Optical guality reguirements for aircraft
transparencies, considering resolution, haze,
halation, light transmission, distortion, :
binocular deviation, double images, scratches
and inclusions
P0305 A72-27003
Optical qualities of aircraft windshields and
direct vision windows, considering color, light
transmission, faults, heating, distortion,
inside reflections and double images
P0305 A72-2700U
Aircraft windscreen design, discussing high impact
strength glass, electroconductive film,
transparency service life and weight reduction
p0305 A72-27006
Aircraft fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering
passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreen and
various surface coatings
p0305 A72-27008
Acrylics and polycarbonates properties in aircraft
transparencies design, emphasizing cost and
optical, mechanical, thermal and chemical
properties
-p0305 A72-27009
Polycarbonates applications in aircraft
'transparencies, discussing chemical, heat,
impact and abrasion resistance, toughness and
weathering
p0305 A72-27010
Aircraft windscreen reliability,.discussing
delamination, interface shear stress effects and
analogy to metal fatigue
. p0306 A72-27011
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components
design characteristics and reliability tests,
noting visor, pilot forward windshield, flight
deck side windows and cabin windows
p0306 A72-27012
Aircraft windshield bird impact resistance, noting
weight, speed, angle and window geometry effects
P0306 A72-2701U
Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems
shielding properties for projectile and bird
impacts
P0306 A72-27015
Chemically strengthened glass for eject-through
frangible canopy design in aircraft emergency
escape systems, noting protection against
ejection injuries
P0306 A72-27016
Emergency escape from high performance military
aircraft in flight and on ground, using
explosive cord for transparent canopy material
breakup • "
P0306 A72-27017
Hetal matrix-composites application to aircraft
structures, describing design, analysis and
fabrication of aircraft bulkhead with B-A1 as
main structural material
P0312 A72-28096
Graphite fiber-epoxy composite systems development
for F-5 aircraft landing gear door, speed brake,
leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal
stabilizer
P0312 A72-28097
Bussian book on An-12 turboprop transport aircraft
structural and aerodynamic characteristics
covering engine operation, piloting, stability,
controllability, etc
p0315 A72-28343
Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
applications in aircraft and engine structural
components, discussing dynamic and impact
damping properties compared to conventional
materials
p03«<( A72-28555
General Dynamics model 1(01 air superiority single
engine fighter design stressing light weight
structure and maneuverability at high speeds and
angles of attack
p0344 A72-28575
Optimal design of thin walled minimum weight
aircraft shell structures, using linear
programming
P0351 A72-291U3
Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures
subjected to jet noise, noting stress
calculation for skin panels and-control surfaces
p0355 A72-29579
Dynamically similar wind tunnel models for
transonic aeroelastic studies of aircraft
failures or structural damage and flutter margins
CONEBA, TP NO. 1082] p0356 A72-29672
Aircraft structures design and development with
composite materials, considering materials
characteristics relations to structural
components dynamic response
p0356 A72-29691
Computer algorithms and programs contribution to
aircraft structure operational reliability and
fatigue life calculation
. p0359 A72-30288
Ni-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life, calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
P0360 A72-301(29
Mechanics fundamentals in aerodynamical aircraft
analysis, noting force concept and Newton theory
p0361 A72-30817
Navy program for composites technology development
in aircraft structures, discussing design,
reliability and cost
[ASHE PAPEE 72-DE-3] p0362 A72-30860
L-1011 propulsion, fuel, flight control,
navigation, avionics, communication, electrical,
environmental control and auxiliary power
systems, discussing structure and high lift
devices
P0400 A72-32I(27
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for
improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
pOUOO A72-32U29
Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural
' test methods, suggesting system simulation,
component replacement time calculation and
computer technigues
P0407 A72-33221
Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and
stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting
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aircraft and rocket structures
P0413 A72-33679
Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-5KB Skycrane
helicopter. • - - - , -
TABS PSEPBINT 670] .p04!f8 A72-34510
Fall scale airframe fatigue testing of the CHr46.
fAHS PREPRINT 671] pOUllS A72-34511
Al alloys, .high strength steels and Ti alloys in
aircraft construction, reviewing preoetal
materials.in heavier than air vehicles
• " • . ' • p0451 A72-35375
Russian book on aircraft design covering flight
conditions, structure and control
characteristics, production and stress analysis
P0451 A72-35448
Boron--and graphite-epoxv and boron-aluminum
composites forming, processing and costs for
aircraft structural materials
p0454 A72-35663
Combined spot weldTadhesive bonding to loin sheet
metal parts with applications to propellant
tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures
rSBE PAPER AD 72-7101 . p0458 A72-36526
Analysis of a partially cracked panel.
• P0458 A72-36771
Graphit'e-epoxy composites application to
commercial transports for weight and cost
reduction
P0491 A72-37680
A flutter optimization program for aircraft
structural design.
TA1AA PAPER 72-795] pO«96 A72-38111
Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star:
fAIAA PAPEB 72-776.] p0499 A72-38135
High subsonic transport aircraft design
development based on supercritical aerodynamic
configuration and advanced structural, flight
control and propulsion system technologies•
fAIAA PAPER 72-756] p0510 A72-40056
Russian book - Handbook of aircraft[materials.
P0548 A72-40459
Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction
based on strength/weight and stiffness/weight
comparison of Al alloys and Ti alloys in
relation to cost and structural weight
considerations
P0551 A72-41071
Aircraft structures weight reduction through
fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing
anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of
composite light shell structures
flCAS PAPER 72-38] . p0555 A72-41163
Russian book - Design principles in aircraft
construction.
p0560 A72-42074
Digital data system with real time displays and
multiprocessing capability for multitest of
aircraft structure with operational manpower
reduction, assessing performance :
p0564 A72-42696
Book - Contributions to the theory of aircraft
structures. •
P0566 A72-42826
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
in bending test due to stringer interruptions,
analyzing structural deficiency via column and
beam bending .theories
p0566 A72-42827
Aircraft structural design loads definition by
mission analysis criteria, taking into.account
gust loads via power spectral density method
p0566 A72-42828
Aircraft structural safety criteria based on
acceptable failure probability, determining
critical load levels . ..
p0566 A72-42829
ICAO structural airworthiness reguirements
relation to air transportation safety,
considering maneuver and gust loads in terms of
limit load concept
P0566 A72-42830
Fatigue strength and fail-safe aspects of lug
joint in aircraft structures, considering
tension-compression load, fretting corrosion,
prestress and residual stress
p0567 A72-42851
Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage
structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer
excitation. II - Jet noise excitation.
•. p0567 A72-42912
Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.
P0568 A72-112971
Hi-Shear and Hi-Lok fastening systems for aircraft
manufacture, comparing strength and weight with
conventional rivets and bolts
[SAWS PAPER 901] p0594 A72-43451
Detection.of structural deterioration and .
associated airline maintenance problems.
[SAKE PAPER 918] p0596 A72-43465
Empty weight and cruise performance of very large
subsonic jet transports.
fSAWE PAPER 919] p0596 A72-U3466
Moment sampling method as selfvalidating aircraft
weight and balance accounting procedure
[SASE PAPER 920]: • ' p0596 A72-43467
Aircraft' design structural weight estimation based
on post-design analysis of production aircraft,
discussing weight factors application to new
designs • '
[SAKE PAPER 936] p0597 A72-43476
The surface flaw'in aircraft structures and
related fracture mechanics analysis problems.
p0600 A72-44228
Liguid and solid precipitation on aircraft
structure surfaces, discussing potential hazards
to engine components and aircraft controls due
to ice formation
• .• : p0603 A72-44339
Aircraft structures shock and blast loading
characteristics from internal detonation,
comparing computer program results with
available data ' .
p0605 A72-44610
Aircraft fatigue: Design, operational and economic
aspects'.
p0608 A72-44726
Optimum design of joints - The stress severity
factor concept.
p0608 A72-44728
Fatigue testing of the F.28 Fellowship.
P0608 A72-44729
Design and.certification for executive type
aircraft.
p0608 A72-44730
Fan jet Falcon design and certification tests.
P0608 A72-44731
The application of Ti-6Al-4V titanium to
helicopter fatigue loaded components.
p0608 A72-44732
Aircraft structures fatigue life expectancy under
random acoustic excitation, describing testing
methods and eguipment
p0609 A72-44739
The importance of service inspection in aircraft
fatigue. i
p0609 A72-44740
Fatigue design and test program for the American
. '. SST.
p0609 A72-44741
Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline
operations, considering inspection, maintenance
and carrying capacity reduction
: p0610 A72-44743
Structural fatigue cost ihiaircraft maintenance
and repair, considering inspections, defect
rectification, preventive modifications,
replacements and NOT
p0610 A72-U4744
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil transport
. - aircraft. '
p0610 A72-44745
Hilitary aircraft construction, design and
economic regnirements, discussing fighter
payloads, armament efficiency and fire control
systems
p0615 A72-45450
Development of sprayable nrethane sealant for
protection of heated areas on aircraft structures
[AD-727592] p0035 H72-10489
Maximum likelihood technique for estimating •
deviations from parent population of aircraft
fatigue failures determined from sample
containing failed and non-failed members
[ABC-CP-1144] ' p0098 B72-12925
Forecasting technology of aircraft structural
components for hypersonic cruise flight
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P0103 H72-13004
intonated preliminary design of simplified wing
structures to satisfy strength and flatter
requirements
CH4S4-TH-D-6534] p0112 H72-13887
Concept development and feasibility analysis of
aircraft metal stractares reinforced with .
filamentary composites ' •" '
CH4S4-CB-1859] p0160 S72-14585
Testing for acoustic fatigue in aircraft stractares
P0172 H72-15797
Effects of blast loads on structural failure in
aircraft components • . • • •-
: p0172 H72-15822
Studying temperature response of metal.plate to
steady electric arc for determining possible
damage to aircraft structures by lightning-
rD186-14190-1] . p0203 H72-15962
Conference on shock and vibration effects on
dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and
spacecraft structures
[AD-723349] , p0215 N72-16802
Viscoelastic materials for additive;daoping in
aircraft structural vibration problems
p0216 H72-16862
Vibration damping and acoustic fatigue resistance
of aircraft structural composites vith
viscoelastic core
P0216 H72-16865
Variable tuning vibration absorber for control of
rotor induced structural vibrations in CH-47
helicopter
P0216.S72-16874
Damage criteria for parked aircraft exposed to
explosions
[AD-732427] • ,• ' p0219 N72-17011
Structural creep tests of aircraft structures
under constant load-constant temperature, and
under variable conditions
r.ISBH-642-97693-7] p0224 N72-17927
Height estimation and analysis of major structural
components of hypersonic, lignid hydrogen fueled
aircraft
rHSS4-TN-D-6692] p0264 H72-18911
Bind tunnel tests to determine static stability
and control characteristics of flexible aircraft
TN4S4-TH-D-6656] p0266 N72-19001
Survey and analysis of application of
nondestructive inspection methods to aircraft
structures .
[AGARD-B-587-711 p0278 N72-195U1
Systematic drag measurements on rectangular and
elliptical planforn models with recessed
surfaces or cut-outs
rRAE-LIB-TBANS-1614J p0317 N72-19992
4ircraft paint film mechanical property changes
caused by artificial weathering noting glass
transition temperature and flexibility
measurements
[D-HATT165J p0324 N72-20519
Development of numerical methods for analyzing
structural properties of statically loaded wings
using iteration process
P0327 H72-20904
Butual aerodynamic interference effects on flow
field beneath aircraft with external stores
examined by cross flow corrections method
fAD-735655) T . ,P0328 1172-20974
Stress corrosion cracking in aircraft structures
and various materials - historical review
P0341 N72-21901
Conventional and reliability theories for
analyzing safe fatigue life and safe inspection
intervals for military and civil aircraft
r4BI/SH-335] p0372 H72-22495
Survey and analysis-of literature on fatigue
damage accumulation in aircraft materials and
structures
C4G4BD-4G-1571 p0378 N72-22918
Fatigue assessment of safe life and fail-safe
structures
fABL/SH-BEPT-3341 p0438 H72-25899
Corrosion resistance comparison of experimental
coatings for steel fasteners used in high I
performance aircraft
t4D-7388051 p0471; H72-26472
Structural fatigue, thermal cycling, creep, and
residual strength of aircraft metal structures
reinforced with filamentary composites
[H4S4-CB-2039] ' ' pO»75 H72-26939
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of
horizontal stabilizer for 4-4 aircraft using
graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
rAD-738900] p0481 H72-27040
Conference on Structural Applications of Advanced
Composites • : • -• .
tAGABD-1S-55] : p0535 1172-29589
Composites in structural design process
P0535 H72-29592
Primary and secondary structural applications of
advanced composites
P0536 H72-29596
Conference on fatigue test evaluation for aircraft
structures
[H4S4-SP-3091 • •> ' p0539 B72-29895
Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures
with emphasis on thermal cycle
POS39 N72-29896
Fatigue tests of simulated «ain wing spar at joint
with fuselage frame for S44B aircraft
p0539 H72-29897
Proposed changes to OS4F fatigue evaluation
program based on recent experience
P0540 H72-29901
Method for checking fatigue resistance of
structural design 'detail for SST
p0541 N72-29905
I Computer technigue to analyse aircraft windshields
for multiple imaging
[4D-744044] p0586 H72-31034
Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and
flight controls interface with application to
aircraft design criteria
P0621 H72-32031
Technology and production of laminates,'and
problems in producing laminated aircraft
structures
[4D-742780] p0624 H72-32055
Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A
aircraft
rAD-743968] p0624 H72-32058
Calculating eigenfreguencies modes and generalized
masses for F-104G aircraft from drawings by
finite-element method
[4G4BD-B-5921 p0648 N72-33915
Assessment procedure for aircraft safe life
structures based on fatigue life
CTR-98] p0648 H72-33922
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics,
fatigue and structural analysis, and related
aircraft studies - bibliography
p06t8 B72-33961
Besearch report on sound and vibration measurement
in turbomachinery, aircraft structures, and
building structures
P06U9 B72-33976
AIBCB4FT TIBBS
Aircraft landing gear wheel damage and antiskid
mechanisms under operational conditions
P0192 A72-21U85
4ircraft wheel mechanics, discussing freely
turning and braked wheels, tire drift and
antiskid braking systems for landing gear
p0285 A72-25287
Aircraft tires design and performance
characteristics, considering VTOL and Concorde
operating conditions
P0358 472-30098
Ground and torgue relation to swivel angle and
lateral displacement of wheel rim plane, using
string model for tire
•' • P0557 472-41260
Damage to aircraft tires produced by grooved
runway surfaces when impactedJat various sink
rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures,
and ground speeds
fBASA-TN-D-6690] p0219 H72-17007
Performance tests of aircraft tire under cyclic
braking conditions and evaluation of aircraft
antiskid braking system
rH4SA-TH-D-6755] p0421 N72-24014
Prediction of lateral tire dynamic properties of
scale model aircraft tires using string theory
rH4S4-CB-2058] pO«22 N72-24024
Performance tests to determine aircraft tire
behavior and operating problems in various types
of soils
r»ASA-TN-D-6813] p0514 K72-28006
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Adaptive braking system preventing tire slip,
applicable to aircraft
rNASA-CB-123817] . p0587 H72-31279
Numerical analysis of braking forces and
frictional coefficients for aircraft tires on
hard surface runways - Fart 2
fFSDU-71026-PT-2] ' P0619 N72-32013
Analysis of operational factors involved in
frictional and retarding forces between aircraft
tires and hard surface runways
rESDO-71025-PT-l] P0636 H72-33001
Planing of aircraft tires on wet runways
rESDU-72008-PT-3] p0637 H72-33010
AIBCBAFT BAKES
NT HELICOPTEB BAKES '
NT PBOPELLEH SLIPSTBEAHS
NT SLIPSTBEAHS
Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine
wake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient
infloences
p0021 A72-1250K
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of aircraft
wake far field strocture, measuring trailing
vortex decay by yawbead pressure probe
C A I A A PAPEB 72-to ] poiso A72-16902
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathenatical
model for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects
on aircraft trailing vortex wake motion and
persistency
fAIAA PAPEB 72-42] : p0130 A72-16903
Acoustic ray deflection by aircraft wake vortices
with viscous core, observing maximum deflection
angles during large aircraft landing
P0157 A72-36U17
Effect of ground wind shear on aircraft trailing
vortices.
P0507 A72-39630
Flight test studies of the formation of trailing
vortices and a method to accelerate vortex
dissipation.
T A I A A PAPEB 72-9881 p0561 A72-H2327
Unsteady wake effects on progressing/regressing
forced rotor flapping modes.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-957] p0562 A72-12350
Low flying aircraft wake vortices tracking,
describing sensing techniques based on acoustic
pulse deflection and velocity field measurements
P0565 A72-42709
Effect of air infection on the torgne produced by
a trailing vortex.
P0594 472-13333
Effect of several wing tip modifications on a
trailing vortex.
p059t A72-U333H
Trailing vortex effects on wing pressure
distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests,
discussing effect of wing-vortex distance •
P0613 A72-45331
Dynamic simulation of an'aircraft under' the effect
of vortex wake turbulence.
P0613 A72-«53fl6
Analysis of hazards created by aircraft wakes and
methods for avoiding adverse effects during
congested aircraft operation
. r!»ASA-TH-X-67!|U8] p0087 S72-11951
Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip
vortices generated by large net transport
aircraft when intersected by smaller general
aviation type aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6655] p0250 N72-18003
Bind tunnel test data of velocity measurements
with hot wire anemometer in wake of CV-990
aircraft model •
tNASA-T«-X-621H8] pOD19 N72-2399M
Air vortex wakes of B-717 aircraft
tNASA-TT-F-11286] p0169 N72-26233
Analytical and experimental determination of
influence of atmospheric environment on
transport and decay of trailing vortex wake
rAD-7U2305] P0576 H72-30280
AIBCBEBS
0 FLIGHT CBEHS
AIRFIELD SOBFACE HOVEHENTS
Air/ground interface simulation in 6PSS/360 for
passenger transfer between'airport terminal and
aircraft
P0187 A72-20312
Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system
p0229 A72-22779
ICAO standardized taxiing guidance and airports
surface traffic control procedures
p02«0 A72-2Q171
Bnnway motion stability of aircraft with three
wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to
moment induced drift
P0307 A72-27235
Design requirements and development plan for all
weather system for controlling airport surface
traffic
, CBD-620:63965] p0096 N72-12587
Operational evaluation of device for measuring
aircraft taxi speed and distance to determine
accuracy and' limitations
fAD-730096] P0219 N72-17009
measurement of three track runway and taxiway
profiles for determining effect of surface
conditions on airplane response to ground
roughness
[NASA-TN-D-6932] p0622 N72-32045
AIBFOIL CHARACTERISTICS
D AIBFOILS
AIRFOIL PROFILES
NT BIN6 PBOFILES
NT BING SPAN .
Two dimensional airfoil pressure distribution
measurements at high subsonic speeds, comparing
normal force coefficients corrected for wind
tunnel interference effects with theoretical,
calculations
fDFVLB-SONDDB-168] p0058 A72-13609
Two dimensional transonic airfoil section.testing
at ONEBA S3 HA wind tunnel, comparing results
with helicopter rotor blades test data
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1028] p0059 A72-136«2
Mavier-stokes eguations solution, for unsteady
viscous flow around oscillating, elliptic airfoil
in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining
pressure and shear stress distributions
p0117 A72-16002
Finite pitch airfoil theory relations for
tnrbomachine moving blade rows interference
effect on cascade flutter
. p0121 A72-16488
Computerized analytical model of tvo dimensional
mnlticomponent airfoil in viscous subsonic flow
TAIAA PAPEB 72-2] . ,pOi29 A72-16861
Sail rotors for hovering platform,'calculating
rotor performance based on ideal two-dimensional
"flexible airfoil section characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 72-66] j p0131 A72-16925
Laminar flow airfoils for.gliders, optimizing
profiles for favorable velocity and pressure
distribution
1
 . , .p0136 A72-17191
Finite difference method 'for transonic airfoil
design for wide range of angles of attack and
Bach numbers <
PQ139 A72-17629
Hypersonic flow past final, thickness delta!wing,
presenting conical flow equations with boundary
value solution
: ' p01U2 A72-18128
viscous flow through movable and immovable
cascades of blades, determining velocity field
by airfoil .center line vortex distribution
; p0142 A72-18131
Numerical analysis of .computing velocity
distribution in vortex row cascade profiles by
method of singularities
P0178 A72-18787
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible •
fluid past large camber profiles of- arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized "Fourier
expansion
P0180 A72-18976
Irrotational two dimensional transonic flow past
symmetric profile with and without shock ,
P0185 A72-20068
Airfoil contour design as envelope of family of
circles with centers lying on mean camber line
P0227 A72-22298
Axial flow turbines aerodynamic loading increase
via control of velocity distribution and
boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-78] p0297 A72-25658
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Rotating airfoil experimental test program for
verification of Bimmelskamp and DwVer-licCroskey
theoretical analysis, presenting graphs .of lift
coefficient'~vs' angle of attack
'
 :
 P0313 A72-'28121
Contracting or diverging stream flov mean velocity
change effects on airfoil pressure distribution,
1
 circalation and lift, deriving'vortex "; .
distribution expression
P0396 172-32023
Book on airfoil section designs' for light aircraft
covering wind tunnel studies of lift drag ratio
as function of angle of attack
' ' • " ' ' ' . ' P0399 A72-32250
Unsteady viscous flow effects o^ri aerodynamic
forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil
for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack
"' and freguencies :
• " ; ppitOO A72-323'<Ht
Collocation method for coupled bending-bending
torsion vibrations of straight uniform
cantilever beam with asymmetric airfoil cross
' section ; .
P0405 A72-32908
Transonic airfoil section design to given surface
pressure distribution, applying finite
difference procedures to transonic small
disturbance equations
[AIAA PAPER! 72-679] ; ; p04'll|-A72i3«062
Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries
of articulated helicopter"rotors.
TABS'PREPRINT 6211 • ' pO«U5.172-3<l«89
Determination of airfoil and rotor blade dynamic
stall response.
.TABS PREPRINT 613] ' pO'tie A 72-341495
Comparison of two types of blade profile for .
axial-flow fans
POU56 A72-36000
Uniformly exact solution of the problem of the.
flow past a slender profile '
•
 :
 'p0509 A72T3?90«
Book - A theory of supercritical wing sections,
with computer programs and examples. . ,
P0557 A72-U1531
Problem of uniform-jet flow around an airfoil
P0560 A72-U2271
New results concerning the numerical calculation
of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section
' P0563 A72-42639
An improved solution of the two-dimensional
let-flapped a'irfoil"problem. '
* P0594 A72-13329
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible
fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
expansion • - •
p0611 A72-45002
Point .projection method for constructing tangents
to airplane wing cross sections
[AD-728651) : P0081 N72-11912
Low speed wind tunnel test on low-drag airfoil at
half a million Reynolds number, noting
aerodynamic coefficients . J
fASC-CP-11871 ! p0270 N72-19033
Lifting airfoils with supercritical shock-free'flow
[NLB-BP-70015-U] . p0327 N72-20972
Time dependent method to', calculate, supercritical
flow over' nozzle airfoil !
[ONERS-NT-189] ' p0576 N72-30280
Supercritical airfoil profiles for improved
transonic "performance in presence of jet flap
effect ' '
[AD-7i»4036] ' ' p0583 N72-31008
ilBFOIL SECTIONS
D .AI8FOIL PROFILES ' . . '
AIRFOIL THICKHBSS ' "' . '
D AIBFOIL PBOFILZS •'
ilBFOILS '
NT AERIAL RUDDERS
HT AILEROHS
NT ARBOR RINGS
NT CAHBEHED RINGS
HT CARET WINGS ' "
NT CRUCIFOBH RINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT FIXED RINGS '
NT FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT FLEXIBLE' RIHGS
NT HORIZONTAL ,TAIL SURFACES
NT INFINITE SPAN RINGS
ST JET FLAPS
NT LABINAB FLOS AIRFOILS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT LIFTING ROTORS
BT ,LOR ASPECT RATIO RTHGS
NT PABARINGS . .
NT PROPELLER' BLADES ,
NT RECTANGULAR RINGS,
NT RIGID ROTORS
NT RIGID RINGS :
NT RING RINGS
NT ROTARY RINGS
NT SLENDER RINGS
NT SPLIT FLAPS : j
NT SPOILEB SLOT AILERONS
NT SPOILERS
NT SUPERCRITICAL RINGS
NT SUPERSONIC AIBFOILS
NT. SSEPT RINGS
NT SWEPTBACK RINGS
ST TBIN AIBFOILS
NT THIN RINGS
NT TILTING BOTORS
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTOBS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS. .
NT TRISTED RINGS . . _ • . . . .
NT UHSREPT RINGS
NT VARIABLE SREEP RINGS.
NT RING FLAPS
NT RINGS
Unsteady flow about two dimensional airfoils,
determininq surface pressure fluctuations
induced by turbulent boundary layers
P0003 A72-10217
Aerodynamic behavior of thin jet-flapped airfoil,
investigating integrodifferential equation
solution
P0015 A72-11669
Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic
flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section
by surface impact probes
P0018 A72-12275
Airfoil theory singular integrodifferential
equation reduction to integral equations with
quasi-regular and regular kernels, applying to
.jet flapped wing problem
, , pOOSI A72-12987
Steady two dimensional cavity flow past infinite
number of airfoils using linearized theory
, , p0062 A72-14160
Complex perturbation potential of constant vortex
shear flows around airfoil activated by motion
in presence of rectilinear wall
, . p0118 A72-16122
Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled by
single point vortex to represent leading edge
slat, discussing on-line cooputer graphics program
[AliA PAPER 72-221] p0127 A72-16798
Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil
at high transonic speeds, discussing
viscous-inviscid flow interaction
[AIAA PAPER 72-5] p0129 A72-16863
Two dimensional airfoil unsteady.stall in
incompressible flow, comparing calculated
loading during transient and sinusoidal pitchinq
motions with measured values •
[AIAA PAPER 72-37) p0130 A72-16899
Two dimensional lift characteristics of
multielement airfoils, nsinq potential flow
method based on surface source distribution and
finite difference boundary layer method
[AIAA PAPEB 72-3) p0132 A72-16935
Transonic flow past wing airfoils, obtaininq
numerical solution by fitting nixed initial
boundary conditions
. . p0186 A72-20079
Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces
on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, nsinq two
dimensional model
p0186 A72-20101
Jet-STOL aaqmentor wing consisting-of moderately
thick airfoil with full span leadinq edqe slat
and double surface trailing edge flap
p0197 A72-21899
Static pressure tube calibration for surface
pressure measurements in flow over flat plate
and airfoil
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• p0232 A72-22937
Airfoil ram-wing air-water hybrid vehicle X-113 An
design and operational principles, based on
aerodynamic ground effect, discussing flight '
tested performance characteristics
P0232 A72-22971
Aerodynamic noise produced by gas net flow around
airfoil, discussing sound reduction
P02UO A72-2H107
Aerodynamic forces calculation for constant vortex
shear flows around airfoil fixed between
rectilinear walls, noting resultant •
perpendicularity to Ox axis
P02UO &72-2U115
Unsteady airfoil stall and stall flutter analysis,
discussing application to space shuttle
configuration
fAIAA PAPER 72-380] p0287 A72-25HOU
Unsteady lift on airfoils in moving cascades with
inlet, axial flow disturbances, estimating lift
on reference blade between blade channels
fASHE PAPEH 72-GT-51 p0293 A72-25608-
Heat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas
turbine airfoils, noting leading edge sharpness
effects for slot and circular jet configurations
tASHE PAPEH 72-GT-7] p0293 A72-25610
lift and pressure fluctuations of cambered airfoil
under periodic longitudinal and transverse
gusts, applying to axial flow turbonachines
TASHE PAPEE 72-GT-30] p0295 A72-25626
Airfoil vortex shedding noise in low-turbulence
flow at helicopter blade Reynolds numbers,
obtaining correlation coefficients for far field
noise and surface pressure fluctuations
tAIAA PAPEB 72-656] pO«15 A72-3U078
notary wings lift and efficiency increase by
circulation control via tangential blowing about
bluff trailing edge airfoils
[AHS PREPRINT 603] , pOUtS A72-31U92
Study of circular arc airfoils with' asymptotic
critical Mach number. I
pOt<)9 A72-347H4
Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic
critical Mach number. II
pO«U9 A72-34745
Transonic viscous flow around lifting
two-dimensional airfoils.
fAIAA PAPER 72-678] pOU52 A72-35179
Angle of attack increase of an airfoil in
decelerating flow.
p0159 A72-36773
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring.
pO<!90 A72-37605
Analysis of the interaction of jets and airfoils
in two dimensions.
C A I A A PAPER 72-777] '• pot99 A72-38136
Surface vorticity theory for axisymmetric
potential flow past annular aerofoils and bodies
of revolution with application to ducted
propellers and cowls.
p0503 A72-38554
Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings,
peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic
flow, discussing shock tubes and wind tunnels
development
P0509 A72-398U6
Visualization study of flow near the trailing edge
of an oscillating airfoil.
p0511 A72-U0067
Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two ,
dimensional bodies immersed in uniform
incompressible stream,.investigating
semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to
oscillating airfoils
. . ' p0550 A72-40651
Some results from tests in the NAE high Reynolds
number two-dimensional test facility on
'shockless1 and other airfoils.
flCAS PAPER 72-33] pOSSU A72-<H158
Conformal mapping procedure for numerical
generation of airfoils with local curvature .
singularities, presenting test problem results
for zero trailing edge angle
p0556 A72-111259
Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layers.
p0557 A72-41264
Calculation of potential flow about aerofoils
using approximation by splines.
P0566 i72-12619
The determination of a general relation between
the aerodynamic properties of a single airfoil
and those of the same airfoil arranged in an
arbitrary 'cascade.
P0611 A72-45363
Customer utilization and program listing for
computer program on two dimensional
multicomponent airfoils in viscous flow
[SASA-CR-18t3-SDPPI.] p0038 N72-11010
Aerodynamic lift characteristics of oscillating
two dimensional airfoil subjected to sinusoidal
gust
TAD-726132] ' p0039 N72-11017
numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin
lifting wings and analytic expressions for far
field conditions
CSiSA-TN-D-6530] p0045 H72-11289
Flow model for shock induced leading edge
transonic flow turbulence and rear separation in
low speed stall of- airfoil
P0073 B72-11858
Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high
Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past
two dimensional airfoil
P0076 N72-1187U
Airfoil designed for shockless inviscid flow
TSRC-12315] p0109 N72-13269
wind tunnel1 tests to Determine drag
characteristics of airfoil covered with
compliant coating of polyvinyl chloride membrane
over polyurethane damping layer
fAD-729921] p0160 U72-14607
Haximnm lift coefficient airfoils developed
through optimization of pressure distribution
[HASA-TH-X-67591] • p.0164 N72-14992
lind tunnel investigation of sound pressure
intensity level in wake of oscillating airfoil
and flat plate during helicopter stall
rNASA-CR-1948] p0201 H72-15943
Numerical analysis of influence of camber and
nonplanar wake on change of lift, vortex drag,
and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect
fTT-71-12] p0201 N72-15947
Higher-order theory of two-dimensional subsonic
wall interference effects on flow past airfoil
between perforated wind tunnel walls
[LR-553] . p0207 N72-16205
Boundary layers on airfoils in oblique ,transonic
terminal shock wave and control of shock induced
separation
[AD-731830] • p0208 N72-16227
Analysis of boundary layer flow-processes during
airfoil dynamic stall and design' of airfoil to
delay onset of- dynamic stall
fAD-734699] p0267 N72-19012
Vortex shredding noise characteristics of isolated
airfoils in Reynolds number range applicable to
full scale helicopter rotors :
• fAD-734433] . p0272 R72-19048
Visualization of unsteady flow around oscillating
airfoils and rotary wings, and within
tnrbooachines in hydraulic tunnels
CONERA-BT-180] P0277 N72-19329
Vortex distribution technigne applied to
three-dimensional bodies moving through
incompressible fluid
CAD-732953] p0324 H72-20333
Hethod for predicting profile drag of airfoils at
subcritical and supersonic speeds
[NAL-TR-253] .' p0365 N72-21995
Free streamline theory for determining pressure
distribution on airfoil with flow separation
. [NAL-TR-247] p0371 N72-22333
Near vake effects on airfoil loading in dynamic
stall and wake structure resulting from
oscillatory motion of stalled airfoil
p0379 N72-22991
Aerodynamic analysis of airfoils and wings at.
transonic flight conditions
tAD-737293] p0380 N72-23002
Aerodynamic characteristics of leading edge slats
plus main airfoil compinations
[AD-737126] p0385 N72-23042
Development of computer program to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under
conditions of zero trailing edge angle
[AD-738318] pO<!19 S72-24003
Numerical analysis of potential flow problem of
two dimensional airfoil with distributed suction
A-80
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pO«2U B72-2H359
Thermal, tensile, and creep rapture properties of
nickel based alloys for airfoils
rnaSA-TH-X-68051] pO«25 H72-24585
Aerodynamic characteristics of elliptical airfoil
with circulation control by tangential trailing
edge bloving
pOi»30 H72-21989
Subsonic behavior of three annular airfoils for
turbofan engine cowlings
rABC-B/B-3688] p0031 B72-24999
Analysis of pressure field generated by passage of
three dimensional disturbance over airfoil shape
POB63 N72-25994
Development of approximate method for calculating
pressure distribution on thick canbered-airfoil
in snbcritical viscous flow-
CFFA-AO-901] pO<!63 H72-26001
Numerical procedure for predicting airfoil stall
occurrence in incompressible flow conditions
COHERA-TP-1088] p0463 H72-26003
Rind tunnel and flight tests of dynamic stall of
airfoils and helicopter blades
fAD-738610] P0169 N72-26251
Rotor .and stator, dual-airfoil tandem rotors and
dual-airfoil stator designs
CHASA-CR-1208033 pO«73 B72-26689
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blades for
compressors with adiabatic efficiency of 85.1
percent
rBASA-CR-120804] pO«73 N72-26690
Rethod for designing trind tunnel model airfoil
with integrally formed pressure measurement
orifices
rUASA-CASE-HS-10812-1] pOU82 H72-27272
Separated flov point determination on blown flap
airfoil of STOL ving propulsion system
pOU83 B72-27286
Computer program for airfoil pressure distribution
for subcritical viscous attached flow
tNAL-TH-248] pOI)8» H72-27317
Computer program for coordinates, incompressible
inviscid section characteristics, and two
dimensional drag-rise for BACA airfoils
[AD-738623] p0481 N72-27332
Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional
airfoils with variable camber and performance of
Bhitcomb supercritical airfoil
[AD-7H0369] p0529 N72-29012
Experimental pressure-differential measurements
made at 10 percent chord of airfoil-vortex
interaction
fNASA-CB-112129] p0533 N72-29226
Computation of aerodynamic characteristics for
airfoils of varying plan configuration moving
near ground effect surface
[ JPBS-56629] P0571 F72-29996
Flutter in turbomachinery blading and prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of partially
stalled airfoil
[AD-7U21I58] P0580 N72-30781
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects
of leading edge serrations on two dimensional
airfoil
f HiSA-TH-X-26((3] P0581 N72-30992
Rind tunnel drag measurement nsibg ridges and gaps
on airfoils
rABC-H/H-3698] P0583 N72-31002
Development of procedures for calculating pressure
distribution on airfoil in sonic stream
fESDO-69013] P0617 N72-31989
Numerical representations of lift-curve slope and
aerodynamic center position'of wings in
inviscid, subsonic flow
[ESDO-70011] p0617 N72-31991
AIBFBAHE BiTEBIALS
Ti alloys for airframe shell construction based on
room temperature strength, stiffness and
densities comparison with Al alloys, stainless
steel and Be data
P0058'A72-13615
Ti alloys for aircraft structures, emphasizing
weldability, tensile fatigue and residual
strengths, shear-carrying qualities and fuselage
shell design
P0058 A72-13616
Carbon fiber resin composite characteristics for
airframe component design, comparing with metal
•aterials
p0065 A72-1H796
Aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning
protection in airframes, nsing adhesive bonding,
high strength materials and high modulus fiber
structures
P0177 A72-18767
Thin wall airfrane wire insulation relative
thermal life and temperature rating evaluation
procedure using Arrhenius plot
P0233 A72-23270
Compress!ve strength of Ti alloy airframe skin
stringer panels reinforced with B-A1 composite
by brazing
[AIAA PAPEB 72-359] • p0286 A72-25387
Fatigue strength characteristics of boron-epoxy
reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframe
[AIAA PAPEB 72-392] p0287 A72-25&13
Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites
application to aircraft structural design,
discussing flight test and developmental programs
p0302 A72-2623<1
Long range transport aircraft structures and
composite materials technology for airframe and
engine systems
[AIAA PAPEB 72-362] p0350 A72-28955
Al alloys,'high strength steels and Ti alloys in
aircraft construction, reviewing premetal
materials in heavier .than air vehicles
pO»51 A72-35375
Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star.
[AIAA PAPER 72-776] pOU99 A72-38135
Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction
based on strength/weight and stiffness/weight
comparison of Al alloys and Ti alloys in
relation to cost and structural weight
considerations
P0551 A72-D1071
PBD-19, a new composite material - Its
characteristics and its application to the
BO-105 helicopter.
[SABE PAPEB 915] ' p0596 A72-U3462
The application of T1-6A1-4V titanium to
helicopter fatigue loaded components.
P0608 A72-41732
Fatigue life under cyclic loads of notched
aluminuD'Copper-magnesinm airframe alloy
[DLR-FB-71-23] p0170 N72-15530
Preparation of titanium surfaces by
phosphate-fluoride method prior to adhesive
bonding procedures and application to UH-1
helicopter structures
[AD-732353] p0208 N72-16355
Analysis of performance, weight, and cost
characteristics of various airframe structural
materials for drone applications
[AD-736616] p0369 B72-2203U
Thermal aspects of using filamentary composite
materials for airframes on atmospheric entry
spacecraft
[SD-72-SB-0015] pO«35 N72-255I(2
Comparing characteristics of advanced composites
with those of conventional airframe materials
P0536 N72-29595
Primary and secondary structural applications of
advanced composites
P0536 B72-29596
AIFFBAHES
Concorde airframe testing for thermal effects on
structural strength and fatigue life, discussing
facilities for flight conditions simulation
' p0136 A72-17197
Statistical evaluation of welded airframe
component fatigue damage increment during cyclic
loading with constant force amplitude
P0215 A72-2«922
Convective cooling system design for Hach 6
hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using
water glycol loop network
[AIAA PAPEB 72-3311] p0286 A72-25369
Inspectability criteria for airframes with fatigue
fail safe design requirements for'small airplane
certification
[SiE PAPER 720310] p0289 A72-2557<!
BASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing
airframe and engine development for next
generation subsonic CTOL let transport
requirements
T S A E PAPEB 720319] p0290 A72-25582
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Airfrane and wing fatigue life testing, discossinq
results recompntation for changed operating
condition
p0358 172-30276
Helded steel airfrane residual fatigue life tests
by nonstationary random loading, applying to jet
trainer aircraft landing gear
' p0358 A72-30277
Computerized airframe manufacturing cost and
weight analysis, using technique for detailed
parts list generation from configuration concept
as input
fSABE PAPEB 913] p0596 A72-43460
Approaches to verification and solution of
magnetic particle inspection problems.
p0610 A72-44903
Helding airframe structures in titanium using
tensile loading to overcome distortion.
p0611 A72-15000
Technical programmers manual for automated
procedure of optimizing practical aerospace
structures - Vol. 2
fAD-7257441 p0032 N72-10047
Design and development of numerically controlled
machine for laying composite tape used in
building aircraft structured from filament
reinforced resin matrix composite materials
TAD-7257651 P0035 N72-10425
Compression tests of short skin-stiffener
specimens of conventional titanium alloys
airfrane structure with attached unidirectional
brazed boron-aluminum composite
rNASA-TH-D-65«8] pOO«6 872-11128
Elastomeric coating materials for use in sealing
fastener-head countersinks in highly loaded
aircraft skins susceptible to exfoliation
corrosion . .
fAD-728039] p0110 N72-13429
Development of incremental technigue for forging
thin-web, tall-rib configurations for aircraft
structures .
rAD-729012] p0110 N72-13434
Numerical analysis of convective heat transfer
within aircraft structure cavities for various
conditions of flow
rAHL/Stl-HEPT-330] p0113 S72-13913
Standard ARM captive carry life expectancy
prediction and vibration gualification testinq,
resulting in airframe fatigue failure
P0173 N72-15839
Static aeroelastic characteristics of thin
cylindrical shells at subsonic speeds without
use of boundary layer control or shell
axial-force loading
 v
[AD-732291]
 P0202 N72-15954
Development and application of nonflammable and.
fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft
and aircraft interiors
P0208 N72-16I119
Scale model tests to determine optimum
configuration and characteristics of large jet
transport aircraft during ditching
rNASA-T»-x-24451 p0218 H72-17005
Computer program for calculation of airborne store
. loads, shears, and moments
fAD-733673] ' p02U9 N72-17995
Application of fracture mechanics to design,
analysis, and qualification of aircraft
structural systems
fAD-731565] P0255 N72-18045
Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials,
and lubricants for airframe applications by
simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on
bearings in normal operation
rAD-733705] ' p0259 N72-18505
Evaluation of steady-state and nonsteady-state
methods for measuring panel damping with
emphasis on use of random process techniques and
digital data reduction methods
rNASA-CH-114423] p026« N72-18909
Definition of longitudinal stability derivatives
for elastic airplanes with allowances for
perturbations in forward speed
fNASA-TN-D-6629] . P0318 N72-20006
Numerical-analytical technigues for predicting
radiation patterns and impedance of aircraft
antennas including effects of outboard members
of aircraft structure
fAD-735346] p0335 N72-21171
Design and structural properties of airframes
[AD-736207] p0386 H72-23047
Developnent of method for calculating fatigue
strength of airframe structures and predicting
rate of fatigue crack propagation
[AD-736887] p0390 H72-23936
Nondestructive tests applied to .quality control of
airframes made of boron composites
P0129 H72-24936
Interference problems of airframe engine
integration in aircraft design optimization
[AGABD-LS-53] p0478 B72-27016
Analysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to
determine safe service life of aircraft structures
fAEL/SB-NOTE-373] . p0525 H72-28903
Analysis of acoustic fatigue life of-structures
subjected to jet noise and application to design
of aircraft structures - Part 1
tAGABD-AG-162-PT-1] i p0539 H72-29893
Application of applied fracture mechanics in
' design analysis to provide improved aircraft
structural integrity
: p0541 N72-29909
Inspection and maintenance schedules ;of commercial
transport aircraft to detect structural '
deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure
. ' p05U1 N72-29913
Fatigue and thermal static strength development
tests performed on sections of Concorde '
supersonic transport aircraft "
P0542 H72-29915
Corrosion properties of aircraft structure fluid
contaminants noting corrosion tests and
microbiological action on Britannia Comet Aircraft
[D-HAT-179] . p0573 S72-30015
Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady
aerodynamic forces with elastic deformations and
surface deflections for aerodynamic structures
in subsonic flow
fAD-742996] p0583 N72-31009
Fatigue test of model E-2 A/B aircraft, using 3000
arrested landings
[AD-743478] . : p0624 H72-32060
Development of test equipment for endurance
testing of airframes to determine accumulation
of fatigue damage
TAD-744280] • - .p0625 B72-32062
Development of mathematical techniques for
determining stresses, deformation, and stability
of aerospace vehicle structures
[ AD-744.114] i p0625 N72-32067
NASTEAN applied to structural design analysis of
airframe projects
p0633 N72-32885
AIRGLOB
Tracking platform for two' interferometers and'.'one
radiometer for airglow survey
fAD-739196] I • p0520 N72-28425
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
Airport efficiency improvement measures,
considering boarding gates, parking space,
.. baggage handling, fire protection, monitoring
and central control -
p0015 A72-11717
Civil aviation air transportation contributing
factors to American economy, considering '
disposable income, airline fares and time-trend
variable . .
: • , . p0016 A72-11721
Air transport vs other travel, discussing time,
costs, popularity and technology
-- ••• - . • • • • • • '- p0057 A'72-13485
Soviet look,on air transport economics covering
efficiency and control improvement, maintenance,
work and wages, tariffs, cost and revenues,I etc
P0061 A72-14098
Airline schedule keeping by Sud Lear all-weather
landing system, discussing crew training
. . . * ,p006U A72-14688
ATC technology impact ,on flight- operations and
public value of aviation, discussing microwave
landing' system economic aspects
P0065 A72-14810
Air traffic control long range planning for
airlines and general'aviation, discussing use of
. IFE, ENAV and IPC eguipment
, p0066 A72-14818
Aircraft operations effects on community noise'
pollution, discussing ATC airline operational
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procedures modifications in terns of noise
redaction
P0067 A72-14819
Sonte charges system for Europe, stressing
financial necessity
P0069 472-15071
Tooloase-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight'
simulators with Concorde'.cockpit replica
P0069 &72-15072
United Air Lines computerized information
retrieval system for message switching, flight
planning and monitoring and aircraft parts
inventory control i
flEEE PAPER 23,3] p0072 A72-15713
Soviet air traffic service productivity increase
and manpower saving by introduction of new
airliner types
P0127 A72-16779
Air transportation nodal split analysis by
computer simulation program for determining
utilization of alternative travel modes between
origins and destinations
P01U1 A72-17973
MAES digital simulation model in 6PSS for
. determining scheduled flight operations and
maintenance resources .effects on aircraft
availability and usage rates
. • p0141 472-17976
Airfield law in Schleswig-Holstein Appeals Court
decision concerning property owner suit against
operator for unnecessary noise
P0112 A72-18170
Hanufacturer viewpoint on aircraft engine safe
introduction into airline service, discussing
JT9D engine design for 717 aircraft
P0178 A72-18830
Utah-Colorado-New Mexico-Arizona regional air
transportation study, assessing scheduled air
carrier service demand for 1971-1990
P0182 A72-19178
Prediction of weather induced airline operating
delays, discussing fog, snow, freezing rain,
thunderstorms, crosswind, headwinds, CAT, wind
shear, wet runways and tail winds
P0184 A72-19597
British regional airports development, discussing
terminal facilities for scheduled and
nonscheduled air carriers on domestic and
international routes
; • p0240 472-2U170
Book on world airlines economic regulation,
analyzing multilateral international agreements,
national aviation interests and competitive
situation
P0300 472-25923
Skygnide airborne computer navigation system for
airline applications, discussing system
components, flight crew monitoring and
optimization
p0304 A72-26999
Book on air transportation, covering history,
government agencies roles in economic and safety
regulation of air carriers, accounting,
financial and legal aspects, etc
i • P0315 472-28205
Complete aircraft systems reliability and i
maintainability, discussing extraordinary '
variances causes, faulty data inferences and
operational testing for egnipment specifications
validation '
P03U3 A72-28358
Heteorological information requirements for V/STOL
aircraft design, airport location, runway
orientation, aircraft.operations and ATC
simulation -
P03U9 A72-28869
'Electronic data processing in • airline materiel'
supplies operations, discussing procedural
efficiency improvement through reduction of
stochastic effects inherent in aircraft • '
maintenance operations
P0362 472-30823
ATC operational systems, discussing global
surveillance and voice and data communication
between aircraft and earth station
' • P0363 472-31141
Airline maintenance program and facilities for
Boeing 747 aircraft based on optimized service
concept
P0401 A72-32U30
Total system approach to time scheduled aircraft
operations - Conference, London. Hay 1972
P0401 472-32451
Short haul airlines on-time operation, discussing
4TC, weather, cargo and aircraft ground
handling, cabin and flight services and aircraft
reliability effects
P0401 472-32452
4ircraft ipdustry product support role in time
delays minimization for aircraft operators,
discussing malfunction report, minimum egnipment
decision and fault diagnosis
P0401 A72-32456
Concorde on-time operation as total management
problem from design to airline operations,
discussing technigues for in-flight failure
diagnosis and onward reporting
P0402 A72-32460
Avionics effects on airline operations
timekeeping, considering gains due to
all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs
possible losses due to eguipment failures
P0402 472-32461
4ircraft on-time operation and air traffic
problems, considering solution reguirement
formulation and funding suggestions
P0402 472-32462
Jet aircraft gas turbine engine technology impact
on safety, reliability, airline profitability
and international trade
P0408 472-33315
Developing countries civil aviation airlines
evolution, considering government fund
allocation, international money credibility,
skilled manpower, eguipment, fare and tourism
expansion
P0409 472-33332
Commercial airlines aircraft selection factors,
considering size, range, economics, traffic,
runway guality, maintenance and operating costs,
reliability and cargo handling
; p0409 A72-33333
Government regulations effects on local service
airlines cost performance and growth strategies
P0410 472-33374
Passenger transfer in airports with total
separation between aircraft and permanent
buildings for independent functioning, noting
Dulles Airport mobile lounges
P0417 472-34143
Airport planning regnirements - An airline view.
P0441 472-34224
Maintenance of the 747: II -' BO4C.
P0449 472-34929
4ir/gronnd digital communications in airline
operations.
P0458 472-36561
V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium
P0462 A72-37215
Application of electronic data processing airport
analysis in airlines operations and for
manufacturers.
pdl»89 A72-37277
Factors to be considered in airline scheduling.
P0492 A72-37745
Airline crew familiarization with DC-10
Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate
steering signal from raw data to follow flight
path '
p049U A72-37899
Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area
navigation for jet transport noise abatement.
CAIAA PAPER 72-814] p0497 472-38116
Day-to-day operational airplane-airport
relationship, discussing runway grooving impact
and friction coefficient measurement
fAIAA PAPEB 72-813] p0497 472-38118
Application of optimization technigues to near
terminal area segnencing and flow' control.
' P0502 472-38255
Safety in commuter'airline operation.
p0508 472-39748
Airlines regnirements for European airbus,
discussing design of aircraft structure,
control, pressurized cabin and propulsion system
P0545 472-40174
4 method of solving the operational planning
problem for an engineering airaraft base
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P0545 A72-40178
Operational implementation of area navigation.
P0546 A72-40279
System analysis for an airline operational
environment through a computerized network
simulation model.
P0551 A72-41077
Airline operational weighing and balancing of 747
aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration
procedures for electronic load cells, mobile
platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing
systems
fSABE PAPEK 917] P0596 A72-43464
Detection of structural deterioration and
associated airline maintenance problems.
fS4WE PAPEB 918) P0596 A72-43465
Minimum operational costs of passenger and cargo
transport aircraft, considering effects of
flight distance, wind conditions and optimum
speed and altitude
p0603 A72-44338
Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft
scheduling models.
P0604 472-44579
4 systems analysis of subsonic versus supersonic
jet travel.
P0604 472-44580
Cost effective algorithm for optimal route
aircraft scheduling for airlines by mixed
integer multi-commodity flow technigne and
• Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition
P060I* 472-44582
Applications of operational- research in the
airline industry. . -
P0604 472-44583
Heuristic procedure solution for least cost
commercial airline crew scheduling, emphasizing
combinatorial space size reduction
P0604 472-4458"
Systems approach to airport passenger terminal
planning.
P0605 472-44585
International and regional scheduled air traffic
terminals and general aviation airports
characteristic objectives and operational
aspects, discussing ATC, safety and noise problems
TDGLB PAPER 72-033] p0605 A72-44616
Airline operational problems from traffic volume
increase, discussing flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects
fDGLB PAPEB 72-037] p0606 A72-44618
Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline
operations, considering inspection, maintenance
and carrying capacity reduction
P0610 A72-44743
Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance
and repair, considering inspections, defect
rectification, preventive modifications,
replacements and HDT
p0610 A72-44744
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil-transport
aircraft.
p0610 A72-44745
Prediction tables of air carrier operations at
large and medium hubs
fEC-200) . . P0105 H72-13021
Airline operational data from unusual events
recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft
fFAA-BD-71-69] p0105 K72-13022
Economic criteria for domestic airline mergers
,. P0113 H72-13931
numerical analysis of methods for reducing
discomfort of passengers on commercial aircraft
under turbulent conditions ;
fUASA-CR-116775] p0149 H72-13984
Analysis of commercial aircraft traffic during
prime travel hours and effect'of unrealistic
scheduling on extent of congestion
fAD-725326] . P0154 H72-14009
Markets for civil and military aircraft and
missiles, airline operations, and exports and
imports for European Economic Community, United
Kingdom, and United States
rBEPT-7042-VOL-4] •• . p0163 H72-14976
Analysis of regnirements for successful commercial
VTOL transport system and characteristics of
Dornier 31 aircraft for short haul airline
operation
rHASA-TT-F-14076] p0165 H72-15003
Report of aircraft-incident on Boeing 747
coamercial aircraft resulting from engine
failure during climbout after takeoff from
Honolulu, Hawaii
fHTSB-AAB-71-16] p0166 H72-15005
Development of commercial transportation
facilities using STOL and VTOL aircraft for
short-haul operations
p0174 H72-15925
Data recording and evaluation of hard landings
encountered by subsonic civil jet aircraft in
airline operations noting role of flare maneuvers
rRAE-TH-70187] '' • p0205 H72-"15976
Proceedings of conference on environmental effects
of aircraft operation with emphasis on air and
noise pollution
fPB-202038] p0217 N72-16992
Flight safety standards and air traffic control
problems of supersonic aircraft passenger service
fHASA-TT-F-13952] • p0250 N72-18000
Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic
and benefits of fog dispersal capability in
- 'terminal area
[AD-735132] P0280 N72-19722
Personalized maintenance program for Boeing 747
aircraft
p0318 H72-20004
FAA review of aviation activity in 1971 and
projected outlook for 1972
[REPT-72-00207] p0320 H72-20020
Analysis of flight plan data and flight schedules
with published schedules and flight data plans
to determine accuracy of flight planning
[DOT-TSC-F44-72-10] p0322 N72-20189
Linear programming applied to air traffic
prediction noting airline operations for optimal
flight
fDLR-FB-71-60] p0326 H72-20595
Numerical analysis of aircraft collision
probability due to reduced separation intervals
and arbitrary flight paths
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-27] p0330 H72-20997
Analysis of information flow reguirements between
control tower operators and aircraft pilots and
methods for displaying information
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-18] p0330 U72-21000
Investigation of fire aboard Vickers Viscount
aircraft following landing at Honolulu, Hawaii
on 8 Angnst, 1971
[NTSB-AAR-72-2] p0331 H72-21003
Air traffic control analysis of Horth Atlantic
commercial aircraft operation based on inertial
navigation and satellite snrveil-lance
fDOT-TSC-FAA-7.1-13) p0339 N72-21629
Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger
aircraft using critical path method for
improving aircraft/terminal utilization
p0341 N72-21970
Individual and group air carrier statistics
p0429 H72-24979
Improved aircraft'ground performance in slush and
wet runway conditions by addition of extra nose
wheel
[ABC-CP-1206] p0432 N72-25009
Analysis -of performance and economic factors
involved in operation of commercial transport
aircraft designed to cruise at transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-62156] p0464 N72-26009
Economic analysis of transport aircraft operating
in transonic region with consideration of
materials, aerodynamic configuration, and cruise
speed
r»ASi-TH-X-62159) p0477 H72-27015
Factors affecting optimum flight: routes for
supersonic transport aircraft operation
[HLL-H-22436-(5828.1|F) ] p0484 1172-27672
Regulations and'operational procedures for control
of aircraft noise levels
fFAA-BD-71-24] ' p0514 N72-28005
Computer air carriers. Federal policies and
programs, and regulatory problems
,p0526 H72-28979
Tables on ranking air carrier passenger
enplane'ments for fiscal year 1971
P0526 H72-28981
Analysis of OS air carrier accidents during 1964
to 1969[NTSB-AAS-72-5] p0528 N72-29007
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Senate hearings on regulation of rates and
practices of domestic and foreign air 'carriers
p0542 H72-29981
Development of short haal air transportation
systems based on short takeoff aircraft, port
siting, route analysis, and airline service
requirements
[AD-702U63] . P0574 N72-30018
Analysis of airlines operations for several small
operators to determine reasons for economic
problems and alternatives for profitable
services - Part 1
p058« H72-31016
Analysis of short hanl airlines operation to show
history, operational problems, and economic
aspects - Part 2
P0584 H72-31017
Air pollution stndy of ^et aircraft operations at
Los Angeles International Airport, California
[PAPEB-71-1171 p0623 H72-32008
Proposal for increasing overall air traffic
capability by expansion of charter service
between bilateral parties
P0634 N72-32983
Analysis of effects of minimum transportation
regulation on development of tourism and
resulting expansion of airline operations
P0635 H72-3298H
Economic analysis of hypersonic transport aircraft
to show projected operating costs and return on
investment
tBASA-TH-I-621931 - p0639 B72-33025
Analysis of factors affecting economical operation
of air transport service in sparsely populated
areas
(HASA-CH-21U21 pOSUO B72-3302B
Development and operation of management control
system for efficient scheduling and safe
utilization of commercial air transportation
facilities
p06»9 H72-33972
&IRLIHEBS
D COHBEBCIAL AIBCBAFT
D PASSEHSEE AIBCBAFT
AIBPLAIB PBODDCTIOH COSTS
Hilitary systems cost reduction via civil avionics
procurement technignes, discussing
cost-reliability design criteria
P0399 A72-32215
Computerized airframe manufacturing cost and
weight analysis, using technique for detailed
parts list generation from configuration concept
as input
fSAWE PAPEB 913J P0596 A72-.13460
Economic and operational aspects of fatigue -
Figures of a Swiss ground attack/fighter aircraft.
. . p0610 A72-M71I2
Problems of producing transport aircraft
P0513 N72-29982
AIBPOBT BEACOHS
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development
for surveillance and ground-air communications.
in support of ATC automation
P0569 A72-43151
Badiation patterns and transmitter power needed
for two-bay antenna used with VOB approach
marker beacon
TFAA-BD-72-33] p0261 N72-18659
Development of discrete address beacon system to
improve operation of microwave landing system
for high density terminal area surveillance
f DOT-TSC-FAA-71-26] . p0339 1172-21628
AIBPOBT LIGHTS '
HI BOMBAY LIGHTS
Airport lights system design for optical landing
aids, discussing runway illumination conditions
p0309 A72-27H02
Airport lighting for pilot guidance during
approach and landing under category I-III
visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts
and power requirements
p0360 A72-30621
Static compressive load tests on L-837 airport
marker light bases
rSBS-10U53l . P0096 H72-12586
Development and characteristics of visual landing
aids systems ,
fUBS-10-8371 ' 'p0523 B72-28673
AIBPOBT MOBILE LOUISES
0 HOBILE LOOHGES
AIBPOBT PLASHIHG
STOL transport aircraft technology assessment,
analyzing airports growth problems
[SAB PAPEB 710751] pOOO» A72-10250
Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of
airport environmental meteorological parameters
P0013 A72-11137
STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land
use problems in future transportation systems,
discussing airport location and layout for
growing air traffic
P0013 A72-11153
Airport efficiency improvement measures,
considering boarding gates, parking space,
baggage handling, fire protection, monitoring
and central control '
P0015 A72-11717
Aircraft engine noise effects in airport
vicinities, discussing measurement scales,
turbofan sources, noise reduction and future air
traffic
P0016 A72-12022
Airport terminal flow and interface transportation
systems, discussing access, passenger traffic
and cargo handling and government controls
P0055 A72-1341U
Automated meteorological telemetry and
interrogation response system with terminal
extensions for Paris airport
p006« A72-1U695
German commercial airports adaptation to traffic
development, considering economic factors
P0119 A72-16187
Spiralport design for maximum utilization of
airport runways for landings and takeoffs
P0125 A72-16693
later based offshore and floating island airports
planning and construction, discussing economic,
technical and social aspects
P0126 A72-16695
Newark airport program, discussing .land
preparation, public facilities, terminal area,
building design, support systems, organization
and scheduling
P0126 A72-16696
Air transport planning in coordination with urban
and country development in West Germany
P0126 A72-16697
Airport financing, discussing funds, long term
planning, commercial principles, private
enterprise, loans and revenue
P0126 A72-16698
VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated
urban areas, discussing travel time, airport
reguirements, noise and design problems
* P0126 A72-16733
Lounge planning model for airport terminal design
simulation, taking into account scheduled
arrivals and departures, aircraft types,
passenger number, gate assignments, etc
P01U1 A72-17979
ATC at single-runway airport analyzed by fast time
simulation with high speed digital computers
P0181 A72-1906I4
Airfield surface system fast-time computer
simulation model for airport planning systems
analysis
P0187 A72-20311
Air/ground interface simulation in GPSS/360 for
passenger transfer between airport terminal and
aircraft
P0187 A72-20342
lind shear, turbulence, precipitation,
temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on
airport capacity, suggesting weather data
integration into ATC system for pilots information
P0192 A72-21521
Optimal high capacity runway systems for major
airports, discussing multiple systems in
anticipation of future mass air traffic
requirements
p02UO A72-2U169
British regional airports development, discussing
terminal facilities for scheduled and
nonscheduled air carriers on domestic and
international routes
P02UO A72-21170
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STOL aircraft systems development coordination,
considering vehicle design, airport facilities
and related ground environment, transportation
modes interface and airspace management
P0285 A72-25255
Hew York-He* Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport
feasibility, considering noise, air-Hater
pollution, land conservation, cost, etc
P0346 172-28792
Slant Visual Banqe/Approach Light Contact Height
Measurement System utilizing state of art
technology for airport applications
p0347 472-28808
Heteorological information requirements for v/STOL
aircraft design, airport location, rnnvay
orientation, aircraft operations and iTC
simulation
P0349 472-28869
Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning
ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land
use options
P0354 472-29561
4irport runway lighting systems development,
noting lamp for night flights and control console
p0358 472-30119
national airports system for OK civil air
transportation, discussing economic,
operational, accessibility and social aspects
p0400 472-32321
4irport capacity and.air traffic congestion
effects on airport operations in terms of time
and costs
p0401 472-32454
Dallas/Fort Worth airport planning and
construction economics impact on community
economy and life style
P0407 472-33307
4irport and air transportation benefits and costs
to community and industry, considering
institutional, environmental and economic issues
P0408 472-33308
Airport economic and social impact on environs in
terms of community development
P0408 472-33309
Individual regions and nationwide air traffic
demands forecasting for airport planning
P0408 472-33311
Commercial airport and air transport service
. economic impacts on business and industrial
communities
P0408 472-33312
Ha-jor civil airport planning, discussing
information gathering and processing for
aviation demand, aircraft movements revenue and
cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation
POU09 472-33327
Halor civil airport development plan, discussing
traffic forecasts, runways, noise, airspace
capacity, access systems, freight installations,
maintenance facilities, navigation aids,
buildings, etc
P0409 472-33328
Halor civil airport passenger and cargo terminal
complex design and layout planning, discussing
various facilities and equipment requirements
P0409 472-33329
F44 policy in issuing civil airport operating
certificates and establishing minimum safety
standards
P0409 472-33330
Passenger transfer in airports with total
separation between aircraft and permanent
buildings for independent functioning, noting
Dulles Airport mobile lounges
pO<H7 472-34143
Airport planning requirements - An airline view.
P0441 472-34224
Airport terminal design - The passenger's point of
view.
pOUItl 472-34225
STOI airports planning objectives, discussing
ground and airspace congestion relief, terminal
locations, flight safety ,and community acceptance
p0441 472-34239
Kansas City International Airport facilities and
features, discussing decentralized passenger
processing system
p0442 472-34242
Runway marking requirements for visibility under
day and night conditions, considering night
reflection value, color stability, durability,
noninterference with flight operations, etc
P0442 472-34243
Planning model for German air transport.
P0442 A72-34244
Simulation models for airports performance
evaluation through replication of traffic units
actual movement
P0443 472-34414
Airports: Key to the air transportation system;
Proceedings of the Conference, Atlanta Ga.,
April 14-16, 1971.
p0459 472-36776
Federal legislation impact on airport and airway
system planning, considering budget and schedule
regairements
p0459 A72-36777
Environmental considerations in airport development.
p0459 A72-36778
Economics of a new regional airport.
p0459 A72-36779
What's new in airport planning.
P0459 A72-36780
Atlanta airport redesign and expansion program
including runway reconfiguration taxiway
relocation and passenger and cargo terminal
system improvement to relieve congestion
P0459 A72-36781
Boeing 747 aircraft impact on Chicago O'Hare
airport design criteria, noting future terminal
facilities planning
p0459 A72-36782
Design of V/STOL ports.
p0460 A72-36783
Airport improvements needed for safety.
p0460 472-36784
FA4 implemented airport certification legislation
covering minimum safety standards, operation
manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service
and pavement requirements
p0460 472-36785
Concrete airport pavement thickness determination
methods comparison, noting design life
dependence on safety factors
p0460 A72-36786
Airfield flexible pavement design - A state of the
art paper!
pfl'460 A72-36787
Systems approach to integrated planning of
airfield pavements design, construction,
operation and maintenance, emphasizing need for
mathematical models, constitutive parameters and
limiting criteria
P0460 A72-36788
Airlines and aircraft manufacturers requirements
for airport pavement evaluation/data system,
discussing relationships between strength,
landing gear design, aircraft weight, range, etc
P0460 472-36789
Day-to-day operational airplane-airport
relationship, discussing runway grooving impact
and friction coefficient measurement
[AIAA P4PEB 72-813} p0497 472-38118
Independent parallel runway landing system to
relieve air traffic congestion, investigating
minimum spacing regnired to minimize collision
risk
P0569 472-43130
Critical assessment of air transport planning for
German Federal Republic, advocating
decentralized concept of major air terminals for
intercontinental Inmbo Jet'traffic
p0593 472-43244
Dala /Sweden/ regional airport, describing
planning and financing, approach lighting, ILS
system and facilities for tourist traffic and
industrial development
P0593 472-43248
Systems approach to airport passenger terminal
planning.
P0605 472-44585
Airports planning for iest Germany,'discussing
geographical air traffic patterns, economic and
noise aspects
fDGLB P4PEB 72-034] . p0605 A72-44614
Requirements for governmental regulation of
aircraft noise
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CEEPT-61] . p0088 N72-11959
Technoloqical forecasting for advanced . '-
airport-airplane.interface transportation- systems
pOIOf H72-13009
Urban general aviation airport economics,
planning, and management
fNASA-CH-1144063' ' " p0169 N72-15244
Air transportation benefits and impacts on.
urbanization ' . • .
rAD-731858] ' P0205 B72-15979
Environmental impact survey for airport
development 'at Grove City, Pa.
rPB-2p32<i7-F1i . p0221 H72-17201
Air and highway'systems analysis, and environmental
predictions for Northeast Corridor
[PB-2052433 . PQS7? N72-22986
Computer manual for approximation satellite
'terminal system evaluation model - .
f40-737331] p0388'N72-23229
Budget management for modernization and.expansion
• of airports
P0423 N72-24337
Noise exposure forecasts for airport vicinity in
land use management
. riSAS-a76-VOL-37-HO-2] p042<" N72-24344
FAS' Airport and Airway System unit .cost estimates
and allocation'study , . .
' ..•••*"-" ; " •' P0429 N72-24982
Capital cost analysis of airport alternatives for
San Francisco Bay area for general aviation and
commercial aircraft - . •• ;
. . . . . p0429 N72-24985
Airport planning in Rest' Germany ..discussing
surface transport facilities and pollution
CDGLR-PAPE8-71-075] P0430 N72-24986
Airport facility requirements for
corporate/executive/business aircraft^operations
P0525 N72-28976
San/Francisco Bay area airport and airspace
' capacity.analysis to meet 1985 demand forecast
pfl'526 N72-28978
Analysis of data on land uses around airports and
. application of computer program for data
processing
' , ' . . . ' .\ • P0532 N72-29210
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction of Dade County Airport, Trenton,'
Georgia
' [PB-205578-F1 ' " ' p0627. N72-32272
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction"of JasperrPickens County .Airport,
Jasper, Georgia ... ..'•-,
rPB-204959-F:i " ," P0627 N72-32273
Environmental impact statement on proposed • , ,
development of Heillsville'Hunicipal Airport,
Neillsville, Wisconsin
[PB-204576-F1 . • p0627. N72-32274
Environmental impact statement on proposed airport
construction at'west Jefferson, North Carolina
CPB-206552-F] " . p0627 N72-.32276
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction of Hemphill. Hnnicipal Airport,
Hemphill, Texas . '
[PB-206262-F1 ' p0627 N72-32277
Environmental impact statement, on airport
development in. Ef f ingham, Illinois. ' •. - . ...
rPB-205790-F] p0643'n72-33256
ilBPOBT SOBPACE DETECTIOS BQDIPHBHT
low cost vertical crossed beam radar systems for
nonprecision approach in small airports,
" reducing track error . , - -
." . , P0068 A72-14829
Surveillance radar for clutter 'rejection and
signal loss reduction at airports, discussing
system design'features " •
pO«61 A72-370U6
AIBPOBT TOiEBS , .' . . •
Evaluation of proposed airport traffic control
tower for intermediate activity
TFAA-NA-72-21 P0157 N72-14273
Analysis of information flow requirements between
control tower operators and aircraft pilots and
methods for displaying information
fbOT-TSC-FiA-71-181 p0330 H72-21000
AIBPOHTS . .
HT HEUPOETS ' '
Airport apron surface pavesent strain measurements
under field'loading conditions, considering
static and dynamic loads with finite element
method '
P0002 A72-10192
Terminal aerodrome forecasts usefulness and
accuracy assessment
P0010 A72-10864
Lime, cement, fly ash and sand combination airport
pavement design and testing, discussing material
structural and chemical properties, compressive
strength, costs, etc
P0017 A72-12023
Jet noise suppression near airports, discussing
noise physical description, source relation to
-.engine technology and IC&O certification standards
. ••- • p0054 472-13097
Economic evaluation of airport fog dispersal
aethods'in the-U.S., including crashed dry ice
and liquid propane
P0063 A72-14677
California airport noise standards
instrumentation, discussing battery operated
measurement of hourly, and community noise •
..eguivalent levels
P0184 472-19490
Turbulence measurement, reporting and subseguent
data handling by upgraded 4TC system, suggesting
B and D program to evaluate wake turbulence
effects on airport capacity
r
 • .. p0236 472-23466
Airport meteorological instrumentation, discussing
ground wind, visibility, cloud height, air
temperature and humidity detectors and radar
equipment -
P0246 472-25093
Statistical analysis for single airport ATC
digital simulation using Poisson distribution
law, calculating optimal number of 'channels
p0352 472-29179
Kansas City International Airport facilities and
features, discussing decentralized passenger
processing system
p04<!2 A72-34242
Application of electronic data processing airport
analysis in airlines operations and for
• manufacturers.
. • • p0489 A'72-37277
Frankfurt/Hain. international airport central
terminal facilities, describing efficiency
oriented layout for large volume passenger and
baqqaqe handling and links to rail and road nets
p0593 472-43247
Dala /Sweden/- regional airport, describing
planning^and financing, approach lighting, ILS
system and facilities for tourist traffic and
industrial development
p0593 &72-432H8
International and regional scheduled air traffic
terminals and general aviation airports
characteristic objectives, and1 -operational
aspects, discussing ATC, safety and noise problems
fDGLS PAPER 72-0331 ' p0605 472-44616
Airport power supply system to meet increased load
' terminal demands, describing main and.emergency
standby network layont and equipment •
, ' . • • . p0612 472-45272
Low-altitude atmospheric turbulence' around an
.airport.
p0613 472-45334
Aircraft noise effects on'land use around airports
fPB-201195] p0032 H72-10050
Evaluation of airway operations systems in
Indonesia, Laos, Halaysia, and Thailand with
proposed courses of action, equipment
requirements,. and economic factors in
aeronautical telecommunications
: p0033 H72-10171
Short.tern airport access improvements in
Baltimore-Washington area with service brochure
'.implementation
CPB-200686] p0033 H72-10232
Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San
Francisco Bay area with engine emission and
climatological data
P0034 N72-10361
Heasurement-of three track runway and taxiway
profiles at two international airports
[HASA-TB-D-6567] p0041 H72-11038
Hetropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy
study, John F. Kennedy International Airport,
Hew lork. New lork «
i-87
AIRSHIPS SOBJBCT IBDEI
fPB-20016Dl P0013 H72-11051
Proposal for air traffic control of landing
aircraft near airports
rnaSA-CH-120610] P0095 H72-12580
Congressional legislation concerning safety
improvements for airports in Appalachian area
P0113 H72-13927
Seduction of jet aircraft noise around airports by
use of two-segment landing approach
CHASA-Ta-X-62098) p01tt9 H72-13985
Update of STOL bibliography, including design,
operation, guidance, air traffic control, and
STOIports
rUTIAS-176] P0165 H72-15002
Environmental impact survey of taxiway
construction at Santa Barbara Municipal Airport,
Calif.
tPB-201533-F1 P0221 H72-17202
Flight tests to determine methods for reducing
airport community noise based on operationally
optimum approach profiles
f!IASA-CS-11l|H1l7] P0250 N72-18001
Jet aircraft noise pollution in airport vicinity
P0270 H72-19031
Air pollution source inventory for ground
operations at airports
CAD-7331111 pQ276 H72-19298
Effect of extending Kennedy Airport runways into
Jamaica Bay
CISBN-0-309-01871-1I-VOL-11 ' p0322 H72-20248
Measurement of runway and taziway conditions at
two international airports to determine effects
of ground roughness on aircraft operations
rNASA-TN-D-6680] p0368 N72-22023
Airport systems and grant programs under Airport
and Airway Development Act of 1970
tAD-7370403 pO<!24 H72-24352
Air pollution for peak traffic periods at Heathrow
Airport, London, for April through September for
1970
pO«26 N72-216U9
Transportation planning for airports and other
intercity terminals
.fPB-207529] p0483 H72-27280
Environmental impact survey of airport in Park
Falls, Wisconsin
fPB-201025-Fl p0483 N72-27284
Survey to determine condition of airfield pavement
at San Nicholas Island, California
rAD-73882lt] p0518 N72-28269
Statistical analysis of passenger utilization of
FAA facilities vs airports without radar,
towers, and instrument landing system
rAV-72-1] P0526 N72-28982
Effects of operational aircraft noise on land
development around military airport
[AD-740393J P0529 H72-29011
Analysis of data on land uses around airports and
application of computer program for data
processing
. p0532 N72-29210
Ecological survey to identify bird attractants
near airports and procedures to reduce
occurrence of bird-aircraft collisions
rAD-742227] p0574 H72-30022
Congressional hearings concerning Hew York-New
Jersey airport compact
P0587 N72-31287
Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at
Los Angeles International Airport, California
fPAPEE-71-117] P0623 H72-32048
Environmental impact statement on proposed
improvements to Hanti-Ephraim Airport, Ephraim,
Utah
fPB-20706a-F] P0626 N72-32270
Environmental impact statement on proposed
extension and widening of existing paved runway
at Baxley Bunicipal Airport, Bailey, Georgia
rPB-206167-F] p0626 N72-32271
Environmental impact statement of proposal for
installation of instrument landing system and
approach lighting system at Ottumwa Industrial
Airport, Ottumwa, Iowa
rPB-207235-F] p0627 N72-32275
Airfield distribution survey of Restern European
countries to determine effectiveness of STOL and
VTOL aircraft
fAD-7420961 p0627 N72-32279
Airfield distribution survey of selected countries
in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and
Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of
STOL and VTOL aircraft
fAD-742093] p0627 B72-32280
Development and evaluation of equipment and
automation proposed for air traffic control
systems for late 1970 and 1980 time period
fAD-743635] p0630 N72-326<!5
Forecast of airport activity for major communities
in O.S.
P0635 N72-32986
Analysis of runway surface conditions at Sherman
Army Airfield, Fort Leavenwbrth, Kansas
CiD-743912) p0643 N72-33258
Aircraft emission rates and their impact at
selected airports
[PB-208950] p0646 N72-33624
AIBSHIPS
Onpredicted structural vibration in Comet and
Electra aircraft, Graf Zeppelin dirigible,
missile antennas, etc
p0016 A72-12002
Rigid form airship for transportation, discussing
applications for special loads and scientific
and service purposes, and design and
construction problems
p0556 A72-1I1200
AIBSPiCE
Control concepts for future ATC system relative to
airspace structure, management and geographic
and jurisdictional boundaries
P0137 A72-17333
ATC system organization in terms of optimal
operating conditions for civil and military
airspace users, discussing navigation systems,
human factors, equipment reliability, etc
pO<(01 A72-32455
Study of the flow of air traffic and capacity of a
control system
p0493 A72-37797
Terminal airspace navigation and aircraft ground
handling control, discussing air traffic
controllers and pilots functions in context of
workload and automation
P0549 A72-40546
AIBSPEBD
Linear airspeed and runway rate field displays,
measuring initial response latencies, control
reversals and root mean sgnare tracking errors
p0139 A72-17717
Aircraft launch envelope investigation for minimum
catapult end airspeed determination at carrier
bow, discussing optimum test pilot launch
technique
p01«6 A72-18498
Applications of a technique for estimating
aircraft states from recorded flight test data.
fAIAA PAPER 72-965] p0563 A72-42360
Linear differential pressure transducer
incorporating high stability variable fregnency
oscillators and capacitance sensor for
application as airspeed indicator
[A8L/HE-1321 P0159 N72-14461
Airspeed losses during turning flight maneuvers in
gusts applied to airworthiness reguirements
f.AHC-E/ll-3672T p0204 N72-15973
Improved navigation by combining VOB/DHE
information with air or inertial data
[HASA-CE-124826] p0578 N72-30586
Procedures for obtaining airspeed and kinetic
pressure data for application to aircraft
performance analysis and data reduction
fESDD-69026] p0636 N72-33002
AIBBORTHIHESS
0 AIBCEAFT RELIABILITY ;
AIBBOBTBIHESS BEQOIBEHEHTS
D AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
ALADIH 2 AIBCBAFT
Aladin 2 noiseless STOL jet aircraft project,
describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design
and economics
P0021 A72-12503
ALABBS
0 HASHING SYSTEHS
ALCOHOLS
NT GLYCOLS
Compilation of OS general aviation accidents for
1969 in which impairment of judgement and
A-88
SUBJECT IHDBI ALLOTS
efficiency by alcohol was involved
[PB-204991] P0333 H72-21023
4LGBBBA
HT ADJOIHTS
HT DETEBHIHANTS
HT EIGENVALUES
HT LINEAB EQUATIONS
NT HiTElCES (HATHEBATICS)
NT NOHLINEAB EQUATIONS
NT STATE VECTOBS
HT VOBTICITI
A1GOBITBHS
intonated scheduling a Igor it ha for aircraft from .-
terminal area to touchdown, discussing system
features and STOL air traffic computerized
simulation
TAIAA PAPEB 72-120J p0131 A72-16905
Aircraft performance and flight path optimization
alqorithns for minimum fuel-fixed range, nsing
calcolns of variations
P0182 A72-19091
Hodel-following control for nonlinear
nultivariable plants, considering implicit
algorithm solution and application to variable
stability aircraft control synthesis
P0185 A72-19708
Tvo-variable second order system for mnltivariable
systems predictive control, deriving algorithm
for near time optimal control
P0185 A72-19709
Algorithm and computer program to calculate low
ran sultiple nomenclature production process
'opti nal parameters
p03«5 A72-287at
Computer algorithm to calculate surfaces formed by
eguidistant conic sections, using successive
approximation method
• ' • • • : • p0351 A72-29461
Computer algorithms and programs contribution to
aircraft structure operational reliability and
fatigue life calculation
P0359 A72-30288
Study of circular arc airfoils vith asymptotic
critical Bach number. II
P0119 A72-347H5
Determination of the operational transfer
functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital
computer
p0602 A72-44292
Cost effective algorithm for optimal route
aircraft scheduling for airlines by mixed
integer multi-commodity flov technique and
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition
P0604 A72-04582
Development of structural optimization algorithm
for obtaining near optimum distributions of
material for structural idealizations
rAD-726112] p0051 N72-11820
Eguicontrollability and application to linear
time-invariant model-following problem
tNASA-CB-12U7681 P0110 H72-13505
Set covering algorithm for extracted snail
matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
fTB-320-300l»] P0321 K72-20099
Development of computer-oriented algorithms for
application to solution of air traffic control
and terminal area guidance problems
fNASA-TN-D-6773] p0382 B72-23017
Development of algorithm based on matrix methods
for solution of vind tunnel force-balance
egnations and iterative solution nsing automatic
computer reduction
[HASA-TN-D-6860} pO«76 N72-27002
Development of algorithm for solving problem of
controlling time-varying linear avionic system
with random parameters based on adaptive dual
control strategy - Part 1
f AD-7111115] p0625 N72-3206U
ALIGHHEBT
In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial
measurement units. I - General formulation. II -
Experimental results.
P0551 A72-1I1079
Hark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring system
and procedures for correcting misalignment
[AD-732UH51 P0257 N72-18272
ALIPHATIC COBPODHDS
HT GiyCOLS
HT HETHAHE
Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for
turbine lubrication in jet aircraft
pOOSO H72-11696
ALKANES
HT HETHAHE
ALL-IEATHEE AIB HAVIGATION
Airline schedule keeping by Snd Lear all-weather
landing system, discussing crew training
P0061 A72-11688
All-weather landing aids for civil yiOL aircraft
and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial
navigations, instrument landing systems and
ground visibility improvement
p0127 A72-16780
Aircraft and airports weather instrumentation for
all-weather landing and takeoff, discussing
application of laser technology and digital
presentation
p0193 A72-21522
Pilot evaluation of C-5 automatic landing system
in Category III weather environment
p0310 A72-27521
Time parameter in military air operations,
discussing weapon systems R and D, all-weather
capability, communications, reliability and
maintainability, manpower training, etc
P0101 A72-32«53
Avionics effects on airline operations
timekeeping, considering gains due to
all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs
possible losses due to egnipment failures
pOH02 A72-32461
y/STOL flight control - Trend and regnirements.
P0442 A72-34240
All weather landing for a STOL system.
[AIAA. PAPEB 72-788] p0495 A72-38105
Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for
weather conditions during flight approach
rFAA-NA-71-44] P0033 H72-10233
Helicopter guidance and control systems - conference
rAGABD-CP-86-71] p0081 H72-11915
Optimization of automatic flight control concepts
for light helicopters with all-weather capability
p0081 N72-11917
Low-cost, all-weather, self-contained navigation
system for military helicopters
p0082 N72-11921
Design reguirements and development plan for all
weather system for controlling airport surface
traffic
[60-620:63965] p0096 N72-12587
Development of precision, all-weather, low-level
navigation system based on ground station nsing
rubidium clock stabilized low fregnency
transmissions
fAD-729358] p0161 N72-14674
Effects of weather and meteorological parameters
on cost, performance, development, and operation
of military aircraft
CAD-7317U9J p0217 N72-16993
Development of method for determining appropriate
longitudinal and lateral decision height
dispersion limits for aircraft during instrument
landing approach
fNASA-CB-2024] p0376 N72-22651
Hicrowave interferometers used as radio eye for
aircraft navigation and collision avoidance
system including comparison of cost with present ,
systems
[BEPT-62] p0486 N72-27708
Group cohesion, interceptors, all-weather
operations, and flight safety
fAD-739229] p0488 N72-27988
Application of lidar to determine slant range
visibility conditions and atmospheric
transmittance aloft
FAD-7U2359] p0530 N72-29021
Development and characteristics of electronic
filter system to provide all-weather air
navigation and landing capability
tNASA-CB-112146] p0571 N72-29999
Design of third generation digitally tuned BP
receiver for all weather low level navigation
system
[AD-7IH813] p0578 H72-30591
ALLOCATIONS
HT EESOUBCE ALLOCATION
ALLOTS
HT ALOBINOB ALLOTS
A-89
ALTBR1ATIHG CDBBEHT GEHBBATOBS SUBJECT IHDBI
HT CADHIDS ALLOYS
HT CHBOHIDH STEELS
HT COBALT 'ALLOTS
HT HEAT BESISTAHT ALLOTS
HT HIGH STBEBGTH ALLOTS
HT IHCOHEL (THADEHABK)
HT LIGHT ALLOTS
ST HAGBESIOH ALLOYS
HT HABAGIHG STEELS
HT HICKEL ALLOTS
NT HIOBIOH ALLOTS '
HT BARE EABTH ALLOTS
HT BEFBACTOBY HETAL ALLOTS ,
NT STAINLESS .STEELS
NT STEELS . .
NT TELLUBIDH ALLOYS
NT TITAHIUH ALLOYS ':
HT DDIHET ALLOYS .
4LTEBHATIHG CDBBBHT GEHEBATOBS
0 AC GEHEBATOBS
ALTBBNATOBS (GBHBHATOBS)
0 AC GEHEBATOBS
ALTIHBTEBS
HT RADIO ALTIHETEHS
Pressure altimeter system minimum safe.performance
standards for subsonic aircraft operation,
describing test procedures
[SAE AS 942] pOOOS A72-10386
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments,,
discussing altimeter and artificial horizon
reading errors and modifications
p0060 A72r13698
Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data.on
altimetry display for commercial aircraft
,p019U A72-21573
Altitude information warning devices and,systems,
discussing reguirements and performance and
gualification tests . -,,
fSAE ABP 1061] . . p0301 A72-26032
Altimeters development history from Bright
brothers to Boeing 747, discussing altitude
alert systems providing aural and visual
warnings to pilot ,
P0508 A72-39747
Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systems
development and design to.meet FAB 91-51
reguirements, .discussing retrofit programs and
altimeter encoding
p0561 A72-42689
Causes of altimeter errors
P0268 N72-19016
Summary of literature on altimeter display
relating to aircraft height . ,
fFAA-RD-72-46] p0131 N72-25426
Development of precision air navigation system .
based on loran C system and digital barometric .
altimeter
r AD-740894] p0579.,,N72-30597
Badar altimeters' and large scale aerial • .
photography for forest inventory
P0588 N72-31447
ALTITUDE
NT FLIGHT ALTITDDE
NT HIGH ALTITDDE
NT LOW ALTITUDE
Digital solid state altitude encoder for ATC
transponder reporting, covering Gray and Gillham
. codes
fSAE PAPER 72031*] p0289 A72-25578
ALTITUDE COHTBOL . .
Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system
designed by compensation .parameter variation
technigue, determining correlation between
system sensitivity computations and observations.
P0189 A72-20592.
Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systems
developaent and design to meet FAB 91-51
reguirements, discussing retrofit programs and
altimeter encoding
P0564 A72-42689
Design of height control test eguipment for VTOL
aircraft
fNAL-TR-275;! p0588 N72-31451
ALTITUDE SIBQLATIOH
Simulated testing of turbojet engine ingestion of
missile exhaust, determining design criteria for
aircraft engine inlets from altitude chamber
test data
p0176 A72-18758
Physiological1 evaluation of modified jet transport
passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber
• i',erperiments
•• • ' • ' p0194 A72-21571
-. Jet engine calibration tests conducted in altitude
chamber .to determine gross thrust values for
future engine-and nozzle evaluations • '
fSASA-TH-Z-2398) - p0079 S72-11895
.Bodification' of turbine engine test cell to ' '
'provide simulated'altitude icing conditions and
1200 pound per second air1 flow
, [AD-729205] p0157 H72-14279
ALTITUDE -TESTS • ' . - . . . • • .'. • .'•
Altitude-velocity dependence of :turbopro'p engine
eguivalent;horse power, propeller output 'and'
• specif ic.'fuel'consumption, • discussing"'" '-
. performance-characteristics relation' to ambient
air temperature . : " ? - ! • . ! '
p0136" A72-i17100'
Ka-26- helicopter, operational flight- testing' in-
high mountain environment,--discussing! takeoff ,
landing and/climb performance as:function'of
altitude-dependent engine characteristics1
P0597 A72-43638
ALDHIHIZING • '' "•'
U ALOHIHDH COATINGS '': ii" -'•'•-'
ALDHIHDH ''.- '-I-' "''•''
High strength, stiffness and'low density f'"> *J" ' '•
properties of boron/alaminam matrix 'composites
in flight structures • . ' •' >.T .-' ^' . '" : -'
p0065HA72-1«7i(5
Fatigue strength characteristics of.• boron-epoiy-': '
reinforced Al stringers for helicopter^air'ffame
TAIAA PAPEB-.72-392] ' i- ..p0287JA72-25U13
Hardcoat anodizing of .Al surf aces;-discussing'' ;
t preparation, racking, eguipment and post
treatments. - '< - '-•' •'-'>" •• -> ;'- -'• ' •'
CSAE PAPEB 720341] -'.-.• - ••.-.• --p0292 IA72-25598
Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection,
noting reliability, simplicity and time economy'^'
as compared to eddy current or-fluorescent ' ' •!
* penetrant methods- '' • . . '-' •''•*
- • -. . : . . : • - -'.:,. p0357.-A72-30037
Polishes and corrosion removers for aluminum :
surfaces of Naval aircraft; ;' . ' •; •
fAD-733lt03] , . " p0260 N72-18602
ALDBIHOM ALLOTS .. : ' •.:'.: "•>• i • - '''- • . ' -'
darpage control of large Al alloy forgings
machining of jumbo jet components,-using packing
and storage. methods-' ; ' ' . ' . < : . . • (
f SAE PAPER 710801] .' '••< p0006 'A72-10280
Constant high tensile stress and;'rapid''aerodynamic
heating effect on maraging steels arid Ti and Al
alloys, evaluating test and simulation^'1 ' '';
procedures for design data development >•
- : - ,-. .,-«:-.. - - • p0009 A72-10749
Besidual. buckling strength of Al alloy 'elastic
column with fatigue crack ':•'•' -• •
. , [SESA PAPER ,191»A] p001U A72-11511
Al alloy plates and D-nosed specimens' indentation ''•' '•
and penetration under hail impact test'
P0176 A72-18764
Heat treatment and machining for distortion
control of large Al alloy forgings for DC 10 •
aircraft "' -r: • •' "• '
. . . - ' . - , . • :'.p0228 A72-22476
Chemical compositions, properties'and heat'
treatment.of-Ti, Al alloys and steels used in'
aircraft industry '• ' '
P0285 A72-25286
Stress-service life relations for duralumin
.samples from impact and nonimpact tensile'tests
with cyclic-axial loads, noting notch sensitivity
P0352 A72-291U7
Distortion and residual stresses in welded ' ^' '
aluminum structures. . •
P0506 A72-.3920K
Composite Al- and Hi-base alloys, strengthened by B
and B/Ho fibers respectively;for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
p0569 A72-13139
Fatigue life under cyclic loads.of notched .
aluminum-copper-magnesium airframe alloy "
fDLB-FB-71-23] . - '• . .p0170 N72-15530
Anti-fretting corrosion coatings for aluminum
alloys at temperature.up to 150.C noting fatigue
strength .
fD-HAT-174] . . .. . • . p0170 H72-15531
A-90
SUBJECT IHDBX AHATOBY
Bandom sequence fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
box beans in unidirectional bending
[AD-7313931 p0283 H72-19932
Extruded aluminum alloy landing mat
rAD-735315] P0371 H72-22327
Hechanism of fatigue enhancement in selected high
strength aluminum- alloys related to anigoe
nicrostructnres
fAD-738150] ' p0181 N72-2758K
Electrodeposition of paints on aircraft aluminum
and magnesium alloys • • '
rD-BAT/AV-175] P0535 N72-29570
Corrosion resistant claddings for hiqh strength •
aluminum alloys
[AD-7H33111 • p06»5 H72-33517
Fatigue tests on aluminum alloys specimens using
simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions
CESDO-69021;) -p06«8 H72-33899
iLDHIHOB C04TIHGS
Lightning protective coatings for boron/epoxy
composite materials, discussing high current
damage mechanisms, simulation facility and test
results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc
p0009 A72-10783
ABIDES
HI POLTIHIDES
ABBOHITION
NT INCENDIABT ABBONITIOH
Flnidic-generator for eliminating accidental
firing of aircraft rockets
fAD-7281051 p0093 N72-12211
AHPHIBIODS AIBCHAFT
HI SEAPLAHES '
Comparative analysis of the operative costs of
large amphibious hovercraft
pOU62 A72-37212
Influence of aerodynamic characteristics on
handling of amphibious hovercraft
rCBAHFIELD-AESO-7] p0219 H72-17992
ABPBIBIOOS VEHICLES
HT AHPHIBIOOS AIECHAFT
Design, development, and characteristics of light
hovercraft regniring amphibious capability
CAD-726163J p0081 H72-11911
Simulation needs and recommendations related to
proposed amphibious assault landing craft in •
Navy program to develop high speed air cushion
vehicles
f&D-7«p851] p0533 H72-29222
Hathematical analysis of relative motions between
ACV landing craft and different amphibious
assault ships during cargo transfer
rAD-711215] p0535 N72-29539
ABPLIFICATIOH
HT POWBB GAIH
Diagram and gain measurements regarding antennas
conducted with a helicopter for the range from
0.5 to 800 BHz
• • p0519 A72-10515
AHPLIFICATIOH FACTOR
0 ABPLIFICATIOH
ABCLIFIEBS
HT BICBOHAVE ABPLIFIEBS
HT TEAHSISTOB AHPLIFIEBS
ABPLITODE BODDLATIOB
Performance of AB/FH radio navigation equipment
for military aircraft
fAD-729533] p0161 B72-1U678
AI-24 AIBCEAFT
Soviet book on electrical equipment and
instrumentation of An-24 aircraft covering potrer
sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight
and navigation instruments and autopilot
p0120 A72-16100
AIACLIHAL STHEABS '
O.STBEABS
IBiLOG CIRCUITS
Quadruple-redundancy management for fly-by-vire
control system reliability, discussing analog '
circuit and digital computer voter/monitor
techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 72-881} pOSOS A72-39117
ANALOG COBPDTEBS
Pilot trainer transfer function identification for
man-machine and on-line adaptive control system
using analog/hybrid computer
P0361 A72-30721
Principles of modelling studies of fuel systems
and hydraulic systems by electronic analog
computers
p0567 A72-U2922
AHALOG DATi
Surface acoustic wave technology in communication
systems, discussing analog and digital matched
filters and navigation, ATC and collision
avoidance applications
p021S A72-21910
AHALOG SIBDLATIOi
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by
controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition •
characteristics under simulated snrvivable
aircraft crash accidents
[SAE PAPEB 720321] p0290 A72-25587
Electrical analog simulation of internal
combustion engines intake and exhaust systems
nonstationary q'as flov, considering cylinder,
turbine and supercharger operation
P0351 A72-29136
Analog simulation method for highly redundant
structure optimization based on reproducing
structure mechanical behavior in stabilized
stress states
pOIOS A72-32899
Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating
separation in compressors
. - - p0569 A72-H3091
Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system
uith the aid of an analog computer using
operational data
P0600 A72-11282
Dse of modeling and simulation methods in the
design of gas turbinfe engine control systems
p0601 A72-UU283
Dynamic and static characteristics of let engine
simulators
p0601 A72-11286
Analog model of gas turbine engine control
systems, using statistical estimates and flow
rate, heat conduction and dynamic equations
P0602 A72-11293
Dynamic simulation of an aircraft under the effect
of vortex wake turbulence.
P0613 A72-15316
AHALOG TO DIGITAL COHVEBTEBS
Airborne flight test data acquisition system
modular design to provide digital readings from
monitoring transducers analog signal
p0412 A72-33645
Ground-station data reduction equipment for
airborne analog and digital magnetic tape data
acquisition system
[AfiL/BE-1301 p0275 H72-19238
AHAL06IES
HT HIDBAOLIC ANALOGIES
AHiLTSIS (BATHEHATICS)
HT BBSSEL FOHCTIOHS
HT COBBINATORIAL ANALYSIS
HT COHFOBHAL HAPPIHG
HT DIFFEREHTIAL CALCOLOS
HT DIFFEBEHTIAL EQUATIONS
HT EITEEHDH TALOES
HT FOOBIEB THAHSFOBBATIOH
BT FDHCTIOBAL AH1LJSIS
HT FDHCTIOHAL INTEGRATION
HT HABBOHIC AHALTSIS
HT IHTEGBAL EQO&TIOHS
HT KEBNBL FDHCTIOHS
HT LAPLACE TBAHSFOHBATIOH
HT LIAPOHOV FOHCTIOHS
HT LIHEAB EQUATIONS
HT BEASOBE AHD INTEGBATIOH
NT HONLINEAB EQUATIONS
HT HOBEBICAL ANALYSIS
NT HOSEBICAL IHTEGBATIOH
NT PABTIAL DIFFEBEHTIAL EQDATIOHS
HT PEBIODIC FOSCTIOBS
HT PHASE-SPACE INTEGBAL
BT SIBGDLAB IHTEGBAL EQUATIONS
HT SIHGOLABITT (BATHEBATICS)
B? VOLTEBBA EQUATIONS
HT yOBTICITT
NT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
ANALYTIC GEOBETBY
HT COHICS
HT HEBCATOB PBOJECTIOH
AHATOHI
HT HEAD (AHATOBT)
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iBCBOBS (FASTEHEBS) SUBJECT IHDEI
ANCBOBS (FiSTEBEES)
Elastoaeric coatinq materials for use in sealing
fastener-head countersinks in highly loaded
aircraft skins susceptible to exfoliation
corrosion
CAD-728039] P0110 N72-13429
AHECHOIC CBABBEBS
Design of anechoic chamber for studying supersonic
and subsonic let noise generation
rNASA-CB-128038) P0576 N72-30249
AHEHOBETEBS
NT HOT-HIRE AHEBOHETEBS
Transonic wind tunnel calibration of dual system
gust measuring probe
rAHL/A-NOTE-334] P0484 N72-27426
ASEBOBETBI
0 VELOCITY HEASUREBEBT
SHG1E OF ATTACK
Bultivortex model of vortex sheet development on
slender axisymmetric bodies at angle of attack
P0053 472-12919
HP-115 slender wing research aircraft linear
motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at
high angles of attack
fAIAA PAPER 72-621 p0132 A72-16932
Finite difference method for transonic airfoil
design for vide range of angles of attack and
Bach numbers
P0139 A72-17629
V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15
deg angles of attack, investigating flow
structure between wings by pitot tube rake
p01«2 A72-18129
Vanes for sensing incidence angles of airstream
with respect to aircraft, noting1correlation
coefficient
P0115 A72-18150
Flight initial spin testing, discussing aircraft
autorotation due to stalled angle of attack and
sideslip
P0146 A72-18192
Supersonic flow around thin cruciform wing with
antisymmetrical angle of attack distribution and
horizontal plane with leading edge, considering
flow separation at edges
P0246 A72-25118
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on flat plate in
locally perturbed incompressible potential flow,
investigating angle of attack freguency response
to periodic local perturbations
P0303 A72-26579
Rotating airfoil experimental test program for
verification of Himmelskamp and Dwyer-BcCroskey
theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift
coefficient vs angle of attack
P0313 472-28121)
Aerodynamic center and center of pressure of
slender small aspect ratio wing near solid or
free surface, determining angle of attack effect
p0351 A72-29131
Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and
reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall,
considering effect of angle of attack rate of
chanqe
p0396 A72-3202U
Book on airfoil section designs for light aircraft
covering wind tunnel studies of lift drag ratio
as function of angle of attack
P0399 A72-32250
Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic
forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil
for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack
and freguencies
pOUOO A72-32341
F-111 stall inhibitor system with angle of attack
limitation, describing interface with stability
augmentation system
p0454 472-35577
Angle of attack increase of an airfoil in
decelerating flow.
POU59 A72-36773
Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layers.
P0557 A72-11264
Axisymmetric let stretcher diffnser performance
for ranlet engine inlet configurations, testing
at angles of attack and supersonic flow velocities
TAIA& PAPER 72-1021] p0558 A72-41602
Hall porosity and angle of attack effects on jet
stretcher flow field for supersonic engine inlet
testing, using three dimensional method of
characteristics
fAIAA P4PER 72-1025] . p0558 A72-11603
Full-scale inlet/engine testing at high
maneuvering angles at transonic velocities.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1026] p0558 A72-41604
Experiment of supersonic air intake buzz.
P0603 A72-HIU96
Tolerance of Bach 2.50 axisymmetic
mixed-compression inlets to upstream flow
variations causing changes in free stream Bach
number and angle of attack
fBASA-TB-X-2433] p0099 N72-12979
Development of computer program for predicting
static, longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of missile configurations for angles of attack
from zero to 180 degrees
fAD-729009] . p010b N72-12986
Integration method to derive angle of pitch,
flight-path angle, and angle of attack from
measurements in nonsteady flight
fVTH-156] 00267 H72-19008
Eguations for angles of attack' and sideslip
relative to rolling and nonrolling axis system
[HASA-TH-X-2511] p0280 N72-19721
Structure'of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab
delta wing at moderately high angle of attack
P0327 H72-20851
Vortex ring method used for calculations of' .
aerodynamic characteristics of helicopter
lifting rotors at any angle of attack in' flow
with comparatively high velocity
> [1D-7351I39] p6327-N72-2'0973
Design, fabrication, and test of full scale angle
of attack and sideslip vanes used with flight
path accelerometer in high speed wind tunnel
tAD-736819] p0388 N72-23490
ABGLES '(GEOBETBY)
NT AHGLE OF ATTACK
HT DIHEDRAL ANGLE
NT SHEEP ANGLE
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor
impeller with meridional stream acceleration.
P0611 A72-45371
ANGULAB CORRELATION
Correlation functions for angular vibrations of
operating aerial camera during working cycle
P0232 A72-22947
AHGOLAB BOBEHTUB
Development of eguations of motion for rigid body
in cylindrical coordinates by Lagrangian
dynamics and application to motion of aircraft
in spin
CAD-742929] p0583 N72-31006
AH6DLAB HOTIOS ' .
U ANGULAR VELOCITY
ANGULAR TELOCITY
Twin spool jet engine system, predicting shaft
speed effects on whirling frequencies due to
gyroscopic action with computer model
p0199 472-22130
Flight vehicle angular velocity measurement by
accelerometers, deriving eguations of motion
p02»1 A72-24497
Turboprop engines dynamic parameters experimental
determination"by rpm transient response to
instantaneous fuel supply changes
p0351 472-29137
Slender wings in roll noting dependence of rolling
• moment and roll damping on angular velocity and
angle of attack
P0266 N72-19004
ANIBALS
NT BIRDS
ANIBATIOH
0 NOTION
AHISOTBOPIC SHELLS
Aircraft structures weight reduction through
fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing
anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of
composite light shell structures
CICAS PAPER 72-38] p0555 472-11163
ANNULAR FLOH ' '
Intercomponent complex annular ducts design for
gas turbine engines
p0238 A72-23872
Scale model tests to compare effectiveness of
aerogrids and punched plates for smoothing flow
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SUBJECT IBDBX ABTBIiAS
fcoa short annular diffnsers between compressor
and coabastor of advanced aircraft engines
tHiS&-CB-120960] p0636.N72-32993
ANHTJLAH JETS ;.
0 ANNOL4B FLOW.
0 JET FLOS
ISHTJLiB BOKLES . ,
Low speed performance and boundary layer growth in
• optimal annular diffnser with uniform center •
body diameter and conically diverging vail -
P0237 472-23856
Turbulent boundary layer growth measurement on
annular diffuser containing free vortex swirl
* ' p0237 472-23857
ANODIC COATINGS '
Hardcoat anodizing of 41 surfaces, discussing
preparation, racking, equipment and post
treatments
- TSAE P&'PEE. 72031)1 3 , P0292 472-25598
AITEBBA ARRAYS.,' . -
NT LINEAB ABB4YS
HT.STEEB4BLE ANTENNAS
ATC radar beacon system developments, considering
diversity transponders, interrogator environment
;- control, electronic scan cylindrical array
antenna.design and discrete address node
:,'""', ', P0068'472-11832
^ _ Computed .performance of US glide slope
transmitting arrays sited over flat ground,
planes,of'one dimensional perfectly conducting
strips in free space
p0123 472-16559
Communication and data relay satellites multibeam
antennas characteristics, discussing multiple.
. feed"reflectors, bootlace lens configuration and
phased arrays
fAIAA PAPEB 72-530] p0308 A72-27355
Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean
spiral antennas for the L-band, and radiator-,
groups constructed from them whose radiation
directions are controlled by a conduction matrix
.p05*9 472-H0510
Shaped coverage patterns with satellite array •
antennas.
.' pOSSO A72-*088*
Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft communication
systems
fAD-729106] . ' 'p0156 N72-1*2*3
Crossed slot antenna array pattern coverage for
ultrahigh freguency aircraft system
fAD-73291*] p0220 N72-17126
Radiation patterns from adaptive .loop antenna
arrays for aircraft communication systems
fAD-735096] ' ' P0275 H72-19230
1BTEBBA COBPOBEHXS
NT 4NTENNA FEEDS
ABTBBBA DESIGH
Limited scan antenna system for precision-approach
radar, detailing design for reflector, aperture
gain and phased array
p0019 472-12393
Four uhf antennas buried beneath refractory
concrete, discussing design, fabrication and
power gain and azimnthal pattern measurements
P0138 472-173*5
Aircraft antennas design for radio links to
satellites for aeronautical communication and
ATC, proposing.use of beam steering system
p035* A72-293U7
Log periodic dipole antenna systems for ILS
localizers, noting reduced sensitivity to snow
and ice
pO*89 A72-37279
4pplication of the 7olterra series to the analysis
and design of an angle track loop.
pO*89 A72-37283 .
Application of the cooputer to aerial design and
development.
pO*9* A72-37873
A metallized channel guide antenna for use over a
cylindrical ground screen.
p05*8 472-110372
Active transistorized directipnal dipole VHF
receiving antennas for ATC and mobile
applications and field intensity measurement
p05«9 A72-U0527
Eadar double beam dielectric radiator antenna
' design for ATC in 1250-1350 MHz range
p05*9 A72-U0530
ABTBNBA FEEDS
Application of the conpater to aerial design and
development.
pO*99 472-37873
Dual output nltrahigh fregnency aircraft antenna
feed incorporating coaxial magic tee, transistor
and step recovery varactor diode frequency
multipliers
CBAE-TB-70002] p0169 B72-15216
&HTBHBA FIELDS
D ANTENNA B4DI4TION PATTEBHS
AHTEBBA BADI&TIOH PATTEBHS
Helicopter antenna placement, using scale aodels
for three dimensional radiation pattern
semiautomatic recording under free space
conditions
p0001 A72-10149
Four uhf antennas buried beneath "refractory
concrete, discussing design, fabrication and
power gain and azimnthal pattern measurements
P0138 A72-173»5
Test facility for aircraft and spacecraft antennas
radiation patterns and optimal installation
determination
P0309 472-27*12
Numerical analysis of surface current density
distribution and electromagnetic fields of
conducting body, noting radiation patterns of
radial dipole and gnarter wavelength monopole
p03** 472-285*1
A metallized channel guide antenna for use over a
cylindrical ground screen.
p05*8 A72-*0372
Determination of the radiation characteristics of
aircraft antennas in flight
p05*9 A72-*053*
Diagram and gain measurements regarding antennas
conducted with a helicopter for the range from
0.5 to 800 HBx
p05*9 A72-*0545
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems, noting antenna
radiation pattern and signal spectra
fAT/DTBH/2-155] P0111 N72-13590
Badiation patterns and comparisons of propagation
models for use with interference predictions for
VHF/OHF air navigation aids
f40-718*65] p0171 B72-15598
Crossed slot antenna array pattern coverage for
ultrahigh freguency aircraft system
fAD-73291*] p0220 K72-17126
Badiation patterns and transmitter power needed
for two-bay antenna used with VOH approach,
marker beacon
TF4A-BD-72-33] P0261 N72-18659
Badiation patterns from adaptive loop antenna
arrays for aircraft communication systems
JAD-735096] p0275 N72-19230
numerical-analytical technigues for predicting
: radiation patterns and impedance of aircraft
antennas including effects of outboard members
of aircraft structure
TAD-7353*6] " p0335 N72-21171
Dual antenna method for suppressing reflections
from underside of moving aircraft
fJPBS-55908] p0386 N72-23126
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems emphasizing granularity
rAT/DTHS/2-17*] p0389 N72-23663 '
Procedure for using high freguency standard gain
ground reference antenna for calibrating C-131
and KC-135 aircraft for antenna radiation patterns
tAD-7*0553] p0532 N72-2913*
ABTBHBAS
NT 4IBCB4FT 4KTESM4S
NT DIPOLE 4NTENHAS
NT DIEECTIONAL ANTENNAS
NT LENS ANTENNAS
NT LOG PEEIODIC 4NTENN4S
NT LOOP 4NTENNAS
NT HICKOBAVE ANTENNAS
NT HISSILE 4BTENN4S . ;
NT MONOPOLE ANTENNAS
NT BAD4E 4NTENNAS
NT RADIO 4NTENN4S
NT S4TELLITE 4NTENN4S
NT SLOT 4NTEHN4S
NT SP4CECB4FT ANTENNAS
NT SPIBAL ANTENNAS
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&ITBBOPOHETBT SUBJECT IHDEI
HT STBEB1BLE iHTEHHiS
HI TBO BEF.LECTOB iHTEHHiS
HT BIVEGDIDE iHTEHHiS
Lamped mass model of long airborne trailing vice
antenna and derivation of equations of motion
P0217 S72-16899
1BTHBOPOBBTBY
Dynamic analog anthropomorphic dummy for
development and operational tests of aircraft
escape systems
[10-730634] p0205 H72-15977
iHTIilBCBlFT BISSILES
Evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber
defense missiles
flD-731812] . p026« H72-18788
intiaircraft missile, military training, and
aircraft stability ,
flD-739973] p0488 H72-27990
IHTICLIHiL HODHTilHS
D HODHTilHS
IHTIFBICTIOH BEiBIHGS
HT BiLL BEiBIHGS
HT BOLLEB BEiBIHGS
X ray measurement of elastohydrodynamic film
thickness to determine lubrication of turbine
engine thrust bearings at high temperatures
fHiSl-TH-D-6608) p0093 H72-12420
Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials,
and lubricants for airframe applications by
simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on-
bearings in normal operation
flD-733705] P0259 H72-18505
Beliability engineering of aft transmission
planetary carrier bearing nut in mechanical
drive assembly of CH-46 helicopter .
C1D-743073] p0587 H72-31037
ANTISKID DEVICES L. . •
iircraft landing gear wheel damage and antiskid
mechanisms under operational conditions
P0192 172-21485
iircraft wheel mechanics, discussing freely
turning and braked wheels, tire drift and
antiskid braking systems for landing gear
p0285 172-25287
Performance tests of aircraft tire under cyclic
braking conditions.and evaluation of aircraft
antiskid braking system
fNlSl-TN-D-6755] pO»21 H72-24014
Reliability engineering methods for design of
landing mats simulating aircraft operations
flD-743161] p0588 B72-31297
AHTISOBBABIHB B1BF1BE
Univac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for
airborne iSfl, discussing input/output
controllers and interfaces and 1C design features
pO«07 A72-33245
S-31 Viking systems.
p0449 172-34741
IBTISQBBIBIHE B1RFARB AIRCRAFT
S-3A Viking land based antisubmarine warfare
maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, .describing
flight controls, structural design, underslung
podded engines and operational equipment
p0139 i72-17583
ASH aircraft magnetic anomaly detection /HID/
system range limitation due to residual maneuver
noise, discussing real time compensation for
geomagnetic gradient interference
p0560 172-12322
Naval helicopters applications to search and
rescue, iSH, ground support and other roles,
considering reliability and maintenance
P0607 172-44685
iHTOHOV ilBCBAPT
Russian book on in-12 turboprop transport aircraft
structural and aerodynamic characteristics
covering engine operation, piloting, stability,
controllability, etc
p0315 i72-28343
Fiberglass reinforced plastic fuselage production
for iN-2m aircraft, noting plastic-plastic and
metal-plastic joints
p035<t i72-29U62
iPEETOBES
Bnltifnnction microwave apertures - Concepts and
potential.
. p0454 172-35574
APOLLO FLIGHTS
Automated navigation aids interface with human
operator, discussing Apollo flight experience
and technology utilization in air and marine
navigation '
P0144 i72-18288
iPOLLO 14 FLIGHT •
Infrasonnd observations of natural background and
signals from Apollo 14 and aircraft, using
thermistor flovmeter microphone' array '
P0302 172-26515
iPPLICATIOBS OF BATHBBATICS .
Development of numerical methods for analyzing'
' • structural properties of statically loaded wings
• .using iteration process - •• • ••
' ' .• p0327 H72-20904
1PPBOACH • . . .
HT IHSTBOBEHT iPPBOiCB
Suitability evaluation of fog>simulator, for
weather conditions during flight approach
[F11-H1-71-44] p0033'H72-10233
Systems performance and safety in helicopter -.
approach and landing, and radioelectronic
guidance array ' " " .' ":
. p0085-H72-11939
Lateral-directional handling qualities and-roll
control power requirements of jet aircraft in
landing approach ' • . . > : <
[1D-725461] p0153 H72-14008
Limitations on approach'if light paths of v/STOL'
aircraft including limits on descent angle due
to maximum lift drag ratio • • •.':•• •:
[SlSi-CB-1901] p0165 U72-15001
Approach and landing flight simulator based on
intermediary photography on transparent material
P0207 H72-16186
Flight tests of-low lift, to drag ratio approach
and landing using CV 990 aircraft with similar
size and performance characteristics of proposed
space shuttle vehicle ' • •
[H1S1-TH-D-6732] p0268 H72-19022
V/STOL display requirements for approach and
landing under adverse veather conditions
p0374 H72-22632
Multipurpose wide field, three dimensional head-up
display for aircraft pilots dnrinq approach and
landing, and other maneuvers involving'altitude
changes '•
p0375 H72-22639
Accuracy of vertical contact analog display in
simulating carrier landings, and error
contributed by display- resolution, temporal
loading, and control complexity
p0375 H72-22642
Bate-of-closure as performance monitoring
parameter during approach and landing' • '
p0375 H72-22643
Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach '
task considering engine response, flight path
stability, tail lift, and direct lift-control
fAD-736968] ' ••• • p0385 H72-23039
iPPBOiCH COHTBOL
HT BiDAB APPB01CH COHTBOL - ' '
Stellar attitude reference - and navigation"
"associative processor with high computational
speed for radar approach control in ATC
p0017 A72-12033
Carrier system for controlled approach'of Haval
aircraft to provide pilot window to deck for
tactical jet guidance for poor visibility landing
p0018 i72-12323
STOL aircraft integrated landing -approach'flight
control system with elevator and thrust control
coupling to angle of attack, altitude and other
state variables '
[DGLB PIPER 71-0631 " p0022 i72-12705
Terminal area air traffic guidance and control,
discussing automation, all-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
p0066 -i72-14817
HH-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach-and
hover coupler for automatic transition from
forward flight at constant 'deceleration and rate
of descent
p012U 172-16653
Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis
methods applied to Haval aircraft approach power
compensator systems, • using -pilot model" concepts
filll P1PEB 72-124] p0131 172-16922
General aviation type light airplanes pilot
workload during steep landing approach.
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SUBJECT IHDEX ABC DISCHARGES
comparing flight tested control response
parameters with handling qualities criteria.
fAIAA PAPER -72-125] , . p0132 A72-16941
Ground based Doppler navigation system for -wide
. .• range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach
guidance, using linear directive antenna array • •;>
for conical surface definition . * .--:..- :
 t
* . . . . . . pO-142 A72-18183
Aircraft microminiature ILS with transmitter and
localizer antenna to provide pilot with bearing
and glide slope information f or 'alignment-, with' .""
runway . ,.. ; , .... . . - . . . - '••--..
:• i-i- :.'.•.• ' ; . . . . ,. P0307 A72-27106
Helicopter automatic flight control approach/hover
• •• coupler"systems, hands off stability and
handling qualities - i .
P0310 A72-27522
Airport lighting for,pilot guidance during • . -
approach and landing-under category I-III ,
. visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts
and <power requirements- • - -. •
... ,- . .. . , _ • • • . . P0360 A72-30621
Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift
- .rdragr ratio aircraft in nnpowered flight, using
F-^IOID, as test aircraft . . . . .
,. ':-.] .!-."- .' . . . . . . P0395 A72-31694
Hybrid area navigation and microwave instrument
",",>eiandingr- system; discussing approach control' and
terminal-guidance. . • • . . •-•.
-;..- .-I",. -..-,. . . . . . - , - - • . P0398 A72r32206
An experimental investigation.of STOL longitudinal
: K.flyinq qualities in the landing approach using
the .variable, stability X-22A aircraft.
-. .[AHS:PREPBIST 642] • pO»47 A72T3H502
Investigation of data rate reguirements for low
visibility, approach with a.scanning beam landing
guidance system. • '
-. f . , •-.. .•.• . . . ' . . .- P0453 A72r35562
Precision navigation for approach and landing.-.
.. .-opera£ipnsw ' . •,.''.
• • , " , ' • - . . ' . . . .. p0501 A72- 38253
Investigation of data rate reguirements for' low
visibility approach with a scanning beam landing
.guidance, system.
• ... . - . - . • . . p0502 A72-38259
A landing approach guidance scheme for aircraft
which are capable of executing steep approaches.
• : , - . . P0502 A72-38278
Aircraft accidents during nonprecision approaches
under adverse weather conditions, discussing
landing aids<use for corporate let aircraft.
p0508 A72-39745
Design, operation and testing of integrated STOI
flight control system, noting approach accuracy
and passenger comfort improvement
- • - . ' . : p0547 A72-40292
IIS replacement by microwave landing system,.
considering landing phase range from acquisition
to touchdown, terminal approach handling by
airborne navigation system and economic advantages
P0547 A72-40294
Multiloop piloting aspects of longitudinal
approach path control. -
CICAS PAPEB 72-46] - p0555 A72-41171
Allowable region of approach height and desirable
approach path oj aircraft for safe landing,
presenting optimal control trajectories
: . • , • . • p0603 A72-44497
An investigation of parameters and factors
•governing manual control of STOI aircraft in
landing approach.
fAIAA PAPER 72-987.] p0615 A72-45U15
Plight simulator exercise for investigation of>
pilot performance in low visibility conditions
during approach and landing, '
• fRAB-TB-71044] P0012 N72-11042
Hethod for calculating weather ainima for small
sites to determine instrument or automatic
approach .perforoance reguirements for military
helicopters
p0082 H72-11919
Automatic approach and hover coupler for rescue
helicopters
P0083 N72-11926
Numerical analysis to determine optimal solutions
to aircraft maneuvers involved in go-around and
flare daring landing .operations
[AD-728325] P0090 N72-11973
Modular aircraft elements and rotor dynamic
equations for stability and control of
helicopters in steep approaches
rAD-729808] pOISI H72-110VI
Three methods of cross coupling for added control
during automatic landing approach
- ' fAD-730153] P0154 H72-1I101U
Steep approach control system for STOI aircraft
based on rudder and thrust control
P0321 N72-20027
Development of analytical model for determining
probability of successful instrument landing and
assessment of interaction of factors with flight
crew ' . . : . . - •.
[NASA-CH-2022] P0370 H72-22099
-. Design, development, and characteristics of
aircraft approach control system and application
to typical let transport aircraft . . >
[NASA-CR-2023] P0376 H72-22652
Flight tests to determine effects of various
approach angles on performance of executive
transport jet aircraft
i;FAA-PS-600-71 pOU21 872-21022
Criteria for installation of instrument landing
systems and effects of siting on operation of
system ' ' •
rDOT-PAA-6750;16'l p0123 N72-2H338
"Performance'and problens of microwave guidance
systems"for aircraft approach and landing
f RAE-TE-71186] -- pQit36 H72-25606
Noise measurements obtained during visual approach
monitor evaluation in 747 aircraft
f NASA-CR-11ltU78] p0515 »72-28010
Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility
approaches - for landing and man machine
relationship with automatic pilot operation
rADS-740502.] p0529 N72-29014
Application of discrete address beacon for
surveillance system used with independent
landing.approaches to closely spaced runways
fATC-13] ' P0578 S72-30587
Evaluation of visual approach system to determine
improvements resulting from change in color
density and hue of transition zone
- rFAA-ABD-72-91] p0590 H72-31654
Inflight variable stability airplane
investigations during carrier approaches to
determine effect of flying qualities parameters
on approach performance
P0622 H72-32037
Simulated night visual approaches to two airports
to evaluate pilot performance with and without
head-up display device
THASA-TH-X-62188] p0639 N72-33024
Design and development of visual approach and
landing simulator using F-105 aircraft
components and closed circuit television system
[AD-745200] p0643 N72-33259
iPPBOACB ISDICiTOBS
Slant Visual Range/Approach Light Contact Height
Measurement System utilizing state of art
technology for airport applications
p03<17 A72-28848
Aircraft radar for weather data; ground mapping,
avoidance modes and independent landing monitor
function, presentinq straight and slant approach
simulation data
P0547 A72-00290
Evaluation of tricolor visual approach path
. indicator for suitability as part of two segment
visual approach slope indicator system :
fFAA-ARD-72-49] p0590 N72-31653
APPROIIBATIOS. . . . -
HT FIHITE DIFFERENCE THEOBI
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD
NT NESTON-HAPHSON METHOD '
NT RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD
NT RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEHATICS)
Quasi-homogeneous approximation for wing with
curved subsonic leading edges at supersonic
speeds.
[ICAS PAPER 72-54] p0556 A72-41176
APPROXIMATION METHODS
D APPROXIMATION
ABC DISCHARGES
Multiple swept stroke flash technique to test
lightning effects on aircraft
• p0177 A72-18768
i-95
ABC GEHBPiTOBS SUBJECT IHDEI
ABC GENEBATORS
Liqhtning simulation laboratory for aircraft
strike testing, using, high enerqy generators
. .... P0178 A72-1877U
ARC BELDIHG '
NT PLASMA ARC BELDING .
ARCTIC REGIONS
Arctic environment surface effect vehicle design,
considering structures, drag, lift, propulsive
power and range
. . P0397 A72-32125
Flight tests of air navigation egnipment to
determine accuracy of position location for
small area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in
Arctic regions .
fAD-7I»0607] . ' p0579 N72-30596
Transportation systems for military and civilian
operations in northern Arctic regions
[AD-7U3990] p0628 N72-32281
Management of life support and transportation
systems in Arctic regions
rAD-7IHI6691 . ' p06l»9 N72-33980
ABIF (IBPACT PBEDICTION)
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
ARITHMETIC
NT FIXED POINT ARITHMETIC
ABBED FORCES
NT ARMED FOBCES (UNITED STATES)
NT NAVY
Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance
planning of an air force wing.
P0607 A72-UU663
Laws governing military use of civil aircraft
P0038 N72-25960
Antiaircraft missile, military training, and
aircraft stability
CAD-739973] pO«88 N72-27990
Aircraft engine maintenance, military training,
and antiaircraft defense
FAD-739971H pO<!88 N72-27991
Combat readiness, military training, and noise
control
FAD-739972] p0526 N72-28989
ABBED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
U.S. Navy cartoqraphy, describing RA-3B Skywarrior
capabilities and photoqraphic instrumentation
P0196 A72-21699
USAF Academy air navigation training program,
discussing systems development course and
descriptive and applied astronomy
P0399 A72-32210
US Army helicopter experiences in Vietnam and
future helicopter requirements and developments
p0081 N72-11916
Models of information exchange and data rates for
post-1975 automated tactical air control system
deployment
CAD-73358U1 P0262 N72-18665
Effects of Q forces on injuries during
ejection/extraction escape in.USAF
P0271I N72-19114
Conference papers from Air Force science and
engineering symposium 1971
fAD-736127] P0391 N72-23983
Conference papers from Air Force science and
engineering symposium 1971
tAD-7361281 • p0391 N72-23981
Practical application of mishap data in Army
aircraft system safety programs
pO«39 N72-25967
Survey of specifications.and standards containing
vibration test procedures in use by US Air Force
pO»7<l N72-26817
ARBOR
Analysis, design, fabrication, and testing of
integrally armored crashworthy seats for aircrews
fAD-742733] P0586 N72-31030
AROBATIC COMPODNDS
Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on
thermal stability, considering nonaromatic
components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation
p0024 A72-12800
Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic
fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels
applications
P0363 A72-31075
ARRAYS
NT ANTENNA ARRAYS
HT LINEAR ABBAIS
NT PHASED ARRAYS
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS , -
NT SYNTHETIC ABBAYS
ABBBSTIBG GEAB
Development and characteristics of turbine type
energy absorber arresting gear for use on -
aircraft carriers
[AD-728682] • '. p0108 N72-13209
Containment systems for aircraft, landing on
elevated STOL-ports
rNASA-CH-1255*U1 p0203 N72-15960
Mark 7 arresting engine alignqent measuring, system
and procedures for correcting misaliqnment , .
[AD-732»4,5] • ; . p0257 N72-18272
Fatiqne testinq of mechanical cables for arresting
gears
fAD-733988] -. p0257^.N72-18273
Accelerated life tests to determine effects, of
arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft .
structure - -r. , , - • - . ,
CAD-739331] . . pO<l80 N72-27036
Optimization and performance prediction .of -.
computer simulated cable type aircraft recovery
system . • . • \ •
[AD-7H0098] ' p0519.H72-28272
Performance tests of A*6 aircraft during landing
arrestment evaluation at high gross weight-for .
two thousand arrestments • • . - . • - - •• • • -
fAD-7115300] - . p06«2, N72T330«9
ARBOI HUGS . . ,. -
Tu-15* aerodynamic design, discussing arrow winq
and propulsion unit characteristics - - . . . - - • . .-.
p0307-A72-27268-
linear elastic theory and matrix'methods for.-. .•
calculating structural oscillations in.pointed
arrow wings . • . . • •\ ,
p0582 N72-30993
ABSENIC COMPODHDS
NT GA11IDH ARSENIDES
ARSENIDES . , , - . . .
NT GAL1IDH ARSENIDES
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
Development of magnetic artificial gravity test
facility for use in wind.tunnel tests to
simulate separation of external stores from
aircraft in flight . . •
[NASA-CB-1955] p0266 N72-19000
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES -, - .
NT COMMUNICATION SATE1LITES
NT ESBO SATE1LITES
NT METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
N T NAVIGATION SATELLITES . . .
NT RELAY SATELLITES
NT SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
Air traffic control analysis of North Atlantic
commercial aircraft operation based on inertial '
navigation and satellite surveillance . • '
rDOT-TSC-FAA-71-13] -.p0339 H72-21629
1BTS . . . .- .
NT GRAPHIC ARTS • -
ARIL COMPODNDS
0 ABOMATIC COMPOUNDS
ASCENT
HT CLIMBING FLIGHT . • .
ASCENT TRAJECTORIES
Singular optimal control and minimum time of--
ascent for supersonic aircraft
POU19 N72-2«006
Optimization techniques for estimatinq
heiqht-velocity diagram and critical decision
point for rotorcraft based on impulsive; response
functions ;
[NAL-TR-245] . pO«79 N72-27026
ASDE ,
D AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT '
ASPECT RATIO . - . ' ' .
NT HIGH ASPECT BATIO
NT LOB ASPECT BATIO
Elliptic wing-vortex interaction for various .
aspect ratios
p0123 A72-16512
Inviscid incompressible flow past longitudinally
curved small aspect ratio slender wing,
investigating aerodynamic characteristics
, p03»5.A72-28729
Downwash distribution at surface of rectangular
planform wings with prescribed subsonic
aerodynamic loading for various aspect ratios
A-96
SUBJECT IIDBI ATHOSPHBBIC IONIZATI01
p0503 A72-38809
Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet
loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect
ratio wing roots
P0078 N72-11886'
Experimental study of effect of blade aspect ratio
on perfornance of axial flow compressors
tABC-CP-1179) • P0277 H72-19331
ASPHALT
Airfield pavenent condition survey of asphaltic
and Portland concrete at USNAS Barbers Point,
Hawaii
[AD-735105] P0323 H72-20268
ASSBHBLIBS
Lightweight low pressure plastic hose "assemblies
in aircraft and missile petroleui base fuel and
synthetic lubricating oil systems' at 395-710 B
and up to 200 psi
:•' [SAE ABP '1180] pOOOS A72-10388
ASSEHBLIIG • •
Equipment assembly design optimization by
operational versions determination and criteria
• evaluation for opti»al conditions, noting rotary
wing design
P0599 A72-44024
Blade/disk attachment methods for gas turbine
' engines
[AD-877170] ' . P0097 N72-12796
ASSBSSBEITS ' ' - ' '
HT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSHENT
Assessment procedure for aircraft safe life
structures based on fatigue life
CTB-98]'' p06U8 H72-33922
ASSOCIATIOIS • ' • - ' •
D OBGASIIATIOHS
ASTBONAOTICS
Heat transfer research review, discussing gas
turbines, aeronautics, astronautics, nuclear
power, thermal pollution and controlled fusion
challenges *
P0236 A72-23684
Aviation and astronautics - Conference, Tel
Aviv-Haifa, Harch 1972 . '
P0393 A72-31201
ASYRHETBY
Numerical analysis of flow distribution about
nonaxisyanetric bodies at subsonic and
supersonic speeds
r»ASA-TT-F~115471 p0628 H72-32302
ASY.BPTOTIC BETHODS '
The lift coefficient of a snpercavitating
let-flapped foil in a free jet.
P0556 A72-41236
Mathematical model for lifting rotors in vertical
flight using matched asymptotic expansions
[iFFA-1181 P0320 N72-20022
ATHODIPS
D BAHJET ENGINES
ATLANTIC OCEAH
Analysis of inertial navigation system performance
to determine effects on aircraft safety and
collision avoidance during flight over North
Atlantic Ocean
fiD-733753] P0263 N72-18670
Development of collision risk model to analyze
effects of separation standards on aircraft •
safety during parallel tracking operations in
North Atlantic Ocean
(AD-733754] , p0263 N72-18671
Analysis of air traffic control procedures
employed on air routes over North Atlantic Ocean
fPB-204862] P0340 N72-21642
ATBOSPHEBIC ABSOBPTION
0 ATBOSPHEBIC ATTENUATION
ATBOSPHEBIC ATTENUATION
Sonic boom generation, propagation and
minimization, discussing atmospheric conditions
and' ground characteristics influence and means
for boom signature reduction
p0066 A72-14815
Turbo-let and tnrbofan engines noise signatures and
sonic boom effects, discussing frequency
spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise
suppression systems
p0186 A72-20163
Atmospheric acoustic attenuation measurement on
sailplane, assessing turbulence backscattering
cross section
P0189 A72-20597
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric
inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves
P0380 N72-23004
ATBOSPHEBIC CHESISTBI
Bibliography on SST upper atmospheric environment,
listing references to stratospheric structure,
composition and physical dynamics, chemical
reactions with pollutants, transport properties,
etc
P0413 A72-33797
ATBOSPHEBIC .CZBCDUTIOI
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature
horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing
CAT at supersonic transport heights
p0063 A72-14676
Gliding flight atmospheric energy utilization
through aerology, discussing value of weather
forecasts to glider pilots
p006» A72-14684
Aircraft atmospheric flow measurements of
horizontal and vertical motions on mesoscales,
using inertial reference system
p0359 A72-30300
Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation
by propulsion effluents of high altitude
aircraft flights
[AIAA PAPEB 72-658] p0414 A72-34076
Aerial expedition for studying conditions of
atmospheric boundary layer over oasis and
seniarid region •
[AD-727535J P0034 N72-10332
ATBOSPHEBIC COBPOSITIOH
NT ATHOSPHEBIC BOISTDBE
Handbook on aviation meteorology covering
atmospheric structure and composition, standard
atmospheres, heat transfer, adiabatic processes,
winds, cloud formations, precipitation, ice
formation, fog, visibility, etc
' - p0192 A72-21479
Bnssian book - Aviation meteorology.
P0560 A72-U2024
Influence of atmospheric structure and composition
on supersonic flight
[NASA-TT-F-693] p0578 N72-30551
ATHOSPHEBIC CONDITIONS
0 BETEOSOLOGI
ATBOSPHEBIC DIFFOSION
SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft
wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases
temperature induced buoyancy
TAIAA PAPER 72-650] p0415 A72-34084
ATHOSPHEBIC ELECTRICITY
Static electrification, bonding, grounding, and
lightning protection techniques applied to
aircraft, spacecraft, and missiles
[AD-739356] P0480 N72-27037
ATHOSPHEBIC EHISSION
0 AIBGLOW
ATBOSPHEBIC ENTBT
NT HTPEBSONIC BEEHTBY
NT SPACECBAFT BEENTBY
Analysis of inviscid flow on windward side of
flat, sharp-edged delta wing at hypersonic speed
and angles of attack near maximum lift
TAD-7317631 p0202 N72-15955
ATHOSPHEBIC ENTBT SIBOLATION
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very
high Beynold numbers for hypersonic
aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
P0387 S72-23221
ATHOSPHEBIC HEAT BDD6BT
Handbook on aviation meteorology covering
atmospheric structure and composition, standard
atmospheres, heat transfer, adiabatic processes,
winds, cloud formations, precipitation, ice
formation, fog, visibility, etc
P0192 A72-21479
ATHOSPHEBIC E2ATIBG
Supercooled and warm fog dispersion technology,
considering air heating, helicopter downwash and
seeding methods
P0066 A72-14812
ATHOSPHEBIC IHPOBITIES
D AIB POLLUTION
ATHOSPHEBIC IOBIZATION
Beasurement of positive ions near air traffic
control radar and effects on near-by personnel
[FAA-NA-72-19] p0388 N72-23400
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ATBOSPHBBIC BODELS SUBJECT IHDBI
ATHOSPHEBIC HODELS :
FT BREADBOARD HODE1S -. . . •
NT DYHAHIC HODELS
Handbook on aviation meteorology coverinq .' ,
atmospheric structure and .composition, standard
atmospheres, heat transfer, adiabatic processes,
winds,.cloud formations, precipitation,'ice
formation, foq, visibility, etc •
. ••• p0192 A72-21479
Hnltiscale numerical model for local weather •
development simulation, noting forecasting for
long distance air travel.
. . P0348 'A72-28857
ATHOSPHEBIC BOISTOBE . - . . - . - .
Gas generator performance shifts involving
military trim level variations by TF-30 engines
• in high relative humidity environment)caused by
condensation in inlet duct • .
P0176 A72-18759
Ice formation on helicopter-rotor blades/
discussing atmospheric moisture and .temperature
conditions, blade surface temperature,
centrifugal and aerodynamic .forces and • '_'
preventive measures
P0309 A72-2741U
Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard
supertankers during cleaning operation and
electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft
during passage -through heavy rain, noting water
drop .disintegration •. .
P0611 A72-U4979
ATROSPHEBIC HEOTEON FLDI DENSITY ' ,
0. NEOTRON FLOX DENSITY .• . (
ATHOSPHEBIC PHYSICS . , . • . .
NT CLOOD PHYSICS •
German Research and Test Institute 'for.Aero- and
Astronautics 1970 report covering .flow . itv<-
mechanics, power conversion, .aerospace .medicine,
atmospheric physics, etc - -,.-»
P0013 A72-11151
Real gas effects in atmosphere to make sonic bang' .
shock wave full dispersion and thickness wide
variations
P0016 A72-11972
Handbook on aviation meteorology covering
atmospheric structure and composition, standard
atmospheres, heat transfer, adiabatic.^processes,
winds, cload formations, precipitation,, ice
formation, fog, visibility, etc
P0192 A72-21479
Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial
and temporal variability effects on aircraft • ' .
flyover noise measurement
p0347 A72-28841
Bibliography on SST upper atmospheric environment,
listing references to stratospheric structure,
composition and' physical dynamics, chemical
reactions with pollutants, transport properties,
etc . • • :>i ••:
P0413 .A72-33797
ATHOSPHEBIC PBESSDBE - . - • - 'f;
Atmospheric temperature and pressure altitude
effects on runway lengths and aircraft takeoff '
weights . :
fASCE PREPRINT 1242] p0002 A72-10193
Procedures for obtaining.airspeed and kinetic
pressure data for application to aircraft
performance analysis and data reduction
[ESDO-690261 p0636 N72-33002
&TBOSPHEBIC BADIATIOH , . ...
NT AIRGLOW . < v
NT STRATOSPHERE RADIATION . . • .'. .
ATHOSPHEBIC REFRACTION
Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression
by slowing down during turning flight, obtaining
conditions for focus cut7Off at ground by .
atmospheric refraction
P0599 A72-44125
ATBOSPHEHIC SCATTERING . .
NT TROPOSPHERIC SCATTERING
ATHOSPHEBIC SHELLS
D ATMOSPHERIC STRATIFICATION . • . -.
ATHOSPHEBIC STBAIIFICATIOS . , - . . - • : .
Ground focus line location of sonic bang
propagating in stratified atmosphere with wind
for transonically accelerating aircraft
. • , pOISU A72-196I15
Booms generated on ground by supersonic aircraft
flying at high altitude through stratified
atmosphere •
' - - ' • P0190 A72-21019
Haneuvering aircraft sonic boom propagation-and
signatures prediction in stratified atmosphere
by geometric acoustic Method *
' • ' • . / "p0197 "A72-21904
Atmospheric stratification irregularities effects
on sonic boom propagation, obtaining probability
density functions
/ P0198 A72-21905
Aviation hazards due to stably stratified shear
and turbulence zones, discussing meteorological
analysis of 747 jumbo jet turbulence incident
• • '• • '-• • • p0349'A72-28865
Analytical 'and experimental determination of
influence of atmospheric environment* on ' •'
' ."transport and decay of trailing vortex wake
TAD-742305] ' 'i •'•• ' . •- • •" p'0576'-N72-30284
ATHOSPBERIC TBBPBBATOHB ' >' '•; ' '-' ",'•'.•''"'
Atmospheric'temperature and pressure "altitude
effects o'n runway lengths and aircraft takeoff
weights •' "- ' ''' •• '"•'•• " '' <•-*•>"•'-•
[A'SCE'PBEPBIHT 1242] '' '• " V0002 7A72-^10193
stratbsph'eric 'circulation and air temper'ature'
horizontal and vertical distribution'; "discussing
CAT at supersonic transport heights
' ' •" - ' •'• -"p0063'A72-14676
Reteorological information assistance-for Concorde
aircraft' test-flights, discussing h'i'gh *'" :T
tropospheric turbulence and -lower stra'tos'ph'eric
• ' temperature predictions and instruments
1
 ' p0063;'A72-;i46T80
Sonic boom generation, propagation and-1'" • •'; :o
minimization, discussing atmospheric turbulence
and temperature gradients and aircraft'' '"::"
' configuration effects
fAIAA: PAPER 72-194]- •' < p'01-28 'A72-16849
Horizontal temperature'variations' relafi'oh to •'
stratospheric CAT based1 on :0-2 flight data' •
! ' • - . . ' : ' p0228 A72-22438
Ice formation on helicopter rotor blades,'"' ?»• • •
• discussing atmospheric moistnre and temper'ature
conditions, blade surface temperature, "'•
centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and
preventive measures : ' • ' '
. i - ' ' :-''. . p'030'9 -A72-27414
>•- lower 'stratospheric turbulence-and horizontal'
temperature gradients from BB-57F aircraft
meteorological measurements '
1
 p0349 A72-28864
Heather-predictions for Concorde7 test flights and
problems of forecasting stratospheric
temperature and clear air turbulence '••'
f [NLL-H-22439-(5828.4F) ] p0484 N72-27638
Wind, temperature,' and clear air turbulence in ' •
•I middle and upper'stratosphere' • " • ;" :
[NLL-B-22438-(5828.4F) ] ':p0520 \N72-28304
1 Heasuring air velocity and temperature for ; '
inertial navigation using DHC 5 aircraft' ' ' •••
•fNCAR-TN/EDD-74] - ••' 'p0523 N72-28675
ATHOSPHEBIC TOBBDLENCB ' : ; .. - :i, ..
NT CLEAR AIR TOBBOLENCE •' ! .- - 'I • - : : . - •
NT GDSTS
NT LOH LEVEL TORBDLENCE • . . - ' • ' •
Sonic boom pressure signatures during F-104
{" overflights at Bach 1.3 and 30,000 ft,
explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence
v p001-3 A72-11158
Beteorological information assistance for Concorde
aircraft test flights, discussing -high'
tropospheric turbulence' and lower-stratospheric
temperature predictions and-instruments ;
P0063-A72-14680'
Opper atmospheric turbulence correlation-to ' - '
supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde
contribution • • • • . . . . - •
•-' -p0063 A72-14681
Dynamic'stability, control and structural response
of transonic jet'transport to atmospheric
turbulence . • ~. ' ~ .
. 'p0119 A72-16348
Optimization algorithms for jet'transport aircraft
inertially'based flight'trajectory control in
turbulent atmosphere, comparing with' ILS
•" ' p0120 A72-16472
Sonic boom'generation, propagation and ' '
minimization, discussing atmospheric'turbulence
and temperature gradients and aircraft :
configuration effects
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• SUBJECT ISDSI ATTACK AIBCB&FT
fAIAA PAPER 72-191] p0128 A72-16849
Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft fliqht
and design, covering accidents and costs,
•tnrbnlence generation, prediction, measurements
and'load alleviation devices . • . .
'fAIAA PAPER 72-2191 : P0129 A72-16885
Rice exceedance statistics application to
.atmospheric tnrbnlence, indicating strong
nonGanssian second order distributions .
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1361 , pOI 34 .A72-16969
.Hotion.dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop
system under influence of atmospheric turbulence
and electric circuitry thermal noise . .-.-
... . . p0181 A72-18990
•Atmospheric ^acoustic attenuation measurement on
sailplane, assessing turbulence backscattering
cross section - :. • . • . - ' • •
.. ,.'.. . .
 : :, ; P0189 A72-20597
Small scale^atmospheric turbulence measurement
with airborne hot-sire anemometer, discussing . :
optimal choice of experimental parameters
. . , ' , , - P0227 A72-22435
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
v, .-effect on 'rigid aircraft response to normal
acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence,
, using p6wer--spectral technique
 :
" . t . ' , . ' • _ P0236 A72-23461
.\-Turbulence .-measurement, reporting and subsequent
..'. data, handling by upgraded ATC system, suggesting
B and D program to evaluate.wake turbulence
, - effects :on airport capacity
" ' . . ; .
 ; , . p0236 A72-23466
Thunderstorm-penetration by F-100 aircraft to
study turbulence hazard relation to updraft size
, and short period fluctuation-induced .
acceleration changes - .
. p0347 A72-28852
Lover, istrajtospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature gradients from.,BB-57F aircraft
meteorological measurements *••••- . .' .
... ' ;"-" ' p0349 A72-28864
Aviation hazards due to stably stratified shear. '
-.. and turbulence, zones, discussing meteorological
analysis- of -(747 1umbo. jet turbulence incident
'. - ..-, . P0349 A72-28865
Small transport aircraft horizontal tail .surfaces
, - - flow characteristics determination for stress
calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere
," ' : V -. .. r . • p0359 A72-30284
Structural mode vibration control system desiqn
. .for B-1 aircraft to improve ride durinq
,atmospheric turbulence and terrain following
• • p0453 A72-35563
Atmospheric tnrbnlence and the ATC system.
. p0462 A72-37049
numerical study of the characteristic magnitudes
of tnrbnlence on the far,sound.field radiated by
a subsonic jet . . i
fONEBA, TP NO. ,10581 - -. p0492: A72-37761
Eigid aircraft, longitudinal dynamic response to
random atmospheric tnrbnlence, defining- spectral
gust alleviation factors in terms of mass scale .
and damping ratio parameters . .
p0559 A72-416U1
Low-altitude atmospheric turbulence around an •
airport. -;•., • .
i -i • . . • , .p0613 A72-45334
Aerial expedition for studying conditions of ••
i- . atmospheric boundary layer over oasis and
semiarid. region . -•. .
fAD-727535] - - . p0031 872-10332
Atmospheric .turbulence power spectra for . •
predictingjrigid aircraft center of gravity
• response ,
rAEC-rB/H-:3665] . •.:, • p0089 H72-11965
Aircraft, flights, in stratosphere over western DSA
investigating mountain wave propagation for
• stratospheric tnrbnlence forecasting
[AEC-CP-1159] ... p0095 H72-1255I1
Airline operational.data from unusual events
recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft
, [FAA-BD-71^691 p0105 S72-13022 .
,Nuaerical analysis of methods for reducing
discomfort of passengers on commercial aircraft
under turbulent conditions-
tHASA-CB-1167751 p0109 H72-1398!!
Stratospheric tnrbnlence and temperature gradient
measurements'for supersonic transport flights
[HBC-1231B], i - 'p0159 B72-1H379
Development of criterion for aircraft flight in
turbulent conditions and numerical analysis of
probability of survival
f NASA-CB-12483U] P016U S72-11I997
Derivation of cross-spectral functions for
vertical and longitudinal components of two
dimensional gust field
(NASA^CB-20lil • P0269 H72-19029
Troposphetic and ground layer turbulence
contribution to sonic boom magnification noting
Oklahoma -test
TFFA-121] p0321 N72-20023
Control and perturbation transfer function
coefficients as function of aircraft derivatives
for uncontrolled longitudinal motion in' tnrbnlence
fD1B-BITT-71-11] p0366 K72-22010
Analysis of aircraft accidents caused by
atmospheric turbulence during period 1964 to 1969
[HTSB-AAS-71-1] p0368 N72-22020
' Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric
turbulence based on gust field with
nonstationary random velocity
p0381 H72-23006
Aircraft accident report involving effects of
severe turbulence on passengers and crew of
Boeing 747 ^et aircraft near Rantucket,
Rassachnsetts, 4 November, 1970
tBTSB-AAB-72-141 - p0466 K72-26020
Effects of upper atmosphere turbulence on , ,
operation of supersonic;transport aircraft and
methods for advance' detection of atmospheric
turbulence
fHLl-B-22437-(5828.4F) 1 p0477 N72-27009
Aircraft incident involving Boeing 747 aircraft in
atmospheric tnrbnlence near Lake 'Charles,
Louisiana on 4 Jan. 1972
[HTSB-AAB-72-211 P0584 S72-31011
Properties of atmospheric tnrbnlence at low
altitudes and effect on aircraft durinq landing
approach and takeoff
P0621 N72-32030
AIOH1C CLOCKS
Around-the-world atonic clocks - Observed
relativistic time gains.
P0455 A72-35839
Development of precision, all-weather, low-level
navigation system based on ground station using
rubidium clock stabilized low frequency
transmissions
CAD-729358] p0161 1172-14674
ATOBIC EHERGT
0 HDCLEAB ENERGY '
ATOBIC EIPLOSIOHS
0 NOCLEAB EXPLOSIONS
ATS 6
Performance tests of L band communication concepts
for air traffic control equipment installed in
Applications Technology Satellite-F
CNASA-TB-I-65906] p0436 N72-25601
ATTACHHEHTS
0 ACCESSOBIES .
ATTACK AIBCBAFT
NT BOBBEB AIBCRAFT
NT BOCCAHEEB AIBCHAFT •
NT FIGHTER AIBCBAFT
NT JAGOAB AIRCBAFT
Electronic displays for attack aircraft,
discussing subsystems, simulation technigne and
pilot role
tDFVLR-SOHDDB-140] p0016 A72-11756
Air to air maneuverability of aircraft capable of
in-flight thrust vectoring, indicating improved
deceleration, normal acceleration g-force and
turn rate
p0060 A72-13877
Combat aircraft lateral aiming performance
optimization and evaluation based on criterion
of bullet stream response to-pilot roll commands
p0124 A72-16657
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and tnrbofan -
engines testing with/without afterburners
P0146 A72-18495
Attack helicopters engine failure problems,
discussing flight test results in transition
from powered high speed flight to antorotational
flight
. P0190 A72-21011
Test pilot role in attack aircraft avionics
systems integration consisting of head-up
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ATTEHDATIOH SUBJECT IHDKX
display, projected map, digital conpoter,
inertial platform, radar and Doppler systems, etc
P0190 A72-21012
carrier based attack aircraft allocation model
formulation and solution for maximum inflicted
target damage, asing seguential unconstrained
minimization technique with nonlinear programing
fAD-736073] • P0192 A72-21469
Strike aircraft reliability prediction in cost
effectiveness analyses, shoving failure
probability distribution vith tine
P0313 A72-28360
Electronic displays vith weapon aiming sensors in
. aircraft navigator-attack systems
' pO!»03 472-32631
Development of the Saab-Scania Viggen.
P0492 A72-377Q9
A~X Air Force flight evaluation.
fAIAA PAPEE 72-770] ' pO«99 A72-38131
A study of dedicated control surfaces for direct
sideforce control.
P0613 A72-U53U4
ATTEHUATIOH
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION'
NT STHOSPHERIC ATTENDATION
HT SHOCK SAVE ATTEHOATIOB
HT SAVE ATTENDATION
ATTESDATOBS
NT THERMISTORS
ATTITUDE (IRCLIHATION)
NT PITCH (INC1INATIOB)
NT BOLL
NT TAW ' '- . '
Applications of a technique for estimating
aircraft states from recorded flight test data.
UIAA PAPER 72-965] P0563 A72-«2360
Schematic diagram for spatial orientation
instrument using mechanical devices "'
P0589 N72-31454
ATTITUDE COHTEOL "'
NT DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
NT LATERAL CONTROL • '
NT LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
NT SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL
HT THRUST VECTO8 COHTHOL
Free flight simulation tests for 7/STOL aircraft
nonlinear attitude control system adaptation to
helicopter pitch and roll control 1
• fDGLE PAPES 71-060] p0023 A72-12714
Flight tests of combination flight director
displays and attitude command control system
effect on general aviation aircraft handling
gualities during ILS approach
[SAE PAPER 720316] p0289 A72-25580
Digital attitude and heading reference system
computer for aircraft heading control,
discussing design and performance features
POH07 A72-332U4
Hultimode flight control for precision weapon
delivery. ''
P0453 A72-35561
Analysis and calculation of basic parameters of
aircraft automatic control system components
• rJPRS-5U332] ' ' P0042 H72-11039
Development of data insertion technigues for
automatically providing .pilot vith heading and
attitude command information
fAD-73180M] • p0206 H72-15981
Attitude stabilization of Bell 47-G helicopter
vith adapted nonlinear V/STOL attitude regulator
p0321 N72-20026
Development and characteristics of system for ;
providing short term•attitude holding and
stabilization of helicopters
fAD-737707] P0422 N72-2H031
Performance tests to determine problems associated
vith hovering, vertical takeoff, and landing of
VTOL aircraft vith emphasis on attitude control
fNAL-TE-276] pOU79 N72-27027
Analysis of quantitative results obtained by Air
Combat Maneuvering Bange simulation system -
Vol. 2
fAD-7U1195] p0581 872-30987
ATTITUDE GTBOS '
BT GYRO HOBIZONS
iTTITODE INDICATORS
NT GIEO HOBIZORS
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external vorld as factor in pilot error due to
visual frane of reference shift
p0363 472-31151
Present status of self-contained navigation
systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and
attitude/heading references.
p05«6 A72-10282
Gyropendulums for precision vertical indicators
considering velocities and accelerations in
earth gravitational field
P0589 N72-3KS53
ATTITUDE STABILITY
BT-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY . . .
HT LATERAL STABILITY ' . :
HT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Attitude stabilization of Bell.a7-TG helicopter .
vith adapted, nonlinear T/STOL attitude regulator
.. ,p0321 H72-20026
Development and characteristics of.system for.
providing short term attitude holding and- -
stabilization of helicopters - ...
[AD-737707] ' . , -pO<t22.H72T2t031
AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Coherent structure of.discrete freguencies of, .
compressor noise'spectra . . :
[HASA-TT-P-1U091] P0161 B72-1U700
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT . . . . ]-, •'.
U TRAINING DEVICES ' . ' . . ; r ,'n .,',-,,.„
D VISUAL AIDS
ADDIOLOGT . . , .„.,.,. iv-
Annual report 1969 of Institute of Sound and ,
Vibration Research including aircraft, engine
and turbomachinery noise, audiology, and .0 . ,.-.
structural vibration .
 ( .... . .
P0112 .N7,2-13615
iDDIOBETRY . ' . " - '
Annotated bibliography on acoustics , ,-* .
tNPL-AESO-AC-117],. . . p0035 iN72-10589
AUDITOR! PERCEPTION' .. . . • . • : ' . -:
Dynamic manned vehicle cockpit simulator for
visual and aural effects and acceleration • •-- '• ,,
changes, discussing STOL and VTOL characteristics
p01»3 A72-18246 /
Development of methodology for determining
auditory levels at vhich helicopters can be . •
detected by .human subjects
[AD-730788] . p0155 .N72-1U017
Analysis of effect of noise created by V/STOL
aircraft operation on annoyance to communities
near operational sites
[DTIAS-TN-177] , . p058H N72-31015
AUGHEHTATIOB
NT THEDST AUGMENTATION
Large scale high aspect ratio multielement
suppressor no'zzle arrays testing for angmentor
vings and internally blovn. flaps • • , \
[AIAA PAPEB 72-131] ' p0130 172-16888
ADTOBiTi THEORI
Proposed method to automate operational- functions
concerned vith nationvide monitoring of air
traffic control system and control of air
traffic flovs ' , . ' . '
fAD-731722] . p0223 N72-1759<l
Seni-antomatic methods for airlines crev scheduling
f TR-320-3006.] ' . . P0322 N72-20100
AUTOMATIC CONTROL '
NT ADAPTIVE CONTROL , , ' . '
HT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL . r . . . . .
NT AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY COSTSOL ' . . . .
BT AUTOMATIC LABDING COBTBOL .
HT FEEDBACK CONTROL
NT FEEDFORWARD CONTROL . , . . —v .
 (,
HT NUMERICAL CONTROL
HT OPTIMAL COBTHOL ...
NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
HT TIME OPTIHAL CONTROL
Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optinum standards, discussing-
antomatic fill rate and pressure sensitive
closing control, design, construction and
performance
[SAE AS 1225] . . pOOOS A72-10385
ATCAS air traffic control automation system
emphasizing Italian situation
POQ22 A72-12649
Automatic control systems testing.and evaluation -
Conference, Saint Mary College of Maryland,
August/September 1971
P0123 A72-16652
A-100
SUBJECT IHDBI AUTOMATIC LAIDII6 COBTBOL
Low vina loading STOL transport with ride
smoothing automatic control system, noting
thra'st-weight ratio
[AIAA PAPEB 72-64 ] ' P0133 A72-16942
Nationwide real time automated ATC system
interconnected by data transmission links,
discussing radar signal acquisition/transfer and
computer complex
p0143 A72-18283
ATC system, discussing flight data and radar
' processing functions and terminal automation
program
P0300 A72-25875
Honitor and regulator for automaticpspeed control
and flow velocity neasarement in wind tunnel1
p0411 A72-33609
Automatic structural mode control system with
aerodynamic vanes for B-1 strategic bomber
turbulence excitation during low.altitude
terrain following missions
[AIAA PAPEB 72-772] ' p0499 A72738132
An air traffic controller's view on'area
•'navigation and ATS requirements related thereto.
pOStS A72-40299
Trends in the control of air-traffic flows in the
air space
. . p0597 A72-43640
Effects of semi-rigid rotors on helicopter
antostabilizer design .
P0083 N72-11928
Effectiveness evaluation of automatic spin
prevention system for fighter aircraft ,
[NASA-TN-D-6670] p0252 N72-18012
Design of automatic ground control system for .
controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion
at terminal areas
rNASA-CB-128298] p0630 B72-32639
Automatic throttle control system for transport
• aircraft engines which limits maximum throttle
level position by pressure ratio1 ' * ' '
[AD-743314] ' ' p06U7 N72-33753
AUTOMATIC DATA PEOCESSIHG
0 DATA PBOCESSING ' '
AOTOBATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
NT ADTOHATIC LANDING CONTBOL
Passenger aircraft onboard automated inertia 1
navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer
and gyroscope design and construction
p0001 A72-10070
Inertial navigation role in automatic ATC systems,
discussing path control accuracies, .
environmental conditions, noise and air
pollution, etc
p0012 A72-11118
Soviet book on course-indicating systems and
automatic navigation aids for civil aviation
aircraft covering design, operation principles,
error analysis and reliability
p0018 A72-12298
FAA air'traffic-control automation program, '
discussing en' route stage, computer program,
data processing and storage and terminal area
navigation and display technignes
pOO'19 A72-12380
STOL aircraft integrated landing approach flight
control system with elevator and thrust control
coupling to angle of attack, altitude and other
state variables . ' " . - '
fDGLB PAPEB 71-063) p0022 A72-12705
Automatic flight control systems value to aircraft
pilot, stressing man machine interface
P0056 A72-13420
Navy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control
system for V/STOL flight test program, using
airborne digital computer for. ' '' '
navigation/guidance computations
p0125 A72-16661
'BQH-34A and E/F target drone aircraft versatile
automatic flight control system flight test
program and'results for basic and advanced
flight modes'
P0125 A72-16663
Automated ATC guidance technigue for aircraft
curved flight trajectories, describing flight
profiles synthesizing algorithms and
computerized simulation technique
rAIAA; PAPEB 72-121] p0140 A72-17922
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
control, discussing optimal division between
human pilot and machine in relation to total
system performance and economic factors
p0230 A72-22781
Optimal solutions for apportionment between
automatic and manual flight control, considering
number and types of displays required
P0230 A72-22783
DC 10 aircraft automatic flight guidance system,
noting dual-dual fail-passive antolanding
P023U A72-23448
Automated 'navigation management in cockpit,
considering modular navigation /HONA/ dual
channel system of L-1011 TriStar
p0234 A72-23450
Belicopter automatic flight control approach/hover
coupler systems, hands off stability and
handling qualities
p0310 A72-27522
Antoland system flight testing in Trident 3B and
British Civil Aviation Authority approval for
ICAO Cat 3a weather
P0411 A72-33539
Airline crew familiarization with DC-10
Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate,
steering signal from raw data to follow flight
path •
pOU9« A72-37899
Electronic primary flight control system
regnirements and equipment characteristics,
discussing USAF and NASA fly by wire B and p
programs
TAIAA PAPEB 72-8821 p0505 A72-39118
Microwave landing system effect on the flight
guidance and control system.
tAIAA PAPEB 72-755] p0510 A72-40057
Modular navigation /HONA/ dual channel automatic
area navigation system, describing computer,
flight datastorage and control/display units
P0545 A72-40277
TCE-71A'area navigation system based on modular
design with provision for 20 waypoints parameter
storage, describing computer, control display
and automatic data entry units
P0546 A72-40278
Automated area navigation with real time track
computation, discussing information processing
by on-board computer for immediate pilot
instruction
p0550 A72-U0683
Analysis and calculation of basic parameters of
aircraft automatic control system components
tJPRS-54332] p0042 N72-11039
Some problems in developing automatic flight
control systems for light helicopters
P0082 N72-11922
Automatic approach and hover coupler for rescue
helicopters
p0083 N72-11926
Development of digital autopilot for transport
aircraft and evaluation of system performance on
, simulator
rNASA-TH-X-62094] p0086 N72-11942
Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce
excursions >in altitude of ^et transport aircraft
during atmospheric turbulence
fNASA-TN-D-6869) p0572 N72-30009
ADTOHATIC FBBQDBSCI COBTBOL
Aircraft tnrboalternator governing theory for
frequency error detection, comparing performance
of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors
p01P3 A72-18219
ADTOBATIC LARDING COBTBOL
Automated radar terminal system /ABTS/ for
monitoring and tracking all aircraft within
radar range, displaying identification, altitude
and ground speed information to air traffic
controller
p0010 A72-10960
Fail-operational automatic landing system for
Boeing 7«7 aircraft, noting reduction in
allowable minimum weather conditions in a.S. and
DK
p0010 A72-10961
Terminal area air traffic guidance and control,
discussing automation, all-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
P0066 472-14817
Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal
control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing
A-101
AOTOBATIC PILOTS SOBJECI I1DBI
vith aerodynamic performance
p0120 A72-16430
U.S. Ravy automatic carrier landing system /ACLS/,
discossioq shore and ship based test techniques
and problem areas
p012« A72-16654
Fliqht control systems development, discassinq
onboard computers use in subsystems functional
integration, stabilization and landing systeis,
inertial navigation and flight simulation
p0127 A72-16736
DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and
failure assessment monitor system
p0190 A72-21003
Pilot evaluation of C-5 automatic landing system
in Category III leather enyironsent
p0310 472-27521
Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet
aircraft antoland system dynamic ground tests
vith simulated engine and aerodynamic
characteristics
pfll|12 172-33641
Precision navigation for approach and landing
operations.
p0501 172-38253
Direct lift control feasibility for integration
into F-14A automatic carrier landing system
/ACLS/, using moving-base six-degree-of-freedom
simulation
f A I A A PAPER 72-873] p0505 A72-39127
Performance of radio altimeter in automatically
landing high performance aircraft
[NAL-TB-235] p0111 H72-13589
Three methods of cross coupling for added control
during automatic landing approach
fAD-730153] p015« H72-14014
AOTOBATIC PILOTS
Soviet book on electrical equipment and
instrumentation of An-24 aircraft covering power
sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight
and navigation.instruments and autopilot
p0120 A72-16UOO
Hotion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop
system under influence of atmospheric turbulence
and electric circuitry thermal noise
P0181 A72-18990
Airline crew familiarization with DC-10
Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate
steering signal from raw data to follow flight
path
P0494 A72-37899
Spectral analysis of transient data applied to
auto-pilot parameter studies of coupler transfer
function
[AD-725068] p0035 1172-10501
Breakdown of automatic pilots or auxiliary
stabilization systems on helicopters
p0082 K72-11918
Development of digital autopilot for transport
aircraft and evaluation of system performance on
simulator
fNASA-TM-X-62090] p0086 H72-11942
Experimental display referenced flight control
system with pilot control force steering
fAD-731805) . p0206 H72-15980
Simulation of PA-30 Comanche light aircraft
performance and autopilot operation during final
approach configuration
fAD-733757] p0255 H72-180U3
Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce
excursions in altitude of -fet transport aircraft
during atmospheric turbulence
rNASA-TH-D-6869] .p0572 H72-30009
Analysis of aerodynamic factors applied to design
of longitudinal autopilot for alleviating gust
loads
fAD-7437221 p06«1 H72-33038
AOTOBATIC BOCKET IHPACT PEBDICTOBS
0 COMPUTERIZED SIHOLATION
AOTOHATIC TEST EQDIPHEHT
Automatic ultrasonic testing egnipment for SDT
tests of helicopter rotor blades
p0011 A72-11021
Automated let engine development facility,
discussing assembly and test area and computer
controlled operation
TASHE PAPEB 71-WA/GT-61 p0116 A72-15899
Bayesian analysis of onboard computer controlled
aircraft avionic subsystem built-in test for
failure detection
P0123 A72-16574
Computerized modular automatic test equipment for
commercial airliner avionics device performance,
discussing data handling ability and cost
effectiveness
P0143 A72-18250
Digital computer controlled testing egnipment for
separately driven coaxial gas turbine 'low and
high pressure compressors, emphasizing
reliability and flexibility in system design
p0564 A72-42682
Digital data system with real time displays and
multiprocessing capability for mnltitest of
aircraft structure with operational manpower
reduction, assessing performance
P0564 A72-42696
Equipment for automatic recording and rebroadcast
of pilot reports on weather conditions
tFAA-HA-72-62] p0643 H72-33153
AOTOHATIOH
FAA air traffic control automation program,
describing enroute and terminal ATC systems
implementation
p0137 A72-17327
Automated navigation aids interface with human
operator, discussing Apollo flight experience
and technology utilization in air and marine
navigation
P0144 A72-18288
Automation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
P0230 A72-22780
Optical image filtering to simplify and facilitate
automatic aerial photointerpretation processes
P0233 A72-23310
Electronics and data processing technology effects
on radar state of art, discussing automated air
traffic control surveillance systems
P02B1 A72-24490
FAA automated ATC system, discussing subsystems
related to operational and nonoperational
computer program components, data entry and
display, communication, personnel and environments
p0304 A72-27000
Research and development of advanced technologies,
for future air transportation needs
fEVEHT-118] ' P0111 H72-13584
Development of discrete address beacon system to
provide improved surveillance and ground to air
communication in support of air traffic control
automation
CAD-732585] p0223 H72-17598
AOTOBOBILES
Air transport vs other travel, discussing time,
costs, popularity and technology
P0057 A72-1348S
Helicopters and tnrbotrains as space conserving
alternatives for autoaobile urban
transportation, emphasizing comfort and
convenience
p0452 A72-35505
Liquid propellant rocket engines for racing cars
and aircraft
" • • p0525 B72-28966
Compendium of OS ground, water, and air .
transportation statistics
P0634 H72-32966
AUTOPSIES
Jurisdictional problems in.the autopsy of aircraft
accident victims.
P0448 A72-34558
AOTOHOTATIOI
Flat plate wing antorotation experiments about
spanwise axis in low speed wind tunnel
P0070 A72-15117
Attack helicopters engine failure problems,
discussing flight test results in transition
from powered high speed flight to antorotational
flight
P0190 A72-21011
Fliqht test investigation of the aerodynamic
behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small
helicopter.
p0612 A72-45328
Articulated autorotbr decelerator for retarding
and stabilizing air delivered stores
A-102
SUBJECT ISDBI AVIOBICS
fAD-7343091 . . ,p0271 N72-190t1
Aerodynamics of rotary recovery system for flying
- • bodies during transition from horizontal
 r.to,.
'••' gliding' flight ' ' '"'". , , ',''~r , ."'.'. '. .'
•••'•' rDGLB7-71r02p-PT-2 ]"''...; '' ' ,; p'038.2 :ii72-2301 it
Development 'of" mode'l to"re"present. induced.,flow
through rotary wing of helicopter in'descending
:
 '• ' f l ight ' - , , ,- i . . . ; - i
• tAD-7«5103J - ' • ' ' , ' ." " . '„ ,>0642 N72T33047
AUXILIARY 'ELB'CTBXC PpIEB.'UHITS' ' \ ,'.'..„ , ',.!..!
0 AUXILIARY POWElTsoqRCES':- ;',"'-" «, ' ' „ < , ' "'".'.".' -
AUJEII.IABY POWEB''SOUB'CES ' " ~ " - - • - - •
' "Air'cTaft*'"turbo-,alternatqr .speed ..control for : ,. -
•' 'cbn's'tant1 -frequency"'/power '.supply,, presenting
theoretical relationship.^ for .'elec.trqhydrajilic
6r~rm'echarioh"ydrauiic co'ritror'loop"s ' .^ ... * .
'
>
"'
r-
""
1J
 • '"• ' ' ' " ' p '0071 A72-'15U62
*~ Mirage' 3E ^liquid propellant. auxiliary rocket .,.
'*"•''- en'gin'eV discus.sihg'^ intercept .performance- '-^
enhance'ment'u!' ° ""'.".','-. • '".•'• ,
;.?••;• - v \ " n-.tt, " p'0126 ,A.7;2-i16708
Reduced voltage relay, operation in. aircraft high
volt'ag~eva~c; power ''systems,' describing'. ELC .circuit
- th'ebVW" laboratory test 'arrangement., and ,. ....
performance measurements
'•":
f
-' :••*'*" "-!-••-• . . . p.0.394 A72.-31.215
' ' " "dary
system, _ environmental control, etc
ii-'f A:BS;.PBEPBilIT,664;|. ....,-.-.- pOl.tt. A72-3("11180
Exha'ust' emis's^ .ons ' t'ests ' of., aircraf tr propulsion and
"•*auii'liaryrpbwer gas turbine engines' ' '. \ .
i-[PB-:20H92'0;1'v: iJ "'•'• ' '"..'.' "" p'03_33.;«7_2-21018
Definition,., analysis and identification of
'"• ''technical 'and economic sensitivities, and. . . . .
' "• ' interfaces . for ' integrated SPS for 'advanced . , '
- -'sbbson'ic 'transports
'" ' '-i;HASA-CH-1121p3] , .
 iv p0575. N72-30031
ATALAHCHE' pIODES " '.....,. - \' ' _" _. ', . " .j ..' ", ', . ..-, -j'^'i
'Zener' diode 'transient* suppressors, with electronic
thermal switch' for ground vehicle and aircraft
' • -''appiicatibns ...... ...... . , . . - - . •.
'fAD77lil529]: ....... ','„'- '.'. .'..,..'.. P0123 A72i16553AVIATJOH'"' ' ' ; " . ' • • ' " ' ''.."". " . -,0 AEBONAOTICS" ;; ' ' -•"'-"•'•- '...'..: . .','.'..
ATIATOBS8 ' "- ' ' • • ' - • ' • • ' - ' ' "' ' •• ' •
O;-'AIBCHAFT PILOTS .. . .
" ' " ' ' ' ' ' " ' '... ,. .,.., . .. . .-..
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making
problems^ considering .nayigationj surveillance
'radar; 'collision avoidance and'ATC techniques
/• /" .' '_'.[•'' '',''. "."' " ,[ ]', , . .P0002 A72-10180
Variable speed constant frequency power generation
.eguipment influence weapon system. effectiveness,
considering weight and cost - r .
. . . . . . . . . . p0011 A72-11067
Elect'roni'c displays for attack aircraft, .;
,. discussing suosystems, simulation 'technique and
1
 '' 'pilot roie . ..... . . • • •
COFVLB-SOBDpIi-^mOi ' "_, ,.. , " ',' . p'0016 A.72-11756
Aircraft and spacecraft integrated avionics
systems' design with emphasis on telemetry,
 :
r discussing space shuttle subsystems integration
•;. .'"' ,. ., . ,,.., ..... . pOO.19. A72- 121(03
Aircraft integrated 'data systems, discussing cost
effectiveness, reliability and maintenance
"/' ,. . . . . ,,..-. . .-. P0055 A72-13417
Computer simulation technigues, in.. aerospace ground
equipment design for maintenance testing of
' " avibnic' systems . . .- ,
______ .^ . .... p0061 A72-i«.1,96'
Bayesian- analysis of onboard computer controlled
aircraf t. avion ic subsystem bliilt-in test for
1
 failure detection .. ~ •;-•.-
... ., /•- ' - P0.123; A72-.1657I('
Book on ' mechanization. and'terror. analysis of - -
inertial. navigation systems, stressing
' ' terrestrial' applications ,. .
'..".'.'.. ' ' . ' • • ' ' p01i(0 A72-179UH
Computerized nodular automatic .test equipment for
commercial airliner 'avionics device performance,
discussing data handling ability and cost
' effectiveness . . , „ ... -
'"'"'.;.'.. ''..''." ' . P01<13 A72-18250
Minimum frequency' separation between avionics
receivers and transmitters for acceptable
interference level , .... ^ .
' ',' ...
 :
 I - p0189,A72-20929
Test pilot role in attack aircraft avionics
systems integration consisting of head-up
display, projected map, digital computer^
inertial platform, radar-and Doppler systems, etc
P0190 A72-21012
Sailplane • computer displaying rate of climbf
simultaneously'with airspee'd for pilot
, determination of best strategy for local
upcurreot-downcurrent conditions
. • ' p0236 A72-23550
'Reliable interconnections for U.S. Army avionics,
•• ..determining best'technigue-for-terminating flat
conductor cables with electrical connectors
. . P0239 A72-2U012
.Avionics systems -electrical interface connection
design information document creation and
•dissemination, using EHPPENT computer program
. • " ' ' ' ' p02i»<( A72-2486t
BCA SECANT aircraft collision avoidance system
avionics '-design using .nonsynchronous techniques
p021»5 A72-2U866
Bell lifting rotor systems, examining company
contributions in electronics and avionics
P02U5 A72-24877
. .Operational aviation meteorological requirements,
reviewing aircraft categories, ATC systems and
avionics and'navigational aids
. - - . . - . - - P02J16 172-25078
Integrated display system design with navigation
-. -• update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb
damage assessment, threat and.terrain avoidance
capabilities for multicrew military aircraft
:'-, ' . . • p0302 A72-26292
• Aircraft microminiature IIS with transmitter and
localizer antenna to provide-pilot with bearing
.and glide slope information for alignment with
runway ;
• •» ' p0307 A72-27106
.Training^ cockpit TL-29 mean time of failure-free
operation from measurement data during
development tests and two year guarantee,
•calculating avionic devices reliability
... ' . • ' • ' p0358 A72-30281
Avionics equipment for signal processing onboard
civil aircraft - to-improve-flight-safety,
. 'discussing uses of ONEGA navigation system and
digital computers
' P0393 A72-31178
Error analysis for digital avionics system
involving Doppler navigation by intermittent
scanning of single beam multimode radar, noting
optimum statistical data processing
p0398 A72-32204
Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics
'> -procurement technigues, discussing
cost-reliability design criteria
P0399 A72-32215
Avionics effects on airline operations
timekeeping,' considering gains due to
. -'all-weather capability and 'engine monitoring vs
possible losses due to equipment failures
• • • • - • • ^ pQ«02 A7.2-32461
Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise
control in complex tasks, discussing clarity,
stability and readability of GET images
'" pOU03 A72-32632
Civil helicopter electronic display reguirements
constrasted with fixed wing aircraft
P0403 A72-32633
Electronic displays with weapon aiming sensors in
aircraft navigator-attack systems
P0403 A72-32634
Electronic display in future avionic systems,
emphasizing computer techniques and digital data
exchange systems
p0403 A72-32635
Aircraft CBT electronic displays discussing
operational flexibility versus control 'and . .
monitor complexities, economics, reliability and
human factors
P0404 A72-32636
Dnivac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for
airborne ASH, discussing input/output
controllers and interfaces and 1C design features
p0407 A72^33245
Flight training simulator criteria and design
 t
. considerations, noting avionics, model aircraft,
• control console and' teaching aspects
P0411 A72-33501
A-103
SVOIDABCE SUBJECT IBDEX
Inteqrated airborne-groand based instrunentation
system for variable stability X-22A aircraft
flying gaalities research, discussing telemetry,
mobile van, landing aids and airplane design
. pOi|11 472-33628
S-3A Viking systems.
POBI19 A72-347H1
NAECON '72; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Hay 15-17,
1972.
P0452 A72-35551
Configuration and flight test of the only
operational Air Force area navigation system.
POH53 A72-35557
Multifunction microwave apertures - Concepts and
potential.
pOISt A72-35571
Technical experience in operating the equipment in
the IL-62 aircraft
pO«5« A72-35791
Aircraft FOB ana TDK systems, considering signal
processing, cable requirements and applications
to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry
fS&E AIB 12071 pOU58 A72-36529
Integrity of flight control system design.
P0461 A72-37032
ATC 1C transponder used with secondary
surveillance radar, discussing design features
pO«61 A72-37018
Electronic primary flight control system
requirements and equipment characteristics,
discussing OSAF and NASA fly by wire E and D
programs
TAIAA PAPER 72-882] p0505 A72-39118
Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat
dissipating techniques in avionics packaging,
considering B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing
system example
P0508 172-39768
Choice of optimal geometrical relationships in a
transformer-type angle converter
P0559 A72-41805
Application of computers for improved maintenance
of avionics eguipment, fault isolation, and
verification of fault correction
P0010 N72-11022
Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search
and rescue mission and crew functions
rAD-7280U31 P0090 K72-1197H
Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft
electrical systems with emphasis on solid state
power management
fAD-731077] p0169 H72-1523U
Vibration isolation and shock attenuation
properties of polynrethane foam isolator for
avionic components
P0217. N72-16881
Design and development of military helicopter
cockpit for nse in search and rescue missions
TAD-7333751 p025tt H72-18036
Relating avionics maintenance to aviation safety
P0268 N72-19015
Guidance and control display design for aircraft
and spacecraft - conference
f AGABD-CP-961 P0373 H72-22621
Associative process and cellular logic in memory
circuits for avionics cojaputer
TAD-7367101 P0387 H72-23169
Avionics research on navigation, identification,
and landing systems
rAD-738178] pO»23 N72-21193
Simulation of advanced avionics digital computer
simplex and multiprocessor routines
rAD-7397381 P0518 H72-28207
Development of theory for designing optimal inputs
to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems
and application to avionics installations - Part 2
rAD-7411116] P0625 N72-32065
Analysis of sixty element per linear inch plasma
display/memory device for nse in military aircraft
rAD-7ita096] P0626 N72-32069
ATOIDiBCE
NT COLLISION AVOIDANCE
ties (BEFBREHCE LUES)
HT AXES OF BOTATION
AIBS OF BOTATIOH
Flat plate wing autorotation experiments about
spanwise axis in low speed wind tunnel
P0070 A72-15117
AXIAL COHPBESSOBS
0 TOBBOCOBPBESSOBS
AXIAL FLOW
Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in
turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on
rotor blades due to incident gusts
P0003 A72-10220
Axial flow multistage compressor design,
discussing high speed flow.measurements and
Reynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect
on aerodynamic performance
- . P0121 A72-16483
Jet flaps for high turning compressor cascades in
'incompressible axial flow, calculating,blade
pressure and jet slope distributions
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-16J .- -p0293 A72-25615
Comparison of two types of blade profile ,for .
axial-flow fans : , .•/•• •
. . , p.0456 •,&72.-.36000
The acoustics of axial flow machines.- - . -.-
p0462 A72^37204
Interaction effects between blade -rows .in .-..,'.-
tnrbomachines. ; . „ :;••.- .-••'
p.O.H89cA72-37275
The motion of a vortex filament with axial flow.
pOU90 .A72-.37598
A method for estimation of axial turbooachinery
stage characteristics on the basis of ; j •';.•"'
experimentally obtained data-with a runnen : L".
tested in a free blow-out aerodynamical' scheme.
P0614 A72-H536"!
Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine, blade i
cascades in unsteady incompressible and- ' ' " "
compressible fluid flow, considering axialj f low! "
turbine blades vibration - . - . - -
P0615 A72-«552«
Cascade calculations and tests.of blunt-trailing
edge blades used in advanced axial compressor
concepts -,,'••. ~ •
[AD-7257891 pOOUS N72-11308
Simulation and analysis of trajectories and • ' * •
velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid
passing through axial flow compressor stage
[AD-725596] p0097 H72-12798
Aerodynamic design parameters, and blade element-
performance of axial flow compressor rotor
showing effects of blade solidity on stall
[NASA-TB-X-2379] p0163 N72-14989
Design and experimental performance of 20-inch
diameter, ta"ndeni bladed,. axial flow, transonic
compressor rotor for advanced air breathing
engines
rNASA-TH-X-2»8»] - . p0263 N72-1877.3
Performance of 20 inch diameter axial-flow
transonic compressor rotor with small dampers
and comparison with performance of rotor with
large dampers • .
[BASA-TH-X-2536] p0378 N72-22799
AXIAL FLOW COHPBESSOBS . - . • ,
D TDRBOCOBPHESSORS • ' . . . -
AXIAL FLOW PT3HPS • ,
NT TOBBISE PDHPS
AXIAL FLOW TOBBIHES
Vortex flow structure in axial qas.turbines near
inlet and outlet of blade row
.P0057 A72-13538
Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade
cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in
transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines
- p0233 A72-23186
Hydraolic tank application to internal flow •
visualization in tnrbomachinery, describing test
.. equipment and methods used for axial flow model
P0241 A72-2465«
Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow
in three dimensional boundary layer on walls of
axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining
velocity field
p0246 A72-25120
Lift and pressure fluctuations of cambered airfoil
under periodic longitudinal and transverse
gusts, applying to axial flow tnrbomachines
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-30] p0295 A72-25626
Gas-particle flow trajectories, velocities and
pressure distribution in axial flow turbine
stage, using cascade tunnel and high speed
photographic techniques
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-57] p0296 A72-25618
A-10«
SUBJECT INDEX BACKGBOOID BOISE
Axial flov turbines aerodynamic loading increase
via control of velocity distribution and
boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles
tiSBE PAPER 72-GT-78) p0297 472-25658
Computer program in iLGOL 60 language for ' ..
calculation of long blades twist in axial flov
turbines and coapressors
P0346 172-28782
Linear acoustic model to predict axial flow
tnrbomachinery aerodynanic sound generation
including flow effects on radiation
P0503 A72-38568
Effect of the slope and curvature of meridional,
current lines on tbe long-blade twist in axial
turbbmachines
' ' • p0507 A72-3~9588
< Noise generation by rotating blades of axial flow
fan in infinite annulus
rAD-726126] p0051 H72-11714
Computer proqrara for preliminary design analysis
of axial flow turbines based on mean-diameter
'"flow analysis
[NASA-TH-D-6702] p0263 H72-18774
Construction of velocity diagrams for design or
.. analysis of turbines
,.:.'••• p0473 H72-26688
Cold air performance of single stage axial flov
turbine '
-•-- • -'[Hit-TR-2731"--;- ""• "' ~ * "p0487 H72-27822 .
Fluctuating lift on axial flow of tnrbomachine rotor
[&EC.-8'/H-3684] p0534 H72-29247
Computer program for flov analysis through axial
flov turbines and compressors
tAEC-B/B-3687] P0588 H72-31306 .
4II&I LOADS '
Stress-service life relations for duralumin
samples' from impact and nonimpact tensile tests
with cyclic axial loads, noting notch sensitivity
- • • • • • p0352 A72-29147
AXIAL STBEiBS
0 STHEAHS
AXISTUETBIC BODIES
Hultivortex model of vortex sheet development on
slender axisymmetric' bodies at angle of attack
P0053 A72-12919
Application of Cooke equivalent radius to boundary
layers on axisymmetric bodies at small angle of
attack
[TAE-131] p0258 H72-18293
Computation of potential flow around axisymmetric
bodies, covls, and engine inlets using
singularity method
rAVA-FB-7131] p0324 N72-20331
Laminar hypervelocity boundary layer flov past
axisymmetric hyperboloid in air of
tbermochemical equilibrium
[DLB-FB-72-16]- p0519 S72-28280
AIISIHHETBIC FLOW
NT AHNULAB FLOW
Transonic compressor design for minimum number of
stages and hub/tip ratio and maximum inlet axial
velocity, assuming axisymmetric flow '
P0121 A72-16482
Bach 2.65 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlet
system diffnser and boundary layer bleed system
performance estimates confirmed by tests
.TAIAA PiPEB 72-15] p0134 A72-16959
Two dimensional and axisymmetric flow with heat
addition, deriving flov field by inverse methods
P0185 A72-20062
Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine
engine body calculated from egnations of
axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flotr
P0395 A72-31702
Axisymmetric jet impact on ground board for
different'nozzle configurations and heights in
VIOL aircraft aerodynamic studies
P0410 A72-33404
Surface yorticity theory for axisymmetric
potential flov past annnlar aerofoils and bodies
of revolution vith application to ducted
propellers and covls.
P0503 A72-38554
Lighthill-based model of sound emission from
axisymmetric turbulence convected by mean flow,
and implications for jet noise
rNASA-TH-D-6939] P0579 H72-30607
AXLES
0 SHAFTS (HACBISE ElEREHTS) ,
AZIHOTH
Bearing azimuth measurement accuracy improvement
by ATC beacon system/secondary surveillance
radar using monopnlse technique
P0461 A72-37047
Possible impact of area navigation upon BLS
regnirements for azimuth angular coverage and
range.
p0606 A72-44643
B
B-1 AIBCBAFT
B-1 aircraft design features, discussing
aerodynamic confignrational aspects, structural
components.and materials, engine inlets, fuel,
hydraulic control and avionics systems
P0441 A72-34223
B-1 production planning and engineering,
discnssing manpower, tooling, structural
components tests, schedules and cost estimates
P0442 A72-34389
Structural mode vibration control system design
for B-1 aircraft to improve ride during
atmospheric turbulence and terrain following
P0453 A72-35563 .
Automatic structural mode control system with
_aerodynamic=vanes for=B-1 strategic-bomber ~ --
turbulence excitation during low altitude
terrain following missions
[AIAi PAPER 72-7721 p0499 A72-38132
Development of an inflatable fabric structure for
the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape
capsule.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-801] p0510 A72-40053
Dnigne features of the B-1 flight control systems.
[AIAA PAPER 72-872] p0511 A72-40062
B-103 AIBCEAFT
D BOCCAHEEB AIRCRAFT
B-52 1IBCBAFT
System analysis and synthesis for B-52 Control
Configured Vehicle program, discussing flutter
mode and:maneuver load control and augmented
stability configurations
TAIAA PAPEB 72-869] posoe A72-39130
Crev compartment vibration environment in B-52
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
[AD-727023] p0033 N72-10127
Analysis of TF-33 aircraft engine removal
regnirements based on statistical analysis,
autocovariance, spectral analysis, and
cross-covariance functions
[AD-743401] p0591 N72-31791
B-58 AIBCBAFT
Measurement of B-58 crew compartment vibration
environment during high speed, lov altitude flight
[AD-730288] p0154 N72-14013
B-70 AIBCBAFT
Synoptic meteorological parameters vs CAT
encountered in stratosphere by XB-70 airplane,
presenting freguency distributions and
probability tables
P0349 A72-28867
Analysis of mass, structural, and aerodynamic data
for XB-7 aircraft at three flight conditions
[SiSA-CB-116773] , • p0086 N72-11943
Static pressure position error calibrations for
compensated and nncompensated XB-70 nose boom
pitot static tube
CHASA-TH-D-6827] p0421 N72-24016
Statistical analysis of XB-70 aircraft responses
and control inputs
rBASA-TN-D-6872] p0477 B72-27013
BAC AIBCBAFT
NT VISCODNT AIBCBAFT
Flight tests of BAC 221 aircraft crosswind landing
and sidestep maneuvers
[ABC-CP-1168] pOO«2 H72-11045
Performance tests on aerodynamically compensated
pressure heads for BAC 221 aircraft noting
pressure sensing errors
fABC-CP-1167] pOO«2 H72-11046
Low speed flight simulation of slender wing BAC
221 research aircraft and comparison vith flight
tests
CRAE-TE-69257] p0204 S72-15971
BACKGBOOND BOISE
Infrasonnd observations of natural background and
signals froa Apollo 14 and aircraft, vising
A-105
BACKSCATTBBIiG SUBJECT IBDEI
thermistor flowmeter nicrophone array .
P0302 A72-2.6515
Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind.-tunnel
•background noise and effects of surface pressure
fluctuation measurements.
fAXiA PAPER 72-1004J p0557 A72-41588
BACKSCATTERIHG '
Atmospheric acoustic attenuation measurement, on
sailplane, assessina turbulence backscattering .,
cross section . ,
P0189 A72-20597
BAGGAGE . . .
Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger
aircraft using critical path.method for .
improving aircraft/terminal utilization
P0311 N72-21970
BALAICING ' . ....
Vibration technology: Balancing flexible rotors;
Conference, Technische Dniversitaet Berlin,
Berlin, Best Germany, Harch 23, 24, 1970,
Summaries ' . . • -
" p0456 A72-36064
Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and
unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing
of rotors
' . p'0556 A72-41229
Airline operational weighina and balancing of 747
aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration
procedures for electronic load cells, mobile
platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing
systems
fSAWE PAPER 917^1 . ' p05?6.A72-43464
Procedures for balancing rotors of ^et aircraft
engines and analysis of factors influencing
level of vibration
[AD-728121] p0097 N72-128QO
Application of lasers to rotary gyroscope
vibration interferometry, gyroscope balancing,
and gravimetric accelerometers '. ' '
rREPT,-591 ' P0372 N72-22524
BALL'BEARINGS
Feasibility analysis of solid lubricated ball .
bearings for aircraft propulsion systems
application
P0050 N72-11700
Fatigue tests of angular-contact ball bearingsr
with tetraester and synthetic paraffinic oil at
492 K in air environment
FNASA-TN-D-67711 . p0372 N72-22496
Comparative lubrication tests of OH-58A tail rotor
drive shaft bearings • •
'rHASA-TM-X-68118] . p0521 N72-2850S
BALLISTIC BADGES
Sonic boom'simulation devices and techhigues,
including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges,, spark
discharges and shock tubes • .
P0198 A72-21906
BALLISTICS . '
NT TERMINAL BALLISTICS
Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in
nonperturbed atmosphere -aircraft in horizontal
flight at constant velocity, applied to turning
flight
riSL-12/701 ' P0081 N72-11911I
BALLOON SOUNDING . ' . . ; . ' .
Scientific balloon data management system,
discussing airborne and ground station equipment
for telemetry, command and flight control
,p0060 A72-13725
BALLOOHS ' '..:,.
NT TETHEBED BALLOONS „ . ' .
Development of Hylar enclosure for maintaining
temperature of balloon-borne batteries and
electronic modules
rNASA-CASE-GSC-11620-11 P0644 N72-33379
BALLOTES . ' • . ..
Static structural analysis of meridional tape
forces, permeability, and change in model ..
contours on aft half of inflatable decelerator
device . . .
fNASA-TN-D-6929] p0633 N72-32911
BALSA
Structural sandwich panel design, establishing
simple stress and deflection formulas under :
transverse loading based on tests evaluating .
balsa as laminate core
P0009 A72-10723
BANKING PLIGHT
D TURNING FLIGHT
BABDEEH APPROXIHATIOS . J „ • . • • . . -: - .
0 BARRIER LAYERS. - : . • . .
D SURFACE PROPERTIES . • - • .
BABOHETRIC PBESSDBE . , - • >-
D ATHOSPHERIC PHESSDHE •. • .
BABBIEB LATEBS .. . • •
Fretting corrosion fatigue prevention by barrier,
approach, discussing test program .and '• .
application to helicopter part fatigue life
increase . j.- . -^ -'-• t- - f -•' "^t ' ••
fAHS'PREPRINT 672] , ' ."." pO,448 A72T3V512
BABYCENTEB' '' ' ' . - • - . , '.,.• ..,: ^--.-;...,-.'
D CENTER OF GRAVITY
BASE PRESSURE , . . ,.; - ,. ^. •.- „. £_ ,!.,./..
Base pressure drag .reduction., on.,rect_angular^,yin.gs
with blunt.trailing edges from low speed wind
tunnel measurements.-. . -
 ; ~. •\1 ,,^t-;j,-;.ji'-.t . .-
rbFVLR-SOFDpH-2i9] '
 l - . . " , . p024J A,72r24842
BATTERIES.;. .' ' .;.. • . ; - . - ',.,;.-.( • ,:>s ir * •'1-r>
D ELECTRIC BATTERIES
BATTERY. SEP&BATOBS .. • •••;,. :-m:--< ."fr -t ',£..-; ^1', i ~
D SEPARATORS ' :-.-.--'<s -jj.^c- 1
BAYBS TBEOBEH . r . f-ec\ -;;,; )
Bayesian ..analysis of onboard computer.iContrplledV;.
aircraft ayionic subsystem builtr-i-n^test for^ -^
failure detection .;.- . ,,. , -, *, .^f.-'^tit-i-,-;
.- .,: ' " pO;123. A,7-2rJ6574
BATESIAB STATISTICS ,-B r.,j'y,-f-. n;v '/.!
D BAYES THEOREM , ;., ..:.•:.:; -.'?;i?-;!!j--i'.-." "
BEACONS -"•'. "jftT' '"tA3";tr-,3>.T
NT AIRPORT .BEACONS, ... . ... .. , ..,,,. =o i~,,-...-js
NT RADAR" BEACONS : .. '..• , ' '' .'.'.-• - '•''•';'. ^ • i, '••'•
NT RADIO BEACONS '"' " : . .-. , i-.-..j .->/-,-
NT RADIO-DIRECTION FINDERS ••;•;••• r« t-A l'~: '!
Analysis of target signal reguirements,,fpr •-;'; ^ -;r.;\;--;
aircraft navigation systems.,usingjmillimetefr-. • :
.wave radiometry from, terrain; radiation or -^^( ^
ground-based beacons ., ,-• .. ,. ...
 :. •,*.-<• i •-•
tNASA-TH-I-62082] ' ' , .' - p0035"N72rl6539
BEAB COLDHNS, - .'. , • . • . -,"., , „' ' -.,-.-..;
D BEAMS (SUPPORTS) • " ... . •, •.; ^ •-•:•. •
BEAB SWITCHING ' ' .
 ;' - .0 .
Step-scan landing system technique, using - .-•
microwave'fixed linear array for area coverage • .-
with pattern of narrow overlapping, individually ,
coded sequentially switched beams ~ .-.-',-,.• - • -.
' ..p0144 A72-18397'
BBAHS (RADIATIOH) / ' . ,,
NT. GAMMA RAY BEAMS
NT BADAE BEAMS •..-•; • - • • - • ' .;.".-•
Low cost microwave scanning beam landing systems - -
for interim instrument landing system •.•"',::••
replacement in civil aviation •• -,- . •.
p0399 A72-32217,,.
Airborne recording of ILS guidance signals and.
determination of .beam bending effects,- -,,, -,
rRAE-TR-70222] '."•..'.' ' :• PQ09.6 -N72-12590
Comparison of" scanning beam and Doppler type-array
aircraft landing systems, .noting .antenna.; , »
radiation pattern and signal spectra
rAT/DTRN/2-155] p0111- N72-,13590..
 ?c
Comparison of .scanning .beamjand Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems .emphasizing granularity
.f.AT/DTRN/2-174] p0389 N72-23663
BEAMS (SDPPOBTS) :.r r" .-^. -.-;-. ...~
NT BOX BEAMS.. . .. ...-- •• .-.,., .'••-, .• ,-,
NT CANTILEVER BEAHS "..'.:, "." - . ,"-,
NT I .BEAMS . '% ..'. ' , ''.^ .,, •'_ ..,..
Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode
measurement and moire technique, applying to
prototype'turbine compressor, blade - . . •
 :-
"• '. "".-' . ' -~.-.'.'. ' 1/1^9*57 .A72.-36375
A consistent approach for treating distributed
 ;
'. -loading in the matrix force method.
. . _; ..... - -. .p0557.,AJ72-.41261.
Superposition principle .for nqnclassical forced^
motion of stationary and rotating, beams with .tip
masses • ^ • • • ' • . "
f AD-735683 J p034> ,H72-2i.939,-, • .
BEARING (DIRECTION) • . - • „ . - . -, v . ; . . - .
Bearing azimuth measurement accuracy, improvement,
by ATC beacon .system/secondary surveillance . ^
radar using monopulse technigue .. .
" -. "'.. p0461' A72"-37047
Present status of self-contairied navigation , .,-
systems combining
 ;Doppler .velocity' sensors .and
attitude/heading references.. . ' - . . - , ' ' ' -
' . ' P05.U6 .A72-H0282
A-106
SOBJECT IHDEX BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Principles of construction and operation of
heading indicators used in civil avia~tion
I! JPRS-570311 P0630 H72-32610
BEAPIHSS
NT ANTIFRICTION BEAHINGS
NT Bill BEARINGS :
NT GAS BEiBINGS
NT JOURNAL BEARINGS • .
NT BOLLER BEARINGS
NT THRUST BEARINGS
Helicopter elastomeric bearing rotors, discussing
downtime and'cost redaction, maintenance,
endurance and inspection
' p0001 A72-10150
Calculation of the tightness of threshold loints '
of- gas turbine engine rotor bearings
;
 • P0507 A72-39589
Deterioration of shaft bearings of electromotor
• driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump,
determining lateral force acting on impeller "
p0599 A72-U3663
Differential thermal analysis of self lubricating
bearing systems
CAD-732761] P0260 N72-18588
Analysis'of operation conditions for gas turbine
rotor bearings from results- of computer
calculations of their thermal regimes
fJD-7U42971 ' p0632 N72-32772
BEBCH AIBCBAFT _ . ' .
0 BEECHCBAFT AIRCRAFT
BEECHCBAFT AIRCBAPT
Report of aircraft accident involving Beechcraft
99 air taxi at Allentovn, Pennsylvania on 20
October. 1971
rHTSB-AAR-72-3) p0331 N72-21002
BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft accident investigation of crash of Beech
E18S aircraft during landing approach at Peoria,
Illinois airport on 21 October," 1971
' rNTSB-AAR-72-15] p0166 N72-26019
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S
aircraft air tail near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22
Feb. 1972
CNTSB-AAR-72-23] • p0585 N72-31019
BEHAVIOB '
NT HOHAN BEHAVIOB
BBLL AIBCHAFT .
Bell lifting rotor systems, examining company
contributions in electronics and avionics
p02«5 A72-21877
BELL BILITARI AIRCRAFT
0 MILITARY-AIRCRAFT
SEICHES '
0 SEATS
BENDING • •
NT ELASTIC BENDING '
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
In bending test due to stringer interruptions,
analyzing structural deficiency via column and
beam bending theories
P0566 A72-H2827
BEBDIBG FATIGOE
Random segnence fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
'box beams in unidirectional bending .
fAD-734393] P0283 N72-19932
BESDI1G BOBEITS
Hatrix method calculation for aerodynamic loads,
transverse forces, bending moments, torques and
twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter
during forward flight
p0020 A72-12»UO
Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic
response at supersonic speeds, noting
.application to stress estimation under 'gust loads
P0300 A72-25922
Bending response of rotary winq Hades when
subjected to random input velocities for both
hinged and unhinged cases of root end fixity
CAD-732395] p0253 N72-18028
BENDING VIBRATION
Aerodynamic damping of turbomachine blade
vibrations under varied conditions of stagger
angle, pressure ratio and relative velocity,
using pure bending mode excitation
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-8J p0293 A72-25611
Helicopter rotor blades bending vibrations,
examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and
natural fregnencies via series of Legendre
'polynomials
fAD-7t55691 p0299 A72-25733
Collocation method for coupled bending-bending
torsion vibrations of straight uniform
cantilever beam with asymmetric airfoil cross
section
POODS A72-32908
Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at'low inflow and its
effect on flutter.
fAIAA PAPER 72-959] p0561 A72-02349
BENDS (PHTSIOLOGT)
0 DECOHPRESSION SICKNESS
BERNOULLI EQUATION
D BERNOULLI THEOREH
BERNOULLI TBEOBEH
Near ground pressure differentials caused by large
transport aircraft induced wake vortices,
comparing measured data with Bernoulli formula
theoretical values
p0313 A72-28122
BESSEL PONCTIO8S
Derivation of cross-spectral functions for (
vertical and longitudinal components of two
dimensional gust field
fNASA-CR-20111 P0269 N72-19029
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Bibliography on noise control covering surface
transportation, machinery and aircraft noise,
industrial criteria, biodvnamics, legislation
- and measurement " .
P0356 A72-29588
Bibliography on SSI upper atmospheric environment,
listing references to stratospheric structure,
composition and physical dynamics, chemical
reactions with pollutants, transport properties,
etc
P0413 A72-33797
Annotated bibliography on aircraft noise pollution
- Vol. 1
(AD-72U850] p0030 N72-10036
Annotated bibliography on acoustics
INPL-AERO-AC-UT} p0035 1172-10589
Annotated, bibliography on human engineering
configurations in arrangement of controls and
displays in aircraft
. [AD-729810) p01«9 N72-13983
Update of STOL bibliography, including design,
operation, guidance, air traffic control, and
STOLports
tUTIAS-176] . p0165 N72-15002
Bibliographic list of aircraft accident
investigation and prevention
[AD-730979] . p0218'N72-16999
Air traffic control models and simulations for
evaluating traffic flow, safety, and system
loading aspects - bibliographies
[AD-733755] p0262 N72-18666
Annotated bibliography of US Air Force history
[AD-733892] p0271 N72-19037
Flnxgate magnetometers and closely related devices
- Bibliography
fDHI-GEOPHYS-PAPERS-R-22} p032<t N72-20U09
Bibliography of reports and simulation models
describing air traffic control procedures for
all phases of aircraft operation
(DOT-TSC-FAA-71-7] p0339 N72-21626
Annotated bibliography on environmental pollution
caused by aircraft emissions
tAD-735943] ' p0388 N72-23655
Bibliography of control devices to provide
improved tactical agility for jet fighter aircraft
TAD-737691H pO«23 N72-2K036
Bibliography on aviation industry's response to
solving its environmental pollution problems
[GA-300-89] p0526 N72-28986
Annotated bibliography of air traffic control
activities and collision avoidance systems for
improved aviation safety - September 1968 to
April 1972
CFaA-Nl-72-111 p0537 S72-29672
Bibliography of air traffic control systems to
include control centers, operators,
communication egnipment, computer applications,.
display devices, and navigational aids
rAD-7<H200] ' ' , p0537 N72-29680
Bibliography of heavy lift helicopters with
references to rotor characteristics, lift
propulsion, and performance capabilities
CAD-740900] p0575 N72-30026
A-107
BILLOB CLOODS SUBJECT INDEX
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics,
fatique and structural analysis, and related
aircraft studies - bibliography
P06U8 N72-33961
BILLOW CLOUDS
U CLODDS (HETEOBOLOGT)
BIHETALS
High strength bimetallic rivets produced by
inertia welding Al-Ti alloy shank with pure Ti
tail, noting weight and cost reduction for
aerospace vehicle production
rsASE PAPEB 9021 P0595 A72-13152
BIHABY HIITDBES
Slash, boiling methane and methane mixture
characteristics, noting advantages as potential
rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels
p0071 A72-15542
BIHiBY STSTEBS (DIGITAL) J
D DIGITAL SYSTEMS .' •
BIHABY SYSTEMS (HATEBIALS)
KT BINABY BIXTDBES
BIHDEBS (ADHESITES)
D ADHESIVES . . • • • -
BIODYNAHICS
Bibliography -on ooise control covering surface
transportation, machinery, and aircraft noise,
industrial criteria, biodynamics, legislation
and measurement .
P0356 A72-29588
BIOEHGIHEEBING
NT ANTHBOPOBETBY
BIOGRAPBY
Illustrated biography of Wiley Post to record
significant accomplishments in long range flight
and aeronautical engineering
POU38 N72-25952
BIOLOGICAL MODELS
U BIONICS
BIOHECHAHICS
D BIODYNAHICS
BIOHEDICAL DATA
Performance tests of tilting, supinating seats for
aircraft and spacecraft and analysis of
biomedical adequacy
fAD-7111202] P0531 H72-29026
BIOMETRICS
NT ANTHEOPOBETBY
BIOBICS
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbag-lap belt restraints
rAD-7i)1530l p0309 A72-27071
BIOSIIDLATIOB
D BIONICS
BIOSPBEBE
D LOHEB ATBOSPHEBE
BIBDS
Bird hazards to aircraft, discussing protective
measures
P0177 A72-18771
Concorde aircraft windshield panels bird impact
resistance, noting effects of edge clamping
width, ply thickness, composition and temperature
P0306 A72-27013
Aircraft windshield bird .impact resistance, noting
weight, speed, angle and window geometry effects
p0306 A72-27011)
Search radar monitoring of bird movements to
prevent aircraft collision accidents
[AD-7329151 P0253 F72-18027
Probability of aircraft accidents through
collisions with birds
fAD-73118031 P0272 N72-19009
Statistical analysis of military aircraft damaged
by midair collisions with birds during 1972
rAD-739i»6«] pO«81 N72-27041
Ecological survey to identify bird attractants
near airports and procedures to reduce
occurrence of bird-aircraft collisions
fAD-7422271 p057« N72-30022
BLACKBURB B-103 AIRCRAFT
0 BDCCANEEB AIBCBAFT
BLACKOUT (PBOPAGATIOH)
NT ELECTBOHAGNETIC NOISE
NT TBEB8AL NOISE
BLADE TIPS
Helicopter rotor tip drag relief estimate based on
two dimensional drag divergence with Bach
nuaber, airfoil parameters and flight conditions
P0021 A72-12882
.Constraining 0-shaped frames for blade edges
protection during hydrojet shot blasting of
compressor blades for gas turbine engines
• p030<t A72-26819
French' nonograph on flow near rotor blade tips,
discussing three dimensional circulation and
boundary layer effects, energy losses, velocity
and pressure distributions, etc
P0363 472-30950
Linear air mass flow injection at helicopter rotor
blade tips, considering effects on trailing
i vortex circulation strength
TABS PBEPBINT 621] pO«46 A72-31498
The dissipation1of tip vortices by mass injection
* with applicationito rotor systems.
. 'p0612 A72-15329
.The use'of complex coordinates in the study of
rotor dynamics. • .• '
CAIAA PAPEB ,72-9503 -POSTS A72-<i5ui3
Aerodynamics of helicopter -rotor blade tip vortices
fNASA-CB-1120091 p0101 N72-12992
Aerodynamic design parameters and-blade element
performance of axial flow compressor-rotor
showing effects of blade solidity on stall ,
[NASA-TH-X-2379] • p0163 N72-11I989
Analytical and experimental investigation of
vortex noise generated by propellers with low
tip speeds
fAD-731156] p0167 N72-15015
Contactless measurement of tip clearance in jet
engine turbine based on radioactive isotope
properties• • . > .
[AD-73U9121 p0282 N72-19856
•Design of-single stage fan with tip speed of 1800
ft/sec and hub/tip -ratio of 0.5 for producing
pressure ratio of 2.285 to 1 >
fRASA-CB-1209071 • • pOSSO N72-30771
Experimental and analytical determination of
boundary layers and tip flows of helicopter
rotor.blades
[AD-7U5213] p06U4 N72-33286
BLAST DEFLECTORS
Scale model tests of high thrust engine blast
deflection fence combinations for protection of
adjacent roadway traffic
P0413 A72-33698
Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard
flight deck environment
TAD-7358771 p03U1 N72-21963
BLAST LOADS
Aircraft structures shock and blast loading
characteristics from internal detonation,
comparing computer program results with
available data
P0605 A72-44610
Effects of blast loads on structural failure in
- aircraft components
P0172 N72-15822
BLEED-OFF
0 PBESSDBE SEDUCTION
BLEEDING
Air-bleeding location to cool turbojet engine
turbine of supersonic aircraft, presenting graphs
p0314 A72-28147
BLIND LANDING
Carrier system for controlled approach of Naval
aircraft toiprovide pilot window to deck for
tactical jet guidance for poor visibility landing
p0018 A72-12323
Head-up display flying under IHC and VHC flight
conditions, considering takeoff, landing and
navigation modes
P0190 A72-21004
BLISTEBS (PBOTOBEBANCES)
D PBOTOBEBANCES
BL01DOBN WIND TOBIELS
Slowdown wind tunnel internal and external noise
fields prediction by empirical method,
considering valves, burners, turbulent boundary
layers and exhaust jets as sources
TAIAA PAPEB 72-668] p011« A72-34070
Generating high Reynolds-number flows.
P0501 A72-38222
Flow quality improvements in a blovdown wind
tannel using a multiple shock entrance diffuser.
PAPEB 72-1002] p0557 A72-U1587
A-108
SUBJECT ISDEI BODY-BIBS CONFIGURATIONS
Computer control of the General Dynamics Biqh
Speed Bind Tunnel.
. . • • • • p056<! -A72-H2697
Comparison between conventional blowdown'and
Lodvieg tube driven transonic Bind tnnnels for
•' high Reynolds namber range
' • • • . - ' p0077 H72-11881
Performance and operational characteristics of
high Reynolds number blovdovn and shock vind
tunnels for transonic model.testing
• ' • V. ' . . P0078 H72-1188*
Transonic and blowdown-wind tonnels for high
Reynolds namber testing
[AD-7346U8] P0276 H72-19306
BLOSIN6
Buccaneer Hk 2 and F-8K Phantom takeoff and
landing performance improvement due to boundary
• ; layer .control by leading and trailing edge blowing
- •>.--.' ..•-• p0233 A72-22973
Calculation procedure for reaction thrust of
'. •"< semibonhded turbulent let in boundary layer '
-.: ;.blowing and blow type antiicing systems
• . - ' * . • p03»5 172-28728
Rotary'wings'lift and efficiency increase by
circulation control via tangential blowing about
bluff trailing edge airfoils
:.-fJHS. PREPRINT 603] .pOtUS A72r3S492
Jet blowing>for intake boundary layer control in
V/STOL aircraft •
P0210 H72-16697
iVTbl propellers with blowdown edges for increased
hovering ability
rPGLR-71-023] P0382 N72-23016
Intermittent -jet blowing for controlling flow
1
 separation on trailing edge flap
r»D-742085] p0577 H72-30291
Flov characteristics about nncambered, slender
delta wing at 15 deg incidence with high energy
blowing'from leading edge slots
fCRANFIELD-AEHO-9] p0635 N72-32992
BLOWOUTS • • • ' . " •
A method for estimation of axial turbomachinery
"•stage characteristics on the basis of
experimentally obtained data with a runner
tested in;a free blow-out aerodynamical scheme.
•• • •' P061U A72-1536*
B1UHT BODIES
Sonic boom induced flow field at
supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock
expansion method and hypersonic equivalence
principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies
fAIAA PAPER 72-652] p0415 A72-34082
Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt
trailing edge effects on drag and lift
characteristics of wing profile
p0071( H72-11862
Structure of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab
delta'wing at moderately high angle of attack
p0327 N72-20851
BO-IDS-HELICOPTER
Static and dynamic stability and controllability
of rigid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback
effects
P0038 N72-11008
BOATTAILS
Jet effects on boattail pressure drag at
supersonic speeds in single or twin propulsive
lets
P0212 H72-16708
BODIES OF REVOLUTION
HT CONICAL BODIES
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES
HT ROTATING CYLINDERS
HT SLENDER COHES
HT SPHERES
Aerodynamic data acquisition with magnetic balance •
on wind tunnel model delta and AGARD G wing
planforms and body of revolution '
P0213 A72-21770
Surface vorticity theory for axisymmetric
potential flow past annular aerofoils and bodies
of revolution with application to ducted
propellers and cowls.
P0503 A72-38551
Experimental results regarding drag in supersonic
flow without lift in the case of flight bodies
with three in front pointed bodies
[DFVLR-SONDD3-215] p0503 A72-38686
Reynolds number effect on flow past body of
revolution at transonic speed
p007<l H72-11864
Equivalent'body of revolution for simulating high
Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past
two dimensional airfoil
P0076 N72-1187U
Drag of supercritical body of revolution in free
flight at transonic speeds and comparison with
wind tunnel data
[NASA-TN-D-6580] p0079 N72-11898
BODI KIHEHATICS
Flight mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions for conventional aircraft. V -
Mechanical foundations /dynamics of rigid bodies/
• i p0597 A72-036»1
Effectiveness of restraint egnipment in
controlling head impact forces and body
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
[FAA-AH-72-6] p0335 N72-21078
BOOT HBASDREBENT (BIOLOGY)
RT ANTHROPOBETBY
BODY-BIH6 AID TAIL COHFIGDBiTIOHS
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measurement on wing-body combination model,
investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface
p0018 A72-12228
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
delta wing-body combination in compressible
flow, investigating Reynolds number effect
[DGLR PJPEB 71-118] p0022 A72-12707
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating circular cylindrical fuselage body
with conical nose and delta wing with straight,
cubic or sinusoidal leading edges
C D G L R PAPER 71-oso] p0023 A72-12730
Subsonic doublet-lattice lifting surface method
nonplanar aspects refinement, using wing-tail
configurations
p0118 A72-16109
Simply supported skew plates stability under
combined loading, noting wing and tail design
applications for high speed aircraft and missiles
p02»0 A72-21196
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft
components - Illustration of the possibility for
prediction.
riCAS PAPER 72-19] p0556 A72-ai17»
Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure
• distribution on fuselage and two body-wing
configurations' in transonic flow
[BHVG-FBBT-71-24] - p0166 N72-15011
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating slender wing fuselage configurations
[AVA-FB-7126] p0317 H72-19997
Aerodynamic forces, pitching moments, and pressure
distributions measurements on delta wing-body
combinations at transonic speed in compressible
flow
rAVA-FB-7129] p0317 H72-19998
Aerodynamic coefficients of body-wing
configuration in subsonic flow
P0318 H72-20001
BODY-BIHG CONFIGDRATIOIS
Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for
supersonic leading edges, determining expansion
of velocity potential on root chord
p0360 A72-30365
Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic
wing-bodies.
pOISO A72-35251
Near flow field and aerodynamic loading in
subsonic and supersonic flow over body-wing
configuration, surveying numerical, kernel
function and image methods
POU57 A72-36390 .
Experimental results regarding drag in supersonic
flow without lift in the case of flight bodies
with three in front pointed bodies
fDFVLR-SONDDR-215] p0503 A72-38686
Experimental investigations of separated flows on
wing-body combinations with very slender wings
at free-stream Hach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2.
PICAS PAPER 72-25] p055« A72-H1150
Computation of the potential-theoretical flow
around wing-fuselage combinations and a
comparison with measurements
P0602 A72-44298
A-109
BOEIRG AIRCRAFT SUBJECT IHDBI
Pressure distribution on swept wing-body junction
at supersonic speeds
CABC-R/B-3661] p0202 N72-15919
Strain gage measurements of buffeting properties
on wing-body combinations
p0170 H72-26319
Integration of forebody and forebody/»ing flow
fields into airplane design criteria
POK78 H72-27018
Fatigue tests on bolted wing-body junction of
military aircraft
[TB-95]. p0525 H72-28908
Analysis of flow distribution near wing body
configuration and determination of interference
effects on another aircraft by incident:shock
fAD-711917] . p0571 H72-29998
BOEIHG AIRCRAFT
Boeing 317 helicopter program, discussing ,
simulation, wind tunnel, whirl tower, bench
testing, flight test development and demonstration
p0135 A72-16993
Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systems
development and design to meet FAB 91-51
requirements, discussing retrofit programs and
altimeter encoding
p0561 472-112689
PBD-19, a new composite material - Its
characteristics and its application to the
BO-105 helicopter.
fSAWE PAPER 915J . p0596 A72-13162
BOEISG BTIITABY AIBCBAFT
D BILITARY AIHCBAFT
BOEIHG 707 AIRCRAFT
Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with computer |.
generated displays, moving area navigation map
and ATC information
,. p0187 A72-20336
Operating cost comparisons between Concorde and
Boeing 707 and 717 aircraft, considering
profitability
P0508 A72-39818
Design, fabrication, and ground tests of
perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle
inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft noise reduction
rNASA-CB-18531 p0031 H72-10013
Hidair collision of Boeing 707 airliner and Cessna
150 light plane over Compton, California on
August 1, 1971 .
tNTSB-AAR-72-5] p0367 N72-22016
Transitory diversion as cause of violent evasive
maneuver to prevent midair collision of American
and Trans World Airlines Boeing 707 aircraft
fNTSB-AAR-72-7] p0367 N72-22017
Investigation of midair collision of Boeing .707 i
commercial aircraft and Cessna 150 near Edison,
New Jersey on 9 January, 1971 ,
fNTSB-AAB-72-16] p0179 N72-r27025
BOEIHG 720 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft
during missed approach simulation at Ontario,
California airport on 31 Bar. 1971
rNTSB-AAB-72-18] p0581 H72-31018
BOEIHG 727 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft
during landing at Harry S. Truman Airport,
 f
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands on
28 Dec. 1970
FPB-208675] p0612 N72-33011
BOEIHG 737 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 737 aircraft
during takeoff from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
airport on 19 Jul. 70
fPB-208661]: , p0611 N72-33012
BOEIHG 7«7 AIRCRAFT
Boeing 717B growth model FAA certification,
discussing engine thrust, fuel capacity, taxi
and flight weights and aircraft noise reduction
f. SAE PAPER 710753] pOOOl A72-10251
Fail-operational automatic landing system for
Boeing 717 aircraft, .noting'reduction in
allowable minimum weather conditions in O.S. and
OK
P0010 A72-10961
Pilot evaluation of Boeing 717 handling,
directional stability, stall, rudder feel
forces, landing, inertial navigation and
reliability
P0135 A72-16992
Bannfactnrer •viewpoint on aircraft engine safe
introduction into airline service, discussing
JT9D engine design for 717 aircraft '
p0178 A72-18830
Shot peen .contouring of Boeing :717 wing skins
combined with incremental chip forming, noting
principles and manufacturing process
[ASB PAPEB S 72-31,1] p0311 A72-28160
Airline maintenance program and facilities for
: Boeing 717 aircraft based orf optimized service
concept
P0101 A72-32130
Heteorological data analysis for CAT encounter of
Boeing .717 flight over Hantucket Island on 1
November 1970
p0111 172-33525
Maintenance of the 717.;II - BOAC. -
• - • • • • ' • p0119 A72-31929
Functional equipment active and standby redundancy
. for flight safety and air traffic punctuality
improvement, noting Boeing 717 aircraft ' " --'
redundant system's • ' • • • - • >
• '• p0152-A72-35176
Boeing 717 aircraft impact on Chicago O'Hare
airport design criteria> noting future" terminal
facilities planning • '• "• '
I p0159 A72-36782
Operating cost comparisons between Concorde and
Boeing 707 and 717 aircraft, considering
1
 profitability ,'"!.;-.-
, ' p0508 '172-398-18
Boeing 717-F cargo aircraft, describing onboard
and ground facilities for freight handling and
loading • . ' ' ^ - . . ' . • '
• ' P0593 172-13215
Airline operational weighing and balancing of 717
aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration
procedures for electronic load cells,' mobile
platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing
systems •
[SAKE PAPER. 917] p0596 A72-13161
Report of aircraft incident on Boeing'717 '
commercial aircraft resulting from engine
failure during climbont after takeoff from
Honolulu, Hawaii
[NTSB-AAR-71-16] p0166 H72-15005
Personalized maintenance program for Boeing 717
aircraft
l • p0318 N72-20001
Flight test program and data acguisition '
techniques for evaluation-of Boeing 717'aircraft
i p0328 N72-20977
Aircraft accident report involving effects of ' •"
severe turbulence on passengers and crew of
Boeing 717 jet aircraft near Rantucket',
Hassachusetts, 1 November, 1970 • - •
fNTSB-AAB-72-11] .• ! . . p0166 N72-26020
Air vortex wakes of B-717 aircraft
[HASA-TT-F-11286] p0169 H72-26233
Noise measurements obtained during visual approach
monitor evaluation in 717 aircraft '
(NASA-CR-111178] ' p0515 H72-28010
Fatigue integrity program for Boeing 717 aircraft
p0539-N72-^29898
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 717 aircraft
during takeoff from San Francisco International
Airport on 30 July 1971
TNTSB-AAB-72-17] • p0573 H72-30012
Aircraft incident involving Boeing 717 aircraft in
atmospheric turbulence near Lake Charles,
Louisiana on 1 Jan. 1972
. fHTSB-AAB-72-21] -r p0581 H72-31011
BOEIHG 2707 AIRCRAFT -.
Fatigue design and test program for the American
SSI.
• - • p0609 A72-11711
BOILING , . ' •
HI FILB BOILIHG • :
BOLKOW AIRCRAFT ' '
Bolkow. 105C 5-place helicopter with twin turbine
engine driven rigid glass-reinforced plastic-
rotor blades, emphasizing design philosophy of
easy maintainability
P0357 A72-29871
BOLTS - . :• '
Bolted connections strength in graphite •'• •
fiber-epoxy resin composites reinforced by
colaminated boron film
. , • • - •
 P0288 A72-25176
A-110
SOBJECT IHDEZ. BOOHDABT LATBB FLOW
Fatigue tests on bolted wing-body function of " .
military aircraft . . • -
fTB-951 . • ' • p0525 N72-28908
BOHBEB AIBCBAFT •
B-1 strateqic supersonic boober desiqn, • '
.emphasizing variable sweep.wing, landing gear,
control a n d instrumentation . - - - . > ' '
P0018 A72-12226
Titanium-bqron-epoxy composite materials selection
and fracture mechanics,criteria for-B-1 bomber
structural design ••
,. :..>-•'••.; P0228 A72-22477
-Passive detect ion
 :radar-system f or fbombers,.-
calculating target distance during horizontal
flight ' ' - • :
- - ; , - r - ,-..- P0302 A72-26316
Interdiction bombing mission effectiveness model'
;--.for."bad and good weather aircraft type selection
. depend-ing'.on. weather .conditions- at 'target "site
' . <. "-Vr.ii.-. '..,,-•-• ••• .p031l| A72-28IJOO
Control .configured fighter, and. bomber aircraft
based on flight control technology, discussing
-. • development programs
-;~i.h<- -.i'.'j-; .••• -• ' ••- P061U. A72-K5386
Force."survival model for .analysis of strateqic
bomber basing concepts in prelaunch survival mode
P0217 N72-16991
er environmental pollution, from.B-1
aircraft-* -. - -. : x
rPB-201711-F] P0254 N72-18033
t ^ Evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber
.defense missi-les •' .• ; ' .
[ADT73.18.12] : . • • • p026<; S.72-18788
BOBBIHG EQUIPHEBT
- The application of non-planar lifting surface
theory,to,the calculation of external-store loads,
f AIAA-.PAP.EB -72-971.-] , . ••• p0561 A72-423<!0
BOHBS (OBDNAHCE) -. . I,- : • ' . - : : ' •
Aerpdynamic* characteristics of- bomb in steady,
incompressible, potential flow based on model
tAD-733325,] p0254 N72^18037
BOHBS (PBESSOBE GAGES) - . • » . • - . ' : '
0 PBESSDBE GAGES -.. • , •• - - . >
BOSDIHG , . . . . - . £
FT.ADHESIVE BONDING
HI EXPLOSIVE »ELDIHG • •
HI BETAL BONDING -
NT HETAL-BETAL BOUDIHG
.Static electrification, bonding, grounding, and
lightning protection technigues.applied to
•aircraft^ spacecraft, and missiles
TAD-7393561 pO<l80 N72-27037
BOOST -, - , ,
D ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
BOOSTEB BECOVEBI • . i '< .
Booster launch vehicle guidance scheme for
critical aborts from staging through burnout,
minimizing aerodynamic,phases for different
landing sites
. - .,- P0397 A72-32182
BOBIHG HACBIBES
Countersink boring machines with programmed
.-digital control systems for precision spacing
multiple hole drilling in extended aircraft
engine components . . : . '
P0301 A72-26816
BOBOB • . -
High strength, stiffness and low density I
properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites
in flight structures
p0065 A72-1U7U5
Titanium-boron-epoxy composite materials selection
and fracture mechanics criteria .for B-1 bomber
structural design . . .• '
' p0228 A72-22K77
Fatigue strength characteristics of boron-epoxy
reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframe*
[AIAA PAPEB 72-392] p0287 A72-25113
Boron-epoxy composite design for aircraft <
structures, discussing materials variations,
strength prediction inadequacies and full 'scale
tests
• P0288 A72-25«51
Bolted connections strength in graphite
fiber-epoxy resin composites reinforced by
colaninated boron film
I ' p0288!A72-25076
Dynamic properties of thermosetting plastic
composites, unidirectionally reinforced by high
elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for
aircraft structural applications
p0308. A72-27343
Application:of'boron/epoxy to the CH-5tB Skycrane
helicopter. .- . . -
TABS PBEPBIHT 670] pO<Hl8 A72-3»510
Boron- and graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum
composites forming, processing and costs for
aircraft structural materials
P045« A72-35663
Boron- polyimide composite development.
P05B9 A72-110553
Boron fiber reinforced composites technology
• assessment and utilization, stressing cost
reduction . '
flCAS PAPEB 72-30] p055<l A72-11155
BOBOB COHPOOHDS
Boron/potassium nitrate .parachute mortar design
for aircraft and spacecraft applications,
comparing with high-low propellant
p0189 A72-20783
Construction of CH-5H helicopter components from
boron/epoxy 'materi'als and guality control
program to determine service life of components
rNASA-CR-112101] p0529 872-29009
BOOBDAB7 LATEB COHTEOL
BT PORODS BODNDABI LATER CONTROL
Buccaneer Hk '2 and F-tK Phantom takeoff and
landing performance improvement due to boundary
layer control by leading and trailing edge blowing
1
 p0233 A72-22973
Calculation procedure for reaction thrust of
semibounded turbulent let in boundary layer
blowing and blow type antiicing systems
' • ' p03«5 A72-28728
Hind tunnel model boundary layer reduction through
suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds
number full scale aircraft characteristics
P0076 N72-11875
Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet
'loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect
ratio wing roots
• • • p0078 N72-11886
Jet blowing for intake boundary layer control in
v/STOL aircraft
p0210 N72-16697
Boundary layer suction control for eliminating
corner separation in airfoil cascade
CARC-RXH-3663] p053U N72-29241
Low:velocity wind tunnel investigation of laminar
boundary layer development downstream of suction
slot '•
[AD-7U2937-] p0583 H72-3100S
BODHDAB; LATEB FLOP
HI BOOBDABT LATEB SEPARATION
NT REATTACHED FLOW '
NT SECONDABT FLOW
NT SEPABATED FLOW
Book on heat and mass -transfer, covering research
results over 1953-1969 on supersonic aircraft
and missiles cooling problems, rarefied gas
dynamics boundary layer flow, etc
' p0120 A72-16399
Bach 2.65 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlet
system diffuser and boundary layer bleed system
performance estimates confirmed by tests
C A I A A PAPER 72-«5] poisi A72-16959
Low turbulence wind tunnel with closed circuit
design and pressure gradient adjustment
capability for turbulent boundary layer studies
1
 p0139 A72-17713
Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary
layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade,
 5
using conformal coordinate transformation
P0195 A72-21614
Low speed performance and.boundary layer growth in
optimal annular diffaser with uniform center
body diameter and conically diverging wall
P0237 A72-23856
Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on
swept wings, comparing critical Reynolds number
to straight wing value
P0356 A72-29639
Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter
rotor blade in hovering and forward flight.
tAHS PREPBINT 622] pOU»<l A72-31»»82
Honeguilibrium boundary layer flow at leading edge
of highly swept hypersonic infinite span wing
CPB-20H710] p0328 N72-20975
BOOHDABY LATEB HOISE SUBJECT IIDEI
Analysis of basic flow elements involved in
unsteady stall of two dimensional airfoil rotary
vinq in incompressible flow
f N A S A - C B - 2 0 0 9 ] P0366 N72-22005
Analysis of flov distribution near wing body
configuration and deternination of interference
effects on another aircraft by incident shock
fAD-7<!1917] P0571 H72-29998
Analysis of sound produced by turbulent boundary
layers, flow past single discontinuities, and
rigid flow discontinuities immersed in rigid ducts
TNASA-CE-21261 P0610 H72-33029
numerical analysis of three dimensional,
compressible turbulent boundary layer for finite
supercritical wing of F-8 transonic research
aircraft
rNASA-CR-112158] P06141I H72-33272
Experimental and analytical determination of
boundary layers and tip flows of helicopter
rotor blades '
rAD-7152131 p06Utt N72-33286
BOOHDABY LAYBB HOISE
0 AERODYNAMIC NOISE
D BODNDAEY LAY-BBS
BOOHDASY LAYEB SEPABATIOS
Stalled blade rows dynamic performance in terms of
blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary
layer-caused time delay
P0121 A72-16U87
Rind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number
effects on boundary layer separation incidence
and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device
egnipped aircraft model
p02U2 A72-24657
Flow separation effects on critical lift of
helicopter rotor, using blade angle of attack
criterion
. p030B A72-26893
Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and
reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall,
considering effect of angle of attack rate of
change . ,
P0396 A72-32024
Three dimensional boundary layer separation on
slender bodies, delta wings and propulsion
intake systems, reviewing computing technigues
for interfering inviscid flow fields
pOUOt A72-32826
Swirling flows vortex breakdown in nozzles,
diffnsers and combustion chambers, considering
analogy to boundary layer separation
P0157 A72-36385
Integral and correlation methods for separation
and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics,
applying to turbulent boundary layer
fOBEBA, TP NO. 1072] p0192 A72-'37762
Flow separation at the edges of some types of tail
sections used in supersonic aircraft and in
rocket technology
POS07 A72-39597
Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layers.
p0557 A72-41264
Calculation of separation points in incompressible
turbulent flows.
P0593 A72-13328
Application of a time-dependent boundary-layer
analysis to the problem of dynamic stall.
p0599 A72-1IK158
Hypersonic boundary layer separation of delta wing
in shock tunnel using color 'and monochrome
schlieren photography , -
fHPL-AEBO-NOTE-1097] p0029 N72-10022
,Flow model for shock induced leading edge
transonic flow turbulence and rear separation in
low speed stall of airfoil
p0073 N72-11858
Analysis of boundary layer flow processes during
airfoil dynamic stall and design of airfoil to
delay onset of dynamic stall
CAD-73U699] p0267 N72-19012
Analysis of basic flow elements involved in
unsteady stall of two dimensional .airfoil rotary
wing in incompressible flow
fNASA-CR-2009] P0366 N72-22005
Experimental determination of stability and stall
flatter of scale model of tilt-propeller
free-wing V/STOL aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6831] . pOU63 N72-25998
Numerical procedure for predicting airfoil stall
occurrence in incompressible flow conditions
fONEBA-TP-1088] pO«63 N72-26003
Intermittent jet blowing for controlling flow
separation on trailing edge flap
[AD-7<»2085] p0577 N72-30291
Calculations for inviscid flow past slender wings
in form of rhombic cones with leading edge
.separation' ' •
t»BC-R/H-369a'] p0582 H72-30999
BODNDABI LATEB STABILITY
" Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces
boundary layer stability, and aerodynamic
characteristics, noting stall angle reduction
and drag increase from -wind.tunnel tests
fAIAA PAPEB 72-960] . p.0562 A72-U2357
BODHDABY LAYEB TBANSillON
Flat plate boundary layer transition, equations.for
supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account
free- stream turbulence : .' .
' . , ":p0196 A72r21616
Laminar/turbulent-boundary layer transition on
. parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind.* . : .
tunnel, noting critical Beynolds number increase
with leading edge thickness - - '.
-p0227 A72-221107
Calculation of laminar boundary layers : by. means of
a differential-difference method. . < ; - -. .
• . P0563 ,A72T<I2578
.Surface-pressure-fluctuation measurements used for
boundary layer transition detection on,X-,15- . .'
vertical fin at peak altitudes of 70,000\meters
fNASA-Tn-X-2166 ] p0102.N72-:1299ll
Effect of wind tunnel disturbances.on boundary
layer transition process at hypersonic speed and
development of.low noise level wind tunnel
fNASA-TB-X-2566] - . • pO»69 N72-26239
Pressure distribution on sweptback wing at
subsonic speeds noting boundary layer transition
[ARC-CP-1215] • p0583 N72-31003
BOONDABY LATEBS
NT HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYEB
NT LAHINAB BODNDABY LAYEB
NT SDPEBSONIC BOONDABY LAYERS
NT THBEE DIBENSIONAL BOONDABY LAYEB
ST TOBBDLENT BOUHDABY LAYEB
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measurement on wing-body combination model,
investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface
p0018 A72-12228
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing
analytical shear stress and velocity
distributions obtained by momentum integral
technignes with hot wire probe experimental data
[AIAA PAPEB 72-38] - p'0130 A72-16900
Combined viscous-inviscid analytical procedure for
predicting'boundary layer effects on supersonic
inlet flow field
fAIAA PAPEB 72-U1] • -p013U A72-16975
Centrifugal turboengine diffuser with high
. enlargement area compared with logarithmic
spiral types, discussing boundary layers,
secondary flow, shapes and aerodynamic parameters
p0236,A72-237«7
Turbocompressor deceleration cascades blades
surface roughness effects on boundary layer,
noting pressure and velocity distributions
TASBE PAPEB 72-GT-48] P0296 A72-25610
Hub and shroud boundary layer growth in • •
centrifugal compressor vaneless diffusers,
conparing predicted and measured performance at
high pressure ratio per stage : '
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-5»] p0296 A72T25645
Axial flow turbines aerodynamic loading increase
via control of velocity distribution and
boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles
fASHE PAPEB 72-ST-78] p0297 A72-25658
Aerodynamic stall characteristic prediction from
static experimental data for airfoils, noting
boundary layer effects
fAIAA PAPEB 72-682] pO«1U A72-34060
Some results from tests in the DAE high Beynolds
number two-dimensional test facility on
'shockless' and other airfoils.
CICAS PAPEB 72-33] p055U A72-41158
Boundary layer behavior of tnrbocompressor in free
stream turbulence
[C0ED/A-TOBBO/T8-26] p0109 N72-13266
A-112
SUBJECT IHDEI BUCKLIiG
Boundary layers on airfoils in oblique transonic
terminal shock wave and control of shock induced
separation
[AD-731830] - P0208-H72-16227
Airfoil confiqarations to eliminate undesirable
shock boundary layer interactions
fAD-731566] p0250 N72-17998
Application of Cooke equivalent radios to boundary
layers on axisymmetric bodies at small angle of
attack
FTAE-131] P0258 B72-18293 •
Catalog of devices and technique's for boundary
layer and vake measnrenents on fliqht vehicles
fIIASA-CB^116776] p0258 B72-18H2I>
Beasurement of•noise'produced by tarbofan rotor
following removal of casing boundary layer
rSASA-TH-D-6763) p0379 B72-2299H
Effect of-ground proximity in vind tunnel using
fixed board'noting boundary layer influence
fABC-R/H-3689] p0582 N72-30997
BODIDABT VALUE PROBLEHS
Equilibrium confiqnration-of cable towed in
circular path, presenting multivalued boundary
value problem mathematical analysis
[AD-737045] • p0012 A72-11132
Heat transfer coefficients to both sides of finite
• • one dimensional slab subject-to phase-change
coating technique boundary conditions, deriving
thin>wing correction factors
• . p0060 A72-13956
Transonic"flow past wing airfoils, obtaining
"numerical solution by fitting mixed initial
boundary conditions
• ••• - P0186 A72-20079
Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in
uniform flow field, calculating equilibrium
configuration during coordinated turn from two
point boundary value problem numerical solution
P0195 A72-2160K
Hypersonic nonlinear aerodynamic loading effect on
panel flutter, examining stability for various
initial conditions ' :
rAIAA PAPER 72-345] p0286 A72-2537H '
Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in
unsteady transonic flow, obtaining .two part
boundary value problem for linear potential
equation
P0310 A72-27545
Aerodynamic.properties prediction procedure for
thin jet-flapped airfoil in incompressible
inviscid flow bounded by different types of
boundaries
' p0397 A72-321U7
Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic
critical Bach number. II
P01K19 A72-34745
Homogeneous linear partial differential equation
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant
P019U A72-37989
Calculation of laminar boundary layers by means of
a differential-difference method.
P0563 A72-U2578
Boundary value problem for calculating potential
flow distribution around lifting wing fuselage
configurations
rNAL-TR-2UOT] P0109 N72-13272
Numerical analysis of axial velocity of wing tip
vortex and comparison with free 'stream velocity
rAD-7«2311] p0577 U72-30285
BOi SHOCK RAVES
0 SHOCK SAVES
BOX BEAHS
Graphite/epoxy composite I beam and box bean
components for horizontal tail stabilizers
[AD-729050] p0107 N72-13039
Random sequence fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
box beams in unidirectional bending
rAD-731393] p0283 N72-19932
BBAKES (FOB ABBESTIHG HOTION)
NT AERODYHABIC BRAKES
NT AIRCRAFT BRAKES • '
NT BAL1DTES
NT DRAG CHDTES :
HT LEADIHG EDGE SLATS
NT SPLIT FLAPS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT WHEEL BRAKES
NT WING FLAPS
Determination of optimum gland dimensions and ring
packings to eliminate leakage in aircraft brake
piston seals
tAD-7282161 ' p009» B72-12i»37
Adaptive braking system preventing tire slip,
applicable to aircraft
tNASA-CR-123817] p0587 N72-31279
Development of automatic braking system for
aircraft based on sensing and controlling braked
wheel decelerations
[NASA-TN-D-6953] p0638 H72-33018
BRAKIS6 . .
Numerical analysis of braking forces and
frictional coefficients for aircraft tires on
bard surface runways - Part 2
fESDO-71026-PT-2] p0619 N72-32013
BRAZING
Compressive strength of Ti alloy airframe skin
stringer panels reinforced with B-Al composite
by brazing
fAIAA PAPER 72-359] p0286 A72-25387
Developments in vacuum braze coating of
aero-engine nozzle guide vanes.
pO»«9 A72-3U937
Application of brazing techniques for
remanufacturing of jet engine components to
reduce cost of commercial aircraft maintenance
pOOtO N72-11024
BREADBOARD BODELS
Design and development of flyable breadboard and
NRL breadboard of airborne radiac
fAD-729254] p0159 N72-14173
BREAKAWAY
D BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
BREAKERS (ELECTBIC)
D CIBCDIT BREAKEBS
BBEATBIEG
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
BBEATBING APPARATUS
NT OIYGEN BASKS '
BREATHING BODE
D BREATHING VIBRATION
BREATHING VIBRATION
Paratroop type parachutes breathing oscillations
and stability characteristics, using high speed
cinematography and kinetheodolites to track
during steady state descent
P0007 A72-10307
BRE6DET AIRCRAFT
Bind tunnel testing of Dassault-Breguet-Dornier
Alpha Jet twin engine trainer, emphasizing tests
for wing-empennage flutter and jet induced
interference effedts
P0357 A72-30077
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
Infrared spectrophotometer used for detection of
trace contaminants from Pegasus and Olympus
engines in aircraft cabin atmospheres
rQAD-BATS-17U] p0031 N72-10040
BRITISH AIRCRAFT COBP AIRCRAFT
D BAC AIRCRAFT
BROADCASTING
Eguipment for automatic recording and rebroadcast
of pilot reports on weather conditions
rFAA-NA-72-62] p06U3 N72-33153
BBOKEN CLODDS
0 CLOUDS (HETEOROLOGY)
BBOBINE COHPOONDS
Tetraflnorodibromoethane - A new fire
extinguishing agent in civil aviation
POU55 A72-35793
BOBBLES
Analysis and correlation of data on pressure
fluctuations in separated flow.
P0594 A72-43331
BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT
Buccaneer Bk 2 and F-tK Phantom takeoff and
landing performance improvement.due to boundary
layer control by leading and trailing edge blowing
P0233 A72-22973
BUCKLING
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING
Shallow parallel-edge sandwich shell buckling load
calculation using Rayleigh-Ritz method, with
application to sweptback wing panels
f.DLR-FB-71-30] p0171 N72-15879
Buckling due to transient compressive stresses in
aircraft panel during deceleration
A-113
BODGBTIHG SOBJECT IBOEZ
[F.SDD-700021 p0617 S72-33882
BODGETISG
HT FEDERAL BUDGETS
Federal.legislation inpact on airport and airway
system planning, considering budget and schedule
requirements
p0459 172-36777
BDFFBTIIG .
Prediction of flight penetration of wing buffeting
from Kind tunnel model dynanic .tests
flRC-CP-1171] . pOOU2 N72-11011
Bethod for estimating transonic buffet boundary
and Reynolds number effects for straight and
svept wings
p0073 N72-11857
Transonic wind tunnel determination of Reynolds
number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag
divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet
onset
p007<! H72-11861
Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet
loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect
ratio wing roots
P0078 N72-11886
Strain .gage measurements of buffeting properties
on wing-body combinations
p0470 N72-.26319
Flight tests to determine effects of moderate
deflections of wing leading and trailing edges
of F-104 aircraft buffet characteristics at
subsonic and transonic speeds
[NlSA-TN-D-6943] p0572 N72-30001
BOILDIBG B4TEBIALS
D CONSTRUCTION B1TERI1LS
BDILDIIG STEDCTDBES
D BUILDINGS
BOILDIHGS
Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning
ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land
use options
P0351 172-29561
Research report on sound and vibration measurement
in turbomachinery, aircraft structures, and
building structures
P0649 N72-33976
BULKHEADS
Forging technigues and applications for YF-121
aircraft Ti alloy bulkhead production,
considering diffusion bonding and die shimming
P0069 A72-fl«911
BDOT.AHCT
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical,
model for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects
on aircraft trailing vortex wake motion and
persistency
rilAl PAPER 72-02] p0130 172-16903
Buoyancy systems and parawings application in
short haul passenger transportation, discussing
VTO1 and STOL operations
P0106 A72-33183
BOOTS
Specifications, flight test, an'd evaluation of low
power radio buoys used for search and rescue
operations
fDLH-FB-71-110] . p0172 N72-26520
BDBBIBG ,
D COMBUSTION
BDRHISG PROCESS
0 COBBDSTION
BOBHTHG BATE
Effects of aerodynamic coefficients, launch
velocity, and burning rate on trajectory of
self-suspended.parachute flare
C1D-731683] p0217 N72-1695S
BUHBTBROUGH (F1ILOBE)
Interpretation of flat plate impingement pressure
and temperature data for jet engine combnstor
burnthrough flames
( AEROCHEM-TP-2611 p0265 1172-18953
BYPASSES
Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass
turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and
performance under various flight conditions and
engine ratings
p0600 172-11281
C-2 1IBCB1FT
Accelerated life tests to determine effects of
. arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft
structure •
 :
CAD-739331] pOISO H72-27036
C-5 AISCB1FT .
C-5A Galaxy aircraft systems and components
. maintainability program .
- • • • . . P0237-A72-23851
.Pilot'evaluation of C-5 automatic landing'system
in Category III weather environment . • '-
'.• '" • .'-p0310.iA72-27521 '
Tests to determine design feasibility of' ' ;'
unsurfaced soil facilities for operations of '•
C-5A aircraft i ' .'-'•' •'::.;••• • ,
[AD-735310] - •, . 1 . ' ' - -p0337. N72-21398
Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A
aircraft . : . - - ; . J -V »' '.« ••-
fAD-713968] :p062<l ?N72-.32058
C-5II AIBCBAFT . . . . . . - . : . • t;-..-i;i ..'.• v
C-54 ;A/B aircraft engine air .particle separator
antiice system design .features, .'manufacturing
technigues and testing - ;•.;: Lit--
p0177 A72-18769
C-130 AIRCRAFT - -: • > L'.'.'.3'. . < • • . ' •
Multichannel mnltispectral scanner system;for, NASA
C-130 earth resources aircraft,.Describing-- •
. electronic equipment and calibration sources •
. p0010 •-A72-10946
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew.•---.•"•
training program based on-systems approach''
. [AD-7270551.. " p0091 N72-12061
Destructive crack propagation and fatigue tests on
C-130 aircraft center wings • ' ••, :
[N1S1-CR-112008] . . p0112 B72-13881
AC-1301 aircraft empennage, using electrical • •
resistance strain gages
.rAD-737350] • ••: . p0385'.-N72-23037
Flight tests of EC-130E aircraft with X -band .
radome installed »
[ENE1-71TU5] pO«32 N72-25007
Flow measurements in, trailing, vortex with smoke
from ground-based generator, using Lockheed
Hercules - . ; - • •. .
[1TN-710U] p0519 N72-28277
C-131 AIBCB1FT . , . . . . . . - .
Procedure for using high frequency standard gain
ground reference antenna for calibrating C-131
and KC-135 aircraft for antenna radiation patterns
riD-740553] .p0532 N72-29131
C-135 -AIRCRAFT , . .
Procedure for using high frequency standard gain
ground reference antenna for.calibrating C-131
and KC-135 aircraft for antenna radiation' patterns
rip-7«0553] . 'p0532 N72-29134
CABIH 1TBOSPHERES , - , . , - -.-
Infrared spectrophptometer used, for detection' of
trace contaminants from Pegasus and 'Olympus
engines in aircraft cabin atmospheres • •
CQAD-BATS-171] , p0031 B72-100UO
Electromechanical device for recording infrared
gaseous oxygen spectra in pressurized aircraft
cabin atmosphere . . • - . , _ .
t,CL-1971-16] pO«2« N72-21H98
CABINS
Internal noisei reduction in hovercraft.
. p0458,A72-3657(t
CABLES
lerospace wire and cables testing methods
standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical
and chemical properties, coating thicknesses,
continuity, flaws, flammability, geometrical-
characteristics, e t c . . .
tSAE IS 1198] pOOOS 172-1038*
Equilibrium configuration of cable towed in .
circular path, presenting mnltivalned boundary
value problem mathematical analysis . . . - •
riD-737115] ' p0012 172-11132
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis of
.gaseous products arising from commercial-
aircraft cable coating pyrolysis
[R1E-TR-7113U] p0278 N72-19636
CABLES (BOPES) " . < . •
Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in
.uniform flow field, .calculating equilibrium '
configuration during coordinated turn from two
1-111
SOBJECT IBDEI CiSAED COHFIGUBATIONS
point boundary value problem namerical solution
P0195 172-21600
Fatigue testing of mechanical cables for arresting
gears
fiD-7339881 . P0257 N72-18273
Optimization and performance prediction of
computer simulated cable type aircraft recovery
system
[AD-740098] P0519 H72-28272
CADBIOH ALLOTS ' .
Cd-Te photodetectors for high temperature infrared
detectors of aircraft engine fires
riD-73*7851 ' ' . P0278 S72-19536
C4LCDLDS - . • I'
HT DIFFEBENTIAL .CALCDLDS
HT VOBTICITY. •.''.' :
CALIBBATIHG . ' , . - . . . .
NT BIND TUNHEL CALIBRATION
Flight test procedures for subsonic transport
'aircraft pitot static pressure system,
recommending trailing cone calibration method
• C.SAE AHP 921] pOOOS A72-10389
NF-8D aircraft variable stability system
ground/inflight calibration for determination of
flight control system dynamics effects on-flying
qualities
.-.-.« •.'-. -.,.;.,^  - . p0125 A72-16660
Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration
.. for interior measurements in turbine-engines,
lets.and exhaust nozzles
fOHEBA', TP HO. 982] P0231 A72-22815
Static pressure tube calibration for surface
pressure measurements in fIon over flat plate
and airfoil
P0232 A72-22937
System methodology application to filter design
for inertial reference unit calibration in
digital test station for FB-111 aircraft
navigation- system
P0237 A72-23820
Diagram and gain measurements regarding antennas
conducted with a helicopter for the range from
0.5 to 800 BHz
P05U9 A72-40545
In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial
measurement units. I - General formulation. II -
Experimental results.
P0551 A72-41079
Calibration of pressure sensors used to measure
aerodynamic noise '
fONEHA-TP-982] ; P0045 N72-11368
Calibration and performance of cosmic radiation
detector for Concorde supersonic transport
CFAA-AH-71-26] p0045 H72-11370
Test equipment and calibrating tests for lifting
rotor load and vibration measurements
fNASA-CR-114388] p0079 N72-11891
Jet engine calibration tests conducted in altitude
chamber to determine gross thrust values for
future engine and nozzle evaluations
rNASA-TH-I-2398] p0079 H72-11895
Instationary dynamic load measurements' on twin
bridge gage in wind tunnel tests '
p0470 N72-26347
Transonic wind tunnel calibration of-dual system
gust measuring probe
fARL/A-NOTE-334] p0484 N72-27426
CALIFOBHIA '
Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San
Francisco Bay area with engine emission and
climatological data
p0034 H72-10361
Analysis of economic and feasibility factors
pertaining to commuter oriented, short haul air
•transportation system in San Francisco,
•California area
fNASA-CB-114347] p0052 N72-11845
Analysis of adequacy of omnirange and distance
measuring equipment for navigation of T/STOL
aircraft in Los Angeles, California area
fFAA-BO-71-96] p0111 H72-13586
Environmental impact survey of taxivay
construction at Santa Barbara Hnnicipal Airport,
Calif.
fPB-201533-F] p0221 H72-17202
Aviation noise evaluations and projections for San
Francisco Bay region
CPB-20U035] p0254 H72-18035
Survey of rnnvay pavement condition at OS Naval
Air Station, Imperial Beach, California
fAD-7336561 p0276 H72-1930U
Dynamic simulation of air traffic operations in
San Francisco area to determine traffic capacity
[AD-727756] P0281 N72-19724
Analysis of noise pollution created by aircraft
operations in San Francisco, California area
P0515 N72-23013
Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at
Los Angeles International Airport, California
CPAPER-71-117] P0623 N72-32048
CABBEB
NT CONICAL CAHBER
NT iING CAHBER
Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade
performance test data for various cambers
•comparison with potential theory data
P0121 A72-16485
'Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible
fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
expansion
P0611 A72-45002
Nonplanar method for predicting incompressible
aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular wings
with circular-arc camber
CHASA-TH-I-67791] P0379 N72-22995
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge camber on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of thin, sharp-edge delta wing
rNASA-CS-2002] P0636 N72-32996
CABBBBED BUGS
Low speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on cambered wings of mild gothic planform of 1/4
aspect ratio
[ARC-CP-1163] p0081 N72-11907
Numerical analysis of influence of camber and
nonplanar wake on change of lift, vortex drag,
and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect
[TT-71-12] p0201 N72-15947
Development of approximate method for calculating
pressure distribution on thick cambered airfoil
in subcritical viscous flow
tFFA-AO-901] P0463 N72-26001
Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional
airfoils with variable camber and performance of
Bhitcomb supercritical airfoil
tAD-7H0369} p0529 N72-29012
Optimized design of conically cambered triangular
wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic
trailing edges for drag reduction without
leading edge suction
fARC-TB-2] p0571 N72-29992
Numerical representations of lift-curve slope and
aerodynamic center position of wings in
inviscid, subsonic flow
[ESDO-70011] ' p0617 N72-31991
CABEBA TUBES
Low light television camera tubes application to
navigation safety in congested areas,
reconnaissance and other watchkeeping system
' P018'1 A72-19070
CABBEAS
HT TELEVISION CAHERAS
Correlation functions for angular vibrations of
operating aerial camera during working cycle
P0232 A72-22947
Statistical analysis of reading accuracy of 35 mm
camera
fAD-738811) p0471 N72-26363
CANADA
Bole of air cargo in Canadian transportation for
period 1967 to 1987
P03U1 H72-21969
Effects of Canadian air traffic controllers strike
on economy and other transportation systems
p0378 N72-22969
Research projects conducted by National Research
Council of Canada from 1 Apr. to 30 Jun. 1972
rDHE/NAE-1972(2)]
 P0649 N72-33964
CANARD CONFIGURATION
Tail first /canard/ and tandem wing configurations
for natural STOL, discussing low cost aerial
work aircraft
P0143 A72-18285
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101, describing He-231
design development from tailsitter concept to
canard configuration with tilting wing-tip engines
A-115
CANNONS SOBJECT IBDEX
j P0183 A72-19251
Fighter aircraft maneuverability, range and
armament reguireaents, discnssinq canard vs
delta configurations
P0303 A72-26657
Vortex sheet simulation method for slender
wing-canard surface nonlinear interaction
investigation
P0413 472-33695
Bind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of close-coupled
, wing-canard configurations at Bach numbers from
1.60 to 2.86
tBASA-TN-D-6597] . p0165 S72-15000
Aerodynamic, characteristics of delta wing orbiter
in close proximity to synchronously oscillating
canard booster at Hach 2
fLTB-DA-181 P0365 B72-21992
CANNONS -
0 GOHS ( O R D N A N C E )
CANOPIES
Chemically strengthened glass for eject-through
frangible canopy design in aircraft emergency
escape systems, noting protection against
ejection injuries
P0306 A72-27016
Emergency escape from high performance military
aircraft in flight and on ground, using
explosive cord for transparent canopy material
breakup
P0306 A72-27017
Tables-and graphs of canopy geometry effects on
drag coefficients in cross parachutes
rAD-7310231 P0167 N72-15017
Pressure distribution, canopy shape, cord, and
fabric stresses for parachutes in steady descent
fDLB-FB-71-981 p0467 N72-26026
CAHTILEVEB BBAHS
Collocation method for coupled bending-bending
torsion vibrations of straight uniform
cantilever beam with asymmetric airfoil cross
section
P0405 A72-32908
CiBTILEVBB BEBBERS
NT CABTILEVSB BEAHS
CABTILEVEB BINGS
0 RINGS
CiPIllABV TUBES
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
p05«5 A72-40225
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout,, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
p0603 'A72-44451
CAPILLABY HiVES
NT GRAVITY WAVES
CAPTIVE TESTS
NT STATIC TESTS
Hind tunnel model instrumentation and captive
trajectory facilities for aircraft stability,
control and metric wing-pylon store tests for
performance and structural predictions ,
P0053. A72-12921
CABBIDES
NT SILICON CABBIDES
CABBOB
Carbon-carbon composite material for high
performance aircraft braking systems, noting
weight savings,and thermal .characteristics
improvements ,
P0312 A72-28093
CABBOH COBPOOHDS
BT POLYCABBONATES
NT SILICON CABBIDES
CABBOB FIBBBS
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for
subsonic turbofan engines, discussing weight and
fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance
test results
fSAE PAPEB 710771] pOOOS A72-10265
Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength,
performance properties, fabrication processes
and tooling concepts
fSlIE PAPEB EM 71-205] p0011 A72-10968
Price/demand/cost economic aspects of carbon fiber
reinforced plastics composites in aero-engine
applications
P0065 A72-14743
Carbon fiber resin composite characteristics for
airframe component design, comparing with metal
materials
P0065 A72-14746
Unidirectional carbon fiber composites effects and
use of stress envelopes in aircraft structure
design
• p0135 A72-16997
Environmental tests on carbon .fiber Vulcan
airbrake flap, including thermal cycling,
sustained loading, immersion, corrosion and
lightning strike tests • • ,: ~. .\ . .
. p0135 A72-16998
Carbon fiber laminates for helicopter-components
weight reduction
p0135 A72-16999
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber •
reinforced plastics spar;for,hovercraft,;
presenting mechanical properties test data for
different composite configurations
p0181 A72-19062
Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastics >.
materials feasibility for application toi >•-•
aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication
p0196 A72-21686.
Dynamic properties of thermosetting plastic
composites unidirectionally reinforced by/h'igh
elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for.,
aircraft structural applications
p0308 172-273*3
Graphite fiber-epoxy composite systems development
for F-5 aircraft landing gear door, speed brake,
leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal
stabilizer . i .
, P0312-A72-28097
Data generation for engineering design with
advanced composites. >
pO«54 A72-35653
Boron- and graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum
composites forming, processing and costs for
aircraft structural materials
, pOISU A72-35663
CABBOHATES
NT POLYCiBBONATES
CABBOHIZATIOH
Aircraft gas turbine engines synthetic lubricants
thermal stability characteristics, describing
coke deposition test apparatus and results
[ASLE PREPRINT 72AS 11] , p0350 A72-28971
CABBDBETOBS
Analysis of causes for carburetor ice formation
and recommended procedures to prevent icing .
[BTSB-AAS-72-1] . p0369 N72-22028
CABET ilBGS , . .
-Thin shock layer theory of lifting properties of
reentry caret and flat delta wings and -
waveriders at high incidence angles and Bach
number • •
P0018 A72-12345
V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15
deg angles of attack, investigating flow '
structure between wings by pitot tube rake
P0142 A72-18129
Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to strong
attached shock waves • . •
p0611 A72-45114
Theoretical pressure distributions on caret and
, plane delta wings for supersonic flow
tABC-CP-1178] . p0202 N72-15952
Free flight measurement of blunt leading edge
caret wing pressure and heat transfer at
supersonic speeds
[ABC-B/B-3679] - , p0267 N72-19007
CABGO
NT AIB CABGO
NT AIB HAIL
NT BAGGAGE
Prediction models for dynamic environment
experienced by cargo during air and rail
transportation
p0402 A72-32610
Computerized design of civil aircraft.using •
freight criteria in parametric analysis
fAD-727231]
 P0044 N72-11061
A-116
SOBJECT IHDEI CASCADES
LOB altitude airdrop system using inflation-aided
recovery parachutes for extraction - •
t AD-7353751! p0332 H72-21013
Energy used in intercity freight transportation by
water, rail, pipeline, track, and air, and
effect of fuel price increases
tB-804-SSF] p0390 U72-23979
Conference papers on shock and vibration including
specifications, mechanical impedance,"and .
transportation and packaging
C4D-739574] p0474 S72-26815
Dynamic input to cargo fron floor of cargo space
in selected military helicopters
p047» F72-26828
C1EGO AIBCHAFT
Super Guppy four engine aircraft characteristics,
performance and loading device for bulky cargo
air transportation -
p0300 172-25812
Dynamic input to cargo in turbojet aircraft
studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing
instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction
processes and results > • ' -
P0403 472-32625
Boeing 747-F cargo aircraft, describing onboard
and ground facilities for freight handling and
loading - J —^: ^. .-- -_-:-. -- -——
P0593 A72-43245
Minimum operational costs of passenger and cargo
transport aircraft, considering effects of
flight distance, vind conditions and 'Optimum
speed and altitude
P0603 472-44338
analysis of cost effectiveness of cargo
transportation by nuclear propelled aircraft and
impact damage tests of nuclear reactor
containment vessels • • . - • •
[NASA-TM-X-2425] p0096 N72-12604
C4EBIEE BODOLATIOH
Ti MODULATION
CABBIES RATES . •
4ircraft applications of composite signal ONEGA
configuration with phase data combined at
separate carrier with weighting coefficients,
discussing advantages over uncompensated
navigation systems
P0352 A72-29192
CABTBIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES
D ACTDATOBS
D EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
CASCADE FLOW
One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engines
rotating and static vane cascades, discussing
vibrations propagation - -
P0014 472-11584
Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade
performance test data for various cambers '
comparison with potential theory data
p0121 472-16485
Two dimensional cascade performance data •
correction for rotating blade 'row stream surface
inclination in axial flow turbines
p0121 472-16486
Finite pitch airfoil theory "relations for
turbomachine moving blade rows interference
effect on cascade flutter
P0121 A72-16488
Two dimensional cascade test of air-cooled turbine
nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics
and heat transfer properties
P0122 A72-16489
Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties, ••
discussing flow pressure experiments and theory
at different streamlines
P0122 472-16490
Flow visualization in supersonic axial compressor
by short exposure schlieren photography of shock
wave patterns in rotating annular cascade of
compressor blades
CONEB4, IP NO. 1026] p0136 472-17192
Viscous flow through movable and immovable
cascades of blades, determining velocity field
by airfoil center line vortex distribution
P0142.A72-18131
Cascading turbomachine blades vibration
measurement in subsonic and sonic high
temperature gas flows, describing test facility
p0147 472-18689
Numerical analysis of computing velocity
distribution in vortex row'cascade profiles by
method of singularities-
P0178 472-18787
Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade
cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in
transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines
P0233 472-23186
Linearized method of characteristics application
to supersonic*flow past oscillating flat plate
cascades'with supersonic leading edge locus
[4144 PAPEB 72-3773 p0287 A72-25401
Unsteady lift on airfoils in moving cascades with
inlet axial flow disturbances, estimating lift
on reference blade between blade channels
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-5] p0293 472-25608
Jet flaps for high turning compressor cascades in
incompressible axial flow, calculating *blade
pressure and jet slope distributions
[ASHE P4PEB 72-GT-16] P0293 A72-25615
Shocked flow and pressure loss computation for
axial flow compressor cascades, using time
- dependent finite difference technique
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-31] p0295 472-2562?
Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor
vaned diffnser design, comparing performance
results with-conventional diffuser data- • — -
[ASHE P4PEH 72-GT-39] p0295 472-25633
Supersonic turbine cascade flow properties and
pressure distributions on blades, comparing
calculated results with experimental data
[ASME PAPEB 72-GT-47] p0296 472-25639
Flow data reduction validity for supersonic axial
compressors, presenting experimental results for
rotating supersonic cascade
[ASME PAPEB 72-GT-100] p0299 472-25669
Computer program for gas turbine characteristics
and influence coefficients calculation, allowing
for cascade loss distribution during flow choking
P0314 472-28151
Telocity profiles for three dimensional turbulqnt
boundary layer on end wall of axial flow
compressor cascade passage under adverse
pressure gradients
P0405 472-32901
Dnsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in
turbomachine blade cascades supersonic flow,
discussing trends in fan and compressor technology
P0551 472-40969
Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the
unsteady flow through a blade-row with small
steady pitch and camber angle.
[ICAS P4PER 72-12] p0552 472-41137
The determination of a general relation between
the aerodynamic properties of a single airfoil
and those of the same airfoil arranged in an
arbitrary cascade.
P0614 472-45363
Suction side velocity distribution parameter
characteristic relationship to profile
geometrical parameters in turbine blade cascade
system j
P0614 472J-45366
4erodynainic characteristics of turbine blade'
cascades in unsteady incompressible and
compressible fluid flow, considering axial flow
turbine blades vibration
p0615 472-45524
Calculation of nonstationary lift and moment
coefficients for vibrating cascade of blades
P0158 N72-14292
Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on- cascade of airfoils
in unstalled conditions
[AD-735205] p0340 N72-21825
Boundary layer suction control for eliminating
corner separation in airfoil cascade
[AEC-B/H-SeeS] p0534 N72-29244
C4SCADE BIND T08HELS
Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination
for trajectories and velocities of suspended
particles in fluid flow through axial compressor
stage
p0175 472-18756
Besearches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. I, II.
P0560 472-41944
CASCADES
Turbojet engine compressor efficiency relationship
4-117
CASCADES (FLUID DTIiHICS) SUBJECT IHDEI
to cascade characteristics diagram, nsinq
influence coefficients
P0181 A72-18995
German monograph - Computational and experimental
investigations regarding the operational
characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow
conpressor with high perfornance per stage
P0490 A72-37490
CASCADES (FLUID DTBABICS)
0 FLUID DYNAHICS
CASCODE HOSFBT
0 FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
CASE HISTORIES
Private aircraft ownership and nse for family
travel and pleasure, discussing costs,
maintenance and operational problems
TAIAA PAPER 72-812] p0497 A72-38119
Corporate aircraft pilot contribution to accident
investigation in providing expertise, discussing
various case histories
p0508 A72-39751
CASES (COHTilHBBS)
Performance of axial flow compressor rotor with
different casing treatment configuration
fNASA-TN-D-6538] p0030 H72-10025
CASTING
Aircraft light alloy integral construction for
. stress concentration and fatigue failure
avoidance, describing continuous casting
process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw
testing procedures
p0185 A72-19725
Hetal forming techniques for gas turbine engines,
considering isothermal, radial and' powder
metallurgy preform forgings, contoured cross and
form rolling, and sgueeze casting
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-58] p0296 A72-25649
CASTINGS
nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests for
porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine castings
P0009 A72-10813
Effect of several geometrically different porous
: castings on rotor stall limit line and overall
performance"improvement
rNASA-TN-D-65371 p0078 S72-11888
Casting instruction manual for steels and
aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys in
aeronautical manufacturing
rHAE-LIB-TRANS-1557] p0259 H72-18501
CATALOGS (PDBLICATIOHS)
Catalog on capacity and efficiency of air traffic
control systems
fAD-737513] P0427 572-24683
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Possible catalytic reduction of stratospheric
ozone by nitrogen oxides emitted fron SST aircraft
roCHL-20568] pOOIS N72-11334
CATAPULTS
Aircraft launch envelope investigation for minimum
catapult end airspeed determination at carrier
bow, discussing optimum test pilot launch
technigue
p0106 A72-18498
Catapult steam ingestion test of tnrbofan engines
in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall
occurrences with temperature increase rate in
distorted region
P0176 A72-18760
Dynamic response index /DRI/ minimization for
personnel aircraft emergency catapult escape
systems to reduce injury probability
P0194 A72-21576
Simulator for physical forces experienced by
carrier aircraft during catapult launches and
arrested landings, considering external stores .
safe suspension
P0403 A72-32620
Cost effectiveness analysis to determine
feasibility of using catapult launch systems for
large commercial aircraft to reduce aircraft
noise problem
rFAA-EQ-71-1] P0085 S72-11941
Spring constants for shock analysis of aircraft
carrier catapult installations
[AD-729249] p0157 N72-14288
Evaluation of method for predicting performance of
steam catapults used for shipboard aircraft
launching
fAD-7428041 p0585 H72-31027
CATHODE BAY TUBES
Flight display systems current state and future
developments, discussing dual attitude
indicators and automatic chart systems CRTs,
engine displays and malfunction warning systems
P0056 A72-13423
Cathode ray tube recorder for remote airborne
photographic mission
p0060 A72-13711
Interactive computer graphics with three
dimensional real time CBT display of air combat
maneuvers 'for fighter pilot training
p0302 A72-26291
Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing
operational flexibility versus control and .
monitor complexities, economics, reliability and
human factors - . - - . - .
. . . p0404 A72-32636
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube
cockpit displays with micromesh optical filters
[DLR-FB-:71-73] p0322 H72-20216
Cathode ray tube terminals for air traffic control
teletypewriter systems
[AT-T7330-OT] . • p0626 .H72-32183
CAUCBY PROBLEM . . < -
Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft wing
profile, solving mixed Cauchy problem/. . •
p0013 'A72-.11178
CAVITATION ..-.r
U CAVITATION FLOB ' •'-'.
CAVITATIOH CORBOSIOH - , • ..' . v .
Cavitation failure of aircraft hydraulic plunger
pump elements from microscopic and .• • . •'•
netallographic analysis • . .
p0345 A72-28732
CAVITATIOH FLOB
Steady two dimensional cavity flow past infinite
number of airfoils using linearized theory
P0062 A72-14460
CEILIHGS (HETEOBOLOGI)
D.S.S.E. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and
landing minimum conditions for cloud ceilings
and visibility range for various aircraft
characteristics and equipment
p0361 A72-30820
CEILOHETEBS
U CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS
CELESTIAL BODIES
HI EARTH (PLAHET).
CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
Polar region performance of OHEGA navigation
system, noting addition of selectable grid
reference, multiple parallel DH system; manual
celestial computation and bearing resolver
p0353 A72-29200
CEHEHTS
Structural suitability and cost effectiveness of
ferro-cement for large subsonic wind tunnel
structures
[NASA-CR-i14501] p0648 N72-33916
CEHTER OF GRAVITY
Aft center of gravity travel effects on aircraft
longitudinal control response characteristics
[SAE PAPER 720318] p0290 A72-25581
Received signal spectrum gravity center and
effective antenna centers of airborne: Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight • .
P0303 A72-26730
CEHTEB OF PRESSURE . '
Aerodynamic center and center of pressure of
slender small aspect ratio wing near solid or
.free surface, determining angle of attack effect
p0351 A72-29131
CENTRAL NEBVOOS SYSTEB
HI SPINAL COBD
CENTRIFUGAL COBPRESSOBS
Compressible flow measurement and loss prediction
in radial vaneless diffuser in centrifugal
compressor, using hot-wire anemometers
P0238 A72-23861
Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor
vaned diffuser design, comparing performance
results with conventional diffuser data
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-39] p0295 A72-25633
Radial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing
blade loadings for various pressure ratios and
efficiency of rotor and diffnser
T&SHE PAPER 72-GT-52] p0296 A72-25644
A-118
SUBJECT INDEX CB-H7 HELICOPTBE
Hob and shroud boundary layer growth in .
centrifugal compressor vaneless diffusers, • '
comparing"predicted and measured performance-at
high pressure'ratio per stage* . -- • ' • - " .
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-54] ' "• "p0296 472-2561)5
Design considerations in'selecting geometries for
high pressure ratio single stage centrifugal
compressors " > - - ' :
riSHE PAPER 72-GT-91] p0298 A72-25665
"'Pressurized air assisted gas turbine fuel system,
describing single stage centrifugal
1
 .turbocompressor and rotary-lobe 'compressor •'•"
designs and performance characteristics ' ' '-
=".'• ">•." .'f-5 \ ,'-••
 P0456 A72-36043
FORTKAN'"proqram fo'r calculating velocities" in
meridional plane'Of centrifugal compressor •';'"'
i • rNASA-TN-D-6701]'' '"' '' •"'' • p02<!9 N72-17988
4nalytical correlation of centrifugal compressor
\j?. -design" geometry for maximum efficiency with
specif ic vspeedv' - - • "''"'
". rNA'SA'-TH-D-6729 ]••'•- •-•-: *'•' '" p0266 •';N72-19002
i":Diff user." effects on stable operations of'";' ' • •
.Kvcentrifugal compressor "stage ' ' • • • - . - •
[AD-730042] - " • p0282'N72-19855
{Design:Vand< performance of low turbulence wind ...
tunnels driven by centrifugal blowers • '•' ••" "' •' '
itlC-A'EBO—7.2-.10;] " ' " ' -- '• ' ;' p0468 N72-26,208
FOETE4H program-for4predicting total"efficiency -
V rspeci'f-ic rspeed characteristics of centrifugal
compressors .
rNASA-TM-X-2594] . p0513 N72-2799I) .
CBHTBIFDG&I. FOBCE ' "' ."
Rotational;; ceiitrifug'al- and Cori'olis force effects
on turbulent boundary'layer development,
discussing changes in structure and "shear stress
:\. distribution^
p0238 472-23870
Nonlinear, analysis of helicopter'rotor blade free
transverse ivibration": under, air and centrifugal
," • loadings: during forward flight, using matrix
method " ''' • :' •' ' ' • • •
"•:,-. <:.•:-, «i-.-.< "..-"• -• •- " p'039U'-A72-31407
CEHTBIP0611 PDHPS , .' •"..•- • ,'
Military-, let engines1 centrifugal- fuel :pu'mps power
reguirements for throttled 'operation, noting
--> pressure stability improvement at low flow rates
pOU56 472-360UV
Inlet throttle centrifugal fuel pumps'for .jet ' " - ,
engine augmentation, discussing design features,
performance, noise, life and reliability '
characteristics •" '
.-•• "••• '-.••'. • • ' - - . " pOU56 472-360411
Combined.centrifugal oil filter,~pump and •
deaerator-for qas turbine engine lubrication
systems, noting" heat transfer effectiveness
'. i increase ''••''•,
pO«56 A72-36050
Deterioration of shaft-bearings of electromotor
driving.aircraft centrifugal-fuel pump,
determining lateral force acting on impeller '
--- " " ' • 'V . P0598 472-U3663
Nethod for evaluating liquid pump operational and
functional .performance characteristics
[AD-737713.1 •• '"' '-•..• ' • p0125 N72-24541
CEITHIFOGES' ' ' • .
NT HOH4N "CENTEIPDGES. . "" ' • • ' • ' ' ' . -"
CEHTHIFDGIHG-STRESS ": ' "• ' - -'
Aircraft qas turbine'rotating disks thermal and
: mechanical stresses under variable.thermal
conditions, describing test assembly
•• ' ' p0014 472-11637
CEITBIPETAL FOBCE -- '
Optimal-modes of operation of"a ' '
centripetal-compressor wheel .with preswirling of
• the flow ' " •
P0616'472-45622
CBBAH4L PBOTBCTIVE C04TIHGS • " . - " •
0 CEBBETS . .- : • • " -
D PEOTECTIVE CO4TINGS ' '•
CEB4HICS : . " , " ' '
Ceramic fiber'reinforced Hi base alloy for gas
turbine blades-; inproying creep resistance at-
hiqh temperatures '
" • » •• " p0227 A72-22396
CEHHEIS - • • • ' • • .
Aircraft power plants sealing materials,
emphasizing porous'cermet seals heat resistance
under thermal cyclic loads ' ;
' .'• • P0147 472-18658
CEBTIFICATIOH , .
 f .
Boeing 747B growth model FAA certification,
discussing engine thrust, fuel capacity, taxi
and flight weights and aircraft noise reduction
fS4E PAPER 7107531 . . pOOOU 172-10251
Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing
ground and flight test programs for performance,
flying gualities and structures fatigue
properties evaluation
[SAE PAPEB 710756] pOOOU 472-10253.
Structural requirements for normal category
plastic aircraft civil certification, noting
compliance with Federal Aviation Begulations
TSAE PAPEB.720304] . p0288 A72-25568
Inspectability criteria for airframes with fatigue
fail safe design requirements for small airplane
certification
[SAE PAPEB 720310] ' . p0289 A72-25574
Fatigue certification.of general aviation aircraft
in Australia, describing ground taxi load
-spectra and endurance and rad'iographic
"inspection of laminated spar caps
tSAE PAPER 720311] . , . p0289 .472-25575
FAA policy in issuing civil airport operating .
certificates and establishing minimum safety
standards
^. _^ p0409 A72-33330
AutoTand' systenf flight'testing in Trident 3B and
British Civil Aviation Authority approval for
IC4O Cat 3a weather
" . p0411,A72-33539
FAA implemented airport certification legislation
covering 'minimum safety standards, operation
manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service
and pavement requirements
P0460 A72-36785
4 time-frequency "localization system applied to
acoustic certification of aircraft.
[4IAA PiPER 72-836] p0505 A72-39Q91
Design and certification for executive type
aircraft. ; '
p0608 472-44730
Fan jet Falcon design and certification tests.
P0608 A72-44731
-The fatigue and fail-safe p'rogram for the
certification of the Lockheed Model 286 rigid
rotor helicopter. . . ...
, p0608 A72-44733
Development and functions of.organization for
multinational certification of supersonic aircraft
!. p0040 N72-11029
CESSNA ilBCHlFT .
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
DC-9 on scheduled flight with Cessna 206 near
Raleigh, North Carolina, 4 December, 1971
rNTSB-AAB-72-13] p0466 N72-26018
Investigation' of midair collision of Boeing 707
commercial aircraft and Cessna 150 hear Edison,
New Jersey on 9 January, 1971
[NTSB-AAB-72-16] p0479 N72-27025
CESSNA BILITIBT ilBCBWT •
0 HIIITABI AIRCEAFT
CBSSHA 210 AIBCBAFT"
Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven-hydraulic
power pack for landing gear system, noting
engine and fliq'ht tests . . -
[SAB PAPER 720327] p02?1 472-25589
CH-U6 BELICOPTEB
Full scale airframe fatigue testing of the CH-46.
fAHS PREPRINT 671] ' p0448 A72-34511
Reliability engineering of aft transmission
planetary carrier be'aring nut in mechanical
drive assembly of CH^46 helicopter
TAD-743073] ' ' v 'p0587 Ny2-31037
CB-H7 HZUCOPTEB . . ' .
Variable tuning vibration absorber for control of
rotor, induced structural vibrations in CH-47
helicopter
p0216 N72-16874
Design, development, and evaluation, of
glass-reinforced epoxy rotor blades on CH-47
helicopter
[AD-738203] p0423 N72-24033
Analysis of failure rate for rotary wings on CH-47
helicopter and determination of
mean-ti«e-between-failure leading to final
replacement
[AD-739568] ' . p0516 N72-28022
A-119
CH-51 HELICOPTER SUBJECT INDEX
Helicopter payload gains utilizing water injection
for hot day power augmentation
fNASA-TH-X-62195] p0639 H72-33027
CH-51 HELICOPTER
S-614 Skycrane helicopter current and anticipated
applications in commerce and industry,
considering logging operations in ecologically
sensitive or rugged areas, bridge construction,
etc ' •' '
P0406 A72-33185
Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-51B Skycrane
helicopter.
CABS PSEPEIKT 670] P01U8 172-31510
Construction of CH-54 helicopter components from
boron/epoxy materials and guality control
program to determine service life of components
rNASA-CR-1121011 p0529 N72-29009
CHAIHS
D SEATS
CHALCOGEHIDES
NT NITRIC OXIDE
NT NITROGEN OXIDES
NT NITROUS OXIDES
CHAHCE-VOOGHT BTLITARY AIRCRAFT
D MILITARY AIRCRAFT
CHANNEL FLOf
Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of
disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity
wake pattern, applying results to flapping wing
mechanics
p02«7 A72-25129
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
Microelectronics and rotary transformers for
obtaining reliable data channels in rotating
shaft system
fNASA-TH-X-68112] p0580 N72-30776
CHAOTIC CLOUD PATTERNS
U CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)
CHAPHAN SHEAR LATER
D SHEAR LAYERS
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS
U EIGENVALUES
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS
U EIGENVALUES
CHARACTERISTIC METHOD
U METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
CHARGE SEPARATION
U POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
CHARTS
NT FLOS CHARTS
NT GRAPHS (CHARTS)
CHECKOUT
Turbojet aircraft engine overhauling planning and
execution, discussing dismantling, washing,
galvanic treatments, acceptance checks and
guality controls
P0118 A72-16014
Parametric approaches to statistical burn-in or
debugging problems in aircraft reliability
analysis
p03«3 A72-28363
System for evaluation of aircraft diagnostic and
inspection equipment performance characteristics
fAD-7332831 p0255 .N72-18011
Checkout of multipoint sampling rake and exhaust
emission of turbofan engines
fPB-207321} • pO»35 N72-25593
CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
U TEST EQUIPMENT
CHEHICAL ANALTSIS
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT KABL FISCHER REAGENT
NT SPECTHOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
High pressure cannular combustor with continuous
analytical and sampling system for simulated gas
turbine engines emission measurements
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-881 p0298 A72-25663
Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance
of naval aircraft to determine possible
contribution to water pollution
rAD-730*731 P0168 N72-15138
CHEHICAL COMPOSITION
Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition
effects on antiwear characteristics in sliding
friction and rolling simulation experiments
p0350 A72-29073
Jet fuel specifications for military and civil
aircraft
p0016 N72-11669
CHEHICAL ELEMENTS
NT ALUMINUM '
NT BORON
NT CARBON
NT GOLD
NT IRON
NT LIQUID NITROGEN
NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
HT REFRACTORY METALS
NT SULFUR
NT TUNGSTEN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Technical utilization and transfer of chemical
discoveries to solving aeronautical problems
[NASA-TM-I-621861 - p0587 N72-31114
Engineering information service for aeronautical
engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical
engineering, industrial fluid mechanics, and
stress and strength , .-
P0649 N72-33962
CHEHICAL EXTINGUISHERS
U FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
CHEHICAL FUELS ' - .
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS . '
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
CHEMICAL KINETICS ,
U REACTION KINETICS . ,. . -.
CHEHICAL LASERS .
Improved chemical lasers and current limitations
of radomes , •, , .
[AD-7262021 . P009I* N72-12118
CHEHICAL MACHINING , . . ; , • .
NT ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
CHEHICAL PROPERTIES -, . •
NT THERHOCHEHICAL PROPERTIES
Lime, cement, fly ash and sand combination.airport
pavement design and testing, discussing material
structural and' chemical properties, compressive
strength, costs, etc
P0017 A72-12023
Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids,
comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters chemical properties with water based
products
P0200 A72-22160
Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability
and severity during aircraft ground crash,
investigating physical and chemical properties
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-28] P0294 A72-25624
Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion*efficiency and
production
P0509 A72-39930
Russian book - Handbook of aircraft materials.
P05<18 A72-40159
Thermodynamic. and chemical properties of JP-1 jet
fuel for 1970
tAD-733352] p0263 N72-1876*
Chemical and structural properties of urethane .
elastomers and resistance to rain erosion
[AD-737621] POH26 N72-2U618
Discussion of aircraft fuels and lubricants to
include production, analysis, testing and fire
safety
TAGARD-AR-H*1 P0187 N72-27811
CHEHICAL PROPULSION
NT HYBRID PROPULSION
CHEHICAL REACTIONS
NT CARBONIZATION
NT ENDOTHEHMIC REACTIONS
NT HYDROGENATION
NT OXIDATION
NT PYHOLYSIS
CHEMICAL TESTS
NT CHEHICAL ANALYSIS
BT GAS ANALYSIS
NT KARL FISCHER REAGENT
NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
CH2HICALS
Surface stabilization of snow on helicopter
landing fields by chemical treatment
fAD-738561) p0519 N72-28271
CHBHONUCLBAR PROPULSION
U NUCLEAR PROPULSION
CHILLING
U COOLING
A-120
SUBJECT IHDBI CIVIL AVIATION
CHOICE
0 SELECTIOH
CHOKES (BESTBICTIOSS)
Tests to determine acoastic and aerodynamic
performance of two choked flow inlets under
static conditions
CHASA-TB-I-2629] p0632 N72-32765
CBBOBIDB ALLOYS
KT CHEOHiaH STEELS
CHBOHIDB STEELS
Ar-H microplasma Melding of thin Cr steel sheets
with narrow seaas for aircraft engines and
precision equipment casings
p0228 A72-22508
CBBOHOTBOHS
0 TIHE LAG
CHOGGIHG
D COHBOSTION STABILITY
CHDTES
Aircraft emergency evacuation systems, discussing
door designs, inflatable escape slide and
slide/lifeboat combination
P0563 A72-K2520
CINEFLOOBOGBAPHT
0 HOTION PICTOBES
D RADIOGRAPHY
CIHEBADIOGBAPHT
D HOTION-PICTORES-. :_ . - .
D BADIOGBAPHY
CIBCLES (GEOBETBI)
NT GBEAT CIBCLES
CIBCDIT BBEAKBBS
sizing new generation aircraft wire and circuit
breakers utilizing computer techniques. '••:'
p6»53 A72-35568
CIBCDIT PBOTECTIOH
The lightning arrestor-connector - A new concept
in system electrical protection.
pOSOU A72-38989
CIBCOITS
BT ANALOG CIBCOITS
NT ELECTBIC BBIDGES
HT FEEDBACK CIBCOITS
NT FIBE CONTROL CIBCOITS
BT FLOIDIC CIBCOITS
NT GATES (CIBCOITS)
NT INTEGBATED CIBCOITS
NT LOGIC CIBCOITS
NT HATRICES (CIBCOITS)
NT POWEB SOPPLT CIRCDITS
NT BLC CIBCOITS
NT SWITCHING CIBCOITS
CIBCOLAB CYLISDEBS
Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power
reguirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis
with division of near and far flow fields
p0195 A72-21608
CIBCOLAB PLATES
Sonic boom duration effects on thin circular
elastic plate transient axisymmetric vibration
via Hankel and Laplace transforms •
pOU57 A72-36409
CIBCOLAB SHELLS
Estimating aeroelastic stability and forced
response characteristics of thin walled,
circular cylindrical shells
TAD-733370] • p0250 N72-17996
CIBCOLATIOB
NT ATMOSPHERIC CIBCOLATION
Becirculation mechanism in -fet powered V/STOL
- aircraft
(BBVG-FBWT-71-12] p0036 H72-10828
'CITIES
Human tolerance to noise pollution created by
helicopter landing site in central London
[P-181O P0087 N72-11953
CI?IL &TIATIOH
General and commercial aircraft service needs in
air transportation, considering FAA and CAB
roles and policies
p0015 A72-11716
Civil aviation air transportation contributing
factors to American economy, considering
disposable income, airline fares and time-trend
variable
P0016 A72-11721
Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude
equipment covering air conditioning systems,
oxygen equipment and cabin pressurization
p0018 A72-12295
Soviet book on coarse-indicating systems and
automatic navigation aids for civil aviation
aircraft covering design, operation principles,
error analysis and reliability
p0018 A72-12298
Civil aviation communication systems, discussing
short and long range communications, satellite
channel capacities, digital data link systems,
ATC, weather broadcasts, etc
P0055 A72-13116
American civil aviation future development,
discussing passenger and freight markets growth,
aircraft types and FAA role
p0066 A72-1H811
Civil aircraft technological constraints and
regnirements, discussing noise, congestion and
performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOL,
VTOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports
p0115 A72-1577U
Canadian STOL design, development, production,
airports and civil air transportation applications
P0115 A72-15775
Civil aviation B and D policy study, showing
priorities for aircraft noise and congestion
abatement and short haul systems
P0115 A72-15780
Botary wing aircraft design features and
performance, discussing military and civilian
helicopters and future developments
p0126 A72-16731
French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 Le Bourget
" Air Show, discussing design and performance
characteristics of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle,
Corvette, Falcon, Fregate, STOL-A-90U and Hercure
P0136 A72-17193
Federal Air Begulations procedures for civil
transport aircraft flight testing under natural
and/or simulated icing conditions
p0117 A72-18501
Future civil air transport trends, considering
passenger and cargo growth, travel freguency per
capita income and STOL market
P0199 A72-22150
LOI supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
breathing oxygen
tSAE-AIB 1223] p0301 A72-26030
Charter air traffic regulations under Geroan air
law, discussing legal safeguards relative to
economic, personnel, technical and
organizational aspects
P0303 A72-26559
Trends in civil ATC discussing plans to increase
terminal capacity, surveillance system and use
of multiple synchronous satellites for ocean
travel efficiency improvement
P0307 472-27103
Instrument landing systems specifications for
civil and*military aviation, suggesting
replacement type development based on existing
configurations
p0307 A72-27110
STOL aircraft role in civil aviation, discussing
short range operation, ATC, reduced noise and
weather capability
p0310 A7.2-27518
Civil aviation approach and landing guidance
systems evolution, discussing ILS development,
state of art and future reguirements
p0350 A72-2901U
y/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air
traffic, discussing present technology and
investment costs in comparison with advanced
ground transportation systems
P0357 A72-30076
O.S.S.B. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and
landing minimum conditions for cloud ceilings
and visibility range for various aircraft
characteristics and equipment
p0361 A72-30820
Avionics equipment for signal processing onboard
civil aircraft to improve flight safety,
discussing uses of OHEGA navigation system and
digital computers
P0393 172-31178
Low cost microwave scanning beam landing systems
for interim instrument landing system
replacement in civil aviation
A-121
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p0399 A72-32217"
Rational airports system for OK civil air •
transportation, discussing economic,
operational, accessibility and social aspects
pOUOO A72-32321
ATC system organization in terms, of optimal ' '
operating conditions for civil and military
airspace users, discussing navigation systems,
human factors, eguipnent reliability, etc
POU01 A72-32155
Hanaqement information system role in cost :
effective civil and military aircraft
operations, discussing hardware modification and
human resources and communication system
adaptation
POB01 A72-32158
Air cushion landing system application for civil
air transportation, discussing operation,
braking and parking • - ' ' ~
pO«06 A72-33184
Commercial airport and air transport service
economic impacts on business and industrial
communities
pOKOS A72-33312
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,''
Lebanon, November-December 1971
' ' pO«09 A72-33326
Major civil airport planning, discussing
information gathering and processing for
aviation demand, aircraft movements revenue and
cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation
P0109 A72-33327
Major civil airport passenger and cargo terminal
complex design and layout planning, discussing
various facilities and equipment reguirements'
pOU09 A72-33329
FAA policy in issuing civil airport:operating' '
certificates and establishing minimum safety
standards •" •
P01409 A72-33330
STOL aircraft for civil transport applications,
considering optimum design concepts, noise
reduction and terminal facility reguirements'~;'•
pO»09 A72-33331
Developing countries civil aviation airlines
evolution, considering government fund
allocation, international money credibility, * ''
skilled manpower, equipment, fare and tourism
expansion .
P0109 A72-33332
Commercial airlines aircraft selection factors,
considering size, range, economics, traffic,
runway guality, maintenance and operating costs,
reliability and cargo handling
P0109 A72-33333
Environmental considerations in- airport development.
p0459 A72-36778
USSR electric impulse de-icing system design.
P0461 A72-37033
The future of general aviation in Europe. -'••' '
.pOH62 A72-37093
Supercritical aerodynamics technology, noting
lifting surface cross sectional profile and
structural weight reduction
P0191 A72-37678
Inertial platform pursuant to ABINC-571
specifications, noting capability for
integration into surface navigation system or
autonomous operation '
p0493 A72-37799
Future aspects of business aviation, discussing
pilot training and aircraft reliability and
maintenance in context of flight safety
p0507 A72-39741
Corporate business aviation performance record iii -
light of aircraft accident statistics, noting
high percentage of approach-landing accidents
and means for improvement
P0507 A72-39743
Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and
noise annoyance international standards for
civil aircraft noise reduction
p0508 &72-39803
Airlines reguirements for European airbus,
discussing design of aircraft structure,
control, .pressurized cabin and propulsion system
p05t5 A72-U0174
A method of solving the operational planning
problem for an engineering aircraft base
"' • pOSUS A72-40178
An air traffic controller's view on area
navigation and ATS requirements related thereto.
. . P0548 A72-40299
Application of the head-up display /HDD/ to a
' '' commercial jet transport.
' • • ' • ' . . . 'p0556 A72-41256
Economic and social aspects of commercial aviation
at supersonic speeds.
• tICAS P.APEB 72-51] p0559 A72-41851
Bnssian book - Aviation meteorology.
. ' P0560 A72-12024
Reports of accidents involving missing aircraft of
OS general aviation for 1968
[HISB-AMH-71-U] ' ' p0031 N72^-100<H
Proceedings of conference on aviation maintenance
in 1970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City,
•Oklahoma, December 8-10, 1970 • ' •" - ' !
' ' ., ' '.
 ;PP039 H72-11019
Predictions of aircraft maintenance .procedures to
be employed during 1970 to 1980 time period
.. ' : .' . ' ,'_ 'p0041 H72-11033
Computerized design of civil aircraft using •,
freight criteria in parametric analysis . '
' -[AD-727231] . , p004<) N72fl1061
Analysis of economic and" feasibility .'factors'.;
pertaining to commnter oriented," short ha'iir'air
transportation system in San Francisco; ^
' California area . .' ' ' '"" ' ' ,' -
rNASA-CE-11l(3a7] ; _. ''' p'0p52 N72fli81»5
FAA aircraft noise abatement program,',. - ' '. v "';
" ' ' "' "
I
'0088lH72ii958
. ., . . .
Summaries of ^lectures presented' at^annual-'national
aviation system planning review''conference
rBRCNH-2] •'"• ' v' "p0099 N72-12969
Conference on technological concepts 'fpr^  future .
transport aircraft .developnents in civil aviation
' tHASA-SP-292] ' ^ . ;p0102l( N72- 12995
Advanced .technologies for future'' .transport, * . .'
'aircraft concepts in civil aviation ;' ' ' " ' • '
' '
V
. . .
Supersonic aerodynamic design technology, for' civil
aircraft . " . ' ' . - '
' ' ' ' N72-12999
Technology assessments for advanced..aircraft
performance, utility, safety,' and public ' '' . "
acceptance :-'j . • • • ( •
:
 . ' ... - , . . - . . pOIOit N72-13013
Technological 'developments for improved helicopter
design and bp'erati'onal capabilities' ' - • • • •
' " ' . . ' . . . P0105 N72-13015
Advanced technology applicati9nsj for improving '
 f
STOL transport aircraft aerodynamics, ' ;
propulsion, structure^ and fiight~dyriamics .
:
 'pblp'5'"'H72-13016
Advanced technologies 'for subsonic-t'rahsdhic *; . '
conventional takbf f and' landing' transport
aircraft development .' . ' •'
' ' ' • : ' " • ' '
 7 ''.I1', ".' ':'''p(3105.H72i;13_qi7
Technology advances for' setond'qeneration ', . ;
supersonic' trarispbrts " ' " " '' ' '" ' ' ' ' '
. . . . . . . . PQ105 N72-13019
Analysis of commercial aircraft traffic 'during
prime travel hours and effect 'of ' unrealistic
scheduling on extent of congestion' .'-••.-
TAD-725326] p0154_ N72-ia'o'09.
Urban general aviation airport economics^'
planning^ and management " ' :' .'. '' ' ;
rNASA'-CS-114ll061 • '• ' •'"' ;o0169' N72-152im
Data recording program and analysis 'technigue for
determining airworthiness of civil aircraft from
1962 to 1969 , . . ." ' >J
[BAE-TE-7103U] • ••''• ' ;p0205 H72-15975
Data recording and-'evaluation-of hard'landings ' '
encountered by subsonic'civil jet aircraft in
airline operations noting role'of flare maneuvers
rSAE-TR-70187] ' • ' " ; ' •• ' p0205 H72-15976
Air transportation benefits and impactsron , ' ' '
urbanization • '' -' • • .
riD-7318581 p0205'N72-'15979'
Review of 0S civil aircraft accident data with ' ' • .
related statistics on air carrier operations and'
safety records for year 1969 ' •
fPB-203183] p0220 N72-17.01 6 ."
Supplemental issue of aircraft accident'reports
-for calendar"year-1969 '' ' ' ' *'u
fPB-2029tO] ' ",' ' •'•'•" p0220 N72-1.7017
Proposed method to-automate-operational'functions
concerned with nationwide monitoring'of air
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traffic control system and control of air
traffic flows
fAD-7317221 .' P0223 N72-17594
Historical reviev and present status analysis of
~ civilian aviation in OSSB
fAD-7340691 ' F0271 N72-19044
Special events of meteorological origin affecting
civil let aircraft operations obtained from
flight recorders for period Jan. 1966 to Bov. 1968
tARC-CP-1188] p0280 B72-19687
Numerical analysis of flight planning and air
traffic control procedures for civil aviation
tAD-7348811 p0281 H72-19728
Compilation and analysis of civil aviation
accidents occurring during calendar year 1970 to
show conditions, circumstances, and probable cause
fBTSB-BA-71-3-ISSDE-21 p0320 H72-20021
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of life support systems for civil
aircraft environmental control
tJPHS-55454] P0322 B72-20.107
Briefs of OS general aviation aircraft accidents
involving missing aircraft and missing aircraft
later recovered during' 1969
rPB-2050971 P0333 B72-21021
Report of aircraft accident involving Aero
Commander aircraft at Aspen,'Colorado on 22
January, 1970
[PB-206562] P0386 B72-23044
Vehicle technology for civil aviation for
seventies and beyond
[HASA-SP-292-SOPPl] p0390 B72-23974
Forecasts,of aviation activity for fiscal years
1972 to 1973 to indicate expected status of
commercial and general aviation
[AD-738360] p0423 H72-24034
Senate report on transportation of Government
civil and military passengers and cargo by civil
and military air carriers
' tS-REPT-92-503] p0438 H72-259U8
FAA national policies on overall missions and
criteria for major subsystems
tREPT-1000.27-APP-1l p0438 B72-25949
Laws governing military use of civil aircraft
P0438 H72-25960
Design of security system for civil aviation cargo
transportation
P0526 H72-28985
Review of civil aviation accidents in DS to
determine incidents involving material failures
P0541 B72-29914
Analysis of midair collisions in OS civil aviation
for 1969 to 1970 to determine areas of
commonality as accident prevention measure
tHTSB-AAS-72-6] P0623 B72-32046
Principles of construction and operation of
heading indicators used in civil aviation
CJPBS-570311 P0630 F72-32640
Analysis of effects of minimum transportation
regulation on development of tourism and
resulting expansion of airline operations
p0635 B72-32984
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
occurring in OS Civil Aviation operations during
calendar year 1970
tPB-210121] p0642 B72-33045
CL-84 AIRCRAFT
Aerodynamic characteristics of CL-84 tilt wing,
V/STOL aircraft and comparison with handling
gnalities criteria documents
p0620 B72-32023
CLADDIBG
Cyclic furnace oxidation of cobalt alloy 81-52
clad with nickel and iron alloy.foils for
aircraft gas turbine stator vane's
r.HASA-TH-D-6730] . p0324 B72-20492
Corrosion resistant claddings for high strength
aluminum alloys
tAD-743311] pO~645 B72-335U7
CUBE T AIRFOIL
0 AIBFOIL PROFILES
CLASSIFICATIOBS
HT HIERARCHIES
CLEAIERS
BT AIB FILTERS
Surface properties and soil retention of aircraft
painted with polyurethane paint, and
requirements for aircraft cleaner
fAD-736971] p0426 H72-24613
CLEAR AIB TOBBULBBCB
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature
horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing
CAT at supersonic transport heights
P0063 A72-14676
CAT inducing atmospheric conditions effects on SST
flight, discussing turbulence in convective
clouds and kinetic energy spectra of atmospheric
motions
P0064 A72-14693
CAT detection by airborne laser Doppler radar and
ground based ultrasensitive microwave Doppler
radar methods
p0067 A72-14822
Airborne remote CAT- detection equipment, examining
pulsed Doppler laser and IR radiometry
P0068 A72-14831
Horizontal temperature variations relation to
stratospheric CAT based on 0-2 flight data
p0228 A72-22438
Microwave eguipoent and technology application for
instrument landing, terminal ATC, millimeter
wave CAT detection and satellite communications
P0239 A72-24036
High level Canberra flight for three dimensional
picture of wind and temperature fields, showing
. CAT, gravity waves and smooth flight
characteristics . — -
P0311 A72-27709
Aircraft flight conditions effect on low altitude
critical air turbulence in terms of gust
velocity components for CAT prediction
P0348 A72-28861
Synoptic meteorological parameters vs CAT
encountered in stratosphere by XB-70 airplane,
presenting freguency distributions and
probability tables
P0349 A72-28867
Persistent intense CAT in upper level frontal
zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical
wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity
P0356 A72-29622
Meteorological data analysis for CAT encounter of
Boeing 747 flight over Bantncket Island on 4
Bovember 1970
P0411 A72-33525
Atmospheric turbulence and the ATC system.
p0462 A72-37049
Badar detection of clear air turbulence by region
of disturbed refractive index associated with it
P0159 B72-14343
Processing and analyzing clear air turbulence data
collected by F-100, and F-106 aircraft
[AD-732878] p0222 B72-17302
Wake and clear air turbulence, wind shear, upsets,
. thunderstorms, and turbulence mapping
fAD-7321171 p0222 B72-17579
Clear air turbulence radiometric detection program
for alerting aircraft
fAD-733762] p0261 B72-18641
Observations of clear air turbulence in
stratosphere by high altitude subsonic, aircraft
rBLL-B-22069-(5828'.4F) ] • p0279 B72-19682
Development of technignes and equipment for
conducting programs to identify presence of
clear air turbulence and warn high altitude,
high speed aircraft
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-19] p0325 B72-20554
Automated forecasting of clear air turbulence by
multidimensional contingency tables
fAD-735941] p0338 B72-21604
Analysis of aircraft accidents caused by
atmospheric turbulence during period 1964 to 1969
rBTSB-AAS-71-1} p0368 B72-22020
Correlating seasonal and diurnal variations of
thunderstorm turbulence of anomalies in loads
with seasonal behavior of subtropical jet over
lestern Australia
fHETEOBOL-STDDt-211 p0372 H72-22598
Analysis of clear air turbulence and related
atmospheric structure based on data from
Jindivik aircraft operating close to loomera
aerological station
fHETEOHOL-STODI-20] P0372 B72-22599
Effects of upper atmosphere turbulence on
operation of supersonic transport aircraft and
methods for advance detection of atmospheric
turbulence " •
fBLL-l!-22437-(5828.4F) ] p0477 B72-27009
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Heather predictions for Concorde test fliqhts and '
problens of forecasting stratospheric
temperature and clear air turbulence " '
rHLL-B-22439-(5828.4F) ) PODS'* H72-27638
Bind, temperature, and clear air turbulence in
middle and upper stratosphere '. . :>
fNLL-S-22438-(5828.4?)] p0520 N72-28304
Development of radiometric sensor to varn aircraft
pilots of reqion of clear air turbulence alonq
fliqht path
fNASA-CASB-ERC-10081] p0520 N72-28437
Corrected vind measurement and dust velocity for
airplane motion - LO-1OCAT project
[AD-7398751 P0522 H72-28659
Physical models of clear air turbulence based 'on
summertime observation of turbulent zones - '*'
FAD-743691} p06U6 N72-33623 •
CLIHATOLOGY " ..<•
NT BICHOCLIBATOLOGY
Thunderstoro encounter probability at SST
altitudes for selected cross country routes,.,
usinq radar observation data
P0348 'A72-28853
Bathematical criteria for probable and potential
aircraft icinq occurrence, usinq radiosonde and
empirical climatoloqical data
p03»8 A72-28856
Climatic chanqes due to stratospheric perturbation
by propulsion effluents .of hiqh altitude
aircraft fliqhts
r-AIAA PAPER 72-658] p041« A72-34076
Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San
Francisco Bay area with enqine emission and
climatoloaical data
. . p0034 H72-10361
CLIBBIHG FLIGHt .
STOI aircraft minimum noise takeoff trajectories
determination, takinq into account enqine thrust
and listeners distance from noise source
CAIAA PAPER 72-6651 . p0414 A72-34072
Hoise reduction for climbinq takeoff and V/STOL
aircraft affectinq stability ..:1
fDlB-FB-71-101 P0012 B72-110UO
Supersonic transport aircraft and BAC 221 aircraft
piloted fliqht simulation near zero rate climb
velocity for determininq aircraft .maneuver •
controllability at low speed . • • ••
r.iRC-CP-1165] p0043 N72-11018
Fliqht test of F-8 aircraft to determine minimum
time enerqy climbs based on enerqy state
approximation
TAD-738018] P0423 N72-24035
Derivation of equations for determininq climb
performance of aircraft based on enerqy
considerations
fESDO-70023] p0637 N72-33007
CLOCK PAEADOI .
Around-the-vorld atomic clocks - Observed,
relativistic time gains.
P0455 A72-35839
CLOCKS -. i.ir.
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS . ;
Time/frequency technoloqy application to reliable
aircraft collision avoidance system, discnssinq
precision time-ordered techniques, frequency
control and synchronization and flyinq clocks
P0396 A72-32072
CLOSED LOOP SISTERS
D FEEDBACK CONTROL
CLOTBIHG
NT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
CLOUD COVE6
Slant ranqe visibility measurements by lidar for
aircraft landinq operations under lov clouds and
foq at coastal reqion • '')
. . p0347 A72-28847
CLOOD HEIGHT INDICATORS
Cloud base altitude measurement by optical
telemetry usinq TNN 1000 apparatus, notinq
reduced maintenance
P006U A72-14691
Airport meteoroloqical instrumentation, discussinq
ground vind, visibility, cloud height, air
temperature and humidity detectors and radar
- equipment
p0246 A72-25093
CLODD PHYSICS .
CAT indncinq atmospheric conditions effects on SST
fliqht, discussinq turbulence in convective
clouds and kinetic enerqy spectra of atmospheric
motions
P0064 A72-14693
CLOOD SEEDING• ' •
(arm' foq dissipation by helicopter downwash
mixinq, heat, hygroscopic particle and
polyelectrolytes seeding
• • ' ' • p0064 A72-14694
Supercooled and warm fog dispersion technology,
considering air heating, helicopter downwash and
1
 seedinq methods
P0066 A72-14812
Airport runway fog dispersal in OK, discussinq
• cost projection for chemical.seeding system
combined with lidar remote sensing
' • • • • - • - P0411 A72-33500
CLOOD STREETS . ' '
0 CLOODS (BETEOBOLOGY) . •
CLOODS • • " " • • • "
NT CLOODS (BETEOBOLOGY) '
CLOODS (BETEOBOLOGY)
Development of method for predicting occurrence of
foq and stratus formations at Eqlin Air Force
Base, Florida • . : i < ,
• CAD-732289] p0208 N72-16501
Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic
and benefits of fog dispersal capability in
terminal area
rAD-735132] ^0280^72-19722
Artificial dissipation of low-lying clouds and fog
tAD-743026] '' '•' 'p0589 N72-31632
COAGBLATIOB ' >
Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition'effect on
thermal stability, considering -honaromatic
components 'influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation ' - -•
• • • ' . • • • • • - p0024 A72-12800
COALESCENCE •
0 COALESCING • ••
COALESCING ' • . •
Continuous HOT of coalescers /Jet fuel filters/ by
liguid crystals, detecting split seams, cap
leaks, cracks, material imperfections and epoxy
" filled voids
fASBE PAPER 72-DE-25] p0362 A72-30867
COANDA EFFECT
Effect of flap set- back and gas-'temperature on
Coanda attachment to curved plate with
application to air flow patterns on flap of
scale propulsive wing model '
TAD-741583] P0577 H72-30300
COATINGS - . . . . -
NT ALOBINOB COATINGS •• •
NT ANODIC COATINGS
NT GLAZES
NT BETAL COATINGS . - ' '
NT NICKEL COATINGS •'- ' '
NT PAINTS -
NT PLASTIC COATINGS
NT PBOTECTIVE COATINGS
NT THEBBAL CONTROL COATINGS
Coatings for aircraft gas turbine engine corrosion
protection and reentry heat shields
fNASA-TB-X-68007) ' •' • p0260 N72-18578
Gas chromatographv-mass spectrome'try analysis of
gaseous products arising from commercial
aircraft cable coatinq py'rolysis
rRAE-TH-71134] • ' - '' p0278 N72-19636
COBALT ALLOYS
Hiqh temperature Co-base alloy'for nuclear,
chemical and reentry vehicle applications
• p0228 A72-22478
Cyclic furnace oxidation of cobalt alloy 81-52
clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for
aircraft 'gas turbine stator vanes •' * •
[NASA-TN-D-6730] p0324- N72-20492
COCKPIT SIBOLATORS
Dynamic manned vehicle cockpit'simulator for
visual and aural effects and acceleration
changes, discussing STOL and TTOL characteristics
P0143 A72-18246
Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with'computer
generated displays, moving area navigation map
and ATC information
P0187 A72-20336
Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data on
altimetry display for commercial- aircraft
P0194 A72-21573
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. Haval air test center participation in-development
of air-to-air"combat simulation.
... [AIAA PAPEB.72-7651 p0499 172-38130
Integrated cockpit research procedure used to ,• .-
identify control and display regnirements for ,
advanced aircraft . ,
, . ,p0373 H72-22625
System concept developnent and testing of aircraft
cockpit traffic sitpation display for .improved
i air traffic control • - . '
[FTL-R-71-2J " p0630 H72-3261U
COCKPITS.
Aircraft cockpit electrical heating system,' - •
converting ,three phase ac energy from alternator
vith economy and safety . \
,tSAE PAPEB/7,20329] p0291 A72-25591
Training cockpit TL-29 mean tine of failure-free •...
operation from neasnrement data during- • • •
development tests and two year guarantee, ;•
 t:. ,,.
calculating avionic devices reliability
p0358 A72-30281
Flight experiments ;-to determine horizontal, visual
restriction,effects on T-33 aircraft front
cockpit during approaches and landings
. . . p0395 A72T31697
Elevator lift, and cockpit position effects on
flight altitude, control daring aircraft landing
approach - - - .-•-,„•• .:--
CARC-B/B-3662] pOO»3 'H72-110U9
,Measurement ofneutron dose transmission factorsi
. • ,-around cockpit of F-102 aircraft
(40-728198] p0112 H72-13668
Design and development of military..-helicopter )
cockpit.for use.in .search and rescue missions
fAO-733375], - . . . , , . p.025<l N72-18036
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube
cockpit,displays with micromesh optical filters
rDLR-FB-7i-73] P0322 H72-20216
Development of standardized method for evaluating
physical geometry of aircrev stations - Vol.. 1 .-•:
.1 PAD-.738006] , ... pO<!33 .N72-25015
Efficient pilot management of. cockpit '•
control/display, devices
fAD-™ 1945] p0573 N72-30016
CODERS - . - . - ; . . .
Digital solid 'state altitude encoder for iTC
transponder reporting, .covering- Gray -and- Gillham
codes , ' • • • ' • • • • • ' '
tSAE PAPER..720311] . p0289 A72-25578
COEPPIC1EHT OP FBICTIOB ' - - •
Friction coefficient, standard vear and surface,
layer temperature of seal for dry friction pairs
in jet engines, investigating crystal lattice
parameters - • . •
p0185 A72-19768
Numerical analysis of braking forces and
frictional coefficients for aircraft tires on
hard surface runways - Part 2
CESDO-71026-PT-2] p0619 N72-32013
COEFFICIENTS
NT AESODTNABIC COEFFICIENTS . . . •• . ' >
NT COEFFICIENT OF FBICTION ' • .
N T COBRELATION'COEFFICIENTS . - . . - - •
NT .HEAT TBANSFEH COEFFICIENTS
N T INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT . - • • ' •
NT NOZZLE THBDST COEFFICIENTS
COHEBBN* ACOUSTIC BADIATIOH
Coherent and incoherent structures of .aerodynamic
noise, analyzing compressor near field and hot-
jet IB emission source "•••
[ONEBA, TP NO. 983 ], . P0231 A72-22816
Bathenatical models for studying incoherent and
coherent structures of aerodynamically..generated
noise • , • . , • - . - - - .
CONEBA-TP-983] . .- pOOU1 N72-11036
COHEBEHT BSDIATIOH .
NT COHEBENT ACOUSTIC BADIATIOB
Spatial Fourier transform for nave scattering from
rough surfaces . - .
f AD-73U04il] , '< , . p0278 H72-19576
COHEBEHT. SOUND •
D COHEBENT ACOUSTIC BADIATION ,.,
U SOUND WAyES . . ; .,,".
COHEBEHT SOOBCES ,
0 COHEBENT BADIATION
0 RADIATION SOUBCES. . .
COHEBEHT TBANSHISSION, . ; •
U COHEREHT RADIATION
core
 H .
Aircraft gas turbine engines synthetic lubricants
thermal stability characteristics, describing
.. coke deposition test apparatus and results-
CASLE PBEPBINT 72AH i«] • - , posso A72-28971
COLD FLOS TESTS . . .
Cold air performance of single stage axial flov
turbine • :
[HAL-TB-273]i . -POII87 H72-27822
Design and operation of first-stage and two-stage
• of small, low cost tnrbofan engine to determine
specific work, torque, mass flow, and efficiency
CHASA-TN-D-69671 p0626 N72-32072
COLD BALLS >
0 MALLS . '
COLD iOBKING '
HT:EXPLOSIVE FOBBING
COLLISION AVOIDAHCE -
Mathematical analysis of separation standards and •
aircraft navigational collision risk for
parallel tracks in radar monitored systems •
.- . p0001 A72-10178
Statistical analysis of track keeping Strnmble VOB
data for lateral navigation.separation standards
and collision risk in continental environment
p0002 A72-10179
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making
.- '.problems, considering navigation, surveillance
radar, collision avoidance and ATC techniques
•p0002 A72-10180
Pilot collision warning indicator performance in
n.terminal area traffic, using computer fast-time
simulation for traffic model •
p0012 A72-11134
FAA activity in collision avoidance system and
pilot warning instrument areas
. . ! - . - . i - p0019 A72-12379
•ATC for North Atlantic air'transportation,
emphasizing collision risk model for safety
standards assessment
.. ' • . p0062 A72-1«it8U
Tine/frequency collision avoidance systems,
.'.discussing operating principle and economic
1
 .aspects for. airlines and general aviation
i p0066 A72-14816
Collision avoidance systens and pilot warning
instruments, minimizing cost by pilot detection,
evaluation and avoidance execution '
P0067 A72-1U823
National Aviation-System technology, discussing
wide body jets, smokeless tnrbofans, all-weather
operational capability, collision avoidance and
noise reduction
i p0067 A72-1182«
Airborne collision avoidance system equipment for
general aviation aircraft, discussing logic
functions, transmission modes, data handling
tradeoffs and ATC procedure interactions
p0068 A72-1U830
Statistical characteristics of range-guard
intrusions and airspace collision conflicts in
terminal area
•. p0118 A72-16110
Vertical dipole antenna design for CB Doppler
radar midair collision avoidance system
P0123 A72-16571
Aircraft collision avoidance system design and
evaluation, developing closed form method for
system alarm rate estimation
TAIAA PAPEB 72-97] p0133 A72-16945 • ,
Computerized Eros II airborne collision avoidance
time fregnency system design, considering radio
transmission, synchronization-and ground stations
p01«3 A72-182K7
Collisional avoidance system operation evaluation,
* 'noting protected airspace volume reguirement
P0179 A72-18835
Aircraft midair collision prevention in dense air
traffic environments, suggesting problem
solution based on proximity warning system
p0191 A72-21090
UFO sighting case history and analysis, discussing
bright light approaching on collision course
during night instrument flight rules
P0229 A72-226U6
Collision avoidance systems reguirements and
criteria, evaluating Eros time freguency'and
Secant interrogation-and-reply systems
P0231 A72-22822
A-125
COLLISIOI HABHIS6 DBTICES SUBJECT IBDBX
C-band pulse beacon ranging '.system for collision
avoidance, detailing interrogation, response and
system test lodes . .
P0232 472-22908
Aircraft collision near Bisses under IFE and VPB
conditions, discussing ATC coordination,
eqnipment failure and personal and planning
problems ;
p0233-172-22972
BC4 SECANT aircraft collision avoidance system
avionics design asing nonsynchronons techniques
P0245 A 7/2-24866
Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
CSAE PAPEH 7203121 • - p0289 A72-25576
SECANT system of aircraft separation and control
by nonsynchronoos technique for midair collision
avoidance , . . -
fSAE PAPEB 720313] . p0289 A72-25577
Information theory approaches to air navigation,
discussing ATC, collision avoidance and conpoter
applications
P0350 A72-29013
Time/frequency technology application to reliable
aircraft collision avoidance system, discussing
precision time-ordered techniques, frequency .
control and synchronization and flying clocks
P0396 472-32072
Collision avoidance techniques for midair
collisions redaction, discussing airborne and
ground based systens
P0399 172-32213
SECANT collision avoidance system, describing
operational principles and flight test results '
P0417 172-31137
A time-frequency high performance collision
avoidance system. • • . '
CONEHA, TP NO. 1091] , p0493 172-3776*
Hidair collision causes and prevention,
considering pilot responsibilities,
. anticollision devices and procedures
. p0493 172-37800
Aircraft radar for veather data, ground mapping,
• avoidance modes and independent landing monitor
function, presenting straight and slant approach
simulation data
P0547 A72-40290
Design, operation and performance.of
time-frequency midair collision avoidance
system, noting air traffic controller backup for
departure, enroute and arrival control
P0548 172-40295
Operation principles, capabilities and tests of
midair collision avoidance system vith aircraft
separation control by nonsynchronons techniques
p0548 172-40296
Hidair collision prevention independent of ATC,
discussing aircraft lighting, collision
avoidance systems and prorimity varniaq indicator
P0548 172-U0297
Collision avoidance system electromagnetic
compatibility vith radar altimeters designed for
1600 HRz aeronavigation band
p0550 172-40881
Independent parallel runway landing system to
relieve air traffic congestion, investigating
minimum spacing required to minimize collision
risk
p0569 172-43130
Hidair collision prevention for Army aircraft.
p0606 172-U4645
SEC1NT midair collision avoidance system based on
nonsynchronous nicrosec pulse transmission and .
receivinq via randomly selected frequency, -
describinq modular components and operating
principles
P0606 172-44647
Human factors enqineering to determine
effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft
collision warninq and avoidance system
flD-729765] P0153 H72-14005
Search radar monitoring of bird movements to
prevent aircraft collision accidents
flD-732945] p0253 N72-18027
Analysis of inertial naviqation system performance
to determine effects on aircraft safety and
collision avoidance during fliqbt over North
Atlantic Ocean •.
flD-733753] •' p02'63 B72-18670
Dynamic simulation procedures to determine
interaction between air traffic control system
and collision avoidance system
[Pia-HD-72-10] ' ' p0280 N72-19719
System studies, equipment simulation, hardware
development, and flight tests of aircraft
collision hazard warninq system using -
cooperative, continuous wave rattar principle'1
CHlSl-CH-2020] ' p0318 N72-20007
Numerical analysis of aircraft, collision
• probability" due to reduced separation intervals
and arbitrary flight paths
tDOT-TSC-FAA-71-27] ; " p0330 N72-20997
Design and development of collision avoidance
system for use with general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CH-112023] p0338 N72-21625
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions
CNASA-CASE-EBC-10419) ' ' ' p0339 N72-21631
Transitory diversion as cause of violent evasive
maneuver to prevent midair collision of American
and Trans Horld Airlines Boeing 707 aircraft
[STSB-AAB-72-7] p0367 N72-22017
Analysis of aircraft' exterior lighting and'marking
configurations to provide visual detection' at
maximum range
[PAA-NA-72-29] ' p0368 N72-22025
Development of computer program 'to analyze * '
effectiveness of pilot warning indicator systems
in avoiding aircraft collisions ''
[NISl-CB-126669) p0427 N72-24672
Analysis of collision hazards involved in V?E
flight near clouds and effect- of safe vertical
clearance from clouds to reduce aircraft accidents
tAD-737804] ' p0427 N72-24682
Design and development of collision avoidance,
system for use with air traffic control system
[ONEBA-TP-1091] " p0472 N72-26523
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data' processing eqnipment
'for warning system to avoid midair collisions
between aircraft : • • •
rNlSA-CASE-IAB-10717-1] ' p0485 N72-27703
Hicrowave interferometers used as radio eye for
aircraft navigation and collision avoidance
system including-comparison of cost with present
systems
[BEPT-62] p0486 N72-27708
Design and development of system for aircraft
collision avoidance for use on general' aviation
aircraft
P0522 N72-28670
Design and development of airborne- traffic control •
system for aircraft collision warning and
 i
avoidance • ' '
• . p0522 N72-28671
Application of time/frequency collision avoidance
systea for ground obstacle avoidance and minimum-'
altitude•protection zone around airports
• . .-• '^p0522 H72-28672
Annotated biblioqrapby of air traffic control
activities and collision avoidance systems for
improved aviation safety - September 1968 to
Ipril 1972 .
[PAl-HA-72-41] . . p0537 H72-29672 •
Ecological survey to identify bird attractants1
near airports and procedures to reduce'
occurrence of bird-aircraft collisions
(4D-702227] ' p"0574 N72-30022
COLLISION BABHIHG DEVICES ' ' •
0 COLLISION AVOIDANCE - . . - • • - •
D BABNIHG SISTEHS -~- ' • '
COLLISIONS ' ' : ' '• •• '
NT RIDAIB COLLISIONS •
COLLOCATION . . - • • • '
Collocation method for coupled bendinq-bending
torsion vibrations of straight uniform
cantilever beam with asymmetric:airfoil cross
section ' *
P0405 A72-32908
COLLOIDS - . - - . - . . •
BT POG -.:
COLOB
Tradeoffs between luminance and color coding in
electronic aircraft'displays, 'and experiments
involving immediate response,'tracking,
tachistoscope, and human judgement
P0373 N72-22623
A-126
SUBJECT IHDEZ •COHBOSTIOH COHTEOL
Colors for Clements of multicolored aircraft
display to .insure. min imum number of instrument
readinq errors ; - ,
i . • . .- • p0373 N72-22621
Display principle for 3-D or multicolor, solid
state, 2-D 'panel displays . - . . - . ;
" ' '- ' = . • , .'p0375..H72-226»0
COLOB PBOTOGBAPHT./,. ' , - i . : • ' '
Hypersonic boundary layer separation of .delta King
. in shock tunnel using color and monochrome
schlieren photography • .
 f •• - • -• j
rNPL-AEBO-NOTE-1097] ' . -p0029 S72-10022
COIOB TELEVISION , • .; . ,
Design of color television camera for use -on
helicopters . . . . . . . i . i . . •.
tNHKrLiBS-NpTE-142] . " . .-p.0109 N72-13360
COLORATION > . • • • - • ^ • ; • > • '
0 COLOR " . . ' . . . , . . , , •- - c »:•
COHBAT ••• : ; • ." j . ' . , ' ' -. ..
.Ran computer weapons effectiveness and. system test
^environment '/TIESTE/ instrumentation system with
Decca navigation for simulated ,combat ••
environmental-flight tests • • , •• •
... , , ' . ; ' p0310 172-27515
.Bultimode, flight control for . precision weapon
delivery. '... " • . .
P0153 A72-35561
Design.-for air-combat. • • --*•-. -
'•'ClIAA PAPER 72r7U9,] • ... POU98 Aj72-3812H
.Naval air test, c^ enter^  participation in development
of air-to-air comba't simulation. . .
.[AIAA PAPER 72-7651 • •• POH99-A72-381 30
Designi-ng, aircraft.^ structure for resistance: and ..
tolerance, to battle damage. ' :>
C AIAA PAPER, 72-I773"] . , pO«99 A72r38133
Development and evaluation of an energy-oriented
guidance logic for air combat models. •• • r
tAIiA'PAPEB•.72-9119]. ! " p,0562 A72-4235U
.Game theoretical modeling of fighter, aircraft,
turning tactics competition in pursuit combat,
.using minimal, technique
tAIAA PAPER 72-9501 p0563 A72-42359
Advantages of thrust vectoring in manned air. ;
combat simulation • • . '„•;
',..-• •' . :..;; " ... . .-
 ;, ... . P0210 N72-16694
General, technical, and physical descriptions-of
Air*.Combat Maneuvering Range system simulation -
"voi'. i ' - -
[AD-7.41194,] P0581 N72r30986
Analysis, of guantitati.ve results obtained by Air
Combat Maneuvering .Range simulation system -
Vol.' 2 '
fAD-7«1195]- P0581 N72-30987
COBBIIATORIAL AHALTSIS . ... .. . ,
Heuristic, procedure .solution for. least cost
commercial airline crew scheduling, emphasizing
combinatorial space size reduction
... ' . . . p0604 A72-»lt58«
COBBIIED SIBESS, . ' -. •
 : -
Simply supported skew plates stability under ,
combined loading, noting wing and tail design
applications for high speed aircraft and missiles
• • , • • • - , - . . P0210 A72-21196
COHBOSTIBILITt . . .
0 FLiBBABIlITI
COHBOSTIOI ....
HT AFTEBBOBIIIHG -.. , . . , .
NT F0EL COBBDSTION • . ... ,, .-- . • . •
NT HYDHOCABBON.COMBUSTION.
HT•SPONTANEOUS COHBOSTION
NT SUPERSONIC COBBUSTION ;• . . . L
Rotating flow introduction effects on ^Jet noise-.•..*
levels, combustion and turbulent mixing,
processes and flame stability:
' [AIAA PAPEB 72-6U51 pOU16 A72-39087
COHBOSTIOH CHAMBERS • ..
Soot oxidation-rate from diffusion flame. •
measurements extrapolated for gas .turbine
combustion chambers - .
P0119 A72-16368
High intensity combustion chamber design for gas
turbipe of jet engine, considering primary, ,
secondary and dilution zones
P0122 A72-16<»91
Air stream from-air. entry holes of.aeronautical
gas.turbine combustor> investigating jets
mailman penetration, flow path, ,and mixing
... .P0122 A72-16193
Gas -turbine engines emission1 data correlation
i.-- based on combnstor theoretical model; proposing
correction factors for data reduction to'•
- standard test conditions
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-60] " • p0297 A72-25651
High pressure cannular conbnstor with continuous
analytical and sampling system for -simulated gas
turbine engines emission measurements
•" f ASHE PAPBH 72-GT-88 ] p0298 A72-25663
Bixing parameter design of high loading spray type
combnstor for lift -jet engine, using primary zone
itASBE PAPEB 72-GT-99] P0298 A72-25668
Gas .turbine engine'combustion ch'ambef, ' •
•investigating swirl vane air flow rate effects
- *• on1 circumferential nonuniformity of 'gas
! .temperature field at outlet
I - p031l| A72-28132
Russian :b'ook on combustion an'd -turbulent mixing
processes in jet engines covering temperature
' and velocity, profiles, combustion chamber design
and fuel injection .characteristics
.-•• . - •• ' p0315 A72-283HO
Swirling flows vortex breakdown in nozzles,
- - diffusers and combustion chambers, considering
analogy -to boundary layer separation
: •• - P01I57 A72-36385
Effect of. fuel on gas corrosion in jet engine
combustion4 chambers -• =--• —- - - - - =
P0495 A72-38091
The film vaporization combnstor' and its physical
principles. I -.The vaporizer section of the'
combustor. II - The reaction chamber and the
-:f -combustion
rDFVLR-SONDDH-.19U;i pOSOl A72-3907*
Steady combustion limits in~ afterburner gas
turbine engine chambers
•- . ' - " p0509 A72-39922
Basic dimensionless geometrical relations for'the
•> c6mbustio'n< chambers of aircraft gas turbine
engines -
P0598 A72-H36711
Small scale combustion chamber rigs for combustion
characteristics determination of aviation fuel
• ' pOOU7 N72-11671I
Extrapolation of soot oxidation rates in
laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas
turbine combustion chambers
' rNASArCH-1251101] p0171 N72-15712
Swirl can, full-annulus combustion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines
fNASA-CASE-LEV-.11326-1] p0172 N72-1571U
Performance analysis of small annular turbojet
• combnstor with several cost-reducing innovations
for use in. commercial light aircraft
•f.NASA-TB-X-2U761 p0217 N72-16937
Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry
holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for
jet flow parallel to and normal to primary flow
through turbine ' -
•- -f HAl^TB-2271 ' p0258 N72-18279
Interpretation of flat plate impingement pressure
and temperature data for jet engine pombustor
burnthrough flames (-
tAEROCHEB-TP-261] • p0265 N72-18953
Effects of radial and circumferential inlet
velocity profile distortions on performance of
short-length double-annular ram-induction
combnstor -
fNASA-TN-D-6706] p0281 N72-19841
Development and characteristics of short length,
double-annular, ras-induction combustor for
turbofan engine operating at Bach 3
tHASA-CR-120908] . - p0377 N72-22792
Aerothermodynamic integration model, including
combustor design, flow distribution, and heat
transfer problems
[SASA-CR-112058] pOU37 N72-25713
COBBOSTIOH CONTROL
Directionality and far field structure of
combustion generated noise, using premixed
turbulent flame models
tAIAA PAPER 72-198] p0129 A72-16875
Combustion research for reducing jet aircraft
pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization
improvement, smoke reduction and combustor
design techniques
P0301 A72-26037
Factors affecting altitude relight* performance of
ram-induction combustor designed for Bach 3
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COHBDSTIOH EFPICIBHCT SUBJECT IHDBX
cruise operation .
fHASA-TH-I-2630] p0590 R72-31777
COBBOSTI08 EPFICIBHCY
Fnels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion efficiency and
production
P0509 A72-39930
Combustion efficiency and exhaust emission levels
correlated with operating conditions for gas
turbine combustor
CHASA-TN-D-6661] j p0213 U72-16721
COBBDSTIOB JHSTiBILITI
0 COBBOSTIOH STABILITY
COBBOSTIOH PHYSICS
The film vaporization1 combustor and its physical
. principles. I - The vaporizer section of the.
comb'ustor. II - The reaction chamber and the
combustion ' • • '
rDFVLR-SONDDR-19t] . pOSOt A72-3907«
Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing
scaling rules for sound power and directional
characteristics of radiated sound
,p0506 A72-39557
Analysis of pollutant emissions from let.aircraft
and combustion research for reducing emissions
through combuster design and fuel atomization
. fNASA-TB-X-68000] . p0251 H72-18009
Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids
impinging on hot surfaces under air flow
conditions found during flight
UD-731238] p0283 H72-1996H
COHBOSTIOH PBODOCTS
Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on
thermal stability, considering nonaromatic
components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation '
p002« A72-12800
Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel
demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on
air guality
p0350 A72-28879
Review of -|et engine emissions.
POD91 A72-376U5
Analysis of .meteorological conditions under which
condensation trails are formed by water in
aircraft engine exhaust
rNASA-TT-F-1!K>"t7] p0095 N72-12550
Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence
of operating conditions on emission
characteristics of jet engine exhaust
rHASA-TB-X-68064] pO<!29 H72-24830
Analysis of carbon monoxide, unbnrned
' hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in turbo'jet
afterburner combustion products using infrared
spectroscopy - Part 1
[AD-739176] pO«88 H72-27968
Computer program for determining history of
combustion products produced by turbojet engine
afterburner - Part 2
rAD-739177] pO«88 F72-27969
Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in •
combustion products of hydrocarbon'fuel under
supersonic nozzle flow conditions
UD-7U0193] ' p05«2 H72-29960
Development of method for calculating exhaust
smoke transmission for turbine engines, number
of plume paths, and viewing angles
fFAA-RD-71-231 p0572 N72-30005
Analysis of major pollutants produced by aircraft
engine exhaust and development of technigues to
reduce level of pollutant emission
THASA-TH-1-681291 p0631 H72-3275H
Analysis of particnlate emissions contained in
afterburning turbojet engine exhaust operating
at ground level - Part 1
fAD-7llI|Oil8] P0632 S72-32768
COBBOSTIOH STABILITY
NT FLABB STABILITY
Supersonic combustion of liquid fuels, hydrogen
and propane, discussing initiation and
stabilization in supersonic flow
p0311 A72-27686
Steady combustion limits in afterburner gas
turbine engine chambers
p0509 A72-39922
COBBOSTI01 YIBBAIIOB
Combustion noise generation by burning fuel-air
mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result
of time variable heat release rate due to
turbulence
pO*57 A72-36505
Vibrational and chemical nonegnilibrinm losses in
stoichiometric turbojet engine using
kerosene-air mixture
rAD-7U29*8] P0591 N72-31788
COHBOSTOBS
0 COBBDSTIOH CHABBEBS
COBET I) AIBCEAPT
Onpredicted structural vibration in Comet and
Electra aircraft, Graf Zeppelin dirigible, ,
missile antennas, etc
P0016 A72-12002
COHPOBT '' " .
Aircraft ride comfort problem in turbulent air,
comparing free and fixed wing aircraft responses
. p0015 A72-,11720
Design, operation and testing of integrated SIOL
flight control system, noting approach accuracy
and passenger comfort improvement .
, ' P.05U7 A72-40292
Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft '
resulting from mechanical vibration and swing
motion ' .
CHAE-LIB-TBANS-1605] . ' p0203 "H72-15961
COBHAHD »HD COSTBOL .
'Scientific balloon data management system,
discussing airborne and ground station eguipment
for telemetry, command and flight control
p0060 A72-13725
Unified single rf channel tracking, telemetry and
command control systems for guidance of unmanned
vehicles, including pilotless aircraft and; .
satellites " "
• ' ' 00123 A72-16556
Beal tine computer simulation of command .and
'control in transportation systems, detailing
models, and programming technique and ATC .
controller effectiveness evaluation '
P0188 A72-20363
Bodels of information exchange and data rates for
post-1975 automated tactical ai'r control system
deployment
[AD-73358*] P0262 1172-18665
Operating characteristics of integrated aircraft
' command and control system
P0375 H72-22637
COBBAHD GDIDAHCE
CW radar system for tactical aircraft real time
command, control and positioning, using
combination of freguency and time' multiplexing
for range measurement
P0567 A72-429H6
COBBAHD SYSTEBS
0 COHHAMD GOID&BCE
COBBAHD-COHTBOL ' '
D COBBAHD AHD COHTBOL ' '
COBBEBCIAL AIRCRAFT
KT ELECTBA.AIBCBAFT
HT EDROPEAS AIBBDS
NT LEAR JET AIBCBAFT
HT SDPEBSOHIC COBHEBCI1L AIB TRAHSPOBT
Commercial transport market and technology
forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SST
and CTOL aircraft
CSAE PAPER 710750] p0003 A72-10249
Propulsion system optimization for commercial
transport aircraft design under Advanced
Transport Technology study, considering impact
on aircraft gross weight
' [SAE PAPER 710760] " ' pOOOS A72-10257
Jet noise reduction technology, hardware and tests
for HASA Quiet Engine Program to develop low
noise subsonic civil transport aircraft
propulsion system
[SAE PiPEB 71077»] . . pOOOS' A72-10266
General and commercial aircraft service needs in
air transportation, considering FAA and CAB
roles and policies ' . '
p0015 A72-T1716
Deterministic model for new product innovation
adoption rate in commercial aircraft jet engine
market
. . ' p0186 A72-20269
Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data on
altimetry display for commercial aircraft
p019» A72-21573
A-128
SOBJECT IHDBI COHSBRCIAL AIRCRAFT COHTD
Harchetti SV-20-A twin engine winged
commercial/utility helicopter, describing design
details, onboard systems and payload
accoDBodations
n p0232 A72-22907
'Sing structural weight estination for civil ,
aircraft preliminary deriving generalized
foraula based on ving root bending noment 'for
specified flight condition
p0232 472-22909
Reliability design for airborne ecological system
.for janbo lets, discussing toilet flushing and
multiple server gneneing model
p0239 A72-23999
Commercial aircraft reliability program
development from informal continuous product
.improvement to formalized metaods based oo
reliability logic diagrams and probability
calculations • '
'p0239 A72-24019
Commercial applications of gniet light aircraft
technology,* discussing cost and noise reduction
. (SAE PAPER 720339] p0292 A72-25596
Propulsion control systems design for military and
commercial v/STOL aircraft, considering power
management performance with minimum weight and •
maximum reliability and maintainability
'(ASHE PAPER 72-GT-79] P°.??7 172-25(559
Charter air traffic regulations under'German air
law, discussing legal safeguards relative to
' economic, personnel, technical and
organizational aspects
p0303 A72-26559
High cruise altitude operational advantages for
commercial' transport aircraft utilizing
technological innovations in structures,
propulsion, controls, avionics and aerodynamics
P0349 A72-28875
Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel
demands,.estimating engine exhaust effects on
,air guality " •
. . . . . . ' , - ' . p0350 A72-28879
Optimal angle selection of commercial aircraft
glide path, taking into account vertical
velocity, propulsion units operation and 'landing
procedure
' . p0361 A72-30814
Hypersonic commercial' aircraft operational .
problems, considering passenger physiology
limits flight profile, sonic pollution, traffic
demands, route structure, etc
... ' • • p0362 A72-30830
Commercial airlines aircraft'selection factors,
considering size, range,, economics, traffic,
runway guality, maintenance and operating costs,
reliability and cargo-handling
pO<!09 A72-33333
Internal engine generator application to
commercial transport aircraft.
P0453 A72-35566
Graphite-epoxy composites application to
commercial transports for weight and cost
reduction
P0491 A72-37680
Active controls - Changing the rules of structural
design.
p0492 A72-37681
Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.
CAIAA PAPEE 72-786] p0495 &72-38103
A computerized system for the preliminary design
of commercial airplanes.
fAIAA PAPEH 72-793] p0496 A72-38110
Investigation of the commonality in development of
military and commercial ST01 transports.
CAIAA PAPER 72-808],
 POU97 A72-38114
Economic and social aspects of commercial aviation
at supersonic speeds.
flCAS PAPEE 72-51] . p0559 A72-U1851
Reports of accidents involving missing aircraft of
OS general aviation for 1968
rNTSB-AHH-71-4] P0031 H72-10041
Proceedings of conference on aviation maintenance
in 1970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, December 8-10, 1970
P0039 H72-11019
Application, of brazing technigues for
remannfacturing of jet engine components to
reduce cost of commercial aircraft maintenance
pOO<to H72-11024
Application of nondestructive testing procedures
to maintenance of large coBBercial aircraft
p0040 H72-11025
Application of Apollo Project data and training
concepts to maintenance of large commercial .
aircraft
P0040 H72-11026
Development and characteristics of coordinated,
in-flight and on-ground fault isolation system
for maintenance of large commercial aircraft
P0040 H72-11027
Development of technique for graphic presentation
of fault isolation and problem correction for
maintenance of large commercial aircraft
.pOOUO H72-11028
Effect of optimum accessibility on improved
maintenance and reliability of commercial aircraft
pOOill H72-11031
Predictions of aircraft maintenance procedures to
be employed during 1970 to 1980 time period
p0041 572-11033
Computerized design of civil aircraft using
freight criteria in parametric analysis
[AD-727231] p0044 H72-11061
Analysis of economic and feasibility factors
pertaining to commuter oriented, short haul air
transportation system in San Francisco,
California area
fHASA-CB-114347] p0052 H72-118115
Cost effectiveness analysis to determine
feasibility of using catapult launch systems for
large commercial aircraft to reduce aircraft
• noise problem
[FAA-EQ-71-1] p0085 H72-11941
Airline operational data from unusual events
recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft
[FAA-RD-71-69] . p0105 H72-13022
Economic criteria for donestic airline mergers
P0113 H72-13931
Analysis of commercial aircraft traffic during
prime travel hours and effect of unrealistic
scheduling on extent of congestion
• riD-725326] p0154 N72-14009
Development and application of foam plastics and
. intnmescent paints for commercial aircraft fire
protection systems
. . p0174 N72-15898
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 aircraft
contacting surface of ocean near Martha's
Vineyard, Bassachnsetts on 22 June, 1971
CNTSB-AAR-72-4) p0250 H72-18002
Development of maintenance quality audit program
and application to maintenance of commercial
aircraft
p0252 N72-18015
Computer simulation to determine capacity of air
terminal for short takeoff and landing
intra-nrban air rapid transit system
fAD-733185] p0262 N72-18660
Feasibility of direct current 200 V commercial
aircraft electrical power system noting weight
comparison with alternating current system
[ARC-CP-1186] p0273.H72-19062
Aircraft industry survey for analysis of
nondestructive inspection methods application to
commercial aircraft for 1968 to 1970
p0278 N72-19543
Gas chromatography-oass spectrometry analysis of
gaseous products arising from commercial
aircraft cable coating pyrolysis
.[HAE-TR-71134] • p0278 H72-19636
Development of equipment and techniques for remote
sensing of wing tip vortices generated by large
commercial and military aircraft
fDOT-TSC-FAA-72-2] p0320 H72-20017
Forecasts of aviation activity for fiscal years
1972 to 1973 to indicate expected status of
commercial and general aviation
fAD-738360] p0423 H72-24034
Capital cost analysis of airport alternatives for
San Francisco Bay area for general aviation and
commercial aircraft
pO«29 H72-24985
Analysis of performance and economic factors
involved in operation of commercial transport
aircraft designed to cruise at transonic speeds
rHASA-TH-X-62156] p046t H72-26009
San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace „ i
capacity analysis to meet 1985 demand forecast
A-129
COBBERCIAL AVIATIOH SOBJECT IBDEX
P0526 N72-28978
Inspection and naintenance schedules of commercial
transport aircraft to detect structural '
deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure
P0541 H72-29913
NASA quiet -engine technology for reducing noise
levels in conventional and subsonic aircraft
fRASA-TB-X-68121] ' p0580 H72-30775
Developnent of performance criteria and
operational margins for landing phase of
commercial/short takeoff and landing aircraft
rNASA-CR-1ia<l54] p0585 N72-31020
• .Analysis of midair collisions in OS civil aviation
for 1969 to 1970 to determine areas of
conmonalitr as accident prevention neasure
rSTSB-AAS-72-61 p0623 N72-32046
Proposal for increasing overall air traffic
capability by expansion of charter service
between bilateral parties
1
 • • ' pO'631 H72-32983
Analysis of effects of minimum transportation
regulation on development of tourism and
resulting expansion of airline operations
P0635 N72-3298lf
Analysis of factors affecting economical operation
of air transport service in sparsely populated
areas • • •
r»ASA-CH-21U21 P06UO H72-33028
Analysis of operational factors' affecting
implementation of short haul air transportation
system using short takeoff and landing aircraft
rAD-7S52831 p06ai N72-33040
COHBEBCIiL AVIATION ' • '• •
0 CIVIL AVIATION :'
0 COMMERCIAL.AIRCRAFT ' .
COMBONICATING • ' ' ' \
N T AIRCRAFT COBBONICATION . ' • . . • -
NT GSOnND.-AIR-GROOND COMBDNICATIONS'' ' •"' '
NT INFOEBATION DISSEBINATION . • '
NT VERBAL COBBDNICATION • ' ' - . ' • '
COBMOBICATIO§ '
NT INFORBATION DISSEMINATION
NT VERBAL COMMUNICATION '• . ' • - ' ' " '
COMMUNICATION CABLES . • . - • • :
NT HAVEGUIDES . ! ,
Aircraft FDtl and TDK systems, considering signal
processing, cable'reguirements and-applications
to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry
fSAE AIB 12071 . POH58 A72-36529
COBHOHICATIOH EQUIPMENT • ' • ' ' ' ' •
N T RADIO RECEIVERS " ' . - . - . .
NT SATELLITE TELEVISION
NT SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS
NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS . I '
Civil aviation communication systems, discussing
short and long range communications, satellite
channel capacities, digital data link systems,
ATCj weather broadcast's, etc
p0055A72-13416
Surface acoustic wave technology in communication
systems, discussing analog and digital matche'd
filters and navigation, ATC and collision
avoidance applications • •'
P0245'A72-2U9IIO
Performance tests for aircraft communications
eguipment '
TAD-7298U61 p0156 N72-1H188
Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data
link for air traffic control information
transfer requirements
rDOT-TSC-FAA-71-21] p0325 H72-20578
Bibliography of air traffic control systems to '
include control centers, operators, '
communication eguipment', computer' applications,
display devices, and navigational aids -
 n
rAD-7U1200] ' ' p0537 N72-29680
COBBONICATION SATELLITES' ' - ' ''
NT RELAY SATELLITES' - '
Aerosat program for ATC and communications via
four geostationary satellites over Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, discussing technical and
financial international provisions
P0191A72-21203
Communication and data relay satellites multibeam
antennas characteristics, discussing multiple
.feed reflectors, bootlace lens configuration and
, phased arrays :
[AIAA PAPER 72-5301 ' p0308 A72-27355
Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications
via stationary satellite, discussing optimum
multiple access and repeater configuration '
. .fAIAA PAPER 72-565] ., . p0308 A72-27376
.Communication aspects of aeronautical satellite
system, considering aircraft equipment, ground
stations, ATC, -type of access and freguency
, assignment
. . P0310.A72- 27658
Aeronautical communication satellite •technical and
.economic survey, considering wave propagation,
noise, aircraft antennas and VBF and OHF links
. . p0393 A72-31180
Technical and operational aspects of L-.band • .
. satellite system for air navigation, discussing
.
 t verbal communication, direction finding and .
noise interference problems- : •. i . ,
, '. , -. ,.•'_ pO<(17 A72-3«138
A comparison
 ; of voice communication techniques for
aeronautical and marine applications. -
• :.- p04H2 A72-3U267
Economic analysis of aeronautical communication
system, .via satellite, noting cost estimates and
annual charge per user -i :'~ : • ' < - • ' -'
' .-. : .p0548 A72-U0298
Analysis of air traffic -control procedures-' "•.
employed on air routes over North Atlantic- Ocean
COBBDHICATIOH SISTEBS . .. • - . , . - • . v •'...•>•:::
D TELECOBHOKICATIOB ' . -. ..-o. -.,-.-,•••... • >
COBBDNITIES .
Preliminary study, of dynamic preferential- runway
system and exposure of communities to aircraft
noise
 m - ; , . • ! • -.. ..;• .- 'j
CNASA-CR-125821] ,- ,,p0323 N72r20250^
Reactions of people and community to noise pollution
tNTID300.3] p0579 N72-i3060»
COBBOTATOBS , - . . , • • . . •
Ferrite component for waveguide 'commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator, •
noting. application in navigation instruments and
avionics ; ; , - i ;
, ,. p0598 A72T43768
COBP4RTBENTS
HT AIRCRAFT COBPABTBENTS . -. • .- ., - • ; •
NT ANECHOIC CHABBERS " . , • '. . i •
BT.PRESSDHIZED CABINS
NT TEST 'CHABBERS , . - .- .. • .-., • :
COHPASSBS . : .. , . . . . - - • ; • • ' .
NT GIHOCOBPASSES^ . ., . - . • - , ' . .
COBPATIBILITI . '. "
.Airborne eguipment electric power supply standards
' to provide characteristics, limits, for- , ..
 :
compatibility .w'j.th ground support systems
.. C S A E . A S 1212] p0458 A72-36535
COMPILATION (COBPOTERS). .,, •- . . - ; • ;. . • :-'i . - -'
o 'COMPILERS ", '-,- , . •
 : . •- • i • • '.
COBPILER PBOGEABS " " - . - , . . - . i -
0 COBPILERS
COBPILEES ; . . . - . ,. . - . . . - , ) ! ,:
Computer memory loading, compiler, language , '•
revisions for military applications, and -.-.•••
research and development) in, aircraft power, systems
t AD-73U143.] p0275. N72-19255
COHPLEI HUBBERS
The use of complex ..coordinates in , the>study-of.
rotor'dynamics'. ' - - . , , .
 : , - • • - .
fAIAA PAPEB 72-954] " P0615 A72-45413
COBPLEI SYSTEMS ' . • ... ...... ... ;,-..,,-. . . . . . . .
Two-variable second order system for. multivariable
systems predictive-control,•deriving algorithm
. for .near, time optimal control - ; >i
'' ;., j ' P0185 A72-19709
Rank correlation coefficient method for complex
•|control plants, parameters-selection, applying to
aircraft power system .monitoring . ••••,- . • i
. . - - • •
 P0302 A72-26Q12
Reliability regnirements ,and ..optimization for . :. .•
complex systems, discussing method to improve
component'reliability»of(aircraft, weapon 'system
' ' P03U3 A72-28353
Complex elastic systems natural freguencies
computation from^measured dynamic response to.
harmonic excitation,, applying.; to helicopter .and
transport aircraft - • -. . -,. ...
' ' ' ' ' P0359 A72-30326
COBPLBI VARIABLES . . . . . . . • . :
HT BESSEL FONCTIONS ... . . ••, ' •>••
NT CONFOBBAL 8APPIKG
A-130
SUBJECT IBDEX COHPOSITE BATEBIALS
HT SIHGOLABITY (HiTHEHATICS)
COMPLEXITY ' • • - . • - .
HT TASK COHPLEIITT
COBPOHKBT BELIiBILITT '. ..
Ji Aircraft maintenance and reliability monitoring
and control on scheduled airlines, "considering
component failure rate and-mode"analysis, "
sampling inspection and remedial action
p0231 A72-22901
C-5& Galaxy aircraft systems and components
maintainability program ' • :
i- • • - ' p0237 A72-23851
Beliability program for SAAB 37 Viqqen airborne
computer, discussing prototype and components
operating tests'ana failure rates :
. - * . ; . - . : 'P0239 A72-23984
Aircraft'.-scheduled maintenance, discussing turbine
engine and component reliability protection,
controlled overhaul, test and repair
-- ' - ..' ... ' p0245 A72-24867
Reliability requirements and optimization for
' - . - • complex systems, discussing method to improve
component reliability'-of aircraft weapon system
' . . - - , - .:. ' . ' ' p0343 A72-28353
Achieving fail safe design in rotors.
TABS PBEPRIBT 673] p0448 A72-34513
Ballisticrdamage-tolerant composite flight control
i -"-components.•' ' • .
" "-TIBS? PBEPRIHT 674] p0448 A72-34514
Effects of projectile damage on critical
helicopter components.
P0605 A72-44609
Flightweight'-components and water cooled test
^adapters for hypersonic engine "' ; " '•
rHASA-CR-112055] p0437 H72-25711
COHPOSITE HATEBIALS ' • '•" ' •
••< HT.' CEBBETS • > • • • • ' ' ' • '",','
B T LABIBATES-' ' - ' . • . , .
•BT HETAl BATBH COMPOSITES '
B T BEINFOBCED.PLASTICS' ; ' ' • ' " . '
Belative cost comparisons of-composite ' ;
'••'• applications with conventional material ' '"
components selected from F-111A supersonic
•fighter boaher
p0062:A72-14234
Designing with composite materials - Conference,
London, October 1971
: ;
 ;p0065:a72-14742
Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastic . . '..
materials feasibility for application.to
aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication
P0196 A72-21686
Large automated tape placement machine tool design
and construction for -laying "up aircraft '
structures from composite materials
: -' "' • P0196'A72-21690
Titanium-boron-epoxy composite materials selection
and fracture mechanics criteria for B-1 bomber .
structural design " ' ' '
P0228 A72-22lt77.
Layered anisotropic fiber composite /Tetra-Core/
for sandwich construction and aircraft
applications,'-discussing design, fabrication and
strength characteristics
[SAE PAPEB 720313] p0292 A72-25599
Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites ",
application to-aircraft structural design,
discussing flight test and developmental programs
' • '• p0302 A72-2623K
Cocnring technigne optimization for primary
- aircraft components composite materials,'
discussing mechanical and dimensional properties
test data, production cost analysis and cure time
P0312 A72-28077
Composite materials fabrication-, emphasizing high .
strength/stiffness to weight1 ratio as critical
performance requirements "'
: - . - - . P0312 A72-28082
Carbon-carbon composite material for high
performance, aircraft braking.systems, noting
weight savings and•thermal'characteristics '
improvements
. ' • - • • ' : . - . • • p0312 A72-28093
Composite materials application1to gas turbine fan
: guide >vane fabrication, noting •'economic factors
and prototypes performance in engine tests
' ''- • p0313 .A72-28100 ,
Long range transport aircraft structures and
composite materials technology for airframe and
engine systems
[AIAA PAPER 72-362] . p0350 A72-28955
Dynamics of composite materials - ASRE Conference,
La Jolla, California, June 1972
P0356 A72-29690
Aircraft structures design and development with
composite materials, considering materials
characteristics relations to structural
component's dynamic response
P0356 A72-29691
Results of preliminary studies of a bearingless
. h'elicopter rotor concept.
fAHS PBEPBIHT 600] • • P01U5 A72-34I190
Ballistic-damage-tolerant composite flight control
components.
fAHS PBEPBIHT 67<J] pOIIB A72-3U51U
The integration of composite structures into
aircraft design.
pO«50-A72-35281
Graphite-epoxy composites application to
commercial transports for weight and cost
reduction
POU91 A72-37680
Boron polyinide composite development.
p0549 A72-10553
Boron.fiber reinforced.composites technology
assessment and utilization, stressing cost
reduction
" [ICAS PAPEB-i72-30] p055H A72-U1155
Design and development of numerically controlled
machine for laying composite tape used in
v building aircraft structured from filament
reinforced resin matrix composite materials
tAD-725765] p0035 B72-10425
Concept development and feasibility analysis of
aircraft metal structures reinforced with
filamentary composites
fBASA-CR-18593: p0160 H72-1U585
Stress analysis of crack propagation in
orthotropic strips with edge stiffeners and
application to aerodynamic structures design
CAD-729801] i. p0163 H72-14923
Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
CAD-7233tlt] p0216 H72-16861
Vibration damping and acoustic fatigue resistance
, of.aircraft structural composites with
viscoeiastic core i
. .-. ' P0216 H72-16865
Physical and structural properties of
mixed-modulus composite materials of graphite
and S-glass fibers
[AD-732489] i p0222 H72-17549
Development of technigne for analysis of
instability of glass fiber reinforced plastic
. panels under axial compression
CAD-731340] p0279 B72-196U2
High temperature resins for use in graphite fiber
composites for jet engines
tHASA-CB-72983] p032« H72-20508
Ballistic impact tests to determine vulnerability
of boron/epoxy double-wall drive shafts for
helicopter rotors
. , [AD-737285] p0388 B72-23509
End oriented, fiber reinforced plastic composites
as rain erosion resistant materials
[iD-738079] p0126 H72-24616
[Thermal aspects of using filamentary composite
materials for airframes on atmospheric entry
spacecraft
• . fSD-72-SH-0015t p0435 H72-25542
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of
horizontal stabilizer for A-4 aircraft using
graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
t»D-738900] • . .pO»81 B72-27040
.Development of criteria for application of
composite materials in construction of
helicopter synchronizing drive shafts
[AD-739429] . p0481 H72-27043
Development of composite structure for propeller
blade retention on V/STOL aircraft propulsion
system .
CAD-739555], p0481 B72-27047
Fiber reinforced composites and design analysis
methods for netal and polymer matrix structures
in aeronautical.and space vehicle applications
rHASA-TH-X-68101] .p0521 H72-28545
Construction of CH-54 helicopter components from
boron/epoxy materials and quality control
A-131
COMPOSITE STROCTOBES ' SUBJECT IBDEZ
program to determine service life of components
CHASA-CR-112101] p0529 B72-29009
Conference on Structural Applications of Advanced
Composites .;'
rAGABD-LS-55] p0535 H72-29589
'Composites in structural design process
- p0535 H72-29592
Comparing characteristics of advanced- composites
vith those of conventional airframe materials
P0536' N72-29595
Primary and secondary structural applications of
advanced composites
p0536 N72-29596
Development of refractory wire superalloy
composites for use with turbine blades in power
generators and aircraft engines
rNASA-TS-X-2599] ' p0577 N72-30K71
Fabrication and installation of heat shields with
various curvatures to airframe sections of DC-3
aircraft
rHASA-CB-112109") 'P0581 H72-30946
Fabrication and microstructure of high temperature
silicon composites for turbine blades
- fNASA-CS-120966] < • . p0590 N72-31780
Development and fabrication of DH-1 helicopter
tail rotor drive shaft from graphite/epoxy
'composite materials
[ NASA-TH-X-67739] p0637 B72-33011
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft
wheel constructed of fibrous graphite and epoxy
resin • • '
rAD-7U5130] . p06«2 N72-33046
Filamentary composite materials-for'aircraft
fuselage structures
mASA-CB-112110] • . ' p06«5 N72-33561
COHPOS1TE STBOCTOEES
NT LAMINATES • • . •
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for
subsonic turbofan engines, discussing weight and
fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance
test results
••; [SAB PAPER 710771] pOOOS A72-10265
Hetal-skin honeycomb composite structure design
• and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting
structural adhesive bonding in aircraft
construction ' •
P0069.-A72-15090
Dnidirectional carbon fiber composites effects and
use of stress envelopes in aircraft structure
design
p0135 A72-16997
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber
reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft,
presenting mechanical properties test data for
different composite configurations.
p0181 A72-19062
Composite F-111 "fuselage design, analysis and
•testing, considering graphite, boron and
glass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems
P0287 A72-25453
Composite turbofan blades for'high temperature
applications, discussing weight redaction and
design procedure • • "
- - ' • : P0313 A72-28102
A-4 Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental
'-graphite-epoxy composite, construction,
• describing design, manufacturing and testing
technigues
fAIAA PAPEE 72-358] p0350 A72-2895*
Navy-program for composites technology development
in aircraft structures, discussing design,
reliability and cost-
fASHE PAPER 72-DE-3] p0362 A72-30860
Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-54B Skycrane
helicopter. •'-
TABS PREPRINT 670] pO»48 A72-3H510
The integration of composite structures into
aircraft design. : . .
pOUSO A72-35281
Data generation for engineering design with
'advanced composites.
• • pOUSI A72-35653
Boron- and graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum
composites forming, processing and costs for
aircraft structural materials
POB5U A72-35663
Filament winding technigues for rotor blade
applications. ' " •' •
P0501 A72-38165
Aircraft structures weight reduction through
fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing
anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of
composite light shell structures
. flCAS PAPEB. 72-38] • p0555 A72-41163
Nondestructive test for failure inspection and
gnality control of composite structures and
materials - conference
rAGAHD-R-590] p0429 N72-20934
nondestructive tests applied to guality control of
airframes made of boron composites ' •
p0429 872-21936
COHPOSITES
D CO8POSITE BATEBIALS !
COBPOSITIOH (PBOPEBTY)
HI ATBOSPHEBIC COBPOSITION
NT ATBOSPHEBIC BOISTUBE ! " •
NT CHEHICAL COMPOSITION ' • . .
NT GAS COBPOSITION .-. .- •
N T BOISTDHE CONTENT - . . - • - .
COHPODBD HELICOPTERS • .•
Barchetti SV-20-A twin engine winged'"
commercial/utility helicopter, describing design
details, onboard systems and payload
-- accommodations .> - . - , - • . , . < • . i.
. . • • . p0232 A72-22907
S-67 flight test program. •. . -..; •
CABS PREPRINT 653] pO<H13 472-3IJ479
• Flight' investigation of design features of thei
S-67 winged helicopter. -... '• *•'.•'...; :•'•••
[AHS- SBEPRINT 601] • •- pOUUa A72-31185
Helicopter development,- discussing articulated,
rigid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound • .
helicopters, rotor drives, flight control and
avionics systems
f. <.p0616 A72-15558
Design, development, and aerodynamic -.-;-.•, •.
characteristics of conpound helicopter designed
for rotor systems research applications . >
fNASA-CR-112156] p0639 B72-33020
Comparison of two helicopter design concepts '. •
developed to-conduct rotary wing research project
tNASA-CR-112157] . p0639 N72-33021
COBPBESSED AIB
Pressurized air assisted gas turbine fuel system,
-. describing single stage centrifugal .
turbocompressor and' rotary-lobe compressor-
designs and performance characteristics
.• ... .pO«56-A72^360i|3
COBPBESSED GAS
 t - ' . • . i •
HT HIGH PHESSDBE OXY6EB • .• .
COBPBESSIBILITI EFFECTS . ; , - • • : -
Flying machine using reaction forces on body
moving in compressible fluids within piston
device equivalent to air pressure pump ;; • i
.. . • p0197 A72-21798
Integral equation for calculation .-of unsteady
aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting irotor •
blades, taking into account air compressibility .
.[OBEBA, TP NO. 1081] p0356 A72-29671
Two-dimensional model>for thermal compression;• '
. . . . p0567 A72-U2868
Transonic potential flow around' guasirelliptic
wing profile noting shockless compression
• [BEPT-10/1971] p0317 B72-19996
COHPBESSIBLE FLOS . • •
NT TBABSONIC F10B - '
Force and pressure distribution neasnrements on
delta wing-body combination in-compressible. - '
flow, investigating Reynolds number effect ••
[OGLB PAPEH 71-118] p0022 ' A72-12707 "•
Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on •
propulsive performance and compressible flow
field internal' characteristics
fASBE PAPER 71-BA/FE-3] "• .• p0117 A72-15937
Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow
over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor•" '; '
blades, calculating flow field by '••
three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 72-39] •• p0130 A72-16901
Compressible flow measurement and loss prediction
' in radial vaneless diffuser in centrifugal
compressor, using hot-wire anemometers *- ' '-"
• p0238 A72-23861
Research planning in steady compressible flow
aerodynamics, discussing projects on annular
wings, shockless transonic airfoils and Smith
panel method for three dimensional flow problems
CICAS PAPEB 72-01] p0552 A72-41126
7A-132
SOBJECT IBDEI COBPB8SSOB EmCIBICT
Design prograns for swept wings in subcritical,
compressible, viscous flow «-
rBPL-ABBO-ROTE-1100] • -p0029 872-10018
Simulation and analysis of trajectories and
" velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid
passing through axial flow compressor stage ;
CJD-725596] : p0097 H72-12798
Extension of turbulent boundary layer cosputer
program to include coapressible adiabatic 'flow,
heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and
ducted flow -
tIC-ABBO-71-24] p0158 B72-ia308
Turbulent boundary layer equations applicable .to
compressible flov over surface vith*'longitudinal
curvature evaluated by nnaerical integration
using tabulated profile data - Part 2
[AD-729325] ! p0158 H72-14310
Extension of Gersten nonlinear wing theory to
compressible flov '
tBBVG-FBWT-71-20] , p016a 872-14993
Development of local linearization and transonic
equivalence rule for predicting properties of
transonic flows about wing-body combinations
CHASA-CB-21031 p0526 H72-28994
Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings
caused by -motions of lifting surfaces with
trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible
• 'flow •'"<•- - - .^ -.+ -.:-!•- - -.•*. :
CBASA-CB-112015] ' .• p0533 H72-29229
COHPBBSSIBLE FLUIDS . •'
Book on fluid dynamics covering'theories of
perfect, viscous and .compressible fluids,
infinite and finite span wings, boundary layer
flow, etc . • • ' ! • •:•_ :"
p.0070 A72-15357
Sonic boom signature by bicharacteristic method,
correcting zeroth order /free stream/ .
characteristics to obtain solution to • •. '-
compressible fluid.exact equations of motion
'• [AIAA PAPEB 72-195J p0131 A72-.16907
Two dimensional flow of gas let around dihedral '
obstacle, 'investigating screen proximity and
' '*fluid compressibility effects ' -. s
P0140 A72-17.912
<Book- on ideal and real compressible 'fluid' dynamics '
covering supersonic flow past airfoils and shock
wave interaction with tlaminar boundary layer
i • •'. P0233 A'72-23045
.'Bodograpbic eguations solution containing critical
point for compressible fluid two dimensional - '
flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and
turbine engine cascades - - . • •••• •
fOBEBA, 'IP 80. 10181 : .... P0362 A72-30841
Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex
sheet. . • • • . . • • - • • .
P0610 A72-44918
COBPBBSSIOH BOCKLIHG
0 BUCKLIBG . ! .
COHPEESSIOH LOADS c , . . • '
BT IMPACT LOADS .
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
in bending test due to stringer interruptions,
analyzing structural deficiency via column and
bean bending theories . i
. . P0566 A72-42827
Static coopressive load tests on L-^837 airport'
marker light bases . . . *
fHBS-10453] . • p0096 H72-12586
COHPBBSSIOH TESTEBS , . . , • : ' •
0 COHPBESSIOH TESTS .
COBPEBSSIOB TESTS ; . ; . .
Compression tests of short skinrstiffener
specimens of conventional titanium .alloys - ~
airframe structure with attached.unidirectional
: :brazed boron-aluminum composite
•
 :t"ASA-TB-D-6518] -. . --p0046 872-11128
COBPBESSIVE STBEH6TB • . :. t • • • - . . .
Lime, cement, fly ash and .sand combination airport
pavement design and testing, discussing material
structural and chemical properties, compressive
• strength, costs, etc ; , • . .
P0017 A72-12023
Compressive.'strength of Ti alloy airframe-skin
stringer panels reinforced with B-A1 composite
by brazing .
CAIAA PAPEB 72-359] •. : .' p0286 A72-25387
Developaent of technique for analysis of ..
instability of.glass fiber reinforced plastic
panels under axial compression
CAD-734340] p0279 B72-19642
COBPEBSSOB BLADES
Hetallographic and fractographic analyses of
cracking in T53-L13 gas turbine engine
. compressor disks T. :• .:• • i
p0010 A72-10816
• Forged Inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for
. dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades
p001« A72-11411
Tip clearance effect on compressor blade
aerodynamic: characteristics, applying Bollay
analysis to low aspect ratio rectangular wing
P002H A72-12825
Axial flow multistage compressor design,
discussing high speed flow measurements and
Beynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect
.on aerodynamic performance
P0121 A72-16U83
Stalled blade rows dynamic performance in terms of
blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary
layer-caused time delay • .
P0121 A72-16487
Flow visualization in supersonic axial conpressor
by short exposure schlieren photography of shock
wave patterns in rotating annular cascade of
compressor blades ' • •
[01IEBA, IP HO. 10261 p0136 A72-17192
. Subsonic unsteady aerodynamic pressures on blades
of compressor wheel rotating freely in air stream
fOHEBJ, IP HO. 10771 p02»« 472-2185*
Finite difference method application to axial flow
,• in;.-compressors rotating stall nonlinear analysis,
taking into account blade row characteristics
fASHE PAPEB 72-ST-31 p0292 A72-25606
Jet flaps for. high turning compressor cascades in
incompressible axial flow, calculating blade
pressure and jet slope distributions
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-16] • . p0293 A72-25615
Turbocoopressor deceleration cascades blades
surface roughness effects-on boundary layer,
noting pressure and velocity distributions
. i-tASBE PAPEB 72-GT-48] • ' p0296 A72-25640
Radial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing
blade,loadings for various pressure ratios and
efficiency of rotor and diffnser
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-521 p0296 A72r25644
(^Constraining U-shaped frames for blade edges
,
;
 protection during hydrojet shot blasting of
compressor blades for gas turbine engines
p0301 A72-26819
Gas turbine engine compressor blade and materials
fatigue strength dependence on pressure under
contact friction corrosion. . •
p0315 A72-28214
Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode
• measurement and moire technique, applying to
prototype turbine conpressor blade
• . p0457 A72-36375
Erosion effects on gas turbine engine compressor
.blades due to dust ingestion, discussing means
for alleviating performance and service .life
:losses -• . .
[ICAS PAPEB 72-02] p0552 A72-41127
In-flight and flight-line monitor system to detect
foreign object damage in jet engines.
P0564 A72-12690
Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine
compressor disks under variable stresses froo
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
p0598 J72-13736
Beat transfer .characteristics of chordwise-finned,
impingement and film cooled turbine vane in four
vane static cascade
, [HASA-TH-X-2177] p0171 872-15909
Design and performance data for stage c
Or [SASA-CB-120938] p052U 872-28796
COHPBBSSOB EFFICIEHCI
Supersonic axial flow shock-in-rotor type
compressor'performance tests, discussing factors
responsible for low efficiency
P0120 A72-16181
Turbojet engine compressor efficiency relationship
to cascade characteristics diagram, using
influence coefficients
p0181 A72-18995
Badial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing
blade loadings for various pressure ratios and
efficiency of rotor and diffuser
fiSBE PAPEB 72-GT-r521 P0296 A72-25644
A-133
COHPBBSSOB BOTOBS SDBJECT IHDBI
German monograph - Computational and experimental
investigations regarding the operational
characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow
compressor with high performance per stage
P0490 A72-37490
Compressor exergetic efficiency calculation from
gas eierqy losses caused by pressure drop and
cooling, noting relations to isothermal,
adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies
pOH91 172-37668
Optimal nodes of operation of a
centripetal-compressor wheel with preswirling of
the flow
p0616 A72-U5622
Analytical correlation of centrifugal compressor
design geometry for maximum efficiency with
specific speed
tNASA-TN-D-6729] p0266 H72-19002
Afterburning steady state performance and
operational limits of TP-30.turbofan engine
CNASA-TN-D-6839] pOU77 N72-27014
COHPBESSOB BOTOBS
Supersonic axial flow shock-in-rotor type
compressor performance tests, discussing factors
responsible for low efficiency
p0120 A72-16481
Pressure sensor measurements of fluctuating
aerodynamic forces on rotor blades related to
conpressor noise generation
f ASA PAPER H 6] p0192 A72-21486
Flow measurement instrumentation for tnrbomachine
rotors, noting telemetry type data transmission
system with strain gage pressure transducers for
turbocompressor
TASHE PAPER 72-GT-55] p0296 A72-25646
Analytical method for combining the interaction of
inlet distortion and turbulence.
P0594 A72-43330
Performance of axial flow compressor rotor with
different casing treatment configuration
rNASA-TN-D-6538) p0030 H72-10025
Procedures for balancing rotors of :(et aircraft
engines and analysis of factors influencing
level of vibration
fAD-728121] ' p0097 N72-12800
Aerodynamic design parameters and blade element
performance of axial flow compressor rotor
showing effects of blade solidity on stall
fNASA-TH-X-2379] p0163 N72-14989
Design and .experimental performance of 20-inch
diameter, tandem bladed, axial flow, transonic
compressor rotor for advanced air breathing
engines
[NASA-TH-X-248K] P0263 H72-18773
Rotor and stator, dual-airfoil tandem rotors and
dual-airfoil stator designs
rNASA-CH-120803] pO«73 N72-26689
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blades for
compressors with adiabatic efficiency of 85.1
percent
rNASA-CH-12080<l] p047.3 N72-26690
Aerodynamic performance test of Fan B for
Experimental Quiet Engine Program
fHASA-CB-72993] p0538 H72-29808
COBPBESSOBS
NT CENTBIFiJGAI COHPRESSORS
NT SUPERSONIC COHPRESSOHS
NT TRANSONIC COHPRESSORS
NT TORBOCOHPHESSORS
Coherent and incoherent structures of aerodynamic
noise, analyzing compressor near field and hot
"let IR emission source
'fONEBA, IP NO. 983] .P0231 A72-22816
Aircraft fan and compressor noise generation
mechanism, considering mass flow and lift forces
fluctuations from rotor and stator airfoils
p035<( A72-29569
Engine compressor' face rake for flight test
instrumentation F-1<»A/TF-30.
p0561 A72-42686
Fan and compressor noise evaluation, and model
formulation and testing
fFAA-RD-71-73] p0086 H72-11946
Coherent structure of discrete fregnencies of
compressor noise spectra
[NASA-TT-F-110911 . p0161. N72-14700
Telocity distribution measurement of subsonic.
axisymmetric inlet for compressor matching
p0213 H72-16714
Simulation of stage pressure and efficiency gaps
of multistage compressor
[HASA-TB-D-6917] p0571 H72-29993
COHPOTEB COBPOHBITS
Reliability program for SAAB 37 Tiggen airborne
computer, discussing prototype and components
operating tests and failure rates
P0239 A72-23984
COHPOTBB DBSI6S
Stellar attitude reference and navigation
associative processor with high computational
speed for radar approach control in ATC
P0017 A72-12033
Planar coax micropackaging of minicomputers for
aircraft navigation and military systems, noting
environmental tests
P0115 A72-15772
STARAN 1V-T. associative array processor for
automation in ATC environment, considering air
tracking, conflict prediction and resolution
functions
p0237 A72-23818
Digital attitude and heading reference system
computer for aircraft heading control,
discussing design and performance features
p0407 A72-33244
dnivac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for
airborne ASfl, discussing input/output
controllers and interfaces and 1C design features
p0107 A72-33245
Future trends of airborne computers.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-895] p0505 A72-39109
COBPOTBB GRAPHICS
Computer-aided interactive graphic displays for
ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow
and operational capabilities
p0020 A72-12420
Aircraft design interactive computer graphics
technique, using human decision input response
to computer output information
CDGL8 PiPEB 71-107] p002«t A72-12733
Interactive computer graphics with three
dimensional real time CBT display of air combat
maneuvers for fighter pilot training
P0302 A72-26291
Engine condition monitoring - The Pan Am approach:
Phase II. '
pO<l50 A72-3532H
System to obtain on-line graphic displays for time
sharing computer in aerodynamic test facility
TNASA-TB-X-67968] p0092 N72-12112
Computer graphic simulation of air transportation
system
[AD-733752] p0263 N72-18669
Development of computer graphics environment for
analyzing air transportation system and
interaction of system elements
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-3] ' p0326 H72-2058*
Development of air traffic control procedure using
inertial navigation position reports as input
data for computer graphics presentation
[FAA-ED-71-92] p0427 H72-21673
COHPOTEB HETHODS -
D COBPOTER PBO6BABS
COHPOTEB PROGBAHHING
NT BDLTIPBOGRABHING
NT ON-LINE PBOGBAHHING
Beal tine computer simulation of command and
control in transportation systems, detailing
models, and programming technique and ATC
controller effectiveness evaluation
p0188 A72-20363
Computer program and subprogram descriptions for
intercity air transportation effectiveness
rPB-200471] . p0106 N72-13025
Hodel subprogram design for intercity, air
transportation effectiveness analysis by computer
[PB-200U72] pOIOS N72-13026
Bontines for generating air routes and route
selection
tPB-200«73] p0106 N72-13027
Subprogram design.specification for intercity air
i transportation effectiveness model
[PB-200U75] . .. p0106 N72-13029
Acceptance tests.for intercity air transportation
effectiveness computer programs
tPB-200176] p0106 N72-13030
A-134
SUBJECT IHDEI COMPOTES PROGRAMS
Computer program for intercity air transportation
effectiveness model
rPB-2004771 • - . - • p0107.N72-13031
Computer operators manual for intercity air
tp transportation effectiveness programs . •'
" f PB-2004'78] ,-f pO-107. N72-13032'
Manual- for programmers for intercity air •
transportation effectiveness computer.-programs
rPB-200479]- -. P0107 S72-13033
.-Air route -selection and generation using computer
program -• , '. ."•• - - "'• ' .'-
fPB-200480] . - - - • - r -..-. p.0107 N72-13034
Air traffic and route, analysis using computer
program ' ' . • > . < • .- • . - . ' • •
...- rPB-.26o48l"] P0107 N72-13035
Manual for programming intercity air . "- ... •
transportation effectiveness model.. • ;
[PB-200482] " . , • p010,7 N72-13036
- Eguipment. for measuring aircraft noise in flight
and computer analysis.of'data '
..JNASA-TT-F-14058] .. - . • .'. . .pOISO N72-13987
User•manualjfor .propeller noise detectability'
program . • •
,- [ADr729435] p0156 N72-14223
CompnterizedTsystem for. numerical, analysis of'.'
carrier aircraft i ;• t' : - .--. ;. - - . -
rAp-732755],. _ -.,..".: . : . "...,p0254 N72-18030
, Computerized air traffic control systems
',,-.riAi>-733759-]l!-,^ V^Tii i.-t,. . . ,- p0275i N72-.19247.
Computer programming.for.structural design using
- -display, devices-, ;•*-•• • ' • - , • . .* . •-.J-
'.";..• r c-J,";.,, p0322 N72-20196
Programming characteristics-of future guidance-and
. - control computers . ;u..-'; • . .> }
pO.335-H72-21216 '•
Complementary software- package for use. of IHASr'-4
.. computer.-.' > s, '^ -. ..'• ' "'" • •• ..•'
rAD-765681] , , '. ... - ' - , • -. ' p0336 N72-21231
, Computer ;,manual for approximation satellite
terminal system evaluation, model.,. . '•'"'-:.•
.^ r^ D-7,37334]., .-.-•• . . ... p0388 JN72-23229
Computer programming
 :manual for.theoretical
•-.-•prediction of interference loads caused'by- '
external stores on F-4 .aircraft - Part 3- . >•"
, f,NASA-CR-112Cl"65-3]. .- > • • p0466 N72-26023
Air traffic^ control procedures .for -aircraft •.';-.
carrier ^.operations based on trajectory
, .-\,optimization and computer-aided, reassignment • :'•
' f AD-739713] " pOU86 S.72-.27713
-•Design, development, and translation of general
."• purpose softvare for P-:3C aircraft digital ' •
vCompu-ter -.,-/ --•;... • - •• -'• --^ •'•
- •; [Ab-7>1066..]; ; ' p0532 N72-29171
COMPUTER PBOGBAMS . - :• t • . ; • • ; ' . . • .-\ •• -'
NT "COHPILE'ES • .
NT COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS ' : " • -
NT INPDT/OOTP.DT. ROUTINES • - •--
NT OPERATING SYSTEMS .(COMPUTERS) . : . :
FAA air traffic control" automation program;
, discussing ,en route stage, computer program,-
data processing and storage and', terminal area-'
navigation and display'(techniques ' • • "
', . ,;/-, • . ... , ' p0019'A72-12380
Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal
control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing •
with aerodynamic performance '.'"• '-
'••• :p0120 A72-16430'
Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled*by
single point vortex to represent; leading edge
slat, discussing.on-line'computer graphics program
. r.AIAA. PAPER 72-22,1] , .- ' p0127 A72-16798
Air transportation:modal, split Analysis by •
computer simulation program for determining"
.utilization-of alternative travel modes between
•origins-and destinations . M-& • .'
- • . . - • - . . - • p0141 A72-17973
MARS digital simulation model in GPSS for' '• :
determining.scheduled:flight operations-and
,-• , maintenance resources effects- on*-aircraft - *-
availability and usage rates "
. , - - • . r • . - • • • • p0141 A72-17976
Avionics systems electrical interface connection
'. design information document creation and- • .
• dissemination,•using-EHPREHT.computer program'
'.-'•- •"• p02«4 A72-24864
•Hail damage to aircraft, predicting metal surfaces
. - dent -.depth and deformation shape with'computer
program ••; • : • • -•
, r&I»» PAPER 72-335] p0286 A72-25370
Computerization of panel flutter boundary
• ' calculations- w'ith aerodynamic forces derived
from" linear three dinensional unsteady potential
flow" 'theory
[AIAA PAPER 72-003] p0287 A72-25U2t
•FAA automated ATC system, discussing subsystems
related to operational and nonoperational
computer' program components, data entry and
display, communication, personnel and environments
p030t A72-27000
Computer program for gas turbine characteristics
and influence coefficients calculation, allowing
for cascade loss distribution during, flow choking
p0314 A72-28151
' Algorithm and computer program to calculate low
run multiple'nomenclature production process
optimal parameters '
P0315 A72-28741
"Computer program in ALGOL 60 language for
calculation of long'blades twist in axial flow
turbines and compressors
- ' • ' 'p0346 A72-28782
Computer algorithm to calculate surfaces formed by
eguidistant conic sections, using successive
-' approximation method
P0351 A72-29U61
-Computer algorithms and programs contribution to
aircraft structure operational reliability and
fatigue .life calculation _ _ _ __
p0359 A72-30288
Simulation of an air cargo handling system
' . '• ' p04U3 A72-34472
rAn integrated computer system for preliminary
'"' design of advanced aircraft.
[4IAA PAPER 72-796] p01(96 A72-38112
'Computer program for automated design of long haul
'- transport aircraft, discussing cost
effectiveness of composite materials for
aircraft structure
•tAIAA PAPER 72-794] ' p04?8 A72-38121
System analysis for an airline operational
environment through a computerized network
simulation model.
• '- • ' "' - P0551 A72-41077
Book - A" theory of supercritical'wing sections,
with computer programs and examples.
' • p0557 A72-41534
Aircraff'synthesis analysis program /ASAP/ for
computerized 'aircraft design, enabling large
' •'•' number of trade-off studies for design
optimization
- CSABE PAPER 907] p0595 A72-43454
Mission analysis and performance program as part
of computerized aircraft configuration synthesis
process, describing interfaces with other system
modules
fSAHE PAPEB 909] " p0595 A72-43456
Computerized weight data storage, recording and
information system to aid in aerospac'e vehicle
design
fSAWE PAPER 933] p0596 A72-43473
Aircraft structures shock and blast loading
characteristics from internal detonation,
comparing computer program results with
available data "
p0605 A72-44610
Multipoint real time all-day computerized noise
monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of
airport, discussing design and applications
r P0607 A72-44684
Technical programmers manual for automated
' procedure of optimizing practical aerospace.
structures - Vol. 2
CAD-725744] ' ' " p0032 N72-10017
•Customer utilization and program listing for
computer program on two dimensional
"^ multicbmponent airfoils in viscous flow
[NASA-CR-1843-SDPPL.] p0038 N72-11010
Application of computer technignes to improvement
of aircraft maintenance operations
p0039 N72-11020
Application of computers for improved maintenance
of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and
verification of fault correction .
P0040 H72-11022
Development of computer programs for processing
flight test data and standardizing in-flight
performance of aircraft .
tAD-725711] p0043 N72-11054
A-135
COBPOTEH SIBOLiTIOH SUBJECT IBDBX
Airport/aircraft system computer listing for
Bnrronqhs 5500 and IBB 7091 from study on
transportation noise
fPB-2014321 pOOHIt B72-11058
Development of computer program for design-point
characteristics' of compressed air generator with
through flow combnstor for V/STOL aircraft
propulsion systems
rSASA-TB-X-24221 p0096 N72-12779
POBTBAB U conputer program for design of
two-dimensional supersonic tnrbine rotor blades
with boundary layer correction
rNASA-TH-X-2«3a] p0099 H72-12975
FOHTHAH 4 computer program for calculating
supersonic flow on windward side of conical
delta wings by method of lines
fSAS4-TB-X-2«38] P0109 H72-13271
Computer programs for wake geometry, and blade
loads and responses
tSASA-CB-1912] p0149 B72-13977
Computer program for determining factors
influencing analysis and design of supersonic
aircraft ejector nozzles
fBASA-TB-X-679761 .p0158 B72-1I1301
Propeller noise detectability computer program for
prediction of harmonic rotational -noise
fAD-7294321 p0161 N72-1U709
Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for
solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small
disturbance equations for flow around aircraft
configurations
fSASA-CS-192T| . p0222 B72-17208
FORTRAN program for calculating velocities in
meridional plane of centrifugal compressor
[KASA-TH-D-6701] p02«9 872-17988
Computer program for calculation of airborne store
loads, shears, and moments
fAD-7336731 p0249 872-17995
Computer program for determining characteristics
. of propellers used in general aviation aircraft
to include blade shape parameter and integrated
design lift coefficient
rBASA-CB-11II3991 P0251 872-18004
Stability and damping characteristics of tethered
balloon systems, using computer programs 'for IBM
360
TAD-7315701 p0255 872-18044
Computer program for preliminary design analysis
of axial flow turbines based on mean-diameter
flow analysis
rsASA-TB-D-6702] p0263 872-18774
Computer program for steady state turbojet and
tnrbofan engine cycle calculations
rHASA-TN-D-65521 P026U B72-18783
Development of computer system and data processing
subsystems for measurement and evaluation of air
traffic control procedures
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-23] p0326 H72-20583
Development of computer graphics environment for
analyzing air transportation system and
interaction of system elements
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-3] p0326 872^ 20584
System security hardware, software, and procedural
techniques in automated•systems
CAD-735728] P0336 872-21234
Computer program for calculating sonic boom
propagation during supersonic transport flight
maneuvers
rAD-735297] p0380 N72-22997
Development of compute r-oriente^d algorithms for
application to solution of air traffic control
and terminal area guidance problems
rBASA-TS-D-67731 p0382 H72-23017
Development of computer program to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under
conditions of zero trailing edge angle
TAD-738318] p0419 872-24003
Development of computer program to analyze
effectiveness of pilot warning indicator systems
in avoiding aircraft collisions
fNASA-CR-126669] P0427 872-24672
Development and application of computer program
for predicting unsteady loads caused by trailing
edge control surface motions at subsonic speed
TNASA-CB-2003] p0430 872-24992
Applications of computers for flight test and
evaluation of helicopters based on frequency
analyses of load curves on main and tail rotors
rsASA-TT-F-142831 pO«30 N72-2U993
Computer program for predicting performance,
noise, weight, and cost of general aviation
aircraft propellers for 1980 time period
tBiSA-CB-2066] pO»31 H72-25005
Computer programs for improved methods for
evaluating physical compatibility of crew
meibers with crew stations - Vol. 3
tAD-7380071 pO»33 B72-25016
Computer program for coordinates, incompressible
inviscid section characteristics, and two
dimensional drag-rise for HACA airfoils
r AD-738623] •• pOt8l» 872-27332
Computer program for determining history of
combustion products produced by turbojet engine
afterburner - Part 2
fAD-739177] P0488 872-27969
FOBTBAH program for predicting total efficiency -
specific speed characteristics of centrifugal
compressors - - ".• •'
[SASA-TB-X-259U1 . p0513 872-27994
Hybrid computer program in FOBTBAB 4 to simulate
pilot controlled aircraft
fAD-740434J - p0533 H72-29223
Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings
caused by motions of lifting surfaces with
trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible
flow
[BASA-CR-112015} P0533 872-29229
Computer program to analyze wing'tip vortex as
function of wing tip shape
CBASA-TT-F-14538] p0576 872-30264
Analysis.of methods for predicting aircraft '
performance and recommendations for computer
programs to provide accurate prediction capability
P062V N72-32036
Digital computer program for investigating effects
of instrument error on aircraft stability and
control derivatives from flight test data
[BASA-CH-112122] p0622 N72-32041
Computer programs for analyzing axial compressor
aerodynamic test data
[AD-74U503] p0631 872-32756
HASTBA8 applied to structural design analysis of
airframe projects
- p0633 H72-32885
High pressure turbine blade stress analysis using
HASTESN
p0633 S72-32900
COBP0TER SIBOLATIOH
D COBPDTERIZED SIHDLATIOB . '
COBPUTEB STORAGE DEVICES
BT BAGBETIC TAPES. • -
Digital computer memory system for real time
processing of air and naval traffic'data,
discussing logic design, time comparisons and
optimum use
P0022 :A72-126«7
Computer memory loading, compiler language
revisions for military applications, and
research and development in aircraft power systems
[AD-73U143J p0275 N72-19255
Logical design of associative processor for :
avionics digital computer
fAD-737188] p0387 872-23164
Associative process and cellular logic in memory
circuits for avionics computer
CAD-736710] p0387 872-23169
COBPOTER SISTEBS PBOGBABS
BT ISPDT/ODTPOT ROOTIBES ' • '
8T OPERATING STSTEHS (COflPOTEES)
Ban machine interactive display computer systems
with application to fuselage design
[ISD-121] p0542 B72-29927
COBPOTER TECHHIODES
Computerized error function method of wreckage
trajectory analysis in aircraft accident
investigation, using fundamental eguations of
motion .
p0054 A72-13250
Computer-aided intrasystem electromagnetic
compatibility prediction programs, discussing
mathematical models and program philosophies
p0061 A72-14039
Computer technology projection in terms of cost
and performance for future ATC system,
determining data processing systems availability
p0068 A72-14834
United Air lines computerized information
retrieval system for message switching, flight
A-136
SUBJECT IBDBI COHPOTBBKED D8SIGI
planning and monitoring and aircraft parts
inventory control
riEEE PAPEB 23,3] p0072 472-15713
Computer controlled production test system for
airborne pbased array modules, describing
various measurement capabilities
P0120 472-16417
Computerized analytical model of two dimensional
nnlticoaponent airfoil in viscous subsonic flow
[AIA4 PAPER 72-2] p0129 472-16861
Development programs for iTC system improvement by
digital coaputers and data displays applications
P0137 472-t7328
Computerized Eros II airborne collision avoidance
time frequency system design, considering radio
transmission,-synchronization and1ground stations
P0113 472-18217
Computerized modular automatic test equipment for
commercial airliner avionics device performance,
discussing data handling ability and cost
effectiveness
P0113 &72-18250
Hybrid computer method of nonstationary spectrum,
analysis of aircraft noise, applying to flyover
and jet aircraft noise abatement under
operational conditions
P0178 172-18778
Partial load computation for axial flow compressor
stages, describing computer method limitations
P0229 472-22632
inthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing
guidance-in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system
P0229 472-22779
Hybrid computing technigues in helicopter
simulation, taking into account complex dynamic
systems nonlinear effects
P0232 A72-22936
STABAR IV-Z associative array processor for
automation in 4TC environment, considering air
tracking, conflict prediction and resolution
functions
. P0237 472-23818
Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering
engine cooling, high work factor turbines,
pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis
P0301 472-26036
Computer calculation of second order curve segment
discriminant in geometrical problem associated
with aircraft lofting, assessing method accuracy
P0345 472-28739
Information theory approaches to air navigation,.
discussing ATC, collision avoidance and computer
applications
P0350 472-29013
Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky
path observation during navigation and landing,
discussing computer units, CRT and image
generating subsystems
P0396 472-32042
Electronic display in future avionic systems,
emphasizing computer techniques and digital data
exchange systems
p0403 472-32635
Computerized aircraft landing measurement system
for civil airport, using optical, seismic and IR
sensors
pOl»11 472-33627
Sizing new generation aircraft wire and circuit
breakers utilizing computer techniques.
P0453 472-35568
Computer control of aircraft landing:
p0455 472-35950
Quadruple-redundancy management for fly-by-wire
control system reliability, discussing analog
circuit and digital computer voter/monitor
technignes
[4144 PAPER 72-880] p0505 472-39117
Digital computer controlled testing eguipment for
separately .driven coaxial gas turbine low and
high pressure compressors, emphasizing
reliability and flexibility in system design
P0564 472-12682
Computer control of the General Dynamics High
Speed Hind Tunnel.
p0564 472-12697
The weight nodule - 4 keystone in the aircraft
synthesis program.
[SAHE P4PER 912] p0595 472-43159
Computerized airframe manufacturing cost and
weight analysis, using technique for detailed
.parts list generation from configuration concept
as input
[S4HE P4PEB 9131 ' P0596 472-430.60
1-1011 computerized weight reporting system
present and future capabilities.
[SABE PAPEB 932] P0596 472-13472
The optimal control of merging aircraft -
.. Implementation of the hybrid air traffic
controller.
P0599 472-13868
Technologies of computerized flight management and
control systems, automated communications
systems, and navigation and surveillance systems
in future avionics
P0104 H72-13011
Turbine research and technology including
. aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant, high
work-factor turbines, and computer programs for
design and performance
[HASA-Tn-I-68115] P0521 H72-28795
Computer technique to analyse aircraft windshields
for multiple imaging
tAD-744044] p0586 B72-31031
COHPDTEBIZED COHTEO1
0 .HOBEBICiL COHTBOJ.
COHPOTEEIZBD DESIGN
Aircraft design interactive computer graphics
technigue, using human decision input response
to computer output information
[DGIR PAPEB 71-107] p0021 472-12733
Computer simulation techniques in aerospace ground
eguipment design for maintenance testing of
avionic systems
P0061 472-11196
Aircraft preliminary design procedure with
integrated performance simulation, using tiae
sharing computer facility
P0188 472-20353
Transport aircraft fuselage computerized design,
determining optimal structural distribution for
strength and displacement constraints
. [4144 P4PEH 72-330] p0285 472-25366
Computerized structural design of aerospace
. vehicle, stressing automated routines for finite
element models generation
[4144 P4PEB 72-332) p0285 472-25367
Large amplitude flight simulator for fighter
design refinement, noting extensive computer
commitment
p0315 472-28757
Active controls - Changing the rules of structural
design.
p0192 472-37681
Application of the computer to aerial design and
development.
pO*91 472-37873
4 computerized system for the preliminary design
of commercial airplanes.
[4IA4 P4PER 72-7931 p0496 472-38110
4 flutter optimization program for aircraft
structural design.
[4144 P4PEB 72-795] p0196 472-38111
An integrated computer system for preliminary
design of advanced aircraft.
[4I4A P4PEB 72-796] pO«96 472-38112
Computer program for automated design of long haul
transport aircraft, discussing cost
effectiveness of composite materials for
aircraft structure
[4I4A PAPEB 72-791] p0198 472-38121
Integration of aerospace vehicle performance and
design optimization.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-948] p0562 472-42355
Aircraft synthesis analysis program /ASAP/ for
computerized aircraft design, enabling large
number of trade-off studies for design
optimization
[S4HE P4PEB 907] p0595 472-43451
An aerodynamics model applicable to the synthesis
of conventional fixed-wing aircraft.
[SAHE PAPEB 908] • p0595 A72-43455
Hission analysis and performance program as part
of computerized aircraft configuration synthesis
process, describing interfaces with other system
modules
[SAHE PAPEB 909] p0595 472-43456
4-137
COBPOTBHIZED SIBOLATION SDBJECT IIDBX-
Aircraft/spacecraft design approach and
performance data, considering space shuttle
program . .
' ' P0612 472-65159
Computerized design of civil aircraft using
freight criteria in parametric analysis
rAD-7272311. pOOHI H72-11061
Computerized structural analysis and integrated
design of future aircraft
p010«,N72-13007
Automated preliminary design of .simplified wing
structures to satisfy strength and flutter
requirements . .
rNASA-TN-D-653U] P0112 H72-13887
Computerized design of axial compressor stage .-.
using radial three-dimensional eguilibrium .flow
equations , • " -
 :.
TAD-733U37J p0259 N72-18507
COBPDTEBIZED SIHDLATIOH . . . . •
NT ANALOG SIBOLATION
NT DIGITAL SIHOLATIOB
Handling qualities simulation program for ...
augmentor wing let'STOL research aircraft
considering control devices'design
p0015 172-11654
Computer simulation techniques in aerospace ground
eguipment design for maintenance .testing ^of
avionic systems ' .
p0061 A72-14196
Automated scheduling algorithm for. aircraft from
terminal area to touchdown, discnssinq system
features and STOL air traffic computerized
simulation . -.
C A I A A PAPEB 72-1201 . ,' ' . p f l l 3 l A72-16905
Fast time simulation application to ATC systems,
discussing control action exercise within
strategic/tactical spectrum
pO135 A72-16994
Automated ATC guidance technigue for aircraft
curved flight trajectories, describing flight
profiles synthesizing algorithms and .'.
1
 computerized simulation technigue
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1211 p0140 A72-17922
Computer simulation applications - Conference, New
York, December 1970 " ' . ' ' . . . -
p0111 A72-17972
Bilitary aircraft operations and logistics
computerized simulation for support and
maintenance cost estimates. • • •
P01U1 A7_2-17974
ATC study by computerized simulation, using,
successive approximation models
p0141 A72-17975
Lounge planning model for airport terminal design
simulation, taking into account scheduled
arrivals' and departures, aircraft types, ,
passenger number, gate assignments, etc
pO.111 A72-17979
Aircraft safety.enhancement' by computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews,
discussing' Boeing 7i(7 program
p0179 A72-18839
ATC at single-runway airport analyzed by fast time
simulation with high speed digital computers
... p0181 A72-19064
Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with computer'
generated displays, moving area navigation, map
and ATC information
p0187 A72-20336
Airfield surface system fast-time computer
simulation model for airport planning systems
analysis - - . . . . -
' "'. . . ' P0187 A72-20341
Air/ground interface.simulation in GPSS/360.for
passenger transfer between airport terminal'.and
aircraft
P0187 A72-20342
nonlinear computerized simulation of air cushion
vehicle dynamics, .using bond graph techniques
' p0187 A72-20343
Aircraft preliminary design procedure with
integrated performance simulation, using_ time ,..-
sharinq computer facility '' - t
p0188 A72-20.353
.Computer simulation requirements for air and
• ground transportation system, emphasizinq • .. ...
mathematical models capable of system
performance relation to design parameters, ,
P0188 A72-20362
Beal time computer simulation of command and ' -
control'in transportation systems, detailing
models,' and programming technigue and ATC *:
controller effectiveness evaluation • •
• . • p0188 A72-20363
ATC systems analysis by computerized real time
environmental simulation, taking into-'account
new aircraft types, navigation and- supervision
aids - . ' ' • . • . • : . - ' . ' • .
•'-:.. ' ' ' ' p0230 A72-22782
•Hybrid computing techniques in'helicopter :
simulation, taking into account complex dynamic
systems nonlinear effects ' • • • • ; . •
. ' '' •p0232 A72-22936
, Ban computer weapons effectiveness and'system'test
.environment:./WESTE/ instrumentation system-with
Decca -navigation.'f or simulated-combat '
environmental flight.tests •" •"" • '"
. . . '"" " p0310 A72-27515
Cost effectiveness determination for different' '
levels of reliability and-maintainability'of
training .aircraft,- using .computer 'simulation
.'•-P0303 A72-28355
;Aeroelasticity, discussing gust.and'maneuver'load
alleviation,, flutter suppression,' aircraft -' *
stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis,
aeroelastic optimization, composite structures,
etc . '.. - - ' .'•••:.••' .".;.-!••'
.. .. . . . - • : - • ' . . - -. I" p'0393-A7'2-31202
ATC systems fast-time simulation", 'emphasizing -
importance of human operator performance' " •*
•realistic modeling •• '. • • ' • .c.-"-: •''
.' . '. •: : •- :p0396-\A72-32097
Computerized navigator ^ training 'Siraul'ato'r -'for' •
complete array of air navigation instrWents,
. discnssinq design and human f actors"i >'• ': ' - i
- . - - - . - . - . pp398t-A72-'322'08
Digital computer controlled flight'simulators-for
undergraduate.pilot, electronic warfare,'
v air-to-air combat and helicopter fr'ain'ing -
. .. , . , - .. '• '• pOU«3 A72-34393
Simulation of an air cargo handling system-' •'
... , ..- "•'.• . .p04U3''A72-34«72
System analysis for an airline operational
. environment through a computerized network ' •
simulation model.' • * ~ • • • ' • • • » .. ~ '-'." -•-
• .. .-. • -p0551--A72-41077
Principles of modelling studies of fuel systems
and hydraulic systems by electronic jinalpg'''
computers' ..- ' • f*'~'-'-
-. J '. .- . ' -' i p0567'; A72-«2922
Digital computer eguipped facility for'training
simulators environmental.simulation capability
testing, describing electronics interf ace",l '^  •''
control and display equipment. '- '• . '•': •••--'-'•
• •:•' p0567- A72-42928
Bathematical model for dynamics simulation of 'f ';^
aircraft turboprop-engines, using-digital," • 'f ""
analog and hybrid computers '."•'.".' '-'- • •' ''"-
-•••-.'-jpOep'.l A72-tU288;;'
Lockheed airline system simulation and'aircraft1' "^
scheduling models. •- '- '-'i' "•'• ' '•• '^
. - ' I ' ' - . 3p0604vA72-»ll579''
Bathematical models of rate qyrosi servo" '•'«.".'• ".'*'
accelerometeirs, pressure transducers, a n d ~ . " ' - '•
telemetry systems .and analog computer :simalation''
programs * •'• . ';"• ,*. .'.' .- T-' " '* • l'-'-
.[NASArCB-1768].- •- . . ' p003fl N72-10401
Cost analysis and .operational procedures of ••'•'•'•
effective short range, high-density computer '
• -"transportation" system for Hetrbpolitan iDetroit
[NASA-CR-114340] • , . ' . - . . ' ' p0036 N72-10984
Performance of vertical contact-analog-display?
system used in carrier landing- ' - ' •• ' '"' '•
[AD-730464] . ' . : - , . . - - . • ' ' ' p0167 N72-15013
Turbojet engine analog simulation technigue f "•'•
applicable to propulsion system dynamics and
controls-research .•• r -j . . ' • • • '•': . • * J ' i1! '
CNASA-TN-D-6610] .-. . .- . . p0213'N72-16722
Bathematical wind'gust model for computer --'-- -'*
simulation of .aircraft .aerodynamic 'stability '
fAD-733905] ; p0261 N72-18648
Computer gra'phic-'simulation' of air-transportation
sys tem- i t --• . ' :• ' •.. .-...' c ' . : . . - " - - - , - •« . : ..« '
[AD-733752] '•.-.":.''• '. '-•:.f0263 N72-18669
.Computerized simulation used to obtain time
. • .optimal-,trajectories for P-:3C':AS»-aircraft • ' • • •
rAD-734167] ... - - . - • ' - : ' • • p0272 N72-19046
A-138
SOBJECT IHDEI CONCOBDE AIBCBAFT
Coaputerized sinalation model for studying
performance o£ air bag
fPB-204170] P0275 N72-1918*
Development of computer graphics environment for
analyzing air transportation system and
interaction of system elements
CDOT-TSC-Fll-71-31 . P0326 572-20581
Evaluation of FAA advanced flov control procedures
for air traffic control based on digital
simulation of Hen York City air traffic
[DOT-TSC-FA1-72-8] p0339 N72-21630
Development of node! of airport airside system to
simulate aircraft operations and controller
functions in terminal area
fPB-201802] • - P0339 N72-21631
Analog and digital computer simulation analysis of
performance and control of low-pressure-ratio
turbojet engine for drone aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2537] p03«0 S72-21817
Development and characteristics of simulation of
continuous error of localizer beam of
conventional instrument landing system used vith
• space shuttle
[NiSA-TS-X-62116] p0376 B72-22648
Improvements in dynamic and aerodynamic
performance of helicopter rotor blades
. . . p0380 H72-23005
Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach
• task.considering engine response, flight path
stability, tail lift, and direct lift control '
fAD-736968] •• . p0385 N72-23039
Development of intermediate logic flov diagrams
•for computerized simulation of aircraft
reliability .and maintainability vith military,
facilities
C 10-738536} .- pOH67 .872-26027
Optimization -and performance prediction of
computer simulated cable type aircraft recovery
system . ,
fAD-7<10098] P0519 N72-28272
Computer simulation of helicopter flight
conditions to determine dynamic effects of
external load combinations on helicopter
performance
[AD-7U07723 P0530 H72-29020
Simulation needs and recommendations related to
. proposed amphibious assault landing craft in
Navy program to develop high speed air cushion
vehicles .
CAD-710851] POS33 H72-29222
• Simulation program for ESSO air traffic control
network based on two navigation satellites
[SESA-BX-5072-15.786/72] p0537 H72-2967H
Control and modeling systems vith distributive
parameters and time delays
[AD-741920] p0573 N72-30017
COBPOTEBS
NT &IBBOBHE/SFACEBORNE COMPUTERS
NT ANALOG COMPUTERS
NT DIGITAL COHPOTEBS
NT HYBRID COHPOTEBS
NT ONI7AC COBPDTEHS
COICEBTHiTIOB (COBPOSITIOH)
NT ATHOSPHEBIC BOISTDBE
NT HOISTOBE COHTEBT
COICOBDB AIBCBAFT
Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing
• ground and flight test programs for performance,
flying qualities and structures fatigue
properties evaluation
[SAE PAPEB 710756] ' pOOOl A72-10253
Concorde engine performance, reviewing control,
. reheat and exhaust systems
fSlE PAPEB 710775] ' pOOOS A72-10267
Concorde aircraft electrical power systems design,
noting dc and emergency supplies and installation
p0053 A72-12910
French jet aircraft noise reduction research
facilities, discussing in-flight and overfly
noise measurements, various silencer
configurations and Concorde engine tests
p0059 A72-13680
Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control
systems, describing design features with
emphasis on reliability
p0060 A72-13962
Beteorological information assistance for Concorde
aircraft test flights, discussing high
tropospheric turbulence and lower stratospheric
temperature predictions and instruments
P0063 A72-1H680
Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to
supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde
contribution
P0063 172-14681
Tonlonse-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight
simulators with Concorde cockpit replica
P0069 A72-15072
Hetal-skin honeycomb composite structure design
and manufacture for Concorde'rudder, noting
structural adhesive bonding in aircraft
construction
P0069 A72-15090
Concorde airframe testing for thermal effects on
structural strength and fatigue life, discussing
facilities for flight conditions simulation
p0136 172-17197
Aircraft safety factors, noting navigational arid
flight system in Concorde design
P0178 A72-18828
Concorde aerodynamic configuration R and D,
discussing wing layout in terms of drag,
stability, control and weight distribution
characteristics
P0181'A72-19057
Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety
flight and simulator.testing, discussing
operational and environmental conditions and
maintenance procedures
p0187 A72-20309
Olympus engine flight'testing for relighting and
antiicing, engine control and noise and
vibration assessments in support of Concorde
aircraft development
p0197 A72-21898
Concorde sonic boom measurement, discussing'
structural vibrational response
p0198 A72-21911
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and
testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal
and pressure cycling
P0199 A72-2.1938
Glass-vinyl retractable windshield visor
development for Concorde aircraft,' considering
rain,-hail-and icing effects, strength and
stiffness under aerodynamic loading and heating
p0231 172-22900
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components
design characteristics and reliability tests,
noting visor, pilot forward windshield, flight
deck side windows and cabin windows
p0306 A72-27012
Concorde aircraft windshield panels bird impact
resistance, noting effects of edge clamping
width, ply thickness, composition and temperature
p0306 472-27013
Stratospheric meteorological characteristics
effects on Concorde supersonic flight
performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior
and passenger comfort
p0319 A72-28876
Concorde dynamic behavior from flight tests,
discussing integrated design effects, wing, fin
and eleven flutter, gust and runway response and
engine surge effects
[AIAA PAPEB 72-381] p0350 A72-28958
Aircraft tires design and performance
characteristics, considering VTOL and Concorde
operating conditions
p0358 A72-30098
Concorde engines design for maintainability and
reliability to reduce turnaround time,
discussing diagnostic facilities and on-vina
maintenance features
pO<t01 A72-32457
Concorde on-time operation as total management
problem from design to airline operations,
discussing techniques for in-flight failure
diagnosis and onward reporting
,p0402. 172-32460
Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaust
products of supersonic aircraft in the
stratosphere
'. pO>93 172-37821
Operating cost comparisons between Concorde and
Boeing 707 and 747 aircraft, considering
profitability •
P0508 A72-39818
A-139
COHCEETES SDBJECT IBDEX-
Concorde electrically signalled fly by wire
control system Kith mechanical linkages for
standby fail-safe redundancy
p0551 A72-41068
Calibration and performance of cosmic-radiation
detector for Concorde supersonic transport
rFAA-AH-71-261 -pOOUS. H72-11370
Lo¥ speed wind tnnnel measurement of oscillatory
lateral stability derivatives of slender
variable sweep wing aircraft model and • ; -
comparison with Concorde and HP-115
rHAB-TB-70095] p020« H72-15972
Free jet tests of full-scale supersonic
intake/engine combination of Concorde power plant
P0211 H72-1670<l
Concorde power plant development, emphasizing
flight test problems ?
. p0211 N72-16705
Hass reduction of moderator and nucleon flux
response for in-flight radiation warning system
for SST
p0223 N72-17719
Mathematical models for determining flight
performance of Concorde aircraft
p0328 N72-20978
Methods and instruments for determining
performance of Concorde aircraft
p0329 H72-20982
Heather predictions for Concorde test flights and
problems of forecasting stratospheric
temperature and clear air turbulence
CN1L-M-22U39-(5828.UF) ] pOUBQ N72-27638
Fuel vapor spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel
tank for maximum oxygen concentration
determination to limit ignition pressure
[ARC-CP-1209] P0537 H72-29799
Fatigue and thermal static strength development
tests performed on sections of Concorde
supersonic transport aircraft r.
p05«2 N72-29915
Summary of static strength tests conducted on
Concorde aircraft nacelle structure
p05K2 H72-29916
Gravitational and velocity effects of aircraft
weight and performance in cruising flight
emphasizing Concorde - • •
fAEC-R/H-3680] p0585 N72-31021
COHCBETES
Concrete airport pavement thickness determination
methods comparison, noting design life
dependence on safety fac.tors
pO<160 A72-36786
Airfield pavement condition survey of asphaltic
and Portland concrete at DSHAS Barbers Point,
Hawaii . . . .
fAD-735105] . p0323 N72-20268
COIDEHSATIOH TRAILS
D CONTRAILS
COHDITIOHS
NT ADIABATIC CONDITIONS
NT FLIGHT CONDITIONS
HT RUNWAY CONDITIONS
COHDDCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Experimental method for measuring heat transfer in
hypersonic aerodynamic models
fEEPT-321 pO»38 N72-25918
CONDDCTORS
NT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
NT ANTEHNAS
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
NT DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS . .
NT ELECTRIC HIRE .
NT EXPLODING WIRES
NT FLAT CONDDCTORS
HT LENS ANTENNAS
NT LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS
BT LOOP ANTENNAS
ST MICBOWAVE ANTENNAS
BT HISSILE 4STENHAS
NT HONOPOLE ANTENNAS
NT BADAR ANTENNAS
NT RADIO ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS , ,. .
NT SPIRAL ANTENNAS
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS • •
NT SUPERCONDUCTORS
NT TWO REFLECTOR ANTENNAS
NT WAVEGUIDE ANTENNAS
CONES . . , . '
NT COBICAL BODIES
NT SLENDER CONES
CONFERENCES
Parachutes and related technologies -, Conference,
London, September 1971
• ' . p0006 A72-10301
Electronics and aerospace systems - IEEE
Conference, Washington, D.C., October 1971
. . . . p0018 A72-12376
Radio aids to maritime and aerial navigation -
Conference, Trieste, June 1971
P0021 A72-12640
Fluid power - Conference, London, September 1970
. • . ' . . ) • ... •- p0060 A72.-13960
Designing with composite materials - Conference,
, London, October 1971
. - ... : . , p0065 A72-147<I2
Air transportation and society r AIAA/FAA
Conference, Key Biscayne, June 1971 •
p0065 A72-14809
Marine and aerospace engineering - Conference,
Paris, Hay 1971 . • : ,
p0071 A72-15551
Gas turbines - Conference, Tokyo, October 197-1
p0120 A72-16U80
Automatic control systems testing and evaluation -
Conference, Saint Mary College of Maryland,.
August/September 1971
- p0123 A72-16652
Badio technical capabilities and limitations of
ATC systems - Conference, Washington, D.C.,
November 1971 . • .
P0137 A72-17326
Computer simulation applications - Conference, New
lork, December 1970. - . •. ,.-. •
p01U1 A72-17972
Environmental effects on aircraft and propulsion
systems - Conference, Trenton, N.J., Hay 1971
p0175 A72-18751
•Air safety - Conference, -Mexico City, October 1971
P0178 A72-18827
-Test pilots 1971 reports - Conference, Beverly
Rills, California, September 1971
p0190 A72-21001
Survival and flight eguipment - Conference, Las
Vegas, September 1971
P0193 A72-21560
Sonic booms - Conference, Houston, November 1970
. . • . • p0197 A72-21901
Man and technology in orientation and navigation
Conferences, Essen, Germany, October 1971
p0229 A72-22776
Nonlinear dynamics of flight vehicle - Conference,
University of Technology, Loughborongh, England,
March 1972
p023t A72-23B51
Internal flows - Conference, Salford, England,
April 1971 -. . . . :
p0237. A72-23853
Electromagnetic suspension - Conference,
Southampton, England, July 1971
• p02«2 A72-2U756
Optical transparencies - Conference, London, June
1971
. • p030« A72-27001
Materials science .- Conference, Los Angeles, April
1972 . . . - : • "
. p0311 A72-28076
Aerospace and aeronautical meteorology - AHS
Conference, Washington, D.C., May 1972
P0346 A72-28801
Dynamics of composite materials - ASME Conference,
La Jolla, California, June 1972 -
p0356 A72-29690
Aviation and astronautics - Conference, Tel
Aviv-Haifa, March 1972
: p0393 A72-31201
Navigation for general aviation and navigation
training - Conference, Atlanta, February-Harch
1972
p0397 A72^32201
.Total system approach to time scheduled aircraft
- operations - Conference, London, Hay 1972
, . . pOUOl A72-32451
Electronic displays - Conference, London, February
. 1972
pO<!03 A72-32631
A-1HO
SUBJECT IHDEI COHPBBKICIS COITD
Transportation - Conference, Washington, D.C.,
Bar-Jane 1972 • '
P0406 A72-3318Q:
Air transportation - SAB/AIAA/ASBE Conference,"-
. Washington, D.C., Hay-Jane 1972
- p0407 A72-33306
Civil'aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,
Lebanon, November-December 1971 •'
, . •• P0409 A72-33326
NAECON '72;'Proceedings of the Rational Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Bay 15-17,
1972. •
I . P0452 A72-35551
Gas 'turbine pumps; Proceedings of the Joint
Conference, San Francisco, Calif., flarch 26, 27,
•1972. • ' ' " • •'
P0456 A72-360IIO
Vibration' technology: Balancing flexible rotors;
Conference, Technische Dniversitaet Berlin,
Berlin, Best Germany, Batch 23, '24, 1970,1
"Summaries
' '• '. i>0456 A72-36064
Airports: Key to the air transportation system;
' Proceedings'of the Conference, Atlanta Ga.,
April 14-16, 1971. :
• ) ' - - ' • p0459 A72-36776
- Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 17th, -
Washington, D.C., April 17, 18, 1972, Proceedings.
P0507 A72-39740
- HEWNAT Symposinn, Frankfurt aa Bain, West Gernany,
October 5-1, 1971, Report. Volumes 162.
' " P0545 A72-40276
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
- -• 18th, Hiam'i, Fla., Bay 15-17, 1972, Proceedings.
•'•••• • • P0563 A72-42676
Dynamic response of structures; Proceedings of the
Symposium,- Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif., June 28, 29, 1971.
• • . • ' • • : P0565 A72-42755
' International Conference on Structural Safety and
'•Reliability, Washington, D.C., April 9-11, 1969,
Proceedings'.
• ' •- .. . p0568 A72-42966
The surface crack: Physical problems and
••• computational solutions; Proceedings of the
Winter Annual fleeting. New Tork, N.T., November
26-30, 1972. :
P0600 A72-44226
Aircraft jet-engine control; Conference, Telesin,
Czechoslovakia, June 12-16, 1972, Proceedings
• - . - • . - • , .'; ' p0600 A72-44276
Conference on Reliability Testing and Reliability
Evaluation, The Hague, Netherlands, September
4-8, '1972, Proceedings.
J
 ' p0606 A72-44651
Aircraft fatigue: Design, operational and economic
aspects.
• P0608 A72-44726
Atoospheric Flight Bechanics Conference, 2nd, Palo
Alto and Boffett Field, Calif., September 11-13,
1972, Informal'Papers.
!' P0612 A72-45326
Conference on Fluid Machinery, 4th, Budapest,
-Hungary, September 11-16, 1972, proceedings.
P0614 A72-45351
Conference papers on jet and slipstream influence
. on aerodynamic coefficients using aircraft models
fDLH-BITT-70-28) p0027 H72-10004
Rotor and^propeller wake calculation, recovery
rotors, and rotor feedback control - conference
fDIR-HITT-71-121 p0037 N72-11001
Proceedings of conference on aviation maintenance
in 1970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, December 8-10, .1970
P0039 H72-11019
Aircraft fuels; lubricants; and fire safety —
conferences
"~r'AGARD-CP-84-71] p0046 H72-11668
Conference on theoretical methods and Hind tunnel
facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of
aircraft at high Reynolds numbers
•'• fAGARD-CP-83-711 p0073 S72-11854
Helicopter guidance and control- systems •-conference
tAGAHD-CP-86-711 f p0081 N72-11915
Soooaries of lectures presented at annual national
•aviation system planning'review conference
[HRCNH-21 P0099 N72-12969
' Conference on technological concepts for future
transport aircraft developments in civil aviation
[NASA-SP-292] p0102 H72-12995
Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft
electrical systems with emphasis on solid-state
power management
CAD-731077] p0169 N72-15234
Conference on effects of-shock and vibration on
various structural systems
[AD-723341J . p0172 H72-15812
Shock and vibration studies conferences
[AD-723345] p0173 N72-15833
DFVLB conference on T/STOL flight mechanics,
computerized simulation for reliability, and
values and units in flight dynamics, Brunswick,
Apr. 1971
[DLB-BITT-71-14] p0203 N72-15963
Engine-aircraft interference, thrust, inlets,
nozzles, and propulsion systems - conference
[AGARD-CP-91-71] p0209 N72-16685
Conference on shock and vibration effects on
dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and
spacecraft structures
[AD-723349] P0215 N72-16802
Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
CAD-723344] p0216 N72-16861
Proceedings of conference on environmental effects
• of aircraft operation with emphasis on air and
noise pollution
tPB-202038] I p0217 N72-16992
Titles and authors of papers presented at
Thirteenth Annual Israel Conference on Aviation
and Astronautics - Harch 1971
t-AD-733400] % p0250 N72-17997
Proceedings of International Aviation Baintenance
Symposium discussion on jet engine maintenance
planning and experience
P0253 N72-18020
Proceedings of conference on Omega navigation
system and recommendations for modified
hyperbolic navigation system
[NASA-CR-125807] p0280 N72-19718
Conference on flow characteristics of turbomachinery
tAD-735021] p0283 N72-19858
Conference on helicopter operations in fire fighting
fAD-7311078] P0284 N72-19986
Proceedings of conference on aircraft flight test
procedures, data acquisition, data processing,
and correlation with wind tunnel test results
CAGARD-CP-85] p0328 N72-20976
Guidance and control display design for aircraft
and spacecraft - conference
fAGARD-CP-96] P0373 N72-22621
Conference on aerodynamic design aspects of V/STOL
and STOL propellers and rotors
[DLR-BITT-71-18] p0381 N72-23008
Theory of aerodynamic sound generation and
numerical analysis of inhomogeneons wave
eguations to include effects of boundaries -
conference
tDLR-BITT-71-20] 'p0382 N72-23018
Conference papers from Air Force science and
engineering symposium 1971
[AD-736127] p0391 N72-23983
Conference papers froo Air Force science and
engineering symposium 1971
fAD-736128] p0391 N72-23984
Nondestructive test for failure inspection and
quality control of composite structures and
materials - conference
[AGARD-S-590] p0429 N72-24934
Proceedings of conference on applications'of laser
technology for aerodynamic measurements
[AGARD-IS-49] p0435 S72-25493 '
Papers presented at conference on system safety in
government and industry
[NASA-TB-X-68369] p0438 H72-25961
Strain gage balances for measuring aerodynamic
coefficients in wind tunnel model test -
conference
tDLR-HITT-72-06] p0469 N72-26341
Conference papers on shock and vibration 'including
specifications, mechanical impedance, and
transportation and packaging
CAD-739574] p0474 N72-26815
Conference on shock and vibration analysis of
structural components of ships, flight vehicles,
and ordnance items
[AD-7395781 p0475 N72-26904
A-111
COHFINBBEIT SDBJBCT IHDEI
Conference on Structural Applications,of Advanced
Composites
rAGARD-LS-55] P0535 B72-29589
Conference on fatigue test evaluation for aircraft
structures
rB4SA-SP-309J . P0539 H72.-2989S
Proceedings of conference on handling qualities
and performance criteria for conventional and
v/STOL aircraft
rAGABD-CP-106] P0619 H72-32017
CONFIWEBBBT
Besnlts of ezperinentation to provide data ,for
designing tnrbomachine rotor burst fragnent
containment rings
rAD-7U«950] p0640 N72-3303U
COHFOBBAL BAPPIHG
Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary
layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade,
using conformal coordinate transformation
P0195 A72-2161*
Conformal mappinq procedure for numerical
qeneration of airfoils with local curvature'
singularities, presenting test problen-results
for zero trailing edfle angle
P0556 A72-11259
V-winqs and diamond rinq-vings of minimum induced
draq.
P0557 A72-11263
COHFOBHAL TB4HSFOBBATIOHS
D CONFOBBAL BAPPIHG
COBGBESS
Binntes of hearinq on career program for air
traffic controllers , r . • •,
P0113 H72-13933
Congressional hearings concerning aeronautical
research
pO«38 H72-25945
Senate report on transportation of Government
civil and military passengers and cargo by civil
and military air carriers
. rs-HEPT-92-503] P0138 H72-259U8
Laws governing military use of civil aircraft
pO»38 U72-25960
Congressional hearings concerning development,
funding, and operation of heliport for District
of Columbia >
. p0475 N72-26985
Congressional hearing concerning penetration of US
defense system by Cuban aircraft on flight from
Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana, 26 -
October 1971
p0475 H72-26986
Congressional hearings concerning undetected
flight of civilian aircraft from Havana, Cuba to
Hew Orleans, Louisiana on October 26, 1971
P0175 N72-.26987
Amendment to proposed noise control legislation
rH-BEPT-92-8021 p.0525 H72-28975
Senate hearings on regulation of rates and
practices of domestic and foreign air carriers
: . p05U2 R72-29981
Hearing concerning noise pollution, and Noise
Control let '
p0573 H72-30014
Congressional hearings concerning Hew Tork-New
Jersey airport compact
p0587 H72-31287
COIICAL BODIES
NT SLENDEB CONES
Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of
hypersonic delta wing due to conical body
addition on compression side
p0018 A72-12270
Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous .
based cone models and slender wings at subsonic
speed, using magnetic suspension and balance
system • =
P0243 A72-2U769
Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic
wing-bodies.
. pOjlSO A72-35251
Plow fields over leeward surfaces of delta wings
and conical bodies at high supersonic speeds
rHPL-AEBO-13191 ' p0202 H72-159U8
COIICAL CAREER
Optimized design of conically cambered triangular
vings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic
trailing edges for drag reduction without ,
leading edge suction, ' ' ,
' CABC-TB-2] p0571 H72-29992
COHICAi FLOW
Hypersonic flow past final thickness delta wing,
. presenting conical flow egnations with boundary
value solution
P01«2 A72-18128
Conical diffnser response to velocity distribution
and turbulence intensity at inlet
P0238 A72-23858
Ride angl'e conical diffnser performance
improvement by conical splitter vanes',
considering static pressure recovery
' : . p0238 472-23860
Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy
characteristics of subsonic air flow in straight
conical diffnser, using hot-wire anemoietry
measurements . -
• > P0238 A72-23862
Conical.caret wings supersonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to strong
attached.shock waves
p0611 A72-Q511I1
Low speed wind tunnel measurements of delta wing
surface pressure variations in conical'fToy region
rARC-CP-IISfl] p0089 H72-11967
CONICAL NOZZLES . - • :
Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on •
propulsive performance and compressible flow
field internal characteristics • '
• [ASBE PAPEB 71-BA/FE-3] p0117 A72-15937
- Optimal arrangement of conical nozzles in a
segment of a partial supersonic turbine stage
p0509 172-39913
COHICS :
Computer algorithm to calculate surfaces formed by
eguidistant conic sections, using successive
approximation method
p035« A72-29461
COBHECTIOSS
0 JOISTS (JOHCTIO»S)
COHHECTOBS
NT ELECTBIC CONRECTOBS : ' . • • ••
COHHECTOBS (ELECTBIC) '
0 ELECTBIC CONNECTOBS
CONOIDS
0 CONICAL BODIES .- "
CONSEQDENT STBEABS . ' '
D STBEAHS '
COHSEBVATIOB EQUATIONS
Kinetic model for describing thermodynamic and
fluid dynamic processes in high temperature
exhaust gas coolers . '• '
[AD-71451B] p0632 H72-32769
CONSOLES
The evolution of head-up displays.
I • p0506'A72-39333
CONSTAHT SPEED PBOPELLEBS '
0 VABIABLE PITCB PHOPELLEBS
COHSTAHTS
HI TIHE CONSTAHT '
COHSIBAIHTS :
HT BETEOBOLOGICAL PABABETERS
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbag
restraint systems, and mathematical models of
automobile crash loads
, i p0271 B72-19155
Aircraft accident.investigations of crashes-of
agricultural aircraft and effectiveness of
protective eguipment in preventing injuries and
fatalities
• [FAA-,AB-72-15l . ' pO«77 N72-27011
COHSTBOCTIOH
S-61 Skycrane helicopter current and anticipated
applications in commerce and industry, '
considering logging operations in ecologically
sensitive or rugged areas, bridge construction,
e t c " • . . • • •
pOa06 A72-33185
COHSTBOCTIOH HA7EHIALS
Ti alloys for airframe shell construction based on
room temperature strength, stiffness,and
densities comparison with Al alloys, stainless
steel and Be data
pOOSB A72-13615
High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories
structural materials, comparing room temperature
physica.1 properties of ultrahigh tensile steels
an.d other alloys , . '
A-1H2
SOBJECT ISDEI COHTBOL SIBOLATIOH
. : P0058 A72-13617
Large automated tape placement machine tool design
and construction-for laying DP aircraft •
» structures from conposite materials
P0196 A72-21690
^Becrystallized silicon carbide and reaction bonded
i. silicon-nitride as construction "materials for
qas tnrbine engine-components, describing ..
thermal and mechanical properties
fASBE PiPEB 72-GT-20] p0294 472-25619
Betal matrix composites application to aircraft
structures, describing design, analysis and
-. fabrication of aircraft bulkhead vith B-A1 as
main structural .material • • •
..- •: • .! p0312 A72-^28096
Boron and carbon.fiber reinforced plastics .
applications in aircraft and'engine structnral
• -components,- discussing dynamic and impact
damping properties compared to conventional.
, materials . - . •. i ..- ' .
P03UI;. 472-28555
: -41 alloys, high strength steels and Ti alloys in
.. aircraft construction, reviewing ' premetal
.• ., materials in heavier than air vehicles
i-: .' ..,_. POU51 A72-35375
Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction
based.,on 'Strength/weight and stiffness/weight
comparison of-Al alloys and Ti alloys in'
relation to cost .and structural weight ' " :
• .• considerations •"
. .' -..,•-•• ... . p0551 472-41071
Construction1 materials and engineering techniques
• for improved let engines
P0103 N72-13001
Forecasting of structural materials usage'in
future aircraft designs• • .
-P0103 N72-13005
Choice -ofi materials, configurations, and load
factor in aircraft design against fatigue and -'••
fracture i '
p0103 B7.2-13006 '
Structural suitability and cost effectiveness of
ferro-cement for large subsonic wind tunnel * " '
structures
[B4SA-CR-11H501] p06«8 N72-33916'
COBSOBPTIOS '- •
NT FOEl COBSOHPTIOB • '
COBTAIHEBS
Air cargo intermodal and interline' containers
handling -in warehouse storage, transportation
and distribution,' considering total pack and
interlock reguirements • •
• . . . ' - pOHOS &72-33174
COHTABIBANTS
NT TBACE COSTABINA.NTS' ' • i . '.
Corrosion, properties of aircraft structure fluid
contaminants noting corrosion tests and ' '
microbiological action on Britannia Coast Aircraft
[D-HAT-1791 . p0573 B72-30015
COBTABIBATIOB
NT FOEL CONTAHIBiTIOB
Clam seals comparison with elastomers, discussing
, aircraft -use, contamination, inspection, i
corrosion and erosion, surface finish, service
life and cost ... ' •
p0199 A72-21911
Turbojet engine oil circuit contamination rate
determination by spectrometric analysis,
obtaining mathematical theory for data
interpretation :. ,
fSAE PAPEB 720303] . p0288 A72-25567
•Hydrocarbon fuel properties, fuel additives,'and
contaminants , ''
fAD-736839] ' p0389 N72-23805
COHTIHZHIS
NT AFRICA i i
NT EOBOPE • •>, '• l
NT NOBTB 4BEBIC4
NT SOOTH AHEHICA
COHTI10OOS «A?E BiDAH - '
Boncontacting measurements by miniature -CR Doppler
radar with semiconductor microwave generator
' ' • • P0229 Af72-22691
Continuous wave Doppler radar with microwave -•
' oscillator for ATC measurements and surveillance
< p0309 'A72-27403
- CW.radar system for tactical aircraft real time
command, control and positioning, using •
combination of frequency and time multiplexing
for range measurement '
P0567 A72-I|291t6
System studies, equipment simulation, hardware
' development; and flight tests of aircraft
collision hazard warning system using
cooperative, continuous wave radar principle
[BASA-CB-20201 ' P0318 N72-20007
COBTODBS ' i . • '
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring.
P0490 A72-37605
COBTEAILS
SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft
wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust qases
temperature induced buoyancy
C A I A A PAPEB 72-6501 pO«is A72-3808ti
Analysis of meteorological conditions under which
condensation trails are 'formed by water in
aircraft engine exhaust ' c
tBASA-TT-P-1«Ot7] ' p0095 N72-12550
CONTBAST :
BT IBAGE COSTHAST
CONTBOL BOABDS '
The evolution of head-up displays.
P0506 A72-39333
Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate
crew task, proposing integral displays and
controls for flight information
" '. p05<47 A72-40291 .
COHTBOL DEVICES '
0 CONTBOL EQDIPBEBT ' '
COHTBOL EQOIPBEBT
Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control '
systems, describing design features with
"emphasis on reliability
:
 p0060 A72-13962
Soviet book on control system technology for
•flight vehicles covering production of
mechanical, hydraulic,- pneumatic, electric and
• electronic elements
p0199 A72-22024
SECANT system of aircraft separation and control
by nonsynchronons technique for midair collision
'-' avoidance '
CSAE PAPEB 720313] ' ; p0289 472-25577
Polish aircraft industry production and
fabrication techniques, discussing metal
working, digital controlled machining and cost
reduction
: pO«61 472-37010
Remote power control for aircraft generating and
distribution systems.
p0461 472-37034
Equipment requirements and technology survey for
airborne display and control systems of search
and rescue helicopters
[AD-7280U21 p0091 B72-11976
Advanced control technology for future civil
aircraft configurations
' ' ' pOIOt H72-13008
Technologies of computerized flight management and
control systems, automated communications
systems, 'and navigation an'd surveillance .systems
in future avionics
p010« N72-13011
Badial vane array for controlling wing tip vortices
CATS-7102) p0253 H72-18026
COHTBOL ROBERT GIBOSCOPES
Base motion isolation characteristics of optical
deflector with two axis gimbal support
[4D-743002J p0590 N72-31680
COHTBOL PANELS
0 COHTBOL BOABDS ' . .
COHTBOL SIBOLATIOH
Augnehtor wing jet STOL research aircraft
development progress report covering design,
engine tests, performance prediction, control
simulation and stability augmentation
-' f.SAE PAPEB 710757 J . pOOOH A72-10251
Airplane hydraulic control systems digital
simulation, using method of characteristics for
• distributed parameter analysis of transmission
line dynamics
CASHE PAPEB 71-SA/FE-21J ' p0117 172-15928
Fast time simulation application to ATC systems,
discussing control action exercise within
strategic/tactical spectrum
P0135 A72-16991
ATC at single-runway airport analyzed by fast time
simulation with high speed digital computers
i-143
COHTBOL SORFACBS SUBJECT IHDBI
P0181 A72-19060
An optimal model-following flight control system
for manual control.
P0501 A72-38228
Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for
all-systems compatibility testing.
[AIAA PAPER 72-8371 . 'p0505 A72-39090
High performance jet aircraft variable feel flight
control systems for simulation of aerodynamic
reaction forces proportional to dynamic pressure
p0551 A72-41069
Ose of modeling and simulation methods in the
design of gas turbine engine control systems
P0601 A72-44283
Synthesis of the control systems of a two-shaft
helicopter gas turbine engine
p0601 A72-44289
Analog model of gas turbine engine control
systems,' using statistical estimates and flow
rate, heat conduction and dynamic equations
P0602 A72-44293
Nonlinear digital modeling of gas turbine
propulsion units
P0602 A72-«429(|
Evaluation cockpit and control by variable
stability system in total in-flight simulator
fAD-73831«] pO«2<l F72-24357
CONTROL SOBFACES
NT AERIAL RODDERS
ST AILERONS
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT FLAPS (CONTROL SDRFACES)
ST GDIDE VASES
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SDRFACES - '.
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT RODDERS
NT SPLIT FLAPS
NT SPOILER SLOT AILERONS
NT SPOILERS
NT T'BAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT KING FLAPS '
Subsonic oscillating surface theory for wings with
partial span controls, noting computer program
rapidity
fAIAA PAPER 72-61] p0132 A72-16931
Singular surfaces for time optimal control in zero
sum differential games between two aircraft in
three dimensional space, assuming spherical
acceleration vectogram
p0183 A72-19279
Approximate method for nonlinear differential
eguations of motion solution in flight dynamics,
applying to control surface buzz and slender
wing oscillations
P0235 A72-23453
Utilization of wing and empennage volume for '
aircraft fuel tankage, presenting eguations and
charts for gnick determination of available volume
' p0299 A72-25811
stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures
subjected to jet noise, noting stress
calculation for skin panels and control surfaces
P0355 A72-29579
The sweepback effect in the subsonic region in the
lower atmosphere and in'the hypersonic region at
high altitudes
p0611 A72-44983
A study of dedicated control surfaces for direct
sideforce control.
p0613 A72-45344
Impinging inclined jet effect on aerodynamic
, characteristics of control surface in VTOl
longitudinal stability
p0028 N72-10011
Method for using lifting-surface theory to obtain
pressure distribution on wing with trailing-edge
flap or control surface
tNASA-TN-D-6798] p0366 B72-22007
Kernel function solution for pressure distribution
over wing with oscillating control surfaces in
subsonic flow
fNLR-TR-70123-01 . p0424 N72-24368
Development and application of computer program
for predicting unsteady loads caused by trailing
edge control surface motions at subsonic speed
fNASA-CHT20031 ' p0430 N72-24992
Numerical analysis of lifting wings .with parabolic
wing tips to determine aerodynamic
characteristics and stress concentrations
IAD-741883] p0527 N72-29002
Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings
caused by motions of lifting surfaces with
trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible
flow
CNASA-CR-112015.] p0533 N72-29229
Development of linear and nonlinear models of
electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system
and analysis of system performance
[NASA-TNrD-69281 • p0572 N72-30002
ling loading theory with wings at rest in subsonic
flow and control surface oscillating with small
amplitude
tABC-H/H-3676] ' p0582 N72-3099U
Effect of wing span loading on development of •
fully rolled up S/ing trailing vortices
rAD-744860] p0636 N72-32998
CONTROL THEOBY
Aircraft pitching and yawing cross couplings
compensation at high speed . > ,
•' . ..."; pOOOS A72-10506
Differential and difference eguations .approximate
solutions in finite state machine form,
developing adaptive gain changer, model, in
aircraft stability control system . '
, , . pOOSI 472-13161
Adaptive model following control systems design by
hyperstability approach for flight control and
simulation . .
CAIAA PAPER 72-95] ' ' pOi3t A72-16956
Hodel-following control for nonlinear
aultivariable plants, considering implicit
algorithm solution and application to variable
stability aircraft control synthesis
p0185 A72-19708
Two-variable second order system ifor mnltivariable
systems predictive control, deriving algorithm
for near time optimal control
pO.185 A72-19709
Control synthesis eguations for aircraft motion on
phase space surface
p0227 A72-22208
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive
stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional
. p0234 A72-23431
Stochastic control theory application to flight
problem, discussing aircraft identification and
adaptive control over wide environmental range
p0247, A72-25146
Rank correlation coefficient method for complex
control plants parameters selection, applying to
aircraft power system monitoring
: . ' p0302 A72-26442
Bingeless rotor - Experimental frequency response
and dynamic characteristics with hub moment
feedback controls.
[AHS PREPRINT 612] . • '; p0446 A72-34494
The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining.
closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft
pursuit-evasion problems.'
P0502 A72-38276
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive
stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional
p0503 A72-38511
Equations of motion appropriate to the analysis of
control configured vehicles. •
TAIAA PAPEH 72-952]: . .p0562 A72-42353
Application of quadratic optimization to
supersonic inlet control.
P0599 A72-T11195
A study of dedicated control surfaces for direct
sideforce control.. , , • .
P0613 A72-«53<m
Egnicontrollability and application to linear
time-invariant model-following problem
[BASA-CB-124768], . p0110 N72-13505
Design of helicopter stability and control
augmentation system using optimal control theory
and computerized simulation -.
[AD-732911] ' ' 'p0220 N72-17013
Development of control volume concept in
aeronautical engineering based on laws of
continuity, momentum, and energy
[AD-741132] p0527 N72-29001
Decision and control theory for large scale and
uncertain systems for aerospace applications
A-104
I SUBJECT IBDBX COOBDIBATB TRAISFOBBATIOBS
tAD-710869] p0536 872-29633
Development'of theory for designing optical inputs
to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems
and application to avionics installations - Pact 2
1
 [AD-7IU116] p0625 B72-32065
COITBOL VilVES
F-111 aircraft landing gear and speedbrake ,
hydraulic system control by single dual-function
valve, describing design features and
performance characteristics
p0190 A72-21021
1-1011 TriStar cartridge valves and manifolds,
' -reservoirs and hydraulic service center design
for speedy maintenance and servicing
n0363 A72-31050
COBTROLLABILITT I
Handling qualities simulation program for
angmentbr wing Jet STOL research aircraft
considering control devices design
p0015 A72-11651
General aviation type light airplanes pilot
workload during steep landing approach,
comparing flight tested control* response
parameters with handling gnalities criteria
fAIAA PAPEB 72-125] p0132 A72-169U1
Flying experience vith the SC1 research aircraft
'and the P1127 prototype at the Royal Aircraft
• Establishement,-Bedford, England.
• P0560 A72-12321
An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling gnalities using pilot models.
fAIAA PAPER 72-962] p0561 A72-123U7
Static and dynamic stability and controllability
of rigid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback
effects
' ••' P0038 N72-11008
Supersonic transport aircraft and BAC 221 aircraft
piloted'flight'simulation near zero rate cliinb
velocity for determining aircraft maneuver
controllability at loir speed
[ARC-CP-1165] p0013 B72-11018
Piloted flight simulation of slender ving
supersonic transport aircraft during low speed
landing approach vith use'of TV visual display
fABC-B/B-3660] P0089 S72-11966
lateral-directional handling gnalities and roll
control power requirements of Jet aircraft in
landing approach
' TAD-725U61] P0153 N72-11008
Influence of aerodynamic characteristics on
handling of amphibious hovercraft
fCRANFIELD-AERO-7] ' p0219 N72-17992
Airborne simulator used to determine
lateral-directional handling gualities for.
7/STOL aircraft in low speed maneuvering flight,
fAD-735120] p0332 H72-21011
Statistical analysis of XB-70 aircraft responses
and control inputs
rNASA-TN-D-6872] pO«77 N72-27013
CONTROLLED ATHOSPBBBBS
NT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
COBTBOL1ED STABILITY
0 STABILITY '
COHTBOL1EBS ' '•
NT SERVOHECBANISHS
State-feedback-controllers and state-estimators
design for roll-pitch-horizon^tal motions of '
helicopter near hover, using rotor dynaaics'model
fAIAA PAPEB 72-778] pOSOO A72-38137
The optimal control of merging aircraft -
Implementation of the hybrid air traffic
controller.
P0599 172-13868
Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous '
controller for a Jet engine vith an afterburner
P0601 A72-14281
Use of flnidic elements for jet engine controllers
p0601 A72-11290
A digital model of Jet engine hydraulic fuel
controller
P0602 A72-11291
COHVAIB HILITABI AIBCBAFT '
0 BILITARY AIBCEiFT
COHVECTIVS FLOf
numerical analysis of convective heat transfer
within aircraft structure cavities for various
conditions of flow
fARL/SB-REPT-3301 P0113 N72-13913
COB7BCTITE BEAT TBAISFEB
Pressure and convective heat transfer distribution
at air inlet central body surface, reducing
Havier-Stokes eguations to partial differential
egnations with similar solutions
p0069 A72-1K971
Convective heat flov pressure and density
measurements at surface of central body of air
inlet vith live point and axial symmetry
p0138 A72-17560
Convective cooling systen design for Bach 6
hypersonic transport Al alloy airfrane, using
water qlycol loop network
fAIAA PAPER 72-339] p0286 A72-25369
numerical analysis of convective heat transfer
within aircraft structure cavities for various
conditions of flow
[ABL/SB-REPT-330J p0113 H72-13913
CONVERGENT HOXXLES
Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on
propulsive performance and compressible flow
field internal characteristics
CiSHE PAPER 71-WA/FE-3) . p0117 A72-15937
COBTBBGEBT-DlyEBGBBT BOZZLBS
Convergent-divergent nozzles thrust model
measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody
COHEBA, IP HO. 978] p0116 A72-15856
COHVEBTiPLlHES
0 V/ST01 AIRCBAFT
COOLABTS
BT EHGIHE COOLAHTS
Besnlts of analytical study to determine effect of
coolant flow variables on kinetic energy output
of cooled turbine blade row
[HASA-TB-X-67960] p0098 B72-12942
COOLIHG
HT AIB COOLING
HT FILH COOLING
BT LIQUID COOLING
ST SSEAT COOLIBG
Rotating pressure measuring system for obtaining
steady state pressure data from air cooled
turbine blades
[NASA-IB-1-2621] p06«U N72-33386
COOLING FIBS
Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned,
impingement-cooled vane in modified J-75
research engine and four-vane cascade
fNASA-TB-X-2595] p0525 N72-28919
COOLIB6 SISTBBS
Convective cooling system design for Bach 6
hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using
water glycol loop network .
fAIAA PAPEB 72-330] p0286 A72-25369
Performance of low pressure ratio ejectors for
engine nacelle cooling.
[SAE AIB 1191] , pO<(58 A72-36530
Russian book - Optimization of thermal circuits of
complex gas-turbine power plants
pOU90 A72-37i»50
Using heat pipe structures for cooling leading
edges of hypersonic cruise aircraft
fNASA-CB-1857] p0099 N72-129U9
Design and evaluation of cooling systems for wings
on hypersonic cruise vehicles
[NASA-CR-1916] p0251 N72-18010
»ater-glycol convective cooling system for Bach 6
hypersonic transport airframe
fHASA-CB-1918] p0251 N72-18011
Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard
flight deck environment
[AD-735877] p03«1 N72-21963
Design, development, and evaluation of active
cooling systems for Bach six hypersonic
transport aircraft ,
fNASA-CB-1917] p0368 N72-2202B
Development and evaluation of cooling 'systems and
.materials for controlling structural temperature
of turbine engines
TREPT-21-C-71F] p0128 N72-2K822
. Flow characteristics of turbine airfoil cooling
system components
rNAS1-CR-120883] pOU83 H72-27290
COORDINATE TRANSPOSITIONS
The use of complex coordinates in the study of
rotor dynamics.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-951] p0615 A72-15113
Aircraft position and motion controlled by
photogrammetric three reference point method
A-115
COOROIHATBS SUBJECT IIDBX
noting coordinate transformations ,
fSAAB-TH-681 - pOU8» N72-27472
COORDIBKTBS
HT GEODETIC COOBDINATES
NT POL1S COOBDINATES,. . • ; .
COPILOTS
0 AIBCBAFT PILOTS
COBD1GE • . . - .
Axial cords effects on parachute drag and
stability characteristics and.opening time, .
discnssing wind tunnel and balloon drop tests
results - .
P0007 A72-10306
Parachute canopy fabrics and rigging lines.cordage
properties regnirements, considering nylon,
polypropylene, silk, cotton and nqnwoven
serin-reinforced fabrics
pOOOS A72-1031U
COBE FLO» .
Spectral measurements of jet turbulence noise in
core and annular mixing region, using subsonic
test experiments
flliA PAPEH 72-158] p0180 A72-18957
COBES
HT HONEYCOBB COBES ;
COBIOLIS EFFBCT
Botational, centrifugal and Coriolis force effects
on turbulent boundary layer development,
discnssing changes in structure and shear stress
distribution ,
P0238 A72-23870
New hubs for multi-bladed tail rotors.
TABS PBEPBINT 6021 pOtlS A72-31U91
COanEBS
Boundary layer suction control for eliminating
corner separation in airfoil cascade
fABC-B/H-36631 p0534 N72-292HK
COROHAS
NT SOLAS CORONA
COBPUSCULAB BADIATIOH
HT PBIHABY COSBIC BAYS . . - .
NT SOLAS COSBIC BATS .
COSHECTIOB . -..
Dynamic pressure, downwash and pressure gradient
corrections of wind tunnel model measurements,
discussing displacement limit for adeguate
accuracy
rDFVLB"-SONDDR-21<ll p0503 A72-38687
CORBELATIOH
NT AH60LAB COBBELATIOH
NT COHBELATION COEFFICIENTS'
NT COBBELATION DETECTION .,, . . . .
NT DATA COBBELATIOH
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Integral and correlation methods for separation
and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics,
applying to turbulent boundary layer
CONERA, IP HO. 1072J POH92 A72-37762
CORBELATIOH COEFFICIENTS . . .
Bank correlation coefficient method for complex
control plants parameters selection, applying to
aircraft power system monitoring
P0302 A72-26UT2
COBBELATIOH DETECTION.
IB measurement of hot lets turbulence intensity
axial and transverse profiles, noting
application to sound sources detection ;
p02«2 A72-24656
COBBELATIOH FOBCTIOHS ' .
0 COBBELATION
COBBOSIOH
NT CAVITATION CORROSION
HT ELBCTROCHEHICAL CORROSION .
NT 7BFTTING COBBOSION , !. .
NT FOSL COBBOSION
NT SCALE (COBBOSION)
NT STBESS CORROSION
Effect of sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion of
turbine blade materials operating in marine
environment i • ,
[AD-725619] ,. P0050 N72-11706
Bicrostructural analysis to determine corrosion
causes'of rudder hob flanges
[B72-07/18-BEG/HT] P0517 N72-28132
Oxidation-corrosion-deposition characteristics of
aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing
glassware-type apparatus
p06l)l» H72-33U99
Corrosion of high temperature gas turbine blade
alloys caused by increase in turbine inlet'
temperatures and reduction in chromium content
in blade uetal •• . -
[AD-71507H) p06«5 H72-33557
COBBOSIOH PBEVBHTIOB • i
Frettingtcorrosion fatigue prevention by barrier
approach, discnssing test prograa and •
application to helicopter part fatigue life
increase
CABS PREPBIST 6721 p6<H(8 A72T3H512
Elastomeric coating materials for use in 'sealing
fastener-head countersinks in highly loaded
aircraft skins susceptible to exfoliation
corrosion , ' -' • " •
CAD-728039J •• •'• p0110 H72-13D29
Chromate rinse for aircraft exposed to corrosive
salt water environments ' • -
[ADT7327621 v «.- P0259.H72-18503
COBBOSIOH RESISTANCE ' J. .— :.
 ; - ;
BT OXIDATION BESISTANCE • '• '• ' •'• - ' '
Hydraulic fluids behavior under''extreme '
temperature,. pressure -and filtration''conditions,
considering viscosity, wear *and ^corrosion
resistance
» • • " "' p0135 A72-1708U
Hot corrosion-resistant Pt-Al'coating" for high *
temperature aircraft:engine Hi I'alloy components,
. presenting cyclicjsulfidation and thermal'shock
test results
; • ' -p018t' -A72-19573
Fuel lubricity effects on aircraft engine fuel
pump wear, discussing remedialr us'e of'corrosion
inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump
construction materials " ' •'• •"• •-,•• ' h
. • • • -p0191 172-21450
Clam seals comparison with elastomers,1 ''discussing
^aircraft use, contamination, 'inspection, '''••'
corrosion and erosion, surface finish, service'
life and cost - • • >•• • ~: i- >•- .
• b • p0199 A72-21941
Corrosion resistant fabrication methods in jumbo
: jetliners components to reduce maintenance and
repair downtime, discus'sing clad wing and *' ~-~':
fuselage skins - • • • ' '• - '•
p0239 A72-2U025
Gas turbine engine-compressor blade and'materials .
fatigue strength dependence on pressure under
contact friction corrosion ' : • • ' > • • '
, - . 1 -p0315 A72-282UIJ
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shellfpaneis for
• improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
i • ::. . . pOUOO 'A72^32it29
Dry ultra thin filffl, water displacing'corrosion
preventive compounds for aircraft finishes"
. [AD-728779.1 p0095 N72-12523
Corrosion resistance- comparison':of experimental
coatings for :Steel fasteners :used in" high
performance aircraft - • x •
... [AD-738805] ' p017-1 N72-261J72
Corrosion resistant claddings for high 'strength •
aluminum alloys • '-•' •- • '•' •
[AD-.7U331-1-1 • • . - . - * • • • p06t5 N72-335U7
COBBOSIOH TESTS ; •••
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine 'engine
corrosion tests in controlled environment, •' :
simulating salt, high temperature and' humidity
conditions ; • ;' . - - - . . ' • • . . • •
fNACE PAPES 76] ' • - •' p02»1 A72-21320
Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-X
gas .turbine rotor blades during burning of: high
sulfur concentration residual oil fuels'-' V;1
fASBE PAPEH 72-GT-87J p0298 A72-25662
Corrosion properties of aircraft"'structure'fluid
contaminants noting corrosion tests and
microbiological action on Britannia Comet Aircraft
fD-HAT-179] • -• p0573 N72-30015
COSHIC BADIATIOI . •. . ' . - . . .
0 COSBIC BAYS . • • ' • '•• -. : . - . - ' ' • - • -
COSHIC BAIS
NT PRIBABY COSBIC BAYS ' •
HT SOLAR COSBIC BAYS . '
In-flight- warning meter for- solar and' cosmic •' '
radiation dose eguivalent measurements1' for '"
radiological protection in SST aircraft
rCEBN-71-16] . p0017 A7.2-12078
Galactic.and solar cosmic radiation-dosage to
flying personnel and passengers onboard SST
.
 :
 - .p0223 N72-17721
A-1H6
SUBJECT IHDKI COS? BFFBCTIVEBESS
COST ilillSIS . ; ;
Variable speed constant frequency power qeneration
equipment influence weapon system effectiveness,
considering veiqht and cost
p0011 &72-1106T
Relative cost comparisons of composite
applications with conventional' material t
components selected from F-111A supersonic
fiqhter bomber ; ,
p0062 472-.10230
Computer technology projection in terms of cost
and performance for future &TC system,
determining data processinq systems availability
. p0068 A72-14834
Value enqineerinq based cost data application to
desiqn of.aircraft in production i
p0145 A72-18435
Business V/STOL aircraft economic viability based,
.on cost benefit analysis and comparison with
turbine powered aircraft .- ; •
[SAB PAPEB 720334] p029'1. A72-25594
i Aircraft transparencies from civil operator
viewpoint, considering replacement cost of
flight deck and cabin windows
p0305 A72-27005
,Cocurinq technique optimization for primary
aircraft components.composite materials,
discussing mechanical and dimensional properties
test.data, production-cost analysis and-cure time
P0312 .172-28077
.Hew York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore letport
feasibility.,, considering noise, air-water
pollution, land conservation,1, cost, etc
.:' . . . . . : p0346 A72-28792
Havy program for conposites.technology development
in aircraft structures, discussing design,
reliability and cost i
fASBE P1PEB 72-DE-3] . . p0362 A72-30860
Maintenance processes iplanning in air
transportation, discussing aircraft
• availability, cost analysis and production
management.
• . : . f . p0451 A72-35441
Comparative analysis.of the operative; costs'of
large amphibious hovercraft i
P0462 A72-37212
V/STOL. - Selection and problems of the new medium-
. . . . P0462 A72-37215
Private aircraft ownership and use for family
.* travel and pleasure, discussing costs,
maintenance and operational problems
fAIAA PAPER 72-812) . ' p0497 A72-38119
Operating cost comparisons between Concorde and
Boeing 707 and 747 aircraft, considering "
profitability • • • • '•
1 P0508 A72-39818
S-3A aircraft weight control program organization
and methods, considering cost and'schedule
performance
CSABE PAPEB 906] P0595 A72-43453
Computerized .airframe.manufacturing cost and
weight analysis, using technique for detailed
parts list generation from configuration concept
as input
rS&BE PAPEB 913] p0596 A-72-43460
Hinimum operational costs of passenger and cargo
transport aircraft, considering effects of • •
flight distance, wind conditions and optimum
speed and altitude
. - p0603 A72-44338.
A systems analysis of snbsonic versus supersonic
jet travel. ,• .
. .. p0604 A72-44580
Economic and operational aspects of fatigue -"
• Figures of a Swiss ground attjack/f ighter aircraft.
p0610 A72-44742
Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline
operations, considerinq inspection, maintenance
and carrying capacity redaction
P0610 A72-44743
Structural fatique cost in aircraft maintenance
and repair, considering inspections, defect
rectification, preventive modifications, '
replacements and DDT
' ' • p0610 472-44744
Cost analysis and operational procedures of
effective short range, high density computer ••
transportation system for Hetropolitan Detroit
CHASA-CB-114340) P0036 H72-10984
Graphs'and tables of service cost for intraurban
transportation system
fHASA-CR-114341] p0036 B72-10985
Cost analysis and economic models for European
aerospace development compared to OS experience
[AD-725478] p0037 H72-10992
Analysis of cost effectiveness of cargo
transportation by nuclear propelled aircraft and
impact damage tests of nuclear-reactor
containment vessels
CHASA-TH-X-24251 p0096 H72-12604
Parameter values requiring aircraft performance
production at minimal cost
CAD-730338) . p0225 S72-17977
Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic
and benefits of foq dispersal capability in
terminal area
TAD-735132] p0280 N72-19722
Relative incidence and cost data for
orientation-error accidents in reqular Army OH-1
aircraft during fiscal year 1968
tAD-735457] p0332 1172-21016
Cost analysis of microwave landing system proqram
for civil ground systems
tAD-737036] 'p0389 N72-23668
Capital cost analysis of airport alternatives for
San Francisco Bay area for general 'aviation and
commercial aircraft
p0429 N72-24985
Analysis of airlines operations for several small
operators to determine reasons for economic
problems and alternatives for profitable
services -'Part 1
P0584 H72-31016
Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show
history, operational problems, and economic
aspects - Part 2
p0584 S72-31017
Development of costinq concepts and methods for
evaluating and comparing engine overhaul'costs
at various repair facilities -
fAD-743417] p0591 N72-31790
COST EFFECTIVERBSS
Aircraft integrated data systems, discussinq cost
effectiveness, reliability and maintenance
P0055 A72-13417
Computerized modular automatic test equipment for
commercial airliner avionics device performance,
discussing data handling ability and cost
effectiveness
P0143 A72-18250
Aircraft maintenance optimization, considering
safety, reliability, punctuality and cost factors
P0246 A72-25108
Cost effectiveness determination for different
levels of reliability and -maintainability of
training aircraft, using computer simulation
P0343 A72-28355
Strike aircraft reliability prediction in cost
effectiveness analyses, showing failure
probability distribution with time
1
 p0343 A72-28360
Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general
aviation weather dissemination techniques,
stressing design variables and time periods
P0349 A72-28871
Aircraft maintenance operations and personnel
requirements planning for optimal economic
effectiveness, formulating relations bet'ween
work productivity, downtime and aircraft
utilization
P0361 A72-30822
management information system role in cost
effective civil and military aircraft
operations, discussing hardware modification and
human resources and communication system
adaptation
P0401 A72-32458
Ha^or civil airport planning, discussing
information gathering and processing for
aviation demand, aircraft movements revenue and
cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation
P0409 A72-33327
Government regulations effects on local service
airlines cost performance and growth strategies
P0410 A72-33374
Multifunction microwave apertures - Concepts and
potential.
P0454 A72-35574
COSt ESTIMATES SUBJECT IHDEI
System analysis for an airline operational
environment through a computerized network
simulation model. • - - . :
--• P0551 472-41077
Cost effective algorithm for optimal route
aircraft scheduling for airlines bv mixed
integer multi-commodity flow technique and _,
Dantzig-Bolfe decomposition
P0604 A72-44S82 .
Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems, ,
 ;
emphasizing utilization, cost, and technical •
advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems
compatibility and test types
fAIAA PAPER 72-1034] P0615 A72-45401
Cost effectiveness analysis to determine >
feasibility of using catapult launch systems for
large commercial aircraft to reduce aircraft
noise problem
fFAA-EQ-71-1 J , P0085 N72-11941
Analysis of cost effectiveness of cargo i
transportation .by nuclear propelled aircraft and
impact damage tests of nuclear reactor
containment vessels
rHASA-TH-X-2425] P0096 N72-1260U
Cost/decision model for deferred procurement of
Air Force depot maintenance capability with
computerized application to F-15 inertial
navigation system
tAD-735351] P0334 N72-21029
COST ESTIHATES
Military aircraft operations and logistics
computerized simulation for support and
maintenance cost estioates ,-r
P0141 A72-17974
V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air
traffic, discussing present technology and
investment costs in comparison with advanced
ground transportation systems
P0357 A72-30076
Economics of a new regional airport.
POH59 A72-36.779
Economic analysis of aeronautical communication
system via satellite, notinq cost estimates and
annual charge per user
P0548 A72-40298
Cost estimates for pintle, side mounted, and
turret armament subsystems
fAD-735495] p03U1 H72-21988
Intraurban STOL travel demand and modal split
model incorporating commuter preference
variables, and aircraft network and operating
cost estimates for San Francisco
f.HASA-CE-1144181 p0378 B72-22980
FAA Airport and Airway System unit cost estimates
and allocation study
P0429 N72-24982
Microwave interferometers used as radio eye for
aircraft navigation and collision avoidance
system inclnding.comparison of cost with present
systems i
rREPT-62] P0486 H72-27708
COST BEDOCTIOH , . . ,
Helicopter elastomeric bearing rotors, discussing
downtime and cost reduction, maintenance,
endurance and inspection > , •
• .. p0001 A72-10150
Aircraft design producibility to reduce "production
cost and enhance product profitability, using
-joint engineering and manufacturing- team
fSAE PAPEB 710748] p0003 A72-10247
Collision avoidance systems and pilot warning
instruments, minimizing cost by pilot detection,
evaluation and avoidance execution
p0067 A72-14823
Soviet air traffic service productivity increase
and manpower saving by introduction of new
airliner types ,
P0127 A72-16779
Supplementary Aviation Information Display for
ATC, discussing remote sensing capability and
cost savings
p0138 A72-1742U
Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for
cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOB
and DBE
. . . . P0144 A72-18286
Statistical evaluation for forged let engine parts
tensile tests cost reduction, using regression
analysis .
P0184 A72-19484
Haval aircraft optimal repair and replacement
policies determination for operation cost
minimization by dynamic programming i
fAD-736094] • i p0192 A72-21470
Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic
aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology
(P0196.A72-21693
Commercial applications of quiet light aircraft
technology, discussing cost and noise reduction
- [SAE PAPEB.720339] p0292 A72-25596
Plywrap process for low cost-automated fabrication
of fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting
applications from missile interstages to modular
bonsing •> * •
P0312 A72-28081
Surface integrity machining practices application ,
to jet engines production, noting cost reduction
and process selection and,-, guality-control
improvement ' .',
fASH PAPEB W 72-27,2] p0314 A72-28163
Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics
procurement techniques, discussing :
cost-reliability design criteria
p0399 A72-32215
Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural t
test methods, suggesting system simulation,
component replacement time calculation and
computer techniques • . - ': • ' .. •-•
p0407 A72-33221
Polish aircraft industry production and
fabrication techniques, discussing-metal • . •• •
working, digital controlled machining and cost •
reduction . . •••••.: • : . • • • •
. i .p0461; A72-37010
HASA program for low cost turbojet and tnrbofan
engine fabrication for missile and light '•
aircraft propulsion ~ , : • , , . . . - . • • -
- . • • - . p0491 A72-37637
Graphite-epoxy composites application to-
commercial transports for weight- and cost ..
reduction • • .
p0491. A72-37680
Boron fiber reinforced composites technoloqy
assessment and utilization, stressing cost
reduction
tICAS PAPEB 72-30] p0554 A72-41155
High strength bimetallic rivets produced by '
inertia welding Al-Ti alloy shank with pure Ti
tail, noting weight and cost reduction for
aerospace vehicle production^ , .
tSABE PAPEB 902] p0595 A72-43452
Application of brazing techniques for -
renannfacturing of jet engine components.to.
reduce cost of commercial aircraft maintenance
. • p0040 N72r11024
Design and fabrication of low cost turbojet and
turbofan engines
tSASA-TB-X-68085] . p0487 H72-27816
COSTS •
HT A1BCBAFT PBODDCTIOH . -
HT'AIHPLANE PBODDCTIOS COSTS . :
HT FHEIGHT COSTS . - . • : • - - - .
Injury and death costs in noncombat aircraft
accidents involving DB-1 type helicopters.for
•fiscal year 1969 . ,
tAD-741363] -.
 ;. . p0530 H72-29017
Senate hearings on regulation of .rates- and .•• .•:
practices of domestic and foreign air carriers
. . , i p0542 H72-29981
COOHTEEHEASOEES . - *•;-.• -.• '
BT,ELECTBOHIC-CODBTEBHEASDBES
CODNTEBS . • ' » ' . . •; * !
HT BADIATIOH CODHTEBS . . . . . • / . • . .,
Electronic strain-level counter'for in-flight i
aircraft . •
tHASA-CASE-lAB-10756-1] p0051 H72-11803
CODHTEBSIHKIBG , , • . • . .
Countersink boring machines with.programmed
. digital control systems for precision spacing
multiple hole drilling:in extended aircraft .
engine components • .
p0304 A72-26816
COOPLIHG - . . -
HT CBOSS CODP1IHG , - • ,
COOPLIBGS . . • , . , . _
Metric swaged pipe.coupling design and development
for aircraft hydraulic systems, presenting
. fatigue test results
A-1U8
SOBJECT ITOKI CBASHES
p0199 A72-219«0
COBELL BETHOD . . •
0 N08BBICAL INTEGRATION
COWLIIGS '
Hacelle cowling of high bypass ratio turbofan •
engines •
CAD-7337381 < p026« H72-18789
Coaputation of potential flov around azisynmetric
bodies, cowls, and' engine inlets using
sinqularity method
CAVA-FB-7131] ' p032<t H72-20331
Subsonic behavior of three annular airfoils for
tnrbofan engine codings
f AHC-B/B-3688) '• pO»31 B72-2U999
CBiCIC POEHATIOH
0 CBACK IBITIATIOB
CBACK ISITIATIOH . >
Betallographic and fractographic analyses of
cracking in T53-L13 gas tnrbine engine
compressor disks •
p0010 A72-10816
Crack initiation detecting and recording
instrument with optical strain gages for doable
shear fatigue tests' of aircraft fasteners
P0300 A72-25823
Analysis of a partially cracked panel.
--- ' - pO«58 A72-36771
Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine
compressor disks under variable stresses from
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
P0598 A72-U3736
CBACK PBOPAGATIOB
Hi-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
.. .. . P0360 A72-30429
Fatigue strength of overloaded stiffeners in
cracked panels, evaluating stress intensity
factor and overload coefficients for fatigue
crack propagation*via finite element method
[ICAS PAPER 72-tOl -- P0555 A72-U1165
A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite
laminates.
P0597 A72-U3U98
The surface flaw in aircraft structures and
related fracture mechanics analysis problems.
P0600 A72-U«t228
Effects of projectile'damage on critical
helicopter components. . •
p0605 A72-«*609
Theoretical and analytical aspects of metal
fatigue failure and relationships to fracture
mechanics '- '
rAD-725028] .. • P0036 N72-10957
Stress analysis of crack propagation in
brthotropic strips vith edge stiffeners and
application to aerodynamic structures design
[AD-7298011 p0163 N72-11923
Development of method for calculating fatigue
strength of airfrane structures and predicting
rate of fatigue crack propagation
rAD-7368871 " - p0390 S72-23936
Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker :F-28
full-scale sing structure under cyclic gust
flight simulation loading '
[SLB-TB-710*3-01 pO<»88 B72-27955
Fatigue crack propagation and static residual
strength characteristics of fatigue damaged'wings
rNASA-CB-2075] p0525 N72-28899
Crack propagation in full-scale wing structure
nnder different simulated flight conditions
P0510 N72-29902-
CBACKIBG (PBACTOBIHG) - '•
Portable self contained ultrasonic field •• '
inspection equipment for nondestructive crack-
detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks
P0009 A72-10811
Fracture mechanics and crack behavior of steel
plate and forging materials for aircraft
tAD-7377791 • . p0426 N72-24601
Hondestructive eddy current method for crack
detection in turbine blades
fAD-743105] P0591 N72-31786
Analysis of runway surface conditions at Sherman
Army Airfield, Fort leavenworth, Kansas
fAD-7U3912] p06»3 H72-33258'
Susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking in
NaCl solution of titanium alloy plates
fAD-7»52931 p06U5 B72-3355U
CBACKS
HT SDEFACE CBACKS
Besidnal buckling strength of Al alloy elastic
column with fatigue crack
[SESA PAPEB 191HAJ p001« A72-11511
The importance of service inspection in aircraft
fatigue.
P0609 A72-IW7&0
CBABBS
Flying crane helicopters utilization in
constrnction industry for materials transport
and structural erection work, discussing
technical and economic aspects
P0597 A72-U3637
CBAHKS
n ECCEBTBICS . '
CBASH IBJDBIES
Crashworthy upper torso restraint systems for
general aviation, incorporating strap takeup
dev ices
P0195 A72-21578
Aircraft accident injuries and reconstruction from
linear impact
p0273 B72-19123
Army helicopter accident analysis for defining
impact injury problems and helicopter
crashworthiness
p0273 N72-19129
History of aircraft crash injury studies and
facilities for simulation
p027« N72-19150
Use of shoulder harness in general aviation
aircraft to prevent or minimize injury during
crashes
[FAA-Al-72-31 • p0335 B72-21077
Effectiveness of restraint eguipment in
controlling head impact forces and body
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
(FAA-AB-72-63 p0335 H72-21078
Evaluation of medical attendant seat on OH-1
helicopter and recommendations for improving
crashworthy characteristics
' tAD-737197] p0370 B72-22010
Injury and death costs in noncombat aircraft
accidents involving DH-1 type helicopters for
fiscal year 1969
[AD-741363] p0530 N72-29017
CBASH 1AHDIHG
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
Aircraft crash fire protection, using passenger
compartment heat shield of fire-retardant
polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint
P0057 A72-13H84
Antimisting kerosene fuels for aircraft crash
fires reduction
P0179. A72-18837
Emergency Life Saving Instant Exit system in
aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing,
discussing design and ground testing
P0195 A72-21583
Jet engine fuel modification to decrease fire
hazard in survivable aircraft crashes
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-25] p029U A72-25621
Safe aircraft fuels crashworthiness evaluation in
terms of ignition susceptibility parameter,
noting full scale crash environment simulation
tASBE PAPEB 72-GT-27] P029U A72-25623
Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability
and severity during aircraft ground crash,
investigating physical and chemical properties
TASHE PAPEB 72-GT-281 p029« A72-25621
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,
comfort, fit and ease of use
P03U5 A72-28726
Simulated crash tests to assess fire resistance of
aircraft fuels containing polymeric -additives
v
 pOO«9 N72-11692
Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing
dynamic responses of seats and passenger
restraint systems
p021t N72-16793
Scale model tests to determine optimum
configuration and characteristics of large jet
transport aircraft during ditching
rNASA-TB-X-2mi51 p0218 N72-17005
CBASBBS
NT CBASB LANDING
BT DITCHING (LAUDING)
A-149
CRAZIBG SUBJECT IBDEI
Test facility design for aircraft crashvorthiness
evaluation and improvement, considering
survivable accident surrounding conditions,
egnipment and testing methods
fSAE PAPER 720323] . p0290 A72-25586
worldwide distress alarm, identification and
position location system for downed aircraft,
discussing GRAN feasibility tests
p0399 172-3221*
A survey of rotary-wing aircraft crashvorthiness.
P0565 472-1(2763
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbag
restraint systems, and mathematical models of
automobile crash loads
P0274 N72-19155
Battety powered aircraft crash locator transmitter
[HAS&-C4SE-HFS-166091 P0338 N72-21431
Aircraft accident investigation of DOS crash at
Kennedy International Airport, New York on 8
September. 1970
fNTSB-AAB-71-12] pOU65 H72-26013
CBiZIHG
0 SURFACE CRACKS
CBEEP ANALYSIS
Engine operating parameters that affect low-cycle .
fatigue and creep damage of critical components
of naval aircraft engines during fleet operations
tAD-728045] P0162 N72-14802
CBEEP PBOPEBTIES
NT TENSILE CBEEP
CBEEP RESISTANCE
0 CBEEP STBENGTB
CBEEP RUPTURE STBENGTB
Gas turbine engine hot part eguivalent tests
duration determination by analytical method
based on Larson-Killer parametric description of
stress rupture strength
P0315 A72-282U3
Thermal, tensile, and creep rupture properties of
nickel based alloys for airfoils
rnJSA-TB-X-68051] p0425 H72-2U585
CBEEP STBENGTH
Ceramic fiber reinforced Ni base alloy for gas
turbine blades, improving creep resistance at
high temperatures
p0227 A72-22396
CBEEP TESTS
Structural creep tests of aircraft structures
under constant load-constant temperature, and
under variable conditions
fISBN-642-97693-7] p0224 N72-17927
CBEVICES
U CHICKS
CBEWS
NT FLIGHT CRESS
CRITERIA
NT STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA
CBITICAL FL08
Flow separation effects on critical lift of
helicopter rotor, using blade angle of attack
criterion '
p0304 A72-26893
CRITICAL LOADING'
Aircraft structural design loads definition by
mission analysis criteria, taking into account
gust loads via power spectral density method
' P0566 A72-42828
Aircraft structural safety criteria based on
acceptable failure probability, determining
critical load levels
P0566 A72-42829
ICAO structural airworthiness requirements
relation to air transportation safety,
considering maneuver and gust loads in terms of
limit load concept
p0566 A72-42830
CRITICAL BACH BOBBER
0 CRITICAL VELOCITY
0 HACK BOBBER
CRITICAL PATH HETBOD
Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger
aircraft using critical path method for
improving aircraft/terminal utilization
P0341 N72-21970
CBITICiL POINT
Hodographic equations solution containing critical
point for compressible fluid two dimensional
flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and
p0362 A72-30841
turbine engine cascades
[OSEBA, TP NO. 1048]
CRITICAL BEHOLDS BOBBER
0 CBITICAL VELOCITY
0 BEYNOLDS BOBBER
CBITICAL SPEED
D CBITICAL VELOCITY
CBITICAL STRESS
0 CBITICAL LOADING
CBITICAL TELOCITY
Laninar/tnrbnlent boundary layer transition on
parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind
tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number increase
with leading edge thickness
P0227 A72-22407
Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on
swept wings, comparing critical Reynolds number
to straight wing value
p0356 A72-29639
Influence of the structural format on the range of
critical rotational speeds of rotors in aircraft
engines
p0508 A72-39801
CROSS COUPLING
Aircraft pitching and yawing cross couplings
compensation at high speed
. p0008 A72-10506
Three methods of cross coupling for added control
during automatic landing approach
[AD-730153] . p0154 N72-14014
CBOSS FLOW
Laminar three dimensional boundary layer
noneqnilibrium effects at hypersonic wing swept •
leading edge with intensively cooled surface,
considering sweep induced crossflow effect
CVPI-E-71-23] • p0020 A72-12422
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic
blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern
change due to inlet flow distortion
I A I A A PAPER 72-128] poisi A72-16921
Dnrando model overprediction of deflected jet
vortex strength in subsonic cross flow
p0196 A72-21631
Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts,
obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow
velocities
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-17) p029« A72-25616
Fan-in-wing model noise due to cross flow
generated in- and outflow distortions and
nsteady rotor blade forces
tASBE PAPER 72-GT-92] . p0298 A72-25666
A method for increasing thrust reverser
utilization, on STOL aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-782] pOSOO A72-38141
An experimental investigation of a jet issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
p0613 A72-45332
Flight tests of BAC 221 aircraft crosswind landing
and sidestep maneuvers
[ARC-CP-1168] p0042 N72-11045
CBUCIFOBB SINGS . .•
Supersonic flow around thin cruciform wing with
antisymmetrical angle of attack distribution and
horizontal plane with leading edge, considering
flow separation at edges
P0246 A72-25118
Determination of interference lift, aerodynamic
coefficients, and pitching moment for cruciform
wings by iterative solution
rBMVG-FBST-71-18] p0166 H72-15009
CRUDE OIL
Future aircraft fuel resource availability and
pricing, processing methods, and economic
projections for period 1970 to 2000
rNASA-TH-X-62180] p0631 N72-32742
CHOISING FLIGHT
Transonic air transport design, discussing wind
tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology,
sonic beam avoidance, cruising speed, operating
costs and transport family development
p0057 A72-13487
Supercritical thick wing for structural weight
reduction and increased cruise speeds flight
tested on Navy T2-C aircraft
CSAE PAPER 720320] p0290 A72-25583
Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft
with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff
thrust regnirements and cruise fuel consumption
efficiency
A-150.
SUBJECT INDEX CIIIBDBOIDS
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-105] p0299 A-72-25670
Hiqh cruise altitude operational advantages for
commercial transport aircraft utilizing
technological innovations in structures,
propulsion, controls, -avionics and aerodynamics
p03»9 A72-28875
Gravitational and velocity effects'of aircraft'
weiqht and performance in cruising flight
emphasizing Concorde ' '
r ARC-B/B-36801 p0585 H72-31021'
CBYOGEHIC EQDIPBBHT • ' ' *
Cryogenic and liquid metal technology applications
in industry and for ground transportation '
rNASA-TS-X-680921 '. pOU86 N72-27737
CBTOGBHIC FLUIDS
HT LIQUID BITBOGEU .. ' '-. • - ' •
HT LIQOID OXYGEN ' • .r • • - • . '
CBYOGEHIC SOCKET PBOPELLAHTS -
•Slush, boiling,methane and methane mixture
' . characteristics, noting advantages as potential
- rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels
p0071 A72-155U2
CBYSTALS :, a „ .....
NT LIQUID CBYSTALS '
CDHOLATIVE DAMAGE . . - • ' . .
Statistical evaluation of welded airframe
.'.componentjfatigue damage increment during cyclic
•loading with constant force amplitude •
. v . • : • • ' . - ' P02U5.A72-21922
Optimal1'fleet; reliability under fatigue and chance
overload in service.
~-i,._t • -•...• - ' - •• •• ' P0607 A72-UU656
COBIHG , ..-:. . -/- v .- r. '"•! ' '-. ' '
Cocuring--technique optimization for primar.y
aircraft .'components composite, materials,
. .discussing mechanical and dimensional properties
test, data,-production cost analysis and cure time
;,-•; .:_ :•'• ^ •• ' '•• • \ -' p0312 A72-28077
COBBENT DEHSITY -- ' .' - : . .'
Numerical analysis of surface- current density
distribution^ahd electromagnetic'fields of
conducting body, .noting radiation patterns of
' radial dipole and quarter wavelength monopole
.-. . >V . - . . - . • " ' :p03«« A72-285<11
CORTISS-WIGHT BILITABY ilBCBAFT
0 BILITABY AIBCRAPT '" '
COBViTBBE, - . • " , • ; ;
Conformal mapping procedure'for numerical ' '
generation.of airfoils with local curvature
singularities, presentinq test problem results
.for zero trailing edqe angle > "• '
v.- • ' •'" 'P0556'A72-41259
Turbulent boundary layer equations applicable to
• .compressible'.flow over surface with longitudinal
curvature evaluated by .numerical integration
using tabulated profile data - Part 2
[AD-7293251 p0158 N72-1U310
COB7E PITTIHG - -.-. .
Development of technique for curve fitting -
' experimental aerodynamic normal-force and • '
pitching-moment coefficient data as function of •' '
angle of-attack -.' '" '
i.rjAD-7:328343 ' •:-' . .- • p0218 N72-17001
COBfED SOBFACES » •" . ' ' - •
0 CONTOOES ' ''
0 SOBFACES . i
CORVES .{GEOHETBY). . ' ' "
Comp.uter calculation of second order curve segment
discriminant in geometrical problem "associated
' with aircraft lofting, assessinq method accuracy
- P0315 A72-28739
Nonlinear algebraic transformation to determine-' '''
straight line-and-second order-curve • '
intersection point in aircraft loftinq problem
• • • • . . - ' - . ' p03t5 A72-287H2
COSHIOHS
Seat, cushion evaluation for behavior' durinq
helicopter crash.or aircraft ejection and spinal
injury probability'.-
' - - • • p019U A72-2T577
Desiqn and development of air cushion landinq
system to replace landing'gear on conventional
aircraft
rAD-7286U71 P0090 S72-11971
Acceleration protection system design, impact
testing of restraint harnesses and ejection seat
cushions, and implications
. - .
 :- . ., . _ . ' P0275 S72-19157
CV-300 AIBCBAFT . . .
Aircraft accident involving Convaif 310 aircraft
during landing approach at New Haven, . .
Connecticut, on 7 'June 1971 '
fHTSB-AAB-72-20] '. p0583 N72-31010
CV-990 AIBCBAFT . .
Flight tests of low lift to drag ratio approach
and landing using CT 990 aircraft with similar
size and performance characteristics of proposed
. space shuttle vehicle
' fHASA-TN-D-6732] .p0268 H72-19022
'Pilot evaluations .of flight characteristics of
CV-990 aircraft .for providing baseline data for
transport aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6811] p0368 N72-22026
Aerodynamic characteristics of CV-990 aircraft
under various conditions of Hach number,
altitude, and flap setting
TNASA-TN-D-67.77] . . p0383 N72-23027
Wind tunnel test data of velocity measurements
with hot wire anemometer in wake of CV.-990
aircraft model
[SASA-TH-X-621118] pO«19 N72-23994
CS BtDAB
0 CONTINDOOS WAVE BADAB
CTBEBHET1CS .
Development of schematic representation of pilot
' workload and functions for various portions of
aircraft flight and reaction to various stimuli
p0621 N72-32035
CYCLES
NT STRESS CYCLES
NT THEBBODYBABIC CYCLES
CYCLIC LOADS . - .
Statistical evaluation of welded airfrane
component fatigue damage increment daring cyclic
'loading with constant force amplitude
p02«5 A72-2t922
Two dimensional elastoplastic finite element
analysis of structural members under cyclic
thermal-mechanical loadings
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-1] p0292 A72-2560U
Ti alloys fatigue strength, stress concentration
sensitivity and grain sizes effects at normal
and hiqh temperature under cyclic loads
p030« A72-26821
Stress-service life relations for duralumin
samples from impact and nonimpact tensile tests
with cyclic axial loads,, noting notch sensitivity
p0352 &72-291D7
Fatigue life under cyclic loads of notched,
aluminum-copper-magnesium airframe alloy
rDJ.B-FB-71-23] p0170 N72-15530 .
CYLINDRICAL AFTERBODIES
D AFTEBBODIES • • .
0 CYLINDRICAL BODIES
CYLIHDBICAL BODIES
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS
Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
P0611 A72-.U5113
Calculation of pressure distribution on
cylindrical'fuselage with perpendicular lifting
jet using singularity method
P0029 N72-1001t
CYLIHDBICAL SHELLS . .
Resonant .vibration.of thin walled rods and
stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting
aircraft and rocket structures
. . . pO«13 A72-33679
Strenqth of a cylindrical sh'ell of variable
thickness located in a temperature field ,
P0597 A72-U3653
Static aeroelastic characteristics of thin
cylindrical shells at subsonic speeds without
use of boundary layer control or shell
axial-force loadinq
[AD-7322911 p0202 N72-159SU
Estimating aeroelastic stability and forced
response characteristics of thin 'walled,
circular cylindrical shells.
fAD-7333701 p0250 H72-17996
CYLINDBOIDS
0 CYLINDBICAL BODIES
i-151
DABHO (DATA ABALYSIS) SUBJECT IHDEI
DAEBO (DATA.AHALTSIS)
D DATA PBOCESSIBG
0 DATA BEDOCTIOB
D DATA TBABSBISSIOB
DABAGE
ST COBDLATIVE DABAGE
ST IBPACT DABAGE
BT EAIN IBPACT DABAGE
Metal fatigue damage nondestructive detection,
discussing inspection methods, equipment,
advantages, limitations and test results
fAD-7419771 p0020 A72-12498
An estimate of sonic boom damage to larqe windows.
p0441 A72-34234
Damage criteria for parked aircraft exposed to
explosions
rAD-732427} . p0219 B72-17011
DABPIB6
NT ELASTIC DABPING
BT VIBEATIOB DAHPIBG
liapnnov functional stability analysis in
structural dynamics problems including wave
eguations with nonlinear damping
p0235 A72-23457
Stability and damping characteristics of tethered
balloon systems, using computer programs for IBB
360 .
fAD-731570] p0255 H72-18044
Slender wings in roll noting dependence of rolling
moment and roll damping on angular velocity and
angle of attack
p0266 N72-19004
DAHPIBG FACTOB
0 DABPISG
DABPIBG IB PITCH
0 DABPIBG
U PITCH (INCLIBATIOB)
DAHPIBG IB BOLL
D DA8PIBG
D BOLL
DAHPIBG IB TAB
0 DANPIBG
D YAH
DAHPIBG TESTS
Wind tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch
damping of aircraft model oscillating in two
degrees of freedom
P0057 A72-13539
DABPBESS
D BOISTDBE CONTEBT
DABT TDBBOPBOP BBGIHES
D TDBBOPBOP ESGINES
DkSSAOXT AIBCBAPT
Dassault Falcon 10 tnrbofan powered executive
aircraft, attributing safe stall characteristics
to wing design optimization
P0191 A72-21274
Rind tunnel testing of Dassanlt-Breqnet-Dornier
Alpha Jet twin engine trainer, emphasizing tests
for wing-empennage flutter and jet induced
interference effects
p0357 A72-30077
DATA ACQOISIIIOH
Badar data automatic extraction, discussing
azimuth quantization netbods, moving window
detection, coordinate measurement and ATCAS
extractor
p0022 A72-12650
Bind tunnels measuring equipment and procedures
and data acquisition and processinq systems
electronics, describinq computerized real time
data processing system
rDFVLB-SOBDDB-1561 p0024 A72-12898
Data acquisition and reduction for model
aerodynamics in snpercondnctinq magnetic
suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel
facility
P0243 A72-24766
Aerodynamic data acquisition with magnetic balance
on wind tunnel model delta and AGABD G wing
Planforns and body of revolution
P0243 A72-24770
Pacific Ocean meteorological data collection from
Bilitary and civil aircraft in-flight reports,
discussing computer processing for daily
analysis and monthly and seasonal means
P0349 A72-28874
7AA airborne OHEGA development program covering
signal aonitorinq, airborne data collection and
system operational evaluation
p0352 A72-29195
Inteqrated data acquisition and processinq system
for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering
all-digital, analog and hybrid approach
pOUOO A72-32319
Diqital recordinq techniques for airborne data
acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic
recorders
p0412 A72-336112
Serial PCS system for flight test data acquisition
and reduction compared with Harrier system
P0412 A72-33644
Airborne fliqht test data acquisition system
modular desiqn to provide digital readinqs fron
monitoring transducers analoq signa*!
P0412 A72-33645
Airlines and aircraft manufacturers requirements
for airport pavement evaluation/data system,
discussinq relationships between strength,
landing gear desiqn, aircraft weight, range, etc
P0460 A72-36789
ATC services configuration with secondary
surveillance radar and primary radar data
acquisition system, discussinq siqnal processing
by automated decoder
p0547 A72-40288
A near real time data acquisition/reduction
facility for the Boeing wind tunnels.
P0564 A72-H2699
Development of computer programs for processing
flight test data and standardizing in-flight
performance of aircraft
riD-725741] p0043 B72-11054
Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth
observations by spacecraft or aircraft
rHASA-TB-X-62107] p0257 B72-18199
Implementation of instrumentation techniques for
service testing of aircraft and airborne
equipment to meet military requirements
tAD-7343061 p0276 B72-19300
Fliqht test program and data acquisition
techniques for evaluation of Boeinq 747 aircraft
p0328 N72-20977
Characteristics of fliqht test instruments and
techniques for overcoming limitation and sources
of error
P0329 N72-20984
Development of flight test procedures for use with
advanced aircraft to determine cruise .
performance characteristics
P0329 B72-20985
Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to
determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities
appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender
wing aircraft
P0330 B72-20990
Determination of performance data and stability
and control characteristics from aircraft
performance under nonsteady fliqht conditions
p0330 B72-20992
Development of techniques and equipment for
determining moment of inertia of aircraft as
applied to A-37 and P-1127 aircraft
CFTC-TIB-71-1001] p0331 B72-21007
International survey of air pollution by aircraft
enqines and fuels
tAGABD-AB-40J p0338 B72-21590
Development of method for aircraft performance
analysis when drag is determined from engine
thrust
[ESDO-70021] p0637 B72-33005
Development of nondimensional graphical method for
analyzinq performance of turbine powered aircraft
fESDD-70022] p0637. B72-33006
Derivation of equations for determininq climb
performance of aircraft based on enerqy
considerations
tESDH-70023] p0637 H72-33007
DATA ADAPTIVE BVALDATOB/HOHITOB
0 DATA PBOCESSIHG
0 DATA SEDUCTION
0 DATA TBABSHISSIOB
DAT! ABALISIS
0 DATA PBOCESSIBG
0 DATA BEDOCTIOB
A-152
SUBJECT INDBI D1T1 PBOCESSIHG
Dili COBPBESSOBS
0 Dili EEDOCTIOH
D DATA TBAHSHISSION
DATA COSIBOL STSTEHS
0 DATA STSTESS
DATA COI7BBTBBS
NT ANALOG TO DIGITAL COHVEBTEBS
DATA COBHBLATIOI
Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to
supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde
contribution
p0063 A72-14681
Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system
designed by compensation parameter variation
technique, determining correlation between
system sensitivity computations and observations
P0189 A72-20592
Gas turbine engines emission data correlation
based on combustor theoretical model, proposing-
correction factors for data redaction to
standard test conditions
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-60J p0297 A72-25651
DATA HAHDLIHG STSTEHS
0 DATA SISTEHS
DATA 1IHKS.
Development programs for ATC system improvement by
digital computers and data displays applications
- p0137 A72-17328
Airline air/ground radio communications and data
link service implementation for San
Francisco-Hawaii center
. p0138 A72-17337
Beal time pilot reports via digital
gronnd-air-ground data link, discussing encoding
and processing equipment, meteorological''codes
and automatic real time weather forecasts
P0246 A72-25079
Electronic display in future avionic systems,
emphasizing computer techniques and -digital data
exchange systems
p0103 472-32635
Air/ground digital communications in airline
operations.
pOU58 A72-36561
Flight-test experience in digital control of a
remotely piloted vehicle."
fAIAA PiiPEB 72-883] p0510 172-10059
Geostationary satellite system for air navigation
via voice and data communication, discussing
ground facilities and avionics
.. p0546 A72-40284
Automatic position reporting, ATC communication,
weather information and message identification
via digital gronnd-air-ground data link,
discussing operational and maintenance
requirements
p0546 &72-U0286
Meteorological and takeoff and landing information
' transmission by proposed automated
meteorological" and information service,
discussing air-ground data link
;' "• • p0547 A72-40287
Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data
link for air traffic control information
transfer requirements
rDOT-TSC-FAA-71-21] p0325 H72-20578
DATA MANAGEMENT
Scientific balloon data management system,
discussing airborne and ground station equipment
for telemetry, command and flight control
P0060 A72-13725
Organization and operation of Federal Aviation
Administration Maintenance Analysis Center
P0253 B72-18022
DATA PBOCESSIHG
HT DATA COHBELATION
NT DATA BEDOCTIOH
NT DATA STOBAGE
NT OPTICAL DATA PBOCESSING
NT PARALLEL PBOCESSING (COBPDTEBS)
NT SIGNAL PBOCESSING
Computer-aided interactive graphic displays for
ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow
and operational capabilities
p0020 A72-12420
Digital computer memory system for real time
processing of air and naval traffic data,
discussing logic design, time comparisons and
optimum nse
P0022 A72-12647
Badar data automatic extraction, discussing
azimuth quantization methods, moving window
detection, coordinate measurement and ATCAS .
extractor
P0022 A72-12650
Bind tunnels measuring equipment and procedures
and data acguisition and processing systems
electronics, describing computerized real time
data processing system
[DFVLB-SONDDB-156] p0024 A72-12898
Computer technology projection in terms of cost
and performance for future ATC system,
determining data processing systems availability
P0068 A72-14834
Aircraft engine test data processing by polynomial
relations, assuming normal measurement error
distribution
p0181 A72-18978
Ground based ATC information processing systems
analysis, considering controllers work load
P0229 A72-22778
Electronics and data processing technology effects
on radar state of art, discussing automated air
traffic control surveillance systems
P0241 A72-24490
Military weather forecasting requirements by 1980,
discussing decision*making, data processing,
satellite data, mission and terminal forecasts,
display and computer flight planning
P0246 172-25096
ATC system, discussing flight data and radar
' processing functions and terminal automation
program ' ' :
P0300 A72-25875
Sensor measurements correlation to human
visibility via sensor equivalent visibility
/SEV/ concept, discussing data processing scheme
P0347 A72-28846
Pacific Ocean meteorological data collection from
military and civil aircraft in-flight reports,
discussing computer processing for daily
analysis and monthly and seasonal means
p0349 A72-28874
Electronic data processing in airline materiel
supplies operations, discussing procedural
efficiency improvement through reduction of
stochastic effects inherent in aircraft
maintenance operations
P0362 A72-30823
Integrated data acguisition and processing system
for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering
all-digital, analog and hybrid approach
P0400 A72-32319
Helicopter stability derivative extraction and
data processing using Kalman filtering technigues.
fAHS PBEPBINT 6*1] p0447 A72-34501
Application of electronic data processing airport
analysis in airlines operations and for
manufacturers.
p0489 A72-37277
Beal time telemetry processing systems, describing
display features and limitations
TAIAA PAPEB 72-783] pOSOO A72-38142
Automated area navigation with real time track
computation, discussing information processing
by on-board computer for immediate pilot
instruction
P0550 A72-U0683
Applications of a technigue for estimating
aircraft states from recorded flight test data.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-965] p0563 A72-42360
Time sharing system for teleprocessing of wind
tunnel measurements with IBM 7040 computer as
central processor
[DLB-FB-70-68] p0168 N72-15186
Processing and analyzing clear air tnrbnlence data
collected by F-100, and F-106 aircraft
fAD-732878] p0222 N72-17302
Development of numerical process for extracting
aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data
P0330 N72-20991
Modular multichannel data processing system for
turbojet engine testing
[NASA-IB-1-68123] p0628 H72-32458
Procedures for reducing aircraft performance data
to compensate for atmospheric parameters and
variations in aircraft configurations
CESDO-70019] p0637 N72-33004
A-153
Dill PROCESSING EQUIPBEBT SOBJECT IIDBX
DATA PROCESSING EQOIPHEBT
HT AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COBPOTEBS
HT ANALOG COBPOTEBS
HT DIGITAL COBPOTEBS
HT HYBRID COHPOTEBS •
HT OHIVAC COBPOTERS
Real time pilot reports via digital
ground-air-qround data link, discussing encoding '
and processing equipment-, meteorological codes
and automatic real time weather forecasts
p02«6 'A72-25079
Application of computer techniques to improvement
of aircraft maintenance operations • '
P0039 H72-11020
Development of computer programs for processing-
flight test data and standardizing in-flight "
performance of aircraft - '• ' "
[AD-725711] pOO»3 N72-1105*
Ground station data reduction equipment for •
airborne analoq and digital magnetic tape data
acguisition system
[ARL/BE-130] p0275 H72-19238
System security hardware, software, and procedural
technignes in automated systems •
fAD-735728] p0336 N72-2123M
Data base security and access limitation
reguirements for post 1975 automated TACC '
complex with tabulated security data
C1D-735729] p0337 H72-21235
Analysis of techniques and computer programs for
extracting stability derivative information- from
flight test records •• ' • ' '•
rNASA-CR-2016] . p0130 N72-2<1991
Applications of computers for flight test and
evaluation of helicopters based on freguency
analyses of load curves on main and tail rotors-
fNASA-TT-F-1D283] pO«30 H72-24993
DATA PBOCESSOBS
D DATA PROCESSING EQOIPHENT - . ' . ' • '
DATA BEADOOT SISTEHS . . . . - • • •
D DATA SYSTEBS • . • .
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
DATA RECOHDEBS • ' • • , • •
Technical aids for experimental research in flight
simulation developed at Institute of Human > •
Engineering, Beckenheim, ERG, during 1968 - ''*•"" •
rANTHROPOTECH-1/69] p0207 H72-16185
DATA RECORDING '
Structural Acoustic Bonitor system for airframe • •
structural proof testing, providing multichannel
recording and aural monitoring of acoustic data
derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers' . •
p02UO A72-2IH16
Digital recording techniques for airborne data
acguisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic
recorders
P01112 A72-336U2
Data recording program and analysis technique for • "
determining airworthiness of civil aircraft from
1962 to 1969 . . • - . - . :
rRAE-TR-71031] p0205 N72-15975
Data recording and evaluation of hard landings
encountered by subsonic civil jet aircraft in
airline operations noting role of flare maneuvers
fRAE-TR-70187] • p0205 H72-15976
DATA BEDOCTIOH
Gas turbine engines emission data correlation
based on combustor theoretical model, proposing'
correction factors for. data reduction to
•standard test conditions ' '•' --
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-60] p0297 172-25651
Flow data reduction validity for supersonic axial
compressors, presenting experimental results for
rotating supersonic cascade
C1SME PIPER 72-GT-100] p0299 172-25669
Statistical diagnosis of aeronautical systems
reliability and maintenance, using Benzecri
factorial analysis for data reduction
P0300 A72-25817
Digital data processing technignes for aircraft'
engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise
spectrum
p0356 172-298110
A generalized method for the identification of
aircraft stability and control derivatives from
flight test data.
p0502 A72-38260
A near real time data acguisition/reduction
facility for the Boeing wind tunnels.
p056» 172-112699
Basic foraulations for developing coordinate
transformations and equations of motion used
• with free fliqht and wind tunnel data reduction
[HASA-SP-3070] p0472 H72-26Q75
Procedures for obtaining airspeed and kinetic
pressure data for application to aircraft
performance analysis and data reduction
• rESDO-69026] • p0636 N72-33002
Development of method for aircraft performance
•''analysis when drag is determined from engine
thrust
[ESDO-70021 ] p0637 H72-33005
Development of nondimensional graphical method'for
analyzing performance of turbine powered aircraft
[ESDO-70022] P0637 B72-33006
DATA SABPLIHG - '
Investigation of data rate requirements for 1'ow :
'visibility approach with a scanning beam landing
guidance system. • •
• p'OU53 172-35562
Investigation of data rate reguirements for low
-visibility approach with a scanning beam landing
guidance system. • . • •
P0502 172-38259
Homent sampling method as selfvalidating aircraft
weight and balance accounting procedure * ••' * :
[S18E PAPER 920] •' ' " p0596 A72-U3U67
DATA STORAGE • . •
Fl'l air traffic control" automation program,
discussing en route stage, computer pr'ogram,
data processing and storage and terminal area
navigation and display technigues - >••
'-t ' •• • ;- • p0019 172-12380
Modular navigation /HONA/ dual channel automatic
area navigation system, describing computer, :
flight data storage and control/di'splay units
• ' • •• • p05U5 172-«0277
DATA SISTEHS • - - .' '
Army data analysis system for fixed and rotary
wing aircraft flight testing, 'including'airborne
and computer controlled ground 'stations' egnipment
P0019 A72-T2408
Aircraft integrated data systems, 'discussing cost
effectiveness, reliability and maintenance >r • <
. •' ' • 'p0055 172-13*17
Aircraft integrated-data systems application to-
• flight safety analysis, engine performance •
' monitoring, crew- proficiency/autoland • • " • '<'•
evaluation, operations1 and: logistics ' ' :^ .tr
•• - ' • • I . ' - •••••" -p0065 172^111726
DC 9 aircraft integrated data syst'em simulator to
facilitate interacting 'systems-checking, input''
circuit integrity,'-performance degradation''ana
calibration- • ' ' - •-• •-< ' '* -'*• *-";1; '•• ' < - '•'•••v'
- ' p0113 A-72-18281
Application of computer technignes to improvement '-''
of aircraft maintenance operations'- - * !i •- J r *
"•" •••'* ' " '• ' ••••-'•• p0039: N72-11020
Development of data insertion tech^ni-ques- f or-'-1 •" '
•' automatically providing pilot<Vith heading'and
attitude command information- •»-: ••' .->...• 1"!
[AD-7318011] • ••-• -JO.TJ-''.' f p0206 H72-15981
Development and characteristics''of support' system
and data reduction capability for free flight
test facility - » •• •-"-'• ' • • • - . . .
riSAS-l!77-TOL-37-HO-31-':•-•- •; - pO<t21 H72-213I13
•Practical application of mishap data in Army
aircraft system safety programs • -•''• ' • '
' . - - p0439 N72-25967
Bodular multichannel data processing system for
turbojet engine testing
fNASA-TB-X-68123] • • ' p0628 N72-32U58
Development and operation of 'management control
system for efficient scheduling and safe
utilization of commercial air-transportation
facilities
P06U9 N72-33972
DATA TRAHSBISSIOH
NT CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
Nationwide real time automated ATC system
interconnected by data transmission links,
discussing radar signal acquisition/transfer and
computer complex ' *• ' •
P0113 A72-18283
Flow measurement instrumentation for turbomachine
rotors, noting telemetry -type data transmission
system with strain gage pressure transducers for
turbocompressor
A-15«
SOBJECT INDEX . DECISION TBEOEY
flSHE PAPEB 72-GT-55] p0296 A72-25646
ATC operational systems, discussing global
surveillance and voice and data communication
between aircraft and earth station
p0363 472-31141
Analysis of information flow regnirements between
control tower operators and aircraft pilots and
nethods for displaying inforaation
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-18] p0330 H72-21000
Characteristics of wind tunnels at Naval research
center and associated test support equipment, and
facilities
CAD-741213] P0533 H72-29221
DATIHG •
0 TIHE HEASOBEBENT
DC (C0BHENI)
0 DIBBCT C08BBNT
DC 6 AIBCBAPT
Aircraft accident investigation of DC-8 crash at
Kennedy International Airport, New York on 8
September, 1970
fNTSB-AAB-71-12) p0465 N72-26013
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft during
precision radar approach at Naha Air Base,
Okinawa on 27 Jul. 1970
rPB-208767] P06II2 N72-33043
DC 9 AIHCBAFT , - -.-. „
DC 9 aircraft integrated data system simulator to
facilitate interacting systems checking, input
circuit integrity, performance .degradation and
calibration
p0143 A72-18284
Beport of aircraft accident involving DC-9
aircraft at Gnlfport, Mississippi on February
17, 1971
fNTSB-AAB-71-14] P0032 872-10049
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 aircraft
contacting surface of ocean near Martha's
Vineyard, Hassachusetts on 22 June, 1971
tNTSB-AAB-72-4] p0250 H72-18002
Analysis of conditions and circumstances involving
survival of passengers and crew following
ditching of DC-9 aircraft
fNTSB-AAS-72-2] p0465 N72-26015
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
DC-9 on scheduled flight with Cessna 206 near
Baleigh, Horth Carolina, 4 December, 1971 ,
CNTSB-AABr72-13] p0466 H72-26018
Flight tests to determine effectiveness of lignid
nitrogen fuel tank inerting system for fire
prevention on DC-9 aircraft
[FAA-BD-72-53] . • p0579 H72-30769
Accident investigation of Southern Airways, Inc.
DC^9 N97S crashing at Tri-State Airport,
Bnntington, Rest Virginia on 14 Nov. 1970
[PB-209082] P0643 B72-33052
DC 10 ilBCBAFT
Airline Propulsion lean approach to DC-10 aircraft
power plant design for maximum operational
effectiveness
[SAE PAPEB 710778] ' pOOOS A72-10270
DC-10 nondestructive testing manual, detailing
section/subject format, methods, planned area
accessibility and aircraft maintenance
P0012 A72-11109
DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and
failure assessment monitor system
P0190 A72-21003
Beat treatment and machining for distortion
control of large Al alloy forgings for DC 10
aircraft
P0228 A72-22476
• DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling
characteristics and fatigue tests
P0234 A72-23446
DC 10 aircraft automatic flight guidance system,
noting dual-dual fail-passive autolanding
P0234 A72-23448
DC 10 aircraft wing stringers fabrication and
processing, discussing stress relieving and
stretch fora contouring techniques, aging and
tempering processes and flaw detection
CASH PAPEB i 72-31,3] p0314 A72-28161
Development of procedures for conducting
structural inspection program on DC-10 aircraft.
to reduce effects of crack propagation with
increased service life
P0252 H72-18019
Design features of DC 10 aircraft that assure
structural reliability against fatigue cracks
P0540 N72-29899
Inflight emergency on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 June 1972 due to
accidental opening of cargo door in fuselage
TSB-72-69/878A] p0572 H72-30006
DE HAVILL4BD AIBCBAFT
The DHC-7, first generation transport category
STOL - Particular design challenges.
• fAIAA PAPEB 72-809] p0497 A72-38115
Hind tunnel model tests of DH 121 aircraft and .
comparison with drag estimates and full scale
flight data
tABC-CP-1170] P0205 H72-15974
Development and characteristics of flight
simulator for providing data on aerodynamic
characteristics of C-8A aircraft modified for
STOL operation
[NASA-CB-114434] p0367 H72-22013
Aerodynamic characteristics and configuration of
De Havilland C-8A aircraft modified for STOL
operation.
fNASA-CB-114435] p0367 N72-22014
Performance tests of C-8A aircraft modified into
augmentor wing configuration to verify augmentor
flap concept for short 'takeoff and landing
operation .
[NASA-CB-114463] p0516 N72-28017
Aircraft accident involving De Havilland 104-7AX
aircraft near Coolidge, Arizona on 6 Hay 1971
due to wing separation
tNTSB-AAB-72-19] p0528 H72-29005
DE LAVAL NOZZLES
0 COHVEBGENT-DIVEBGENT NOZZLES
DEADWEIGHT
0 STATIC LOADS
DEATH
Psychological autopsy for analyzing immediate
psychodynamic processes leading to suicidal
aircraft accidents
tFAA-AH-72-2] p0268 H72-19020
DBBOGGIHG
0 CHECKOUT
DECAY - . : - . .
HI ELECTBOLDHINESCEHCE
NT THEBHAL ESISSION
DECAY BATES
Flutter egnation approximate, true damping or
rate-of-decay solution by determinant iteration
P0012 A72-11133
DECCA HiVIGATIOB
Han computer weapons effectiveness and system test
environment /HESTE/ instrumentation system with
Decca navigation for simulated combat
environmental flight tests
P0310 A72-27515
DECELERATION
Angle of attack increase of an airfoil in
decelerating flow.
• - • • . • > p0459 A72-36773
Articulated autorotor decelerator for retarding
and stabilizing air delivered stores
[AD-734309] p0271 N72-19041
Buckling due to transient compressive stresses in
aircraft panel during deceleration
[ESDD-70002] p0647 N72-33882
DECBLEBATOBS
0 BBAKES (FOB ABBESTISG HOTION)
DECISION BAKING
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making
problems, considering navigation, surveillance
radar,'collision avoidance and ATC technigues
P0002 A72-10180
ATC system decision making problem and future
technological and administrative improvements
• p0015 A72-11718
Decision diagrams use in logic analysis for
aircraft maintenance schedule testing relative
to operational reliability control
p0357 A72-30041
Procedures for determining capacity of air traffic
control systems and application to long range
planning, management decisions, and system
performance evaluation
CAD-738892] . p0486 N72-27710
DECISIOH TBEOBY
Interdiction bombing mission effectiveness model
for bad and good weather aircraft type selection
A-155
DECODERS SUBJECT INDEX'
depending on Heather conditions at target site
P0344 472-28*00
Decision and control theory for large scale and
uncertain systems for aerospace applications
C4D-7408691 p0536 N72-29633
DECODEES
ATC services configuration with secondary
surveillance radar and primary radar data
acguisition system, discussing signal processing
by automated decoder
p0547 472-40288
DECOBPBESSIOH
D PEESSDBE REDUCTION • . :
DECOBPBBSSIOH SICKHESS '
Technique for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness -in nnpressurized aircraft above 20,000
feet
f4D-731118] • p0273 H72-19106
DEPEHSE PBOGBAB
Aircraft engine maintenance, military training,
and antiaircraft defense
C4D-739974] pO"!88 N72-27991
DEFINITIOH -
Aircraft and spacecraft conceptual definitions in
national and international lav
P0303 A72-26561
DEFLATING
0 INFLATABLE STBOCTOBES • . • ' •
0 PBESSDEE BEDOCTION
DBPLECTIOH
Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate
hinged to rigid base moving under sinusoidal'
pressure impulse action, noting ba'se inertia* -
effect
p0306 472-27091
Variable deflection rocket engines for short
takeoff aircraft flight control system •'• '
[40-730571] p0168 N72-15019
DBFLECTOBS
NT BLAST DEFLECTOBS ...
DBFOBBATION
NT ELASTIC BENDING
NT ELASTIC BDCKLING
NT ELASTIC DEPOEHATION ' : -
DEGBEES OF FBEEDOR
Pod-mounted jet engine follower force instability,
analyzing two degrees of freedom system dynamics
p0232 A72-22938
Helicopter stability derivative extraction and
data processing using Kalman filtering technigues.
TABS PBEPBIHT 6411 p0447 472-34501
Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. V -
Hechanical foundations /Dynamics of the rigid
body/ • '
P0545 472-40175
Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric
turbulence based on gust field with
nonstationary random velocity
p0381 N72-23006
In flight nonitoring system to measure and record.'
helicopter performance in real time for all six
degrees of freedom
f4D-745118] p0629 N72-32476 '
DEICEBS •
Aircraft engine anti-icing tests and evaluation :
• describing ground and airborne technignes
fAIAA PAPEB 72-162] - p0128 472-16828
C-54 A/B aircraft engine air particle separator
antiice system design features, manufacturing
technignes and testing
P0177 472-18769
DSSE electric impulse de-icing system design.
P0461 472^ 37033
DEICIHG SISTEHS - -•'•--
0 DEICEBS . ; ' •
DELABIIATIHG
Aircraft windscreen reliability, discussing
delamination, interface shear stress effects and
analogy to metal fatigue
p0306 A72-27011
Practical procedure for removal of- baked-on
alnminized silicone paint from aircraft engines
[40-742795] p0587 N72-31174
DELTA BUGS
Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached -
shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack,
deriving unified theory for flow field
p0017 472-12030
Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of
hypersonic delta wing due to conical body
addition on compression side
P0018 472-12270
Thin shock layer theory of lifting properties of
reentry caret and flat delta wings and
waveriders at high incidence angles and Bach
number
P0018 472-12345
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating circular cylindrical fuselage body
with conical nose and delta wing with straight,'•
cubic or sinusoidal leading edges
[DGLE PAPEB 71-0801 P0023 472-12730
Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic
flow, considering leading edge flow separation
induced vortices effects on downvash, pressure
distribution and aerodynanic characteristics
p0072 472-15741
Thermoelastic effect on flutter and vibration of
built up delta wings with solid, stiffened and
honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins
[4I4A PAPEB 72-1741 : • p0128 472-16834
Hypersonic flow past final thickness delta wing,
presenting conical flow equations with boundary
value solution .
p0142 472-18128
Slender body theory for flow calculation past low
aspect ratio delta wing with straight trailing
edge, noting lifting vortices distribution
' . ; p0247 472-25131
Hypersonic gan tunnel balance and pressure
measurements on sharp leading edge delta wings,
. comparing experimental coefficients and shock
angles with predicted values
p0299 472-25735
Fighter aircraft'maneuverability, range and
armament requirements, discussing canard vs
delta configurations
P0303 472-26657
Pressure distribution over delta .wing with blunted
edges at small angles of attack in hypersonic
wind tunnel tests
p0363 472-31022
Three dimensional boundary layer separation on
slender bodies, delta wings and propulsion •
intake systems, reviewing computing technignes
for interfering inviscid flow fields
- , ' - . ; pOIOI 472-32826
Analytical method of characteristics to determine
front shock and sonic boom due to flat delta
wing with supersonic leading edges
fDPVLB-SONDDB-2051 • p0410 472-33401
Barefied hypersonic flow characteristics of delta
wings and trailing edge spoilers.
. . . . p0450 A72-35229
Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic
~ wing-bodies. .,
. : - . - . : • • : ' • • -_p0450 472-35251
Development of the Saab-Scania Viqqen.
. -.. • . .
 t.. :. pOU92 472-37749
Experimental investigations of separated flows on
•wing-body combinations with very slender wings
at free-stream Bach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2.
CICAS PAPEB 72-25] ,-•' . ;.-- . ... p0554 472-41150
Quasi-homogeneous approximation for wing with
curved subsonic leading edges at supersonic
speeds. •
[IC4S P4PEB 72-54] p0556 472-41176
Hypersonic boundary layer separation of delta wing
in shock tunnel using color and monochrome
schlieren photography
ONPL-AEBO-NOTE-1097] p0029 N72-10022
Linear functional law for alleviating gusts on
delta wing aircraft
TONEB4-TP-925] p0037 N72-10999
Three component shock tunnel strain gage balance
for measuring aerodynamic forces on thin 'delta
wings '
f4BC-B/H-3664] p0046 H72-11375
Bind tunnel measurements of Beynolds number effect
on force and pressure coefficients for slender
delta wing at transonic speed
P0074 H72-11863
Correlation of transonic wind tunnel test data
with flight test results on slender wing
airplanes for double delta configuration
development
p0075 N72-11868
»-156
SUBJECT IHDBX DESCEIT TB1JBCTOBIES
Shock tunnel measurements of aerodynamic forces on
thin delta wings for performance prediction of
hypersonic vehicle cruising flight
[4EC-CP-1118] pOOBO H72-11905
Lov speed wind tunnel measurements of delta vinq
surface pressure variations in conical flov region
fASC-CP-IISH] p0089 H72-11967
Digital computer calculations of effects of
variation of mass and inertia parameters on spin
of delta wing fighter aircraft
rwRE-TH-»53 (SB/D) ] p0099 H72-129711
FOBTBiH t computer program for calculating
supersonic flov on windward side of conical
•delta wings by method of lines
[NASA-TM-X-2U38] • . p0109 H72-13271
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings with or
without trailing-edge flap in rarefied
hypersonic gas flow
[REPT-71-2] P0119 H72-13980
analysis of inviscid flow field on expansion side
of flat delta wing at supersonic speed
fVTH-167] . p0169 H72-15277
Flow fields over leeward surfaces of delta wings
and conical bodies at high supersonic speeds
CNPL-AEBO-1319] p0202 H72-159U8
Effect of thickness on subsonic longitudinal
stability, characteristics of 70 deg sweepback
delta.wings • -
raSC-E/H-3673] I p0202 H72-15950
Theoretical pressure distributions on caret and.
plane delta wings for supersonic flow
CARC-CP-1178 j; . . • .p0202 H72-15952
Analysis of inviscid' flow on windward side of
flat, sharp-edged'delta wing at hypersonic, speed
and angles of attack near maximum lift
fAD-7317631 p0202 S72-15955
Induced drag of thin delta wings with different
leading edge spanwise -distribution' .• •. . •
[PB-202358] P0203 N72-15957
Rind tunnel/flight simulation of slender delta
wing aircraft dynamic response to Dutch roll at
low speed ' ' • - • . -
rARC-E/M-3669J . p0204 H72-15970
Comparisons of hinge moments for simple delta wing
and'delta wing orbiter'concept at Hach 6
tH4SA-TN-D-6657] • . • p0218 H72-16997
Mathematical model for effects of conical
thickness distribution >on separated flow past"
:
 slender delta wings with small thickness/span
ratios and sharp leading edges
fAHC-CP-1189) . , -• •.",. p0267 H72-19006
Vortex breakdown studied by. flow .visualization
•noting pressure gradient effect-and analogy with
boundary layer separation and wake bursting
tONERA-NT-175] • . '. p0277 H72-19328
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating slender wing fuselaqe configurations
rAVA-FB-71261 p0317 H72-19997
Aerodynamic forces, pitching moments, and pressure
distributionsimeasurements on delta wing-body
•combinations at transonic speed in compressible
••flow ' -•• :e-. •• . . I • • : • • .. -
CA7A-FB-7129] v;. ^ , ,- -, p0317 H72-19998
Structure of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab
-delta wing at moderately high "angle of attack
•-) • • • ' . • • p0327 H72-20851
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wing orbiter
in close proximity to synchronously oscillating
canard booster at Hach 2 " • - -
.CLTH-nA-18] - ,.p0365 H72-21992
Linearized lifting surface theory for determining
pressure distribution on subsonic delta wing •
/ . p0379 H72-22992
Analysis of transition fixing and Reynolds number
variation on aerodynamic forces produced by thin
delta wings
rHASA-CB-112016] pOU63 B72-25996
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests on .delta wing models
at high incidence for pressure distribution
'determination «
rA8C-CP-1198l - • pOU76 N72-27004
Optimized design of conically cambered triangular
wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic
trailing edges for drag reduction without
leading''edge suction
fARC-TB-21 P0571 H72-29992
Dynaaic aeroelastic effects on stability control
and gust response of slender delta aircraft
rARC-B/H-3690] P0582 N72-30998
Analysis of spanwise distribution leading edge
tangential suction forces on thin sixty degree
delta wing obtained in low speed wind tunnel
fKTH-AEBO-TH-58] . . p0618 H72-32011
Flow characteristics about nncambered, slender
delta wing at 15 deg incidence with high energy
bloving from leading edge slots
rCBAHFIELD-ABBO-9] . p0635 N72-32992
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge camber on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of thin, sharp-edge delta wing
CHASA-CB-2002] p0636 H72-32996 -.
Application of leading-edge-suction analogy to
prediction of longitudinal load distribution of
.vortex lift for delta wings . . -. . .
tHASA-TH-D-699H3 P0636 H72-32997
DBHAHD (ECONOMICS)
Utah-Colorado-Hew Mexico-Arizona regional air
transportation study, assessing scheduled air
carrier service demand for 1971-1990
P0182 A72-19178
DEHSITY (MASS/VOLUME)
Ti alloys for airframe shell construction based on
room temperature strength, stiffness and
densities comparison with Al alloys, stainless
steel and Be data
P0058 A72-13615
DEHSITY. (HOMBBB/VOLOHE) - -
HI ION DEHSITI (COHCENTBATIOH)
DEHSITI HEASOBBBEBT
Convective heat flow pressure and density
measurements, at surface of central body of air
inlet with live point and axial symmetry
p0138 A72-17560
DEPEBDEHCE
HT TIME DEPEHDEHCE
DEPOSITIOS • • . : •
HT E1ECTBODEPOSITION
HT VACDOM DEPOSITIOH
Oxidation-corrosion-deposition characteristics of
aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing
glassware-type apparatus
CAD-711810] p06«« S72-33199
DEPOSITS
Development and application of instrument for
.measuring coker tube deposits'based on beta ray
•backscatter .' .
fAD-7113308] p06<Kl H72-33I167
DBPBESSOBIZATIOH • . .
0 PEESSDBE BEDOCTION . . . .
DEPTH PEBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PERCEPTION . ., . . . . . ' .
DEBIViTIOH CALCDLDS ' • . . . ' ,
D DIFFEBENTIAL CALCOIUS
DESCEHT
NT PABACHDTE DESCENT
Helicopter model tests for determining ground
proximity aerodynamics in level and descending
forward flight . .- .
:[AD-730361] p0155 H72-1U021
Aerodynamic performance of lifting helicopter
rotor during vertical descent
TAD-73U2291 _:. , p0267 1172-19011
DESCEHT TBiJECTOBIES
ST HEENTBY THAJECTOBIES :
Terrain clearance daring descent.and approach of
aircraft under radar control, discussing optimum
profile, ATC, navaids and rules •
P0002 A72-10183
Aerodynamic and control characteristics of
helicopters in level flight and steep descents
at low speeds
rAD-7298U7] P0151 H72-1U010
Modular aircraft elements and rotor dynamic
eguations for stability and control of
helicopters in steep approaches
[AD-729818] p0150 N72-1U011.
Limitations on approach flight paths of V/STOL
aircraft including limits on .descent angle due
to maximum lift drag ratio . • •.
[HASA-CB-1901] p0165 N72-15001
Curved final approach and landing flight path for
increased airport capacity -•
rBAE-TB-71059] . p0257 N72-18265
Huclear instrument landing system for accurate.
aircraft position data during last phases of
descent
[SAN-828-1] p0377. N72-22655
A-157
DESEBTS SUBJECT IHDBI
Design, development, and specifications of
rinqsail parachute with emphasis on inflation
characteristics of cluster canopies
tAD-7n5335] P06H2 H72-33051
DESBBTS
Aerial expedition for studying conditions of
atmospheric boundary layer over oasis and
semiarid region
fAD-727535] P003U H72-10332
DBSIGI OF BXPEBIBEHTS
0 EXPEBIBEHTAL DESIGN
DESTBOCTIVB TESTS
Destructive crack propagation and fatique tests on
C-130 aircraft center wings
fHASA-CB-112008] p0112 H72-1388*
DETBCIIOH
HT AIBCBAFT DETECTIOH ' ....
HT COBBELATIOH DETECTIOS . -
HT BADAB DETECTIOH '
HT SIGNAL DETECTIOH
DETEBIOBATIOH
Detection of structural deterioration and
associated airline maintenance problems.
TSAIE PAPEB 918] p0596 A72-H3II65 '
Analytical methods for early-stage detection of
oil deterioration in aircraft engines
pOOSO H72-11698
DETEBHTH&ITS
Flatter equation approximate true damping or
rate-of-decay solution by determinant iteration
P0012 A72-.11133
DBTEBHIBATIOH
D BEASUBEBEBT
DETOHABLE GAS BIITOBES
Construction of sonic boom simulator using
detonable gas mixture in slender, shaped Bylar
balloons
rHASA-CB-18»«l p0150 H72-13991
DBIAB SYSTEMS
0 CSIOGEHIC EQDIPBEHT
DH 112 ilBCBAFT
Economic and operational aspects of fatigue -.
Figures of a Swiss ground attack/fighter aircraft.
P0610 A72-1)117112
DH 121 AIBCBAFT . ...
Trident aircraft air-system interrogator airborne
first line test apparatus for electrical
components malfunction diagnosis . -,
P01U2 A72-1815U '
Quiet BTOL /reduced takeoff and landing/ short
haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident 3
aircraft up to design range stage length
p0394 A72-31320
DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
Augmentor wing design for Buffalo STOL .aircraft,
discussing operational principle and wind tunnel .
test results .' '
P0550 A72-1068U
Development of simulation models of two
representative STOL aircraft using nonlinear
eguations to show gross changes in aircraft
attitude, flight path, and pover setting
CDOT-TSC-FAA-71-1H] p0320 H72-20018
Beasuring air velocity and temperature for
inertial navigation using DHC 5 aircraft
C HCAB-TH/EDD-7I( ] p0523 N72-28675
DIABATIC PBOCESSES
0 HEAT TBANSFEB ' .
DIAGBABS
HT S-H DIAGRIHS
HT STBESS-STBAIS DIAGBABS '
Energy flow diagrams.
p0607 A72-111I686
DIABOHD BIHGS
0 LOS ASPECT BATIO BIBGS
0 SWEPT BIHGS
DIELECTBIC CONSTAHT
U DIELECTBIC PBOPEBTIES
DIELECTBIC BATEBIiLS
0 DIELECTBICS
DIELECTBIC PBOPEBTIES
Developnent of methods for safely grounding
helicopters to remove electrostatic charge
buildup with emphasis on water spray discharge
fAD-7115102] P0642 H72-33018
DIBLECTBICS
The lightning arrester-connector - A new concept
in system electrical protection. • ;
P0504' A72-38989
DXFFBBEHCE EQOATIOIS
Differential and difference eguations approxiiate
solutions in finite state nachine fora,
developing adaptive gain changer model in
aircraft stability control system
pOOSH A72-1316U
DIFFERENTIAL A1GEBBA
D DIFFEBEHTIAL CALCDLDS
0 BATBICBS (BATHEHATICS) .
DIFFEBBHTI1L AHALIZEBS
D AHALOG COBPDTEBS
DIFFEBBHTIAl CALCULUS
Flight mechanics derivative, transformations by
matrix methods for changing coordinate or
independent variable systens .
CDFVLB-SOFDDB-175] . . . p0126 A72-16706
DIFFEBEHTIAL EQDATIOHS . .
HT PABTIAL DIPTBBEHTIAL EQOATIOBS ',
Aerodynamic behavior of thin jet-flapped airfoil,
investigating integrodiffereutial equation
solution . .
' . , p<3015 A72-11669
Airfoil, theory singular integrodifferentiai
eguation reduction to integral equations with
quasi-regular and regular kernels, applying to
jet flapped ving problem - '
pOOSI A72-12987
Differential and difference equations approximate
solutions in finite state machine form,
developing adaptive gain changer model in
aircraft stability control system
P0051 A72-13164 ,
Sensitivity functions for differential eguations ,
describing aircraft perturbed motion, noting
dependence on time derivatives, system .
parameters and coordinates
pOISO A72-18977
Singular surfaces for time optimal control in zero
sum differential games.between two aircraft In
three dimensional space, assuming spherical
acceleration vectogram
P0183 A72-19279
Hear optimal closed loop control laws for fixed
time pursuit-evasion differential game between
two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic
modeling .) • •
. ,„ .; P0236 A72-23805
Application of Cooke equivalent radius to boundary
layers on axisymmetric bodies at small angle of
attack
(TAE-1311 . P0258 H72-18293
Derivation of differential equations for optimal
feedback for constant.'linear system
[VTH-165] . ' p0279 H72-19663
DIFFEBEHTIAL GEOBETBY . . ... , , . - .
HT TEHSOB AHALYSIS . , ". . ' , " , , '
DIFFEBBHTI1L OPBBATOBS . " * , , . . ' : . . ' . . ' , - .
D DIFFEBEHTIAL EQOATJbHS' '"'" '. , ." "
DIFFEBEHTIiL THEBBAL AHALTSIS
'Differential thermal analysis of self'lubricating
bearing systems . ,. . ., ., . . . . - • - .
[AD-732761] ' "" ' ', ,P0260 H72718588
DIFPBACTIOH -.
H T SAVE DIFFBACTIOH . . . , . . - ' -DIFFOSEBS .. , • ;;:
Bach 2.65 axisymmetric mixed-compression, inlet ,
system diffuser and boundary layer, bleed system
performance estimates confirmed by tests
fAIAA PAPEB 72-115] ' ' . . ', . p013« A72-16959
Centrifugal turboengine diffuser with high
enlargement area compared with logarithmic
spiral types, discussing boundary, .layers,
secondary flow, shapes, and aerodynamic parameters
.'" ! p0236 A'72-237«7
Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic
adiabatic .air flow through diffnsers with tail
pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer
p0237' A72-23855
Low speed performance and boundary layer growth in
optimal annular diffuser with"uniform center
body diameter and conically diverging wall
P0237 A72-23856
Turbulent boundary layer growth measurement on
annular diffuser containing free..vortex swirl
P0237 A72-23857
Conical diffnser response to velocity distribution
and turbulence intensity at inlet
P0238 A72-23858
A-158
SUBJECT INDEX DIGITAL SIBOLITIOH
Hind tunnel diffnser design for separated region. ,
spread reduction based on egg box principle
• . ' p0238 A72-23859
Wide angle conical diffuser performance
improvement1'by conical splitter vanes,
considering static pressure recovery
p0238 472-2386.0,.
Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy '
characteristics of subsonic air fl'ow 'in straight
conical diffuser, using hot-wire anemometry
measurements •" • ' ' " '
P0238 A72-23862.
Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor :
vaned diffuser design, comparing performance'
results with' conventional diffuser data
[ASHE. PAPEB 72-GT-39] p0295 A72-25633
Badial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing
blade loadings for various pressure ratios.and
efficiency of rotor and diffuse'r
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-52] ..'. p0296 A72-256HU
Swirling flows vortex-breakdown in nozzles,
diffusers and combustion chambers,.considering
analogy to boundary layer separation
:
 - ' POS57 A72-36385
Flow guality improvement's, in a blowdown wind
tunnel-using a multiple shock'entrance''diffuser.
fAIAA. PAPER. 72-1002] • p0557 A72-41587
Diffuser'effects on stable operations of . „
centrifugal' compressor"fstage-
fAD-7306u2]' . ' . - • - . - •- P0282N72-19855
DIFFUSION • • - • • • ' - -' • ••• ' * - '
NT ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION ' "'" ' -'• -"
NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION . .
NT PARTICLE DIFFUSION"'"'' ''' ' "" ' ~ ,:.
NT TURBULENT DIFFUSION' • "-" • '' -
DIFFOSIOB BONDING ' '".". ' " ' "~ ' '
o DIFFUSION WELDING • "•" • '-" " '
DIFFUSION FLABES . . . ......
Supersonic diffusion flame' in' duct configuration"
to study mixing 'with combustion of two parallel
methane and air flows '"'
. . " 'p0057 A72-135t5
Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame
measurements extrapolated for gas turbine
combustion chambers ' .
• • • • • ' . ' • • ' • p0119 A72-16368
DIFFUSION WELDING : - . . - .
Forgi'ng techniques and. applications for IF-12A
v aircraft Ti'alloy bulkhead production1, ' "
•"considering diffusion bonding and die shimming
f ,.,.. p0069 A72-1M914
So'lid"'state joining in gas turbine engines,
discussing diffusion bonding, friction|>elding
and coextrusion metal bonding '!
'
rf'ASME' PAPER 72-GT-74] . ,p0297 A72-25656
DIGITAL COHBABD SISTERS : :\\ ' ,.
Countersink boring machines with programmed.
digital control systems for precision spacing .
multiple hole drilling in.extended aircraft ^ .
engine components '" ' .' '
'• - ' ' ' "-"" ' 'p030U A72-26_816
Flight-test experience in digital control.of a
- remotely piloted vehicle.
fAIAA PAPEH 72-883] p0510 A72-lb'059,
DIGITAL COHBUHICATIOH • ' • • • '
0 POLSE COHHONICATION
DIGITAL COHPOTEBS: .-< ';'";.'
Digital computer memory system for real time "
processing of air and naval traffic data,
discussing logic design, time comparisons and
optimum use
- p0022 A72-12647
^STARAN IV-X associative array processor for
automation in ATC environment, considering air
tracking, conflict prediction and resolution
functions
P0237 A72-23818
Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing
mode selection unit, digital computer and
control display for operator communication with
system '
P039U A72-31596
Digital attitude and heading reference system
computer for aircraft heading control,
discussing design and performance features
pO«07 A72-3321*
Future trends of airborne computers.
fAIAA PAPEH 72-895] pOSOS A72-39109
On-line'.digital computer for wind tunnel,
operating systems, and real time operation
fNPL-AERO-1326] . P.0033 N72-1018I4
Digital computer calculations of effects of
'variation of mass and inertia parameters on spin
of delta wing fighter aircraft
fWBE-TN-t53 (BE/D) 1 p0099 N72-1297H
Hathematical model for computing aerodynamic
. forces acting on hinged helicopter rotor blades
using digital computer
[DLR-FB-71-671 ' P0166 N72-15008
Complementary software package for use of IHAS. 4
computer .^ . .'.
'• fAD-765681] . ' . .7 " " 'p0336 N72-21231
.Simulation of advanced 'avionics digital computer
*" simplex and multiprocessor routines
fAD-739738] . p0518 N72-28207
DIGITAL DATA
Real time pilot reports via digital
ground-air-ground data link, discussing encoding
and processing egaipment, meteorological codes
and automatic real .time weather forecasts .
;' ' ' p02U6 .A72-25079
DIGITAL FILTERS '
System methodology application to,.filter design
for inertial reference" unit calibration in
digital test statio'n for FB-111 aircraft
~" naviga'tion system ~ , - - —
P0237 A72-23820
Surface acoustic, wave technology in communication
.systems', discussing analog and digital matched
filters 'a'n'd navigation, ATC and collision
avoidance applications
P02H5 A72-21910
DIGITAL NAVIGATION . .......:'
Digital solid state altitude encoder for ATC
transponder reporting,' covering Gray and" Gillham
. codes ..
CSAE PAPER 72031U] p0289 A72-25578
Error analysis for digital avionics system
involving Doppler navigation by intermittent
scanning of. single beam mnltimode radar, noting
optimum statistical" data processing
• ,:'.', ""'"... p0398 A72-32204
Feasibility evaluation of microwave aircraft
.digital guidance equipment, for helicopter
''approach'and landing guidance system
P0085 N72-11936
DIGITAL BADAB SISTERS
'Investigations on the use of a Kalman filtering
method in tracking systems for" air traffic
control. ''
, [ICAS PAPER 72-43] ' p0555 A72-41168
Reflection of digital radar view display when used
in. vertical position in traffic control center
[FAA-BD-72-60'] . p0578 N72-30589
DIGITAL SIHOLATION '
Airplane hydraulic control systems digital
'simulation,, using method of characteristics for
distributed parameter analysis of transmission
line dynamics
fASHE PAPEB 71-W4/FE-21'] .' ' p0117 A72-15928
Air transportation nodal split' analysis by
computer.simulation program for determining
utilization of alternative .travel .modes between
origins and destinations
pOl.fll A72-17973
BARS digital simulation model in GPSS for
determining scheduled flight operations and
maintenance resources effects on aircraft
availability and usage rates ..
P0141 A72-17976
FOBTRAN digital simulation of ATC radar beacon
system making possible computer generated movie
display
P0184 A72-19301
Statistical analysis for single airport ATC
digital simulation using Poisson distribution
law, calculating optimal number of channels
P0352 A72-29179
Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training
crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital
techniques, and visual and physiological
experiences
P0362 A72-30814
ATC procedures training by digital radar
simulators, taking into account.geographic
terrain, radar, wind and aircraft
characteristics and flight plans
A-159
DIGITAL SISTEHS SOBJECT IHDBI *
P0397 A72-32098
An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of
terminal area ATC operation.
1
 P0502 A72-38256
Development and evaluation of an energy-oriented
guidance logic for air combat models.
CAIAi PAPER 72-9119] p0562 A72-42354
Output-feedback control law for randomly
distributed mnltivariable system.
:
 P0597 A72-43608
A digital model of let engine hydraulic fuel
• controller
' . • ' p0602 A72T<U291
Determination of the operational transfer
functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital
computer
P0602 A72-44292
Nonlinear digital modeling'of gas turbine
propulsion units
p0602 A72-K129I!
Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance
planning of an air force wing.
p0607 A72-44663
DIGITAL STSTBHS
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION
NT DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS
Electronic display in future avionic systems,
emphasizing computer technigues and digital data
exchange systems
P0403 A72-32635
Design and flight experience with a digital
fly-by-wire control system using Apollo' guidance
system hardware on an F-8 aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-881) ' p0511 A72-II0060
Digital data system with real time displays and
multiprocessing' capability for multitest of
aircraft structure with operational manpower
reduction, assessing performance
P0564 A72-12696
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development
for surveillance and ground-air communications
in support of ATC automation • "
. p0569 A72-1I3151
Turbojet engine test facility with digital system
for advanced control and performance studies'
fAD-733353] P0259 N72-18U69
Analysis of man-machine,interface of digital data
link for air traffic control information
transfer reguirenents
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-21] p0325 N72-20578
Diaital computer control of mixed-compression
inlet for turbojet engine
fNASA-TN-D-6880] ' p0537 N72-29803
Design of third generation digitally tuned RF
receiver for all weather low level navigation
system •
fAD-7l»1813) p0578 U72-30591
Digital systems for controlling turbojet engine
fuel flow
fNASA-TN-b-6936) p0580 N72-30777
Preliminary design study for advanced fighter type
in-flight simulator, employing digital systems
fAD-743970] P0628 N72-32282
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES '
ATC radar performance monitoring, considering
advances in radar signal processing and digital
display techniques
p0193 A72-21525
Digital data processing technigues for aircraft
engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise
spectrum '
P0356 A72-29840
DASIEN III digital magnetic tape recording system
for aircraft flight test data acquisition,
discussing components
P0412 A72-33629
Digital recording technigues for airborne data
acguisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic
recorders
pO«12 A72-33642
Present status of self-contained navigation
systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and
attitude/heading references.
P0546 A72-40282
DIGITIZERS
0 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
DIBEDBAL ANGLE
Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for
supersonic leading edges,.determining expansion
of velocity potential on root chord
P0360 A72-30365
V-wings and diamond ring-wings of minimum induced
drag.
P0557 A72-U1263
Velocities induced by distributions of infinite
kinked sources and vortex lines representing
•ings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible
flow
tARC-R/H-3667] p0277 N72-19332
DIHEDRAL EFFECT
U LATERAL STABILITY
DIHEHSIONAL ANALYSIS
Applying dimensional analysis technigues to
containment/deflection problem of bursting
high-rpm rotating parts of'turbojet engines
[NASA-CR-120841] ' p0172 N72-15713
Dimensional analysis in aeronautical engineering
including fixed and natural units
[AD-735128] p0279 N72-19671
DIHEHSIOSAL STABILITY '
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STRDCTDRAL STABILITY
DIHENSIOHLESS BOBBERS '
NT HACB NDHBEB
NT REYNOLDS NDHBEH
DIHEBSIONS
NT LENGTH
DIODES ' . ' ' • •
NT AVALANCHE DIODES
DIPOLE AHTENHAS
Vertical dipble antenna design for CW Doppler
radar midair collision avoidance system
p0123 A72-16571
Numerical analysis of surface current density .
distribution and electromagnetic fields of
conducting body, noting radiation patterns of
radial dipole and gnarter wavelength monopole
P0344 A72-28541
Log periodic dipole antenna systems for IIS.
localizers, noting reduced sensitivity to 'snow ,
and ice
P0489 A72-37279 '
Active transistorized directional dipole VHP
receiving antennas for ATC and mobile
applications and field intensity measurement
'. ' p0549 A72-40527
DIRECT CURRENT
Aircraft hybrid electrical power systems, . .
describing variable frequency generation and ~~
high voltage dc distribution
P0011 A72-11068
Feasibility of direct current 200 V commercial
aircraft electrical power.system'noting Height
comparison with alternating current system ' .,..
 (
[ARC-CP-1186] .
 : , p0273'N72-19062' '
Design and testing of brnshless dc starter., .. ',.<-- (,
generator system . ' . , . . ' " '
[AD-738707 ] ; pOU68 N72-260ai.;
DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS , .. . .
Direct lift control feasibility for integration
into'F-14A antonatic carrier landing system^.
/ACLS/, using moving-base'six-degree-of-freedon
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 72-873] p0505 A72-39127 .
Test of direct lift control in .the case of the '.'
experimental aircraft DFVLR-HFB 320
I ' p0509 .A72-39934
Advanced technologies for improved' direct lift jet
V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and
performance
P0104 N72-13014
Fixed base simulator study of direct lift control
on VC-10 aircraft
[ARC-CP-1199] p0432 N72-25010 .
. DIRECTION FINDERS (RADIO)
0 RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
NT LENS ANTENNAS
NT LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS
NT LOOP ANTENNAS
NT RADAR ANTENNAS
HI SLOT ANTENNAS
NT STEEKiBLE ANTENNAS
NT THO REFLECTOR ANTENNAS
Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide
range elevation and azinnth aircraft approach
guidance, using linear directive antenna array
A-160
SD.BJBCT INDEX DISPLAY, DETICBS
for conical surface definition
p01«2 A72-18183
Received signal spectrum gravity center and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight
P0303 A72-26730
Application of the Volterra series to the analysis
and design of an angle track loop.
pO«89 172-37283
Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean
spiral antennas for the L-band, and radiator ...,,
gronps constructed from them whose radiation- . .
directions are controlled by a conduction matrix
P0549 A72-H0510
DIBECTIONAL COBTEOL
NT THHOST YECTOH CONTROL
Helicopter maneuverability factors, discussing
flight direction change ability, acceleration
limitations and rotor thrust reguirements
CABS PREPRINT 6401 pOU»6 472-3U500
in analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling qualities using pilot models.
fAIAA PAPER 72-962] . P0561 A72-123H7
Flight simulator used to determine lateral and
directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL
transport aircraft
[FAA-RD-71-811 pOOfl N72-11037
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY " .
NT GYEOSCOPIC STABILITY
Hovercraft internal and external aerodynamic
forces, discussing control, suspension, yawing .
moments, directional,and roll stability and
random surfaces performances.'
' . P0231 A72-2282«
Analysis of a lateral-directional
airframe/propnlsion system interaction'of a Bach
3.cruise aircraft. ~ . '
fAIAA PAPER 72r961] p0561 A72-42348
DIRECTIVITY
Subsonic jet noise directivity prediction from
• acoustic pressure measurements
;
 ' p0301 'A72-260U1
DIRIGIBLES .
D AIRSHIPS
DIRT ' ' • . . . ' ' . ' . . '
Surface properties and soil'retention of aircraft
painted with polyorethane paint, and
reguirements for aircraft cleaner ,.
fAD-736971] , . pOt26 N72-24613
DISCONTINUITY .'"','
NT SHOCK DISCQNTINDITY' ', ' '
 § ' .
^Rolling-op process of discontinuity surface
resulting from unstable vortex layer behind
aircraft »ing .
fNASA-TT-P-1H230]• '. ' ' p0320 N72-20015
DISCBiaiNATOBS '''
NT'FBAUNHOFEB LINE DISCRIBINATOHS
DISKS (SHAPES) • ' '
NT. ACTOATOR DISKS ' ' "'
NT" ROTATING DISKS ' - • ' . , .
Hydrodynamic forces .in sinusoidal vibrations.of
disk in water channel1 with toroidal vorticit'y
. wake patterni'.applyiiig"results to flapping' wing
mechanics > . . • • "
• • , . - p0217 A72-25129
DISOBIEHTATIOH '
Analysis of aircraft'.accidents occurring in
military.OH-1 helicopters where'pilot
disorientation and vertigo is suspected
[AD-738808] pOU67 N72-26028
DISPERSING ' .
.Dispersal of ice fog using helicopter downvash
tAD-7312151 P0171 N72-15591
DISPERSION PRECIPITATION HARDENING
0 PRECIPITATION HARDENING
DISPERSIOHS
NT EBDLSIONS
NT . FOG
NT LIQOID-GAS BIXTOBES
NT PHOTOGRAPHIC EBULSIONS
NT SBOKE
DISPLAY DEVICES
HT ANEBOHETERS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT HEAD-DP DISPLAYS
NT HOT-HIKE AHEHOBETEHS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
NT SPEED -INDICATORS
NT IIND 7ANES
Automated radar terminal system /ARTS/ for
monitoring and tracking all aircraft rithin
radar range, displaying identification, altitude
and ground speed information to air traffic
controller
p0010 A72-10960
Electronic displays for attack aircraft,
discussing subsystems, simulation technique and
pilot role
[DPTLH-SONDDH-1110] p0016 A72-1-1756
. Airborne pictorial navigation systems' for visnal
indication of aircraft position in addition to.
digital readout
P0018 A72-12106
FAA air traffic control automation program,
discussing en route stage, computer program,
data processing and storage and terminal area
navigation and display techniques
p0019 A72-12380
Computer-aided interactive graphic displays for
. ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow
and operational capabilities
p0020 A72-12420
Tactical ATC display system for airport
surveillance, precision approach and landing and
operator/aircraft/machine operations by.using
terminal Area Surveillance Radar
p0020 A72-12421
Flight display systems current state and future
developments, discussing dual attitude
indicators and automatic chart systems CRTs,
engine displays and malfunction warning systems
P0056 A72-13123
Cockpit information for pilot, and flight crew as
key to transport aircraft accident prevention,
discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms
of flight safety requirements
p0066 A72-1H813
Development programs for ATC system improvement by
digital computers and data displays applications
. . . . . . p0137 A72-17328
Airborne traffic display system using beacon and
radar.surveillance network and ground computer
. ..processing ,
P0137 A72-17329
Supplementary Aviation Information Display for
ATC, discussing remote sensing capability and
< cost savings
. . . p0138 A72-17U24
Linear airspeed and runway rate field displays,
measuring initial response latencies, control
reversals and root mean square tracking errors
. . , . p0139 A72-17717
FORTRAN digital simulation of ATC radar beacon
, system making possible computer generated movie
display
p0184 A72-19301
Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with computer
. generated displays, moving area navigation map
and ATC information
p0187 A72-20336
ATC radar performance monitoring, considering
advances in radar signal processing and digital
display techniques
P0193 A72-21525
Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data on
altimetry display for commercial aircraft
P0194 A72-21573
Optimal solutions for apportionment between
automatic and manual flight control, considering
number and types of displays reguired
P0230 A72-22783
Sailplane computer displaying rate of climb
simultaneously with airspeed for pilot
determination of best strategy for local
npcurrent-downcurrent conditions
•p0236 A72-23550
Pilot warning.systems for visnal midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
tSAE PAPER 7203121 P0289 A72-25576
Flight tests of combination flight director
displays and attitude command control system
effect on general aviation aircraft handling
gnalities during ILS approach
fSAE PAPER 7203161 p0289 A72-25580
A-161
DISPLAY DEVICES COHTD SOBJECT IBDBX
False operated -multichannel annunciator system for
pilot naming of aircraft systems «alfauctions,
describing circuit design
fSAE PAPEB 720333J ' p0291 172-25593
Interactive computer graphics vith three '
dimensional real tine CET display of air combat
maneuvers for fighter pilot training
" ' •' ' ' p0302 172-26291
Integrated display system design with navigation
update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb'
danaqe assessment, threat and terrain avoidance
capabilities for'mnlticrew military aircraft
• ' . - ' ' ' ' ' ' p0302 A72-;26292
Small aircraft navigation over 10-400 mlie coarse
segments by raw ONEGA phase information ,dc
presentation on conventional ID-299 coarse
 r '
deviation- indicator . '
p0353' 172-29201
lircraft inertial navigation system, discussing
mode selection unit, digital computer and •
control display for operator communication with
system " -' • '• ; '•
p0394 A72-31596
Head-op display for aircraft three dimensional sky
'path observation during navigation and landing,
discussing computer units, CBT and image
generating subsystems ' . . • . - . . :. •.
•• ' • p0396 172-32042
Electronic displays - Conference, London, February
1972 '• - • ' -• - •
pOU03'172-32631
Air'craft electronic display for pilot' precise^
control in complex tasks, discussing clarity',. '
stability and readability of 'CBT images' '''
P0403 172-32632
.Civil helicopter electronic display requirements
constrasted with fixed wing aircraft
• ' . • •'" • pO«03-Ji72-32633
Electronic displays with weapon aiming' sensors in
aircraft navigator-attack systems .
' • ' • • . . p0403 •172-32631
Electronic display in future aviohic'systems,-; '
emphasizing computer techniques and'digital'data
exchange systems •' • • : ' ''
P0403 172r32635
Aircraft CBT'electronic"displays discussing'' "."
operational flexibility versus control and' 't
monritor complexities, economics, reliability' and
human factors - ' '^ ' ' . " " .
• . ' ' ' ' pOUO« 172-3263.6
Modular navigation /BOSl/ dual channel a'utomatic
area navigation system, describing .computer;
flight data storage and control/display units . .
"'p05,45"A72-10277 ;•"
Aircraft instrument panel redesign"'to alleviate ^,
crew task, proposing integral displays and ' ' ' ' ,",
controls for flight information '"
• p0547 172-H0291
Digital data system with real time displays and
multiprocessing "capability for multitest; of
aircraft structure with operational manpower
reduction, a'ssessing performance
• ' • '
 :
 ''''•_ P0564 172-42696
Helicopter guidance and control systems - conference
flGSRD-CP-86-71 1 pfl'O'ST R72- 11915
In-flight manual on instrument capability of. ; . *
fanctional flight control-display system for '
helicopters '
P0082 S72-1^920 .
Applications and operational experience with
 s t''
prelected map navigation systems 'in military' ~".
helicopters ' "
P0085 H72-11938."
Piloted flight simulation of slender wing ,T>
supersonic transport aircraft during low speed
landing approach with use of TV visual display
f1EC-B/H-3660] P0089 N72-11966
Analytical synthesis and evaluation of avionic - . .
systeu with airborne displays and controls for'
hypothetical search and rescue helicopter of
'1972 to 197« era
[10-7280011 P0090 N72-11975'
Equipment requirements and technology'survey for
airborne display and control systems of search
and rescue h'elicopters
[AD-7280421 p0091 1172-11976
System to obtain on-line graphic'displays for time
sharing computer in aerodynamic test facility
fMASA-TB-X-679681 p0092 S72-12112
Annotated bibliography on human engineering
configurations in arrangement of controls and
displays in a'ircraft
rAD-729810] p01«9 S72-13983
Daman factors engineering to determine
effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft ,
collision warning and avoidance system
CAD-729765] p0153 B72-14005
Experimental display referenced flight control
'system with' pilot control force steering -
tAD-7318051. p0206 H72-15980
Development of data insertion techniques for ..,
automatically providing pilot with heading and
attitude command information
fAD-731804] . ." p0206 H72-15981
Hybrid simulation of F-* aircraft for evaluating
display, devices and pilot performance in manual
fnel consumption optimization . . • —,
[.1D-731713] p0208 H72-16315
.Design and development of military helicopter
cockpit for use in search and rescue missions
[AD-7333751 p025» H72-18036
Design and development .of six-degree-of-,freedom
visual approach and landing simulator for
traininq ?-105 pilots
['AD-7332HO] . .P0257 H72-18267
Computer proqramminq for structural design using
display devices
. P0322 N72-20196
Light evaluation of inertia'l/DHE/DHE map'display
system onbijard Convair 580
. CAD-735015,] ' P0326 N72-20596
Evaluation program for frequency separated display
principle in aircraft instrument panels
[AD-735915] . . .
 p0334 H72-21027
Guidance and control .computer actuated display
system techniques ,
' . " . . . ' : . p0336 R72721221
Analysis of alternative display formats to, ,
establish sys'tems requirements for manually , t
controlled steep anqle. approach under IPS . .
conditions with vertical 'lift aircraft
. CADr7362U7] 'p0370. N72-22038
Guidance and control display desiqn for aircraft,.
'and spacecraft - conference ' - ...
[A6ABD-CP-96] " . p0373 M72-22621
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to,
individual electronic,flight display desiqn
.' ' • ' ' p0373 N72-22622
Tradeoffs between luminance and color coding in •
electronic aircraft.displays, and experiments.
involving imme'diate response, , tracking,,
tachistoscope, and human judqement > >r . , T. . -•
''...-' ,". . , . . - . . . - . , ' - P?373 S72-22623
Colors, for elements.; oft multicolored aircraf£ ,:
display: to, insure' minimum number of, instrument
reading errors" ' " ' ' . -.
,
 ( , . p0373 S72-2262«
Inte'grat'ed cockpit research procedure
 ;used- to - ^ ,-;;•;•;
identify control and display requirements for ',/-,
advanced aircraft ' . »•-.•<
p0373 N72-22625,,"
Prediction and measurement of multichannel -pilot. . ».-
performance, and system design .i-mplications< for -t• ..
pilot capability and limitations .. . , ,', .•-,
;• '.'' .'..' ,," - P0374 H72-22626
Desiqn guidelines for pictorial integrated: flight
control and guidance displays for V/STOL aircraft
rSASA-CB-.126153] " ' p03T» H72-22630
Evaluation of integrated flight.display for • j
 ;
, hovering phase of IFB landing of VTOL aircraft
p0374 B72T22631r. ,
V/STO1 display requirements for approach and
landinq under adverse weather conditions •',
p037« N72-22632 ,,
Harrier aircraft naviqation display and computer.
unit with.projected moving map, means of storing
and selecting coordinates, and numerical data
superimposed on map ' '
. p037tt S72-22633
Airborne nap display systems using direct view, •
projected, combined map/CBT, and electronically
qenerated map displays
 4 ' - '
, ' .
 ;
. ' p037» N72-22631
Electronic head-up display systems for military
aircraft
. - ... p037* S72-22635
Enqineerinq and operational factors of electronic
mnltisensor aircraft displays
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SUBJECT IHDBX DISTBICT OF COLOHBIA
p0375 H72-22636
Hnltipurpose vide field, three dimensional head-up
display for aircraft pilots daring approach and
landing, and other, maneuvers involving altitude.
' changes
• p0375 H72-22639
Display principle for 3-D or multicolor, solid
state, 2-D panel displays
r;
 p0375 B72-22640
Spacecraft display'technology applied to aircraft
guidance and control displays
< : • • ' • • . P0375 S72-22641
Accuracy of vertical contact analog display i'n
'simulating carrier landings, and error
contributed by display resolution,.temporal'!
'loading, and control complexity
. P0375 B72-22642
Bate-of-closnre as performance monitoring
parameter daring approach and landing ".'
• - . P0375 B72-22643
Flight test data on all-electroluminescent lighted
display 'panel in aircraft cockpit'
. " • P0376 B72-22644
Evaluation of modified instrument lighting system
installed in T-:38 aircraft
fiD-7371211 P0385 H72-23043
'Effect of head-op display on pilot ability to see
runway lights in" fog * "" • -- •• .
fiD-7385911 P0471 H72-26360
Performance' tests of manaal control, displays and
formats to evaluate effectiveness in performing
precision tracking tasks '
' [AD-742127] P0532 H72-29031
Eight phase pro'g'ram on low-visibility formation
flight display and system requirements l-
' f80-7403751 P0532 H72-29220
Bibliography of air traffic" control systems to
include control centers, operators, ' '•'••
- communication eguipment, computer applications,,
display devices, and navigational a'ids
f AD-7IH 200'-] "' ' P0537 H72-29680
Efficient pilot management of cockpit '
. controlYdisplay devices _ . '
rAD-741945] . . . . .P0573 B'72-30016
Eeflectibn of digital radar, view display when use'd
in vertical position in traffic control center
rFAA-BD-72-601 . . , _ p0578 H72-30589
Analy'sis of sixty element per linear inch plasma'
display/memory device'for use'in military aircraft
fAD-7(140967 P0626 B72-320.69
System'concept'development' and testing of aircraft
cockpit traffic situation display for improved
air traffic control" ' " • ' •
.,.rPTL-,H-71-2) • ''•' ' • ' ' P0630 H72-32644
Air traffic control tasks, displays, surveillance
technology, microwave, landing'guidance system,
and communication, navigation,' identification
system
rAD-7448261 . P0647 H72-33645
DISPLAY STSTEHS " • ' ' . " ' '" ''' " .' ' " . "...''-
0 DISPLAY DEVICES , • ' . ' - • ' - • - '
DISPOSAL '' ' "'•' '
HT BASTE DISPOSAL
DISSIPATION . ' ' • " '
HT EBEBGY DISSIPATIOII• *^ :. , '" .' '
Performance tests; on static electricity dissipator
used on fixed and rotary wing aircraft
. UD-72953U1 ' "V " P0156 S72-H247
Vortex dissipation in jet mixing, flov'
TAD-7II285I1] P0588 H72-31316
Artificial dissipation of low-lying clouds and fog
rAD-7430261 - i>0589 H72-31632
DISSIPATOBS
0 blSSIPSTIOH
DISSOCIATIOB ' ' ' ' • ' '
ST SIS DISSOCIiTIOH
DISSIBHBTBI ' ' "
D ASYHHETBY C' '
DISTANCE HEASDBIHG EQDIPHEHt '' '
FT ALTIHETEBS
HT OPTICAL BABGE FIBDEBS
HT HADIO ALTIHETEBS ~ ''
HT BAHGE FIHDEBS '
VOB, Direct Heasnring Egnipment and TACAR polar
coordinate radio navigation systems history,
improvements and future development
P0022 A72-12616
Operational regnirements for VORTAC system
improvements', including precision VOB,
navigation broadcast, DBE capacity and CAS
signals synchronization
P0138 A72-17336
Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for
cost redaction, noting superior accuracy of VOR
, and DHE
P014U A72-18286
Area navigation systems, discussing 7OB/DHE,
Doppler and inertial systems, CRT displays, data
links, etc
p0193 A72-21523
Aircraft distance measuring' equipment with VOfi
radio receivers and ground station transponder
for pulse interrogation
P0307 A72-27105
Solid state modular ground based distance
measuring eguipment /DBE/ receiver for en route
aircraft navigation and landing
P0111 A72-33521
Integrated inertial-VOB-DBE or inertial-TACAB
navigation system, presenting slant range and
bearing adjustment procedure via least sguares
. method
. .p0016 A72-34136
Banging signals for aeronautical satellite systems
' . p0450 A72-35220
Configuration and flight test of the only
^operational Air Force area navigation system.
:
' '' ' . '. . . . p0453 A72-35557
Updating inertial navigation systems with VOB/DBE
information.
tAIAA PAPEB 72-846] p0504 A72-39083
navigation satellite system based on triangular
distance measurement between two satellites and
aircraft, noting simplification of air- and
satellite-borne equipment requirements
p0546 A72-40285
Operational evaluation of device for measuring
aircraft taxi speed and distance to determine
accuracy' and limitations
[AD-730096] p0219 H72-17009
Development of method for determining distance
neasaring equipment traffic at Tacan sites under
saturated and non-saturated conditions
, CAD-737038,] P0377 H72-22663
Beqnirements for channel splitting to accommodate
increased VHF omnirange navigation instrument
.landing systems, and distance, measuring
equipment facilities
CPAPEB-54-71/SC122-3] P0436 H72-25602
Improved navigation by combining VOB/DBE
information with air or inertial data
tHASA-CB-124826] . p0578 H72-30586
DISTAHCE PEBCEPTIOH
D SPACE PEBCEPTIOH
DISTOBTIOH
HT FLOW DISTOBTIOH
HT SDBFACE DISTOBTIOH
Forebody and forebody/wing configuration data for
supersonic islet performance and distortion
during maneuvering flight
p0212 H72-16710
Generalized, steady state, radial inlet pressure
distortion index
[AD-742446] p0580 H72-30783
DISIBIBOTIOH (PBOPEBTI)
BT iHTENSJ EiDIATIOH PSTTEBSS
HT ?LOS DISTRIBDTIOB
HT FOBCE DISTSIBUTIOH
HT FBEQDEHCI DISTBIBDTIOB
HT IHTEBFEBEHCE LIFT
HT LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FOBCES)
HT BOHEHT DISTBIBUTIOR
HT PBESSDBE DISTBIBOTIOH
HT SPATIAL DISTEIBOTIOB
HT SPECTBAL EHEBGY DISTBIBUTIOH
HT STRESS CQHCEBTBATIOH
HT TEBPEBfiTDBE DISTBIBOTIOH
HT VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOB
BT VERTICAL DISTBIBOTIOB'
DISTBIBOTIOI HOHEITS
BT VABIAHCE (STATISTICS)
DISTBICT OF COLOBBIA
Short term airport access improvements in
Baltimore-Washington area with service brochure
implementation ,
CPB-200686]' , p0033 B72-10232
Airport traffic forecasts for Washington, D.C. for
1972 to 1983 ' •
A-163
DISTOBBAHCB THEORY SUBJECT IHDEI
p0283 N72-19975
Congressional hearings concerning development,
funding, and operation of heliport for District
o£ Colombia
p0475 H72-26985
DISTOBBABCB THEORY
0 PEBTOBBATION THEORY
DITCHIHG (LANDING) ' ' -
Scale model tests to determine optimum
configuration and characteristics of large -)et
transport' aircraft daring ditching
rNASA-TH-X-24451 ' p02.T8 N72-17005
Analysis of conditions'and circumstances involving
survival of passengers and crev following
ditching- of DC-9 aircraft
rNTSB-AAS-72-21 ' '' - ' p0465 N72-26015
DIVEBGBBT NOZZLES
Jet noise suppression by splitting supersonic
nozzle 'flow into separate jets by overexpansion
into oultllobed divergent nozzle
fNASA-TH-D-6667] p0249 N72-17990
DO-31 AIBCBAFT
Anthropotechnical aspects of 7/ST01 aircraft ' .
control, discussing instrument' and control.
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VTOL aircraft
p0230 A72-22784
Analysis of reguirements for successful commercial
VTOL transport system and characteristics of
Cornier 31 aircraft for short haul airline
operation
rniSA-TT-?-1<l0761 p0165 N72715003
Flight tests of VTOL aircraft DO 31 .';'
P0329 N72720981
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of VJ-101C
and DO 31E V/STOL aircraft and comparison vith
criteria contained in handling reguirements
documents ' • • " • • ' ' ' •
'' p0620 N72-32024
DOCOHBBTATIOB' '
Avionics systems electrical interface connection
design information document creation and :
dissemination, using EHPREBT computer program' '-
p0244 A72-24864
Documentation of data used in intraurban
transportation analysis appendix ' . ''
rNASA-CR-1143431 p0036 N72-10987
DOCOHBHTS . ''' •
NT ABSTRACTS ' ' '
NT BIBLIOGRAPHIES
NT CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)
NT HANDBOOKS '
NT HANOALS ' ' ' •"''
NT PAPEBS
DOGHOOSES
D PROTUBERANCES
DOHES (STBOCTUBAL FOBHS) '
NT RADOHES
DOPING (ADDITIVES) '
0 ADDITIVES
DOPPLEB EFFECT ' ' " ;
Badar data statistical evaluation, emphasizing
mean Doppler shift for aircraft radial velocity
calculation
P0231 A72-22897
Received signal spectrum gravity center and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight
P0303 A72-26730
Laser Doppler velocimetry system design for
optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity
in turbomachinery •
P0396 A72-32015
Laser Doppler velocimeter operating 'in forvard-
and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind
tunnel flov field measurements in subsonic,
transonic and supersonic regimes
P0563 A72-42678'
Measurement of horizontal and vertical velocity
components along center line plane of turbulent
let exiting into cross flov using laser Doppler
velocimeter
fAD-736028] . -p0371 N72-22351,
Development and characteristics of dual scatter
laser Doppler velocimeter for flov distribution
measurement in wind tunnels, helicopter
dovnvash, and across high -lift »inq sections
P0435 N72-25506
Bodified Bach-Zehnder velocimeter and modified
Bayleigh velocineter
[AD-710652] P0577 N72-30419
Development of Doppler monopulse system for
direction finding and evaluation of . j
effectiveness vith respect to ionospheric
propagation ,
rAD-7fl1807] P0579 N72-30593
DOPPLEB HAVI6ATIOB • - ^
All-weather landing aids for civil VTOL aircraft
and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial
navigations, instrument landing systems and
ground visibility improvement
P0127 A72-16780
Ground based Doppler navigation system for vide
range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach
guidance, using linear directive antenna array
for conical surface definition
P01U2 A72-18183
Hicroyave Doppler scanning landing guidance system
vith radar beam comparison and signal format
simplification suggestion
P01U4 A72-18398
Area navigation systems, discussing VOR/DBE,
Doppler and inertial systems, CBT displays, data
links, etc
P0193 A72-21523
Doppler navigation system suitability for area -
navigation, discussing routes versatility,.
accuracy and continuous velocity vector sensor
P0398 A72-32203
Error analysis for digital avionics system
involving Doppler navigation by intermittent
scanning of single beam multimode radar, noting
optimum statistical data processing
. * p0398 A72-32204
Autonomous navigation systems, discussing Doppler
navigation, inertial platforms and onboard
computers
.. . ... p05U6 A72-40283
Ground-based Doppler navigation waveguide slot
antenna design for optimal directional multilobe
reception from aircraft ' .
p05<19 A72-H0509
Possibilities and limitations of rotary and fixed
ving- compatible. Doppler sensor designs
P0083 N72-11923
Advanced Doppler-inertial, navigation system for
transport helicopters
p008« N72-11935
DOPPLEB BADAB
Doppler system vith navigation radar device','
computer unit and data transmitter for
continuous recording of aircraft position and ,
speed . . . .
1
 ' pOOZU A72-12749
CAT detection by .airborne laser Doppler radar and
, ground.based ultrasensitive microwave Doppler
'. radar methods . _. . . . ',
• • • • ' • ' "" ' p0067, A72-14822
Vertical dipole antenna design for CB Doppler
radar midair collision avoidance system . . . .
. . , , '. ' .P0123 A72-16571
Noncontacting measurements by miniatare CH Doppler
radar with semiconductor 'microwave generator
P0229 A72-22691
Continuous wave Doppler radar vith microwave ;•
oscillator for ATC measurements and surveillance
p0309 A72-27U03
Present status of self-contained navigation
systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and ,
attitude/heading references.
p0546 A72-40282
System studies, eguipment simulation, hardvare
development, and flight tests of aircraft
collision hazard warning system using
cooperative, continuous vave radar principle
[NASA-CR-20201 '' p0318,N72-20007
Air traffic control tasks, displays, surveillance
technology, microwave' landing guidance system,
and comnnnication, navigation, identification
system
fAD-744826] p0647 H72-33645
DORNIEB AIBCBAFT
Wind tunnel testing of Dassault-Breguet-Dornier
Alpha Jet twin engine trainer, emphasizing tests
for wing-empennage flutter and jet induced
interference effects
'p0357 A72-30077
&-16H
SOBJECT INDEX DBOHB AIRCRAFT
DOSIHBTEBS
In-flight varning meter foe solar and cosmic
radiation dose equivalent measurements for
• radiological protection in SST aircraft
[CEBH-71-16] .p0017 A72-.12078
DODS1AS BILITABT AIBCBAFT
0 BILITABT AIBCBAFT
DOTiP
0 DOPPLEB EFFECT
DOWBIIHE
Helicopter elastomeric bearing rotors, discussing
'• downtime and cost reduction, maintenance,
endurance and inspection
P0001 A72-10150
Concorde engines design for maintainability and
reliability to reduce turnaround, time,
discussing diagnostic facilities and pn-ving
maintenance features
P0101 A72-32H57
DOH»HASH
Supercooled and varm fog dispersion technology,
considering air heating, helicopter dovnvash and
seeding methods
P0066 A72-14812
Dovnvash behind lifting surface related to loading
in ideal incompressible gas by equations of
notion linearization
p0182 A72-19110
Rotary ving and VTOL aircraft induced dovnvash
effects on ground personnel, considering
injuries, body heat loss, vork capability
impairment and sound pressure effects
. '" ' p0360 A72-30425
Dynamic pressure,^dovnvash' and pressure gradient
corrections of vind tunnel model measurements,
discussing displacement limit for adequate
accuracy
rDFVIB-SOHDD8-21<l ];..'• . p0503; A72-38687
Dovnvash distribution at surface of rectangular
planform vinqs vith prescribed subsonic
aerodynamic loadinq for various aspect ratios
P0503 A72-38809
Evaluation of the dovnvash..integral for
rectangular planforms by the BAC subsonic
lifting-surface method.
' P0503. 472-38810
European airbus wind tunnel model aerodynamic
- force and dovnvash measurements noting let .,
interference reduction*
p0028 N72-10012
Botor dovnvash variation by changing vortice
diameter, flapping, rotor speed, and radius and
placing infinite span ving in flow field
' ' ' . . . ' ' P0037 N72-11003
Numerical evaluation of dovnvash integral for
lifting rectangular vings noting ving loading
. fNPL-AEBO-NOTE-10951 . p0038 N72-11012
Dispersal of ice fog using helicopter dovnvash
[AD-7312151 • • - ! - . • • ^
 Pp171 N72-15591
Application of dovnvash from .helicopter rotors for
dissipation of fog . ...
[AD-739487] ' ' P0481 N72-27042
Calculating dovnvash angles behind vings vith
small span-chord ratios moving at subsonic
speeds using nonlinear algebraic equations
' ' ' p0618 B72-32009
DBAG
HT AERODTNABIC DHAG '"
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT INTEBFEEEHCE DBAG
NT BINIBDH DBAG
NT PBESSDRE DBAG " ' ' :
HT SUPEBSOSTC DBAG ' '
NT VISCODS DBAG
NT HAVE DBAG '.'
Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of
• hypersonic delta ving due to conical body
addition on compression side
P0018 A72-12270
Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine
vake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient
influences -' '
P0021 A72-12504
Tables and graphs of canopy geometry effects on
drag coefficients in cross parachutes
fAD-731023] P0167 N72-15017
Applicability of methods for determining internal
drag and momentum loss for small ducts
[NASA-TB-X-621U31 p0323 N72-20272
Intrinsic thrust and drag for air breathing ducted
flov engines in flight
CESDO-69006] •• , p0631 N72-32748
DBA6 BALANCE . .
0 AEBODIHABIC BALANCE
0 LIFT DBAG RATIO
DBAG CHUTES
Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine
vake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient
influences
... p0021 A72-12504
Assessments of aircraft engine net thrust '
measurement using drag chutes - . . •
tABCrCP-1169] . " ' . " . " . p0089 N72-11961
Development and characteristics of parachute
fabric for aerodynamic decelerator using
lightweight, variable solidity, knitted material
CBASA-CASE-LAB-10776-1] P0331 N72-21001
Design and development of spin-recovery parachute
systems for military aircraft and compilation of
design criteria . ;
[HASA-TN-D-6866] pO&80 N72r27033
DBAG COEFFICIENT , .
0 AEHODYNABIC COEFFICIENTS.
0 AEBODYNABIC DBAG
DBAS DEVICES . .
NT AEBODTNABIC BRAKES
HT BALLDTES ... - .... ....
NT DBAG CBDTES ,
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT SPLIT FLAPS
NT SPOILEBS , ,.-
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS , :
NT VING FLAPS
.TO-15« lift and drag augmenting devices for
takeoff and landing characteristics improvement
. . ' " . , P0056 A72-13472
Flight test of direct side force control by rudder
. .deflection.and asymmetrical drag on T-33
airplane, noting use in dive bombing
• - , p0310 A72-27520
DBAG EFFECT . . ' - . . ' . .
0 DBAG .
DRAG BEASDBEBEHT
Drag and lift experimental determination for lov
aspect ratio rectangular vings vith blunt
.,, trailing edges at Bach numbers 0.5-2.2
tDGLR PAPEB 71-114] p0023 A72-12712
Systematic drag measurements on rectangular and
elliptical planform models vith recessed
surfaces or cut-outs '
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-16ia] p0317 N72-19992
Bind tunnel drag measurement using ridges and gaps
on airfoils
CABC-B/H-36981 p0583 N72-31002
DRAG SEDUCTION
Have drag reduction by antisymmetric ving and body
arrangement, discussing application to transport
aircraft at supersonic speeds
P0122 A72-16534
Base pressure drag reduction on rectangular vings
vith blunt trailing edges from <lov speed vind
tunnel measurements •
fDFVLB-SONDDB-219] p02<(l» A72-2K842
DBAGBLiTOBS
D BBAKES (FOB ABBESTING BOTION)
D DBAG DEVICES . . .
DRIFT (INSTRUBENTATIOli) '
Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems
using a i r data. . ; _ • • .
fAIAA PAPEB 72-8U7] pOSOK A72-39082
DRILLING
Countersink boring machines vith programmed
digital control systems for precision spacing
multiple hole drilling in extended aircraft
engine components
P0304 A72-26816
DBOGUE PARACHUTES
D DBAG CHDTES . • .
DBOGDES . . . .
D TOHED BODIES
DBOHE AIBCBAFT
NT JINDIVIK TABGET AIBCRAFT
NT TABGET DBOSE AIBCBAFT
Analog and digital computer simulation analysis of
performance and control of lov-pressnre-ratio
turbojet engine for drone aircraft
fNASA-TB-X-2537) p03UO N72-21817
A-165
DBOIE HBLICOPTBBS SUBJECT IBDBI
Analysis of performance, weight, and cost
characteristics of various airframe structural
•aterials for drone applications
[4D-736616] P0369 H72-22034
DBOIE HELICOPTBBS
0 DBOHE AIBCR4FT
0 HEIICOPTEBS
DBOIE VEHICLES
HT DBOHE AIHCHiFT
HT JIHDIVIK TABGET AIBCBAFT
HT TABGET DEOBE AIBCBAFT
Beaotely manned vehicles /BRV/ application in
aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft
defenses lethality increase, eguipnent costs and
role of nan daring coabat mission
P0344 472-28451
DHOP TESTS
Ribbon parachutes drop tests at Bach 0.57-1.70,
measuring opening shock loads and functioning
time sequence
P0007 A72-10312
Static load deflection and vertical drop tests of
quarter scale model of CC-115 aircraft equipped
with air cushion landing systen
f4D-743829] p0624 H72-32056
DBOP WEIGHT TESTS
U DBOP TESTS
OBOES (LIQUIDS)
HT B4INDBOPS .
DBY FBICTIOI
Friction coefficient, standard wear and surface
layer temperature of seal for dry friction pairs
in. -Jet engines, investigating -crystal lattice
parameters
P0185 472-19768
PTi (1BALISIS)
0 DIFFEBEHTIAL THEBB41 4HALYSIS
DTBB-111 SROOHD EFFECT B&CBIFB
0 GBOOHD EFFECT HACHIHES
PTHB-430 GBOOBD EFFECT HACHIHE
D GBOOHD EFFECT HACHIHES
DUCTED FAHS .
Variable pitch ultrahiqh bypass ratio ducted fan
engine design 'for ST01 transport aircraft
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-61T p0297 472-25652
Development of antitorgne concepts for helicopter
control to replace main rotor/tail rotor
helicopter configurations ' '' '" * :
CAD-7314931 P0206 H72-15982
Performance tests of fan stages operating with
- oblique weak shocks in rotor blade tip region
and analysis of damage in leading edge tip region
CHASA-TB-X-680271 pO«28 H72-2<I813
DDCTED FLOW
Sound attenuation in lined rectangular ducts with
uniform steady flow, considering aircraft engine
noise reduction
P0070 A72-15267
Supersonic and subsonic jet flows coexistence in
constant section duct, analyzing pressure on
walls and in fluid and schlieren visualization
fONEBA, TP NO. 976] p0230 A72-22813
Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts,
obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow
velocities
USBE PiPEB 72-GT-171 p029<l 472-25616
Beasurement of spatially coherent and incoherent
structure of axial compressor-generated noise
• • modes propagating in duct
[OHEBA, TP HO. 10151 p0311 A72-280<19
Pressure, shear stress and ya» angle measurements
in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts
with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting
vortex generation
pOitIO A72-33403 .
Optimization of acoustic linings in presence of
wall shear layers.
P0518 A72-40334
Extension of turbulent boundary layer conputer
program to include compressible adiabatic flow,
heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and
ducted flow
fIC-AEBO-71-241 p0158 H72-14308
Gross thrust and nozzle mass flow measurements for
air breathing, ducted flow engines
t£300-690071 p0631 H72-32747
Intrinsic thrust and drag for air breathing ducted
flow engines in flight
rESDO-690061 p0631 H72-32748
DOCTBD PBOPBLLEIS
0 SBBOODED PBOPELLEBS
DDCTXLITT
Superalloys ductility and workability improvements
without sacrificing elevated temperature
strength for aircraft engine applications
p0021 472-12561
DOCTS
Intercomponent complex annular ducts design for
gas turbine engines
p0238 472-23872
Applicability of methods for determining internal
drag and momentum loss for small ducts
tHASA-TH-X-62143) p0323 H72-20272
DDHHIBS
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt,
Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbag-lap belt restraints
[AD-7IM530] p0309 A72-27471
Dynamic analog anthropomorphic dummy for
development and operational tests of aircraft
escape systems
tAD-730634] p0205 H72-15977
DOHGEIS WIHD SHEAB HECHAHISH
0 WIHD SBEAB
DOP1ICATI86
0 BEPBODOCTIOH (COPYIHG)
DOBABILITI .
Aviation fuels and additives effect on steel
endurance limit at room temperature
p0354 472-29487
Fatigue strength and durability of gas turbine
vane models under isothermal;and temperature
changing conditions
p0428 H72-24826
DOST
Dusty inlet air filtering in aircraft turbine
engines, discussing engine operation, dust and
filter characteristics
p0119 472-16179
4ir dust erosive damage to helicopter gas turbine
engine parts, discussing inertial rotorless
filtering systems .
p0346 472-28786
Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation
of separation efficiency and aerodynamic
performance
[4D-725593] , p0051 H72-11713
DTHABIC CH4B4CTEBISTICS
ST 4BBODYNABIC DB4G
HT 4BBODYBAHIC STABILITY
HT 4IBCBAFT STABILITY
HT ATTITODE STABILITY
HT BOOHDABY LAYEB STABILITY
BT COBBOSTIOH STABILITY
HT DIBECTIOH4L STABILITY
HT DB4G
HT DYHABIC PBESSOBE
HT DYHABIC STABILITY
HT FL4HE -STABILITY
HT FLOW CH4B4CTEBISTICS
NT FLOW DISTBIBOTIOH
HT FLO» ST4BILITY
NT FLOW VELOCITY
BT FBICTIOS DB4G
HT GTBOSCOPIC ST4BILITY
HT HOVEBING STABILITY
HT IHTEBFEBEHCE DB4G
HT IHTEBFEBEHCE LIFT
ST JET LIFT
HT L4TEBAL STABILITY
HT LIFT
NT LOHGITODINAL STABILITY
HT LOI SPEED STABILITY
HT BIHIBOB DB4G
HT BOTIOH ST4BILITY
HT PBESSOBE DBAG
HT BOTABY STABILITY
HT BOTOB LIFT
HT SOPEBSOHIC DB&G
BT TBAHSIENT BESPONSE
RT VISCOOS DBAG
HT WAVE DBAG
HT ZEBO LIFT
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid
dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power
output and noise spectra for various
configurations
4-166
SUBJECT INDEI DYBABIC BESPOHSE
fAIAA PAPER 72-1301 p0131 A72r16920
Nonlinear computerized simulation, of air cushion
vehicle dynamics, using bond graph' techniques
p0187. A72-20393
- Dynamical equivalence' between vehicles' with "'
motor-driven constant, 'speed rotor under bearing
friction and freely spinning torque free rotor,
? * .'deriving equations of motion
P0191 172-2117U
ill-moving tail plane parameters influence on
glider static and dynamic characteristics',
K*. -discussing lateral and longitudinal stability,
I ;• maneuverability and- pilot induced oscillations
p0196 A72-21632
:Nb'nlinear dynamic motion response analysis of ..
flight vehicles typified by continuously
changing vibration-damping and freguency
. - . . . - ' •-•' ' .' p0235 A72:-23<)52
Helicopter rotor' blades'-bending Vibrations,
examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and
natural frequencies via series of1 Legendre
polynomials • • ' • • - •
fAD-7155691 ' • • . - . - •
 PQ299 A72-25733
Concorde dynamic behavior from flight tests,
discussing integrated design effects,firing, fin
and elevon flutter, gust;and runway' response', and
engine surge effects
[AIAA PAPER 72-381] p035.0'. A72-28958
Turboprop engines dynamic parameters experimental
determination by rpm transient response to;,
instantaneousJfuel~supply changes"1
•>. •-• - ' P0351 A72-29137
-.The controllable tuist rotor performance and blade
dynamics. • • • • . . • . . • « - -
CABS PREPRINT'611 •] ' p'OI»1l|',A72-3a«83
Hinqeless rotor - Experimental freguency'response
and dynamic characteristics with hub moment
feedback controls.
fAHS PREPBINT-612] ' •' ' pOU'«6 A72-3IIU9II
F-111A inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics
for airframe-propulsi-jn'integration based on
flight and transonic wind tunnel tests
-TICAS-PAPEE 72-18]' ' '• p0553 A'72-U11H3
Ground and torque relation ;'t'o swivel angle and
lateral displacement of wheel'Tim plane, 'using
*. 'string model for tire
- . . - . ' • • : - . ' - . p0557 A72-U1260
Dynamic aspects of'Fokker'F-28 aircraft design.
p0566 A72-U2831
£ilnlet steady'state and dynamic performance tests .,„
with F-111A and YF-12 aircraft'• ' ••• ' •
rBAS4-Ta-I-67495]
 v. ' p0212'N72-1.6709
Prediction of lateral tire dynanic properties .of
scale model aircraft tires using string theory
[HASA-CE-2058] f : ,-" pO.422 N72-2402«.
Procedures for evaluating effect, of transfer ' . ...
function zeros on transient response of aircraft:
and determining desirable- regions' of pole-zero ,
 ;
locations .'..''
CHASA-TH-X-2585] '>'-:'pO<t78 H72-2702»
DIHABIC LOADS ' • '
HT AEBODYNAHIC LOADS ''-' "'.'/"" . ?
N T BLAST LOADS . • • . . . • ' • - ' -
NT CYCLIC LOADS • ' " . '
NT GDST LOADS • ". "'
NT IHPACT LOADS
NT LANDING LOADS '. ' ' , .
NT BOLLING CONTACT LOADS '''' ' ' .. ' '".
NT SHOCK LOADS ' ! *.
NT THRDST LOADS ' ' '"''" '"" '
NT TRANSIENT LOADS " - '
HT VIBRATOBY LOADS '-
NT WING LOADING . ' '
• Dynamic input to cargo in turb'ojet aircraft
studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing
instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction,
processes and results : -''
•pOU03 'A72-32625
Dynamic input to cargo from floor of'cargo space
in selected nilitary helicopters
p047<! N72-26828 .
DYBAHIC BODELS '•
Aeroelastic models construction for flutter,
analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk
reduction •
[DGLE PAPER 71-082] p0023 A72-12722
Finite element discrete model for large aspect
ratio wing transverse vibrations, using
inhomogeneous elements with various
stif-fness-length relations
.... pOOSit A72-13189
Convergent-divergent .nozzles thrust model
measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody
[OBBEA, TP NO. 978] p0116 A72-15856
Aircraft steering dynamics model with
translational and rotational eguations,
considering zero sideslip and acceleration and
lift bank angle transfer functions
P0118 A72-16112
Increased Reynolds number simulation with
roughness set on aircraft model in transonic
flow, investigating, flow separation by parietal
visualization technigue . - -. '
- •• • ' . p<mo A72-17846
Dnrando model overprediction of deflected net
vortex strength in subsonic cross flow
• P0196 A72-21631
Near optimal closed loop control laws for fixed
time pursuit-evasion differential game between
two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic
modeling
. p0236 A72-23805
Linear mathematical,model for twin shaft gas
turbine with isolated tnrbocompressor,
calculating dynamic constants as function of
operational modes
P0360 A72-30581
Prediction models for dynamic environment
experienced by cargo during air and rail
transportation. , •
'-, i • p0402 A72-32610
The.dynamic'modeling technique for obtaining
closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft
..pursuit-evasion problems.
P0502 A72-38276
Bachine code for finite difference solution of
wake vortex governing eguations and far flow '•
field prediction in trailing vortices,
developing turbulent energy model
TAIAA PAPEB 72-9891 P0561 A72-42326
Application of a time-dependent boundary-layer
analysis to the problem of dynamic stall.
, , .., - . . ' " . . . . . • p0599 A72-U4058
- .Dynamic simulation of air traffic operations in
.. San Francisco area to determine traffic capacity
"[AD-727756] - . p0281 H72-1972U
DYNABIC P8ESSOBE - . . , i
Jet .noise simple-source theory experimental
verification, determining relation of measured
so'und; power and let pressure levels of turbojet
. engine , .
. , . . ' . . . . ' . . p0110 A72-17856
Characteristic overpressure concept for sonic
. bangs effect, on structures and dynamic
.
 r.magnification factor engineering formula
p01tO A72-17858
, Dynamic pressure, downwash and pressure gradient
corrections of wind tunnel model measurements,
discussing displacement limit for adequate
Accuracy. ' • • .
c, .'.'(DFTLR-SORpDB-2,141 ,• p0503 A72-38687
DYNAHIC PBOGRAHBISG ...
Naval aircraft optimal repair- and replacement
policies determination for operation cost -
minimization by dynamic programming
fAD-73609<;] .- p0192 A72-21470
Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft
scheduling models. - ,
. . . p0604 A72-41579
Dynamic programming,, method for determining optimal
repair and replacement policies for Naval aircraft
[AD-736094] .. . p033t N72-21031
DIHABIC PROPERTIES
D DYHAHIC CHARACTERISTICS
DYNABIC BESPOHSE
NT TBANSIENT RESPONSE
H-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic
bangs response .'on complicated structures
- . . . p0069 A72-118U9
Helicopter, rotor-blade response to random loads
treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with
time-varying coefficients
tAIAA PAPEB 72-169] p0132 A72-16910
Airloads and structural integrity flight testing
/U.S. Air Force/, noting dynamic response,
fatigue tests and temperature data acquisition
%
 p01«5 A72-18190
A-167
DISAHIC STABILITY SUBJECT IBDBI
notion dynamics of aircraft-antopilot closed loop
system under influence of atmospheric turbulence
and electric circuitry thermal noise
. . P0181 A72-18990
Dynamic response index /DEI/ minimization for
personnel aircraft emergency catapult escape
systems to reduce ln-)nry probability
p019« 472-21576
Aerodynamic laq effects on vinq bending dynamic
response at supersonic speeds, noting •
application to stress estimation under qnst loads
P0300 172-25922
Aircraft structures design and development with
composite materials, considering materials
characteristics relations to structural
components dynamic response
p0356 A72-29691
Complex elastic systems natural freguencies
computation from measured dynamic response to
harmonic excitation, applying to helicopter and
transport aircraft
P0359 A72-30326
Determination of airfoil and rotor blade dynamic
stall response.
TABS PREPRINT 613] p0446 A72-3»«95
On the prediction of acceleration response of air
cushion vehicles to random seaways and the
distortion effects of the cushion inherent in
scale models.
fAIiA PAPER 72-598] pOltSB A72-36538
Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. V -
Sechanical foundations /Dynamics of the rigid
body/ .
pOStS A72-10175
Eiqid aircraft longitudinal dynamic response to
random atmospheric turbulence, defining spectral
qust alleviation factors in terms of mass scale
and damping ratio parameters
p0559 A72-U1641
Atmospheric turbulence power spectra for
predicting rigid aircraft center of gravity
response
[ARC-R/H-3665] p0089 N72-11965
Computer programs for wake geometry, and blade
loads and responses
rnSSA-CBr1912:i p0119 B72-13977
Rotational loading and flutter tests on straight
wing space shuttle to establish damping
requirements
[HASA-TH-X-621101 p0201 H72-159UO
Hind tunnel/flight simulation of slender delta
wing aircraft dynamic response to Dutch roll at
low speed
rABC-R/B-3669] p0201 B72-15970
Conference on shock and vibration effects on
dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and
spacecraft structures
CAD-7233U9] P0215 N72-16802
Response of flexible helicopter rotor blade to
random loading near hover
POU75 B72-26909
Qualitative influence of eccentricity of rotor
elements on dynamic deflection of rotor
CNASA-TT-F-11390] p0528 S72-29006
DIBASIC STABILITY
NT AERODIBAHIC STABILITY
ST AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
ST BODBD&EY LAYER STABILITY
ST COBBOSTION STABILITY
ST DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
JIT FLABE STABILITY
ST FLOW STABILITY
HI GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
HT BOVERIHG STABILITY
ST LATERAL STABILITY
ST LOBGITDDIBAL STABILITY
ST LOB SPEED STABILITY
BT HOTION STABILITY
ST ROTABY STABILITY
Pod-mounted let engine follower force instability,
analyzing two degrees of freedom system dynamics
P0232 A72-22938
Bingeless blades flap-lag oscillations linear
stability characteristics in hovering flight,
exaaininq precone, elastic and pitch-lag
coupling and induced inflow aerodynamic effects
P0359 A72-30289
Stability and control dynamics of helicopter
hovering with heavy sling load, analyzing
maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous .
motion
TABS PREPRINT 630] pO«B5 A72-34B88
Airborne towed cargo carrying bodies dynamic . .
stability for single-point suspension system,
using linearized small perturbation analysis
[AIAi PAPEB 72-986] p0561 A72-42328
A stability analysis for tethered aerodynamically
shaped balloons. ft
P059U A72-U3332
Static and dynamic stability and controllability
of rigid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback
effects
P0038 N72-11008
Cost alleviation methods and lifting rotor dynamic
stability
CHASA-CR-11<!387] p0079 N72-11890
DYBABIC STRUCTURAL AHALYSIS
Dynamic structural analysis by finite element
method, describing error bounds for eigenvalue
analysis by elimination of variables
p0055 A72-13401
S-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic
bangs response on complicated structures
P0069 A72-KI849
Liapunov functional stability analysis in
structural dynamics problems including .wave
equations with nonlinear damping
P0235 472-23457
Dynamic properties of thermosetting plastic
composites unidirectionally reinforced by high
elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for
aircraft structural applications
.:... p0308 &72-27313
Dynamics of composite materials -.ASBE Conference,
La Jolla, California, June 1972
P0356 472-29690
Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and
stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting
aircraft and rocket structures
pO<(13 A72-33679
Belicopters vibration reduction through fuselage
nodalization, discussing analysis method and
dynamic scale model and full scale flight test
results
[AHS PREPRINT 611] p0444 472-34487
Dynamic strength of tangentiaily wound toothed
blade roots "'
p0506 A72-39586
Dynamic response of structures; Proceedings of the-'
Symposium, Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif., June 28, 29, 1971.
P0565 A72-U2755
Computerized structural analysis and integrated •:
design of future aircraft
, . P0104 H72-13007
Conference on effects of shock and vibration on
various structural systems
[AD-723311] P0172 B72-15812
Dynamic elastic stability of finned beam
streamlined by supersonic gas flow with
application to aircraft empennage
[AD-736487] p0369 B72-22033
Linear elastic theory and matrix methods for
calculating structural oscillations in pointed-
arrow wings
P0582 B72-30993
Development of .test equipment for endurance
testing of airframes to determine accumulation
of fatigue damage
[AD-744280] p0625 B72-32062
DYBABIC TESTS
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
[SAB PAPER 720325] p0291 A72-25588
Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet
aircraft antoland system dynamic ground tests
with simulated engine and aerodynamic
characteristics ,
P0412 A72-33641
Dynamic and static characteristics of jet engine
simulators
p0601 472-44286
Prediction of flight penetration of wing buffeting
from wind tunnel model dynamic tests
CAEC-CP-1171] p0042 B72-1104H
4-168
SUBJECT IBDBI ECOHOBIC FACTORS
DTBAROS
0 ROTATING GENEBATOBS
EARTH (P1ABET)
Formulas accounting for earth ellipsoid flattening
and flight altitude corrections .of air
navigation measurements
tSEB-C/DISS-166] p0523 B72-28677
EARTH iTHOSPHEBB
HT LOWEB ATHOSPHEBE
NT HAGNETOSPHERE
NT BESOSPHEBE
Air law concept as totality of legal regulations
related to atnosphere nse by flying devices,
discussing relation to international
environmental protection
.p0011 A72-11107
Development of trajectory-parametric analog?
between aircraft maneuvering in planetary
atmospheres and spacecraft during atmospheric
entry
- ' [NASA-TT-F-1<l34<i:| p0515 H72-28011
EABTH BBYIBOHBEHT
Air and noise environmental pollution from B-1
aircraft
rPB-201711-F] p025a H72-18033
EABTH RESOOBCES
HT CBDDE OH
NT DESEBTS
HT SANDS
Satellite and aircraft remote sensors for earth
resources
- P0588 H72-31376
EABTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIBCBAFT
Hultichannel mnltispectral scanner system for'NASA
C-130 earth resources'aircraft, describing
electronic equipment and calibration sources
p0010 A72-109U6
Environmental impact statement for Earth Resources
Aircraft program
rNASA-TH-X-68550] p0476 N72-27008
EABTH SATELLITES
HT COHHCNICATION SATELLITES
HT ESRO SATELLITES
HT METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
HT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
HT BELAY SATELLITES
EBF
0 EXTEBNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
ECCEBTRICITY
Qualitative influence of eccentricity of rotor
elements on dynamic deflection of rotor
[NASA-TT-F-1U390] p0528 N72-29006
ECCENTRICS
Formulae for components of perturbation velocity
in linearized subsonic theory for symmetrical
cranked wing panels at zero angle of attack
tNPL-AEBO-NOTE-10901 ' p0029 N72-10021
ECHOES
NT BADAB ECHOES
HT SIGHAL REFLECTIOH
ECOLOGICAL SISTEHS :
D ECOLOGY
ECOLOGY
Commercial transport aircraft engine technology
contribution to world air transportation,
considering social and ecological compatibility
with community
P0408 A72-33314
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Short-short haul STOL network economics for
commuter ports in Detroit region, estimating
service demand, aircraft number and maintenance
costs
P0059 A72-13696
Price/demand/cost economic aspects of carbon fiber
reinforced plastics composites in aero-engine
applications
P0065 A72-14743
Economic analysis of aeronautical communication
system via satellite, noting cost estimates and
annual charge per user
P0548 A72-10298
Cost analysis and economic models for European
aerospace development compared to DS experience
fAD-725178] P0037 N72-10992
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions
tNASA-CASE-EBC-10419;) • p0339 H72-21631
Tables on economic benefits of fog dispersal as
related to air traffic operations
CAD-7352m] P0372 N72-22603
BCOHOHIC FACTORS
Economic evaluation of airport fog dispersal
methods in the U.S., including crushed dry ice
• and liquid propane
. P0063 A72-14677
ATC technology impact on flight operations and
public value of aviation, discussing microwave
landing system economic aspects
P0065 A72-14810
Time/frequency collision avoidance systems,
discussing operating, principle and economic
aspects for airlines and general aviation
p0066 472-11816
Route charges system for Europe, stressing
financial necessity
p0069 A72-15071
German commercial airports adaptation to traffic
development, considering economic factors
P0119 A72-16187
Rater based offshore and floating island airports
planning and construction, discussing economic,
technical and social aspects
p0126 A72-16695
Airport financing, discussing funds, long term
planning, commercial principles, private
enterprise, loans and revenue
p0126 A72-16698
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
control, discussing optimal division between
, human pilot and machine in relation to total
system performance and economic factors
P0230 A72-22781
Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, comparing
different designs in terms of performance,
safety, handling and economic efficiency
P0232 A72-22940
European passenger aircraft Airbus program,
discussing various configurations performance,
economic factors and technical support
P0307 A72-27108
STOL, VTOL and v/STOL air transportation systems
development, characteristics and requirements,
presenting economic forecast
p0311 A72-27661
Composite materials application to gas turbine fan
guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors
and prototypes performance in engine tests '
P0313 A72-28100
Quiet RTOL /reduced takeoff and landing/ short
haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident 3
aircraft up to design range stage length
P0394 A72-31320
Low cost flight simulator for general aviation
pilot training, containing IFB instrumentation
and turbulence injection device
P039.9 A72-32211
Airport capacity and air traffic congestion
effects on airport operations in terms of time
and costs
p0401 A72-3245H
VTOL short haul transportation applications
discussing concept evolution and economic factors
p0406 A72-33181 '
Dallas/Fort Worth airport planning and
construction economics impact on community,
economy and life style
P0407 A72-33307
Airport and air transportation benefits and costs
to community and industry, considering
institutional, environmental and economic issues
pO«08 A72-33308
Airport economic and social impact on environs in
terms of community development
P0408 A72-33309
Short haul air transportation system economic and
political problems, noting community acceptance
and passenger service standards
p0408 A72-33310
Commercial airport and air transport service
economic impacts on business and industrial
communities
p0408 A72-33312
A-169
Ecologies SUBJECT INDEX
Aero enqines and propulsion systens development
contribution to air transport economics and
regularity, considering environmental factors
P0408 A72-33313
Air transport developments effects on econony and
environment, discussing government pover to
control airport ase and location and air pollution
P0155 A72-35952
Economics of a new regional airport.•
'p0159 A72-36779
Factors to be considered in airline scheduling.
' ' • p0192 472-37745
STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility
for airport congestion alleviation from airline
viewpoint, discussing system requirements,
economic factors and safety
[4I4A PAPER 72-807] p0497 172-38120
Economic impact of applying advanced technologies
to transport airplanes.
TAI4A PAPEB 72-758] p0199 472-38128^
Operating cost comparisons-between Concorde and
Boeing 707 and 747 aircraft, considering
profitability
P0508 472-39818
Advanced technology applications to present and
future transport aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-759] p0510 A72-10051
ILS replacement by microwave landing system,-
considering landing phase range'from acguisition
to touchdown, terminal approach handling by
airborne navigation system and economic advantages
p0517 A72-10291
Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction"
based on strength/weight and stiffness/weight
comparison of Al alloys and Ti alloys in -
relation to cost and structural'weight
considerations
• p0551 A72-11071
Short haul1intercity air transportation'systems
reguirements for successful competition with
lower cost ground modes
C I C A S PAPEB 72-16] p0553 472-41141-
Hypersonic transports commercial applications,
examining economic and 'noise and air pollution
aspects
f l C A S PAPER 72-32] p0554 A72-41157
Economic and social aspects of commercial aviation
at supersonic speeds.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-51] . p0559 A72-41851
Flying crane helicopters utilization in ' '
construction industry for materials transport
and structural erection work, discussing
technical and economic aspects
P0597 A72-U3637
Lockheed' airline system simulation and aircraft
scheduling models. -
p0604 A72J44579 •
A systems analysis of subsonic versus supersonic •
l e t travel. • • • ' . . • • . ' .
• ' ' ' p0601 A72-44580
Airports planning for West Germany, discussing
geographical air traffic patterns, economic and
noise aspects
fDGLB PAPEB 72-031] p0605 A72-44614
Airline operational problems from traffic volume
increase, discussing flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects
.fDGLB PAPER 72-037] p0606 A72-44618-'
Military aircraft construction, design and
economic reguirements, discussing fighter
payloads, armament efficiency and fire control
systems
P0615 'A72-45450
Evaluation of airway operations systems in :
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, and Thailand with
proposed courses of action, equipment
reguirements, and economic factors in
aeronautical telecommunications
P0033 N72-10171
Economic criteria' for domestic airline mergers -
p0113 N72-13931
Effects of aerospace and air transport industries
• on United States economy
P0150 N72-13.988
Analysis of airlines operations for several small
operators to determine reasons for economic
problems and alternatives for profitable
services - Part-1
p0581 1172-31016
Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show
history, operational problems, and economic
'aspects - Part 2
p0584 N72-31017
ECOHOBICS .
HI DEBAHD (ECOHOBICS)
Civil-aviation air transportation contributing
factors.to American economy, considering
disposable income, airline fares and time-trend
variable
P0016 472711721
Soviet look on air transport, economics.covering ^ .,.
efficiency and control improvement, maintenance,"'
work and wages, tariffs, cost'and revenues, 'etc
P0061 472-14098
Book on IATA organization and functions,
discussing international aviation history,
conference machinery, enforcement of conference
resolutions', air transportation economics,
public corporations, etc
' ' . . ?02?7 ,472-23846
Business V/STOL aircraft economic viability based
on cost benefit analysis and comparison,with
turbine powered aircraft '....'. ,,
[SAE PAPER 720331] _ p0291 A72-25594'
Book on world airlines economic regulation,
analyzing multilateral international agreements,
national aviation interests and competitive
situation
•p0300 A72-'25923
Book on air transportation,' covering history,
government agencies roles in economic .and safety
regulation of air carriers,.accounting,
financial and'legal aspects, etc
p0315 A72-28205
Aeronautical communication satellite technical and
economic survey, considering 'wave propagation,
" noise, aircraft antennas and VHF and UHF links
" • "• ' ' ,' .' ' ' • - -
 P0393 472-31180
Commercial airlines aircraft selection factors,
'considering size, range, economics, traffic,
1
 runway guality, maintenance and operating costs,
reliability and cargo handling • '
'
 :
 '" . p0409 A72-33333
Urban general aviation airport economics,
planning, and management '" .
[N4S4-CB-111106] . p0169 N72-15244
Economic analysis of transport aircraft operating
in transonic region 'with consideration.of .'
materials, aerodynamic configuration, and 'cruise
speed ' . - - . ' . • '• ' .' ... .-
[H4S4-TB-X-62159] ' ' p6<1.77 K72-2.7015
Future aircraft fuel resource availabiii't'y and; .
pricing, processing methods, and economic'| '_ ''
•projections for period 1970 to 2000 • ' • : • • ' • ^
[HASA-TH-X-62180] .,P,06.31 N72-32712-
Analysis of effects of minimum transportation/.';.,''
regulation on development .of tourism .and ;';. ".,"!,
resulting expansion of airline'operations . ;;
 r'
- " '-' 'p0635:'S,7.2-3298U
ECONOHI -'1-; ': •' ,'; ;•._-.'.'. .. l.' :' „,
Effects of Canadian air traffic^controllers strike
on economy and other transportation, systems \ y
,' '"'" ' \L "p"0378 .'K.72T2296?.
EDDIES
0 VOBTICES
BDDI CUBREHTS ^
 ( . . ' . ' " . : '
X ray, ultrasonic and eddy'current nondestructive
testing of aircraft structure for maintenance
and special problems ''"' "-
:
 . . p0180 A72-18840
Nondestructive eddy current method for'crack
detection in turbine blades ' r .
fAD-743105] p0591 N72-31786
EDDI DIFFUSIOB '
U TURBULENT DIFFUSION ••" - ' . . • • '
EDGES
NT LE4DING'EDGES
NT SH4BP,LEADING EDGES
 > -. - .'
NT TRAILING EDGES ' . . . -
EDUCATION '
NT FLIGHT TRAINING
NT PILOT TBAINING
Application 'of Apollo Project data and training
concepts to maintenance' of "large commercial
aircraft
P0010 H72-11026
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew
training program based on systems approach
4-170
SUBJECT INDEX ELASTIC DEFOBHATIOB
[AD-7270551 . P0091 H72-1206U
Academic program, research projects, and related
activities of Israel Institute of Technology
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
[AD-726162] P0099 N72-12972'
Procedures for training pilots in assessment of
flight systems during attendance at Empire Test
Pilot School, England
p0330 N72-20995
Combat readiness, military training, and noise
control
CAD-739972] . . p0526 H72-28989
EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED HOISE LEVELS
Aircraft noise duration correction for effective
perceived noise level /EPNL/ computation,
eliminating mathematical anomaly incurred by
present FAA and ICAO prescribed method
p0567 A72-42909
Accuracy of aircraft noise"rating procedure
relative to perceived sound levels
fHliS&-CB-18831 P010A B12-12988
Jet aircraft noise neasurements during level.
flights, using 727, KC-135. 707-320B, and DC-9
[AD-739870] •'. . pO«82 N72-27050
EFFECTIVENESS
NT COST EFFECTIVENESS
Supplement to intercity air transportation
effectiveness.model "' • •'
CPB-200470] p0106 N72-13024
Computer program and subprogram descriptions for
intercity air transportation effectiveness .
[PB-200U711 . . p0106 1172-13025
Model subprogram .design for intercity, air
transportation 'effectiveness analysis by computer
CPB-200472] p0106 F72-13026
Subprogram design specification for intercity air
transportation effectiveness model
CPB-200475] ," ' . p0106 N72-13029
Acceptance tests' for intercity air transportation
effectiveness computer programs
[PB-2001476] P0106 S72-13030
Computer program for intercity air transportation
effectiveness* model
rPB-2004771 p0107 N72-13031
' Computer operators manual for intercity air
transportation effectiveness programs
, .rPB-200178) p0107 N72-13032
Manual for programmers for intercity air
transportation effectiveness computer programs
CPB-200479] p0107 N72-13033
Banual for programming intercity air
. transportation effectiveness model
[PB-200482] p0107 N72-13036
Intercity air transportation effectiveness model
fPB-200469] P0108 N72-13246
EFFECTOBS ' , . .
0 CONTROL EQUIPMENT
EFFICIEHCI
NT COSBOSTION EFFICIENCY
NT COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY
MT EHEBGT CONVERSION EFFICIENCY . ,,
NT NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
NT POWER EFFICIENCY
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
NT 'PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
NT THEBBODYNABIC EFFICIENCY
EIGENVALUES
Dynamic structural analysis by finite element
method, describing error bounds for eigenvalue
analysis by elimination of variables
P0055 A72-13401
Ground effect »ing vehicles stability in forward
motion, deriving characteristic equations by
' linear analysis
p0244 A72-24844
Preliminary design of a sailplane wing for dynamic
gust loads
P0611 A72-44992
EJECTION
Rind tunnel tests on prototype munitions dispenser
designed for external carriage on tactical
aircraft . ,
P0173 N72-15835
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast during
high speed ejection
p0274 N72-19147
EJECTION INJURIES
Emergency and test ejections Kith Bartin-Baker
seats, discussing fatality and injury causes and
seat reliability
P0194 A72-21565
Dynamic response index /DRI/ minimization for
personnel aircraft emergency catapult escape •
systems to reduce injury probability
. p0194 A72-21576
Seat cashio.n evaluation for behavior during
helicopter crash or aircraft ejection and spinal
injury probability
P0194 A72-21577
Chemically strengthened glass for eject-through
frangible canopy design in.aircraft emergency
escape systeas,.noting protection against
ejection injuries
P0306 A72-27016
Effects of Q forces on injuries daring
ejection/extraction escape in USAF
P0274 N72-191H4
EJECTION SEATS
SB-11 aircraft ejection.seat, obtaining ejection
survival rate from case histories
. p0193 A72-21562
Emergency and test ejections with Bartin-Baker
seats, discussing fatality and injury causes and
seat reliability
p019l> A72-21565
Emergency systems for helicopter crew and
passenger survivability improvement, discussing
use of ejection seats, extraction systems .
parachute bail-out and shaped, explosive charges
p0195 A72-21581
Lockheed ADP SR-1 ejection seat system for safe
aircrew recovery under zero-zero, high Bach and
altitude conditions, describing escape
experiences with SB-71 aircraft
. p0345 A72-28701
.Effects on ejection seat catapult performance of
using live load as compared to equivalent rigid
load
fAD-730635] P020S B72-15978
EJECTORS
Performance of low pressure ratio ejectors for
enqine nacelle cooling.
[SAE AIH 1191] p0458 A72-36S30
Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel model with
high pressure ejectors to determine jet
interference on aerodynamic coefficients
p0028 N72-10007
Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction
characteristics of compact ejectors with
applications to V/STOL aircraft
[AD-7328U2] . p0220 N72-17025
Structural desiqn optimization of thrust ejector
for propulsion system of vertical takeoff aircraft
[NASA-IT-F-14305] • p0523 N72-28784
BKBAN LAYEB
D BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
ELASTIC BENDING
Bingeless rotor helicopter blade steady state
response with nonuniform inflow and elastic
blade bending >
[AIAA PAPER 72-65] P0132 A72-16933
Bending and torsional node deformations of two
dimensional elastic wing under sinusoidal and
random gust
p0407 A72-33229
ELASTIC BODIES
Random vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass
systems containing, nonlinear damping to ideal
stationary Gaussian white noise excitation
p0235 A72-23460
ELASTIC BDCKUNG
Residual buckling strength of Al alloy elastic
column with fatigue crack
[SESA PAPER 1914A) p0014 A72-11511
ELASTIC COHSIAHTS
0 ELASTIC PROPERTIES .
ELASTIC DAHPIHG
Higher order forces effect on shock absorbing
. systems of masses interconnected by elastic and
damping members of aircraft landing gears
.p0231 A72-22861
ELASTIC DEFORBATIOH
HT ELASTIC BENDING
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING
Bingeless elastic helicopter blades coupled
flap-lag motion under quasi-steady aerodynamic
loads, reducing equations of motion to coupled
A-171
ELASTIC PLATES SUBJECT INDEI
nonlinear differential equations
p0393 A72-31211
ELASTIC PLATES
Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate
hinqed to riqid base movinq under sinusoidal
pressure impulse action, noting base inertia
effect . - .
p0306 A72-27091
Sonic boom duration effects on thin circular
elastic plate transient antisymmetric vibration
via Hankel and Laplace transforms
P0457 A72-36409
ELASTIC PBOPERTIES
NT AEEOELASTICITI
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY , . '. ' '.
NT PROPORTIONAL LIMIT. . . .
NT THERMOELASTICITY
NT VISCOELASTICITY • .
Hassless-sprinq modeling of suspension-line
elasticity durinq parachute unfurling process
using Hunqe-Kutta integration technique
FNiSA-TN-D-6671] p0224 N72-17930
Dynamic elastic stability of finned beam
streamlined by supersonic gas flow with
application to aircraft empennage
TAD-736U87] p0369 N72-22033
Aerodynamic characteristics of progressing and
regressing forced rotary wing flapping modes
fNASA-CR-114481 1 p0516 N72-28019
ELASTIC STABILITY
D DAMPING
ELASTIC STRENGTH
D PROPORTIONAL LIHIT
ELASTIC SYSTEMS
Complex elastic systems natural frequencies
computation from measured dynamic response to
harmonic excitation, applyinq to helicopter and
transport aircraft
p0359 A72-30326
ELASTIC SAVES
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE • , .•
NT COHERENT ACOUSTIC RADIATION
NT ENGINE NOISE
NT GRAVITY WAVES
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT NOISE (SOUND)
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK HAVES
NT ROCKET ENGINE NOISE
NT SHOCK WAVES
NT SONIC BOOMS
 t
NT .SOUND WAVES
NT THERMAL NOISE
Finite element method for determininq transient
response of box-type structure to travelinq
sonic pressure wave
p0003 A72-10219
Sonic boom induced pressure wave propaqation and
attenuation in water, comparinq ballistic ranqe
measurements with theoretical predictions
fAIAA PAPER 72-65*] p0415 A72-34080
ELASTICITY
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTODYIABICS
NT ELASTIC DAMPING
ELASTOBEBS
Helicopter elastomeric bearinq rotors, discussing
downtime and cost reduction, maintenance,
endurance and inspection
p0001 A72-10150
Elastomeric protective coating requirements from
existinq electrochemical metallic corrosion
theories
P0062 A72-14238
Clam seals comparison with elastomers, discussing
aircraft use, contamination, inspection,
corrosion and erosion, surface finish, service
life and cost
P0199 A72-21941
Silicone based elastomers acoustic excitation
damping properties at 213-423 K, discussing
testing technigue and results at 200-1000 Hz
p0351 A72-29090
Description of elastomeric damper for prevention
of helicopter or vertical takeoff aircraft rotor
instability
p0214 N72-16778
ELASTOPLASTICITY
Two dimensional elastoplastic finite element
analysis of structural members under cyclic
thermal-mechanical loadings
, fASME PAPEB 72-GT-1) p0292 A72-25604'
Temperature dependent elastoplastic wing
assemblies and continna analysis via matrix
displacement method
• I . p0413 A72-33791
ELECTBA AIRCRAFT
Dnpredicted structural vibration in Comet and
... Electra aircraft, Graf Zeppelin dirigible,
missile antennas, etc
p0016 A72-12002
ELECTEETS
Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration
for interior measurements in turbine enqines,
jets and exhaust nozzles
[ONEBA, TP NO. 982] p0231 A72-22815
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
0 ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT • .
ELECTBIC ABCS . . .
Studying temperature response of metal plate to
steady electric arc for determining possible
damage to aircraft structures by lightning
[0180-14190-1] p0203 N72r15962
ELECTBIC BATTEBIES
Design, development, and evaluation of electric
storage batteries used for aircraft power supplies
f AD-73328.9.] p0256 N72-18057
Development of Mylar enclosure for maintaining
temperature of balloon-borne batteries and
electronic modules
rSASA-CASE-GSC-11620-1] p0644 N72-33379
ELECTBIC BBIDGES
Strain gage bridges for wind tunnel balance systems
-. p0470 N72-26345
ELECTBIC CHAEGE
NT ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
ELECTBIC COILS.
NT MAGNETIC COILS
ELECTBIC CONHECTOES
Reliable interconnections for U.S. Army avionics,,
determining best technique for terminatinq flat
conductor cables with electrical connectors
P0239 A72-24012
The lightninq arrestor-connector - A new concept
in system electrical.protection. .
p0504 A72-38989
Solvent removal by immersion of EC-2273 pottlnq
compound from F^4 aircraft electrical components
fAD-725493] . pOO«6 N72-11473
Hexamethylene diisocyanate for rehardening of
EC-2273 pottinq compound in F-4 aircraft
electrical components
[AD-726180] • p009« N72-12518
Desiqn and evaluation of reliable integrated
termination devices
[AD-7H4476] p0626 N72-32245
ELECTBIC COHTROL
Concorde electrically siqnalled fly by wire
; control system.with mechanical linkages for
standby fail-safe redundancy
p0551 A72-41068
Electrical components in gas turbine control
systems. • •
p0563 A72-42521
ELECTRIC CURRENT
NT ARC DISCHARGES
HI DIRECT CURRENT
NT EDDY CUBBENTS • .
NT ELECTBIC ARCS ' - .
NT ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
NT ELECTRIC SPABKS
NT LIGHTNING
ELECTBIC DISCBABGES
NT ARC DISCHARGES
NT ELECTBIC ARCS
 ;
NT ELECTRIC SPARKS
NT LIGHTNING
Electrodischarqe and electrochemical machining
applications in continuous repetitive production
of aircraft jet enqine components
..'.;- p0013 A72-11150
Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard
supertankers during cleaning operation and
electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft
durinq passage through heavy rain, noting water
drop disintegration
p0611 A72-14979
A-172
SUBJECT IBDEI ElECTBIC WELDISG
E1ECTEIC EBEBGT STOBAGE • '
Design, development, and evaluation of electric
storage batteries used for aircraft power supplies
TAD-7332891 - P02S6 H72-18057
BIECSBIC BQBIPBBBT
Soviet book on electrical equipment and
instrumentation of An-24 aircraft covering power
sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight
and navigation instruments and autopilot
p0120 A72-16100
Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft
' electrical systems with emphasis on solid state
power management '*••
[AD-7310771 p0169 H72-1523*
Development and evaluation of built-in test
equipment for aircraft systems
CAD-73U8531 p0321 N72-20028
ELECTBIC BOOIPHEBT TESTS
Trident aircraft air-system interrogator airborne
first line test apparatus for electrical
components malfunction' diagnosis
P01U2 A72-18154
ELBCtBIC FIELDS
Static electrification, bonding, grounding, and
lightning protection techniques applied to
aircraft, spacecraft, and missiles
[AD-739356] - • • p0480 N72-27037
Development of methods for safely grounding
helicopters to remove electrostatic charge
buildup with emphasis on water spray discharge
[AD-745102] p0612 N72-33048
ELBCTBIC FILTERS
NT DIGITAL FILTERS
NT LINEAB FILTERS -"
NT LOU PASS FILTERS
NT OPTICAL FILTERS
Design and performance of filter resonators for
helicopter noise reduction
rAD-731812] p0275 H72-19222
ELECTRIC GBHEHATOBS *
ST AC GENERATORS
NT ROTATING GENERATORS
NT TURBOGENERATORS••
Aircraft hybrid electrical power systems,
describing variable frequency generation and
high voltage dc distribution
'• ' ' P0011 A72-11068
German Research and Test Institute for Aero- and
!
^Astronautics'1970 report covering flow
' mechanics, power conversion, aerospace medicine,
atmospheric physics, etc :
' P0013 A72-11151
Aircraft electric power generation history, noting
' aircraft performance effect on electrical system
design •
p0186 472-20201
•'Internal engine generator application to
commercial transport aircraft.
P0453 A72-35566
Analysis and comparison of operation of two forms
of cycloconverter' using natural and forced
commutation with application to aircraft
electricity generating systems
[RAE-TR-70092] p0091 N72-11979
Feasibility of direct current 200 V commercial
aircraft electrical power system noting^weight
comparison with alternating current system
fAHC-CP-1186] P0273 N72-19062'
Design and characteristics of integrated
engine-generator system for installation on
aircraft turbolet ana turbofan engines
CNASA-TM-X-2579] p0468 N72-26037
Design and testing of brnshless dc starter
generator system
fAD-738707] P0168 N72-26011
Analysis of secondary power system for use with
advanced rotary wing aircraft for reliable
production of electric power
CAD-7391180]
 POU82 N72-27069
Configuration and specifications of integrated
engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft
for secondary electric power generation
[NASA-TH-Y.-681391 p06«3 N72-33058
ELECTRIC IGHITION
Turboprop electric igniter climatic test problems
and equipment for assessing guality control
P0182 A72-19112
ELBCTBIC IHPULSBS
U E1ECTRIC PDLSES
ELBCTBIC LEADS
0 ELECTRIC WIRE
ELBCTBIC HOTOBS
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism
of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
P0358 A72-30097
Electrical components in gas turbine control
systems.
P0563 A72-12521
Design and characteristics of integrated
engine-generator system for installation on
aircraft turbojet and turbofan engines
[NASA-TH-X-25791 p0468 H72-26037
Configuration and specifications of integrated
engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft
for secondary electric power generation
[NASA-Tn-X-68139] p0643 N72-33058
BLECCBIC HBTiOBKS
Airport power supply system to meet increased load
terminal demands, describing main and emergency
standby network layout and equipment
p0612 A72-45272
Analysis of wiring weight, conductor weight, and
conductor losses as function of system voltage
in aircraft electrical power systems
[AD-732001] p0207 N72-16164
BLECTBIC FORBB
Variable speed constant frequency power generation
eguipment influence weapon system effectiveness,
considering weight and cost
p0011 A72-11067
Concorde aircraft electrical power systems design,
noting dc and emergency supplies and installation
P0053 A72-12910
Aircraft electric power equipment transient
voltage and EHC limits specifications
P0061 A72-14043
Airborne equipment electric power supply standards
to provide characteristics limits for
compatibility with ground support systems '.
CSAE AS 1212] pO«58 A72-36535
BLECTBIC POKES COSVEBSION
D ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ELBCTBIC POWEB PLABTS
NT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Airport power supply system to meet increased load
terminal demands, describing main and emergency
standby network layout and eguipment
p0612 A72-45272
ELECTBIC POWER SUPPLIES
Aircraft electrical power systems design
dependence on latitude, minimum weight
requirement, reliability deqree, environmental
conditions and acceleration
P03II4 A72-28693
Design and development of electric power supplies
for use with transport aircraft in 1980 to 1985
time period
CNASA-CR-120939] p0517 N72-28028
Configuration and specifications of integrated
engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft
for secondary electric power generation
[NASA-TH-X-681391 p0643 N72-33058
ELECTBIC POWBB TBAHSH1SSION
Remote power control for aircraft generating and
distribution systems.
P0461 A72-37034
BLECTBIC POLSBS
USSR electric impulse de-icing system design.
P0461 A72-37033 •
ELBCTBIC BELAYS
Beduced voltage relay operation in aircraft high
voltaqe ac power systems, describing RLC circuit
theory, laboratory test arrangement and
performance measurements
P0394 A72-31215
ELBCTBIC SPABKS
Sonic boom simulation devices and techniques,
including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges, spark
discharges and shock tubes
P0198 A72-21906
BLECTBIC STBAIH GAGES
D STRAIN GAGES
BLECTBIC TEBBIBALS
Design and evaluation of reliable integrated
termination devices
tAD-744476] p0626 N72-32245
ELECTBIC WELDIBG
NT PLASHA ARC WELDING
A-173
ELECTBIC BIBB SOBJECT IHDBI
ELECTBIC BIBB
NT EIPLOBIHG WIBES
Thin wall airfraie wire insolation relative
thermal life and teaperatare rating evaluation
procedure using Arrhenius plot
p0233 A72-23270
Avionics systems electrical interface connection
design infornation document creation and .
dissemination, using EHPBENT computer program
p02UU A72-248611
Sizing new generation aircraft wire and circuit
breakers utilizing computer techniques.
pO»53 A72-35568
ELECTRIC BIRIHG
0 ELECTBIC BIRE
ELECTRICAL BBEAKDOIB
D ELECTRICAL FAULTS
ELECTRICAL EBEB6T
D ELECTBIC POWEB
ELECTBICAL ENGINEERING
Engineering and operational factors of electronic
multisensor aircraft displays
P0375 B72-22636
ELECTBICAL FAULTS
Trident aircraft air-system interrogator airborne
first line test apparatus for electrical
components malfunction diagnosis
p01U2 A72-18151
Onboard localization of aircraft electrical
equipment failures,( using list checkout,
automatic indication and dynamic programming
.method
p030« A72-26895
High intensity sound effects on electronic .
eguipment and components in aircraft noise
environment, noting whisker diode and printed
circuit board damage
pOH03 A72-32621
ELECTRICAL INSOLATION
Thin wall airframe wire insulation relative
thermal life and temperature rating evaluation
procedure using Arrhenius plot i
. ; p0233 A72-23270
ELECTBICAL PBOPERTIES
NT DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GTBOSCOPES
0 ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES •
ELECTBICITY
NT ATHOSPHEBIC ELECTRICITY
NT STATIC ELECTRICITY
ELECTBOCHEHICAL CELLS
NT ELECTRIC BATTERIES
ELECTBOCHEHICAL COBEOSIOl
Elastomeric protective coating reguirements from
existing electrochemical metallic corrosion
theories , > .
P0062 A72-,111238
ELECTBOCHEHICAL BACHINIHG
Electrodischarge and electrochemical machining
applications in. continuous repetitive production
of aircraft let engine components
P0013 A72-11150
EL2CTBOCOHDDCTIVITY
Aircraft windscreen design, discussing high impact
strength glass, electroconductive film,
transparency service life and weight reduction
p0305 A72-27006
ELECTRODEPOSITIOH
Electrodeposition of paints on aircraft aluminum
and magnesium alloys
fD-HAT/AV-175] . . p0535 N72-29570
ELECTRODIHAHICS
NT ELECTROHYDBODYNAHICS
ELECTBOGEBEBATOBS
D ELECTBIC GENERATORS
ELBCTBOBYDBAOLIC CONTROL
0 ELECTRIC CONTROL
0 HYDRAULIC CONTROL
ELECTROHTDRODYHAHICS
Hultiplex electrohydraulic system for aircraft fly
by wire actuators with majority voting and
pressure logic, discussing frequency response
and environmental tests ,
p0199 &72-22152
ELECTROKINETICS
Electrofluid dynamic energy conversion for wind
tunnel augmentation
p0168 N72-26210
BLECTBOLOHIHBSCEBCB
Flight test data on all-electroluminescent lighted
display panel in aircraft cockpit
P0376 H72-2264H
BLECTBOLOBIIBSCEBT LABPS
0 ELECTBOLOHINESCEHCE
ELECTROLYTIC GBIHDIHG
0 ELECTBOCHEHIC&L H&CBINIHG
ELECTBOHAGNETIC COHPATIBILITY
Pulse coded processing system EHC performance
measurement, considering CB and pulsed
interference effects and application to ATC
radar beacon system transponders
P0061 A72-11033
Computer aidediintrasystem electromagnetic
compatibility prediction programs, discussing
mathematical models and program philosophies
P0061 A72-14039
Aircraft electric power eguipment transient
voltage and EBC limits specifications •
i P0061 A72-11043
Time discrimination utilization in EHC,
considering automatic position telemetering
system using time division technique
p0061 A-72-14047;
Collision avoidance system electromagnetic
compatibility with radar altimeters designed for
1600 HHz aeronavigation band
P0550 472-10881
BLECTHOHAGNETIC COBTBOL
D ELECTBOHAGNETS
D BEHOTE CONTROL '
ELECTBOHAGNETIC DEDUCTION
0 BAGNETIC INDUCTION
ELECTBOBAGNETIC FIELDS
NT FAR FIELDS ._ - . . ;
Numerical analysis of surface current density
distribution and electromagnetic fields of
conducting body, noting radiation patterns of
radial dipole and guarter. wavelength monopole
p03«» A72-28541
ELECTBOBA6SETIC INTERFERENCE
NT ELECTHOHAGNETIC NOISE.
NT RADIO FREQUENCY INTEBFEBENCE /
NT THERBAL NOISE
NT BHITE NOISE . , • .
Pulse coded processing system EHC performance
measurement, considering CB and pulsed • • ^.
interference effects and application to ATC-
radar beacon system transponders
i . -• p0061 A72-11033
Hiniman frequency separation between avionics
receivers and transmitters for acceptable :
interference level • •
. p0189 A72-20929
Badiation patterns and comparisons of propagation
models for use with interference predictions for
VHF/UHF air navigation aids • .
[AD-718465] • , p0171 H72-15598
ELECTBOBAGNETIC BEASUREBEHT - ...
Electromagnetic position sensor for magnetically
supported model in wind tunnel, discussing
design, operation principles and performance
p02U3 A72-21773
Determination of the radiation'characteristics of
aircraft antennas in flight
j ' p05i|9 A72-«053it
ELECTBOBAGNETIC BOISE t •
NT TBERHAL NOISE
NT BHITE NOISE
Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise
elimination at front end of aircraft1 oriented
OHEGA navigation system receiver
p035« A72-29204
Aeronautical communication satellite technical and
economic survey, considering wave propagation,
noise, aircraft antennas and VHF and DBF links
p0393 A72-31180
ELECTROHAGNETIC PROPAGATION
U ELECTROHAGNETIC IAVE TRANSHISSION
ELBCTROHAGNETIC PBOPEBTIES
.NT COLOR
NT OPTICAL PROPERTIES .
HT OPTICAL REFLECTION
NT BEFLECTANCE
NT BEFBACTIVITY
NT TBANSPABENCB
ELECTBOHAGNETIC RADIATION
NT AIBGLOB
A-17H
SUBJECT IHDBI ELECTBOHIC HODOLES
HI GAMMA EAT BEAMS ' ' »
NT GAMMA RAYS
NT INFRARED RADIATION '
NT MICROWAVES
NT MILLIMETER HAVES
NT RADIO WAVES . - .
NT SOBMILLIBETEH SAVES ' • •'
NT THERMAL RADIATION ' '
Analysis of target signal requirements for *
aircraft navigation systems using millimeter
wave radiometry from terrain radiation or
ground-based beacons " •
rNASA-TH-X-62082] . p0035-N72-10539
•• Methods for'locating electromagnetic emitters from
airborne electronic reconnaissance systems
rAD-729767*! P0156 N72-1U192
Developments in air traffic control equipment:to
include radar technology* airborne graphical
displays, influence of propagation effects on-
navigation*; and microwave landing guidance systems
r AD'7U0877*| p0537 N72-29676
ELECTBOHJGHBTIC SC1TTEBIBG ' i .'
NT LIGHT SCATTERING •• • ' * i
ELECTBOHAGNETIC SHOCK TOBES
0 SHOCK TDBES
ELECTBOHiGHETIC SPECTB1 ' . • • • *
NT INFRARED SPECTRA
NT MICROWAVE SPECTRA "' • ' ' ' . ' '
NT VIBRATIONA1' SPECTRA
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAYE FILTERS /
NT OPTICAL FILTERS
ELECTROBAGHETIC WAVE TRANSHISSIOH
NT IOHOSPHERIC PROPAGATION ' 1 ' '• '. ~ •'
NT LIGHT SCATTERING !
NT LIGHT TRANSHISSION • "
NT HICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
NT HOLTXPATH TRANSMISSION "
NT RADIO TRANSMISSION - -' • :
NT SINGLE SIDEBAND' TRANSMISSION - '
NT TELEVISION' TRANSMISSION • ' • • '
Electromagnetic waves penetration through
conducting gasket used to protect sensitive
devices in aircraft, investigating field '
strength variation with distance from gasket
'p0402 A72-32571
ELECTROBAGHETIC WIVES
D ELECTROMAGNETIC 'RADIATION '
BLECTBOHAGWETS •> • , . .
NT SOPERCONDOCTING MAGNETS .-' : . . •
Electromagnetic suspension - conference,
Southam'pton; England, July 1971
' ' ' ' * ' ' p02«2 A72-2U756
ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES • '
Electromechanical nose wheel .steering system for
• general aviation aircraft ground maneuverability
"*' impro've'ment; describi'hg design
' ' ' P0010 A72-10963
Electromechanical red'undant activating mechanism
1
 for F'-i* aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power
servo, noting application to' fly by wire control
". • ' ' •' - - P0360 A72-30422
Electromechanical device for recording infrared
gaseous'oxygen spectra 'in" pressurized aircraft
' cabin atmosphere
rcL-1971-16] "*• • pOU2'l N72-21K98
Design of fast-acting electromechanical actuator
for full span. Fowler type wing flaps in direct
lift control applications ' • • ' . '
tNASA-CR-20591 '^ 0517 N72-28027
ELECTBOH TDBES
NT CAMERA TOBES • ,
HT CATHODE BAI TOBES
NT HICROWAVE OSCILLATOBS
ELECTRONIC COHTBOL
•Single engine aircraft-borne we'ather radar with
- electronically scanned steerable phased array
antenna ' ' ' :
fSAE PAPER 720315]
 P0289 A72-25579
German monograph - A search procedure for
electronic radar.
P0568 A72-1305H
ELECTRONIC CODHTEBHEASOEES
Effectiveness of airborne electronic aircraft
warning and control system for nuclear warfare
fAD-7t2233] p0575 N72-30168
ELECTRONIC EQOIPBEHT
NT AVALANCHE DIODES i
NT ELECTBONIC MODOLES -
NT ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
NT MINIATORE ELECTRONIC EQOIPHENT
NT SEHICOHDOCTOR DEVICES
NT SOLID STATE DEVICES
NT SPACECRAFT ELECTBONIC EQOIPMENT
NT THERMISTORS
NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
Multichannel multispectral scanner system for NASA
C-130 earth resources aircraft, describing
electronic eguipment and calibration sources
' p0010 A72-109!)6
Electronics and data processing' technology effects
on radar state of art, discussing automated air
traffic control surveillance systems
P0211 A72-2<»<I90
High intensity sound effects on electronic •
eguipment and components in aircraft noise
environment, noting whisker diode and 'printed
circuit board damage :
pOi-03 A72-32621
Electronic displays - Conference, London, February
1972
- POU03 A72-32631
A time-freguency high performance collision
avoidance system.
[ONERA, TP NO. 1091) p0493 A72-37764
Electronic strain-level counter for in-flight
" aircraft * "~:
tNASA-CASE-LAR-10756-1] p0051 N72-11803
Systems performance* and safety in helicopter
approach and landing, and radioelectronic
guidance array
•' p0085 N72-11939
Eguipment requirements and technology survey for
airborne display and control systems of search
and rescue helicopters ' <
[AD-728042*! p0091 N72-11976
Development and characteristics of microelectronic
eguipment for improved reliability and reduced
weight and size of electronic components
p0278 S72-19484
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to
individual electronic flight display design
p0373 S72-22622
Tradeoffs between luminance and color coding in
electronic aircraft displays,-and experiments
involving immediate response, tracking,
tachistoscope, and human judgement
P0373 N72-22623
Electronic head-up display systems for military
aircraft
p037H N72-22635
Engineering and operational factors of electronic
multisensor aircraft displays
P0375 N72-22636
Performance tests of transponders installed in
commercial and general aviation aircraft to
determine compliance with specifications
fFAA-RD-72-30] * p0376 N72-22649
Design and development of system for aircraft
collision avoidance for use on general aviation
aircraft
, p0522 N72-28670
ELECTBONIC EQOIPMENT TESTS
Computer simulation techniques in aerospace ground
equipment design for maintenance testing of
avionic systems
P0061 A72-14196
Computerized modular automatic test equipment for
commercial airliner avionics device performance,
discussing data handling ability and cost
effectiveness
P01U3 A72-18250
Onboard localization of aircraft electrical :
equipment failures, using list checkout,
automatic indication and dynamic programming
method
p0304 A72-26895
Design, operation and testing of integrated STOL
flight control system, noting approach accuracy
and passenger comfort, improvement
p05«7 A72-40292
ELECTRONIC HODOLES
Computerized modular automatic test equipment for
commercial airliner avionics device performance,
discussing data handling ability and cost
effectiveness '
P0143 A72-18250
i-175
ELECTBOHIC PACKAGING SUBJECT I8DEX
Airborne fliqht test data acquisition system
modular desiqh to provide digital readinqs.froa
monitoring transducers analoq siqnal
• p0412 472-33'6U5
An all solid-state HIC transrait-receive module.
P0489 A72-37268
TCE-71& area naviqation system based on nodular
desiqh vith provision for 20 waypoints parameter
storaqe, describinq computer, control display
and automatic data entry units
P0546 472-1(0278
Development of air naviqation system usinq liquid
crystals and electronic equipment to determine
direction to .selected VOB station
[NASA-CB-112062] p0389 N72-23664
Development of Hylar enclosure for maintaininq
temperature of balloon-borne batteries and
electronic modules
rN4SA-CASE-GSC-11620-1] p0644 N72-33379
ELECTBOHIC PACKAGISG
Planar coax micropackaqinq of minicomputers for
aircraft naviqation and military systems, noting
environmental tests . '
P0115 472-15772
Weight savinq, vibration proofinq and heat
dissipatinq techniques in avionics packaqinq,
considerinq B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing
system example
p0508 472-39768
ELECTBOBIC SIGB4L HBASOBEBEHT
0 SIGNAL BEASOBEHENT
ELECTBOBIC SWITCHES
D SWITCHING CIECUITS • ' -
ELECTBOHICS ' ' ' • ' ' < •
Electronics and aerospace systems - IEEE
Conference, Washinqton, D.C.-,' October 1971
'.-•' < p0018 472-12376
Bell liftinq rotor systems, eramininq company
• contributions in electronics and avionics
p0245 A72-2U877
NAECON "72; Proceedinqs of the National Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio,*Kay 15-17,
1972. : '
p0452 472-35551
ELECTROSTATIC CHABGE
Electrostatic charqe on an aircraft and lightnihq
striking the aircraft
. p0545 A72-40171
Static electricity in fuelinq of super-jets:
P0557 A72-41375
Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard
supertankers during cleaning operation and
electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft
during passage through heavy'rain, noting vater
drop disintegration ' ' •
p'061.1 A72-U4979
Electrostatic charging in handling of -aviation - '
fuels, resultinq in incendiary sparking in fuel
tank
p0048 N72-11686
ELECTBOSTATIC FIELDS
D 'ELECTBIC FIELDS • • • ' •
ELECTBOSTATIC GYROSCOPES
OSAF development of electrostatic gyros for
inertial air navigation, notinq fliqht tests 'and
associated airborne digital computer
P0453 A72-35558
ELECTBOSTATICS
Development of methods for safely grounding
helicopters to remove electrostatic 'charge
buildup vith emphasis on water spray discharqe
fAD-745102] P06U2 N72-33048
SLEHEBTABT P4BTICLES
NT NDCLEONS
ELEVATORS (COITBOL SDBF4CES)
Aircraft fliqht characteristics for landinq
approach by spoiler-elevator deflection
coupling, considering pitch, fliqht path angle
and speed'
pOU10 472-33423
Elevator lift and cockpit position effects on
flight altitude control during aircraft landing
approach
f4BC-H/B-3662] p0043 N72-11049
EHBEDDIBG
Hexamethylene diisocyanate for rehardening of
EC-2273 potting compound in F-4 aircraft
electrical components
f4D-726180] '"••" . p0094 N72-12518
EH2BGEHCIES
Techniques for reducing injuries during emergency
landinq of light, fixed-wing aircraft
[NTSB-4AS-72-3] p0165 H72-26011
Inflight emergency on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 Jane 1972 due to
accidental opening of cargo door in fuselage
CSB-72-69/8784] P0572 H72-30006'
EBEEGEBCI LIFE SDSTAIHIHG SISTEHS
Dynamic response index /DBI/ minimization for
personnel aircraft emergency catapult escape .;'
systems to reduce injury probability
P0194 A72-21576
Lockheed 4DP SB-1 ejection seat system for safe
aircrew'recovery under zero-zero, high Bach and
altitude conditions, describing escape
•experiences witk SH-71 aircraft
p0345 A72-28701
EHISSIOH
HT ELECTBOLOBISESCENCE: '• • -
NT THEBB4L EBISSION
EHISSIOH SFECTBA
Bigh resolution observation' of stratospheric
submillimeter thermal emission spectrum by
helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board
Comet 2E aircraft '
P0245 A72-25023
EHISSOGEAPBS
D BECOSDIBG INSTBOBENTS '
EBFLOYEE BELATIOBS
Effects of Canadian air traffic controllers strike
on economy and other transportation systems
p0378 N72-22969
EBOLSIONS ' '
NT PHOTOGRAPHIC EBOLSIONS
Various gelled or emulsified fuels' for reducing
aircraft crash-fire hazard •' '
p0049 N72-11689
BHCODEBS - ' - ' . • ' • - •
D CODERS
ENDOTBEEBIC REACTIONS
Cooling advanced engines by endothermic" reactions
of hydrocarbon fuels by absorbing1 sensible and
latent heat ' '- ' '
p0047 N72-11672
EBEBGI ABSORPTIOB ' ;
Energy absorbing seat design 'for light aircraft,
describing development and static and dynamic
testing ' ', "
rSAE PAPER 720322] p0290 472-25585
4n assessment of-energy" absorbing'devices for
prospective use in aircraft impact 'Situations^
p'OSGS 472-1(2764
Development and characteristics of'turbine type ''
energy absorber arresting gear for use' on
aircraft carriers • - . • - . : . . ' • . • ."1
fAD-728682] ' p0108 N72-13249
BHEB6Y BDDGETS ''• • ;. -.: • "
HT 4TBOSPHEBIC HEAT BODGEf1'-';'-. ''' : ' '' ••'.'''
Fluid' flow across ^ balance surface"rmoving at ' "*
constant velocity relative;'to coordinate system,
calculating energy balance of turbojet engine
•
 :
 - , - ' , ' ' PQ550,472-40814
Energy flow diagrams. '' '" '"'• - ' '-
••'-'• '
 :;t ;
 p0607 A72-44686
BHERGI COBVBBSIOB EFFICIEHCI:", ' ' ' • '
4 method'for estimation of'axial turbonachinery
stage characteristics on th'e'basis of '
experimentally obtained data with a runner
tested in a free blow-out aerodynamical scheme.
;
 . p0614 472-45364
Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor
inpeller with meridional stream acceleration.
P0614 A72-U5371
EHEBGT DISSIPATION
Secondary losses redaction procedure in axial flow
turbine stages, using boundary layer fences on
blades profile suction side
p0229 A72-22634
French monograph on flow near rotor blade tips,
discussing three dimensional circulation and
boundary layer effects, energy losses, velocity
and pressure distributions, etc
p0363 A72-30950
Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat
dissipating techniques in avionics packaging,
considering B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing
system example
pOSOB 472-39768
A-176
SUBJECT IBDBI BBGIHE DESIGI
BBEBGT DISTBIBDTIOI
NT SPECTBAL EHEBGY DISTBIBOTIOB
EHEB6I EXCHAB6E
0 EBBEGT TBAHSFEB
EBEBGI LOSSES
0 EBEB6Y DISSIPATIOB
EBBB6T METHODS ,
Supersonic aircraft energy tarns.
p0599 172-11196
EBEBGT BBQOIBEBEBTS. ' .
DSSE electric inpalse de-icing syfetem design.
p0161 A72-37033
Radiation patterns and transmitter power needed
for two-bay antenna used with VOE approach
marker* beacon ,
[FAA-BD-72-33] . . p0261 H72-18659
Energy used in intercity freight transportation by
water, rail, pipeline, track, and air, and
effect of fuel price increases
[B-801-NSF1 p0390 H72-23979
BBEBGY SODBCES
Computer memory loading,, compiler language
revisions for military applications, and
research and development in aircraft power systems
[AD-731113] p0275 N72-19255
EBEBGT SPECTBA
CAT inducing atmospheric conditions effects on SST •.
flight, discussing turbulence in convective
clouds and kinetic energy spectra of atmospheric
motions . • '
P0061 A72-11693
EBEBGT STOBAGE •
HI ELECTBIC EHEBGY STOBAGE
EBEBGT TBABSFEB
NT 1INEAB .ENEBGY TBAHSFEB (LET)
Flutter problem wing-air flow energy exchange at
instability limit, obtaining vibration mode
shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem
analog model
P0054 A72-13191
Rave energy exchanger for hybrid propulsion system.
flCAS PAPEB 72-47] P.0555 A72-11172
Energy flow diagrams.
p0607 A72-44686
Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy
transfer, and performance characteristics
p0173 N72-26687
EBGIBE COHTEOL
NT TOBBOJET ENGINE COHTBOL
Concorde engine performance,.reviewing control,
reheat and exhaust systems ,
. ,fSAE PAPEB 710775] pOOOS A72-10267
Aircraft power plant management, discussing
integration of intake, engine and exhaust system
from control standpoint
,. . P0055 A72-13418
Olympus engine flight testing for relighting and
antiicing, engine control and noise and
vibration, assessments in support, of Concorde
aircraft development .
•.,.',' . P0197 A72-21898
Transient characteristics and steady state
off-design operation of mixed and unmixed type
turbofan engines, noting peculiarities in
control characteristics •
P0228 A72-22626 '
Optimal control of two shaft gas1 turbine engine in
helicopter, using cybernetic equipment.
P0231 A72-22862
Propulsion control systems design for military and
commercial 7/STOL aircraft, considering power
management performance with minimum weight and
paximum reliability and maintainability
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-79] p029y A72-25659
Floidics - A potential technology for aircraft
engine control.
POH9U' A72-38017
A fluidic sensor for closed .loop engine'*
acceleration control.
pO»95. A72-38019
Electrical components in gas turbine control
systems.
P0563 A72-12521 •
Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass
turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and
performance.under various flight conditions and
engine ratings
P0600 A72-«4281
Use of modeling and simulation methods in the
design of gas turbine engine control systems .
P0601 A72-11283
Optimal synthesis of.a two-parameter continuous
controller for a jet engine with an afterburner
P0601 A72-11284
Planning and management reguirements for aircraft
jet engine control system research and development
p0601 A72-11285
Synthesis of the control systems of a two-shaft
helicopter gas turbine engine
P0601 A72-UU289
Use of flnidic elements for jet engine controllers
p0601 A72-U4290
Analog model of gas turbine engine control
systems, using statistical estimates and flow
rate, heat conduction and dynamic eguations
P0602 A72-11293
Nonlinear digital modeling of gas turbine
propulsion units
p0602 A72-14294
Digital computer control of mixed-compression
inlet for turbojet engine
CBASA-TN-D-6880] .P0537 B72-29803
EBGIBE COOLABTS
Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes
air cooling by internal insert, analyzing'
thermal stresses
CAIAA PAPER 72-7] . p0129 A72-16861
Low conductivity insulating coating /graded
thermal barrier/ to cool gas turbine engine with
high pressure ratio and inlet temperature
[AIAA PAPER 72-361) poase A72-25389
Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering
engine cooling, high work factor turbines,
pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis
P0301 A72-26036
Beat generation sources-in high speed cylindrical
roller bearings for gas turbine oil cooler design
. p0313 A72-28111
Cooling advanced engines by endothermic reactions
of hydrocarbon fuels by absorbing sensible and
, latent heat
P0017 N72-11672
EBGIBE DESIGB
Propulsion system optimization for commercial
. transport aircraft design under Advanced
Transport Technology study, considering impact
on aircraft gross weight
[SAE PAPEB 710760] pOOOS A72-10257
Advanced technology air transports propulsion
system reguirements, considering design, engine
performance and reliability, maintenance,
airline problems, noise and pollution control
[SAE PAPEB 710761] pOOOS A72-10258
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for
subsonic turbofan engines, discussing weight and
fatigue sensitivity redactions and performance
test results
[SAE PAPEB 710771] pOOOS A72-10265
Small three spool, reverse and mixed flow turbofan
engine for business jets, discussing fuel .
consumption reduction, thernodynamic
performance, efficiency and maintainability
[SAB PAPEB 710776] . ' pOOOS A72-10268
Aircraft power plant design and installation
influence on operational effectiveness,
discussing manufacturers and operators
cooperation for reliability and maintainability
enhancement
[SAE PAPER 710777] ' p0006 A72-10269
Airline Propulsion Team approach to DC-10 aircraft
power plant design for maximum operational
effectiveness
[SAE PAPEB 710778] p0006 A72-10270
CF6 high bypass ratio turbofan engine design
improvements for fuel consumption, thrust/weight
ratio, starting, noise level, smoke emission,
maintenance, monitoring and accessory replacement
[SAE PAPEB 710779] p0006 172-10271
PT6 and JT15D gas turbine aircraft engines
development and service experience
P0015 A72-11699
Q/STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise
levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio
and turbine stages
P0020 A72-12501
Disk shaped lift engine providing additional
thrust during takeoff and transition phases of
A-177
BHGIHB DESIGH COITD SUBJECT IHDEI
V/STOL aircraft, returning to ground by jet
after task accomplishment
P0025 472-12900
Propulsion twin spool power plant design and
dimensioning with selective high pressure
cut-off for supersonic aircraft with part of
flight in subsonic range
[DFVLH-SORDDR-169 ] p0058 472-13608
H4SA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet
aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic
and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans
P0059 472-13679
GE CF6-50 highrbypass two-spool engine
development, discussing configuration,
installation, endurance tests and various failures
p0059 472-13681
Aircraft air breathing propulsion technology,
discussing two-place aircraft, tnrbofan power
plants, helicopter engines and V/STOL, CTOL,
subsonic transports and supersonic aircraft
p0067 A72-11825
Jet aircraft noise reduction, discussing engine
design modifications
p0070 472-15167
Soviet book on thermal and gas dynamic design of
gas turbines in aircraft and liquid propellant
rocket engines, covering three dimensional .
flows, temperature distribution, component :
cooling, etc"
P0070 472-15216
Aircraft noise measurement units and methods,
discussing engine design' for noise reduction
P0118 472-16026
High intensity combustion chamber design for gas
turbine of jet engine, considering primary,
secondary and dilution zones
P0122 472-16191
Aircraft gas turbine engine and components
post-war development in Japan
p0122 472-16199
4ircraft and re'usable spacecraft propulsion,
systems current status and future development,
discussing noise and exhaust emission problems,
V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc .
. ' 'p0127 472-16735
Gas turbine engine inlet solid particle separator
designed as integral engine part, discussing
semireverse flow superiority
P0175 472-18755
Inlet duct and turbofan engine compatibility
without stalling and surge conditions obtained
by design optimization and wind tunnel testing
p0176 472-18761
Manufacturer viewpoint on aircraft engine safe
introduction into airline service, discussing
JT9D engine design for 717 aircraft
P0178 A72-18830
Astafan turbofan engine with variable pitch fan
rotor blades for thrust variation, discussing
gearbox and core engine design
p0188 472-20159
Commercially available aircraft, turbofan engines
specifications, describing design features-and
performance characteristics
p0189 472-20625
Soviet civil 'gas turbine engines construction and
performance, noting relatively high specific
fuel consumption
: !
 P0191 472-21275
-Intercomponent complex annular ducts design for
gas turbine engines
P0238 472-23872
STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design
reguirements consideration based on .common
propulsion and lift engine, types use, noting fan
lift solution superiority
'P0211 472-21865
T63/250 engine program current status, covering
turboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing
aircraft powerplant models and applications
[SAE P4PER 720350] p0292 472-25601
Two spool geared fan jet engine design and
development for general aviation,' discussing
performance, reliability and ecological aspects
[S4E PAPEB 720351] p()292 A72-25602
High bypass ratio JT15D-1 turbofan engine design
and development' testing
[SAE P4PES 720352] ' ' p0292 472-25603
Small radial inflow turbines for space
applications, considering blade-shroud
clearance, blade loading and exit diffnser design
C4SBE PAPEB 72-GT-12] . , p0295 472-25636
Variable pitch nltrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan
engine design for STOL transport aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-61] p0297 472-25652
Integral and remote powered lift fan engines
design for large civilian VTOL transports
[ASBE P4PEB 72-GT-65] ' p0297 472-25651
Propulsion system design for military VTOL
aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum
thrust ratio and exhaust downwash characteristics
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-73] p0297 A72-25655
.Design considerations in selecting geometries for
high pressure ratio single stage centrifugal
compressors "
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-91] .. ' p0298 472-25665
Hiring parameter design of high loading spray type
combnstor for lift jet engine, using primary zone
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-99] • p0298 A72-25668
.Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion
index for axial flow compressor, examining
radial velocity,, continuity equation and.
mathematical model
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-109] . p0299 472-25673
Turbomeca Astafan geared fan engine with axial
centrifugal compressor design,, specifications
and performance . .
p0311 A72-27748
Gas turbine units with constant pressure cycle,
discussing design and optimization method
' . p0314 A72-28119
Stage removal and addition effect on multistage
axial compressor for application in engi'ne design
, . . . ' , P0395 A72-31706
Integrated data acguisition and processing system
for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering
all-digital, analog and hybrid approach
, pOlOO 472-32319
RB 211 three-shaft turbofan. engine for L-1011
airliner, describing de'sign for noise reduction
pOlOO 472-32128
Concorde engines design for maintainability and
reliability to reduce turnaround time,
discussing diagnostic facilities and on-wing
maintenance features . , ', .
' '' .' pOIOI 472-321157
Commercial transport' aircraft engine technology
contribution to world air transportation, .,.
considering social and ecological compatibility;
with'community ' " ^. . . '. • ... ?
: .'.]*'.'.. " '-,', .pO'108 472-33311
Jet. aircraft gas turbine engine technology impa'ct
on safety, reliability, airline profitability,.,.
and international trade . ', „
p'0108 472^33315
HASA/General Electric joint, development of low .^
noise propulsion technology,', describing |
demonstrator, engine 4 design, components
development 'and aerodynamic/acoustic performance
evaluation , ^.^ ,..' .
[4144 P4PER 72-657] ... pOIII A72r34077
P-i.OO and F-101 turbofan engine 'design and .,
development for. F-15 and^F-11, discussing
impingement co'oling,. Ti-' .alloys, powder j
metallurgy and metal composites, etc
.- , ' p0142 472^ -31390
Lynx helicopter HS 3.60 turboshaft. engine,
describing modular design for maintainability.
P0419 472^31927
HASA program for low cost turbojet and turbofan
t engine fabrication for missile and light
. aircraft propulsion
p0191 472-37637
Pulsed-jet engine of Hesserschmi'tt-Boelkow-Blohm
without .valve flaps
, ' . ' . , ': , p0191 472-38031
Influence of the structural format on the range'of
critical rotational speeds of rotors ,in aircraft
engines •
p0508 472-39801
Quiet" engine design 'for V/STOL and reduced takeoff
and landing /RTOL/ aircraft; discussing various
engine noise sources, conntermeasures and
tolerance levels • . ' '
• p0509 472-39819
Russian book - The 4Sh-62IR engine /1th enlarged
edition/.
A-178
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P0548 472-40463
Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial
flov compressors nsed in turbojet engines,
calculating meridional velocity distribution
P0550 472-40930 '
Theoretical and experimental study of a dual-node
ranjet /flight range from Hach 3.5 to 7/
tICAS PAPEB 72-241 ; '•' p0553 472-41149
Elements of the theory of gas-turbine-unit designs
P0559 472-41700
Engine selection for specific aircraft design and
mission, considering bypass and pressure ratios
and turbine temperature effects on performance
and weight '
tSUSE P4PEB 9101 p0595 472-43457
IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design and
installation details, operational surveillance
system and maintenance operations
P0597 472-43639
Basic dimensionless geometrical relations for the
combustion chambers of aircraft gas turbine. "
engines ' '
p0598 472-43674
Contribution to the determination of the
characteristics of a gas turbine engine for a:
helicopter and to the choice of the, throttling law
• • • • - • - - • • pOeOO '472-44277
Development and application of nodular design
concept to improve jet aircraft engine maintenance
P0040 N72-11030
Cascade calculations and tests of blunt trailing
edge blades used in advanced axial compressor
concepts
f4D-725789] ' ' p0045 B72-11308
Analysis of gear reduction concepts for power
train systems used with low bypass ratio, single
spool, geared turbofan engine for aircraft
propulsion
CHASA-CB-727351 P0093 B72-12413
Influence of engine design and thrust vector
control on transition characteristics of VIOL
transport aircraft
fNASA-TT-F-14059] p0151 B72-13993
Design of low pressure ratio fan lift engines for
civilian 7TO1 transport aircrafts
rNASA-TH-X-67977] " p0162 H72-14793
Heat transfer design analysis of air-cooled
'plug-nozzle system for supersonic cruise
aircraft engine ;
CH4SA-TH-X-2475] : PQ174 H72-15892
4erod'ynamic and mechanical design of two-stage,
highly-loaded fan for advanced aircraft, and
tests with uniform and distorted inlet flow
C5ASA-CB-120859] p0326 S72-20763
Thermodynamic and geometric characteristics of
pulsejet engines
fBEPT-891] P0326 B72-20765
Numerical analysis of parameters in multistage gas
turbine engines and components
fAD-736489] .- • . , p0340 N72-21827
Effect of slots 'and 'vortex generators on
efficiency and stable operation of highly loaded
compressor stages ' '
[BASA-CB-72793] "r 'p0377 H72-22791
Development and characteristics of short length,
double-annular, ram-induction combustor for '
turbofan engine operat'ing at rfach 3
fHASA-CH-120908] .p0377 H72-22792
Interference problems of 'airframe engine '
integration in aircraft' design optimization
CAGAHD-LS-53] p0478 H72-27016
Determination of thrust and drag characteristics
for integrated aircraft engine design optimization
P0478 B72-27023
Design and fabrication of low cost turbojet and
tnrbofan engines
fBASA-TH-X-68085) p0487 B72-27816
Design and development of movable turbine inlet
guide vanes' to provide aerodynamic choking for
jet engine ' ' '
[1JASA-CASE-LAB-10642-1] p0487 H72-27820
Hission regai'rements and design modifications for
air breathing engines used in space shuttles
[H4S1-TB-I-68098] . p0524 H72-28794
Performance test of three stage turbine engine
with tandem blading to determine steady state
stresses and vibration effects ,
[N4SA-CB-2097] p0538 B72-29806
Operating principles of main 'components' of fuel
flow control unit for OSSB' turbofan engine
'fAD-7823681 p0539 H72-29816
Engine design studies for subsonic commercial
transport aircraft
fBASA-TH-X-2625] ' p0580 N72-30778
History of Curtis D-12 aircraft engine to show
design, development, manufacture, and application
P0590 1172-31781
Design and operation of first-stage and two-stage
of small, low cost tnrbofan engine to determine
specific work, torgue, mass flow, and efficiency
fNASA-TH-D-6967] I p0626 N72-32072
Theory, design, and operating principles of
aircraft turbomachines
fAD-7114183] P0632 N72-32773
EH6IBE PiltDBE
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for
externally-blown jet flap due to engine failure
pOOiS 472-11700
Lubrication system filtration effects on rolling
element -bearing life and extended mean time to
failure of gas turbine engine's
P0175 472-18754
4ircraft gas turbine engine monitoring for failure
prevention, evaluating condition through
spectrum analysis, and real tine correlation
technigues
p0177 A72-18766
Engine out flight training safety, recommending
certification requirements "or training
procedures changes
P0179 472-1883U
Attack helicopters engine failure problems,
discussing flight test results in transition
from powered high speed flight to aatorotational
flight
P0190 472-21011
Bussian book on aircraft engine'reliability
covering defects, fractures and failure
analysis, service life prediction, production
deficiencies and operational conditions
P0301 472-26068
Hydraulic transmission for driving helicopter tail
rotor, noting compensatory system for engine
failure
P0311 472-27862
Russian book - The 4Sh-62IR engine /4th enlarged
edition/.
P0548 472-40463
Beport of aircraft incident on Boeing 747
commercial aircraft resulting from engine
failure during climbont after takeoff fron
Honolulu, Hawaii ."
[NTSB-AAB-7.T-161 p0166 N72-15005
Afterburning steady state performance and
operational limits of TF-30 turbofan engine
fHASA-TB-D-68391 p0477 N72-27014
Engine failure dependence on flying hours and
sortie history
fAD-743400] P059.1 N72-31792
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 737 aircraft
during takeoff from Philadelphia', Pennsylvania
airport on 19 Jnl. 70
fPB-208664) p0641 B72-33042
EF6IBE IH1ETS
Dusty inlet air filtering in aircraft turbine
engines, discussing engine operation, dust and
filter characteristics
P0119 472-16179
Turbine inlet temperature sensor for gas turbine
engines, nsing noble aetal thermoelements with
high signal level
fS4E P4PEB 720160] p0136 472-17322
Simulated testing of turbojet engine ingestion of
nissile exhaust, determining design criteria for
aircraft engine inlets from altitude chamber
test data
P0176 472-18758
Turbine inlet g'as temperature limiting systems
design and operation in turboprop engines,
describing blocking mechanism, delaying element
and altitude compensation
P0311 472-27863
Integrated data acquisition and processing system
for inlet-aiccraft engine matching, considering
all-digital, analog and hybrid approach
P0400 472-32319
A-179
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Engine inlet total pressure distortion effects on
multistage axial compressor and
turbojet/turbofan engine performance and
stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility
fICAS PIPER 72-191 P0553 A72-1111t
Calculation of the recircolation flow of VTOL lift
engines.
CICAS PAPEB 72-121 P0555 A72-11167
Installation caased flow distortion and its effect
on noise from a fan designed for tarbofan engines.
fAIAA P&PEH 72-1006} P0558 472-11590
Axisymmetric jet stretcher diffuser performance
for ramjet enqine inlet configurations, testing
at anqles of attack and supersonic flow velocities
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1021] P0558 472-11602
Wall porosity and angle of attack effects on jet
stretcher flow field for supersonic engine inlet
testing, using three dimensional method of
characteristics
f A I A A PAPER 72-1025]. p0558 472-11603
Full-scale inlet/engine testing at hiqh
maneuvering angles at transonic velocities.
f A I A A PAPER 72-10261 P0558 A72-11601
Analytical method for combining the interaction of
inlet distortion and turbulence.
p0591 472-13330
analysis of interaction of oblique shock with bow
shock of blunt leading edge and application ito
desiqn of hypersonic ramjet inlets
fAD-726111] pOOIS H72-11312
Transonic -performance of double flux engine
nacelle air intake and afterbody at high
Reynolds numbers
P0075 N72-11866
Application of linear stochastic optimal'control
theory to .design of control system for air inlet
of supersonic propulsion system
fNASA-TH-X-67905] p0079 N72-11897
Development of methods for determining inlet shock
position from wall static profiles in mixed
compression supersonic inlet
CNAS4-TS-X-2397] p0096N72-12780
Computation of potential flow around .axisymmetric
bodies, cowls, and engine inlets using
singularity method
fAVA-FB-7131] P0321 N72-20331
Performance tests of turbojet engine with
axisymmetric mixed-compression supersonic inlet
and sincjle spool rotor
flIASA-TN-X-25581 p0390 H72-23837
Application of streamline curvature method for
determining performance of tnrbofans and
comparison with empirical results
fNAL-TR-268T] . p0176 N72-26999
Development and evaluation of fluidic turbine
inlet qas temperature sensors
rSAL-TR-265] pO«81 H72-27428
Desiqn and development of movable turbine inlet
quide vanes to provide aerodynamic chokinq for
let enqine'
r»ASA-CiSE-LARr10612-1] . p0187 N72-27820
Digital computer control of mixed-compression
inlet for turbojet engine
rNASA-TN-D-6880] p0537 .H72-29803
Momentum loss measured for determination of drag
in wind tunnel model of advanced manned
interceotor with enqine packaqe containing twin
internal airflow passages
rAD-7117UU] P0539 N72-29817
Summary of static strength tests conducted on
Concorde aircraft nacelle structure
p0512 H72-29916
Tests to determine acoustic and aerodynamic
performance of two choked flow inlets under
static conditions
rN4S4-TM-I-2629] p0632 H72-32765
ESGISE HOSITOSIKG ISSTBUSESTS
Flight display systems current state and future
developments, discussing dual attitude
indicators and automatic chart systems CRTs,
enqine displays and malfunction warning systems
p0056 472-13923
Aircraft integrated data systems application to
flight safety analysis, enqine performance
monitoring, crew proficiency, autoland
evaluation, operations and logistics-
p0065 472-14726
Aircraft qas turbine engine monitoring for failure
prevention, evalnatinq condition through
spectrum analysis and real tiae correlation
techniques
p0177 A72-18766
Engine condition monitoring - The Pan 4m approach:
Phase II.
p0150 A72-35321
Automated airborne recording system to obtain data
on aircraft engines, subsystems and operational
performance, considering cost and economic
benefits
TAIAA PAPEB 72-752] p0198 472-38126
In-flight and flight-line monitor system to detect
foreign object damage in jet enqines.
P0561 A72-12690
EBGIIE BOISE . .
HT'SOCKET EHGISE HOISE
Jet aircraft tnrbofan enqine fan compressor noise
reduction by acoustic lininqs, giving B and D
results
fBAS PAPER 71 SA6] . p0003 472-10223
Aircraft engine noise effects in airport
vicinities, discussing measurement scales,
turbofan sources, noise reduction and future air
traffic
p0016 472-12022
4ir breathing propulsion systems for reducing
engine noise level, discussing stoichionetric
qas turbine enqines, 7/STOL propfans and
variable-geometry supersonic inlet and exhaust
nozzles • "
p0057 472-13186
4ircraft industry noise reduction efforts to meet
F44 requirements for CTOL and STOL aircraft,
emphasizinq turbofan and compressor noise
suppression and/or attenuation
p0067 472-11820
Turbojet enqine noise causes and reduction
techniques, notinq O.S.' antinoise standards
p0069 472-11925
Sound attenuation in lined rectanqnlar ducts with
uniform steady flow, considering aircraft engine
noise reduction
p0070 472-15267
4rmy aircraft qas turbine enqines pollution
potential evaluation proqram, considerinq smoke
emission, noise and invisible pollutants
p0177 472-18772
Enqine fan-compressor maximum noise deduction for'
qiven aircraft confiquration by acoustic lininqs
on nacelle inlet and exhaust walls
p0183 472-19268
JT8D enqine exhaust noise field, considering
internal noise sources contribution from' exhaust
duct sound pressure measurements
'p018U 472-19331
Turbojet and tnrbofan enqines noise signatures and
sonic boom effects, discussinq frequency
spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise , '
suppression systems " ' !~* r ' '
1
 ' p0186 472-20163
Acoustical theory application to jet enqine noise
'reduction, developing mathematical model for
blade shock wave spacing in noise generation'
process ' ' J '
• ' •' '" p0189 472-20512
Turbofan enqine trends for short haul conventional
and STOL aircraft, considerinq variable pitch
fans, reduction gears, thrust reversal and noise
and environmental pollution :
C4SBE PAPER 72-GT-86] . ' p0298 472-25661
RASA quiet engine program, discussing noise
reduction technology for subsonic civil
transport aircraft propulsion system
CASBE PAPEB 72-6T-96] p0298 472-25667
Open-air jet engine^ test-stand for'flame
stabilization, jet and compressor noi'se studies,
notinq provisions for rapid installation changes
p0309 -472-271116
Bibliography on noise'control covering surface
transportation, machinery and aircraft noise,
industrial 'criteria, biodynamics, legislation
and measurement • '.
' = p0356' 472-29588
Digital data process'inq techniques for aircraft
engine*noise data reduction, analyzinq fan noise
spectrum '
 1
p0356 472-29810
Lift fan blade interaction discrete frequency
noise, discussing potential and viscous •
A-180
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interactions relation to rotor-stator spacing
P0395 A72-32019
Low noise aircraft-engine configuration
feasibility, discussing tnrbofan engine noise.
redaction
pOlOO A72-32322
NASA/General Electric joint developaent of low ,
noise propulsion technology, describing
denonstrator engine A design, components
development and aerodynamic/acoustic perfornance
evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 72-657] . ' pOH1l| A72-3B077
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plennm
pressure fluctuations.
pOOSO A72-352H3.
NASA B and D prograns for guiet ST01 aircraft and
engines development
pOtt57 A72-36503
Combustion noise generation by burning fnel-air
mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result
of time variable heat release rate due to
turbulence
 ;
p0457 172-36505
Aircraft noise problem in piston engine to
tnrbofan jumbo jet transports, discussing need
for noise reduction research
TAI1A PAPER 72-815] _ „ pO«97 A72-38117
Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing
scaling rules for sound poser and directional
characteristics of radiated sound
P0506 A72-39557
Quiet engine design for V/STOL and reduced takeoff
and landing /HT01/ aircraft, discussing various
engine noise sources, conntermeasnres and
tolerance levels
P0509 A72-39819
NASA Quiet Engine program.R and D on conventional
takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft
engine noise
tICAS PAPER 72-U8] . p0556 A72-111.73
Installation caused fIon distortion and its effect
on noise from a fan designed for tnrbofan engines.
TAIAA PAPER 72-1006] posse A72-ti590
NASA's gniet engine programs.
p0569 A72-13152
Experiment of supersonic air intake buzz.
p0603 A72-1HU96
Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions -in high
speed fans. -
.',.'.' p0610 A72-14917
Noise generation by rotating blades of axial flow
fan in infinite annnlns
[AD-726126] .p0051 H72-1171U
Analysis of noise levels created by military
aircraft, ground support equipment, and terminal
facilities
f AD-72845B] .. . ,p0090 N72-11972
Annual report of Institute of Sound and vibration
Research including aircraft, engine, and
tnrbomachinery noise, silencers, and human
responses to noise , . ,
. , , ' p0112 B72-1361H
Annual report 1969 of Institute of Sound,and
Vibration Research 'including aircraft, engine,
and turbomacbinery noise, audiology, and
structural vibration
 t
. . p0112 N72-13615
Investigating lift fan noise reduction by
configuration modifications in LP336/A
tNASA-CR-1931] ' p0218 N72-1700U
Aircraft noise reduction by extinction Kith
reversed phase sound in,acoustic interference
CHBB-BB-55-71-0] p0332 N72-21011
Acoustic measurements to determine aerodynamic
noise characteristics of single stage fan .with.
1.5 pressure ratio and 1160 feet per second tip
speed --(
fNASA-CR-120789] p0365 N72-21991
Measurement of noise produced by turbofan rotor
following removal of casing boundary layer
rBASA-TN-D-6763] • p0379 H72-2299II
Characteristics'of free turbulence as source of
aerodynamic noise and application to analysis of
noise created by jet engines •>
p0383 N72-23021
Analysis of effect of aerodynamically-induced
fluctuation forces on sound produced by axial
flow compressor rotor and stator combinations
[SASA-CR-2012] P0119 N72-23991
Analysis-of noise generated by target type thrust
reversers used on augnentor-wing short takeoff
aircraft
tBASA-TB-X-68082] • pO«77 B72-27012
Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow
distortion and noise in subsonic aircraft engines
rNASA-TH-I-68105] p0520 H72-28287
BASA guiet engine technology for reducing noise
levels in conventional and subsonic aircraft
[NASA-TB-I-68121] • pOSSO H72-30775
Development of advanced technology for identifying
and minimizing sources of noise in aircraft
engines
. [HASA-TH-I-68131] p0622 B72-320<13
EBGIBE PARTS
Electrodischarge and electrochemical machining
.applications in continuous repetitive> production
of aircraft jet engine components
P0013 A72-11150
Jet engine component overhaul procedures for
fatigue damage repair, detailing distressed
metal removal, replacement and welding techniques
p0020 A72-12U99
Aircraft gas turbine engine and components
post-war development in Japan
P0122 A72-16199
Statistical evaluation for forged jet engine parts
tensile tests cost reduction, using regression
analysis
p018« A72-19a81
Recrystallized silicon carbide and reaction bonded
silicon nitride as construction materials for
gas turbine engine components, describing
thermal and mechanical properties
CASBE PiPEB 72-6T-20] p029ft A72-25619
Countersink boring machines with programmed
digital control systems for precision spacing
• multiple hole drilling in extended aircraft
. engine components
P0304 A72-26816
Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
applications in aircraft and engine structural
components, discussing dynamic and impact
damping properties compared to conventional
materials
p0344 A72-28555
Air dust erosive damage to helicopter gas turbine
engine parts, discussing inertial rotorless
filtering systems
P0316 A72-28786
Aircraft -engine components fatigue life assessment
under small cycle temperature conditions,
including temperature field and stress-strain
determination in critical spot
P0358 A72-30279
Aircraft gas turbine engine Si base alloy disks
and shafts thermomechanical treatment,
considering yield strength and high and low
cycle fatigue resistance
pO«07 A72-33299
Russian book - Production of the principal
elements and units of aircraft engines
\ pO<»52 A72-35456
Bethods and sequences for producing precision
forged structural and jet engine components from
metal powder preforms of titanium alloys
CAD-736177] p0372 N72-22511
Becbanical properties of gas turbine vanes and disks
fJPBS-55987] pO«28 N72-21825
Hechanical properties of gas turbine disk material
after operation
P0428 N72-24827
Purge system and components of BRE AIB
tNASA-CR-112060] p0137 N72-25715
Quality control and reliability engineering
procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
IJPRS-5667H] p0538 N72-29809
ENGINE STABTEBS
Airstart flight testing for single engine
fighter/attack aircraft, including flight
conditions, windmilling, fuel' flows, gas
temperature, ignition and acceleration
p01«6 A72-18U96
Onboard and* ground based hydraulic starter systems
design, construction and operation for aircraft
turbine engines
P0192 A72-2118U
Hydraulic starter systems for aircraft turbine
engines, examining operation loads and fluid
A-181
EHGIBE TBSTIHG LABOBATOBIES SDBJECI IHDBI
supply and pressure reg'oirements
P0285 A72-25284
The start'inq of turbine engines in helicopters.
TABS PRBPBINT 662] p0448 472-34509
Desiqn and testing of brushless dc starter
generator system
rAD-738707] P0468 H72-26041
Starting characteristics of aircraft turbine
engines in flight and on gronnd
fAD-740291] p0538 H72-29812
EHSIME TBSTIHG LABORATOBIBS
Arnold Engineering Development Center tarbine
engine testing facilities and techniques for
flight conditions and environnent sinnlation,
air/fuel flow and thrust measurement, etc
fASHE PAPEB 71-IA/GT-8] p0116 472-15901
Aircraft engine anti-icinq tests and evaluation
describing ground and airborne technignes
CAIAA PAPEB 72-162] P0128 A72-16828
Open-air jet engine test stand for flame
stabilization, jet and compressor noise studies,
noting provisions for rapid installation changes
p0309 472-27416
EHGIIB TESTS
HT COLD FIOW TESTS
Augmentor winq jet STOL research aircraft
development proqress report covering design,
enqine tests, performance prediction, control
simulation and stability angmentation
fSAE PAPER 710757] p0004 472-10254
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for
subsonic tnrbofan engines, discussing weight and
fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance
test results
fSAE PAPER 710771] pOOOS A72-10265
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas
turbine engine inlet nozzles, shoving cracks as
function of material
P0014 A72-11373
NASA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet
aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic
and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans
p0059 A72-13679
GE CF6-50 high-bypass two-spool engine
development, discussing configuration,
installation, endurance tests and various failures
P0059 A72-13681
Automated jet engine development facility,
discussing assembly and test area and computer
controlled'operation
.tASHE PAPEB 71-SA/GT-6] p0116 A72-15899
DSAF small qas turbine test complex, discussing
machinery, equipment, simulated testing,,
altitude chambers and instrumentation
TASHE PAPER 71-WA/GT-7] p0116 A72-15900
Jet engine test facilities for JT9D experimental
and production models
fASHE PAPER 71-BA/GT-12] P0117 472-15904
.F-14 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems,
spinninq, low speed performance, stalling,
afterburning tnrbofan enqines, in-flight
refueling and automatic telemetry equipment .
P0138 A72-17582
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and tnrbofan
enqines testinq with/without afterburners
p0146 472-18495
Airstart flight testing for single .engine
fiqhter/attack aircraft, including .flight
conditions, vindmillinq, fuel flows, gas
temperature, ignition and acceleration
P0146 A72-18496
Catapult steam ingestion test of tnrbofan engines
in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall
occurrences with temperature increase rate in
distorted region
P0176 472-18760
Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index
derivation for high hub-tip ratio multistage
axial flow compressor from one dimensional
isentropic flow expressions
P0176 472-18762
Aircraft enqine test data processing by polynomial
relations, assuming normal measurement error
distribution
p0181 A72-18978
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine enqine
corrosion tests in controlled environment,
simulating salt, high temperature and humidity
conditions
C H A C B PAPER 76] p024i 472-24320
Dynamic model of high bypass ratio tnrbofan
engines for 1-1011 wind tunnel flutter test
program
CAIAA PAPEB 72-376] p0286 472-25400
Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven hydraulic
power pack for landing gear systei, noting
engine and flight tests
[SAE PAPEB 720327] ' p0291 A72-25589
Bigh bypass ratio JT15D-1 turbofan engine design
and development testing
[SAE PAPEB 720352] p0292 A72-25603
Composite materials application to gas tarbine fan
guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors
and prototypes performance in engine tests
p0313 472-28100
Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent tests
duration determination by analytical method
based on Larson-Killer parametric description of
stress rapture strength
p0315 A72-28243
Procedure for the continuous sampling and
measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft
tarbine engines.
[SAE ABP 1256] p0458 A72-36532
The S4HA hypersonic wind tunnel - Its use for
tests of ramjet engines with supersonic
combustion of hydrogen
P0493 A72-37823
Axisymmetric jet stretcher diffuser performance
for ramjet engine inlet configurations, testing
at angles of attack and supersonic flow velocities
fAIAi PAPEB 72-1024] p0558 A72-41602
Rail porosity and angle of attack effects on jet
stretcher flow field for supersonic engine inlet
testing, using three dimensional method of
characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1025] p0558 472-41603
Fail-scale inlet/enqine testing at high
maneuvering angles at transonic velocities.
rAIAi PAPEB 72-1026] p0558 472-41604
Characteristics of an ejector-type engine
simulator for STOL model testing.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1028] p0558 472-41607
Digital computer controlled testing eguipment for
separately driven coaxial gas turbine low and
high pressure compressors, emphasizing
reliability and flexibility in system design
P0564 472-42682
High response two-transducer pressure measurement
for evaluating nonnniform and unsteady inlet
airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet
engine stability and performance
P0564 472-42683
Experience with the HBC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
v/STOL engine model' testing.
• • ; pOSOO 472-44247
Aircraft gas turbine enqine .controllers and fuel
pump testinq under extreme fuel temperatures,
noting cavitation characteristics
' >r P0601 472-44287
Mathematical model-'for dynamics simulation of
aircraft turboprop enqine's, usinq digital,
analog and hybrid computers
• ' p0601 472-44288
Test facilities for aeropropalsion systems,
emphasizing utilization, cost and technical
advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems
compatibility and test types
fAIAA P4PEB 72-1034] p0615 472-45401
Effect of several geometrically different porous
castings on rotor stall limit line and overall
performance improvement
rNASA-TH-p-6537] - p0078 H72-11888
Jet engine calibration tests conducted in altitude
chamber to determine gross thrust values for
future engine and nozzle evaluations
CHASA-TH-X-2398) p0079 N72-11895
Development of technignes for evaluating
performance of air breathing engines and
measurement of significant operating parameters
fHASA-TH-X-68305] p0329 N72-20983
Development of procedure for calculating
off-design-point performance of turbojet and
turbofan engines
[LR-555] p0378 H72-22798
Starting characteristics of aircraft turbine
enqines in flight and on ground
4-182*
SUBJECT IBDBI BHVIBOHBEHTAL-COFTBOL
TAD-71I02911 P0538 H72-29812
Equivalent.testing of gas turbine engines for
prolonged service life. • •
rAD-7S31i)5] P0591 N72-31789.
Modular multichannel data processing system for
turbojet engine testing ' . -
• tNASA-TB-X-68123] • •- -p0628 N72-32158
BSGIBEEBIHG DEVELOPHBBT . • ' ••
0 PBODDCT DEVELOPBENT
EBGIHEEBIBG HABAGZHESI
S-3A aircraft weight control program organization
and methods, considering'cost and schedule
performance
C E A S E PAPER 906] •' - • p0595 A72-l(3t53
BB6IBES . . . . • • • • • • • ' • : .
S T A I S BREATHING ERGINES.- , - • . . . • • .
NT GAS TDBBINE ENGINES
NT HELICOPTER. ENGINES • . " ' -• ' -' ' '
NT I N T E R N A L COMBUSTION. EBGIBES. • ' . "• :
NT JET ENGINES, . . . , . . - . . ."'•'. ' •
ST LIQUID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGI-BES
NT NUCLEAR SOCKET ENGINES
N T PISTON ENGINES . . . . .
NT PULSEJET ENGINES -
 v • .• ' -• .•
NT RAMJET ENGINES . -
NT BOCKET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COSBUSTION RAHJET ENGINES •
NT TUBBINE 'ENGINES. ',' „ ~' . • ' .
NT TOBBOFAB' ENGINES ,
NT TOBBOJET ENGINES
N T TURBOPROP ENGINES, . - . . - . - • . . • • • .
N T TUBBOROCKET. ENGINES ' . ' . . ' •
. .NT W A N K E L ENGINES . . ' . . ' - .
Hark 7. arresting engine alignment measuring system
.and procedures for.correcting misalignment
: . rAD-732««5] . ' • • . p0257 N72-18272
Characteristics.and advantages of flapping, wing
engine over screw engine •• " •
. . . • ; . . - . - • - pOU23 N72-2U118
ENHAHCEHEH'T . • : • . - .
0 ADGBENTATION . . •
EBTBEHCHBD STBEAHS
D''STBEAHS ' ' ', .-. .• '. •• . •
EN7IRONBENT POLLUTION . ".-... " • - - ' ,
NT AIR POLLUTION ' ; . - . '• • .
NT BATER(.PpLLOTiON •. . . -..-,' .'..-. .. • . •
Air law concept'as totality^ of. .legal regulations
related to atmosphere .use .by flying devices,
discussing.relation to international -
..f. environmental "protection
. '•"•
>;
 "'. ', . .'•..-.. • -. --.,, . p0011 A72-11107
National Environmental.Policy Act /PL 91-190/ •
impact .on Army .aircraft turbine engine.-
develop'ment in terms o.f,.performance,1 additional
~ cost and -time '
"''.'..•• '.'-• . , ,, P0177 A72-18773
Turbofan. engine trends for .short, haul conventional
a'nd STOL1 aircraft, cpnsidering^variable pitch
,.
 t fans, reduction gears', thrust reversal and noise
and environmental, pollution , ... . •
'fASBE .PAPEB 7'2-X3T>86.3., ', " , p0298 A72-25661
Acoustical environment, pollution-control, •• - -
;.considering noise' annoyance effects due to
'"'industry and. construction, surface and air
traffic,, alarm de'vices, radiovand TV, etc
' " -Vp' _ . p03514 A72-29554
Aircraft gas turbine en~gines environmental
effects, considering .thermal -radiation, acoustic
emissions and exhaust gases in relation to
propulsion system design parameters
P0602 A72-1U296
Environmental impact and adverse environmental. '
, effects of Navy F-1t aircraft operation'
[PB-199851-F) . . p0206 B72-15983
Environmental impact survey., for'airport
development at Grove City, Pa.
f PB-2032a7-F;| . - . • p0221 N72-17201
Environmental impact survey of" taziway
construction at Santa Barbara Hnnicipal Airport,
Calif.-
rPB-201533-F] P0221 N72-17202
Environmental impact survey on consolidation of •
all Air Force advanced helicopter training^at
Hill &FB, Utah •
CPB-198761-F] P0221 N72-17203
Environmental impact of NASA Flight Research
Center, Edwards, California
fPB-20205t-F] P0269 S72-19027
Bibliography on aviation industry's response to
solving its environmental pollution problems
[GA-300-89] . P0526 N72-28986
BBVIBOBBEBT SIBDLATIO8 '
NT'ACOUSTIC SIBU1ATION
NT SLTITODE SIBDLATIOH
NT THEBBAL SIBULATION
ATC systems analysis by computerized real time
environmental simulation, taking into account
new aircraft types, navigation and.supervision
aids ",
••p0230 A72-22782'
Safe aircraft fuels crashworthiness evaluation in
terms of ignition susceptibility parameter,
noting full scale crash environment simulation
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-27] ,
 v p0291 A72-25623
Ban computer weapons effectiveness and system test
environment /HESTE/ instrumentation system with
Decca navigation for simulated combat
environmental flight tests
P0310 A72-27515
Bultiscale numerical model" for" local weather
: - development simulation, noting forecasting for
long distance air travel
p03«8 A72-28857
Digital computer eguipped facility for training
simulators,_environmentaj. simulation .capability _
testing, describing electronics interface,
control and display equipment
• ' • ' ' p0567 A72-U2928
- Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for
weather conditions during flight approach
rFAA-BA-71-lllt] ' '. p0033 N72-10233
Instrument landing system simulator including
special, signal generator for environment
"simulation
f RAE-TR-71115") " . '• ' : pOH36 N72-25607
EBVIBOBHEBT SIBOLATORS
Hailstone impact simulator for"prediction of hail
damage to aircraft structures, presenting data
on damage to flat metal sheets and spherical caps
•'••FAIAA PAPER 72-163] " p013« A72-16957
Cascade 'wind tunnel and water table determination
for trajectories and velocities of suspended
particles in fluid flow'through axial compressor
stage • , . . . . -
. . • , ' " - • . p0175 A72-18756
Night Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
'training^ discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
• ' • - . ' • ' p0182 A72-19137
Hailst'one impact simulator for aircraft damage .
prediction 'in testing prospective structural
designs
• '•• ' . p03U8 A72-28855
Design of vibration test facilit'y and equipment
for simulating ground transportation and
aircraft environments . ' .
• P021U N72-16792
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAHBEBS. . ' '
0 TEST CHAMBERS - ' " ' . ' "
EBVIBOBHEBTAt CONTROL
Short haul operating systems in air transportation
environments, discussing terminal vs cruise
configurations, costs and noise abatement
P0056 A72-.13822
Supercooled and warm fog dispersion technology,
considering air heating, helicopter downwash and
seeding methods
P0066 A72-11812
Private and governmental, regulatory aspects of
'environmental noise abatement and control,
discussing legal efforts and trends at local,
state and federal levels
P0103 A72-32611
Aero engines and propulsion systems development
contribution to.air transport economics and
regularity, considering environmental.factors
r" pO»08 A72-33313
Environmental considerations in airport development.
POH59 A72-36778
What's new in airport planning.
POU59 A72-36780
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of life support systems for civil
aircraft environmental control
tJPRS-55K5U] p0322 N72-20107
i-183
EHVIBOHHBHTiL E8GINEEBIBG SUBJECT IBDEX
Anendment to proposed noise control legislation
CH-BEPT-92-8421 p0525 B72-28975
EBVIBOHMEHTAL EHGIHEEBIH6
Acoustic echo sounder as real .tine, monitor of
airport environmental meteorological parameters
p0013 A72-11137
Environmental research with instrumented aircraft,
discussing application to operational
forecasting and w.eather''modification experiments
in hurricanes and tropical convective clouds
p0064 A72-14682
Environmental effects on aircraft and propulsion
systems - Conference, Trenton, H.J., Bay 1971
p0175 172-18751
Sonic boom research facilities and techniques,
emphasizing ^ applicability to other environmental
problems
P0233 A72-23317
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human frequency response
characteristics
P0302 172-26391
Environmental effects on aircraft structure
operational reliability, discussing failure
removal and protective coating lifetime
p0359 A72-30285
Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and
noise annoyance international standards for
civil aircraft noise reduction
p0508 A72-39803
ENVIBOHMEHTAL QUALITY
Noise pollution, impact on environment and living
things, noise'reduction, and noise abatement
legislation
[S-DOC-92-63] P0578 H72-30559
EFVIROBMEBTAL SUBVEIS
Environmental impact survey for airport
development at Grove City, Pa.
fPB-203247-F] p0221 H72-17201
Environmental impact survey of taxiway
construction at Santa Barbara Municipal Airport,
Calif.
[PB-201533-F] p0221 N72-17202
Environmental impact survey on consolidation of
all Air Force advanced helicopter training at
Hill AFB. Utah
rPB-198764-F) P0221 H72-17203
Environmental impact statement for Earth Resources
Aircraft program
rNlSA-TM-X-68550] P0476 N72-27008
Environmental impact survey of airport in Park
Falls, Wisconsin
fPB-204025-FI p0483 H72-27284
Environmental impact surveys of guiet engine.program
fB1S1-TH-X-68545] p0487 H72-27814
Environmental impact statement on proposed
improvements to Hanti-Ephraim Airport, Ephraim,
Utah
tPB-207064-F] P0626 N72-32270
Environmental impact statement on proposed
extension and widening of existing paved runvay
at Baxley Municipal Airport, Baxley, Georgia
rPB-206167-F] p0626 H72-32271
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction of Dade County Airport, Trenton,
Georgia
tPB-205578-F] P0627 H72-32272
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction of Jasper-Pickens County Airport,
Jasper, Georgia
fPB-204959-F) p0627 H72-32273
Environmental impact statement on proposed
development of Heillsville Municipal Airport,
Neillsville, Wisconsin
fPB-204576-F] p0627 B72-32274
Environmental impact statement of proposal for
installation of instrument landing systen and
approach lighting system at Ottnmva Industrial
Airport, Ottumva, Iowa
fPB-207235-F] p0627 B72-32275
Environmental impact statement on proposed airport
construction at Rest Jefferson, Borth Carolina
rPB-206552-F} P0627 B72-32276
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction of Bemphill Municipal Airport,
Hemphill, Texas
rPB-206262-F1 P0627 B72-32277
Environmental impact statement on airport
development in Effinghan, Illinois
rPB-205790-F] p0643 B72-33256
EBVIBOHHBBIAL TESTS
BT COBBOSIOB TESTS
HI HIGH TEHPEBATUBE TESTS
BT LOB TEMPEB1TUBE TESTS
Planar coax micropackaging of minicomputers for
aircraft navigation and military systems, noting
environmental tests
P0115 172-15772
Environmental tests on carbon fiber Tulcan
airbrake flap, including thermal cycling,
sustained loading, immersion, corrosion and
lightning strike tests
p0135 A72-16998
JT15D turbofan engine antiicing system
development, discussing icing test program and
results
P0176 A72-18765
C-54 A/B aircraft engine air particle separator
antiice system design features, manufacturing
techniques and testing
P0177 A72-18769
Turboprop electric igniter climatic test problems
and equipment for assessing quality control
P0182 172-19112
Field and laboratory sonic boom simulators, noting
reguired characteristics
P0234 172-23323
Prediction models for dynamic environment
experienced by cargo during air and rail
transportation
P0402 A72-32610
Low temperature environmental chamber for F-111
proof load testing, describing components of
cold air forced convection recirculation system
with lignid nitrogen injection
P0402 172-32612
Dynamic input to cargo in turbojet aircraft
studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing
instrumentation, test procedures, data redaction
processes and results
p0403 A72-32625
Belicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for
launch and recovery capabilities under sea
environment conditions, discussing visual
landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions
TABS PBEPBIBT 650] p0447 A72-34505
Evaluation of simulated pilot/system performance
in manually controlled IFB formation flight task
for UB-1 helicopter under various environmental
and operational conditions
[AD-725209J • P0031 B72-10044
Inventory of facilities for conducting
acceleration, environmental, impact, structural
shock, heat, vibration, and noise tests - Vol. 3
CBASA-CE-1876] / ' p0092 B72-12183
Development of methods for conducting climatic
tests with emphasis on design, construction, and
operation of climatic hangar"
flD-733299] : p0257 B72-18268
Environmental tests to determine behavior of
titanium alloys under hot salt, stress corrosion
conditions existing in jet engines
rBASl-TH-I-68015] p0259 B72-18541
Durability tests on components of VFW-H3 gyrodyne
 ;
with determination of rotary wing fatigue life
CHASA-TT-F-14284] p0421 B72-2U023
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
OH-6 helicopter with emphasis on flight loads
imposed during combat operations
[AD-738202] p0422 B72-24032
Evaluation of tricolor visual approach path
indicator, for suitability as part of two segment
visual approach slope indicator system
[FA1-1BD-72-49] p0590 B72-31653
Analysis of sixty element per linear inch plasma
display/memory device for use in military aircraft
[AD-744096] p0626 H72-32069
BBTIEOHHEBTS
BT AEBOSPACE EBVIBOBHEBTS
HI EABTH EHVIBOBHEBT
NT BIGH ALTITUDE EBVIBOBHENTS
BT BIGB TEMPEBATUBE EBVIBOBHEBTS
BT RAGBETOSPHEBE
BT HESOSPHEBE
BT BOTATIBG EBVIBOBMEBTS
1-184
SUBJECT INDEX IQOIPHENT SPBC1PIC1TIOHS
Effect of extending Kennedy Airport runways into
Jamaica Bay
riSBH-0-309-01871-»-VOL-1] p0322 N72-202«8
leprovinq environment and needs of air
transportation near Jamaica Bay
riSBH-0-309-01871-»-VOL-2] p0323 F72-202B9
Air and highway systems analysis and environnental
predictions for Northeast Corridor
CPB-2052B3] p0379 H72-22986
EPB1
0 EFFECTIVE PEBCEIVED BOISE LEVELS
EPOCHS
0 TIBE HE4SOEEBENT
EPOXIDES
0 EPOXY COBPOOHDS
EPOXI COBPOUIDS
Epoxy and silicone rubber molding of ice
structures and ice-coated airplane wings
[HEHO-82] P0126 H72-21611
EPOXI BESINS
Lightning protective coatings for boron/epoiy
composite materials, discussing high current
damage mechanisms, simulation facility and test
results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc
p0009 A72-10783
Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastic
materials feasibility for application to
aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication
P0196 A72-21686
Fatigue strength characteristics of boron-epoxy
reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframe
CAIAA PAPER" 72-3921 p0287 A72-25U13
Boron-epoxy composite design for aircraft
structures, discussing materials variations,,
strength prediction inadegnacies and full scale
tests
P0288 A72-2515U
Graphite fib'er-epoxy composite systems development
for F-5 aircraft landing gear door, speed brake,
leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal
stabilizer
P0312 A72-28097
A-4 Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental
graphit€>-epoxy composite construction,
describing design, manufacturing and testing
techniques
fAIAA PiPEE 72-358] p0350 A72-2895«
Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-5UB Skycrane
helicopter.
TABS PREPRINT 670] pO««8 A72-3U510
Construction of CH-51 helicopter components from
boron/epoxy materials and gnality control
program to determine service life of components
[HASA-C8-112101] p0529 N72-29009
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion and curing
shrinkage of epoxy resin mortars for airfield
pavements
TAD-7U2212] p0576 N72-30257
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft
wheel constructed of fibrous graphite and epoxy
resin
00-7115130.] P06H2 N72-33046
EQtlATIONS OF HpTION
HT BAVIEH-STOKES EQUATION
Sonic boom signature by bicharacteristic method,
correcting zeroth order /free stream/
characteristics to obtain solution to
compressible fluid exact eguations of motion
CAIAA PAPER 72-195] p0131 A72-16907
Sensitivity functions for differential equations
describing aircraft perturbed motion, noting
dependence on time derivatives, system
parameters and coordinates
P0180 A72-18977
Dynamical eguivalence between vehicles with
motor-driven constant speed rotor under bearing
friction and freely spinning torgue free rotor,
deriving eguations of motion
P0191 A72-21171
Hypersonic vehicles lateral dynamics during great
circle flight, using linearized equations of
motion and Newtonian theory for stability
derivatives estimation
p0195 A72-21603
Control synthesis egnations for aircraft motion on
phase space surface
P0227 A72-22208
Approximate method for nonlinear differential
egnations of motion solution in flight dynamics.
applying to control surface buzz and slender
wing oscillations
P0235 A72-23153
Flight vehicle angular velocity measurement by
accelerometers, deriving egnations of motion
p02<H A72-24497
Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow
in three dimensional boundary layer on walls of
axial flow compressors and turbines,' obtaining
velocity field
p02B6 A72-25120
Bnssian book - Calculation and analysis of
flight-vehicle motion: Engineering handbook
pO»51 A72-35451
notion stability of inertial navigation gyroscopic
system with gyro horizon compass, noting
constant and time dependent coefficients of
motion equations
p0490 A72-37320
The motion of a vortex filament with axial flow.
p0490 A72-37598
Helicopter rotor blade flapping motion stability,
applying perturbation technique to linear
egnations of motion for different advance ratios
and Lock numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 72-955] p0562 A72-42351
Equations of motion appropriate to the analysis of
control configured vehicles.
(AIAA PAPER 72-952] p0562 A72-U2353
Applications of a technigne for estimating
aircraft states from recorded flight test data.
fAIAA PAPER 72-965] p0563 A72-12360
Steady state eguations of motion, equilibrium
shape and stability derivatives of elastic
airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.
p0566 A72-U28H5
Theory -of a gyrohorizon compass with an
azimuthally free casing of the sensitive element
p0597 A72-l»3585
Perturbation methods in atmospheric flight
mechanics.
p061« A72-15350
Derivation of eguations of transient motion of
helicopter rotors during axial flight
CAD-728818] p0107 N72-13037
Equations of motion for reentry trajectories and
glide path of aircraft
p020« N72-15965
Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing wire
antenna and derivation of egnations of motion
p0217 N72-16899
Development of simulation models of two
representative STOL aircraft using nonlinear
egnations to show gross changes in aircraft
attitude, flight path, and power setting
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-1U] p0320 N72-20018
Superposition principle for nonclassical forced
motion of stationary and rotating beams with tip
masses
fAD-735683] p0341 872-21939
Basic formulations for developing coordinate
transformations and equations of motion used
with free flight and wind tunnel data reduction
(NASA-SP-3070) p0472 N72-26175
Development of control volume concept in
aeronautical engineering based on laws of
continuity, momentum, and energy
[AD-741132] p0527 N72-29001
Effects of aircraft flight altitude and Hach
number, wind and temperature gradients, and wind
direction on width of sonic boom corridor
fAD-7110897] p0575 N72-30027
Development of eguations of motion for rigid body
in cylindrical coordinates by Lagrangian
dynamics and application to motion of aircraft
in spin
[AD-702929] p0583 N72-31006
Equations of motion for flight vehicles with
semi-passive, roll control systems, utilizing
flight stability
fSCL-RH-72-0007] p0623 N72-320U9
EQUATIONS OF STATE
State sensitivity functions in aircraft parameter
identification for lateral dynamics under
aileron deflection from model response and
in-flight test data
p0236 A72-23807
EQOIPHENT SPECIFICATIONS
General aviation equipment standards in light of
A-185
BEBCTIOI SUBJECT ISDEX
air traffic system safety needs, enphasizing
Technical Standard Order systea .
rsAE PAPEB 720307] p0288 A72-25571
Instrument landinq systems specifications-for
civil and military aviation, suggesting •
replacement type development based on existing
configurations • • . ...
p0307. A72-27110
Complete aircraft systems' reliability and
maintainability, discussing extraordinary'
variances caoses, faulty data inferences and
operational testing for equipment specifications
validation
p03«3 A72-28358
Electronic primary flight control system
reqnirenents and equipment characteristics, :
discussing DSAF: and NASA fly by wire H and D •
programs
f A I A A PAPER 72-8821 p0505 A72-39118
Equipment requirements and technology survey for
airborne display and control systens of' search
and rescue helicopters
f A D - 7 2 8 0 4 2 ] p0091 N72-11976
Design of color television camera for use on • '
helicopters
rNHK-LABS-NOTE-1U2] • p0109 N72-13360
Development and application of nonflammable -and
fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft
and aircraft interiors • ,
p0208 N72-16119
Development of methods for conductinq climatic
tests «ith emphasis on design, construction, and
operation of climatic hangar
rsD-733299] . p0257 H72-18268
Flight tests performed following initial delivery
or extensive repair and overhaul as performed by
Canadian Armed Forces
P0329 S72-20987
Development of criteria for application of,'
composite materials in construction of
helicopter synchronizing drive shafts
[AD-739 '429] p0181 N72-27013
Operating principles of main components of fuel
flow control unit for USSR turbofan engine
rAD-742368] p0539 N72-29816
EBECTIOH . .
D CONSTRUCTION
EBGOHOHICS
D HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
EHOSIOH
Air dnst erosive damage.to helicopter qas turbine
engine parts, discussinq inertial rotorless
filterinq systems
P03U6 A72-28786
Erosion effects on qas turbine engine compressor
blades due to dnst ingestion, discussing means
for alleviating performance, and service life
losses
riCAS PAPER 72-021 p0552 A72-11127
End oriented, fiber reinforced plastic composites
as rain erosion resistant materials
fAD-738079] P0126 N72-21616
Chemical and structural properties of urethane • • •
elastomers and'resistance to rain erosion
fAD-737624] P0126 N72-24618
EEROB AHALTSIS
Terminal aerodrome forecasts usefulness and
.accuracy assessment
P0010 A72-10864
optimal stochastic /Kalman/ filters application to
integrated air and submarine navigation systems,
discussing measurement errors modeling as bias
and colored noise . ...
. p0017 A72-12050
Dynamic structural analysis by finite element
method, describing error bounds for eigenvalue.
analysis by elimination of variables .
p0055 A72-13U01
Book on mechanization and error analysis of
inertial navigation systems, stressing
terrestrial applications
P0140 A72-179D11
Aircraft engine test data processing by polynomial
relations, assuming normal measurement error
distribution
P0181 A72-18978
Error analysis for digital avionics system
involving Doppler navigation by intermittent
scanning of single beam nultimode radar, noting
optimum statistical data processing
P0398 A72-32204
•Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial
navigation systems.
CAIAA PAPER 72-848]' p0504 A72-39081
A versatile Kalian technigne for aircraft or'-
missile state estimation and error analysis
using radar tracking data.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-838] • • p0505 A72-39089
Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and
unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing
of rotors • .
' ' p0556 A72-41229
Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the
identification of stability and control
derivatives. • ' -
CAIAA PAPER 72-963] p0561 A72-42346
Error analysis on range'and azimuth resolution
characteristics of digital' radar air traffic"
control system
fAD-730056]- . p0223 N72-17592
Causes of altimeter errors ' • •
P0268 N72-19016
Characteristics of flight test instruments and
technignes for overcoming-limitation and sources
of error '
P0329 N72-20984
Error analysis- on wind tunnel' effects in strain
qage balance measurements
• . P0470 N72-26346
Numerical analysis of cause and effect of errors
in inertial naviqation systems based on qyro
horizon operation ' • '
' ,. - ' p0472 N72-26522
BBBOB BAND >-> " ?
u ACCURACY:
EBBOB CORRECTING DEVICES
Correction factors for Aerodynamic Research :
•Institute"Goettingen transonic wind tunnel,
comparing calculated values with AGABD
calibration models test results
fDFyLR-SORDDR-167] P0058 A72-13610
Heat transfer coefficients to both sides of finite
one dimensional slab subject to phase-change
coatinq technique boundary conditions, derivinq
thin wing correction factors
• p0060 A72-13956.
Aircraft turboalternator governing theory for
freguency error detection, comparing performance
of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors
• • - - . . - . . ' p01»3 A72-182H9
EBBOB FDSCTIOBS •
Computerized error function method of wreckage
trajectory analysis in aircraft accident
investigation, using fundamental equations of
motion ' • : •'
p005<l A72-13250
EBBOBS, . . ' • - - . . : -
NT INSTRUMENT EREOESv. • - , . - - .
NT-PHOT' EBBOB,-',
NT POSITION ERRORS
NT EANDOB ERRORS - •' • ' ' ' -
NT. VELOCITY ERRORS •. 9 -. ' ' '•
ESCAPE CAPSOLES : -
Development of--'an inflatable fabric structure for
the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape
capsule. ;
T A I A A PAPER 72-801] posio A72-40053"
ESCAPE SISTEHS •
iParachute designs and applications to escape
systems; paratroopinq,' supply dropping, aircraft
braking, weapons systems stabilization, fl'iqht
testinq aids and sport
P0006 A72-10302
Dynamic response.index /DEI/ minimization for .
personnel aircraft emerqency catapult escape1
systems to reduce injury probability
. P0191 A72-21576
Eoerqency systems for helicopter crew and
passenger survivability improvement, discussing
use of ejection seats, extraction systems
parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges
P0195 A72-21581
Emergency Life Saving Instant Exit system in
aircraft fuselage for use after crash 'landing,
discussing design and ground testinq
P0195 A72-21583
Chemically strenqthened glass for eject-through
frangible canopy design in aircraft emergency
A-186
SUBJECT IHDBI EVASIVE ACTIOHS
escape systems, noting protection aqainst
ejection injuries
. p0306 A72-27016
Emergency escape froa high performance military
aircraft in flight and on ground, using
explosive cord for transparent canopy material
breakup
P0306 A72-27017
Lockheed ADP SB-1 ejection seat system for safe
aircrew recovery under zero-zero, high Hach and
. •• altitude conditions* describing escape
experiences with SR-71 aircraft
p03l)5 A72-28701
Aircraft emergency evacuation systems, discussing
door designs, inflatable escape slide and •
slide/lifeboat combination
P0563 A72-12520
Optimization of escape velocity and minimization
of escape time in aerospace escape systems
rAD-73119«] P0168 N72-15020
Dynamic analog anthropomorphic dummy for
development and operational tests of aircraft
escape systems
rAD-73063«] • P0205 N72-15977
Effects of Q forces on injuries daring
ejection/extraction escape in OSAF
. . . . _ . : . p027« H72-1914U
Application of explosives for development of
instantaneous activation of emergency exit
systems aboard military and civilian transport
aircraft
fAD-736056] P0386 N72-230U6
Design and development of ground to air
self-rescue aircraft with vertical takeoff
capability and seventy-five nautical mile cruise
range
[AD-7K3H77] p0624 N72-32059
ESCAPE VELOCITY.
Optimization of escape velocity and minimization
of escape tine in aerospace escape systems
rAD-731190] P0168 N72-15020
ESG (GYROSCOPES)
0 ELECTBOSTATIC SISOSCOPES
ESBO SATELLITES
Simulation program for ESBO air traffic control
network based on two navigation satellites
[SESA-EI-5072-15.786/72] p0537 H72-2967U
ESTBBS
HI POLTCAFBOHATES
Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids, .
comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters chemical properties with water based
products
P0200 A72-22160
Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for
turbine lubrication in jet aircraft
pOOSO H72-11696
Synthetic high temperature lubricants thickened by.1
complex esters for supersonic aircraft
pOOSO H72-11701
ESTIHATES
HI COST ESTIHATES
Probability estimates of aircraft encounters with
hail, discussing variations with locality,
hailstone size and height and supersonic
transport experience
P023K A72-23H23
BSTIHATIBG
Effects of differential target velocity,
horizontal or vertical plane conditions, and air
traffic controller experience on intersection
time estimation accuracy of converging targets
' CAD-7<15119] p0630 H72-326H9
BSTIHATOHS
State-feedback-controllers and state-estimators
design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of
helicopter near hover, using .rotor dynamics model
tAIAA PAPBB 72-778] pOSOO A72-38137
ETHTLBHE COHPODIDS
Free and dissolved water contents determination in
light petroleum products by modified Karl
Fischer method using ethylene glycol solvent
mixture
P0125 A72-16669
BDCLIDBAH'GEOBETRT
NT COHICS
HT GBEAT CIBCLES
NT LIRES (GEOHETBT)
HT HE8CATOB PBOJECTIOB
HT POIHTS (HATHEHATICS) •
HT PBOJECTIVE GEOHETBY
EOBOPE "
European jet fuel lubricity evaluation
P0018 H72-11679
Harkets for civil and military aircraft and
missiles* airline operations, and exports and
imports for European Economic Community, Doited
Kingdom, and United States
rREPT-70«2-VOL-a] . p0163 N72-11976
Present and proposed air traffic control concepts
in North America and Europe
'[UTIAS-31] ' p0325 N72-20577
Scientific articles on research and development in
Europe
[AD-737607] pO*2« N72-24353
European unity and cooperation for development of
advanced aerospace technology
rNASA-TT-F-1U35U] p0526 N72-28980
Airfield distribution survey of Western European
countries to determine effectiveness of STOL and
VTOl aircraft
rAD-742096] p0627 H72-32279
Airfield distribution survey of selected countries
in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and
Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of
STOL and VTOL aircraft
tAD-7«2093] " , • . - -
 P0627 N72-32280
EUROPEAN AIBBDS
European A300B airbus flying control hydraulic
system and landing gear design for safety and
reliability, fatigue life,, weight and maintenance
p0009 A72-10720
.European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and
tailplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trim
control
P0009 A72-10725
A-300B European Airbus cantilever wing design and
manufacture, discussing skin forming,
skin-stringer and torsion-box assembly,
automatic riveting and root-end profile
machining procedures"
P0062 A72-1U301
European passenger aircraft Airbus program,
discussing various configurations performance,
economic factors and technical support
P0307 A72-27108
European Airbus program, noting international
cooperation juridical sources, content and
organization, aircraft performance, financing,
project chronology and Franco-German agreement
p0346 A72-28795
The air bus as the aircraft of near future. II
pOi|51 472-35U39
Airlines requirements for European airbus,
discussing design of aircraft structure,
control, pressurized cabin and propulsion system
p05«5 A72-U017H
European airbus wind tunnel model aerodynamic
force and downvash measurements noting jet
interference reduction
P0028 N72-10012
EUROPEAN SPACE PBOGBAHS
Cost analysis and economic models for European
aerospace development compared to US experience
[AD-725«78] . p0037 H72-10992
EVALUATION
Development of computer system and data processing
subsystems for measurement and evaluation of air
traffic control procedures
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-23] p0326 H72-20583
Methods for performing evaluation and processing
data following flight tests of air traffic
control beacon
CAD-738680] pOU86 H72-27709
EVAPORATION
The film vaporization combnstor and its physical
principles. I - The vaporizer section of the
combustor. II - The reaction chamber and the
combustion
[DFVLB-SOHDDB-19I(] p0504 A72-3907H
EVAPORATIVE COOLING
HT FILH COOLING
NT SREAT COOLING
EVASIVE ACTIONS
Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games
between two aircraft in horizontal plane,
considering cost functions and termination
criteria
i-187
EICITATIOH SUBJECT INDEX
P0183 A72-19282
Transitory diversion as cause of violent evasive
maneuver~to prevent midair collision of American
and Trans (Jorld Airlines Boeing 707 aircraft
[NTSB-AAR-72-7] p0367 H72-22017
EICITATIOH
NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATIOH
NT HABHONIC EXCITATION ••
HT HAVE EICITATION
Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage
structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer
excitation. II - Jet noise excitation.
P0567 A72-42912
EXCITED STATES
0 EXCITATION
EXECUTIVE AIBCBAFT
0 GENEBAL AVIATION AIBCBAFT
0 PASSENGEB AIBCBAFT
EXHADST DIFFDSEHS
Small radial inflow turbines for space
applications, considering blade-shroud
clearance/ blade loading and exit diffuser design
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-U2] p0295 A72-25636 "
EXHAUST FLOi SIHDLATIOH
HT ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION
Simulated testing of turbojet engine ingestion of
missile exhaust, determining design criteria for
aircraft engine inlets from altitude chamber
test data
P0176 A72-18758
High pressure cannular combnstor with continuous
analytical and sampling system for simulated gas
turbine engines emission measurements
[ASME PAPEB 72-GT-88] p0298 A72-25663
Jet engine simulation with low speed wind tunnel
models for interference drag measurement
P0027 H72-10005
Bind tunnel tests of forward-mounted overwimj
tnrbofan engine model with determination b'f jet
interference effects and lift-dependent drag
TABC-CP-1207] P0527 H72-28998 '
EIHADST GASES
Aircraft gas turbine engine emission reduction,
showing nitrogen oxide control with water
injection
C&S8E PAPER 71-BA/GT-9] p0116 A72-15902
Diffusion and fallout of polluting particulates
emitted by aircraft engines, discussing effect
of wing-tip vortices, plume visibility and
monitoring, simulation and modeling
[ASME PAPEB 71-BA/AV-2] • P0117 A72-15950
Aircraft gas turbine engines smoke emission
sampling by stained filter technigue, comparing
Navy specifications AS 1833 with SAE method ARP
1179 .
P0177 A72-18770
Gas turbine engines emission data correlation :
based on combustor theoretical model, proposing
correction factors for data reduction to'1
standard test conditions '"> •
[ASMS PAPER 72-GT-60] p0297 A72-25651
Propnlsion system design for military VIOL
aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum
thrust ratio and exhaust d-ownwash characteristics
TASHE PAPER 72-GT-73] p0297 A72-25655 '
Aircraft gas turbine engines exhaust emission •
characteristics identification, considering
ambient temperature and humidity effects
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-75] p0297 A72-25657
High pressure cannnlar combnstor with continuous
analytical and-sampling system for simulated gas
turbine engines emission measurements
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-88] p0298 A72-25663
Combustion research for reducing jet aircraft
pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization
improvement, smoke reduction and combustor
design techniques
P0301 A72-26037
Exhaust composition and- smoke emission reduction
from aircraft with gas turbine power plants
p0308 A72-27270
Estimated peak regional concentration of SST
exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight
operation levels
P0346 A72-28837
Future projections of commercial let. aircraft fuel
demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on
air quality
P0350 A72-28879'
Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation
by propnlsion effluents of high altitude
aircraft flights
TilAA PAPEB 72-658] p041<! A72-34076
SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft
wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust.gases
temperature induced buoyancy '
fAIAA' PAPER-72-650 ] ' p0415 A72-3108U
Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases,
^discussing water vapor and nitrogen oxides
'effects on ozone concentration
P0451 A72-35327
Procedure for the continuous sampling and
measurement' of gaseous emissions from aircraft
turbine engines.'
[SAE ABP 1256] -• p0458 A72-36532
Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaust
products of supersonic aircraft in the
stratosphere
' - P0493 A72-37824
Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental
effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic
emissions and exhaust gases in relation to
propnlsion system design parameters
p0602 A72-44296
Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San
Francisco Bay area with engine emission and
climatological data
P0034 H72-10361
Propnlsion systems for low emission urban vehicles
and analysis of exhaust emissions from
fossil-fueled heat engines
rPB-200141] p0036 N72-10830
Combustion efficiency and exhaust emission levels
correlated with operating conditions for gas
turbine combustor
tNASA-TN-D-6661] ' p0213 N72-16721
Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust
emissions in atmosphere
•fPB-202961] P0222 H72-17319
Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft
and combustion research for reducing emissions
through combuster design and fuel atomization
[NASA-IK-1-68000] p0251 N72-18009
Design and development of F-15 fighter aircraft
and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on
air pollution and noise
• fPB-201710-F] p0251 H72-18034
Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and
nitrogen oxides in gaseous emissions from
limited sample of military and commercial
aircraft turbine engines
CPB-204177) p0283 N72-19968
Exhaust measurement from five aircraft piston
engines •'
rPB-201H96] p0283 H72-19969
Statistical analysis of aircraft exhaust emission
measurements, using random sampling
CPB-20U869] p0321 N72-20029
Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxide
exhaust emissions from aircraft
[PB-204879] p0321 N72-20030
Assessment of aircraft emission control technology
and feasibility analysis of various control
methods ;
(PB-20<(878] p0333 N72-21017
Exhaust emissions tests of aircraft propulsion and
auxiliary power gas turbine engines
[PB-20a920] p0333 N72-21018
Instruments for measuring air pollution emitted by
aircraft engines
fPB-20U794] ' p0338 N72-21592
Annotated bibliography on environmental pollution
caused by aircraft emissions
C»D-''359<t3'J p0388 S72-23655
Air pollution for peak traffic periods at 'Heathrow
Airport, London, for April through September for
1970
pO»26 N72-24649
Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence
of operating conditions on emission
characteristics of jet engine exhaust
[HASA-TB-X-68064] , pOQ29 N72-24830
Analytical measurements of exhaust emissions from
aircraft turbine engines using Jet A fuel
' CBH-RI-763U1 pOU.35 H72-2558H
Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas
turbine engines - tables
A-188
SUBJECT IHDBI BIPLOSITB DECOBPBBSSIOH
tPB-207107) pOB35 H72-25589
Checkout of multipoint sampling rake and exhaust
"emission"of turbofan engines
rPB-207321] pOU35 H72-25593
Altitude and Bach number effects on exhaust gas
enissions of afterburning turbofan engine
fAD-741249) p05t2 N72-29967
Development of method for calculating exhaust
.smoke transmission for turbine engines, number
' of plane paths, and viewing angles
[FAA-BD-71723:j p0572 H72r30005
Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at
Los Angeles International Airport, California
[PAPEB-71-117] P0623 N72-32008
Performance tests of aspirating thernocouple
probes designed to measure gas temperature in
. .two-phase gas-ligoid system similar to that
encountered in jet engine exhaust gas spray cooler
fAD-7i»<I513) . p0629 ,N,72-32U8<I
Analysis of major pollutants produced by aircraft
.engine exhaust and development of techniques to
reduce level of pollutant emission
fNASA-TB-I-68129) . p0631 B72-32754
Analysis of particulate emissions contained in
afterburning turbojet engine exhaust operating
at ground level - Part 1
rAD-7«l»OI»81 p0632 H72-32768
Kinetic'model" for describing thermodynamic and
fluid dynamic processes" in high temperature
exhaust gas coolers
(AD-7UU51H1 .
 t p0632 H72-32769
Aircraft emission rates 'and their impact at
selected airports
fPBT208950] p'0646 N72r3362<;
EXHAUST JETS , ;..',
D EXHAUST GASES
EXUDST IOZZLES
NT CONVEBGEBT-DIVERGENT HOZZLES . .
NT PLDG NOZZLES
NT TORBINE EXHAUST HOZZLES . .
Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration
for interior measurements in turbine engines, .
jets and exhaust nozzles
rONEBA, TP NO. 982) p0231 A72-22815
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenum
pressure fluctuations.
pOUSO A72-352<t3
Servo pump nozzle area controls for gas turbines.
POU56 A72-36048
.Thrust stand for evaluation of .thrust vectoring
nozzle performance.
TAIAA PAPER 72-1029] p0615 A72-U5H06
Nozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects on
free hypersonic jet exhaust properties
p0029 N72-10013
Design, fabrication, and ground tests of
perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle •
inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft noise reduction
FNASA-CB-1853] p0031. N72-100U3
Computer program for determining factors
influencing analysis and design of supersonic
aircraft ejector nozzles . .
r NASA-TB-X-67976.] ' p0158 N72-,11301
Jet; peak axial-velocity decay data for circular
and. noncircular single-element and, , .
double-element nozzles for STOL aircraft with
externally blown flaps
[NAS1-TB-X-'67979"| p0158 N72-11302
Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with.
underwing engine nacelles to study airframe
installation effects pn 3 variable-flap ejector
nozzles ' '
.rNASA-TH-X-2178] ' p0162. N72-14791
High-pressure ratio turbojet engine simulator with
common exit nozzle and wind tunnel.test results
at Bach 0.6 to 1.27 "
CHASA-TB-X-67973) p0162 'N72-.11792
Inlet, engine, and exhaust nozzle tests for
supersonic propulsion'system
rHASA-TB-X-67D9«l p0210 N72-16692
External drag characteristics of jet engine
exhaust nozzles, using wind tunnel tests
P0212 H72-16707
Designing TF-31 mixer exhaust nozzle" to reduce.
noise generated by impingement of exhaust on
STOL wing flap
rNASA-CH-120916] ' pOU65 N72-26011
EXHAUST SYSTBBS
Concorde engine performance, reviewing control,.
reheat and exhaust systems
[SAE PAPEB 710775). pOOOS A72-10267
•Electrical analog simulation of 'internal--..,. -,-.-
combustion engines intake and exhaust systems
nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder,
turbine and supercharger operation
P0351 A72-29136
Seduction of harmful emissions of turbine engine
exhaust system
pOO»7 H72-11675
Analysis of meteorological conditions under which
condensation trails are formed by water in
^aircraft engine exhaust
CHASA-TT-F-14047) p0095 H72-12550
Survey of wind tunnel testing procedures for
nozzles and exhausts
.p0209 N72-16688
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust .expansion
nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of:,
exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and
minimize sum.of losses
fAD-736465] . ' - P0388 N72-23263
EXHAUST VELOCITI . .
Nozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects on
free hypersonic jet exhaust properties
• p0029 N72-10013
Jet peak axial-velocity decay data for circular
and noncircular single-element and -. •
double-element nozzles for STOL aircraft with
externally blown flaps
rHASA-TB-X-67979] p0158 N72-14302
EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES >
N T BALLOONS . . .
NT BALLOTES ' .:
HT INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
NT TETHERED BALLOONS
Static structural analysis of meridional tape
forces, permeability, and change in model
contours on aft half of inflatable decelerator
device
[NASA-TN-D-6929) p0633 N72-32911
EXPANSION
NT'TRERHAL EXPANSION
EXPECTANCY HYPOTHESIS . .
Mathematical models for passenger aircraft market
forecast, discussing stock measurement and life
expectancies
p0358 A72-30125
BIPEEIBBNTA1 DESIGN.
aerodynamic characteristics of.flat-bottomed,
semicircular wing in close proximity to ground
• or solid boundary
[PB-203602") . P0218 N72-17003
EIPEEIBENTAL STOL TRANSPOBT BSCH AIRPLANE
U QUESTOL
EXPLODING CONDOCTOH CIRCUITS
U EXPLODING WIRES
EXPLODING COSDUCTOBS
U EXPLODING BIBES
EXPLODING SIRES. •
Emergency escape from high performance military
?s aircraft in flight and on .ground, using
explosive cord- for transparent canopy material
breakup
P0306 A72-27017
EXPLOSIONS .
NT AERIAL EXPLOSIONS
NT NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS • -•
NT UNDERGROUND EXPLOSIONS . -
Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard
supertankers during cleaning operation and
electrostatic charging of, supersonic aircraft
during passage through heavy-rain, noting water
drop disintegration
. .- • p0611 A72-S1979
Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in aircraft
fuel tanks and methods for predicting fuel/air
concentrations in tanks
fAD-725027) pOOHI N72-11056
Fire and explosion protection, fuel tank ullages,
including oxygen reduction, vapor or mist
inerting, and plastic foam fillers
POOU9 N72-11690
Damage criteria for parked aircraft exposed to
explosions
tAD-732127] p0219 N72-17011
EXPLOSIVE DECOBPEESSION
Bedical and physiological hazards for SST
passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
A-189
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES SUBJECT IJDBI
cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks
P0300 172-25816
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discnssinq
physical and blast effects, pressarization
safety, deconpression sickness and hypozia
p0301 172-26020
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
HT BORBS (OBDHiNCE)
HT SHAPED CBAEGES
Construction and function of pyrotechnic-ballistic
device for assisting opening of parachutes
CDLB-HITT-72-07] p0514 H72-28004
EXPLOSIVE FOBBING • - - '
Explosive compaction and welding for low cost
production of helicopter and turbine structural
components . •
fAD-737719] ' ' pO«25 H72-24542
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
Explosive compaction and velding for low cost
production of helicopter and turbine structural
components . •
[AD-737719] ' - p0425 N72-24542
EXPLOSIVES
Application of explosives for development of
instantaneous activation of emergency exit
systems aboard military and civilian transport
aircraft . . .
F. AD-736056] . p0386 N72-23046
EXPOBTS . •
0 INTERNATIONAL TSADE
EXPBESSIOHS (HATBEHAIICS)
D FOBHOLAS (BATHEBATICS)
EXTEBBAL STOBES
NT PODS (EXTEBNAL STOBES)
Weapon firing and external store separation tests
by flight test methods for determining safe
weapon release envelope • •"'
P0146 A72-18499
Simulator for physical forces experienced by
carrier aircraft during catapult launches and
arrested landings, considering external stores
safe suspension
P0403- A72^32620
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft
components - Illustration of the possibility for
prediction.
flCAS PAPEE 72-19] P0556 A72-41174
The application of non-planar lifting surface
theory to the calculation of external-store loads.
T A I A A PAPEE 72-971] posei A72-42340
Development of impact shock test criteria and
shock spectrum simulation test for election
mechanism used with externally carried ordnance
on aircraft
P0216 N72-16834
Computer program for calculation of airborne store
loads, shears, and moments •
fAD-733673] p02«9 N72-17995
Development of magnetic artificial gravity test
facility for use in wind tonnel tests to
simulate separation of external stores from
aircraft in flight
rNASA-CR-1955] P0266 H72-19000
Mutual aerodynamic interference effects on flow
field beneath aircraft with external stores
examined by cross flow corrections method .
rAD-735655] P0328 N72-2097U
Arrangement of external stores on fighter aircraft
and effects on aerodynamic characteristics
TNASA-TN-D-6775] P0366 N72-22003
Eesonance tests of target aircraft fitted with
wing tip pods using multipoint excitation method
rABt/SH-371] . P0465 H72-26012
Numerical procedure for predicting interference of
external stores on F-4 aircraft at snbsonic
speed - Part 1
rNASA-CB-112065-1 ] pO«66 1172-26021
Numerical procedure for predicting interference of
external stores on F-4 aircraft at supersonic
speed - Part 2
fNASA-CB-112065-2] pO»66 N72-26022
Computer programming manual for theoretical
prediction of interference loads caused by •
external stores on P-1 aircraft - Part 3
FBASA-CB-112065-3] P0166 872-26023
Effect of fin-opening shock environment on guided
modular dispenser weapons
pO»74 B72-26876
Vind tunnel tests to determine aerodynasic
characteristics of rectangular shaped containers
carried as external stores on helicopters
[HASA-IH-X-62169) p0513 1172-27995
Computer simulation of helicopter flight • •
conditions to determine dynamic effects of
external load combinations on 'helicopter
performance
[AD-740772] p0530 H72-29020
BITBBHALLI BLO1B FLAPS
'Beview of work on external flow'jet flaps noting
. lift coefficient •
[ABC-CP-1191] ' p0431 N72-24998
EXTIN60ISHEBS
D FIBE EITIHGDISHEBS
BITBACTION
HT SOLVENT EXTBACTION
BXTHiPOLATIOH
Extrapolation of sonic boom pressure signatures by
waveform parameter method and comparison with
F-function, method . .
[NASA-TS-D-6832) . p0463 N72-26004
BIIBAtEBBESTBIAL HADIAtlOB
BT GALACTIC BADIATION
BT PBIBiBT COSSIC BAYS
BT SOLAB COSBIC BATS , . ' '
EITBEHA ' '
D BADGE (EXTBBHES) ' °
BXTBBHOB VALUES
Extremal field properties'in optimal control
problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned
distance with-minimum-fuel consumption
:"• p0139 A72-17727
Pressure jumps"'lower bounds across supersonic
transports induced shock waves in homogeneous
atmosphere,' using vhitham function in terms of
Biemann integral ' ,
' • ' . . - p02i(4 A72-24816
Extremal field properties in optimal control
problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned
distance with minimum fuel consumption
P0285 A72-25329.
Extreme value analysis of flight load measurements.
P0609 A72-4U737
F-9 AIBCBAFT •
Buccaneer Hk 2 and F-4K Phantom takeoff and
landing performance improvement due to boundary
layer control by leading and trailing edge blowing
• ' • ' ' . . P0233 A72-22973
Electromechanical redundant activating mechanism
for F-1 aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power
servo, noting application to fly by wire control
' - . p0360 A72-30122
Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-wire flight
control system for an F-t aircraft.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-880] p0505 A72-39119
Solvent removal by immersion of EC-2273 potting
compound from P-4 aircraft electrical components
CAD-725493] pOO«6 N72-11173
Bexamethylene diisocyanate for rehardening of
EC-2273 potting compound in F-4 aircraft
electrical components
[AD-726180] p009a N72-12518
Beasnrement of aircraft noise generated by F-4B
aircraft during ground and airborne operation
TAD-731092] • ' p0167 N72-15016
Hybrid simulation of F-Q aircraft for evaluating
display devices and pilot performance in manual
fuel consumption optimization
' fAD-731713] P0208 B72-16315
Dynamic programming method for determining optimal
repair and replacement policies for Baval aircraft
" [AD-73609t] P0334.N72-21031
Development of training program for BF-4C aircraft
aerial refueling training based on computer
systems data'
CAD-736409] p0370 N72-22037
Numerical procedure for predicting interference of
external stores on F-4 aircraft at snbsonic
speed - Part 1
(NASA-CH-112065-1) p0466 'N72-26021
Numerical procedure for predicting interference of
external stores on F-U aircraft at supersonic
speed - Part 2
rNASA-CB-112065-2] ' p0466 N72-26022
A-190
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.-Computer programming manual for theoretical
•'•'•• prediction of interference loads caused by,
external'stores on F-4 aircraft.- Part. 3
* [HASA-CR-112065-3'] ' P0466 N72-26023
, Simulation of dynamic spin of F-4 aircraft under
pilot control using human centrifuge, facility
fAp-739326] ! ' , p0483 N72-27278
Flight load' para'met'ers of F-4J aircraft for 49.5 •
flight hour's
fAD-743476) p0623 N72-32050
F - 5 AIBCHAFI ' . ; . ! . • • .
Graphite fiber-epoxy composite' systems development
•'for Fr5 aircraft landing gear'door,, speed'brake,
. leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal
'stabilizer' •
 ;-
:, p0312 A72-28097
Analysis of military requirements and .. -
specifications for aircraft, performance using .:
F-5 aircraft
fAD-738625] p0481 H72-27039
p-8 'AIBCBAFT .
NF-8D aircraft 'variable stability system .
ground/inflight calibration for determination of
flight control system dynamics, effects on.flying
gualities ,-•'••
. P0125. A72-16660
Design and flight experience with., a digital._• .; .
fly-by-wire control system using Apollo guidance
system hardware on an F-8 aircraft. ,.
[AIAA PAPEH 72-881] p'0511 A72-40060
Flight tests to determine optimum energy,flight
path of F-8D aircraft, and comparison with .
previous schedules to reach supersonic, speed
rADr737377] p0385 N72-23035
Flight test of F-8 aircraft to determine minimum-
time energy climbs, based on energy state
approximation .. ' , .
[AD-738018] '*'' . p0423 ,B72-24035
Numerical analysis of three dimensional,
''compressible turbulent boundary layer for finite
supercritical wing of FT8 transonic research"
aircraft . .
 t .. .
rSASA-CR-112158] p0644 H72-33272
F-1» AIBCBAFT ' . • , ...
F.-14A fighter accelerated flight test program with
18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours
before 1973 operability /
' i P0063 A72-14591
Automated telemetry system/providing real time,
analytical capability and reduction of flight ;
test time for F-14 .,
.
 :
 .
 : p0063A72^14592
F-14 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems,
spinning, low speed performance, stalling, , , •
afterburning turbofan engines,.in-flight
refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
/ ' ~ •'
 P0138 A72-17582
F-14 naval fighter aircraft flight test.programs,
discussing instrumentation and low-speed test
results ''
/ . . . p0190 A72-21005
F-100 and F-401/turbofan engine design and
.' development for F-15 and F-14, discussing
impingement. cooling, Ti alloys, powder . . • -.
metallurgy /and metal composites,, etc
/ ' . ' p0442 A72-34390
t Seal time flight flutter testing via Z-,transforn
analysis technique.
( A I A A PAPER 72-784] ' . p0495 A72.-38101
Direct lift control feasibility 'for integration
into F-14A automatic carrier landing,.system
/ACLS/, using moving-base six-degree-of-freedom
simulation
. [AIAA PAPER 72-873] ''. ' p0505.A72-39127
.Environmental impact and adverse environmental
effects of Havy F-14 aircraft operation
CPB-199851-F] p0206 H72-15983
F-15 AIBCBAFT
F-100 and P-401 tnrbofan engine design and
development for F-15 and F-14, discussing
impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder
metallurgy and metal composites, etc
P0442.A72-34390
Design and development of F-15 fighter aircraft
and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on
air pollution and noise
fPB-201710-F] . . p0254~H72-1803«
Cost/decision model for deferred procurement of
Air Force depot maintenance capability with
.computerized application to' F-15 inertial
navigation system '•
. f.AD-735351 ] p0334 N72-21029
F-28 TBABSPOBT AIBCBAFT: -.
Dynamic aspects of Fokker F-28' aircraft design.
- . . . - p0566 A72-42831
Fatigue testing of the F.28 Fellowship.
P0608 A72-44729
Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker F-28
full-scale wing structure under cyclic gust
flight simulation loading
i- fLS-TR-71043-0] - ' ' p0488 H72-27955
F-100 AIBCBAFT . -
.., Processing and analyzing clear air turbulence data
collected by F-100, and F-106 aircraft
r&D-732878] • p0222 H72-17302
F-102 AIBCBAFT. ' >
Measurement of neutron dose transmission factors
around cockpit of F-102 aircraft
[AD-728198] p0112 N72-13668
F-104 AIBCBAFT
Statistical evaluation of operational load forces
on undercarriage of F-104 aircraft
:, [BAE-LIB-TRAHS-1591 ] p0101 N72-12989
Flight tests to determine effects of moderate
• deflections, of wing.leading and trailing edges
of F-104 aircraft buffet characteristics at
• subsonic and transonic speeds "
[NASA-TH-D-6943] p0572 N72-30004
Calculating eigenfreguencies modes and generalized
masses for F-104G aircraft from drawings by
finite-element method
[AGARD-R-592] - p0648 N72-33915
F-105 AIBCBAFT
Design and development of six-degree-of-freedom
visual approach and landing simulator for
.training F-105 pilots •:
[ADrJ733240.] .' • - . p0257 K72-18267
Design and development of. visual approach and
landing simulator using F-105 aircraft
components and. closed circuit 'television system
[AD-745200] p0643 N72-33259
F-106 AIBCBAFT • :
Processing and analyzing clear air turbulence data
collected by F-100, and F-106 aircraft
[AD-732878] - ' . -' p0222 S72-17302
•Inspect .and repair .as necessary (IRAN) procedure
effectiveness for depot maintenance of F-106
.[AD-736410] • p0370 H72-22039
P-111 AIBCBAFT • • •
.. Relative cost comparisons of composite
applications with conventional material
components selected from F-11TA supersonic
fighter bomber
, - - p0062 A72-14234
F-111 aircraft landing gear and speedbrake
hydraulic system control by single dual-function
. valve, describing design-'-features and
performance characteristics
, p0190 A72-21024
Composite F-111 fuselage design, analysis and
testing, considering graphite, boron and
glass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems
p0287 A72-25U53
Low temperature environmental chamber for F-111
proof .load testing, describing components of
cold air forced convection recirculation system
with liquid -nitrogen injection
p0402 A72-32612
F-111 stall inhibitor system with angle of attack
limitation, describing-interface with stability
augmentation system
; . p0454 A72-35577
F-.111A inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics
for airfrane-propulsion integration based on
flight and transonic wind tunnel tests
riCAS PAPEB 72-18] • p0553 A72-41143
Inlet steady state and dynamic performance tests
withiF-111A and YF-12 aircraft
fHASA-TH-I-67495] p0212 H72-16709
Flight test analysis of flow characteristics of
air intake system of F-111A aircraft at
supersonic speed
[HASA-TN-D-6679] p0265 H72-18996
FAB (PROGRAHBIBG LAHGDAGE)•
0 FOBTRAB
FABBICATIOB
Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength,
performance properties, fabrication processes
A-191
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and tooling concepts
t SHE 'PIPER EH 71-205J - p0011 A72-10968
Corrosion'resistant'fabrication methods in jumbo
jetliners components to redace maintenance and
repair downtime, discussing clad wing and '
fuselage skins
P0239 A72-21025
Plywrap process for Ion cost automated fabrication
of fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting
applications from nissile interstages to nodular
boosing
P0312 &72-28081
Composite materials fabrication, emphasizing high
strength/stiffness to veiqbt ratio as critical'
performance requirements
'p0312 A72-28082
DC 10 aircraft King stringers fabrication and
processing, discussing stress relieving and
stretch form contouring techniques, aging -and
tempering processes and flaw detection
[ASH PAPEE H 72-31,31 p0311 A72-28161
FABBICS - '
NT PARACHUTE FABRICS
FABBT-PEROT IASERS
D IASERS '
Fitt-SAFE SISTEHS • ' • • .
Fail-operational automatic landing system for'
Boeing 7U7 aircraft, noting reduction in
allowable minimum weather conditions in U.S. and
OK
P0010 A72-10961
Government role in widebody aircraft introduction
to air carrier service, discussing aircraft
maintenance, design and fail-safe structural
configurations
p0179 A72-18831
Engine out flight training safety, recommending
certification regnirements or training
procedures changes
P0179 A72-18834
PC 10 aircraft automatic flight guidance system,
noting dual-dual fail-passive antolanding
p023» A72-23448
Achieving fail safe design in rotors.
[AHS PREPRIST 673] p04<!8 A72-34513
Analysis of a partially cracked panel.
pO«58 A72-36771
Quadruple-redundancy management for fly-by-wire
control system reliability, discussing analog
circuit and digital computer voter/monitor
technigues
fAIAA PAPER 72-88H]
 P0505 A72-39117
Failsafe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet
aircraft.
P0506 A72-39351
Concorde electrically signalled fly by wire
control system with mechanical linkages for'
standby fail-safe redundancy
p0551 472-11068
The fatigue and fail-safe program for the • '
certification of the Lockheed Model 286-rigid
rotor helicopter.
P0608 A72-H4733
The importance of service inspection in aircraft
fatigue.
p0609 A72-<l«7»0
Fatigue assessment of safe life and fail-safe
structures ' '
rARL/SH-REPT-33«] p0438 B72-25899
PAI10BE
NT BDHNTHEODGH (FAILURE)
NT ENGINE FAILURE
NT FAILURE ANALYSIS
NT STRUCTURAL FAILURE
FT SISTER FAILURES
Noise pollution, structural failure, transonic
speed engineering, and aircraft design
p021« N72-16766
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Bayesian analysis of onboard computer controlled
aircraft av ionic subsystem built-in test for
failure detection
P0123 A72-1657U
DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and
failure assessment monitor system
P0190 A72-21003
Russian book on aircraft engine reliability
covering defects, fractures and failure
analysis, service life prediction, production
deficiencies and operational conditions
p0301 A72-26068
'Onboard localization of aircraft electrical
equipment failures, using list checkout,
automatic indication and dynamic programming
method
p030<t A72-26895
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
in bending test due to stringer interruptions,
analyzing structural deficiency via'colnnn and
• beam bending theories
' - p0566 A72-42827
Statistical method of failure analysis for
redundancy forms selection, noting aircraft
safety and reliability
p0568 A72-42973
Theoretical and analytical aspects of metal :
fatigue'failure and relationships to fracture
mechanics
rAD-725028] , p0036 N72-10957
Haxinnm likelihood technique for estimating
deviations from parent population of aircraft- •.
fatigue failures determined from sample
containing failed and non-failed members
[ARC-CP-11UU1 p0098 N72-12925
Engine operating parameters that affect low-cycle
fatigue and creep damage of critical components •
of naval aircraft engines during fleet operations
fAD-728015] p0162 N72-1U802
Applying systems analysis techniques to aircraft
maintenance to achieve aviation safety
- , p0268 N72-19017
Investigating failure of gas turbine vanes under
'influence of thermal cycles in simulated modes
of engine start-np and shut down
pO«28 N72-21I815
Analysis of failure rate for rotary wings on CH-<|7
helicopter and determination of
mean-time-between-failnre leading to final
replacement
[AD-7395681 p0516 N72-28022
Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine
effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system
installed in UH-1 helicopter
[AD-7395671 . p0517 N72-28023
Quality control and reliability engineering
procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
[JPRS-56674] p0538 N72-29809
Predicting strnctural failure by applying
structural fatigue test data analysis
pOSKO N72-29903
Review of civil aviation accidents in US to
determine incidents involving material failures
pOStl N72-29914
Reliability engineering of aft transmission
planetary carrier bearing nut in mechanical
drive assembly of CH-16 helicopter
CAD-713073] • p0587 N72-31037
FAILURE BODES
Static compressive load tests on L-837 airport
marker light bases
[NBS-10U53] . p0096 N72-12586
FAIRCBILD BILITAHI AIRCRAFT -t
0 HILITART AIRCRAFT
FAB IN BIBS AIRCRAFT
Fan-in-wing model noise due to cross flow
generated in- and outflow distortions and
nsteady rotor blade forces
(iSHE PAPER 72-GT-921 p0298 A72-25666
Flow distortion and performance measurements on a
12-inch fan-in-wing model" for a range of forward
speeds and angle of attack settings.
P0560 A72-42323
Flow distortion and performance measurements on 12
in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward
speeds and angle of attack settings in closed
wind tunnel
P0211 N72-16702
Fan and wing force data on wind tunnel model of
VIOL lift fan in two dimensional wing, with and
without exit louvers
[NASA-TN-D-66541 p0263 B72-18775
Bind tunnel tests to determine performance of fan
in wing model at various angles of attack and
airspeeds
p06«9 N72-33966
FABLIFT DEVICES
U LIFT FANS
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Fan and compressor noise evaluation, and model
-•^ 'formulation and testing
fFii-BD-71-73] .. p0086 B72-11916
Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow
distortion'and noise in subsonic"aircraft engines
tHASA-TB-I-68105] p0520 B72-28287
FAB FIELDS '
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of aircraft
' wake far field structure, measuring trailing
vortex decay by yawhead pressure probe
fAIAA PAPEB 72-10] . p0130 A72-r16902
Far' field sonic boom approach effects, describing
Hhitham theory extension•for ultimate B wave
deviations for body configurations with .
continuous or discontinuous tangent
pOIOS A72-33010
Hachine code for finite difference solution of
wake vortex governing egnations and far <f low
field prediction in trailing vortices,
" developing turbulent energy model
CAIAA PAPEB 72-989] p0561 A72-12326
FASTEBEBS . . . . . . - . '
HT AHCHOBS (FASTEHEBS) •• . ,
. B T BOLTS ' . ' • . .
HT LOCKS (FASTEBEBS) :
HT SOTS (FASTEHERS) • . . - . •
HT RIVETS • • ; . . . . * _ . . , . , . , .
HT SCBEBS . -
Crack initiation detecting and recording
instrument with, optical'strain gages for double
shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
p0300 A72-25823
Hi-Shear and Hi-Lok fastening systems for aircraft
manufacture, comparing strength,and weight with
conventional rivets and bolts •
fSAWE PAPER 901] p059t A72-13151
Corrosion resistance comparison,of experimental
coatings for steel fasteners^used in high.'
performance aircraft
CAD-738805] pO«71 H72-26172
FATIGUE (HATEBIALS) '
B T BEBDIHG FATIGOE • - . . - • .
BT METAL FATIGDE
BT THEBHAL FATIGOE
Inspectability criteria for airframes with fatigue
fail safe design requirements for small .airplane
certification
TSAE PAPER 720310] p0289 A72-25571
Fatigue certification of general aviation aircraft
in Australia, describing ground taxi load
spectra and endurance.and radiographic
. inspection of laminated spar caps
• fSAE. PAPER 720311] p0289 A72-25575
Cooling efficiency and Ipad endurance of aircraft
turbine engine blades as function of ambient
temperature and air flow rates
P0301'A72-26892
Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures
subjected to jet noise, noting stress , -
calculation for skin panels and control surfaces
P0355 A72-29579
Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.
p0568 A72-12971
Optimal fleet reliability under -fatigue and chance
overload in service.
P0607 A72-t1656
Aircraft fatigue: Design, operational and economic
aspects.
p0608 A72-11726
Optimum design of joints - The stress severity
factor concept.
P0608 A72-11728
The importance of service inspection .in aircraft
fatigue.
P0609 A72-11740
Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline
operations, considering inspection, maintenance
and carrying capacity reduction
pO$10 A72-11713
Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance
and repair, considering inspections, defect
rectification, preventive modifications,,
replacements and HDT
P0610 A72-U171U
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil' transport
aircraft.
P0610 472^ 11715
Feasibility analysis of active-vibration isolation
in landing gear system of aircraft to reduce
wing fatigue from ground induced, vibration,..
during taxiing
[AD-730111] . P0155 H72-14016
Development of nondestructive test methods for
detection of early fatigue and fracture damage
in metals and alloys
r-AD-7303»B] . P0221 H72-17937
Survey and analysis of literature on fatigue
 :
damage accumulation in aircraft materials and
structures
CAGARD-AG-157] P0378 S72-22918 '
Development of method for calculating fatigue
strength of airframe structures and predicting
rate of fatigue crack propagation
CAD-736887] P0390 B72-23936
Effect of oxidation-resistant coatings on fatigue
strength of nickel-based alloy for turbine
engine blades
IJPRS-55972] . P0126 H72-24608
Chafing characteristics of wire braided military
helicopter hoses
[AD-738812] p0171 B72-26109
Structural fatigue, thermal cycling, creep, and
residual strength of aircraft metal structures
reinforced vith filamentary composites
[BASA-CR-2039] • pO»75 H72-26939
Hechanisa of.fatigue enhancement in selected high
strength aluminum alloys related to unique
microstrnctures
tAD-7380501 • . p018* H72-2758*
Review of civil aviation accidents in OS to
determine incidents involving material failures
P0511 B72-29911
Development of test equipment for endurance
testing of airframes to determine accumulation
of fatigue damage
fAD-71<l280J p0625 H72-32062
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics,
fatigue and structural analysis, and related
aircraft studies - bibliography
: p0618 H72-33961
FATIGUE DIAGBAHS
0 S-H DIAGBAHS
FATIGOE LIFE
European A300B airbus flying control hydraulic
system and landing gear design for safety and
reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance
p0009 A72-1072U
Ti alloys for aircraft structures, emphasizing
weldability, tensile fatigue and residual
strengths, shear-carrying gualities and fuselage
shell design
P0058 A72-13616
Aircraft performance parameters in terms of effect
on lifting system service and fatigue life and
on design
p0182 A72-19111
Fatigue strength characteristics of boron-epoxy
reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframe
fAIAA PAPEB 72-392] p0287 A72-25113
Gas turbine engine compressor blade and materials
fatigue strength dependence on pressure under
contact friction corrosion
p0315 .A72-282U1
Airframe and wing fatigue life testing, discussing
results recomputation for changed operating
conditions -
P0358-A72-30276
gelded steel airframe residual fatigue life tests
by nonstationary random loading, applying to jet
trainer aircraft landing gear
p0358 A72-30277
Aircraft .engine components fatigue life assessment
under small cycle temperature conditions,
including temperature field and stress-strain
determination in critical spot
P0358 A72-30279
Computer algorithms and programs contribution to
aircraft structure operational reliability and
fatigue life calculation
P0359 A72-30288
Bi-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
P0360 A72-30129
A-193
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Adhesive bonding of 1-1011 body shell panels for
improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
pOUOO A72-32429
Aircraft'-gas turbine engine Hi base alloy disks
and shafts thernomechanical treatment,
considering yield strength and high and lo»
cycle fatigue resistance :
P0407 A72-33299
Fretting corrosion fatigue prevention by barrier
approach, discussing•test program and
application to helicopter part fatigue life
increase .
[IBS P8EPSIHT 672] ' . p04»8 A72-34512
The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for
fatigue1life monitoring.
p(W9 A72-34812
Fatigue strength of overloaded stiffeners in
cracked panels,.evaluating stress intensity *
factor and overload coefficients for fatigue
crack propagation via finite element method
flCAS PAPER 72-1(0]. p0555 472-41165
An advanced strain'level counter for monitoring
aircraft fatigue. • t .
. p0564 A72-42688
Fatigue strength and fail-safe aspects of lug
•Joint in aircraft structures, considering '
tension-compression load, fretting corrosion,
prestress and residual stress ' •
P0567 A72-42851
Testing procedures for the design and life
estimation of- fatigue-sensitive structures.
P0568 A72-42974
Gas turbine blade models of heat 'resistant Zhs6K
alloy under operational temperature variations,
observing fatigue strength
P0598 A72-W735
The Hew Zealand light aircraft fatigue meter
program.
P0609 A72-44735
Aircraft strnctures fatigue life expectancy'under
random acoustic excitation, describing testing
. methods and equipcent
• P0609 A72-44739
Fatigue design and test-program for the American
SST. . • ' ' '
P0609 A72-44741
Engine operating parameters that affect low-cycle
fatigue and creep damage of critical components
of naval aircraft engines during fleet operations
rAD-728045] . p0162 N72-14802
Fatigue life under cyclic loads of notched
aluminum-copper-magnesium airframe alloy
rDLH-FB-71-23] , . p0170 H72-15530
Anti-fretting corrosion coatings for aluminum
alloys at temperature up to 150 C -noting fatigue
strength
ro-BAT-174] P0170 H72-15531
Conventional and reliability theories for'.
analyzing safe .fatigue life and.safe inspection
intervals for military and civil aircraft
fAB1/SB-335] i . p0372 H72-22495
Durability tests on components of VFH-H3 gyrodyne
. with determination of rotary wing fatique life
fNASA-TT-F-14284] ' p0421 H72-21023
Fatigue strength .and durability of gas turbine
• vane models under isothermal-and temperature
' changing conditions ' •
• • p0428 N72-24826
Fatigue assessment of safe life and fail-safe
structures
f ARL/SH-REPT-3311] . < > p0438 N72-25899
Design features of DC 10 aircraft that assure ' -
structural reliability against fatigue cracks
p0540 H72-29899
Fatigue requirements,.-for ensuring structural
integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters
pOSIO N72-29900
Propos.ed changes to DSAF fatigue evaluation
program based on recent experience : '
.. p0540 .N72-29901
Fatigue test of model E-2 A/B aircraft, using 3000
arrested landings '
fAD-743478] ' . - • • • . - p0624 N72-32060
Assessment procedure for aircraft safe life
strnctures based on fatigue life -
fTR-98] .- .p0648'N72-33922
FATIGUE TESTING HACBIHES
The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for
fatigue life monitoring.
P0449 A72-34812
FAIIGOB TESTS • a
• nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests 'for
* 'porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine castings
P0009.A72-10813
Hetal fatigue damage nondestructive detection,
discussing inspection methods, equipment,
advantages, limitations and test results
fAD-7419771 ' P0020 A72-12H98
Endurance tests of D16A80 alloy.sheets under high
intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynamic.
vibrator loading . ' ' . '•'
• p0056 A72-13470
'Concorde airframe testing for thermal effects on
structural* strength and'fatigue life, discussi'n'g
facilities for flight conditions simulation
'.' ' ~ p0136 A72-17197
Fatigue behavior of notched or cracked'aircraft
structure parts,'examining service life •' '•
•prediction problem
-• ' ' p0139 A72-17811
Airloads and structural integrity flight testing
/O.S. Air Force/, noting dynamic response, '
fatigue' tests and temperature data acguisition
' ' • p0145 A72-18490
lilga 3 aircraft structure service life from
structural"fatigue theory and tests, emphasizing
operational load distribution measurement
'; ' p'0196 A72-21634
Metric swaged pipe coupling design and development
for aircraft hydraulic systems, presenting
'• fatigue test results ; •
p0199 A72-21940
DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling
characteristics and fatigue tests :
' ' ' " p0234 A72-23H46
Statistical evaluation of 'welded airframe
component fatigue damage increnent during cyclic
loading with' constant force amplitude •
' ' • - ' ' • p0245 A72-24922
Aircraft wing structure fatigue life estimates
based on flight load tine histories from counter
accelerometers " ' •' l '
fSAE PAPEB 7203051 ' 'p0288 A72-25569
'Crack -initiation detecting and recording
instrument with optical strain gages for double
shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
' '••'••' p0300 A72-25823
Airframe and wing fatigue life testing, discussing
results recompntation for changed operating
conditions- -' • ' ' • -
!
 ' p0358 A72-30276
Cost-saving technigues in helicopter structural
test- methods, suggesting' system simulation,
component replacement time calculation and
computer technigne's ' : :
p0407 A72-33221
Results of preliminary studies of a'bearingl'ess
helicopter rotor concept1. "- ' '
CAHS PREPRINT 600] p0445..A72-34490
Full scale airframe fatigue testing of the CB-46^
[AHS PREPRINT 671] ' p0448 A72-34511
Fretting corrosion fatigue prevention by, barrier
approach, discussing test'program an'd' '
application' to helicopter part fatigue life ; '
increase ''• '• • •' • •-. • •
t&'HS PEEPBIKT 672] " p0448 A72-34512
Testing procedures'for'the design and'life
estimation of fatigue-sensitive structures.
' P0568 A72-42974
Gas turbine blades of cast ZhS6K heat' resistant
alloy, investigating structural strength from'
•fatigue-test data '
P0598 A72-43734
Failure and'Crack formation in gas turbine engine
compressor disks under variable stresses from '
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
P0598 A72-43736
Fatigue testing of the F.28 Fellowship. • '
1
 P0608 A72-44729
Fan jet Falcon design and certification tests.
P0608 A72-44731
The fatigue and fail-safe program for the '
certification of the Lockheed Bodel 286 rigid
rotor helicopter.
p0608 A72-U4733
Aircraft structures fatigue life expectancy under
random acoustic excitation, describing testing
methods and eguipmerit
A-19H
SUBJECT INDEX FEEDBACK COHTEO1
P0609 472-44739
'Economic and operational aspects of fatigue -
 :-
r- Figures of a Swiss ground attack/fighter aircraft.
.."".-. . . P0610 A72-.4U742
Endurance tests of D16AHO alloy sheets under high
intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynamic
vibrator loading
• ' p0610 472-419115
.Destructive crack propagation and fatigue tests on
C-130 aircraft center wings
fSASA-CR-112008] p0112 H72-13884
Full scale fatigue tests of YS-11A-500/600
turboprop aircraft wing
THAI.-TR-241] P0112 N72-13888
Testing for acoustic .fatigue in aircraft structures
.'- . -p0172 N72-15797
Standard ABM captive carry life expectancy
prediction.and .vibration qualification testing,
resulting in airframe fatigue' failure
•P0173 H72-15839
Fatigue testing of mechanical cables for arresting
gears . • . . ,
rAD-733988] ; p0257 N72-18273
Random sequence fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
box beans in unidirectional bending
r4D-7343931 . . p0283 1172-19932
Fatigue tests of angular-contact ball bearings
'with tetraester and synthetic paraffinic oil_at
492 K in air. environment
' 'CH.4S4-TH-D-6771] . p0372 N72-22496
Fatigue crack, propagation and,static residual
strength characteristics of fatigue damaged wings
fNASA-CS-20751 ' p0525 N72-28899
Fatigue tests on bolted wing-body junction of
'military aircraft - . , •.<
riB-95] . p'0525 N72-28908
Conference on fatigue test evaluation for .aircraft
structures . .
r»ASA-SP-309i - p0539 N72-29895
Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures
with emphasis on thermal cycle
... : ,. .' ., p0539. N72-29896
Fatigue tests of simulated main wing spar at -joint
with fuselage frame for SAAB aircraft
. p0539 H72-29897
Fatigue integrity program for Boeing 747 .aircraft
. . p0539 N72-29898
Predicting structural' failure'by applying
structural .fatigue test .data analysis
'. . , •'.. .. p0540 F72-29903
Method for checking fatigue resistance of c.
- structural design detail for SST
I • . : P0541 N72-29905
Fatigue and thermal static strength development
tests performed on.sections .of Concorde
 t. -
supersonic transport aircraft
P0542 N72-29915
Fatigue tests on aluminum alloys specimens using
simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions
: fESDtr-69024] p06«8-H72-33899
FAULT BBCBAHICS ' . . , . . '
0 FBACTDHE HECHANICS' ' .
FEASIBILITI : .
Badial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing
blade loadings for various pressure ratios and
efficiency of rotor and diffnser
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-52] , p0296 A72-25644
Feasibility of direct current 200 V commercial
aircraft electrical power system noting weight
comparison with alternating current system
tARC-CP-1186] • .. p0273-B72-19062
FEDEB4L BUDGETS
Budget management for modernization and expansion
, of airports
pO<!23 H72-24337
FEDERAL BEFUBLIC OP GBBRAHT
U GEB8ANT
FEEDBACK
NT SESSOBT FEEDBACK
Derivation.of differential equations for optimal
feedback for constant linear system
CVTH-165] ' p0279 H72-19663
FEEDBACK CIBCDITS
 :
Identification of•linear stochastic systems using
state variable formulation for discrete linear
stochastic system
fAD-741437] p0536 H72-29632
FEEDBACK COHIBOt,
Closed loop flnidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil
lift .control system, considering application to
. helicopter rotor blades
P0124 472-16659
Conventional open and closed loop servo-analysis
methods applied to Naval aircraft approach power
compensator systems, using pilot model concepts
fAIAA PAPEB 72-124} p0131 A72-16922
lotion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop
system under influence of atmospheric turbulence .
and electric circuitry thermal noise .
P0181 A72-18990
Aircraft optimal terminal guidance nonlinear
feedback control law, deriving maximum principle
by digital computer program
P0183 A72-19287
Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system
designed by compensation parameter variation
technique, determining correlation between
system sensitivity computations and observations
P0189 472-20592
Zero velocity.lag servomechanism transient
response sensitivity froa intuitive approach to
convolution problem, noting feedback
compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction
P0189 472-20593
Sear optimal closed .-loop control laws for fixed
time pursuit-evasion differential game between
two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic
modeling
P0236 472-23805
Bydroflnidic stability'-augmentation system /HYSAS/
development for military helicopters, discussing
test program and technical feasibility
P0309 472-27407
Flight tests of stability augmentation system for
light airplane improving pilot control during
IFB encounter
p0309 472-27513
Bandom'vibration statistics of lifting rotors with
feedback controls, solving response variance
.matrix by random inputs shaping filters
P0351 A72-29096
Snboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust
alleviation design, using indirect perturbation
information through normal acceleration factor
measurement
P0396 472-32025
Hydrofl-uidic three-axis stability augmentation
system to improve OH-1B helicopter damping and
handling qualities during high speed gnnfiring
missions
p0413 472-33650
Hingeless rotor - Experimental frequency response
and dynamic characteristics with hub moment '
feedback controls.
CAHS PBEPBIBT 6121 p04«6 A72-34494
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for
U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and reduced cost
pO«49 472-31928
A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine
acceleration control.
, ' p0495 472-38049
.State-feedback-controllers and state-estimators
design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of
helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model
CAIAA PAPEB 72-778] pOSOO A72-38137
Optimal selection of stability augmentation
parameters for excellent pilot acceptance. '
p0501 A72-38227
The dynamic modeling technigoe for obtaining
closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft
pursuit-evasion problems.
• . p0502 A72-38276
Problems and solutions related'to the design of a
control augmentation system for a longitudinally
unstable supersonic transport.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-871] pOSOS 472-39128
Output-feedback control law for randomly
distributed multivariable system.
P0597 472-43608
Botor and propeller wake calculation, recovery
rotors, and.rotor feedback control - conference
[D1B-BITT-71-12] p0037 N72-11001
Static and dynamic stability and controllability
of rigid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback
effects
' P0038 N72-11008
A-195
FEEDFOBBABD COHTBOL SDBJECT IHDEX
Desiqn of stability augmentation systen foe IG13 •
rigid rotor helicopter-
- « . - - . .pOOSO N72-11930
Flight1test of three-axis hydrofluidic stability
augmentation system in helicopter
p0085 N72-11937
Eguicontrollability and application to linear
tine-invariant model-following problem
rNASA-CB-124768] p0110 H72-13505
•, Desiqn of optimal feedback controller for
multivariate linear systeas having subsystem
' sensitivity constraints
rHASA-TH-X-68041] • p0387 N72-23195
Determination of limit cycle and structural
resonance characteristics of aircraft stability
augmentation systems by ground and fliqht tests
fH&SA-TN-D-6867j . p0465 N72-26017
Desiqn and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce
excursions in altitude of jet transport aircraft
during atmospheric turbulence
fHASA-TS-D-6869] • . . p0572 N72-30009
FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis
methods applied to Naval aircraft.approach power
compensator systems, using pilot model'concepts
. fAIAA PAPER 72-12*1 p0131 A72-16922
Hultiloop pilotinq aspects of lonqitudinal
approach path control.
CICAS PAPER 72-46] P0555 A72-41171
FEEDIIG DEVICES
0 ANTENHA FEEDS
FEE1
D SEHSORY FEEDBACK • ' •
FEHCES .(BABBIEBS)
Scale model tests of high thrust engine blast — • * •
deflection fence combinations for protection:of
adjacent roadway traffic • '
pO«13 A72-33698
FBBBITES ' • ~'l '.-• ' '.'
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator^used as
microwave switchinq element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
• avionics
p0598 A72-43768
FEBBOHAGNETIC BAIEBIALS
Approaches to verification and solution of
magnetic particle inspection problems.
p0610 A72-44903
FET (TRAISISTOBS)
n FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS ' . .
FIBEB STBEHGTB
Layered anisotropic fiber composite /Tetra-Core/
for sandwich construction and aircraft •
applications, discussing design, fabrication and
strength characteristics
: fSAE PAPER 7203131 • p0292 A72-25599
FIBEBGLASS
D GLASS FIBEHS
PIBEBS
WT C&RBOH FIBEBS
NT GLASS FIBEBS
HI NYLON (TBADEHARK) '•?''
ST BEISFOP.CISG FIBEBS ' •'•'
High temperature resins for use in graphite fiber
composites for let engines . .
[NASA-CB-72983] . • p032» D72-20508
Thermal aspects of using•filamentary composite
materials for airframes on atmospheric entry
spacecraft
rSD-72-SH-0015] p0435 N72-25542
FIBBOOS HATERIALS .
0 FIBEBS
PIDELITI
0 ACCORACI . . -. •
FIELD EFFECT TBANSISTOBS
Single and dual qate GaAs-FET integrated
amplifiers in C band.
p0489 A72-37270
FIELD STBEBGTH
Electromagnetic waves penetration through
conducting gasket used to protect sensitive
devices in aircraft, investigating field
strength variation with distance'from gasket
P0402 A72-32571
FIGHTSB AIBCBAFT
ST HABBIEB AIBCBAFT • •
NT JAGOAR AIBCBAFT • .
Trainer-combat turbojet or turbofan aircraft
characteristics, comparing flight, weight, size.
maintenance and development costs
p0119 A72-16178
Combat aircraft lateral aiming performance
optimization and evaluation based on criterion
of bullet stream response to pilot roll commands
p0124 A72-16657
Fighter pilots training by simulators, determining
learning effectiveness by mathematical model
based on renewal theory
[AIAA PAPEB 72-161J , p0128 A72-16827
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and turbofan
engines testing- with/without afterburners
p01H6 A72-18495
Airstart flight testing for single engine
fighter/attack aircraft, including flight
conditions, windmilling, fuel flows, gas
temperature,-.ignition and acceleration
p0146 A72-18496
VAK 191 B y/STOL reconnaissance fighter prototype
' test program, describing simulations, bench,
ground, static, hovering and flight tests
p0182 A72-19249
y/STOL weapon system yj-101, describing He-231
design;development from tailsitter concept to
canard configuration with tilting wing-tip engines
p0183 A72-19251
Interactive computer graphics with three
dimensional real time CRT display of air combat
maneuvers for fighter pilot training
p0302 A72T2629T
Fighter aircraft maneuverability, range and
armament requirements, discussing canard vs
delta configurations
.p0303 A72-26657
German VAK 191B V/STOL fighter aircraft design,
development and flight tests, noting redundant
control systems - - =
P0307 A72-27166
General Dynamics model 401 air superiority single
engine fighter design stressing light weight
structure and maneuverability at high speeds:and
angles of attack
p03aa A72-28575
Large amplitude flight simulator for fighter
design refinement, notinq extensive computer
commitment
P0345 A72-28757
Optimum low noise engine selection for transport
and combat aircraft^relative to range or payload
performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and
fighter aircraft
p0397 A72-32127
Hnltimode flight control for precision weapon
delivery.
.' pO*53 A72-35561
Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model
relating pilot performance to'air to ground
> - weapon delivery accuracy
• POU53 A72-3556M
Development of the Saab-Scania Viqgen.
I pOU92 A72-37749
The VAK 191 B VTOL fighter and reconnaissance
aircraft -'
pO«93 A72-37825
Design for air combat.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-7491 'pOU98 A72-38124
• Naval air test center participation in development
• of air-to-air combat simulation. '. •
[AIAA'PAPEB 72-7651 pOU99 A72-38130
Optimum tarns to a specified track for a
supersonic aircraft.
• ... p0502 A72-38277
Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for
all-systems compatibility testing.
[AIAA PAPER 72-837] pOSOS A72-39090
Haneuver load control and relaxed static stability
applied to a contemporary fighter aircraft.
[AIAA PAPER 72-8701 p0506 A72-39129
Development of design criteria for predicting
departure characteristics and spin
susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft.
•[AIAA PAPEB 72-984] p0561 A72-42330
Development and evaluation of an energy-oriented
guidance logic for air combat models.
(AIAA PAPEB 72-949] p0562 A72-42354
Game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft
turning tactics competition in pursuit combat,
using minimal technique >
[AI6A PiPEB 72-950] p0563 A72-42359
. A-196
SUBJECT IHDEI FIIITB DIFTBBEBCB THEOBI
Life estimation and prediction of fighter aircraft.
-|- P0568 172-12972
Control regnirements for control configured • •-.
vehicles.
•p061<l A72-053U9
Control configured fighter and bomber aircraft
based on flight control technology, discussing
development programs
P061U A72-H5386
Bilitary aircraft construction, design and
economic-regnirenents, discussing fighter •
payloads,'armament efficiency and fire control
systems
p0615 &72-15B50
Application of linear mathematical model to
represent human-operator performance in
controlling attacking fighter aircraft
rAD-725069) p0031 H72-10012
Digital computer calculations of effects of
variation of mass and inertia parameters on spin
of delta ving fighter aircraft
• [SHE-TB-U53 (IB/D) ) p0099 B72-12974
Differential game solution to practical- tvo
aircraft pursuit-evasion problem in three
dimensional space .. • •
[AD-729777] p0156 H72-1422»
Effectiveness evaluation of automatic spin
prevention system for fighter aircraft . ' •
fSASA-TH-D-6670] ' • • p0252 H72-18012
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of •
jet fighter aircraft extracted from flight test
data fay utilizing maximum likelihood estimation
[HASA-TB-D-6532] - p0252 H72-18013
Application of differential games technigue to
determine aircraft propulsion versus engagement
parameters - • •
rAD-731578] • p0255 872-18046
Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for
interception of airborne targets ^
p0256 H72-:18158
Application of statistical methods for.
establishing positive maneuver loads design.
_ - criteria for fighter aircraft
rAD-735H72] p0332 H72-21015
Arrangement of external stores on fighter aircraft
and effects on aerodynamic characteristics
- [HASA-TB-DT6775] p0366 H72-22003
Rind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping/
and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for
scale model of.carrier based variable-sweep
fighter aircraft »ith twin vertical tails -
rSASA-TH-X-2555] p0369 N72-22027
Pontryagin minimum principle applied to aircraft
heading change and aircraft interception
CETH-»] p0420 B72-2H007
Group cohesion, interceptors, all-weather
operations, and flight safety
[AD-739229] pO«88-n72-27988
• Vind tunnel tests to determine low speed
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale model
of advanced fixed wing fighter aircraft with
thin, cranked leading .edge wing
C11AS&-TH-D-69.19] p0513 B72-27998
'Hind tunnel* tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of VIOL fighter aircraft model
with external swiveling lift engines
,. fHiSA-TB-X-62167) p0515- B72-28012
Homentum loss measured for determination of drag
in wind tunnel model of advanced manned
interceptor with engine package containing twin
internal airflow passages .. • •
CAD-7U17I14] P0539 H72-29817
Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gage data
obtained by counting methods of load-time1 •.
-histories for jet fighter aircraft • • • - . .
• • . p0511 H72-29912
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of
in-flight thrust reverser on stability and
control characteristics of single-engine fighter
aircraft model
CHASA-TB-D-6886) p0573 H72-30010
Application of maximum likelihood estimation from
flight test data to determine lateral control
and stability derivatives for jet fighter aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-6905] . p0581 H72-31013
Fall scale wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic
stability derivatives of variable-sweep'fighter
configuration with twin vertical tails
fBASA-TH-D-6909] • p0622 H72-32IW
FIGOHE OF HEBJT .
Helicopter design figure of merit weight ratios
definition in terms of rotor thrust coefficient,
substituting pure airframe structure weight for
conventionally used empty weight
[SAVE PAPER 916] pt>596 172-03063
FILABBBT WIBDIB6 ' :
Filament winding techniques for rotor blade
applications.
P0501 A72-38165
Boron polyimide composite development.
p05«9 A72-<(0553
FILAREBT iODID COISTBDCTIOH ' •
D FILAHEHT WIBDIHG
FILA8BHTS
Filamentary composite materials for aircraft
fuselage structures
• fHASA-CB-112110] • p06<15 B72-33561
F1LB BOILIHG . . .
The film vaporization combnstor and its physical
principles. I - The vaporizer, section of the
combustor. II - The reaction chamber and the
combustion .
• [DF7LH-SOHDDB-19U] * . pOSOl A72-3907U
FI1B COOLISG
Film cooled turbine vanes external heat transfer
distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring
heat-transfer coefficients with' and without
blowing
tAIAA PAPER 72-9] p0129 A72-16877
Film cooling effectiveness for air-gas flow
section of gas turbine engine under actual :
operating conditions
p031» A72-28170
FILIBBS -.. •
Dual purpose filter-separators for dirt and water
removal from fuel :
, POOU7 H72-11676
FIB STABILIZEBS
D STABILIZEBS (FLUID DTNARICS)
FIHAHCIAL H&BAGEBEBT
Airport financing, discussing funds, long term
planning, commercial principles, private
' enterprise, loans and revenue
p0126 A72-16698
Bilitary systems cost reduction via civil avionics
procurement technignes,- discussing
. ' cost-reliability design criteria
P0399 A72-32215
Financial methods employed'in creating Brazilian
aircraft industry via mixed public-private
ownership • .
p0110 A72-33375
. Economics of a new regional airport.
p01159 A72-36779
• Budget management for modernization and expansion
of airports
P0123 H72-2H337
Financial and aircraft production problems of
airline industry
p05U3 B72-29983
FIHISHES
BT GLAZES
Rind tunnel tests to determine drag
characteristics of-airfoil covered with
compliant coating of polyvinyl chloride membrane
over polyurethane damping layer
[AD-729921] p0160- H72-14607
FISIIE DIFPEBEBCE THEOBI
Finite difference method for transonic airfoil
design for wide range of angles of attack and
Bach numbers
P0139 A72-17629
Finite difference method application to axial flow
compressors rotating stall-nonlinear analysis,
taking into account blade row characteristics
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-3] p0292 &72-25606
" Transonic airfoil section design to given surface
pressure distribution, applying finite
difference procedures to transonic small
disturbance equations
TAIAA PAPEB 72-679) pO»14 A72-34062
Study of circular arc-airfoils with asymptotic
critical Bach number. II
pO«19 A72-3H745
Sachine code for finite difference solution of
wake vortex governing equations and far flow
field prediction in trailing vortices,
developing turbulent energy model
A-197
FIBTTB BLBBEBT BETHOD SUBJECT I1DBI
C A I A A PiPEE 72-989] P0561 A72-42326
Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations
using finite difference technique for numerical
solution to three dinensional, unified,
supersonic/hypersonic, snail disturbance equations
fNASA-CB-1926] p0221 H72-17207
FIBITB ELBBER BETBOD
Airport apron surface paveaent strain measurements
under field loadinq conditions, considering
static and dynamic loads with finite element
method
P0002 A72-10192
Finite element method for determininq transient
response of box-type structure to traveling
sonic pressure vave
P0003 472-10219
Finite element discrete model for large aspect
ratio King transverse vibrations, using
inhonogeneous elements with various
stiffness-lenqth relations
p0054 A72-13189
Dynamic structural analysis by finite element
method, describinq error bounds for eigenvalue
analysis by elimination of variables
P0055 A72-13U01
Computerized structural desiqn of aerospace
vehicle, stressinq automated routines for finite
element models generation
fAIAA P4PEB 72-332] p0285 472-25367
Two dimensional elastoplastic finite element
analysis of structural members under cyclic
thermal-mechanical loadinqs
TASHE PAPEB 72-01-1) P0292 472-25604
Application of the finite element method to
torsional flutter analysis on an analog computer
P0509 A72-39907
Winq flutter prevention in SST structural desiqn,
nsinq finite element model and lifting surface
aerodynamic theory
p0565 472-12760
Steady state equations of motion, equilibrium
shape and stability derivatives of elastic
airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.
P0566 472-42845
Technical programmers manual for automated
procedure of optimizinq practical aerospace
structures - Vol. 2
fAD-725744] p0032 N72-10047
Finite element method for.current shell analysis
capability
fAD-735726] P0301 N72-21941
Development of mathematical techniques for
determininq stresses, deformation, and stability
of aerospace vehicle structures
CAD-7441111) p0625 H72-32067
Comparison of finite element programs for .aircraft
desiqn
p0633 R72-32884
Finite element theory of elastic layered analysis
for airfield pavement overlay desiqn
[AD-742337] p0633 S72-32916
Calculating eigenfreqnencies modes and qeneralized
masses for F-104G aircraft from drawings by
finite-element method
f4GABD-R-592] p0648 N72-33915
FIHHED BODIES
Aerodynamic characteristics of the slotted fin.
P0557 472-11262
Static and dynamic stability characteristics of
finned bodies vith cruciform, slotted fin
configuration
C4D-728016] . P0027 H72-10003
Surface-pressure-fluctuation measurements used for
boundary layer transition detection on x-15
vertical fin at peak altitudes of 70,000 meters
rSASA-TB-X-2466] P0102 H72-12994
FIBS
ST COOLING FINS
FIBE COBTBOL
Tethered flying rotor platform for reconnaissance,
fire control and radio transmission assignments
in naval missions, discussing system
characteristics
P0072 A72-15652
Combat aircraft lateral aiming performance
optimization and evaluation based on criterion
of bullet stream response to pilot roll commands
P012H 472-16657
Low level light TV camera vith Si intensifier
target tube for fire control system to improve
AB-1S Cobra helicopter night reconnaissance and
attack capabilities
p0452 472-35555
Digital computers for navigation and guidance
systems and fire control systems in tactical
aircraft
P0336 B72-21227
USE COITB01 CIRCUITS
Designs for future military aircraft crash
sensors, ignition source suppression system, and
automatic activation circuitry
[4D-729870] p0153 B72-14006
FIRE BXTIB6DISBBBS
Tetrafluoroflibromoethane - 4 new fire
extinguishing agent in civil aviation
pO«55 472-35793
Investigation of Freon fire-extinguishing systems
with a nucleonic gage.
p0458 472-36674
Evaluation of film forming foams for the
suppression of fuel fires in aircraft hangars.
[SSCI PAPEB 72-161 p0504 472-38974
Extinguishinq flames and fires on aircraft
P0048 S72-11680
Fire extinguishing system in aircraft, using
exhaust gases of solid -propellant qas generator
to pressurize extinguisher bottle
P0048 B72-11685.
Procedure for measuring performance of aircraft
fire extinguishing powders
P0049 H72-11691
Dse of flnorocarbon surfactants to extinguish
aircraft fuel fires
P0049 N72-11693
Testing of liquid nitroqen as aircraft engine fire
extinqnishant
[FAA-RD-71-58] p0085 H72-11940
Performance tests of materials and procedures for
preventinq fires in aircraft carqo compartments
tFAA-HA-71-23] p0101 B72-12987
Evaluation of slurry type fire extinguishing
agents capable of suppressing class A and B
aircraft fires
[AD-730610] . p0207 1172-16078
Extinguishing aircraft jet engine fuel fires
[AD-745122J p0643 H72-33255
FIBE FI6BTIBG
Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire
fighter protective clothing from systems
approach tests
P0195 A72-21585
FA4 implemented airport certification legislation
covering minimum safety standards, operation
manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service.
and pavement requirements
p0460 472-36785
Performance tests of materials and procedures for
preventing fires in aircraft cargo compartments
CFAA-HA-71-23) p0101 H72-12987
Conference on helicopter operations in fire fighting
IAD-734078] p0284 B72-19986
Extinguishing aircraft jet engine fuel fires .
tAD-745122] p0643 N72-33255
FIBE PBEVBBTIOB
Aircraft interior materials selection relative to
fire hazards and smoke emission properties
fPI PAPEB 18] P0054 A72-13249
Antimisting kerosene fuels for aircraft crash
fires reduction
P0179 472-18837
Aircraft fuel system gunfire vulnerability and
fire and explosion protection techniques
p0195 472-21579
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by
controlled laboratory tests, analyzing iqnition
characteristics under simulated snrvivable
aircraft crash accidents
fSAE PAPEfi 720324] p0290 472-25587
Jet engine fuel modification to decrease fire
hazard in survivable aircraft crashes
CASBE PAPER 72-GT-25] p0294 472-25621
Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability
and severity during aircraft ground crash,
investigating physical and chemical properties
C4SBE P4PER 72-GT-28] p0294 472-25624
Static electricity in fueling of superjets.
p0557 A72-41375
A-198
SUBJECT INDBX
Simulated crash tests to assess fire resistance of
aircraft"fuels containing polymeric' additives
; • '.'_'' pOOfl.9 S72-11692
Evaluation of elastomer coatinqs and curtains' as
containment methods to prevent fael spill from
integral"aircraft wing tanks following crash
CFAA-RD-71-75J , ; " , p0086 "t!72-.11947
Performance tests of materials and procedures for
preventing fires in aircraft cargo compartments
•rFAA-NA-71-231 P0101 .H72-12987..
Development and application of foam'plastics and
intumesceht paints for commercial _ aircraft ,fire
"' •' protection- systems "' . '
• • ' • •
 Poi7i| N72-15898
Evaluation of several halogenated hydrocarbons'for.
ignition and explosion suppressants in "aircraft
fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition
[AD-737383.1 ' . • !
 P0390 N72-23966
• Performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in
- -preventing fuel' spillage and fires' in survival
. aircraft crashes
•'rAD-738204] p0425 H72-245U7
Flight tests to determine effectiveness"of liquid
. nitrogen fuel"tank inerting_ s.ystem .for* fire
.prevention on DC-9 aircraft
fFAA-RD-72-53] ' " ' ' p0579'N72-30769
Development of materials and technigues,to improve
and optimize flame arresting in aircraft, „_
J
 fuselage and wing "fuel tanks
.rAD-7430161 - : . . - • • • • '"P0592 N72-31954
FIBEPBOOFIBG
 f
Aircraft crash fire protection, using passenger
compartment heat shield of fire-retardant
polyiso'cyariurate foam and intumescent paint
' , ' . " . P0057 A72-13484
Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire l
fighter protective clothing from systems .
approach tests
p0195 A72-21585
Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids,.
comparing chlorinated'hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters chemical properties "with water" based".
'••' prodncts . . ..
. ' /' ' . p0200 A72-22160
Evaluation of elastomer coatings and curtains as
containment, methods to prevent fuel spill from
"*' integral aircraft wing tanks following" crash
. _ fFAA-RD-71-75] '• - p0086 N72-11947
Development and application of foam plastics and.
intumescent paints for commercial aircraft"fire
protection systems • ' ' '"
p0174 N72-15898
Lightweight fire resistant plastic foam for
thermal protection of reentry vehicles and
'aircraft structures ' '"'
fNASA-CiSE-ARC-10180-1 ] " p0326 N72-20767
FIBES ' ' ' ' ' ' . " " • . . '
NT FOREST FIRES
"Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in.aircraft
' fuel tanks and methods.for predicting.fuel/air
concentrations in tanks ' '.
fAD-725027] .p0044 N72-11056
Aircraft fuels, lubricants, and fire safety -
' conferences'
, CAGARD-CP-84-71 j " p0046 H72M1668
Flammability properties of jet fuels and , ,
technigues.for fire and explosion suppression
under_simulated hostile operating.environment
conditions , ' ' '
. • . . p0048 H72-11681
Various gelled or emulsified fuels for reducing
. aircraft crash-fire hazard
p0019 H72T11689
Fire and explosion protection fuel tank ullages,
. including oxygen reduction, vapor or mist
inerting, and plastic foam fillers
. ' . ' pOOU9'H72-11690
Capabilities and limitations of current aircraft
fire detection systems
[AD-730179] p0219 H72-17008
Cd-Te photodetectors for high temperature infra'red
detectors of aircraft engine fires'
riD-731785] P0278. H72-19536
FIBEIOBKS ' '
0 PTBOTECHHICS
FIBII6 (IGHITIIG) . '
NT BOCKET FIRING '
Beapon firing and external store separation tests
by flight test methods for determining safe
. weapon release envelope
' ' . P0116 A72-18499
FIXED POIBT ABITHBBTIC
Programming characteristics of future guidance and
control computers
P0335 N72-21216
FIXED BIHGS
. Hing-fuselage combination aerodynamic
coefficients, comparing experimental data with •
subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results
TDGLB PAPER 71-115] p0023 A72-12723
An aerodynamics model applicable to the synthesis
of conventional fixed-wing aircraft.
fSABE PAPER 908J P0595 A72-13455
Aeroelasticity, -unsteady aerodynamics, vibration
analysis,.and flutter in fixed wing aircraft
rRAE-TB-8.131 , P0079 N72-11892
Performance tests on static electricity dissipator
used on' fixed and rotary wing aircraft
rAD-7295311 . . p0156 1172-1*217
Aerodynamic characteristics of flat-bottomed,
semicircular wing in close.proximity to ground
or solid boundary
TPB-203602] . p0218 N72-17003
Design and evaluation of cooling systems for wings
on hypersonic cruise vehicles
rHASA-CB-1916] P0251 N72-18010
Analytical procedures and design data for
predicting stability and control characteristics
of light, propeller-driven aircraft
rNASA-TN-D-68003 ". '. pOt61 N72-26006
Techniques for reducing in-juries during emergency
landing of light, fixed-wing aircraft
fHTSBTAAS-72-31 . . p0465 N72-26011
.Foise encountered with fixed-wing utility-type
military aircraft
CAD-7tl2972] , p0623 N72-32052
FIXED-BUG AIBCBAFT
0 AIRCRAFT CONFIGOBATIONS
D FIXED ilNGS
FUSE SIABILITI
Open-air jet engine test stand for flame
stabilization, jet and compressor noise studies,
noting provisions for rapid installation changes
p0309 A72-27116
Rotating flow introduction effects on jet noise
levels, combustion and turbulent mixing
processes and flame stability
[AIAA PAPER 72-645] p0416 A72-34087
FLA1ES''
NT DIFFUSION FLAHES
NT PREBIXED FLAHES
Extrapolation of soot oxidation rates in
laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas
turbine combustion chambers
[NASA-CR-125404] P0171 N72-15712
FLAHHABILITI
Evaluation of safety performance of emulsified and
gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale
aircraft crash environment
,.[10-729330] P0161 S72-14784
^Incendiary projectile ignition limits .of jet
engine fuel ' ,
tAD-730343] p0225 N72-17964
Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids
impinging on hot surfaces under air flow
conditions found during flight
fAD-734238] p0283 N72-19964
Discussion of aircraft fuels and lubricants to
include production, analysis, testing and fire
safety
[4GARD-AR-1I1I] p0487 "H72-27811
FLAP COHTEOL
D AIRCRAFT CONTROL
0 FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
FLAPPING -
Articulated rotor blade flapping at 0-0.24 advance
ratios and constant lift, discussing effects of
shaft tilt and collective pitch variations
P0186 A72-20205
Hingeless blades flap-lag oscillations linear
stability characteristics in hovering flight,
examining precone, elastic and pitch-lag
coupling and induced inflow aerodynamic effects
P0359 A72-30289
Bingeless elastic helicopter blades coupled
flap-lag motion under guasi-steady aerodynamic
loads, reducing eguations of motion to coupled
nonlinear differential eguations
PLiPPIBG HIHGES SUBJECT IHDEI
P0393 A72-31211
Parametric studies of instabilities associated
with large, flexible rotor propellers.
r&HS .PREPRINT 6151 p04<16 A72-30196
Dnsteady wake effects on progressing/regressing
forced rotor flapping nodes.
tilAA PAPER 72-9571 P0562 A72-42350
Helicopter rotor blade flapping action stability,
applying perturbation technique to linear
equations of notion for different advance ratios
and Lock numbers
fAIAA PiPEH 72-955] p0562 A72-U2351
FLAPPING BIBGES
Flap-lag induced nonlinear oscillations in
torsionally rigid helicopter blade, solving
nonlinear equations of motion by multiple tiie
scales asymptotic expansion
fAIAA P&PER 72-9561 P0562 A72-U2356
Constant phase shift between flapping and action
on center of gravity for spring hinged rotor
with variable flapping stiffness
P0038 N72-11007
FLIPS (CONTROL SDRFACES)
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT SPLIT FLAPS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT WING FLAPS
European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and
tailplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trim
control
P0009 A72-10725
Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics in
medium and heavy jet transport aircraft,
demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical
feasibility
p0020 A72-12502
Large scale high aspect ratio multielement
suppressor nozzle arrays testing for angmentor
vings and internally blovn flaps
CAIAA PAPER 72-131] P0130 A72-16888
Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with
externally blown jet augmented flaps, predicting
interference between lifting surfaces and
turbofan engines
TAIAA PAPER 72-63] p0133 A72-16953
Environmental tests on carbon fiber Vulcan
airbrake flap, including thermal cycling,
sustained loading, immersion, corrosion and
lightning strike tests
P0135 172-16998
Book of aircraft design illustrations covering
three view and perspective form low drag
airfoil, aspect ratio, plain split, slotted and
multiple flaps
P0361 A72-30776
Effects of Reynolds number and freguency
parameters on buzz characteristics at subsonic
speeds using free oscillation method
fNPL-AERO-1312] pOO<!5 N72-11291
Transonic wind tunnel determination of Reynolds
number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag
divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet
onset
p007K N72-11861
Measurement of externally blown flap noise for
determining noise criteria of STOL aircraft
\HASA-TH-X-67991] p0203 N72-15959
Noise suppression capability of mixer nozzle used
vith externally blown flap augmentation system
on STOL aircraft
rNASA-TH-I-68021] P0252 N72-18011
Numerical analysis of aircraft noise created by
externally blown flaps on STOL aircraft and
methods for noise reduction
rNASA-TH-I-680*7] P0331 N72-21001
Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise
characteristics of semispan wing equipped with
externally blown jet flaps
rHASA-TH-X-62151] p0420 N72-2H011
Numerical analysis of profile drag coefficient
increment due to full span, single-slotted flaps
[ESDO-02.01.06] p0635 N72-32987
Numerical analysis of lift coefficient increment
doe to full-span split flap chord for various
thickness/chord ratios of wings
fESDO-01.01.011] P0635 N72-32990
FLASH LABPS
Intensity control of condenser discharge light
(flashers) for runway alignment indicator system
TFAA-HD-72-54] P0485 B72-27700
FLASH TOBES
0 FLASH LABPS
FLAT CONDUCTORS
Reliable interconnections for 0.S. Army avionics,
determining best technique for terminating flat
conductor cables with electrical connectors
P0239 A72-24012
FLAT PLATES
Flat plate wing autorotation experiments about
spanwise axis in low speed wind tunnel
p0070 A72-15117
Numerical solution method for laminar, time
dependent and three dimensional boundary layer
egnations, applying to rotating flat plate in
forward flight
C A I A A PAPER 72-109] poi33 A72-169UU
Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles
around flat plate sharp leading edge with high
pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone
P0142 A72-18122
Flat plate boundary layer transition equations for
supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account
free stream turbulence
p0196 A72-21616
Static pressure tube calibration for surface
pressure measurements in flow over flat plate
and airfoil
p0232 A72-22937
Linearized method of characteristics application
to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate
cascades with supersonic leading edge locus
[AIAA PAPER 72-377] p0287 A72-25401
Dnsteady aerodynamic forces on flat plate in
locally perturbed incompressible potential flow,
investigating angle of attack frequency response
to periodic local perturbations
, p0303 A72-26579
French monograph on velocity profile in laminar
boundary layer on semiinfinite flat plate in
harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible
flow
p0363 A72-309119
Blade characteristics of axial flow fan with
orifice fan guide investigation by theoretical
model with flat plate parallel to wing tip surface
. p0397 A72-321H2
Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at
hypersonic speeds.
[ICAS PAPER 72-09] p0552 A72-lH13lf
Surface heat transfer rates on sharp flat plate
with helium at Bach 22.8 to 86<8, and local heat
transfer rates in corner flow formed by plates
and sharp leading edges with air at Bach 19
tNASA-CR-12U695] p0112 N72-13909
find tunnel investigation of sound pressure
intensity level in wake of oscillating airfoil
and flat plate during helicopter stall
[NASA-CH-1918] p0201 N72-15943
Interpretation of flat plate impingement pressure
and temperature data for jet engine combustor
bnrnthrongh flames
tAEROCHEB-TP-261] p0265 N72-18953
FLAW DETECTION
D NONDESTRDCTIVE TESTS
FLEXIBILITY
Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single
blade random gust response
tNiSA-CB-11»386] p0078 N72-11889
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Dnsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft
with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in
supersonic flow
CAIAA PAPER 72-378] p0287 A72-25U02
Hind tunnel tests to determine static stability
and control characteristics of flexible aircraft
CNASA-TH-D-6656] p026j6 N72-19001
Definition of longitudinal stability derivatives
for elastic airplanes with allowances for
perturbations in forward speed
CNASA-TH-D-6629) p0318 S72-20006
Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and
flight controls interface with application to
aircraft design criteria
p0621 N72-32031
FLEXIBLE IIIGS
NT PARAHINGS
A-200
I SUBJECT IHDEI FLIGHT CBABACTBBISTICS
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding
investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible
wing two body system
p0394 A72-31403
Flexible wing applications to passenger and cargo
transport, discussing gliding and soaring sport,
emergency use, powered flight, rocket payload
recovery, etc
p0406 472-33182
Characteristics and advantages of flapping wing
engine over screw engine
p0423 H72-24118
Application of unconventional wing pivoting abont
spanwise axis forward of aerodynamic center for
gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft
fNASA-CB-2046] p0475 H72-26996
Analysis of effects of lifting rotor blade
flexibility and rotor support flexibility on
performance and structure o£ rotary wing assembly
CNASA-CB-114480) p0516 H72-28018
Aerodynamic characteristics of progressing and
regressing forced rotary wing flapping modes
fNASA-CB-i14481] p0516 H72-28019
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Hinimum safety flight altitudes for aircraft
landing systems and lateral deviations for
correction maneuver
' p0308 A72-27269
Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial
and temporal variability effects on aircraft
flyover noise measurement
p0347 A72-28841
Hiqh cruise altitude operational advantages for
. commercial transport aircraft utilizing
technological innovations in structures,
propulsion, controls, avionics and aerodynamics
p03U9 A72-28875
Aircraft geodetic coordinates computation from
radar range measurements and flight altitude
over earth ellipsoid
p0394 A72-31601
Aircraft longitudinal stability under conditions
of varying atmospheric density, thrust force and
velocity, determining critical altitude for
vanishing oscillations
CAIAA PAPEB 72-951] pos$2 A72-42358
Elevator lift and cockpit position effects on
flight altitude control daring aircraft landing
approach
rABC-R/H-3662] . p0043 572-11049
Terminal guidance system for guiding aircraft into
preselected altitude and/or heading at terminal
point
CHASA-CASE-FFC-10049-1] p0339 H72-21632
FLIGHT CHABACTEHISTICS
Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics in
medium and heavy jet transport aircraft,
demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical
feasibility
p0020 A72-12502
Soviet book on in-flight studies of aircraft
stability and controllability covering dynamic
characteristics, measurements, balancing curves,
aerodynamic forces and limiting and special
flight regimes
P0021 A72-12542
Control technique and flight guality for crew
workload reduction to improve military and civil
aircraft flight safety
p0059 A72-13640
Pilot evaluation of Boeing 747 handling,
directional stability, stall, rudder feel
forces, landing, inertial navigation and
reliability
P0135 A72-16992
Aeromechanical analysis of flight conditions for
conventional aircraft, including kinematics of
curvilinear motions with constant speed
P0188 A72-20372
Dassault Falcon 10 tnrbofan powered executive
aircraft, attributing safe stall characteristics
to wing design optimization
p0191 A72-21274
Hystere business let aircraft flight instruments,
acceleration, control and stall characteristics
p0197 A72-21900
DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling
characteristics and fatigue tests
P0234 J72-23446
Combat jet helicopter maneuverability, .considering
aircraft flying characteristics, pilot
capability, flight configuration, altitude and
load factor
p0245 A72-24923
Aft center of gravity travel effects on aircraft
longitudinal control response characteristics
[SJE PAPEB 720318] p0290 A72-25581
Fighter aircraft maneuverability, range and
armament requirements, discussing canard vs
delta configurations
p0303 A72-26657
L-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft
design, flight station, controls, flying
qualities, etc
p0310 A72-27519
Aircraft flight characteristics for landing
approach by spoiler-elevator deflection
coupling, considering pitch, flight path angle
and speed
P0410 A72-33423
Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation
system for variable stability X-22A aircraft
flying gualities research, discussing telemetry,
mobile van, landing aids and airplane design
p0411 A72-33628
Belationship between static pressure error
/position error/ and measurable flight
parameters for different aircraft weights and
configurations
p0412 A72-33637
Flight test instrumentation system for measurement
of aircraft performance, stability and control
characteristics during nonsteady flight
p0412 A72-33639
Aircraft instrumentation system accuracy relation
to aerodynamic derivatives evaluated from flight
data, proposing input and transient response
measurement system
p0412 A72-33640
Bnssian book on flight dynamics covering
horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing
characteristics, meteorological conditions,
helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and
controllability analysis, etc
p0413 A72-33874
Sailplane performance measured in flight.
p0441 A72-34215
The flight mechanics of STOL aircraft.
p0442 A72-34241
An integrated system of airborne and ground-based
instrumentation for flying qualities research
with the X-22A airplane.
[AHS PBEPEIHT 654] p0444 A72-34486
Critical review of Bil-F-83300 v/STOL flying
qualities specifications as applied to
helicopter design and missions, suggesting
inappropriateness for Navy helicopters
[AHS PBEPBIRT 643] p0447 A72-34503
Structural mode vibration control system design
for 8-1 aircraft to improve ride during
atmospheric turbulence and terrain following
P0453 A72-35563
The fly-by-wire systems approach'to aircraft
flying gualities.
p0454 A72-35575
The Dassault Hystere 20.
P0494 A72-37900
Flight test report on L-1011 aerodynamic
characteristics, discussing high and low speed
performance, stability and control, stall
behavior, etc
P0494 A72-38030
Aerodynamic design and development of the Lockheed
. S-3& Tiking.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-746] • p0498 A72-38122
An exploratory study of flying gualities of very
large subsonic transport aircraft in landing
approach.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-07] p0552 A72-41132
Analysis of the fundamental parameters and flight
properties of acrobatic aircraft in a
statistical framework
p0602 A72-44336
Effects of variations in lift and drag response to
longitudinal control on the ease and gnality of
landing.
P0613 A72-45333
A-201
FLIGHT C01DITIOWS SUBJECT I1DEI
Airborne simulator used to deternine
lateral-directional handling qualities for
V/STOL-aircraft in low speed maneuvering flight
[AD-735<I20] . - P0332 N72-21014
Determination of thrust, bank angle, and altitude
histories for three dimensional aircraft turning
maneuvers at supersonic speed
P0381 N72-23007
Analysis of instrumentation error effects on
identification accuracy of aircraft parameters
fNASA-CR-112121] p0622 H72-320<K>
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
Storm effects on SSI operations, discussing wave
initiation at storn top. and tropospheric
propagation
p006<l A72-14683
CAT inducing atmospheric conditions effects on SST
flight, discussing turbulence in convective
clouds and kinetic energy spectra'of atmospheric
motions
p006t A72-14693
Aviation weather forecasting improvements dne to
radar, computer, satellites and high speed
communications contributions
P0179 A72-18838
Head-up display flying under IHC and VHC flight
conditions, considering takeoff, landing and
navigation modes
P0190 A72-21004
Interdiction bombing, mission effectiveness model
for bad and good weather aircraft type selection
depending on weather conditions at target site
P0344 A72-28100
Aircraft flight conditions effect on low altitude
critical air turbulence in terms of gust
velocity components for CAT prediction
• p0348 A72-28861
Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions
of conventional aircraft. Ill - Hechanical
fundamentals /Dynamics of a point mass/
. p0451 472-35440
Russian book on aircraft design covering flight
conditions, structure and control
characteristics, production and stress analysis
P0451 A72-35448
Plight-mechanical analysis of various flight
conditions.of conventional aircraft. V -
Hechanical foundations /Dynamics of the rigid
body/ • • - .
P0545 A72-40175
Russian book — Aviation meteorology;
p0560 472-42024
Aircraft longitudinal stability under conditions
of varying atmospheric density, thrust force and
velocity, determining critical altitude for
vanishing oscillations •
fAIAA PAPER 72-951] . P0562 A72-42358
Minimum operational costs of passenger and cargo
transport aircraft, considering effectstof
flight distance, wind conditions and optimum
speed and altitude
• P0603 A72-44338
Raindrop breakup in the shock layer of a - "
high-speed vehicle. . i .
. .
 :
 p0616 A72-45780
Radar observation of weather conditions for
aircraft flight
[OMM-264-TP-148] p0044 N72-11T47
Structural response of A-7 aircraft to rapid fire
from H61 under various flight conditions
P0215 N72-16815
Aerodynamic characteristics .of Dornier DO-31 -VIOL
transport under visual and simulated instrument
flight conditions • • ' ;
rNAS4-TN-D-6754] P0319 N72-20012
FLIGHT COHTROL
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL ' •
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL . • •
NT FLY BI HIRE COHTROL
NT POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
NT THRDST.VECTOR CONTROL
Scientific balloon data management system,
discussing airborne and ground station equipment
for telemetry, command and flight .control
P0060 A72-13725
Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot
interactive flight director design, using .
computerized approach-touchdown simulation and
optimal control theory
[ASBE PAPEB 71-BA/AOT-9] ' pO.11.7 A72-15956
Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft
inertially based flight trajectory control in
' turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS
P0120 A72-16472
SF-8D aircraft variable stability system
ground/inflight calibration for determination of
flight control system dynamics effects on flying
qualities
'" ' p0125 472-16660
Aircraft flight control system HTBF field
operational and MIL-STD-781 testing,
establishing data baseline for reliability
'• ' predictions
• • • p0125 A72-16662
Flight test evaluation of A-7D/E emergency backup
flight control system, describing hydraulic
power control systems design and function
p0125 A72-16664
Flight•control systems development, discussing
onboard computers use in subsystems functional
- integration,' stabilization and landing systems,
inertial navigation and flight simulation
• ' - • p0127 A72-16736
Adaptive model following control systems design by
hyperstability approach for flight'control and
simulation
C&I4& PAPEB 72-95] p0134 A72-16956
S-3A Viking land based antisubmarine warfare
maritime'and reconnaissance aircraft, describing
flight controls, structural design, nnderslung
podded engines and operational equipment
p0139 A72-17583
Aircraft optimal control for case of continuous
data flow on time variable flight conditions
• p0181 A72-18979
Stochastic,control theory application to flight
problem,Tdiscussing aircraft identification and
adaptive'control over wide environmental range
'p0247 A72-25146
Flight'tests of combination flight director ....
displays and attitude command control system
effect on'general aviation aircraft handling
qualities during ILS approach
' fSAE PAPER 720316] P0289 A72-25580
German VAK*191B V/STOL fighter aircraft.design,
• development and flight tests; noting redundant
control systems '' '' '
1
 ' ' • p0307 A72-27166
Shbran systems with onboard computers for aircraft
position and' trajectory''parameters, noting
coordinate plotting for flight path' recovery
- maneuvers
- • • • . . ' • : . - - . • - p0346 A72-28785
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing
" spoilers, slab tailplane, rudder,
a'utostabilization system and' integrated
packaging of actuators
• • . ' • • > ' . p0417'A72-34144
V/STOL flight control '- Trend and requirements.
-' . • ' ' . ' p0442 A72-'312tO
Ballistic-damage-tolerant composite flight control
'• components.
TAHS PREPRINT 674]' \~ pOUUS A72-31(51»
Multimode flight control for precision weapon
' delivery. '
'••:-. ••• ' . • . , - . . — -
 POU53 A72-35561
Hybrid mechanical-electrical mechanizing
technigues' for aircraft flight control systems
.-•• - ' ' ' •' ' P0454 A72-35S76
Integrity of flight control system design.
• "• P0461 A72^37032
Survivable flight control system compatibility
• test program'. • " '
fAIAA PAPER 72-761] ' '- ' pOSOO A72r381lt3
• Optimal selection of stability augmentation
parameters "for excellent pilot acceptance'.
• ' ' p0501 A72-38227
An optimal model-following-flight control system
for manual control.
.
 %
 ' P0501 A72-38228
Failsafe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet
aircraft.
• ' • • • - •
 :
" P0506 A72-39351
High'subsonic transport aircraft design'
development based on supercritical aerodynamic
'•configuration and advanced structural, flight
- control and-propulsion'system technologies
PAPER 72-756 ] ' '• pOS10 A72-'«0056
A-202
SUBJECT IHDBI FLIGHT CBBiS
Unique features of the B-1 flight control systems.
fAIAA PAPER 72-872] PO.51'1 472-10062
Design, operation and testinq of integrated 5TOL
fliqht control system, noting approach accuracy
and passenqer comfort improvement
P0547 A72-10292"
High performance let aircraft variable feel flight
control systems for simulation of ^ aerodynamic
reaction forces proportional to dynamic pressure
p0551 A72-01069
Application of the head-up display /HOD/ to a
commercial let transport.
' : p0556 .A72-41256
Equations of motion appropriate to the analysis of
control configured vehicles.
CII»A PAPER 72-952] , p0562 A72-42353
Control configured fighter and bomber aircraft
based on flight control technology, discussing
development programs
P0611 A72-15386
Elevator lift and cockpit position effects on
flight altitude control during aircraft landing
approach
[ABC-8/H-3662] POOU3 H72-11049
Analysis of fliqht control system requirements for
helicopters and design of pilot assisted control
system
[AD-725590] pOODlt H72r11057
In-flight manual on instrument capability of
functional fliqht control-display system for
helicopters
P0082 H72-11920
Integrated low altitude flight control system for
military helicopters
p0083 H72-1192U
Terrain avoidance radar for OS Army rotary ying
aircraft
p0083 S72-11927
Feasible feel augmentation system.to utilize
increased performance of modern helicopters
pOOSt H72-11931
Numerical analysis to determine optimal solutions
to aircraft maneuvers involved in go-around and
flare during landing operations
CAD-728325] . P0090 H72-11973
Development and fliqht test of snrvivable aircraft
control system using fly-by-wire and integrated
actuator package techniques
tAD-729207] p0108 H72-13041
Self adaptive control techniques for designing .
flight control systems in high performance
supersonic aircraft .
fAD-730162) p0151 H72-13992
.Procedures for predicting pilot-vehicle-flight
control system performance
[AD-729869J P0153 S72-11007
Design and development of control augmentation
system for B-53 helicopter
[AD-730160] p0154 H72-1U015
Plight tests of parafoil glider and comparison of
flight test data with wind tunnel data usinq
small scale and full scale models
CAD-731K13] p0167 K72-15012
Variable deflection rocket engines for short
takeoff aircraft fliqht control system
C&D-730571] p0168 H72-15019
Variational methods for optimization of fliqht and
cont'rol
fHASA-TT-F-657] p0170 H72-15560
Experimental display referenced fliqht control
system vith pilot control force steering
[AD-731805] p0206 H72-15980
Development of data insertion techniques for
automatically providinq pilot -.with headinq and
• attitude command information
•rAD-731804] . p0206 B72-15981
Desiqn of helicopter stability and control
augmentation system using optimal control theory
and coapnterized simulation
[AD-732911] p0220 1172-17013
Aviation safety measures for aircraft reliability
and fliqht control
p0252 H72-18017
Rind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of
cyclic pitch control on V/STOL aircraft for .
longitudinal control daring hover and transition
fAD-734237] p0271 B72-19039
Rind tunnel tests to determine longitudinal
control capability of four propeller, tilt wing
aerodynamic confiquration1with cyclic pitch
propellers
tlD-734236] ; P0271 N72-190UO
Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on
operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft
rAD-731259) p0271 N72-19012
Application of flnidic pneumonic elements and
systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and
spacecraft
CAD-73im5] P0277 N72-19313
Development of direct side force control on
aircraft durinq flight and application to
improved bombing accuracy
CAD-73529t] ' P0334 H72-21030
Application of programmed pilotage techniques to
vary aerodynamic parameters during flight for
enhancement of level flight speed
characteristics of VT01 aircraft
tAD-736537] P033* N72-21032
Design- guidelines for pictorial integrated flight
control and guidance displays for Y/STOL aircraft
[SASA-CB-126153] P0374 H72-22630
Optimal control theory for determining thrust and
bank angle programs
fAD-7369611] i>038<! H72-23033
Bibliography of control devices to provide
improved tactical agility for Jet fighter aircraft
fAD-73769U] p0423 872-21036
Tests of pneumatic servomechanism for use in
aircraft control systems
fAD-738345] P0t25 H72-2U5«it
Development of controller synthesis techniques for
large aircraft using distributive parameters and
time delays
[AD-740873] - • ' P0529 B72-29013
Desiqn and development of longitudinal flight
control system for short takeoff transport
aircraft based on control of flight path
rAD-742314] p0531 N72-29030
.Performance tests of manual control displays and
formats to evaluate effectiveness in performing
precision tracking tasks
[AD-742127J P0532 N72-29031
Development of linear and nonlinear models of
electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system
and analysis of system performance
tNASA-TN-D-6928] p057? H72-30002
Control and modeling systems with distributive
parameters and time delays
[AD-7U1920] p0573 H72-30017
Development of controller design procedure for
aircraft throughout entire flight envelope based
on quadratic optimal control technology
CAD-7IH1491 ] ' P0626 H72-32068
Aeroelastic analysis and vibration modes for
flutter and flight control system definition
P0632 S72-32882
Fixed base simulator evaluation of effect of
pictorial display realism on frequency of
control reversals due to roll disturbances
CHASA-Tn-I-62191], p0639 H72-33023
FLIGHT CEE8S
Heuristic procedure solution for least cost
commercial airline crew scheduling, emphasizing
combinatorial space size reduction
P0604 A72-44584
Effects of environmental stresses on attack
helicopter crew task performance in NATO theater
CAD-7269H9] p0032 N72-10122
Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search
and rescue mission and crew functions
CAD-7280K3] p0090 M72-1197I4
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew
training program based on systems approach
tAD-727055] p0091 N72-12061
Set covering algorithm for extracted small
•atrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
CTB-320-30011] . p0321 N72-20099
Seai-antomatic methods for airlines crew scheduling
CTB-320-3006] p0322 N72-20100
Development of standardized method for evaluating
physical geometry of aircrew stations - Vol. 1
CAD-738006] p0433 N72-25015
Computer programs for improved methods for
evaluatinq physical compatibility of crew
members with crew stations - Volv 3
[AD-738007] pOH33 N72-25016
A-203
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Development of mathematical model for evaluating
compatibility of fliqht crew.personnel and
aircraft crew stations - Vol. 4
CAD-7380081 p0433 N72-25017
Validation-of man-model joint movement parameters
to deteroine compatibility of fliqht crews and
aircraft compartments - Vol. 5
[AD-7380091 . p0433 N72-25018
Analysis, desiqn, fabrication, and testing of
integrally armored crashworthy seats for aircrews
TAD-7427331 • p0586 N72-31030
FLIGHT HAZARDS
Medical and physiological hazards for SST
passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks '•
P0300 A72-258T6
Aviation hazards due to stably stratified shear
and turbulence zones, discussing1 meteorological
analysis of 747 jumbo jet turbulence incident
P0349 A72-28865
Head-up display performance in Falcon fan-jet
aircraft during taxiing, takeoff, cruise,
descent and landinq approach, notinq
low-visibility hazards reduction durinq landinq
phase
p0508 A72-39744
Electrostatic charge on an aircraft and liqhtninq
strikinq the aircraft
p0545 A72-40171
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 aircraft
contacting surface of ocean near Martha's
Vineyard, Massachusetts on 22 June, 1971
rNTSB-AAB-72-41 p0250 N72-18002
Aircraft accident report of Aero Commander
aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on January 22, 1970
fNTSR-AAR-72-11 p0254 N72-18029
Accidents involving rotorcraft in OS general
aviation for calendar year 1970 .
fNTSB-AMS-72-31 p0421 N72-24019
Aircraft accident investigation of crash of Beech
E18S aircraft during landing approach at Peoria,
Illinois airport on 21 October, 1971
rNTSB-AA8-72-15l p0466 N72-26019
Conditions, circumstances, and probable causes of
aircraft accidents occurring in OS general
aviation durinq calendar year 1970
fNTSB-BA~72-1l p0516 N72-28016
Analysis of OS air carrier accidents dnrinq 1964
to 1969
rNTSB-AAS-72-51 < p0528 N72-29007
Inflight emergency on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 June 1972 due to
accidental opening of cargo door in fuselage
fSB-72-69/878Al • P0572 N72-30006
Ecological survey to identify bird attractanrts
near airports and procedures to reduce1
occurrence of bird-aircraft collisions
fAD-7422271 p0574 N72-30022
Report of aircraft accident involving midair
collision of Convair 580 and DHC-6 aircraft over
Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin on 29 June 1972
tSA-433] p0581 N72-30970
FLIGHT IBSTRDMENTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS
NT AUTOMATIC PILOTS ' :
NT FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT HORIZON SCANNERS
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
Fliqht display systems current state and future
developments, discussing dual attitude
indicators and automatic chart systems CRTs,
engine displays and malfunction warning systems
p0056 A72-13423
Airline crew familiarization with DC-10
Computerized Fliqht Guidance System to calculate
steerinq siqnal from raw data to follow fliqht
path
p0494 A72-37899
Area navigation and its affect on aircraft
operation and systems design.
fAIAA PAPER 72-7541 p0498 A72-38125
The evolution of head-up displays.
p0506 A72-39333
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
P0545 A72-40225
' Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate
crew task, proposing integral displays and
controls for flight information
P0547 A72-40291
Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the
identification of stability and control
derivatives.
[AIAA PAPER 72-9631 P0561 A72-42346
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
P0603 A72-44451
Evaluation program for' frequency separated display
• ' principle in aircraft instrument panels
[AD-7359151 P0334 N72-21027
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to
individual electronic flight display design
P0373 N72-22622
Development and characteristics of electronic
filter system to provide all-weather air
navigation and landinq capability
CNASA-CE-112146] p0571 N72-29999
Efficient pilot management of cockpit
control/display devices
[AD-741945] p0573 N72-30016
Fliqht instruments including vertical indicators
and spatial orientation
[JPHS-566241 P0589 N72-31452
Schematic diagram for spatial orientation
instrument using mechanical devices
P0589 N72-31454
Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial
air navigation systems
tJPRS-512411 ' P0589 N72-31639
Simulated night visual approaches to two airports
to evaluate pilot performance with and without
head-up display device
fNASA-TH-X-621881 p0639 N72-33024
FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS
Extreme value analysis of fliqht load measurements.
P0609 A72-44737
Laboratory simulation of Bach 3 cruise heating on
wing structure representative of X-15 aircraft
for fliqht loads measurement
CHASA-TN-D-67491 p0283 N72-19922
Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gage data
obtained by counting methods of load-time
histories for jet fighter aircraft
P0541 H72-29912
Design, development, and application of fliqht
recorders and crash location instruments used in
NATO nations •
tAGARD-AR-391 p0628 N72-32457
FLIGHT MECHANICS
Fliqht mechanics derivative transformations by
matrix methods for changing coordinate or
independent variable systems
CDFVLH-SOHDDR-175] p0126 472-16706
Book on dynamics of atmospheric flight covering
unsteady motion, small disturbance theory,
aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft stability
and control, handling qualities, etc
: . p0192 A72-21491
Nonlinear dynamics of flight vehicle - Conference,
University of Technology, Longhborongh, England,
Harch 1972
P0234 A72-23451
Nonlinear dynamic motion response analysis of
flight vehicles typified by continuously
changing vibration damping and frequency
P0235 A72-23452
Approximate method for nonlinear differential
equations of motion solution in-fliqht dynamics,
applying to control surface buzz and slender
wing oscillations
p0235 A72-23453
Conventional aircraft flight mechanics, reviewing
vector analytical treatmentiof rigid body statics
pO«55 A72-3579H
Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. V -
Mechanical foundations /Dynamics of the rigid
body/
P0545 A72-40175
Flight mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions for conventional aircraft. V -
A-20U
.SUBJECT IHDBI FLIGHT PITHS
Bechanical foundations /dynamics of rigid bodies/
p0597 A72-«36«1
Atmospheric Plight Rechanics conference, 2nd, Palo
Alto and Hoffett Field, Calif., September 11-13,
1972, Informal Papers.
P0612 i72-85326
Perturbation methods in atmospheric flight
mechanics.
p0611 A72-U5350
. .DFVLE conference on V/STOL flight mechanics,
computerized simulation for reliability, and
values and units in flight dynamics, Brunswick,
Apr". 1971
rDLR-BITT-71-14] , p0203 H72-15963
Flight dynamics of V/STOL aircraft including
stability, noise and ground effect
-, P0203 N72-1596"!
FLIGHT OPTIHIZATIOS
Hinimnm flight time, routes model .at SST altitudes,
taking into account temperature, meteorological
and wind factors
p0063 A72-W78
Extremal field properties in optimal control
problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned
distance with minimum fuel consumption
P0139 A72-17727
Aircraft performance and flight path, optimization
algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using
calculus of variations
p0182 172-19091
Extremal field properties in optimal control
problem applied to aircraft flight oyer-assigned
distance with minimum fuel consumption
j>0285 A72-25329
Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimum
landing transition distance, evaluating
deceleration as function of incidence and thrust
vector angles
pO«00 A72-32323
, Optimum turns to a specified track for a
supersonic aircraft. • - '
p0502 A72-38277
Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider'
hovercraft
p0509 A72-39902
Supersonic aircraft energy turns.
p0599 A72-4U196
Variational methods for optimization of flight and
control
[HASi-TT-F-6571 . , p0170 H72-15560
Linear programming applied tor air traffic
prediction noting airline operations for optimal
flight
[DLR-FB-71-60] p0326 N72-20595
Application of programmed pilotage techniques to
vary aerodynamic parameters during flight for
enhancement of level flight speed,
characteristics of VTOL aircraft
flD-7365371 p033U S72-21032
FLIGHT PATHS
HT GLIDE PATHS
Soviet book on courser-indicating systems and
automatic navigation aids for civil aviation
aircraft covering design, operation principles,
error analysis and reliability
p0018 A72-12298
Hinimum flight time routes model at.SST altitudes,
taking into account temperature, meteorological
and vind factors
P0063 A72-1B678
Pilot perception tests on estimating flight path
inclination, ground image and touchdown time
under poor visibility
p0119 A72-16180
Automated ATC guidance technique for aircraft -.1
curved flight trajectories, describing>flight
profiles synthesizing algorithms and
computerized simulation technigne
[AIAA PAPER 72-121] pOIUO A72-17922
Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft
flight path management, emphasizing
dependability, safety and economy
P0193 A72-2152H
Hypersonic vehicles lateral dynamics during great
circle flight, using linearized equations of
motion and Newtonian theory for stability
derivatives estimation
p0195 A72-21603
Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft
position and trajectory parameters, noting
coordinate plotting for flight path recovery
maneuvers
P0316 A72-28785
Thunderstorm encounter probability at SST
altitudes for selected cross country routes,
using radar observation data
p03<!8 A72-28853
Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky
path observation during navigation and landing,
discussing computer units, CBT and image
generating subsystems
p0396 A72-32012
Great- circle intermediate waypoint computation
method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft
p0398 A72-32205
Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimum
landing transition distance, evaluating
deceleration as function of incidence and thrust
vector angles
pOlOO A72-32323
Theoretical and experimental studies of the focus
of sonic booms.
p0457 A72-36506
Optimum turns to a specified track for a
supersonic aircraft.
p0502 A72-3B277
Test of direct lift control in the case of the
experimental aircraft DFVLH-HFB 320
p0509 A72-39934
VTOL aircraft noise redaction through design
methods and flight path management in terminal
area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to
surrounding community
TICAS PAPER 72-31} pOSSU A72-U1159
Hultiloop piloting aspects of longitudinal
approach path control.
flCAS PAPER 72-461 p0555 A72-11171
Lateral flight path control during aircraft
landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust
deflection, discussing design optimization
p0613 A72-H5330
An investigation of parameters and factors
governing manual control of STOL aircraft in
landing approach.
[AIAA PAPER 72-9871 p0615 A72-U5115
Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for
weather conditions during flight approach
fFAA-HA-71-ttlO p0033 B72-10233
Theory and operation of proposed helicopter IFR
flight path control system
p008« 1172-11933
Curved final approach and landing flight path for
increased airport capacity
t.BAE-TH-710591 . p0257 S72-18265-
Integration method to derive angle of pitch,
flight-path angle, and angle of attack from
measurements in nonsteady flight
CVTH-156] p0267 H72-19008
Path changing methods for large-scale commercial
STOL aircraft to fly complex flight paths to
maintain a time of arrival envelope
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-51 p0325 1172-20579
Flight tests to determine optimum energy flight
path of F-8D aircraft and comparison with
previous schedules to reach supersonic speed
[AD-737377] p0385 H72-23035
Flight tests to determine effects of various
approach angles on performance of executive
transport jet aircraft
rFAA-FS-600-71 pO«21 N72-2<l022
Optimization technignes for estimating
height-velocity diagram and critical decision
point for rotorcraft based on impulsive response
functions
[HAL-TR-245] - pO»79 N72-27026
Gradient technigue for determining improved
aircraft flight paths to reduce kill probability
by antiaircraft gunfire
. fAD-7<41373l p0530 H72-29018
Design and development of longitudinal flight
control system for short"takeoff transport
aircraft based on control of flight path
[AD-7423111 p0531 N72-29030
Effects of aircraft flight altitude and Bach
number, wind and temperature gradients, and wind
direction on width of sonic boom corridor
[AD-7110897] p0575 H72-30027
A-205
FLIGHT PEBFOBHAICB SUBJECT IBDEI
General, technical, and physical descriptions of
Air Conbat Haneuverinq Banqe system simulation -
Vol. 1
tAD-74f1941 •
 P0581 H72-30986
Analysis of quantitative results obtained by Air
CoBbat Maneuvering Banqe simulation system -
Vol. 2
fAD-741195] p0581 872-30987
Development of optinization method for computing
optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by
observing only output and application to STOL
aircraft operation
rNASA-TH-D-6978] p0585 1172-31022
Bind tunnel tests to determine damping
characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight
path accelerometer at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
[AD-742994] p0589 H72-31480
Analysis of aircraft noise generation and
optimization of flight paths to minimize effects
of aircraft noise during takeoff
rNASA-TT-F-14468] ; p0622 1172-32042
FLIGHT PEBFOHHAHCE
0 FLIGHT CHAKACTERISTICS
FLIGHT PLAHS
Flight planning by ATC, discussing problems due to
run»ay feeding from several converging airways
pOOSS A72-13415
BARS digital simulation model in GPSS for
determining.scheduled flight operations and
maintenance resources effects on aircraft
availability and usage rates
p0111 A72-'17976
Automation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and yarning systems
p0230 A72-22780
Bilitary weather forecasting regnirements by 1980,
discussing decision making, data 'processing,
satellite data, mission and terminal forecasts,
display and computer flight planning
p0246 A72-25096
The Gander automated air traffic system.
P0492 A72-37748
Cost effective algorithm for optimal route'
aircraft scheduling for airlines by mixed
integer multi-commodity flow technique and
Dantziq-Rolfe decomposition
p0604 A72-44582
Analysis of flight plan data and flight schedules
with 'published schedules and flight data plans
to determine accuracy of flight planning
fDOT-TSC-FSA-72-10] • p0322 N72-20189
Planning and management of air traffic control
system based on random sample of flight plans
filed at flight service stations during calendar
year 1970 • ' • '
rAD-735970] p0339 N72-21641
FLIGHT RECORDERS
STRADA landing trajectory recording system for
real time flight path restitution during
approach and landing, using computer and lidar
technigues
p0404 A72-32895
Airline operational data from unusual events
recording system's in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft
fFAA-RD-71-69] ' p0105 H72-13022
Data recording program and analysis technique for
determining airworthiness of civil aircraft from
1962 to 1969
rBAE-TH-71034] p0205 1172-15975
Special events of meteorological origin affecting
•civil jet aircraft operations obtained from
flight recorders for period Jan. 1966 to'Hov. 1968
fARC-CP-1188] • p0280 B72-19687
Correlating seasonal and diurnal variations of
thunderstorm turbulence of anomalies in loads
with seasonal behavior of subtropical jet over
western Australia
fHETEOROL-STDDT-21] - p0372 K72-22598
D A H I E N 3 - numerical PCH recording system for use
in aircraft flight tests
rRAE-LIB-TRANS-1638] ' p0517 H72-28175
Design, development, and application of flight
recorders and crash location instruments used in
NATO nations ' !
[ AGAHD-AR-39] • p0628 H72-32457
Flight recorder insulation and thermal protection
for record tapes from crash fires .
[FAA-HA-72-49] p0633 H72-32937
FLIGHT BOLES
HT IBSTBONEHT FLIGHT HOLES
HT VISOAL FLIGHT BOLES
Flight safety from general aviation viewpoint in
Rest Germany, discussing ATC and flight rules
relative to airspace use
, CDGLB PAPER 72-036] poeos A72-44615
FLIGHT SAFETY
Control technique and flight quality for crew
workload reduction to improve military and civil
aircraft fliqht safety
' p0059 A72-13640
Aircraft integrated data systems application to
fliqht safety analysis, engine performance
monitoring, crew proficiency, antoland
evaluation, operations and logistics ,
, ,' . p0065 A72-14726
Cockpit information for pilot and fliqht crew as
key to transport aircraft accident prevention,
discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms
of fliqht safety requirements
. . p0066 A72-14813
Fliqht safety and ATC planning in German Federal
Bepublic and on international level, .discussing
regional control stations, radio frequencies,
navigation systems, automation, etc .
' . ' p0127 A72-16738
Engine out flight training safety, recommending
certification regnirements or training
procedures changes
. p0179 A72-18834
Book on air transportation, covering history,
government agencies roles in economic and safety
reqalation of air carriers, accounting,
financial and leqal aspects, etc
P0315 A72-28205
Aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight
phases, emphasizing takeoff and landinq ..'and nan
machine system reliability
p0361 A72-30815
Avionics equipment for siqnal processing onboard
civil, aircraft to improve flight safety,
discussing uses of ONEGA navigation system and
. digital computers
P0393 A72-31178
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,
Lebanon, November-December 1971
p0409 A72-33326
FAA policy in issuing civil airport operating
certificates and establishing minimum safety
standards
p0409(A72-33330
Functional equipment active and standby redundancy
for flight" safety and air.traffic punctuality
improvement, noting Boe'ing 747 aircraft
redundant systems
P0452 A72-35476
The onboard authority of the aircraft commanding
officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention
p0454 A72-35763
Future aspects of business, aviation, discussing
. pilot training and aircraft reliability and
maintenance in context of flight safety
' ' . p0507 A72-39741
Flight safety research, discussing HASA aviation
hazards R and D programs involving fire,
lightning and static, steep approaches, aircraft
wakes, fog and visibility
p0507'A72-39742
Trends in the control of air-traffic flows in the
air space
P0597 A72-43640
Flight safety from general aviation viewpoint in
' Rest Germany, discussing ATC and flight rules
relative to airspace use
fDGLB PAPER 72-036] p0605 A72-44615
Air traffic, collision risks,'defense zones,
airspace structure and central planning agency
for flight safety problems reform
[DGLB PAPER 72-038] p0605 A72-44617
Airline operational problems from traffic volume
increase, discussing flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects
fDGLS PAPER 72-037] , p0606 A72-44618
Flight safety standards and air traffic control
problems of supersonic aircraft passenger service
A-206
SUBJECT INDEX FLIGHT SIMOLiTIOH
fNASA-TT-F-139521 . P0250 N72-18000
Aviation safety measures for aircraft reliability
and fliqht control
P0252 N72-.18017
Impact of inertial naviqation on air safety and
modeling techniques to assess effects of air
traffic control satellite surveillance system
(AD-7337581 ' ' p0262 N72-18667
Helicopter design 'for improvinq crash
 (
survivability of aircraft and occupants
P027U H72-191U1
Dynamic simulation procedures to determine'
interaction between air traffic control system
and collision avoidance system
[FAA-Bp-72-10] P0280 N72-19719
Compilation and analysis of civil aviation
accidents occurrinq durinq 'calendar year 1970 to
shov conditions, circumstances, ^ and probable cause
fNTSB-BA-71-3-ISSUE-2 ] ' P0320 N72-20021
Development of techniques and equipment for
conducting proqraos to identify presence of
clear air turbulence and warn high 'altitude,
high-speed aircraft / :"
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-19J ' ' P°325 N72-2055<t
Numerical analysis of aircraft collision
probability due to reduced separation intervals
and arbitrary flight paths ', ' ' '
f D'OT;-TSC-FAA-71-27) ' ., p0330 N72^20997
Design and deVelopment of collision avoidance
system for use with general ;aviation aircraft'
fNASA-CE-112023] P0338 N72-21625
Evaluation'of PAA advanced flow control procedures
for air traffic control based on digital
simulation of New fork City 'air traffic '
rDOT-TSC-FAA^-Sl , p0339 H72-2.1630
Planning' and management of air' traffic control
system based Jon random sample, of flight plans
filed at flight service .stations during calendar
year 1970 ...
rAD-735970] p0339 H72-21.641
Analysis of. air traffic control procedures
employed on air routes 'over North Atlantic. Ocean
rPB-201862] ' p03«0 N72-216U2
Development of analytical model for determining
probability of. successful instrument landing and
assessment of interaction of factors with flight
crew ' ' " ' '. " ,
[NASA-CH-20221 p0370 N72-22099
Development' of wide ranqe of broadcast control
concepts for improved air traffic C9ntrol and
utilization of air space '
CNASA-CR-1261571 ' p0373 H72-22.620
Design, development, and characteristics of
aircraft approach control system and application
to typical let transport aircraft
rNASA-CH-2023] , . . p0376 N.72-22652
Analysis of air tra'ffic control systems based on
equipment specifications, data processing
equipment, display simulation, and cost benefits
CAD-735322] p0377 H72-22657
Briefs of accidents involving amateur and
home-built aircraft in OS.during 1969
[PB-206000]. ' ' p0385 N72-230UO
Analysis of OS general aviation aircraft accidents
for calendar year 1969 !
pO<!3'l N72-25003
Analysis of air traffic''control capabilities with
emphasis on fliqht safety and systems functions
tFAA-BD-72-2} p<W72 N72-2652U
Development.and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data' processing equipment
for warning system to avoid midair collisions
between aircraft . ' .
. fNASA-CASE-LAB-10717-1] • p0485 N72-27703
Group cohesion, interceptors, all-weather
operations, and flight safety
TAD-739229] I . p0188 N72r27988
Analysis of problems encountered by pilots of jet
aircraft and application of engineering
psychology to eliminate difficulties
fNASA-TT-F-1H3511
 ( p051U N72-28008
Development of broadcast system.of flight traffic
control for increased flight safety basedjOn
increased pilot participation of C9ntrol
procedures
f NASA-CRT127lt52] p0522 N72-28662
Simulator evaluation of instrument landing system
back coarse approaches and comparison with front
course approaches to determine flyability
problems with glide slope
fFAA-FS-60'0-8] p0537 H72-29671
Annotated bibliography of air traffic control
activities and collision avoidance systems for
improved aviation safety - September 1968 to
April 1972
rFAA-BA-72-41] p0537 N72-29672
Application of nondestructive testing techniques
for improvinq aircraft safety and aircraft
accident reduction
' ' P063U 872-32981
Development and operation of manaqement control
.system for efficient scheduling and safe
utilization of commercial air transportation
facilities
p0619 N72-33972
FLIGHT SIBOLATIOH
Adaptive model following control systems design by
hyperstability approach for flight control and
simulation
fAIAA PAPER 72-951 p013t A72-16956
Boeing 347 helicopter program, discussing
simulation, wind tunnel, whirl tower, bench
testing, fliqht test development and demonstration
P0135 A72-16993
Fast time simulation application to ATC systems,
discussing control 'action exercise within
strategic/tactical spectrum
P0135 A72-1699»
Lightning simulation laboratory for aircraft
strike testing, using high"energy generators
P0178 A72-1877M
Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural
test methods, suggesting system simulation,.
component replacement time calculation and
computer techniques .
p0107 A72-33221
Aircraft radar for weather data, ground mapping,
.avoidance modes and independent landing monitor
function, presenting straight and slant approach
simulation data
p05U7 A72-40290
Evaluation of simulated pilot/system performance
in manually controlled IFB formation flight task
for OH-1 helicopter under various environmental
and operational conditions
fAD-725209] p0031 N72-10IW
Supersonic transport aircraft and BAC 221 aircraft
piloted flight simulation near zero rate climb
velocity for determining aircraft maneuver
controllability at low speed
fAEC-CP-11651 . pOOU3 S72-110U8
Minimum level of Reynolds number for reliable flow
simulation in transonic test facilities
[SASA-TH-X-67IH21 D007U S72-11859
Feasibility of transonic wind tunnel testing of
large cord swept winq panel model for simulating
wing shock location at flight Reynolds number
[ NASA-IB-X-67111U] p0075 N72-11870
Beasnrement accuracy and flow simulation for
transonic testing in wind tunnels
tNASA-TH-I-671115],, p0076 N72-11872
Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for
simulating transonic aerodynamic data at fliqht
Reynolds numbers
P0076 H72-11873
Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high
Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past
two dimensional airfoil
P0076 N72-1187U
find tunnel model boundary layer reduction through
suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds
number full scale aircraft characteristics
, P0076 N72-11875
Specifications for high Reynolds number wind
tunnel design for flow simulation in swept wing
aircraft development tests
P0077 N72-11883
Piloted flight simulation of slender wing
supersonic transpo'rt aircraft durinq low speed
.landing approach with use of TV visual display
CABC-B/H-3660) p0089 H72-11966
Rind tunnel/flight simulation of slender delta
winq aircraft dynamic response to Dutch roll at
low speed
[ARCTR/B-3669] . p020U N72-15970
Low speed flight simulation of slender winq BAC
221 research aircraft and comparison with flight
tests
A-207
FLIGHT SIMULATORS SUBJECT IHDEI
rRAE-TB-69257] p020» N72-15971
Hybrid simulation of F-4 aircraft for evaluating
display devices'and Pilot performance in nanaal
'fuel consumption optimization
flD-731713] . p0208 H72-16315
Advantages of thrust vectoring in manned air
combat simulation
P0210 H72-16694
Flight simulation of remotely controlled lifting
body model
C.DLB-FB-71-82] p0319 H72-20010
Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67
helicopter stabilator
[AD-735766] p0369 H72-22030
Simulation of DH-1 helicopter flight '
characteristics to evaluate performance of
manual formation flight display system
fAD-737313] P0385 H72-23041
Simulation study of airspace control corridor for
Boston terminal area
[AD-739130] p0472 1172-26526
Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker F-28
full-scale wing structure under cyclic gust
flight simulation loading
rHLE-TB-71043-0] pOt!88 1172-27955
Crack propagation r ' in full-sca'le wing structure
tinder different simulated flight conditions
p0540 K72-29902
Application of simulation and analysis technignes
for establishing flying qualities criteria for
piloted aircraft
p0620 N72-32026
Measurement of human operator performance in•
single axis tracking task during simulated
turbulent conditions
p0621 1172-32034
FLIGHT SIMULATORS
NT COCKPIT SIHOLATORS
Toulouse-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight
simulators with Concorde cockpit replica
p0069 A72-15072
Flight simulator for aircraft design, emphasizing
compromise between performance and control
requirements to avoid excess weight and drag
p0142 A72-18245
Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews,
discussing Boeing 717 program
p0179 A72-T8839
Sight Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
p0182 A72-19137
Large amplitude flight simulator for fighter
design refinement, noting extensive computer
commitment
p03«5 172-28757
Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training
crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital
technigues, and visual and physiological
experiences
p0362 172-308111
Low cost flight simulator for general aviation
pilot training, containing IFE instrumentation
and turbulence infection device
- p0399 172-32211
Flight training simulator criteria and design
considerations, noting avionics, model aircraft,
control console and teaching aspects
p0411 172-33501
Digital computer controlled flight 'simulators for
undergraduate pilot, electronic warfare,
air-to-air combat.and helicopter training
• ' " p0443 172-34393
Simulated blind approach trainer for general
aviation aircraft pilot training, discussing
design concept and instrumentation with emphasis
on components simplicity and econony
P0450 A72-35325
Use of the flight simulator in the design of a
STOL research aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-762] p0499 172-38129
Naval air test center participation in development
of air-to-air combat simulation.
THAI PAPER 72-765] p0499 172-38130
Survivable flight control system compatibility
test program.
fAIil P1PEH 72-7611 pOSOO 172-38143
Idvanced fighter controls flight simulator for
all-systems compatibility testing.,"
[AIA1 PIPES 72-837] • p0505 172-39090
Dse of fixed and moving base flight simulators for
the aerodynamic design and development of the
S-3A airplane.
[1IAA PAPER 72-764] pOSIO 172-40052
Flight simulator used to determine lateral and
directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL
transport aircraft
rFAA-BD-71-81] p0041 -H72-11037
Flight simulator exercise for investigation of
pilot performance in low'visibility conditions
during approach and landing
. [RAE-TH-71044] p0042 N72-11042
Tabulation and description of facilities available
in government aid industry for real time
engineering flight simulation
CN1S1-CR-1877] p0157 N72-14274
Flight simulation of aviation'ti;ainer-2 G1T-2 for
determining reliability of light twin engine
aircraft
[1D-731135] P0169 H72-15252
Research on noise reduction, flying simulators,
and gust alleviators
P0204 1172-15969
Technical aids for experimental''research in flight
sinulation developed at Institute of Human
Engineering, Heckenheim, ERG, during 1968
• [AHTHROPOTECH-1/69] p0207 H72-16185
Approach and landing flight simulator based on
intermediary photography on transparent material
P0207 1172-16186
Wind tunnel test section for simulating high
Reynolds number over transonic speed range.
r H1SA-CASE-HFS|-20509) • ' • p0221 1172-17183
Design and development of six-degree-of-freedom
visual approach and landing simulator for
training F-105 pilots
fADr733240] , p0257 1172-18267
Development and characteristics of flight
simulator for providing data on aerodynamic
characteristics of C-8A aircraft modified for
STOL operation
fNlSA-CR-114434] p0367 N72-22013
Flight simulator facility emphasizing
lateral-directional control
fNASA-TM-X-62155] • p0423 1172-24335
Evaluation cockpit and control by variable
stability system in total in-flight simulator
tlD-738314] • p0424 1172-24357
Fixed base simulator study of direct lift control
on VC-10 aircraft '
UHC-CP-1199] p0432 H72-25010
Device for applying simulated g-forces to arm of
aircraft simulator pilot ' • . '
' tHASl-ClSE-LlB-10550-1] p0482 H72-27271
Simulation of dynamic spin of F-4 aircraft under
pilot control using human centrifuge facility
" (AD-739326] 'p0483 H72-27278
Design, development, and fabrication of total
inflight simulator facility
tAD-739230) P0483 1172-27279
Simulation study of lift-roll coupling on handling
qualities of hovering VTOL aircraft using thrust
for roll control i
CHASA-TB-D-6906] p0516 R72-28020
Interface and options definition for advanced
simulation in undergraduate pilot training
visual simulator, including electrical
properties and edge smoothing
[1D-739585] ' p0518 H72-28262
Hybrid computer program in FORTB1N 4 to simulate
pilot controlled aircraft
[lD-740434] p0533 B72-29223
Simulator evaluation of instrument landing system
back course approaches and comparison with front
course approaches to determine flyabij.ity
problems with glide slope
rFll-FS-600-8] p0537 N72-29671
'General, technical, and physical descriptions of
Air Combat Haneuvering Bange system simulation -
Vol. 1
[1D-741194] p0581 H72-30986
Analysis of quantitative results obtained by Air
•Combat Hanenvering Bange simulation system -
Vol. 2
' [AD-741195] p0581 H72-30987
1-208
SUBJECT IHDBI PlISHt TESTS
Preliminary design study for advanced fighter type
in-flight simulator, employing digital systees
[AD-743970] p0628 H72-32282
Fixed base, variable stability, carrier,approach
landing simulator, mechanized on hybrid computer
[AD-7U3768] P0628 H72-32283
Fixed base simulator evaluation of effect of
pictorial display realism.on fregnency of
control reversals due to roll disturbances
[HASA-TH-X-62191] p0639 N72-33023
Evaluation of translational rate for V/STOL
aircraft in hover condition using six degree of
freedom motion simulator
r»ASJ-THTl-6219tt] ' p0639 N72-33026
Simulator analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of short takeoff.and landing transport aircraft
durinq approach and landing
fHASA-TH-D-6898] ' p06»0 H72-33030
Design and development of visual approach and
landing simulator using F-105 aircraft
components and closed circuit television system
[AD-7U5200] p06«3 H72-33259
FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and
asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing
moment, discussing variable stability T-33
flight .tests... .-...."_. .
[AIAA PAPER 72-9«] . pd33 A72-169<16
Flight test instrumentation system for measurement
of aircraft performance, stability and control
characteristics during nonsteady flight
pOU12 A72-33639
Correlation of transonic wind tunnel .test data
with.flight test results on slender wing
airplanes for double delta configuration ,
development . . .
P0075 N72-11868
Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for
simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight
Reynolds numbers •
. p0076 H72-11873
Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds
of Orion slender wing models with zero lift
using terminal velocity technigue
tARC-CP-117U] p0202 N72-15951
Integration method to derive angle of pitch,
flight-path angle, and angle of attack from
measurements in nonsteady flight
rVTH-156] p0267 N72-19008
Flight test method for determination of stability
and performance characteristics from maneuvers
in low and intermediate freguencies
CVTH-163] . P0267 N72-19009
Flight test of three-axis fluidic stability
augmentation system for DH-1 helicopter
tAD-734343] P0271 B72-19013
Inflight measurement of yawing moment of inertia
of HP-115 aircraft using wing-tip parachutes
fARC-R/B-3691] P0585 N72-31025
Equations of motion for flight vehicles with
semi-passive, roll control systems, utilizing
flight stability
r.SCL-RH-72-0007] p0623 N72-32019
FLIGHT TEST IISTRDBEHTS
DABIEN III digital magnetic tape recording system
for aircraft flight test data acquisition,
discussing components «
POH12 A72-33629
Flight test instrumentation system for measurement
of aircraft performance, stability and control
characteristics during nonsteady flight
pO»12 A72-33639
Serial PCS system for flight test data acguisition
and reduction compared with Harrier system
P0112 A72-3364D
Engine compressor face rake for flight test
instrumentation F-1UA/TF-30.
P0564 A72-U2686
PLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
B-52 test vehicle flight demonstration program for
control configured vehicles /CCV/ technology
concepts validation, noting gross weight reduction
(AIAA PAPER 72-7471 p0198 A72-38123
Proceedings of conference on aircraft flight test
procedures, data acguisition, data processing,
and correlation with wind tunnel test results '
fAGARD-CP-85] . p0328 H72-20976
Flight test procedures for determining stall and
spin characteristics of high performance aircraft
PC328 H72-20979
Boundary layer pressure distribution .measured on
Shark 1 free flight test vehicle at Bach numbers
from 1.5 to 2.2 and high Reynolds numbers
[ABC-CP-1208] P0527 H72-28999
Design of rotor system research' aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - vol. 1 -
[HASA-CR-112152] p0638 H72-3301U
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 2
. C.NASA-CH-112153] p0638 H72-33015
Design of rotor system .research aircraft for
flight testing.advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 3
[HASA-CS-1121541 P0638 H72-33016
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing.advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. t
fHASA-CR-112155] p0638 H72-33017
FLIGHT TESTS
HI FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
TriStar commercial ^et transport aircraft
development, discussing design and flight tests
for operating efficiency, reliability and safety
- [SAE PAPER 710755] pOOOU A72-10252
Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing
ground and flight test programs for performance,
flying qualities and structures fatigue
properties evaluation
fSAE PAPER 710756] . P0004 A72-10253
Flight test procedures for subsonic transport
aircraft pitot static pressure system,
recommending trailing cone calibration method
[SAE ARP 921] pOOOS A72-10389
Army data analysis system for fixed and rotary
wing aircraft flight testing, including airborne
and computer controlled ground stations eguipment
P0019 A72-12408
Flight vibration testing methods for ascertaining
flutter stability of high speed aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 71-083] p0023 A72-12725
F-14A fighter accelerated flight test program with
18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours
before 1973 operability
p0063 A72-1H591
Automated telemetry system providing real time
analytical capability and reduction of flight
test time for F-14
P0063 A72-1U592
Beteorological information assistance for Concorde
aircraft test flights, discussing high
tropospheric turbulence and lower stratospheric
temperature predictions and instruments
p0063 A72-14680
D.S. Navy automatic carrier landing system /ACLS/,
discussing shore and ship based test techniques
and problem areas
p012t A72-16654
A-7 D/E navigation/weapon delivery system flight
testing, using phot ogramrae trie technigue
P012U A72-16656
Flight testing of Army helicopters terrain
following and/or avoidance systems concepts for
operational capability, performance and cost
evaluation
P0124 A72-16658
SF-8D aircraft variable stability system
ground/inflight calibration for determination of
flight control system dynamics effects on flying
gualities
. p0125 A72-16660
Havy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control
system for V/STOL flight test program, using
airborne digital computer for
navigation/guidance computations
P0125 A72-16661
Aircraft flight control system BTBF field
operational and BIL-STD-781 testing,
establishing data baseline for reliability
predictions
P0125 A72-16662
BQH-34A and E/7 target drone aircraft versatile
automatic flight control system flight test
program and results for basic and advanced
flight modes
P0125 A72-16663
A-209
FLIGHT TESTS COHTD SUBJECT IHDEI
?liqht test evaluation of i-7D/E enetgency backup
fliqht control system* describing hydraulic
power control systems design and function '
P0125 A72-1666B
Bodel following variable stability system for
X-1UB VTOL aircraft, discussing hardware design
and fliqht evaluation
fAIAA PAPER 72-961 P0131 A72-16978
Boeing 347 helicopter program, discussing
simulation, wind tunnel, whirl tower, bench
testing, flight test development and demonstration
P0135 A72-16993
F-1U Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems,
spinning, low speed performance, stalling,
afterburning tnrbofan engines, in-flight
refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
P0138 172-17582
Papers on critical and exploratory fliqht testing
covering rotary winqs, liftinq bodies and jet
engine airstart
P0145 A72-18U87
Procedures followed by test pilot on first flight
of new aircraft- design
P0145 A72-18488
Structural demonstration flight testing /U.S.
Navy/ of new aircraft, presenting maneuver
checklist
P0115 472-18189
Airloads and structural integrity flight testing
/D.S. Air Force/, noting dynamic response,
fatigue tests and temperature data acquisition
P<j'l«5 A72-18H90
Flight flutter boundary testing, describing steps
to minimize risk
P01U5 A72-18U91
Fliqht initial spin testing, discussing aircraft
antorotation due to stalled angle of attack and
sideslip
P01U6 A72-18192
Rotary wing aircraft first flight and envelope
expansion at design gross weight
P0146 A72-18U93
Jirstart flight testing for single engine
fighter/attack aircraft, including flight
conditions, windmilling, fuel flows, gas
temperature, ignition and acceleration
P0146 A72-18I)96
Weapon firinq and external store separation tests
by fliqht test methods for determininq safe
weapon release envelope
P01U6 A72-18499
Thunderstorm fliqht testinq for evaluation of
rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on
aircraft, engine and systems operating
characteristics
P01U7 A72-18500
Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil
transport aircraft flight testing under natural
and/or simulated icing conditions
P0117 &72-18501
Crashproof rotorcraft STO1 aircraft for rescue
operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special
rotary wings design, air tunnel experiment and
flight tests
P01U7 A72-18582
TAK 191 B V/STOL reconnaissance fighter prototype
test program, describing simulations, bench,
ground, static, hovering and flight tests
P0182 A72-19249
F-1U naval fighter aircraft flight test programs,
discussing instrumentation and low-speed-test
results
P0190 A72-21005
Test pilot role in attack aircraft avionics
systems integration consisting of-head-up
display, projected map, digital computer,
inertial-platform, radar and Doppler systems, etc
P0190 A72-21012
Olympus engine flight testing for relighting and
antiicing, engine control and noise and
vibration assessments in support of Concorde
aircraft development
P0197 A72-21898
Airfoil ram-wing air-water hybrid vehicle X-113 Am
design and operational principles based on
aerodynamic ground effect, discussing flight
tested performance characteristics • i
P0232 A72-22971
Flight' testing of automated modular area
navigation system for 1-1011, describing
computer, data storage and:control-display units
and electronic automatic chart system '
P0240 A72-24271
Aircraft wing structure fatigue life estimates
based on flight load time histories from counter
accelerometers : •
fSAE PAPEE 7203051 P0288 A72-25569
Flight tests of combination flight director
displays and attitude command control system
effect on general aviation aircraft handling
qualities during IIS approach
[SA'E PAPEB 7203161'!, ' p0289 A72-25580
Supercritical thick wing for structural weight
reduction and increased cruise speeds flight
tested' on navy 'T2-C aircraft
[SAE PAPER 7203201 P0290 A72r25583
Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven hydraulic
power pack for landing gear system, noting
engine and flight tests
fSAE PAPER 7203271 = p0291 A72-25589
Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites
application to aircraft structural design,
discussing flight test and developmental programs
P0302 A72-26234
German YAK 191B V/STOL figh'ter aircraft design,
development and flight tests, noting redundant
control systems ' "- '
P0307 A72-27166
Flight tests of stability augmentation system for
light airplane improving pilot control during
IFB encounter
P0309 A72-27513
Han computer weapons effectiveness and system test
environment /WESTS/ instrumentation system with
Decca navigation for simulated combat
environmental flight tests
P0310 A72-27515
Project pilot criteria for preparation and '
execution of flight test specifications
P0310 A72-27517
1-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft
design, flight station, controls, flying
gualities, etc
P0310 A72-27519
Flight test of direct side force control by rudder
deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33
airplane, noting use in dive bombing
P0310 A72-27520
Weapon systems reliability assessment based on
limited prototype flight test results
P03U3 A72-28359
Concorde dynamic behavior from flight tests,
discussing integrated design effects, wing, fin
and elevon flutter, gust and runway response and
engine surge effects
• [AIAA PAPER 72-3811 P0350 A72-28958
Airborne OHEGA navigation system performance,
discussing transmission facilities, three
frequency, receiver, flight tests and
optimization of receiving antenna :
: P0352 A72-29191
Preproduction OHEGA aircraft receivers and
antennas development and flight testing, noting
signal loss problems in high noise or
precipitation static environments
P0353 A72-29198
OHEGA receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne
computerized navigation system, describing
flight test, maintainability and laboratory
simulation programs
P0353 A72-29202
Test flights into weather at midlatitudes and
tropical systems with airborne'OHEGA navigation
system, discussing E field and H field antennas
-• ' P0353 A72-29203
VFW 611 twin jet transport aircraft flight test
.program, detailing general task plan, test'
eguipment installations and test schedule
P0360 A72-30679
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding
investigation and aerodynamic design'of flexible
wing two body system
P0394 A72-31103
Plight experiments to determine horizontal visual
restriction effects on T-33 aircraft front
cockpit during approaches and landings
P0395 A72-31697
A-210
SOBJECT IHDEI FLIGHT TESTS COBTD
Dynamic input to cargo in turbojet aircraft
studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing
instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction
processes and results . . • • -
P0403 A72-32625
lutoland system .flight testing in Trident 3B and
British Civil.Aviation Authority approval:for
ICAO Cat 3a weather
P04T1 A72-33539
Airborne flight test data acquisition system
nodular design to provide digital readings from
monitoring transducers analog signal
, . P0412 A72-33645
SECAHT collision avoidance system, describing
operational principles and flight test results
P0417 A72-34137
Helicopter testing of inertial navigation systems.
CARS PREPRINT 631] P0443 A72-34478
S-67. flight test program.
[iHS PEEPEINT 653] p04.43 A72-34479
Flight investigation of design features of the
S-67 winged helicopter.
[AHS PREPRINT 601J . p0444 A72-34485
Helicopter stability derivative extraction and
data processing using Kalman filtering techniques.
CABS PREPRINT 6111 p0447 A72-3H501
A pilot's opinion - VTOL control. design,_ .' . „_•,
requirements" for the instrument approach task.
[AHS PREPRINT 644] p0447 A72-34504
The vorld speed records of the SA 311 - Gazelle.
' [AHS PREPRINT 651] p0447 A72-34506
Configuration and flight test of the only
operational Air Force area navigation,system.
, ' P0453 A72-35557
DSAF development of electrostatic gyros for
inertial air navigation, noting flight tests'and
associated airborne digital computer.
P0453 A72-.35558
Aircraft flight test facilities deficiencies and
modernization impediments, recommending
integrated'facility research program.establishment
P0491 A72-37676
A time-frequency high performance collision
avoidance system. t- .
[ONERA, TP NO. 1091] P0493 A72-37764
Flight test report on 1-1011 aerodynamic
characteristics, discussing high and low speed
performance, stability and control, stall
behavior, etc
p0494 A72-38030
'VJ-101 v/STOL aircraft design, development and
flight testing, discussing takeoff and- landing,
hovering and transition flight and associated
control problems
p0494 A72-3.8032
Real time flight flutter testing via Z-transform
analysis technigue.
[AIAA PAPER 72-7814] p0495 A72-38101
The development of dynamic flight test techniques
for the eitraction of aircraft performance.
[AIAA PAPER 72-785] p0495.A72-38102
Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.
[ A I A A PAPER 72-786] p0495 A72-38103
Status of D.S. Navy stall/post-stall/spin flight
testing. . , . .[ A I A A PAPER 72-787] , p0495 A72-38104
A-X Air Force flight evaluation.
[AIAA PAPER 72-770] P0499 A72-38131
Generating high Reynolds-number flows.
P0501 A72-38222
A generalized method for the identificationiof
aircraft stability and control derivatives from
flight test data.
P0502 A72-38260
Plight-test experience in digital control of a
• remotely piloted vehicle.
[AIAA PAPER 72-883] p0510 A72-40059
Design and flight'experience with a digital
fly-by-wire,control system using Apollo guidance
system hardware on an F-8 aircraft.
[AIAA PAPER 72-881)
 P0511 A72-40060
F-111A inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics
for airframe-propnlsion integration based on
flight and transonic vind tunnel tests
[ICAS PAPER 72-18] p0553 A72-41143
Improved gnalitative flight data rating scales.
P0556 A72-41257
Flying experience with the SC1 research aircraft
and the P1127 prototype at the Royal Aircraft
Establishement, Bedford, England.
, -P0560 -A72-42324
Flight test studies of the formation of trailing
vortices and a method to accelerate vortex
dissipation.
[AIAi PAPEB 72-988] . - p0561 A72-42327
Applications of a technigne for estimating
aircraft states from recorded flight test data.
[AIAA PAPER 72-965] . i. . P0563 A72-42360
Ka-26 helicopter operational flight testing in
high mountain environment, discussing takeoff,
. landing and climb performance as function of
altitude dependent engine characteristics
P0597 A72-43638
Influence of King- deformations measured during
flight tests upon the flight performance of a
glider made of synthetic materials. I
P0603 A72-tl(152
The fatigue and fail-safe program for the
certification of the Lockheed Model 286 rigid
rotor helicopter.
P0608 A72-I0733
Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic
behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small
helicopter.
p0612 A72-15328
Crew compartment vibration environment in-B-52
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
[AD-727023] • . . p0033 N72-10127
Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker
beacon receiving system
[FAA-NA-71-29] • p0033 N72-10173
Flight tests of BAG 221i aircraft crosswind landing
and sidestep maneuvers
[AEC-CP-1168] P0042 N72-11045
Development of- computer programs for processing
1
 . flight test data and standardizing in-flight
performance of aircraft
[AD-725741] p0043 N72-11054
Comparison of vind tunnel and theoretical
techniques for determining full scale
aerodynamic flight drag factors
[NASA-TM-X-67413] • P0075 N72-11869
Free flight models for transonic testing at high
Reynolds numbers
[NASA-TB-X-67416] . p0077 N72-11878
Autonomous navigation system for SA-330 helicopter
and flight test methods
P0084 B72-11929
Flight test of three-axis hydrofluidic stability
augmentation system in helicopter
< p0085 N72-11937
Free flight tests to determine deployment
characteristics and aerodynamic loads for
all-flexible parawings with 4000 sguare foot
; wing area
[NASA-TH-X-2326] p0087 N72-11956
Development and flight test of survivable aircraft
control system using fly-by-wire and integrated
actuator package techniques
[AD-729207] P0108 N72-13041
Flight tests of ribbon parachutes with. 2000 Ib
store at low altitude
[SC-DC-71-4022] p0151 N72-13994
Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with
underwiug engine nacelles to study airframe
installation effects on 3 variable-flap ejector
nozzles . •
[NASA-TB-X-2478] p0162 N72-14791
Flight-tests of parafoil glider and comparison of
flight test data with wind tunnel data using
small scale and full scale models
[AD-731143] p0167 H72-15012
Low speed flight simulation of slender wing BAC
221 research aircraft and comparison with flight
tests
[RAE-TR-69257] p0204 N72-15971
Concorde power plant development, emphasizing
flight test problems
P0211.N72-16705
History of first tests of ramjet engines
[AD-732275] p0214 N72-16728
Flight tests to determine methods for reducing
airport community noise based on operationally'
optimum approach profiles
[HASA-CR-114417] p0250 N72-16001
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of
jet fighter aircraft extracted from flight test
data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation
A-211
FLIGHT TESTS COHTD SUBJECT IBDBX
rHASA-TN-D-6532] P0252 H72-18013
Fly by wire and integrated actuator package
techniques -for developing survivable flight
control system in jet aircraft
riD-7335821 P0255 »72-180l)0
Flight tests of strapdovn inertial navigation
system in helicopter to determine feasibility
for simulating systems using inertial navigation
eguipment
r;AD-733!130] p0262 F72-18663
Flight test analysis of flow characteristics of
air intake system of F-111A aircraft at
supersonic speed
rNSSA-TSr-D-6679] . p0265 1172-18996
Maximum likelihood' technigue used to extract
aerodynamic parameters of Navion airplane from
flight data
rNASA-TH-D-66U31 p0268 H72-19019
Flight tests to determine characteristics of blade
slap in rotary wings and effect on helicopter
performance
rNASA-CR-19831 p0269 S72-19026
Determining stability and control derivatives of
airplanes from flight data using modified
Newton~Raphson minimization technigue
rNASA-TN-D-65791 p0279 H72-19659
Proceedings of conference on aircraft flight test
procedures, data acquisition, data processing,
and correlation with wind tunnel test results
rAGARD-CP-85] p0328 H72-20976
Flight test program and data acguisition
techniques for•evaluation of Boeing 717 aircraft
P0328 N72-20977
Mathematical models for determining flight
performance of Concorde aircraft
P0328 N72-20978
Stability and control flight test procedures for
V/STOL aircraft in general and specific
application to P-1127 and Harrier aircraft
P0328 H72-20980
Flight tests of TTOL aircraft DO 31
P0329 H72-20981
Characteristics of flight test instruments and
techniques for overcoming limitation and sources
of error
p0329 N72-2098U
Development of flight test procedures for use with
, advanced aircraft to determine cruise
performance characteristics
P0329 N72-20985
Techniques and procedures for conducting flight
tests of lifting body type aircraft during
transonic and supersonic flight conditions
[HASA-TM-X-68306] P0329 H72-20986
Flight tests performed following initial.delivery
or extensive repair and overhaul as performed by
Canadian Armed Forces
P0329 N72-20987
Flight test procedures for determining turning
capability of military aircraft
p0330 N72-20989
Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to
determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities
appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender
wing aircraft . .
P0330 H72-20990
Development of numerical process for extracting
aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data
p0330 H72-20991
Determination of performance data and stability
and control characteristics from aircraft
performance under nonsteady flight conditions
P0330 H72-20992
Procedures for training pilots in assessment of
flight systems during attendance at Empire Test
Pilot School, England
P0330 H72-20995
Pilot evaluations of flight characteristics of
CV-990 aircraft for providing baseline data for
transport aircraft
fNASA-TII -D-6811] . - p0368 H72-22026
Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67
helicopter stabilator
•fAD-735766] P0369 H72-22030
Flight test data on all-electroluminescent lighted
display panel in aircraft cockpit
p0376 H72-22644
Aerodynamic characteristics of C7-990 aircraft
under various conditions of Hach number.
altitude, and flap setting
[HASA-TH-D-6777] « p0383 H72-23027
Design, development, and evaluation of
glass-reinforced epoxy rotor blades on CH-17
helicopter
fAD-7382031 P0423 H72-24033
Flight test of F-8 aircraft to determine minimum
time' energy climbs based on energy state
approximation :
[AD-7380181 P0423 H72-24035
Maximum likelihood parameter estimation for
extracting stability and control derivatives of
aircraft :from flight test data using real time
digital computer
[HASA-TN-D-6735] p0426 N72-2<(625
Applications of computers for flight test and
evaluation of helicopters based on frequency
analyses of load curves on main and tail rotors
fSASA-TT-F-14283] P0430 H72-24993
Flight tests of EC-130E aircraft with I band
radome installed
[EHEA-71-U5] P0432 N72-25007
find tunnel and flight tests of dynamic stall of
airfoils and helicopter blades
[AD-738610] pO<169 H72-26251
Basic formulations for developing coordinate
transformations and equations of motion-used
with free fliqht and wind tunnel data reduction
[HASA-SP-3070] pOH72 M72-26U75
System design and fliqht test evaluation of range
only multiple aircraft navigation system
[AD-738696] POI172 N72-26527
Analysis of flight loads imposed on H-2 helicopter
during fleet operations
[AD-738152] p0480 H72-27038
Design, development, and fabrication of total
inflight simulator facility
[AD-739230] POII83 N72-27279
weather predictions for Concorde test flights and
problems of forecasting stratospheric
temperature and clear air turbulence
tHLL-a-22U39-(5828.ltF) 1 p01|8<t 872-27638
Methods for performing evaluation and processing
data following flight tests of air traffic
control beacon
CAD-738680] POH86 N72-27709
DAHIEH 3 - numerical PCH recording system for nse
in aircraft flight tests
[EAE-LIB-TEAHS-1638] P0517 B72-28175
Application of computer program to determine
stability and control derivatives for HH-1C
helicopter model
fAD-7K077a] . p0530 H72-29019
Static and flight acoustic and aerodynamic tests
to determine flight velocity effect on jet noise
- of conical ejector, annular plug, and seqmented
suppressor nozzles
CHASA-CR-120961) p0571 H72-30000
Application of maximum likelihood estimation from
fliqht test data to determine lateral control
and stability derivatives for jet fiqhter aircraft
rHASA-TN-D-69051 p0581 H72-31013
Analysis of sonic boom siqnatnres produced by
SE-71 aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds
[HASA-TN-D-68231 p0585 N72-31021
Fliqht-tests to determine performance of air
cooled plug nozzle with afterburning turbojet
rWASA-TB-X-2607] p0590 K72-31785
Comparison of French and OS criteria for aircraft
performance and control with application to
complicated, high performance aircraft
P0619 B72-32018
Procedures for application and revision of Federal
Aviation Regulations in determining handling
'> qualities and performance of aircraft ;
P0619 N72-32020'-'
Analysis of criteria for evaluation of high
performance aircraft and results obtained on
aircraft equipped with control augmentation
systems
P0620 H72-32025
Development and application of pilot rating to
determining performance and handling criteria of
aircraft ' '
. ' • ' > • P0620 H72-32028
Analysis of instrumentation error effects on
identification accuracy of aircraft parameters
fHASA-CS-112121] p0622 H72-32010
A-212
SUBJECT ISDBX PlOg CHARACTERISTICS
Digital computer progran foe investigating effects
of instrument error on aircraft stability and
"control derivatives from flight test data
[NASA-CR-112122J . p0622 872-32041
In flight nonitoring system to measure and record
helicopter perfornance in real time for all six
degrees of freedom
fAD-7115118] . , . • p0629 N72-32476
Procedures for reducing aircraft performance data
to compensate for atmospheric parameters and
variations in aircraft configurations
tESDD-700191 P0637 N72-33004
Development of method for aircraft performance
analysis when drag is determined from engine
thrust .
[ESDO-70021J P0637 H72-33005
Derivation of equations for determining climb
performance of .aircraft based on energy-.
considerations
CESDO-70023] P0637 H72-33007
Aerodynamic characteristics of SC-1 and p-1127
V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on flight tests to
determine control system performance
P0649 N72-33968
PLIGHT TIBS
Hinimum flight time routes model at SSI altitudes,
taking into account temperature,- meteorological
and vind factors
P0063 472-1H678 '
Aircraft on-time operation and air traffic
problems, considering solution requirement
formulation and funding suggestions
P0402 472-32162
Statistical analysis of flight time, takeoff and
landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and
landing for transport jet aircraft
fTB-88] , p0480 N72-27035
FLIGHT TBAISIHG
Engine out flight training safety, recommending
certification requirements or training
procedures changes
p0179 A72-18834
Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews,
discussing Boeing 747 program
P0179 A72-18839
Instructor station design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
informational regnirements
p0183.A72-19277
Hilitary aviation navigator training, discussing
objectives, methods, instructors and eguipment
p0398 472-32207
Canadian Armed Forces air navigation training ..
program, noting emphasis on training flights
P0398 472-32209
OSAF 4cademy air navigation training program,
discussing systems development course and
descriptive and applied astronomy ,
P0399 472-32210
Flight training simulator criteria and design
considerations, noting avionics, model aircraft,
control console and teaching aspects
P0411 472-33501
Banenver acceleration measured for estimating
loads daring civil aircraft training and test
flying
rARC-CP-11761 pOOU2 H72-11043
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew
training program based on systems approach
[4D-727055] p0091 K72-12064
Flight simulation of aviation trainer-2 GAT-2 for
determining reliability of light twin engine
aircraft
[40-731135] , p0169 N72-15252
FLIGHT VEHICLES
4ir law concept as totality of legal regulations
related to atmosphere use by flying devices,
discussing relation to international
environmental protection
p0011 472-11107
Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal
control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing
with aerodynamic performance
P0120 472-16430
Air jet propelled flight vehicles .optimal design
parameters for constant altitude flight at given
speed
P0181 472-18991
Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in
uniform flow field, calculating egnilibrinm
configuration during coordinated turn from two
point boundary value problem numerical solution
P0195 472-2160U
Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power
regnirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis .
with division of near and far flow fields
P0195 472-21608
.Flying machine using reaction forces on body
moving in compressible fluids within piston
device equivalent to air pressure pump
P0197 472-21798
Soviet book on control system technology for
flight vehicles covering production of
mechanical^ hydraulic, pneumatic, electric and
electronic elements
p0199 472-22024
Nonlinear dynamics of flight vehicle - Conference,
University of Technology, Longhborongh, England,
Harch 1972
P0234 472-23451
Nonlinear dynamic motion response analysis of
flight vehicles typified by continuously
changing vibration damping and freguency
P0235 472-23452
Flight vehicle angular velocity measurement by
accelerometers, deriving egnations of motion
p02»1 472-24497
Russian book - Calculation and analysis of
flight-vehicle motion: Engineering handbook
pO«51 472-35451
Russian book - Assembly and testing of hydraulic
and pneumatic systems of flight vehicles
p0490 472-37300
Experimental results regarding drag in supersonic
flow without lift in the case of flight bodies
with three in front pointed bodies
[DFVLR-SONDDR-2151 p0503 472-38686
Electro-optical attitude sensing device for
landing approach of flight vehicle
CH4SA-CASE-IHS-01994-1] p0222 N72-17326
Catalog of devices and technigues for boundary
layer and wake measurements on flight vehicles
r»4SA-CE-116776] p0258 N72-18424
Influence of aerodynamic heat transfer on design
of high speed flight vehicles
tESDD-69009] p0637 N72-33008
FLORIDA
Development of method for predicting occurrence of
fog and stratus formations at Eglin Air Force
Base, Florida
[AD-732289J p0208 B72-16501
PLOW CHARACTERISTICS
NT BOUNDARY LATER ST4BILITY
NT FLAHE STABILITY
HI FLOB DISTRIBUTION
NT FLOW ST4BILITY
NT FLOB VELOCITY
Parachutes flow characteristics in low speed free
descent, discussing glide angle effect on total
drag and water channel flow pattern studies
P0007 472-10309
Slender body theory for flow calculation past low
aspect ratio delta wing with straight trailing
edge, noting lifting vortices distribution
p0247 '472-25131
Supersonic turbine cascade flow properties and
pressure distributions on blades, comparing
calculated results with experimental data
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-47] p0296 472-25639
Computer program for gas turbine characteristics
and influence coefficients calculation, allowing
for cascade loss distribution during flow choking
p0314 472-28151
Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces
flow characteristics determination for stress
calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere
P0359 472-3028U
Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter
..rotor blade in hovering and forward flight.
fAHS PREPRINT 6221 p0444 472-34482
Rarefied hypersonic flow characteristics of delta
wings and'trailing edge spoilers.
P0450 472-35229
Experimental study of flows in supersonic
compressors
CTCAS PAPER 72-113 P0552 472-41136
A-213
FLOW CHARTS SUBJECT IBDEI
Hew results concerning the numerical calculation
of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section
P0563 A72-42639
Investiqation of the interaction.between a
circular wing and a flow of ideal liquid
P0598 A72-43796
Optimal lodes of operation of a
centripetal-compressor wheel with presvirling of
the flow
P0616 A72-45622
Effect of grooved casing treatment on flow range
capability of single-stage axial flow conpressor
CNASA-TB-X-2459] . p0163 N72-14985
Computer program for preliminary design analysis
of axial flow turbines based on mean-diameter
flow analysis
CNASA-TS-D-6702] p0263 H72-18774
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test data on
intake performance of supersonic ailed
compression inlet flow
CNASA-C8-1977] p0264 H72-18786
Comparison of flow characteristics of two
transonic compressors
p0282 H72-19852
Conference on flow characteristics of turbomachinery
[AD-7350211 P0283 H72-19858
Flow characteristics of turbine, airfoil cooling
system components
[NASA-C8-120883] p0483 N72-27290
Flow characteristics about nncambered, slender
delta wing at 15 deg incidence with high energy
blowing 'from leading edge slots
rCRANFIBLD-AERO-9] p0635 N72-32992
FLOW CHABTS
Flow and circulation diagrams formed by events
involved in optimum aircraft design
configuration and structural weight selection,
outlining calculation methods
p0490 A72-37U52
Energy flow diagrams.
p0607 A72-44686
Flow charts, subroutines,.and computer program for
solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, snail
disturbance eguations for flow around aircraft
configurations
[NASA-CR-1927] p0222 N72-17208
FLOW DEFLBCTtOH
Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft wing
profile, solving mixed Canchy problem
P0013 A72-11178
Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of
perfect incompressible fluid around wing of
finite span with arbitrary form
P0071 A.72-15558
Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral
obstacle, investigating screen proximity and
fluid compressibility effects
p0140 A72-17912
Transonic viscous flow around lifting
two-dimensional airfoils.
C A I A A PAPER 72-678] p0452 A72-35479
FLOW DIBECTIOH INDICATORS
HI WIND VANES
FLOW DISTORTION
Unsteady supersonic flow disturbance by slender
. bodies in strong contact discontinuities in
shock tube studies
P0071 A72-15507
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at' subsonic
blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern
change due to inlet flow distortion
fAIAA PAPER 72-1281 p0131 A72-16921
Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index
derivation for high hub-tip ratio multistage
axial flow compressor from one dimensional
isentropic flow expressions
P0176 A72-18762
Unsteady lift on airfoils in moving cascades with
inlet axial flow disturbances, estimating lift
on reference blade between blade channels
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-5] p0293 A72-25608
Fan-in-wing model- noise due to cross flow
generated in-, and outflow distortions and
usteady rotor blade forces
CASBE PAPER 72-GT-92] p0298 A72-25666
Engine inlet total pressare distortion effects on
multistage axial compressor and
turbojet/turbofan engine performance and
stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility
[ICAS PAPEB 72-19] p0553 A72-41144
The development of inlet flow distortions in
multi-stage axial compressors of high hub-tip
ratio.
[ICAS PAPER 72-20] p0553 A72-41145
Installation caused flow distortion and its effect
on noise from a fan designed for tnrbofan engines.
flits PAPER 72-1006] p0558 A72-41590
Flow distortion and performance measurements on a
12-inch fan-in-wing model for a range of forward
speeds and angle of attack settings.
p0560 A72-42323
High response two-transducer pressure measurement
for evaluating nonnniform and unsteady inlet
airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet
engine stability and performance
p0564 A72-42683
Analytical method for combining the interaction of
inlet distortion and turbulence.
p0594 A72-43330
Tolerance of Bach 2.50 axisymmetic
mixed-compression inlets to upstream flow
variations causing changes in free stream Bach
number and angle of attack
[HASA-TB-Xr2433] p0099 BT72-12979
Flow distortion and performance measurements on 12
in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward .
speeds and angle of attack settings in closed
wind tunnel
• p0211 N72-16702
Unsteady response of turbocompressor with inlet
flow distorted by sgnare wave and triangular
spoilers'
CAHC-CP-1203) p0431 H72-25000
Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow
distortion and noise in subsonic aircraft engines
[NASA-TH-X-68105] p0520 B72-28287
Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in
turbocompressors
CAD-743725] p0647 N72-33752
FLO* DISTRIBUTION
Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached
shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack,
deriving unified theory for flow field
P0017 A72-12030
Vortex flow structure in axial gas turbines near
inlet and outlet of blade row
p0057 A72-13538
Difference equations and relaxation method for
three dimensional transonic flow field about
wings in terms of velocity potential
CAIAA PAPER 72-189) p0128 A72-16843
Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow
over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor
blades, calculating flow field by
three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme
CAIAA PAPER 72^39] poiso A72-16901
wind tunnel measurements for near flow field
velocity distribution in rectangular wing wake
turbulence, comparing with flight measurements
CAIAA PAPER 72-41] • p0133 A72-16948
Combined viscons-inviscid analytical procedure for
predicting boundary layer effects on supersonic
inlet flow .field
CAIAA PAPER 72-44] p0134 A72-16975
Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles
around flat plate sharp leading edge with high
pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone
p0142 A72-18122
V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15
deg angles of attack, investigating flow
structure between wings by pitot tube rake
p0142 A72-18129
Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady
'. pressure monitoring via flush-mounted
microphones, discussing flow patterns on models
p0182 A72-19093
Two dimensional and axisynmetric flow with heat
addition, deriving flow field by inverse methods
p0185 A72-20062
Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in
uniform flow field, calculating equilibrium
configuration during coordinated turn from two
point boundary value problem numerical solution
P0195 A72-21604
Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power
reguirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis
with division of near and far flow fields
P0195 A72-21608
A-214.
SUBJECT IHDEI FLOW DISTBIBOTIOH COBTD
Jet turbine enqine front fans with and without
snubbers, estinatinq flow field by streamline
curvature technique . • : . . • - •
[ASBE PiPES 72-GT-K] p0293 &72-25607
.Critique of qeneral nomentum theory of propeller
v
 actuator disk- model, showing flow field
determination from nonlinear elliptic
. differential equation solution
• • ••
 ;
 ' p0301 472- 25998
Nonlinear integral equations solution for heavily
loaded actuator disk induced flow field, taking
- into account blade tip vortices and thrust
coefficient effects" - • • • •' '
p'0303 472-26577
Incompressible potential flow model of porous
parachute canopy flow'field, using Stokes stream
"function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in
uniform steady stream
• ' . • • ' < • • p0313 472-28123
Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for
supersonic leading edges* determining expansion
of velocity potential on root chord •
• . . p0360- 472-30365
Sonic boom alleviation by flow field alteration
near supersonic aircraft, considering finite
, rise times, 'reduced' overpressures and shock •
pressure rises • " '' " ' '
F4I44 PAPER 72-653] • p0415 472-34081
Sonic boom induced flow field at
supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock
expansion method and 'hypersonic 'equivalence '
principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies
[4144 PAPER 72-6521 pO"15 A72-3H082
Computation of transonic flow about finite lifting
. -wings. - . ' • : . "
. pOUSO 472-35258
The inviscid flowfield of an unsteady airfoil.
F4I44 P4PES 72r681] • .-'.• . p0452 472-35481
Sear flow field and aerodynamic loading.in
subsonic and' supersonic flow over body-wing ' '
configuration, surveying numerical, kernel '-
function and image'-methods . -' '• • *
. • ' • " • pO«57 472-36390
4 method for increasing thrust reverser
.-•' utilization on ST01 aircraft.
[4144 P4PEB 72-782] « pOSOO 472-38111
Analytical prediction of vortex-ring, boundaries
1
 for helicopters in steep descents.
- - • ' . ' ' .-••• p0503.472-389119
Ball .porosity and angle of attack' effects on jet
stretcher flow field for supersonic engine inlet
testing, using three dimensional method of
• • characteristics
fAIAA P4PES 72-1025] p0558 472-111603
Machine code for finite difference solution of
wake vortex governing equations and far flow
field prediction in trailing vortices, ' - ' '
developing turbulent energy model • • '
T4I44 P4PER 72-989] p0561 472-42326
Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward-
and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind•
tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, '
transonic and supersonic regimes • ' • ' ' . • •
•p0563 472-U2678 /
Jet impingement under VIOL aircraft. < - /
P0616 472-15779
Lifting rotor flow noting wake models ' . •'' \
' ' p0037 N72-11002 '
Analysis of helicopter tail rotor flow patterns in
and out of ground effect ' . - --. ' '•
UD-725591] • poplin N72-11060
Application of linear stochastic optimal control
theory to design of control system for air inlet ,
of supersonic propulsion system . " /
rHASA-TH-X-67905-] • : ' p0079i H72-11897
. Transonic wind tunnel tests on three, dimensional
flow distribution during stall development on
rotary wing profiles
 (
f4BC-CP-11U6] pOOBO S72-1190I*
Hound-jet/plane-wall flow distribution /
measurements and application to STOL aircraft /
rHASi-CR-12<l60U'J ' - p0092 H72-12211
Modifying supersonic aircraft sonic boom
signatures by means of alterinq flow fields
fTR-760) P0102 S72-12993
Boundary value problem for'calculating potential' '
flow distribution around lifting wing fuselage
configurations
[N4L-TB-240T] P0109 H72-13272
Development of analytical flow configuration
-^ models 'for designing supersonic air 'breathing
propulsion systems
[4D-728675] P0109 H72-13331
Holographic interferometery and laser Doppler
velocimeter technigues for flow visualization
and flow distribution measurement in aircraft
turbine engines'
[4D-730063] p0158 N72-14321
analysis of inviscid flow field on expansion side
'of flat delta wing at' supersonic' speed
[VTH-167] '•' ' ' p0169 N72-15277
Flow fields over leeward surfaces of delta wings
and conical bodies at' high supersonic speeds
[HPL-4ERO-1319] p0202 N72-15948
4irflow characteristics of unsteady flow around
bluff bodies, spheres, disks,'and autorotating
two dimensional airfoil
(40-7318621 ' " p0203' 1172-15956
Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations
using finite difference technigue for numerical
solution to three dimensional, unified,
supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance eguations
-. rN4S4-CR-1926] p0221 N72-17207
Analysis of helicopter rotary wing performance
with recirculatory flow visualization during
wind tunnel" tests "' " " '~" ' '
[40-731(873] p0277 N72-19352
Solution of aircraft design problems and
description of flow patterns
CH4S4-TT-F-11(208] . . p0317 H72-19993
Structure of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab
delta wing at moderately high angle of attack
p0327 N72-20851
Mutual aerodynamic interference effects on flow
field beneath aircraft with external stores
examined by cross flow corrections method
C4D-735655] p0328 N72-20971)
numerical analysis of flow distribution behind
rectangular wings at supersonic'speed using
optimum differencing methods
' fK4S4-CR-126214] ' p0365 S72-21998
Measurement of horizontal and vertical velocity
components along center line plane of turbulent
jet exiting into cross flow using' laser Doppler
velocimeter
[40-736028] p0371 H72-22351
Development of computer program to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under
conditions of zero trailing edge angle
' [4D-738318] • ' pO<419 872-24003
4nalysis of leading edge flow separation resulting
from airfoils oscillating in uniform flow field
at low Beynolds numbers
f40-738304] pO«34 N72-25320
Aerothermodynamic integration model, including
combustor design, flow distribution, and heat
transfer problems
CS4SA-CB-112058] p0037 H72-25713
Application of streamline curvature method for
determining performance of turbofans and
comparison with empirical results
TH4I.-TB-268T] , p0476 H72-26999
Integration of forebody and forebody/wing flow
fields into airplane design criteria
• ' ' p0478 H72-27018
Analytical method to predict coolant pressure and
airflow distribution in strut-supported
transpiration cooled vane for gas turbine engine
CHAS4-TN-D-6916) p0528 N72-29003
Development of potential flow and boundary layer
methods for calculation of performance of lift
systems with significant flow, separation
[4D-740476] ' .. p0531 H72-29025
Analysis of nonsteady flow fields associated with
rotor-stator interactions
[NASA-CB-127765] p0533 N72-29227
Analysis of flow distribution near .winq body
configuration and determination of interference
effects on another aircraft by incident shock
[4D-741917] p0571 N72-29998
Flow gnality of non-return wind tunnels of concern
at low test speeds reguired for V/STOL testing
[N4S4-TH-I-62170] • p0587 H72-31286
Computer program for flow analysis through axial
flow turbines and compressors
T4BC-B/M-3687] p0588 H72-31306
Effect of wing span loading on development of
fully rolled up wing trailing vortices
A-215
FLOW EQUATIONS SUBJECT IHDEI
TAD-744860] P0636 N72-32998
FLOW EQUATIONS
Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithm for
solution to three dimensional nonlinear
transonic small disturbance- potential egnation
for flow about swept wings
f A I A A PAPER 72-677) pO«1H A72-34063
Calculation of laminar, boundary layers by means of
a differential-difference method.
p0563 A72-U2578
Simulation and analysis of trajectories and
velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid
passing through axial flow compressor stage
TAD-725596] P0097 B72-12798
Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for
solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small
disturbance equations for flow around aircraft
configurations
f N A S A - C R - 1 9 2 7 1 P0222 N72-17208
Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry
holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for
jet- flow parallel to and normal to primary flow
through turbine
fNAL-TH-2271 p0258 H72-18279
Computerized design of axial compressor stage
using radial three dimensional egnilibrium flow
equations
TAD-733437J p0259 872-18507
Velocities induced by distributions of infinite
kinked sources and vortex lines representing
wings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible
flow
rARC-R/S-36671 p0277 N72-19332
Development of procedures for determining planar
invlscid supercritical flow over airfoils
rAGAHD-AG-1561 p0365 N72-22001
Derivation of egnations for flow noise theory and
numerical analysis of special flow
configurations and boundaries
p0382 N72-23019
Compilation of technical reports on theoretical
aerodynamics and air flow - Vol. 1
fSBB-11-470151-2] N72-26993
Development of local linearization and transonic
eguivalence rule for predicting properties of
transonic flows about wing-body combinations
tNASA-CR-2103] p0526 N72-28994
Numerical analysis of flow distribution about
nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and
supersonic speeds •
CHASA-TT-F-14547] p0628 N72-32302
FLOW FIELDS
U FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FLOW GEORETBY
Aircraft engine exhanst geometry effects on smoke
plune visibility, describing carbon particles
light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert
law
fASSE PAPER 71-WA/GT-10] p0116 A72-15903
Wide angle conical diffuser performance
improvement by conical splitter vanes,
considering static pressure recovery
p0238 A72-23860
Effect of the slope and curvature of meridional
current lines on the long-blade twist in axial
tnrbomachines
P0507 A72-39588
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. I, II.
p0560 A72-4194U
Suction side velocity distribution parameter
characteristic relationship to profile
qeoaetrical parameters in turbine blade cascade
system
p0614 A72-45366
Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy
transfer, and performance characteristics
pO«73 N72-26687
FLOW BEASOBEBE8T
Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air
flow measurement, describing accuracy,
standards, reference nozzles and mounting flanges
[SAE ARP 11951 P0008 A72-10390
Axial flow multistage compressor design,
discussing high speed flow measurements and
Reynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect
on aerodynamic performance
p0121 A72-16483
German monograph on shaft and wall effect in
aerodynamic measurements with three orifice
pressure probes in wind tunnels
P0227 A72-22320
Small scale atmospheric turbulence measurement
with airborne hot-wire anemometer, discussing
optimal choice of experimental parameters
p0227 A72-22435
Turbulent boundary layer growth measurement on
annular diffnser containing free vortex swirl
p0237 A72-23857
Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts,
obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow
velocities
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-17] p0294 A72-2S616
Flow measurement instrumentation for tnrbomachine
rotors, noting telemetry type data transmission
system with strain gage pressure transducers for
tnrbocompressor ' .
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-55] p0296 A72-25646
Aircraft atmospheric flow measurements of
horizontal and vertical motions on nesoscales,
using inertial reference system
P0359 A72-30300
Laser Doppler velocioetry system design for
optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity
in turbomachinery
P0396 A72-32045
Investigation of Freon fire-extinguishing systems
with a nucleonic gage.
p0458 A72-36674
Pressure transmitter for flow parameter
measurements of aerodynamic nozzles and static
pressure taps rotating on turbine rotor blades
p0560 A72-42250
Jet impingement under VTOL aircraft.
p0616 A72-U5779
Hain methods of fuel flow measurement and factors
for consideration in deciding on type of meter
to use for various requirements
[AGARDOGRAPH-160-VOL-3] P0434 H72-25420
Development and characteristics of dual scatter
laser Doppler velocimeter for flow distribution
measurement in wind tunnels, helicopter
downwash, and across high lift wing sections
p0435 H72-25506
Flow measurements in trailing vortex with smoke
from ground-based generator,, using Lockheed
Hercules
CATH-7104] p0519 H72-28277
FLOW PATTEBHS
D FLOB DISTRIBUTION
'FLOW BATE
0 FLOW VELOCITY
FLOW BBSISTABCE .
NT AEHODYNABTC DBAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPEBSOHIC DBAG
NT VISCODS DRAG
FLOW SEPARATION
0 BOUNDARY. LAYER SEPARATION
0 SEPARATED FLOW
FLOW STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYEB STABILITY
HI FLABE STABILITY
Aerodynamic noise generation mechanism of ideally
expanded supersonic jet based on large scale
flow instabilities, deriving mathematical model
p0241 A72-2H331
Flow quality improvements in a blowdown wind
tunnel using a multiple shock entrance diffuser.
[AIAA PAPER 72-10021 p0557 A72-11587
Experiment of supersonic air intake buzz.
p0603 A72-4H496
Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex
generated by hovering propellers and rotors.
P0612 A72-B5327
Laminar hypervelocity boundary layer flow past
axisymaetric hyperboloid in air of
thermochemical equilibrium
tDLB-FB-72-16] p0519 N72-28280
wind tunnel tests to predict aircraft wake
turbulence due to tip trailing vortex
[NASA-CR-62078] p0534 N72-29237
Scale model tests to compare effectiveness of
aerogrids and punched plates for smoothing flow
from short annular diffusers between compressor
and combnstor of advanced aircraft engines
.CNASA-CB-120960] p0636 B72-32993
A-216
SOBJECT IHDEI FLUID DIHAHICS
PLOT TOBOBY
HT BillKG IBHGTH FLOW THEORY
Subsonic linearized theory for symmetrical cranked
wings at zero incidence, presenting corrected
formulas for strea&vise and spanvise
perturbation velocity conponents due to vine)
thickness
P0013 472-11154
High speed jet noise source physical properties
interpretation by theory and scale-model
experiments for supersonic transport aircraft
noise suppression problem
P0016 172-11973
Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached
shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack,
deriving unified theory for flow field
p0017 A72-12030
Book on flnid dynamics covering-theories of
perfect, viscous and compressible fluids,
infinite and finite span wings, boundary layer
flow, etc
P0070 172-15357
Computerization of panel flutter boundary
calculations with aerodynamic forces derived
from linear three dimensional unsteady potential
flow theory
tAIAA PAPER 72-403] p0287 172-25424
Rotating airfoil experimental test program for,
verification of Himmelskamp and Dwyer-HcCroskey
theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift
coefficient vs angle of attack
P0313 172-28124
Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the
unsteady flow through a blade-row with small
steady pitch and camber angle.
flCAS PAPEfi 72-12] P0552 172-41137
Calculation of potential flow about aerofoils
using approximation by splines.
P0566 172-42849
Simulation and analysis of trajectories and
velocities of solid particles suspended in flnid
passing through axial flow compressor stage
tlD-725596] P0097 B72-12798
Development of procedures for determining planar
inviscid supercritical flow over airfoils
[1G1BD-1G-156] p0365' N72-22001
Derivation of eguations for flow noise theory and•
numerical analysis of special flow
configurations and boundaries
p0382 H72-23019
Spectral methods for analyzing jet noise and
numerical analysis of sound pressure components
and sound generation by wave-type jet turbulence
P0383 N72-23022
Compilation of technical reports on theoretical
aerodynamics and air flow - Vol. 1
fSBH-11-470151-2] H72-26993
FLOB VELOCITY
Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft wing
profile, solving nixed Canchy problem
P0013 A72-11178
Gas-particle flow trajectories, velocities and
pressure distribution in axial flow turbine
stage, using cascade tunnel and high speed
photographic technigues
riSHE PAPER 72-GT-57J p0296 172-25648
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber,
investigating swirl vane air flow rate effects
on circumferential nononifornity of gas
temperature field at outlet
P0314 A72-28132
Contracting or diverging stream flow mean velocity
change effects on airfoil pressure distribution,
circulation and lift, deriving vortex
distribution expression •
P0396 A72-32023
Subsonic wind tunnel for pulsed flows with speed
modulation as periodic function of time
P0404 172-32898
Monitor and regulator for automatic speed control
and flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel
P0411 172-33609
Uniformly exact solution of the problem of the
flow past a slender profile
P0509 172-39904
Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial
flow compressors used in turbojet engines,
Calculating meridional velocity distribution
P0550 172-40930
Sew results concerning the numerical calculation
of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section
p0563 172-42639
Aircraft clamp-on flowmeter using IR heat source
in thermistor bridge to monitor flow rate in
hydraulic lines
p0565 A72-42715
Effects of transport velocity of wake vortex on
aerofoil-oscillations.
p0603 A72-44494
Construction of velocity diagrams for design or
analysis of turbines
p0473 H72-26688
FLOS TCSOALIZATIOI
Flow visualization in supersonic axial compressor
by short exposure schlieren photography of shock
wave patterns in rotating annular cascade of
compressor blades
COBEBI, IP no. 1026] pOi36 172-17192
Supersonic and subsonic jet flows coexistence in
constant section duct, analyzing pressure on
walls and in fluid and schlieren visualization
rOHEBl, IP SO. 976] p0230 172-22813
Hydraulic tank application to internal flow
visualization in turbomachinery, describing test
eguipment and methods used for axial flow model
p02«1 172-24654
Flow separation reduction by transverse jet
blowing, illustrating flow patterns by water
tunnel visualization on cylinders, perpendicular
flat plates, contoured walls, steps, wings, etc
fOHEHA, IP SO. 1070) p0300 A72-25814
Visualization study of flow near the trailing edge
of an oscillating airfoil.
p0511 172-U0067
Holographic interferometer? and laser Doppler
velocimeter technigues for flow visualization
and flow distribution measurement in aircraft
turbine engines
[AD-730063] p0158 H72-14321
Vortex breakdown studied by flow visualization
noting pressure gradient effect and analogy with
boundary layer separation and wake bursting
CbBERA-ST-175) p0277 H72-19328
Visualization of unsteady flow around oscillating
airfoils and rotary wings, and within
turbomachines in hydraulic tunnels
tOSERA-ST-180] p0277 H72-19329
Analysis of helicopter rotary wing performance
with recirculatory flow visualization during
wind tunnel tests
fAD-734873] p0277 H72-19352
Retrodiffusi'on holographic interferometry
visualizing turbocompressor flow
COHER1-ST-1901 p0471 S72-26358
Analysis of helicopter rotor wake patterns using
water tunnel test facility
CAD-739946] p0482 H72-27052
Effect of flap set back and gas temperature on
Coanda attachment to curved plate with
application to air flow patterns on flap of
scale propulsive wing model
[AD-741583] p0577 872-30300
FLOBBETEBS
HT HOT-tIHE FLOHHETERS
Flow rate metering by multiple Venturi systems,
discussing internal fluid mechanics for.design
optimization
(1SHE PAPER 71-HA/FE-27] p0117 172-15926 .
Aircraft clamp-on flowneter using IR heat source
in thermistor bridge to monitor flow rate in
hydraulic lines
P0565 A72-42715
FLDID DYSABICS
HT 1ERODYN1HICS
ST 1EROTHERHODYH1HICS
HT ELECTROHTDRODYH1HICS
HT G1S DYHAHICS
HT HYDEODIHIBICS
HT HYPEFSOHICS
HT B1REFIED GAS DIH1HICS
BT ROTOB AERODIHABICS
Book on flnid dynamics covering theories of
perfect, viscous and compressible fluids,
infinite and finite span wings, boundary layer
flow, etc
p0070 A72-15357
Airplane hydraulic control systems digital
simulation, using method of characteristics for
A-217..
FLUID FILTERS SDBJECT IHDEI
distributed parameter analysis of transmission
line dynamics "
[ A S M E PAPER 71-WA/FE-21] p0117 A72-15928
Flying nachine using reaction forces on body
moving in conpressible fluids within piston
device equivalent to air pressure punp
' . , ' p0197 A72-21798
Book on ideal and real compressible fluid dynamics
covering supersonic flow past airfoils and shock
wave interaction with laminar boundary layer
p0233 A72-230K5
Effect of trailing edge geometry and thickness on
performance of certain turbine stator blading
fHASA-TH-D-6637] ' p0163 B72-1U986
Kinetic model for describing thermodynamic and
fluid dynamic processes in high temperature
exhaust gas coolers
[AD-7aU514] p0632 B72-32769
FLDID FILTEHS
NT AI8 FILTERS - • - - . . - . '
Lubrication system filtration effects on rolling
element bearing life and extended mean time to
failure of gas turbine engines
' p0175 A72-1875t
Continuous HOT of coalescers /jet fuel filters/ by
liquid crystals, detecting split seams, cap
leaks, cracks, material imperfections and epoxy
•filled voids .
fASME PAPES 72-DE-25] p0362 A72-'30867
Combined centrifugal oil filter, punp and
deaerator for gas turbine engine lubrication
systems, noting heat transfer effectiveness
increase ' •
pO«56 172-36050
Preparation of specification for hydraulic fluid
filters for aircraft ground support equipment
[AD-7300271 . p0160 N72-1<I506
Nondestructive tests of fuel filters and 'other
"turbine.parts, using thermography
[ AD-7t3081] p0591 N72-31787
FLUID FLOH
NT ADIABATIC FLOW
NT AIR CURRENTS ' ' ' ."''''"
NT'AIR FLOW ' " • - • • • . '
NT AIR JETS ' . "' ; '
BT AMNOL4R PLOW
NT AXIAL FLOW
NT AIISYMMETHIC FLOI
NT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW . ' •. ' '
NT BODNDAHY LAYER SEPARATION
NT CASCADE FLOW
NT CAVITATION FLOW •' '; -
NT CHANNEL FLOH . "' ";•
NT COMPRESSIBLE FLOW ' ' '
NT CONICAL FLOW ' " '
NT CONVECTIVE FLOW
NT CORE FLOW
NT CRITICAL FLOW - • . . .
NT CROSS FLOW ' '
NT DUCTED FLOW
NT FREE FLOW - "
NT FDEL FLOW
NT GAS FLOW ., • ' ' '
NT HELICAL FLOW
NT HYPERSONIC FLOW
NT INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
NT INLET FLOW
NT INVISCID FLOW ' ' '
NT JET FLOW ' .
NT JET MIXING FLOW • • • • -.
NT JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
NT LAMINAR FLOW
NT MASS FLOW
NT MERIDIONAL FLOW
NT MULTIPHASE FLOW
NT NONEQDILIBBIUM FLOW
NT NONUNIFORM FLOW • ' ' '
NT NOZZLE FLOW
NT ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
NT OSCILLATING FLOW
NT PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
NT PIPE FLOW
NT POTENTIAL PLOW
NT RADIAL FLOW
NT REATTACHED FLOW
NT RECIRCULATtVE FLUID FLOW ''
NT REVERSED FLOW
NT SECONDARY PLOW
N T SEPARATED PLOW . . .
NT SHEAR FLOW
HT SMALL PBHTORBATIOIPFLOW
NT STEADY FLOW
NT STEAM FLOW • .
HT SUBCRITICAL FLOW , - " • "
HT SUBSOHIC FLOW ' ' ' " ' , •
HT SUPERCAVITATIBG FLOW
HT SUPERCRITICAL FLOW . .
NT SUPEBSOHIC FLOW ' ' ' '" '
NT SUPERSOBIC JET FLOW
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW. . ,
HT TRAHSITION FLOW ' . '"
HT THAHSONIC FLOW '"'
NT TURBULEHT FLOW ' '' '
HT TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
NT UNSTEADY FLOW' ,"" " ' ' ' , •' \ '
HT VERTICAL.AIR CURRENTS ' , ' '
NT VISCOUS FLOW' '" ' '' ' • ' • . ' • ' ' '
NT WALL FLOW
Internal flows - Conference, Salford, England,
April 1971 '"- •' •
p0237 A72-23853
'German book'on-flow technology and fluid flow.
machines covering hydrodynamics,"gas.dynamics,
< aerodynamics, airfoils, wind tunnels,
propellers ^ helicopters, turbomachines, blade,
cascades, etc ' " ' ' . ' "
' " ' p02U7 A72-25122
Rotating flow introduction effects on jet noise
levels, combustion and turbulent mixing
processes and flame stability :
TAIAA PAPER 72-6H5] p0116,A72r3U087
Fluid flow across balance surface moving at
constant velocity relative to coordinate system,
calculating energy"balance of turbojet engine
p0550 A72-10814
Results of analytical study to determine effect of
coolant flow variables on kinetic energy output
of cooleS turbine blade row
''rNASA-TH-X-67960] p0098 H72-12942
PLUID INJECTION .. . . . . ['
NT GAS INJECTION
NT WATER INJECTION ; ' ;
Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high <pressure '.gradient regions
 A
•
 ;
 p0611 A72-U5113
FLUID'JETS . .
NT AIR JETS • '
NT FREE JETS ,
NT GAS JETS ., • .' • .
Plane laminar semibonnded incompressible fluid jet
propagation into slipstream along' moving plate,
solving boundary layer eguatipns ' '.
''-'• • • " ' • . ' p02U7 A72-25136
PLUID MECHANICS '' • • '
NT'AERODYNAMICS ' . _ , .
NT AEROTHERHOpYNAMICs' ' '
HT ELECTROHYDRODYNAHICS
HT FLUID DYNAMICS
NT'GAS DYNAMICS ' " , • • ' .
NT HYDHODYHAMICS . '
NT'HYPERSONICS : , .
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS . • '
HT ROTOR'AERODYNAMICS :.' .
German Research and'Test Institute for Aero- and
.Astronautics 1970 report covering flow
 f'.
mechanics, power conversion, aerospace medicine,
atmospheric physics, etc
. ' ' p0013 A72-11151
Flow rate metering by multiple Venturi systems, : .
discussing internal fluid mechanics for design
optimization' ' : ' '
fASME PAPER 71-WA/FE-27] •pOI17"A72-15926
Through'flow analysis of low speed axial flow
compressor, deriving blades deviations and losses
' " ' p0118 A72-16114
Development of control volume concept in
aeronautical engineering based on laws of
continuity, momentum, and energy
CAD-741132] " P0527 N72-29001
Engineering information service for aeronautical
engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical
engineering, industrial fluid mechanics, and
stress and strength
P0619 N72-33962
PLUID POWER
Fluid power - Conference, London, September 1970
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SUBJECT IHDBZ F1DI DESSITI
pOOBO A72-13960
Conference on Plaid Rachinery, 4th, Budapest,
Hungary, September 11-16, 1972, Proceedings.
p0614'A72-45351
PLDIDIC CIBCOIIS
Fluidics - 1 potential technology for aircraft
engine control.
p0494 A72-38047
Ose of flaidic elements for let engine controllers
P0601 472-HU290
FLOIDICS
Closed loop fluidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil
lift control system, considering application to
helicopter rotor blades
P0124 A72-16659
Bydroflnidic three-axis stability augmentation
system to improve OB-IB helicopter damping and
handling qualities during high speed gunfiring
missions
p0413 A72-33650
Fluidics - A potential technology for aircraft
engine control.
P0494 A72-38047
A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine
acceleration control.
P0495 A72-380U9
Fluidic heat sensors for measuring fuel
temperature in let engines
P0600 A72-44280
Application of flnidic pneumonic elements and
systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and
spacecraft
[AD-734715] P0277 N72-19343
Design, development, and evaluation of three-axis
hydroflnidic stability augmentation system for
DH-1 helicopter
[AD-739559] p0481 N72-27045
Development and evaluation of flaidic turbine
inlet gas temperature sensors
[NAL-TB-265] .pOISU N72T27»28
FLDOBIDES
NT SOLFDE PLOOEIDES
F1DOSIHE COHPODHDS
HT FLDOBO COHPOONDS
VI SOIFD8 FLUORIDES
FLDOBO COHPOOHDS
Tetrafluorodibromoethane - A new fire
extinguishing agent in civil aviation
POK55 A72-35793
FIDTTEH
NT PANEL FLDTTEH
ST SUBSONIC FLOTTEH
NT SDPEBSONIC FLDTTEB
NT TRAHSONIC FLOTTEB
Thermoelastic effect on flutter and vibration of
built up delta wings vith solid, stiffened and
honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins
TAIAA PAPEB 72-174] p0128 A72-16834
Aeroelasticity, unsteady aerodynamics, vibration
analysis, and flatter in fixed ving aircraft
[BAE-TB-813] p0079 N72-11892
Aerodynamic control system for controlling flatter
tNASA-CASB-LAR-T0682-1] p0332 N72-21009
Dynamic theory of flatter for rotation of rigid ving
[ARL/SH-332] pO»30 872-24996
Flutter in turbooachinery blading and prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of partially
stalled airfoil
fAD-742458] pOS80 N72-30784
Aeroelastic analysis and vibration modes for
flatter and flight control system definition
p0632 N72-32882
FLOTTEB ANALYSIS
Flatter equation approximate true damping or
, rate-of-decay solution by determinant iteration
p0012 A72-11133
Aeroelastic models construction for flutter
analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk
reduction
TOGLB PAPEB 71-082] p0023 A72-12722
Flight vibration testing methods for ascertaining
flatter stability of high speed aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 71-083] p0023 A72-12725
Flutter problem ving-air flow energy exchange at
instability limit, obtaining vibration mode
shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem
analog model
P0054 A72-13.191
Navier-Stokes eguations solution.for unsteady
viscous flow around oscillating elliptic airfoil
in turboaachinery flutter analysis, obtaining
pressure and shear stress distributions
P0117 A72-16002
Finite pitch airfoil theory relations for
tnrbomachine moving blade rows interference
effect on cascade flutter
P0121 A72-16488
Flight flutter boundary testing, describing steps
to minimize risk
p0145 A72-18491
Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at
wing tip on critical flutter rate
p0191 A72-21092
Dynamic model of high bypass ratio turbofan
engines for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test
program
[AIAA PAPES 72-376] p0286 A72-25400
Linearized method of characteristics application
to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate
cascades with supersonic leading edge locus
[AIAA PAPEB 72-377] p0287 A72-25401
Unsteady airfoil stall and stall flutter analysis,
discussing application to space shuttle
configuration
fllAA PAPEB 72-380] P0287 A72-25404
Flutter analysis of propeller whirl flutter, twin
boom aircraft, T tail configuration, servo tabs
and all-movinq tail, discussing structural
variations effects on service life
[SAE PAPEE 720309] ' p0289 A72-25573
Concorde dynamic behavior from flight tests,
discussing integrated design effects, wing, fin
and elevon flutter, gust and runway response and
engine surge effects .
fAIAA PAPEB 72-381] p0350 A72-28958
Hind tunnel testing of Dassanlt-Bregnet-Dornier
Alpha Jet twin engine trainer, emphasizing tests
for wing-empennage flutter and jet induced
interference effects
P0357 A72-30077
Aeroelasticity, discussing gust and maneuver load
alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft
stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis,
aeroelastic optimization, composite structures,
etc
P0393 A72-31202
Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries
of articulated helicopter rotors.
tABS PBEPBINT 621] p0445 A72-34489
Real time flight flatter testing via z-transform
analysis technigue.
[AIAA PAPER 72-78U] p0495 A72-38101
A flatter optimization program for aircraft
structural design.
[AIAA PAPEE 72-795] pOI»96 A72-38111
Application of the finite element method to
torsional flatter analysis on an analog computer
P0509 A72-39907
Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at low inflow and its
effect on flutter.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-95,9] p0361 A72-42349
Sing flatter prevention in SST structural design,
using finite element model and lifting surface
aerodynamic theory
p0565 A72-42760
Flutter analysis and unsteady pressure fields
induced by pitching motions of wall mounted
sweptback winq, verifying experimentally lifting
surface theory in high subsonic range
p0569 A72-43094
Blade torsional tuning to manage rotor stall
flutter.
[AIAA PAPER 72-958] p0615 A72-45412
Automated preliminary design of simplified wing
structures to satisfy strength and flutter
reguirements
[NASA-TN-D-6534] . p0112 N72-13887
Flutter analysis of aircraft, taking into account
servomechanism effects
[DLB-FB-71-37] p0151 N72-13995
Two-degree-of-freedom flutter model for analyzing
aerodynamic structural vibrations
P0216 B72-16877
FLDI DEHSITT
NT CUBBENT DENSITY
NT LOKINANCE
HT LDBIHODS INTENSITY
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FLUX HAPPIHG SUBJECT IHDEI
NT NEUTRON PLOX DENSITY
HI PARTICLE FLDX DENSITI
NT HADIAHT FLDX DEHSITT
NT SOUND INTESSITY
PLDI BiPPING
0 HAPPIHG
FLOXHETEBS
U HAGHETIC HEASUREHEKT
0 MEASURING INSTBDBENTS
FLI BY HIKE CONTBOL , .
Hultiplex electrohydraulic system for aircraft fly
by Hire actuators with majority votinq and
pressure logic, aiscussinq frequency response
and environmental tests
p0199 A72-22152
Electromechanical rednndant activating mechanism
for F-4 aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power .
servo,rnoting application to fly by wire control
p0360 A72-30422
The fly-by-wire systems approach to aircraft
flyinq qualities. . . .
. : • p0454 A72-35575
Quadruple-redundancy nanaqement for fly-by-wire
-. control system reliability, discussinq analoq
circuit and diqital computer voter/monitor
techniques
TAIAA PAPER 72-884] pOSOS A72-39117
Electronic primary flight control system
requirements and equipment characteristics,, .
discussinq DSAF and NASA fly by wire B and D
programs
fAIAA PAPER 72-882] p0505 A72-39118
Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-wire fliqht
control system for an F-4 aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-880] pOSOS A72-39119
Desiqn and fliqht experience with a diqital
fly-by-wire control system nsinq Apollo qnidance
system hardware on an F-8 aircraft. '
fAIAA PAPEB 72-881] p0511 A72-40060
Concorde electrically siqnalled fly by wire .
control system with mechanical linkages for
standby fail-safe redundancy
. . . p0551 A'72r41068
Fly by wire and inteqrated actuator package •
 7.
techniques for developing survivable fliqht
control system in let aircraft
fAD-733582] .. p0255 N72-18040
F1YIBG BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT
0 FLYING PLATFOBBS
FLYIHG PEBSONHE1
NT AIBCBAFT PILOTS • .
NT FLIGHT CREWS . . • , "
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL) . . ] '-
NT TEST PILOTS ' .'
Control technique and fliqht quality for crew
workload reduction to improve military and civil
aircraft fliqht safety
p0059 A72-136MO
FLYIB6 PLATFOBH STABILITY
0 AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
D FLYING PLATFORMS
FLYUG PLATFOBBS
Tethered flyinq rotor platform for reconnaissance,
fire control and radio transmission assignments
in naval missions, discussing system
characteristics
P0072 A72-15652
Tethered antostabilized rotor platform for
military surveillance, target location and
communication, discussinq fliqht vehicle,
tetherinq cable, qronnd station and
qnidance-control system
P0357 A72-30078
FLYING QUALITIES
0 FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS . . ,
FOABS
Liquid-base foam sound absorbing properties for
let aircraft noise reduction
pOOOl A72-10160
Evaluation of film forming foams for the
suppression of fuel fires in aircraft hangars.
r»SCI PAPER 72-16] p0504'A72-38974
Development and application of foam plastics and
intumescent paints for commercial aircraft fire
protection systems
p0174'N72-15898
FOCUSING
Theoretical and experimental studies of the focus
of sonic booms.
P0457 A72-36506
Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression
.by -slowing down during turning fliqht, obtaining
'conditions for focus cut-off at ground by
atmospheric refraction
P0599 A72-44125
FOG . ,
Economic evaluation of airport fog dispersal
methods in the U.S.", inclndinq crushed dry ice
and'liquid propane ' '
P0063 A72-14677
Varu foq dissipation by helicopter downwash
mixing, heat, hygroscopic particle and
polyelectrolytes seeding
• p0064 A72-14694
Supercooled and warm fog dispersion technology,
considering air heating, helicopter downwash and
^seeding methods'" ', " -• '•
' • . , ' " ' ' ' • ' . P0066 A72-14812
Airport fog dispersion methods review, noting
seeding and hot air injection techniques
P0198 A72-21920
Runway foq dispersal system based on underground
installed flight-discarded turbojet engines,
discussing system efficiency and economics
. ' p0232 A72-22910
FAA airport fog dispersal program, discussing
techniques effectiveness evaluation vs defined
qoals
P0347 A72-28843
Slant range visibility measurements by lidar for"
aircraft landing operations under low clouds and
fog a't coastal region
p03<!7 A72-28847 '
Airport runway fog dispersal in UK, discussing
cost projection for chemical seeding system
combined with lidar remote sensing
p0411 A72-33500
Light transmission, reflection and environment
problems of hydrophilic coatings for fog and
frost protection in aviation instrument window
design
P0563 A72-42519
Suitability evaluation of .foq simulator for
weather conditions during flight approach
[FAA-NA-71-44] • p0033 H72-10233
Dispersal of ice foq using helicopter downwash
TAD-731215] ' . p0171 N72-15591
Barm foq modification by seedinq with 'hyqroscopic
materials
tAD-733671] ' p0260 N72-18636
Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic
and benefits of foq dispersal capability in
terminal area
[AD-735132] . p0280 N72-19722
Tables on economic benefits of foq dispersal as
related to air traffic operations
' [AD-735214] P037? "72-22603
Effect of head-up display on pilot ability to see
ranway lights in foq
[AD^73859i] p0471 S72-26360
Application of downwash from helicopter rotors for
dissipation of fog
[AD-739487] p0481 N72-27042
Fog regime over international airport in Sofia
plain, and mnltifactor discriminant analysis
method for fog forecasting
fHLL-H-22087-(5828.4F)] p0522 H72-28610
Artificial dissipation of low-lying clouds and fog
CAD-743026] . p0589 N72-31632
FOKEEB AIBCBAFT
VFH 614 twin jet transport aircraft flight test
program, detailing general task plan, test
equipment installations and test schedule
p0360 A72-30679
Fokker VIOL transport aircraft desiqns,
considering payload, range, runway conditions,
noise, military capabilities and operational costs
p040S A72-33048
New VTOL transport aircraft desiqns by VFW Fokker.
II
P0452 A72-35477
FOKKEB BOND TESTERS
U ADHESION TESTS
FOLDING STRUCTDBES
HT SAILRINGS
Analysis of technical problems involved in
production of variable sweep winqs
[AD-730043] p0152 1172-14003
A-220
SUBJECT IHDEI FBiCTDBB BBCHAilCS
Blade stress'analysis, wind tannel models, and
.test procedures for investigating conversion
Process of folding tilt-rotor aircraft - Vol. *
[AD-735733] ' p033« 'H72-21028
Design and construction of hydraulic controlled
rotor with erectable blade recovery system
[DGLB-7.1-020-PT-1 J . P0382 N72-23013'
Wind tannel'tests' to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of folding helicopter.rotor in
• various configurations
CNASA-CR-11.ait6tt) POS73 N72-30013
FOBCE DISTBIBDTIOH . '
Force and pressure distribution'measurements on
, delta wing-body combination in compressible
flow, investigating Reynolds number effect
, fDGLH PAPER 71-118] ' . P0022 A72-12707
Higher order forces effect on shock absorbing
systems of., masses interconnected by elastic and •
damping members of aircraft landing gears
P0231 A72-22861
Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on
turbojet wings
fJPRS-54785] . " ' . ,'pOIOO N72-12984
Forward speed effect'on lift power of'two
dimensional jet ground' effect support
. ' P0176 H72-27006
FOECBD OSCILLATION ' , .- ',.. ......
0 POBtCED VIBRATION - -. -•
FORCED iVIBBATION
Unsteady.waKe effects on progressing/regressing
forced rotor flapping modes. ' •
CAIiA PAPER 72-957] ' ' P0562 A72-42350
FORCED VIBBATOBI HOTIOH EQUATIONS
D FOBCED VIBRATION . . .
FOBEBODIES . ' '
HT NOSES (FOREBODIES) '
Fotebody and forebody/wing configuration data for
Supersonic inlet performance and distortion
during maneuvering flight •'
' " "p0212 N72-16710
FORECASTING
HT HOHERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
BT PERFOBBANCE PREDICTION
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES ''
NT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
NT WEATHER FORECASTING .. . .
Individual regions and nationwide air traffic '
demands forecasting for airpor.t planning . ' .
• • • • • • pO«08 A72-33311
Rajor civil airport planning, discussing
information gathering and processing for
aviation demand, aircraft movements revenue and
cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation
pblK>9 A72-33327
Bajor civil airport development plan, discussing
traffic forecasts,'runways, noise, airspace
capacity, access systems, freight installations,
naintenance facilities, navigation aids,
buildings, etc
P0409 A72-33328
Statistical forecasting models for DSAF CONOS
outbound cargo airlift reguirements by averaging
and exponential smoothing models
P0601TA72-4U578
Airport traffic forecasts for Washington, B.C. for
1972 to 1983
p0283 N72-19975
Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic
controlled by FAA control centers for
'determining regnirements for manpower,
facilities, and eguipment ' .
rBBPT-72-00186] P0376 N72-22646
Forecasts of aviation activity for'fiscal years
1972 .to 1973 to indicate expecte'd status'of "*
'commercial and general aviation
TAD-7383601 POU23 N72-24034
Forecast of airport activity for major communities
in O.S.
P0635 N72-32986
FORECASTS
D FORECASTING '
FOREIGN POLICY
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ' '
FOREIGN TRADE
Potential foreign market for surplus O.S. airlines'
jet transports
fHEPT-72-001851 P0378 N72-22968
FOBEBSIC SCIENCES
D LAB (JURISPRUDENCE)
FOREST FIBBS
Basic regnirements for airborne infrared forest
fire detection system
tAD-726953] • p0034 H72-10396
FOREST HAHAGEBEHT
Badar altimeters and large scale aerial
photography for forest inventory
' p0588 B72-31UH7
FORGING
Forged Inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for
dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades
• ' - •' ' p001« A72-11IKH
Forging'techniques and applications for YF-12A
.aircraft Ti alloy bulkhead production,
considering diffusion bonding and die shimming
• ' ' - p0069 A72-149HI
Statistical evaluation for forged jet-engine parts
tensile tests cost reduction,- using regression
analysis '
• - • • • - . • p018U A72-19U8H
Beat treatment and machining for distortion
control of large Al alloy forgings for DC 10
aircraft - • •
;
 '-' ' p0228 A72-22«76
Hetal forming techniques for gas turbine engines,
considering isothermal, radial and powder
metallurgy preform forgings, contoured cross and
form rolling, and sgueeze casting
[ASBE PAPEB'72-GT-58] p0296 A72-256U9
Development of incremental technigue for forging
thin-web, tall-rib configurations for aircraft
structures
CAD-729012] ' p0110 N72-13U31
FOBS PBHCEPTI01
0 SPACE PERCEPTION
FOBBING TECHNIQUES
HT CASTING
NT EXPLOSIVE FOBBING
NT';FOHGING"
NT PRESSING "'(FOBBING)
NT ROLL FOBBING - • •
Shot peen contouring of Boeing 717 wing skins
•''combined with incremental chip forming, noting
principles and manufacturing process
tASB'PAPEB W 72-31,4] ' p031U A72-28160
FOBBULAS (HATHEB1TICS)
Formulae for components of perturbation velocity
in linearized subsonic theory-for symmetrical
cranked winq panels at zero angle of attack
rNPL-AEBO-NOTE-1090] p0029 N72-10021
Formulas accounting for earth ellipsoid flattening
and flight altitude corrections of air
navigation measurements
rSEB-C/DISS-166] p0523 N72-28677
FOBTBAN
FORTRAN digital simulation of ATC radar beacon
system making possible computer generated movie
display
'• P0184 A72-19301
FOUBIEB TRANSFOBBATION
Inverse integral Fourier transforms to solve
steady periodic motions of wing close to solid
surface, deriving equations of lift and
principal moment ' ' ' -
p0196 A72-21701
Spatial Fourier transform for wave scattering from
rough surfaces
tAD-734044] ' " p0278 N72-19576
FBACTOGBAPHY
Retallographic and fractographic analyses of
cracking in T53-L13 gas turbine engine •-
compressor disks '•
p0010 A72-10816
Approaches to verification and solution of "
magnetic particle inspection problems.'
P0610 A72-UU903
FBACIDRE BECHANICS
The surface flaw in aircraft structures and
related fracture mechanics analysis problems.
p0600 A72-44228
Theoretical and analytical aspects of metal
fatigue failure and relationships to fracture
mechanics
rAD-725028] ' p0036 N72-10957
Stress and strain history at point of stress
concentration to determine effects of spectrum
block size in fatigue testing
[Ab-726164] .
 P0098 N72-12928
A-221
FBACTORIBG SOBJBCT IHDBX
Developnent of nondestructive test methods for
detection of early fatigue and fracture danage '
in metals ind alloys
r»D-7303«81 p0224 H72-17937
Application of fracture mechanics to design,
analysis, and gualification of aircraft
structural systeas .
[AD-731565] p0255 B72-18045
Fracture mechanics and crack behavior of.steel
plate and forginq materials for aircraft
[40-737779] .
 P0«26 B72-24601
Application of applied fracture Mechanics in
desiqn analysis to provide improved aircraft
structural integrity • '•
P0541 H72-29909
PBACTDBIBG
Causes of compression fractures and resumption of
-duties by Greek pilots after recovery
P027U H72-19149
PBAGHEHIATIOH
Results of experimentation to provide data for
designing turbonachine rotor burst fragment -,
containment rings
[AD-744950] p06«0 N72-33034
PHASES
NT AIBFBAHES
NT ONDEHCAHBIAGES
PBAHCE
Besearch equipment, methods, and facilities at
Propulsion Test-Center, France
P0209 N72-16690
Besearch and development at OBEBA facilities, .
France, in 1971
P0581 B72-30981
FBADHHOFEB LIRE DISCBIBIHATOHS
Fraunhofer line discriminator as remote sensor of
fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection
fNASA-CB-125603] p0258 N72-18448
Sensitivity of Fraunhofer line fluorometer-for
photodensitometric dye concentration • •
measurements in water
fNASA-CB-125653] p0258 N72-18450
FBAOHHOFEB BEGIOH ;•
D PAB PIELDS
FREE FLIGHT
Inclined Hind tunnel test section for free gliding
investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible
wing two body system
p039« A72-31403
Free flight models for transonic testing at high
Beynolds numbers
[NASA-IB-1-67416] p0077 H72-11878
Drag of supercritical body of revolution in -free
flight at transonic speeds and comparison with
wind tunnel data
rNASA-TN-D-6580] p0079 N72-11898-
Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds .
of Orion slender wing models with zero lift
using terminal velocity technigne
CABC-CPr1174] P0202 N72-15951
Free flight measurement of blunt leading edge
caret wing pressure and heat transfer at
supersonic speeds
[ABC-B/H-3679] P0267 N72-19007
Development and characteristics of support system
and data reduction capability for free flight
test facility
fISAS-477-VOL-37-80-3] p0424 N72-24343
Effect of fin-opening shock environment on guided
modular dispenser weapons
P0474 N72-26876
Boundary layer pressure distribution measured on
Shark 1 free flight test vehicle at Bach numbers
from 1.5 to 2.2 and high Beynolds nunbers
[ABC-CP-1208J p0527 N72-28999
FBEE FLIGHT TEST APPAfiATDS
Free flight simulation tests for V/ST01 aircraft
nonlinear attitude control system adaptation to
helicopter pitch and roll control
TDGLB PAPEB 71-060] P0023 A72-12714
Free flight supersonic model for deternining
static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics
fNAL-TB-237] " P0100 B72-12981
Miniature capacitive accelerometer for use in free
flight wind tunnel telemetry , • • •
fHASA-TH-X-2644] p0589 B72-31460
FBEE FLOW • .
Flat plate boundary layer transition equations for
supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account
free stream turbulence j
P0196 A72-21616
Boundary layer behavior of turbocompressor in free
streaa turbulence
• [COED/A-TOBBO/TB-26] p0109 B72-13266
Free streamline theory for determining pressure -
distribution on airfoil with flow separation
[BAL-TB-247] ' ^ - p0371 H72r22333
Jets introduced obliquely into free streaa-flow
and jet impingement on curved surfaces .
[BASA-CB-127121] pO<169 H72-26227
PBEB JETS
 ;J
The lift coefficient of a snpercavitating - ,
jet-flapped foil' in a free jet. ... • , • • • ; .
P0556 A72-41236
Bozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects-on
free hypersonic.jet exhaust properties . .
... ., . . p0029 H72-10013
Free jet tests of full-scale supersonic ,
. intake/engine combination of Concorde power plant
. p0211 N72-16704
FBBE OSCILLATIOHS -
0 FBBE VIBBATION
FBBE STBEAH EFFECTS ' •
0 FBEE FLOB .
PBBB STBEAHS . . • ,.
0 FBEE FLOW - •.
FBEB TIBB4TIOH |. - '• , .
Nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade free
transverse vibration under air andicentrifugal ,
loadings during forward flight, using matrix
•method • •
• . i • p039<t A72-31407
natural freguencies and vibration modes of free
glider, using symmetrical matrix to replace
three dimensional structure by approximate model
p0410 A72-33H09 ,
A new method of calculating the natural vibrations
of a free aeroplane.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-05] p0552 A72-11130
Preliminary design of a sailplane wing for dynamic
gust•loads
. p0611 A72-14992
Effects of Beynolds number and frequency
parameters on buzz characteristics at subsonic
speeds using free oscillation method
tHPL-AEBO-1312] pOO«5 N72-11291
FBBBHHS POIHTS •
0 MELTISG POIBTS
FBBI6HT
0 CABGO . . ,
FBEIGHT COSTS
Air cargo growth potential, marketing and
profitability, considering need for improvements
in ground handling, rate.structure, container
standardization, documentation, etc
. . . p03U4 A72-28(152
Energy used in intercity freight transportation by
water, rail, pipeline, truck, and air, and
effect of fuel price increases
.[B-80U-NSF] .. P0390 B72-23979
FBEIGHTEBS • ' •
Transoceanic helium cooled thermal reactor powered
air cushion freighter of gross weight 1500
metric tons, discussing design and performance
characteristics , .. i i
, • , p0062 A72-11131
Potential effects of air-cushion vehicle /ACV/
multithousand ton freighter on city, development
p0115 A72-15776
FBEOH , •.- •- . •
Investigation of Freon fire-extinguishing systems
with a nncleonic gage. • . .
T : pO«58 A72-366711
Aerodynamic suitability of Freon 12 for wind
tunnel testing of transport aircraft models at
increasing Beynolds numbers and subcritical and
supercritical Bach numbers
[NASA^TH-X-67<t17] p0077 N72-11879
PBBQOEHCIES . ,
NT AODIO FBEQDBNCIES
NT BIGB FBEQOEBCIES
BT INFBASONIC FBEQOENCIES
NT IBTEBHEDIATE FBEQOENCIES
BT LOB FBEQOENCIES .
BT HICB08AVE FBEQDENCIES
BT.BADIO FBEQOESCIES
NT BESONANT PBEQOENCIES '
NT OLTBAHIGH FBEQOENCIES
A-222
SUBJECT IHDEI FEICTIOB BBASUBBHEBT
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES — •- ''• ••
Effects of Reynolds number and frequency
? parameters on buzz characteristics at-subsonic•
speeds using free oscillation method
•' '
:rNPL-AERO-1312] '• pOOUS B72-11291
FBEQOESCI ASSIGBBEBT ; ' ' . '
Commanication aspects of -aeronautical 'satellite
•system,'considering aircraft equipment, qround
stations, ATC, :type -of laccess and 'frequency •'•
assiqnment1 ' • • • • ! • . • .
• - - • ' " • 'P0310 A72-27658
FREQUENCY BABDS
0 FREQUENCIES' •' •-..... .
FBEQOEHCY CONTROL . • : . ; . .
NT AUTOMATIC -FREQUENCY CONTROL
•Aircraft turbo-alternator speed control for
constant'frequency power supply; presentinq
theoretical xelationships for electrohydraulic
or mechanohydraulic control loops
•I • • • ' - ' : • : • -p0071 A72-15462
Time/frequency technoloqy application to reliable
aircraft collision avoidance system, discussing '
precision time-ordered techniques,^frequency "'
control and synchronization and flying clocks
P0396 "A72-32072
Requirements for high frequency aircraft antennas'"
fAD-735886] P0335-N72-21176'
FBEQOEBCY COiVERSION ' ' " " ''!'.-•
D FREQUENCY CONVERTERS' ' '-' ' ' • ' '
FBEQOEBCT COB7EBTERS ' ' ' • •' • '
NT FREQUENCY BULTIPLIEBS' - • ...
Analysis and comparison of operation of two forms
of cycloconverter usinq natural and forced
commutation with application to'aircraft • ' •
electricity qeneratinq systems
• rRiE-TR-70092] P0091-N72-11979
FBEQUEBCY DISTRIBUTION
Time/frequency techniques in land, sea and air
transportation environments, discussing -
characteristics and electronic'traffic cdnt'ro'l.
systems applications 'r
P0396 A72-32073
Extreme value analysis of flight load measurements.
• P0609 A72->»U737
FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING •- '
Aircraft Ft)H and TDK' systems, considering signal
processing, cable requirements and applications
to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry •••*'
fS»B AIB 1207J P0158 472-36529'
Evaluation of technological risk areas of ' 'V> "'•
time/frequency air traffic control system "' '
fAD-733761] P0262 N72-18668
FREQUENCY HODDLiTION l • . •
Performance of AH/FB radio navigation equipment
for military aircraft ' :
[AD-729533] P0161 B72-1U678
. Adaptive narrow band, frequency modulation, voice
communication system ' ••
P0137 N72-25783
FBEQOEBCT HDLTIPLIERS • '
Dual output ultrahiqh frequency aircraft'antenna
feed incorporating coaxial maqic tee, transistor-
=
 ' and step recovery varactor diode frequency
multipliers
[RAE-TR-70002] P0169 N72-15216
FREQUENCY RANGES
Silicbne based elastomers acoustic excitation
damping properties at 213-U23 K, discussing
testing technique and results at 200-1000'Hz
P0351 A72-29090
FREQUENCY REGULATION
U FREQUENCY CONTROL
FREQUENCY RESPONSE . •,
•Multiplex electrohydraulic system for aircraft fly
• by wire actuators- with majority voting and
pressure logic, discussing frequency response
and environmental tests '• '
P0199 -A72-22152
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussioq human frequency response '
characteristics
P0302 A72-26391
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on flat plate in
locally perturbed incompressible -potential flow,
investiqatinq angle of attack frequency response
to periodic local perturbations
P0303 A72-26579
Hinqeless.'rotor - Experimental frequency response
and-dynamic characteristics with hub moment
feedback controls. '
fAHS PREPRINT 612] p01U6'A72-31194
Ground .and torque relation to swivel angle and <
lateral displacement of wheel rim plane, usinq
strinq model for tire
P0557 A72-U1260
Hind tunnel tests" to determine dynamic '
characteristics of hinqeless' rotors with hub
* 'moment feedback controls and rotor frequency
response - Vol. 1' •
rNASA-CR-11t127] p0253 N72-1802U
FREQUENCY SHIFT
Hinimum frequency separation between avionics
receivers and transmitters for acceptable
interference level
' • p0189 A72-20929
FREQUENCY SYNCBEONIZATION
Time/frequency technology application to reliable
aircraft collision avoidance system, discussing
precision time-ordered techniques, frequency
control and synchronization and flying clocks
P0396 A72-32072
FBEQOEBCT TBABSLATIOH
U FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
FRETTING COBBOSIOB
Fretting corrosion fatigue prevention by barrier "
approach, discussinq test program and
application to helicopter part fatigue life
increase-
[AHS PREPRINT 672] p01U8 A72-3H512
Anti-fretting corrosion coatings for aluminum
alloys at temperature up to 150 C noting fatigue
strength :
ID-HAT-17U] •'•- p0170 N72-15531
FBICTIOB '
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT DRY FRICTION - •
NT FRICTION DBAG •. . . '
NT INTERNAL FRICTION
HT SKIN FRICTION
BT SLIDING FRICTION ' '"
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT VISCOUS DRAG
Russian papers'on solid bodies friction mechanism
;and properties covering adhesion, lubricants
effects, wear in presence of"aircraft fuels and
tenperature effects
,• - p0315 &72-28180
Runway friction under dry and artificially wet
conditions
TFS-160-65-68-111 P0371 N72-22218
FBICTIOB COEFFICIEBT : '
0 COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
FRICTION DBAG
BT AERODYNAMIC DRAG .
BT SUPERSONIC-DBAG - -
BT VISCOUS DRAG '
Resistance characteristics in smooth water of
hulls of planing and hydrofoil craft
[AD-71127521 ' , ' p0588 B72-31311
FBICTIOB FACTOR
Physicochemical processes in metal surface layers
subjected- to contact friction with aircraft
fuels presence, noting secondary compounds and
thermal oxidation acceleration
P0315 A72-28183
Gas'turbine engine compressor blade and materials
fatigue strength dependence on pressure under
contact friction corrosion
P0315 A72-2821U
Influence of test time, and contact stresses on
antiwear properties of jet fuels under rolling
friction
TAD-738883] pOU71 872-26471
Performance tests to determine aircraft tire
• behavior and operating problems in various types
of soils •
rNASA-TN-D-6813] p051<l N72-28006
Analysis of operational factors involved in
frictional and retarding forces between aircraft
tires and hard surface runways
[ESDU-71025-PT-1] p0636 N72-33001
FBICTIOB LOSS COEFFICIENT
0 FBICTIOB FACTOB
FBICTIOB BEASUBEBEBT
Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic
flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section
A-223
FBICfIOH•PBESSOBE DBOP SDBJECT IBDEI
by surface inpact probes
P0018 A72-12275
Day-to-day operational airplane-airport
relationship, discussing runway qroovinq impact
and friction coefficient measurement
filii PAPER 72-813] p0497 A72-38118
FBICTIOH PBESSDBE DBOP
0 SKID FBICTIOH
FBICTIOH BEDOCTIOB
Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials,
and lubricants for air'frame applications by
simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on
' bearinqs in normal operation
fAD-733705] . p0259 1172-18505
FBOHTAL ABBAS (BETEOBOLOGT)
D FBOHTS (BETEOBOL06I)
FHOHTS (BBTEOBOLOGT)
Persistent intense CAT in upper level frontal
zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical
vind shears, radar-echoes and turbulence intensity
p0356 A72-29622
TBOST
Liqht transmission, reflection and environment
problems'of hydrophilic coatings for fog and
frost protection in aviation instrument window
design
p0563 A72-H2519
FUEL COBBUSTIOH
Supersonic jet engine fuels production by gasoline
vapor pyrolysis, discussing physico-chemical
characteristics and combustion properties
p0606 472-44625
Turbulent mixing of fuel and air in supersonic
combustion ramjet engine
fAD-740909] p0581 N72-30964
FUEL COHSUHPTIOB
Small three spool, reverse and nixed flov turbofan
engine for business jets, discussing fuel
consumption reduction, thernodynamic
performance, efficiency and maintainability
fSAE PAPES 710776] pOOOS A72-10268
Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop engine
eguivalent horse power, propeller output and'
specific fuel consumption, discussing
performance characteristics relation to ambient
air temperature
p0136 472-17100
Extremal field properties in optimal control
problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned
distance with minimum fuel consumption
p0139 A72-17727
Aircraft performance and flight path optimization
algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using
calculus of variations
p0182 A72-19091
High turbine entry temperature effects on gas
turbine engine specific power and fuel
consumption, noting thrust/weight ratio increase
in turbojet and tnrbofan engines
p0187 472-20311
Soviet civil gas turbine engines construction and
performance, noting relatively high specific
fuel consumption
P0191 A72-21275
Extremal field properties in optimal control
problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned
distance with minimum fuel consumption
p0285 A72-25329
Liquid metal regenerator design and test
evaluation for gas turbine engine fuel
consumption improvement
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-33] p0295 472-25629
Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft
with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff
thrust reguirements and cruise fuel consumption
efficiency
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-105] p0299 A72-25670
Stratospheric meteorological characteristics
effects on Concorde supersonic flight
performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior
and passenger comfort
p03<!9 472-28876
Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel
demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on
air guality
P0350 472-28879
Specific fuel consumption and specific thrust
optimization methods in tnrbofan cycles, noting
optimum fan pressure ratio increase vith turbine
- inlet temperature
p0492 A72-37746
Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass
turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and
performance under various flight conditions and
engine ratings
P0600 472-44281
Hybrid simulation of F-4 aircraft for evaluating
display devices and pilot performance in manual
fuel consumption optimization
[AD-731713] p0208 S72-16315
Energy used in intercity freight transportation by
water, rail, pipeline, truck, and air, and
effect of fuel price increases •
[B-804-NSFJ • p0390 N72-23979
POBL COSTAHIBATXOB . . . . . ' . -
Surface active agent detection.by device usinq
ultrasonic vibrating mechanism to emulsify water
with fuel, determining water retention or
turbidity by photoelectric cell
P0062 472-111119
Proposed gas turbine procurement standards for
gaseous and liquid fuel specifications
emphasizing fuel contaminants
(ASHE PAPEB 71-BA/GT-3] p0116 A72-15896
Purity regnirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels,
considering mechanical impurities, water,,
microorganisms,' and surface active, corrosive,
resinlike and paraffin substances
p0188 A72-20373
FOE1 COBTBOL
Turboprop engines dynamic parameters experimental
determination by rpm transient response to
instantaneous fuel supply changes
' p0351 A72-29137
Flnidic heat sensors for measuring fuel
temperature in jet engines
P0600 A72-44280
A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel
controller
p0602 472-40291
Variable-orifice gas turbine system for fuel rate
control in aircraft
[HASA-C4SE-LEW-11187-1] p0035 N72-10824
Operating principles of main components of fuel
flow control unit for USSR turbofan engine
CAD-742368] P0539 H72-29816
FDE1 COBBOSIOB
JP-5 fuel sulfur content effect on aircraft engine
turbine blades hot corrosion under marine
environmental conditions
P0175 472-18752
Purity reguirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels,
considering mechanical impurities, water,
microorganisms, and surface active, corrosive,
resinlike and paraffin substances
P0188 472-20373'
Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-X
gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high
sulfur concentration residual oil fuels
[4SHE P4PEH 72-GT-87] p0298 472-25662
Effect of fuel on gas corrosion in jet engine
combustion chambers
P0495 472-38091
FUEL ECOHOIT
0 FDEL COH5DHPTION
FUEL FIOR
Foel flov control by sensing airflow conditions at
discharge of engine compressor
f4D-73«542] ' p0282 H72-19857
Rain methods of fuel flow measurement and factors
for consideration in deciding on type of meter
to use for various regnirements
fAGA8DOGBAPH-160-VOL-3] pO«34 B72^25»20
Digital systems for controlling turbojet engine
fuel flow
(BASA-TB-D-6936] p0580 B72-30777
FDBL IHJECTIOB
Fuel vaporizer for gas turbine engine,
investigating heat transfer coefficient
P0122.472-16492
FOEL PDHPS
Fuel lubricity effects on aircraft engine fuel
pump wear, discussing remedial use of corrosion
inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump
construction materials
P0191 472-21450
Military jet engines centrifugal fuel pumps power
reguirements for throttled operation, noting
4-224
SUBJECT IIDEX VORCTIOIU IHTBGBATIOH
pressure stability improvement at lov flow rates
p0456 A72-36041
Inlet throttle centrifugal foel pumps for jet
enqine augmentation, discussing design features,
performance, noise, life and reliability
characteristics
pO«56 A72-360**
Aircraft gas torbine engine fuel pomp design,
discussing sizing for given mass flow and
pressure requirements with procedure for
temperature rise calculations
pO*56 A72-360*9
• Deterioration of shaft bearings of electromotoc
driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump,
determining lateral force acting on impeller
P0598 A72-13663
Aircraft gas turbine engine controllers and fuel
pump testing under'extreme fuel temperatures,
noting cavitation characteristics
p0601 A72-**287
Design, development, and characteristics of
variable delivery, positive displacement fuel
pump for use with J-85 turbine engine 'fuel system
tAD-7352591 • P0338 1172-21*96
Hethod for evaluating liquid pump operational and
functional ^performance characteristics
. 'fAD-7377131 • pO*25 N72-2*5*1
FUEL SISTERS ' - - . . - . • - . , • - - .
NT AIRCRAFT FOEL SYSTEMS
Pressurized air assisted gas turbine fuel<system,
describing single stage centrifugal
.turbocompressor and rotary-lobe compressor
designs and performance characteristics
pO*56 A72-36013
Principles of modelling studies of fuel systems
and hydraulic systems by electronic analog
computers
p0567 A72-H2922
Aviation fueling facilities and fueling operation
pOO*7 H72-11678
Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine
effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system
installed in DH-1 helicopter
[AD-739567] ' p0517 N72-28023
Hydrocarbon fuel systems for ramjet-powered vehicles
fAD-73863*] ' • p052* H72-28801
FUEL TANKS "' , '
H T KING TANKS . . . . . . .
Aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning
protection in airframes, using adhesive bonding,'
high strength materials and high modulus fiber
structures
P0177 A72-18767
Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic
aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology
P0196 A72-21693
Utilization of wing and empennage volume for
aircraft fuel tankage,, presenting egnations and
charts for goick determination of available volume
P0299 A72-25811
Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in aircraft
fuel tanks and methods for predicting fuel/air
concentrations in tanks
TAD-725027] pOOi)4 N72-11056
Electrostatic charging in handling of aviation
fuels, resulting in incendiary sparking in fuel
tank
pOO*8 H72-11686
Fire and explosion protection fuel tank ullages,
including oxygen reduction, vapor or mist
inerting, and plastic foam fillers
pOO*9 N72-11690
Lightning discharge ignition of fuel vapors
beneath titanium alloy aircraft skin
rNASA-CB-120827] p022* H72-179*9
Pressure tight seal for superalloy used in
hypersonic aircraft fuel tank joints
rRASA-CASE-LAH-10170-1 ] ' .p0338 H72-21*71
Evaluation of several halogenated hydrocarbons for
ignition and explosion suppressants in aircraft
fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition
TAD-7373831 p0390 N72-23966
Design 'and tests of two insolation systems for
liquid methane fuel tanks for supersonic cruise
aircraft
CHASA-CB-120930] pO*73 H72-265«5
Fuel vapor spontaneous.ignition in Concorde fuel
tank for maximum oxygen concentration
determination to limit ignition pressure
[AHC-CP-1209] . P0537 H72-29799
Flight tests to determine effectiveness of liquid
nitrogen fuel tank inerting system for fire
prevention on DC-9 aircraft
TFAA-HD-72-53] p0579 H72-30769
Development of materials' and techniques to improve
and optimize flame arresting in aircraft
fuselage and wing fuel tanks
[AD-7*3016J p0592 H72-3195*
FOB! TESTS
Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel
antiwear properties improvement
p0016 A72-1.1968
Surface active agent detection by device using
ultrasonic vibrating mechanism to emulsify water
with fuel, determining water retention or
turbidity by photoelectric cell
p0062. A72-1«»19
Purity regnirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels,
considering mechanical impurities, water,
microorganisms, and surface active, corrosive,
resinlike and paraffin substances
p0188 A72-20373
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by
controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition
characteristics under simulated snrvivable
aircraft crash accidents
fSAE PiPBH 72032*] p0290 A72-25S87
Properties evaluation of lubricants and fuels for
use in advanced aircraft gas turbine
CHASA-CB-1228*2] pOO*9 N72-1169*
FOEL YALTES
Performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in
preventing fuel spillage, and fires in survival
aircraft crashes
[AD-73820*! pO*25 N72-2*5«7
FOEL-AIB BATIO
Supersonic diffusion flame in duct configuration
to study mixing with combustion of two parallel
methane and air flows
P0057 A72-135H5
Turbulence and fuel-air mixing in supersonic
combustion ramjet
pO«27 N72-2*807
FOELIHG
0 BEFOELING
FDELS
HT AIBCBAFT FOELS
NT CBYOGENIC SOCKET PHOPELLANTS
HT' HYDBOCABBOH FDELS
HT JET EHGIHE FDELS
FOIL SCALE FATIGUE TESTS
D FATIGUE TESTS
0 FDLL SCALE TESTS
FULL SCALE TESTS
Rind tunnel model tests of DH 121 aircraft and
comparison with drag estimates and full scale
flight data
' [ABC-CP-1170J . p0205 N72-1597*
Subsonic wind tunnel for testing full scale aircraft
[HASA-Tn-I-62106] p0276 H72-19291
FDHCTIOHAL AIALISIS
NT FODBIEB TBANSFOBHATIOH ,
HT HABHONIC ANALYSIS
NT INTEGBAL EQUATIONS
HT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
NT SINGDLAB INTEGBAL EQUATIONS
HT yOLTEEBA EQDATIOHS
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive
stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional
p023* A72-23*31 .
Liapunov functional stability analysis in
structural dynamics problems.including wave
eguations with nonlinear damping
P0235 A72-23*57
Development of controller synthesis technignes for
large aircraft using distributive parameters and
time delays
[AD-7*0873] . p0529 H72-29013
Development of optimization method for computing
optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by
observing only output and application to STOl
aircraft operation
[NASA-TN-D-69781 p0585 N72-31022
FUNCTIONAL IHTEGBATIOH
Aircraft and spacecraft integrated avionics
systems design with emphasis on .telemetry,
discussing space shuttle subsystems integration
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FO»CTIONALS SOBJECT ISDEI
' P0019 A72-12K03
FOHCTI01ALS . - • - ' • -
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive
stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient
natrices of minimized functional
• . • p0503 472-3851*
POfCTIONS (BATBEBATICS) . '
NT CONPOEHAL SAPPING ' '
NT COORDINATE TRANSFOBHATIOHS
Nl ERROR FUNCTIONS
NT FOURIER TRANSFORHATION ' '
NT KERNEL FDNCTIONS
NT LAPLACE TBANSFORBATION ' -
NT IIAPON07 FUNCTIONS
NT NORBA1 DENSITI FUNCTIONS • '
NT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS . - •
NT POISSON DENSITI FUNCTIONS
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS •'' '
NT SPLINE FUNCTIONS ' '
NT TIBS FUNCTIONS ': ' •-
NT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
NT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS i "
.Linear functional lav for alleviating gusts on
delta wing aircraft • J •
rONEBA-TP-9251 .1 . p0037 N72-10999
FDSELAGE HOUNTUG
U AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ' • • .
FUSELAGES ; • < '
Acoustic pover radiated by let aircraft fuselage
structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer
pressure field, evaluating noise reduction
treatments . - *
-p0002 A72-10216
• Kinq-fuselaqe combination aerodynamic-•
coefficients, comparing experimental'data' with "•
subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results
TDGLR PAPER 71-115] p0023 A72-12723
Shear and direct stresses on fuselage model cross
section due to concentrated radial loads on
frame comparing measurement with prediction by
matrix force analysis
pOIUU A72-18322
Emergency Life Saving Instant Exit system in 'i(I " :
aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing,
discussinq design and ground testing
P0195 A72-21583
- Transport aircraft fuselage computerized design,
determining optimal, structural distribution for
strength and displacement constraints
fAIAA PAPER 72-330] p0285 A72-25366
Composite F-111 fuselage design, analysis and • •'•
testing, considering graphite, boron and ~*'
qlass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems
p0287 A72-25453
Subsonic and supersonic flow around
nonaxisymmetric fuselages; deriving streamlines
differential .equations based on camber line
distribution of source, dipole and quadrupole
singularities '' '
fDF71B-SOSDDB-189] p0303 672-26578
aircraft fuselage acrylic qlazing design, covering '
passenqer cabin window, cockpit'windscreen and
various surface coatings : .
p0305 A72-27008
Fiberqlass reinforced plastic-fuselaqe production
for AN-2ffl aircraft, notinq plastic-plastic and
metal-plastic joints '
,; . .p0351| A72-29462
.Calculation of pressure distribution on
cylindrical fuselaqe with-perpendicular lifting
let usinq sinqularity method " ••
P0029 N72-1001U
Boundary value problem for calculatinq potential
flow distribution around liftinq'winq fuselaqe
configurations • "
fNAL-TB-240T] '•: • - p0109 N72-13272
Helicopter fuselaqe vibration response analysis,
usinq hybrid computer • " • •'* •
P0216 N72-16854
Ban machine interactive display-computer systems
with 'application to fnselaqe desiqn
fISD-121] P05M2 N72-29927
Filamentary composite materials for -aircraft '• •
fuselaqe structures
r.NASA-CB-112110] P06B5 N72-33561 -
FUSION (ELDING
NT BRAZING ' ' " ' '
NT PLASBA ARC WELDING ' ' ' . • . ' • •
• - -
High strength bimetallic rivets produced by
inertia welding »l-Ti alloy shank with, pure Ti
tail,' notinq weight and cost'reduction for
aerospace vehicle production
CSAWE PAPER 902] '' . ' p.0595 A72-«3<152
Relding airfraoe structures in titanium using
tensile loading to overcome distortion.
' P0611 A72-45000
G POECB
D ACCELERATION (PHTSICS)' ' , ' '
6-222 AIRCRAFT
' G-222 aircraft desiqn and operation, examining
marketing problems . ' ~J ' '
' •- • ' .
: l
 ' PP054' A72-13098
GAGES ' ' ' ' . . - - . . ! .
u 'MEASURING INSTRUHENTS ,.. ,
GAIN (AMPLIFICATION) ' ' . . '
D AHPLIFICATION ' • ' , . ' . '
GALACTIC BADIATION . " . ,' . ' , , .
Galactic and solar cosmic radiation dosaqe to
flying personnel and passengers onboard SST
'' '• '" ' ' ... . p0223 .N72-17721
GALBBKIB BETHOD ' ' ' , *
Galerkin nethod application to nonconseryative
npnself-adjoint aeroelasticity pro'blens based on
interpretation as mathematical formulation of
virtual work principle'
' ' p0178'A72-18788
6ALLIDB ARSENIDES ,
Single and dual gate GaAs PET integrated '
amplifiers in C band. . !
POU89 A72-37270
GALLIUH COBPOUHDS . . . . ; , .
NT GALLIDB ABSENIDES .
SABE TBBOBT
Singular surfaces for time optimal control in zero
snm differential games between two aircraft in
three dimensional space,'assuming spherical
acceleration vectogram
:p0183 A72-19279
Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games
between two aircraft in horizontal plane,
considering cost functions and termination ,
criteria "' ' • • :
' P0183 A72-19282
Sear optimal closed loop control laws for fixed
time pursuit-evasion differential qame between
two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic
modeling
1
 p0236 A72-23805
The dynamic modeling technique for obtaininq
closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft
pursuit-evasion problems, .
:
 p0502 A72-38276
Game theoretical- mbdelinq of fiqhter aircraft
turning tactics competition in pursuit combat,
using mininax'technique
[AIAA PAPER 72-950] P0563 A72-D2359
Differential qame solution to practical two
aircraft pursuit-evasion problem' in three
dimensional space
CAD-729777]
 f p0156 N72-1t221
Application of flarkov game approach to'planar'air
'combat problems '
CNASA-CR-1979] - p02l'8 N72-17006
GABBA BADIATION
0 GABHA RAIS '
GABBA BAT BEABS '
Investiqation of Freon fire-extinqiiishinq systems
with a nucleonic gage.
' ' ' .. P0158 A72-36678
GABBA BAIS ' " "
Design and development of flyable breadboard and
NHL breadboard'of airborne radiac
fAD-72925<*] p01S9 N72-1UU73
GAS ANALYSIS ' ' '
Airborne gas 'chromat'bgraph for real time diffusion
analyses, describing flight test results with
sulfur hexafluoride plumes
P0228 A72-22151
Procedure for the continuous samplinq and
measurement of qaseons emissions from aircraft
turbine enqines. '
T'SAE ABP 1256] p0458 A72-36532
GAS BEAEINSS '
Air lubricated bearings for high' performance
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aircraft gas turbines, studying design and
performance in turboshaft engine . .
C&SBE PiPER 72-GT-38.V • p0295 A72-25632"
Theoretical prediction of .dynamic behavior of
..rotary wings supported in hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic gas lubricated jonrnal bearings .
[AD-73221-1J; ... . p0208 872-16350
Design and tests of gas lubricated hydrodynamic
bearings for use in gas turbine environnent
[AD-7«tt8<Ul ,. . p06l(5 N72-33508
GAS CHROBATOGHAPHY :' '
Airborne aas chromatograph for real time diffusion
analyses, describing flight test .results with.,
sulfur hexafluoride plumes ' . .
. . . . . P0228 A72-22<»51
GAS COHPOSITIOH '
.Exhaust composition and smoke emission redaction
' '"''from aircraft with gas turbine power plants •
: p0308 A72-27270
GAS COOLED BBACTOHS .'•:•'.•-.
Transoceanic heliuo cooled thermal reactor powered
air cushion freighter of gross weight 4500 . -
metric tons, discussing design and performance
characteristics ',' ' ' . . . ' ' . .
p006'2 A72-1UB31
GAS DISCHARGE COUNTERS .. . . .
 :
0 CODHTESS , . . „.. "
GAS Dissociation ,' . . ' . ' . ' '. i!' .7
Laminar hyper'velocity boundary layer; flow p'ast
a'zisyometric hype'rboloid in .air of
thermochenical equilibrium
rDLR-FB-72-161 P0519 H72-28280
GAS DIBASICS . . . . . . . .
NT AEBODYNABICS ' . . .
HT ABROTHERSODYNABICS
H T HYPERSONICS ' . . . . , . . •
S T RAREFIED GAS DYHABICS ... ' ...
NT BOTOS AEBODYNABICS " ' ., '.
German book on flow technology and fluid flow
machines covering hydrodynamics; gas dynamics,
aerodynamics, airfoils, wind tunnels, ,
propellers, helicopters, turbomachines,.blade
., cascades, etc
, ,, p02<47 A72-25122
Development mechanisms of turbulent jet' flows
fVKI-LS-36] ''.'.'. " ,p0033 N72-.102U5
Electroflaid dynamic energy'conversion for wind
. tunnel augmentation
- '. .. . ,pO«68 N72-26210
G A S FLOW " . . . " . . . -
NT AIE CURRENTS ' ' ...
NT AIB FLO» ' ' "
NT JET STBEABS (BETEOBOLOGT)
N T BEBIDIONAL FLOW , . . . . . .
NT NONEQOILIBBIOB FLOH ' .
NT TRANSITION FLOS' ' ' , ' .
HT VERTICAL AIB CURRENTS
Acoustic, turbulent and thermal fluctuating
motions interdependence in gas flow, considering
application to aerodynamic noise theory
.. p0055 A72-13K05
Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties,
discussing flow pressure experiments and theory
at different streaalines
, P0122 172-16490
Film cooled turbine vanes external heat transfer
distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring
heat transfer coefficients with and without
blowing
fAIAA PAPER 72-9] . ' p0129 A72-16877
• Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral
obstacle, investigating screen proximity and
fluid compressibility effects
" p0140 A72-17912
Cascading turbomachine blades vibration
.measurement in subsonic and sonic high
temperature gas .flows, describing 'test facility
, ' p0147 A72-18689
Gas-particle'flow trajectories, velocities and
pressure distribution in axial flow turbine
stage, osing cascade tunnel and high speed
photographic techniques
CASBE PAPER 72-GT-57] ' p0296 A72-256.P8
Film cooling effectiveness for. air-gas flow
section of gas turbine engine under actual
opera'ting conditions
P0314 A72-28170
Electrical analog simulation of internal i ••
combustion engines intake and exhaust systems
• nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder,
turbine and supercharger operation
p0351 &72-29136
Holographic interferometery and laser Doppler
velocimeter technigues for flow visualization
and flow distribution measurement in aircraft
turbine engines '
[AD-7300631 p0158 N72-11321
Application of aerodynamic data to design of
passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas
motion flow and boundary layer theory
tAD-7a0190] ' p0527 N72-29000
Effect of flap set back and gas temperature on
Coanda attachment to curved plate with
application to air flow patterns on flap of
scale propulsive wing model
CAD-741583] p0577 N72-30300
GAS GBHERATOB EHGIHES. < • .
0 ENGINES
D GAS GENEBATOBS
GAS GENERATORS
Gas generator performance shifts involving
military trim level, variations by TF-30 engines
in high relative humidity environment caused by
condensation in inlet duct
p0176 A72-18759
Detail design of turbotip lift fan for use with
TJ97-GE-100 turbojet gas generator to V/STOL -
transport research aircraft
rHASA-CR-120787] p0282 N72-19812
Development of techniques for evaluating
performance of air breathing engines and
measurement of significant operating parameters
rSASA-TB-X-683051 P0329 N72-20983
GAS INJECTION -
Linear air mass flow injection at helicopter rotor
blade tips, considering effects on trailing
vortex circulation strength
[AHS PREPRINT^621] pO«U6 A72-3KH98
Effect of air injection on the torgue produced by
a trailing vortex. :
- . p0591 A72-43333
GAS IONIZATIOH
NT ATBOSPHERIC IONIZATION
GAS JETS'
Circular jet discharging perpendicular to solid
surface into transverse' flow, discussing effects
. on infinitely thin circular wing aerodynamic
characteristics
P0060 A72-13915
Aerodynamic noise produced by gas jet flow around
airfoil, discussing sound reduction
P02UO A72-2H107
6AS LUBRICANTS
Theoretical prediction of dynamic behavior of
rotary wings supported in .hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic gas lubricated jonrnal bearings
[AD-732211] . p0208 N72-16350
GAS LUBRICATED BEARINGS
0 GAS BEABINGS '
GAS BIITDRES •
NT DETONABLE GAS BIXTUBES
Slush, boiling methane and methane mixture
characteristics, noting advantages as potential
rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels
. p0071 A72-155U2
GAS TBBPEBATOBE
Two spool gas turbine engine characteristics with
speed reduction, determining time dependence of
. turbocompressor rpm, gas temperature and engine
power
P0233 A72-23185
Turbine inlet gas temperature limiting systems
design and operation in turboprop engines,
describing blocking mechanism, delaying element
and altitude compensation
P0311 A72-27863
Time constant of aircraft gas turbine engines gas
temperature regulating system, using two
thermocouples with different rise times
P0351 A72-29138
Turbine engine sensors for high temperature
applications. • i
P0495 A72-38048
G«S IDBBIHE ENGINES
HT JET ENGINES
NT PDLSEJET ENGIBES
HT BABJET EHGIHES
HT SDPEBSONIC COBBDSTION RABJET EHGIHES
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SI TURBOFAH EBGIHES
HI TURBOJET EHGIHES ' ' '
BT TURBOPROP EHGIHES ' ' -
Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air
flow measurement', describing accuracy,
standards, reference nozzles and mounting 'flanges
fSAE ARP 1195^ pOOOS 472-10390
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas
turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as
function of material
P001U 472-11373
Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks thermal and
mechanical stresses under variable thermal
conditions, describing test assembly
P0014 A72-11637
-PT6 and JT15D gas turbine aircraft engines
' development and- service experience
•' ' "•' ?••>••' • •"•• , ' p0015 A72-11699
OSAF small gas turbine test complex;'discussing
• machinery, eguipment, simulated testing,
altitude chambers-and instrumentation
[ASHE PAPEB 71-WA/GT-7J D0116 A72-15900
Aircraft gas turbine engine emission reduction,
showing nitrogen oxide control with water
injection '•
[ASHE PAPER'71-BA/GT-9] P0116 A72-15902
Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame
measurements extrapolated for gas turbine
combustion chambers ,
p0119 472-16368
Fuel vaporizer'for gas turbine engine,
investigating heat transfer coefficient
P0122 A72-16U92
Aircraft gas turbine engine and'components
post-war development in Japan
P0122 A72-16.V99
Gas turbine blade temperature measurement by
radiation pyrometer, discussing thermal
radiation sensing and fiber optics transmission,
signal processing and real time temperature
characteristic display
rSAE PAPER 7201591 p0136 A72-17321
Turbine inlet temperature sensor for gas turbine
engines, using noble metal thermoelements with
high signal level '• • ' '
[SAE PAPER 7201601 p0136 A72-17322
Lubrication system filtration effects on rolling
element bearing life and extended mean time to'
failure of gas turbine engines
P0175 A72-1875U
Gas turbine engine inlet "solid" particle separator
designed as-integral engine part, discussing
semireverse flow superiority
P0175 A72-18755
Aircraft gas turbine engine monitoring for failure
• prevention, evaluating condition through
spectrum analysis and real time correlation
tectinigues " '
" ' p0177 472-18766
Aircraft gas turbine engines smoke emission
sampling by stained filter technique, comparing
Navy specifications AS 1833 with SAE method ABP
1179 " '
P0177 A72-18770
Army aircraft gas turbine engines pollution
potential evaluation program, considering smoke
"emission, noise and invisible pollutants
P0177 472-18772
National Environmental Policy Act /PL 91-190/
impact on Army aircraft turbine engine
development in terms of performance, additional
cost and time '
P0177 472-18773
High turbine entry temperature effects on gas
turbine engine specific power and fuel " .
consumption, noting thrust/weight ratio increase
in turbojet and tnrbofan engines '
P0187 A72-20311
Soviet civil gas turbine engines construction and
performance, noting relatively high specific
fuel consumption ' '
' P0191 A72-21275
Optimal control of two shaft gas turbine engine in
helicopter, using cybernetic eguipment
'p0231 A72-22862
Two spool" gas turbine engine characteristics with
speed reduction, determining time dependence of
•tnrbocompressor rpm, gas temperature and engine
power
P0233 A72-23185
Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade
cascades of .adjustable nozzle diaphragms in
transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines
P0233 A72-23186
Intercomponent complex annular ducts design for
gas turbine engines
P0238 A72-23872
.Hydrothermodynamic foundations of hydrofoil
engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas
.turbine generators,, analyzing thrust coefficient
and power efficiency
P02U7 A72-25128
Low conductivity insulating coating /graded
thermal barrier/ to cool gas turbine engine with
high pressure.ratio and inlet temperature,
C 4144. PAPER 72-361 1 p0286 472-25389
Gas turbine engine icing, discussing atmospheric
conditions, damage due to ice ingestion and
antiice systems , .
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-61 p0293 472-25609
Recrystallized silicon carbide and reaction bonded
silicon nitride as construction materials for'
gas turbine engine components, describing
thermal and mechanical properties
rASHE PAPER 72-GT-20] p0294 A72-25619
Lignid metal,regenerator design and test
evaluation for gas turbine engine fuel
consumption improvement .
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-331 p0295 A72-25629
Air lubricated bearings^for high performance
aircraft gas turbines, studying design and
performance in turboshaft engine • >
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-381 P0295 A72-25632
Hetal .forming technigues for gas turbine engines,
. , considering isothermal, radial and' powder
metallurgy preform forginqs, contoured cross and
form rolling, and sgneeze casting.
[ ASHE PAPER 72-GT-581 p0296 A72-25649
Gas turbine engines emission data correlation
based on combustor theoretical model, proposing
correction factors for data reduction to
standard test conditions .
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-60] '. ,p0297 A72-25651
Solid state joining in gas turbine engines,
 :
discussing diffusion bonding, friction welding
and coextrusion metal bonding
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-7U] p0297 A72-25656
Aircraft gas turbine engines exhaust emission
characteristics identification, considering
ambient tenperatare and humidity effects
[ASHE PAPEB. 72-GT-75J ' . p0297 A72-25657
Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-X
gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high
sulfur concentration residual oil fuels . :
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-87] . p0298 A72-25662
High pressure cannnlar combnstor with continuous
analytical and sampling system for simulated gas
turbine engines emission measurements
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-88] , - . . p0298.A72-25663
Constraining 0-shaped frames for blade edges
protection during hydrojet shot blasting of
compressor blades for gas turbine engines
P0304 A72-26819
Exhaust composition and smoke emission reduction
from aircraft with gas turbine power plants
P0308 A72-27270
Composite materials application to gas turbine fan
guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors
and prototypes performance in engine tests
P0313 A72-28100
Heat, generation sources in high speed cylindrical
roller bearings^for gas turbine oil cooler design
P0313 A72-28111
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near
secondary airtjet inlet to gas turbine engine ,
flane tube
P0313 472-28131
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber,
investigating swirl vane air flow rate effects
on circumferential nonnniformity of gas
temperature field at outlet
p031» A72-28132
Gas turbine units with constant pressure cycle,
discussing design and optimization method
p031<t A72-28149
Film cooling effectiveness for air-gas flow
section of gas turbine engine under actual
operating conditions
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p031l| 472-28170
Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent tests
duration determination by analytical method '
based on Larson-Biller parametric description of
stress rapture strength
P0315 472-28243
Gas turbine engine compressor blade and materials
fatigue strength dependence on pressure under
contact friction corrosion
'• ' •' p0315 472-28211
Air dust erosive damage to helicopter gas turbine
engine parts, discussing inertial rotorless
filtering systems • •
p0346 472-28786
Time constant of aircraft gas turbine engines gas
• temperature regulating' system, using two
thermocouples•with*different'rise times
' : . . . ! P0351 472-29138
Hathematical model for gas'turbine engine inlet
noise caused by shock vave impingement, noting
dynamic vave system vith overpressure and
• distortion
P0355 472-29576
EB 211 three-shaft turbofan engine for 1-1011
airliner, describing design for noise''reduction
pOUOO 472-32128
Aircraft gas turbine engine Hi base alloy disks',
and shafts thermomechanical treatment, ' ~*
considering yield strength and high and low*
cycle fatigue resistance ' .' .
- p0107'472-33299
Jet aircraft gas turbine engine technology('impact
on safety, reliability,-airline profitability
and international trade
P0108 472-33315
The starting of turbine engines in helicopters.
r&HS PHEPBIST 662] P0448 472-34509
Lynx helicopter RS 360 turboshaft engine,
describing modular design for maintainability
"*• p0449 472-31927
Developments in vacuum braze coating of \";' ' .
aero-engine nozzle guide vanes. ; . - ! • •
:
 • ' . ' . ' P0419 472-31937
Pressurized air assisted gas turbine fuel system,
describing single stage centrifugal
turbocompressor and rotary-lobe compressor
designs and performance characteristics
' " .'p045.6 472-36043
Servo pump nozzle area controls for gas turbines.
1
 _- pOU56 472-36018
4ircraft gas turbine engine fuel pump design,'•
discussing sizing for given mass .flov and'
pressure requirements vith procedure for
temperature rise calculations ' • ' • ' '
P0456 4*72-36049
Combined centrifugal'oil filter, pump and '
deaerator for gas turbine engine lubrication
systems, noting heat transfer effectiveness '
increase • • '
P0456 472-36050
Performance of lo» pressure ratio electors for'
engine nacelle cooling!
rS4E 4IH 1191] p0458 472-36530
Turbine engine sensors for high temperature •
applications.
' p0495 472-38048
Calculation of the tightness of threshold joints
of gas turbine engine rotor bearings
P0507 472-39589
Influence of the structural format on the range of
critical rotational speeds of rotors in aircraft
engines
P0508 472-39801
•.Steady combustion limits in afterburner-gas
turbine engine chambers
. - P0509 472-39922
Erosion effects on gas turbine engine compressor
blades due to dust ingestion, discussing means
for alleviating performance and service life
losses
fIC4S P4PEB 72-02] p0552 472-41127
Elements of the theory of gas-turbine-unit designs
. P0559 472-41700
Digital computer controlled testing eguipment for
separately driven coaxial gas turbine low and
high pressure compressors, emphasizing '
reliability and flexibility in system design
P0564 472-42682
.Gas turbine engine performance measurement via
parameters averaging method, noting integration
time determination for given error limits
. . p0598 472-43669
Basic dimensionless geometrical relations for the
combustion chambers .of aircraft gas turbine
engines
i P0598 472-13674
Gas turbine blades of cast ZhS6K heat resistant
alloy, investigating structural strength from
fatigue test data
. . p0598 472-43734
Gas turbine blade models of heat resistant- ZhS6K
alloy under operational temperature variations,
observing fatigue strength
,. . p0598 472-43735
Failure and crack formation in gas turbine-engine
compressor disks under variable stresses from
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
p0598 472-43736
Developing a synthetic turbine oil.
; • p0598 472T43810
Contribution to the determination of the
characteristics of-a gas turbine .engine for a
helicopter and to the choice of the throttling lav
• p0600 472-44277
Optimal control of the speed of a tvo-shaft
helicopter turbine . , " - - •
' ' p0600 472-44278
Use of modeling and simulation methods in the
design of gas turbine engine control systems
. P0601 472-44283
aircraft gas turbine engine controllers and fuel
p'nmp' testing under extreme fuel temperatures,
noting cavitation characteristics
P0601 472-44287
Synthesis of the control systems of a tvo-shaft
helicopter.gas turbine engine
.' p0601 472-44289
'Determination of the operational transfer
functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital
.computer.
V1', . P0602 472-44292
4nalog 'model .of gas turbine engine control
systems, using statistical estimates and flov
rate, heat conduction and dynamic equations
. . . . . p0602 472-41293
Nonlinear digital modeling of gas turbine . . . .
propulsion units
, . . . p0602 472-11294
Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental
effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic
emissions and exhaust gases in relation to
. propulsion system design parameters
P0602 472-14296
Variable-orifice gas turbine system for fuel rate
control in aircraft
[H4S4-C4SE-LEW-11187-1] p0035 H72-10824
Analysis of lubricant system used in civil
supersonic gas turbine engine
pOOSO N72-11697
Performance of redesigned single stage axial
compressor stator for gas turbine engine
[4D-877209] . p0097 1172-12795
Blade/disk attachment methods for gas turbine
engines .
[4D-877170], p0097 H72-12796
Development of radiation pyrometry techniques for
measuring first stage blade temperature in gas
turbine engines .
C4D-730837] ' . p0170 H72-15449 •
Extrapolation"of soot oxidation rates in
laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas
turbine'combustion chambers .
tH4S4-CBT125404] , - p0171 N72-15712
Svirl canifnll-annnlns'combustion chambers for
High performance gas turbine engines .
.-rH4S4-C4SErlEw-11326-1] p0172 N72-15714
Combustion efficiency and exhaust emission levels
correlated vith operating conditions for gas •
turbine combustor
[H4S4-TS-D-6661] . p0213 N72-16721
Coatings' for aircraft gas turbine engine corrosion
protection and reentry heat shields
CH4SA-TH-1-68007] p0260 H72-18578
Environment pollution of turbine engine aircraft
. ' ' p0270 N72^19030
Exhaust emissions tests of aircraft propulsion and
auxiliary pover gas turbine engines
4-229
GAS TOBBIRES SUBJECT I1DBI
tPB-204920} P0333 N72-21018
Su»erical analysis of parameters in multistaqe gas
tnrbine engines and components
flD-736l(891 p03«0 872-21827
Investigating failure of gas turbine "vanes under
influence of thermal cycles in simulated modes
of engine start-up and shot dovn
POH28 N72-24815
Statistical analysis of tensile strength and creep
data on gas turbine engine alloys
fJPBS-560021 P0128 H72-24821
Hechanical properties of gas turbine vanes and disks
rJPRS-55987} pO»28 B72-2K825
Fatigue strength and durability of gas tnrbine
vane models under isethereal and temperature
changing conditions
p<W28 B72-24826
Bechanical properties of gas tnrbine disk material
after operation
POU28 H72-2U827
Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas
turbine engines - tables
fPB-207107] P0135 N72-25589
Gas seal designs for aircraft gas tnrbine engines
tAD-739922] .p0521 H72-28518
Analytical method to predict coolant pressure and
airflow distribution in strut-supported
transpiration cooled vane for gas tnrbine engine
rKASA-TN-D-6916] p0528 N72-29003
Starting characteristics of aircraft turbine
engines in flight and on ground
riD-7102911 p0538 H72-29812
Design of gas turbine engines and gas
turbogenerators for aircraft
[ JPBS-56581] P0580 H72-30779
GAS TDEBI1BS
Vorter flow structure in axial gas turbines near
inlet and outlet of blade row
P0057 A72-13538
Soviet book on thermal and gas dynamic design of
gas turbines in aircraft and liquid propellant
rocket engines, covering three dimensional
flows, temperature distribution, component
cooling, etc
P0070 S.72-152H6
proposed gas tnrbine procurement standards for
gaseous and liguid fuel specifications
emphasizing fuel contaminants
f A S H E PAPER .71-HA/GT-3] . pOH6 A72-15896
Gas turbines - Conference, Tokyo, October 1971
p0120 A72-16180
Transonic compressor design for minimum number of
stages and hub/tip ratio and maximum inlet axial
velocity, assuming axisymmetric flow
P0121 A72-16182
Badial inflow gas turbine rotating blades
aerodynamic characteristics, noting exducer
shape effect on tnrbine performance
P0121 A72-16»8I(
High intensity combustion chamber design for gas
tnrbine of jet engine, considering primary,
secondary, and dilution zones
p0122 A72-16«91
Air stream from air entry holes of aeronautical
gas tnrbine combnstor, investigating jets
maximum penetration, flow path, and mixing
p0122 A72-16U93
Bleed air type gas tnrbine compressor development,
presenting reliability improvement program
p0122 A72-16500
Gas turbine superalloys high temperature oxidation
resistance by fiber strengthening, rare earth
alloying, precipitation hardening and
intermetallic compounds
p0139 A72-17611
Ceramic fiber reinforced Si base alloy for gas
turbine blades, improving creep resistance at
high temperatures
P0227 A72-22396
Heat transfer research review, discussing gas
turbines, aeronautics, astronautics, nuclear
pover, thermal pollution and controlled fusion
challenges
p0236 A72-2368«
Heat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas
tnrbine airfoils, noting leading edge sharpness
effects for slot and circular -\e\. configurations
TASHE PAPER 72-GT-7J P0293 A72-25610
Coipnter program for gas tnrbine characteristics
and influence coefficients calculation, allowing
for cascade loss distribution during flow choking
p031» A72-28151
Linear mathematical model for twin shaft gas
turbine with isolated turbocompressor,
calculating dynamic constants as function of
operational modes
P0360 A72-30581
Hechanical properties of high temperature steels
and alloys for gas tnrbine rotors, disks and
blades
P0395 A72-31703
Gas tnrbine pumps; Proceedings of the Joint
Conference, San Francisco, Calif., Harcb 26, 27,
1972.
POU56 A72-36040
Bnssian book - Optimization of thermal circuits of
complex gas-turbine power plants
pO»90 A72-37450
Ronstationary processes in the intervane apertures
of tnrbomachines
p0560 A72-022U7
Electrical components in gas turbine control
systems.
P0563 A72-02521
Properties evaluation of lubricants and fnels for
use in advanced aircraft gas turbine
[NASA-CB-1228«2] pOO«9 B72-1169B
Assessment of high temperature stability of
synthetic lubricants for aircraft gas turbines
p0050 N72-11695
Development and evaluation of flnidic tnrbine
inlet gas temperature sensors
fHAL-TH-265] pOISI H72-27P28
Equivalent testing of gas tnrbine engines for
prolonged service life
CAD-743115] p0591 N72-31789
Analysis of operation conditions for gas tnrbine
rotor bearings from results of computer
calculations of their thermal regimes
rAD-7BB297] p0632 H72-32772
Design and tests of gas lubricated hydrodynamic
bearings for use in gas tnrbine environment
rAD-7U*8t<U . P06H5 N72-33508
Corrosion of high temperature .gas turbine blade
alloys caused by increase in tnrbine inlet
temperatures and reduction in chromium content
in blade metal
[AD-7i)5a7<lJ p0645 N72-33557
GAS VALVES
Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optimum standards, discussing
automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive
closing control, design, construction and
performance
[SAE AS 1225] pOOOS A72-10385
GAS IELDI8G
NT BRAZING
GAS-LIQUID INTERACTIONS
Performance tests of aspirating thermocouple
probes designed to measure gas temperature in
two-phase gas-liguid system similar to that
encountered in jet engine exhanst gas spray cooler
tAD-7i»»513) p0629 B72-3248i»
GASEOOS CATITATIOH
0 CATITATIOH FLOS
0 GAS FLOH
GASEOOS DIFFUSION
Nondestructive radioactive gas .penetrant tests for
porosity and fatigue damage in -|et engine castings
P0009 A72-10813
Airborne gas chromatograph for real time diffusion
analyses, describing flight test results with
sulfur hexafluoride plumes
P0228 A72-22S51
GASES
NT DETOBABLE GAS BIITDEES
NT EIBAOST GASES
BT GAS BIXTDBES
NT HIGH TEHPEBATOBE GASES
BT IDEAL GAS
NT LIQUID HITBOGEN
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
NT REAL GASES
GATES (CIRCUITS)
Single and dual gate GaAs FET integrated
amplifiers in C band.
P0189 A72-37270
A-230
SUBJECT IBDBI GEHBHAL iVIiTIOK AIBCBAFT
GlUSSIil DISTBIBOTIOHS
0 NOSHAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
GiOSSHETBBS • -, . ''
•O-'HAGNETOHETERS' ' . ' " . , . < . ' '
GCB (BEACTOBS) ' . '
'0-GAS COOLED REACTORS
GE1B TEETH '• •' ' . '. '. . T
Ion sputtering'process used.to deposit coatinq
'compounds on'' titanium' alloy gear teeth
FAD-7298391 p0160 N72-14504
GEARS ••• . . . . . . . . .
"Astafan turbofan engine with" variable, pitch fan
rotor blades for thrust 'variation, discussing
gearbox and core engine design
'••"• ' '4 .., P0188 A72-20159 .
Seduction of'noise ;and acoustic-'freguencv , .
vibrations in 'aircraft transmissions.'
fAHS PREPRINT 6611 P0448 A72-34508
1
 Analysis-of1 gear reduction concepts for power
• • .-train systems used with'low bypass .ratio, single
spool,, geared turbofan 'engine for aircraft
propulsion
[NASA-CR-727351 ' p0093 H72-.12U13
Seduction of noise produced by helicopter geared
• •' powe'r trains by application o.f vibration and ,
acoustics technology" ' '
[AD-7112735! P0586 N72-31031
iScuff resistant properties of steel materialsyused
- ''to finish spur and helical gears. '' '.''
fAD-7426551 • ' '' . p0629. N72-32503
Load-life model for calculating, fatigue.life and
reliability of• helicopter spur.gear meshC
[AD-744504] '• '• ;; ' ' p0629 N72-32507
Tests to evaluate performance of spiral bevel ,
gears'made from VASCO-X2 steel, when operated
without lubricating oil •' •' '"
. CAD-744506] . p0645 1172-33506
GKI.LED PBOPELLAHTS . • . '
Crash safe turbine fuel program, using gelled fuels
,.. . , P0049 N72-11687
Various gelled or emulsified f ue'is. for reducing
aircraft crash-fire hazard
' •-' '•" pOO<49' K72-11689
GELS ' - . .
Evaluation of safety performance ,of.emulsified and
gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale
•aircraft crash environment . ' " L . ...
fAD-729330] '• ' ' " p0161 N72-14784
GEHEBIL AVIATIOH AIRC1AFT ' , ' .',
Electro'mechanical nose wheel' steeri'ng system for
general aviation aircraft ground maneuverability
improvement, describing design -.,- j • • - • •
pOO.10 A72-10963'
General and commercial 'aiiciaft service needs in
air transportation, considering FA'A and CAB._
roles and policies ' " , ' ' ..
'
 :
 pO015 A 7.2^11716
Air traffic control long range planning for
airlines and general aviation, 'discussing use. of
 1-
IFH, RNAV and. IPC eguipment ' /
.. . p0066 A72-14818 -.
Airborne collision avoidance system eguipment for
general aviation aircraft, discussing logic
functions, transmission modes, data handling'
tradeoffs and'ATC procedure interactions
• ' ' p0068,A72-1U830
General aviation type light airplanes pilot , ,
workload during steep landing approach,
comparing flight tested control response
parameters with handling gualities criteria
tAIAA P&PEB 72-125) , p0132 A72-169H1
:Dassault Falcon 10 turbofan.powered, executive
'" '•" aircraft, attributing safe stall characteristics
to wing design optimization , . •. - . >
 5
'' . "r. P0191 A72-.2127*
Eight-place turbofan powered business jet aircraft
design, discussing structure, fuel system,
engines crew station and safety features
p0194 A72-21572 '.
Hystere business let aircraft flight .'instruments, •
acceleration, control and stall characteristics.
P0197 A72-21900 ,
Book on general aviation safety covering
statistical accident records, accident analysis,-
crashworthiness, preventive measures, etc
P0236 A72-23750
Flight airworthiness requirements developuent for • .
supersonic transports, V/STOL and transport and
general aViation aircraft, exploring critical
control and stability parameters
.[SAB PAPER 7203061 p0288 A72-25570
, General aviation eguipment standards in light of
air traffic system safety 'needs, emphasizing
-. Technical Standard Order system
fSAE PAPER 7203071 P0288 A72-25571
General aviation aircraft'structural safety
studied, with 1547 accident histories, noting IFE
and turbulent weather conditions predominance
. [SAB PAPEB-7203081 '.' ' p0289 A72-25572
Fatigue certification of general aviation aircraft
. .in - Australia, describing ground taxi load
spectra and endurance and radiographic
. inspection of-laminated spar caps
[SAB PAPER 7203111 p0289 A72-25575
Flight tests of combination flight director
displays and attitude command control system
effect on general aviation aircraft handling
gualities during ILS approach
[SAB PAPER 7203161 ' p0289 A72-25580
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems'
[SAB PAPER 7203251 P02?1 A72-25588
Stall warning system for general aviation
aircraft, using signal discriminator for rough
or .gusting air • '
tSAE PAPEB 7203311 -' ' p0291 A72-25592
Business V/STOL aircraft economic viability based
on,cost benefit analysis and comparison with
turbine powered aircraft
fSAE PAPEB 7203311 p0291 A72-25594
Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology
application to general aviation propeller driven
twin engine aircraft, discussing wing loading
. and aspect ratio optimization
TSAE PAPER 7203373 p0291 A72-25595
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,
,i comfort, fit and ease of use
p0315 A72-28726
Winds'aloft forecast use to predict southwestern
mountain lee wave behavior for general aviation
cross country flights'
p03t8 A72-28863
Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general
aviation weather dissemination techniques,
stressing design variables and time periods
P03t9 A72-28871
.'Xow cost flight simulator'for general aviation
pilot training, containing IFB instrumentation
. and turbulence injection device
.,1 :• . p0399 A72-32211
The future of general aviation in Europe.
POH62 A72-37093
• Private aircraft ownership and use for family
travel and pleasure, discussing costs,
maintenance and operational problems
fAIAA PAPER 72-8121 pO<197 A72-38119
, Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 17th,
Washington; D.C., April 17, 18, 1972, Proceedings.
' 'p0507 A72-39740
Future aspects of business aviation, discussing
pilot training and aircraft reliability and
maintenance in context of flight safety
• • p0507 172-39741
Corporate business aviation performance record in
light of aircraft accident statistics, noting
high percentage of approach-landing accidents
and means for improvement
p0507 A72-39743
Aircraft accidents'during nbnprecision approaches
under adverse weather conditions; discussing
landing aids- use for corporate jet aircraft
P0508 A72-39745
Flight safety from general aviation viewpoint in
Best Germany, discussing ATC and flight rules
relative to airspace use
[DGLB PAPEB 72-0361 p0605 A72-44615
International and regional scheduled air traffic
terminals and general aviation airports
characteristic objectives and operational
aspects,-discussing ATC, safety and noise problems
[DGLR PAPER 72-0331 p0605 A72-44616
Design and certification for executive type
aircraft.
P0608 A72-4U730
An assessment of repeated loads on general
aviation and transport aircraft.
A-231
GBHEBAL DTBAHICS HILITABT AIBCBAFT SOBJECT IBDEI
P0609 472-44736
Beports of accidents involving missing aircraft of
DS general aviation for 1968
fHTSB-AHH-71-4] P0031 B72-10041
Briefs of OS general aviation accidents involving
corporate/executive aircraft in 1968
rPB-201439J • pOO«3 H72-11052
Sumgary of HASA research and experience related to
spin and recovery characteristics of light
general aviation aircraft
(HASA-TH-D-6575] p0101 N72-12990
Beconmendations for improving general aviation
safety
'p0113 1172-13937
Urban general aviation airport economics,
planning, and management
flIASA-CB-114406:) p0169 H72-15244
Beview of general aviation aircraft accidents for
calendar year 1969
rPB-201811] p0206 N72-15984
Analysis of factors contributing to general
aviation safety for reducing current accident
rates
tPB-2029281 P0220 N72-17015
Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip
vortices generated by large let transport
aircraft vhen intersected by smaller general
aviation type aircraft
fHASA-TH-D-66553 pQ250 H72-18003
Computer program for determining characteristics
of propellers used in general aviation aircraft
to include blade shape parameter and integrated
design lift coefficient
fBASA-CH-114399] P0251 872-18004
Briefs of OS general aviation aircraft accidents
involving air taxi operations during 1969
TPB-205096T P0333 N72-21022
Compilation of DS general aviation accidents for
1969 in which impairment of judgement and
efficiency by alcohol was involved
fPB-2049911 p0333 H72-21023
Compilation of accidents involving helicopters and
rotor craft for United States general aviation
operations daring 1969
rPB-2048121 P0333 H72-21024
Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving
aerial application operations during 1969
fPB-2048111 p0333 H72-21025
Compilation of United States general aviation
accidents involving weather as cause or cause
related factor year 1969 >.
fPB-2049261 P0334 H72-21026
Use of shoulder harness in general aviation
aircraft to prevent or minimize injury during
crashes
fFAA-AH-72-31 ' P0335 N72-21077
Design and development of collision avoidance
system for use with general aviation aircraft
TNASA-CS-1120231 p0338 H72-21625
Hidair collision of Boeing 707 airliner and Cessna
150 light plane over Compton, California on
August 4, 1971
TNTSB-AAB-72-51 P0367 N72-22016
Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive
aircraft in OS general aviation for calendar
year 1970
rHTSB-AHH-72-5] p0421 H72-24017
Aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations
in OS general aviation for calendar year 1970
CBTSB-AHH-72-41 P0421 H72-24018
Flight tests to determine effects of various
approach angles on performance of executive
transport jet aircraft
fFAA-FS-600-71 P0421 B72-24022
Forecasts of aviation activity for fiscal years
1972 to 1973 to indicate expected status of
commercial and general aviation
fAD-7383601 p0423 H72-24034
Passenger, cargo, and mail statistics for coaauter
air carriers ft 1971
p0429 S72-24981
capital cost analysis of airport alternatives for
San Francisco Bay area for general aviation and
commercial aircraft
P0429 H72-24985
Analysis of OS general aviation aircraft accidents
for calendar year 1969
pO»31 B72-25003
Computer progran for predicting performance,
noise, weight, and cost of general aviation
aircraft propellers for 1980 time period
fHASA-CB-2066] P0431 H72-25005
Application of unconventional wing pivoting about
spanwise axis forward of aerodynamic center for
gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft
[HASA-CB-2046] p0475 H72-26996
Conditions, circumstances, and probable causes of
aircraft accidents occurring in OS general
aviation during calendar year 1970
rnTSB-BA-72-1] P0516 1172-28016
Design and development of system for aircraft
collision avoidance for use on general aviation
aircraft
p0522 H72-28670
Airport facility reguirements for .
corporate/executive/business aircraft operations
p0525 B72-28976
San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace
capacity analysis to meet 1985 demand forecast
P0526 H72-28978
GEHEBAL DIBASICS HILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 HILITAHT AIBCBAFT
GEODETIC COORDINATES
Aircraft geodetic coordinates computation from
radar range measurements and flight altitude
over earth ellipsoid
P0394 A72-31601
Great circle navigation for inertial equipped
aircraft, describing procedure for determining
waypoint coordinates with reference to VOBTAC
stations
P0567 A72-429H9
6BOHA6HETIC AHOHALIES
0 HAGHETIC AHOHALIES
GBOHAG8BTIC EFFECTS
0 HAG1IETIC EFFECTS
GEOHAGHETIC FIELD
0 GEOHAGHETISB
GEOHAGHETIC TAIL
Outer nagnetosphere near midnight at gniet and
disturbed times.
P0603 A72-44513
GEOHA6HETISH
Approximate compensation in airborne magnetometry
for changing inductive field of aircraft moving
through varying geomagnetic field
pO«3u 1172-25435
6EOBETBODYHAHICS
0 RELATIVITY
GBOHETBY
NT CONICS
HT COBVATOBE
HT COBVES (GEOMETRY)
HT FLOS GEOHETBY
HT GBEAT CIHCLES
HT LIBES (GEOHETRI)
HT HERCATOB PBOJECTIOH
BT BOZZLE GEOHETBt
HT POISTS (HATHEHATICS)
HT PROJECTIVE GEOHETBI
HT TEHSOB AHALISIS
HT VOBTICITI
GBOBGIA
Environmental impact statement on proposed
extension and widening of existing paved runway
at Baxley Hnnicipal Airport, Bailey, Georgia
[PB-206167-F] p0626 H72-32271
Environnental impact statement on proposed
construction of Dade County Airport, Trenton,
Georgia
tPB-205578-F] p0627 H72-32272
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction of Jasper-Pickens County Airport,
Jasper, Georgia
[PB-204959-F] p0627 H72-32273
GEOSTATIOIABI SATELLITES
0 SYBCBROHOOS SATELLITES
GEBDIEH ABC HEATEBS
0 BEATIBG EQOIPBEBT
6BBHABI
German Federal Bepublic territorial air traffic
regulations covering general, VFB and IFB rules,
equipment and personnel examination and
certification, safety, takeoff and landing,
accidents, etc
P0021 A72-12621
A-232
SOBJECT IBDBI 61TCOLS
German book on air traffic Ian covering norms
relative to vehicles and air space,
international air lav, organizations, etc
p0021 A72-12622
Airport planning in Rest Germany discussing
surface transport facilities and pollution
[DGLB-PAPEB-71-075] p0430 N72-24986
GLAHDS (SEALS)
Characteristics of self-acting seal for range of
simulated gas turbine engine conditions
fHASA-TH-D-6563] p0093 N72-12419
Deternination of optinnm gland dimensions and ring
packings to eliminate leakage in aircraft brake
piston seals
TAD-7282161 . p0091 N72-12437
GLASS
NT GLASS FIBERS
Aircraft windscreen design, discussing high impact
strength glass, electrocondoctive film,
transparency service life and weight rednction-
••• ' p0305 A72-27006
Cheaically strengthened glass for eject-through
frangible canopy design in aircraft emergency
escape systems, noting protection against
ejection injuries
p0306 A72-27016
Ethylene terpolymer- material used as thermoplastic
transparent adhesive for -bonding polycarbonate
to glass
[AD-7281741 p0094 H72-12520
Evaluation of bisphenol polyether, styrene
acrylate, and chlorinated rubber alkyd as
coatings for airfield runway marking
[AD-7343201 p0279 B72-19644
GLASS FIBERS
Fiberglass replacement by organic fiber for L-1011
interior sandwich panels and laminates,
considering Domex fiber in woven fabric
p0313 A72-28099
Fiberglass reinforced plastic fuselage production
for AN-2m aircraft, noting plastic-plastic and
metal-plastic joints
p0354 A72-29U62
Ballistic-damage-tolerant composite flight control
components.
CABS PREPRINT 671] p0448 A72-34514
Physical and structural properties of
mixed-modulus composite materials of graphite
and S-glass fibers
CAD-732U89] P0222 N72-17549
GLADERT COBFFICIEHT
0 AEBODYHAHIC FORCES
D MACH NUHBEB
GLAZES
Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems-
shielding properties for projectile and bird
impacts
P0306 A72-27015
GLIDE ABGLBS
D GLIDE PATBS
GLIDE LABDIHGS
Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift
drag ratio aircraft in unpovered flight, using
F-104D as test aircraft
P0395 A72-31694
GLIDE PATHS
Parachutes flow characteristics in low speed free
descent, discussing glide angle effect on total
drag and water channel flow pattern studies
P0007 A72-10309
Computed performance of ILS glide slope
transmitting arrays sited over flat ground
planes of one dimensional perfectly conducting
strips in free space
P0123-A72-16559
Optimal angle selection of commercial aircraft
glide path, taking into account vertical
velocity, propulsion units operation and landing
procedure
p0361 A72-30814
Bicrowave scale model of ILS glide path,
considering interference and aircraft taxiing
effects
p0363 A72-30944
Eguations of motion for reentry trajectories and
glide path of aircraft
p0204 H72-15965
Operational evaluation of portable scanning beam
guidance system for improved instrument landing
capability
tFAA-HD-72-26] p0280 H72-19720
Development of ultrahigh frequency glide path system
tAD-733694] p0281 S72-19726
Hinimnm suitable scan rates for azimuth and
elevation functions of microwave landing
guidance system
CAD-737339] p0389 B72-23669
Evaluation of STOL modular instrument landing system
CFAA-HA-72-11] p0436 H72-25605
Performance tests of instrument landing system
localizer to include system and monitor
stability and monitor operation under degraded
system performance
CFAA-BD-72-50] p0485 B72-27694
Analysis of pilot performance in establishing
specific glide path by reference to oblong
diamond marks on runway
rFAA-HA-72-57] p0485 B72-27702
Simulator evaluation of instrument landing system
back course approaches and comparison with front
course approaches to determine flyability
problems with glide slope
tFAA-FS-600-8] p0537 S72-29671
GLIDE SLOPES
0 GLIDE PATHS
6LIDEBS
KT FLEXIBLE WINGS
NT PABAGLIDEBS
HI PABARIBGS
Laminar flow airfoils for gliders, optimizing
profiles for favorable velocity and pressure
distribution
P0136 A72-17194
All-moving tail plane parameters influence on
glider static and dynamic characteristics,
discussing lateral and longitudinal stability,
maneuverability and pilot induced oscillations
P0196 A72-21632
Sailplane computer displaying rate of climb
simultaneously with airspeed for pilot
determination of best strategy for local
upcurrent-downcnrrent conditions
p0236 A72-23550
Natural freguencies and vibration modes of free
glider, using symmetrical matrix to.replace
three dimensional structure by approximate model
P0410 A72-33409
Sailplane performance measured in flight.
p0441 A72-34215
Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider
hovercraft
p0509 A72-39902
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
P0545 A72-40225
A new method of calculating the natural vibrations
of a free aeroplane.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-05] p0552 A72-41130
Procedures for simple resonance testing of
sailplanes
p0567 472-42920
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure.difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
p0603 A72-44451
Influence of wing deformations measured during
flight tests upon the flight performance of a
glider made of synthetic materials. I
P0603 A72-44452
Design of glider towing propeller aircraft
P0318 H72-20002
GLIDING
Gliding flight atmospheric energy utilization
through aerology, discussing value of weather
forecasts to glider pilots
P0064 A72-14684
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding
investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible
wing two body system
p0394 A72-31403
GLTCOLS
Free and dissolved water contents determination in
light petroleum products by modified Karl
Fischer method using ethylene glycol solvent
mixture
A-233
GOLD SUBJECT IBDEI
P0125 472-16669
GOLD .
High ligh-t transmission electrically conducting
Hvviz and qold file laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heatinq applications •
P03S7 472-30038
SOSS (SUPPORT SY.STBBV
D GRODND OPEHiTIOHAL SOPPOBT STSTEH
GOVBBHHEBT/IHDOSTBT. REL4TIOHS
FAA activity in collision avoidance system and
pilot warning instrument areas
P0019 472-12379
Government role in widebody aircraft introduction
to air carrier service, discussing aircraft
maintenance, design and fail-safe structural
confiqurations
p0179 A72-18831
Collaborating parties cooperation with outsiders,
examining relationship with government • : • .
orqanizatious, airworthiness authorities,
financial institutions and marketing aqencies
. P0215 A72-2t882
Book on world airlines economic requlation,
analyzing multilateral international agreements,
national aviation interests and competitive
situation
pOJOQ 8.T2-25923
Book on air transportation, covering -history,
government aqencies role3 in economic and safety
requlation of air carrier's, accounting,'
financial and legal aspects, etc
p0315 472-28205
Developing countries civil aviation airlines
evolution, considering government fund
allocation, international money credibility,
skilled manpower, equipment, fare and tourism
expansion • •
POD09 A72-33332
Government regulations effects on local service
airlines cost performance and growth strategies
p0110 A72-33374
Financial methods employed in creating Brazilian
aircraft industry via mixed public-private
ownership •
P0410 A72-33375
Federal legislation impact on airport and airway
system planning, considerio<i budget asd schedule
requirements
pOt59 A72-36777
Papers presented at conference on system safety in
government and industry
[NASA-TM-X-68369] pOU38 N72-25961
Computer air carriers. Federal policies and
programs, and regulatory problems
p0526 N72-28979
GOVERHHENTS
FAA national policies on overall missions and
criteria for major subsystems
r8EPT-1000.27-lPP-1] P0438 N72-259K9
National aviation system plan 1973-1982, as joint
industry-government program . .
rREPT-1000.27-APP-2] POH38 B72-25950
GRADIENTS
NT PBESSUBE GSADIENTS • ••
NT TEHPEBATDBE GEADIENTS .
GBADIOHETEBS
D MAGNETOMETERS
GBADUATIOH
0 CAIIBEATING '- '
GRAPHIC ABTS • •
Development of technique for qraphic presentation
of fault isolation and problem correction, for
maintenance of large commercial aircraft
p0040 N72-11028
GEAPHITE
Graphite fiber-epoxy composite systems development
for F-5 aircraft landing gear door, speed brake,
leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal
stabilizer
P0312 472-28097
A-U Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental
qraphite-epoxy composite construction,
describing design, manufacturing and testinq
techniques
UIAA PAPEB 72-3581 ' ' P°350 »72-28954
Graphite/epoxy composite I beam and box beam
components for Horizontal tail statili-zeis
fAD-729050] p0107 N72-13039
Physical and structural properties of
mixed-modulus composite materials of graphite
and S-glass fibers
140-732*89] P0222 N72-175U9
High temperature resins for use in graphite fiber
composites for jet engines
IB8.S1-CE-729831 . ' : p032H< S72-20S08
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft
wheel constructed of fibrous graphite 'and epoxy
resin
CAD-7U5130] p06<!2 H72-33016
GBAPHS (CBABTS) . 1 . . "' '
Graphs and tables of service ,cds"t for 'intraurban
transportation system
rNASA-CR-11«3lti] ' '' p0036 H72-10985
Documentation 'of data used in' intraurban '
' transportation analysis appendix T-
[NASA-CE-1111343] ' p0036 N72-10987
Tables and graphs of canopy geometry effects on
drag coefficients in cross parachutes'
[ AD-731023] . PO'167'N7.2-15017
GBAVIBETBI ' ' ' . ' ' • '
Experimental aerial gravimetry program to
• determine feasibility of large scale aerial
gravity surveys • ' - '•
CAD-735266] ' • • p0337 N72-21394
GBMMVIIOIJ . • • ' •
HT ARTIFICIAL GEAVITI
6B4VITATIOHAL EFFECTS : ' ; '
Hagnetic simulation of gravity for wind .tunnel
investigations of aircraft jettison processes,
considerinq Froude number and relationships
between model and fill! scale aircraft '
';. ' •"-. p02i»3 A72-2K775
Aft center of gravity travel' effects on aircraft
longitudinal control response characteristics
' " •'' f. S4E PAPER 7203181 p0290 472-25581
Gravitational and velocity effects of aircraft '
weight and performance in cruising flight
emphasizing Concorde" • >
C A3C-E/H-3680] p0585 N72-31024
GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS
The impact of gradiometer techniques on the
performance of inertial navigation systems.
[4I4A PAPEB 72-850] pOSOU A72-39079
• Gyropendulums for precision vertical indicators.
considering velocities and^ accelerations in '
' earth gravitational field • '
• . • ' P0589 N72-31U53
6BAVIT4TIOSAL POTENTIAL
D' GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS
GB1VITATIOH4L EADIATIOH
D GR4VIT4TION41 FIELDS
GBAYITI WAVES ' •'
• Detection of atmospheric gravity waves produced by
focusing of shock" front 'generated by supersonic
'aircraft, calculating flight trajectories
. ' . ' " . . - • pOOSU 472^1298H
.High level Canberra flight for three dimensional
picture of" wind and temperature fields, showing
C4T, gravity waves and smooth 'flight •
characteristics ' :
• ' • • • ' ' '• P0311 472-27709
GBE4T BBITAIH • •
Sonic boom waveforms measured during exercise-
summer sky in southern Great. Britain :
f ARC-R/B-3659] J' '• ' p0038 N72-11015
Helicopter use and heliport operations in Great
•• Britain-, and elsewhere
'- r;S12/222] P0087 H72-11952
Periodic variations of wihd^velocity and direction
measured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britian)
from 1962 to 1966
[ ABC-CP-1158] ' P0095 N72- 12553
Reports and memoranda published by Aeronautical
Besearch • Council, Great Britain,- on" •
aerodynamics, aircraft etc.
: CABC-B/H-3650] p0099 N72-12971
Barkets for civil and military aircraft 'and
..missiles, airline operations, and exports and
imports for European Economic Community, Dnited
Kingdom, and Dnited states'- '-
[REPT-70U2-VOL-1] - , p0163 N72-11976
Procedures for training pilots in assessment of
flight- systems during 'attendance- at Empire Test
Pilot School, England • ;
" '
4ir pollution for 'peak traffic periods at Heathrow
4irport, London, for 4pril through September for
4-23«
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1970
p0426 N72-21619
BBBAT CIBCLES
Great circle intermediate waypoint compatation
method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft
. p0398 172-32205
Great circle navigation for inertial equipped
aircraft, describing procedure for determining
waypoint. coordinates Kith reference to VOBTAC
stations
p0567 A72-429U9
GBOUHD BASED COHIEOL
NT AIB TRAFFIC CORTBOL
NT BADAE APPBOACH CONTBOL
Computed perfornance of ILS glide slope
transmitting arrays sited over flat ground
planes of one dimensional perfectly conducting
strips in free space
P0123 A72-16559
Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide
range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach
guidance, using linear directive antenna array
for conical, surface definition
P0142 A72-18183
Solid state modular ground based distance
measuring equipment /DHE/ receiver for en route
aircraft navigation and.landing
pO«11 A72-33521
Flight-test experience in digital control -of a
remotely piloted vehicle.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-883] p0510 A72rH0059
GBODHD CBEiS
Botary wing and VTOL aircraft induced downvash
effects on ground personnel, considering
injuries, body heat loss, work capability
impairment and sound pressure effects
p0360 A72-30425
GBODHD EFFECT
Ground focus line location of sonic bang
propaqatinq in stratified atmosphere with wind
for transonically acceleratinq aircraft
.p0181 A72-19645
Sonic boom effects on structures, discussing
ground motion,, direct excitation by shock waves
and damaqes
p023U A72-23318
Lift and induced drag characteristics of Jet
flapped finite span wings in close proximity to
ground, using method of matched asymptotic
expansions
pO<401 A72-32827
Calculation of the recirculation flow of VTOL lift
engines.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-U2] p0555 A72-M1167
German monograph - Studies of the ground effect on
the noise levels and their freguency
distribution in the near field of an engine Jet
directed vertically against the ground.
p0568 A72-43060
Ground effect on slender ving rolling moment
during landing approach and its consequence on
aircraft lateral control
CABC-CP-1152] p0088 H72-11961
Aerodynamic characteristics of model helicopter
hovering in ground effect flow
[NAS1-TT-F-13938] p0150 H72-13986
Numerical analysis of influence of camber and
nonplanar wake on change of lift, vortex drag,
and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect
CTT-71-12]
 P0201 N72-15947
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity on aerodynamic characteristics of
V/STOL aircraft model
CNASA-TH-X-2212] p0251 H72-18008
Development of theory for optimum perfornance of
rotary wing hovering out of ground effect
[NASA-TB-X-62138] p0367 H72-22019
Evaluation of methods to predict in ground effect
performance of rotary wing aircraft
[AD-7369251 p0385 H72-23036
Computation of aerodynamic characteristics for
airfoils of varying plan configuration moving
near ground effect surface
fJPBS-56629] p0571 H72-29996
Effect of ground proximity in wind tunnel using
fixed board noting boundary layer influence
[ABC-B/B-3689] p0582 H72-30997
Effect of proximity of earth surface to
aerodynamic coefficients
P0618 N72-32006
Analysis of low speed normal force and pitching
moment of slender wings operating in ground effect
[ESDD-71007] p0635 N72-32988
GBODHD EFFECT BACBIBES
HT BOVEBCBAFT GBOOND EFFECT HACBIHES
Transoceanic helium cooled thermal reactor powered
air cushion freighter of gross weight 11500
metric tons, discussing design and performance
characteristics
P0052 A72-14431
Potential effects of air cushion vehicle /ACT/
mnltithonsand ton freighter on city development
P0115 A72-15776
Hnclear energy for power and transportation,
discussing ship, submarine, air cushion vehicle,
aircraft and rocket propulsion applications
P0115 X72-15777
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber
reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft,
presenting mechanical properties test data for
different composite configurations
P0181 A72-19062
Hovercraft noise and vibration source and
reduction for improved crew and passenger comfort
P0184 A72-19648
Nonlinear computerized simulation of air cushion
vehicle dynamics, using bond graph techniques
P0187 A72-20313
Physical principles, design and operation of air
cushion vehicles for 'passenger transportation
over water
P0188 A72-20371
Hovercraft internal and external aerodynamic
forces, discussing control, suspension, yawing
moments, directional and roll stability and
random surfaces performances
P0231 A72-22824
Airfoil ram-wing air-water hybrid vehicle X-113 Am
design and operational principles based on
aerodynamic ground effect, discussing flight
tested performance characteristics
p0232 A72-22971
Ground effect wing vehicles stability in forward
motion, deriving characteristic equations by
linear analysis
p02«« A72-24844
Air cus'hion aircraft landing systems advantages
and suitability for arctic transportation
applications
p0346 A72-28793
Hovercraft state of development and utilization
potential, comparing performance to other
transportation modes
P0361 A72-30818
Arctic environment surface effect vehicle design,
considering structures, drag, lift, propulsive
power and range
P0397 A72-32125
Air cushion landing system application for civil
air transportation, discnssinq operation,
braking and parking
P0406 A72-33184
On the prediction of acceleration response of air
cushion vehicles to random seaways and the
distortion effects of the cushion inherent in
scale models.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-598) p0458 A72-36538
Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider
hovercraft
p0509 A72-39902
Aerodynamic characteristics of flat-bottomed,
semicircular wing in close proximity to ground
or solid boundary
[PB-203602] p0218 N72-17003
Air cushion and secondary suspension for support
• and guidance of linear induction motor on
tracked research vehicle
[PB-20<HKIO] p0219 R72-17010
Simulation needs and recommendations related to
proposed amphibious assault landing craft in
Havy program to develop high speed air cushion
vehicles
[AD-740851] p0533-H72-29222
Hathenatical analysis of relative motions between
ACT landing craft and different amphibious
assault ships during cargo transfer
[AD-71H2U5] p0535 N72-29539
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Development of theories for speed, stability,
maneuverability, and seaworthiness of ground
effect machines
[AD-712H25] p057U N72-30023
Resistance characteristics in smooth water of
hulls of planing and hydrofoil craft
fAp-742752] p0588 N72-31311
Static load deflection and vertical drop tests 'of
quarter scale model of CC-115 aircraft equipped
with air cushion landing system
rAD-743829] . P0621 N72-32056
GBOOHD HANDLING ' .
Air cargo intermodal and interline containers ' •'
handling in warehouse storage, transportation
and distribution, considering total pack and ''"
interlock reguirements .'
pOtOS A72-3317H
Simulation of' an air carqo handlinq system
•'pOttS A72-34172
Terminal airspace navigation and aircraft ground
handling control, discussing air traffic
controllers and pilots functions in context of
workload and automation •
:
 --" p05t9 A72-H0516
Air freight ground handling and distribution
terminal facilities and methods, discussing
future technical and organizational developments
for efficient handling of increased traffic volume
P0593 A72-<I32<!6
Frankfurt/Main international airport central
terminal facilities, describing efficiency
oriented layout for large volume passenger and
baggage handling and links to rail and road 'nets
' p0593 A72-U3247
Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger
aircraft using critical path method for
improving aircraft/terminal utilization
P0311 N72-21970
GBOOHD OPEBATIOHAL SDPPOBT SYSTEM '
A method of solving the operational"planning
problem for an engineering aircraft base
p05t5 A72-IJ0178
GBOOND BESOHAHCE • ' •
0 GBOOND EFFECT
GBOOHD BOH-OP
0 ENGINE TESTS '
0 GHOOND TESTS
GBOOHD SPEED
Possibilities and limitations of rotary and fixed
wing compatible Doppler sensor designs
p0083 N72-11923
GBOOHD STATIONS
Army data analysis system for fixed and rotary
wing aircraft flight testing, including airborne
and computer controlled ground stations equipment
p0019 A72-i2U08
Aircraft distance measuring eguipment with VOB
radio receivers and ground station transponder
for pulse interrogation
P0307 A72-27105
Communication aspects of aeronautical satellite
system, considering aircraft egnipment, ground
stations, ATC, type of access and freguency
assignment
P0310 A72-27658
A time-freguency localization system applied to
acoustic certification of aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-836) P0505 A72-39091
Great circle navigation for inertial equipped
aircraft, describing procedure for determining
waypoint coordinates with reference to VOBTAC
stations
p0567 A72-129t9
GBODHD SOPPOBT EQUIPMENT
NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPOBT SYSTEM
Airborne traffic display system using beacon and
radar surveillance network and ground computer
processinq
P0137 A72-17329
Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation
system for variable stability X-22A aircraft
flying qualities research, discussing telemetry,
mobile van, landing aids and airplane design
pO*11 A72-33628
Integrated civil/military ATC system for npp'er
airspace control /OAC/ center at Karlsruhe
pOB16 A72-31108 '• •
Mediator plan for joint civil/military ATC '
organization at London center, discussing
sectorization, control and radar facilities,
fligbt:plan processing and communications
POH16 A72-3U109
Analysis of facilities, eguipment, and tools to
maintain large commercial 'aircraft
' pOOlO H72-11023
Development and characteristics of coordinated,
in-flight and on-ground fault isolation.system
for maintenance of large commercial aircraft
pOOUO N72-11027
Preparation of specification for hydraulic fluid
filters for aircraft ground support .egnipment
.fAD-730027] ' ' ' p0160 H72-10506
System for evaluation of aircraft diagnostic and
inspection eguipment performance characteristics
.rAD-733283], p0255 N72-180H1
Development of integrated system for performing
checkout of space launchers and aircraft systems
' - ' • ' p0278 N72-19U89
Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic
controlled"by FAA control-centers for :
determining reguirements for manpower,
facilities, and equipment
[REPT-72-00186] p0376 N72-226U6
Development of automatic inspection, diagnostic,
and prognostic system* of maintenance for
military aircraft - Vol. 1
CAD-73675IJ] p038« H72-23029
Concept formulation for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic procedures applied to
maintenance of military aircraft - Vol. 2
rAD-736755] p038H N72-23030
GBODHD SOPPOBT SYSTEMS
Military aircraft operations and logistics
computerized simulation for support and .
maintenance cost estimates
' ' p01t1 A72-1797M
Aircraft .industry product support role in time
delays minimization for aircraft operators,
discussing malfunction report, minimum equipment
decision and fault diagnosis
pOllOI A72-32U56
Airborne eguipment electric power supply standards
to provide characteristics limits for
compatibility with ground support systems
[SAE AS 1212] pO<(58 A72-36535
6HOOND TESTS
NT COLD FLOH TESTS
Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing .
ground and flight test programs for performance,
flyinq gualities and structures fatigue
properties evaluation
[SAE PAPEB 710756] 'pOOOt A72-10253
Computer simulation techniques in aerospace ground
equipment design for maintenance testing of
avionic systems
p0061 A72-14196
NF-8D aircraft variable stability system
ground/inflight calibration for determination of
flight control system dynamics effects on flying
qualities
p0125 A72-16660
Emergency Life Saving Instant Exit system in
aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing,
discussing design and ground testing
P0195 A72-21583
Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet
aircraft autoland system dynamic ground tests
with simulated engine and aerodynamic
characteristics
pO»12 A72-33641
Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker
beacon receiving system
rFAA-NA-71-29] p0033 N72-10173
High Beynolds number aerodynamic ground testing by
moving test specimens on rocket sleds
P0078 N72-11885
GBOOHD HIHD
Airport meteorological instrumentation, discussing
ground wind, visibility, cloud height, air
temperature and humidity detectors and radar
egnipment
p02«6 A72-25093
Low level vertical wind shear effect on aircraft
control, considering runway selection with
•respect to surface wind conditions
p0318 A72-28862
Effect of ground wind shear on aircraft trailing
vortices.
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p0507 472-39630
Low-altitude atmospheric turbulence around an
airport.
P0613 472-153311
GBOOBD-4IB-GBOUBD COHHOHICATIOIS
Airline air/groand radio communications and data
link service implementation for San
Francisco-Hawaii center
' ., . . ' . p0138 A72-17337
Bealrtime pilot reports via digital
gronnd-air-ground data link, discussing encoding
and[processing equipment, meteorological codes
and automatic real tine weather forecasts'
P0246 172-25079
Air/ground digital communications in airline
.operations.
'.,'..., . p0458 472-36561
Automatic .position reporting, ATC.communication,
weather infomation and message identification
via digital ground-air-rground data,link,
discussing operational and maintenance .
requirements
.p0546 472-40286
Meteorological and takeoff and landing information
transmission by proposed automated
meteorological and information service,
discussing air-ground data link
P0547 472-<l0287
Ground-based Doppler -navigation waveguide slot
antenna design for optimal directional tnultilobe .
reception,from aircraft
p05«9 472-40509
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development
for surveillance.and ground-air communications,
in support of ATC automation
p0569.472-43151
Location identification system with ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
CNASA-CASE-EEC-10324] p0433 N72-25173
Test and evaluation of VBF and DBF air/ground
communication transceivers at long range radar
sites
P0517 872-28177
Very high frequency and ultrahigh fregnency single
sideband transmission from ground station for
.aircraft reception
P0532 N72-29119
GBOUP 7A COBPODBDS
0 H4LOGEN COHPOOKDS
GRUBBAN BILIT1EI AIECBAPT
0 MILITARY AIECEAFT
GUIDANCE (HOTIOH)
HI AIECEAFT GUIDANCE
HI COHMABD GUIDANCE
NT INEBTIAL GUIDAHCE
NT BAP BATCHING GUIDANCE
NT SPACECEAFT GUIDANCE
NT STHAPDOIN INEBTIAL GUIDANCE
NT TEBBIN4L GUIDANCE
Unified single rf channel tracking, telemetry and
command control systems for guidance of unmanned
vehicles, including pilotless aircraft and
satellites
P0123 A72-16556
GUIDANCE SEBSOBS
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization
in con-junction with OBEGA, covering sensor and
computer egnipment life cycles
p0353 A72-29199
Doppler navigation system suitability for area
navigation, discussing routes versatility,
accuracy and continuous velocity vector sensor
P0398 A72-32203
GUIDANCE STABILITY
0 GUIDANCE (BOTION)
GOIPE TABES
Leaning vanes for fan noise reduction, discussing
rotor-stator plane fluctuating pressure
amplitude decrease and radial distribution
modification
fAIAA PAPEE 72-126] , p0128 A72-16823
Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes
air cooling by internal insert, analyzing'
thermal stresses
T A I A A PAPEE 72-7] P0129 472-16864
Composite materials application to gas turbine fan
guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors
and prototypes performance in engine tests
:
 P0313 472-28100
. Developments in vacuum braze coating of • .
aero-engine nozzle guide vanes.
pO«49 A72-34937
Performance and distortion tolerance of 1500
ft/sec tip speed transonic fan stage with
variable geometry inlet guide vanes and variable
stagger stator :
[NASA-CB-72880] p0487 N72-27818
Design and development of movable turbine inlet
guide vanes to provide .aerodynamic choking for
jet engine
fBASA-CASE-LAB-10642-1] pOH87 B72-27820
GOBBEL TBEOBT
U BAHGE (EZTBEBES)
GUN LAUNCHERS ,
Structural response of AH-1G helicopter to minignn
and 40mm grenade launcher fire
p0215 N72-16821
Vibration measurement of helicopters submitted to
machine gun, grenade and rocket launcher fire
p0215 N72-16822
GUHPIBE
Combat aircraft lateral aiming performance
optimization and evaluation based on criterion
of bullet stream response to pilot roll commands
; p012<t A72-16657
Aircraft fuel system gunfire vulnerability and
fire and explosion protection technigues
p0195 A72-21579
Bonqunfire and gunfire data obtained from B61
rapid fire gun in A-7D aircraft
p0173 N72-15836
Structural response of 4-7 aircraft to rapid fire
from B61 under various flight conditions
P0215 N72-16815
Vibration measurement of helicopters submitted to
machine gun, grenade and rocket launcher fire
P0215 N72-16822
Gradient technigue for determining improved
aircraft flight paths to reduce kill probability
by antiaircraft gunfire
[AD-741373] p0530 N72-29018
GOBS (OEDHABCE)
Cost estimates for pintle, side mounted, and
turret armament subsystems
[4D-735495] p0341 N72-21988
AC-130A aircraft empennage, using electrical
resistance strain gages
[AD-737350] p0385 N72-23037
GUST ALLEVIATOBS
Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft flight
and design, covering accidents and costs,
turbulence generation, prediction, measurements
and load alleviation devices
fAIAA PAPEB 72-219] p0129 A72-16885
Aeroelasticity, discussing gust and maneuver load
alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft
stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis,
aeroelastic optimization, composite structures,
etc
p0393 A72-31202
Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust
alleviation design, using indirect perturbation
information through normal acceleration factor
measurement
p0396 A72-32025
Linear functional law for alleviating gusts on
delta wing aircraft
fONEBA-TP-925] p0037 N72-10999
Gust alleviation methods and lifting rotor dynamic
stability
[NASA-CB-114387] p0079 N72-11890
Research on noise reduction, flying simulators,
and gust alleviators
P0204 N72-15969
Effect of limited amplitude and rate of flap
motion on vane controlled gust alleviation system
fNASA-TN-D-6733] p0265 N72-18995
Application of unconventional wing pivoting about
spanwise axis forward of aerodynamic center for
gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft
CN4SA-CB-2046] , p0475 N72-26996
Analysis of aerodynamic factors applied to design
of longitudinal autopilot for alleviating gust
loads
fAD-743722]
 P0641 N72-33038
COST LOADS
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade
snboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping
A-237
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notion and bending loads despite stall control
angles and vertical gusts
, p0071 A72-1550.il
Lift and pressure fluctuations of caibered airfoil
under periodic longitudinal and transverse
gusts, applying to axial flow turbomachines
f ASBE PAPER 72-GT-303 P0295 172-25626
Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic
response at' supersonic speeds; noting
application to stress estimation under gust loads
P0300 A72-25922
Concorde dynamic behavior from flight tests,
discussing integrated design effects, ving, fin
and elevon flutter, gust and runway response and
engine surge effects
CilAA PAPER 72-381] P0350 A72-28958
Low altitude gust load spectra above Czechoslovak
territory interpreted in terms of equivalent
velocity cumulative frequencies for light'aircraft
P0358 A72-30282
Bending and torsional mode deformations of two
dinensional elastic ving under sinusoidal and
random gust
P0407 A72-33229
Rigid aircraft longitudinal dynamic response to
random atmospheric turbulence, defining spectral
gust alleviation factors in terms of 'mass scale '
and damping ratio parameters ' '- J
P0559 A72-41641
Aircraft structural design loads definition by
mission analysis criteria, taking into account
gust loads via power spectral density method'
'•' P0566 A72-42828
Optinal fleet reliability under fatigue and chance
overload in service.
P0607 A72-H1656
Preliminary design of a 'sailplane ving for 'dynamic
gust loads
P0611 A72-44992
Analysis and comparison of gust load models based
on either discrete gust concept or continuous
gust concept
fNLB-TR-71025-p] P0037 N72-10998
Aerodynamic lift characteristics of oscillating
tvo dimensional airfoil subjected to sinusoidal
gust ,
r.AD'-726132} P0039 N72-11017
Hathematical wind gust model for computer
simulation of aircraft aerodynamic stability
tAD-7339051 P0261 N72-18648
Derivation of cross-spectral functions for '
vertical and longitudinal components of tvo
dimensional gust field
rNSSA-CR-20111 P0269 N72-19029
Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric
turbulence based on gust field with |
nonstationary random velocity
P0381 N72-23006
Effects of gusts, maneuvers, and landing impacts
on four-engine cargo aircraft during commercial
airlines operation
THASA-TH-D-6790] ' P0921 B72-24015
Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker F-28
full-scale ving structure under cyclic gust
flight simulation loading
rBLR-TH-7 1043-0 1 pO<488 N72-27955
Stability - and gust response characteristics of
short takeoff aircraft
fAEC-B/B-36861 P0582 N72-30996
Dynamic aeroelastic effects on stability .control
and gust response of slender delta aircraft
rARC-B/B-36901 P0582 H72-30998
Aircraft incident involving Boeing 747 aircraft in
atmospheric turbulence near Lake Charles,
Louisiana on 4 Jan. 1972
fHTSB-AAR-72-21] P0584 B72-31011
Analysis of gust loads on-transport aircraft under
various flight conditions
rESDO-69023-ABEBD-Bl "P0619 B72-32015
Analysis of aerodynamic factors applied 'to design
of longitudinal autopilot for alleviating gust
loads • ' • .
fiD-7lt3722] P06«f N72-33038
COSTS
Airplane sideslip and yaw rate perturbations by
continuous random vertical and side gusts, using
low pass filtered white noise representation for
mathematical modeling ' . '
pO'313 A72-28125
Aircraft flight conditions effect on low altitude
critical air turbulence in terns of gust
velocity components for CAT prediction
P0348 S72-28861
Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single
blade random gust response
[HASA-CB-11U386] p007B H72-11889
Airspeed losses during turning flight maneuvers in
gusts applied to airworthiness regnirements'
CABC-R/H-3672) p020Jl H72-.15973
Transonic wind tunnel calibration of dual system
gust measuring probe
tABL/A-HOTE-334] p0484 N72-27426
Corrected wind, measurement and dust velocity for
airplane motion'- LO-LOCAT project
[AD-739875] p0522 H72-28659
GTRATIOH | ,' ' .
HI AIJTOBOTATIOH .
H T BOTATIOH ' . . ' . ' ' . .
GTBO BOBIZOHS ,
Small motions of tvo rotor gyro horizon compass
sensitive element with linear azimnthal
correction of- housing
.p0185 A72-19758
Hotion stability of inertial navigation gyroscopic
system with.gyro horizon compass, noting ,
constant and time dependent coefficients of
action equations
pO«90 A72-37320
Theory of a gyrohorizon compass with an
azimnthally free casing of the sensitive element
, p0597 A72-43585
numerical analysis of cause and effect of errors
in inertial navigation systems based on.gyro
horizon operation
P0472 H72-26522
GIBOC08PASSES
Bilitary aircraft inertial navigation system
design, discussing gyroscope, gyro compassing
alignment, accuracy and performance .
P0072 A72-15666
Small motions of two rotor gyro horizon compass
sensitive element with linear azimnthal
correction of housing
p0185 A72-19758
Coordinate and speed error dependence on
instrumental errors of inertial navigation
system using gyrohorizonconpass
; P0414 A72-33960
(lotion stability of inertial navigation gyroscopic
.system with gyro'horizon compass, noting
constant and time dependent coefficients of
motion eguations
P01I90 A72-37320
Theory of a gyrohorizon compass with an ,
azimuthally free casing of the sensitive element
p0597 A72-43585
Design, development, charact'eristics, and
applications of gyroscopic devices
fAD-733275] p0262 N72-18662
GIBODTHE AIBCB&FT ,
Durability tests on components of VFS-H3 gyrodyne
with determination of rotary wing fatigue life
CHASA-TT-F-14284] . p0421 B72-24023
6IBOPLAHES
D HELICOPTERS ''
6TBOS
0 GIBOSCOPES
6TBOSCOPES
HI COSTBOL BORE8T GYROSCOPES
HT ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES
BT GYBO HOHIZOBS
HT GYROCOBPASSES
NT GYROSCOPIC PEBDOLDBS
HT GYROSTABILIZEBS
NT HOTABY GYBOSCOPES
Passenger aircraft onboard automated inertial
navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer
and gyroscope design and construction
P0001 A72-10070
Bilitary aircraft inertial navigation system
.design, discussing gyroscope, gyro compassing
Alignment, accuracy and performance
:
 '• p0072 A72-15666
Hathematical models of rate gyros, servo
accelerometers, pressure transducers, and
telemetry systems and analog computer simulation
~ programs
fHASA-CB-1768] p0034 S72-10401
A-238
SUBJECT IHDEX ...,
 ( ( . HABHOBIC MOTION
Design, development, characteristics, and
-applications of gyroscopic devices'
fAD-733275]' ' '• . . p0262 N72-.18662
Numerical analysis of cause and effect of errors
in inertial,navigation systems based on gyro
horizon operation "
] , , pO«72 N72-26522
Acceptance test of Kearfott gyroflex gyroscope
• 'model 2 ', ' • • - • - .
. fLKBA-ET209-NT-1/SIE] 'P0521 N72728479
GYBOSCOOTC DBIFT , „ ,
0 GYROSCOPES ' ' '' ' ' ' ' . .
0 GYROSCOPIC STABILITY ' ' ' • . ' '. '. .
GYBOSCQPIC. PEHDULOHS .-. , .-.,-..'• - - '
Flight' instruments including'vertical indicators*
and spatial orientation ' . . • " ' . ' ' %
f JPBS-56624] ' p0589'N72i31.U52t.
Gyropendulums for precision vertical indicator^" .'
considering velocities and accelerations in
earth gravitational field . ...
p.0589 N72-31453
GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY . , ' , , /. ,
Twin spool -jet engine-system, predicting'shaft
speed effects on whirling frequencies due to
gyroscopic action with computer model
1
 ' ' ' •,'''.'. '; P0199 A72-^22130
Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems
using airdatS.' '- ' '- " •• '•"';"
[AIAA PAPEB.72-847] j>0504 A72-39082
GYHOSTABILIZEBS'' . . . .
Design, development, characteristics, and
. applications of gyroscopic devices
fAD-733275] - . P0262 N72-18662
GYBOSTAfS ~'\ '• .','. ,'. .
 t '..'"'
D GYBOSCOPES ' ' " ' . . . . ' ' .
H
H-«3 HELICOPTBB" ,.
Field noise measurements of HH-43B1helicopters
daring flight to determine effects of
modifications on noise reduction
rHiSA-TH-X-2226),'" .'• . ' , p0318 N72-2Q005
H-53 HELICOPTER
HH-53 rescue,helicopter automatic approach and
hover coupler for automatic transition from
forward flight' at constant deceleration and rate
of descent '
P0124 A72-16653
The application of Ti-6Al-*V titanium to ,
helicopter fatigue loaded components.
p0608 A72-14732
Design and development of control augmentation
system for H-53 helicopter
r»D-730160l . p0154 872-14015
Measurement of impulsive noise, rotor noise, rotor
blade dynamics, and rotor blade pressure of
CH-53 helicopter under cruise and hover conditions
[AD-730359] P0155 N72-14018
Analysis of flight loads on CH-53A helicopter to
determine exceeding of design limits during
actual operating situations :
[AD-739332] ' p0467'H72-26030
Bibliography of heavy lift helicopters with
references to rotor characteristics, lift . '
propulsion, and performance capabilities
fAD-7409001 p0575 B72-30026
Bicrowave ILS scanning beam data rate analysis for
low visibility approach of H-53 helicopter ,
rAD-7«3612] , p062« H72-32057
H-56 HELICOPTEB .. .
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
AH-56 compound helicopter during low altitude
turbulent conditions - Vol. a
. [AD-730363] ' ' p0155 K72-14020
HAIL " '
Hailstone impact simulator for prediction of hail
damage to aircraft structures, presenting data
on damage to flat'metal sheets' and spherical caps
tAIAA PAPEB 72-163] ' p0134 A72-16957
Al'alloy plates and.D-nosed specimens indentation
and penetration under hail impact test
' . p0176 A72-18764
Probability estimates of aircraft encounters with
hail, discussing variations with locality,
hailstone size and height and supersoni'c
transport experience ' '
P0234 A72-23423
Hail damage to aircraft, predicting metal surfaces
dent depth and deformation shape with computer
program ,
, C A I A A PAPEB 72-335] .p0286 A72-25370
Hailstone impact simulator for aircraft damage
prediction in testing prospective structural
designs . >
. . p0348 A72-28855
Hail size distribution and concentration in
thunderstorm updraft regions from aircraft and S
band radar observations
. ' . . p0413 A72-33946
BAI1STONES
D HAIL .
HALIDES ' .
HI. SD1FDB FLOOBIDES ' .
HALL COEFPICIEIT . :
D HALL EFFECT " . ,- •
HALL CDBBEHTS
D HALL EFFECT
HALL EFFECT , , ,
Approaches to verification and solution of
magnetic particle inspection problems.
P0610 A72-i|it903
HALO PABACHDTIHG
O.PABACHDTE DESCENT ']
HALQ6BB COHPOOHDS ^
NT BBOHINE COBPOONDS
NT FLUOBO COHPODNDS
NT SDLFDB FLUOBIDES
Evaluation of several halogenated hydrocarbons for
ignition and explosion suppressants in aircraft
fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition
(AD-737383] . p0390 N72-23966
HANDBOOKS
Development of procedures for improving
readability of maintenance manuals and
evaluation of reading difficulty level
P0039 N72-11021
Handbook of aviation historical data
CZHS-348G] p0099 N72-12968
Handbook on aerospace research and development
[AD-729571] . p0265 N72-18990
HAIDLING , . .
D BATEBIALS HANDLING
HABDIIBG ZQDIPBEHT
»T CBASES . • • .
Air cargo intermodal and interline containers
handling in warehouse storage, transportation
,,and distribution, considering total pack and
interlock requirements
pO"05 A72-3317U
Terminal handling environment and air cargo
requirements for noncontainerized freight
p0406 A72-33175
HANDLING QUALITIES !
0 CONTBOLLABILITY
HANGABS
Evaluation of film forming foams for the
suppression of fuel fires in aircraft hangars.
fSSCI PAPEB 72-16] pOSOt A72-38974
Full scale measurement of flow in turbulent wake
of hangars >
CABC-CP-1166] , pOO«3 N72-11047
HABD LANDING '
Data recording and evaluation of hard landings
encountered by subsonic civil jet aircraft in
airline operations noting role of flare maneuvers
[BAE-TB-70187] p0205 N72-15976
HABDENINS (BATEHIALS)
NT PBECIPITATION HABDENING
NT SHOT PEENING
NT BO.BK HABDENING
BABBONIC ANALYSIS
Tnrbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis,
, discussing rotor geometry, relative Bach number
and incidence angle effect on sound emission
TAIAA PAPEB 72-127] . p0128 A72-16824
HABHONIC EICITATIOH ,
Complex 'elastic systems natural frequencies
computation fcom measured .dynamic response to
harmonic excitation, applying to helicopter and
transport aircraft
P0359 A72-30326
HABBOHIC. HOTION
Two dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in i
incompressible flow, •comparing calculated
loading during transient and sinasoidal pitching
motions with measured values
A-239
HARMONIC OSCILLATION SUBJECT IHDEI:
fAIAA PAPEB 72-371 p0130 A72-16899
HARHOHTC OSCILLATION
Lou subsonic reqion unsteady interference effects
on harmonically oscillating wing-.tailplane model
with variable sweep winq
fDGLR PAPEB 71-081J p0022 A72-12709
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating circular cylindrical fuselage body
with conical nose and delta wing with straight,
cubic or sinusoidal leading edges
rDGLB PAPER 71-080} p0023 A72-12730
Thin wing harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow,
developing analytical form of kernel function in
generalized Possio integral equation
p0126 A72-16707
Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in
unsteady transonic flow, obtaining two part
boundary value problem for linear potential
eguation
P0310 A72-275tt5
French monograph on velocity profile in laminar
boundary layer on semiinfinite flat plate in
harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible
flow
P0363 A72-30949
Evaluation of Reissner's correction for finite
span aerodynamic effects.
P0459 A72-3677U
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
wing-tail configurations in incompressible, speed
range
fDLR-FB-71-5111 p0269 872-19021
HARHOHICS
NT HARMONIC EXCITATION
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION , .
HiBBESSES
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
fSAE PAPER 7203251 p0291 A72-25588
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbag-lap belt restraints
TAD-71H530] p0309 A72-27U71
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,
comfort, fit and ease of use
P0305 A72-28726
Acceleration protection system design, impact
testing of restraint harnesses and ejection seat
cushions, and implications
P0275 N72-19157
Dse of shoulder harness in general aviation .
aircraft to prevent or minimize in-jury during
crashes '
TFAA-AM-72-3] p0335 N72-21077
Effectiveness of restraint equipment in
controlling head impact forces and body
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
fFiA-AH-72-6] p0335 H72-21078
HABBIEB AIRCRAFT
The INAS device of Ferranti as integrated weapon
system for the HS Harrier
p0559 A72-U1816
Harrier two seat aircraft design, performance,
weapon systems, thrust vectoring and combat
characteristics comparison with GR.1
p0603 A72-«U3?1
Harrier aircraft navigation display and computer
unit with projected moving map, means of storing
and selecting coordinates, and numerical data
superimposed on map
p037U N72-22633
HAWAII
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S
aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22
Feb. 1972
fNTSB-AAR-72-231 p0585 H72-31019
.BARKER SIDDBLEI AIRCRAFT
NT BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT
NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT
HAZARDS
NT AIBCBAFT HAZARDS
NT FLIGHT HAZARDS
NT OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
NT RADIATION HAZARDS
Lightning initiated by human activities
fAD-735917] p0337 N72-21392
Lightning triggered by man and lightning hazards
P0482 H72-27101
HC-3 HBLICOPTBB, ...
Reliability engineering of H-3 helicopters based
on failure analysis of transmission and rotor
systems
CAD-7112218] p0531 N72-29028
HD-1 GBODBD EFFECT MACHINES
0 HOVERCRAFT GHOOBD EFFECT MACHINES
HEAD (ANATOMY)
Effectiveness of restraint equipment in
controlling head impact forces and -body
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
fFAA-AM-72-6] ' . p0335 N72-21078
BEAD (EBESSDRE) .
o 'PRESSURE HEADS c,
BEAD-UP DISPLAYS ;
: Head-up display flying under IMC and VMC flight
conditions, considering-takeoff,.landing and
navigation modes • •-"
p0190 A72-21001
The evolution of head-up displays.
p0506 A72-39333
Head-up display performance in Falcon* fan-jet
aircraft during taxiing, takeoff, cruise,
descent and landing approach, noting
low-visibility hazards reduction during landing
phase
P0508 A72-3974U
Application of the head-up display /HUD/ to a
commercial jet transport.•
p0556 A72-11256
Evaluation of airborne audio-video recording
system for aircraft equipped witli head-up display
[AD-736818] • p0386 N72-23111
Simulated, night visual approaches to two airports
to evaluate pilot performance with and without
head-up display device '
[NASA-TM-Xr62188] > p0639 N72-33021
BEARING
NT ACOUSTIC FATIGUE .
HEAT BALANCE
Energy flow diagrams.
... p0607 A72-lt«686
BEAT BUDGET •.
HI ATMOSPHERIC HEAT BUDGET
BEAT COBDUCTION
D CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER .•
BEAT DISSIPATION
D COOLING
BEAT DISSIPATION CHILLIBG
U COOLING .
BEAT EFFECTS
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS •
BEAT ENGIBES
D ENGINES . ' •
BEAT EQUATIONS . ' . • ' • • .
U THERMODYNAMICS
BEAT EICBABGEBS
Effect of two types of helium circulators on
performance of subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-2237] p021» N72-16721
Design and evaluation of cooling systems for wings
on hypersonic cruise vehicles
tNASA-CR-1916] :p0251 N72-18010
BEAT FLOW
U HEAT TRANSMISSION
HEAT PIPES '
Using heat pipe structures for cooling leading
edges of hypersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CB-1857] p0099 H72-129<19
BEAT BEGDLATIOI
D TEMPEBATUBE CONTROL
BEAT BESISTABCB
U THEBHAL RESISTANCE • '
BEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
NT NIOBIUM ALLOYS
NT REFRACTORY METAL' ALLOYS
NT UDIMET ALLOYS
Snperalloys ductility and workability improvements
without sacrificing elevated temperature
strength for aircraft engine'applications
• . ' ' p0021 A72-12561
Gas turbine snperalloys high temperature oxidation
resistance by fiber strengthening, rare earth
alloying, precipitation hardening and
intermetallic compounds
p0139 A72-17611
A-24G
SUBJECT IHDBX BEAT TRBATBBBT
Semifinished product production technoloqy
influence.on beat resistant alloys mechanical
properties, considering forging, rolling,
. casting. Belting, diffusion welding and powder
. metallurgy •
P01U7 A72-.18647
High temperature Co-base alloy for unclear,
chemical and reentry vehicle applications
P0228 A72-22U78
HDT of diffusion forned coatings on refractory
alloys and superalloys, stressing eddy current
technique • •
P0302 A72-26287
Bechanical properties of high temperature steels
and alloys for gas turbine rotors, disks and
blades <
p0395 A72-31703
Composite Al- and Ni-base alloys strengthened by B
and B/Ho fibers respectively for reduced weight
ving spars and high temperature applications
• , P0569 A72-43139
Gas turbine blades of cast ZhS6K heat resistant
alloy, investigating structural strength from
fatigue test data
p0598 A72-43734
Gas turbine blade models of heat resistant ZhS6K
a]J.oy under operational temperature, variations,
observing fatigue strength
P0598 A72-43735
Development of nickel base superalloys for powder
metallurgy application as'compressor and turbine
discs in.jet engines
[HASA-CR-72968] . P0110 N72-13468
Fabrication of high strength-high temperature
superalloys for turbine blades
[AD-734304] p0279 N72-196.47
Cyclic furnace oxidation of cobalt alloy Wl-52
clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for
aircraft gas turbine stator vanes
[NASA-TN-D-6730] P0324 N72-20492
Pressure tight seal for superalloy used in
hypersonic aircraft fuel tank joints
fNASA-CASE-lAR-10170-1] • p0338 N72-21471
Statistical analysis of tensile strength and creep
data on gas turbine engine alloys
fJPRS-56002] ' ' . p0428 N72-24824
Development of refractory wire superalloy
composites for use with turbine blades in power
generators and aircraft engines
[HASA-TH-X-2599] .P0577 N72-30471
BEAT SHIELDING . '
Aircraft crash fire protection, using passenger
compartment heat shield of fire-retardant
polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint
P0057 A72-13484'
Design and evaluation of cooling systems for vings
on hypersonic cruise vehicles
[HASA-CR-19161 P0251 N72-18010
Coatings for aircraft gas turbine engine' corrosion
protection and reentry heat shields
[NASA-TM-X-68007] p0260 N72-18578
Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard
flight deck environment
[AD-735877] p0341 H72-21963
Fabrication and installation of heat shields with
various curvatures to 'airframe sections of DC-3
aircraft ,
[HASA-CR-112109] p0581 N72-30946
HEAT SOOBCES
Heat generation sources in high speed cylindrical
roller bearings for gas turbine oil cooler design
p0313 A72-28111
BEAT TESTS
0 HIGH TEHPERATORE TESTS . '
HEAT THABSFEH ' . • ; ' ,
NT AERODY.NAHIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT COSDOCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER i
NT COHVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT- TORBOLENT HEAT TBASSFEB -'
Intense noise measurement device for heat flow
. environments, discussing applications to jet
engines; nozzle exits, turbine exhausts and
volcanic craters
C O N E R A , TP NO. 1010] p O i i B A72-16025
Book on heat and mass transfer, covering research
results over 1953-1969 on supersonic aircraft
and missiles cooling problems, rarefied gas
dynamics boundary layer flow, etc
p0120 A72-16399
Two dimensional cascade test of air-cooled turbine
nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics
and heat transfer properties
P0122 A72-16489
File cooled turbine vanes external heat transfer
•distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring
heat transfer coefficients with and without
blowing
[AIAA PAPER 72-9] p0129 A72-16877
Two dimensional and axisymnetric flow with heat
addition, deriving flow field by inverse methods
' p0185 A72-20062
Heat transfer research review, discussing gas
turbines, aeronautics, astronautics, nuclear
power, thermal pollution and controlled fusion
challenges
p0236 A72-23684
Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces
boundary layer stability and aerodynamic
characteristics, noting stall angle reduction
and drag increase from wind tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 72-960] p0562 A72-12357
Viscous interaction over concave and convex
surfaces at hypersonic speeds.
P0602 A72-U4308
Flow and-heat transfer for air cooled turbine vane
•[NASA-Tn-X-2376) p0098 H72-12947
Surface heat transfer rates on sharp flat plate
with helium at Hach 22.8 to 86.8, and local heat
transfer rates in corner flow formed by plates
and sharp leading edges with air at Hach 19
fNASA-CR^124695] ' p0112 K72-13909
Heat transfer design analysis of air-cooled
plug-nozzle system for supersonic cruise
aircraft engine
[NASA-TB-X-2475] P0174 N72-15892
Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned,
impingement and film cooled turbine vane in four
vane static cascade
tNASA-TH-X-2U77] p0174 S72-15909
Free flight measurement of blunt leading edge
caret wing pressure and heat transfer at
supersonic speeds
[ARC-R/H-3679] p0267 H72-19007
Aerothermodynamic integration model, including
combustor design, flow distribution, and heat
transfer problems
[NASA-CR-112058] . p0437 N72-25713
Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned,
impingement-cooled vane in modified J-75
research engine and fonr-vane cascade
[NASA-TH-X-2595] p0525 N72-28919
Analysis of vettabilities and heat transfer rates
of microfog jets impinging on heated rotating
disc operating in inert nitrogen ataosphere
[NASA-CB-120843] P°5?5 N72-29533
Analysis of heat transfer characteristics of three
air cooled vanes in turbojet engine using
impingement cooling, film cooling, and
convection cooling
CNASA-TB-I-2580] p0634 B72-32949
BEIT TRANSFEB COEFFICIEBTS
Heat transfer coefficients to both sides of finite
one dimensional slab subject to phase-change
coating technigue boundary conditions, deriving
thin wing correction factors
P0060 A72-13956
Fuel vaporizer for gas turbine engine,
investigating heat transfer coefficient
P0122 A72-16492
Heat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas
turbine airfoils, noting leading edge sharpness
effects for slot and circular jet configurations
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-7] p0293 A72-25610
BEAT TBANSHISSIOH
HT AERODIHAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRSHSFEH
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFEB
HT HEAT TRANSFER
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFEB
NT TDRBOtENT HEiT TRANSFER
Radiometer system for measuring total heat flow
through ocean surface from low-flying aircraft
[AD-740092] p0520 N72-28H29
BEIT TREATMENT
NT STRESS RELIEVING
Heat treatment and machining for distortion
control of large Al alloy forgings for DC 10
HEATING SUBJECT IHDEI
aircraft
P0228 A72-22U76
Aircraft 'gas turbine engine Hi base alloy disks
and shafts theraomechanical treatnent,
considering yield strength and high and-low
cycle fatigoe resistance
pOIIO? A72-33299
Reat treatment and mechanical properties of
titanium, alloys for aerospace industry application
rBLR-TE-71003-O-HEVl ' p0170 H72-15529
HEATING •
NT AE80DYHAHIC HEATING
HT ATMOSPHERIC HEATING
NT KINETIC HEATING '.
NT RESISTANCE HEATING
NT TBiNSIENT HEATING
HEATING EQUIPMENT
NT VAPORIZERS
Aircraft cockpit electrical heating system,
converting three phase ac energy from alternator
vith economy and safety
fSAE PAPER 720329] p0291 A72-25591
HEAVY COSHIC BAT PRIMARIES
0 HEAVY NUCLEI
U PRIMARY COSMIC HAYS
HEAVY NUCLEI
Thin-down intensities for heavy primaries at SST
flight levels, using plastic stacks measurements
[CERN-71-16] P0017 A72-12077
HELICAL FLOW
The motion of a vorter filament with axial flow.
pO<»90 .A72-37598
HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS
D ATTITUDE INDICATORS
U HELICOPTERS - ,
HELICOPTER CONTROL
Free flight simulation tests for V/STOL aircraft
nonlinear, attitude control system.adaptation to
helicopter pitch and roll control
[DGLR PAPER 71-060] p0023 472-12714
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade
suboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping
motion and bending loads despite small control
angles and vertical gusts ,
.P007.1 A72-.15504
HH-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach and
hover coupler for automatic transition from
forward flight at constant deceleration and rate
of descent
p012<! A72-.16653
Helicopter automatic flight control approach/hover
coupler systems, hands off stability and.
handling qualities
p0310 A72-27522
Hvdrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation
system to improve OH-IB helicopter damping and,
handling gualities during high speed gunfiring
missions
pOU13 A72-33650
The controllable twist rotor performance and blade
dynamics.
TABS PREPRINT 614] . p0444 A 72-34483
Stability and control dynamics -of helicopter
hovering with heavy sling load, analyzing
maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous
motion
TABS PREPRINT 630] p0445 .A72-34488
Hydroflnidic stability augmentation system for
O.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and reduced cost :
p04U9 A72-34928
Analytical prediction of vortex-rring boundaries
for helicopters in steep descents.
p0503 A72-38949
Helicopter development, discussing articulated,
£igid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound
helicopters, rotor drives, flight control and
avionics systems
P0616 A72-45558
Analysis of flight control system requirements for
helicopters, and design of pilot 'assisted control
system
TAD-725590] 'p0044 N72-11057
In-flight manual on instrument capability of
functional flight control-display system for
helicopters
p0082 N72-11920
Theory and operation of proposed helicopter IFR
. flight path control system
P0084 N72-11933 .
Analysis of operational requirements and
feasibility of system for precise IFH helicopter
hovering • .
p0084 N72-1193II
Feasibility evaluation of microwave aircraft
digital guidance equipment for helicopter
approach and landing guidance system
. ' " pQ085 H72T11936
Flight test of three-axis hydrofluidic stability
augmentation system in helicopter
, , j ' p0085c H72-11937
Systems performance and safety in'helicopter
approach and landing, and radioelectronic
guidance array . .,
. . " ' " ' ' pOO'85 H72-11939
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
YHC-1A and S-58 helicopters in steep approaches
- Vol. 3, . ' '
UD-730362] , ', ' p0155 H72-1U019
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
AH-56 compound helicopter during low altitude
turbulent conditions - Vol. t ' ,
tiD-730363] , P0155 N72-14020
Development of antitorgue concepts for helicopter
control to replace'main rotor/tail rotor
helicopter configurations'
[AD-731493] p0206 N72-15982
Design, development, and evaluation of three-axis
hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for
OH-1 helicopter '',
[AD-739559] ' " ' pOISJ N72-27QU5
HELICOPTER DESIGN .
Matrix method calculation for aerodynamic loads,
• transverse, forces, bending moments, torgues and
twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter
daring forward flight ; ' '
p0020 A72-12410
Rotary wing aircraft design features and
performance, discussing military and civilian
helicopters and future developments
p0126 A72-16734
Hingeless rotor helicopter blade .steady .state
res'ponse with nonuniform inflow and elastic
blade bending . .
CAIAA PAPER 72-65] ' ' p0132 A72-16933
Boeing 347 helicopter program, discussing
simulation, wind tunnel, whirl tower, bench
testing, flight test development, and demonstration
. ; '. p.0135 A72-16993
Carbon fiber laminates fo'r helicopter components
weight reduction
p0135 A72-16999
Rotary wing aircraft first flight and envelope
expansion 'at' design gross weight
1
."- ' ' ' p01«6 A72-18193
Emergency systems for helicopter crew and '
passenger survivability improvement, discussing
use.of ejection seats, extraction" systems
parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges
P0195 A72-21581
Harchetti SV-20-A twin engine 'winged ; ..'
commercial^utility helicopter, describing .design.
details, onboard systems and payload _
 f *
accommodatio'ns ' ' ,
1
 p0232 A72-22907
Fatigue strength characteristics of boron-epoxy
reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframe
filAA PAPER .72-392] ' p0287 A72-25413
Bolkow 10 5C 5-'place helicopter with twin turbine
enqine driven rigid glass-reinforced plastic.
' rotor blades, emphasizing design philosophy of
easy maintainability - - '
p0357 A72-29871
German Bo 105 five/six seat ligh't utility
helicopter' with rigid glass-fiber reinforced
plastic rotor blades, presenting design and
performance
p0360 A72-30678
Civil helicopter electronic display 'requirements
constrasted with fixed wing aircraft ''
P0403 A72-32633
Design requirements for a guiet helicopter.
[AHS PREPRINT 60*] ' P0444 A72-34U81I
Flight investigation of design features of the
S-67 winged helicopter.
fAHS PREPRINT 601] pO«4» A72-34485
Critical review of Bil-F-83300 V/STOL flying
qualities specifications as applied to
SUBJECT IHDEI HELICOPTBB PBEFOBBAHCB
helicopter design and missions, suggesting
inappropriateness for Navy helicopters
[AHS PBEPRINT 643] ' p0447 A72-34503
Bailistic-damage-tolerant composite flight control
components.
CABS PBEPBINT 674] pOUIS A72-34514
State-feedback-cpntrollers and state-estimators
. design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of
helicopter near hover* using rotor dynamics model
C A I A A PAPER'72-778] posoo A72-38137
Rotary wing head weight estimation for helicopter
preliminary design and parametric studies,
deriving semiempirical trend formula
fSAWE PAPEB 914] '•' p0596 A72-43461
PHD-49, a new composite material - Its
characteristics and its application to the
BO-105 helicopter. . * '
fSAHE PAPEB 915] p0596 A72-43462
Helicopter design figure of merit weight ratios
definition in terms of rotor thrust coefficient,
substituting pure airframe structure weight for
conventionally used empty weight
[SAHE PAPEB 916] P0596 A72-43463
Helicopter development, discussing articulated,
rigid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound'
helicopters, rotor drives, flight control and
avionics systems
' I p0616 A72-15558
Analysis of military helicopter reliability
requirements based on performance and
reliability test programs
[AD-725595] pOOOIt N72-11059
Technological developments for improved helicopter
design and operational capabilities
p0105 H72-13015
Design of SV-20 compound helicopter being
developed in Italy
tAD-729377] p0154 H72-14012
Development of antitorgne concepts for helicopter
control to replace main rotor/tail rotor
helicopter configurations '
[AD-731493) p0206 H72-15982
Inflight vibration and noise study of several
helicopters for upgrading environmental design
criteria and verifying dynamic prediction
techniques
i ' P0215 N72-16823
Application of ring vortex method for determining
aerodynamic characteristics of rotary wings and
design of lifting rotor systems
[AD-735018] ' ' ' p0267 N72-19013
Helicopter design for improving crash '
survivability of aircraft and occupants
p027<l H72-19141
Design, development, and evaluation of
electrohydraulic vibration isolation systems for
reducing vertical vibrations caused by *
helicopter rotary wings
[NASA-CR-112052] . p0368 N72-22022
Application of dynamic component testing for
development of helicopters to show test planning
and execution
[NASA-TT-F-14282] . . pd513 H72-28000
Construction of CH-54 helicopter components from
boron/epoxy materials and guality control
program to determine service life of components
fBASA-CB-112101] . p0529 H72-29009
Bibliography of heavy lift helicopters with
references to rotor characteristics, lift
propulsion, and performance capabilities
[AD-7U0900] P0575 N72-30026
Design, development, and aerodynamic
characteristics of compound helicopter designed
. for rotor systems research applications
. [SASA-CH-112156] p0639 N72-33020
Comparison of two helicopter design concepts
developed to conduct rotary wing research project
[HASA-CR-112157] p0639 H72-33021
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational
experiences with various types of helicopter
rotors
[AD-745124] . p0641 N72-33041
HELICOPTER.EHGIHES
Optimal control of two shaft gas turbine engine in
helicopter, using cybernetic equipment
( P0231 A72-22862 .
T63/250,engine program current status, covering
tnrboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing
aircraft powerplant models and applications
fSAE-PAPEB 720350] p0292 A72-25601
Air dust erosive damage to helicopter gas turbine
engine parts, discussing inertial rotorless
filtering systems '
P0346 A72-28786
The starting of turbine engines in helicopters.
[AHS PREPBINT 662] p04<!8 A72-34509
Lynx helicopter BS 360 turboshaft- engine,
describing modular-design for'maintainability
p0449 A72-34927
Ka-26 helicopter operational flight testing in !
high mountain environment, discussing takeoff,
landing and climb performance as function of
altitude dependent engine characteristics
p0597 A72-t3638
Contribution to the determination' of the
characteristics of a gas turbine engine for a
helicopter and to the choice of the throttling law
p0600 A72-44277
Optimal control of the speed of a two-shaft
helicopter turbine
pOSOO A72-44278
Synthesis of the control systems' of a two-shaft
helicopter gas turbine engine
P0601 A72-44289
Nonlinear digital modeling of gas turbine
propulsion units
1
 p0602 A72-44294
Design of transport helicopter with integrated
regenerative engine propulsion systems
[AD-741379] ' p0538 N72-29813
HELICOPTER PEBFOBHABCE
Botary wing aircraft design features and
performance, discussing military and civilian
helicopters and future developments
P0126 A72-16734
Helicopter rotor blade response -to random loads
treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with
time-varying coefficients
[AIAA PAPEB 72-169] p0132 A72-16940
Belicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
P0199 A72-22141
Critical lift and flow separation on helicopter
rotor under dynamic loading as function of flow
and blade characteristics
P0285 A72-25285
Flow separation effects on critical lift of
helicopter rotor, using blade angle of attack
'criterion
p0304 A72-26893
Hughes 500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered
blades, comparing thrust and stall
characteristics with symmetrical blades
P0359 A72-30290
German Bo 105 five/six seat light utility
helicopter with rigid glass-fiber reinforced
plastic rotor blades, presenting design and
performance
P0360 A72-30678
American Helicopter Society Noise Subcommittee
report on physical, characteristics and major •
controlling parameters of rotor induced
aerodynamic noise
CABS PREPBIHT'625] ' p0113 A72-34476
Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter
rotor blade in hovering and forward flight.
[AHS PBEPBINT 622) ' ' pO*»« A72-31U82
The 'controllable twist rotor performance and blade
dynamics.
[AHS PBEPBINT 611] pOltl A72-31483
Flight"investigation of design features of the
S-67 winged helicopter.
[AHS PBEPHINT 601) pOllll A72-3I1485
Helicopter maneuverability factors, discussing
flight direction change ability, acceleration
limitations and rotor thrust regnirements
fABS PBEPBIHT 640] pO<l46 A72-3U500
Helicopter stability derivative extraction and
data processing using Kalman filtering techniques.
[AHS PBEPBINT 6U1] pO««7 A72-34501
Low level light TV camera with Si intensifier
target tube for fire control system to improve
AH-1G Cobra helicopter night' reconnaissance and
attack capabilities
p0152 A72-35555
Analytical investigation of.the effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics.
A-243
HELICOPTEH PBOPELLEB DBXVB SUBJECT IBDEI
P0503 A72-38950
Ka-26 helicopter operational flight testing in
high mountain environment, discussing takeoff,
landing and climb performance as function of
altitude dependent engine characteristics
P0597 472-13638
The heavy lift helicopter - An operations
research/technology/performance blend.
P0604 172-44581
Blade torsional tuning to manage rotor stall
flutter.
r&IAA PAPEB 72-958] P0615 A72-45412
Feasible feel augmentation system to utilize
increased performance of modern helicopters
P0084 N72-11931
Systems .performance and safety in helicopter
approach and. landing, and radioelectronic
guidance array
p0085 1172-11939
Technological developments for improved helicopter
design and operational capabilities
p0105 N72-13015
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
YHC-1A and S-58 helicopters in steep approaches
- Vol. 3
fAD-730362] P0155 H72-14019
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
AH-56 compound helicopter during low altitude
turbulent conditions - Vol. 4
fAD-730363) . p0155 N72-14020
Helicopter model tests for determining ground
proximity aerodynamics in level and descending
forward flight
rAD-730364] • p0155 H72-14021
Mathematical models for helicopter rotary King
near wake and influence on rotary wing .lifting
characteristics
[HAE-TB-71046] p0164 H72-14996
Wind tunnel tests of models of helicopter rotary
•ings to determine blade element airloads in
unstalled and stalled flight regimes
CNiSA-CB-114424] p0251 872-18005
Flight tests to determine characteristics of blade
slap in.rotary wings and effect on helicopter
performance
fNASA-CR-1983] p0269 S72-19026
Analysis of helicopter rotary wing performance
with recirculatory flow visualization during
wind tunnel tests
TAD-734873] p0277 H72-19352
Design, development, and evaluation of
electrohydraulic vibration isolation systems for
reducing vertical vibrations caused by
helicopter rotary wings
[NASA-CB-112052] p0368 N72-22022
Improvements in dynamic and aerodynamic
performance of helicopter rotor blades
P0380 872-23005
Simulation of DH-1 helicopter' flight
characteristics to evaluate performance of
•annal formation flight display system
fAD-737313] p0385 B72-23041
Development and characteristics of system for
providing short term attitude holding and
stabilization of helicopters
TAD-737707] p0422 N72-24031
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
OH-6 helicopter with emphasis on flight loads
imposed during combat operations
rAD-738202] P0422 872-24032
Development of methods for predicting hovering
performance of single rotor helicopters
fAD-738531] ' p0467 B72-26029
Analysis of flight loads on CH-53A helicopter to
determine exceeding of design limits during
actual operating situations
TAD-739332] p0467. H72-26030
Compilation of technical reports on missile
design, missile guidance, helicopter stability;
VTOL aircraft, and wind tunnel design - Vol. 3
fSBN-11-470153-9] p0475 872-26995
Application of computer program to determine
stability and control derivatives for OH-1C
helicopter model
fAD-7407741 -' p0530 H72-29019
Computer simulation of helicopter flight
conditions to determine dynamic effects of
external load combinations on helicopter
performance
f AD-740772] p0530. H72-29020
Beliability engineering of H-3 helicopters based
on failure analysis of transmission and rotor
systems
[AD-742248] . p0531 H72-29028
Evaluation of time division multiplexing system
for helicopter rotor tests
[AD-740773] p0534 B72-29480
In flight monitoring system to measure and record
helicopter performance in real time for all six
degrees of freedom
fAD-745118] p0629 B72-32476
Hathematical model and computer program for
determining helicopter main rotor wake geometry
effects on rotor blade air loads and response in
steady maneuvers - Vol. 1
[8ASA-CB-2110] ^ ' p0636 H72-32995
Flight tests to determine effectiveness of ' '
wing-mounted speed brakes on 'S-67 helicopter for
increased dive angle and deceleration capability
rAD-705214J ' p06«1 S72-33039
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational
experiences with various'types of h'elicopter
rotors
[AD-745124] p0641 K72-33041
Development of model to represent induced flow
through rotary wing of helicopter in descending
flight
[AD-745103] p0642 B72-33047
HELICOPTEB PBOPBILEB DEI7E ' '•
Hew hubs for mnlti-bladed tail rotors.
CABS PBEPBINT 602] p0445 A72-34491
Hydraulic systems for driving helicopter tail
rotors. II '
p0458 A72-36524
Ballistic impact tests to determine vulnerability
of boron/epoxy double-wail drive shafts for
helicopter rotors
[AD-737285] p0388 872-23509
Beliability engineering of B-3 helicopters based
on failure analysis of transmission and rotor
systems
[AD-742248] p0531 H72-29028
Development and fabrication of DH-1 helicopter
tail rotor drive shaft from graphite/epoxy
composite materials
[HASA-TK-X-67739] p0637 H72-33011
HELICOPTEB EOTOBS
D BOTABT KINGS '
HBIICOPTBB BIKES '.'
Harm fog dissipation by helicopter downwash
mixing, heat, hygroscopic particle and
polyelectrolytes seeding
•P0064 A72-14694
The wake geometry of a hovering helicopter rotor
and its influence on rotor performance.
(AHS PBEPBIHT 620] p0446 A72-34497
Analytical prediction of vortex-ring boundaries
for helicopters in steep descents.
p0503 A72-38949
Bain results of nonlinear rotor theory
p0594 A72-43419
Turbulent and laminar jet flow in rotating
environments noting application to jet mixing
flow in tip driven rotor wakes
p0028 B72-10008
Lifting rotor flow noting wake models
' p0037 B72-11002
Variable geometry rotor system for direct control
over wake vortex
(SASA-CASB-lAB-10557] . P0039 B72-11018
Helicopter rotor hover performance an<l wake
geometry characteristics
tAD-728835) p0149 872-13982
Bathematical models for helicopter rotary wing
near wake and influence on rotary wing lifting
characteristics '
[BAE-TB-71046] p0164 872-14996
Wind tunnel investigation of sound pressure
intensity level in wake of oscillating airfoil
and flat plate during helicopter stall
[HASA-CB-1948] ' p020T 872-15943
Bathematical model and computer program for
determining helicopter main rotor wake geometry
effects on. rotor blade air loads and response in
steady maneuvers - Vol. 1
[HASA-CH-2110] p0636 H72-32995
HBLICOPTBHS • •
BT COHPOOBD BELICOPTEBS
A-244
SUBJECT INDEX HELICOPTEBS COITD
NT HILITABT HELICOPTEBS
NT RIGID BOTOB HELICOPTBBS
Helicopter antenna placement,' using scale models
for three dimensional radiation pattern
semiautomatic recording under free space
conditions
pOOOl A72-10149
Helicopter elastomeric bearing rotors, discussing
downtime and cost reduction, maintenance,
endurance and inspection
pOOOl A72-10150
Helicopter rotor tip drag .relief estimate based on
two dimensional drag divergence with Bach
number, airfoil parameters and flight conditions
p0024 A72-12882
Hybrid computing techniques in helicopter
simulation, taking into account complex dynamic
systems nonlinear effects
" , . . p0232 A72-22936
Helicopter landing on ships, discussing wind,
visibility limitations and flight deck motions
vs aircraft stability and handling characteristics
*p0309 'A72-271H3
.Integral eguatioh for calculation of unsteady
aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting rotor
blades, taking into.account air compressibility
[ONERA, TP NO. 1081] p0356 A72-29671
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism
of helicopter hoist for rescue.operations
p0358 A72-30097
Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and
all-terrain ground.vehicle simulators,.
discussing control load, visual attachment,
• cabin motion and sound subsystems
p0362 A72-30845
Nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade free
transverse vibration under air and centrifugal
loadings during forward flight, using matrix .
method . ,
'; p0394 A72-31407
Hierarchical system of helicopter service
terminals, calculating passenger lots for single
and mnltilbop arrangements under given:
stochastic input conditions
P0394 A72-31U98
Cost-saving technigues in helicopter structural
test methods, suggesting system simulation, ,
component replacement tine calculation' and "
computer technigues . -
, . p.0407 A72-3322V '
Russian book on flight dynamics covering
horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing
characteristics, meteorological conditions,
helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and
controllability analysis, etc
pO,I(13 A72-33874
Helicopter testing of inertial navigation systems.
TABS PREPRINT 63*] . pO<KI3 A72-34178
Low level .night operations of Army aircraft.
[AHS PREPRINT 631] , pOIIU A72-31181
Helicopters vibration reduction through fuselage
nodalization, discussing analysis method and .
dynamic scale model and full scale, flight test
results
[AHS PREPRINT 611] pO*4* A72-3<l»87
Exploration of aeroelastic stability boundaries
with a soft-in-plane hingeless-rotor model.
[AHS PREPRINT 610] . . p0445 A72-34*93
The wake geometry of a hovering, helicopter rotor
and its influence on rotor performance. ,
[AHS PREPRINT 620] pO*46 A72-34.497
The world speed records of the SA 341 - Gazelle.
[AHS PBEPRINT 651] p0447 A72-34506
Helicopters technical and marketing projections
for 1980s, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and maneuverability in design
philosophy
. ,p0449 A72-34926
Helicopters and turbotrains as space conserving
alternatives for automobile urban
transportation,'emphasizing comfort and
convenience , .: .
P0452 A72r35505
Russian book - Experimental studies, of helicopter
aerodynamics.
. P0507 A72-39598
Flying crane helicopters utilization in
construction industry for materials transport'
and structural erection work, discussing
' .technical and economic aspects
. p0597 A72-13637
Helicopter lift margin system to aid in
determining power regnirements for takeoff and
landing
CAD-725207] p0003 N72-11053
Analysis of helicopter tail rotor flow patterns in
and out of ground effect
. [AD-725591] , , pOOltl N72-11060
Post-crash fire safety of helicopter turbine
engine fuels
,pOO»9 N72-11688
Breakdown of automatic pilots or auxiliary
stabilization systems on helicopters
P0082 N72-11918
Possibilities and limitations of rotary and fixed
wing compatible Ooppler sensor designs
P0083 N72-11923
System for increasing helicopter stability
pOOSft N72-11932
Advanced Doppler-inertial navigation system for
transport helicopters
p0084 N72-11935
Helicopter use and heliport operations in Great
Britain and elsewhere
[S12/222] P0087 N72-11952
Human tolerance to noise pollution created by
helicopter landing site in central London^ -—
,. [P-184] * ' p0087 N72-11953
Helicopter utilization in support of law
-enforcement activities
tICH-71-2] P0087 N72-1195«
Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search
and rescue mission and crew functions
rAD-7280»3] p0090 N72-11974
Analytical synthesis and evaluation of avionic
system with airborne displays and controls for
hypothetical search and rescue helicopter of
1972 to 197U era
[AD-7280IH] p0090 N72-11975
Equipment regnirements and technology survey for
airborne display and control systems of search
and rescue helicopters
CAD-728CW2] p0091 N72-11976
Aerodynamics of helicopter rotor blade tip vortices
[NASA-CR-112009] p0101 N72-12992
Derivation of egnations of transient motion of
helicopter rotors during axial flight
[AD-728818] p0107 N72-13037
•Design of color television camera for use on
helicopters
[NHK-LABS-NOTE-112] p0109 N72-13360
Development and evaluation of dynamic antiresonant
vibration isolator for damping vibration in
helicopter rotors
CAD-729317] p0110 N72-13135
Aerodynamic characteristics of model helicopter
hovering in ground effect flow
[HASA-TT-F-13938] p0150 N72-13986
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
helicopter rotary vinqs
tAD-729587] p0152 N72-13999
Antitorgue devices to replace tail rotor on single
rotor shaft-driven helicopters
[AD-729860] p0152 N72-1U001
Aerodynamic and control characteristics of
helicopters in level flight and steep descents
at low speeds
fAD-729817] ' P0151 N72-1U010
Nodular aircraft elements and rotor dynamic
egnations for stability and control of
helicopters in steep approaches
[AD-729898] p015U N72-1«011
Development of methodology for determining
auditory levels at which helicopters can be
detected by human subjects
[AD-730788] ,t P0155 N72-14017
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
YHC-1A and S-58 helicopters in steep approaches
- Vol. 3 .
[AD-730362] . p0155 N72-14019
Dispersal of- ice fog using helicopter dbwnwash
TAD-731215]
 P0171 N72-15591
Sound measurements and noise level in OH-58
helicopter . >
[AD-731»67] p0206 N72-15985
Conference on shock and vibration effects on
dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and
spacecraft structures
A-215
BillPOSTS SUBJECT IHDEX
fAD-723349] P0215 H72-16802
Structural response of AH-1G helicopter to minigun
and 40mm grenade launcher fire
P0215 B72-16821
vibration measurement of helicopters sabnitted to
•achine gun, grenade and rocket launcher fire
P0215 B72-16822
Helicopter fuselage vibration response analysis,
using hybrid computer
P0216 B72-16854
Design of helicopter stability and control
augmentation system using optimal control theory
and computerized simulation
r_AD-732911] p0220 H72-17013
Flight tests of strapdown inertial navigation
system in helicopter to determine feasibility
for simulating systems using inertial navigation
equipment
[AD-733430] P0262 H72-18663
Aerodynamic performance of lifting helicopter
rotor during vertical descent
tlD-734229] P0267 B72-19011
Full scale wind tunnel investigation of advancing
blade concept rotor system
fAD-734338] p0271 1172-19038
Army helicopter accident analysis for defining
impact injury problems and helicopter
crashworthiness
^ • P0273 H72-19129
Design and performance of filter resonators for
helicopter noise reduction
[AD-734812] p0275 B72-19222
Conference on helicopter operations in fire fighting
rAD-734078) p028« N72-19986
Attitude stabilization of Bell 47-G helicopter
with adapted nonlinear V/STOL attitude regulator
P0321 B72-20026
Compilation of accidents involving helicopters and
rotor craft for United States general aviation
operations during 1969
[PB-204812] " p0333 H72-21024
Central digital computers for helicopter guidance
and control systems
P0336 B72-21223
Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67
helicopter stabilator
fAD-735766] p0369 B72-22030
Development and evaluation of technigue for
reducing vibration in helicopter fuselage using
active transmission isolation system
CAD-736347] P0370 872-22036
Principles of helicopter flight vith emphasis on
main rotor performance and aerodynamic forces
imposed on helicopter during maneuvers
[BASA-TT-F-676] p0383 B72-23024
Evaluation of helicopter launching system for air
to ground rockets
fAD-737177] p0384 B72-23034
Evaluation of methods to predict in ground effect
performance of rotary tring aircraft
fAD-7369251 pQ385 B72-23036
Accidents involving rotorcraft in OS general
aviation for calendar year 1970
rNTSB-AHH-72-3] p0121 B72-24019
Development of methods for determining lifetime of
helicopter components based on working stress
and stress-time functions
fNASA-TT-F-14280] p0425 N72-24531
Explosive compaction and welding for low cost
production of helicopter and turbine structural
components •
[AD-737719] p0425 B72-24542
Applications of computers for flight test and
evaluation of helicopters based on frequency
analyses of load curves on main and tail rotors
fBASA-TT-F-14283] pO<!30 N72-24993
Development and evaluation of variable direction
thruster for application to helicopter rotors
based on bidirectional jet flap device
CBASA-TB-I-62152] p046<l B72-26010
Development of methods for predicting hovering
performance of single rotor helicopters
fAD-738531] • p0467 H72-26029
Chafing characteristics of wire braided military
helicopter hoses
[AD-738842] p0471 B72-26409
Measurement of aerodynamic damping moment in pitch
for hovering model helicopter rotary wing
rBAL-TB-256] 00479 B72-27028
Application of downwash from helicopter rotors for
dissipation of fog
IAD-739487] p0481 B72-27042
Development of criteria for application of
composite materials in construction of
helicopter synchronizing drive shafts
CAD-739429] p0481 B72-27043
Analysis of secondary power system for use with
advanced rotary wing aircraft for reliable
production of electric power
CAD-739480] p0482 872-27069
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of rectangular shaped containers
carried as external stores on helicopters
fBASA-TH-X-62169] . ' p0513 B72-27995
Computer program for determining natural
fregnencies and normal modes existing in
helicopter rotary wings
CBASA-CB-112071] . p0513 H72-27999
Structural analysis of rotor system of hot gas-jet
helicopter
CBASA-TT-F-142811 posi3 H72-28001
Application of jet-flap to reaction drive rotor
for heavy lift high speed helicopter
fSASA-CB-112030] P0513 B72-28002
Acoustic measurements to determine effectiveness
of insulation in reducing noise intensity with
helicopter compartments
CDCIEH-839) p0515 B72-28014
Application of reliability and maintainability
trade-off considerations in design of main rotor
blade for heavy lift helicopter
[AD-739582] p0516 B72-28021
Surface stabilization of snow on helicopter
landing fields by chemical treatment
[AD-738561] p0519 H72-28271
Design analysis of nutating plate drive for 2500
horse power helicopter rotor gearbox
CHASA-TH-X-68117] P0521 B72-28504
Effect of subsonic speed on drag characteristics
of high speed wingless and winged helicopters
with two different rotor head fairings
fAD-740771] p0529 B72-29010
wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of folding helicopter rotor in
various configurations
fBASA-CB-114464] p0573 B72-30013
Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward
flight produced by Karman street type vortex
shedding
fAD-741778] p0574 B72-30020
Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared
power trains by application of vibration and
acoustics technology
[AD-742735] p0586 N72-31031
Base motion isolation characteristics of optical
deflector with two axis .gimbal support
CAD-743002] p0590 B72-31680.
Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and
reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh
flD-744504] p0629 B72-32507
Development of methods for safely grounding
helicopters to remove electrostatic charge
buildup with emphasis on water spray discharge
CAD-745102] p0642 B72-33048
HELIPORTS
Design of V/STOL ports.
P0460 A72-36783
Helicopter use .and heliport operations in Great
Britain and elsewhere
TS12/222] P0087 B72-11952
Human tolerance to noise pollution created by
helicopter landing site in central London
[P-184] p0087 S72-11953
Congressional hearings concerning development,
funding, and operation of heliport for District
of Columbia
P0475 B72-26985
Analysis of existing heliports and heliport
requirements to support short haul and commuter
reguirements
[PB-208395] p0586 B72-31032
HELIIBS
0 C0BVES (GEOHETBY)
HBDBISTIC HETHODS
Heuristic procedure solution for least cost .
commercial airline crew scheduling, emphasizing
combinatorial space size* reduction
p0604 A72-44584
A-206
SUBJECT IHDEI HIGH TEHPBBATUBE TESTS
HIERARCHIES
' Hierarchical system of helicopter service
terminals, calculating passenger lo^ ts for single
- and multiloop arrangements, under given
stochastic input conditions
• ' '. " ' P039U A72-31U98 •
HIGH ALTITUDE - . '
• Soviet book' on civil aircraft high altitude. .
equipment covering air conditioning systems/
oxygen e'guipment and cabin pressurization
-' ' p0018 A72-12295
Pneumatically assisted parachute, deployment at
high altitudes'nith low,accelerations, .
• .. . *•»; •• ••'•• ' .' p024p 472-21273
The sweepback effect in the'subsoni'c region in the
lower atmosphere and in the hypersonic region-at
high altitudes'- • •'"' ' ' ' • ' . '
.• " •••
 1
 ' •
 l
 '' p0611 A72-M983
HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING " - -"' '... ,
Te'chnigne for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
feet .
' rAD-731'118] . , P0273 H72-19106
HIGH AITITUDB EHYIHONHBHIS / .
Silicon carbide rotating rectifier.alternator with
solid lubricated bearings ,for high altitude
- 'environments, noting, applicability to supersonic
aircraft : ' _ L _ ,'-'.. ' „,-, .1 »-*.-, -,..
pOU53 A.72T35565
"Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of 'life' support systems for civil
• aircraft environmental" control
[JPHS-55151] ' P0322 N72-20107
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT . . .
0 HIGH ALTITUDE • '. ' ' ' ,
HIGH ASPECT RATIO ' ' ' . . ' . '
Large scale high aspect ratio multielement
' 'suppressor' nozzle 'arrays .testing for augmentpr
.. wings and internally blown flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 72-131] . '' , p0130 A72-16888
Theoretical performance'of jet flap rotor at
advance ratios greater than 1.0
[AD-726706] r ' ' pOOSO N72-10037
HIGH ASPECT BATIO HINGS ,
D SLEHDEB SINGS'. , ' ' , . . . . .
HIGH ENEBGY PBOPELLANTS ' ' •
Possible high energy fuels for supersonic- aircraft
' . . . . p0047 N72-11670
HIGH EXPLOSIVES * , .
'D EXPLOSIVES ' ' ' • ' ' • . '
HIGH FREQUENCIES
''Requirements for high freguency aircraft antennas
C.AD-735886] '' .. . p0335 S72-21176
HIGH LATITUDES , , -
0 POLAR REGIONS '
HIGH. LIFT DEVICES
D LIFT DEVICES ' • ' . ' ' ' " " , " : '
HIGH BELTIBG COHPOUHDS' '"
0 EEFEACTORT BATEHIALS , . . , .
HIGH PBESSDBE OXI6EH
Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optimum standards, discussing
automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive .
closing control, design, construction and
performance
[SAB AS 1225] pOOOS' A72J-10385- .
HIGH SEWSITIVITY , . ..
D SEBSITIVIT1
HIGH SPEED . . .
The world speed records of the, SA 341 - Gazelle.
fAHS PREPRINT 651] p04<17 .A72-34506
Computer control of the General Dynamics High
Speed Wind Tunnel.
 1 . • .' '
p056« A72-42697
Applying dimensional analysis techniques to
- containment/deflection problem of bursting
high-rpm rotating parts of turbojet engines
rNASA-CR-1208111] P0172 H72-15713
Application of ^et-flap to reaction drive rotor
for heavy lift high speed he'licopter
CNASA-CH-112030] p0513 N72-28002
Influence of aerodynamic heat transfer on design
of high speed flight vehicles ' .
[ESDU-69009] P0637 N72-33008 ,
HIGH SPEED FLIGHT ,
U HIGH SPEED
HIGH STBEIGTH
Composite materials fabrication, emphasizing high
strength/stiffness to weight ratio as critical
performance reguirements
. ' . - . , P0312 A72-28082
HIGH STBEBGTH ALLOTS . -
HI BABAGING STEELS
High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories
structural materials, comparing room temperature
physical properties of ultrahigh tensile steels
and other alloys
P0058 A72-13617
High strength bimetallic rivets produced by
inertia welding Al-Ti-alloy shank with pure Ti
. tail,, noting weight and cost reduction for
aerospace vehicle production
[SASE PAPER 902] 'p0595 A72-13U52
Fabrication, of high strength-high' temperature
superalloys for1turbine blades - - - •
[ADT73H30I>]. . p0279 H72-196H7
Hechanism of fatigue enhancement in selected high
strength aluminum alloys related to unigue
microstructures - ' - . • .
CAD-738U50] . p0184 N72-2758U
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
H I BARAGISG STEELS . . . ' ' •
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOTS .
0 HEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
HIGH TEHPEEATDBE EHVIRONBEBTS ' . .,
Intense noise measurement device for.heat flow
environments,-discussing applications-to«jet
.engines, nozzle exits, turbine exhausts and
volcanic.craters
fONERA, IP NO. 10101.- p0118 A72-16025
Hot corrosion resistant Pt-Al coating for high
.temperature aircraft engine Ni alloy components,
' presenting cyclic sulfidation and thermal shock
test results -
P018U A72-19573
Composite turbofan blades for high temperature
applications,, discussing weight reduction and
. design procedure • • • • . • •
p0313 A72-28102
HIGH TEHPEBATDRE FLUIDS
NT HIGH TEBPERATORE GASES
HIGH TEHPEBATUBE GASES
' Cascading turbomachine blades vibration
measurement .in subsonic and sonic high
temperature gas flows, describing test facility
P01U7 A72-18689
Becirculation mechanism in jet -powered V/STOL
aircraft
CBHVG-FBST-71-12] . . p0036 N72-10828
HIGH TEHPERATUBE LUBBICAHTS
Aircraft gas turbine engines, synthetic lubricants
thermal stability characteristics, describing
coke deposition test apparatus and results
tASLE PBEPBINT 72AB 11] p0350 A72-28971
Assessment of high temperature stability of
synthetic lubricants for aircraft gas turbines
pOOSO N72-11695
Analysis of lubricant system used in civil
supersonic gas turbine engine
pOOSO N72-11697
Synthetic high temperature lubricants .thickened by
complex esters foi? supersonic aircraft
pOOSO H72-11701
HIGH TEHPEBATUBE BATEBIALS
U BEFBACTOHT BATEBIALS
HIGH CEHPEBATDBB BESEABCH
Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials,
and lubricants for airframe applications by
simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on
bearings in normal operation
. fAD-733705] p0259 N72-18505
HIGH TEHPEBATUBE TESTS •
Thermal simulation tests for kinetic heating of
aerospace structures and materials, describing
facilities for supersonic flight and atmospheric
reentry - . . ' - -
pOUOl A72-32897
High temperature.resins for use in graphite faber
•composites for jet engines
[NASA-CH-72983] p032t S72-20508
Fatigue and thermal static strength development
tests performed on sections of Concorde
supersonic transport aircraft
P0542 B72-29915
.High temperature tests of aircraft turbine engine
lubricants - ' - - --
. ^
 P06<(<t N72-33498
A-247
SUBJECT IBDEI
HIGHWAYS
Air and highway systems analysis and environmental
predictions for Hortheast Corridpr
fPB-2052U3] p0379 N72-22986
General description of, and information on 1974
Rational Transportation Study for State and
local governments and. work programs for each State
COMB-04-S7200I)] p06U9 N72-33973
HJLLBB HILITABT ilBCBiFT
0 BI1ITAHT AIRCRAFT
HINDRANCE
0 CONSTRAINTS
BIBGE BOHENTS
D TORQOE
BIRGED BOTOB BLADES
D BOTABY RINGS
BTHGE1BSS BOTOBS
D BIGID BOTOHS
HINGES
NT FLAPPING HINGES
HISTOBIES
NT CASE HISTORIES
History of first tests of ramjet engines
tAD-732275] p0211 N72-16728
Illustrated biography of Wiley Post to record
significant accomplishments in long range flight
and aeronautical engineering
P0438 N72-25952
History of Curtis D-12 aircraft engine to show
design,' development, manufacture, and application
P0590 N72-31781
HOD06BAPHS
Hodographic equations solution containing critical
point for compressible fluid two dimensional
flow, noting calculation of wing.profiles and
turbine engine cascades
•[ONERA, TP NO. .1018] p0362 A72-30841
HOLLAND
0 NETHERLANDS
HOLOGRAPHY
Digital recording technigues for airborne data
acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic
recorders
p0412 A72-336I»2
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring.
p0490 A72-37605
Microwave holographic imaging technigues for
aircraft landing aids and airport security
applications, discussing real time operation
pO«91 A72-37625
NDT technigues selection, economics and
organization for aircraft industry, considering
ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests
P0612 A72-U5292
Stresses and wall thickness of turbine blades
determined with laser.holographic interferometry
CAD-728802] P0110 B72-13IHI6
Retrodiffusion holographic interferometry
visualizing turbocompressor flow
[ONEBA-NT-190] p0471 H72-26358
Experimental technique for measuring in-plane
displacements by holographic interferometry
CAD-744490] p0629 N72-32483
BODING DEVICES
Location identification system with ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
fNASA-CASE-ERC-10324] p0433 N72-25173
Development of para-foil high glide steerable
parachute controlled by ground and airborne
electronics homing systems for delivery of
military equipment
rAD-742294] P0574 N72-30019
HONEICOHB COBES
A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite
laminates.
p0597 A72-43498
HOIEICOBB STHOCTDBES
NT HONEYCOHB CORES
Metal-skin honeycomb composite structure design
and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting
structural adhesive bonding in aircraft
construction
p0069 A72-15090
HORIZON SCANNERS
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments,
discussing altimeter and artificial horizon
reading errors and modifications
p0060 A72-13698
BOBIZON SENSING
0 HORIZON SCANNEBS
HOBIZOHTAL FLIGHT
Passive detection radar system for bombers,
calculating target distance during horizontal
flight
p0302 A.72-26316
Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in
nonperturbed atmosphere -aircraft in horizontal
flight at constant velocity, applied to turning
flight
[ISL-12/70] pOOSI N72-11914
Helicopter model tests for determining ground
proximity aerodynamics in level and descending
forward flight . - -
rAD-730364] p0155 H72-14021
Jet aircraft noise measurements during level
flights, using 727, KC-135. 707-320B, and DC-9
rAD-739870] ' p.01182 N72-27050
Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward
flight produced by Karman street type vortex
shedding
[AD-741778] p057(| N72-30020
HOBIZOHTAL STABILIZERS
U STABILIZERS (FLDID DYNAMICS)
HOBIZOHTAL TAIL SDBFACES
European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and
tailplane actuator- for longitudinal pitch trim
control
p0009 A72-10725
Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects
on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model
with variable sweep wing
CDGLR PAPEB 71-081] p0022 A72-12709
Lifting surface linearized potential theory for
unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and
horizontal tail surfaces, using computer program
p0057 A72-13541
All-moving tail plane parameters influence on
glider static and dynamic characteristics,
discussing lateral and longitudinal stability,
maneuverability and pilot induced oscillations
p0196 A72-21632
A-4 Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental
graphite-epoxy composite construction,
describing design, manufacturing and testing
technigues
UIAA PAPEB 72-358] p0350 A72-2895U
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing
spoilers, slab tailplane, rudder,
autostabilization system and integrated
packaging of actuators
p0417 A72-3IH44
Graphite/epoxy composite I beam and box beam
components for horizontal tail stabilizers
[AD-729050] . p0107 N72-13039
Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67
helicopter stabilator
tAD-735766] p0369 N72-22030
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing, of
horizontal stabilizer for A-4 aircraft using
graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
TAD-73890P] p0481 N72-27040
HORIZONTAL TAILS
U HORIZONTAL TAIL SOBFACES
0 TAIL ASSEMBLIES
HORSEPOWER
Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop engine
equivalent horse power, propeller output and
specific fuel consumption, discussing
performance characteristics relation to ambient
air temperature
' . p0136 A72-17100
Noncontact rotating shaft horsepower measurement,
using phase displacement technique
CASME PAPEB 72-01-29] p0295 A72-25625
HOSES
Lightweight low pressure plastic hose assemblies
in aircraft and missile petroleum base fuel and
synthetic lubricatinq oil systems at 395-710 B
and op to 200 psi
[SAE ABP 1180] pOOOS A72-10388
Chafing characteristics of wire braided military
helicopter hoses
[AD-738842] p0471 N72-2*«09
HOT CYCLE PBOPDLSION SYSTEM
D TIP DRIVEN ROTOBS
HOT GAS SYSTEBS
0 HIGH TEHPEBATORE GASES
A-2H8
SUBJECT IHDBI HOBAH P1CIOBS BHGIHBBBIHG
HOT GASES
D HIGH TEHPEBATOBE GASES
HOT JET BIHAUST
D HIGH TEHPEEATDEE GASES
D JET EXHAUST
HOT-BIBB AHBBOBETBBS
Small scale atnospheric turbulence measurement
Kith airborne hot-vire anenometer, discussing
optimal choice of experimental parameters
P0227 A72-22435
Hot-vire analysis of wake in hypersonic helium
nind tunnel
fAD-729881] p0159 B72-14325
Rind tunnel test data of velocity measurements
with hot wire anemometer in wake of CV-990
aircraft model
tHASA-TH-X-62148] p0419 H72-23994
HOT-BIBB PLOBBBTEBS
Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across
nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot vire
measurements
P0185 A72-19873
HOT-BIBB TOBBQLEBCE HBTBBS
D HOT-BIBB FLOBHETEBS
BOOSIIGS
NT COWLINGS
HT BADOHES
HOVEBCBAFT
" D GBOOHD EFFECT BACHIHES
BOVEBCBAFT GBOOBD EFFECT BACBIHBS
Internal noise reduction in hovercraft.
pO.458 A72-36574
Comparative analysis of the operative'costs of
large amphibious hovercraft
POI462 A72-37212
Design, development, and characteristics of light
hovercraft ^ requiring amphibious capability
[AD-726163? P0081 H72-11911
Influence of aerodynamic characteristics on
handling of amphibious hovercraft
[CRABFIELD-AEBO-7] p02«9 872-17992
HOVEBIHG '
HH-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach and
hover coupler for automatic transition from
forward flight at constant deceleration and rate
of descent
p0124 A72-16653
The wake geometry of a hovering helicopter rotor
and its influence on rotor performance.
[AHS PBEPBINT 620] p0446 A72-34497
Hain results of nonlinear rotor theory
p0594 A72-43419
Analysis of operational requirements and
feasibility of system for precise IFH helicopter
hovering
P0084 N72-11934
Aerodynamic characteristics of model helicopter
hovering in ground effect flow
[HASA-TT-F-13938] P0150 B72-13986
Analytical predictions compared with experimental
results of motion effects on pilot performance
in IFB hovering task
[HASA-CB-1933] p0165 B72-14999
Application of programmed pilotage techniques to
vary aerodynamic parameters during flight for
enhancement of level flight speed
characteristics of VTOL aircraft
[AD-736537] p0334 S72-21032
Evaluation of integrated flight display for
hovering phase of IFB landing of VTOL aircraft
P0374 H72-22631
Development of methods for predicting hovering
performance of single rotor helicopters
[AD-738531] p0467 H72-26029
Simulation study of lift-roll coupling on handling
gualities of hovering VTOL aircraft using thrust
for roll control
[HASA-TH-D-6906] p0516 1172-28020
Destabilization effects of flap-lag coupling in
hingeless rotor blade oscillations during hover
[HASA-TH-X-62179] p0572 1172-30003
Evaluation of translational rate for v/STOl
aircraft in hover condition using six degree of
freedom motion simulator
f HASA-TB-JC-62194] p0639 H72-33026
BOVEBIBG STABILITY
Optimal fixed point hovering rotor design for
improved static performance by pulse theory
P0119 A72-16350
Helicopter automatic flight control approach/hover
coupler systems, hands off stability and
handling qualities
p0310 A72-27522
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101 design, discussing one
axis rocking device, suspension structure and
hovering flight thrust control
p0405 A72-33049
Stability and control dynamics of helicopter
hovering with heavy sling load, analyzing
maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous
motion
[AHS PBEPBIHT 630] p0445 A72-34488
Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider
hovercraft
p0509 A72-39902
Hannal stabilization and positioning of hovering
TTOL aircraft using indicating instrument and
artificial horizon
tBEPT-61] p0324 H72-20437
Bathematical model for .influence of lift engine
position on eigenmotion of lift jet powered VTOL
aircraft in hovering flight
[DLB-FB-71-112] p0422 B72-24028
Effects of blade section camber and blade planform
taper on helicopter rotary wing hovering
performance
[AD-743232] p0586 872-31033
BP-115 AIBCBAFT
BP-115 slender wing research aircraft linear
motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 72-62] p0132 A72-16932
Approximate analysis for solving fourth order
nonlinear equation of motion of HP-115 aircraft
at low speed
[ABC-B/H-3674] p0270 H72-19034
Inflight measurement of yawing moment of inertia
of HP-115 aircraft using wing-tip parachutes
.[ABC-B/H-3691] p0585 K72-31025
BOBS •
Hub and shroud boundary layer growth in
centrifugal compressor vaneless diffnsers,
'. comparing predicted and measured performance at
high pressure ratio per stage
CASHE PAPEB 72-GT-54] p0296 A72-25645
Hew hubs for mnlti-bladed tail rotors.
f. AHS PBEPBIHT 602] p0445 A72-34491
The development of inlet flow distortions in
multi-stage axial compressors of high hub-tip
ratio.
tICAS PAPEB 72-20] p0553 A72-41145
notary wing head weight estimation for helicopter
preliminary design and parametric studies,
deriving semiempirical trend formula
[SABE PAPEB 914] p0596 A72-43461
HD6BBS AIBCBAFT
Bnghes 500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered
blades, comparing thrust and stall
characteristics vith symmetrical blades
p0359 A72-30290
HOGBES BIJ.ITABY AIBCBAFT
D HDGHES AIBCBAFT
D BILITA8Y AIBCBAFT
HOBAH BEHAVIOB
Behavioral inaction under stress conditions
similar to survivable aircraft accident,
tabulating hesitation statistics
p0194 A72-21570
Historical development of right and left hand
patterns in horsemanship, land vehicle, ship and
aircraft control and navigation
P0462 A72-37050
BOBAH CEHTBIFOGES
Simulation of dynamic spin of F-4 aircraft under
pilot control using human centrifuge facility
tAD-739326] p0483 H72-27278
BDBAH EBGIBSEBIBG
0 BDBAH FACTOBS ENGIHEEBIHG
HOBAH FACTOBS BHGIHEEBIBG
Aircraft ride coafort problem in turbulent air,
comparing free and fixed wing aircraft responses
P0015 A72-11720
Instructor station design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
informational regnirements
P0183 A72-19277
Crashworthy upper torso restraint systems for
general aviation, incorporating strap takeup
A-249
HOHAI PERFOBBANCE SUBJECT INDEX
devices . .•. . .. . -
P0195 A72-21578
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft.
control, discussing instrument and control
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VIOL aircraft : '
p0230 A72-22784
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation, •
discussing human fregnency response
characteristics
p0302 A72-26391
Computerized navigator training simulator for
complete array of air navigation instruments,
discussing design and human factors
P0398 A72-32208
Hunan factors engineering techniques in
pilot-aircraft-environment adaptation to ease
• workload and in performance efficiency improvement
p0455 A72-35792
Historical development of right and left hand
• patterns in horsemanship, land vehicle, ship and
aircraft, control, and navigation .
•r p0462 A72r37050
Area navigation and its affect on aircraft •• >.
operation and systems design. • ' ~>" -
fAIAA PAPER 72-7541 p0498 A72-38125
Analysis of flight control system requirements for
helicopters and design of pilot assisted control
system
TAD-725590] pOOII N72-11057j
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface reguirements
P0104 N72-13010,
Annotated bibliography on human engineering . ;'
configurations in arrangement of controls and. • '.
displays in aircraft ••'• - '
fAD-7298401 p0149 N72-13983
Numerical analysis of methods for reducing ' • * . . . - ' •
discomfort of passengers on commercial aircraft .
under turbulent conditions
fNASA-CR-1167751 p0149 N72-13984
Human comfort measured from vibration ride
environments of ST01 aircraft and high speed train
[NASA-TB-X-675861 p0174" N72-15841
Effects on ejection seat catapult performance of
using live load as compared to eguivalent rigid
load - -1
fAD-7306351 ;p0205 N72-15978
Analysis of human factors problems associated with
air traffic control systems with emphasis on
impact caused by automation • ' •
fNASA-CB-19571 p0273 N72-19102 '
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to''"
individual electronic flight display design • '
P0373 H72-22622-aS
Colors for elements of multicolored aircraft-
display to insure minimum number of instrument-''•-.
reading errors • • •
P0373 N72-22624
Design of aircraft seat cushions and parachute
support spacers to improve comfort and safety
factors ' ' '
fAD-736873] p038U N72-23032
Development of standardized method for evaluating
physical geometry of aircrew stations - Vol. 1
rAD-7380061 - p0433 N72r2S015
Computer programs for improved, methods for bh.
evaluating physical compatibility of crew
members with crew stations - Vol. 3
TAD-738007] pOU33 B72-25016
Development of mathematical model for evaluating
compatibility of flight crew personnel and
aircraft crew stations - Vol. 4
fAD-7380081 P0433 N72-25017
Validation of man-model .joint movement parameters
to determine compatibility of flight crews and
aircraft compartments - Vol. 5
fAD-7380091 p0433 N72-25018
Pilot safety considerations in design and
operation of X-24A lifting body vehicle
.p0439 N72-25969
Six degree of freedom simulator tests to determine
effects of motion cues on short takeoff and
landing aircraft approach.
fNASA-CE-1144581 pO<!80 N72-27032
Acoustic measurements to determine effectiveness
of insulation in reducing noise intensity with
helicopter compartments
[DCIEH-839] ' . P0515 N72-28014
Performance tests of tilting, supinating seats for
aircraft and spacecraft and analysis of
biomedical adeguacy . .
CAD-741202] P0531 N72-29026
Efficient pilot management of cockpit '
control/display devices
[AD-741945] p0573 N72-30016
Beflection ofL digital radar view display when used
in vertical* position in traffic control center
fPAA-BD-72-60] > • • • ' p0578 N72-30589
Development of schematic representation of .pilot
'-" - workload and functions for various portions of
 5
aircraft flight and .reaction to various stimuli"
. pO'621 N72-32035
HOUR P3HFOBBANCE ' . .
NT OPEBATOB PEBFOBHANCE
NT ''PILOT. PEBFOBHANCE . ...
Application of linear, mathematical model to .
represent human operator performance in
controlling attacking fighter aircraft
. [AD-725069.1 pp031,' N72-10042
^Effects o"f environmental stresses on attack
'•"'' Kfelicopter crew task performance in. NATO theater
rAD-7269U9] ' ; -pOp32 N72-10122
Factor analysis and' statistical data for human
carrier landing performance criteria ,
TAD-733703] . p0256 N72-18120
Analysis*of human factors problems associated with
air tra'ff ic- control systems with emphasis on
impact caused by automation
[NASA-CR-1957] ' p0273-1172-19102
HOHAB'BEACTIOSS • . ' ' ." "
Bating scale judgments,of aircraft noise based on
surveys around airport '•
0
 '' . p0053 A72-12956
xPilot warning systems for visual midair1 collision
' avoidance,. noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
•fSAE'PAPER 7203121 ; p0289 A72-25576
Annual report of Institute of Sound and.Vibration
Besearch including aircraft, engine, and
turbomachinery noise, silencers, and human
responses to noise
P0112 N72-1361U
Community'reaction to aircraft noise in vicinity
;of airports in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Beno,
Nevada ' "
• [NASA-CB-21041 . . . ,P0573 N72-30011
Reactions of people and -community t:o 'noise pollution
[NTID300.3] . p'0579 N72-3060U
HOBAN TOLERANCES
Human tolerance to noise pollution created by '
- helicopter landing site in central.London
[P-184J : •' p0087 N72-11953
Acceptability of VTOL aircraft noise determined by
1
 '" test subjects evaluating simulate(d sounds of
helicopter, tilt wing, aircraft, and t'ufbojet ':
aircraft ' • '' '' . . .
rNASA-CR-20li3i ' _'• " P0422 N72-24025
Noise exposure'forecasts -'for airport vicinity^ i'n
land use management ' "'
riSAS-«76-VOL-37-NO-21 . pOU24 872-243411
Analysis of survival following crashes of military
aircraft and identification of areas for '
improvement in structural design
CAD-7393701 ' •' ' p0481 N72-27044
HDHIDITI HEASDHEBENT ::.
Airport meteorological instrumentation, discussing
ground wind,-.visibility, cloud height, air
temperature 'and humidity detectors and radar
equipment ' '• . - ' .
 v
. • • " • • ~ ' ' p0246 A72-25093
HTBBID COHPDTEBS '* '' ' ' • "' • ' '
Hybrid computing technigues in helicopter
simulation, taking into account complex dynamic
• systems nonlinear effects ; ,
1
 . . . . . . . . .
 P0232 A72-22936
Pilot trainer transfer function identification for
man-machine' and on-line adaptive control system,
using analog/hybrid computer
- • • '
 :
 . P0361. »72;-30721
Helicopter fuselage vibration response, analysis',
- using' hybrid computer
•' •- • ; • p0216 N72-16854
HTBBID PBOPDLSIOB . • • • : • • .
Bach 0.80 guiet-intercity STOL transport, design
comparison for turbofan, prop-fan and turboprop
systems
A-250
SUBJECT IHDEI HTOBOCABBON FDEIS
fSAB PAPER 710759] p0004 A72-10256
Wave energy exchanger for hybrid propulsion system.
TICAS PAPER 72-47] P0555 A72-41172
HYDBAOLIC ACTDATOBS
D ACTUATORS
D HYDBADLIC EQUIPMENT
HYDBADLIC ANALOGIES .
Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating
. separation in compressors
P0569 A72-43091
Visualization of unsteady flow around oscillating
airfoils and rotary wings, and within
tnrbomachines in hydraulic tunnels
fONEBA-NT-180] P0277 N72-19329
HYDRAULIC COBTBOL
, Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control
systems, describing design features with
emphasis on reliability
p0060 A72-13962
Airplane hydraulic control systems digital
simulation, using method of characteristics' for
distributed parameter analysis of transmission -
line dynamics >• < .
CASHE PAPER 71-WA/FE-21] P0117 A72-15928
Flight test evaluati9n of A-7D/E emergency backup
"flight control system, describing hydraulic
power control systems design and function
• „ _ _ ' ' . „ _ P0125 A72r16664
Aircraft tiirboaltefnator governing theory for
freguency error detection, comparing performance
of'mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors
P0143 A72-18249
F-111 aircraft landing gear and speedbrake
hydraulic system control by single dual-function
valve, describing design features and
performance characteristics
P0190 A72-21024
Hydroflnidic stability augmentation system /HYSAS/
development for military helicopters, discussing
test program and technical feasibility
P0309 A72-27407
Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation,
system to improve OH-IB helicopter damping and
handling gnalities during high speed gnnfiring
missions
P0413 A72-33650
Hydroflnidic stability augmentation system for
U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and reduced cost
p0449 A72-34928
Aircraft hydraulic control systems modular design
for maintainability, emphasizing component
removal with minimum hydraulic fluid loss and •
air entrainment
P0560 A72-42294
A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel
controller
P0602 A72-44291
HYDBADLIC EQOIPHEHT
NT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEBS
Cavitation failure of aircraft hydraulic plunger
pump elements from microscopic and
metallographic analysis
P0345 A72-28732
Hydraulic systems for driving helicopter tail
rotors. II
P0458 A72-36524
Principles of modelling studies of fuel systems
and hydraulic systens by electronic analog
computers
P0567 A72-42922
Hydraulic egnipment for high Reynolds number
testing in transonic wind tnnnej.
rNASA-TB-X-67418] . p0077 N72-11880
Hydraulic actuator design for aircraft .vehicle
. control
rAD-875752] ' p0093 B72-12425
Determination of optimum gland dimensions and ring
packings to eliminate leakage in aircraft brake
piston seals
fAD-728216] P0094 N72-12437
Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on
operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft
CAD-734259] P0271 H72-19042
Design, development, and characteristics of
variable delivery, positive displacement fuel
pump for use with J-85 turbine engine fuel system
fAD-735259] P0338 N72-21496
Polyimide hydraulic actuator rod seals for
application in high performance aircraft
fNASA-CR-120878] P0425 N72-24530
Chafing characteristics of wire braided military
helicopter hoses
[AD-738842] p0471 N72-26409
Hydraulic vane-pressure pump.for future aircraft
• C&D-739936] P0521 N72-28519
HIDBA0LIC FLUIDS
Hydraulic fluids'behavior under extreme
temperature, pressure and filtration conditions,
considering viscosity, wear and corrosion
resistance
P0135 A72-17084
Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids,
comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters chemical properties with water based
products ..
• p0200 A72-22160
Hydraulic transmission for driving helicopter tail
• rotor, noting compensatory system for engine
failure
;. .. .. ' P0311 A72-27862
Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion efficiency and
production
, _l __, .,_..., ,-~ - , p0509;A72-39930
Preparation of specification for hydraulic fluid
filters for aircraft ground support eguipment
fAD-730027] - p0160 N72-14506
HYDRAULIC BEATIHG SODRCES'
0 HEAT SOOHCES
0 BYDBAULIC EQDIPHEHT
HTDRAOLIC PDHPS
0 HIDBAULIC EQOIPBBNT . - '
0 PDHPS
HIDRAQLIC STSTEBS
0 HYDBADLIC EQOIPHEHT
BtDBADLIC TEST TOHBELS .
Hydraulic tank application to internal flow
visualization in turbomachinery, describing test
egnipment and methods used for axial flow model
P0241 A72-24654
jPlow separation reduction by transverse jet
i blowing, illustrating flow patterns by water
tunnel visualization on cylinders, perpendicular
flat plates, contoured walls, steps, wings, etc
[ONEHA, TP SO. 1070] P0300 A72-25814
Analysis of helicopter rotor wake patterns using
water tunnel test facility
[AD-739946] •• p0482 H72-27052
HIDBA01IC VALVES
D HTDHADLIC EQOIPHENT
HIDBOACODSIICS
0 DHDEBSATEB ACODSTICS
HIDBOAEBOBECBASICS
0 AEBODIHAHICS
HIDROCABBOH COHBOSTIOH
Supersonic combustion of lignid fuels, hydrogen
and propane, discussing initiation and
stabilization in supersonic flow
P03T11 A72-27686
HIDBOCABBOH FDELS
ST JET ENGINE FOELS
Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on
thermal stability, considering nonaromatic
components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation
p0024 A72-12800
Slush, boiling methane and methane mixture
characteristics, noting advantages as potential
rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels
p0071 A72-15542
Fuels and lubricants development trends for
subsonic .and supersonic aircraft, discussing
thermostable hydrocarbons, ramjet fuels, esters,
oxidation inhibitors, metal deactivators, high
pressure lubricant additives, etc
P0127 A72-16739
Aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning
protection in airframes, using adhesive bonding,
high strength materials and high modulus fiber
structures
pOT77 A72-18767
Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition
effects on antiwear characteristics in sliding
friction and rolling simulation experiments
p0350 A72-29073
A-251
HTDEOCAEBOHS SUBJECT INDEX
Propulsion systems for Ion emission urban vehicles
and analysts of exhaust'emissions from '
fossil-fueled'heat engines
: TPB-2001B41 P0036 N72-10830
Possible hiqh energy fuels for supersonic aircraft
pOO«7 N72-11670
Coolinq advanced engines by endothermic reactions
of hydrocarbon fuels by absorbing sensible and
latent heat ' • ' '' . . - . . ' - ' •
P0017 N72-M672'
Hydrocarbon fuel properties, fuel additives, and
contaminants- - • . •
C&D-736839) . p0389 H72-23805
Effects of additives on hydrocarbon jet fuel-
stability
' fiD-737833) p0427 H72-21I806
Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in'
combustion products of hydrocarbon fuel under •
supersonic nozzle flow conditions • ' . . . - -
fAD-740193] p05H2 N72-29960
HTDBOCABBOHS • - . . - . - • - ' - . '
NT HETHANE • ' -• ' ;
Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids, :
" comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters'cheaical properties with water based • *
products - . - * • • - - . -•;.-"
• - p0200 A72--22160
Evaluation of several halogenated'hydrocarbons for
ignition and explosion suppressants in aircraft
fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition-
fAD-737383] • • P0390 N72-23966
HTDBODYNABIC -STiBILITT
D FLOS STABILITY
HYDBODYNABICS
NT ELECTBOHYDBODYNABICS - ' . '-
German book on flow technology and fluid flow
machines covering hydrodynamics, gas dynamics,
aerodynamics, airfoils, wind tunnels; '
propellers, helicopters, tnrbomachines, blade
cascades, etc '
P0247 A72-25122
Hydrothermodynamic foundations of hydrofoil
. engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas
- turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient
and power efficiency
p02»7 A72-25128
Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of
disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity
wake pattern, applying results to flapping wing
mechanics '• -
P0247 A72-25129
HTDBOFOILS
Viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally :'
cambered saall aspect ratio slender wing near
solid interface . • • " ' ' - ;
. .- p0119 A72-16215
Hydrothermodynamic foundations of hydrofoil
engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas •
turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient
and power efficiency
p02«7 A72-25128
Resistance characteristics in smooth water of
hulls of planing and hydrofoil craft
fAD-7112752] - P0588 N72-313T1
HYDBOGEIATIOH
Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic
fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels
applications ' "- - •
P0363 A72-31075
HYDBOBECHAHICS
HI ELECTBOHYDEODYHABICS
HT HYDEODYHABICS "" - -
HYDBOPLABIBG
Slush drag, wheel spray, and hydroplaning research
using pneumatic wheels and moving runway and'
water layer model test facilities '
rAHC-B/B-3682] p0270 N72r19035
Planing of aircraft tires on wet runways
rESDU-72008-PT-3] ' - p0637 H72-33010
HYDBOIYL COBPODHDS '
NT ALCOHOLS '
N T GLYCOLS ' ' . . - - .
HTGBOHETEBS • - " •
Instruction manual for aircraft optical dew point
hygrometer " • •'
fAD-7110638] ' ' p0535 N72-29483
BIPEBBOLIC IAVIGATIOI . ' - . • • '
HT DECCA NAVIGATION
NT LOBAN ' '
NT LOBAN C .
NT LOEAH D
HT SHOEAN
Eguipment specifications and environmental
standards for air navigation systems based on
development of minimum operational characteristics
fDO-152] p0522 N72-28667
HIPEBSONIC AIBCBAFT
Convective cooling system design for Bach 6
•hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe,. using
water glycol loop network
[AIAA PAPEB 72-334) p0286 A72-25369
Hypersonic commercial aircraft operational i
.problems, considering passenger physiology
limits flight profile, sonic pollution,, traffic
'demands, route structure," etc
' p0362 A72-30830
Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at
' hypersonic speeds.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-09] p0552 A72-41134
Hypersonic transports commercial applications,
examining economic and noise and air pollution
aspects -'^
fICAS PAPEBI:72-32] p0554 A72-41157
'Aerodynamic characteristics of wind tunnel model
of hypersonic aircraft ' . •
fNASA-TN-D-6577) ' p0032 N72-10045
' Kerosene-type fuel for supersonic and hypersonic
aircraft
P0047 N72-11671
Using heat pipe structures for cooling leading
• edges of hypersonic cruise aircraft
rNASA-CB-1857] p0099'N72-12949
Aerodynamic technology for developing hypersonic
cruise aircraft
•••.'" "; "' p0103 N72-13000
Forecasting technology of aircraft structural
components for hypersonic cruise flight
P0103 .N72-13004
Technological forecasting for development of
hypersonic transports
>• . p0105 N72-13020
Water-glycol convective cooling system for Bach 6
hypersonic•transport airframe
fllASA-CB-1918] _ p0251 N72-18011
Weight estimation and analysis of major structural
components of hypersonic, liguid hydrogen fueled
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6692] p0264 N72-18911
Pressure tight seal for snperalloy used in
hypersonic aircraft fuel tank joints
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10170-1] p0338 N72-21471
Design, development, and evaluation of active
cooling systems for Bach six hypersonic
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-191^7) 'p0368 N72-22024
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of
variations in body shape on aerodynamic
characteristics of all-body hypersonic aircraft
configuration
[8ASA-TN-D-6821] p0419 N72-23996
Aerodynamics and hypersonic inviscid flow
P0617 N72-31995
Optimization methods-for determining aerodynamic
shapes of hypersonic transport vehicles
P0617 N72-31996
Aerodynamic drag and hypersonic aircraft propulsion
p0618 N72-32000
Economic analysis of hypersonic transport aircraft
to show 'projected operating costs and return on
investment
tNASA-Tfi-X-62193] p0639 N72-33025
Comparison of turbojet, tnrborocket, and ramjet
engines for long distance hypersonic cruising
flight ' •
[DLB-FB-72-38] p0647 N72-33750
HTPEBSOHIC BOaBDABI LAYEB
Laminar three dimensional boundary layer
noneguilibriun effects at hypersonic wing swept
leading edge with intensively cooled'surface,
considering sweep induced crossflow effect
[VPI-E-71-23] : -p0020 A72-12422
Viscous interaction over concave and convex
surfaces at hypersonic speeds.
p0602 A72-44308
HTPEBSOHIC FLIGHT
Design and evaluation of cooling systems for wings
on hypersonic cruise vehicles
[NASA-CB-1916] p0251 N72-18010
A-252
SUBJECT INDEX ICE FOBHATIOH
BYPBHSOHIC FLOB
Supersonic and hypersonic flovs with attached
shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack, ,
deriving unified theory for flow field
p0017 172-12030
Hypersonic flow past final thickness delta wing,
presenting conical flow equations with boundary
value solution . . ••• --,.-,
p0142 A72-18128
Rarefied hypersonic flow characteristics of delta
wings and trailing edge spoilers.
. . p0450 172-35229
Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic
wing-bodies.
P0150 A72-35251
Triangular and conical wings in hypersonic flow
. with Racb reflection of shock waves fron leading
edge with optimal 1/D ratio
. p0460 A72-36893
Hypersonic boundary layer separation of delta wing
in shock tunnel nsing color, and monochrome
schlieren photography
rNPL-AEBO-NOTE-1097] p0029 N72-7-10022
Surface.heat transfer rates on sharp-flat plate
with helium at Hach 22.8 to 86.8,,and local-heat
transfer rates in corner flow formed by plates
and sharp leading edges with air at Hach 19 -
f. HASA-CB-12<»695] p0112 1172-13909
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings with or
without trailing-edge flap in rarefied
hypersonic,gas flow. ,
[BEPT-71-2],. p0149 N72r13980
Flow field.analysis of aircraft configurations
nsing finite difference technique for numerical
solution to three dimensional, unified,
supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations
rNASA-CR-1926] p0221 N72-17207
Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for
solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small
disturbance eguations for flow around aircraft
configurations
rNASA-CR-1927] p0222 N72-17208
* Structure of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab
delta wing at moderately high angle of attack
p0327 N72-20851
Experimental method for measuring heat transfer in
hypersonic aerodynamic models
fREPT-32] p0438 N72-25918
.Aerodynamics and hypersonic inviscid flow
p0617 H72-31995
HIPEESOHIC FOBCES
Hypersonic nonlinear aerodynamic loading effect on
panel flutter, examining stability for.various
initial conditions
f&IAA PAPEB 72-345] p0286 A72-25374
HYPEBSONIC BEEHTBY
Ablation phase duration daring spacecraft
decelerated hypersonic reentry flight, using
theoretical model based on guasi-steady
assumptions
p0300 A72-25815
HYPEESOHIC SPEED
Sonic boom induced flow field at
supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock
expansion method and hypersonic eguivalence
.principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies
, . JAIAA PAPER 72-652] p0415 A7.2-34082
Laminar and turbulent bonndary-layer studies at
hypersonic speeds.
PICAS PAPEB 72-09] ' ., p0552 A72-41134
Analysis of inviscid flow on windward side of.
flat, sharp-edged delta wing at hypersonic speed
and angles of attack near maximum lift
fAD-731763] ' p0202 S72-15955
HIPEBSOHIC VEHICLES
ST HYPEBSOSIC AIBCBA'T
NT LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES .
Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of
hypersonic delta wing due to conical body
addition on compression side
P0018 A72-12270
Hypersonic vehicles lateral dynamics'during great
circle flight, nsing linearized equations of
motion and Newtonian theory for stability
, derivatives estimation
p0195 A72-21603
Theoretical and experimental study of a dual-mode
ramjet /flight range from Hach 3.5 to 7/
T1CAS PAPEB 72-24] p0553 A72-41149
Shock tunnel measurements of aerodynamic forces on
thin delta wings for performance prediction of
hypersonic vehicle cruising-flight-.
tABC-CP-11ttB] ' P0080 N72-11905
Aerodynamic problems of designing optimum
hypersonic vehicles
C1GABD-LS-42TVOL-1] • p0617 N72-31994
HYPBBSOHIC HISD TDIIELS
U HYPERVELOCITY BIND TUNNELS . .
HTPEBSOHICS
Noneqnilibrium boundary,layer flow at leading edge
of highly swept hypersonic infinite span wing
fPB-204710] P0328 H72-20975
Haverider prediction of hypersonic behavior of
wing planforms
P0617 H72-31997
BtPBRTELOCITI BIHD TU1IELS
HI CASCADE- BIND TUNNELS
HI SHOCK TUNNELS :
Magnetic balance measurements of aerodynamic
forces on spheres and slender cones in
hypersonic low density wind tunnels, noting
sting effect
- . . . . P0243 A72-24771
Hypersonic-gun tunnel balance and pressure
measurements on sharp leading edge delta wings,
-. comparing experimental coefficients and shock
,angles with predicted values
" : . - . p0299 A72-25735
Pressure distribution over- delta wing with blunted
- edges at small angles of attack in hypersonic
wind tunnel tests ' . -
P0363 A72-31022
The S4HA hypersonic wind tunnel - Its use for
tests of ramjet engines with supersonic
combustion of hydrogen
P0493 A72-37823
Hot-wire analysis-of wake .in-hypersonic helium
wind tunnel • t
tAD-729881] p0159 N72-14325
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very
high Reynold numbers for hypersonic
aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
,- :• . . : p0387 N72-23221
Effect of wind tunnel disturbances on boundary
-t^ layer transition process at hypersonic speed and
development of low noise level wind tunnel
f NASA-IB-X-2566] . p0469 H72-26239
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests on delta wing models
at high incidence for pressure distribution
determination
tARC-CP-1198] p0476 N72-27004
HYPOTHESES
NT EXPECTANCY HYPOTHESIS
HYSTEBESIS
Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic
balance wind tunnel system.for spinning aircraft
configurations and subsonic flow regimes
• - . . p0244 A72-24776
I
I BEARS . .
Graphite/epoxy composite I beam and box beam
components for horizontal tail stabilizers
[AD-729050] - p0107 N72-13039
IBB 7040 COBPUTEB ; .
Time sharing system for teleprocessing of wind
tunnel measurements with IBH 7040 computer as
central processor
[DLB-FB-70-68] p0168 N72-.15186
ICE FOBBATION
Thunderstorm flight testing for evaluation of
rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on *
aircraft, engine and systems operating
characteristics . .
, • - . . - p0147 A72-18500
Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil
transport aircraft flight testing under natural
and/or simulated icing conditions ,> _:
P0147 172-18501.
Gas turbine engine icing, discussing atmospheric .
conditions, damage due to ice ingestion and
antiice systems . .
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-6] p0293 &72-25609
Ice formation on helicopter rotor blades,
discussing atmospheric moisture and temperature
conditions, blade surface temperature,
centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and
A-253
ICE PREVENTION SUBJECT IHDBI
preventive measures
P0309 A72r27«ia
Mathematical criteria for probable and potential
aircraft icinq occurrence, using radiosonde and
empirical climatological data
P03H8 172-28856
Liqnid and solid precipitation on aircraft
structure surfaces, discussing potential .hazards
to engine components and aircraft controls due
to ice fornation • , -
P0603 A72-U4339
Modification of turbine engine test cell to
provide simulated altitude icing conditions and
1200 ponnd per second air flow
fAD-7292051 p0157..N72-1»279-
analysis of causes for carburetor ice formation
and recommended procedures to prevent icing
[NTSB-AAS-72-1] p0369 N72-22028
Epoxy and silicone rubber molding of ice
structures and ice-coated airplane wings
rHEHO-821 pOM26 H72-21611
ICE PREVENTION
Aircraft engine anti-icing tests and evaluation
describing ground and airborne techniques
fAIAA PAPER 72-162J PP.128 172-16828
JT15D turbofan engine antiicing system .
development, discussing icinq test program and
results
P0176 A72-18765
Gas turbine engine icing, discussing atmospheric
conditions, damage due to ice inqestion and
antiice systems
[ASME PAPER 72-GT-61 p0293 A72-25609
Ice formation on helicopter rotor blades, , ...
discussing atmospheric moisture and temperature
conditions, blade surface temperature,,
centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and
preventive measures
P0309 172-271(111
Calculation procedure for reaction thrust of
semibonnded turbulent jet in boundary layer
bloving and blow type antiicing systems
P0315 A72-28728
Analysis of causes for carburetor ice formation •••
and recommended procedures to prevent icing •,-•
[NTSB-AAS-72-1 1 p0369 N72-22028
Dse of polyethylene thin films for ice prevention
and ice-shedding on helicopter rotary wings
fRAE-TR-712381 • P06UO N72-33032'
ICING . . ,
0 ICE FORMATION
IDEAL FLUIDS
Book on fluid dynamics covering theories of ,
perfect, viscous and compressible fluids, ' •" -
infinite and finite span wings, boundary layer -
flow, etc
p0070^172-15357
Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of
perfect incompressible fluid around wing of .
finite span with arbitrary form ...'"'
P0071 172-15558
Plane stationary flow of. ideal incompressible
fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary
. shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
expansion
p018(T A72-18976
Book on ideal and real compressible fluid dynamics
covering supersonic flow past airfoils and;shock
wave interaction with laminar boundary layer
p0233 A72-23015
Investigation of the interaction between a
circular wing and a flow of ideal liquid
P0598 A72-43796
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible
fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
expansion
P0611 A72-U5002
IDEAL GAS
Downwash behind lifting surface related to loading
in ideal incompressible gas by equations of
motion linearization
P0182.A72-19110
Acoustic shock wave diffraction at moving or
static plate immersed in ideal gas ',
P0357 A72-30011
IDENTIFYING
Air traffic density effect on secondary1
surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft
identification and position determination,
proposing selective address system
p05*7 A72-40289
Analysis of discrete address beacon system
operation for air traffic control to identify
problems created by interrogation scheduling•
CAD-737290] p0389 N72-23671
ITS (BDLBS) ' ' •
0 INSTRUMENT FLIGBT RULES
IGNITION
HI ELECTBIC IGNITION • .. •
Jet engine fnel fire hazard evaluation by
controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition
characteristics under simulated survivable
aircraft crash accidents ' .
rSAE PAPEB 7203211 .p0290 A72-25587
Supersonic combustion of liquid fuels,-hydrogen
and propane, discussing initiation and
• .stabilization in supersonic flow
. , • p0311 A72-27686
Theoretical analysis of fnel ignition .by hot
projectile and ignition delay time as function
of temperature and width of hot gas region
:-..... , i pOOilB N72-11683
Crash .safe turbine-fuel program, using gelled fuels
'.• '. . , ' , . • - . - . " • - .' p0049 N72-11687
Lightning .discharge ignition of fnel vapors •'
beneath titanium alloy aircraft skin
tHASA-CB-120827] . < , p022«."N72-179U9
Rater vapor effect on ignition delay in'gaseous
hydrogen combustion airstreaa •:.
•tAD-711581] p05U2 N72-29962
IGNITION LIMITS ; • . , - • -
Safe aircraft fuels crashworthiness evaluation in •
terms of ignition susceptibility parameter, .
noting full scale crash environment simulation
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-271 . . . p029*-A72-25623
Incendiary projectile ignition limits of jet
engine fuel
C1D-7303U3] p0225 N72-1796*
Fuel vapor spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel
tank for maximum oxygen concentration
determination to limit ignition; pressure •
[ARC-CP-12091 p05.37 N72-29799
IGNITION TEHPEEATDHE
Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids
impinging on hot.surfaces under
 :air flow •
•conditions found during flight> . .
CAD-734238] p0283 N72-19961
11-62 AIRCRAFT
Technical, experience in operating the equipment in
the IL-62 aircraft . . •.
P0154 A72-35791
. IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design and
installation details, operational surveillance
system and maintenance operations
' . .. ' . :. . P0597 172-«3639
ILLINOIS i
. Environmental impact statement on~ airport
development in Effingham, Illinois ' , ' . ' - '- •
CPB-205790-F1 p06«3 N72-33256
ILS (LANDING SISTEBS)
0 ISSTBOMENT. LANDING SYSTEMS . . . .
ILIOSHIN AIRCRAFT . ' '. , .-. '
D.S.S.E. high-subsonic freight transport jet
aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far
, East, noting independence of large airports
availability - -
= . ' ' . ' " . '- ' .p0056 A72r.13«71
IMAGE CONTBAST . .4" :.•-.., • '
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube
cockpit displays with micromesh-optical filters
.[DLR-FB-71-73] ' ." . - P0322 N72-20216
IMAGE EHHABCEBENT, . .
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube
cockpit displays with micromesh optical filters
[DLR-FB-71-731 • ' , • p0322 N72-20216
IHAGB FILTERS , , ,
Optical image filtering to simplify and facilitate
automatic .aerial photointerpretation processes
. . . ' , - P0233.-A72-23310
IMAGE IBTEHSIFIEBS . - . - - •
Low level.light TV camera with Si intensifier
target tube for fire control system .to improve
AH-1G Cobra helicopter night reconnaissance and
attack capabilities- , ,
. . . . . . p 0 1 5 2 A72-35555
IBAGEBT . '' . . , . . . . . .
»T' AEEIAL PHOTOGBAPBY
A-251
SUBJECT INDEX IN-FLIGHT HOHITOEIBG
NT COLOB PHOTOGRAPHY • 7 ' ' . '
HT HOLOGRAPHY •• "•• '
NT-INFRARED IMAGERY
ST INFRARED -PHOTOGRAPHY ' ; •
N T HICRODAVE IMAGERY • ' . ' . • « • •
NT RADAR IMAGERY • • ' • . ' . , ' . . - • •
NT 'RADIOGRAPHY •" •
NT REPRODUCTION (COPYING) .' '-
NT SCHIIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY ' ' " ' -
IBAGES ••••'•- '•'"'
Computer technique to analyse aircraft windshields
for multiple imaging •' • '
. -(ID-THHOIiH 1 • '•• -'.p0586 $12-3'\03H
IHAGIIG TECHNIQUES • . ' x ''
NT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT ' . ' • • ' ' • < . ' • '
NT RADAR IHAGEHY •'- - '
Laser recording real time imagery for use'in'
tactical reconnaissance aircraft
• p'0239 A72-23928
Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky
path observation during navigation and landing,
.discussing computer units, CRT 'and image \Jt
generating subsystems' '•'•• -'
. . . . . . P0396 R72-32042
'Aircraft electronic display "for'pilot precise '
'
;
 control in complex tasks, discussing clarity,
stability and readability of CRT images -
• • ' ' • • ' ••'•, 'p'0103 A72-32632
••Microwave holographic imaging techriigues1 for'
aircraft landing aids and airport security
applications, discus'sing real' time'operation
p'0491 A72-37625
IMPACT DAHASE ' • •' " "':'
NT RAIN IMPACT' DAMAGE . - , . • ' '
Hailstone impact simulator for-'prediction of hail
damage to aircraft structures', presenting data
-' on damage to flat metal sheets and spherical, caps
TAIAA PAPER 72-1631 P013U 'A-72-16957
Hail damage to aircraft, predicting metal surfaces
•dent depth and deformation shape with computer
program •• ' • ' ' • . '' ••
TAIAA PAPER 72-335] ' p0286'A72-25370
Hailstone impact simulator for aircraft damage
prediction in testing prospective structural
designs • ' "' • • '' • •
. ' ' p03«8 A72-28855
Probabilistic analysis of aircraft crash-caused
structural damage to nuclear power plant, using
Monte, Carlo-method and yield line theory for
perforation and collapse modes . . ' ' • " "
pOD11 A72-33600
Effects of projectile damage on critical •'
helicopter components.
. •• • • ' p0605 A72-U4609
Damage to aircraft tires'produced by grooved
runway surfaces when impacted at various sink
rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures,
and ground speeds
rNASA-TN-D-6690] ' •• • p0219 N72-17007
IHPACT DECELERATION < - •
0 DECELERATION
IBPACT LOADS ' . • •
Parachute opening shock and filling time '
calculation based on aerodynamic drag, air'mass
and effective porosity time functions; using •
momentum and continuity eguations
P0007 A72-10310
Aircraft landing gears structural systems design,
taking into account different design criteria
imposed by various national impact load norms
P0357 A72-30025
Axisymmetric let impact on ground board for
t different nozzle configurations and heights.in.
VTOl aircraft aerodynamic studies
pO«10 A72-33UOU
Dutch monograph - Analysis of dynamic aircraft
landing loads, and a proposal for rational
design landing load reguirements. "
'p0550 A72-U0925
Modern landing impact load calculations and
old-fashioned reguirements.
flCAS PAPER 72-311 pOSSU A72-D1156 '
IMPACT PEESSOBES '
0 IBPACT LOADS
IBPACT RESISTANCE '
Concorde aircraft windshield panels bird impact
resistance, noting effects of edge clamping
width, ply thickness, composition and temperature
P0306 A72-27013
Aircraft windshield bird impact resistance, noting
'' weight, speed, angle and window geometry effects
. . '; p0306 A72-27014
Transparent"aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems
shielding properties for projectile and bird
impacts
' • . ' • ' • ' p0306 A72-27015
IHPACT SEHSIT^VITY . '
0 IMPACT'RESISTANCE . . . •
IHPACT STRENGTH '
Aircraft windscreen design, discussing high impact
strength glass, electrbconductive film,
transparency service life and weight reduction
' P0305 A72-27006
IHPACT TESTS '
Al alloy plates and D-nosed specimens .indentation
.and 'penetration under ha'il impact test
' • ' . p0176 A72-18761
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt,
' Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and,
airbag-lap belt restraints
[AD-7IH5301 -' . P0309 A72-27471
Stress-service life relations for duralumin
'•'samples from impact and nonimpact tensile tests
with cyclic axial loads,' noting notch sensitivity
'•' • - . . . . . . p0352 A72-291t7
Crash safe turbine fuel program, using gelled fuels
POOII9 N72-11687
Analysis of response'of textiles, wood, and earth
materials to fragment impact as basis for
designing fragment protection devices
'•'•' fAD-730673] , p0163 N72-14931
Acceleration protection system design, impact
testing of restraint harnesses and election seat
cushions, and implications
, p0275 N72-19157
Ballistic impact tests to determine vulnerability
of boron/epoxy double-wall drive shafts for
helicopter* rotors
TAD-737285] ' p0388 N72-23509
IHPATT DIODES
0 AVALANCHE DIODES ..
IBPEDANCE '
NT MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
IBPELLEE BLADES
0 ROTOR B.LADES (TDRBOMACHINERY)
IHPELLERS - ' '
NT PDMP IHPELLERS
Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor
impeller with meridional stream acceleration.
P0611 A72-45371
IBPINGEMENT
NT JET IBPINGEHENT
IHPLEMESTATIOH
D PERFORMANCE
IMPULSE BOISE
D ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE ' '
IHPDBITIES
Purity reguirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels,
considering mechanical impurities, water,
microorganisms, and surface active,'corrosive,
resinlike and paraffin substances
P0188 A72-20373
IN-PLIGHT MONITORING
In-flight warning meter for solar and cosmic .
radiation dose equivalent' measurements for
radiological protection in SST aircraft
[CERN-71-16] p0017 A72-12078
Soviet book on in-flight studies of aircraft
stability and controllability covering dynamic
characteristics, measurements, balancing curves,
aerodynamic forces and limiting and special
flight regimes
P0021 A72-12512
Aircraft in-flight monitoring instruments for
meteorological service in U.S.
P0061 A72-11687
Bayesian analysis of onboard computer controlled
.aircraft avionic subsystem built-in test for
tailure detection
P0123 A72-16571
Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady
pressure monitoring via flush-mounted
nicropbones, discussing flow patterns on models
P0182 A72-19093
DC-10 aircraft automatic landing -performance and
failure assessment monitor system
P0190 A72-21003
1-255
IB-FLIGHT THEDST BBiSOBEBBHT SOBJECT IHDEX
Automation in planning' and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
•instruments monitoring* control/stabilization
and naming systems
P0230 472-22780
Pulse operated multichannel annunciator system for
pilot naming of aircraft systems malfunctions,
describing circuit design
fSAE PAPER' 720333] P0291 A72-25593
Avionics effects on airline' operations
timekeeping, considering gains due to
all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs
possible losses due to equipment failures
P0102 A72-32U61 '
The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for
fatigue life monitoring.
pO<(i|9 472-31812
Engine condition monitoring - The Pan Am approach:
Phase II.
P0450 A72-3532U
Determination of the radiation characteristics of
aircraft antennas in flight
• •'• P0549 A72-14053U
In-flight' and flight-line monitor system to detect
foreign' object damage in jet engines.
p056<t S72-12690
Variable impedance transducer measuring
instruments for in-flight aircraft performance
tests under environmental thermal effects
p0565 A72-U2711
IB-PLIGHT THBDST BEiSDBEHEFT
0 IN-FLIGHT BONITOBING
0 THBDST BEASDBEBENT
IHCEHDISBT ABBONITION
Incendiary projectile ignition limits of jet
engine fuel
fAD-7303113] p0225 N72-1796*
IHCOBPEESSIBLE FLOW
Viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally
cambered small aspect ratio slender wing near
solid interface
p0119 A72-16215
Two dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in
incompressible flow, comparing calculated
loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching
motions with measured values
T A I A A PAPEB 72-373 poiso A72-16899
Jet flaps for high turning compressor'cascades in
incompressible axial flow, calculating blade
pressure and -jet slope distributions
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-16] P0293 A72-25615
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on flat plate in
locally perturbed incompressible potential flow,
investigating angle of attack frequency response
to periodic local perturbations
P0303 A72-26579
Incompressible potential flow model of porous
parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream
function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in '
uniform steady stream
P0313 A72-28123
Inviscid incompressible flow past longitudinally
curved small aspect ratio slender ving, '
investigating aerodynamic characteristics
p03»5 A72-28729
Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on
swept wings, comparing critical Beynolds number
to straight wing value
p0356 A72-29639
French monograph on velocity profile in laminar
boundary layer on semiinfinite flat plate in
harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible
flow
p0363 A72-30949
Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for '
thin let-flapped airfoil in incompressible
inviscid flow bounded by different types of
boundaries
P0397 A72-32117
Vortex induced wing loads.
pOUSO A72-35257
The inviscid flowfield of an unsteady airfoil.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-681] pOS52 A72-35081
Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in
incompressible flow
fONEBA, TP HO. 1088] POU92 A72-37760
Uniformly exact solution of the problem of the
flow past a slender profile
P0509 A72-39904
Calculation of separation points in incompressible
turbulent flows.
P0593 A72-»3328
Velocities induced by distributions of infinite •
kinked sources and vortex lines representing
wings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible
' flow
[ABC-B/B-3667] . p0277 N72-19332
Analysis of basic flow elements involved in
unsteady stall of two dimensional airfoil rotary
wing in incompressible flow
[NASA-CB-2009] p0366 H72-22005
numerical procedure for predicting airfoil stall
occurrence in incompressible flow conditions.
tOHEBA-TP-1088] P0163 H72-26003
Computer program for coordinates, incompressible
inviscid section characteristics, and two
dimensional drag-rise for HACA airfoils
fAD-738623] p048l4 H72-27332
IHCOBPBESSIBLE FLUIDS
Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of
perfect incompressible fluid around wing of
finite span with arbitrary form
p0071 A72-15558
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow of
incompressible fluid past slender wing, using
linearized vortex distribution method
p0119 A72-1621*
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible
fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
expansion •' '
P0180 A72-1897.6
Downwash behind lifting surface related to loading
in ideal incompressible gas by eguations of
motion linearization
p0182 A72-19110
Plane laminar semibonnded incompressible fluid jet
propagation into slipstream along moving plate,
solving boundary layer eguations
P02U7 A72-25136
Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine
engine body calculated from egnations of
axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flow
;. p0395 A72-31702
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible
fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
expansion .
p0611 A72-U5002
Vortex distribution technique applied to
three-dimensional bodies moving through
incompressible -fluid
rAD-732953] p032<4 N72-20333
Nonlinear theory of lifting surfaces applied to
problem of forces acting on rectangular wing in
' ' stream of incompressible fluid
P0618 N72-32008
IHCOHEL (TBiDEHABK)
Forged Inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for
dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades
P0014 A72-iUi|1
Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-I
gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high
sulfur concentration residual oil fuels
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-87] p0298 172-25662
INDICATING INSTBDHENTS '
NT ANEHOBETEBS . '
HT APPBOACH INDICATOBS'
NT ATTITUDE INDICATOBS
NT CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATOBS
NT GYBO HOBIZONS
NT GTBOCOBPASSES
NT HOT-VIBE AREBOBETEBS
NT POSITION INDICATOBS
NT BADIO DIBECTION FINDEBS
NT SPEED INDICATOBS
NT STBAIN GAGE BALANCES
NT WEIGHT INDICATOBS
NT BIND VANES
Airfield Vehicle Obstacle Indication Device short
range high-definition radar system for aircraft
navigation aid '
p0017 A72-120U2
Soviet b'ook on course-indicating systems and
automatic navigation aids for civil aviation
aircraft covering design, operation principles,
error analysis and reliability
P0018 A72-12298
A-256
SUBJECT IHDEI IBBRII4L B4TI64TIOB
Laboratory evaluation of electro-optical IB pilot
warning indicator systems
[B4S4-CB-124721] p0109 H72r13351
Linear differential pressure transducer'
incorporating high stability variable frequency
oscillators and capacitance sensor for
application as airspeed indicator.
 s .
[ARL/BE-132] P0159 B72-14461
Manual stabilization and positioning .of hovering
VTOL aircraft using indicating instrument, and
artificial horizon
[REPT-61] . p032« B72-20437
INDUCED FLUID FLO!
0 FLDID.FLOB . .
IBDOCEBS
n IBT4KE SYSTEBS
INDUCTION SYSTBHS
0 INT4KE SYSTEBS
INDUSTRIAL H4B1GEBEHT
NT ENGINEERING BANAGEBENT
N T INVEBTOBY BANAGEBEBT . . ' , - • •
NT PEESONHEL BANAGEBENT
IBDDSTBIES .,. -tip
NT AEBOSPACE INDDSTHY . "\" ' ;'
HI. AIBCKAFT. INDUSTRY '
Quality'control of paper-based emulsions for ,.
industrial radiography
[4QD/XBDT-001158] P03.71 N72-22472
National aviation system plan 1973-1982, as joint
industry-government program - .
[REPT-1000.27-4PP-2] p0438 N72725950
Cryogenic and liquid metal technology applications
in industry and for ground transportation
 c ,
[BASA-TB-X-68092] p0486 N72-27737
INELASTIC BODIES • . . .
0 RIGID STBDCTUBES • '
IHBL1STICITY • .
H.ELASTIC PBOPERTIES
IHEBTIA
Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate
hinged to rigid base.moving under sinusoidal
pressure impulse action, noting base inertia
effect
• . '- . p0306 A72-27091
IBEBTIA BOHENTS . . '
D BOBEBTS OF IBEBTI4
IBEBTIiL.ACCELEEOBETEES
0 4CCELEBOBETERS
IBEBTIiL FORCES
D INEBTIA . . . - .
IBEBTIAL GDIDANCE
NT STR4PDOHN,INERTIAL GDIDANCE
Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft
inertially based flight trajectory control in
turbulent atmosphere, comparing vith ILS
' :. . p0120 472-16472
Fighter bomber.Loran-inertial data processing with
digital computer to combine navigation, guidance
and weapon delivery into fully integrated system
p0407 A72-332U6
IBEBTIAL BEASDBIBG DBITS
0 IBEHTIAL PLATFOEBS
IBEBTIAL NAVIGATION
Passenger aircraft onboard automated inertia!
navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer
and gyroscope design and construction
' p0001 472-10070
.Inertial navigation role in automatic ATC systems,
discussing path control accuracies, , •
environmental conditions, noise and air
pollution, etc
P0012 472-11118
Bilitary aircraft inertial navigation system
design, discussing gyroscope, gyro compassing
alignment, accuracy and performance
p0072 A72-15666
Flight control systems development, discussing
onboard computers use in subsystems functional
integration, stabilization and landing systems,
inertial navigation and flight simulation'
P0127 472-16736
All-weather landing aids for civil VTOL aircraft
and helicopters,.discussing Doppler and inertial
navigations, instrument landing systems and
ground visibility improvement
, P0127 472-16780
Book on mechanization and error analysis of
inertial navigation systems, stressing
terrestrial applications
P0110 472-17944
Combined inertial/radio.navigation systems for
cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOR
and DHE .'
p0144 472-18286
Area navigation systems, discussing VOR/DBE, ,
Doppler and inertial systems, CRT displays, data
links,, etc .
p0193 472-21523
.OBEG4 effect on oceanic airway safety, noting
improvement over inertial navigation systems
P0352 472-29197
Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing
mode selection unit, digital computer and
control display for operator communication with
system . . •
p0391 A72-31596
Great circle intermediate waypoint computation
method for inertial navigation eguipped aircraft
P0398 A72-32205
Coordinate and speed error dependence on
. instrumental errors of inertial navigation
system using gyrohorizpncompass
P0411 A72-33960
Integrated inertial-VOH-DBE or inertial-TACSB
navigation.system, presenting slant range and
bearing adjustment procedure via least squares
method „ _ _ - . , . _ . . . . . _ . . .„. , _ ,,
, pO<)16 A72-3U136
Helicopter testing of inertial navigation systems.
• [AHS PREPRINT 634] P0143 A72-3«lt78
Configuration and flight test of the only
operational Air Force area navigation system.
P0453 A72-35557
USAF development of electrostatic gyros for
inertial air navigation,, noting flight tests and
associated airborne digital computer
POU53 472-35558
notion stability of inertial navigation gyroscopic
system with gyro horizon compass, noting
constant and time dependent coefficients of ,
motion eguations
POU90 472-37320
Inertial platform pursuant to 4RIBC-571
specifications, noting capability for
-, integration .into surface navigation system or
autonomous operation
• ... p0493 472-37799
The impact of gradioneter techniques on the.
performance of inertial navigation, systems.
[AIA4 PAPER 72-8501 • pOSOll 472^ 39079
Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial
navigation systems.
[AI4A P4PER 72-8U8] p0504 472-39081
Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems
using air data.
C4I44 P4PER.72-8H71 p050« 472-39082
Updating inertial navigation systems with VOR/DBE
information.
[4144 P4PEB 72-846] pOSOt 472-39083
The IBAS device of Ferranti as integrated weapon
system for the HS Harrier
P0559 472-418146
Great circle navigation for inertial eguipped
aircraft, describing procedure for determining
waypoint coordinates with reference to VOBT4C
stations
' . .. .. .. p0567 472-42949
Advanced Doppler-inertial navigation system for
transport helicopters .
p0084 'B72-11935
Impact of inertial navigation on .air safety and
modeling techniques to assess effects of air
traffic control satellite surveillance system
[40-733758] p0262 N72-18667
Analysis of inertial navigation system performance
to determine effects on aircraft safety and
collision avoidance during flight over North
Atlantic Ocean
.[AD-733753] p0263 N72-18670
Light.evaluation of inertial/DBE/DBE map display
system onboard Convair 580
[4D-735015] p0326 N72-20596
4ir traffic control analysis of North 4tlantic
commercial aircraft operation based on inertial
navigation and satellite surveillance
fDOT-TSC-F4A-71-13] p0339 N72-21629
Development of air traffic control procedure using
inertial navigation position reports as input
4-257
IIBBTIAL PLATFOBBS SUBJECT IIDEX
data for computer graphics presentation
CFAA-BD.-71-92].
 ;' . pO«27 N72-2Q673
Navigation performance of hiqh cross-range space
shuttle ocbitec daring approach and landing
using optimally augmented inertial navigation ,
system
[N'ASA-TB-X-62123] p0472' H72-26516
numerical analysis of cause and .effect of errors
in inertial navigation systens based; on gyro
horizon operation
". ." ' "' - P0472 N72-26522
Kalian-Schmidt filters applied to optimal control,
of air submarine inertial navigation systems
[NASA.-CH-1 27253] pO<!86 N72-27706
Beasurinq air velocity and temperature for
iner.tial navigation using DHC 5 'aircraft
[NCAR-TN/EDD-7ir| ; p0523 N72r28675
Improved navigation by combining 70B/DBE
. information with air or inertial data
[NASA-CR-124826] . p0578 N72-305J36
Analysis of"factors affecting accuracy of inertial
air navigation systems . ,T
[ JPBS-512IH1 . . P0589 H72-31639
IHEBTIAL .PLATF,OBHS ' ' / '-,'•'
Inertial' platform pursuant to lBIKC-57,1" ' ',,. '.. I
specifications', noting capability for .' ..'r
integration into surface navigation system or
autonomous' operation .
: :
 ,. ''...' ' .'.. pOK93 "A727.3.7799
Autonomous navigation systems, discussing Doppler
navigation; inertial platforms and onboard,
computers . . , ' : " , . '. *»
";. p05«6 A72-40283
In-flight alignment and calibration ,of inertial
measurement units. I - General formulation. II -
Experimental results. , . . . . . .
' ' " . ' ' P0551 A72-1H079
IHERTIAL BEFBHEHCE SISTEBS . ' '.
System methodology application to filter design
for inertial reference unit calibration i'n., .
digital test station for FB-111 aircraft . ,"
navigation system . '
' p0237 A72-23820
IRFIBITE SPAR SIHGS ' •
Hotor downwash variation by changing vortice
dia'meter,' flapping, 'rotor speed, and radius and
placing infinite span wing in flow field
'p0037' N72-11003
Numerical analysis of velocity potential of
. subsonic 'flow' past semi-infinite plane sector
based on linearized theory of subsonic, flow . ,
[ABC-B/B-3630] ' ' p6366_N72-22002
INFLATABLE DEVICES . ", ; ' .
0 INFLATABLE STRUCTURES '
IBFLATiBLE STBOCTOHES
NT BALLOONS. ' ! ' . ' ' . " ' '
NT B&LLOTES ' • ;' ' '',"'-'
NT TETHERED BALLOONS , " '
Development of an inflatable fabric structure for
the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape
capsule. ' , ' . . ,
[AIAA PAPER 72-8011 p0510 .'A72-U0053 '
INFLATING ' . ' ' ' ' '.
Parachute1 opening shock and filling time '' .
calculation based on aerodynamic*drag, air mass
- and effective porosity time functipns, using ,
momentum and" continuity egu'a.tions'
; ' ' ' , ' p0007'A72-tl'0310
Parachute inflation loads and times, presenting
calculation method based on, unsteady pressure
distribution on decelerating'.inflating parabolic
shell of revolution"with-unsteady starting vortex
• ' ' ' ' . „'". p0007'A72-,10311
IHFLOENCE COEFFICIENT ', .. ,
Supersonic aerodynamic influence' coefficients
matrices calculation for wings of arbitrary^* '
planform, constructing computer program ' ; ''
'•' . . . P031C A72-281U2
Computer program for gas turbine' characteristics "•
and influence coefficients caiculation,. allowing
for cascade loss distribution during flow choking
" ' ' ' ' P0311 i.72_-28i'51
Statistical' analysis of influence coefficients and
unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing
of rotors •" '
•p0556. A72-|I1229
IHFOBBATIOB . '".',» ,'','.
Information measurement tests'and 'development for
aircraft maintenance 1obs
. tAD-72581!t] .
 P0094 N72-12027
Information measurement tests for review of ,
.aircraft maintenance job aids •
[AD-725815] . . '. p009t N72-12428
IHFOBSATION DISSBBIHATIOB
Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general;
aviation weather dissemination techniques,
stressing design variables and time periods
p03<!9 A72-28871
Engineering information service for aeronautical
engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical
engineering, industrial fluid mechanics, and
.stress, and strength
P,0,6H9 H72-33962
IHFOBBATIOB FLOW . " , . " ' ,
Aircraft optimal control for case of continuous.
. data] flow on time, variable flight, conditions
• ' . . ' ' . '•.' . , , P0181 A72-18979
The Ga'nder automated air traffic' system.
, . ... pOU92 A72-37748
ISFOBBATIOH BETBIEVAL . ' " . . - . . . •
Dnited Air Lines computerized information
retrieval, system for message switching,.. flight
planning and monitoring and aircraft parts
,, inventory, control
[IEEE PAPEB 23,3] pO,072 A72-15713 -,
IHFOBBATIOB. SISTEHS , , , ' .. . . ' . . . ' "
HI BANAGEBENT INFOBBATION SISTEHS ,_
United Air Lines computerized information
.retrieval system for message switching:, ^ flight
planning and monitoring and aircraft parts . ,•
inventory control , . ' .'. i .
[IEEE PAPEB" 23,3] . . , , pOO?^: A*72-15713
Instructor station design for automated flight,
: .training systems, considering human, factors and
informational requirements , - • •, i
< ... • • P.0183 A72-19277
Ground based ATC information processing systems
'analysis, considering controllers work load-
.'. '.., . '. , . . p0229 A72-22778
Avionics- systems electrical interface connection
design information document creation and
'dissemination, 'using. EKPREHT computer program
, ' ' . " . ' . .' p02«« A72-2t86U
Computerized weight data storage, recording and
information system to aid in aerospace vehicle
. design * . - , ^ '.' . •
,[ SAKE.'PAPER 933]. '. . ' S , p0596 A72-ll31t73
Controller, independent of other intake ,,
controllers and aircraft data systems, and wind
tunnel, testing of supersonic intake control system
... . ' " ' . , -,, . p0212, N72-16706
IHFOBBATIPH THEOBT . " ' . , . ,.. ....'. ..,
Information theory approaches to air,navigation,
, discussing ATC, collision avoidance, and computer
applications . . , - - -(
'.. , . ' '' ~ ' ' .- ,i P0350 472,-29013
Development of schematic representation of, pilot
workload'.and functions for various portions of
aircraft flight and reaction to various,stimuli
' ' . . . . . •; . , pO'62i:N72-32035
IHFOBBATIOH TEANSBISSION '
 ;
D DATA THAHSMISSION . , • - . , , , • '
IRFBABBD DETECTOBS , - . . . . ., , .^
Basic requirements for airborne infrared, foresib ~ '..
fire detection system .•,.» , • -- • ;: -. •,
[AD-726953] , ,. ..p003« N.72j-,1039:6 .
Cd-Te photodetectors for high temperature infrared^ ,
detectors of aircraft engine fires, ,
[AD-734785] P0278-N72-19536,-,
IHPBABED BOBIZOH SCAHHEBS ' . : - ' , . ' ;
D HORIZON SCANNERS . - : . • • : . . ; , •
0 INFBABED SCANNERS - . • ... . ,''. . -
IRFBABED IBAGEBY ' . ' , ','.
Airborne remote CAT detection eguipment, examining ..
pulsed Doppler laser and IR radiometry ,'-r' •
.. P0068 A72T.11I831.
IRFBABED IBSTRDBENTS . " ' ' ', _ . '; .
NT ISFEABED DETECTORS ' . . . . . . . "". ."• - "
NT INFRARED SCANNERS . '' . '
NT INFBABED SPECTBOPHOTOHETEHS ' 'r i -' ,''.''.., '•
IB measurement of.hot,jets turbulence,intensity., :
axial and transverse profiles, noting . . .
application t° sound sources detection, .. ...
. . . . ' ' '''•' '' " V.P0242 A72-21656
IBFBABBD:PHpTpGBAPHT , , ... ' . . ' . ; ' . '<'-.-„',
infrared ptiotographic.apparatus, and rotating
., .systems, for measuring surface1 temperature of
turbine vanes and blades
A-258
SUBJECT IHDBI INLET PBESSDBE
fHASA-TH-X-68100] P0575-N72-302Q7
IBFBABED BADIATIOB ' ' ' ' .'
Coherent and incoherent structures-of aerodynamic
noise, anaiyzinq compressor near field and hot
let IB emission source ' : ' •
fOHERA, TP HO. 983] ' . " .'. pp.231 A72-22816
IB measurement of hot jets turbulence, intensity,
axial and transverse profiles, noting • • ••
application to sound sources detection
' '-'p'0242 A72-2U656
IB radiant energy emission from conical jet
exhaust o'f turbojet aircraft
' "• pOUOO A72-32399
Description'and use of a method for characterizing
noise sources in jets • - ' •
[ICA'S PAPEB 72-351 ''' p0555 A72-H1160
Test methods for infrared suppressors to 'determine
their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared
.emissions
fAD-729603] .P015.7 N72-112.72
IBFBaRED SCAHHEBS
Airborne external instrumentation 'pod containing
IB scanner and associated test' equipment for:~
land and water surveys •' - c' ' '-
POU12 A72-33635
IHFBABED SPECTBA . I ..
Electromechanical device for recording infrared' "
gaseous oxygen spectra in pressurized 'aircraft
cabin atmosphere ' "- '
fCL-1971-16] ' " • ' . ' • ' p012ll H72-21198
INFBAHED SPECTBOPBOTOBETEBS ' .' . " . < •
Infrared spectrophotometer used for detection of
trace contaminants from Pegasus and: Olympus''
engines in aircraft'cabin atmospheres •'
' rQAD~HATS-17l»] ' ' ' '' p003T H72-10010
INFRASOIIC PBEQOEKCIES '•' Bl-'" ''• '• I •
Portable detector-recorder for automobile, blast
furnace, railroad car, engine room and
helicopter'infrasonic noise measurements,: '.
discussing peak frequencies and subjective effects
"•
 :
 '• •/ ' ' ' poppi A72-10157
Infrasound observations .'of natural background and
.signals from Apollo' 1t and' aircraft,, using
thermistor flowmeter microphone array .
. ' - - • • ' • • • - '
 P0302 A72-26515
IB6ESTIOB (ENGINES)1; ' '
Simulated testing of turbojet engine ingestion of
missile exhaust, determining design criteria for
aircraft engine inlets'from altitude chamber '
test 'data ' • ' • ' . . • • • . . . . • • . . , , .
' '. - . ' " . '
 :
 '
 :
 p0176 A72-18758
Gas turbine engine icing, discussing atmospheric
conditions, damage due to ice ingestion and
ari'tiice' systems ''. ' '
r&SBE PAPEB 72-6T-6] " ' p0293 A72-25609
Erosion effects on gas turbine engine compressor
blades due to dust ingestion, discussing means,
for'all'eviating'performance and service' life
losses : • > .
-flCAS PAPEB 72-02] ' ' p0552 A72-41127
Becircalation mechanism in jet powered Y/STOL
aircraft '•' " ' ' :
rBHVG-FB»T-71-12] p0036 »72-10828
IHBIBITOBS ' ' :'
HI BEAB IHHIBITOBS • • • • . . ••
IBITIAL VSLOE PBOBLEHS • • .. I
0 BOOHDAfil VALUE'PEOBLEBS .
IHJECTIOB ' . ' i
HT F10ID INJECTION ' ' ' '.* '" -'
NT FtJEi IBJE'CTION ' ' :
NT GAS INJECTION ; '•'' " '>'"'•
NT BATEB INJECTION - ' '"
IHJECTIOH CABBDBETOBS . ; ••••'"'• :'
0 CABBOHETOBS
o'FDEL INJECTION . • • , ' • « • • .
IHJECTOBS I ' >
HT VOETEX INJECTORS
ISJDEIES ;•• • • •••• •-••
HT CRASH INJURIES ' " . . .
NT EJECTION INJURIES ,, .. . ' - ' ' '
ISLET FLOf : "".'''''. '
Uach'2.65 axisymmetric.mixed-compression inlet
system diffnser and boundary layer bleed system
performance estimates confirmed by tests
TAIAA PAPEB 72-95] p0134. A72-16959
Conical diffnser response to velocity distribution
and turbulence'intensity at inlet '
' • ' •"'• ' '"'• p0238 A72-23858
Turbulent^intensity induced'by vakes near
secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine
flame tube
P0313 A72-28131
The development of inlet flow distortions in
multi-stage axial compressors of high hub-tip
ratio.
flCAS PAPEB 72-20] . p0553 A72-U11M5
Installatio'n caused flow' distortion and its effect
on noise from a fan designed for turbofan engines.
,'fAIAA PAPER.. 72-1006] p0558 A72-ai590
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. I, II.
. P0560 A72-H191H
High response two-transducer pressure measurement
for evaluating nonuniform and unsteady inlet
airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet
engine stability and performance
P0561 A72-U2683
Experiment of'supersonic air intake buzz.
P0603 A72-04496
Engine-aircraft interference, thrust, inlets,
nozzles, and propulsion systems - conference
fAGARD-CP-91-71] . . P0209, N72-.16685
Data and recommendations for transonic tests of
inlets
;
' . p0209 H72-16687
Inlet steady state and dynamic performance tests
with F-111A and .YF-12 aircraft
rHASA-TB-X-67»95] - ... . p0212 N72-16709
Flight test analysis of flow characteristics of
air intake system of F-111A aircraft at
supersonic speed
[NASA-TN-D-6679] p0265 H72-18996
Effect's of radial and circumferential inlet
velocity profile distortions on performance of
short-length double-annular ram-induction
combustor
[NASA-TN-D-6706] p0281 H72-19841
Aerodynamic' and mechanical design of two-stage,
highly-loaded fan for advanced aircraft, and
tests with uniform and distorted inlet flow
r'HASA-CR-120859] p0326 H72-20763
Unsteady response of turbocompressor with inlet
. flow 'distorted by square wave and triangular
spoilers
i;ABC-CP-1203] pOim N72-25000
Interference 'problems of airframe engine
integration in aircraft design optimization
[AGARD-LS-53], p6<178 N72-27016
Rind tunnel models for determining inlet
'interference and performance of inl'et/airframe
combination in supersonic aircraft design
P0178 N72-27019
Quantitative method for determining jet mixing
flow in turbojet inlet design optimization
(AD-7398581 p0524 H72-28797
Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in
tnrbocompressors
[AD-743725] p06U7 B72-33752
INLET NOZZLES
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas .
turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as
. function of material
P0014 A72-11373
F-111A inlet nozzle d.ynamic distortion diagnostics
for airframe-propnl'sion integration based on
flight and transonic wind tunnel tests
flCAS PAPEB 72-18] p0553 A72-41113
In-flight investigation of installation effects
;and aerodynamic characteristics of local flow
. field on auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on
nnderwinq engine nacelle . ,
[NASA-IB-x-2396] . p0051 H72-11711
Survey of wind tunnel testing procedures for .
nozzles and exhausts . ,
P0209 N72-16688
Inlet, engine, and exhaust nozzle tests for
supersonic propulsion,system
[NASA-TB-I-67U9U] . . p0210 B72-16692
Performance of jet stretcher diffuser system
[AD-7386H6] pO«68 N72-26215
IHEt PRESSDBE , :
Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index
derivation, for high hub-tip ratio multistage
axial flow compressor from one dimensional
isentropic flow, expressions « .. ' -
P0176 A72-18762
A-259
ISLETS (DEVICES) SUBJECT IHDEX
Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion
index for axial flow compressor, examining
radial velocity, continuity equation and
mathematical model
' TiSHE PAPER 72-GT-109J p0299 472-25673
Inlet' random pressure fluctuation effects on' *
turbojet engine"stall characteristics
' • p0478 N72-27022
Generalized, 'steady statei radial inlet pressure
distortion index ' ' . • • . • .
fAD-742446"|; " - •'- p0580 S72-30783
IHLETS (DEVICES) ' • • . ' "
D INTAKE STSTEHS
IBOBGAHIC COATIH6S
NT ANODIC COATINGS ' '' '
IHP0T/ODTPOT BOOTIHES " • "
Development of structural optimization algorithm
for obtaining near optimum distributions of
material for'structural 'idealizations•
' rAD-726112] '••• p0051 N72-11820
Development of theory for designing optimal inputs
'"to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems
and-applicatioh to avionics installations - Part 2
••"C»D-7IHti1'61 "•.'•'•"• ""' P0625 N72-32065
IHSEHSITITITY' ' '' "•' - • "•-
n SENSITIVITY • " ' - . ' • • • ' "''•'' '
IHSEQOEHT STBEAHS .
D STREAMS' -• . • i
IHSEBTS ' ' ' ' ' " • . . ' • • •
NT NOZZLE INSERTS
INSPECTION • • '
NT X RAT INSPECTION
Hetal fatigue damage nondestructive detection,
discussing inspection methods, equipment; "•
advantages, limitations and test results
rAD-7419771 ' . p0020 A72-12498
Approaches to verification and solution of
magnetic particle inspection problems.
P0610 A72-44903
Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker
beacon receiving system •
fFAA-NA-71-291 P0033 N72-10173
Development of technigue for graphic presentation
of fault isolation-and problem correction for
maintenance of large commercial aircraft
pOOHO N72-11028
Responsibilities of fixed base operators regarding
•' aircraft "inspection - '
• ' - p0252 N72-18016
Development of integrated system for performing
checkout -of space launchers and aircraft systems
P0278 N72-19489
Inspection and maintenance schedule's of commercial
transport aircraft to detect structural ,
deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure
p0541 N72-29913
Development of adaptive scheduling procedure'for'
aircraft maintenance-and inspection planning
rAD-7432841 •' P0586 N72-31029
- Analysis of runway surface conditions at Sherman
Army Airfield, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
rAD-7439121 p0643 H72-33258
IBSTABILITI
D STABILITY
INSTiLLATIOH
D INSTALLING
IHSTALLI1G ' •
Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with
underwing engine' nacelles to study airfram'e
installation effects oh 3 variable-flap elector
nozzles •
• rNASA-TM-I-211781 p0162 N72-14791
IISTBDCTIOHS -.
D EDUCATION * ' - ' '
IBSTRUBEIT APPROACH • • ' "•>'•
'Aircraft pilot performance during instrument^
approach in low visibility conditions
' • . - - • • p0179 A72-18832
Civil av'iation ''approach* and landing' guidance'
systems evolution, discussing ILS development,
state of art and future requirements
• >' ' p0350 '472-2901!)
A pilot's opinion - VTOL control" design
requirements for the instrument approach task.
TABS PBBPRINT 6UU ] ' pO<!lt7 A72-34501I
Simulation of PA-30 Conanche light' aircraft
• performance and autopilot operation during final
approach configuration
fAD-7337571 p0255 H72-18043
Operational evaluation of portable scanning beam
guidance system for improved instrument landing
capability
[FAA-RD-72-26] p028p N72-19720
' Development of simulation model for instrument
landing system and egnations of motion for light
aircraft during instrument landing conditions
CDOT-TSC-FAA-71-11J p0320 H72-20019
' Evaluation of instrument landing system for use
with short takeoff and landing aircraft
rFAA-ED-72-151 'p0326 N72-20587
Report of aircraft accident involving Beechcraft
99 air taxi at Allentown, Pennsylvania on 24
October, 1971
f5TSB-iAE-72-31 p033;l S72-21002
Flight evaluation of vectored-thrust--jet V/STOL
aircraft during simulated instrument approaches
using Kestrel (XV-6A) aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6791] pOt20 N72-24012
Application of discrete address beacon for' *
surveillance system used with independent
landing approaches to closely spaced runways
C.ATC-13] ".' p0578 N72-30587
Evaluation of instrument landing system.ground
guidance eguipment and glide slope presentation
[FAA-HA-72-13] p06<»6 N72-336<H
IHSTRUBENT COBPENSATIOH
Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system
designed by compensation,parameter variation
technigue, .determining correlation between
system sensitivity computations and. observations
-_. '^ , P0189 A72-20592
Zero velocity"lag servomechanism.transient
response sensitivity from intuitive approach to
convolution problem, noting feedback
compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction
' • ' ' p0189 A72-20593
Integrated inertial-VOR-DBE or inertial-TACAN
navigation system, presenting slant range and
bearing adjustment procedure via least sguares
• method'
P0116 A72-34136
ASH aircraft magnetic anomaly detection /MAD/
system range limitation due to residual maneuver
noise, discussing real time compensation for
geomagnetic gradient interference
\ P0560 A72-42322
Optimal control of the speed of a two-shaft
helicopter turbine
pOeOQ A72-44278
IHSTROBEHT DRIFT
0 DBIFT (INSTRUMENTATION)
IHSTSDHEST EBBOBS . .
Optimal stochastic /Kalman/ filters application to
integrated air and submarine navigation systems,
discussing measurement errors modeling as bias
and colored noise
. p0017 A72-12050
C6ordinate( and speed error dependence on
instrumental errors of inertial navigation
system using gyrohorizoncompass
. " . p041t A72-33960
Around-the-world atomic clocks - .Observed
relativistic time gains.
p0455 A72-35839
Bearing, azimuth measurement accuracy improvement
by ATC beacon system/secondary surveillance
radar using monopnlse technigue
1
 ' p0461 472-37047
The impact of gradiometer technigues on the
performance of inertial navigation systems.
fAIAi PAPEB 72-8501 pOSOU A72-39079
Error analysis of hybrid' aircraft inertial .
navigation systems. ' ' .
'CAI44 P4PEB 72-8483, p0504 472-39081
In-flight alignment and calibration of. inertial"
measurement units. I *-": General 'fo.rmulatioh. II -
Experimental results. ' ' . . ' " .
' . p055f 472-41079
Statistical analysis of influence, coefficients and
unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing
. of rotors
. . p0556 472-4.1229
Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the
identification ofr stability and control ,.
derivatives. ' ' "
[AIAA PAPEH 72-963] " P0561 472-42346
Engine compressor face rake for flight test
instrumentation F-144/TF-30.
;A-260
SUBJECT IHDBI IISTBUBBHT LAJDIHG STSTEBS
p056« A72-42686
Performance tests on aerodynamically coipensated
pressore heads for B4C 221 aircraft noting
pressure sensing errors
tABC-CP-1167] POOU2 H72-110U6
' Analysis of instramentatioD error effects on-.
identification accuracy of aircraft parameters
rNASA-CB-112121] - P0622 H72-320HO
Digital computer program for investigating effects
of instrument error on.aircraft stability.and.
control derivatives from flight test data .
tNASA-CS-1121221 p0622 N72-32011
IHSTBDHEHT FLIGHT BULBS
German Federal Republic territorial air traffic
regulations covering general, VFE and IFB rules,
equipment and personnel examination and
certification, safety, takeoff and landing,
accidents, etc
P0021 A72-12621
DFO sighting case history and analysis, discussing
bright light approaching on collision course "
during night instrument flight rules
;p'0229 A72T22646
Aircraft collision near misses under IFE and'rVFB
conditions, discussing.ATC coordination,
equipment failure and personal'and planning
problems , -,
p0233 A72-22972
General aviation aircraft structural safety
studied with 1547 accident histories, noting IFB
and turbulent weather conditions predominance
fSAE PAPEB 720308] p0289 A72-25572
tow cost flight simulator for general aviation
pilot training, containing IFB instrumentation
and turbulence infection device
P0399 A72-32211
Prototype interurban IFB STOL transportation
system demonstration project, considering area
navigation, scanning beam microwave landing
systems and STOLport.planning ,
tICAS PAPEB 72-41] P0555.A72-U1166
Evaluation of simulated pilot/system performance
in manually controlled-IFB formation.flight task
for DH-1 helicopter under various, environmental
and operational conditions
fAD-725209] . P0031 -H72-10044
Theory and operation of proposed helicopter IFB
flight path control system
. p0084 N72-11"933
Analysis of operational requirements and
feasibility of system for precise IFH 'helicopter
hovering
pOOSI K72-11931I
Analytical predictions compared with- experimental
results of motion effects on pilot performance
in IFB hovering task
fHASA-CR-1933] P0165 H72-14999
Planning.and management of air' traffic control
system based on random sample of flight plans
filed at flight service stations during calendar
year 1970 ' .
fAD-7359701 ' p0339 N72-216M1
Analysis of alternative display formats to
establish systems requirements for manually
controlled steep angle approach under IFB
conditions vith vertical lift aircraft
[AD-7362U7] P0370 H72-22038
Evaluation of integrated flight display for
hovering phase of IFS landing of VIOL aircraft
p037« N72-22631
Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic
controlled by FAA control centers for
determining requirements, for manpower,
facilities, and equipment . '.'.','..
,tREPT-72-00186] p0376 B72-226U6
' Simulation of DH-1 helicopter flight
characteristics to evaluate .performance of
manual formation flight display system
. fAD-7373131 P0385 N72-230U1
Bevisions to handlin.g qualities criteria for
V/ST01 aircraft with emphasis on instrument
flight characteristics
P0620 H72-32021
IHSTBOHBMf LAHDIHG SYSTEHS
HT ADTOHATIC LANDIHG CONTBOL
Aircraft IIS, covering history, adverse,weather
operations and replacement systens ' '•
- . P0022 A72-12645
Operational requirements of instrument landing
systems, interferometers, correlation protected
instruments, landing guidance systems and.
navigation aids
P0056 A72-13421
B and D requirements for international standard
vhf instrument landing system for Category I, II
and III operations in next decade
. . . . p0068 A72-14827
Low cost vertical crossed bean radar systems foe
nonprecision approach in small airports,
reducing track error
• p0068 A72-11829
Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft
inertially based flight trajectory control in
turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS
.p0120 A72-16072
Computed performance of ILS glide slope
transmitting arrays sited over fiat ground
planes of one dimensional perfectly conducting
strips in free space
- 4 • . ' • " • ' . p0123 A72-16559
''All-weather landing aids for-civil VTOLtaircraft
• and, helicopters, discussing poppler- and inertial
'navigations, instrument landing systems-and •>
ground visibility improvement
P0127 A72-16780
Proposed microwave ILS, discussing continuous step
and-Doppler scanned radar scanning beams
p0144 A72-18396
Step-scan landing system technique, using
microwave fixed linear array for area coverage
with pattern.of narrow overlapping individually
coded sequentially.switched beams
p010U A72-18397
Microwave instrument landing systems based on
continuous radar scanning technique, using .pulse
format for data transmission
, . • . p014il A72-18399
ILS development, discussing four course radio
'ranges, autoland and radar systems
•, ' . P0234 A72r-23lt«9
-Hicrowave eguipment and technology application for
instrument landing, terminal ATC, millimeter
wave CAT detection and satellite communications
P0239 A72-2U036
Aircraft microminiature ILS with transmitter and
localizer antenna to provide pilot with bearing
,..and'glide slope information for alignment with
runway . . •
. P0307. A72T27106
Instrument landing systems specifications for
civil-and'military aviation, suggesting
replacement type development based on existing
configurations - - . -
-' - P0307 A72-27110
Civil aviation.approach and landing guidance-
systems evolution, discussing ILS development,
.state of art and future requirements
P0350 A72-29014
Hicrowave scale .model of .ILS glide path, .
considering interference and aircraft taxiing
effects'
P0363 A72-309H4
Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift
drag ratio aircraft in unpowered flight, using
F-101D as test aircraft
,. . , - P0395 A72-31694
Hybrid area navigation and microwave instrument
.- landing system, discussing*-approach control and
terminal guidance
; • ' P0398 A72-32206
Low cost microwave scanning beam landing systems *
for interim instrument landing system
replacement in civil aviation >
p0399 A72-32217
STBADA landing trajectory recording system for
real time flight path restitution during
approach and landing, using computer and lidar
techniques ;
. ' - • • " - • pOUOM A72r32895
Autoland system flight testing in Trident 3B and
British Civil.Aviation Authority approval for
ICAO Cat 3a weather . ^,
' . . . - - . • pOU11 A72-33539
Log periodic dipole antenna systems for ILS
localizers, notinq,reduced sensitivity to snow
and ice
" P0189 A72-37279
A-261
IMSTBOHENT PACKAGES SUBJECT IHDEI
111 weather landing for a STOL systea.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-788] pO«95 A72-38105
Hicrowave landing system effect on the flight
gnidance and control system.
C & I A A PAPEB 72-755] P0510 A72-40057
IIS replacement by microwave landing system,
considering landing phase range froi acgnisition
to touchdown, terminal approach handling by
airborne navigation system and economic advantages
p0547 A72-40294
Automatic landing and microwave guidance system
potential.
P0551 A72-41072
Future trends in air traffic control and landing.
flCAS PAPEB 72-04] P0552 A72-41129
Prototype interurban IFR STOL transportation
system demonstration project, considering area
navigation, scanning beam microwave landing
systems and STOLport planning
[ICAS PAPEB 72-U1 ] p0555 A72-41166
Dala /Sweden/ regional airport, describing
planning and financing, approach lighting, ILS
system and facilities for tourist traffic and
industrial development
P0593 A72-43248
Possible impact of area navigation upon HIS .
requirements for azimuth angular coverage and
range.
p0606 A72-44643 .
Airborne recording of ILS gnidance signals and
determination of beam bending effects
fBAE-TR-70222] p0096 1172-12590
Operational evaluation of portable scanning beam
guidance system for improved instrument landing
capability
rFAA-HD-72-26] p0280' H72-19720
Development of simulation model for instrument
landing system and equations of motion for light
aircraft during instrument landing conditions •
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-11] • p0320 N72-20019
Evaluation of instrument landing system for use
with short takeoff and landing aircraft
rFAA-RD-72-15] . P0326 H72-20587
Aircraft accident involving FH-227--B commercial
transport during landing approach at Albany
County Airport, New York, on (larch 3, 1972
fSB-72-23] P0368 H72-22021
Development of analytical model for determining
probability of successful instrument landing and
assessment of interaction of factors with flight
crew
[NASA-CH-2022] p0370 N72-22099
Development and characteristics of simulation of .
continuous error of localizer beam of
conventional instrument landing system used with
space shuttle
[NASA-TH-X-62116] P0376 H72-22648
Development of method for determining appropriate
longitudinal and lateral decision height
dispersion limits for aircraft during instrument
landing approach
f N A S A - C B - 2 0 2 4 ] P0376 N72-22651
Design, development, and characteristics of
aircraft approach control system and application
to typical jet transport aircraft
fNASA-CH-2023] p0376 N72-22652
Development of mathematical model to illustrate
amltipath transmission of instrument landing
system
fDOT-TSC-FAA-72-7] p0376 H72-22653
Criteria for installation of instrument landing
systems and effects of siting on operation of
system
fDOT-FAA-6750.16] - p0423 N72-24338
Requirements for channel splitting to accommodate
increased VHP omnirange navigation instrument
landing systems, and distance measuring
eguipment facilities
f PAPEB-51-71/SC122-3] P0436. H72-25602
Evaluation of STOL modular instrument landing system
fFAA-NA-72-11] pO«36 H72-25605
Instrument landing system simulator including
special signal generator for environment
Simulation
CBAE-TH-71145] pO«36 1172-25607
Performance tests of instrument landing system
localizer to- include system and monitor
stability and, monitor operation under degraded
system performance
CFAi-HD-72-50] P0485 N72-27694 "
Bethods for determining measuring system
requireients for low visibility instrument landing
[AD-739932] P0523 1172-28678
Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during
instrument landing approach to La Guardia
Airfield, Hew Tork on 4 Jan. 1971
tNTSB-AAB-71-11] p0528 H72-29008
Simulator evaluation of instrument landing system
back course approaches and comparison with front
course approaches to determine flyability
problems with glide slope
[FAA-FS-600-8] p0537 H72-29671
Microwave ILS scanning beam data rate analysis for
low visibility approach of H-53 helicopter
[AD-743612] p062« H72-32057
Evaluation.of instrument landing system ground
gnidance equipment and glide slope presentation
[FAA-HA-72-13] p0646 N72-33641
IHSTR01ENT PACKAGES
Airborne external instrumentation pod containing
IB scanner and associated test equipment for
land and water surveys
P0412 A72-33635
TCE-71A area navigation systea based on modular
design with provision for 20 waypoints parameter
storage, describing computer, control display
and automatic data entry units
P0546 A72-40278
Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate
crew task, proposing integral displays and '
controls for flight information
P0547 A72-40291
IBSIHOHEHT TBABSFOBHEBS
Choice of optimal geometrical relationships in a
transformer-type angle converter
P0559 A72-41805
IBSTB0HEBT TBABSBTTTBBS
Pressure transmitter for flow parameter
measurements of aerodynamic nozzles and static
pressure taps rotating on turbine rotor blades
P0560 A72-42250
IHSTBOHBHTAL AHALYSIS
0 AOTOHATION
IHSTBOBEHT1TIOH
0 INSTBOHENTS
INSTBOHENTS
Operational evaluation of device for measuring
aircraft taxi speed and distance to determine
accuracy and limitations
fAD-730096] p0219 N72-17009
Implementation of instrumentation techniques for
service testing of aircraft and airborne
eguipment to meet military reguirements
tAD-734306] P0276 H72-19300
Characteristics of flight test instruments and
technigues for overcoming limitation and sources
of error
P0329 H72-20984
IHSOLATIHG HATEBIALS
D INSOLATION
INSOLATION
HT ELECTRICAL INSOLATION
NT THEBHAL INSOLATION
Low conductivity insulating coating /graded
thermal barrier/ to cool gas turbine engine with
high pressure ratio and inlet temperature
fAIAA PAPEB 72-361] p0286 A72-25389
INTAKE SISTERS
NT AIB INTAKES
NT ENGINE INLETS
NT INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS
NT SDPEBSOSIC INLETS
•Gas generator performance shifts involving
military trim level variations by TF-30 engines
in high relative humidity environment caused by
condensation in inlet duct
P0176 A72-18759
Electrical analog simulation of internal
combustion engines intake and exhaust systems
nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder,
turbine and supercharger operation
P0351 A72-29136
Hathematical model for gas turbine engine inlet
noise caused by shock wave impingement, noting
dynamic wave system with overpressure and
distortion
P0355 A72-29576
A-262
SUBJECT IBDEI IHTEBFEHEHCE DRAG
Three dimensional boundary layer separation on
;slender bodies, delta vinqs and propulsion •;
intake systems, reviewing computing techniques
for interfering inviscid flow fields.
P0404 A72-32826
In-fliqht investigation .-of installation effects
and aerodynamic characteristics of local *fl.o>
field on auxiliary•inlet, elector nozzle-on
underwing engine nacelle . •- -• .
,fNASA-Tg-X-23961 ' p0051 H72-11711
Jet blowing.for intake boundary layer control: in
V/STOL aircraft • .- . - • > . - . . : •
P0210.N72-16697
Performance criteria, including engine air flow
. -.matching requirements, of axisymmetric mixed ''
compression intake for supersonic transport .
. . . . . . p0211.N72-16703
Free'jet tests of full-scale supersonic .
intake/engine combination-of Concorde power plant
' '."•.' '"'. p0211 N72-16704
Turbine enqine aerodynamics research on higher •" ,""
.inlet temperature and blade loadinq ,. •
f.mSA-TH-X-68016] p026« N72-18782
Design problems of inlets and nozzles- used in^;
supersonic and V/STOL propulsion systems
' 'tNASA-TH-X-677411 . - ...p03UO N72-21819
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS . , • ' • • ; » "
NT" SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS.
HT VOLTERRA EQUATIONS . . . , " . . - . . t
. Aerodynamic behavior of thin let-flapped airfoil,
investigating integrodifferential- equation
solution, . • • . . . . • •••-'.-"
:• . •-. p0015 A72-.11669
Thin.wing.harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow,
developing analytical form of kernel function.in
qeneralized Possio integral equation '..• . ,
. . . ., p0126 A72-16707
Integrodifferential equation for rigid tunnel
walls effect on supercavitating flow past thin
let flapped airfoil, noting lift coefficient
derivatives .- • . - • • :•..*..
, .p0241 A72-24562
Nonlinear integral eguations solution for heavily
loaded actuator disk induced flow field/ taking
into account blade tip vortices and thrust •
coefficient effects ••••' .'
P0303 A72-26577--
Integral equation for calculation of unsteady .'•• . ;
aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting .-rotor
blades, taking-into account air compressibility
fONERA, TP NO. 1081] . . p0356 A72-29671
.Extension of Gersten nonlinear wing theory to.. •
transonic flow . • • • • .
rBHVG-FBWT,-71-21] p0164 N72-14994
INTEGEiL TBAHSFOBHATIOHS . •-- ' ; • . - ' . .
NT FODRIER TRANSFORMATION - • . . •
NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION -
HTBGBATED CIBCOITS. . ' . . ' . ' . . ' . , -.
DC 9 aircraft integrated data system simulator to
.facilitate interacting systems checking, input
circuit integrity, performance degradation .-and
calibration .- .
P0143 A72-18284
ATC 1C transponder used with secondary .
surveillance radar, discussing design features
pO«61 A72-370I»8
An all solid-state HIC transmit-receive module.-
• . .. p0189 A72-37268
Single and dual gate GaAs PET integrated
amplifiers in C band. .• • ^•
pO<»89 .A72-37270
Development and characteristics of microelectronic --
egnipment for inproved reliability and reduced .
weight and size of electronic components -'
. . • p0278 N72-191184
Design, and evaluation of .reliable integrated
. termination devices . .
 ; .
rAD-7«(|1176] . • . , . p0626 N72-322U5
INTEGRATION (REAL VARIABLES)
0 HEASUBE AND INTEGRATION .
INTEGEODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS - .
D DIFFERENTIAL .EQDAflONS , . •
n INTEGRAL EQUATIONS ,-.. .. . . .
INTELLIGIBILITY
Improving.intelligibility of voice communication
in high acoustic noise environments as exists
inside helicopters- .
TAD-733U311 P0256 B72-18171
IHTEHSIFICiTIOB
0 AMPLIFICATION
IHTEBSIFIEB TDBBS
0 IBAGE INTENSIFIEBS •
INTENSIFIEBS
NT IHAGE INTENSIFIERS
IHTEBCSPTIOH • .
Pontryagin minimum principle applied to aircraft
heading change and aircraft interception
[ETB-4J - . ' pOU20 N72-21007
IHTEBCEPTOR AIBCHAFT
D FIGHTEE AIBCRAFT •
IHTERCOHHECTIOB
D JOINING
INTERFACES '
• Diqital computer equipped facility for training
simulators environmental simulation capability
testing, describing-electronics interface,
control and display equipment
> p0567 A72-42928
INTERFERENCE ' •
Aerodynamic interference, between aircraft
components - Illustration of the possibility for
prediction. • • •
fICAS PAPEB 72-491 "" p0556 A72-4117M
Analysis of a lateral-directional
airframe/propulsion system interaction of a Hach
3:-cruise aircraft. "
t*I»* PAPER 72-961] P0561 A72-42348
Problems of interference between oscillating
surfaces in.subsonic flow
P0598-A72-43809
•'Higher-order theory of two-dimensional subsonic
wall interference effects on flow past airfoil
between perforated wind tunnel walls
[LR-553] p0207 N72-16205
Program design for study of engine-aircraft
interference problems
• • . p0209 N72-16686
INTEHFEBENCE DBAG
An .-experimental investigation of a -jet issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
P0613 A72-45332
Jet engine'simulation with low speed wind tunnel
models for interference drag measurement
p0027 N72-10005
Jet interference effects on yaw stability for SAAB
•37 and 105 wind tunnel models
p0027 N72-10006
Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel model with
high "pressure ejectors to determine jet
interference on aerodynamic coefficients
P0028 N72-10007
Jet interference and lift drag ratio of swept wing
aircraft with .turbofan above wing"
CRAE-TH-AERO-12711 P0028 N72-10009
Influence of jet interference on aerodynamic
coefficients of rectangular and swept wings
mounted above the engine
p0028 N72-10010
Impinging inclined jet effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of control surface in VIOL
longitudinal stability
p0028 N72-10011
European' airbus wind tunnel model'aerodynamic
force and downwash measurements noting jet
:
' interference reduction
p0028 N72-10012
Sulti'p'ropeller "slipstream and wing interference,
noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force
distribution, and wakes
P0029 N72-1001S
Hntnal aerodynamic interference effects on flow
field beneath aircraft with external stores
examined by cross flow corrections method
[AD-735655] p0328 B72-20974
Aerodynamic interference between wing and surface
of velocity discontinuity in nonuniform
potential flow field
CNAL-TR-25lf ] ' p0476 N72-27000
Interference problems of airframe enqine
integration in aircraft design optimization
f AGARD-LS-53] • •" p0478 N72-27016
Engine airplane' interference corrections in
calculating model aircraft performance from wind
tunnel test data
. pO»78 N72-27017
Integration of forebody and forebody/wing flow
fields into airplane design criteria
A-263
IHTEEPEBEHCE 6B1TIHG SUBJECT IHDEI
P01I78 H72-27018
Wind tunnel models for determining inlet
interference and performance of inlet/airfrane
combination in supersonic aircraft design
P0478 B72-27019
Hind tunnel test results of exhaust
nozzle/airframe interference drag for
optimization of subsonic aircraft design
P0478 872-27020
lind tunnel test requirements for simulating
nozzle parameters and nozzle airframe
interference characteristics
P0478 N72-27021
Determination of thrust and drag characteristics
for integrated aircraft engine design optimization
P0478 H72-27023
IHTEBFEEEHCE GBATIBG
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring.
POB90 A72-37605
IHTEHFEBEHCE LIFt
low subsonic region unsteady interference effects
on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model
nith variable sweep wing
tDGLB PAPER 71-0811 p0022 172-12709
A new method for the evaluation of slotted wind
tunnel interference parameters applicable to
subsonic oscillatory tests.
P0559 A72-41642
An experimental investigation of a jet issuing
from a ving in crossflow.
P0613 A72-45332
Hultipropeller slipstream and wing interference,
noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force
distribution, and wakes
P0029 N72-10015
Aerodynamic lift characteristics of oscillating
two dimensional airfoil subjected to sinusoidal
gust
TAD-726132] p0039 872-11017
Determination of interference lift, aerodynamic
coefficients, and pitching moment for cruciform
wings by iterative solution
fBHVG-FBIIT-71-181 p0166 N72-15009
Aerodynamic interference between wing and surface
of velocity discontinuity in nonuniform
potential flow field
[BAL-TR-2541 pO<!76 H72-27000
IHTEBFEBOGB&HS
0 IBTERFEROHETRY
IHTERFEBOHETEHS
NT HICRO»AVE INTEBFEBOHETEES
Tracking platform for two interferometers and one
radiometer for airglow survey
fAD-7391961 P0520 872-28425
IHTEBFEROBETBI
Stresses and wall thickness of turbine blades
determined with laser holographic interferometry
rAD-728802] P0110 N72-13446
Application of lasers to rotary gyroscope
vibration interferometry, gyroscope balancing,
and gravimetric accelerometers
fREPT-591 P0372 K72-22524
Retrodiffusion holographic interferometry
visualizing turbocompressor flow
tONEHA-HT-190] p0471 872-26358
Experimental technique for measuring in-plane
displacements by holographic interferometry
fAD-7444901 D0629 872-32483
IHTERHEDISTE FREQUENCIES
Flight test method for determination of stability
and performance characteristics from maneuvers
in low and intermediate frequencies
[VTH-163J p0267 872-19009
IHTEBHETALLICS
Gas turbine superalloys high temperature oxidation
resistance by fiber strengthening, rare earth
alloying, precipitation hardening and
intermetallic compounds
P0139 A72-17611
INTERNAL COHBOSTIOH EHGIHES
8T GAS TOBBINE ENGINES
NT BELICOPTEB ENGINES
NT JET ENGINES
NT PULSEJET ENGINES
NT RARJET ENGINES
NT SUPEBSOSIC COHBOSTION RAHJET ENGINES
NT TDRBOFAN ENGINES
BT TOBBOJET ENGINES
NT TDBBOPHOP ENGINES
NT BABKEL ENGINES
Electrical analog simulation of internal
combustion engines intake and exhaust systems .
nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder,
turbine and supercharger operation
P0351 A72-29136
IBTEBHAL COnPRESSIOH INLETS
Tolerance of Hach 2.50 axisymmetic
mixed-compression inlets to upstream flow
variations causing changes in free stream Hach
number and angle of attack
[NASA-TH-1-2033] p0099 B72-12979
INTEEBAL FRICTION . . .
Applicability of methods for determining internal
drag and momentum loss for small ducts
tNASA-TH-1-62143] p0323 B72-20272
IBTBBBAL STRESS
0 BESIDDAL STRESS
IBTEBBATIOHAL COOPERATION
DHF.aeronautical satellite system, presenting ATC
trends, international aspects, available flight
levels, weather conditions and long haul conflicts
P0019 A72-12383
R and D reguirements for international standard
vhf instrument landing system for Category I,..II
and III operations in next decade
P0068 A72-14827
Flight safety and ATC planning in German Federal
Republic and on international level, discussing
regional control stations, radio freguencies,
navigation systems, automation, etc
P0127 A72-16738
Aerosat program for ATC and communications via
four geostationary satellites over Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, discussing technical and
financial international provisions
P0191 A72-21203
Legal aspects of international cooperation on
aircraft design and production, discussing work
distribution, project management and liabilities
sharing
p0245 A72-24881
Collaborating parties cooperation with outsiders,
examining relationship with government
organizations, airworthiness authorities,
financial institutions and marketing.agencies -
p0245 A72-24882
Book on world airlines economic regulation,
analyzing multilateral international agreements,
national aviation interests and competitive
situation
p0300 A72-25923
European Airbus program, noting international
cooperation juridical sources,.content and
organization, aircraft performance, financing,
project chronology and Franco-German agreement
P0346 A72-28795
International survey of air pollution by aircraft
engines and fuels
[AGARD-AB-401 p0338 N72-21590
European unity and cooperation for development of
advanced aerospace technology
[NASA-TT-F-14354] p0526 N72-28980
International air transportation problems
p0581 N72-30978
Operational problems of chartered transatlantic
air transportation
P0581 N72-30979
INTERNATIONAL LAB
Air law concept as totality of legal regulations
related to atmosphere use by flying devices,
discussing relation to international
environmental protection
p0011 A72-11107
Legal aspects in prevention of aircraft unlawful
seizure in view of international cooperation,
noting German Democratic Republic agreements
P0308 A72-27272
The onboard authority of the aircraft commanding
officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention
P0454 A72-35763
Congressional hearings concerning undetected
flight of civilian aircraft from Havana, Cuba to
New Orleans, Louisiana on October 26, 1971
p0475 N72-26987
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
INTERNATIONAL TBADE
Book on IATA organization and functions.
A-264
SUBJECT INDEX ITERATIVE S01DTI01
discussing international aviation history,
conference machinery, enforcement of.conference
resolutions, air transportation economics,
public corporations, etc
p0237 A72-23806
Barkets for civil and military aircraft and
missiles, airline operations, and exports and
imports for European Economic Community, United
Kingdom, and United States
tEEPT-701»2-V01-»] p0163 N72-.11976
IHTBBPLANETABT PBOPOLSIOH
D SOCKET ENGINES
INTEBSBCTIOIS :
Honlinear algebraic transformation to determine
straight line and second order curve
intersection point in aircraft lofting problem
p03»5 A72-287B2
IBTEHSTELLAB BICBOSAVB SPECTRA
D BICROBAVE SPECTRA
IBVEITOBIES
NT TIBBEB INVENTORY
IBVBBTOHY MANAGEBEHT
Electronic data processing in airline materiel
supplies operations, discussing 'procedural
efficiency improvement through reduction of•:
stochastic effects inherent in aircraft
maintenance operations
P0362 A72-30823
IHVEBSIOHS
NT CENTRIFDGING STRESS
INVEBTEBS
HT STATIC INVEBTEBS
INVESTIGATION
NT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NT AIBCBAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
IBVISCID FLO!
Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil
at high transonic speeds, discussing
viscous-inviscid flow interaction
CAIAA PAPER 72-51 P0129 A72-16863
Combined viscous-inviscid analytical procedure for
predicting boundary layer effects on supersonic
inlet flo» field
fAIAA PAPER 72-11; J p0134 A72-16975
Inviscid incompressible flow past longitudinally
curved small aspect ratio slender King,
investigating aerodynamic characteristics
P03U5 A72-28729
Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for
thin "let-flapped airfoil in incompressible
inviscid flow bounded by different types of
boundaries
p0397 A72-32147
The inviscid flowfield of an unsteady airfoil.
TAIAA PAPER 72-681] pOH52 A72-35481
Airfoil designed for shockless inviscid flow
fNBC-123151 p0109 N72-13269
Analysis of inviscid flow field on expansion side
of flat delta wing at supersonic speed
r.VTH-1.67] P0169 N72-15277
Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations
using finite difference technigne for numerical
solution to three dimensional, unified,
supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance eguations
rNASA-CB-1926] p0221 N72-17207
Development of procedures for determining planar
inviscid supercritical flow over airfoils
fAGARD-AG-156] p0365 N72-22001
Calculations for inviscid flow past slender wings
in form of rhombic cones with leading edge
separation
tABC-R/B-369Ml P0582 N72-30999
Lift curve slope and aerodynamic center position
of wings in inviscid supersonic and subsonic flow
fESDU-70012] p0617 N72-31990
Aerodynamics and hypersonic inviscid flow
P0617 N72-31995
INVISIBILITY
0 VISIBILITY
IOB DENSITY (COHCEHTBATIOH)
Heasarement of positive ions near air traffic
control radar and effects on near-by personnel
fPAA-NA-72-19] P0388 N72-23HOO
IOBZZATION
NT ATBOSPHEBIC IONIZATION
IONIZATION'COUNTERS
0 RADIATION COUNTERS
IODIZING RADIATION
NT COSMIC RAYS
NT GABBA BAY BEARS
NT GABHA RAYS
NT PHIBARY COSBIC RAYS
NT SOLAR COSHIC BAYS
IOBOSPBEBIC ABSORPTION
U IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
IOHOSPBEBIC PROPAGATION
Linear BF radar antenna array aperture synthesis
for ionospherically propagated signal reception
in airplane for achievement of ideal directivity
without ionospheric compensation
p0551 A72-U1080
Development of Doppler monopnlse system for
direction finding and evaluation of
effectiveness with respect to ionospheric
propagation
[AD-7<H807] p0579 N72-30593
IONOSPHERIC BEFLBCTION
U IONOSPHEBIC PROPAGATION
IOWA
Environmental impact statement of proposal for
installation of instrument landing system and
approach lighting system at Ottnmwa Industrial
Airport, Ottnmwa, Iowa
[PB-207235-F1 p0627 N72-32275
IF (IBPACT PREDICTION) •
U COHPUTEBIZED SIBULATION
IRON -'
Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic
balance wind tunnel system for spinning aircraft
configurations and subsonic flow regimes
p021» A72-21776
IRON ALLOTS
NT CHROBIUH STEELS
NT SAHAGING STEELS
NT STAINLESS STEELS
NT STEELS
IRON COMPOUNDS
NT FERBITES
IBBOTATIOHAL ?LOB
D POTENTIAL FLOB
ISIHG BODEL
U BATHEBATICAL MODELS
ISLANDS
NT GREAT BRITAIN
NT BEST INDIES
ISOLATORS
HT VIBRATION ISOLATORS
ISOTHERMAL PROCESSES
Compressor exergetic efficiency calculation from
gas exergy losses caused by pressure drop and
cooling, noting relations to isothermal,
adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies
p0191 A72-37668
ISOTOPES
NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
ISRAEL
Academic program, research projects, and related
activities of Israel Institute of Technology
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
fAD-726162J P0099 N72-12972
IHLI
Design of SV-20 compound helicopter being
developed in Italy
CAD-7293771 P015I1 N72-11012
Aeronautical and aerospace research activities at
three Italian universities
fAD-731998] p0218 N72-17000
ITERATION
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
ITERATIVE SOLUTION
Flutter equation approximate true damping or
rate-of-decay solution by determinant iteration
P0012 A72-11133
Computer algorithm to calculate surfaces formed by
eguidistant conic sections, using successive
approximation method
p035* A72-29U61
Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic
critical Bach number. II
POUU9 A72-3U745'
Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial
flow compressors used in turbojet engines,
calculating meridional velocity distribution
P0550 A72-40930
Iterative methods for the aerodynamic calculation
of thin wings in a subsonic flow
p061» A72-45378
A-265
J-52 EIGIBB SUBJECT ISDEX
Determination of interference lift, aerodynamic
coefficients, and pitching moment for cruciform
vinqs by iterative solution
fBHVG-FBWT-71-18] p0166 H72-15009
J-52 EH6IBE
Sound pressure levels and aconstic fatigue tests
for 11,200 and 9,300 pound thrust 0-52 engines
comparison in A-6A aircraft
P0176 472-18757
J-75 EHGIHB
Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned,
impingement-cooled vane in modified J-75
research engine and four-vane cascade
CHASA-TH-X-2595] p0525 H72-28919
J-85 EHGIHE
Design, development, and characteristics of
variable delivery, positive displacement fuel
pomp for use with J-85 turbine engine fuel system
140-735259] - p0338-N72-21196
JACKS (ELECTEIC4L)
D E1ECTBIC CONNECTOBS ' •
JAGOAH AIBCBAFT
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing
spoilers, slab tailplane," rudder,
autostabilization system and integrated
packaging of actuators ' ;
P0117 A72-31111
JABBING
D HECHABICAL SHOCK
JEEPS
0 AOTOHOBILES
JET AIBCBAFT
NT BUCCANEEB AIBCRAFT
NT CONCOBDE AIBCSAFT
NT ELECTB1 AIBCBAFT
NT JINDIVIK TABGET AIBCRAFT • '
NT LEAB JET AIBCRAFT • •• '
NT TDBBOFAN AIBCBAFT . •
NT TDBBOPROP AIBCBAFT
NT VISCOOST AIBCRAPT
Augmentor wing-let STOL research aircraft
development progress report covering design, '
engine tests, performance prediction, control
simulation and stability augmentation
fSAE PAPEB 710757] P0001 A72-1025B
Handling qualities simulation prograa for
angmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft
considering control devices design
P0015 '472-11651
Carrier system for controlled approach 'of Naval'-
aircraft to provide pilot vindov to deck for
tactical jet guidance for poor visibility landing
pOOIS 472-12323
Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics' in
medium and heavy net transport aircraft,'
demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical
feasibility
P0020 A72-12502
Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine
wake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient
influences ' . .
P0021 A72-12501I
D.S.S.B. high-subsonic freight transport -Jet
aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far
-East, noting independence of large airports
availability
P0056 A72-13171
Trainer-combat turbojet or turbofan aircraft
characteristics, comparing flight, weight, size,
maintenance and development costs
P0119.A72-16178
Dynamic stability, control and structural response
of transonic jet transport to atmospheric
turbulence
' P0119 472-16318
Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft
flight path management, emphasizing
dependability, safety and econony
P0193 472-21521
Physiological evaluation of modified -jet transport
passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber
experiments
P019I) 472-21571
Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of moderately
thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat
and double surface trailing edge flap '
p0197 A72-21899
Hystere business jet aircraft flight instruments,
acceleration, control and stall characteristics
.. p0197 472-21900
Corrosion resistant fabrication methods in jumbo
jetliners components to reduce maintenance and
repair downtime, discussing clad wing and .
fuselage skins
p0239 A72-2102S
Combat jet helicopter maneuverability, considering
aircraft flying characteristics, pilot •.
capability, flight configuration,.altitude and
load factor . .
p0245 472-24923
Mitsubishi IT-2 jet trainer aircraft, presenting
design, structural and performance data
, P0216 472-25107
NASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing
airframe and engine development* for next
generation subsonic CTOL jet transport
reguirements - . ',-
rSAE PAPEB 720319] p0290 A72-25582
VF» 611 twin jet transport aircraft flight test'
program, detailing general task plan, test .
equipment installations and test,schedule
p0360 A72-30679
Dynamic input to cargo in turbojet aircraft
studied during C111 and C5A flights, discussing
instrumentation, test'procedures, data reduction
processes and results • '• - • ' ' ,
P0103 472-32625
Jet aircraft gas" turbine engine technology impact
on safety, reliability, airline profitability
and international trade .
'.:; pOIOS 472-33315
Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet
aircraft autoland system'dynamic ground tests
with simulated engine and aerodynamic .'
characteristics ' ' •" ; . .'
' ' : ' ' • ' ' . ' P0412 472-33611
Numerical study 'of the characteristic .magnitudes
of turbulence on the far sound field'radiated by
a subsonic jet .
fONEBA, IP NO. 1058] ' p0192 472-37761
Flyover noise testing of commercial,jet airplanes.
CAIAA P4PE8 72-786]. . pb-495 A72-38103
Hiqh performance jet aircraft variable feel flight
control systems for simulation of -.aerodynamic -
reaction forces proportional to dynamic pressure
' p0551 A72-41069
Description and use of a method for .characterizing.
noise sources in jets ' ' . , ' .
flCAS PAPEB 72-35] p0555 A72-11160
Empty weight .and cruise performance of very large
subsonic jet transports. , - ' ' - ' .
[SAWE PAPEB 919] p0596 A72-.(3I»66
Full scale wind tunnel tests of 'small unpowered
jet aircraft with T tail ' ".
'•• rSAS4-TN-p-6573] ' P0030 .N72- 10031,
Description of maintenance procedures used on
Beechcraft Hawker 125 commercial: jet aircraft
pOOUl N72-11032
Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for ..
turbine lubrication in jet aircraft
' . ' , ' . . ,POO,50 N72-1,1696
Normal acceleration data for jet aircraft and .
trainers
[40-725810] p0089 N72r.11.968
Polarization observations of outer corona' from
HC-135 aircraft over Gulf of'Mexico
[L4-DC-12195] p0098 N72r12812
Development and flight test .of survivable aircraft
:
 control system using fly-by-wire and integrated
actuator package techniques
[AD-729207] - ^ . p0108 H72-J30U1 .
Lateral-directional handling qualities' and roll.
control power reguirements of .jet aircraft in
landing approach , ' '
f AD-725K61 ] . . ' *. .'" ' p0153. N72-11008
Flight tests of heavy jet..transport aircraft to.
determine characteristics of vortex systems
generated within ground effect, and. vortex
systems descending into q'round,-effect .'. .
. , p0166 N72-15006
Long time-history characteristics of vortex
systems of four engine jet transport aircraft in
terminal area-type operations
• ' • • ' p0166 H72-15007
A-26 6
SUBJECT IHDEI JET AIRCRAFT BOISE
Force survival model for analysis of strategic
bomber basing concepts in prelaunch survival mode
rAD-732193] p0217 H72-16991
Fir by Hire and integrated actuator package
techniques for developing suryivable flight
control system in jet aircraft
fAD-733582] P0255 B72-1801K)
Application of differential games technique to
determine aircraft propulsion versus engagement
parameters
CAD-731578] ?°?55 N72-18046
Special events of meteorological origin affecting
civil -|et aircraft operations obtained from
flight recorders for period Jan. 1966 to Rov. 1968
CARc-CP-1188] P0280 N72-19687
Bibliography of control devices to provide
improved tactical agility.for jet fighter aircraft
t AD-73769<t] . p0423 H72-24036
Tests of pneumatic servomechanism for ase .in
aircraft control systems
fADr7383l|5) pO«25 N72-2U5«<1
numerical analysis of finite amplitude waves
generated by aircraft trailing vortices to
.indicate growth of waves on pair of parallel'
infinite vortices
CAD-737859] pO<(32 N72-25012
Statistical analysis of flight, time, .takeoff'and
landing'weight, fuel weight at takeoff and
'landing for transport jet aircraft
[TB-881 . pO«80'»72-27035
Design integration and noise reduction for jet
STOL transport aircraft - Vol. 1
[HA.SA-CR-11<»»71] p051<t H72-28007
Analysis of problems encountered by pilots of jet
aircraft and application of engineering
psychology to eliminate difficulties
rH»SA-TT-F-1U351] pOSIt H72-28008
Calculation of reguired controls for minimum
titte-to-turn based on three dimensional
formulation for aircraft dynamics
tAD-712266] ,' . . ,p0531 H72-29027
Development'of'thrust-augmentor device to assist
in takeoff of jet aircraft
. p0538 H72-29810
Analysis of parameters affecting service life of
jet powered civil transport aircraft
' pOSUI N72-29911
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
Russian H-4 supersonic long range aircraft
tAI>-7<mi59] , p0623 H72-32051
Analysis of engine and airframe characteristics
used in determining performance of turbine
powered aircraft
rESDO-70020) ' p0636 1172-33003
Configuration and specifications of integrated
engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft
for secondary electric power generation
fNiSA-TB-X-68139] p0613 1172-33058
JET AIBCHAFT BOISE '
Liguid-base foam sound absorbing properties for
jet aircraft noise reduction
P0001 A72-10160
Acoustic power radiated by jet aircraft fuselage
structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer
pressure field, evaluating noise redaction
treatments
P0002 A72-10216
Jet aircraft tnrbofan engine fan compressor noise
redaction by acoustic linings, giving H and D
results
[BAS PAPER 71 SA6] p0003 A72-10223
Jet noise redaction technology., hardware and tests
tot UASA Quiet Engine Program.to develop low
noise subsonic civil transport aircraft
' Propulsion system
[S»E PAPEB 710774] . pOOOS A72-10266
High speed jet noise source physical properties
interpretation by theory and scale-node!
experiments for supersonic transport aircraft
noise suppression problem
P0016 A72-11973
Q/STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise
levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio
and turbine stages
P0020 A72-12501
Aladin 2 noiseless STOL jet aircraft project,
describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design
and economics
P0021 A72-12503
Jet noise suppression near airports, discussing
noise physical description, source relation to
engine technology and ICAO certification, standards
P0054 A72-13097
Air breathing propulsion systems for reducing
engine noise level, discussing stoichiometric
gas turbine engines, V/STOL propfans and
variable-geometry supersonic inlet and exhaust
nozzles
P0057 A72-13486
RASA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet
aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic
and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans
P0059 A72-13679
French jet aircraft noise reduction research
facilities^ discussing in-flight and overfly
noise measurements, various silencer
configurations and Concorde engine tests
P0059 A72-13680
Turbojet engine noise causes and reduction
technigues,. noting 0.S. antinoise standards
P0069 A72-11925
Jet aircraft noise reduction, discussing engine
design modifications -• ••
P0070 A72-15167
Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear
payers, including loir supersonic and transonic
ranges for jet noise applications
P0072 A72-15566
Tnrbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis,
discussing rotor geometry, relative Hach number •
and incidence angle effect on sound emission
fAIAA PAPER 72-127} p0128 A72-16821
Directionality and far field structure of •
combustion generated noise, asing premixed
turbulent flame models
[AIAA PAPER 72-198] p0129 A72-16875
Jet noise simple-source theory experimental
verification, determining relation.of measured
sound power and jet pressare levels of turbojet
engine . •
P0140 A72-17856
Hybrid computer method of nonstationary spectrum
analysis of aircraft noise, applying to flyover
and jet aircraft noise abatement under
operational conditions
p0178 A72-18778
Spectral measurements of jet turbulence noise in
core and annular mixing region, using subsonic
test experiments
CAIAA PAPER 72-158] p0180 A72-18957
Ground focus line location of sonic bang
propagating in stratified atmosphere with wind
for transonically accelerating aircraft
P018U A72-19645
Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across
nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire
measurements
P0185 A72-19873
•Circular jets sound generation analysis, using
Lighthill eguation and Hichalke spectral method
[DFVLB-SONDDH-179] p0186 A72-20100
Turbojet and turbofan engines noise signatures and
sonic boom effects, discussing frequency
spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise
suppression systems
P0186 A72-20163
Olympus engine flight testing for relighting and
antiicing, engine control and noise and
vibration, assessments in support of Concorde
aircraft development
P0197 A72-21898
Subsonic jet noise directivity prediction from
acoustic pressure measurements
P0301 A72-26041
Supersonic jet noise and sonic boom sources,
propagation and reduction, considering airport
community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and
fatigue problems
p0355 A72-29578
Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures
subjected to jet noise, noting.stress
calculation for skin panels and control surfaces
p0355 A72-29579
Supersonic jet exhaast noise radiation from
turbulent shear layer instability waves, noting
acoastic energy flax dependence on -streamwise
distance . .
p0355 A72-29581
A-267
JET AIRSTBEAHS SUBJECT ISDEI
Haximnm overpressures of supersonic aircraft '
maneuverinq-produced sonic boons occurring at
geometrical acoustic ray focus points /caustic
cusps/
P0355 172-29586
Tn-104 turboprop aircraft fliqbt noise
measurements and spectral changes at different
distances from landing strip, evaluating public
nuisance and resident reactions
P0360 A72-30446
Hypersonic commercial aircraft operational
problems, considering passenger physiology
limits flight profile, sonic pollution, traffic
demands, route structure, etc
p0362 A72-30830
Noise measurements during shock free and
underezpanded operation modes of supersonic cold
model jet at moderate exit Hach number
p0395 A72-32017
Aerodynamic noise and structural fatigue failure
research and test facility, concerning
supersonic jet and T/STOL aircraft
p0405 A72-32900
Rotating flow introduction effects on jet noise
levels, combustion and turbulent mixing
processes and flame stability
FAIAA PAPER 72-645J p0416 A72-34087
Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet
flow, investigating acoustic properties,
velocity and pressure in mixing zone
fAIAA PAPER 72-6141 p0416 A72-34088
Acoustic attenuation and thrust loss incurred by
shrouded multitube supersonic jet noise suppressor
F A I A A PAPEB 72-642] p04ie A72-34090
Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws,
studying acoustic fields for rectangular and
axisymmetric nozzle configurations
fAIAA PAPER 72-641] pOB16 A72-34091
Sonic jet noise pressure source model for radiated
sound power and jet pressure freguency spectra
ratio derivation with application to noise
suppression
p0457 A72-36414
Noise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reversers.
FAIAA PAPER 72-791) p0496 A72-38108
Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and
noise considerations for STOL externally blown
flap systems.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-792) p0496 A72-38109
Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area
navigation for jet transport noise abatement.
fAIAA PAPER 72-814) p0497 A72-38116
Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and
supersonic exhaust mixing process, suppressing
noise via turbofan exhaust speed reduction.
p0503 .A72-'38380
Advanced technology applications to present and
future transport aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-759] p0510 A72-40051
Hypersonic transports commercial applications,
examining economic and noise and air pollution
aspects '
flCAS PAPER 72-32] p055U A72-41157
NASA Quiet Engine program R and D on conventional
takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft
engine noise
riCAS PAPER 72-48] p0556 A72-41173
Noise control technology for jet-powered STOL
vehicles.
f lCAS PAPER 72-50] p0556 A72-41175
Jet noise generation theory /Lighthill-Ffowcs
Williams/ verification by model tests,
discussing means of reducing or eliminating
shock cells
PICAS PAPSR 72-55] p0559 A72-41852'
Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage
structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer
excitation. II - Jet noise excitation.
p0567 A72-42912
German monograph - Studies of the ground effect on
the noise levels and their freguency '
distribution in the near field of an engine jet
directed vertically against the ground.
p0568 A72-43060
NASA's guiet engine programs.
p0569 A72-43152
Community noise levels of the L-1011 Tristar Jet
Transport*
p0607 A72-44677
Annotated bibliography on aircraft noise pollution
- Vol. 1
fAD-7248501 p0030 N72-10036
Sound generation in very low and very high
turbulent jet flows from exhaust nozzle
• P0034 N72-10253
Sound generation and scale model experiments to
suppress noise in turbulent jet flow eddies of
supersonic transport aircraft ' •
fARC-32723) . p0034 N72-10254
noise generation by rotating blades of axial flow
fan in infinite annulus
fAD-726126] pOOSI N72-11714
Reduction of jet aircraft noise around, airports by
use of two-segment landing approach
[NASA-Tll-X-62098] p0149 N72-13985
Structure of turbulence in noise-producing region
of round subsonic jet
fNASA-CR-126483] P0171 N72-15625
Quiet aircraft enqine desiqn and preliminary fan
and engine test results
fNASA-TH-X-67988] p0213 N72-16719
Jet noise suppression by splitting supersonic
nozzle flow into.separate jets by overexpansion
into multilobed divergent nozzle
rHASA-TN-D-6667] p0249 N72-17990
Noise data obtained with small scale model, of
externally blown flap of type being considered
for STOL aircraft
fHASA-TN-D-6636] . P0269 N72-19025
Jet aircraft noise pollution in airport vicinity
P0270 N72-19031
Influence of reflections on acoustic pressure
spectra of turbojets
[NASA-TT-F-14185J P0281 N72-19737
Fundamentals of jet noise generation and suppression
.p0380 N72-23003
Theory of aerodynamic sound generation and
numerical analysis of inhomogeneous wave .
equations to include effects of boundaries -
conference
fDLR-HITT-71-20) p0382'N72-23018
Characteristics of free turbulence as source of
aerodynamic noise and application to analysis of
noise created by jet'engines
P0383 S72-23021
Theoretical acoustics applied to jet engine noise
generation, propagation, and reduction studies
p0436 S72-25632
Method for computing noise generated by standing
and flying jet aircraft
'[ONERA-BT-187] . p0437 N72-25636
Jet aircraft noise measurements during level
flights, using 727, KC-135, 707-320B, and,DC-9
f AD-739870] P0482 N72-27050
Static and flight acoustic and .aerodynamic tests
to determine flight velocity effect on jet noise
of conical ejector, annular plug, and segmented
suppressor nozzles
r.NASA-CR-120961) p0571 N72-30000
Design of auechoic chamber for studying supersonic
and subsonic jet noise generation
fNASA-CB-128038] p0576 N72-30249
Analysis of sonic boom signatures produced by
SB-71 aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds
fNASA-TN-D-6823] p0585 S72-31021
Procedures for estimating near field .sound
pressure levels caused by jet engine noise
[ESDD-72002] p0637 H72-33009
JET ilBSTREABS
0 JET STBEAHS (HETEOBOLOGy)
JET ADGHENTED iING FLAPS
D JET FLAPS
0 RING FLAPS
JET BLAST EFFECTS
Scale model tests of high thrust engine blast
deflection fence combinations for protection of
adjacent roadway traffic
P0413 A72-33698
German monograph - Studies of the ground effect on
the noise levels and their frequency
distribution'in the near field of an engine jet
directed vertically against the ground.
1
 p0568 A72-43060
JET DAMPING . .
0 DAHPING " "
JBT DRIVE '
0 JET PROPULSION
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SUBJECT IBDEZ JET EISIHES
JET BHGIBE FOBLS
Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel
antiwear properties improvement
P0016 472-11968
Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on
thermal stability, considering nonaromatic
components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation
P0021 472-12800
Surface active agent detection by device using
ultrasonic vibrating mechanism to emulsify water
with fuel, determining vater retention or
turbidity by photoelectric cell
P0062 A72-1H119
Fuels and' lubricants development trends for
subsonic and supersonic aircraft, discussing
thermostable hydrocarbons, ramjet fuels, esters,
oxidation inhibitors, metal deactivators, high
pressure lubricant additives, etc
' P0127 472-16739
JF-5 fuel sulfur content effect on aircraft engine
turbine blades hot corrosion under marine
environmental conditions
p0175 472-18752
Jet'engine fuel' fire hazard evaluation by
controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition
characteristics under simulated.survivabie
aircraft crash accidents
fSAE PAPEE 720321 ] p0290 472-25587
Jet engine fuel modification to decrease fire
''hazard in survivable aircraft crashes
r.ASBE PAPEE 72-GT-25] p0291 472-25621
Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition
effects on antiwear characteristics in sliding
. friction and rolling simulation experiments
p0350 472-29073
Continuous NDT of coalescers /jet fuel filters/ by
liquid crystals, detecting split seams, cap
leaks, cracks, material imperfections and epoxy
filled voids
[ASBE P4PEE 72-DE-25] p0362 472-30867
Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic
fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels .
applications ' . ,
P0363 472-31075
Beview of jet engine emissions.
p0191 472-37615
Effect of fuel on gas corrosion in jet engine
combustion chambers
. ' p0195 472-38091
Static electricity in fueling of superjets.
P0557 A72-11375
Supersonic jet engine fuels production by gasoline
vapor pyrolysis, discussing physico-chemical
characteristics and combustion properties
P0606 472-11625
Jet fuel specifications for military and civil
aircraft
p0016 N72-11669
European jet fuel lubricity evaluation'
. p0018 N72-11679
Flammability properties of jet fuels and
technignes for fire and explosion suppression
under simulated hostile operating environment
conditions
P0018 N72-11681
Effect of sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion of
turbine blade materials operating in marine
environment
rAD-725619] pOOSO .H72-.11706
Evaluation of safety performance of emnlsifie'd and
gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale
aircraft crash environment
f4D-7293301 P0161 N72-11781
Service testing of aviation turbine fuels
rAD-729511] P0162 N72-11785
Trace amounts of fuel-soluble metal compounds
affecting thermal stability of JP-7 fuel
rAD-7361751 p0310 H72-21813
Effects of additives on hydrocarbon jet fuel
stability
[40-737833] . p0127 N72-21806
Analytical measurements of exhaust emissions, from
aircraft turbine engines using Jet 4 fuel J
fBB-BI-7631] POU35 N7.2-25581
Influence of test time and contact stresses' on
antivear properties of jet fuels under rolling
friction
fAD-738883] P0171 N72-26171 '
Hydrocarbon fuel systems for ramjet-povered vehicles
[AD-738631] P0521 H72-28801
Extinguishing aircraft jet engine fuel fires
[4D-7051221 ' P06U3 H72-33255
Development and application of instrument for
measuring coker tube deposits based on beta ray
backscatter
C4P-7H3308] . p0611 H72-33167
JET EHGIHES
NT PDLSEJET EHGIHES
NT B4HJET EHGIHES
HI SUPEBSOHIC COBBOSTION BAHJET EHGIHES
NT TUBBOF4N ENGIHES
BT TURBOJET EHGI8ES
NT TURBOPROP EHGINES
Nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests for
porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine, castings
P0009 A72-10813
Electrodischarge and electrochemical machining
applications in continuous repetitive production
of aircraft jet engine components
P0013 472-11150
Jet engine component overhaul procedures for
fatigue damage repair, detailing distressed
metal removal, replacement and welding technignes
p0020 A72-12199
Automated jet engine development facility.,
discussing assembly and test area and.computer
controlled operation
T4SHE PAPER 71-iA/GT-6] . p0116 A72-15899
Jet engine test facilities for JT9D experimental
and production models
CASBE PAPER 71-WA/GT-12] pOH7 A72-15904
High intensity combustion chamber design for gas
turbine of jet engine, considering primary,
secondary and dilution zones
p0122 A72-16191
Papers on critical and exploratory flight testing
covering rotary vings, lifting bodies and jet
engine airstart
P0115 A72-18187
4irstart flight testing for single engine
fighter/attack aircraft, including flight
conditions, vindmillihg, fuel flovs, gas
temperature, ignition and acceleration
P0116 472-18196
Statistical evaluation for forged jet engine parts
tensile tests cost reduction, using regression
analysis
p0181 472-19181
Friction coefficient, standard vear and surface
layer temperature of seal for dry friction pairs
in jet.engines, investigating crystal lattice
parameters
P0185 472-19768
Deterministic model for nev product innovation
adoption rate in commercial aircraft jet engine
market
P0186 472-20269
Twin spool .jet engine system, predicting shaft
speed effects on whirling freguencies due to
gyroscopic action with computer model
p0199 472-22130
Pod-monnted jet engine follower force instability,
analyzing two degrees of freedom system dynamics
p0232 472-22938
Two spool geared fan jet engine design and
development for general aviation, discussing
performance, reliability and ecological aspects
[SAE PAPEB 720351] p0292 472-25602
Jet turbine engine front fans with and without
snubbers, estimating flov field by streamline
curvature technigne
C4SBE PAPEB 72-GT-1] p0293 A72-25607
Mixing parameter design of high loading spray type
combustor for lift jet engine, using primary zone
TASBE PAPEB 72-GT-991 p0298 A72-25668.
Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid
V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector
management, lift engine bypass ratio and power
plant packaging design
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-106] •P0299 A72-25671
Open-air jet engine test stand for flame
stabilization, jet and compressor noise studies,
noting provisions for rapid installation changes
P0309 472-27116
Surface integrity machining practices application
to jet engines production, noting cost reduction
and process selection and quality control
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JET EXHAUST SUBJECT IIDBI
iaprovenent
F A S H PAPEB I 72-27,21 p031» A72-28163
Russian book on combustion and turbulent nixing
processes in let engines covering tenperatnre
and velocity profiles, combustion chamber design
and fuel inflection characteristics
P0315 A72-28340
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenan
pressure fluctuations.
pOQSO A72-35243
Inlet throttle centrifugal fuel pumps for- Jet
engine augmentation, discussing design features,
performance, noise, life and reliability
characteristics
pO»56 A72-3601K
Optimization of controlled plants segnence with
stochastic process described by partial
differential equations, noting hydropnenmatic
system of liguid fuel jet engine
P0509 A72-39903
In-flight and flight-line monitor system to detect
foreign object damage in jet engines.
p0561 A72-U2690
Aircraft jet-engine control; Conference, Velesin,
Czechoslovakia, June 12-16, 1972, Proceedings
p0600 A72-U4276
Fluidic heat sensors for measuring fuel
temperature in jet engines
p0600 A72-44280 '
Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system
with the aid of an analog computer using
operational data
pOSOO A72-4U282
Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous
controller for a jet engine vith an afterburner
P0601 A72-U428*
Planning and management requirements for aircraft
jet engine control system research and development
P0601 A72-«4285
Dynamic and static characteristics of jet engine
simulators
p0601 A72-11286
Use of fluidic elements for jet engine controllers
p0601 A72-U4290
A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel
controller
P0602 A72-UU291
Jet engine simulation vith lov speed vind tunnel
models for interference drag measurement
p0027 H72-10005
Influence of jet interference on aerodynamic
coefficients of rectangular and swept wings
mounted above the engine
P0028 H72-10010
European airbus wind tunnel model aerodynamic
force and downwash measurements noting jet -
interference reduction
P0028 1172-10012
Jet engine calibration tests conducted in altitude
chamber to determine gross thrust values for
future engine and -nozzle evaluations
fNASA-TM-X-2398] P0079 N72-11895
Construction materials and engineering techniques
for improved jet engines
P0103 U72-13001
Development of nickel base superalloys for powder
metallurgy application as compressor and turbine
discs in jet engines
FNASA-CR-72968] . P0110 N72-13468
Numerical and experimental calculations of jet
engine transfer functions
FNAI.-TR-238] P0112 N72-13747
Holographic interferometery and laser Doppler
velocimeter technigues for flow visualization
and flow distribution measurement in aircraft
turbine engines
[AD-7300631 P0158 H72-1U321
Engine operating parameters that affect low-cycle
fatigue and creep damage of critical components
of naval aircraft engines during fleet operations
rAD-7280«5] P0162 H72-14802
Jet engine model for simulating inlet and exhaust
flow fields in supersonic aircraft wind tunnel
model . i.i
fAD-731238] P0207 H72-16200
Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet- aircraft
and combustion research for reducing emissions
through combuster design and fuel atomization
fNASA-TH-X-680001 p0251 H72-18009
Proceedings of International Aviation Haintenance
Symposium discussion on jet engine maintenance
•planning and experience
P0253 B72-18020
Environmental tests to determine behavior of
titanium alloys under hot salt, stress corrosion
conditions existing in jet engines
[HASA-TH-X-68015] p0259 H72-18541
Effects of radial and circumferential inlet
velocity profile distortions on performance of
short-length double-annular ram-induction
combustor
fHASA-T8-D-6706] p0281 S72-19841
Hethods and sequences for producing precision
forged structural and jet engine components from
metal powder preforms of titanium alloys
[AD-736477] " p0372 H72-22511
Design and development of tnrbotip lift fan for
use with turbojet gas generator installed;on
y/STOL transport research aircraft
CHAS4-CB-120909] p0428 H72-2U828
Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence
of operating conditions on emission
• characteristics of jet engine exhaust
[HASA-TH-X-68064] p0429 H72-24830
Magnetic force welding to form T joints between
jet engine parts of dissimilar thickness•
[HASA-CASE-LER-10533-2]. pO«35 H72-25479
Performance of jet stretcher diffuser system
tAD-7386U6] . pO«68 S72-262.15
Factors affecting altitude relight performance of
ram-induction combustor designed for Bach 3
cruise operation
r.HASA-TH-X-2630] : p0590; H72-31777
Concept for jet noise suppression for afterburning
turbojet engine
rHASA-TH-X-681U«] p0632 H72-32763
Results of experimentation to provide data for
designing turbomachine rotor burst fragment
containment rings . . . - . -
[AD-744950] " p0640 H72-33034
JET EXHAUST
Aircraft engine exhaust geometry effects on smoke
plume visibility, describing carbon particles
light absorption characteristics by .Beer-Lambert
law . •.
[ASHE PAPEB 71-BA/6T-10] p0116 A72-15903
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid
dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power-
output and noise spectra for various
configurations
FAIAA PAPER 72-130] , p0131 A72-16920
JT8D engine exhaust noise field, considering
internal noise sources contribution from exhaust
duct sound pressure measurements • j
'. .-', p018U A72-19331
Combustion research for reducing jet aircraft
pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization
improvement, smoke reduction and combnstor
design technignes
, p0301 A72-26037
Estimated peak regional concentration of SST
exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight
operation levels
. p0346 A72-28837
Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from .
turbulent shear layer instability-waves, noting
acoustic energy flux dependence on streamwise
distance [
p0355 A72-29581
IR radiant energy emission from conical jet
exhaust of turbojet aircraft
P0400 A72-32399
Review of jet engine'emissions.
'p0491 A72^37645
Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic, and
 :
supersonic exhaust mixing process, suppressing
noise via turbofan exhaust speed reduction
p0503 A72-38380
Nozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects on
free hypersonic jet exhaust properties
P0029 N72-10013
Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft
and combustion research for reducing emissions
through combnster design and fnel atomization
[NASA-TH-X-68000] p 025.1 N72-18009
Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard
flight deck environment
[AD-735877] . p03»1 H72-21963
A-270'
SOBJECT INDEX JET FLOS
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline
overall sound pressnre level for subsonic ana
supersonic lets of aircraft engine exhaust
rNASA-TH-X-68059] P0427 H72-24711
Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence
of operating conditions on emission
characteristics of jet engine exhaust
rn&SA-TH-X-6806t] POU29. S72-2U830
JBT FLARES " '.
D FLAHES . ' .
D JET PLOW ' '
J E T FLIPS • • • ' ' '
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS '
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for
externally-blown jet flap due to engine'failure
' P0015 A72-11700
Closed.loop fluidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil
lift control system, considering application to
helicopter rotor blades
p012'4 A72-16659
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and.fluid
dynamic characteristics, 'mea'surinq sound power
output and noise spectra for various
configurations ' *
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1301 p013 V A72-:16920
Integrodifferential equation for rigid tunnel . ' .
wails'effect on supercavitating "flow past thin
let flapped airfoil, noting lift' coefficient
derivatives •'- _ . - - . ' « - - = '- '
• '••' P0211 A72-21562
Dynamic pressure'distribution and propulsive
contours of trailing vortex wake downwind of
external flow jet flap, rising five-hole probe
measurements • '
P0215 A72-25070
Jet flaps for high turning compressor cascades in
incompressible'axial flow, calculating blade
pressnre and jet slope distributions"
[ASBE PAPEE 72-6T-16] p0293 A72-25615
Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for
thin jet-flapped - airfoil in incompressible
inviscid flow bounded by different types of
boundaries
P0397 A72-321«7
Lift and induced drag'characteristics of jet
flapped finite'span wings in close proximity to
' ground, using method of matched asynptotic
expansions
' •• • • ' pOIOt A72-32827
Forward flight effects on'mixer nozzle design and'
noise considerations for STOL externally blown
flap systems. " '
TAIAA PAPEE 72-7921 p0496 A72-38109
STOL transport stability and control derivative
prediction methods and accuracy requirements.
TAIAA PAPEE 72-780]' pOSOO A72-38139
Lift and control augmentation by spanwise blowing
over trailing edge flaps and control surfaces.
f A i A A PAPER 72-781] ' ' POSOO A72-38110
The lift coefficient of a supercavitating
jet-flapped foil in "a free jet.
p0556 A72-1I1236
An improved solution of the two-diBensional,
jet-flapped airfoil problem.
p059i( A72-H3329
Theoretical performance of jet flap rotor at
advance ratios greater than 1.0
tAD-726706] '•- p0030 N72-10037
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics-of semispan wing with'externally
blown jet f lap
CHASA-TH-X-62079] . pOOSO H72-11902
Performance tests of single-stage turbine with low
. solidity jet flap rotor blade assembly using
various cavity pressnre ratios, equivalent
speeds, and expansion' ratios
r»ASA-CB-:1968] , „ p0265 N72-1899I)
Hoise measurements'of jet augmented.lift systems
for use on proposed STOL aircraft
tBASi-TB-D-6710] P0319 H72-20011
Bind tunnel determination of lift induced on. swept
wing by two-dimensional partial-span deflected
jet at Hach numbers from 0.20 to 1.30
fNASA-TB-I-2529] , ', P0365 H72-2.1997.
Comparison of aerodynamic .noise measurements made ,
on two jet f lap systems to be used on STOL
aircraft . , '
fHASA-TH-D-6781] p0383 H72-23025
Review of work on external flow jet flaps noting
lift coefficient
tASC-CP-119»] ' P0131 N72-21998
Development and evaluation of variable direction
thruster for application to helicopter rotors
. based on bidirectional jet flap device
rNASA-TH-I-62152] • • •• pOU6l| N72-26010
Flow traverses downwind of quasi-two-dimensional,
externally flown flap
rLTR-LA-85] p0469 N72-2621I1
Analysis of peak axial-velocity decay in moving
airstreao for several nozzles and effect on
noise generated.by short takeoff aircraft with
externally blown flaps
rNASA-TH-X-68102] pOI(79 H72-27029
Application of jet-flap to reaction drive rotor
for heavy lift high speed helicopter
rNASA-CH-112030] pOS13 N72-28002
Hind tunnel determination of aerodynamic
characteristics for large scale 35 deq swept
wing jet transport model with external blowing
triple-slotted flap
CNASA-TB-X-2600'I • p051« 1172-28009
Supercritical airfoil profiles for improved
transonic performance in presence of jet :flap
effect .
•riD-7itU036] P0583 N72-31008
JBT FLIGHT
0 JET AIRCRAFT '. i '
JBT FLO*
»T AIE JETS '. •
HI PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
NT SDPESSOSIC JET FLOW
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid
dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power
output and noise spectra for various
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 72-130] p0131 A72-16920
Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral
obstacle, investigating screen proximity and
fluid compressibility effects
p01tO A72-17912
Darando model overprediction of deflected jet
vortex strength in subsonic cross flow
P0196 A72-21631
Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration '
for interior measurements in turbine engines,
jets and exhaust nozzles
CONEEA, IP NO. 982] . P0231 A72-22815
Coherent and incoherent structures of aerodynamic
noise, analyzing compressor near field and hot
jet IR emission source '•
CONERA,'TP.NO. 983] P0231 A72-22816
Aerodynamic noise produced by gas jet flow around
airfoil, discussing sound reduction
'P0240 A72-24107
Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air jet flow
interaction in throat region of 'mainstream 'two
dimensional nozzle flow
p02«H A72-2U8U5
Plane laminar semibonnded inconpressible fluid jet
propagation into slipstream along moving plate,
solving boundary layer equations
p02«7 A72-25136
Axisymmetric jet impact on ground 'board for
different nozzle configurations and heights in
VTOL aircraft aerodynamic studies
pfliHO A72-33100
Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet
flow, investigating acoustic properties,
velocity and pressnre in nixing zone
fAIAA PAPEB 72-6U4] pOlt16 A72-31088
Analysis of the interaction of jets and airfoils
in two dimensions.
TAIAA PAPEB 72-7773 ' pO<;99 A72-38136
Axisymmetric jet stretcher diffuser performance
for ramjet engine inlet configurations, testing
at angles of attack and supersonic flow velocities
fAIAA PAPEB 72-102H] ' pOS58 A72-41602
Conference papers on jet and slipstream influence
on aerodynamic coefficients using aircraft models
tplB-HITT-70-28] p0027 N72-1000«
Impinging inclined jet effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of control surface in VTOL
longitudinal stability
*p0028 N72-10011
Flow nodel for jet pipe sound transmission through
nozzle flow
fJEFW/69] p003« N72-10252
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Sound generation in very lov and very hiqh
turbulent jet flovs fron exhaust nozzle
P0031 B72-10253
Round-jet/planeiwall flow distribution
measurements and application to STOL aircraft
f N A S A - C R - 1 2 4 6 0 U ] . p0092 N72-12211
Propulsion jet flo» for vertical takeoff aircraft
• P0211 B72-16700
Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry
holes of .combustion chamber of qas turbine for
jet flow.parallel to and normal to primary flow
throuqh turbine
CBAL-TR-227] p0258 N72-18279
Experimental estimation methods for noise spectra
and intensity from round jet
r&D-7310U2] P0277 N72-19338 r-
Jets introduced obliquely into free stream flow
and let impingement on curved surfaces
rNASA-CR-127121] . . p0469 B72-26227
Intermittent jet blowing for controlling flow
separation on trailing edge flap
rAD-742085] P0577 N72-30291
Liqhthill-based model of sound -emission from
axisymmetric turbulence convected by mean flow,
and implications for jet noise
fNASA-TH-D-6939] p0579 N72-30607
JET PDELS
D JET ENGINE FUELS
JET IHPIBGEHEBT
Circular jet discharging perpendicular to solid
surface into transverse flow; discussing effects
on infinitely thin circular wing aerodynamic
characteristics
P0060 A72-T3915
Heat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas
turbine airfoils, noting leading edge .sharpness
effects for slot and circular jet configurations
TASHE PAPES 72-GT-7] p0293 A72-25610
Externally blown flap impingement noise.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-664] p0455 A72-35961
German monograph - Studies of the ground effect on
the noise levels and their frequency
distribution in the near field of an engine jet
directed vertically against the ground.
p0568 A72-43060
Jet impingement under VIOL aircraft.
p0616 A72-U5779
Numerical analysis of aircraft noise created by
externally blown flaps on ST01 aircraft and
methods for noise reduction ' ,
rNASA-TM-X-68047] p0331 N72-21001
Desiqninq TF-34 mixer exhaust nozzle to reduce
noise qenerated by impingement of exhaust on
STOL wing flap
fNASA-CB-120916] p0465 N72-26014
JET LIFT . ,
Mixing parameter design of high loading spray type
combustor for lift jet engine, using primary zone
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-99] . p0298 A72-25668
Jet lift TTOL flight path optimization for minimum
landing transition distance, evaluating
deceleration as function of incidence and thrust
vector angles •
pOUOO A72-32323
Calculation of the recirculation flow of VTOL lift
engines.
PICAS PAPEB 72-421 ; p0555 A72-U1167
An experimental investigation of a jet issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
p0613 A72-45332
Calculation of pressure distribution on
cylindrical fuselage with perpendicular lifting
jet using singularity method
P0029 N72-10014
JET BIIING FLOS ,
Air stream from air entry holes of aeronautical
qas turbine combnstor, investigating jets
maximum penetration, flow path, and mixinq-
P0122 A72-16493
Nixing parameter desiqn of hiqh loading spray type
combustor for lift jet engine, using primary zone
fASSE PAPEB 72-GT-99] pfl'298 A72-25668
Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet
flow, investigating aconstic properties,
velocity and pressure in mixinq zone
TAIAA PAPER 72-644] . p0416 A72-3U088
Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and
supersonic exhaust lixinq process, suppressing
noise via tnrbofan exhaust speed reduction
p0503 A72-38380
Rapid mixinq nozzles, thrust vector control, and
thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft
P0211 B72-16699
•Jet noise suppression by splitting supersonic
nozzle flow into separate jets by overexpansion
• into multilobed divergent nozzle
fNASA-TB-D-6667] ' p0249 N72-17990
Beasnrement of horizontal and vertical velocity
components along center line plane of turbulent
jet exiting into cross flow using laser Doppler
velocimeter
tAD-736028] p0371 N72-22351
Quantitative method for determining jet nixing
flow in turbojet inlet design optimization - •
tAD-739858] p052<t B72-28797
Vortex dissipatiou in jet mixing flow
fAD-742854] p0588 N72-31316
JET BOISE
D JET .AIRCRAFT NOISE
JET PILOTS
0 AIRCRAFT PILOTS
JET PBOPOLSIOB
Air jet propelled flight vehicles optimal design
parameters for constant altitude flight at given
speed
' p0181 A72-18991
Advanced technologies for improved direct lift jet
V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and
performance
p0104 B72-13014
Methods for thrust determination in aircraft
fRAE-LIB-TRABS-1650] p0631 N72-32755
JET STBEABS (HETEOEOLOGT) '
Correlating seasonal and diurnal variations of
thunderstorm turbulence of anomalies in-loads
with seasonal behavior of subtropical jet over
Bestern Australia
[BETEOBOL-STODY-21] p0372 N72-22598
JET THBDST
Sound pressure levels and aconstic fatigue tests
for 11,200 and 9,300 pound thrust J-52 engines
comparison in A-6A aircraft
P0176 A72-18757
Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft
with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff
thrust reguirements and cruise fuel consumption
efficiency . •
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-105] p02?9 A72-25670
STOL aircraft minimum noise takeoff trajectories
determination, taking into account engine thrust
and listeners distance from noise source
[AIAA PAPER 72-665] p0414 A72-34072
JBTAVATOBS
0 GDIDE VANES . • ' •
JBTTISOH SYSTEHS ' - . . ' . .
Emergency escape from high performance military
aircraft in flight and on ground, using,
explosive cord for transparent canopy material'
breakup
P0306 A72-27017
JETTISONING |
Hagnetic simulation of gravity for wind tunnel
investigations of aircraft jettison processes,
considering Froude number and relationships
between model and full scale aircraft
* p0243'A72-24775
JIBDIVIK TABSET AIBCBAFT
Analysis of clear air turbulence and related
atmospheric structure based on data'from
Jindivik aircraft operating close to Roomera
aerological station
[BETEOROL-STDDY-20] P0372 872-22599
JITTEB
D VIBBATIOB •
JOINING
(ebbing joints stitching strain, cons'iderinq nylon
and flax yarns stretching properties and various
stitching patterns strengths
pOOOS A72-10315
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) • ,
BT LAP JOINTS
HT BETAL JOINTS
BT 8IVETED JOINTS
BT SPOT HELDS
BT RELDEO JOINTS
Solid state joining in gas turbine engines,
discussing diffusion bonding, friction welding
'and coextrusion metal bonding
»-272
.SUBJECT IHDBI L-1011 AIBCB1FT
fiSHB PAPEB 72-GT-7H1 p0297 A72-25656
Russian book - Design principles in aircraft
construction.
p0560 A72-42074
Fatiqoe strength and fail-safe aspects of laq
joint, in aircraft structures, considering
tension-compression load, fretting corrosion,
prestress and residual stress
p0567 172-42851
Optima design of joints - The stress severity
factor concept.
P0608 A72-U11728
JODIE HEiTIBG
D RESISTANCE HEATIH6
JOUBBiL BE6BIBGS
Theoretical prediction of dynamic behavior of
rotary wings supported in hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic gas lubricated journal bearings
fAD-732211] p0208 H72-16350
JOOBBALS (SHAFTS)
0 SHAFTS (HACHIBE ELEHEBTS)
JP-» JET FOEL
Incendiary projectile ignition limits of jet
engine fuel
CAD-730343] p0225 N72-1796U
Thermodynamic and chemical properties of JF-4 jet
fuel for 1970 •. . . • - - . . .
fAD-733352.] , ' p0263 N72-1876U
KALHAH-SCHBIDT FILTERING
Application of boron/epoxy to the. CH-54B Skycrane
helicopter.
CAHS, PREPRINT 670] pO««8 A72-34510
Investigations on the use of a Kalman filtering
method in tracking systems for air traffic
control.
[ICAS PAPER 72-113] p0555 A72-11168
Kalman-Schmidt filters applied to optimal control
of air submarine inertial navigation systems
CNASA-CB-127253) pO»86 N72-27706
Extended Kalman filter vith fictitious noise input
for tracking time-variant parameters for
vertical takeoff aircraft
fAD-739691] . . p0517 N72-28024
KARL FISCHEB REAGENT
Free and dissolved water contents determination in
light petroleum products by modified Karl
Fischer method using ethylene glycol solvent
mixture
I . p0125 A72-16669
KABBAH VORTEX STREET
Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward
flight produced by Raman street type vortex . .
shedding
CAD-741778]" p0574 N72-30020
KBBBEL FOHCTIOHS
Airfoil theory singular integrodifferential
eguation reduction to integral equations with
guasi-regular and regular kernels, applying to
jet flapped wing problem
P0054 A72-12987
Thin wing harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow,
developing analytical form of kernel function in
generalized Possio integral eguation
P0126 A72-16707.
Kernel .function procedure for determining
aerodynamic forces of planforms using linearized
oscillating supersonic surface theory ,
rx-28-«45] . p0266 N72-18999
Kernel function solution for pressure distribution
over wing with oscillating control surfaces in
subsonic flow
rNLB-TB-70123-0) pO<!24 B72-24368
KEBOSBHB
Antinistinq kerosene fuels for aircraft crash
fires reduction .
P0179 472-18837
Kerosene-type fuel for supersonic and hypersonic
aircraft
P0017 H72-11671
KIHEHATICS
BT BODI KINEBATICS
Aeromechanical analysis of flight conditions for
conventional aircraft, including kinematics of
curvilinear motions with constant speed
...-.' P0188 A72-20372
KIHBTIC BBEBGI
Gliding flight atmospheric energy utilization
through aerology, discussing value of weather
forecasts to glider pilots
P0064 A72-14684
An assessment of energy absorbing devices for
prospective use in aircraft impact situations.
P0565 A72-42764
Besnlts of analytical study to determine effect of
coolant flow variables on kinetic energy output
of cooled turbine blade row
[BiSA-THr1-67960] p0098 H72-12942
KIHBTIC FRICTIOB
BT SLIDING FRICTIOB
KIHBTIC HEATIBG
BT AEBODTBAHIC HEATIBG
Hethod for estimating equilibrium temperature •
distribution on flat plates, wedges, cylinders,
and cones in constant velocity flight in air
CESDD-69012] • P0648 B72-33938
KIIBTIC THEOBT
BT MIXING LEBGTH FLOR THEORY
KIHBTICS . : . '
BT ELECTBOKIBETICS
BT KINETIC EHEHGY i
BT BEITOB THEOBT
NT BEACTIOH KINETICS
KIBCHHOFF-HELHHOLTZ FLOW
0 PIPE FLOW ' . , . ,
KIRCHHOFF-HOIGEBS PHIBCIPLE .'
0 WAVE PHOPAGATIOB " - . .
KITE BALLOOHS
D TETHEBED BALLOONS •
L BAND
0 DLTBAHIGH FREQUENCIES
L-1011 AIBCBAFT
Tristar commercial jet transport aircraft
development, discussing design and flight tests
for operating efficiency, reliability and safety
TEAS PAPER 710755] ' p0004 A72-10252
Automated navigation management in cockpit,
considering modular navigation /DONA/ dual
channel system of L-1011 Tristar
P0234 A72-23450
Flight testing of automated modular area
navigation system for L-1011, describing
computer, data storage and control-display units
and electronic automatic chart system
P0240 A72-24271
Dynamic model of high bypass ratio tnrbofan
engines for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test
program
fAIAA PAPER 72-376] .p0286 A72-25400
L-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft
design, flight station, controls, flying
gualities, etc . '
p0310 A72-27519
Fiberglass replacement by organic fiber for L-1011
interior sandwich panels and lam-inates,
considering Nomex fiber in woven fabric
P0313 A72-28099
L-1011 Tristar cartridge valves and manifolds,
reservoirs and hydraulic service center design
for speedy maintenance and servicing
P0363 A72-31050
L-1011 propulsion, fuel, flight control, •
navigation, avionics, communication, electrical,
environmental control and auxiliary power
systems, discussing structure and high lift
devices
P0400 A72-32427
BB 211 three-shaft turbofan engine for L-1011
airliner, describing design for noise redaction
p0400 A72-32428
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for
improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
P0400 A72-32429
Flight test report on L-1011 aerodynamic
characteristics, discussing high and- low speed
performance, stability and control, stall
behavior, etc •• -
P0494 A72-38030
Application of advanced methods to the •
determination of design loads of the Lockheed
L-1011 Tristar.'
f A I A A PAPER 72-775] p0499 A72-38134
A-273
LABELING (BABKIHG) SUBJECT IHDEI
Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star.
-TAIAA.PAPEB 72-7761 p0499 A72-38135
L-1011 conpoterized weight reporting system
present and future capabilities.
[BABE PAPER 932]' p0596 A72-43472
COEDunity noise levels of the L-1011 Tristar Jet
Transport.
P0607 A72-44677
LABELING (HARKING)
0 HARKING
LABORATORIES
NT ENGINE TESTING LABOBATOBIES
LAHIHAB BOUNDARY LAYEB
numerical solution method for laminar, time
dependent and three dimensional boundary layer
equations, applying to rotating flat plate in
forward flight
fAIAA PAPER 72-109] p0133 A72-16944
Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary
layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade,
using conformal coordinate transformation
P0195 A72-2161U
Book on ideal and real compressible fluid dynamics
covering supersonic flow past airfoils and shock
wave interaction with laminar boundary layer
p0233 A72-230U5
French monograph on velocity profile in laminar
boundary layer on semiinfinite flat plate in
harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible
flow
P0363 A72-3091I9
Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at
hypersonic speeds. '
' fICAS PAPEB 72-09] p0552 A72-41134
Calculation of laminar boundary layers by means of
a differential-difference method.
P0563 A72-42578
Calculation of separation points in incompressible
turbulent flows.
p0593'A72-43328
Noneguilibrium boundary layer flow at leading edge
of highly swept hypersonic infinite span wing
fPB-204710] P0328 N72-20975
Laminar hypervelocity boundary layer flow past
axisymmetric hyperboloid in air of
thermochemical eguilibrium
fDLR-FB-72-16] p0519 N72-28280
Low velocity wind tunnel investigation of laminar
boundary layer development downstream of suction
slot
fAD-742937] ' p0583 N72-31005
LABIHAB BODHDABT LAYEB SEPARATION
0 BOUNDABY LAYEB SEPARATION
0 LAHIHAB BODHDABY LAYEB
LAHIHAB FLABES
0 FLAMES
D LAHIHAB FLOW
LAHIHAB FLOW
Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties,
discussing flow pressure experiments and theory
at different streamlines
P0122 A72-161I90
Plane laminar semibounded incompressible fluid jet
propagation into slipstream along moving plate,
solving boundary layer eguations
p0247 A72-25136
Contracting or diverging stream flow mean velocity
change effects on airfoil pressure distribution,
circulation and lift, deriving vortex
distribution expression
p0396 A72-32023
Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two
dimensional bodies immersed in uniform
incompressible stream, investigating
semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to
oscillating airfoils
' p0550 A72-40651
Turbulent and laminar jet flow in rotating
environments noting application to jet mixing
flow in tip driven rotor wakes
P0028 N72-10008
LAHIHAR FLOW AIRFOILS
Laminar flow airfoils for gliders, optimizing
profiles for favorable velocity and pressure
distribution
P0136 A72-17194
LAHIHAB FLOH CONTROL
D BOUNDARY LAYER CONTBOL
0 LAMINAR BODNDARY LAYEB
LABIHAB JETS
D JET FLOS
D LAHIHAB FLOW
LABIBiTED HATEBIALS
0 LAHIHATES
LABIHATES
Carbon fiber laminates for helicopter components
weight reduction
p0135 A72-16999
Fiberglass replacement by organic fiber for L-1011
interior sandwich panels and laminates,
considering Bomex fiber in woven fabric .
: . p0313 A72-28099
Boron polyimide composite development.
POS49 A72-40553
,A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite
laminates.
, P0597.A72-43498
Thermally stable laminating resins based on -
addition-type pyrolytic polymerization • .
fNASA-CR-72984) p0260 N72-18584
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of
horizontal stabilizer for A-4 aircraft using
graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
fAD-738900] p0481 N72-27040
Technology and production of laminates, and
problems in producing laminated'aircraft -
structures
tAD-742780] . p0624 N72-32055
LAHINiTIONS
D LAMINATES . ,
LASD USE
STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land
use problems in future transportation systems,
discussing airport location and layout for
growing air traffic • .
P0013 A72-11153
Hewark airport program, discussing land
preparation, public facilities, terminal area,
building design, support systems, organization
and scheduling , • : . >
P0126 A72-16696
Building soundproofing codes for .-airport zoning
ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land
use options
P0354 A72-29561
Aircraft noise effects on land use around airports
[PB-201195] p0032 N72-10050
Noise exposure forecasts for airport vicinity in
land use management / .
. CISAS-476-VOL-37-NO-2] P0424 N72-24344
Effects of operational'aircraft noise on land
development around military airport
fAD-740393] p0529 H72-29011
Analysis of data on land uses,around airports and
application of computer program for data
processing .
P0532 H72-29210
LANDFOBHS .
NT H00NTAIUS - - -
L1HDIHG
HI AIRCBAFT LANDIHG
HT BLIND LANDING
NT CRASH LANDING ,
HT DITCHING (LANDING)
NT GLIDE LANDINGS
NT HARD LANDING . • .
NT SPACECRAFT LANDING
NT T00CHDOWN
H T VERTICAL LANDING . . . .
Proposal for air traffic control of landing
aircraft near airports
TNASA-CB-12461(0] " p0095 N72-12580
Flight tests of low lift to drag ratio approach
and landing using CV 990 aircraft with similar •
size and performance characteristics of. proposed
space ^ buttle vehicle
rNASA-TN-D-6732] p0268 N72-19022
LANDING AIDS :
HT AIRPOBT BEACONS
NT AIRPORT LIGHTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ARRESTING GEAR
NT AtJTOHATIC LANDING CONTROL
NT INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEHS
NT LANDING INSTRUMENTS'
NT LANDING RADAR
NT RONKAT. LIGHTS
A-274
SUBJECT INDEX LANDING GEAH
Carrier system for controlled approach of Haval
aircraft to provide pilot window to deck 'for
tactical jet guidance for poor visibility landing
pOOIS A72-12323
Hicrowave aircraft landinq system development, '
discnssinq contract definition, feasibility,
prototype development, management planning and
program costs '
p0019 A72-12377
Airline schedule keeping by Snd Lear all-weather
landing system, discussing crew training
p0064 A72-14688
All-weather-landing aids for civil VTOL aircraft
and helicopters, discassing Doppler and inertial
navigations, instrument' landing systems and
ground visibility improvement
p0127 A72-16780
v/STOL development for short haul air
transportation, discussing requirements for
guiet pbllutionrfree operation, ATC systems,
navigation and landinq aids
p0190 A72-21010
Aircraft and airports w'eather instrumentation for
all-weather landing and takeoff, discussing
application of laser technology and digital
presentation
p0193 A72-21522
Minimum safety flight altitudes for aircraft
landing systems and lateral deviations for
correction maneuver
P0308 A72-27269
Airport lights system design for optical landing
aids, discussing runway illumination conditions
p0309 A72-27402
Civil aviation approach and landing guidance
systems evolution, discussing ILS development,
state of art and future requirements
p0350 A72-29011
Airport lighting 'for pilot guidance during
approach and landing under category l-III
visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts
and power requirements
p0360 A72-30621
Air cushion landing'system application for civil
air transportation; discussing operation,
braking and parking
p0406 A72-33181
Runway marking requirements for visibility under
day and niqht conditions, considering niqht
reflection value, color stability, durability,
noninterference with fliqht operations, etc
POUU2 A72-3U2U3
Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for
launch and recovery capabilities under sea
environment conditions, discussing visual
landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions
CAHS PREPRINT 650] p0447 A72-34505
Computer control of aircraft landinq.
p0455 A72-35950
Microwave holographic imaging techniques for
aircraft landing aids and airport security
applications, discussing real time operation
P0491 A72-37625
Aircraft accidents during nonprecision approaches
under adverse weather conditions, discassing
landinq aids use for corporate jet aircraft
P0508 i72-39745 •_
Meteorological and takeoff and landing information
transmission by proposed automated
meteorological and information service,
discussing air-ground data link
- P0547 A72-40287
Characteristics and prospects for a new landing
* guidance system.
P0547 A72-40293
Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for
weather conditions 'during flight approach
rFAA-NA-71-44] P0033 H72-10233
Requirements for using Talar 4 landing aid as
portable ground station in tactical helicopter
operations
P0083 872-11925
Development, testing, and evaluation of visual
landing aids
tHBS-10606] P0095 H72-12583
lift devices for improved takeoff and landing
performance of civil transport aircraft
P0102. N72-12997
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam instrument landing system for
short takeoff and landinq aircraft and airports
tAD-7257051 p0111 N72-13595
Investigation of landinq accident of DC-9
commercial aircraft at Louisville, Kentucky,
September 8, 1970
rNTSB-AAB-71-15] P0150 N72-13990
Performance of vertical contact analoq display
system used in carrier landing
[AD-730464] p0167 N72-15013,
Operational evaluation of aircraft landinq aid
stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier
fAD-732446] • p0221 N72-17199
Electro-optical attitude sensinq device for
landinq approach of flight vehicle
[SASA-CASB-XHS-01994-1] p0222 N72-17326
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam approach, and landing system phased
array antenna
[DOT-TSC-PAA-71-291 P0339 N72-21627
Development of discrete address beacon system to
improve operation of microwave landing system
for high density terminal area surveillance
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-26] ' p0339 N72-21628
Hagnetic method for detection of aircraft p'osition
relative to runway
fSASA-CASE-ARC-10179-1] p0373 H72-22619
Nuclear instrument landing system for accurate
aircraft position da'ta during last phases of
descent
fSAN-828-1] , p0377 K72-22655
Cost analysis of microwave landing system program
for civil ground systems
[AD-737036] p0389 N72-23668
Performance and problems of microwave guidance
systems for aircraft approach and landinq
rRAE-TR-711861 p0436 N72-25606
Development and characteristics of visual landinq
aids systems
[NBS-10-837J P0523 N72-28673
Reliability enqineering methods for design of
landing mats simulating aircraft operations
fAD-743161] P0588 N72-31297
Evaluation of tricolor visual approach path
indicator for suitability as part of two sequent
visual approach slope indicator system
tFAA-ARD-72-49] p0590 N72-31653
Evaluation of visual approach system to determine
improvements resulting from change in color
density and hue of transition zone
CFAl-iHD-12-911 . p0590 H72-31654
National plan for development of civil/military
microwave landinq system
tNASA-TH-X-68637] p0646 H72-33633
LIDDING GEAR
European A300B airbus flying control hydraulic
system and landinq gear design for safety and
reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance
P0009 A72-10724
B-1'strategic supersonic bomber design,
emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear,
control and instrumentation
p0018 A72-12226
Pressure determination in kinematic pairs of
. spatial landinq gear mechanism, describing
rotatory and spherical pairs reactions to
various combinations of momenta
P0135 A72-17057
Carrier suitability testing for aircraft landinq,
considering landing gear and supporting
structure under simulated shipboard conditions
P0146 A72-18497
F-111 aircraft landing gear and speedbrake
hydraulic system control by single dual-function
valve, describing design features and
performance characteristics
P0190 A72-21024
Aircraft landing gear wheel damage and antiskid
mechanisms under operational conditions
P0192 A72-21485
Carbon/epoiy composite reinforced plastic
materials feasibility for application to
aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication
P0196 A72-21686
Higher order forces effect on shock absorbing
systems of masses interconnected by elastic and .
damping members of aircraft landing gears
P0231 A72-22861
A-27 5
LIDDING IHSTBOHEHTS SOBJECT IHDEX
Runway unevenness and landing qear characteristics
effects on SST vibration during taxiing, taking
off and landing
. p0235 A72-23459
Aircraft wheel mechanics, discussing freely
turning and braked wheels, tire drift and
antiskid braking systems for landing gear
P0285 A72-25287
Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven hydraulic
power pack for landing gear system, noting
engine and flight tests
[SAE PAPER 720327] P0291 A72-25589
Runway motion stability of aircraft with three
wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to
moment induced drift
P0307 A72-27235
Air cushion aircraft landing systems advantages
and suitability for arctic transportation
applications
P0346 A72-28793
Aircraft landing gears structural systems design,
taking into account different design criteria
imposed by various national impact load norms
. • .- . P0357 A72-30025
Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection,
noting reliability, simplicity and time economy
as compared to eddy current or fluorescent
penetrant methods
P0357 A72-30037
Welded steel airfname residual fatigue, life tests
by nonstationary random loading, applying to let
trainer aircraft landing gear
/
 P0358 A72-30277
Aircraft landing gear stress spectrum and design
data during ground loading on airport•runways,
using linearized theory for model investigation
P0359 A72-30283
Undercarriage loadings of three aircraft - Porter
PC-6, Venom DH-112 and Hirage HIS.
P0609 A72-14738
Design and development of air cushion landing
. system to replace landing gear on conventional
aircraft
fAD-7286U7] P0090 N72-11971
Statistical evaluation of operational load forces
on undercarriage of F-10U aircraft
fRAE-LIB-TRANS-1591) P0101 N72-12989
OV-10A aircraft used in tests to determine
interaction of landing gear and soft soil during
landing and takeoff
fAD-7296851 P0152 N72-11002
Feasibility analysis of active vibration isolation
in landing gear system of aircraft to reduce
wing fatigue from ground induced vibration
during taxiing
tAD-7301t1] P0155 N72-1U016
Damage to aircraft tires produced by grooved
runway surfaces when impacted at various sink
rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures,
and ground speeds
fSASA-TN-D-6690] P0219 H72-17007
Development of automatic braking system for
aircraft based on sensing and controlling braked
wbeel decelerations
rSASi-TH-D-6953] P0638 S72-33018
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft
wheel constructed of -fibrous graphite and epoxy
resin
riD-7lt5130] P06U2 N72-33046
LAHDIH6 IHSTBOBEHTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS •
Operational reguirements of instrument landing
systems, interferometers, correlation protected
instruments, landing guidance systems and
navigation aids
p0056 A72-13«21
Soviet book on aircraft radio equipment covering
transmission and reception, velocity and
coordinates measurements, siting and navigation,
flying target interception, reconnaissance,
landing systems, etc
. . p0122 A72-16530
Hicrowave Doppler scanning landing guidance system
with radar beam comparison and signal format
simplification suggestion
p01«» A72-18398
Computerized aircraft landing measurement system
for civil airport, using optical, seismic and IB
sensors
P0111 A72-33627
Possible impact of area navigation upon HLS
requirements for azimuth angular coverage and
range.
P0606 A72-iti|6i!3
Performance of vertical contact analog display
system used in carrier landing
fAD-730U6U] p0167 B72-15013
LANDIBG LOADS
. Dutch monograph - Analysis of dynamic aircraft
landing loads, and a proposal for rational
design landing load reguirements.
P0550 A72-U0925
Hodern landing impact load calculations and
old-fashioned regnirements.
flCAS PAPER 72-31] 'pOSSI A72-<(1156
Undercarriage loadings of three aircraft - Porter
PC-6, Venom DH-112 and Mirage HIS.
P0609 A72-44738
Effects of gusts, maneuvers, and landing impacts
on four-engine cargo aircraft during commercial
airlines operation
tNASA-TN-D-6790] ' pO«21 N72-2K015
Heasurement of ground loads on 07-1 aircraft
during landings on smooth and rough fields
fAD-737752] pOU22 H72-24030
'Performance of HO-HAT 158 reinforced plastic as
aircraft landing mat
[AD-738137] p0519 H72-28274
LANDING EADAB ' ,
Aircraft radar for weather data, ground napping/
avoidance modes and independent landing monitor
function, presenting straight and slant approach
simulation data
P0547 A72-U0290
LiHDIHG SIHOLATION
Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot
interactive flight director design, using
computerized approach-touchdown simulation and
optimal control theory
fASHE PAPEB 71-SA/AUT-9] P0117 A72-15956
Simulator for physical forces experienced by
carrier aircraft during catapult launches and
arrested landings, considering external stores
safe suspension
pOU03 A72-32620
Statistical correlation techniques applied to -jet
aircraft autoland system dynamic ground tests
with simulated engine and aerodynamic
characteristics . ' '. '
pO«12 A72-336U1
Direct lift control feasibility for integration
into F-11A automatic carrier landing system
/ACLS/, using moving-base six-degree-of-freedom
simulation
TAI&A PAPEB 72-873] p0505 A72-39127
Accuracy of vertical contact analog display, in
simulating carrier landinqs, and error
contributed by display resolution, temporal
loading, and control complexity
P0375 H72-226«2
Landing simulation to determine effects of
turbulence 'on roll of swept fighter aircraft.at
low speed
IABC-B/H-3697] p0582 N72-31001
LAHDIH6 SITES . .
Booster launch vehicle guidance scheme for
critical aborts from staging through burnout,
minimizing aerodynamic phases for different
landing sites
p0397 A72-32182
LAHDIH6 SISTEHS
0 LAHDISG AIDS
LANDSCAPE
D TEBBAIN
LAIGOA6ES
HT FOBTBAH
UP JOISTS .
Stress distribution and displacements in adhesive
bonded lap-pointed aerospace structures, ,
presenting approximate solution
pO«62 A72-37214
LAPLACE OPEBATOBS
Q LAPLACE TBANSFOBHATtOB '
LAPLACE TBiHSFOBHATIOH
Seal time flight flutter testing via Z-transform
analysis technique.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-781] 'p0495 A72-38101
A-276
SJJBJECT INDEX l»« (JOBISPEDDBHCE)
Laplace transfers applied to aerodynamic
characteristics prediction of aircraft
configurations in subsonic flow
rNLB-HP-71018-U] p0321 N72-20025
USES BODES
Airborne remote CAT detection equipment, examining
poised Doppler laser and IB radiometry
P0068 A72-1Q831
IASBB OOTPOTS
Stochastic optimization of airborne laser seeker
system design parameters to maximize target
acquisition probability through regression
analysis of data from computerized model
p02«2 A72-2U682
Laser Doppler velocimetry system design for
optical measurement of intrablade flov velocity
in tnrbomachinery
P0396 472-32005.
Digital recording techniques for airborne data
acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic
recorders
pOU12 A72-3369.2
Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward-
and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind
tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, •
transonic and supersonic regimes
. .. p0563 A72-12678
Proceedings of conference on applications of laser
technology for aerodynamic measurements
[ AGABD-LS-49] p0135 N72-25193
Development and characteristics of dual scatter
laser Doppler velocimeter for flow distribution
measurement in wind tunnels, helicopter
downwash, and across high lift wing sections
POU35 N72-25506
1ASEB B&DAB
0 OPTICAL BADAB
tASEBS
NT CHEBICAL LASEBS
Laser recording real time imagery for use in
tactical reconnaissance aircraft
P0239 A72-23928
Air traffic control radar beacon systems and laser
warning systems
[AD-7257«3] ' p0035 N72-105H3
Spatial Fourier transform for wave scattering from
rough surfaces
rAD-73«01ll] P0278 N72-19576
Application of lasers to rotary gyroscope
vibration interferometry, gyroscope balancing,
and gravimetric accelerometers
[BEPT-59] p0372 N72-2252U
A.erodynamic testing of wing sections, using laser
Doppler velocineter and conventional pressure
measuring techniques
rAD-710901 ] p0577 N72-30IH8
Modified Hach-Zehnder velocimeter and modified
Bayleigh velocimeter
rAD-7i»0652] P0577 N72-30U19
LATEBAL C01TEOL
Three dimensional roll-controlled missile
tra-|ectory model for simple time-sharing digital
or analog simulation, using wind-to-inertial
axis transformation
P0011 A72-1096H
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for
externally-blown jet flap due to engine failure.
' p0015 A72-11700
Combat aircraft lateral aiming performance
optimization and evaluation based on criterion
of bullet stream response to pilot roll commands
P0121 A72-16657
Rinimum safety flight altitudes for aircraft"
landing systems and lateral deviations for
correction maneuver
P0308 A72-27269
Flight test of direct side force control by rudder
deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33
airplane, noting use in dive bombing . .
p0310 A72-27520
An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling gnalities using pilot models.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-962] p(>561 A72-.42317
Lateral flight path control during aircraft
landing in gusty cross-winds by.lateral thrust
deflection, discussing design optimization
P0613 A72-15330
Ground effect on slender wing rolling moment
during landing approach and its consequence on
aircraft lateral control
[ABC-CP-1152] ' p0088 N72-11961
Pressure distribution on 05 deg swept half wing
including effectiveness, of upper surface spoiler
as roll control
CABC-CP-118H] p0270 H72-19032
Flight simulator facility emphasizing
lateral-directional control
[NASA-TB-X-62155] pO»23 N72-24335
In-flight simulation investigation of lateral
directional handling gnalities in landing approach
tAD-7«0831J p06U1 H72-33035
LATEBAL OSCILLATIOB
Approximate analysis for solving fourth order
nonlinear equation of motion of HP-115 aircraft
at low speed
[ABC-B/H-367«] p0270 N72-19034
General purpose.airborne simulator evaluation of
roll characteristics of transport aircraft
during landing approach
[HASA-TN-D-70621 p0638 H72-33019
LATEBAL STABILITY.
Hypersonic vehicles lateral dynamics daring great
circle flight, using linearized eguations of
motion and Newtonian theory for stability
derivatives estimation
P0195 A72-21603
Hovercraft internal and external aerodynamic
forces, discussing control, suspension, yawing
moments, directional and roll stability and
random surfaces performances
P0231 A72-2282U
State sensitivity functions in aircraft parameter
identification for lateral dynamics under
aileron deflection from model response and
in-flight test data
P0236 A72-23807
Analysis of a lateral-directional
airframe/propulsion system interaction of a Hach
3 cruise aircraft.
C A I A A PAPER 72-961] posei A72-42318
Approximation for towed unbanked body lateral
stability in zero lift conditions
CABC-B/H-3675] p0527 H72-28995
LATEEALITI
0 LATEEAL STABILITY
LATEBALIZiTIOS
D LATEBAL CONTBOL
LADHCBEES
NT AIBCEAFT LADNCHIHG DEVICES
NT CATAPULTS
NT GON LAONCHEBS
NT SOCKET LAONCHEBS
LAUNCHING .
NT SEA LAUNCHING
NT SPACECBAFT LADNCHIHG
LAW (JUBISPBODEHCE)
NT IHTEBNATIONAL LAB
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
Air law concept as totality of legal regulations
related to atmosphere use by flying devices,
discussing relation to international
environmental protection
P0011 A72-11107
German book on- air traffic law covering norms
relative to vehicles and air space,
international air law, organizations, etc
P0021 A72-12622
Control concepts for future ATC system relative to
airspace structure, management and geographic
and -|urisdictional boundaries
P0137 A72-17333
Airfield law in Schleswig-Holstein Appeals Court
decision concerning property owner suit against
operator for unnecessary noise
P0112 A72-18170
Charter air traffic regulations under German air
law, discussing legal safeguards relative to
economic, personnel, technical and
organizational aspects
. p0303 A72-26559
. Aircraft and spacecraft conceptual definitions in
national and international law
P0303 A72-26561
Private and governmental regulatory aspects of
environmental noise abatement and control,
discussing legal efforts and trends at local,
state and federal levels
pOi(03 A72-32614
A-277
LABS SOBJECT IIDEI
Jnrisdictional problems in the autopsy of aircraft
accident victims.
pO«a8 A72-31558
Federal legislation impact on airport and airway
system planning, considering budget and schedule
reguirements
pOH59 A72-36777
FAA implemented airport certification legislation
covering minimum safety standards, operation
manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service
and pavement regnirements
pO<!60 A72-36785
Helicopter utilization in support of law
enforcement activities
CICR-71-2] p0087 N72-1195H
Airport systems and grant programs under Airport
and Airway Development Act of 1970
[AD-7370UO] p0424 N72-21352
Laws governing military use of civil aircraft
p0138 N72-2596Q
LABS
NT SCALING LARS
NT SIHILITODE LAB
Amendment to proposed noise control legislation
CH-BEPT-92-8U2] p0525 872-28975
LEADING EDGE SLATS
European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and
tailplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trie
control
P0009 A72-10725
Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled by
single point vortex to represent leading edge
slat, discussing on-line computer graphics program
fAIAA PIPER 72-221] p0127 A72-16798
Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of moderately
thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat
and double surface trailing edge flap
P0197 A72-21899
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of
vortex!augmented unswept wing with leading edge
cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing
edge flaps
[SAE PAPER 720321] p0290 A72-25584
Aerodynamic characteristics of leading edge slats
plus main airfoil compinations
fAD-r737126] p0385 H72-23042
LEADING EDGE SBBEP
Three-dimensional structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.
P0507 A72-39631
LEADING EDGES
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES
Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic
flow, considering leading edge flow separation
induced vortices effects on downwash, pressure
distribution and aerodynamic characteristics
P0072 A72-157U1
Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on
parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind
tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number increase
with leading edge thickness
p0227 A72-22407
Supersonic flow around thin cruciform wing with
antisymmetrical angle of attack distribution and
horizontal plane with leading edge, considering
flow separation at edges
P0246 A72-25118
Linearized method of characteristics application
to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate
cascades with supersonic leading edge locus
T A I A A PAPER 72-377] p0287 A72-25«oi
Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for
supersonic leading edges, determining expansion
of velocity potential on root chord
P0360 A72-30365
Pressure distribution over delta wing with blunted
edges at small angles of attack 'in hypersonic
wind tunnel tests
p0363 A72-31022
Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and
reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall,
considering effect of angle of attack rate of
change
P0396 A72-3202U
Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and
aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and
rotational noise reduction and overall
efficiency decrease
f A I A A PAPER 72-655] pOU15 A72-34079
Quasi-homogeneous approximation for wing with
curved subsonic leading edges at supersonic
'speeds.
[ICAS PAPER 72-5K] p0556 A72-U1176
Dsing heat pipe structures for cooling leading
edges of hypersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CB-1857] p0099 H72-12949
Free flight measurement of blunt leading edge
caret wing pressure and heat transfer at
supersonic speeds
[ABC-R/B-3679] p0267 N72-19007
Nonegnilibrinm boundary layer flow at leading edge
of highly swept hypersonic infinite span wing
rPB-20U710] ' p0328 N72-20975
VTOL propellers with blowdown edges for increased
hovering ability
fDGLR-71-023) p0382 H72-23016
Analysis of leading edge flow separation resulting
from airfoils oscillating in uniform flow field
at low Reynolds numbers
[AD-73830U] pO«3« N72-25320
Aerothermodynamic integration model, including
. flow paths, leading edges, and.ducts
rNASA-CH-112059] pO<)37 N72-2571*
Optimized design of conically cambered triangular
wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic
trailing edges for drag reduction without
leading edge suction .
CABC-TB-2) p0571 H72-29992
lind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects
of leading edge serrations on two dimensional
airfoil
tNASA-TB-I-2613) . p0581 N72-30992
Calculations for inviscid flow past slender wings
in form of rhombic cones with leading edge
separation
rABC-R/H-3694] . .p0582 N72-30999
Numerical computation of transonic flow around
leading edge of wing profile
[NASA-TT-F-1U285] p0618 N72-32010
Analysis of spanwise distribution leading edge
tangential suction forces on thin sixty degree
delta wing obtained in low speed wind tunnel
[KTH-AEHO-TN-58] p0618 N72-32011
Flow characteristics about uncambered, slender
delta wing at 15 deg incidence with high energy
blowing from leading edge slots
[CR4NFIELD-AERO-9] p0635 N72-32992
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge camber on low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of thin, sharp-edge delta wing
fHASA-CR-2002] p0636 N72-32996
Application of leading-edge-suction analogy to
prediction of longitudinal load distribution of
vortex lift for delta wings
[NASA'-TN-b-6994] p0636 N72-32997
LEAKAGE
Performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in
preventing fuel spillage and fires in survival
aircraft crashes
[AD-73820U] p0425 N72-24547
Standard formula for allowable cabin leakage in
'military aircraft
fAD-739687] pO»82 N72-270U8
LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
Aircraft landing accident involving Learlet Hodel
25 at Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972
tHTSB-AAR-72-2<t.) . p0639 N72-33022
LEABBIBG
NT ASYMPTOTIC HETHODS
NT ITERATIVE SOLDTION
NT PBOBLER SOLVING
LEAST SQUARES HETHOD
Development of technique for curve fitting
experimental aerodynamic normal-force and
pitching-moment coefficient data as function of
angle of attack
CAD-73283K] p0218 N72-17001
LEE BAVBS
Rinds aloft forecast use to predict southwestern
mountain lee wave behavior for general aviation
cross country flights
P0348 A72-28863
LEGAL LIABILITY
Common law liability, of aviation manufacturers,
discussing safety, airworthiness, maintenance,
reporting, modifications-and inspection
requirements and evidence of negligence
p0189 A72-20671
A-278
SUBJECT IHDEI LIFT
Legal aspects of international cooperation'on
aircraft design and production, discussing work
distribution, project management and liabilities
sharing
- ' ' " ' • ' .
 :
 P0215 A72-2IJ881
Legal aspects in prevention of aircraft 'unlawful
•'seizure in'view of international cooperation,
noting German Democratic Republic agreements
' . " ' • " i>0308 A72-27272
LEGEHDRE CODE '-' . '
D' COSPOTEB PROGRAMING ' " . -
LENGTH './' . ' " ' • ' ' - - , -r •' , ' , - " ' ' " •
Length and weight estimates of powerplant
' components^ for y/STOL propulsion systems '''. .
:' f NASA-TB-T-24061 '" ' P0097 B72-12785
1EHS ANTEHHAS ' ' • ' ' . ' " • " . ' . '
Communication'and data relay satellites muitibeam
antennas"characteristics, discussing multiple
feed'reflector's, bootlace lens configuration and
phased arrays . . • - . . - • , . • >
•'• • fAIAi'PAPER 72-5301 . p0308 A72-27355
LETHALITY. ' . " ' i ''..''
Seootely manned vehicles' /HBV/ application in
'aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft' .• •
'' defenses,lethality•increase, equipment costs'and
• --'-'role-, of man during" combat mission ' ' '
•' '•• " " p034lt i72-28«51
Analysis of three commercial''ai'rcfaft. accidents to
..-^'determine'factors affecting survival of
7 .passengers under emergency conditions
fFAA-AB-70-161 ' • ' " • - . ' • ' p0150 'N72-T3989
LEVEL (QDAHTITY) .
NT EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS , " ' .
LIABILITIES • • < r • • • ' • • ' •
N T LEGAL'LIABILITY • . - . ' • - • • '
LIAPUSOV FOHCTIOHS , " . ••
Liapunov functional stability analysis in
structural dynamics'problems including wave
eguations with nonlinear damping
" . ' • ' . ' . p0235 A72-23U57
LIDAB - ''. "' " ••'•'. : '•" : • ' ' ' ''• : ' ' '
0 OPTICAL RADAR -
LIFE (DUBABILITY) i " . ,
NT FftTIGDE LIFE -
NT SERVICE LIFE • ~( • . "• . - . . ' . '
LIFE SUPPOBT SYSTEBS -
NT EBERGENCT LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEHS
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
; development of life support systems for^civil
aircraft environmental control
[•JPHS-5545UV."•'•'. ' ' ' " p0322 N72-20107
Analysis, design, fabrication, and testing of'.'
integrally .armored' crash'worthy seats for aircrews
:.-f AD-71J27330 "' • "- '':'" ' p0586 N72-31030
Banagement of life support and transportation
systems in" Arctic regions
[ AD-71H6691 , . p06«9 N72-33980
LIFEBOATS ' , • '
Aircraft emergency evacuation systems, discussing
door designs, inflatable escape slide'and
slide/lifeboat combination
• . ' • • . - • • " • •
 P0563 A72-t252'0
LIFT -
NT INTEEFERENCE "LIFT
FT JET. LIFT . . ' . ' ' . " ' .
NT ROTOB LIFT '" • ... . . .'' -
NT ZERO LIFT • . '' , ' '
:Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in'
turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on
rotor blades due to incident gusts
p0003 A72-10220
Area rule for change in lift/drag-ratio of
hypersonic delta wing due to oonical body
• addition on compression side
• ' . • , ; • ' ' . p0018 'A72-12270
Drag and lift experimental determination for low
aspect ratio rectangular wings with blunt
trailing edges at Bach numbers 0.5-2.2
TDGLR PAPER 71-11K1 p0023 A72-12712 '
Inverse integral Fourier transforms to solve •
steady periodic motions of wing close to solid
surface, deriving eguations of lift and
- principal moment
p0196 A72-21701 '
Unsteady lift, on airfoils in moving cascades with
inlet axia-1 flow disturbances, estimating lift
on reference -blade between blade channels
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-5] p0293 A72-25608
Lift and pressure fluctuations of. cambered airfoil
under periodic longitudinal and transverse
gusts, applying to axial flow turbomachines
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-30)' . " p0295 A72-25626
Rotating airfoil'experimental test program for
verification of Himmelskamp and Dwyer-BcCroskey
theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift
coefficient vs angle of attack
. ' ' ' p0313 A72-281211
Contracting or diverging.stream flow mean velocity
change effects on airfoil pressure distribution,
circulation and lift, deriving vortex
distribution expression
P0396 A72-32023
Lift and induced.drag characteristics of jet
flapped finite span wings in close proximity to
ground, using method of matched asymptotic-
expansions . .
' . '"• pOUOH A72-32827
Rotary wings lift and efficiency increase by
circulation control via tangential blowing about
bluff trailing edge airfoils
TABS PREPRINT 603] pOIUS A72-34492
Angle of attack increase of an airfoil in -
decelerating flow.
pO<(59 A72-36773
A vortex model for the study of the flow at t^ ie
"rbtot bia'de" of a helicopter -"*-"•
POU61 A72-36975
Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in
-"incompressible flow
rONESA^ IP NO. 10881 .' p0592 A72-37760
Three-dimensional structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.
;
 . - p0507 A72-39631
The lift coefficient of a supercavitating
iet-flapped foil in a free iet.
" " . . . P0556 A72-1I1236
Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layers.
P0557 A72-1126*
Turbofaris under wings to provide lift and thrust
for. STOL aircraft
' rNASA-CASE-lEK-11224-1] ' . P0030 N72-10033
Helicopter lift margin system to aid in
determining power requirements for takeoff and '
landing
[AD-7252071 , pOO<!3 N72-11053
Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin
lifting wings and analytic expressions for far
field conditions
[NASA-TN-D-6530] P0015 S72-11289
Low speed wind tunnel measurements of lift and
pitching moments of NACA 0012 rotary wing
"profiles including measurements during pitching
oscillations at stall
TARC-CP-11U51 pOOSO N72-11903
Wind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift
control system
t.NASA-TN-D-6627] .' p0149 H72-13978
Baximum lift coefficient airfoils developed
through optimization of pressure distribution
TNASA-TB-X-675911 •' p0164 N72-14992
.Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure
' ' distribution on fuselage and two body-wing
configurations in transonic flow
.[BBVG-FB»T-71-2t] p0166 N72-15011
Development of technique .for measuring steady
state lift loads on aircraft with T-tail
configuration and determination of flutter speed
tRAE-TR-71035] . p0219,N72-17991
Lifting potential flow in terms of doublet
distribution over body surface and trailing
vortex sheet
[NAL-TE-2U3] p0258 N72-18281
Hind tunnel determination of lift induced on swept
wing by two-dimensional partial-span deflected
let at Bach numbers from 0.20 to 1^30
rNASA-TB-I-25291 p0365 N72-21997
Review of work on external flow .jet flaps noting
lift coefficient
fAEC-CP-1194] pOU31 N72-21998
Simulation study of lift-roll coupling on handling
qualities of hovering VTOL aircraft using thrust
for roll control
[NASA-TN-D-69061 • - p0516 N72-28020
Development of potential flow and boundary layer
methods for calculation of performance of lift
, systems with significant flow separation
rAD-7104761 . p0531 N72-29025
A-279
LIFT AUGHBBTATIOH SUBJECT IHDEI
Lift curve slope and aerodynamic center position
of wings in inviscid'supersonic and subsonic flow
rESDDV70012] . p0617 1172-31990
numerical analysis of lift coefficient increment
due to .full-span split'flap chord for various
thickness/chord ratios of vinqs
rESDD-01.0'1.041 P0635 H72-32990
LIFT ADGBERT4TIOB
Disk shaped lift engine providing-additional
thrust during takeoff and transition phases of
V/STOL aircraft, returning to ground by jet
after task accomplishment
P0025 A72-12900
10-151 lift and drag augmenting devices for
takeoff and landing characteristics improvement
P0056 A72-13172
Closed loop fluidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil
lift control system, considering application to
helicopter rotor blades
P0121 472-16659
Three dimensional wind 'tunnel investigation of
vortex augmented unsvept wing with leading edge
casp flap and split upper and lower trailing
edge flaps
fSAE PIPER 720321] P0290 472-25581
The flight'mechanics of STOL aircraft.
p01U2 472-31211
Methodology for estimating STOL aircraft high lift
systems characteristics.
FAIAA PAPER 72-779] p0500 472-38138
Lift and control augmentation by spanwise blowing
over trailing edge flaps and- control surfaces.
FAIAA PAPER 72-781] pOSOO 472-38110
Augmentor wing design for Buffalo STOL aircraft,
discussing operational principle and .wind tunnel
test results
pOSSO 472-1068*
In improved solution of the two-dimensional
jet-flapped airfoil problem.
P0591 472-13329
Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on
turbojet wings
rJPRS-54785] p0100 S72-12981
Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction
characteristics of compact ejectors with
applications to V/STOL aircraft
fAD-732812] p0220 N72-17025
Lift increase of small span-chord ratio wings with
lateral fluid -jets directed along span
fAD-733858] p0267 H72-19010
Forward speed effect on lift power of two
dimensional jet ground effect support
POH76 S72-27006
LIFT COEFFICIEHTS
0 AEBODYBAHIC COEFFICIEHTS
D LIFT
LIFT DEVICES
Lifting surface linearized potential theory for
unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and
horizontal tail surfaces, using computer program
p0057 472-13511
Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads
prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and
method of images, determining chord and spanwise
loading on lifting surfaces
TAIAA PAPER 72-26] . P0131 A72-16917
Two dimensional lift characteristics of
multielement airfoils, using potential flow
method based on surface source distribution and
finite difference boundary layer method
fAIAA PAPER 72-31 P0132 A72-16935
Hind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number
effects on boundary layer separation incidence
and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device
eguipped aircraft model
p02<!2 A72-21657
Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid
V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector
management, lift engine bypass ratio and power
plant packaging design
TASHE PAPEH 72-GT-106] P0299 A72-25671
1-1011 propulsion, fuel, flight control,
navigation, avionics, communication, electrical,
environmental control and auxiliary power
systems, discussing structure and high lift
devices
pOUOO 472-32127
Analysis of the interaction of jets and airfoils
in two dimensions.
[AIAA PAPEH 72-777] p0199 A72-38136
Methodology for estimating STOL aircraft high lift
systems- characteristics.
[4144 PAPEB 72-779] pOSOO A72-38138
Potential flow calculations to support
two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on high-lift
devices.
flCAS PAPER 72-13] p0553 A72-11138
The sweepback effect in the subsonic region in the
lower atmosphere and in the hypersonic region at
high altitudes
p0611 A72-14983
Transonic wind tunnel tests of effectiveness of
high lift devices on swept and straight wings in
controlling flow separation
P0071 N72-11860
Prediction of high lift wing characteristics in
relation to detachment phenomena
fHASA-TT-F-11073] P0100 S72-12983
Lift devices for improved takeoff and landing
performance of civil transport aircraft
p0102 H72-12997
Noise measurements of jet augmented lift systems
. for use on proposed STOL aircraft • •
fNASA-TN-D-6710] p0319 N72-20011
Numerical solution for potential transonic flow
past lifting airfoil
p0169 N72-2621?
Leaned stator configuration design for highly
loaded multistage fan drive turbine
CHASA-CR-2096] p0523 N72-28793
LIFT DISTBIBDTIOH
D FOSCE DISTRIBUTION
D LIFT
LIFT DRAG RATIO
Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift
drag ratio aircraft in unpowered flight, using
F-101D as test aircraft
p0395 472-31694
Book on airfoil section designs for light aircraft
covering wind tunnel studies of lift drag ratio
as function of angle of attack
p0399 472-32250
Triangular and conical wings in hypersonic flow
with Hach reflection of shock waves from leading
edge with optimal L/D ratio
pO<(60 472-36893
Jet interference and lift drag ratio of swept wing
aircraft with turbofan above wing
rRAE-TS-AERO-1271] p0028 N72-10009
Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt
trailing edge effects on drag and lift
characteristics of wing profile
p0071 H72-11862
Limitations on approach flight paths of V/STOL
aircraft including limits on descent angle due
to maximum lift drag ratio
C.NASA-CR-1901] p0165 H72-15001
Flight tests of low lift to drag ratio approach
and landing using CV 990 aircraft with similar
size and performance characteristics of proposed
space shuttle vehicle
[BASA-TN-D-6732] p0268 N72-19022
Rind tunnel tests of forward-mounted overwing
turbofan engine model with determination of jet
interference effects and lift-dependent drag .
[ARC-CP-1207] p0527 N72-28998
IIFT FAHS
Leaning vanes for fan noise reduction, discussing
rotor-stator plane fluctuating pressure
amplitude decrease and radial distribution
modification
T A I A A PAPER 72-125] poi28 A72-16823
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic
blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern
change due to inlet flow distortion
fAIAA PAPER 72-128] p0131 A72-16921
STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design
requirements consideration based on common
propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan
lift solution superiority
p02«u 472-24865
Integral and remote powered lift fan engines
design for large civilian VTOL transports
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-65] p0297 472-25651*
Turbotip lift fan design developed for XV-5 VTOL
research aircraft, reviewing changes for future
commercial and research transport systems
flSBE PAPEB 72-GT-111] p0299 472-25671
4-280
SUBJECT IHDEI LIFTING ROTORS
Aircraft fan and compressor noise generation
mechanism, considering mass flow and lift forces
fluctuations fro* rotor and stator airfoils
P0358 A72-29569
Lift fan blade interaction discrete frequency
noise, discnssing potential and viscous
interactions relation to rotor-stator spacing
P0395 A72-32019
Blade characteristics of axial flov fan with
orifice fan guide investigation by theoretical
model with flat plate parallel to wing tip surface
P0397 472-321112
Design of low pressure ratio fan lift engines for
civilian VTOL transport aircrafts
fNASA-TH-X-67977] p0162 B72-11793
Design and characteristics of lift fan engine
system for application to Y/STOL aircraft
rNASA-CR-120838] P0172 H72-15716
Thrust measurement interpretation for V/STOL
models and transition performance of lift fan
configurations
p0210 N72-16693
Investigating lift fan noise reduction by
configuration modifications in LF336/A
fHASA-CB-193U] p0218 N72-1700*
Wind tunnel aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL
transport model with outboard pod mounted front
" fans'and'rear fans located in wing-fuselage
function
fNASA-TH-X-62102] p02»9 N72-17987
Fan and wing force data on wind tunnel .model of
VTOL lift fan in two dimensional wingi with and
without exit louvers
CH4SA-TN-D-665U] p0263 H72-18775
Detail design of turbotip lift fan for use with
YJ97-GE-100 turbojet gas generator to V/STOL
transport research aircraft
[NASA-CR-1207871 p0282 N.72-198U2
Comparison of aerodynamic noise measurements made
on two jet flap systems to be ,used on STOL
aircraft
TNASA-TH-D-6781 1 p0383 H72-23025
Static performance of tip-turbine-driven fan used
in wind tunnel tests of VTOL lift fan models
tNASA-CR-2051] p0390 S72-23836
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of V/STOL transport aircraft
with tip-turbine driven lift fans
fNlSA-TH-X-62151] pO«20 N72-2U010
Design and development of turbotip lift fan for
use with turbojet gas generator installed on
V/STOL transport research aircraft
CNASA-CR-120909] pO»28 N72-2U828
Stress design data for D 700 for design
optimization of LF 160 lift fan
rNASA-CH-1209571 P0535 H72-2956H
Bind tunnel tests of multiple vertical takeoff
aircraft propulsion fans to determine effects of
aircraft components on thrust development
fNASA-TH-I-68138] p06tO N72-33031
LIFT FORCES
D LIFT
LIFTIHG BODIES
UT LIFTING -REENTRY VEHICLES
Subsonic doublet-lattice lifting surface method
nonplanar aspects refinement, using wing-tail
configurations
P0118 A72-16109
Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads
prediction based on Doublet-lattice method and
method of images, determining chord and spanwise
loading on lifting surfaces "
TAIAA PAPER 72-26] p0131 A72-16917
Papers on critical and exploratory flight testing
covering rotary wings, lifting bodies and jet
engine airstart
p01«5 472-18487
Subsonic three dimensional potential flow
computational method lifting aerodynamic
configurations analysis and design
TAIAA PAPER 72-188] p0180 A72-18958
Downwash behind lifting surface related to loading
in ideal incompressible gas by eguations of
motion linearization
P0182 A72-19110
Aircraft performance parameters in terms of effect
on lifting system service and fatigue life and
on design
P0182 A72-19111
Vortex-lattice method for subsonic aircraft.
aerodynamic coefficients calculation, verifying
results with airbus lifting surface wind tunnel
test data
p039« A72-31U01
Transonic viscous flow around lifting
two-diaensional airfoils.
tAIAA PAPER 72-678] . pO«52 A72-35U79
Supercritical aerodynamics technology, noting
lifting surface cross sectional profile and
structural weight reduction
pOU91 A72-37678
The application of non-planar lifting surface
theory to the calculation of external-store loads.
fAIAA PAPER 72-971] p0561 A72-123BO
Flutter analysis and unsteady pressure fields
induced by pitching motions of wall mounted
sweptback.uinq, verifying experimentally lifting
surface theory in high subsonic range
P0569 A72-U309t
Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin
lifting wings and analytic expressions for far
field conditions
CNASA-TN-D-6530] pOO«5 N72-11289
Structural design and perfornance tests on low
drag ring wing-body configurations
[NLR-TBr6907p-nj _ p02<»9 B72;J7993
Flight simulation of remotely controlled lifting
body model
rbLH-FB-71-82] p0319 N72-20010
Technignes and procedures for conducting flight
tests of lifting body type aircraft during
transonic and supersonic flight conditions
[NASA-TB-X-68306] p0329 B72-20986
Linearized lifting surface theory for determining
pressure distribution on subsonic delta wing
P0379 N72-22992
Momentum theory for optimum design of wing surfaces
p0618 N72-31999
Aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surfaces
tJPHS-57100] p0618 N72-3200S
.Effect of proximity of earth surface to
.'"aerodynamic coefficients
p0618 K72-32006
Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting
systems composed of rectangular wings arranged
one behind other
p0618 N72-32007
LIFTIHG REENTRY VEHICLES
Thin shock layer theory of lifting properties of
reentry caret and flat delta wings and .
waveriders at high incidence angles and Bach
number
p0018 A72-123<|5
LIFTIHG ROTOBS
Helicopter rotor tip drag relief estimate based on
two dimensional drag divergence with Nach
number, airfoil parameters and flight conditions
p002<» A72-12882
General solution for thin airfoil rectilinear
motion in ideal incompressible gas, applying to
rotor blade lift calculation
P0231 A72-22860
Bell lifting rotor systems, examining company
contributions in electronics and avionics
p0245 472-2<l877
Random vibration statistics of lifting rotors with
feedback controls, solving response variance
matrix by random inputs shaping filters
p0351 A72-29096
Integral eguation for calculation of unsteady
aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting rotor
blades, taking into account air compressibility
fONEBA, TP NO. 1081] p0356 A72-29671
Russian book - Experimental studies of helicopter
aerodynamics.
p0507 A72-39598
V/STOL aircraft configurations with lifting
counter-rotating disks, presenting aerodynamic
coefficients from rotating water tank experiments
p0551 A72-K1070
Rotor and propeller wake calculation, recovery
rotors, and rotor feedback control - conference
CDLR-HITT-71-12] p0037 N72-11001
Lifting rotor flow noting wake models
P0037 N72-11002
Rotor downwash variation by changing vortice
diameter, flapping, rotor speed, and radius and
placing infinite span wing in flow field
A-281
LIFTIBS SOBFACES SUBJECT INDBI
p0037 N72-11003 '
Constant phase shift between flapping and action'
on center'of gravity for spring hinged'rotor
with variable flapping stiffness
p'0038 H72-11007
Gust alleviation methods and lifting rotor dynamic
stability - . - . . • - •
fNASA-CR-111(3871 . p0079 B72-11890
Test equipment and calibrating tests for lifting
rotor load and- vibration measnrements
tNASA-CR-11<(388] P0079 H72-11891
Mathematical model for lifting rotors in vertical
flight using matched asymptotic expansions
[FFA-1181 P0320 N72-20022
Vortex ring method used for calculations of
aerodynamic characteristics of helicopter'
lifting rotors at any angle of attack in flow
with comparatively high velocity - ; '
rAD-735439] • p0327 N72-20973
Flight mechanical aspects for V/STOL propeller and
rotor design - . . - . . : .
fDGLR-71-016] • ' • ' p038"l N72-23009
Design and construction'of hydraulic 'controlled1 •'•
rotor with erectable blade recovery system
rpGLB-71-020-PT-1 ]-' • • p0382 N72-23013
Application of state transition matrix for
numerical analysis of stability and r<gust :' "
response of lifting rotor with rigid flapping
blades- and rigid hub ' ' • • ' '•'
P0131 N72 i25001
Mathematical model for predicting radiated
rotational noise of lifting rotor or :propeller
CAD-740816] ' p0579 N72-30611
LIFTING SOBFACES ' '" . . . - , . .
0'IIFT DEVICES
D LIFTING BODIES - ' - - . ' . ' • . .
0 SDEFACES " ' ' '" ' ' • ' • • ' -
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) • • : ! . • . - :-.,..
NT AIRGLOW
LIGHT AIBCBAFT ' ' - - ' " ' ' ' - " .
NT PIPER AIBCRAFT .- - • - ' ' • • - '
General aviation type light airplanes pilot ••-•••'
workload during steep landing approach,
comparing flight tested control response
parameters with handling qualities criteria
fllAA PAPER 72-125] ' p0132" A72-16941
Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft,
'describing development and static and-dynamic--'
- testing
fSAE PAPER 720322] p0290 'A72-25585
Commercial applications of quiet light aircraft
technology, discussing cost and noise reduction
TSA1! PAPER 720339] p0292 A72-25596
Flight tests of stability augmentation system for
light airplane improving pilot control during1
IFR encounter
P0309 A72-27513
Small aircraft navigation over 10-400 mile course
segments by raw OHEGA phase information--de • " •
presentation on conventional ID-249 course'-,'''
deviation indicator - • ' • • • ' » .
' . P0353 A72-29201
Low altitude gust load spectra above Czechoslovak
territory interpreted in terms of equivalent !
velocity cumulative freguencies .for light aircraft
P0358 A72-30282
German Bo 105 five/six seat light utility
helicopter with rigid glass-fiber reinforced
plastic rotor blades, presenting design a n d - •
performance
P0360 A72-30678
Book on airfoil section designs for light aircraft
covering wind tunnel studies of lift drag ratio
as function of angle of attack '
• - p0399 A72r32250
The integration of composite structures into
aircraft design. '' •'•
p0450 A72-35281
The New Zealand light aircraft fatigue meter' -
program.
P0609 A72-44735
Effects of variations in lift and drag "response to''
longitudinal control on the ease and guality of .'•
landing. . - . '
' P0613 A72-45333
Techniques for forecasting turbulent weather '
conditions below 10,000 feet for light aircraft '
operating in Hawaiian Islands
fAD-726107] p0046 N72-11525
Flight simulation of aviation trainer-2 GAT-2 for
determining reliability of light twin engine
aircraft
• [AD-731135] ' •' - p0169 N72-15252
Performance analysis of small annular turbojet
combnstor with several cost-reducing innovations
:
 for use in commercial light aircraft
fNASA-TH-1-2476] '. p0217 N72-16937
Simulation of PA-30 Cbmanche light aircraft
performance and autopilot operation during final
approach configuration '
[AD-733757] " • ' '' ' p0255 H72-18043
Design of glider towing propeller aircraft
' ' * ' . . ' ' . '' ' P0318 N72-20002
Comparison of Bankel engine characteristics with
•''small reciprocating and jet engines used as
power'plants in light aircraft
JREPT-998] '"• ' pQ326 N72-20764
Briefs of accidents involving amateur and
'home-built aircraft'in OS during 1969 ., • -•
[PB-206040] p0385'N72-230UO
LIGHT'ALLOTS '
NT ALDHINDH ALLOYS '' '.' - . -:-"! '' .
NT HAGNESIDB ALLOYS '•'[ •' ''"'"'''.''. ''!'\'\
.Aircraft light alloy integral construction; for
- ' stress concentration and,fatigue failure '
avoidance; describing continuous casting;' ' '
process, stress relieving and' ultrasonic flaw
"'
 :
 testing" procedures ' • • • • • •
, _ ' '-' pO.185' A72-19725
LIGHT'EHISSI'OH • . . . ' ' • ' " .
NT ELECTBOLDHINESCEIICE ' ' ' :' '' ''•'<'• '• ' '
LIGHT' INTENSITY .. . „ ,.
D LUMINOUS INTENSITY , ..'„• ' ' :, ..
LIGHT SCATTERING '"''
Human and instrumental observations of aviation,
visibility',' discussing measnrements 'of ' "','!'
extinction coefficient and light'scatter arid
'sensors testing""' ; ' ' '• " - • : - . .-
' ' p0347>A72-28845
Laser'Dbppler velocimeter operating in fqrward-
and back-scatter modes for. supplementing wind
' tunnel flow field measurements "in subsonic,' •
'transonic-and supersonic regimes '
'p0563 A72-42678
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING ' ' . . '. ' "'
High 'light transmission•electrically .conducting
'Hyviz' and gold film laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heating applications
:
 p0357 A72-30038
Light transmission^ reflectipn and environment
problems' of hydrophilic coatings for fog and '
frost protection in aviation instrument.window
design • ' ' ' .
•'•'•'•
 :
 ' p0563 A72-42519
Techniques for measuringvand monitoring slant
visibility of pilots landing aircraft in fog and,
haze . '• '-' ' ' -' ,. ' ' ' : ' '
" rDOT-TSC-FAA-71-25] p0330 N72-20998
LIGHTHILL GAS MODEL . - '
Lighthill-based "model of sound emission from '
axisymmetric turbulence convected by mean flow,
and implications for jet noise
[NASA-TN-D-6939] ' ' p0579 N72-30607
LIGHTHILL HETHOD ,' ' . :
Circular jets sound generation "analysis, using ^
Lighthill eguation and Michalke spectral method
"[DFVLS-SONDDR-179] p0186 A72-2010,0
LIGHTING EQDIPBENT . : '
NT AIRCBAFT LIGHTS :- ' ' ' '
NT AIRPORT- LIGHTS ' - " "'; '
NT FLASH LAMPS • ' " ' " • . ' " . ' '
NT.HUNHAY LIGHTS ; '
Airport runway lighting systems development,
noting lamp for night flights'and control console
" : • "•' ' ' ' p0358 A72-30119
Evaluation of modified instrument lighting system
installed in T-38 aircraft
[AD-737121] ' : :•-' ' " '• • ' .p0385 N72-23043
LIGHTNING '
Lightning-protective coatings for boron/epoxy
composite materials, discussing high current
damage mechanisms, simulation facility 'and test
results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc
P0009 A72-10783
Thunderstorm flight testing for evaluation of
rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on
aircraft, engine arid systems operating
A-282
SUBJECT IHDEI .. LIQUID CBISTiLS
characteristics
p01«7 A72-18500
aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning
protection in airframes. using adhesive bonding,
high strength materials and high nodulns fiber
structures
pom. 172-18767
Multiple swept stroke flash technique, to test
lightning effects on aircraft
P0177 A72-18768
lightning simulation laboratory for aircraft
strike testing, using high energy generators
p0178 A72-18774
Lightning current tests of aircraft glass/carbon
fiber reinforced plastics materials
P0357 A72-300MO
The lightning arrester-connector - A new'concept
in system electrical protection.
-•'• P0500 A72-38989
Electrostatic charge on an aircraft and lightning
striking the aircraft
P05H5 A72-»0171
Studying temperature response of metal plate to
steady electric arc for determining possible.,
damage to aircraft structures by lightning •.
[0180-11(190-11 . P0203 N72-15962
Lightning discharge ignition of .fuel vapors
--• beneath titanium-alloy aircraft skin -
f'NASA-CB-120827] p022» M72-179U9
Lightning initiated by human activities
fAD-7359171 P0337 H72-21392
Lightning triggered by man and lightning hazards
P0482 N72-2710T
LIHITATIONS ;
D COBSTBAINTS . .,.
LIBE1B ABBAYS
Ground based Doppler navigation system for vide
range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach
guidance, using linear directive antenna array
for conical surface definition
p01«2 A72-18183
Step-scan landing system technigue, using
microwave fixed linear array for area coverage
with pattern of narrow overlapping individually
coded segnentially switched beams
p01<IU A72-18397
Linear HF radar antenna array aperture synthesis
for ionospherically propagated signal reception
in airplane for achievement of ideal directivity
without ionospheric compensation
p0551 A72-1H080
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems, noting antenna
radiation pattern and signal spectra
rAT/DTBN/2-155] p0111 H72-13590
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems emphasizing granularity
[AT/bTBN/2-171J p0389 N72-23663
LINEAB ENEBGY TBAHSPEB (LET)
High altitude radiation instrumentation system for
dose and linear energy transfer spectral
measurements for supersonic transport program
P0221 H72-17722
LIHEAE EQUATIONS
Linear egnations with periodic coefficients in
mathematical models for systems with rotating
components, discussing nethods for obtaining
closed form solutions
P0186 A72-2020H
LIBEAE FILTERS
Optimal stochastic /Kalman/ filters application to
integrated air and submarine navigation systems,
discussing measurement errors modeling as bias
and colored noise
P0017 A72-12050
Helicopter stability derivative extraction and
data processing using Kalman filtering technigaes
CAHS PEEPBINT 6U1 ] pOI|»7 A72-3H501
Extended Kalman filter with fictitious noise input
for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters
applied to VIOL aircraft
P0502 A72-38265
Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems
using air data.
f AI»A PiPEB 72-8471 j>050<* 172-39082
In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial
measurement units. I - General formulation. II -
Experimental results.
P0551 A72-U1079
LINBAB PEOSBABBIHG
Linear programming application to aircraft
selection for tactical airlift fleet contingency
planning - . • ' -
[AD-736074] p0191 A72-21468.
Optimal design of thin walled minimum weight
aircraft shell structures, using linear
programming " . ' • • • '
. • P0351 i72-29H3 •
Design of a military air cargo transportation
system by use of a large scale mathematical'
programming model.. •
.
 : p0604 A72-11577
Linear programming applied to air traffic
prediction noting airline operations for optimal
flight
 ; , . -.•
CDLB-FB-71-60] p0326 H72-20595
LI8EAB STSTEHS . .
Helicopter rotor blade response to random loads
treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with
time-varying coefficients ,
[AIAA PAPEB 72-169] . p0132 A72-169UO
Linear airspeed and runway rate field displays,
measuring initial response, latencies, 'control
reversals and root mean square tracking errors
. p0139 A72-17717
Hultiinput and multioutput linear and nonlinear
dynamic system'maximum likelihood identification
based on state .vector fornulation and optimal
filter use
: . . p0183 A72-19286
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive.
stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional
p0234 A72-23U31
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive
stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional .
P0503 A72-38514
Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect
of applied vortex model on exactitude of
numerical analysis . .
P0038 N72-11005
Development of theory of vibrations of linear and
nonlinear systems and application to calculating
vibrations in aircraft engines
fAD-7313511 P0172 1172-15721
Derivation of differential eguations for optimal
feedback for constant linear system
[VTH-165] p0279 H72-19663
Design of optimal feedback^controller.for
mnltivariate linear systems having subsystem
sensitivity constraints
[HASA-TH-X-68041] p0387 N72-23195
Identification of linear stochastic systems using
state variable formulation for discrete linear
stochastic system
[AD-7m«37] - . p0536 H72-29632
LIHES (GEOBETBY)
Nonlinear algebraic transformation to determine
straight line and second order curve
intersection point in aircraft lofting problem
P0345 A72-28742
IING-TEBCO-VODGHT HILITABI AIBCBAPI
D BILITABT AIBCEAFT
Limes
Engine fan-compressor maximum noise reduction for
given aircraft configuration by acoustic linings
on nacelle inlet and exhaust walls
P0183 A72-19268
Optimization of acoustic linings in presence of
wall shear layers.. . "
P0518 A72-4033i(
Design of flexible steel liners for adjustable
transonic wind tunnel nozzle
fNPL-AEBO-NOTE-1098] p0030 N72-10023
LINKING
D JOINING
LIQUEFIED GASES
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN
ST LIQUID OXT.GEH
LIQUID COOLING
NT FILM COOLING .
Flightweight components and water cooled test
adapters for hypersonic engine
[NASA-CB-112055] pOU37 N72-25711
LIQUID CBTSTALS
Continuous HOT of coalescers /let 'fuel filters/ by
lignid crystals, detecting split seams, cap
A-283
LIQUID DYHAHICS SUBJECT IHDEI
leaks, cracks, material., imperfections and epoxy
filled voids - - "•
TiSME PAPER 72-DE-25J .'' ' p0362 A72-30867
Development of'air navigation system using liquid
crystals and electronic equipment to determine
direction to selected VOB station
rsASA-CR-1120621 ' '' "•'- ' p0389 B72-2366*
LIQUID DTHiHICS' •'...';• '''.."
U FLUID DYNABICS . - • ' . • " • ' • ''•',..' . . • • • "
LIQUID ISJBCTIOH '' !-'"'., '
NT BATER INJECTION. . ' ' " .
LIQUID BETALS . • ' "' '
Liquid metal'regenerator' design and test ' ' .
evaluation for qas turbine engine fuel
consumption improvement - .
fASBE PAPEB 72TGT-33] .''"'.' ' '.p0295 172-25629
Cryogenic and liquid-metal technoloqy applications
in industry and for 'ground transportation '. •'.
fNASA-TB-X-680921 p()il86 N72-27737
LIQUID BITBOGBN ' ': ' ' . .".; ' . '
Testing of liquid nitrogen as aircraft enginefire
- extinguishant .• >'• • •• - ---
rFAA^BD-71-581 : p.0085 N72-11940
Fl'iqht ;test's to determine effectiveness of liquid...
nitroqeri fuel^tank'inerting system for fire , '
prevention on DC-9 aircraft
fFAA-BD-72-531 pQ579' N72-30769
LIQUID OXYGEN ' . . ' . . ' • ' . ' . ' . ,
LOX supply systems /installation for civil '.' ]."
transport aircraft 'crew :and/6r passenger ' ..
breathing oxygen ' ' . . '' '" "".
' -fSAE AIB 12231 !: P0301 A72-26030
LIQUID PHOPELLAHT BOCKET ENGINES ' ' ' . ' . 1'. "
Soviet book on'thermal- and gas dynamic design of,'
gas turbines' in aircraft arid 'liquid ,prbpeliant"
'rocket enqines, covering three dimensional.^" _..(,.
flows, temperature distribution, component ;,'''.'''.,'''
cooling, etc - ': ' '" ' -'• ' ' ' : "'l '.
'• p0070'-A72-'l52a6
Biraqe 3B liquid propellant auxiliary rocket , . .,
engine, discussing intercept performance ' 'V '^'..\ *
enhancement . , .'.'.*,". .'.
p0126 A72-,16T08 '
Liquid propellant rocket enqines for racing cars
a n d aircraft - • ' • - ' ' ' • ' , ' )
p0525 H72-28966,,.,
LIQUID BOCKS* PBOPELLMTS -i'",-'
HT CBIOGENIC BOCKET PBOPELLANTS .".'--, '.',
LIQUID-GAS BIXTUBES . . . , . ' ,
NT FOG ' ' ' . . . . ' ,
Hydrothermodynamic foundations of' hydrofoil'.' .,"'
engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas"
turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient
and power efficiency
p02«7 A72-25128.,
LIQUIDS . . . . ' . . ' '
NT CBYOGENIC BOCKET PBOPELLANTS ' :'.'..
HT HIDBAULIC FLUIDS ' '
NT LIQUID IJETALS
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN ', . .'. :. ,...;'
NT LIQUID OXYGEN ' , . " . .
LITEBATDBE • ' ' ,
NT BIOGBAPHY
NT DOCUMENTATION
Summary of literature on altimeter display
relating to aircraft 'height
r?Al-BD-72-U61 P013H B72-25426
LOAD DISTBIBDTIOH (FOBCES) ' . . . . . . .
Airport apron surface pavement strain measurements
under field loadinq'conditions, considerinq. ..
static and dynamic loads nith finite element;,
method . . .
p0002 A72-10192
Strnctnral sandwich panel design, establishing
simple stress and deflection formulas under
transverse loading based on tests evaluating
balsa as laminate core
p0009 A72-10723
Shear and direct stresses on fuselage model cross
section due to concentrated radial loads on
frame comparing measurement with prediction by
matrix force analysis
 ; . .- '
P011U A72-18322
Bilqa 3 aircraft structure service life from ...
structural fatiqne theory and .^te'sts, emphasizing
operational load distribution measurement
P0196. A72-.2163U
Ring load distribution and induced draq control by
warping, summarizing linear theory and wind
tunnel test results •„ ••'
,. .. . •', .-, . .," p02«0 A72-24218
A consistent approach for treatinq distributed
• loading in the matrix force method.
POS57 A72-1I126.1 •
Application of leadinq-edqe-suction analogy to
. .prediction of.longitadinal load distribution of
vortex lift,for delta wings «
.[NASA-TN-D-699UJ p0636 N72-32997
LOAD FACTORS ... . I
D LOADS (FOBCES) . .. '
LOAD TESTS " . ...
Structural Acoustic Honitor system for -airframe
structural proof -testing, providing multichannel
recording and aural monitoring of acoustic.data
-.derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers
p02<K> A72-2U1I(6 .
Low temperature environmental chamber for F-11V
proof load testing, describing components of .
cold air forced'convection recirculation system
with liguid nitrogen injection ...-.-. •• •
(,.,,. ...-> .'-. POU02 A72-32612
LOADING FOBCES '. .;.-.. -.; .: -.:•> . •- .... ;
U LOADS. (-FOBCES)-.q T "'- ', ":: V . ...4,
LOADING BOBENTS
 P-.;. . , . . - _ . , . . ' - • . '
Simulation qf:;fliqht maneuver-load distributions
;,7.utilizinq stationary, nonGaussian random loa'd
histories - . - - . • • • . .-» •- -<•'• :i>'.'. '•' : ' •' "••'•'•
fNASA-TN-D-6570] .• •(• .- ' .:p0098'.N72-12908
LOADING OPERATIONS : ' - - C r
Super Guppy four engine aircraft characteristics,'-
performance and loadinq device for'bulky cargo
air transportation - * ' *'.'•'••'
...'-.;. . . - . - . - • ' P0300 fA7;2-.25812
LOADING WAVES '..''*•. , , ',-,.- " 5 J. :
D ELASTIC WAVES ; • i .;: ..".'. : 1 -. - '
U LOADS {FOBCES).
LOADS (FOBCES) ., ... , .; - .; •:'".. -
NT AEBODYNAHIC LOADS- .. • .. , .' • ..-...'- •\v'..'.'
NT AXIAL LOADS '.
NT BLA'ST LOADS' »•* .M.^ .
 ;> • •. .•.-.'
NT COBPBESSION LOADS - '! - ' "'. "A '•.!.•
NT CBITICAL LOADING . . . .: - - ,: • ' -
NT CYCLIC LOADS . . • :
NT DYNABIC LOADS •. • .''. ' ••; •'
NT GUST LOADS ' . :>
BT IBPACT LOADS
NT LANDING-LOADS . . .'
NT BANDOB LOADS ' . ...
BT BOLLING. CONTACT LOADS • - • . . -
NT SHOCK LOADS .• . - ' .>' •
NT STATIC LOADS
NT THBDST LOADS . ' • • .
NT TRANSIENT LOADS
NT VIBBATOBY LOADS . . .
NT BING .LOADING .. . - . ; . ' »
Stability and control dynamics of helicopter •
.hovering with heavy sling.load, analyzing
maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous
motion . • '
•[AHS PBEPBINT 630) ' - pO<»45 A72-34488
The Few Zealand light aircraft fatigue meter
program.
P0609 A72-4H735
Statistical evaluation of operational load forces
on undercarriage of F-101 aircraft
[BAE-LIB-TBASS-15911 . pOIOI B72-12989
LOCALIZATION ... . . : ; , - . '
U POSITION (LOCATION) .•'"••; •• • •
LOCATION , . •
0 POSITION (LOCATION)
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT - . , . ' • •
NT ELECTBA .AI-BCBAFT
 f:, .
LOCKHEED HILITABT AIBCBAFT . • '
U HILITABY AIBCBAFT '
LOCKS . (FASTEHEBS)
Development of sprayable urethane sealant for
protection of heated areas on aircraft structures
[ AD,-727592 ] • . p0035 H72-10t89
LOFTING
Computer 'calculation of second order curve segment
discriminant in geometrical problem associated
with, aircraft lofting, assessing method accuracy
, P0345 A72-28739
Nonlinear algebraic transformation to determine
straight line and. second order curve "- ' •
intersection point in aircraft lofting problem
• - . . ' _ • • - : p03«5 A72-28742
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SOBJBCT IHDEI LOB ALTITUDE
LOG PERIODIC AHTEBHAS
Log periodic dipole antenna systems for ILS
'• localizers, noting reduced sensitivity to snow
and ice : . . • • . . . - ,
- '' • p0189 A72-37279
LOGIC CIBCDITS ' .
Improvements in aircraft maintenance procedures •''
:based on solid state electrical power management
and solid state contactless-switching circuits
. ? • . • - . - . • - pOO<U-N72-li03U
Development of data insertion techniques for " •I°. '
automatically providing pilot with 'Heading and-'
attitude command information ' '•'*•''
TAD-73180*1 p0206 S72-15981
Associative process and cellular logic in memory
circuits'-for avionics computer ' • ''* - - ' ' -
CAD-736710]1'. • P0387 H72-23169
LOGIC DESIGH > • - . .
Digital'computer memory'System for real time
processing of air and naval traffic data, "!C -'
discussing logic design, tine comparisons and'
optimum use •*- '-' -; - • '<•* • • -' • . ' . ' • • *
.•••: •• •••••• p0022 A72-126117 ^
Future trends of airborne computers. •'"'-' ''''.'"•-•'•-
UIAA PAPER 72-89S] p0505 A72-39109
Development and evaluation of an energy-^oriented-'•?*•-'"
guidance logic for air combat models; . -.' ' - i n '*
__ fAIAA ?APEH ,72-9,«9] p0562 A72-fl235<l
logical design of associative processor for
•avionics digital computer ' :;•"'..'
C AD-737188 ] p0387 'HT2-231 6I^'•''!"!
LOGIC SBTBOBKS " . > <V . • .- • • ' m .".i<
0 LOGIC,.CIBCDITS >' . .: , . •••
LOGISTICS •-'•• - " • -•'
Bilitar.y aircraft operations and logistics . .
computerized simulation for support and ...•":;•'"
maintenance cost estimates ' ••'.'""•-,
P01U1 A72-n97y,;
The heavy lift helicopter - An operations'"•'•" ;• ' ~ j
research/technology/performance"'blend: ' '"' ' ' 5
p060« A72-«115'81
LOGISTICS HiHAGEHEHT ' •'
HI INVEHTOBY BAHAGEHEST • •' ' . / .'
Concorde on-time operation as total management-'
problem from design to airline operations, '
discussing technigues for in-flight failure :
diagnosis and onward reporting ' ;
pO«02 A72-32460 '
Management of life support and transportation-
systems in Arctic regions • '
rAD-7i»4669]
 P06«9 N72-33980
LOHG E4HGE SAVIGATIOH . - '
U LOEAN • . . -
H LORAK D ' ;
LONGITUDIHAL COHTROL '
Aft center of gravity travel effects on aircraft
longitudinal control response characteristics
CSAE PAPER 720318] . p0290 A72-25581
in experimental-investigation of STOL longitudinal
flying gnalities in the landing approach using
the variable stability I-22A aircraft.
TABS PHEPBINT 61(2] p0117 A72-31502
Buitiloop piloting aspects of longitudinal
approach path control.
TICAS PAPER 72-461 P0555 A72-l)ini
Control reguirements for control configured
vehicles. -
P0611 A72-45349
Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness 'of
cyclic pitch control on V/STOL aircraft'for ,
longitudinal control during hover and transition '
[AD-73H237]
 P0271 N72-19039
Bind tunnel tests to determine longitudinal•
control capability of four propeller, tilt wing
aerodynamic configuration with'"cyclic pitch '
propellers ' ; '
fAD-73<t2361 P0271 N72-19040
Hind tunnel tests to 'determined-effectiveness of "
cyclic pitch" propellers as low speed
longitudinal control system for V/STOL tilt wing
transport-type aircraft
(AD-73U0681 ' P0272 H72-19047
Performance of cyclic pitch propellers for
longitudinal conttol of V/STOL' tilt wing aircraft
:rDGLR-71-019l P0381 H72-23012
LOHGITODIBAL STABILITT • - . - . • ,
Pitching moments effect on phugoid and height mode
stability of aircraft in supersonic flight
P0236 A72-23622
Problems and solutions related to the design of a
control augmentation system for a longitudinally
unstable supersonic transport. -- -r;
fAIAA PAPEB 72-871] '
 t . ."pOSOS A72-3'9128
Aerodynamic characteristics of the slotted fin.
', '. . -
f
 .-"••, P0557 A72TU1262
Aircraft longitudinal stability under conditions
of varying atmospheric density, thrust force and
velocity, determining critical altitude for.
vanishing oscillations •
 ;-
fAIAA PAPEH 72-9511 V0562 A72-U2358
Low speed wind tunnel longitudinal stabi-lity tests
on cambered wings of mild gothic planform of 1/4
aspect ratio . .
IARC-CP-1163] . ,. p0081 S72-11907
Rind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of AVRO
'' .720 scale model ,with determination of .up-elevon
''and leading edge notch effects
.t ABCTCP-1140] '
 ;; p0088 H72-11962
find tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of close-coupled .. .
' wing-canard configurations at Bach numbers from
.1.60 to 2.86
,r»ASA-TN-D-6597] , .: ... p0165..N72-1.5000
Effect of thickness,on subsonic longitudinal
stability characteristics of'70 deg sweepback
delta,wings
',rAFC-H/ll-3673] ... p0202 ,N72-15950- T •
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of
-)et fighter aircraft extracted from flight test
data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation
r,,CHASA^TN-D-6532] ' p0252 H72-18013
Control and perturbation transfer.function •. .- i
coefficients as function of aircraft derivatives
for uncontrolled longitudinal motion in turbulence
[D'LB-BTTT-71-:111 '.'.'. '. . ' P0366 N72-22010
IOHGITDDINAL WIVES .-" . - ^ - : . - ' . " . ' . '
Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal
. shear fluctuations.
'•'•'. ' .. ' . . , , -, -P.0599 A72-UU1i(6
LOOK AHGLES : ',".'. "., " '-.' '"..
0 AZIBOTH
LOOP. AHTEHHAS .
Bad'i'ation patterns from, adaptive loop antenna
arrays for aircraft communication systems
TAD-7,35096] p0275 N72-19230
LOHAB • • • • • • • • , , ,
ST LOEAN C . .
ST LORAH D ' ' . - . - • • • . .
Fighter bomber Loran-inertial data processing with •
digital computer, to combine navigation, guidance
and weapon delivery into fully integrated system
7'. ' .. ".. pQil07'A72-3321(6
An area navigation system for a long range airplane.
p0516 A72-K0281
LOBAB C
Application of airborne digital computers to loran
C/D and Omega navigation and guidance systems , .
p0336 N72-21225 ; •-
Development of precision air navigation system
based on loran C systen and digital barometric
altimeter
[AD-7D089K] p0579 H72-30597 -..-
LOBAH D
Application of airborne digital computers to loran
C/D and Omega navigation and guidance .systems
' p0336 H72-21225
LOOBGES -, ; • . : . : .
Lounge planning model for airport.terminal design
simulation, taking into account scheduled '
arrivals and departures, ..aircraft types, -.
passenger number, gate assignments, etc
pOim A72-17979
L O B ALTITDDE . . . .
Low altitude gust load spectra above Czechoslovak
territory interpreted in,terms of equivalent
velocity cumulative freguencies for light aircraft
P0358 A72-30282
Low-altitude atmospheric turbulence around an
airport. . '
 t • ,
' ' "' p0613 472-U53311
Crew coBpartmenfvibration environment in B-52 .
aircraft during low altitude^ high speed flight
fAD-727023] . P0033 S72-10.127.
Integrated low altitude flight control system for.
military helicopters
 (. ,, ,
: , " p0083 N72-1192U
Terrain avoidance radar for OS Army rotary wing
aircraft "
A-285 -.
LOB ASPECT EiTIO SOBJECT IHDEI '
'p0083 S72-11927
Plight tests of ribbon parachutes with 2000 Ib
store at low altitude
rsC-DC-71-U022] P0151 H72-1399*
Beasarenent of B-58 crev compartment vibration
environment daring high speed, lov altitude flight
TAD-730288V ' p015» H72-11013
Beteorological data acquisition procedures for
monitoring changes in atmospheric parameters at
low altitudes to support aircraft flyover noise
measurements - ; •
rNASA-CB-19«5] . ' p0166 H72-1500<(
Low altitude airdrop system using inflation-aided
recovery parachutes for extraction •
TAD-735375] p0332 H72-21013 "
LOW ASPECT BATIO
Viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally "
cambered small aspect ratio slender wing near
solid interface
p0119 A72-16215
Slender body theory for flow calculation past low
aspect ratio delta wing with straight trailing
edge, noting lifting vortices distribution
p0217 A72-25131
Design of low pressure ratio fan lift engines for
civilian YTOL transport aircrafts
[HASA-TB-X-67977] p0162 N72-1U793
Lift increase of small span-chord ratio wings with
lateral fluid jets directed along span
fAD-733858] ' p0267 B72-19010
LOB ASPECT BATIO BIHGS
NT DELTA WIHGS
Force and pressure distribution measurements on "'-*
delta wing-body•combination in compressible
flow, investigating Reynolds number effect -
rDGLB PAPEB'71-1183 p0022 A72-12707
Drag and lift experimental determination for low
aspect ratio rectangular wings with blunt
trailing edges at Bach numbers 0.5-2.2
rDGLB P1PEE 71-1111] p0023 A72-12712
Tip clearance effect on compressor blade
aerodynamic characteristics, applying Bollay
analysis to low aspect ratio rectangular wing
p0024 A72-12825
Aerodynamic center and center of pressure of
slender small aspect ratio wing near solid'' or
free surface, determining angle of attack effect
p0351 A72-29131-
Calculation of a thin-walled small-aspect-ratio
wing beyond the limit of proportionality
p0598 A72-U3651
Woodward panel method used to calculate loads on
slender bodies with small aspect ratio wings for
supersonic flow ' '
rFFA-AU-635-PT-1] pp317 H72-19995,
Calculating downwash angles behind wings with
small span-chord ratios moving at subsonic
speeds using nonlinear algebraic equations
p0618 H72-32009'~
LOB DEBSITT HATEBIALS
High strength, stiffness and low density ••"'"-•
properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites
in flight structures ' ' '
p0065 A72-1U745
LOB DEHSITY BIHD TDHHELS
Magnetic balance measurements of aerodynamic
 ( '•
forces on spheres and slender cones in
hypersonic low density wind tunnels, noting"
sting effect -'"'
p02«3 A72-2il771
LOB FBEQOEBCIES . > iJO'- •'!. ,
Flight test method for determination of stability
and performance characteristics from maneuvers
in low and intermediate frequencies
rVTH-163] p0267 N72-19009
LOB LEVEL TOBBOLEHCE '
Aircraft flight conditions effect on low altitude
critical air turbulence in terms of gust
velocity components for CAT prediction
p03<!8 A72-28861 '
LOB PASS FILTEBS ' '
Low pass filter reguireoents and performance in
variable speed constant freguency system for
aircraft electric power supplies
rBAE-TB-71088] pO«3U H72-25273
LOB PBESSDBE
Low pressure ra-tio Q-FAN propulsor noise reduction
tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source
components and design configurations'
PAPEB 72-61-40] ' p0295 -A72-25631I
LOB SPEED - - .- •
.Supersonic transport aircraft and BAC 221 aircraft
piloted flight simulation near zero rate climb
'velocity for determining aircraft maneuver'
controllability at low speed , ..
. [ABC-CP-.1165] p0043 H72-11018
""Aerodynamic and control characteristics .of,.,
helicopters in level flight and steep descents
' at low "speeds " ,.' '
[AD-729807] p0154 H72-14010
Bind tunnel/flight simulation of slender delta ,
wing aircraft dynamic response to,Dutch roll at
low speed .
CABC-B/B-3669] ' J p02p« N72-15970
• Approximate analysis for solving fourth order '
nonlinear equation of motion of, HP-115. aircraft
at low speed ' ' " ' . ' ' • '
[iBC-B/H-3671li : ''- p0270
 ttn2-.^ 903H
Airborne simulator used to determine
' lateral-directional handling gualities for .
V/STOL'aircraft in low .speed maneuvering flight
'
 J
..'Vj [AD-735B20] ' " " p0332',N72-:2.101<t
'Landing simulation to determine effects .of. ".',' .
turbulence on roll of s'wept fighter aircraft at
.low .speed .* ' ' ' ' . -'.,-..', .' ", . .
t.iBC-B/B-3697] . , :P0.582 N72.-31001
Bind tunnel' tests to determine effects of leading
edge,.camber on low' speed aerodynamic, '. '*'.
' characteristics of thin, sharp-edge,delta wing .,
fIIASA-CB-2002] ... p0636'N72-32996
LOB' SPEED HiSDLIHG . . . , , . . .
D COHTBOLLABILITT ' ' " „ "'".'
0 LOB SPEED , ' • ' • • ' '
LOB SPEED STABILITY . . - . • •
Low speed flight simulation of slender, wing BAC
221 research aircraft and comparison with .flight
tests - , . . . "
fEAE-TB-69257] p0201 H72-.1597.1.
LOB SPBED BIHD TDHHELS . . '..'.''!.'-''
BT SOBSOHIC 1IIHD TDHHELS, , ••'„'.,' i - .- .'•'
Base pressure drag reduction on rectangular wings
with blunt trailing edges from low. speed wind
tunnel measurements . ' . ' " •
rDFVLB-SOHDDB-219] ...'' /p02«t A72-24842
Jet engine simulation with low speed wind tunnel
models for interference drag measurement
P0027 N72-10005
Low speed wind tunnel measurements of lift and
pitching moments of HACA 0012 rotary wing
 f . .'
profiles including measurements during pitching.'"
oscillations at stall - . ',|;6BC-CP-1145] ' "' . pOOSO N72-11903.
Low speed wind tunnel tests of supersonic air ,
intake with various auxiliary intakes, using,
twin engine aircraft configuration
• ' . ,'. . .. . ;' .. ' p0213 N72-16718
Low speed wind tunnel'test on'low-drag.airfoil at
'half a million Reynolds .number, .noting...
... aerodynamic 'coefficients '
[iRC-CP-1187] p0270 H72-19033
Flow gnality of non-return wind tunnels of. concern
at .low test speeds reguired for V^STOL testing
tHiSA-TB-I-62170] p0587 H72-31286
Analysis of spanwise distribution leading edge
tangential suction forces on thin sixty degree
delta wing obtained in low speed wind tunnel
CKTH-AEBO-TN-58] .' p0618 N72-32011
LOB TEBPBBATOBE TESTS"'" ' ' ". .
Low temperature environmental chamber for F-111 ,
proof load testing/^describing' cbmponents'of
cold air forced convection recirculation system
with liquid nitrogen injection
P0002 A72-32612
LOB TDBBDLEHCE ' ' ' , ' . " . , •
Low turbulence wind tunnel with closed circuit
design and pressure gradient.adjustment
capability for turbulent boundary layer studies
' P0139 A72-17713
LOW VELOCITY.
D LOB SPEED ' . ,
LOB VISIBILITr ' . :
Pilot perception tests=.on estimating flight path
inclination, ground image.and touchdown .time
under poor visibility l .
P0119 A72-16180
Aircraft pilot performance during instrument
approach in low visibility conditions
p0179 A72-18832
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SUBJECT INDEX,. H-2P2 LIFTIHG BODY
...Autoland system flight testing in Trident .38 and
British Civil Aviation Authority approval for. , ,
^ ICAO Cat 3a weather . . .• '
' '. . ' ' ' ' .. ' pO«11.472-33539
Investigation of data rate requirements'for low
visibility approach' with a scanninq. beam landinq
quidance system. ' • "..''
' ' . , pO!i53 'A72-35562
Investiqation of data rate requirements fori lo.w
visibility approach with a scanninq bean .landing
.quidance system. ,V .' .-"-
- ' • • - • • • P0502 A72-38259
Fliqht simulator exercise for investigation of
pilot performance in low visibility conditions
.during approach and landinq . '. .'
' rBAE-TB'-71011]. . ', p0012 N72-110U2
Method for' calculating, weather minima for small
sites to determine instrument or automatic
, approach performance requirements.for military
• ' helicopters ' ' " • ' . - •
. p0082 .N.72-11919
Methods for'determining measuring system '.','. .
' requirements for'low visibility instrument, iandinq
''•' fAD-739932'] . p052> N72-;28678
Eight phase program o'n low-visibility jEormation
flight display 'and system requirements
_.f AD.-7U0375] p0532 .S72-29220
Aircraft "landinq accident involving Learjet Bodel
25 at Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972" , '. "''.'
rNTSB-AAB-72-21] p0639'.;H72-33022
LOBEE ATHOSPHEBB "' ' . ' . " • . ' • "'•'•','
The sweepback effect in the subsonic, reg'ipn- in the.,-.
lower atmosphere and in the hypersonic'region, at
high altitudes ' . . . ' . ' ' " ; ,
P.06.1V A72-1<i983.
LOI (OXYGEN) . -. . , v.,.:,... --• _ '
D LIQUID OXYGEN'. . . . . " ''.'.','
LBC CIRCUITS ' • • • ' • - " ' ' " • •
D RLC CISCDITS ' , . " * ' '
LDBRICABT TESTS ' • . - • , . "•'••;..''
Aircraft qas turbine enqines synthet'ic lubricants"
thermal stability characteristics, describing
coke depos'itibn test apparatus' and results " '.' "
CASLE PBEPBINT 72AM T1 ] ' pOS^O A72r28971
Properties evaluation of lubricants and fuels for
'use in advanced aircraft gas turbine
' rHiSA-CB-"1228lt21 . . p0019 N72-11691
.Comparative lubrication tests of OB-58A tail rotor
drive shaft'bearings .. .
rNASA-TH-X-681181 ' '' p0521 N72-28505
LDBEICASTS
NT GAS' LUBRICANTS "
NT HIGH TEBPEEATDEE LOBHICANTS
FT'IDBBICATING OILS .
NT SOIID 1DBEICANTS "
Fuels and lubricants development'trends for
subsonic and supersonic aircraft, discussing
thermostable hydrocarbons, ramjet fuels, esters,
oxidation inhibitors, metal deactivatqrs, high
pressure lubricant additives, etc . '
p0127 A72-16739
Aircraft fuels, lubricants, and fire safety -
conferences .
[AGAED-CP-84-71] pOOU6 N72-11668
European jet fuel lubricity evaluation . .
' pO.018 K72-11679
Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids .'
impinging on hot surfaces under air flow
conditions found during fliqht . . . .
rAD-7311238] . p0283 N72-1996«
Discussion of aircraft fuels and lubricants.to
include production, analysis^ testing, and fire
safety .
 t '
rAGABD-AS-«l»l ' pOU87'l!72-27811
.High temperature tests of aircraft turbine engine,
lubricants , ' ' '
i;AD-7<)«8tt1 V ' p06Ul( N72-33U98
Oxidation~corrosion-deposition characteristics of
aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing
glassware-type apparatus
r AD-7UI(8I(01 P06UH N72-33199
LDBEICATIBG OILS .
Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion efficiency and
production •
P0509 A72-39930.
Developing a synthetic turbine oil.
p0598 A72-43810
Analytical methods for early-stage detection of
oil- deterioration in aircraft engines
.pOOSO S.72> 11698
.. Thermal stability of trimethyl propane ester based
lubricating oil for aircraft engines
• . . , ' pOOSO N72-11699
Fatigue tests of angular-contact ball bearings
with tetraester .and synthetic paraffinic oil at
192 K in air environment
[NASi.-TI)-D-677li . ' P0372 N72-22496
Tests to evaluate performance of spiral bevel
. ,. gears made from VASCO-X2 steel;when operated
. without, lubricating oil
[AD-7ia506] . . ; , ' p06U5 N72-33506
LOBBICATION
NT SELF LOBRICATION
Fuel lubricity effects on aircraft engine fuel .
'pump wear, .discussing remedial use of corrosion
inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump
construction materials
;. . . :. . p0191 A72-21450
"Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for
turbine lubrication in jet aircraft ,
, . ' " " . ' ' 'pOOSO N72-11696
X ray measurement of elastohydrodynamic film
'thickness to determine lubrication of turbine
-, • engine thrust bearings at hiqh temperatures
'.",
 rr'NA'SA-TN-D-66081 . . p0093 N72-12U20
Analysis of wettabilities and heat transfer rates
of microfoq jets impinging on heated 'rotating
disc operating in inert nitrogen atmosphere
fHASA-CB-120813] ' ' p0535 N72-29533
LOBBICATION SISTEHS
Lightweight. iowt pressure plastic, hose assemblies
in aircraft and missile petroleum base fuel and
synthetic, lubricatinq oil systems at 395-710 B
and up to 200 .psi • - . . , -
'[SAE ABP 1180] . " " ' ' . . P0008 A72-10388
Lubrication'system filtration effects on rolling
element bearing life and extended mean time to
failure of gas turbine engines
P0175 A72-18754
Combined centrifugal oil filter, pump and
,. . deaeratbrv f or gas turbine engine lubrication
systems,, noting heat transfer effectiveness
increase
,.. .. . ,' .. : p0156 A72-36050
LOGS ' . •
Fatiqu^ strength and fail-safe aspects of lug
joint in aircraft structures, considering
.tension-compression load, fretting corrosion,
prestress-.and residual stress
p0567 A72-12851
LOHIHilEES
NT AIBCEAFT LIGHTS
NT AIBPOBT LIGHTS .
NT FLASH LAMPS . ,
NT EONBAY LIGHTS
LUMINANCE ' .
Tradeoffs between luminance and color coding in
electronic aircraft displays, and experiments
involving immediate response, tracking,
tachistoscope, and^ human judgement '
P0373 N72-22623
LUMINESCENCE , >
NT ELECTBOLDHINESCESCE . ..
LOBINKSCEBT IHTBHSITI ,.
U LUMINOUS INTENSITY
LUMINOUS FLUX DENSITY
U LDBINOUS INTENSITY
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
NT .LDBINANCE . . ..
Sensitivity of Fraunhofer line fluorometer for
photodensitometric dye concentration
measurements in water
fNASA-CB-125653] p0258 N72-18150
Intensity control of condenser discharge light
(flashers) for runway alignment indicator system
rFAA-BDT72-51)] p0185 N72-27700
LYAPUIOV FUNCTIONS
0 LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
M
U VARIABLE SHEEP WINGS
B-2F2 LIFTIHG BOOT
Hind tunnel tests of M2-P2 lifting body entry
configuration at transonic and supersonic speeds
A-287
BACH B0BBEB ' SUBJECT IBDBX
P0331 N72-21005
and selected Reynolds 'numbers
tNASA-TH-I-25111 ' •• ' • •
HACH HDBBEB
Finite difference method for transonic airfoil
desiqn for wide ranqe of angles of attack and
- Hach numbers
P0139 A72-17629
Bectanqular skin panel vibration modes aerodynamic
dampinq dependence on Bach number, dynamic
pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary
layer thickness
fAIAA PAPER 72-0021 p0287 A72-25123
Noise measurements dnrinq shock free and
underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold
' model jet at moderate exit Hach number
' p0395-A72-32017
Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic
critical Bach number. I ,
pOq«9 A72-3U7<l<t
BACBIHE LIFE
D SERVICE IIPE
BACHISE STOBAGE
D COBPDTER STORAGE DEVICES
BACHIHE TOOLS • • : '. '
NT BOBING BACHIHES '
Larqe automated tape placement machine tool desiqn
and construction for laying up aircraft
structures from composite materials
p0196 A72-.21690
Automatic'riyetinq machine for fuel tiqht aircraft
structures, describing process .technique and4
machine desiqn details and features
P0232 A72-22906
HACHIHEBT • . : . - : . '
Conference on Fluid Machinery,' <lth, Budapest,
Hunqary, September 11-16, 1972, Proceedinqs.
p061i» A72-«5351
BACHIBIBG
NT ELECTHOCHEHICA1 BACHINING
Rarpaqe control of larqe Al alloy forqinqs
machining of jumbo jet components, using packing
and storage methods • '
[SAE PAPER 710801} • p0006 A72-10280
Heat treatment and machining for distortion
control of larqe Al alloy forgings for DC 10
aircraft
P0228 A72-22476
Surface integrity machining practices application
to let engines production, noting cost reduction
and process selection and quality control
improvement
fASB PAPER W 72-27,21 p031« A72-28163
BAGBESIOB ALLOTS
Surface treatments and protective coatings for
magnesium aircraft parts
[AD-7296511 p0160 N72-1U58U
Electrodeposition of paints on aircraft aluminum
and magnesium alloys
rD-BAT/AV-1751 p0535 N72-29570
BAGHETIC ABOBALIES
ASR aircraft maqnetic anomaly detection /BAD/
system range limitation due to residual maneuver
noise, discussing real time compensation for
geomagnetic gradient interference
p0560 A72-U2322
HAGBETIC COILS
Superconducting coil design for magnetic
suspension of supersonic vind tunnel balance
P0242 A72-24759
BAGNETIC DISTURBANCES
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and
disturbed times.
p0603 A72-1H1513
BAGNETIC EFFECTS
Haqnetic simulation of gravity for vind tunnel
investiqations of aircraft jettison processes,
considerinq Fronde number and relationships
between model and full scale aircraft
P02II3 A72-24775
BAGHETIC FIELDS
NT 6EOBAGNETISB
Development of maqnetic artificial gravity test
facility for use in vind tunnel tests to
simulate separation of external stores from
aircraft in flight
rNASA-CR-19551 P0266 N72-19000
Haqnetic method for detection of aircraft position
relative to runway
mSA-CASE-ARC-10179-1] p0373 N72-22619
Haqnetic force veldinq to form T joints between
jet engine parts of dissimilar thickness
[HASA-CASE-LES-10533-2] pOU35 N72-25U7.9.
HAGNETIC INDUCTION
Approximate compensation in airborne magnetometry
for chanqinq inductive field of aircraft moving
through varying geomagnetic field
p013t N72-25135-
HAGHETIC HATERIALS
NT FEB'ROBAGNETIC HATERIALS .
HAGHETIC HEASDEEHEHT
Approaches to verification and solution of
magnetic particle inspection problems.
p0610 A72-HU903
Fluiqate magnetometers and closely related devices
'- -Bibliography
rDHI-GEOPHYS-PAPERS-R-22]' p032t H72-20II09
HAGHETIC PROPERTIES
HI GEOBAGNETISH
NT BAGNETIC EFFECTS ..'.
NT HAGNETIC INDOCTION
NT RAGNETIC SDSPENSION
HAGBETIC BECORDING
DABIEN III digital magnetic tape recording system
for aircraft flight test data acquisition,
discussing-components . • - .>
PCM12 A72-33629
Airborne recording of ILS guidance: signals and
' determination of beam bending effects
tRAE-TR-70222] p0096 N72-12590
HAGHETIC SUSPENSION , '
Electromagnetic suspension - Conference;
Southampton, England, July 1971
p02U2 A72-24756
Superconducting magnetic suspension-and balance
facility of-'supersonic wind tunnel'for dynamic
stability studies
p02»2 A72-24757
Superconducting coil design for magnetic • ••
suspension of supersonic wind tunnel balance -
p02«2 A72-2B759
Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model
in magnetic wind tunnel balance system, using
field equations
P0243 A72-24765
Data acquisition and reduction for model
aerodynamics in superconducting magnetic
suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel
•facility
p02<!3 A72-2U766
Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous
based cone models and slender wings at subsonic
speed, using magnetic suspension and balance
system
p0213 A72-24769
Aerodynamic dat'a acquisition with magnetic balance
on wind tunnel model delta-and AGARD G winq
planforms and body of revolution
P0213 A72-24770
Hagnetic balance measurements of aerodynamic
forces on spheres and slender cones in
hypersonic low density wind-tunnels, noting-
sting effect
P0243 A72-21771
Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic
balance wind tunnel system for spinning aircraft
configurations and subsonic flow regimes
P02H1 A72-24776
HAGNETIC TAPE BECORDEBS .
0 HAGNETIC BECOBDING
D TAPE BECOBDERS
BAGHETIC TAPES
Ground station data reduction equipment for
airborne analog and digital magnetic tape data
acgnisition system
[ARL/HE-130] p0275 N72-19238
HAGHETOGRAPBS
D HAGNETOHETEBS
0 RECOBDING INSTROHENTS
HAGNETOBETEHS
NT VABIOHETEBS
Flnxgate cagnetometers and closely related devices
- Bibliography
tDBI-GEOPHIS-PAPEBS-B-22) p032« N72-20t09
Approximate compensation in airborne magnetometry
for changing inductive field of aircraft moving
through varying geomagnetic field -- .
pO»3U N72-25135
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SUBJECT.IBDBX BAB BACBIBB SYSIBBS
BAGBETOBETBT
D BAGNETIC HEASDBEHENT
BAGHETOSPHBfiE
HT GEOBAGHBTIC TAIL • . . . - • '
Outer maqnetosphere near midnight .at qniet and,,
distorted tines.
p0603 A72-,««513
BAGHETOTBLUJBIC PBOFI1IHG
0 GEOBAGHETISB - - • • • .
BAGHBTOVABIOGBAPHS • <
D VABIOBETEBS . •
BAGBETS
HT ELECTROSAGHETS
HT SOPERCOHDUCTIHG BAGHETS
BAGBIFICATIOB
N-wave dynamic magnification -factors for sonic
bangs response on complicated structures
p0069 A72-118H9 :
Tropospheric and ground layer turbulence
contribution to sonic boon magnification noting'
Oklahoma test , "•
CFFA-1211 P0321 H72-20023-
BAGNIFIEBS . . . ., •
D BAGHIF1C4TIOH - . :
BAGSOS EFFECT . • . ' .
Wind tunnel tests to determine Hagnns force on
•canted fin or self rotating aerodynamic
configurations . '
CAD-736369] .' P0366 R72-22012
Effects of longitudinal acceleration and Hagnus
forces and moments on stability of aircraft with
constant velocity around longitudinal axis
fAD-738231] pO«2« N72-2U394
BAIHXAIHABILITT
Cost effectiveness determination for different
levels of'reliability and maintainability of
training aircraft, using computer simulation
' • • • P03U3 A72-28355
Complete aircraft systems reliability and . :
maintainability, discussing extraordinary
variances causes, faulty data inferences and
operational testing for equipment specifications
validation • • >
p03<)3 A72-28358
OBEGA: receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne
computerized navigation system, describing .
flight test, maintainability and laboratory
simulation programs .
P0353 A72-29202
Bolkov 105C 5-place helicopter with twin turbine
engine driven rigid glass-reinforced plastic
.rotor blades, emphasizing design philosophy of
easy maintainability
p0357 A72-29871
Concorde engines design for maintainability and
reliability to reduce turnaround.time,
discussing diagnostic facilities and on-ving
maintenance features ,
POU01 A72-32U57
Aircraft design for operational reliability and
maintainability, emphasizing working relations
coordination between manufacturer and operator
pO«02 A72-32159
Besults of the reliability and maintainability
demonstration of the OH-58A light observation !
helicopter.
TABS PBEPBIHT 652] pO»i|7 A72-3«507
Aircraft hydraulic control systems modular design
for maintainability, emphasizing component
removal with minimum hydraulic fluid loss and
air entrainment
p0560 A72-12294 ••
Quantitative definitions .for maintainability and
maintenance measurements
P0253 N72-18023
BAIBTEBABCE
NT AIBCBAFT BAINTENAHCE
Jet engine component overhaul procedures for
fatigue damage repair, detailing distressed
metal removal, replacement and welding techniques
p0020 A72-12II99
Computer simulation techniques in aerospace ground
equipment design for maintenance testing of
avionic systems
p0061 A72-14196
Quantitative definitions for maintainability and
maintenance measurements .
P0253 H72-18023
Cost/decision lode! for deferred procurement of
• Air Force depot maintenance capability with
computerized application to F-1S inertial
navigation system
[AD-735351] p0331 H72-21029
Dynamic programming method for determining optimal
repair and replacement policies for Haval aircraft
tAD-73609<n p0334 B72-21031
Inspect and repair as necessary (IBAH) procedure
effectiveness for depot maintenance of F-106
CAD-736110] p0370 B72-22039
Development of automatic inspection, diagnostic,
and prognostic system of maintenance for
military aircraft - Vol. 1
'[AD-73675a] p0389 H72-23029
Concept formulation for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic procedures applied to
maintenance of military aircraft - Vol. 2
. CAD-736755] P0384 N72-23030
Application of reliability and maintainability
trade-off considerations in design of main rotor
blade for heavy lift helicopter . .
[AD-739582] p0516 B72-28021
Statistical analysis of maintenance policies on >
utilization rate of transport aircraft
. . [ AD-741P10] . p0529 .872-29015
Inspection and maintenance schedules of commercial
transport aircraft to detect structural
deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure
. p05«1 B72-29913
Reliability engineering methods for design of
landing mats simulating aircraft operations
[AD-713161] p0588 H72-31297
HALFDNCTIOHS
Aircraft industry product support role in time
delays minimization for aircraft operators,
discussing malfunction report, minimum equipment
decision and fault diagnosis
p0401 A72-32456
BAB BACBIBE STSTEBS
Computer-aided interactive graphic displays for
ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow
and operational capabilities
. . . ' . . : p0020 A72-12120
Tactical ATC display system for airport
surveillance, precision approach and landing and
operator/aircraft/machine operations by using
r terminal Area Surveillance Badar
P0020 A72-12<»21
Aircraft design interactive computer graphics
technigue, using human decision input response
to computer output information
[DGIB PAPEB 71-107] p002U A72-12733
Pilots in aircraft systems management involving
machine and air traffic environment
p0055 A72-131H9
Automatic flight control systems value to aircraft
pilot, stressing man machine interface
P0056 A72-13U20
Automated navigation aids interface with human .
operator, discussing Apollo flight experience
and technology utilization in air and marine
navigation
pOlM A72-18288
Instructor station design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
informational requirements
P0183 A72-19277
flan and technology in orientation and navigation
Conferences, Essen, Germany, October 1971
••'.;• , p0229 A72-22776
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
control,' discussing optimal division between
human pilot and machine in relation to total
system performance and economic factors
P0230 172-22781.
Interactive computer graphics with three
dimensional real time CBT display of air combat
maneuvers for fighter pilot training
P0302 A72-2629.1
Integrated display system design with navigation
update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb
damage assessment, threat and terrain avoidance
capabilities for multicrew military aircraft
p0302 A72-26292
Aircraft microminiature ILS with transmitter and
localizer antenna to provide pilot with bearing
and glide slope information for alignment with
runway
A-289
HIBIGEHBIT SDBJBCI IIDEI
P0307 A72r27106
Remotely _manned vehicles /RBV/ application in
aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft
defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and
role of man daring combat mission
p03«« A72-28H51
Pilot trainer transfer function 'identification for
nan-machine and on-line adaptive control system
using analog/hybrid computer
P0361 A72-30721
Aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight '
phases, emphasizing takeoff and landing and man
machine system reliability
, p0361 A72-30815
Aircraft inertial navigation system,' discussing
mode selection unit, digital computer, and
control display for operator communication with
system • - ' ' '
' ' p039U A72-31596
Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model
relating pilot performance to air to ground ..
weapon delivery accuracy '
" ' • P0153 A72-3556H
Historical development of right and'left hand, ,
'patterns in horsemanship, land vehicle, ship and
aircraft control and navigation'
' pOt>62 A72-37050
Area ' navigation systems integration into existing.-;.-
ATC and man/machine relationship problems,. .: .
considering cockpit workload coordination.
• P0516 A72-40280
An area navigation system for a long range 'airplane.
p0516 A72-U0281
Application of linear mathematical model to
represent human"operator'performance in
controlling attacking'fighter aircraft ' '
[AD-7250691 p0031 B72-10042
Development of model to determine effects 'of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics, on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery
rAD-72832«l " . - p0091 N72-12037
Simulation of wind, system data rate, and, ', .
' contingency event variables during steep Descent
of vertical lift aircraft under instrument,';
conditions to determine pilot performance ""''
' fAD-73«7021 p0272 N72-19051
Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data
link for air traffic control information'
'transfer reguirements
rDOT-TSOFAA-71-211 ; ' p0325 H72-20578
Guidance and control display design for aircraft
and spacecraft - conference
rAGAHD-CP-961 p0373 N72-22621
Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot
performance, and system design implications for
pilot capability and limitations
p037ii B72-22626'
Importance of advanced information given to pilots
considered as element in automatic control system
r.REPT-641 - pOUSO B72-2703<>
Performance tests of tilting, supinating' seats for
aircraft and spacecraft and analysis'of
biomedical adeguacy • '
fAD-7412021 ' ' p0531 B72-29026
Han machine interactive display 'computer systems
with application to fuselage design
"TISD-1211 P05U2 H72-29927
HAIAGEHEBT
NT DATA BANAGEBENT .. ' •
NT ENGINEERING1HABAGEBEBT. ' - . (
NT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ' • ' "'*
N T FOREST MANAGEMENT • , - . - . -
NT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT • ' ' ' '-• " .''
NT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
NT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT '
NT PRODOCTION MANAGEMENT • '
NT PROJECT MANAGEMENT . , ...
NT RESEARCH MANAGEMENT '
NT SAFETY MANAGEMENT ' ' . ' '
ST SYSTEHS HABUGEHEBT
MiNAGEHEST INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Management information system role in 'cost '
effective civil and military aircraft
operations, discussing hardware modification and
human resources and communication system
adaptation ' ' • '
pOtOI A72-32158
Inspect and repair as necessary (IRAN) procedure
effectiveness for depot maintenance of-F-106
[AD-736110] p0370 H72-22039
Development and operation of management control
system for. efficient scheduling and safe
utilization of coimercial air transportation
facilities
, . . , p06«9 H72-33972
BVBA6EBENT BBTBODS
Development and operation of management control
system for efficient scheduling and safe
. utilization of commercial air transportation
..facilities . • . •
.. p06«9 H72-33972
BABAGEBENT'PLAHHIHG
NT PEODOCTIOH PLANNING
HT PROJECT PLAHBING ,. .;
Aircraft producibility considerations in
preliminary design .and.production planning phases
[SAE PAPER 7107*6] p0003 A72-10215
ATC system decision making problem and future
technological and administrative.improvements,
. . . . ' , . p0015 472-^11718
Technological forecasting method evaluation for R
,. . and p planning, fitting trend cnrves to sets of
.technological data , - - , > .
,.'.•,'"' p0186 A72-20268
•..Technological forecasting .and long, range planning
in transportation, considering roles of expert
opinion,[trend extrapolation, normative models
and social impact . , . • . • • • • : •
/ , • • • ' - . • , " ' ',:' p0302-A72-26285
Aircraft .maintenance operations and'personnel
requirements planning for optimal economic. .
effectiveness, formulating relations between-
work productivity, downtime and aircraft,:
", utilization . . • • • . , -\ •••
", . • . p0361 A72-30822
f Planning and management reguirements for aircraftjet engine control system research and,development
' ' ' . , ' , • • ,p060,1 A72T4t285
.Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance
planning of an air force, wing. ••• • . ..;
, : ; .... , '. • '., P0607.A72-11663
Development of discrete address beacon system- to
provide improved surveillance and ground to air
communication in support of.air traffic control
automation t . • • . \ i
IAD-732585V ,. p0223 B72-17598
.Proceedings of International Aviation Maintenance
Symposium discussion on jet engine maintenance ,
planning and experience •• - >
P0253 N72r18020
Organization and operation of Federal Aviation .
Administration flaintenance.Analysis Center
. " .. P0253 N72-18022
Banagement planning and operation of test , . .
- facilities for effective application to
development of systems and eguipment< for,. > .
aerospace vehicles .
tAD-731548] . . p0276. N72-19307
Numerical analysis of flight, planning and air
traffic control procedures for civil aviation
CAD-734881] . .
 ; P0281 N72-19728
Development of automatic inspection,. diagnostic,
and prognostic system of maintenance for.
military aircraft - Vol. 1 i .. = ' '
[AD-736751] p038U N72-23029.
Concept formulation for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic procedures applied to
maintenance of military aircraft T Vol.^2 .
fAD-7367551 ' p038<t K72-23030
Transportation planning for airports and, other,:
intercity terminals '. i
fPB-207529] pb((83 N72-27280
Procedures for determining capacity of air traffic,
control systems and application to long range-) , .
planning, management decisions,, and-system
performance evaluationl . , . • ,
rAD-7388921 .- ... pp«86 N72-27710
Statistical analysis of .maintenance policies on
utilization rate of transport aircraft
CAD-71H110] p0529 N72-29015
Development of plan for navigation systems ,
improvements for. civil aviation and .maritime
reguirements '
t AD-7419<1<1] p0579 B72-30592
Development! of adaptive scheduling procedure for
aircraft maintenance,and inspection planning
(AD-74328U] . p0586 N72-31029
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Development of costinq concepts and methods for
• evalua'ti'ng and comparing engine, overhaul costs
at various repair facilities • "' ' '• ' '
[AD-743417J • • • - . - • • p0591 N72-31790
HABAGEBEHT STSTBBS ' ": ' - ' . - • '
NT HANAGEBENT INFOBBATION SYSTEHS "
• Papers presented at conference on system safety in^
government and industry ' - ' •*' ' *• '"-
rNASA-TH-X-68369] • "" pO«38 H72-25961
BAHEUVBBABILITT' ' . . . . - . : . ..- ' • • • • '
Air to air-maneuverability of aircraft capable of
in-fliqht thrust vectoring, indicating improved
deceleration, normal acceleration g-force and
turn rate • ' '' ' ' •'.' ' '•"
•'• pOp66'.A72-13877
Combat jet helicopter maneuverability, considering
aircraft flying characteristics, pilot "•
capability, flight configuration, altitude, and
• '•' ' load factor - ' • " • • . .
' . ' : . . • • • •
 p • ' - • • • p'02il5 A72-24923
Fighter* aircraft maneuverability, range'arid '' ''
armament 'requirements, discussing,canard vs
delta configurations .- . = • * •. ••
:•- • J...: iv.• -...'••.••. •••-••.. ' .. ' '••'•p0303 A72-26657
General Dynamics model 401 air*superiority single
•••engine fighter design stressing light weight
: • structure and maneuverability'at^high*speeds'and
angles'of attack " •' :' " *.- - ; -•:
.-. • el, •• << -"• • -"P03U4 A72-28575
Helicopter maneuverability factors, discussing
' flight direction change ability, acceleration
limitations'and rotor ''thrust 'reguirements
C A H S ' P B E P B I N T ' S a o ] ' ' 'poiue A72-34500
Design 'for a'ir combat.' .
\ AIAA''PAPER 72-7U9] ' •' ' pO«98 A72-38124
Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability
applied to'a contemporary fighter aircraft.
' f'AIAA PAPER ;:72-870] '"''". ppSOS'A72-39129
Feasible feel augmentation system'to "utilize '
• increased'performance of modern helicopters
•• ' • • •
 r
 P0084 N72-11931
Summary of NASA research and experience related to
1
 •"• 'spin and recovery characteristics of light
general aviation aircraft1 • "' -' •'•'••• : >'
•rNASA-TN-D-65751 "" ' P0101 N72-12990
Analysis of effects of aircraft maneuvers on '
characteristics of sonic boom and application of
"; -analysis method to various aircraft - Vol. V
3
 fAD-7352961 ' ' ' P0132 N72-25011
BANEO7EBABIE SPACECBAFI : ' ' - . ' - . .
NT LIFTING EEENTBY VEHICLES • • '' ' ' '
BABEOVEBS
NT SIDESLIP '•' ' : ' ''
SSI operational maneuver effect's on sonic boom,
discussing'steady flight and
acceleration-tp-cruise pressure signatures ,
fAIAA PAPER 72;-196l ' • • ' • ' ' • 'p013» A72-16981
ASH aircraft magnetic'anomaly detection'/BAD/'
system range limitation due to residual' maneuver
noise, discussing real time compensation for
geomagnetic gradient interference x
P0560 &72-H2322
Baneuver acceleration measured for estimating
tloads during civil aircraft training and test"
flying . : • , . • • . • : . •
f ABC-CP-11761 • ••'• pO'042'H72-.11043
BAHIFOLDS ' '
1-1011 TriStar cartridge valves and manifolds,
reservoirs and hydraulic service center"design
for speedy, maintenance and servicing
' P0363 A72-31050
HANSED SPACE FLIGHT '• ' ''• • ' '• - -
NT APOLLO FLIGHTS '' ' '; . •-
HHHBD SPACECBAFT ' . • •
NT SPACE SHBTTLES ' " - • • . . • - •
BAHPOBEB i • ,• . .' "
Aircraft maintenance operations and personnel
requirements planning for optimal economic .
effectiveness, formulating relations between
»ork productivity,' downtime and aircraft'
utilization ' ' ' '
' •" , . p0361 A72-30822
BABOAL •" ' '
Computer operators manual for intercity air '
transportation effectiveness programs
1
 CPB-200U78] P0107 N72-13032
Banual :for'programming intercity air'' ' '
transportation effectiveness model
' rPB-2001821' p0107'H72-13036
BAHOAL CONTROL
N T VISUAL CONTBOL . . .
Dynamic.manned vehicle cockpit simulator for •
visual and aural effects and acceleration
changes, discussing STOL and VTOL characteristics
. . ' P01U3 A72-18246
Optimal solutions for apportionment between,
automatic and manual flight control, considering
number and types of .dis'plays reguired
p0230 A72-22783
Historical development of right and left hand
patterns in horsenanship, land vehicle, ship and
aircraft control and navigation
. , ' p0162 A72-37050
An optimal model-following.flight control system
for manual control.
, , ' ' . P0501 A72-38228
'An investigation of parameters and factors
. ,,governing-manual control of STOL aircraft in
landing approach.
fAIAA PAPER 72-9871 . . P0615 A72-U5415
Procedures for predicting.pilot-vehicle-flight
control system performance
t»P-729869] . ... ... p0153 N72T14007
Hanual stabilization 'and positioning of .hovering
VTOL aircraft using indicating instrument and
artificial horizon
rREPT-61] p0324 N72-20U37
HAHOALS
DC-10 nondestructive'testing manual,, detailing
,, '.section/subject format, methods, planned area
''accessibility and aircraft maintenance
'"".'• ' ' ' 'p0012 A72-11109
Development of procedures for improving
readability of maintenance manuals and
evaluation of 'reading difficulty level
. . : . . . . p0039 N72-11021
'VHF/DHF ground-air-ground communications siting
'criteria and field manual
rFA'A-BD-71-76] ' ' p0092 N72-12087
. Hanual for programmers for intercity air
' 'transportation effectiveness computer programs
o-tPB-2bOII79] p0107 N72-13033
Dser manual for propeller, noise detectability
program . ,
.[AD-729135] P0156 N72-11223
Bark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring system
' and procedures for correcting misalignment
CAD-7324U5] • . . . p0257 N72-18272
Casting instruction manual for steels and
. aluminum,, magnesium and copper alloys in
. aeronautical manufacturing
[BAE-LIB-TRAHS-1557J p0259 N72-18501
Computer manual for approximation satellite
terminal system evaluation model
CAD-737334] " . p0388 N72-23229
BAHOFACTOBIBG
Aircraft design prodncibility to reduce production
cost and enhance product profitability, using
joint engineering and manufacturing team
['SAE PAPEB 710748] p0003 A72-10247
Semifinished product production technology
influence on heat' resistant alloys mechanical
properties, considering forging, rolling,
casting, melting, diffusion welding and powder
metallurgy
P0147 A72-18647
Design and development of numerically controlled .
machine for laying composite tape used in •
building aircraft structured from filament
reinforced resin matrix composite materials
[AD-725765] ., p0035 N72-10425
HAP HATCHING GUIDANCE
Applications and operational experience with
projected map navigation systems in military
helicopters
P0085 N72-11938
BAPPIBG
D.S. Navy cartography, describing BA-3B Skywarrior
capabilities and photographic instrumentation :
. . • - p0196 A72,-21699,
Bake and.clear air turbulence, wind shear, upsets,
thunderstorms, and.turbulence napping ,
r»D7732117l , p0222 N72-17579
Flight tests of air navigation equipment to
determine accuracy of position location for
.small area mapping and aerial Reconnaissance in
Arctic regions
[AD-7406071 . p0579 N72-30596
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HIPS •
NT BADAB BAPS' : ' '
•' ' Light evaluation of inertial/DSE/DBE map display
system onboard Convair 580
• r'AD-7350151 P0326.H72-20596
Airborne map display systems using direct view,
- projected,' combined map/CBT, and electronically
generated map displays
' ' ' ' • p037<l H72-22634
H&BAGIHG STEELS : . . . ' ' '
Constant high'' tensile stress and rapid aerodynamic
heating effect on 'maraqinq steels and Ti and Al
alloys, evaluatinq test and•simulation
procedures for desiqn data development
:
 ' ' ' P0009 A72-107U9
BABIBE HAVIGATIOH :
D SDBFACE HAVIGATIOH ' '
BABIIE PBOPOLSIOH ; ' '
Nuclear enerqy for power and transportation,
• discnssinq ship,'submarine, air cushion vehicle,
1
 aircraft and rocket propulsion applications
• • - • • • . ' ' ' P0115 A72-15777
Development of theories for speed, stability,
.- '
r
'.'maneuv'erability, and seaworthiness of qround
effect machines '• '
TSD-7112'1251 ' ' p057« H72-30023
BABUE TECHHOLOGT
-'•Marine and aetospace-'enqin'eerihq'- Conference,
Paris, 'Hay 1971
• • • ' _ ' • • > ' ' '•' p007,l' A72-15551
Development o~f theories for speed,' stability,
maneuverability, and seaworthiness of qronnd
effect machines
rAD-7H2»251 ••- • p057i) H72-30023
B&BKET BESEABCB " ' ' • . . ' . . .
Commercial transport market' and technology "
forecastinq, considerinq all-carqo, STOL, SST
and CTOL aircraft ~ ' ' ,
fSAE'PAPEB 710750] ' " ' p0003 A72-10219
Deterministic model for new product innovation
adoption rate in commercial aircraft jet engine
market • . ' ..
P0186 A72-20269
Mathematical models-for passenger aircraft market
•forecast, discussinq stock measurement and life
expectancies
P0358 A72-30125
BABKETIHG
Air carqo qrowth potential, marketinq and '
profitability, considerinq need for improvements
in qround handling, rate structure, container
standardization, documentation, etc
• . . . . p03«i|.A72-28«52
Helicopters technical and -marketing projections
for 1980s, emphasizinq reliability,
'maintainability and maneuverability in design
philosophy ' • '
-: ' - pOtll9 A72-3K926
BABKIHG : ' ' ' ' . . . .
Bunway marking requirements foe visibility under
day'and niqht conditions, considering niqht
reflection value, color stability, durability,-
noninterference with fliqht operations, 'etc
p01U2 A72-3U2H3
BABKOV PBOCESSES
Application of Barkov qame approach to planar air
combat problems" ' '.
rNASA-CB-1979] ' ' p0218 872-17006
BABTIN BIIITiBT AIBCBAFI
D BILITABT AIBCBAFT • ' " " ' ' . ' ;
BABT1AHD
Short term airport access improvements in
Baltimore-Washington area with service brochure
implementation
rPB-2006861 ' p0033 H72-10232
•ASKS .
HT OXTGEH BASKS
BASS FILTEBS
D PIOTD FILTEBS '
BASS FLO! • • - . - .
. Desiqn and operation of first-stage and two-stage
• •' of small, low cost turbofan engine to determine
specific work, torque, mass flow, and efficiency
fHASA-TN-D-69671 p0626 B72-32072
Curves for use;with total heat and static pressure
sampling methods for gross thrust,'mass flow,
and chokinq pressure ratio" of air breathing
engines in fliqht
[ESDD-690081 p0631 H72-3271I6
Gross thrust and nozzle mass flow measurements for
air.breathing, ducted flow engines
[ESDO-69007] p0631 N72-32717
BASS BATIOS . .
Helicopter desiqn fiqure of aerit weiqht ratios
definition in terms of rotor thrust coefficient,
substituting pure airfrane structure weiqht for
conventionally used empty weiqht
' , tSASE PAPEB 9161 . p0596 'A72-<»3I»63
BASS IBAHSFEB
Book on heat and mass transfer, covering research
.- results over 1953-1969 on supersonic aircraft
and missiles cooling problems, rarefied gas •'
dynamics boundary layer flow, etc
, . ' - . . . " . • . • .p0120 A72-16399
Hass reduction of .moderator and nncleon flux
response for in-flight radiation warninq system
for SST . • . ...
' . . . ' . ' . - p0223 K72-17719
BASSACHOSETTS . •
.. ,. Siou-lation study of airspace control corridor for
Boston terminal area '.'.;• '., T'
tAD-7391301 - . ' . • . • \:. pO»72. N72-26526
BATEBIiL BEBOVAL (BACBIHIHG) -~i' .'. • '•) ' •'•' ''••
D HACHISIHG .'" T . '• '
BATEBIiLS . • , - •.:,•••..': ' •:•.
Stress corrosion crackinq in aircraf^'structures'
and various materials - historical review
- J - . . . . - . . • • p034,1 N72-21901
BAIEBIiLS EEOSIOI ^ , ; v i
D EBOSIOH... . .:•'.':. ; .
BATEBIiLS HAHD1IHG ,v- ;.- » - • :
HT GEODSD HAHDLING -'(..''. '• .. .'
Air carqo growth potential, marketinq'and •' .
profitability, considering need for.improvements
in qround handling, rate structure/ container
standardization, documentation, etc ' •<
•P03UU A72-28U52
Terminal handling environment and air cargo
reguirements for noncontainerized freight
• .p01(06 A72-33175
•-Boeinq THJ-f cargo aircraft, describing onboard
, and qround facilities for freight handling and
.loading - . . .
P0593 A72-13245
Air freight qround handling and distribution
terminal facilities and methods, discussing
future technical and organizational developments
for efficient handling of increased traffic volume
P0593 .A72T43216
Flying crane helicopters utilization in • • • ' •
construction industry for materials transport
and structural erection work, discussing
technical and economic 'aspects •
P0597-A72-43637
The heavy lift helicopter - An operations
research/technology/performance blend. •-. '
. : : p060« A72-4U581
Analysis of accomplishments in public '
transportation developments and predictions of
future requirements < . ,
P0631 N72-32982
BATBBI1LS SCIEBCE
. Materials science - Conference, Los Angeles, April
. 1972 . . . .
p0311 A72-28076
Russian book - Handbook of aircraft materials.
. • • • p05«8 A72-<M59
BAT8BIALS .TESTS
Aerospace wire and cables testing methods
standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical
and chemical properties, coating thicknesses,
continuity flaws, flammabili'ty, geometrical
characteristics, etc •
[SAE AS 1198] pOOOS A72-1038K
. Structural sandwich panel desiqn', establishing
simple stress and deflection formulas under
transverse loading based on tests evaluating
balsa'as laminate core
• . • p0009 A72-10723
Aircraft interior materials selection relative to
fire hazards and, smoke',emission properties
[PI PAPEB, 185 --. pOOSH A72-132H9
Nondestructive testing for materials inspection
and nonitored aircraft maintenance programs.
p0062 A72-14201
Flame resistant materials for aircraft firef
fighter protective clothing from systems
approach tests
A-292
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p0195 172-21585
Surface patterns from ablating.' melting and '-
flowing materials in supersonic flow of wind
tnnnel, rocket notor and flight test
environments, comparing with theory . - • • . /
fAIAA PAPEH 72-313] .. . p0285 A72-252»7
Lightning cnrrent tests of aircraft glass/carbon
fiber reinforced plastics materials' '
' p0357'A72-30040
Analysis of response of textiles, wood, and :earth
materials to frequent impact as basis for •';••
designing fragment protection devices
tAD-730673] p0163 B72-14931
Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials,
and lubricants for airfratte applications -by
simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on
bearings in normal operation '• '- ' '" *'"
fAD-733705] '•- p0259 B72-18505
Development and evaluation of cooling systems and
materials for controlling structural temperature
of turbine engines " • "' :-; — *
rBEPT-21-C-71F] • . ' ' P0428 B72-24822
BATHEBiTICAL ASALTSIS ' ' '
D APPIICATIOBS OF BATHEBATICS > ' ' '
P0631 B72-32756
. . . / • • . . - • • . i .''
HATHEBATICAL LOGIC . • '•• . • '
BT ALGOBITHSS ' " ''" >r
BT FOBBULAS (BATHEBATICS) . " , . - > • ••'?:'
HI SET THEOBT ••' ' . " ' • • '.' "'" '-
BT THBESHOLD LOGIC '•• '' ' • • • ' . ; . • • "
Computer programs for analyzing axial compressor.
 (
aerodynamic test data " ' ' •"' •'• • •"'"•-
fAD-744503]
HATHEBiTICAL BODELS
BT ABALOG SIBOLATIOB ' '' '
BT DIGITAL SIBOLATIOB '' •
Three dimensional roll-controlled missile •'•"
trajectory model for simple time-sharing digital
or analog- simulation, using wind-to-inertiai
axis transformation
. i • p001T;A72^ 10964
Bultivortex model of vortex sheet development on
slender axisymmetric bodies at angle of attack
. . . - P0053 A72-12919
Differential and difference egnations*' approximate
solutions in finite state machine form,
developing adaptive gain changer model in
aircraft stability control system •'•
• . ; • • . • ' p0054 A72-13164
Finite element discrete model for large aspect
ratio wing transverse vibrations, using
inhomogeneous elements with various
stiffness-length relations
p005U A72-13189
Computer aided intrasystem electromagnetic
compatibility prediction programs, 'discussing-
mathematical models and program philosophies
P0061 A72-14039
ATC for Horth Atlantic air transportation,
emphasizing collision risk model for safety
standards assessment • '
P0062 A72-1iia8a
Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled by
single point vortex to represent leading edge ,
slat, discussing on-line computer graphics program
fAIAA PAPEB 72-221] • . p0127 A72-16798
Computerized analytical model of two dimensional
mnlticomponent airfoil in viscous subsonic flow
C A I A A PAPEB 72-2] pOi29 A72-16861
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical
nodel for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects
on aircraft trailing vortex wake motion and
persistency ' t
TAIAA PAPEB 72-42] ' p0130 A72-16903
Adaptive nodel. following control systems design by
hyperstability approach for flight control' and
simulation • .
fAIAA PAPEB 72r95] p0134 A72r16956
ATC study by computerized simulation^ ' using
successive approximation models . •
:• P0141 A72-17975
Bodel-following control for nonlinear
multivariable plants, considering implicit
algorithm solution and application to variable
stability aircraft control synthesis
P0185 A72-19708
Linear egnations with periodic coefficients in
mathematical models for systems with rotating
components^ discussing methods for obtaining
closed form solutions
P0186 A72-20204
Deterministic model for new product innovation
adoption rate in commercial aircraft jet engine
market ' '. .
p0186 A72-20269
Airfield surface system fast-time computer ,
simulation model for airport, planning .systems
analysis
p0187 A72-20341
'Computer simulation reguirements for air and
ground transportation system,.emphasizing
mathematical models.capable of system
'performance relation to design parameters-
. P0188 A72-20362
Seal time computer simulation of command and
control in transportation systems,- detailing
models, and programming technigne and ATC
controller effectiveness evaluation -
, P0188 A72-20363
Acoustical theory application to let engine-noise
reduction, developing.mathematical model for
.. blade shock wave spacing in noise generation
process
"'.'.• . . ., P0189 A72-20542
Carrier based attack aircraft allocation model
formulation and solution for maximum inflicted
target damage, using sequential unconstrained
minimization technique with nonlinear programming
TAD-736073] : p0192..A72-21469
Aerodynamic noise generation mechanism of ideally
expanded supersonic, jet based on large scale
flow instabilities, deriving mathematical model
' ' ' . p02U1 A72-24331
(Turbojet engine oil circuit contamination rate
determination by spectrometric analysis,
obtaining mathematical theory for data
interpretation
:
'[SAE,PAPEB 720303] p0288 A72-25567
Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion
index for axial flow, compressor, examining
.Jradial velocity,, continuity eguation and
•' "mathematical model
,,.rASBE PAPEB 72-GT-109] p0299 A72-25673
Ablation phase duration during spacecraft
.decelerated hypersonic reentry flight, using
theoretical model based on guasi-steady
assumptions
- p0300 A72-25815
Interdiction bombing mission effectiveness model
. for bad and good weather .aircraft type selection
depending on .weather conditions at target site
. . p0344 A72-28400
Bnltiscale numerical model for local weather
development simulation, noting-forecasting for
long distance air travel :
p03«8 A72-28857
Mathematical model for gas turbine engine inlet
noise caused by shock wave impingement, noting
dynamic wave system with overpressure and
distortion
' ' ,
 L
 , p0355 A72-29576
Mathematical models for passenger aircraft market
forecast, discussing stock measurement and life
expectancies • .'
P0358 A72-30125
Aircraft landing gear stress spectrum and design
data during ground loading on airport runways,
using linearized theory for model investigation
. p0359 A72-30283
Linear mathematical model for twin shaft gas
turbine with isolated tnrbocompressor,
calculating dynamic constants as function of
operational modes
p0360 A72-30581
ATC systems fast-time simulation, emphasizing
importance of human operator performance . .
realistic modeling
P0396 A72-32097
Blade characteristics of axial flow fan with
orifice fan guide investigation by theoretical
. . model with flat plate parallel to wing tip surface
P0397 A72-32142
Simulation of an air cargo handling-system
, .pO<»43 A72-34472
Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model
relating pilot.performance to-air to ground
weapon delivery accuracy
P0453 A72-35564
Ar293
BATHEHATICAL BODBIS CO BID SUBJECT IIDEX
Sonic -|et noise pressure source model for radiated
sound pover and jet pressure frequency spectra
• ratio* derivation with application to noise
suppression
P0457 472-36114
A vortex model for the study of the flow at the
rotor blade of a helicopter
pOt61 172-36975
STOL ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance.
fAIAA PAPER 72-7901 p0196 A72-38107
A nethod for increasing thrust reverser
utilization on S10L aircraft.
T A I A A PAPEB 72-782] . pOSOO A72-381II1
An optinal model-folioving flight control system
for manual control.
P0501 A72-38228
An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of
terminal area ATC operation.
P0502 A72-38256
Linear acoustic model to predict axial flow
turbomachinery aerodynamic sound generation
including flow effects on radiation - . .
P0503 A72-38568
Ground and torque relation to swivel angle and
lateral displacement of wheel rim plane, using
string model for tire
P0557 A72-41260
Application of wall corrections to transonic wind
tunnel data.
f A I A A PAPER 72-1009] p0558 A72-U1591,
An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling gualities using pilot models.
f A I A A PAPER 72-962) p0561 A72-42347,
Equations of motion appropriate to the analysis of
control configured vehicles.
fAIAA PAPER 72-952] . P0562 &72-92353
A stability analysis for tethered aerodynamically
shaped balloons.
P0594 A.72-43332
Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system
with the aid of an analog computer using
operational data
P0600 A72-44282
Hathematical model for dynamics simulation of
aircraft turboprop engines, using digital,
analog and hybrid computers
P0601 A72-44288
A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel
controller
p0602 A72-44291
Statistical forecasting models for OSAF COHDS
outbound cargo airlift regnirements by averaging
and exponential smoothing models
p060.l) A72-UU578
Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft
scheduling models.
p0604 A72-44579
Lifting rotor flow noting wake models
P0037 S72-11002
Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect
of applied vortex model on exactitude of "
numerical analysis
P0038 H72-11005
Mathematical models for studying incoherent and
coherent structures of aerodynamically generated
noise
rOHERA-TP-983] P0041 N72-11036
Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high .
Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past
two dimensional airfoil
P0076 N72-11874
Fan and compressor noise .evaluation, and model
formulation and testing
tFAA-RD-71-73] p0086 872-11946
Development of analytical flow configuration
models for designing supersonic air breathing
propulsion systems
CAD-728675] P0109 N72-13331
Eguicontrollability and application to linear
time-invariant model-following problem
fHiSA-CR-124768] P0110 S72-13SOS
Extension of Gersten nonlinear wing theory to
compressible flow
fBHVG-FBWT-71-20] P0161 N72-14.993
Hathematical models for helicopter rotary wing
near wake and influence on rotary .wing lifting
characteristics
TRAE-TR-71046] p0161 1172-14996
Bathematical model for computing aerodynamic
forces acting on hinged helicopter rotor blades
using digital computer
[DLB-FB-71-67] p0166 H72-15008
Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing wire
antenna and derivation of egnations of motion
P0217 H72-16899
Bassless-spring modeling of suspension-line
elasticity during parachute unfurling process
using Bnnge-Kntta integration technigne
. [HASA-TH-D-6671] p0224 H72-17930
Hodel of completed successful missions of V/STOL
versus CTOL aircraft systems
CAD-732681) P0254 H72-18031
Aerodynamic characteristics of boob in steady,
incompressible, potential flow based on model
. C»D-733325] p0254 S72-18037
Mathematical model for effects of conical
thickness distribution on separated flow past
slender delta wings with small thickness/span
ratios and sharp leading edges.
.[ABC-CP-1189] p0267 H72-19006
Linearized mathematical models with stability
derivatives and eguations of motion for two
representative STOL aircraft
fAD-733756] pp270 N72-19036
' Linear and angular acceleration terainology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbag
restraint systems, and mathematical models of
automobile crash loads
p0274 N72-19155
Computerized simulation model for studying
performance of air bag
rPB-201170] • p0275 B72-19184
Bathematical model for lifting rotors in vertical
flight using matched asymptotic expansions
fFFA-118] p0320 H72-20022
Vortex distribution technique applied to
three-dimensional bodies moving through
incompressible fluid
TAD-732953) p032» 872-20333
Bathematical models for determining flight
performance of Concorde aircraft
p0328 H72-20978
Conventional and reliability theories for
analyzing safe fatigue life and safe inspection
intervals for military and civil aircraft
fARL/SB-335] p0372 N72-2219S
Development and characteristics of simulation of
continuous error of localizer beam of . • • - '
conventional instrument landing system used with
space shuttle
rHASA-TB-X-62116] p0376 N72-22648
Mathematical model for influence of lift engine
position on eigenmotion of lift jet powered VIOL
aircraft in hovering flight
fDLB-FB-71-112] p0422 N72-24028
Vortex model for calculating airstream at rotor
blade of helicopter
rHASA-rr-F-14228) p0430 H72-24990
Dynamic theory of flutter for rotation of.rigid wing
fABL/SB-332] . p0430 H72-24996
Development of mathematical model for .evaluating
compatibility of flight crew personnel and
aircraft crew stations - Vol. 4
fAD-738008] p0433 N72-25017
Bathematical models for analyzing
gnasi-one-dimensional flow across face seals and
narrow slots of turbine engines
fBASA-TH-D-6668] p0435 N72-25468
Hathematical model for multipath analysis from
analog magnetic recordings generated during
experimental flights
P0486 N72-27707
Mathematical models for determining effects of
voice communication constraints on air traffic
control in terminal control sector
P0517 N72-28171
Gradient technigne for determining improved
aircraft flight paths to reduce kill probability
by antiaircraft gunfire
fAD-741373] p0530 H72-29018.-
Mathematical model for predicting radiated
rotational noise of lifting rotor or propeller
fAD-740816] p0579 H72-30611
Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and
reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh .
tAD-744504] p0629 K72-32507
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SUBJECT IHDEX MEASURING IHSTRDBEHTS
.Physical models of clear air turbulence based on
summertime observation of turbulent'zones
•" fAD-713691] . - . : • • • - - p'06<!6'N72-33623
BATBEBATICAL STATISTICS ' ' ,
U STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ' '
BATBICES (CIBCOTTS) • ' :' ' • • • . '
Experimental investigation' regarding Archimedean
•"- - 'spi'ral antennas for the L-band, and radiator
groups constructed' from them' whose radiation '
directions are controlled-by a conduction matrix
• • ' - • • '' p05<*9 A72-I10510
BATBICES (HATBEHATICS) " ' ~ • ' '•
NT ADJOINTS '. . ' . • •'• ' • • • - • • ' '
NT EIGENVALUES - : ' : ' ' . . ' '
' Flight'1 mechanics derivative transformations by-
matrix-methods for changing coordinate or '••
independent 'variable 'systems ' ' •-• • • ^ •
fDFVLR-SONDDB-175] p0126 A72-16706
Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients
matrices calculation for* wings of arbitrary
planform, constructing computer program
' '•• • '' p031« A72-28112
" Development 'of algorithm based on'matrix methods^
for- solution ofr wind 'tunnel force-balance
eguations 'and'-iterative solution- nsi'n'g automatic
computer reduction ' • ;'• •" .1 : ' ' \
-'.'• rNASA-TN-D-'6860] pO")76 N72-27002
' linear elastics theory and -matrix methods for' •'
calculating 'structural oscillations in pointed
arrow' 'wings; - • ' ' • • " ' • •' - ..•--.•'
'
 :
 'p0582 '872-30993
BATBIX ALGEBBA •->•••
U BATHICES (MATHEMATICS) ' - - ' - . . • ' -'
BATBIX AHALYSIS - '• '
B BATRICES • (BATHSMATICS) '• ' '
BAT8IX HETHODS • • • • • ' : - v. " : ' l. '. ' ' ,A .
Hatrix method? calculation'for aerodynamic loads,
." transverse' forces, bending moments, torgues and
twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter
during' forward flight - '-;r • •' ' * *>*>'••'
''•'- ' p0020'A-72-i2ttO
' Temperature dependent elastoplastic wing
assemblies> and continua analysis "via matrix ''•'"'•
displacement method * ' -• • - . ' • - ' • - '•-'-'
• '•"'-' - • . : • • • ' • • pOl»13 A72-33791
A consistent' approach' for'treating; distributed''
' loading in the matrix force method. *' '. ' •
• •• •'- p0557 A72-H1261
B&TBIX STBESS CALCULAIIOH " ' '• '
U BATEIX'BETHODS ' • "' '"•'-' •
BAXIBUfl LIKELIHOOD ESTIBSTES ' - . . , , , • -
'Bnltiinput and multioutput linear and nonlinear
dynamic system maximum likelihood identification
based on state vector formulation and optimal
filter use '• ' - - '• '
•••'-. ' - p0183 A72-19286
A generalized method for the'identification of
• aircraft stability and1control derivatives'from
flight test data.' - - . • , • -
P0502 A72-38260
Haximum likelihood technigue for - estimating ' '
deviations from'parent'population'of aircraft
fatigue failures determined from sample
containing failed-and non-failed members
(ASC-CP-11Uf] Ip0098 N72-12925
Longitudinal stability and control "derivatives of
"let fighter aircraft extracted from flight test
data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation
tNASA-TN-D-6532] ' ' ''p0252 H72-18013
Baximnm likelihood technigue used to extract' '
'aerodynamic parameters of Navion 'airplane from
flight data '• -
[NASA-TH-D-66it31 •' ; p0268 »72-19019
* Baximum likelihood parameter estimation for •
extracting- stability and control derivatives of
aircraft from flight test data using real'time
digital computer1-'
rHASA-TH-D-6735'1 ' p01)26 N72-24625
Application of maximum likelihood estimation from
flight test data to' determine lateral'control
and stability derivatives for jet fighter aircraft
f NASA-TN-D-69051 ' " pOSSlt 1172-31013
BAXIBUB PBIBCIPLE
Aircraft optimal terminal guidance nonlinear
feedback control law, deriving maximum principle
by digital computer program
- '"-- ' p0183 A72-19287
BCDOHHELL HILITABT 'AIBCBAPT
U HILITABI AIBCBAFT
BEiB TIBE BETBEEH FAILUBES ^
U BTBF ' ' ' ' . . .
BEASDBAHDS
U HEASUBEBENT
BEASUBE AHD.IHTEGBATIOH
NT FDNCTIONAL INTEGB4TION
NT NUBEBICAL INTEGRATION -
NT WEIGHTING.FUNCTIONS
Gas turbine engine performance measurement via
parameters' averaging method, noting integration
time determination for given error limits
' . . ' .' p0598 A72-43669
Integration method to' derive angle of pitch,
flight-path angj.e, and angle .'of'attack from
' measurements in nonsteady flight
rTTH-156] p0267 N72-19008
BEASOBE TBEOBY ' -
0 BEASOBE AND INTEGRATION .
BBASOBEBENT
Quantitative definitions.for maintainability and
maintenance, measurements ,
' '.. . — , p0253 N72-18023
BEASDBIB6 - . ' '
U "BEASU8EBENT , . - ,- .
BEiSDBING APPARATUS
U BEASDRING INSTRUMENTS "
BEASDBING IHSTBUBEITS
NT. ACCELEROHETERS ,. . . , . . . . , . . - -
NT ALTIBETERS ' ' ...
NT ANEHOHETERS. '. ...
NT 'APPROACH INDICATORS
 ( . .
HT ATOMIC CLOCKS ' " '' ' . \
NT. ATTITUDE INDICATORS " . ' . ' ' .
NT' 'CLOCKS '
NT CLOOD HEIGHT INDICATOBS
NT COUNTERS ' ' .
NT DISTANCE BEA'SURING EQUIPMENT .'
NT' DOSIBETERS
NT.ENGINE.HONITOBING INSTBDMENTS
NT FLIGHT'L'OAD RECORDERS
NT FLIGHT BECORDEBS
NT FLOKBETEBS
NT.GIRO HORIZONS
N T GYROCOBPASSES . . . . '
NT HOT-HIRE ANEBOBETEBS
BT HOT-RIRE FLOIBETEBS
NT.. HYGBOBETEBS
KT INDICATING INSTBUBENTS
NT INFHARED DETECTOBS
NT INFRABED INSTRUMENTS
NT INFBARED SCANNERS . .
HT INFBABED SPECTBOPHOTOBETEBS
NT INTEBFEBOBETEBS
NT BAGNETOBETEBS
NT BETEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
NT BICROWAVE INTERFEROMETERS
NT, NOISE SETERS
NT OBEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEB . . .
NT OPTICAL MEASDRIHG INSTRUMENTS
NT OPTICAL PYROBETERS.
NT OPTICAL BANGE FINDERS
NT OPTICAL SCANNERS ' ., . '
NT OXYGEN ANALYZERS
HT POSITION INDICATOBS
NT PRESSURE GAGES ' .
NT RADIATION COUNTERS
NT RADIATION DETECTORS
NT RADIATION BEASUHING INSTRUMENTS
NT RADIATION PYROBETERS
NT RADIO ALTIBETERS .
NT BADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
NT BADIOBETERS
NT BANGE FINDERS ' " .
NT BAHINSONDES
NT SPEED INDICATOBS
NT STBAIN 'GAGE BALANCES
HT STRAIN GAGES
NT TEBPEHATURE.BEASDBING INSTBDBENTS
HT TENSOBETEBS
NT TIBING DEVICES
HT TOHQDEBETEBS
NT VABIOBETERS.
NT REATHER DATA RECORDERS
NT WEIGHT INDICATORS
HT HIND VAHES
F-1« naval fighter aircraft flight test programs,
discussing instrumentation and .low-speed test
results
P0190 A72-21005.
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BECHAHICiL DEIVES SUBJECT IBDEX
Electromagnetic position sensor for magnetically
supported model in wind tunnel, discassinq
design, operation principles and performance
p02<!3 472-21(773
Computerized aircraft landinq measurement system
for civil airport, usinq optical, seismic and IB
sensors
pO<(11 A72-33627
The impact of qradioneter techniques on the
performance of inertial navigation systems.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-850] pOSOU A72-39079
A time-frequency localization system applied to
acoustic certification of aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-836] p0505 A72-39091
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
18th, Hiami. Pla., Hay 15-17, 1972, Proceedings.
p0563 A72-1J2676
Variable impedance transducer measuring
instruments for in-flight aircraft performance
tests under environmental thermal effects
p0565 A72-H2711
Equipment for measuring aircraft noise in flight
and computer analysis of data
rNASA-TT-F-1U058] p0150 N72-13987
Cataloq of devices and techniques for boundary
layer and wake measurements on flight vehicles
rNASA-CB-116776] P0258 572-181)21
BECHANICAL DRIVES
NT HELICOPTER PROPELIER DBIVE
NT PROPELLER DRIVE
Reduction of noise and acoustic-frequency
vibrations in aircraft transmissions.
[AHS PREPRINT 661] pOtltB A72-3«508
Analysis of qear reduction concepts for power
train systems used with low bypass ratio, single
spool, geared turbofan enqine for aircraft
propulsion
CNASA-CR-72735] p0093 N72-12H13
Development of criteria for application of
composite materials in construction of
helicopter synchronizinq drive shafts
fAD-739«291 - pO<481 N72-27043
Desiqn analysis of nutating plate drive for 2500
horse power helicopter rotor gearbox
fNASA-TB-X-68117] P0521 N72-2850*
Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared
power trains by application of vibration and
acoustics technology
TAD-712735! p0586 H72-31031
Reliability engineering of aft transmission
planetary carrier bearing nut in mechanical
drive assembly of CH-16 helicopter
TAD-7H30731 P0587 N72-31037
Development and characteristics of core turbine
for driving single and two stage fans in.
turbofan enqine simulator
[NASA-Tfl-X-68130] p0632 N72-32762
HECBiHICAL ESGINEEBING
Reduction of water pollution, development of
railway track switch heater, lubrication under
cold weather conditions, and research projects
conducted by mechanical and aeronautical
engineering facilities
fDBE/NAE-1971 (3) ] p0098 N72-12820
Engineering information service for aeronautical
engineering, mechanical, engineering, chemical
engineering, industrial fluid mechanics, and
stress and strength
P06119 N72-33962
BECHAIICAL IHPEDABCB
Conference papers on shock and vibration includinq
specifications, mechanical impedance, and
transportation and packaging
rAD-739571] pOU7« N72-26815
BECBAIICAL BBASDBEBEHT
NT DBAG BEASUBEBENT
HT FLOS BEASOBEBENT
HT FRICTION BEASDREBENT
NT PRESSURE BEASUREBENTS
HT STRESS BEASUBEHENT
NT THRDST BEASDBEBENT
NT VELOCITY BEASDREBENT
NT VIBRATION BEASOHEBENT
NT WIND BEASOREBENT
NT WIND VELOCITY. BEASOREBENT
Noncontact rotating shaft horsepower measurement,
using phase displacement technique
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-29] p0295 A72-25625
BECBABICAL OSCILLATORS
NT GYROSCOPIC PENDDLDBS
Oscillating balance system for stability
derivation measurements in supersonic wind tunnels
POU70 N72-263U8
BECHABICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT AEROELASTICITY
BT COBPEESSIVE STBENGTB
NT CREEP BDPTBRE STRENGTH
NT CHEEP STRENGTB
NT DUCTILITY
BT ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
NT FATIGOE LIFE
NT 'FIBER STRENGTH
BT FLEXIBILITY
BT HIGH STRENGTH
HT IBPACT STRENGTH
HT NOTCH SENSITIVITY
NT PROPORTIONAL LIBIT
NT SHEAR STRENGTH
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STIFFNESS
HT STRESS CYCLES
HT STRUCTURAL STABILITY . -' : '
NT TENSILS CREEP
NT TENSILE PROPERTIES ' ' '
NT TENSILE STBENGTH ' "1 - ' •
NT THERHAL BESISTANCE
NT THEBHOELASTICITY
NT VISCOELASTICITY
NT WELD STBENGTH '••' '
NT YIELD STRENGTH •
Parachute canopy fabrics and rigging lines cordage "
properties requirements, considering nylon,
polypropylene, silk, cotton and nonwoven
scrim-reinforced fabrics
pOOOS A72-1031U
Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength,
performance properties, fabrication processes
and tooling concepts
fSBE PAPER EB 71-205] p0011 A72-10968
Semifinished product production technology
influence on heat resistant alloys mechanical
properties, considering forging, rolling,
casting, melting, diffusion welding and powder'
metallurgy
P0117- A72-186U7
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber
reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft,
presenting mechanical properties test data' for
different composite configurations
P0181 A72-19062
Bolted connections strength in graphite
fiber-epoxy resin composites reinforced by
colaminated boron film
P0288 A72-25176
Chemically strengthened glass for eject-through
frangible canopy design in aircraft emergency
escape systems, noting protection against
ejection injuries
P0306 A72-27016
Bechanical properties of high temperature steels
and alloys for gas turbine rotors, disks and
blades
p0395 A72-31703
Russian book - Handbook of aircraft materials.
p05U8 A72-U0459
Beat treatment and mechanical properties of
titanium alloys for aerospace industry application
rNLR-TH-71003-D-BEV) p0170 B72-15529
Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes
caused by artificial weathering noting glass
transition temperature and flexibility
measurements
fD-HAT-165] p032« N72-20519
Bechanical properties of gas turbine vanes and disks
IJPRS-55987] pOt28 N72-24825
Bechanical properties of gas turbine disk material
after operation
P0428 H72-2U827
Comparing characteristics of advanced composites
with those of conventional airframe materials
P0536 N72-29595
BECHAHICAL RESONANCE
D RESONANT VIBRATION
BECHABICAL SHOCK
Spring constants for shock analysis of aircraft
carrier catapult installations
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SUBJECT IHDEI HBTAL BAIBII COBPOSITBS
tAD-729249] p0157 H72-14288
Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
. tAD-723344] P0216 N72-16861
Conference papers on shock and vibration including
specifications, mechanical impedance, and
transportation and packaging ;
tAD-7395741 p0474 N72-26815
Conference on shock and vibration analysis of
structural components of ships, flight vehicles, .
and ordnance items
rAD-7395781 p0475 H72-26904
BBCHABICS (PBTSICS)
Mechanics fundamentals in aerodynamical aircraft
analysis, noting force concept and Newton theory
P0361 472-30817
BBCHAHIZATION
Hybrid mechanical-electrical mechanizing
techniques for aircraft flight control systems
P0454 A72-35576
BEDICiL SCIENCE
NT PSYCHIATHY
BEETIIGS
n CONFEBENCES
HELTIHG POIHTS . •
Surface patterns from ablating, melting and
flowing materials in supersonic flow of wind
tunnel, rocket motor and flight test
environments, comparing with theory .
[AIAA PAPEE 72-3131 p0285 A72-25247
HEHBBARE AHALOGY
0 BEBBBANE STBUC10RES
0 STBOCTOBAL ANALYSIS
BEBBRAHE STBOCTOBES
HI SKIN (STBDCTDRAL BEHBBB)
Evaluation of experimental membranes,- nonskid
compounds, adhesives, and earth anchors used in
constructing assnlt type runways for military
aircraft
fAD-7298031 p0157 N72-14286
HBHBBABB TBEOBY
0 BEBBBANE STHOCTUBES
0 STBOCTOBAL ANALYSIS
BEBBEAHES
NT HEBBBANE STBOCTDBES
NT SKIN (STBOCTOBAL BEBBEB)
HEBOBY STOBAGE OBITS
D COBPOTEB STOBAGE DEVICES
BEBCATOB PBOJECTIOH
Polar navigation with transverse mercator
technique for aircraft using secant geared
• ground position indicators
. p0002 A72-10181
HEBIDIOHA1 FLOS
Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor
impeller with meridional stream acceleration.
P0614 A72-45371
FOBTBAN program for calculating velocities in
meridional plane of centrifugal compressor
fNASA-TN-D-67011 p0249 N72-17988
BESOSPBEBE
Aircraft atmospheric flow measurements of
horizontal and vertical motions on mesoscales,
using inertial reference system
P0359 A72-30300
BETAL BOHDIHG
NT BETAL-BETAL BONDING
Forging technigues and applications for YF-12A
aircraft Ti alloy bulkhead production,
considering diffusion bonding and die shimming
P0069 A72-1491U
Solid state -Joining in gas turbine engines,
discussing diffusion bonding, friction welding
and coextrusion metal bonding
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-7U]
 P0297 A72-25656
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for
improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
p0400 A72-32429
Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to join sheet
metal parts with applications to propellant
tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures
fSBE PAPEB AD 72-710] pO"58 A72-36526
Concept development and feasibility analysis of
aircraft metal structures reinforced with
filamentary composites
CNASA-CB-18591 p0160 N72-14585
Preparation of titanium surfaces by
phosphate-fluoride method prior to adhesive
bonding procedures and application to OH-1
p0208 H72-16355
helicopter structures
fAD-732353]
HEIAL COATIIGS
NT &LDBINUB COATIBGS
NT NICKEL COATINGS
Hot corrosion resistant Pt-Al coating for high
temperature aircraft engine Ni alloy components,
•presenting cyclic snlfidation and thermal shock
test results
pOIBIt A72-19573
Ion sputtering process used to deposit coating
compounds on titanium alloy gear teeth
CAD-7298391 P0160 N72-1U504
BETAL COBBOSIOB
0 COBBOSIOB
HEIAL FATIGOE
Besidnal buckling strength of Al alloy elastic
column with fatigue crack
CSESA PAPEB 1910A] p0014 A72-11511
Betal fatigue damage nondestructive detection,
discussing inspection methods, equipment,
advantages, limitations and test results
tAD-741977] p0020 A72-12498
Jet engine component overhaul procedures for •
fatigue damage repair, detailing distressed
metal removal, replacement and welding technignes
. p0020 A72-12499
Ti alloys fatigue strength, stress concentration
sensitivity and grain sizes effects at normal
and high temperature under cyclic loads
p0304 A72-26821
Aviation fuels and additives effect on steel
endurance limit at room temperature
P0354 A72-29487
Vibrational shot peening as a method of increasing
the fatigue strength of critical aircraft elements
P0508 A72-39802
Gas turbine blades of cast ZhS6K heat resistant
alloy, investigating structural strength from
fatigue test data
P0598 A72-43734
Gas turbine blade models of heat resistant ZhS6K
alloy under operational temperature variations,
observing fatigue strength
.. p0598 A72-43735
Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine
compressor disks under variable stresses from
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
P0598 A72-43736
The application of Ti-6Al-4V titanium to
helicopter fatigue loaded components.
p0608 A72-4U732 '
Theoretical and analytical aspects of metal
fatigue failure and relationships to fracture
mechanics
CAD-725028] p0036 N72-10957
Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A
aircraft
[AD-7439681 p062<l N72-32058
BETAL FILBS
High light transmission electrically conducting
Hyviz and gold film laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heating applications
p0357 A72-30038
METAL FINISHING
NT SHOT PEENING
BETAL POBGING
0 FOBGIBG
BETAL FOBBIBG
D FOBBING TECHNIQOES
0 BETAL WOHKING
BBTAL JOINTS
NT SPOT WELDS
NT WELDED JOINTS
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and
testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal '
and pressure cycling
P0199 A72-21938
Ar-H microplasma welding of thin Cr steel sheets
with narrow seams for aircraft engines and
precision equipment casings
P0228 A72-22548
Calculation of the tightness of threshold joints
of gas turbine engine rotor bearings
p0507 A72-39589
BETAL HATBIX COHPOSITES
High strength, stiffness and low density
properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites
in flight structures
A-297
BBTAL PLATES SUBJECT IHDEI
P0065 A72-11715
Conpressive strength of Ti alloy airframe skin'
. stringer panels reinforced with B-A1 composite
by brazing
r&IAA PAPSB 72-3591 -p0286 A72-25387
Composite F-111 fuselage design, analysis and
testing, considering graphite, boron and
glass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems ,
p0287 A72-25Q53
Retal natrix composites application to aircraft
structures, describing design, analysis and • ••
fabrication of aircraft bulkhead with B-A1 as •
nain structural material
• p0312 A72-28096
Boron- and qraphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum
composites forming, processing and- costs for
aircraft structural materials - •
p045t| A72-35663
Prospects for the development of technically
usable fiber-reinforced high-temperature materials
p0506. A72-39<t18. -
Aircraft structures weight reduction through
fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing
anisotropic elastic.and failure behavior of
composite light shell structures
riCAS PAPER 72-38] p0555 172-U1163
Composite Al- and Hi-base alloys strengthened by B
and W/Ho fibers respectively for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
. p0569 A72-03139
Baking a product from composites. •!!.
pOeOU A72-U1556
Fiber reinforced composite^ and design analysis
methods for metal and polymer matrix structures
in aeronautical and space vehicle applications
fNASA-TB-X-68101] p0521 N72-28545
High strength oxidation resistant tungsten
reinforced niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine- engines
rAD-7tt08»lll p0536. N72-29615
HETAL PLATES
Al alloy, plates and D-nosed specimens indentation
and penetration under hail impact test
p0176 A72-18761
Stress and strain history at point of.stress .
concentration to determine effects of spectrum
block size in fatigoe testing
. fAD-72616<n p0098 H72-12928
Studying temperature response of- metal plate to
steady electric arc for determining possible
damage to aircraft structures by lightning
tbl8b-1«190-1] p0203 N72-15962
HETAL POLISHING
Polishes and corrosion removers for aluminum
surfaces of Naval aircraft
FAD-733403] p0260 N72-18602
HETAL SHEETS : ,
Endurance tests of D16ABO alloy sheets under high
intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynamic .
vibrator loading -• v
. p0056 A72-13470
Ar-H microplasma welding of thin Cr steel sheets
with narrow seams for aircraft engines and
precision equipment casings
p0228 A72-22518
Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction
based on strength/weight and stiffness/weight
comparison of Al alloys and Ti alloys in
relation to cost and structural weight
considerations • •
P0551 A72-U1071
Endurance tests of D16AMO alloy sheets under high
intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynamic
vibrator loading
. • p0610 A72-II1945
HETAL SURFACES
Hail damage to aircraft, predicting metal surfaces
• dent depth and deformation shape with computer
program • • . • .
TAIAA PAPER 72-3350 p0286 A72-25370
Hardcoat anodizing of Al surfaces, discussing
preparation, racking, egflipment and post
treatments . . • . ' .
fSAE PAPER 7203*1]. . p0292 A72-25598
Helicopter rotor blade spafs shot peening in
centrifugal vibrator, optimizing Cr-Bo-Ni steel
surfaces work hardening
, . . . p030U A72-26820
Physicochemical processes- in metal surface layers
subjected to contact friction with aircraft
fuels presence, noting secondary compounds and
thermal oxidation acceleration
P0315 A72-28183
HETAL VOBKIHQ ' ' • "
HT CLADDIHG ' - • •. . .
HI EXPLOSIVE FOBBIHG . • '• ' '
HT FOBGIHG ' ' ...
Integrity control procedures for machining,
drilling and grinding of « steel and Ti alloy
aircraft parts, • discussing nondestructive'
inspection method . • •.
[SBE PAPER IQ 71-238]'- r • P0011 A72-10969
Snperalloys ductility and workability improvements
without sacrificing elevated temperature
strength for aircraft engine applications '
; - -P0021 A72-12561
' Hetal forming technignes for gas turbine' engines,
considering isothermal, radi'al and powder- : "'*•-.(
metallurgy preform forgings, conto'ured cross and
form rolling, and' squeeze casting ' •, i . •
V [ASHE PAPER 72-GT-58] p0296 A72-25649
' Polish aircraft industry production and: ••
. • ' fabrication' technignes, discussing metaK •:
working, digital controlled, machining' and' cost
reduction '
. . ' . ; . - . .. . ; . - p0161 A72-37010
Baking- a product- from' composites.- II'. '- ••'•' ' '
. - -P060B A72-11556
BETAL-HETAL BOBOIIG
Adhesive bonded components -in- aircraft and- ' '.
aerospace structures,, discussing manufacturing,
metal surface preparation, inspection' and -
environmental exposure ' -" ' t >: i ' • ' ' ' •
' • fSAE PAPER 720118] p0136 A72-17325
HBTALLOGBAPHT - ' ' '..3^ 1. ./• • -i ;
Hetallographic and f ractographic analyses of
cracking in T53-L13 gas turbine engine ''
compressor disks '•'" ' ''
• ' - pOOlO A72-10816
Betallurgical problems of metals used' in' : '.'
spacecraft structures and propulsion' systems
[C8ANFIELD-BAT-6]. p0260 H72-18545
HETALLOIDS I • ' " • > . . •
NT BORON
NT ALDHIN0M . • . ' . . ' • • , - — .
NT ALDBINOB COATINGS " '•".-"--•.
NT GOLD
NT IRON . - . ' • • . • • •• ' ' • ' " ' '' '
NT LIQUID BETALS ' ...... ' • • "' ' > ••'
NT BETAL COATINGS . . ' >-• . . ' • ' • ' •."'<•'
NTVKETAL. FILBS
NT BETAL BATRIX COBPOSITES • : / < • ' ' '
NT NICKEL COATINGS • '.• .• - ;' . ' • "
NT NOBLE BETALS . : . . ' •
NT REFRACTOBT BETALS ' . ' ''
NT TDHGSTEN ' • . • • ' " ' • • •
HETEORITE. COHPRESSIOH TESTS . : . , • ' ; . • • ' - • • . - •
D COBPRESSION. TESTS • .' . •' -
D BECBANICAL PBOPERTIES '•
HETEOBITIC IOHIZATIOH
D ATBOSPHEBIC lOHIZATIONr . - . . - : . • • . '
HETEOBOLOGICAL FLIGHT . . '•
Operational aviation meteorological reguirements,
reviewing aircraft categories, ATC systems and
avionics and navigational aids -'
• • : .' P02U6 A72-25078
• High level Canberra flight for three dimensional
• picture of wind and temperature fields, showing
CAT, gravity waves and smooth 'flight . -^ ^ ' • ••
characteristics • "-.
' . . P0311 A72-27709
Thunderstorm penetration by F-100 aircraft to
study turbulence hazard relation' to updraft size
. and short, period fluctuation-induced
acceleration changes . t .
P0317 A72-28852
Lower stratospheric turbulence and horizontal' <
temperature gradients from RB-57F aircraft' •
• • meteorological measurements
'. p03t9 .A72.-2886I)
BETEOBOLOGICAL INSTRDBEBTS '
NT CLODD HEIGHT. INDICATORS. • . '
NT BAWINSONDES . . . .
NT 8EATEES DATA. RECORD ERS
NT HIND VANES •
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SUBJECT INDEX HBTHOD OF CBABACTBBISTICS
Heteorological information assistance for Concorde
aircraft test flights, discussing high
tropospheric turbulence and lover stratospheric
temperature predictions and instruments .
P0063 A72-1U680
iirport oeteorological instrumentation, discussing
ground vind, visibility, cloud height, air
temperature and humidity detectors and radar
equipment
. . • . . P02H6. A72-25093
Aeronautical requirements for meteorological
reporting and instruments at aerodromes,*- . •
discussing surface vind, visibility, runyay
range, veather, temperature.and pressure
observations . . .
P03U9 A72-28868 .
Application of thermistor mass, flov rate sensor to
aircraft meteorological instruments
rAD-736152] - . -. p0338 •(172-21622
BETEOBOLOGICAL PABAHETEBS
Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor, of
airport environmental meteorological parameters
P0013 A72-11137
Acoustic ray path, method for computing atmospheric
conditions effect on aircraft1 noise propagation,
using-digital computer
p03U7 A72-288UO
,'. Lov. flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial^-
and temporal variability effects.on aircraft
flyover noise measurement
• P03U7 A72-2881V-
Synoptic. meteorological parameters vs' CAT
encountered in stratosphere by XB-70 airplane,
presenting freguency distributions and
probability tables . - •
. . p03<19 A72-28867
Heteorological information requirements for V/STOL.
aircraft design, airport location-, runvay
orientation, aircraft operations and ATC
simulation
-. • ••, ' p0349 A72-28869
Stratospheric meteorological characteristics • .
effects on.Concorde supersonic flight
performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior
and passenger comfort • "
P03<19 A72-28876
Heteorological data analysis for CAT encounter of
Boeing 7t7 flight over Nantncket Island on a
November 1970 . .
p0411 A72-33525
Heteoroloqical effects on SST performance,
considerinq temperature, vind, turbulence,'
hydrometeors, ozone and radiation effects'
p045<f A72-35790
Analysis of meteorological conditions under vhich
condensation trails are formed by vater in
aircraft engine exhaust
rNASA-TT-F-14047] p0095 N72-12550
Heteorological data acquisition procedures for
monitoring changes in atmospheric parameters at
lov altitudes to support aircraft flyover noise
measurements
rNASA-CR-1945] p0166 N72-1500U
Development of nethod for predicting'occurrence of
foq and stratus formations at Eglin Air Force
Base, Florida .- •
[AD-732289] • p0208 B72-16501
Special events of meteorological origin affecting
civil let aircraft operations obtained from
flight recorders for period Jan. 1966 to Nov. 1968
fARC-CP-1188] P0280 S72-19687
Development of techniques and egnipment for
conducting programs to identify presence of.
. clear air turbulence and warn high altitude,
high speed aircraft
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-19] ' p0325 N72-20554
Influence of atmospheric structure and composition
on supersonic flight '
CHASA-TT-F-693] p0578 N72-30551
Heteorological parameter comparison for aircraft
and ravinsonde measurements
[AD-713710] p0606 N72-33616
BETEOBOLOGICAL EADAB
Aviation veather forecasting improvements due to
radar, computer, satellites and high speed
communications contributions
P0179 A72-18838
Single engine aircraft-borne veather radar vith
electronically scanned steerable phased array
' antenna
rsAE PAPER 7203151 p0289 A72-25579
Aircraft radar- for Heather data, ground mapping,
avoidance modes and independent landing monitor
function, presenting straight and slant approach
simulation data
P0517 A72-10290
Radar observation of veather conditions for
aircraft: flight
COHH-26U-TP-K181 p004<l N72-111U7
HETEOEOLOGICAL SATELLITES
Aviation veather forecasting improvements due to
radar, computer, satellites and high speed
communications contributions
P0179 A72-18838
Hilitary veather forecasting requirements by 1980,
discussing decision making, data processing,
satellite data, mission and terminal forecasts,
display and computer flight-planning
p02i»6 A72-25096
BETEOBOLOGICAL SBBVICES
Heteorological information assistance for Concorde
aircraft test flights, discussing, high
tropospheric turbulence and lover stratospheric
temperature predictions and instruments
P0063 A72-14680
Aircraft in-flight monitoring instruments for
- ^ meteorological "service-in1 0. S. ' "'
P0061 A72-1H687
Automated meteorological telemetry and
interrogation response'-'system vith terminal
' extensions for Paris airport
P00611 A72-1U695
Aerospace and- aeronautical -meteorology - AHS
Conference, Washington, D.C., Hay 1972
p03<46 A72-28801
Pacific Ocean meteorological data- collection .from
military' and civil aircraft in-fliqht reports,
discussing computer processing for daily
analysis and monthly and seasonal means
:
 p03«9 A72-2887t
Automatic position reporting, ATC communication,
veather information and message identification
via digital ground-air-ground data link,
discussing operational and maintenance
requirements
pOSl)6 A72-U0286
Heteorological and takeoff and landing information
transmission by proposed automated
meteorological and information service,-
discussing air-ground data link
P0547 A72-U0287
HETEOBOL06T
NT AEROLOGY
NT HICHOHETEOEOLOGT
NT NUMERICAL HEATHER FORECASTING
NT SYNOPTIC HETEOBOLOGY
NT TROPICAL HETEOHOLOGY
NT HEATHER FORECASTING
Handbook on aviation meteorology covering
atmospheric structure and composition, standard
atmospheres, heat transfer, adiabatic processes,
vinds, cloud formations, precipitation, ice •
formation, fog, visibility, etc
P0192 A72-21D79
HETEBS • • . .
U HEASDBING INSTHDHENTS
HETBACBYLATE RESINS
0 ACRYLIC BESINS
HBTHANE
Supersonic diffusion flame in duct configuration
to study mixing vith combustion of tvo parallel
methane and air flovs
P0057 A72-13515
Slush, boiling methane and methane mixture
characteristics, noting advantages as potential '
rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels
P0071 A72-15512
Design and tests of tvo insulation systems for
liquid methane fuel tanks for supersonic cruise
aircraft ' '
[NASA-CR-120930] . pO«73 N72-265t5
HBTHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
Linearized method of characteristics application
to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate
cascades vith supersonic-leading edge locus
[AIAA PAPER 72-377] p0287 A72-25401
Invard radial flov turbines unde*r unsteady flov
conditions vith full and partial admission.
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BETBODOLOGT. SUBJECT IHDEI
predicting performance by method of
characteristics
P0308 A72-27349
Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic
inlets using aethod of characteristics including
Bach disc problem
rOHERA-BT-1831 P0266 N72-19005
HETBODOLOGT
System methodology application to filter design
for inertia 1 reference unit calibration in
digital test station for FB-111 aircraft
navigation system
P0237 A72-23820
HETHODS . j
0 METHODOLOGY
HETBOPOLITAH AREAS
D CITIES ,
HICHIGAH
Cost analysis and operational procedures of
effective short range, high density computer
transportation system for Hetropolitan Detroit
T HASA-CR-111131(01 P0036 N72-1098U
HICBOBIOLOGY
Corrosion properties of aircraft structure fluid
contaminants noting corrosion tests and
oicrobioloqical action on Britannia Comet Aircraft
fD-HAT-1791 ' p0573 N72-30015
HICEOCIHCOITS
0 (IICSOELECTHONICS
BICBOCLIHATOLOGr
Fog regime over international airport.in Sofia
plain, and nultifactor discriminant analysis
method for fog forecasting
rNLL-H-22087-(5828.UF) ] P0522 N72-28610
BICBOELECTBOHICS .
Planar coax micropackaging of minicomputers for
aircraft navigation and military systems, noting
environmental tests . . .
,p0115 A72-15772
Development and characteristics of microelectronic
eguipment for improved reliability and reduced
•eight and size of electronic components
P0278 1172-191(811
Microelectronics and rotary transformers for
obtaining reliable data channels in rotating
shaft system
rBASA-TB-X-68112] p0580 H72-30776
HICBOHETEOHOLOGT
Hicrometeorologic measurements of earth surface
temperature by airborne radiometers
rNASi-TT-F-141391 p0260 N72-18621
BTCBOHIBT&TDBIZATIQli
Aircraft microminiature IIS with transmitter and
localizer antenna to provide pilot with bearing
and glide slope information for alignment with
runway .
. ' P0307 A72-27106
BICBOPLAS8AS '
Ar-H microplasma welding of thin Cr steel sheets
with narrow seams for aircraft engines and
precision'eguipment casings '
P0228 A72-225<(8
HICROSTBOCTDBE
Ti alloys fatigue strength, stress concentration
sensitivity and grain sizes effects at normal
and high temperature under cyclic loads
P030<l A72-26821
Development of nondestructive test methods for
detection of early fatigue and fracture damage
in metals and alloys
rAD-7303«81 P022K H72-17937
Bicrostructural analysis to determine corrosion
causes of rudder hub flanges
rH72-07/18-RBG/BT1 P0517 H72-28132
BICEOTOPOGBAPBI
0 TEBSAIN'
BICBOIAVE. ABPLIFIEBS
Single and dual gate GaAs FET integrated
amplifiers in c band.
pOU89 A72-37270
BICBOIAVE AHTEHSAS
NT LENS ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
Four nhf antennas buried beneath refractory
concrete, discussing design, fabrication and
power gain and azimuthal pattern measurements
P0138 A72-17395
Step-scan landing system technique, using
microwave fixed linear array for area coverage
with pattern of narrow overlapping individually
coded sequentially switched beams
P0114 A72-18397
Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean
spiral antennas for the L-band, and radiator
groups constructed from them whose radiation
directions are controlled by a conduction matrix
p05«9 A72-10510
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam approach and landing system phased
array antenna
.fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-291 p0339 H72-21627
HICBOSiVE BQOIPBEHT .. ' i
NT CATHODE RAT TUBES
NT LENS ANTENNAS
NT BICHOIAyE ABPLIFIEBS
HT BICROWAVE ANTENHAS
NT BICRo'lAVE INTEBFEBOHETERS , •
NT HICHOiAVE OSCILIATO.BS
,NT SLOT ANTENNAS
Bicrow'ave aircraft landing system development,
discussing contract definition, feasibility,
prototype development, management planning and
program costs -
;
 ' ' p0019 A72-12377
, ATC technology impact on flight operations and
public value of aviation, discussing-microwave
landing system economic aspects ''^
. . . . . . , p0065 A72-1U810
Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control
systems, considering general dynamic -model for
aircraft translational motion determination in
earth fixed coordinate system . ,
. - • . p0067 A72-11821
Proposed microwave ILS, discussing continuous step
and Doppler scanned radar scanning,,beams
p014i( A72-18396
Hicrowave Doppler scanning landing guidance system
with radar beam comparison-and signal format
simplification suggestion
p011t A72-18398
Hicrowave instrument landing systems based on
continuous radar scanning technique, using pulse
format for data transmission
P01K4 A72-18399
Noncontacting measurements by miniature CW Doppler
radar with semiconductor microwave generator
. • p0229 A72-22691
Hicrowave equipment and technology application for
instrument landing, terminal ATC, millimeter
wave CAT detection and satellite communications
p0239 A72-2U036
Hicrowave scale model of ILS glide path,
considering interference and aircraft taxiing
effects
P0363 A72-309<«l
Hicrowave landing system effect on the flight
guidance and control system.
tiI4& PAPER .72-755] . p0510 A72-l»0057
ILS replacement by microwave landing system,
considering landing phase range from acguisition
to touchdown, terminal approach handling by -
airborne navigation system and economic advantages
p05«7 A72-902911
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
.noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
p0598 A72-U3768
Possible impact of area navigation upon 8LS
requirements for azimuth angular coverage and
range.
P0606 A72-41643
Feasibility evaluation of microwave aircraft
digital guidance equipment for helicopter
approach and landing guidance system
P0085 S72-11936
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam instrument landing systeih for
short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports
fAD-725705] , i. p0111 N72-13595
. Development of nltrahigh fregnency glide path system
tAD-733694] , p0281 N72-19726
Cost analysis of microwave landing system program
for civil ground systems
rAD-737036.J p0389 N72-23668
Binimum suitable scan rates for azimuth and
elevation functions of microwave landing
guidance system
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[AD-737339) p0389 H72-23669
Hicrowave ILS scanning beam data rate analysis for
'low visibility approach of H-53 helicopter
[iD-743612]' p0624 F72-32057
BICBOiAVE FREQUENCIES
Low cost microwave scanning beam landing systens
for interim instrument landing syste'n '
replacement in civil aviation
1
 ' p0399 A72-32217
Hultifunction microwave apertures - Concepts and
potential.
' p0454 A72-35574
National plan for development of civil/mil'itary '
microwave landing system
rNASA-TB-X-686371 p0606'N72-33633
HICBOIA7E IHAGEBT . : ' '
Hicrowave holographic imaging techniques for ' .
aircraft landing aids and.airport security
applications, discussing real ti'me operation
P0491 A72-37625
BICBOBAVE INTEBFBBOBETEBS '
Hicrowave interferometers used as radio eye for
aircraft navigation and collision avoidance
system including comparison of cost with present
'systems .
[REPT-621 : ' ' p0486 N72-27708
8ICBOHATE OSCILLiTOBS ; •
Continuous wave Doppler radar'with microwave
'oscillator for ATC measurements and surveillance
P0309 A72-27403
HICBOSiVE BADIATIOH
D MICROWAVES
HICBOHAVE SPECTBA
High resolution observation of stratospheric
submillimeter thermal emission spectrum by
helium-cooled -InSb electron bolometer on board
Comet -2E aircraft
• . ' . - • • • -
 P0245 A72-25023
HICBOWAYE TRANSBISSIOH
Automatic landing and microwave guidance system
potential.
:
 ' •'- P0551 A72-41072
HICBOBA7E TOBBS
NT CATHODE KAY TOBES
NT BICROWAVE OSCILLATORS
HICRbWAVBS
NT BTLLIHETES HAVES
Performance and problems of.microwave guidance
systems for aircraft approach and landing
rBAE-TH-711861 pOU36 S72-25606
BICBOWEIGHIHG
0 HEIGHT BEASDREBENT
HIDAIB COLLISIONS
Vertical dipole antenna design for CB Doppler
radar midair collision avoidance system
P0123 A72-16571
Aircraft midair collision prevention in dense air
traffic environments, suggesting problem
solution based on proximity warning system
P0191 A72-21090
Aircraft collision near misses under IFB and VFR
conditions, discussing ATC coordination,
equipment failure and personal and planning
problems
P0233 A72-22972
Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
fSAE PAPEB 7203121 p0289 A72-25576
Collision avoidance technigues for midair •
collisions reduction, discussing airborne and
ground based systems
P0399 A72-32213
Bidair collision causes and prevention,
considering pilot responsibilities,
anticollision devices and procedures
POK93 A72-37800
Design, operation and performance of
time-freguency midair collision avoidance
system, noting air traffic controller backup for
departure, enroute and arrival control
P0548 A72-40295
Operation principles, capabilities and tests of
midair collision avoidance system with aircraft
separation control by nonsynchronous technigues
P0548 672-40296
Bidair collision prevention independent of ATC,
discussing aircraft lighting, collision
avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator
P0548 A72-40297
Air traffic, collision risks, defense zones,
airspace structure and central planning agency
for flight safety problems reform
[DGLB PAPEB 72-038] . p0605 A72-44617
Bidair collision prevention for Army aircraft.
P0606 A72-44645
SECANT midair collision avoidance system based on
nonsynchronons microsec pulse transmission and
receiving via randomly selected freguency,
describing modular components and operating
principles
P0606 A72-44647
Probability of aircraft accidents through
collisions with birds
FAD-734803] P°?72 "72-19049
Numerical analysis of aircraft collision
probability.due to reduced separation intervals
and arbitrary flight paths
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-27] p0330 N72-20997
Economical satellite aided vehicle-avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10419] p0339 N72-2.1631
Hidair collision of Boeing 707 airliner and Cessna
150 light plane over. Compton, California on
August 4, 1971
rNTSB-AAB-72-5] P0367 N72-22016
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
DC-9 on scheduled flight with Cessna 206 near
Raleigh, North Carolina, 4 December, 1971
fNTSB-AAR-72-13] p0466 N72-26018
Investigation of midair collision of Boeing 707
commercial aircraft and Cessna 150 near Edison,
New Jersey on 9 January, 1971
rNTSB-AAR-72-16) p0479 N72-27025
Statistical analysis of military aircraft damaged
by midair collisions with birds during 1972
rAD-739464] p0481 S72-27041
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing equipment
for warning system to avoid midair collisions
between aircraft
fNASA-CASE-LAR-10717-1] p0485 N72-27703
Report of aircraft accident involving midair
collision of Convair 580 and DHC-6 aircraft over
Lake Rinnebago, Wisconsin on 29 June 1972
[SA-433J p0581 N72-30970
Analysis of midair collisions in OS civil aviation
for 1969 to 1970 to determine areas of
commonality as accident prevention measure
[NTSB-AAS-72-61 p0623 N72-32046
BIDLATITDDES
B TEBPERATE REGIONS
BILITABI AIB FACILITIES
Bilitary weather forecasting requirements by 1980,
discussing decision making, data processing,
satellite data, mission and-terminal forecasts,
display and computer flight planning
. p0246 A72-25096
Integrated civil/military ATC system for upper
airspace control /OAC/ center at Karlsruhe
P0416 A72-34108
Hediator plan for joint civil/military ATC
organization at London center, discussing
sectorization, control and radar facilities,
flight plan processing and communications
P0416 A72-34109
Design of a military air cargo transportation
system by use of a large scale mathematical
programming model.
p0604 A72-44577
Statistical forecasting models for OSAF CONDS
outbound cargo airlift requirements by averaging
and exponential smoothing models
P0604 A72-44578
Environmental impact survey on consolidation of
all Air Force advanced helicopter training at
Hill AFB, Dtah
CPB-198764-F] p0221 N72-17203
Terminal forecast reference file for Columbus AFB,
Biss.
[AD-7348071 p0280 N72-19713
Terminal forecast reference file for BcClellan Air
Force Base
TAD-734800] p0280 N72-19714
Cost/decision model for deferred procurement of
Air Force depot maintenance capability with
computerized application to F-15 inertial
navigation system
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BILITARY AIBCBiFT SUBJECT IHDBI
fAD-735351] P033U H72-21029
Extruded aluminum allO7 landing mat
fAD-735345] ' p0371 872-22327
Airfield pavement condition surveys at OSNAS
Whidbey Island and OSNOF Conpeville, Hashington
[AD-735860] P0387 H72-23222
Airfield pavement condition survey at Kaneohe
Harine Corps Air Station, Hawaii '
[AD-735861] P0387 H72-23226
Airfield pavement condition survey at' Alameda
Naval Air Station, California
[AD-735863] • ' p0387 H72-23227
Survey of airfield pavement conditions at OS Havy
Landing Field, Crows Landing, California
[AD-739316] p0518 H72-28265
Survey of pavement conditions at OS Harine Corps '
Air Station, T u m a , Arizona
fAD-739317] • • p0518 H72-28266
Airfield pavement condition survey of OSHCAS
facilities at Santa Ana and Bile Square,
California
[AD-738828] . • p0518 S72-28267
Condition survey of airfield pavements at OSNALF
San Clenente Island, California
[AD-7388271 p0518 H72-28268
Survey of pavement conditions at OS Havy'Airfield,
Monterey, California ' •'•" •
rAD-739311!] p0519 N72-28270
Hethod for evaluation of operational and
functional performance characteristics of
landing mats
[AD-7H1857] . ip0627 K72-32278
BILITABI AIBCBiFT
Industry assisted state of art assessment of high
lift tnrbofan configurations for OSAF STOL
tactical transport technology program
[SAE PAPEE 7107581 pOOO» A72-10255
Military aircraft inertial navigation system '
design, discussing gyroscope, gyro compassing
alignment, accuracy and performance
P0072 A72-15666
Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis
methods applied to -Nava-1 aircraft approach power
compensator'systems, using pilot model concepts
[ A I A A PAPER 72-1211 p?13? *72-16922
Military aircraft operations and logistics
computerized simulation for support and
maintenance cost estimates
P01U1 A72-17974
Structural demonstration flight testing /U.S.
Navy/ of new aircraft, presenting maneuver
checklist
P0145 A72-18U89
National Environmental Policy Act /PL 91-190/
impact on Army aircraft turbine engine
development in terms of performance, additional.
cost and time • '
P0177 A72-18773
French, British,- Italian, O^S., German and Israeli
military aircraft, presenting design and •
performance data
P0187 A72-20308
linear programming application to aircraft
selection for tactical airlift fleet 'contingency
planning .
[AD-7360711] P0191 A72-21U68
Naval aircraft optimal repair 'and replacement
policies determination for operation cost
minimization by dynamic programming
[AD-73609U] , p<)192 A72-21U70
Survival rates in OSAF accidents during- 1965-69,
noting visua'l sighting as primary rescue factor
p019i| A72-21564
Aircraft fuel system gunfire vulnerability and
fire and explosion protection technigues
• P0195 A72-21579
Mitsubishi XT-2 let trainer aircraft, presenting
design, structural and performance data
i P0246' A72-25107
Propulsion system design for military VTOL
aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum
thrust ratio and exhaust downwash characteristics
fASMS PAPEE 72-GT-73] . p0297 A72-25655
Propulsion control systems design for military and
commercial V/STOL aircraft, considering power
: management performance with minimum weight and
maximum reliability and 'maintainability'
fASME PAPER 72-GT-79]- p0297 A72-25659
Integrated display system design with navigation
update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb
damage assessment, threat and terrain avoidance
capabilities for multicrew military aircraft
p0302 A72-26292
Structural design and optical problems of external
vision and cockpit transparencies in Bilitary
aircraft
P0305 A72-27002
Emergency escape from high performance military
aircraft in flight and on ground, using
explosive cord for transparent canopy material
breakup ' '
p0306 A72-27017
Tethered autostabilized rotor platform for
military surveillance, target location and
'communication, discussing flight vehicle,
tethering cable, ground station and .
guidance-control system
, . p0357 A72-30078
Danagement information system role in cost
effective civil and military aircraft '
operations,;'discussing hardware .modification and
human resources and communication system -
adaptation
'' ' . . . pOU01 A72-32458
Fokker'VTOL transport aircraft designs, ' '.
considering payload, range, runway"conditions,
noise, military capabilities and operational costs
' ' pO«05 A72-33018
Low level night operations of Army aircraft.
TABS PREPRINT 631] pOKII A72-34481
Status'of O.S. Navy stall/post-stall'/spin flight
testing. ''' ' ' . , ' •
[AIAA PAPER 72-787] ' .p0195 A72-38104
Investigation of the commonality in development of
military and commercial STOL transports.
[AIAA'PAPER 72-808] : p0497 A72-38114
Tactical aircraft weapon system development, .
'describing navigation, target acquisition,
release point guidance and delivery modes
[AIAA PAPER 72-896] ' p0505 A72-39107
STOL performance criteria for military transport
aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-806] p0510 A72-U0055
Military aircraft construction, design and
economic reguirements, discussing fighter
payloads, armament efficiency and fire control
systems . •
p0615 A72-45150
Military specification adoption for flight
characteristics of piloted V/STOL aircraft
[AD-7257U6] p0032 N72-10048
Designs for future military aircraft crash
sensors, ignition source suppression system, and
automatic activation circuitry
fAD-729870] .' p0153 N72-1I1006
Test procedures for evaluating radar reflectivity
of aircraft
'[AD-729851] p0156 N72-11189
Performance of AB/FM radio navigation equipment
for military aircraft ,
[AD-729533] p0161 N72-10678
Design criteria for safety: factors in aircraft
crash survival
[AD-733358] - ' , . p0255 K72-18038
Statistical analysis of counting accel^erometer
data for normal acceleration of fleet aircraft
r&D-733678] p0259 N72-18168
Analysis of aircraft 'accidents resulting from
pilot disorientation and vertigo during flights
on military aircraft and helicopters
[AD-735119] _' ' p0272 H72-19053
Analysis of factors involved in performance and
environmental testing of military aircraft
[AD-734850] p0273 N72-19051»
Development of equipment and technigues for remote
sensing of wing tip'vortices generated' by large
commercial and military aircraft
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-2] p0320 B72-20017
Development and evaluation of;built-in test
equipment for ai'rcraft systems
rAD-731853] . ' '" ' p0321 N72-20028
Flight tests to determine suitability of aircraft
for operation on aircraft carriers
1
 • ' ' ' p0329 N72-20988
Flight test procedures for determining turning
capability of military aircraft '
P0330 N72-20989
A-302
SDEJECT INDEX BILITABI HELICOPTERS
Aerodynamic research and development trend: for.
transport and military aircraft .
..'."' p0369 in'2-22029
Electronic head-up display systems fo'r military
aircraft
' ' . . • p037!) .1172-22635
Development of ' automatic inspection, diagnostic,
and prognostic systen of maintenance for.
military aircraft - Vol. 1
rAD-7367511 . .p0384 N72-23029
Concept formulation for^ automatic inspection,
diagnostic1, and prognostic procedures applied to
maintenance of military aircraft - Vol^ 2, ,
C1D-7367551 P038U N72-23030
Bibliography of control devices, to .provide. ,
improved tactical agility for! jet fighter aircraft
rAD-73769»l' . ..' ' , * pp«23'N72.T2<1036
Senate report on'.transportation of Government j
civil and military' passengers; and cargo, by civil
and military air carriers
f S-EEPT-92-503] . pp«38 N72-259U8
Development of intermediate logic flow diagrams
for computerized simulation of. aircraft,
reliability and maintainability with military
facilities ,
fAD-738536] pO«67 N72-26027
Design and1 development
 (of spin-recovery parachute
systems for military aircraft and compilation 'of
design criteria
 ;
CNASA-TN-D-6866] ; ' pCWSO N72-27033
Statistical 'analysis of military aircraft damaged
by midair collisions with birds during 1972
. , . .
Analysis of survival following crashes of .military
aircraft. and identification of areas for
improvement in structural design
rAD-739370:i | ;' . • • • • • -
 P0(f81 N72-270<i<t
Fatigue reguiren'e'nts for ensuring- structural
integrity .of military aeroplanes and .helicopters
' .' ; ' \. :, ,. . ' . ,P05<(0 N72-29900
Proposed , changes 'to' OSAF fatigue evaluation
 (
program' based' on recent experience
' • " . . ' . pOSUO N72-29901
Analysis of normal acceleration data obtained
during operation of military aircraft using
counting accelerometers
rAD-713067] ' .' p0587 N72-31036
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
Russian H-U supersonic long range aircraft'
T AD-7M1591 , P0623 N72-32051
Noise encountered with fixed-wing utility-:type .
military aircraft . , , .
[AD-7112972] P0623 N72-32052
Investigation of military aircraft accidents
involving vertigo and orientation errors
rAD-7t3tt83] ' . P0621 S72-32061
Development of controller design procedure for •
aircraft throughout .entire flight envelope based
on quadratic optimal control' technology
tAD-7iU«91l p0626 N72-32068
Painting schemes for improving rotating propeller
and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft
rAD-7<HI<!53] p0629 'N72-32579
HILITART AVIATION
Instrument landing systems specifications for
civil and military aviation, suggesting
replacement type development based on existing
configurations .
 t
, P0307 A72-27110
Hilitary aviation navigator Draining, discussing
objectives, methods, instructors and eguip'ment
P0398 A72-32207
DSAF Academy air navigation training program,
, discussing systems development course and
. descriptive and applied astronomy
, ' ' ' P0399 A72-32210
Hilitary systems cost redaction via civil avionics
procurement techniques, discussing
cost-reliability design criteria
, ' P0399 A72-32215
Time parameter in military air operations,
discussing weapon systems R and D, all-weather
capability, communications, reliability, and
maintainability, manpower training, etc ' /
pOUOt A72-32153
ATC system, organization in terms of optimal
operating conditions for civil and military.
airspace users,: discussing navigation systems,
human factors, eguipmeht reliability, -etc
pOi»01. A72-32U55
An air traffic controller's view on area
navigation and ATS reguirements related 'thereto.
. p0518 A72-40299
Hidair collision prevention for Army aircraft.
• . P0606 A72-M6115
Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance'
planning of an air force wing.
P0607 A72-IIU663
Naval helicopters applications to search and
rescue, ASH, ground support and other roles,
considering reliability and maintenance
. . P0607 A72-H0685
Annotated bibliography of DS Air Force history
rAD-7338921. ' P0271 N72-19037
HILIIABY BELICOPIEES
Flight testing of Army helicopters terrain
following and/or avoidance systems concepts for
operational capability, performance and cost
evaluation
P0124 A72-16658
Sotary wing aircraft design features and
• performance, discussing military and civilian
helicopters and future developments;
. . p0126 A72-16734
Attack helicopters..engine failure problems,-
discussing flight test results- in.transition
•from powered high speed flight to autorotational
flight .
- . . • p0190 A72-21011
Combat jet helicopter maneuverability, considering
aircraft flying characteristics, pilot
capability, flight configuration, altitude and
load factor
P0245-A72-24923
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system /HYSAS/
development for military helicopters, discussing
test program and technical feasibility
P0309 i72-27«07
.Hilitary transport helicopter optimum secondary
power-system, considering onboard auxiliary
power unit, electric or hydraulic engine start
system, environmental control, etc
TABS PREPSINT 66U] . . pOIIB A72-311480
Flight test evaluation of a forward looking radar
system for search and.rescue applications.
[AHS PREPRINT 633] pOH16 A72-34499
Critical review of Bil-F-83300 V/STOL flying
qualities specifications as applied to
helicopter design and missions, suggesting
inappropriateness fort Navy helicopters
[AHS PREPRINT 613] POUU7 A72-3M503
Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for
launch and recovery capabilities under sea
environment conditions, discussing visual
landing aids, wind, visibility and ship-motions
TABS PREPRINT 650] p01«7 A72-34505
Results of the reliability and maintainability
demonstration of the OB-58A light observation
helicopter.
[AHS PREPRINT 6521 p0447 A72-31507
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for
O.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and reduced cost
P0449 A72-31928
Low level -light TV camera with Si intensifier
target tube for fire control system to improve
AH-1G Cobra helicopter night reconnaissance and
attack capabilities
P0452 A72-35555
Naval helicopters applications to search and
rescue, ASV, ground support and other roles,
considering reliability and maintenance
P0607 S72-1t685
Effects of environmental stresses on attack
helicopter -crew task performance in NATO theater
rAD-7269«91 , - p0032 H72-10122
Analysis of military helicopter reliability
regnirements based on performance and
reliability test programs
CAD-725595.] p0044 S72-11059
Helicopter guidance and control systems - conference
[AGARD-CP-86-711 :' p0081 N72-11915
OS Army helicopter experiences in Vietnam and
future helicopter regnirements and developments
•' p0081 N72-11916
Optimization of automatic flight control concepts
for light helicopters with all-weather capability
p0081 N72-11917
A-303
BILIT1BT TECHNOLOGY SOBJECT IBDEZ
Hethod for calcalatinq weather minima'-for snail
sites to determine instrument or automatic
approach performance requirements for military
helicopters
P0082 872-11919
Low-cost, all-weather, self-contained navigation
system for military helicopters
; P0082 H72-11921
Some problems in developing automatic flight
control systems for light helicopters
P0082 B72-11922
Integrated low altitude flight control system for '
military helicopters
p0083 B72-1192II'
Beguireoents for using Talar U landing aid as
portable ground station in tactical helicopter-
operations
P0083 N72-11925
Automatic approach and hover coupler for rescue
helicopters
P0083 H72-11926
Terrain avoidance -radar for OS Army rotary wing
aircraft "• • .
p0083 872-11927
Effects of semi-rigid rotors on helicopter
autostabilizer design
P0083 872-11928
Design of stability augmentation system for WG13
rigid rotor helicopter
P008" N72-11930
Applications and operational experience with ' '_
projected nap navigation systems in military
helicopters
P0085'872-11938
Design and development of military helicopter
cockpit for use in search and rescue missions
fAD-733375) p025U 872-18036
Airborne radar systems for Army helicopters
fAD-7385961 p0468' 872-26137'"
Dynamic input to cargo from floor of cargo space
in selected military helicopters
• P007M H72-26828
Analysis of flight loads imposed on H-2 helicopter
during fleet operations
rAD-7380521 pO<!80 872-27038
Comparative lubrication tests of OH.-58A tail rotor
drive shaft bearings ' • •
rsASA-TM-X-681181 P0521 872-28505
Fatigue requirements for ensuring structural
integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters
p0540 872-29900 '
Interrelationship of parameters involved in
developing reliability test reguirements for
military helicopters - Vol. 2
fAD-7lt1377] p0623 872-32053'
Sensitivity analysis applied to helicopter
development reliability test reguirements - Vol. 3
fAD-71122471 . p062« B72-3205U
Investigation of military aircraft accidents
involving vertigo and orientation errors-
TAD-7H34831 p062U B72-32061
Feasibility study of multihelicopter heavy lift
systems
rAD-7135161 'p06U1 B72-33036
HI1ITAEY TECHNOLOGY
Parachute designs and applications to escape
systems, paratrooping, supply dropping', 'aircraft
braking, weapons systems stabilization, flight
testing aids and sport
p0006 A72-.10302
Paratroop type parachutes breathing oscillations •
and stability characteristics, using high speed
cinematography and kinetheodolites to track •
during steady state descent
p0007 A72-10307
Worldwide satellite navigation system'for precise
position and velocity of military aircraft, ' '
ships and ground -vehicles
p03»5 A72-28758
Navy program for composites technology development
in aircraft structures, discussing design,
reliability and cost
fASHE PAPER 72-DE-31 p0362 A72-30860
OSAF development of electrostatic gyros for.
inertial air navigation, noting flight tests and
associated airborne digital'computer .
POU53 A72-35558
Aircraft FDD and TDH systems, considering signal
processing, cable requirements and applications
to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry- .
[SAB AIB 12071 ' pO«58 A72-36529
Effects of projectile damage on critical
helicopter components.
p0605 A72-K1609
Observations oil designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil-.transport
aircraft. . .'
: ' p061p A72-<t<ni|5
Development of model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery ' •
' rAD-728321) . p0091 872-12037
Effects of weather and meteorological parameters
on cost, performance, development, and operation
of military airaraft
1
 r,AD^7317«9] . . p0217 H72-16993
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
OH-6 helicopter with emphasis on flight loads
. imposed during combat operations
[AD-7382021 , . :pOt'22 872-20032
Analysis of military requirements and ,
specifications for aircraft performance using
" F-5 aircraft . . - . . . ' .
fAD-7386251 • ' , ,pO<t81 .872-27039
Development of safety management procedures for
reduction of military aircraft accidents .
rAD-7U1364'l . 'p0531. 872-29024
HILITABT VEHICLES '. ' ' . ;' .
.Simulation needs and recommendations "related to
proposed'amphibious' assault'landing ,craft in
Mavy program to develop high speed a'if cushion
vehicles . . -
rAD-7408511 , . , . pQ.533 N72-29222'
HILLIHETEE' WAVES " . . • L.. I
Analysis of target signal reguirements for
aircraft navigation systems using' millimeter
wave radiometry from terrain radiation or
ground-based beacons . .V
' tBASA-TH-X-62082] . . p0035 H72-10539
HIHBBiL OILS ' -
Free and dissolved water contents determination- in -
light petroleum products by modified Karl ,
Fischer method using ethylene glycol solvent ; •
mixture
, . p0125 A72-16669
Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated 'aromatic
fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels
applications . . '"
p0363 A72-3.1075
HIHEBALS •
NT GRAPHITE
HIIIATOBE ELECTBOBIC EQDIPHEHT '
Planar coax micropackaginq of minicomputers for
aircraft navigation and military systems, noting
environmental tests
. . . - . - ,p0115 A72-15772
Boncontacting measurements.by'miniature CH Doppler
radar with semiconductor microwave generator
p0229 A7.2-22691
BIHIATOBIZATI01 . . .
NT BICBOBIHIATOBIZATION .
HI8IBIZATIOH '
D OPTIKIZATION
BIHIBOH DBAG
y-winqs and diamond ring-wings of minimum induced
drag. '.
p0557 A72-41263
BIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT , '
Biraqe 3E liquid propellant auxiliary rocket
engine, discussing intercept'performance
enhancement '.
p0126 A72-16708
BISFIEES
D FAILOBE • . '
D FIHING (IGNITING)
BISSILE AHTEHHAS
Dnpredicted structural vibration in Comet and ,
Electra aircraft, Graf Zeppelin dirigible,
missile antennas, etc
'p0016 A72-12002
BISSILE COHPOHEHTS
NT BI5SILE ABTEBNAS '
HISSILB COBFIGOBATIOBS
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measured on isolated'slender wings and slender
wing~b'ody combinations at supersonic speeds for
use in missile configuration development
[ABC-CP-1131] pOOSO N72-11906
A-301
SUBJECT IHDBI HODOLATIOB
Development of computer program for predicting
static, longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of missile configurations for angles of attack
fron zero to 180 degrees
tAD-7290091 P0100 B72-12986
BISSILE COHSTEOCIIOH
0 HISSILE STBOCTOBES
HISSILE COHTBOL ' •
Three dimensional roll-controlled missile
trajectory model for simple time-sharing digital
or analog simulation, using wind-to-inertial
axis transformation
p0011 A72-1096H
A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or
missile state estimation and error analysis
using radar tracking data.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-838] ' pOSOS A72-39089
Aerodynamic characteristics of the slotted fin.
P0557 172-111262
Development of computer program for predicting
static, longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of missile configurations for angles of attack
from zero to 180'degrees i
tAD-729009]' ' 'p0100 H72-12986
Effects of rocket plumes on aerodynamic . .
characteristics of missiles
tAD-728155] ' ' p0113 N72-13922
Compilation of/technical reports "on missile
design, missile guidance, helicopter stability, ,
VTOL aircraft, and Hind tunnel design - Vol. 3
fSBN-11-170153-9] ' pOa75 H72-26995
HISSILE DEFEHSE STSTEHS
D HISSILE STSTEHS . '
BISSILE DESIGH :
Simply supported skew plates stability under _ .
combined loading, noting wi_ng and tail design
applications' for high speed aircraft and missiles
••
:
- . ' • = • • • '' ' " p02»0 A72-24196
Compilation of technical reports on missile '
design, missile guidance; helicopter stability,
VT01 aircraft, and wind tunnel design - Vol., 3
tSBN-11-170153-9] pOi(75 N72-26995
HISSILE DETBCTIOB ' .''..'
HT BADAB DETECTIOH ' ' " ' ' •
BISSI1E 6DIDJHCE ' . • • • • •
0 BISSILE CONTBOL
HISSIIE 'BOIL COHTBOL
D -LATEBAL- CONTBOL
0 HISSILE CONTROL
BISSILE SIHDIATIOB (BATE BODELS)
0 H1THEH1TIC1L HODELS
HISSILE SIHOLATOBS (TBAIHIHS) ' '
D TBAINIHG SIHDLATOBS . ' .
HISSILB STABILIZATIOH '
0 HISSILE COHTBOL
D STABILIZATIOH ' '•
HISSILE STBDCTOBES
Lightweight low pressure plastic hose assemblies
in aircraft and missile petroleum base fuel and
synthetic lubricating oil systems at 395-710 B
and up to 200 psi ..
fSAE ABP 11801 - ' pOOOB A72-1038'8|
Data generation for engineering design with
advanced composites.
pOllSt 172-35653
BISSILE STSTEHS
Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for
interception of airborne targets
, p0256 872-18158 .
BISSILE TBACKIHG , '
Lidar application to'aircraft and missile.tracking
and rangefinding, describing results obtained
with ONERS experimental equipment
P02U2 172-21655
BISSILE TBAJECTOBIES
Effects of rocket plumes on aerodynamic
characteristics of missiles
CAD-728155] p0113 H72-13922:'
HISSILE BIHGS • '
0 LOS ASPECT RATIO 8ISGS • '"
BISSILES
NT AIB TO US' HISSILES . . .
HT 118 TO SOBFACE HISSILES " ' ' ' • '.' '
HT AHTIAIBCBAFT HISSILES
BISSIOS PLAHHIBG '
Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance
planning of' an air force wing. '"•"
" 'p0607 A72-a«663
Hathematical determination of optimal range and
maximum range for supersonic aircraft based on
initial and final aass and altitude
[HASA-TH-D-6707] p0319 K72-20008
Analysis of flight plan data and flight schedules
with published schedules and flight data plans
to determine accuracy of flight planning
rDOT-TSC-FAA-72-10] p0322 H72-20189
Mission requirements and design modifications for
air breathing engines used in space shuttles
[HASA-TH-X-68098) p052<! H72-28794
BIIED FLOS
D BDLTIPHASE FLO» '
BIIIBG
HT TDBB0LEHT HIXING
BIIIBG LEHGTH FLOB THEOBT .
Two and three dimensional turbulent boundary
layers integral calculation method, presenting
similarity solutions,based on extended mixing
length model
P02U1 A72-2U653
Bixing length flow model for two- and .
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in
• compressible and inconpressible flows using
similarity eguations , . . • .'
p0276 H72-19327
HIXTOBES
HT BIHABT BIXTDBES . . . ' - .
HT DETOHABLE GAS HIXTDBES . . ,
HT..EHDLSIOHS
HI FOG . .... . -.
HT GAS HIXTDBES .
 ; , , .
HT LIQOID-GAS HIXTDBES
HT HETAL HATBIX COHPOSITES
HT PHOTOGBAPHIC EBOLSIOSS
NT SL0BBIES
HT SHOKE
H T SOLID SDSPENSIONS ' . , ' • ' •
BOBILE LODBGES
Passenger transfer in airports with total
separation between aircraft and permanent
buildings for independent functioning, noting
. Dulles Airport mobile lounges
• pOil17 A72-34113
HODAL BESPOHSE
Method of measuring modal characteristics of a
structure subjected to a random excitation
. : p0569 A72-13095
BODE OF VIBBATIOB
0 VIBBATIOH BODE
BODE SHAPES
D HOD1L BESPONSE
HODELS
HT AIBCBAFT HODELS
HT AHALOG SIHOLATIOH
HT ATHOSPHEBIC HODELS
. HT BREADBOARD HODELS
HT DIGITAL SIMULATION
NT DTHAHIC HODELS
HT LIGBTBILL GAS HODEL
NT HATHEMATICAt HODELS
HT SCALE HODELS ;
HT SEHISPAH HODELS
HT WIND TDHHEL HODELS
Supplement to intercity air transportation
effectiveness model
[PB-200lt70] . . . p0106 H72-13021
Hodel subprogram design for intercity, air
transportation effectiveness analysis by-computer
[PB-200U721. p0106 N72-13026
Hannal for programming.'intercity air
transportation effectiveness model
rPB-200U821 p0107 H72-13036
Intercity air transportation effectiveness model
[PB-2001691 p0108 H72-13216
BODES
HT LASER HODES
HT PBOPAG1TION HODES
HT VIBBATION BODE
BODI?IEBS
D ADDITIVES . ,
HODOLATIOS
NT AHPLITODE HODDL1TION
HT FBEQDENCT HODOLATION
HT POLSE CODE HODULATIOH
HT VELOCITT HODOLATIOH . . . • . .
A comparison of voice coomnnication technigues for
aeronautical and marine applications.
.. . . . pOt12 A72-34267
A-305
HODDLiTOES SUBJECT IHDEX
BODOLATOBS
Perrite component for waveguide cooaotator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
P0598 472^ 43768
HODDLES
HI ELECTRONIC HODDLES
HT SERVICE BODDLES
BOBB CIBCLBS
D FRACTDRE MECHANICS ' , :
HOIBE EFFECTS
Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode
measurement and moire technigue, applying to
prototype turbine compressor blade
. P0157 A72-36375
HOISTDRE CONTEST
NT ATBOSPHERIC HOISTDRE
Free and dissolved water contents determination in
light petroleum products by modified Karl
Fischer method nsinq ethylene glycol solvent ....
mixture
P0125 A72r16669
BOISTDBE HETEES ' ' . .
NT HTGHOHETEHS
HOLDING BATBHIALS . ,.
Epoxy and silicone rubber molding of ice
structures and ice-coated airplane wings
THEHO-82] . pO«26 N72-2«611
BOLECOLiB FLOI ' - ' •
NT TRANSITION FLOW ' • .
BOLECDLAB SPECTRA
NT VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA " '
BOLIEBE FOBHDLA
0 SPATIAL DISTEIBDTION '.
BOBEHT DISTBIBOTION
Inverse integral Fourier transforms to solve
steady periodic motions .of wing close to solid
surface, deriving eguations of lift and
principal moment , . ,
P0196 A72-21701
Calculation of nonstationary lift and moment
coefficients for vibrating cascade of blades
P0158 N72-1U292
BOHEWTS . . . ,
NT BENDING HOHENTS .
NT LOADING HOHENTS
NT HOHESTS OP INERTIA
NT PITCHING HOMENTS
NT BOILING HOHENTS
NT STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT TORQDE
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
NT YAWING HOHENTS
BOBEHTS OF IHERTIA
Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at
wing tip on critical flutter rate
P0191 A72-21092
Development of technigues and eguipment for
determining moment of inertia of aircraft as
applied to A-37 and P-1127 aircraft
CFTC-TIH-71-10011 P0331 N72-21007
Inflight measurement of yawing moment of inertia
of HP-115 aircraft using wing-tip parachutes
rABC-R/H-36911 P0585 N72-31025
BOHENIDB
NT ANGDLAB HOMENTOM
Pressure determination in kinematic pairs of
spatial landing gear mechanism, describing
rotatory and spherical pairs reactions to
various combinations of momenta
' P0135 A72-17057
Applicability of methods for determining internal
"~ ~ drag and momentum loss for small ducts
fNASA-TB-X-621135 p0323 N72-20272
HOBEHTDH EHEBGY
D KINETIC ENERGY
HOBENTDH THEORY .
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing
analytical shear stress and velocity
distributions obtained by momentum integral
technigues with hot wire probe experimental data
FAIAA PAPER 72-38] ' p0130 A72-16900
Critigue of general momentum theory of propeller
actuator disk model, showing flow field
determination from nonlinear elliptic
differential eguation solution
P0301 A72-25998
Bomentua theory for optimum design of wing surfaces
p0618 N72-31999
BOBEBTOH TBAHSFEB
 c
Rave energy exchanger for hybrid propulsion system.
[ICAS PiPBB 72-471 p0555 A72-41172
BOBITOBS
Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of
airport environmental meteorological parameters
: ' P0013 A72-11137
ATC radar performance monitoring, considering
advances in radar signal processing and digital
display techniques
P0193 A72-21525
Aircraft maintenance and reliability monitoring
and control on scheduled airlines, considering
• component'failure rate and mode analysis,
sampling inspection and remedial action
p0231 A72-22901
Structural Acoustic Bonitor system for airframe
structural proof testing, providing multichannel
recording and aural monitoring of acoustic data
derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers
p02UO A72-2I41U6
Rank correlation coefficient method "for complex
control plants parameters selection, applying to
aircraft power system monitoring •
'• p'0302 A72-264U2
Aircraft CRT electronic displays' discussing
operational flexibility versus control and
monitor complexities, economics, reliability and
• human factors . .
• ' fOUQH A72-32636
Bonitor and regulator for automatic speed control
and flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel
p0411 A72-33609
An advanced strain level counter'for.monitoring
aircraft fatigue. ' ; • . • > . • > - •
• p056tt A72-42688
Bultipoint real time all-day computerized noise
monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of
airport, discussing design'and applications "
p0607 A72-4U68U
Instruments for measuring air pollution emitted by
aircraft engines
tPB-20U79«l p0338 N72-21592
BONOCOQDE CYLINDERS
D CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
D BONOCOQUE STRUCTURES '
BOHOCOQDE STBOCTDBES
Papers on aerospace structure by H. J. Boff
covering aircraft framework, stress analysis,
structural stability, shell theories, bending,
buckling, monocogue and sandwich structures, etc
P0070 A72-15238
Russian book - Design principles in aircraft
construction. • '
' p0560 A72-42071I
HOBOLITBIC CIBCOITS -:
D INTEGRATED CIRCDITS
HONOPLANES . . i •
NT BDCCANEER .AIHCRAF.T
NT ELECTRA AIRCRAF.T • '
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
NT VISCOONT AIRCRAFT
HOBOPOLE ANTENNAS •
Numerical analysis of surface current density -
distribution and.electromagnetic fields of
i conducting, body, noting radiation patterns of
radial dipole and guarter wavelength monopple ' '
• • . . p034i) A72-28511
HOBOPOLSE BADAB ; ••
Bearing azimuth- measurement accuracy improvement
by ATC beacon system/secondary surveillance
radar using monopulse technigue
_ - .- pO«61 A72-37047
HOBTABS'(BATEBIAL)
Boron/potassium nitrate parachute mortar design
for aircraft and spacecraft applications,
comparing with high-low propellant
• . . . . .;• . p0189 A72-20783
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion and curing
shrinkage of eppxy resin., mortars for airfield
pavements •
. [AD-7U2212]- p0576 N72-30257
HOSFET ' ' • '
0 FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS •• ' '
HOTION . • '
Bathematical analysis of relative motions between
•ACV landing craft and different amphibious
A-306
SUBJECT IBDEZ NACELLES
assault ships daring cargo transfer . . *
rAD-7<H245] P0535 N72-29539
BOTIOH EQOATIORS . .
0 EQUATIONS OF MOTION ...
BOTIOH PEBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PEECEPTION •
BOTIOH PICTDBES
FOETBAN digital simulation :of ATC radar beacon
system making possible computer generated movie
display
pOISS A72-19301
HOTIOI SICKNESS •
Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft
resulting from mechanical ;vibration and swing
motion .
• TSAE-LIB-TRANS-1605] p0203 N72-15961
HOTIOH STABIUTt . , . ' . ' . .
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY . .
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY I.
NT BODNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY. • ' • .
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOB STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY.
NT LATERAL STABILITY
• NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY- • ' - • ,
NT LOB SPEED STABILITY
NT ROTARY STABILITY . .
Sensitivity functions for differential eguations
describing aircraft perturbed motion, noting
dependence on.time derivatives, system
parameters and coordinates
pOISO A72-18977
notion stability.of-inertial. navigation gyroscopic
system with gyro horizon compass, noting
constant and time dependent coefficients of
motion eguations • '•'• ;
. . . ' . POH90 A72-37320
Helicopter rotor blade flapping motion stability,
applying perturbation technique to linear
eguations of motion for different advance ratios
and Lock numbers
. ,[AIAA PAPER 72-955] p0562 A72-U2351
HOTOBS ; • •••
NT ELECTRIC HOTOBS
Air cushion and secondary suspension for support
and guidance of linear induction motor on
tracked research vehicle
tPB-201t«0] P0219 S72-17010
MOUNTAINS • - •
Honntain stations vind measurement usefulness for
small aircraft traffic guidance
p0072 A72-15625
Hinds aloft forecast use to predict southwestern
mountain lee wave behavior for general aviation
cross country flights
P03U8 A72-28863
Ka-26 helicopter operational flight testing in
high mountain environment, discussing takeoff,
landing and climb performance as function of
altitude dependent engine characteristics
• pOS97 A72-43638
Aircraft flights in stratosphere over 'western DSA
investigating mountain wave propagation for •
stratospheric turbulence forecasting
[ABC-CP-11591 . , p0095'N72-1255«
BIBF , . > .
Aircraft flight control system HTBF field
operational and HIL-STD-781 testing,. :.• • '
establishing data baseline for reliability
predictions ' . . '
P0125 A72-16662
Training cockpit TL-29 mean time of failure-free
operation from measurement data during
development tests and two year'guarantee,
calculating avionic.devices reliability
'p0358 A72-30281
Analysis of failure rate for rotary wings on CB-47
helicopter and determination'of
mean-ti«e-between-failure leading'to final
replacesent
[AD-739568] ' p0516 H72-28022
BOLTICHAHBBL COHHDNICATION
Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications '-.
via stationary satellite, discussing optimum
multiple access and repeater configuration
[AIAA PAPER 72-565] p0308 A72-27376
Hultichannel voice recorder-reproducer sets for
air traffic control
fAD-731562] p0256 N72-18180
MULTICHANNEL RECEIVERS
0 HDLTICHANNEL CO9HONICATION
'D RECEIVERS
MULTICHANNEL TBAHSBITTEBS
0 HDLTICHAHNEL COSHONICATIOH
0 TRANSHITTEBS
HOLTIL&YEB STBOCTOBES
D LAHINATES . |
HDLTIPATB TBAHSHISSIOH
Development of mathematical .model to illustrate
mnltipath transmission of instrument landing
system
• • fDOT-TSC-FAA-72-7) p0376. .N72-226S3
Mathematical model for multipath analysis from
analog magnetic recordings generated during
experimental flights
' ' ' . pd«86 N72-27707
HULTIPHASE FLOB
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test data on
' intake performance of .supersonic mixed
compression inlet flow
fNASA-CR-1977] p026U N72-18786
HDLTIPLE DEGREES OF FBEBDOH .
D DEGREES OF FREEDOH '.
BDLTIPLEIIHG'' • - . ' - - • - '
HT FREQDENCY DIVISION HOLTIPLEXING
NT TI8E DIVISION HDLTIPLEXING
HOLTIPLIEES
Multiplier method for discrete optimization
problems with equality constraints, applying to
time optimal control for V/STOL aircraft
p01t1 A72-18387
BOLTIPROGRAHHIIG
Simulation of advanced avionics digital computer
simplex and multiprocessor routines
fAD-739738] ' ' p0518 N72-28207
HOLTISPECTEAL BAHD SCAHHERS
Multichannel' nultispectral scanner system for NASA
C-130 earth resources.aircraft, describing
electronic equipment and calibration sources
P0010 A72-109I46
HOLTISPECTHAL PBOTOGBAPHY
HT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
HDLTISTAGE COSPBESSOBS
D TORBOCOMPRESSORS
HDLTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT CORRELATION
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Output-feedback control law for randomly
distributed multivariable system.
P0597 A72-43608
HTSfBBE 20 AIBCBiPT
'The Dassault Bystere 20.
P0191 A72-37900
N
HACELLES
Propulsion system optimization in transonic
' transport aircraft''design, considering nacelle
integration, engine choice, noise attenuation
and technology utilization
[SAB PAPER 710762] pOOOS A72-10259
Engine fan-conpressor maximum noise reduction for
given aircraft configuration 'by acoustic linings
on nacelle inlet and exhaust walls
p0183 A72-19268
Subsonic powered nacelle wind tunnel model for
investigation of geometric variables effect on-
pressure drag
TASME PAPER 72-Gi-m] p0293 A72-25613
Performance of low pressure ratio ejectors for
engine nacelle cooling.
[SAE AIR 1191) pO»58 A72-36530
Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with
undervinq engine' nacelles to study airframe
installation.effects on 3 variable-flap ejector
nozzles , ,
rNASA-TH-I-2a78] - p0162 N72-1H791
Nacelle cowling of high bypass ratio tnrbofan
'engines ' • .
tAD-7337381 . p026« N72-18789
Quiet nacelle for suppressing .noise in TF-3* •
tnrbofan engine
fNASA-CR-120915] * p0473 N72-26692
A-307
BiSA PROGBiBS SUBJECT IHDBI
Summary of static strength tests conducted on
Concorde aircraft nacelle structure
p051)2 N72-29916
NASA PBOGRAHS
NT QDIET ENGINE PROGBAH
NT TILT ROTOB EESEABCH AIHCBAFT P3OGBAH
NASA aerodynamic technology program, eaphasizinq
airframe and engine development for next
generation subsonic CTOL jet transport
requirements
fSAE PAPEB 7203191 p0290 A72-25582
NASA B and D for STOL short haul transportation
systems, discussing propulsive lift, blown flap
and auqmentor King concepts, noise reduction, etc
p<WI A72-30238
Flight safety research, discussing N!SA aviation
hazards R- and D proqrams involving fire,
lightning and static, steep approaches, aircraft
wakes, fog and .visibility
p0507 A72-39742
NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION STSTEH
Aircraft proximity control for ATC system using
national secondary surveillance radar /SSE/ for
CAS-PWI functions
. . P0137 A72-17330
Air traffic"flow control - Problems and approaches.
pOSOl A72-38251
HATIOHAL AVIATION SYSTEH.
National Aviation System technology, discussing
wide body jets, smokeless turbofans, all-weather
operational capability, collision .avoidance and
noise reduction
p0067 A72-.U821
nationwide real time automated ATC system
interconnected by data transmission links,
discussing radar signal acquisition/transfer and
computer complex
P01U3 A72-13283
Air traffic flow control - Problems and approaches.
P0501 A72-3825U
Congressional^ hearing concerning penetration of US
defense system by Cuban aircraft on flight from
Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana, 26
October 1971
P0175 N72-26986
National plan for development of civil/nilitary
microwave landing system
rNASA-TM-X-686371 p0646 N72-33633
NATOBAL FREQUENCIES
D BESONANT FREQUENCIES
BAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
pressure and convective heat transfer distribution
at air inlet central body surface, reducing
Navier-Stokes equations to partial differential
equations with similar solutions
P0069 A72-1U971
Navier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady
viscous flow around oscillating elliptic airfoil
in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining
pressure and shear stress distributions
p0117 A72-16002
1AVIGATIO1
NT AIR NAVIGATION
NT ALL-WEATHEH AIR NAVIGATION
NT CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
NT DECCA NAVIGATION
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION
NT DOPPLEB NAVIGATION
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT INEETIAL NAVIGATION
NT LOBAN
NT LOEAS C
NT LOBAN D
NT OHEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
NT POLAB NAVIGATION
NT RADAB NAVIGATION
NT RADIO NAVIGATION
NT SHOBAN
NT 5DBFACE NAVIGATION
NT TACAN
NT VBF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
Han and technology' in orientation and navigation
Conferences, Essen, Germany, October 1971
.
 ;
 -, ' P0229 A72-22776
Theoretical research on optimal control and
automatic navigation ,
fAD-7333971 p0262 N72-1866H ,
AVIGATIOH AIDS
NT AIBPOET BEACONS
NT BEACONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
NT RADAS BEACONS
NT BADIO BEACONS
NT BADIO DIBECTION FINDERS
Air transportation system design for safety and
efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and
surveillance systems employment.for blunder
prevention
p0012 A72-11117
Inertial navigation role in automatic ATC systems,
discussing path control accuracies,
environmental' conditions, noise and air
pollution, etc
P0012 A72-11118
Airfield Vehicle Obstacle Indication Device short
range high-definition radar system for aircraft
navigation aid
P0017 A72-120U2
Optimal stochastic /Kalman/ filters application to
inteqrated air and submarine navigation systems,
discussing measurement errors modeling as bias
and colored noise
' ... pOQ17 A72-12050
Airborne pictorial navigation systems for visual
indication of aircraft position in addition to
digital readout
pOOIS A72-12106
Soviet book on course-indicating systems and
automatic navigation aids for civil aviation ,
aircraft covering design, operation .principles,
error analysis and reliability
P0018 A72-12298
Radio aids to maritime and aerial navigation -
Conference, Trieste, June 1971 ." .
P00211A72-126UO
L band in satellite system for aerial navigation
aid, discussing position accuracy'/ data
transmission and voice communication and
modulation methods
P0021, A72-1261I2
Radio aids for air navigation and traffic'control
in Italy, discussing facilities development
p002<l. A72-12748
Satellite navigational aid system technical and
operational characteristics,•emphasizing,voice
communications links in L band .
'p0053 A72-12972
Operational requirements of instrument landing
systems, interferometers, correlation protected •-
instruments, landing guidance systems and
navigation aids
P0056 A72-13U21
Automated navigation aids interface with human
operator, discussing Apollo flight experience
and technology utilization in air and '.marine
navigation
p01«1 'A72-18288
Low light television camera tubes application to
navigation safety in congested areas,
reconnaissance and other watchkeeping system
' p0181 A72-19070
V/STOL development for short haul air
transportation, discussing requirements for ,
quiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems,
navigation and landinq aids
p0190 A72-210.TO
Area navigation systems, discussing VOB/DME,
Doppler and inertial systems, CBT displays, data.-
linXs, etc
P0193 'A72-21523
Automated naviqation management in cockpit,
considering modular navigation /DONA/ dual _
channel system of L-1011 Tristar
' •p023<l A72-23H50
Area navigation for Chicago-New York region,
evaluating Decca Onnitrac 1A RNAV system
installation in Boeinq 727 aircraft
P0236 A72-23167 '
Operational aviation meteorological requirements,
reviewing aircraft categories, ATC systems and
avionics and navigational aids
P0216 A72-2S078
Integrated display system design with navigation
update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb
damage assessment1, threat and terrain avoidance
capabilities for mnlticrew military aircraft
p0302 A72-26292
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SUBJECT IIDBI SATIGATIOH SATELLITES
Skygnide airborne computer navigation system for .
airline applications, discussing system -. • •
components, flight crew monitoring and
optinizatiOD .
p030» A72-26999;
Great circle intermediate waypoint computation
method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft
. p0398 A72-32205
Hybrid area navigation and microwave instrument
landing systen, discussing approach control and
terminal guidance
P0398 A72-32206
v/STOL flight control - Trend and regnirements. .
P0442 A72-34240
ONEGA air and maritine navigation system
development, test phase and application..
potential, discussing operational modes,
propagation parameters, solar 'activity effects
and signal loss
pO<!93 172-37796
Precision navigation for approach.and landing,
operations.
p0501 A72-38253
Redaction of air traffic congestion due to
corridor effect of present airway route pattern ,.;
through area navigation /S-HAV/ based on, 7OB/DBE
inputs .
P0508 A72-39750
An area navigation system for a long range airplane.
• p0546 A72-40281
Applications and operational experience with
prelected map navigation systems in military
helicopters
p0085 N72-.11938
Technologies of computerized flight management and
control systems, automated communications
systems, and navigation and surveillance systems,
in future avionics
P0104 N72-13011
Analysis of adegnacy of omnirange and distance •
measuring eguipment for navigation of V/STOL
aircraft in Los Angeles, California area
[FAA-BD-71-961 p0111 N72-13586
Congressional legislation concerning safety
improvements for airports in Appalachian area
P0113 N72-13927
Design, development, and evaluation of locator
eguipment to provide aircraft position
information for flight inspection of navigation
facilities
rFAA-RD-72-3] . p0170 H72-15434
Radiation patterns and comparisons of propagation
models for use with interference predictions for
VHF/DHF air navigation aids
fAD-718465] P0171 N72-15598
Harrier aircraft navigation display and computer
unit with projected moving map, means of storing .
and selecting coordinates, and numerical data
superimposed on map
P0374 H72-22633
Airborne map display system's using direct view,
projected, combined map/CRT, and electronically
generated map displays , •
P0374 H72-2263H.
Reguireoents for channel splitting to accommodate
increased VHP omnirange navigation instrument,
landing systems, and distance measuring
eguipment facilities . , •
rPAPEB-5U-71/SC122-3] . ' p0436 H72-256Q2
Kalman-Schmidt filters applied to optimal control -
of air submarine inertial navigation systems
fNASA-CR-127253] ,pO<"86 H72-27706
Application of time/freguency collision avoidance
system for ground obstacle avoidance and minimum-
altitude protection zone around airports
P0522 R72-28672
Development of plan for navigation .systems „
improvements for.civil aviation'and maritime ;
reguirements
rAD-7419U<t] p0579 N72-30592 •
Flight tests of air navigation eguipment to • ••
determine accuracy of .position .location for
small area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in
Arctic regions , • >•-•
fAD-740607]
 ( , p0579 1172-30596
low altitude flight test to determine accuracy of ;
VOH Tacan air navigation aid, , -" - - .
P0630 N72-32642
Concept for automating air traffic control in
terminal' area with navigation and guidance
system primarily dependent on airborne egnipment
[HASA-TH-D-6992] ' p06«6 H72-33644
HiVIGATION IHSTBOBEBTS
HI ATTITDDE INDICATORS
HT GYRO HORIZONS
HT GYROCOHPASSES
HT RADIO ALTIBETERS
HT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Flight testing of automated modular area
navigation system for L-1011, describing
computer, data storage and control-display units
and electronic automatic chart system
P0240 S72-24271
Small aircraft navigation over 10-100 mile course
segments by raw OBEGA phase information dc
presentation on conventional ID-249 course
deviation indicator
P0353 172-29201
Configuration and flight test of the only
operational Air Force area navigation system.
P0453 A72-35557
Development of STOLAHD, a versatile navigation,
guidance and control system.
tAIAA PAPER 72-789) pO»96 A72-38106
Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial.
navigation systems."
f-AIAA PAPER 72-848] ' pOSOl A72-39081
Modular navigation /BOBA/ dual channel automatic
area navigation system, describing computer,
flight data storage and control/display units
P0515 A72-40277
TCE-71A area navigation system based on modular
design with provision for 20 waypoints parameter
storage, describing computer, control display
and automatic data entry units
P05U6 A72-10278
Operational implementation of area navigation.
P05U6 472-10279 "
Present status of self-contained navigation
systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and
attitude/heading references.
• • • ' . . p0546 A72-40282
ILS replacement by microwave landing system,
considering landing phase range from acguisition
to touchdown, terminal approach handling by
airborne navigation system and economic advantages
P0547 A72-40294
Autonomous navigation system for SA-330 helicopter
and flight-test methods
P0084 N72-11929
Development of precision, all-weather, low-level
navigation system based on ground station using
rubidium clock stabilized low freguency
transmissions
fAD-729358] p0161 H72-14674
Performance of AB/FB radio navigation eguipment
for military aircraft
TAD-729533] p0161 N72-14678
Analysis of inertial navigation system performance
to determine effects on aircraft safety and
collision avoidance daring flight over North
Atlantic Ocean
[AD-733753] p0263 N72-18670
Proceedings of conference on Omega navigation
system and recommendations for modified
hyperbolic navigation system
fNASA-CH-125807] P0280 H72-19718
Eguipment specifications and environmental
standards for air navigation systems based on
development of minimum operational characteristics
fDO-152) p0522 N72-28667 ,
Developments in air traffic control egnipment to
include radar technology, airborne graphical
displays, influence of propagation effects on
navigation, and microwave landing guidance systems
fAD-740877] p0537'N72-29676
Principles of construction and operation of
heading indicators used in civil aviation
[JPRS-57031] • p0630 N72-32640
Development and characteristics of navigation
system for vertical and short takeoff aircraft
with application to flight management experiments
CNASA-TB-X-62183] p0646 N72-33642
NAVIGATION SATELLITES
DBF aeronautical satellite system, presenting ATC
trends, international aspects, available flight
levels, weather conditions and long haul conflicts
A-309
N4VIG4TOBS SUBJECT IBDBZ
P0019 472-12383
Satellite navigational aid system technical and
operational characteristics, emphasizing voice
communications links in L band
P0053 472-12972
Sinqle satellite angle system and BOltiple
satellite ranqinq and range difference systems
in short haul air navigation, conparinq with
VOBT4C
P0138 472-17335
Trends in civil 4TC discussing plans to increase
terminal capacity, surveillance systen and nse
of multiple synchronous satellites for ocean
travel efficiency improvement
P0307 472-27103
Technical and operational aspects of L-band
satellite system for air navigation, discussing
verbal communication, direction findinq and
noise interference problens
P0417 472-34138
Banqinq siqnals for aeronautical satellite systens
P0450 472-35220
Geostationary satellite system for air navigation
via voice and data communication, discussing
qround facilities and avionics
P0546 472-40284
Naviqation satellite system based on trianqnlar
distance measurement between two satellites and
aircraft, noting simplification of air- and
satellite-borne equipment requirements
P0546 472-10285
Estimates of-maximum number of aircraft likely to
be airborne simultaneously over Pacific for
planning operational satellite service
P0096 N72-12588
4ir traffic control usinq 621 B satellites
T4D-731170] P0171 H72-15600
VHP ranqinq and position fixinq techniques usinq
ATS 1 and 4TS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation
TN4S4-CB-125538] P0209 N72-16510
VHF ranqinq and position fixinq techniques using
4TS 1 and 4TS 3 for ship and aircraft naviqation
- executive su'mmary
rH4S4-CR-125537T P0209 N72-16511
Selection of computers for satellite based
navigation and quidance systen designed for
aircraft users
P0336 N72-21226
Simulation program for ESRO air traffic control
network based on two naviqation satellites
rSESA-EX-5072-15.786/72] P0537 N72-29674
H4VIGATOBS
Hilitary aviation naviqator training, discussinq
objectives, methods, instructors and equipment
P0398 472-32207
Electronic displays with weapon aiming sensors in
aircraft navigator-attack systems
POU03 472-32631
BAVIOB 4IBCB4PT
Effects of variations in lift and drag response to
longitudinal control on the ease and quality of
landinq.
P0613 472-45333
Haximnm likelihood technique used to extract
aerodynamic parameters of Navion airplane from
flight data
rNAS4-TN-D-6643] P0268 N72-19019
BA»T
Critical review of Bil-P-83300 V/ST01 flyinq
qualities specifications as applied to
helicopter design and missions, suggesting
inappropriateness for Navy helicopters
fAHS PREPRINT 643] p0447 472-34503
BEG4TIVE FEEDB4CK
KT SENSORY FEEDB4CK
BESVODS STSTEB
NT SPIN4L COED
BETHBBL4BDS
Research projects conducted by National Aerospace
Laboratory of Netherlands during 1971
P0634 S72-32973
HETBOBK ANALYSIS '
NT CRITICAL P4TH METHOD
HETWOBK SIHTHESIS
Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise .
elimination at front end of aircraft oriented
OBEGA naviqation system receiver
p035D 472-29204
Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-wire fliqht
control system for an P-4 aircraft.
UI44 P4PEB 72-880] pOSOS 472-39119
HBOTBOH FLDX DBISITI
Beasurement of neutron dose transmission factors
around cockpit of F-102 aircraft
[40-728198] p0112 B72-13668
BET4DA
Community reaction to aircraft noise in vicinity
of airports in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Beno,
Bevada
fBAS4-CB-2104] • p0573 B72-30011
SE» JBBSET •
Congressional hearings concerninq Bew York-Hew
Jersey airport compact
p0587 H72-31287
BBS YOBIt
Betropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy
study, John P. Kennedy International Airport,
Bew York, Bew Tork
CPB-200164] . p0043 H72-11051
Investiqation of air taxi crash, Binqhamton, Hew
York
fNTSB-44B-71-13) p0086 N72-11945
Effect of extendinq Kennedy iirport runways into
Jamaica Bay
CISBN-0-309-01871-4-VOL-1] p0322 B72-20248
Improving environment and- needs of air '
transportation near Jamaica Bay •
[ISBN-0-309-01871-4-VOL-2] p0323 B72-20249
Congressional hearings concerninq New York-New
Jersey airport compact
P0587 N72-31287
HEITON THEORY
Hypersonic vehicles lateral dynamics during qreat
circle flight, using linearized equations of
motion and Newtonian theory for stability
derivatives estimation
p0195 472-21603
Rechanics fundamentals in aerodynamical aircraft
analysis, notinq force concept and Newton theory
P0361 472-30817
BBITOB-B4FBSOB HETHOD
Determining stability and control derivatives of
airplanes from flight data using modified
Newton-Baphson minimization technique
[N4S4-TN-D-6579] p0279'N72-19659
NICKEL ALLOYS
NT INCONEL (TB4DEB4RK)
NT ODIBET 4LLOYS
Ceramic fiber reinforced Ni base alloy for gas
turbine blades, improving creep resistance at
high temperatures
P0227 472-22396
Aircraft qas turbine engine Ni base alloy disks
and shafts thermomechanical treatment,
considering yield strength and high and low
cycle fatigue resistance
; ' p0407 472-33299
Composite 41- and Ni-base alloys strengthened by B
and B/Bo fibers respectively for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
p0569 472-43139.
Development of nickel base snperalloys for powder
metallurgy application as compressor and turbine
discs in jet engines
tNASA-CB-72968] p0110 N72-13468
Thermal, tensile, and creep rupture properties of
nickel based alloys for airfoils
fN4S4-TB-X-68051] p0425 N72-24585
Effect of oxidation-resistant coatings on fatigue
strength of nickel-based alloy for turbine
engine blades
fJPBS-559721 pO«26 H72-24608
NICKEL C04TIBGS
Developments in vacuum braze coating of
aero-engine nozzle guide vanes.
P0449 472-34937
BIGBT AIBGLOI
D 4IRGLOH
D NIGHT SKY
BIGBT B L4YEB
D NIGHT SKY
BIGHT F LAYER
D NIGHT SKY
BI6BT SKT .
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at gniet and
disturbed times.
P0603 472-44513
4-310
SUBJECT IHDEX HOISE IBTBHSITY
SIGHT VISIOB
Low level niqht. operations -of Army aircraft.
TABS PREPRINT 631] •- P0494 A72r34481
NIOBIDB ALLOTS • - . - . • • i - . ' -
High strength oxidation resistant tunqsten
reinforced 'niobium alloy composites for use in
qas turbine engines :
fAD-740844] ' P0536 N72-29615
BITHATES • • • • . . - •
Boron/potassium "nitrate parachute mortar desiqn
for aircraft and spacecraft applications, •*
( comparing with hiqh-low propellant
P0189 A72-20783. ;-
HITRIC OXIDE . .-'... . • .
Kitric oxide production in stratosphere from • •
natural "sources and SST operation
rREPT-101]' p0469 N72-262871
BITBIDES . . . . .
NT SI1ICON NITRIDES.. -. • • . .
HIIEOGEH ' . . - . . - .
NT LIQUID NITROGEN
BTtROGEB COHPOUNDS . . .
NT NITRATES
NT NITRIC- OXIDE . '. . .
NT NITROGEN OXIDES. .'. • .... •-..
NT NITRODS OXIDES . •
NT POLYIMIDES -. '. . ... ' • ' • . ..
NT SILICON NITRIDES- .-•.... ,-,• •;••- ~ .-•.-.:- :•-'.•" .^ "..
BITBOGEH OXIDES - ,, - . v,> .• v
NT NITRIC OXIDE: '7 . . • • -
NT NITBODS OXIDES . '•...-.. ', • • • ' • - .
Aircraft qas turbine enqine emission reduction,
\ shovinq nitrogen oxide control with .water
injection - • ' • ' - : - . .
fASHE PAPER 71-WA/GT-9] p0116 A72-15902
Stratospheric..subsonic, and supersonic aircraft
emission'estimation for water, vapor and nitroqen
oxides "
, -... /,. p0346 A.72-28838
Stratospheric- pollution., by SST .exhaust gases,
.-. discussinq wa.ter. vapor and nitroqen oxides.
t-* effects on ozone concentration
• • - • • • • • ,;p0.451 A72-35.327.-v .
Possible catalytic ..reduction of stratospheric'
ozone by nitroqen oxides emitted from SST aircraft
roCHL-20568.]'i, "• • . • • •• p0045 N72-11334
HITBOUS OXIDES. , \- '• ..
NO production in relation to eddy diffusion- '.'-.
coefficient i n stratosphere • - . • - .
[A-N-90-1971] p0159 N72-14382
HOBLE HETALS . . ...
NT GOLD ...'... , • • " ' . '• .'.
Turbine inlet temperature sensor for qas turbine
.-engines, using noble metal thermoelements with
hiqh siqnal level
TSiE PAPER 720160] . p0136 A72-17322
NODES (STAHDING WAVES) .
Helicopters vibration reduction throuqh fuselage
: nodalization, discussinq analysis method and
dynamic scale model and full scale flight test
results .
[AHS PREPRINT 611 ] pOU40. 172-31487
NOISE (SODHD)
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE - .
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT ENGINE NOISE
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT ROCKET ENGINE NOISE -
NT SONIC BOOHS •
NT THERHAL NOISE ' • .
Slowdown wind tunnel internal and-external noise
fields prediction by empirical method,
. considering valves, burners', turbulent boundary
layers and exhaust jets as sources
fAIAA PAPER 72-668] ' pOU14 A72-3U070 .
Annotated bibliography on acoustics
rNPL-AEBO-AC-»7] . P0035 K72-10589
Pan'and compressor noise evaluation, and model
foroulation and testing
fFAA-HD-71-73] P0086 N72-11916
Application of multiple pure tone noise properties
to determination of nonuniformities in turbojet " •
aircraft engines - Part 1
[NiSA-CH-1831] P0092 N72-12223
Heasnrement of noise levels on aircraft carrier ' >
deck during aircraft operations and effects on
deafness risK and verbal.communication
 t
interference
t*D-729067] i p0107 N72-13038
Measurement of impulsive noise, rotor noise, rotor
blade dynamics, and rotor blade pressure, of
CH-53 helicopter under cruise and hover conditions
[AD-7303591 ' p0155 N72-1U018
User manual for propeller noise detectability
program .
[AD-7291435] . - - p0156 N72-11223
Sound measurements and noise level in OH-58
helicopter
fAD-731U67] p0206 N72-15985
Effect of noise on structural desiqn of aircraft
parts
fESDU-72001] p06<t8 N72-33902
HOISE ATTENUATION .
D NOISE.REDUCTION
NOISE ELIMINATION
0 NOISE REDUCTION
BOISE GENERATORS . ,
Circular jets sound generation -analysis, using
. Liqhthill equation and Michalke spectral method
. rDFVLR-SONDDR-179] p0186 A72-20100
Acoustical theory application to jet enqine noise
'•reduction, developing, mathematical model for
blade shock wave spacing in .noise qeneration
process •
.'.< P0189 A72-205U2
Pressure sensor measurements of flnctuatinq ^
"aerodynamic forces on-rotor blades related to
compressor noise qeneration '
[ASA PAPER H 6] . - '. p0192 A72-21U86
Aerodynamic noise qeneration mechanism of ideally
.expanded supersonic jet based on large scale
flow instabilities, deriving mathematical model
P0211 A72-21331
NOISE HAZARDS
U HAZARDS
U NOISE (SOUND).
BOISE INTENSITY . ' • ,
Aircraft engine noise effects in airport
• vicinities, discussing measurement scales,
turbofan'sources, noise reduction and future air
.• traffic ;
. P0016 A72-12022
Jet noise suppression near airports, discussing
noise physical description, source relation to
engine technology and ICAO certification standards
P0054 A72-13097
Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal
characteristics effect on noise assessment
P0069 A72-14813
Aerospace vehicle noise induced structural
vibration, presenting propellers, turbojet
engine exhausts and sonic boom waves
P0123 A72-16597
Aircraft flyover house noise reduction data,
noting application to indoors noise level
estimation
[SAE AIR 1081] P0301 A72-26029
Aircraft noise sources, showinq noise intensity
relationship to airfoil velocity and pressure
1
 ratio- ' .
p'0354 A72-29568
Desiqn requirements for a quiet helicopter.
fABS PREPRINT 604] p0444 A72-34484
Aircraft noise duration correction for effective
perceived noise level /EPSLX computation,
eliminatinq mathematical anomaly incurred by
present FAA and ICAO prescribed method
P0567 A72-42909
German monograph - studies of the ground effect on
the noise levels and their frequency
distribution in the near field of an enqine jet
directed vertically aqainst the ground.
P0568 A72-43060
Statistical analysis of the sound level
distribution of aircraft noise as a function of
time
p0603 A72-44337
Community noise levels of the L-1011 Tristar Jet
Transport. :
P0607 A72-44677
Data acquisition and analysis of atmospheric
absorption coefficients from acoustic flight
tests of commercial aircraft
rNASA-CB-1891] p0087 N72-11957
Analysis of noise levels created by military
aircraft, qround support equipment, and terminal
facilities
tAD-72845«l . p0090 N72-11972
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Accuracy of aircraft noise rating procedure
relative to perceived sound levels
[NASA-CB-18831 . p0101 N72-12988
Measurement of noise levels on aircraft carrier
deck during aircraft operations and effects on
deafness risk and verbal communication
interference
fAD-7290671 P0107 H72-13038
Flight tests to determine methods for reducing
airport community noise based on operationally
optimum approach profiles
rnASA-CB-11ll«171 p0250 N72-18001
Experimental estioation methods for noise spectra
and intensity from round jet
fAD-731!01!2] P0277 H72-19338
Acoustic measurements to determine aerodynamic •
noise characteristics of single stage fan with
1.5 pressure ratio and 1160 feet per second tip
speed
rs&SA-CH-120789] p0365 N72-21994
Acoustic properties of radiated sound for near and
far-field conditions and numerical analysis of
aerodynamic sound production
P0382 N72-23020
Analysis of noise pollution created by aircraft.
operations in San Francisco, California area
P0515 B72-28013
Acoustic measurements to determine effectiveness
of insulation in reducing noise intensity vith
helicopter compartments
fDCIEM-839] P0515 N72-2801U
Analysis of data on land uses around airports and
application of computer program for data
processing
P0532 S72-29210
Analysis of aircraft noise generation and
optimization of flight paths to minimize effects
of aircraft noise during takeoff
rNASA-TT-F-111168] P0622 B72-32012
Development of advanced technology for identifying
and minimizing sources of noise in aircraft
engines
fNASA-TM-X-681311 p0622 B72-320II3
Numerical analysis of total sound pressure field
emitted 'by stationary rotating jet and sound
field from same jet in motion observed at fixed
point on ground
fSASA-TT-F-1111891 p0623 H72-320H7
BOISE HEASOBEHEHT
D ACODSTIC MEASUREMENTS
NOISE METERS
California airport noise standards
instrumentation, discussing battery operated
measurement of hourly and community noise
equivalent levels
p018<t A72-19190
Multipoint real time all-day computerized noise
monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of
airport, discussing design and applications
P0607 A72-<1»68«
BOISE POILOTIOB
Portable detector-recorder for automobile, blast
furnace, railroad car, engine room and
helicopter infrasonic noise measurements,
discussing peak frequencies and subjective effects
. p0001 A72-10157
Air transportation evolution and relation to
atmospheric and noise pollution
P0061 172-1*151
Aircraft operations effects on community noise
pollution, discussing AIC airline operational
procedures modifications in terms of noise
reduction
P0067 A72-1U819
Hen York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport
feasibility, considering noise, air-water
pollution, land conservation, cost, etc
P03U6 A72-28792
Acoustical environment pollution control,
considering noise annoyance effects due to
industry and construction, surface and air
traffic, alarm devices, radio and TV, etc
P035U A72-2955H
Private and governmental regulatory aspects of
environmental noise abatement and control,
discussing legal efforts and trends at local,
state and federal levels
p0403 A72-3261*
Hypersonic transports commercial applications,
examining economic and noise and air pollution
aspects
[ICAS PAPEB 72-32] p0551 A72-11157
VIOL aircraft noise reduction through design '
methods and flight path management in terminal
area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to
surrounding community
(ICAS PAPEB 72-341 P0551 ' A72-I11159
Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental
effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic
emissions and exhaust qases in relation to
propulsion system design parameters
P0602 A72-U4296
Annotated bibliography on aircraft noise pollution
- Vol. 1
[AD-72U850] P0030 H72-10036
Aircraft noise effects on land use around airports
fPB-2011951 P0032 N72-10050
Human tolerance to noise pollution created by
helicopter landing site in central London
[P-184] p0087 N72-11953
Environmental impact and adverse environmental
effects of Navy F-14 aircraft operation
[PB-199851-F] p0206 N72-15983
Noise pollution, structural failure, transonic
speed engineering, and aircraft design
P021U N72-16766
Proceedings of conference on environmental effects
of aircraft operation with emphasis on air and
noise pollution
fPB-202038] P0217 N72-16992
Air and noise environmental pollution from B-1
aircraft
fPB-201711-F] P025U N72-18033
Aviation noise evaluations and projections for San
Francisco Bay region
CPB-201035] p025<t N72-18035
Environment pollution of turbine engine aircraft
P0270 N72-19030
Jet aircraft noise pollution in airport vicinity
P0270 N72-19031
Urban noise sources and need for unified noise
control legislation
P0327 N72-20956
Boise exposure forecasts for airport vicinity in
land use management
[ISAS-U76-VOL-37-NO-2] pOM24 N72-2434U
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline
overall sound pressure level for subsonic and
supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust
rBASA-TH-X-68059] pOU27 B72-24711
Analysis of noise pollution created by aircraft
operations in San Francisco, California area
p0515 N72-28013
Effects of operational aircraft noise on land
development around military airport
fAp-710393] P0529 H72-29011
Hearing concerning noise pollution, and Noise
Control Act
P0573 B72-30011I
Boise pollution, impact on environment and living
things, noise reduction, and noise abatement
legislation
[S-DOC-92-63] P0578 S72-30559
Reactions of people and community to noise pollution
[BTID300.31 p0579 N72-30604
BOISE PBOPAGATION
Turbojet engine noise causes and reduction
techniques, noting D.S. antinoise standards
p0069 A72-1U925
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic
blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern
change due to inlet flow distortion
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1281 p0131 A72-16921
Acoustic ray path method for computing atmospheric
conditions effect on aircraft noise propagation,
using digital computer
P03B7 A72-28840
Supersonic jet noise and sonic boom sources,
propagation and reduction, considering airport
community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and
fatigue problems
P0355 A72-29578
Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high
speed fans.
P0610 A72-44917
Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in
nonperturbed atmosphere -aircraft in horizontal
»-312
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flight at constant velocity, applied to turning
flight
fISL-12^70] P0081 N72-1191*
annual report 1969 of Institute of Sound and
Vibration Research including aircraft, engine
and turbomachinery noise, andiology, and
structural vibration
P0112 N72-13615
Noise generated by model V-gntter and
semicylindrical target-type thrust reversers
rSASA-TH-X-2553] p0390 H72-23838
Theoretical acoustics applied to jet engine noise
generation, propagation, and reduction studies
pO«36 N72-25632
BOISE REDUCTION
Liguid-base foam sound absorbing properties for
•fet aircraft noise reduction
pOOOl 172-10160
Acoustic power radiated by jet aircraft fuselage
structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer
pressure field, evaluating noise reduction
treatments
P0002 A72-10216
Jet aircraft turbofan engine fan compressor noise •
reduction by acoustic linings, giving R and D
results
.CBAS PAPER 71 SA6] p0003 A72-10223
Jet noise reduction technology, hardware and tests
"for NASA Quiet Engine program to 'develop low ~"
noise subsonic civil transport aircraft
propulsion system
fSAE PAPER'7.1077111 pOOOS A72-10266
STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land
use problems in future transportation systems,
.discussing airport location and layout for
growing air traffic
P0013 A72-11153
Hiqh speed jet noise source physical properties
.interpretation by theory and scale-model
experiments for supersonic transport aircraft
noise suppression problem
P0016 A72-11973
Aircraft engine noise effects in airport
vicinities, discussing measurement scales,
turbofan sources, noise reduction and future air
traffic
P0016 A72-12022
Jet noise suppression near airports, discussing
noise physical description, source relation to
engine technology and ICAO certification standards
pOOSO A72-13097
Short haul operating systems in air transportation
environments, discussing terminal vs cruise
configurations, costs and noise abatement
p0056 A72-13122
Air breathing propulsion systems for reducing
engine noise level, discussing stoichiometric
gas turbine engines, V/STOL propfans and
variable-geometry supersonic inl-et and exhaust
nozzles '' <
P0057 A72-13U86
NASA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet
aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic
and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans
P0059 A72-13679
French jet aircraft noise reduction research
facilities, discussing in-flight and overfly
noise measurements, various silencer
configurations and Concorde engine tests
P0059 A72-13680
Aircraft operations effects on community noise
pollution, discussing ATC airline operational
procedures modifications in terms of noise
reduction
P0067 A72-1U819
Aircraft industry noise reduction efforts to meet
FAA reguirements for CTOL and STOL aircraft,
emphasizing turbofan and compressor noise
suppression and/or attenuation
P0067 A72-11820
National Aviation System technology, discussing
wide body jets, smokeless turbofans, all-weather
operational capability, collision avoidance and
noise reduction
P0067 A72-1U82*
Turbojet engine noise causes and reduction
technigues, noting O.S. antinoise standards
P0069 A72-1U925
Jet aitcraft noise reduction, discussing engine
design modifications
p0070 A72-15167
Sound attenuation in lined rectangular ducts with
uniform steady flow, considering aircraft engine
noise reduction
p0070 A72-15267
Aircraft noise measurement units and methods,
discussing engine design for noise reduction
p0118 A72-16026
Leaning vanes for fan noise reduction, discussing
rotor-stator plane fluctuating pressure
amplitude decrease and radial distribution •
modification
fAIAA PAPER 72-126] p0128 A72-16823
Rotorcraft based on VTOL concept for aircraft
noise reduction in urban transportation
P0113 A72-18218
Hybrid computer method of nonstationary spectrum
analysis of aircraft noise, applying to flyover
and jet aircraft noise abatement under
operational conditions
p0178 A72-18778
Externally blown flap noise tests at various
nozzle exhaust velocities for STOL aircraft
noise reduction
TAIAA PAPER 72-129] pOiso A72-18962
Engine fan-compressor maximum, noise reduction for
given aircraft configuration by acoustic linings
on nacelle inlet and exhaust walls
p0183 A72-19268
Hovercraft noise and vibration source and
reduction for improved crew and passenger comfort
p018« A72-19618
Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across
nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire
measurements
p0185 A72-19873
Turbojet and turbofan engines noise signatures and
sonic boom effects, discussing freguency
spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise
suppression systems
p0186 A72-20163
Acoustical theory application to jet engine noise
reduction, developing mathematical model for
blade shock wave spacing in noise generation
process
p0189 A72-205U2
Sonic boom minimization, obtaining positive phase
signature pressures as function of altitude.
Bach number, weight and length
p0197 472-21903
Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
p0199 A72-221<t1
Aerodynamic noise produced by gas jet flow around
airfoil, discussing sound reduction
p02«0 A72-2U107
Commercial applications of gniet light aircraft
technology, discussing cost and noise reduction
[SAE PAPER 720339] p0292 A72-25596
Noise reduction effects of wake interaction
between rotor blade rows in axial flow
compressor, cancelling velocity defect at stator
position
fASBE PAPEH 72-GT-15] p0293 A72-25614
Low pressure ratio Q-PAN propulsor noise reduction
'tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source
components and design configurations
[ASHE PAPEH 72-GT-ttO] p0295 A72-2563U
NASA guiet engine program, discussing noise
reduction technology for subsonic civil
transport aircraft propulsion system
CASBE PAPER 72-GT-96] p0298 A72-25667
Aircraft flyover house noise reduction data,
noting application to indoors noise level
estimation
fSAE AIR 1081] p0301 A72-26029
STOL aircraft role in civil aviation, discussing
short range operation, ATC, reduced noise and
weather capability
p0310 A72-27518
Future short haul aircraft transportation systems,
discussing aircraft forms, noise reduction
technology and cunvay reguiremeats
P0311 A72-27660
Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise
elimination at front end of aircraft oriented
OHEGA navigation system receiver
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 P0354 -472-29204
Buildinq sonndproofinq codes for'airport zoninq
ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land
use options -
p0354 A72-29561
Supersonic let noise and sonic boon sources,
propaqation and redaction, considerinq airport
community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and
fatique problems
p0355 472-29578
Bibliography on noise control coverinq surface
transportation', machinery and aircraft noise,
industrial criteria, biodynamics, legislation
and measurement
' • p0356 872-29588
low noise aircraft-enqine confiquration ' -
feasibility, discussinq turbofan engine noise
reduction • : . ' . " •
' : pOlOO 472-32322
BB 211 three-shaft turbofan engine for-L-1011
airliner, describinq desiqn for noise reduction
pfllOO 472-32428
Private and1 governmental regulatory aspects of
environmental noise abatement and control, '•'
discussinq leqal efforts and trends at'local,
state and federal levels • ' • • • "
p0403 472-32614
STOL aircraft for civil transport applications, '
considerinq optimum design concepts, noise
reduction and terminal facility requirements
p0409 472-33331
STOL aircraft minimum noise-takeoff trajectories
determination1, taking into account1 engine thrust
and•listeners distance from noise source
[4144 P4PER 72-665] p04T4 472-34072
. N4S4/General Electric joint development of low
noise propulsion' technology, describinq
demonstrator engine A design, components
development and aerodynamic/acoustic performance
evaluation l " • r • :
rsiiA PAPEB 72-657] ' i>0414 472-34077
Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and
aerodynamic characteristics, notinq vortex- and1-
rotational noise reduction and overall • '
efficiency decrease
T4I4A P4PEE 72-655] p0415 472-34079
Sonic toom alleviation by flow field alteration •
near supersonic aircraft, considering'finite
rise times, reduced overpressures and shock
pressure rises . "
TA144 PAPEE 72-653] "p0415 472-34081
Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet
flow, investigating acoustic properties,
velocity and pressure in mixing zone
fAlAA PAPEE 72-644] p0416 472-34088
Acoustic attenuation and thrust loss incurred 'by
shrouded multitube supersonic jet noise-suppressor
FAIAA PAPEE 72-642] P0416 472-34090
N4S4 B and D for STOL short haul transportation '^ Otl
systems, discussinq propulsive lift, blown flap
and auqmentor wing concepts, noise reduction, etc
P0441 A72-34238
Desiqn requirements'for a quiet helicopter.' '• •
TABS PBEPBINT 604] • P0444 472-34484
' Seduction of noise and acoustic-freguency
vibrations in aircraft transmissions.
TABS PEEPEINT 661] ' - p0448 A72-34508
Externally blown flap impingement-noise.
[AIAA P4PEE 72-664] p0455 472-35961
Sonic jet noise pressure source model for radiated
sound power and jet pressure frequency spectra
ratio derivation with application to noise j<
suppression . . • 3>
P0457 472-36414
NASA E and D programs for quiet STOL aircraft and
engines development ' ' •
P0457 A72-36503
Internal noise reduction in hovercraft.' ' -; ' f
P0458 472-36574
Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design "and
noise considerations for STOL externally blown
flap systems.
fAtAA P4PEE 72-792] P0496 472-38109
Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area
navigation for jet transport noise abatement.
[A1AA PAPEE 72-814] p0497 472-38116
Aircraft noise problem in piston engine to
turbofan jumbo jet transports, discussinq need
for noise reduction research
[4144 PAPEB 72-815] ' p0497 472-38117
Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and
supersonic exhaust mixing process, suppressing
noise via turbofan exhaust speed reduction
p0503 472-38380
Quiet engine desiqn for V/STOL and reduced takeoff
and landinq /BTOL/ aircraft, discussing various
engine noise sources, counteroeasures and'
tolerance.- levels
P0509 472-39819
Supersonic aircraft wing form influence on sonic
boom,, discussinq supersonic wind tunnel tests
for noise reduction
. p0509 472-39931
Soise radiation from V/STOL aircraft.
" ' [ICAS PAPEB 72-22] , p0553 472-41147
VIOL aircraft noise reduction through desiqn '
methods'and flight path management in terminal
area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to
:
 surrounding community ' •. .i .
''[ICAS PAPEB 72-34] . p0554 472-41159
HAS4'" Quiet Engine''program fi and D on conventional
'takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft'
:
 '-"engine noise . •
[ICAS PAPEE 72-48]
 ; '
;
 ' .•-p0556 A72'^ 41173
Boise control technology" for jetrpower'ed' STOL
vehicles. "' .'.
 r., , ' ,
' " t.ICAS PAPEB 72-50] i>055'6 A72-4VI75
Jet noise, generation theory /Liqhihill-Ffowcs ^
Williams/ verification by model tests;'. ,
discussing means of reducing or eliminating *
••'shock cells , "^' . '*'.-.
[IC4S PAPEB 72-55]' '' '' p0559" 472-41852
NASA's quiet engine programs. • < " - ' . ^
- ' ' ' " , p0569-l472-i'43152
Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom^suppressibn
by slowing down "during' turning 'fliqht'i obtaininq
conditions'for focus cut-off at, qround by,, '*„
atmospheric refraction : " '' ' '" ' ,
• ' • • - . ' . - - P?599 472-44125
Design, fabrication, and'qrpund tests of '..,'..
perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle ''"':'.
'inserts for'Boeinq 707 aircraft'noise reduction
!filiS4-CR-1853] " ,. ' p003| N72-10043
Sound generation and scale model experiments.to
suppress noise in turbulent jet flow eddies of,.
supersonic transport aircraft
. [4BC-32723] ' ' " p.0034 N72-10254
Noise reduction for climbinq takeoff'.and y/STOL1
 v
aircraft affecting stability .
[DLE-FB-71-10] ' " p'0042'N72T11040
Cost effectiveness analysis to determine ' /'
feasibility of using catapult.launch systems for
large commercial aircraft to reduce aircraft
noise problem ' ' '. '
rF4A7EQ-71-1] p0085 N72-11941
'FAA aircraft noise abatement prograu
'••.-'• .
 v1
' ' " , p0088 N72-11958
Requirements for governmental regulation of .,
aircraft noise
... fEEPT-61] p0088 N72-11959
'Te'chnological and operational methods in aircraft
noise abatement
- ' ' -• • ' • p'qi04 N72-13012
Seduction,of jet aircraft noise around airports by
' use of two-segment landinq approach
[B.4SA-TB-X-62098] '. ' p0149 N72-13985
Eesearch on' noise reduction, flying simulators,
and -gust alleviators " .-
c " - p0204 B72-159'69
4ugmentor flap, wing ducting and augmentor nozzle,
and noise reduction for jet-STOL aircraft
r.NAS4-CE-125540] p0210 N72-16698
'Quiet air'craft engine" design and preliminary ,fa'n
and engine test results '
[N4S4-TM-X-67988] p0213 N72-16719
Investigating lift fan noise reduction by
configuration modifications in LF336/4
[S4S4-CB-1934] p0218 N7.2-17004
Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction
characteristics of compact ejectors with
applications to V/STOL aircraft
[4D-732842] p0220 B72-17025
Flight tests to determine methods for reducing
airport community noise based on operationally
optimum 'approach--'profiles
fNASA-'CE-l 14417] ' p0250 N72-18001
Noise suppression capability of mixer nozzle used
'.-'with externally blown flap augmentation system
A-31«
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on STOL aircraft •
rBASA-TH-X-68021] P0252 H72-1801U
Design and performance of filter resonators for
helicopter noise reduction
tAD-7348121 P0275 H72-19222
Field noise measurement's of HH-43B helicopters
daring fliqht to determine effects of
modifications on noise reduction
r8ASA-T»-X-2226] P0318 N72-20005
Transonic propulsion fan for tnrbofan enqine with
' rotor blade spacing desiqned to minimize noise
emission
rHASA-CASE-LES-im02-1l ?0327 "72-20770
Urban noise sources and need for unified noise
control legislation
P0327 H72-20956
Aircraft noise redaction by extinction with
reversed phase sound in acoustic interference
fHBB-BB-55-71-0] P0332 H72-21011
Fundamentals of let noise qeneration and suppression
P0380 B72-23003
Theoretical acoustics applied to jet enqine noise
qeneration, propagation, and reduction studies
' p0436 N72-25632
Recommendations for advanced technology program to
develop lonq range transport aircraft to meet .
noise reduction standards - Vol. 2
,r,S»Si-CB-J112093 1 . _„, _, p0464 1872^ 26007
Procedures for reduction of noise qenerated by.
tilt-rotor aircraft during takeoff and landing
phases of fliqht by fliqht path control
[ N.1SA1CB-203<O p0467 1172-26025
Quiet nacelle for suppressing noise in TF-34
turbofan enqine
fHASl-CR-120915] pOU73 S72-26692
Aerodynamic performance test data for
high-bypass-ratlo, sinqle stage tnrbofan
designed in experimental quiet enqine program
fBASA-CR-120858] p047U B72-26695
Acoustic measurement tests to determine redaction
of aerodynamic noise by engine-over-wing concept
for conventional and STOL aircraft
fNASA-TB-X-68104] p0479 N72-27030
Regulations and operational procedures for control
of aircraft noise levels
rFAA-BD-71-24] p0514 B72-28005
Boise measurements obtained durinq visual approach
monitor evaluation in 747 aircraft
fNASA-CR-1111*781 p0515 B72-28010
Acoustic measurements to determine effectiveness
of insulation in reducing noise intensity with
helicopter compartments
fDCIEH-8391 P0515 H72-2801U
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low..
emission operation of advanced technology
transport aircraft
fBASA-CR-1209501 P0523 S72-28786
Amendment to proposed noise control leqislation
rH-REPT-92-842] p0525 N72-28975
Hearing concerning noise pollution, and Noise
Control Act
p0573 B72-30014
Roise pollution, impact on environment and living
things, noise redaction, and noise abatement
leqislation
tS-DOC-92-63] p0578 N72-30559
NASA quiet engine technology for reducing noise
levels in conventional and subsonic aircraft
[NASA-TB-I-681211 P0580 R72-30775
Redaction of noise produced by helicopter geared
power trains by application of vibration and
acoustics technology
. f AD-7Q27351 '• p0586 B72-31031
Development of advanced technology for identifying
and minimizing sources of noise in aircraft .
engines
fBASA-TB-X-681311 p0622 B72-320H3
Concept for jet noise suppression for afterburning
turbojet engine
fBASA-TH-X-68144]
 P0632 R72-32763
High bypass turbofan engines, based on TF-34, in
heavily sound-suppressed nacelles studied for
STOL commercial aircraft
(BASA-CR-120914] p0647 B72-33743
BOISE SPECTBA
Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis,
discussing rotor geometry, relative Bach number
and incidence angle effect on sound emission
TAIAA PAPEH 72-1271 P0128 A72-16824
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid
dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power
output and noise spectra for. various
configurations
fAIAA PAPER 72-130] p0131 A72-16920
Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing physical
units, spectral analysis, conversion and
correction formulas
P0136 A72-17195
Hybrid computer method of nonstationary spectrum
analysis of aircraft noise, applying to flyover
and jet aircraft noise abatement under
operational conditions
P0178 A72-18778
Spectral measurements of jet turbulence noise in
core and annalar mixing region, using subsonic
test experiments
tAIAA PAPER 72-158] p0180 A72-18957
Turbojet and turbofan engines noise signatures and
sonic boom effects, discussing frequency
spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise
suppression systems
• P0186 A72-20163
Heasurement of spatially.coherent and incoherent
structure of.-axial. compressor-generated noise
modes propaqating in duct
[ONERA, IP NO. 1045] P0311 A72-280<I9
Digital data processing^techniques:for- aircraft- -
engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise
spectrum . . ••
P0356 A72-29840
Tu^104 turboprop aircraft fliqht noise
measurements and spectral.changes at different
distances from landing strip, evaluating public
nuisance 'and resident reactions
.- . . . p0360 A72-30146
The estimation of nonstationary spectra from
moving acoustic source distributions.
fAIAA PAPEH 72-6671 p0452 A72-35486
Description and use of a method for characterizing
noise sources in jets
flCAS PAPER 72-35] p0555 A72-41160
Statistical analysis of the sound level
distribution of aircraft noise as a function of
time
P0603 A72-44337
Basic directivity and spectra of jet noise with
improved correction for refraction.
P0607 A72-44678
Coherent structure of discrete frequencies of
compressor noise spectra
CHASA-TT-F-14091! p0161 N72-14700
Experimental estimation methods for noise spectra
and intensity from round jet
fAD-734042] P0277 B72-19338
Hethod for computing noise generated by standing
and flying jet aircraft.
,, fONERA-BT-187] p0437 B72-25636
HOISB SUPPRESSORS
U BOISE HEPUCTIOH
BOISE THRESHOLD
Development of methodology for determining
auditory levels at which helicopters can be
detected by human subjects
[AD-730788] p0155 H72-14017
BOISE TOLBBAHCE
Rating scale judgments of aircraft noise based on
surveys around airport
P0053 A72-12956
.Acoustical environment pollution control,
.considering noise annoyance effects due to
industry and construction, surface and air
traffic, alarm devices, radio and TV, etc
P0354 A72-29554
Incremental value of noise pollution level as
basis for aircraft noise rating
CHPL-AEBO-AC-49] p0030 H72-10035
HOHIHAL VALUES
0 APPROXIMATION
HOBADIABATIC COBDITIOBS
U ADIABATIC COBDITIOHS
HOHAIISTHBETBI
U ASIBHETHI
•OBCOBDUCTOBS
0 ELECTRICAL IBSULATIOB
BOBCOBSERVATITE FORCES
Galerkin method application to nonconservative
nonself-adjoint aeroelasticity problems based on
interpretation'as mathematical formulation of
A-315
HOHDBSTBOCTIVB TESIS SUBJECT IHDEI
virtual work principle • .
P0178 A72-18788
HOTOESTBOCTI¥E TESTS • "
Nondestructive radioactive gas•penetrant tests for
porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine castings
p0009 472-10813
Portable self contained ultrasonic field
inspection equipment for nondestructive crack
detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks
p0009 A72-1081U
Integrity control procedures for machining, '-.- • *'.'-' :•
drilling and grinding of steel and 'Ti alloy
aircraft parts, discussing nondestructive
inspection method ' - .
fSBE PAPEB IQ 71-238] p0011 A72-10969
Automatic ultrasonic testing eguipment for NDT •<-
tests of helicopter rotor blades " '*.
p0011 A72-T1021
DC-10 nondestructive testing manual, detailing
section/subject format, methods, planned area
accessibility and aircraft-maintenance --• -
. • p0012 A72-11109
Metal fatigue damage nondestructive detection,
discussing inspection methods, eguipment, • • '• -f- '• '
advantages, limitations and test results' " •' '•'
r&D-701977l p0020'A72-12U98r. . •
Nondestructive testing for materials inspection • ''
and monitored aircraft maintenance programs '
p0062 A72^1U201Jt:-
X ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive- ~*
testing of aircraft structure for maintenance' :• ,
and special problems - ; •;:.'•>" ; .
P0180 A72-188SO . ?
HDT of diffusion formed coatings on refractory
.alloys and snperalloys, stressing* eddy current
technigue , • - -
p0302 A72-26287
NDT application to aircraft design -and' '•
reliability, discussing fatigue life analysis
and in-service monitoring for structural
elements, components and airframes
- . . ' . , . > . p0307 A72-27198
Continuous NDT of coalescers /"let fuel filters/ by
•liguid crystals, detecting split seams, cap
leaks, cracks, material imperfections.and epozy "•.
filled voids
 ; . .
fASBE PAPER 72-DE-25] . p0362 A72-30867
The importance of service inspection in aircraft
fatigue.
P0609 A72-4H7UO
NDT techniques selection, economics and
organization for aircraft industry, considering
ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests
P0612 A72-15292
Application of nondestructive testing procedures
to maintenance'of large commercial aitcraft
P0040 N72-11025
Stresses and wall thickness of turbine blades "•""
determined with laser holographic interferometry
TAD-728802] p0110 N72-13H«6
Development of nondestructive test methods for
detection of early fatigue and fracture damage
in metals and alloys
rAD-730348] P0221 N72-17937
Survey and analysis of application of
nondestructive inspectibn methods to aircraft
structures .
f AGAED-H-587-711 P0278 N72-19541:.
Nondestructive tests and their application for --.?.:
inspection of adhesive bonded structures, velded
joints, and riveted or bolted joints,
P0278 N72-195U2
Aircraft industry survey for analysis of •"'•
nondestructive inspection methods application to
commercial aircraft for 1968 to 1970 • • • .
P0278 N72-.195»3
Nondestructive test for-failure inspection and >
quality control of composite structures and
materials - conference
rAGABD-B-590] • p0129 N72-2U934
Nondestructive tests applied to quality control of
airframes made of boron -composites
p0129 N72-2U936
Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints on
yiscount aircraft' . - : •
rTB-.7105.512l POH3U N72-25U61
Nondestructive eddy current method for crack
• detection in turbine blades
fAD-7K31051 p0591 S72-31786
Nondestructive tests of fuel filters and other '
turbine parts, using thermography
[10-71130811 •'• P0591 H72-31787
Experimental technigue for measuring in-plane
displacements by holographic interferometry
r*D-7*a<)90] P0629 N72-321S83
Application- of nondestructive testing technigues
for improving aircraft safety and aircraft
accident reduction
P063U N72-32981
Development and application of instrument for
measuring coker tube deposits based on beta ray
backscatter • ' . • • . .
-[AD-71t3308] p06HH N72-33«67
HOHBQOILIBBIOH DBAG
0 FBICTION DBAG•
HOHEQDILIBBIOB FLOW
Laminar three dimensional boundary layer• ••
noneqnilibrium effects at hypersonic wing swept
leading edge with intensively cooled surface,
considering sweep induced crossflow effect
: .[VPI-E-7-1-23] p0020 A72-12«22
Theoretical design of maximum thrust nozzles with
nonequilibrinm,'chemically reacting, supersonic
qas flows ' -
i"-fAD-737378] p0390 N72-238U7
Vibrational and chemical nonequilibrium losses in ~
stoichiometric turbojet engine using ' -'-.
kerosene-air mixture '•' - ''- - • --
CAD-742948] p0591 N72-31788
HOHFLAHBABLE MiTEEIALS . ~ • • l~~: '.*!,. .'• - ::;*.'.<.
Development and application of nonflammable and
fire retardant materials for use'with spacecraft
t and aircraft interiors ' • '. ;
p0208 'N72-16119-.
High'temperature resistant fabrics to'replace1--
current specification nylon and cotton-'fabrics
in aircraft ,. •
[AD-7«0600] • p0536 H72-29612
NOSISOTHEBBiL PBOCESSES ' •', ' • '
D ISOTHEBMA1 PBOCESSES
•OBLIHEAB EQOATIOBS - : • '-•'
Approximate method for nonlinear differential >
equations of-motion solution in flight dynamics,
applying to control surface buzz and slender
wing oscillations
P0235 A72-23U53
Nonlinear integral equations solution for heavily
loaded actuator disk induced-flow:field, taking
into account.blade tip vortices and thrust
coefficient effects . '
p0303 A72-26577
Extension of 'Gersten nonlinear wing theory to
compressible'-flow
tBBVG-FBHT-71-201 p0161 N72-1U993
Calculating dovnwash angles behind wings with
small span-chord ratios moving at subsonic
speeds using nonlinear algebraic eguations'
p0618 H72-32009
NOBLIHEAB PEO6BAHBIHG '
Carrier based attack aircraft allocation model
formulation and solution for maximum inflicted
target damage, using'seguential unconstrained
minimization technique with nonlinear programming
tAD-736073] p0192 A72-21II69
Nonlinear programming for air traffic control
systems • '' ' ' -
CAD-7U3569] p0630 N72-32596
IOHLIHEAB SISIEBS •
Free flight simulation tests for V/STOL aircraft
nonlinear attitude control system adaptation to
helicopter pitch and roll control
fDGLB PAPEB 71-060] • p0023 A72-12714
Hultiinput and multioutput linear and nonlinear •
dynamic system maximum likelihood identification
based on state vector formulation and optimal
filter use
p0183 A72-19286
Bodel-following control for nonlinear
multivariable plants, considering implicit
algorithm solution and application to variable
stability aircraft control synthesis
p0185 A72-19708
Nonlinear dynamics of flight vehicle - Conference,
University of Technology, Louqhborouqh,' England,
Barch 1972 -
P0234 A72-23M51
nonlinear dynamic motion response analysis of
. flight vehicles typified by continuously
A-316
,SOBJECT IHDEI HOZZLB FLOW
changing vibration damping and frequency . .:,.. .
P0235 A72-23052
Liapunov functional stability analysis in
structural dynamics problems including, wave
egnations with nonlinear danping
P0235 A72-23U57
Random vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass
systems containing, nonlinear damping to ideal
stationary Gaussian vhite noise excitation
P0235 A72-23460
Development-of theory of vibrations of linear and
nonlinear systems and application to calculating
vibrations in aircraft engines
r-AD-731351] p0172 N72-15721
Attitude stabilization of Bell 47-G helicopter / •
with adapted nonlinear V/STOL attitude regulator -,
P0321 N72-T20026 -, .
Development of algorithm for solving problem of. ••.
.•controlling, time-varying linear avionic system
with random parameters based on adaptive dual,
control strategy - Part 1 . . .
C.AD-7I(!I115] p0625 N72-32064
NOHLINEARITT . . . . , , . i
Extension.of Gersten nonlinear wing theory to
transonic flow _
. ..[BHVG-FBWT-71-21] p016» N72-1«99«
HONBEFLBCTION .. ^  ........ . . .. . . • . - • •
0 ENERGY ABSORPTION . ' ... - •' .'•
BOHBIGIDITT ; . . . • •
D FLEXIBILITY • ; • . - . . , . . -
BOHSTiBILIZED OSCILLATION ' ; • ' -'.'•• cj
Destabilization effects of flap-lag coupling'in'
• hingeless rotor blade oscillations daring hover
fNASA-TH-X-62179] p0572 H72-30003
NONSYHCHRONIZATION
SECANT, midair collision avoidance system based on ,
nonsynchronous microsec poise transmission and
receiving via randomly selected frequency,
> describing modular components and operating,
principles • > ;•••, i -.: :
.p0606 A72-t»6»7
NONONIFORH FLOS . . , ' . . • . • •
Hingeless. rotor helicopter blade steady state
..response with nonnniform inflow and.elastic: PG
blade .bending ' o' '.»
fillA PAPER 72-65] P0132.A72-16933
Nonuniform propeller streams effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of high aspect ratio
wing, using airfoil theory
[AD-7<t5477] • p0182 A72-19092
Analysis of nonsteady flow fields associated with
rotor-stator interactions
[BASA-CR-127765] . p0533 N72-29227
Design and performance data of technigue for
generating nonuniform flow similar to discharge
of impulse snpersonic compressor flow
CNASA-CB-112097] p0588 N72-3T303
HOiVISCODS FLOS .,,3 ... .
D TORBDLENT FLOS
NOHHAL DEHSITI FUNCTIONS • • .-., • ,
Rice exceedance statistics application to
atmospheric turbulence, indicating strong
nonGaussian second order distributions • .
'CAIAA PAPER 72-136] p013« A72-16969
NOBBAL .DISTRIBUTIONS
D NOBHAL DENSITI FUNCTIONS . •
BOBHil FORCE DISTRIBUTION
D FORCE DISTRIBDTION
BOBTB ABEBICA • . i -. - . . '
Present and proposed air traffic control concepts
in North America and Europe . •
fDTIAS-34] p0325 N72-20577
BOBTB ABEBICAB HILITART AIBCBAFT •
0 HI1IT1BY AIRCRATT
NORTH ATLANTIC TBEATT ORGANIZATION (NATO)•
Aerodynamic testing at high Beynolds numbers and
transonic speeds in NATO
(AGABD-R-588-711 p0099 N72-12978
NOBTH CAROLINA
Environmental impact statement on proposed airport
construction at Sest Jefferson, North Carolina
TPB-206552-F] P0627 N72-32276
BOBTHBBB BEBISPBEBE
NT ARCTIC REGIONS . • •
NOBTBBOP HILITART AIBCBAFT ' .
0 BILITABT AIBCRAFT
HOSE iHEELS
Electromechanical nose wheel steering system for
general aviation aircraft ground maneuverability
improvement, describing design •, .
p0010 A72-10963
Improved aircraft ground performance in slush and
wet runway conditions .by addition of extra nose
wheel
tABC-rCP-1206] POQ32 B72-25009
HOSES (FOBEBODIBS) , .• • ,
Al alloy plates rand D-nosed specimens indentation
and penetration under hail impact test
p0176 A72-18764
BOTCB SEHSIII7ITI - •
Stress-service life relations for duralumin
samples from impact and.nonimpact tensile tests
with cyclic axial loads, noting notch sensitivity
p0352 A72-291U7
BOTCB TESTS . • • .
Fatigue behavior of notched or-cracked -aircraft
structure parts, examining service life
prediction problem . . . . ' •
-• , ' - - . P0139 A72-17811
Fatigue life under cyclic loads of notched
alnminnm-copper-magnesium airframe alloy
CDLB-FB-71-23) : . •• - p0170 1172-15530
HOTCBED BETALS ... .
D HOTCB TESTS . : : .
NOTCHED STEEL •
0 BOTCB TESTS ... - , . . . ' -
D STEELS: • •• • • , - . ; : ,._, . .- '.
BOIIOOS BATERIALS
D CONTAMINANTS . ' • - . . -
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT. . - ' - :
D NOZZLE FLOB r •.' :
NOZZLE DESIGN
Aladin 2 noiseless STOL let. aircraft project,
describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design
and economics
.- • p0021 A72-12503
Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and
noise considerations.for STOL externally blown
flap systems. . •
[AIAA PAPEB 72-792] -- • pOU96 A72-38109
Thrust stand for evaluation of thrust vectoring
./.jnozzle performance. -
C A I A A PAPER 72T1029] . poeis A72-U5U06
Design of flexible steel liners for adjustable
transonic wind tunnel nozzle
tNPl-AEBO-NOTE-1098] p0030 H72-10023
Design problems of inlets and nozzles used in
supersonic and V/STOL propulsion systems
f NASA-TH-X-6771H] p03UO N72-21819
Theoretical design of maxinum thrust nozzles with
nonequilibrinm, chemically reacting, snpersonic
gas flows -
fAD-737378] . p0390 N72-238«7
Quantitative method for determining -let mixing
flow -in turbojet inlet design optimization
tAD-739858] P0524 H72-28797
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in
terms of pressure recovery, discussing obligue
shock wave formation ahead of entrance to •
improve efficiency •
P0611 A72-«t991
Noise suppression capability of mixer nozzle used
with externally blown flap augmentation system
• on STOL aircraft
tNASA-TH-I-68021] p0252 -F72-18014
NOZZLE FLOW
Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air
flow measurement, describing accuracy,
standards, reference.nozzles and mounting flanges'
TSAE ABP 1195] pOOOB A72-10390
Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on
propulsive performance and.compressible flow
field internal characteristics
T A S B E PAPEB 71-BA/FE-3] pOH7.A72-i5937
Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air jet flow
interaction in throat region of mainstream two
dimensional nozzle flow
P0214 A72-21845
Snpersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws,
studying acoustic.fields for rectangular and
axisymmetric nozzle configurations
f.AIAA PAPER 72-6U1] . p0416 A72-34091
Swirling flows vortex breakdown in nozzles,
diffusers and combustion chambers, considering
.analogy to boundaryilayer separation
POM57 A72-36385
A-317 :
•OZZLE GEOHETBT SOBJBCT IHDBI
Pressure transmitter for flow parameter
measurements of aerodynamic nozzles and static
pressure taps rotating on turbine rotor blades
: p0560 472-42250
Flow model for jet pipe sound transmission through
nozzle flow
fJEFB/69] p0034 H72-10252
Sound generation in very low and very high
turbulent jet flows from exhaust nozzle
p0034 872-10253
Jet engine model for simulating inlet and exhaust
flow fields in supersonic aircraft wind tunnel
model • .
[AD-731238] p0207 H72-16200
Analysis of peak axial-velocity decay in moving
airstream for several nozzles and effect on
noise generated by short takeoff aircraft with
externally blown flaps
fBASA-TB-X-68102] p0479 B72-27029
Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in
combustion products of hydrocarbon fuel under
supersonic nozzle flow conditions
fAD-740193] ' P0542 872-29960
Time dependent method to calculate supercritical
flow over nozzle airfoil - .;.
[OSEBA-ST-189] p0576 B72-3.b2.8b
Effect of flap set back and gas temperature on
Coanda attachment to curved plate.with.
application to air flow patterns on flap of
scale propulsive wing model
[AD-7U1583] •" p0577 B72-30300
BOZZLE GEOHETBI
Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air
flow measurement, describing accuracy, . .
standards, reference nozzles and mounting flanges
[SAE ABP 1195] p0008 A72-10390
Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on
propulsive performance and compressible flow .
field internal characteristics
[ASHE!PAPEB 71-BA/FE-3] p0117 A72-15937
Large scale high aspect ratio multielement
suppressor nozzle arrays testing for augmentor
wings and internally blown flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 72-131] p0130 A72-16888
Axisynmetric jet impact on ground board for
different nozzle configurations and heights in
VIOL aircraft aerodynamic studies
p0410 A72r33404
Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws,
studying.acoustic fields for rectangular and
axisymmetric nozzle configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 72-641] P0416 A72-34091
Servo punp nozzle area controls for gas turbines.
p0456 A72-36048
Optimal arrangement of conical nozzles in a ..
segment of a partial supersonic turbine' stage
P0509 A72-39913
Inlet design and thermodynamic cycle of ..turbojet
engine at supersonic speeds with normal shock
P0213 H72-16717
Interference problems of airframe engine
integration in aircraft design optimization
t AG&BD-LS-531 p0478 .872-27016
Bind tunnel test results of exhaust.... ,. .
nozzle/airframe interference drag for
optimization of subsonic aircraft design
pO.478 872-27020
Bind tunnel test reguirements for simulating
nozzle parameters and nozzle airframe
interference characteristics
P0478 872-27021
Thrust performance characteristics of augmentor
nozzle with rectangular ejector for vertical
takeoff planes
[AD-739863] P0524 H72-28798
HOZZLE IBSEBTS
Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes
air cooling by internal insert, analyzing
thermal stresses
[AIAA PAPEB 72-7] p0129 A72-16864
Design, fabrication, and ground tests of
perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle
inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft noise reduction
[8ASA-CB-18531 p0031 872-10043
HOZZLE THBDST COEFFICIENTS
Convergent-divergent nozzles thrust model
measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody
IP 80. 978] P0116. 472-15856
Thrust stand for evaluation of thrust vectoring
nozzle performance.
filAAPiPEB .72-1029] P0615 472-451106
HOSZLE BALLS
Bonnd-jet/plane-wall flow distribution
measurements and application to STOL aircraft
[HASA-CB-124604] p0092 872-12211
HOZZLES , . . .
Engine-aircraft interference, thrust, inlets,
nozzles, and propulsion systems - conference
[AGABD-CP-91-71J p0209 872-16685!
Full scale thrust performance tests of prototype
dual stream propelling nozzle .
p0209 872-16691
Angientor flap, wing ducting and anqmentor nozzle,
and noise reduction for jet-STOL aircraft
[BASA-CB-125540] p0210 872-16698
Bapid mixing nozzles, thrust vector control,'and
thrust augmentation for y/STOL aircraft . • • "
P021V 872-16699
HOCLEAB ELBCTBIC POBEBGEHBBATIOB
BT BOCLEAB POSES PLAHTS • . .
BDCLEAB EBEB6T . > • >
Beat transfer research review, discussing gas
turbines, aeronautics, astronautics, nnclear
power, thermal pollution and controlled; fusion
challenges . . . •• .
. . p0236 472-23684
HUCLEAB EIPLOSIOHS
Design and development of flyable breadboard and
8BL breadboard of,airborne radiac . ; . .
[AD-729254] -p0159.H72r1»473
• Prediction of shock vave impact on aircraft
resulting from underground nnclear explosions
tSC-BB-71-0612] . • .p0388.872-23257
BOCIEAB PABTICLES . . . . . . . _
BT HOCLEOBS . • . -
BOCLEAB POBEB
0 HOCLEAB EHEBGT - : '
BOCLBAH POBEB PLABTS . . :
Probabilistic analysis of aircraft crash-caused
structural damage to nnclear power plant, using
lionte Carlo method and yield line theory for .
'perforation and collapse modes
p0411 A72-33600
HOCLEAB PBOPELLBD AIBCBAFT
Buclear energy for power and transportation,
discussing ship, submarine; air cushion vehicle,
aircraft and rocket propulsion applications .
P0115 A72-15777
. Effect of twoitypes of helium circulators on
performance of subsonic nnclear propelled aircraft
fBASA-TB-I-2237] . - p02Ht H72-16724
BOCLSAB PBOPOLSIOB
Transoceanic helium cooled thermal reactor powered
air cushion freighter of gross weight 4500
metric tons, discussing design and performance
characteristics ,
p0062 472-14431
Baclear energy for power.and transportation,
discussing ship, submarine, air cushion.vehicle,
aircraft and rocket propulsion applications
- P0115 A72-15777 .
Analysis of cost effectiveness of cargo
transportation by nnclear propelled aircraft and
impact damage tests of nnclear reactor
... containment vessels
[BASA-TH-I-2425] . • • P0096:872-12604
BOCLEAB B&DIiTION . . ...
NT GAHHA BAT B2ANS • .
BT GAHHA BATS
BDCLEAB BE4CTOB HATEBIALS
0 HEACTOB HATEBIALS . . '
HOCLEAB BEACTOBS
BT GAS COOLED BEACTOBS. - .
HT TBEBHAL BEACTOBS • .
BOCLEAB SOCKET EHGIHES
Nuclear energy for power and transportation,
discussing ship, submarine, air cushion vehicle,
aircraft and rocket 'propulsion applications
, ' . ' , . P0115 A72-15777
HOCLEAB SOBHABIHBS ,
0 SOBHABZBES
HOCLEAB BABFABE •
Effectiveness of airborne electronic aircraft
warning and control, system for nnclear warfare
[AD-742233] p0575 872-30168
SOCLEATIOB
BT CLOOD SEEDI8G
4-318
SOBJECT IHDEX OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
NUCLEI (BOCLEAR PHYSICS)
FT HEAVY NUCLEI .'. ' •'
HUCLEONS
Hass reduction of moderator and nncleon flux
response for in-flight radiation warning system
for SST . '
P0223 N72-17719
NOCLIDES ' ' . ' . '
NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES "
BOIL BEFEBESCE GLIDE PITH
0 GLIDE PATHS '
BUBEHICiL ANALYSIS '
NT APPRO!IBATION ' •' •
NT DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS . ' • • !"
NT EBSOB-ANALYSIS
NT-FINITE DIFFEEESCE THEOBY- - ' -. " ' •
HT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
NT LEAST SQDAEES METHOD ' '" ' ' ' ' • ' •
NT NEBTON-EAPHSON METHOD .- - ' ' '- •
NT NUBEP.ICiL INTEGRATION
NT'EAYLEIGH-SITZ BETHOD
NT EELAXATION HETHOD (MATHEMATICS) • '-"' : ' - ' '"/
Mathematical analysis of separation standards and"
aircraft navigational collision risk for' -'
parallel tracks in: radar monitored systems'
. ,' P0001 A72-10178
Numerical analysis of computing velocity. .
distribution in vortex row cascade profiles by
-'•'• method-of singularities
p0178'"472-18787 '
Transonic;flo» past wing airfoils, 'obtaining
numerical solution by fitting mixed initial
boundary-conditions
i •-.-••-• - • - • ' - p0186 A72-20079
Numerical: analysis of surface current density
• distribution and electromagnetic fields of-
conducting body,-noting radiation patterns' of •'
radial dipole and guarter wavelength monopole '••
p03H« A72-285U1
Digital data processing techniques for aircraft''
engine noise data reduction, analyzing'fan noise
spectrum ' • £
i • . i- • . - .
 : - . p0356 A72-298IK)
Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaust
products of supersonic aircraft in'the ''•*
stratosphere
P0493 A72-37821
Conformal mapping procedure for numerical
generation of airfoils with local curvature
singularities, presenting.test problem results
for zero trailing edge angle
p0556'A72-«1259
Derivation of egnations of transient motion of
helicopter rotors during axial flight
fAD-7288181 p0107 N72-13037
Numerical and experimental calculations of jet-
engine transfer functions •
fNAL-TE-238] -• p0112 N72-137U7
Development of technigue for curve fitting -
experimental aerodynamic normal-force and
pitching-moment coefficient data as function''of
• angle of attack
[AD-73283U1 p0218 N72-17001
Flow 'charts, subroutines, and computer program for
solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small
disturbance egnations for flow around aircraft
configurations '
rNASA-CH-19271 p0222 K72-17208
Linearized solution for flow separation near'''tip
and wake edge of lifting wing with trailing edge
separation
[AD-7317911 , p0277 N72-193U7
Development of numerical process for extracting
aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data
P0330 N72-20991
Numerical analysis of programmed control of flying
vehicle motion
•p038U N72-23028
Numerical analysis of potential flow problem of
two dimensional airfoil with distributed suction
P042U N72-2U359
Numerical computation of transonic flow around..
leading edge of wing profile
rNASA-TT-F-1<12851 p0618 N72-32010
NOBBBICAL CONTBOL
Large automated tape placement machine tool design
and construction for laying up aircraft
structures from composite materials
p0196 A72-21690
Measuring technigue importance, for aircraft B and
D, emphasizing guartz tensometer^ digital
• control and signal processing
P0359 A72-30286
Computer control of aircraft landing.
' pO«55 A72-35950
Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for
all-systems compatibility testing.
fAIAA PAPER 72-8371 p0505 A72-39090
Electrical.components in gas turbine control
systems. '
P0563 A72-12521
Digital computer controlled testing equipment for
separately driven coaxial gas turbine low.and
•' - high'pressure compressors, emphasizing
''reliability and" flexibility in system design
' P056U A72-t2682
Computer control of the General Dynamics High
Speed Bind Tunnel.
. , p056U A72-IJ2697
Design and development of numerically controlled
machine for laying composite tape used in
building aircraft structured from filament
'reinforced resin matrix composite materials
• fAb-7257651 P0035 N72-10425
NOBEEICAL INTEGRATION
Aircraft stability coefficient determination by
numerical integration'fitting to differential
eguations of motion
p0013 A72-11136
Numerical.evaluation of downiash integral for
'lifting rectangular wings noting wing loading
[NPL-AERO-NOTE-10951 . p0038 N72-11012
Turbulent boundary layer eguations applicable to
compressible "flow over surface with longitudinal
1
 curvature eva'luated by numerical integration
;
 -using tabulated profile data - Part 2
[AD-729325] ' P0158 N72-11310
BDHERICAL HEATHER FORECASTING
Thunderstorm encounter probability at SST
altitudes for selected cross country routes,
using radar observation data
1
 ' . p0318 A72-28853
Mathematical criteria for probable and potential
aircraft icing occurrence, using radiosonde and
empirical climatological data
• ' p03«8 A72-28856
Bultiscale numerical model for local weather
development.simulation, noting forecasting for
long distance air travel
p03«8 A72-28857
Binds aloft forecast use to predict southwestern
' mountain lee wave behavior for general aviation
cross country flights
p03U8 A72-28863
DOTATION DABPEES
Design analysis of nutating plate drive for 2500
horse power helicopter rotor gearbox
[NASA-TB-X-68117] p0521 N72-28501
HOTS (FASTENERS)
Reliability engineering of aft transmission
planetary carrier,bearing nut. in mechanical
drive assembly of CH-16 helicopter
fAD-7U3073] , p0587 N72-31037
NYLON (TRADEMARK)
Parachute canopy fabrics and rigging lines cordage
properties requirements, considering nylon,
polypropylene, silk, cotton .and nonwoven
scrim-reinforced fabrics .
P0008 A72-10311
Bebbing joints stitching strain, considering nylon
and flax yarns stretching properties and various
switching patterns strengths
pOOOS A72-10315
OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES . '
Two-dimensional model for thermal compression.
P0567 A72-t2868
Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in
terms of pressure recovery, discussing oblique
shock wave formation ahead of entrance to
improve efficiency '
• p0611 A72-4U991
Boundary layers on airfoils in obligue transonic
terminal shock wave and control of shock induced
separation
CAD-731830] p0208 N72-16227
A-319
OBSBBVATION SUBJECT INDEX
OBSERVATION . - ' • • • - •
NT SATELLITE OBSEBVATION .'
NT VISUAL OBSERVATION
OBSEEViTIOH AIBCBAPT
Besnlts of the reliability and maintainability
demonstration of the OH-58ft liqht observation
helicopter.
TABS PBEPBINT 6521 p01<!7 A72-3U507
OCCIODED FBOITS
D FRONTS (HETEOBOLOGY)
OCEAN SDBFACE
Radiometer system for measuring total heat flow
through ocean surface from low-flying aircraft
fAD-7100921 p0520 N72-28129
OCEANS •
NT ATLANTIC OCEAN ' ' - ' '
BT PACIFIC OCEAS
OGEE BIHGS
D VABIABLE SHEEP SINGS
OB-6 BELICOPTEB
Bnqhes 500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered
blades, comparing thrust and stall
characteristics with symmetrical blades
P0359 A72-30290
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance'of
OB-6 helicopter with emphasis on'flight loads
imposed during conbat operations
fAD-7382021 pO«22 •N72-2U032 :
OHIO ., .
Environmental impact surveys of quiet engine program
f. NASA-TB-X-6851151 • ' pOH87 N72-2781U'
OILS
NT CBDDE OIL '
NT LDBRICATIHG OILS ' ' :
NT HINEBAL OILS
Inrbo-fet engine oil circuit contamination rate
determination by spectrometric analysis,
obtaining mathematical theory "for data
interpretation
[SAB PAPEfi 720303] P0288 A72-25567
OKL1BOBA
Tropospheric and ground layer turbulence
contribution to sonic boom magnification noting
Oklahoma test v
fFFA-121] p0321 H72-20023
OHESA NAVIGATION SYSTBH
Omega system in short range navigation
supplementing VOBTAC for coverage at low
altitudes in mountain areas
P0138 A72-17334
navigation accuracy of corrected OHEGA close to
transmitter, using aircraft flight test at 500
nm range
P0352 A72-29186
Airborne OHEGA navigation system performance,
discussing transmission facilities, three
freguency receiver, flight tests and
optimization of receiving antenna
P0352 'A72-29191
Aircraft applications of composite signal OHEGA
configuration with phase data combined at
separate carrier with weighting coefficients,'
discussing advantages over uncompensated
navigation systems v
P0352 A72-29192
FAA airborne OHEGA development program covering
signal monitoring, airborne data collection and
system operational evaluation
P0352 A72-29195
OHEGA effect on oceanic airway safety, noting
improvement over inertial navigation systems
P0352 A72-29197
preproduction OHEGA aircraft receivers and
antennas development and flight testing, noting
signal loss problems in high noise or
precipitation'static environments
P0353 A72-29198
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization
in conjunction with OREGA, covering sensor and
computer equipment life cycles
P0353 A72-29199
Polar region performance of OREGA navigation
system, noting addition of selectable grid
reference, multiple parallel DB system, manual
celestial computation and bearing resolver
P0353 A72-29200
Small aircraft navigation over 10-100 mile course
segments by raw OHEGA phase information dc
presentation on conventional 10-249 coarse
deviation indicator
P0353 A72-29201
OREGA receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne
computerized navigation system, describing
flight test, maintainability and laboratory
simulation programs
p0353 A72-29202
Test flights into weather at aidlatitndes and
tropical systems with airborne OHEGA navigation
system, discussing E field and B field antennas
P0353 A72-29203
Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise
elimination at front end of aircraft oriented
OHEGA navigation system receiver
P0354 A72-29204
Avionics equipment for signal processing onboard
civil aircraft to improve flight safety,
discussing uses of OHEGA navigation system, and
digital computers
p0393 A72-31178
OHEGA air and maritime navigation system .
1
 development, test phase 'and application, . .
potential, discussing operational modes,
propagation parameters, solar activity .effects
and signal loss
pOI)93 A72-37796
Proceedings of conference on Omega navigation .
system and recommendations for modified
hyperbolic navigation system ~
[HASA-CR-125807] p0280.N72-19718
Application of airborne digital computers to loran
C/D and Omega navigation and guidance systems
' P0336/N72-21225
Application of antenna dumping techniques to '.
reduce precipitation interference in airborne
Omega navigation system
[AD-7365161 P0377 N72-22659
OHNIDIBECTIOHAL ANTENNAS
NT HONOPOLE ANTENNAS '
OHNIBAHGE NAVIGATION
D VHF OHHIBANGE NAVIGATION
OH-LINE PBOGRAHHING
Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled .by,.,^
single point vortex to represent leading edge* ,
slat, discussing on-line computer graphics program
fAIAA PAPEB 72-221) p0127 A72-16798
On-line digital computer for wind tunnel,
operating systems, and real time operation
TNPL-AEBO-1326] . p0033 N72-1018«
Seal time, on-line turning flight optimization
tAD-732938) p0219 N72-17012
ONBOABD COHPOTEBS
U AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COHPDTEBS
ONBOABD EQOIPHEHT .
NT AIBBOBNE EQOIPHEHT
NT AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COHPDTERS
NT AIBCBAFT EQDIPRENT
NT SPACECBAFT ELECTBONIC EQOIPHENT
Pilot role in automated ATC system using onboard
situation display with navigation and collision
avoidance devices
p0137 A72-17332
Hilitary transport helicopter optimum secondary
power system, considering onboard auxiliary
power unit, electric or hydraulic engine start
system, environmental control, etc
CABS PBEPBINT 66U ] pOIHI A72-31480
Area navigation and its affect on aircraft
operation and systems design.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-75U] pO»98 A72-38125
ONB01BD HAVIGATIOH
D NAVIGATION
ONE DIHEBSIONAL FLOW
One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engines
rotating and static vane cascades, discussing .
vibrations propagation
p0014 A72-11584
Hathematical models for analyzing
quasi-one-dioensional flow across face seals and
narrow slots of turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-6668] p0435.N72-25468
OPENINGS
NT APEBTUHES
OPERATING SISTERS (COHPDTEBS)
On-line digital computer for wind tunnel,
operating systems, and real time operation
CNFL-AEHO-1326] p0033 N72-10181
OPBBATIONAl BAZABDS
Rotary wing and VTOL aircraft induced downwash
A-320
SUBJECT IIDBX OPTICAL RADAR
effects on qround personnel, considering
injuries, body heat loss, work capability
impairment and sound pressure effects
p0360 A72-30«25
The onboard aathority of the aircraft commanding
officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention
pOOSS 172-35763
OPERATIONAL PBOBIEHS
Prediction of weather induced airline operating
delays, discussing fog, snow, freezing rain,
thunderstorms, crosswind, headwinds, CAT, wind
shear, wet runways and tail winds
p018U A72-19597
Aircraft transparencies fron civil operator
•viewpoint, considering replacement cost of
flight deck and cabin windows
p0305 A72-27005
Hypersonic commercial aircraft" operational"
problems, considering passenger physiology
limits flight profile, sonic pollution, traffic
demands, route structure, etc
p0362 A72-30830
Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing
operational flexibility versus control and
monitor 'complexities, economics, reliability and
human factors
pOUOt A72-32636
Betho'ds 'for solving engine airplane" interference
and wall' corrections in transonic wind .tunnel
tests for predicting aerodynamic performance of
airplane design
"' ' • ' . ' ' • . p0076 B72-11877
.Statistical evaluation of operational load forces
" on undercarriage of F-104 aircraft
rEAE-lIB-TBANS-1591] . p0101 B72-12989
Technological and operational methods in aircraft
noise abatement
pOIOH H72-130.12
International air transportation problems
p0581 B72T30978
Operational problems of chartered transatlantic,
air transportation ' . .
P0581 N72-30979
OPEBATIOHS RESEARCH . .
NT CBITICAL PATH BETHOD
NT DYBABIC PBOGRAHBIBG "
NT GAME THEOBI
HI'LIBEAB PBOGRABBIBG
HI BONLIBEAR PBOGRABBIBG
' The heavy lift helicopter - An operations
research/technology/performance blend.
P0604 A72-<l<(581
Applications of operational research in the
airline industry.
p060a A72-U1583
Roles'of time and money cost in demand for air
travel
rAD-725H80] . . , ' p0052 N72-11850
Statistical analysis of aircraft operations to•
show relationship of operational readiness,
maintenance,•scheduling, and life expectancy
fAD-72B6561 p0089 H72-11970
Effects of weather and meteorological parameters
on cost, performance, development, and operation
of military aircraft
rAD-7317t9] p0217 B72-16993
Analysis of flight plan data and flight schedules
with published schedules and flight data plans
to determine accuracy of flight planning '
rDOT-TSC-FAA-72-101 ' p0322 N72-20189
Systems analysis to define technical, economic,
and operational characteristics of aircraft
transportation system for short-range, intercity
commuter operations
rHASA-CB-19911 pO«67 H72-26024
Analysis of air traffic control capabilities with
emphasis on flight safety and systems functions
fPAA-RD-72-2]
 P0472 B72-26521
Analysis of flight loads imposed on H-2 helicopter
during fleet operations
. rAD-738452] - p'0«80 B72-27038
Factors affecting optimum flight routes for
supersonic transport aircraft operation
f NLL-B-22436-(5828.UF)] pOUSI B72-27672
Development of short haul air transportation
systems based on short takeoff aircraft, port
siting, route analysis, and airline service
reguirements
r AD-7l»2<t631 p057« N72-30018
Long range planning and analyses applied to social
impact of short* takeoff and landing operations
in urban areas
[BASA-CB-128197] • p0619 B72-32016
Economic analysis of hypersonic transport aircraft
to show projected operating costs and return on
investment
[BASA-TH-X-621931 p0639 N72-33025
OPERATOR PEBFOBHAICE
ATC systems fast-time simulation, emphasizing
importance of human operator performance
realistic modeling .
P0396 A72-32097
Beasnrement of human operator performance in
single axis tracking task during simulated
turbulent conditions
P0621 B72-32031
OPERATORS (PEBSOBBEL)
BT AIBCBAFT PILOTS
BT PILOTS (PERSOBBEL)
BT TEST PILOTS
OPTICAL ABSOBPTIOI ...
0 LIGHT TRABSBISSIOB
OPTICAL DATA PBOCESSIBG
Optical image filtering to simplify and facilitate
automatic aerial photointerpretation processes
. .." . P0233 A72-23310
OPTICAL EQDIPHEHT • , . ' , . -
BT CABEBAS
BT INFBABED SPECTROPHOTOHETERS
NT BOLTISPECTRAL BABD SCABNEBS ;
BT OPTICAL BEASDBIBG IBSTBOBEBTS
NT OPTICAL PYBOBETEBS
BT OPTICAL BADAB
BT OPTICAL BABGE FIBDEBS
BT OPTICAL SCABBEBS .
BT TELEVISION CAHEBAS
OPTICAL FILTERS
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube
cockpit displays with micromesh optical filters
[DLB-FB-71-73] p0322 N72-20216
OPTICAL 6EBERATOBS
D LASEBS
OPTICAL IBIGES
0 IBAGES
OPTICAL HEASUBIBG IBSTEOHBBTS
NT INFRARED SPECTBOPHOTOBETEBS
BT OPTICAL PYROBETEBS . .
NT OPTICAL BANGE FIBDEBS
NT OPTICAL SCANNERS
Cloud base altitude measurement by optical
telemetry using TNB 1000 apparatus, noting
reduced maintenance
P0064 A72-14691
Laser Doppler velocimetry system design for
optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity
in turbomachinery
P0396 A72-320K5
Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward-
ana back-scatter.modes for supplementing wind
tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic,
transonic and supersonic regimes
P0563 A72-U2678
OPTICAL PROPERTIES
BT COLOR .
BT OPTICAL BEFLECTIOB
NT BEFLECTANCE
NT BEFBACTIVITY
BT TRANSPARENCE
Optical transparencies - Conference, London, June
1971
P0304 A72-27001
Optical quality reguirements for aircraft
transparencies, considering resolution, haze,
halation, light transmission, distortion,
binocular deviation, double images, scratches
and inclusions
P0305 A72-27003
Optical gualities of aircraft windshields and
direct vision windows, considering color, light
transmission, faults, heating, distortion,
inside reflections and double images ,
p0305 A72-27001
OPTICAL PTBOHETBBS
Pyrometer for measuring surface temperature
distribution on rotating turbine blade
rNASA-TB-T-681131 p0629 B72-32459
OPTICAL RADAB
CAT detection by airborne laser Doppler radar and
A-321
OPTICil BABGE FIHDEBS SUBJECT IHDBI
ground based altrasensitive microwave Doppler
radar-methods • . , •
• .. . P0067 A72-14822
Lidar application to aircraft and missile tracking
and rangefinding, describing results obtained
vith OHEBA experimental eguipment
p0202 A72-24655
Slant range visibility measurements by lidar. for
aircraft landinq operations under Ion clouds and
foq at coastal region
. p0347 172-288*7
STBADA landing trajectory recording system for
real time flight path-restitution daring
approach and landing, using computer and lidar
techniques
• . pOtOH A72-32895
Airport runway fog dispersal in UK, discussing
cost projection for chemical seeding system
combined vith lidar remote sensing . '_; .• .'
pO<m A72-33500
Application of lidar to determine slant range
visibility conditions and atmospheric -'..
transoittance aloft " :
TAD-7U23591 p0530 H72-29021
OPTICAL BAIGE FIHDEBS • ' • • . -
Lidar application to aircraft and missile tracking
and rangefinding, describing results obtained
vith ONERA experimental eguipment , <...
P0242 A72-24655
Electro-optical attitude-sensing device for -
landing approach of flight vehicle • .
rHASA-CASE-XHS-01994-1] p0222 H72-17326
OPTICAL BEFLECTIOB ' . • i' , • ••(
Light transmission, .reflection and environment
problems of hydrophilic coatings for.fog.and
frost protection in aviation instrument vindov
:
' design
P0563 A72-42519
OPTICAL SCAHHEBS ' •. •/
NT HULTISPECTRAL BAND SCAHNEBS •
Base motion isolation characteristics of optical
deflector vith tvo axis gimbal support
fAD-743002] -« p0590 N72-31680
OPTICAL SEHSOBS . ' . ,: '
0 OPTIfAL HEASUBIHG INSTEOBENTS . •
OPTICAL TBACKIHG .. • .
.Lidar application to aircraft and missile tracking
• and rangefinding, describing results obtained
vith.OHERA experimental equipment
p0242 A72-24655
Base motion isolation characteristics of optical
deflector'with tvo axis gimbal support
rAD-7<*3002.] P0590 N72-31680
OPTIHAL COHTBOL .
NT TIME OPTIHAL CONTBOL . ••
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade
suboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping
motion and bending loads despite smalls control
angles and vertical'-gusts . . ..•' *~> •
P0071 A72-15504
Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal . •
control for subsonic vehicle automatic-landing
1
 vith aerodynamic performance
. ; . . p0120 A72-16430
Optimization algorithms-for jet transport aircraft
inertially based flight trajectory control in
turbulent atmosphere, comparing vith ILS
p0120 A72-16472
Extremal field properties in optimal' control ;,
problem applied to aircraft flight,-over assigned
distance vith minimum'fuel consumption
pOT39 A72-17727
Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion'games
betveen.two aircraft in horizontal plane,.' . •
considering-.cost functions and termination-.,
criteria • • . . . ' • •
P0183 A72-19282
Hultiinput and multioutput linear and nonlinear,
dynamic system maximum' likelihood identification
based on state vector formulation and optimal
filter use .
P0183 A72-19286
Aircraft optimal terminal guidance nonlinear ' > ..
feedback control lav, deriving maximum principle
by digital computer program , '. .
- • p0183. A72-19287
Optimal control of tvo shaft gas turbine engine in.
helicopter,'usinq cybernetic eguipment . .„•••;
; . .P0231 472-22862
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive ' .
stationary plants vith symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional
- p0234 A72-23131
Bear optimal closed loop control lavs for fixed .
time pursuit-evasion differential game between
tvo aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic
modeling
p0236 A72-23805
'Extremal field properties in optimal control
problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned
; distance vith minimum fuel consumption
P0285 A72-25329
Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust
alleviation design, using indirect perturbation
information through normal acceleration factor
measurement
. . '• P0396 A72-32025
Computer control of aircraft landing.
.pO«55 A72-35950
•Optimally sensitive adaptive control techniques
for systems vith unknown time-varying . - - -^
parameters,'suggesting- applicability.to.ATC•
pOtSO A72-37289
Homogeneous linear partial differential equation
for'optimal control vith boundary condition
~ formed by terminal component, noting veighting
* functions for linear plant . .- j .
•• r pOU9U A72-37989
Optimal.selection of stability-augmentation
parameters for excellent'pilot acceptance. ..
. .. : . . . P0501.A72-38227
An'optimal model-following flight control'system
• < for manual control.- o -.J-i-.
, • p0501 A72-38228
Investigation of data rate requirements:for>lov
..visibility approach vith a scanning beam landing
guidance system.- ... '•.-.: •:..-..'
, - • . • • - , P0502 A72-38259
Optimal control synthesis for-linear passive'
stationary plants.vith symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional
' -, p0503 A72-385111
Optimum aiding of inertial navigation-systems
using air data. •
• [.AIAA PAPEB 72-817] p0504 A72-39082
Optimization of controlled plants sequence-with
stochastic process described by partial
differential equations; noting hydropnenmatic
•system of liquid fuel jet enqine ,. - .
. . . P0509 A72-39903
Output-feedback control lav for randomly
distributed mnltivariable system.
. - : • • . . . . - p0597 A72^«3608
The optimal control.of1 merging aircraft
Implementation of the hybrid air traffic
controller. • _ : - , • • -
• . - • - . . . . • , p0599. A72-D3868
Application of quadratic optimization to .
supersonic inlet-control. • ; • , • • •
r • p0599 A72-<I<H95
Optimal synthesis of'3 tvo-parameter continuous-
controller 'for a-, jet engine vith an afterburner
P0601 A72-4U284
Allowable region of approach,height and desirable
approach path :of aircraft for safe landing^.
- presenting optimaljcontrol trajectories
p0603 A72-41t97
Optimization, of automatic flight control concepts
for light helicopters with all-weather capability
P0081-N72-11917
Derivation of differential equations for optimal
feedback for constant linear system
rVTH-165] p0279 N72-19663
Optimal control theory- for•determining thrust and
bank angle programs . ;
-- t»B-73696'»1 • - . . . . . p038H H72-23033
Design of optimal feedback controller for •;
'multivariate linear systems having subsystem
sensitivity constraints • • '
CHASA-TH-X-eaOiHI ., . p0387 S72-23195
Optimum adaptive phase estimation receiver for
one-vay ranging- air navigation . . . . .
. . . ' . . . • p0389 N72-23660
• Singular optimal control and minimum time of
• ..ascent, for supersonic aircraft
- ••/-.. •-;. ,•• ., pO»19 N72-21006
Kalman-Schmidt filters applied to optimal cpntrol
of air submarine inertial navigation systems
A-322
SUBJECT IBDEI .ORDNANCE
fHlSA-CB-1 27253] . P0186 N72-27706
OPTIBIZiTIOl - , , • . . . .
NT FLIGHT OPTIHIZATION . . • • ' . . - . • , • •
HI OPTIHAl-COHTEOL
FT TIBE OPTIHAL COHTB01
HI TBAJECTOBY OPTIHIZATIOH
Airline Propulsion Team approach to DC-10 aircraft
power plant design for maximum operational'
• effectiveness
[SAE PAPER 7107785 • p0006 A72-10270
Flow rate metering by multiple Venturi systems,
discussing internal fluid mechanics for design
optimization
C A S B E PAPEB 71-WA/FE-27] . pom A72-15926
Optimal reversion'coefficient determination for
"• passenger aircraft engine thrust reversal
p0135 472-17060
'•'Laminar flow airfoils for gliders, optimizing
profiles for favorable velocity-and-pressure '
. :' distribution
.••-'. : • ,. •• p0136_A72-17191
Haltiplier method for discrete optimization
problems with equality constraints, applying to
-r time, optimal control for T/STOL aircraft
••.•>... . '• • . ". . .p0111 A72r18387
Inlet/duct and turbofan'engine compatibility
- without stalling and surge conditions obtained
by design optimization ;and wind:tunnel testing
••• ;•', , p0176 A72-18761
Naval aircraft-, optimal repair and.replacement-
policies determination for-operation cost
VM minimization by dynamic programming
''UD-736091-1 .. . : . p0192-A72-21170
Sonic boom minimization, obtaining positive-phase
• •' '-- signature- pressures as function of altitude.
Bach number, weight and.length . ' . .
..• » • , . - - . , . . . . . . . p0197 A72-21903
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
••" '.controlv .-discussing optimal division between
human.pilot and machine in relation to total
••.system performance . and'economic-factors. .• ,-•
i ..... p0230- A72r22781
.- Optimal solutions for apportionment between
automatic and manual flight control,.considering
nun her and types of displays regnired :•
• • " - • • ' . . • • p0230 A72r22783
Deterministic optimization of aircraft-•
undercarriage suspension characteristics for
taxiing induced vibration minimization, ' :
discussing damping and stiffness functions and
• hybrid computer solution
- : p0235 A72r23158
Lov speed performance and boundary layer growth in
optimal annular diffuser vith uniform center
body diameter and conically diverging wall '
• . - P0237 .A72-23856
Stochastic optimization of airborne laser seeker
system design parameters to maximize target
acquisition probability through regression
analysis of data from computerized model
P0212 A72-21682
Aircraft maintenance optimization, considering
safety; reliability, punctuality and cost factors
• '•• p0216 &72-25108
Automated optimization for preliminary design of
supersonic aircraft vings, noting flutter,•
stresses and resonant fregnency as dynamic :
constraints
[1IAA PAPES 72-333] p0286 A72-25368
_' Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology
application to general aviation propeller driven
twin engine aircraft, discussing wing loading
and aspect ratio optimization
'• fS»E PAPEB 720337] p0291 A72-25595
Cocuring technigue optimization for primary>. •
aircraft components composite materials, . '
'discussing mechanical and dimensional properties
test data,.production cost analysis and cure time
- • . - • • ' : p0312 A72-28077
Gas turbine units with constant pressure- cycle,
discussing design and optimization method
• ' ••• P03-11 A72-28119
Reliability requirements and optimization for
' coaplei systems, discussing method to improve
component reliability of aircraft weapon system
• p0313 472-28353
Algorithm and computer program to calculate low
ran multiple nomenclature-production-process
optimal parameters ' '
- p0315 A72-28711
Optimal design of thin walled minimum weight •
aircraft shell structures, using linear
programming
• . p0351 A72-29113
Analog simulation method for highly redundant
structure optimization based on reproducing
structure mechanical behavior in stabilized,
stress states
pOUOS A72-32899
Specific fuel consumption and specific thrust
optimization methods in turbofan cycles, '• noting
optimum fan pressure ratio increase with turbine
inlet temperature
1 p0192 A72-37716
''Optimization of acoustic linings in presence of
wall shear layers.
P0518 A72-10331
Integration of aerospace vehicle performance and
• ' design optimization.
rsIAA PAPEB 72-9181 p0562 A72-12355
German monograph - & search procedure-for
electronic radar.
P0568 A72-13051
Aeroelastic optimization of a panel in high Bach
-number supersonic flow.
. . . . p0593 A72-13327
Aircraft synthesis.analysis program /ASAP/_for
'computerized aircraft design, enabling large
number of trade-off'.studies for design
optimization '
[SAWE PAPEB 907] " p0595 A72-13151
Egnipment assembly design optimization' by
operational versions determination and criteria
evaluation for optimal conditions, noting rotary
., wing design .- . • .
p0599 A72-11021
• Technical programmers manual for automated
procedure of optimizing practical aerospace . .
structures - Vol. 2 • .
. t»D-725711] . p0032 N72-10017
Development of structural optimization algorithm
;;*•,. for obtaining near optimum distributions of
material for structural idealizations
fAD-726112] • • • ' p0051 H72-11820
Comparison of performance predictions and flight.
:• data.for optimizing transonic wind tunnel design
: . . . . - . . - p0076 N72-11871
Optimization of- escape velocity and minimization
• of escape time in aerospace escape systems
[AD-731191] . p0168 H72-15020
Real time, on-line turning flight optimization
C»D-732938] p0219 N72-17012
Numerical analysis of parameters in multistage gas
turbine engines and components
[AD-736189] p0310 N72-21827
Flight tests to determine optimum energy flight
path of F-8D aircraft and comparison with
previous schedules to reach supersonic speed
C»D-737377.] p0385 N72-23035
Interference problems of airframe engine
• integration in air-craft design optimization
. fiGABD-LS-53] p0178 B72-27016
Optimization technigues for estimating
height-velocity diagram and critical decision
point, for rotorcraft based on impulsive response
functions ,
"- [ML-TH-215] pO»79 1172-27026
Air traffic control procedures for aircraft
carrier operations based on trajectory
optimization and computer-aided reassignment
' CiD-739713] p0186 H72-27713
Development of optimization method for computing
optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by
observing only output and application to STOL
aircraft operation
: [NASA-TS-D-6978] p0585 N72-31022
Optimization methods for determining aerodynamic
shapes of hypersonic transport vehicles
P0617 N72-31996
OPTIBDB CONTROL
0 OPTIHAL CONTROL
OB-SITES
0 GATES (CIRCUITS)
DEBITING SATELLITES
0 ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
ORDIANCE
Development of impact shock test criteria and
shock spectrum simulation test for ejection
A-323
OBGAHIC COHPOOHDS SUBJECT IHDEX
•• -mechanism used with externally carried ordnance
on aircraft
• P0216 H72-16834
OBGAHIC COBPOngDS
Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance
of naval aircraft to determine possible
contribution to water pollution
fAD-730473] . • i • :p0168 N72-15138
OEGiHIC BATEBIALS .. i .
Fiberglass replacement by organic fibe'r for'L-1011
• ' interior sandwich panels and laminates,
•considerinq Homer fiber in voven fabric
p0313 A72-28099
OBGABIZ1TIOHS : ' ' . . .
HT NOBTH ATLANTIC TBEATT OBGAHIZATIOH (HATO)
Book on IATA organization and functions,
discussing international aviation history; •
conference machinery, enforcement of conference
resolutions, air transportation economics, ' -
public corporations, etc : ' i '
• • • • • 'P0237 A72-23846
OBIFICBS ' - • . .
• Variable-orifice gas turbine system for fuel rate
control' in aircraft
CNASA-CASE-LEH-11187-1] p0035 -N72-10824
OBSITHOPTEB AIBCBAFT ' •
D BESEAECH AI8CBAFT
OBTHOTBOPIC SHELLS ' . ' '-'. •
H T CYLIHOBICAL SHELLS . - • ' . .
Shallow parallel-edge sandwich shell buckling load
calculation using Eayleigh-Eitz method, with
application to sveptback wing panels
fDLB-FB-71-30] .'"-.' ;• : p0174 N72-15879
OSCILLATIHG FLOS • • .
'• 'Evaluation of Beissner's correction for finite
span aerodynamic effects.
P0459 A72-36774
Visualization study of flow near the trailing edge
of an oscillating airfoil^ ' : •
P0511 A72-40067
OSCILLATIOI DABPKHS " • - . . . .
Performance of 20 inch diameter'axial-flow
transonic compressor rotor with small dampers
" and comparison with performance of rotor with
large dampers • ,:';
fNAS4-TH-X-2536] p0378 N72-22799
OSCILLATIONS
NT HAEHONIC OSCILLATIOH '
HT HONSTABILIZED OSCILLATION . •
HT PBESSUBE OSCILLATIONS
NT TBANSVEBSE OSCILLATION
HT UNDAMPED OSCILLATIONS
NT WING OSCILLATIOHS '
Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two
dimensional bodies immersed in uniform
incompressible stream, investigating
semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to
oscillating airfoils • . . . - - ,
P0550 A72-40651
A new method for the.evaluation of slotted wind
tunnel interference parameters applicable-to-
subsonic oscillatory tests. " ' ' ,.:"-.. -
- • : p0559 A72-41642
Problems of interference between oscillating
surfaces in subsonic flow
P0598 A72-43809
Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on cascade of airfoils
in unstalled conditions -
rAD-735205] ' P0310 N72-21825
Analysis of leading edge flow separation resulting
from airfoils^oscillating in uniform flow field
at low Beynolds numbers >J
fAD-738304] - . • - pOU31l N72-25320
Sing loading theory with wings at rest in subsonic
flow and control surface oscillating with small
amplitude ••- • . • •
rABC-B/H-3676] ,..• p0582 H72-30994
OSCILLATOBS -
NT GYBOSCOPIC.PEHDOLOHS
NT HECHAHICAI. pSCILLATOBS
NT HICBOBAVE OSCILLATOBS - '
OOTLETS ' « . . . • • - • •
Gas turbine engine'combustion chamber;'
investigating swirl vane air flow rate effects
on circumferential nbnnnifornity of gas -
temperature field at outlet
P0319 A72-28132
ODTPDT C
HT LASEB OUTPUTS
0?-1 AIECBAFT
Heasnrement of gronnd loads on OV-1 aircraft
during landings on smooth and rough fields
fAD-737752] p0422 S72-2U030
OT-10 ilBCHAFT
' 'OV-10A aircraft used in tests to determine
interaction of landing gear and soft soil during
landing and takeoff
fAD-7296851 p0152 N72-11002
=Heasurement of aircraft noise generated by IOV-10A
short takeoff aircraft and comparison with wind"'
tunnel data ' •' '
rHASA-TH-I-621661 p0480 H72-27031
OVEBCASI . . •
0 CLOOD COVEB ' ' • . •
OVEEESTIHATIOS
0 ESTIHATING
OTEBPBESSOBB . .. , • . • . :
•Characteristic overpressure concept for sonic
'" 'bangs effect on structures and dynamic , :
magnification factor engineering formula
p0140 A72-17858
Mathematical model for gas turbine engine inlet
noise caused by shock wave impingeoent, noting -"
- '.dynamic wave system with overpressure-and .
distortion . . . >.- .
• • j P0355 A72-29576
Haximum overpressures of supersonic aircraft
• • 'maneuvering-produced sonic booms occurring at
geometrical acoustic-ray focus points /caustic
cusps/ • - . ' • • . .: ' .-r . • .'i:
P0355 A72-29586
OXIDATION • • .' ' .-:- •:
Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame.' '
measurements extrapolated for gas turbine •
combustion.chambers ••
P0119'A72-16368I
Physicochemical processes in metal surface layers
subjected to contact friction with aircraft,
fuels presence; noting secondary compounds and
thermal oxidation acceleration
o- p0315 A72-28183
Extrapolation of soot oxidation rates in'
laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas
turbine combustion chambers
fNASA-CB-125104] p0171 H72-15712
Oxidation-corrosion-deposition characteristics of
aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing
glassware-type apparatus
fAD-744840] p0644 N72-33499
OXIDATIOB HESISTAHCE .
Gas turbine superalloys high temperature oxidation
resistance by' fiber strengthening, rare earth
alloying, precipitation hardening and
• -intermetallic compounds
P0139 A72-17611
Cyclic-furnace oxidation of cobalt alloy BI-52
clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for ," •"
• aircraft gas turbine stator vanes
[NASA-TH-D-6730] > 1 • . p0324 N72r20492
High strength oxidation resistant tungsten
reinforced niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine engines
[AD-740844] • p0536 N72-29615
OXIDES - - , . : .
NT NITEIC OIIDE
HT NITBOGEH OXIDES
HT HITBODS OXIDES
OXIDIZBBS .•
HT LIO.OID OIIGEH • ' .f-
OITGEN . • ' -
HT HIGH PEESSOBE OXTGEN •
HT LIQDID OXIGEH' . ••
HT OZONE-. - .
OXT6EH ANALTZEBS , ;
Electromechanical device for recording infrared
gaseous oxygen spectra in pressurized aircraft
cabin atmosphere
[CL-1971-16] . . p0424 N72-24498
OXTGEN DBTECTOBS
D OXTGEH AHALTZEBS .. ; t .
OIIGEN BASKS '
Physiological evaluation of modified ^et transport
passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber
experiments • - * • •
• . • - p0194 A72-21571
A-324
SUBJECT IRDEX PABACHOTE DESCEIT
OIIGSH SEISOBS ;• .'. . . ,
D OXYGEN ANALYZERS ' • . .
OIIGEB SUPPLY BQDIPHBR!
ST OITGEH HiSKS
Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude
equipment covering air conditioning systems,
oxygen equipment and cabin pressutization
p0018 472-12295
LOI supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
breathing oxygen : • • '
[SAB AIB 1223] P0301.A72-26030
OXYGEN SYSTEHS
D OXYGEN SUPPLY. EQUIPBEHT
OZONE -. .
Stratospheric pollution by SSI exhaust gases,; ,;.•
discassing water vapor and nitrogen oxides • . ••
effects on ozone concentration •''-.• • ''• i
P0151 A72-35327
Possible catalytic redaction of stratospheric.^.-.:"-
ozone by nitrogen oxides emitted from SSI-aircraft
[UCBL-20568] • pOOIS N72-11331
P-3i AIRCRAFT - . •• , •
OBEGA receiver integration into-Navy P-3C airborne
computerized navigation system, describing
flight test, maintainability and laboratory
simulation programs. ...
• ' • - . - • . . . . p0353A72-29202
Computerized simulation used to obtain time
optimal trajectories for P-3C ASW aircraft
•[.AD-731167] p0272 N72-19016
Design, development, and translation of general — -
purpose software for P-3C aircraft digital
computer • . . .
fAD-711066] . . ,P0532-H72-29171
P-1127 AIBCBAFT
Flying experience with the SCI research aircraft
and the P1127 prototype at the Royal Aircraft
Establishement, Bedford, England. . .
p0560 A72r12321
Stability and control flight test procedures for
V/STOL aircraft in general and specific .i*
application to.P-1127 and Harrier aircraft
p0328. N72^20980
Development of technigues and eguipment for •
. determining moment of inertia of aircraft as ;
applied to A-37 and P-1127 aircraft
[FTC-TIH-71-1001] - . p0331 S72-21007
Wind tunnel stability tests of XV-6A vectored•
thrust vertical takeoff aircraft model • in and.
out of ground effect-at low speed
[8ASA-TJJ-D-6826] , ... . p0572 N72-30008
Aerodynamic characteristics of SC-1 and P-1127
V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on flight tests to
determine control system performance
, • - - . - . p0619 1172^ 33968
PACIFIC OCEAB . .. • ,
Pacific Ocean meteorological data collection from
military and civil aircraft in-flight reports,
discussing computer processing.for daily
analysis and monthly and seasonal means
p0319 A72-28871
Estimates of maximum number of aircraft likely to
be airborne simultaneously over Pacific for
planning operational satellite service
p0096 N72r12588
PACKAGES ; . .
NT IHSTROHEHT PACKAGES - , ••.
PACKAGING ., . ,,
HI ELECTRONIC PACKAGING •
Air cargo intermodal and interline containers •
handling in warehouse storage, transportation •
and distribution, considering total pack and; . '.
interlock requirements • . . • ! • •
POU05 A72-3317U
Conference papers on shock and vibration including
specifications, mechanical impedance, and
• transportation and packaging j• ''
fAD-7395710 pO»7» N72-26815
PACKIHGS (SEALS)
Characteristics of self-acting seal for-range of
. simulated gas turbine engine conditions
rBASA-TH-D-6563) ., - p0093 N72-12119
Determination of optimum gland dimensions and ring
packings to eliminate leakage in aircraft brake
piston seals
CAD-728216J . - p009« H72-12H37
PAIHIS
Development and application of foam plastics and
intuiescent paints for commercial aircraft fire
protection systems .
. p017« H72-15898
Evaluation of bisphenol polyether, styrene
'. . acrylate, and chlorinated rubber alkyd as
coatings for airfield runway marking
rAD-731320] . p0279 H72-19644
Analysis .of.aircraft exterior lighting and narking
configurations to provide visual detection at
• maximum range
[FAA-HA-72-29] P0368 S72-22025
Surface properties and soil retention of aircraft
painted with polynrethane paint, and
regnirements for.aircraft cleaner
CAD-736971] = . ... pO«26 H72-21613
Electrodeposition of paints on aircraft aluminum
and magnesium alloys
fD-aAT/AV-175] ' p0535 H72-29570
Practical procedure for removal of baked-on ,
: alnminized silicone paint from aircraft.engines
tAD-742795] p0587 F72-3117I1
- Painting schemes for improving'rotating propeller
and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft
IAD-7«mt53) p0629 S72-32579
PAHBL PLOTTEE ' , - . - J - - . - • • ' , .
Hypersonic nonlinear aerodynamic,loading effect on
panel flutter, examining stability for various
initial conditions. . .•
[AIAA PAPEB 72-3»5] : ., , p0286 A72-2537I)
• Computerization of panel flutter boundary
calculations with aerodynamic forces derived ,
from linear.three dimensional unsteady potential
flow theory .
.[AIAA PAPEB 72-103] p0287 A72-25121
Aeroelastic optinization of a panel in high Bach
number supersonic flow.
. p0593 A72-13327
Experimental determination of stability and stall
flutter of scale model of tilt-propeller
.free-wing y/STOL.aircraft . .
[HASA-TH-D-6831] • p0163 H72-25998
PABELS '
HT BECTASGOLAB PANELS
NT BING PANELS '
Evaluation of steady-state and nonsteady-state
methods ..for measuring panel damping with
emphasis on use of random process techniques and
digital data reduction methods
[NASA-CE-111123] . p0261 H72-18909
Buckling due to transient compressive stresses in
aircraft panel daring deceleration
fESDO-70002] - p0617 S72-33882
PIPERS . . .
Quality control of paper-based emulsions for
industrial radiography
r: [AQD/XNDT-001158] p0371 N72-22172
PAEABOLIC VELOCITY.
U ESCAPE VELOCITY . . •
PARACHUTE DESCENT
Paratroop type parachutes breathing oscillations
and stability characteristics, using high speed
cinematography and kinetheodolites to,track
during steady state descent
P0007 A72-10307
Parachutes flow characteristics in low speed free
descent, discassing glide angle effect on total
drag and water channel flow pattern studies
. . , p0007 A72-10309 ,
Parachute opening shock and filling time
calculation based on aerodynamic drag, air mass
and'effective porosity time functions, using
momentum and continuity egnations
- : - - - p0007 A72-10310
Parachute inflation loads and times, presenting
'•calculation method based on unsteady pressure
distribution on decelerating inflating parabolic
shell of revolution with unsteady starting vortex
p0007 A72-10311
Boron/potassium nitrate parachute nortar design
for aircraft and spacecraft applications,
comparing with high-low propellant
: p0189 A72-20783
Emergency systems for helicopter crew and
passenger survivability improvement, discussing
use of.ejection seats, extraction systems
parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges
A-325
PABACBDTB FABBICS SUBJECT IHDBI
P0195 A72-21581
Effects of aerodynamic coefficients, launch
velocity, and burning rate on trajectory of
self-suspended parachute flare
fAD-731683] P0217 B72-16955
Pressure distribution, canopy shape, cord, and
fabric stresses for parachutes in steady descent
[DLB-FB-71-98] p0467 B72-26026
Development of para-foil high glide steerable
parachute controlled by qround and airborne
electronics homing systems for delivery of
oilitary equipment
tAD-742294] P057I1 1172-30019
PAEACHOTE FABRICS
Parachute canopy fabrics and rigging lines cordage
properties requirements, considering nylon,
polypropylene, silk, cotton and nonwoven
scrim-reinforced fabrics
pOOOS A72-10314
Wind tunnel measurements to determine stability
and drag of parachutes With varying effective
porosity
[AD-729858] p0152 B72-14000
Development and characteristics of parachute
fabric for aerodynamic decelerator using
lightweight, variable solidity, knitted material
rBASA-CASE-LAB-10776-1] p0331 N72-2100II
Pressure distribution, canopy shape, cord, and
fabric stresses for parachutes in steady descent
tDLH-FB-71-98] p0467 B72-26026
Design, development, and specifications of
ringsail parachute with emphasis .on inflation
characteristics of cluster canopies
CAD-745335] ' • p0642 N72-33051
PABACHOTES
NT DRAG CHOTES .
NT EECOVEBY PAEACHOTES
NT BIBBON PAEACHOTES ' ''
Parachutes and related technologies - Conference,
• London, September 1971
P0006 &72-10301
Parachute designs and applications to escape
systems, paratrooping, supply dropping, aircraft
braking, weapons systems stabilization, flight
testing aids and sport
P0006 A72-10302
Nonpbrous rigid parachute models three component
measurements, using low speed wind tunnel for
testing skirt length effects on aerodynamic
characteristics
P0006 A72-10303
Industrial parachute B and D in OK, discussing
management, technical staff requirements and
government/industry liaison
P0006 A72-10301
Axial cords effects on parachute drag and
stability characteristics and opening time,
discussing wind tunnel and balloon drop,tests
results
p0007 A72-10306
Pneumatically assisted parachute deployment at
high altitudes with low accelerations
'p02<IO A72-24273
' Incompressible potential flow model of porous
parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream
function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in
uniform steady stream
' p0313 A72-28123
Tables and graphs of canopy geometry effects on
drag coefficients in cross parachutes
fAD-7310231 p0167 N72-15017
DFVLB conference on V/SIO1 flight mechanics,
computerized simulation for reliability, and
values and units in flight dynamics, Brunswick,
Apr. 1971
CD1B-MITT-71-141I p0203 872-15963
Draq of supersonic parachutes in dependence of
Bach and Reynolds numbers
p020« B72-15967
Hassless-spring modeling of suspension-line
elasticity durinq parachute unfurling process
using Hunqe-Kutta integration technique
TNASA-TN-D-66711 . p0224 S72-17930
Design of aircraft seat cushions'and parachute
support spacers to improve comfort and safety
factors
fAD-7368731 p0384 N72-23032
Pressure distribution, canopy shape, cord, and
fabric stresses for parachutes in steady descent
rDLH-FB-71-98j p0467 B72-26026
Materials and design for textile mechanical
elements in aerospace parachute systems
p0471 872-26382
Construction and function of pyrotechnic-ballistic
device for assisting opening of parachutes
CD1B-BITT-72-07] p0514 H72-28004
Subsonic wind tunnel tests to determine
aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution on
parachute canopy of ring-slot parachute model
tAD-741103] p0625 H72-32063
Design, development, and specifications of
ringsail parachute with emphasis on inflation
characteristics of cluster canopies
fAD-745335] p0642 N72-33051
P1BACHOTIIG
0 PABACBOTE DESCENT
PAHA6LIDEBS
BT FLEXIBLE BTBGS
BT PAHAHIHGS
Flight tests of parafoil glider and comparison of'
flight test data with wind tunnel data' using -
small scale and full scale models
FAD-731143] p0167 N72-15012-
PABALLEL PBOCBSSIHG (COHPOTEBS)
Onivac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for
airborne ASH, discussing input/output
controllers:and interfaces and 1C design features
p0407 A72-33245
Future trends of airborne computers. • •'
t-AIAA PAPER 72-895] p0505 A72-39109
Digital data system with real time displays .and >
multiprocessing capability for mnltitest of •
aircraft structure with operational manpower
redaction, assessing performance
P0564 A72-42696
PABABINGS
Buoyancy systems and parawings application in
short haul passenger transportation, discussing
VTOL and STOL operations
• - pOU06 A72-33183
Free flight tests to determine deployment
characteristics and aerodynamic loads for
all-flexible parawings with 4000 sguare foot -
wing area
rNASA-TH-X-2326) p0087 N72-11956
Design and development of ground to air
self-rescue aircraft with vertical takeoff
capability and seventy-five nautical mile cruise
range
rAD-743477') p062i» B72-32059
PABTIAL DIFFEBENTIAL EQDATIOSS
P.ressure and convective heat transfer distribution
at air inlet central body surface, reducing
navier-Stokes equations to partial differential
equations with similar solutions
. p0069 A72-14971
Homogeneous linear partial differential eguation
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant
P0494 A72-37989
Optimization of controlled plants segnence with
stochastic process described by partial
differential equations, noting hydropneumatic
system of liguid fuel jet engine
P0509 A72-39903
PABTICLE COOBTEBS
D BADIATIOH CODNTEBS
PABTICLE DEHSITI (COHCEBTBATIOB)
NT ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
PABTICLE DETECTOBS
0 RADIATION COONTEBS
PABTICLE DIFFDSION
Diffusion and fallout of polluting particnlates
emitted by aircraft engines, discussing effect
of wing-tip vortices, plume visibility and
monitoring, simulation and modeling
fASHE PAPER 71-HA/AV-2] p0117 A72-15950
FABTICLE FLOI DEBSITY
BT NEOTEOB FLOX DENSITY
Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties,
discussing flow pressure experiments and theory
• at different streamlines
p0122 A72-16490
PARTICLE SISE DISTBIBDTIOB
Bail size distribution and concentration in
thunderstorm updraft regions from aircraft and s
band radar observations
A-32 6
SUBJECT INDEX PASSEHGEBS
•v.
pOai3 A72-339H6
PARTICLE TRACKS ','
0 PABTICLE TBAJECTOBIES -
PABTICLE TBJJBCTOBIBS - - - • ' ' " - ' • '
Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination
for trajectories and velocities of suspended
particles in fluid flow through axial compressor-
staqe • • • ' . - .
p0175 172-18756
Gas-particle flow trajectories; velocities and
pressure distribution-in axial flow turbine
: -•', stage,- using cascade tunnel and high speed" '
photographic techniques • • - '•'
.fASME PAPEE 72-GT-57] - ' • p0296 A72-256I18
PABTICLES .' ••-.• '
NT TOG " . • . ' ' '
NT NOCLEONS
NT POWDEB (PAETICLES) ' ';
NT PRIMARY COSHIC EATS • • -" *' -
NT EAINDROPS ' •' • '" - "'.
HI SOLAS COSBIC BAYS . " ' - '
NT. SOOT . . • ' . ' • • ' ' • '• • •' " ':v "
PABTICULATE FILTBBS ' !•-•'. :'.--
0 FLDID FI1TEBS - ' '-'' • '•' ' '•
PASSEBGBB AIBCBAPT : -
NT ELECTRA AIBCBAFT ' ''"' • '"• • • • ' " • ' '•'"' '!..-•'••
NT >EOBOPEAN:AIBBOS . , „ - '" =•
NT VISCOONT.-AIRCBAFT '*,-•--', . •••- ,--*"• -- = '-•••----
, ~ .Passenger • aircraft, onboard automated inertia!
•"?>,,navigation -devices, emphasizing accelerometer
and gyroscope design and' construction >' '<--'':
V3t:>•:•' ~'\ •?:••.! ' -••' p0001 A72-10070
VFW-61H -short range '.twin let passenger transport
aircraft, analyzinq service performance and'1*
economic efficiency requirements inf 1'nence -on
design characteristics • • ' ' • •
•..;;.•• : •„ p0059 472-13643.
Airbus &-300 B desiqn and characteristics for '' '
passenqer'transpor-t on short and: m'edium "haul"
:• routes ' • • • . • • ' •-
• • • • • • p0125 'A72-16694
• Optimal reversion coefficient determination for
passenger aircraft engine-thrust reversal- -
-• •, r . . - . p0135 A72-17060
Future, civil air transport trends, considerinq-
passenqer and carqo qrowth, travel frequency^per
."•:'- capita income arid STOL market -•:';. <
• • • P0199 A72-22150
Mathematical models for passenger aircraft market
•.-forecast, discussing stock'measurement and life
expectancies
" • . - p0358^A72-30125
Airbus desiqn features, noti'ng passenger number,'
operational range'and propulsion engine'number
and location : . : ' ' • • , - • • '
• • . . - • • , 'p0361 A72-30813
Buoyancy systems and parawihgs application- in
short haul passenger transportation, discussing
. VIOL and STOL operations ' '--'-' • : - • • > •
... , , . - • •-••>o pOU06 A72'-33183
The,air bus as the aircraft of' near future. II
• --• •• - p0151 A72-35U39
The DHC-7',- first qeneration transport category
STOL - Particular design challenges.' •""•
fAIAA PAPER 72-809] . ' ' - p0497 A72-38115
Instruments installation effect' on Soviet '
passenger aircraft pilot-performance, discussing
Tupolev aircraft control systems
P0545 A72-40i73 '
Airlines regnirements for European airbus, -'''
discussing design of aircraft structure,•
control, pressurized cabin and propulsion system
'p05l|5 A72-40174
. Minimum operational costs of passenger "and cargo,,
transport aircraft, considering effects of '•" ''
flight-distance, wind conditions-ahd'optimum ;i
-speed and altitude ' '-;- *
1
 p0603 A72-44338
Systems approach to airport passenger terminal
planning. ' • '
P0605 A72-145851
Development of commercial transportation
facilities using STOL and VTOL aircraft for
short-haul operations
p0174-'»72-15925
Analysis of ridinq discomfort in aircraft
resulting from mechanical vi'bration and 'swing
motion •• • . ac . • ':
r-BAE-LIB-TBANS-,1605] ' p0203 N72-15961
Supplemental issue of aircraft accident reports
' for calendar year 1969 .
[PB-2029HO] .p0220 N72-17017
Computer simulation to determine capacity of air .
terminal for short takeoff and landing
intra-urban air rapid transit system
TAD-7331851 ' p0262 N72-18660
Analysis-of short haul aircraft transportation
system for San Francisco Bay area, California
CNASA-CB-2006] p0268 N72-19021
Beport of aircraft accident at, Augusta, Haine
airport during landing approach of PA-31
aircraft, August 1971
[NTSB-AAH-72-6] p0269 N72-19028
Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger
aircraft using critical'path method for
improving aircraft/terminai utilization
p03i(1 N72-21970
Desiqn, development, and characteristics of
aircraft for air bus operations
rNASA-TT-F-142«Ol . p0420 N72-24013
Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive
aircraft in OS general aviation for calendar
year 1970
[ NTSB-ABB-72-5 ] ' . pOt21 N72-21017
Flight tests to determine effects of various
-approach angles on performance of executive
' transport jet aircraft
fFAi-FS-606-7] ".'" . ' ' "" pOU21 N72-21022
:Analysis of performance and economic factors
' ''involved in operation of.commercial transport
aircraft designed to cruise 'at transonic speeds
f NASA-TH-X-62156] ', p016«l N72-26009
Airport facility requirements for
corporate/executive/business aircraft operations
P0525 N72-28976
Application of aerodynamic data to design of
passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas
motion flow and boundary layer theory
-' [A'D-740190] p0527 N72-29000
International air transportation problems
' - • • • • . pOS81 N72-30978
..Operational problems of chartered transatlantic
Yt
 air transportation
-
1
 '
 v
 ' p0581 N72-30979
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S
aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22
Feb. 1972
fNTSB-AAB-72-23] . , p0585 N72-31019
Analysis of existing heliports and heliport
. reguirements to support short haul and commuter
regnirements
fPB-208395] - . . p0586 N72-31032
PASSEHGEBS
Airport terminal flow and interface transportation
systems, discussing,access, passenger traffic
and cargo handling and government controls
... pOOSS A72-13t1<l
Air/ground' interface simulation in GPSS/360 for
.. passenger transfer between airport terminal and
aircraft
p0187 A72-20342
.Hierarchical system of helicopter service
terminals; calcnlatinq passenger lots for single
and mnltiloop arrangements under given
• stochastic input conditions
. p039<! A72-31498
Major civil airport passenger and cargo terminal
.* complex design and layout planning, discussing
various facilities and equipment reguirements
pO«09 A72-33329
Passenger transfer in airports with total
separation,between aircraft and permanent
buildings for independent functioning, noting
Dulles'Airport mobile lonnqes
POU17 A72-34143
Airport!terminal desiqn - The passenqer's point of
view. '
pO«41 A72-3U225
Kansas City International Airport facilities and
features, discussing decentralized passenger
processing'system
. . . ' • . . p04«2 A72-3H2U2
STOL ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance.
[ A I A A PAPEB 72-790] . ' P0496 A72-38107
Aircraft and route assignment tQ satisfy passenger
and carqo demand
[PB-200H74] , . . p0106.N72-13028
A-327
PiTCHIHS SDBJECT IHDEI
Numerical analysis of methods for reducinq
discomfort of passengers on comBercial aircraft
under turbulent conditions
rnSSA-CH-1167751 . p0149 N72-13981
Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to
determine factors affecting survival of
passengers under emergency conditions
rFAA-AH-70-16] ' P0150 H72-13989
Computerized simulation model for studying
performance of air bag
rPB-2011701 p0275 H72-1918U
Passenger, cargo, and pail statistics for commuter
air carriers FT 1971
pOt29 N72-24981
Tables on ranking, air carrier passenger
enplanements for fiscal year 1971
P0526 H72-28981
Statistical analysis of passenger utilization of
FAA facilities vs airports without radar,
towers, and instrument landing system
rAV-72-1] P0526 1172-28982
Senate hearings on regulation of rates and
practices of domestic and foreign air carriers
p05«2 N72-29981
Optimization model for designing surface and air
intercity passenger transport systems, and
application to STOL link between Toronto and
Hontreal
CTR-72-1] P063U N72-32972
PATCHING
0 MAINTENANCE
PiVEHEHTS
Airport apron surface pavement strain measurements
under field loading conditions, considering
static and dynamic loads with finite 'element
method
P0002 A72-10192
Lime, cement, fly ash and sand combination airport
pavement design and testing, discussing material
structural and chemical properties, conpressive
strength, costs, etc
p0017 A72-12023
Concrete airport pavement thickness determination
methods comparison, noting design life
dependence on safety factors
p0460 A72-36786
Airfield flexible pavement design - A state of the
art paper.
P0160 A72-36787
Systems approach to integrated planning of
airfield pavements design, construction,
operation and maintenance, emphasizing need for
mathematical models, constitutive parameters and
limiting criteria
pO»60 A72-36788
Airlines and aircraft manufacturers requirements
for airport pavement evaluation/data system,
discussing relationships between strength,
landing gear design, aircraft weight, range, etc
pOU60 A72-36789
Survey of runway pavement condition at OS Naval
Air Station, Imperial Beach, California
rAD-733656] P0276 N72-1930*
Beasurement of runway and taxiway conditions at
two international airports to determine effects
of ground roughness on aircraft operations
fNASA-TK-D-66801 p0368 H72-22023
Airfield pavement condition surveys at USNAS
Bhidbey Island and DSNOF Conpeville, Hashington
fAD-735860] P0387 R72-23222
Airfield pavement condition survey at Kaneohe
Marine Corps Air Station, Hawaii
rAD-7358611 . p0387 N72-23226
Airfield pavement condition survey at Alameda
naval Air Station, California
rAD-735863] P0387 H72-23227
Testing membrane-enveloped soil layers as pavement
elements for multiple-wheel heavy gear loads
FAD-738839] • P0168 N72-26214
Survey of airfield pavement conditions at OS Navy
Landing Field, Crows Landing, California
fAD-7393161 P0518 1172-28265
Survey of pavement conditions at OS Harine Corps
Air Station, Tuna, Arizona
TAD-7393171 p0518 H72-28266
Airfield pavement condition survey of OSHCAS
facilities at Santa Ana and Bile Square,
California
fAD-7388281 p0518 1172-28267
Condition survey of airfield pavements at OSHAL?
San Clemente Island, California
fAD-738827) pOSIB 1172-28268 '
Survey to determine condition of airfield pavement
at San Nicholas Island, California
r.AD-738824] p0518 N72-28269
Survey of pavement conditions at OS Navy Airfield,
Bonterey, California
fAD-7393111) p0519'N72-28270
Similitude regnirenents for application of scale
model theory to design and evaluation of
airfield pavements .
[AD-7U1368] p0627 N72-32281
Finite element theory of elastic layered analysis
for airfield pavement overlay design
tAD-712337] p0633 H72-32916
PATLOADS . , , . . . . . . • •
Helicopter payload gains utilizing water injection
for hot day power augmentation
fNASA-TM-X-62195] p0639 N72-33027
Feasibility study of multihelicopter heavy lift ,
systems
(AD-7U3516J p06«1 N72-33036
PCH (HODOLATIOH)
0 PULSE CODE MODULATION
PEEHIHG •
NT SHOT PEENING - , •
PEHD0LOOS GIEOSCOPES - • .
0 GYROSCOPIC PENDULOUS ,
PBHDULDHS
NT SIBOSCOPIC PENDULUMS
PESETEAHTS
Nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests for
porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine castings
P0009 A72-10813
PENETRATION
Prediction of flight penetration of wing buffeting
from wind tunnel model dynamic tests . .
[ARC-CP-11711 pOO<»2 N72-11014
PEHETBATIOH BALLISTICS
0 TERMINAL BALLISTICS
PENNSYLVANIA .
Congressional legislation concerning safety
improvements for airports in Appalachian area
P0113 N72-13927
Environmental impact survey for airport
development at Grove City, Pa.
rPB-2032U7-F] p0221 S72-17201
PEECEPTION
NT AODITOET PEECEPTION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION
PERCEPTEOHS
0 SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
PERFORATED PIATES
Design, fabrication, and ground tests of
perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle
inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft noise reduction
[NASA-CR-1853] p0031 N72-100U3
PEBFORMANCE
German monograph - Computational and experimental
investigations regarding the operational
characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow
compressor with high performance per stage
pO«90 A72-37B90
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast daring
high speed ejection
P0274 N72-191U7
Performance of jet stretcher diffuser system
CAD-7386U61 " p0468 N72-26215
Test and evaluation of VHF and UHF air/ground
communication transceivers at long range radar
sites
P0517 N72-28177
Minimum performance standards for airborne ATC
transponder equipment for use with ATC radar
beacon system
[DO-ISO] p0518 N72-28229
Optimization and performance prediction of
computer simulated cable type aircraft recovery
system
[AD-7it0098] p0519 N72-28272
Performance of BO-HAT 158 reinforced plastic as
aircraft landing mat
fAD-738137] p0519 N72-2827H
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
D PEBFORHANCE
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'SUBJECT IHDKX PBBFOBBAICB TESTS
PEBPOBBAICE DECEEBBHT
0 PEBFOBBAHCE
PEEPOE84ICE PBBDICIIOS
FT PBEDICTIOH AHALTSIS TECHHIQOES
Sail rotors for hovering platform, calculating
rotor performance based on ideal two-dimensional
flexible airfoil section characteristics
r&IAA PAPEB 72-66] p0131 A72-16925
Bach 2.65 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlet
system diffuser and boandarT layer bleed system
performance estimates confirmed by tests
[AIAA PAPEE 72-45] p0131 A72-16959
Fatigue behavior of notched or cracked aircraft
structure parts, examining service life
prediction problem
p0139 A72-17811
Aircraft preliminary design procedure with
integrated.performance simulation, using time
sharing computer facility
P0188 A72-20353
Bub and-shroud boundary layer growth in
centrifugal compressor vaneless diffnsers,
comparing predicted and measured performance at
high pressure ratio per stage
T A S B E PAPEE 72-01-51] p0296 A72-25605
Inward radial flow turbines under unsteady flow
conditions with full and partial admission,
predicting performance by method of ''
characteristics
P0308 A72-27319
Strike aircraft reliability prediction in cost V
effectiveness analyses, showing failure
probability distribution with time
P0313 A72-28360
Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for
thin let-flapped airfoil in incompressible
.inviscid .flow bounded by 'different types of
boundaries
p0397 A72-32147
Aerodynamic stall characteristic prediction from
static experimental data for airfoils, noting
boundary layer effects
tAIAA PAPEE 72-682] p0111 A72-31060
Simulation models for airports performance
evaluation through replication of traffic units
actual movement
P0113 A72-31111
The wake geometry of a hovering helicopter rotor
and its influence on rotor performance.
TABS PBEPEIHT 620] pO»16 A72-31197
Performance of low pressure ratio ejectors for
engine nacelle cooling.
fSAE AIB 1191] ' . p0158 A72-36530
Integration of aerospace vehicle performance and
design optimization.
TAIAA PAPEE 72-918] p0562 A72-12355
Two-dimensional model for thermal compression.
P0567 A72-12868
Empty weight and cruise performance of very large
subsonic -jet transports.
fSABE PAPEB 919] p0596 A72-13166
Procedure for measuring performance of aircraft
fire extinguishing powders
P0019 H72-11691
Transonic wind tunnel testing for predicting
flight performance characteristics of aircraft
P0075 N72-11865
Correlation of transonic wind tunnel test data
with flight test results on slender wing
airplanes for double delta configuration
development
P0075 H72-11868
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical
technigues for determining full scale
aerodynamic flight drag factors
rNASA-TH-X-67113] p0075 H72-11869
Comparison of performance predictions and flight
data for optimizing transonic wind tunnel design
P0076 H72-11871
Performance and operational characteristics of
high Reynolds number blowdown and shock wind
tunnels for transonic model testing
P0078 N72-11881
Shock tunnel measurements of aerodynamic forces on
thin delta wings for performance prediction of
hypersonic vehicle cruising flight
[AEC-CP-1118] p0080 H72-11905
Bodels applied to predict communication system
performance for aircraft/TDBS and meteorological
satellite/TDRS relay
[HASA-CB-122295] p0091 H72-12086
Theoretical prediction of dynamic behavior of
rotary wings supported in hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic gas lubricated journal bearings
fAD-732211] ' p0208 H72-16350
Experimental study of effect of blade aspect ratio
on performance of axial flow compressors
[ABC-CP-1179] p0277 1172-19331
Bole of air cargo in Canadian transportation for
period 1967 to 1987
p03<H K72-21969
Computer program for predicting performance,
noise, weight, and cost of general aviation
aircraft propellers for 1980 time period
tNASA-CB-2066] p0131 N72-25005
Development of. methods for predicting hovering
performance of single rotor helicopters
[AD-738531] p0167 S72-26029
Optimization techniques for estimating
height-velocity diagram and critical decision
point for rotorcraft based on impulsive response
functions
fHAL-TB-215j p0179 H72-27026
FOBTBAH program for predicting total efficiency -
specific speed characteristics of centrifugal
compressors __ _' _
CHASA-TB-.X-2591] p0513 N72-27991
'Evaluation of method for predicting performance ,of
steam catapults used for shipboard aircraft
launching
[AD-712801] p0585 H72-31027
Development of mathematical models for estimating
takeoff distance over barriers between thirty
and fifty feet high
[EG-5/1-ABEND-A] p0619 N72-32011
Analysis of methods for predicting aircraft
performance and recommendations for computer.
programs to provide accurate prediction capability
P0621 H72-32036
lethod for evaluation of operational and
functional .performance characteristics of
landing mats
tAD-711857) p0627 N72-32278
PBBFOBBANCE TESTS
Supersonic ribbon parachute testing by transonic
wind tunnel, rocket sled and water channel
simulator
P0006 A72-10305
Hilitary aircraft inertial navigation system
design, discussing gyroscope, gyro compassing
alignment, accuracy and performance
P0072 A72-15666
Supersonic axial flow shock-in-rotor type
compressor performance tests, discussing factors
responsible for low efficiency
P0120 A72-16181
Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade
performance test data for various cambers
comparison with potential theory data
p0121 A72-16185
Large scale high aspect ratio multielement
suppressor nozzle arrays testing for augmentor
wings and internally blown flaps
TAIAA PAPEB 72-131] pOiso A72-16888
Carrier suitability testing for aircraft landing,
considering landing gear and supporting
structure under simulated shipboard conditions
P0116 A72-18197
Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire
fighter protective clothing from systems
approach tests
P0195 A72-21585
tow speed performance and boundary layer growth in
optimal annular diffuser with uniform center
body diameter and conically diverging wall
P0237 A72-23856
Beliability program for SAAB 37 Viggen airborne
computer, discussing prototype and components
operating tests and failure rates
p0239 A72-23981
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of
vortex augmented unswept wing with leading edge
cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing
edge flaps
[SAE PAPEB 720321] p0290 A72-25581
Liquid metal regenerator design and test
evaluation for gas turbine engine fuel
consumption improvement
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PBRFORBAICB TESTS COSTD SOBJBCT IIDEI
FASHE PAPEE 72-GT-331 P0295 A72-25629
Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor
vaned diffnser design, comparing performance
results vith conventional diffaser data
fASHE PAPER 72-61-391 P0295 A72-25633
Cocurinq technique optimization for primary
aircraft components composite materials,
discussing mechanical and dimensional properties
test data, production cost analysis and cure time
p'6312 A72-28077
Composite materials application to gas turbine fan
guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors
and prototypes performance in engine tests
p0313 A72-28100
Training cockpit TL-29 mean time of failure-free
operation from measurement data daring
development tests and two year guarantee,
calculating avionic devices reliability
• •• •' p0358 A72-30281
Worldwide distress alarm, identification and
position location system for downed aircraft,
discussing GRAN feasibility tests
' P0399 A72-32211;
Sailplane performance measured in flight.
pOSI-1 A72-3S215
Tilt-proprotor VTOL aircraft design evaluation
based, on aerodynamic and aeroelastic model and
full scale performance tests ' ' •'
fAIAA PAPEE 72-803] p0510 A72-140051
Variable impedance .transducer measuring ' v
instruments for in-flight .aircraft performance(
tests under environmental thermal effects
' ' p0565 A72-12711
Gas turbine engine performance measurement via'
parameters averaging method, noting integration
time determination for given error limits
p0598 A72-43669
Developing a synthetic turbine oil.
P0598 672-13810
Performance of axial flow compressor rotor with
different casing treatment configuration
rNASA-TN-D-65381 P0030_S72-10025
Basic requirements for airborne infrared'forest
fire detection system
FAD-7269531 p003« N72-10396
Performance tests on aerodynamically compensated •
pressure heads for BAC 221 aircraft rioting
pressure sensing errors
rARC-CP-11671 . ' • pOO»2'S72-110»6__. ;
Analysis of military helicopter reliability
regairements based on performance and
reliability test programs • ' '
rAD-7255951 pOOII N72-11059
Calibration and performance of cosmic radiation
detector for Concorde supersonic transport'"
tFAA-AH-71-261 p0045 H72-11370
Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation
of separation efficiency and aerodynamic
performance '•• ',
FAD-7255931 • p0051 H72-11713
Transonic performance of double flux engine
. nacelle air.intake and afterbody at high
Reynolds numbers
p0075 N72-11866
Comparison between conventional blowdown and
Ludvieq tube driven transonic wind tunnels for
high Reynolds number range
• p0077 N72-11881
Performance characteristics of high Reynolds'
number tube wind tunnel
r NASA-TH-X-6711191 p0077 N72-11882
Performance of redesigned single stage axial •
compressor stator for gas turbine engine
rAD-8772091 • ' p0097 N72-12795
Laboratory evaluation of electro-optical IR pilot
warning, indicator systems
f N A S A - C R - 1 2 4 7 2 1 1 < p0109 N72-13351
Performance of radio altimeter in automatically
landing high performance aircraft
T N A L - T R - 2 3 5 ] . p0111 N72-13589
Performance tests for aircraft communications
equipment
rAD-72981161 p0156 N72-14188
performance tests on static electricity dissipator
used on fixed and .rotary wing aircraft
rAD-72953«l p0156 N72-1U247
Evaluation of airborne station keeping device
efficiency
rAD-729532} p0161 N72-14677
Evaluation of safety performance of emulsified and
gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale
aircraft crash environment - • •
[AD-729330] . . . , . p0161 N72T1U78*
Procedares for conducting engineering tests of
aircraft guided missile .subsystems
(AD-731189] ' ' P0169 .H72-15254
Effects of air blast .on performance of gas turbine
engines •. ;•
... • P0172 H72-15824
Effect of Reynolds number on overall performance
of 3.7-inch diameter, six stage axial flow-
compressor . . • . . . . . '
rBASA-TH-D-66281 ' . . . p0201 H72-15945
Full scale thrust performance .tests of prototype
. dnal stream, propelling nozzle' . . •
' . . - , . . ... . p0209 H72-16691
Performance analysis of small,.annular ^ .turbojet
combustor with several cost-reducing -innovations
.for nse in commercial light aircraft • ; :• • '
1
 CSASA-TB-X-2«.76]. • . -. p02,17 .H72-16937
Parameter values requiring aircraft performance
. ' 'production at minimal cost • ,• ••!)•
lrrAD-730338] .. . p0225.H72-17977
System for evaluation of aircraft,diagnostic and
inspection equipment performance characteristics
r&D-733283] ... , ., . P.0255.-;S72-i1BOtt1
Sensitivity of Fraunhofer!line, flaorometer-for
photodensitometric. dye concentration _ri*~- f.'-
1! ' measnrenents in water " ,
 ; -•••, • •: ,
'.tSASA-CR-1256531, ... . .' p0258. N.72-18H50
Performance tests of single-stage- turbine with; low
solidity jet flap rotor blade assembly using..
various cavity pressure ratios, equivalent-•.;
speeds, and expansion ratios • •. '. . ; • v,-r-
rNASA-CE-19681 . • • ,p0265 .N72T1899I)
Analysis of factors involved in perfproance.iand
environmental testing of military aircraft .'
rAD-7348501 , •p0273;,N72T1905«
Implementation of instrumentation.technigues .for
.service testing'of aircraft and airborne- -,;'
'equipment to meet military, requirementSr . .: ^
'•rA.D-7343061 ' ' . ', . . p0276 'N72-19300
Transonic and blowdown-wind tunnels for high r-
Reynolds number testing
(AD-73U6181 ' p0276 H72-19306..-',
Analysis of man-machine interface of digital,data n
link for air traffic control information ' -\~<-.~.
transfer regnirements „ . . . - . - .
rDOT-TSC-FAA-7i-21.i .. ' - p0325 ,N72r20578
Development of computer system -and data processing
subsystems for measurement and. evaluation of- air
traffic control procedures
'" [DOT-TSC-FAA-71-23]
 r • p0326 H.72-20583' .
Development of technigues for evaluating- •
performance of air breathing engines and . ,-;,..• ;
measurement of significant- operating parameters
i;NASA-TH-'x-683051 , ''...' .".p0329 N72-20.983
Flight tests t'p determine suitability of .aircraft
for operation on aircraft carriers . ..r ••• -- •*
',.'.' ..'. ,: :" P0329 H.72r20988
Performance tests of fan stages .operating 'with
oblique weak shocks in rotor blade, tip region
' and* analysis of damage in leading edge .tip. region
T NASA-IB-X-680271 ' . .. .'. pOU28 H72-2«t813
Quiet nacelle for'suppressing noise in.TFr3"( ;,
turbofa'n engine ' - -
r.SASA-CR-1209151 • P0173 N72-26692
Performance tests to determine problems associated ,
with hovering, vertical takeoff, and landing of .,
VTOL aircraft with emphasis on attitude, control .• • •-
[HAL-TR-276] .. , ' p0179 K72.-27027"
Performance'tests of instrument landing system.
. localizer to include system and monitor
' stability .and monitor operation under degraded •
system performance .
rFAA-HD-72-501 ' pO«85 B72-2769U
Performance and distortion tolerance of 1500 • ••• •-!:;
ft/sec tip speed transonic fan stage with , •>
variable geometry inlet guide vanes and variable ,.
stagger stator ,.
[NASA-CR-728801 p0187 N72-27818
Application of dynamic component testing for . . ;'
development of helicopters to show test planning.
and execution . • ' ".
rNASA-TT-F-112821 p0513 N72-28000••
Performance tests to .determine aircraft tire - .-
behavior and operating problems in various types
of soils
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SUBJECT INDEX PHASED ABBATS
fNASA-TN-D-6813] pOSIK H72-28006
Acceptance test of Kearfott gyroflex gyroscope
model 2
[LRBA-E-209-NT-1/SIE] p0521 N72-28179
Design and performance data for stage C
fNASA-CR-120938] P0521) H72-28796 •
Performance test of three stage torbine engine
with tandem bladinq to determine steady state
stresses and vibration effects
fHASA-CR-2097] p0538 H72-29806
Reliability engineering methods for design of
' landing mats simulating aircraft operations
[AD-743161] p0588 N72-31297
Design and performance data of technique for
generating nonuniform flo* similar to discharge
of impulse supersonic compressor flow
[NASA-CB-112097] p0588 N72-31303
* Interrelationship of parameters involved in
developing reliability test requirements for
military helicopters - Vol. 2
[AD-7I11377] p0623 N72-32053
•Sensitivity analysis applied to helicopter
development reliability test requirements - Vol. 3
[AD-7tt22871 ' p062« N72r3205U
' Effects of variations in stability derivatives on
performance1 of XV-4 aircraft
rAD-7«IH011 ' p0625 H72-32066
Design and operation of _f irstrstage=_and= two-stage
of small, low cost turbofan engine to determine
specific work, torgue, mass flow, and efficiency
[NASA-TN-D-6967] p0626 N72-32072
.-Performance tests of A-6 aircraft daring landing
- • arrestment evaluation at high gross weight for
two thousand arrestments
fAD-7153001 'p06i!2 N72-330U9
Tests to evaluate performance of spiral bevel
."•• gears made from VASCO-X2 steel when operated
without lubricating oil
[lD-7»«5p6-] " p06U5 N72-33506
'Design and tests of gas lubricated bydrodynamic,.
•bearings*for use in gas turbine environment
[AD-74B8«i|] ' p0645 H72-33508
Rind tunnel tests to determine performance of fan
••• in wing model at various angles of attack .and
airspeeds
' p06<t9 N72-33966
PERIOD EQDATIOHS _' .
0 PERIODIC FUNCTIONS" •- .
PERIODIC FDHCTIOHS ' •
Linear equations with periodic coefficients in
'mathematical models for systems with rotating
' components, discussing methods for obtaining
closed form solutions ' ',
p0186 A72-r20204
PERIODIC OSCILLATIOHS
0 OSCILLATIONS
PERIODIC VABIATIOHS - -.
Subsonic wind tunnel for pulsed flows with speed
modulation as periodic function of time
pOUOt A72-32898
Periodic variations of wind velocity and direction
measured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britian)
from 1962 to 1966
[ABC-CP-1158] ' p0095 1172-12553
Correlating seasonal and diurnal variations of
thunderstorm turbulence of anomalies in loads
with seasonal behavior of subtropical jet over
Western Australia
[HETEOROL-STODY-21] p0372 H72-22598
PEBIODICITI '
0 PERIODIC VARIATIONS
PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on
turbojet wings •,
• fJPRS-54785] • p0100 H72-12981
Forward speed effect on lift power of two
dimensional let ground effect support
pO<»76 B72-27006
PERSONNEL
HT AIBCBAFT PILOTS
HT FLIGHT CREWS
BT PLYIBG PEBSOHSBL
NT GROUND CBEWS
HT NAVIGATORS "
NT PILOTS (PEBSOHNEL)
HT POLICE
NT TEST PILOTS
Beasucement of positive ions near air traffic
control radar and effects on near-by personnel
fFAA-NA-72-191 p0388 N72-23100
PBRSONHEL HAHAGBHENT.
Heuristic procedure solution for least cost
commercial airline crew scheduling, emphasizing
combinatorial space size reduction
p060« A72-»458<!
Career program management for air traffic
controllers .
P0589 N72-31652
PEBSOHHEL SELECTION
Career program management for air traffic
controllers
p0589 N72-31652
PBBTOBBATIOB THEOBY
Step-by-step perturbation method 'for calculating
vibration modes of aerospace structure
rONERA, IP NO. 968] p0071 A72-15552
Airplane sideslip and yaw rate perturbations by
continuous random vertical and side gusts, using
low pass filtered white, noise representation for
mathematical modeling
p0313 A72-28125
-Transonic airfoil section design to given surface
pressure distribution, applying finite
• difference procedures to transonic small
disturbance equations
[AIAA PAPER 72-679] pOUIH A72-31062
—- Airborne towed carqo carrying bodies dynamic -~ J
stability for single-point suspension system,
using linearized small' perturbation analysis
fAIAA PAPER 72-9861 . p0561 A72-42328
Helicopter rotor blade flapping motion stability,
applying perturbation technigue to linear
eguations of motion for different advance ratios
and Lock numbers
[AIAA PAPER 72-955] . p0562 A72-42351
Perturbation methods in atmospheric flight
mechanics. • >
P0614 A72-45350
Control and perturbation transfer function
coefficients as function of aircraft-derivatives
for uncontrolled lonqitudinal motion in turbulence
rDLR-HITT-71-11] . p0366 N72-22010
PETROLEOB
0 C80DE OIL
PHASE ARGLE ,
0 PHASE SHIFT
PBASE CHANGES
U PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
PBASE SHIFT
Constant phase shift between flapping and action
on center of gravity for spring hinged rotor
with variable flapping stiffness
P0038 N72-11007
PHASE TBANSFOBHATIOHS
NT EVAPORATION
NT FILM BOILING
Heat transfer coefficients to both sides of finite
one dimensional slab subject to phase-change
coating technique boundary conditions, deriving
thin wing correction factors
p0060 A72-13956
PHiSE-SP&CE IHTEGBAL
Control synthesis eguations for aircraft motion on
phase space surface
p0227 A72-22208
PHASED ARRAYS
Phased scanning array for ATC radar beacon
systems, airport or air route surveillance .
radars and ground landing systems
P0010 A72-10962
Computer controlled production test system for
airborne phased array modules, describing
various measurement capabilities
P0120 A72-16417
Single engine aircraft-borne weather radar with
electronically scanned steerable phased array
antenna
fSAE PAPER 720315] p0289 A72-25579
Communication and data relay satellites multibeam
antennas characteristics, discussing multiple
feed reflectors, bootlace lens configuration and
phased arrays
[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p0308 A72-27355
Multifunction microwave apertures - Concepts and
potential.
,pO»5i| A72-3557U
Crossed slot antenna array pattern coverage for
ultrahigh frequency aircraft system
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PHOSPHATES SOBJECT IBDEZ
rAD-73291ltl - p0220 N72-17126
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanninq bean approach and landing system phased
array antenna
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-29] p0339 B72-21627
Analysis of discrete address beacon system •
operation for air traffic control to identify
problems created by interrogation scheduling -
rAD-73729itl P0389 H72-23671
Feasibility analysis of whole aircraft as aperture
antenna
rAD-7U2K391 P0575 H72-30173
PHOSPHATES
Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids,
comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters chemical properties with water based
products
P0200 A72-22160
PHOSPHOHOS COHPOONDS
ST PHOSPHATES
PHOIOELASTIC AHALYSIS
Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of
refrigeration with composite model to study
transient thermal stresses in wing rib
P0362 A72-30907
PHOTOELASTIC STRESS MEASUREMENT
0 PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
PHOTOELECTBOHiGHETIC DETECTOBS
D RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
PHOTOELECTHOHICS •
U ELECTRONICS
PHOTOGRAHHETBY • . . . . - . ,
A-7 D/E navigation/weapon delivery system flight
testing, using photogrammetric technique
P0121 A72-16656
Aircraft position and motion controlled b7
photogrammetric three reference point method
noting coordinate transformations . ' !
r S4AB-TN-68 1 p018« N72-271I72
PHOTOGB1PH UTEBPBETiTIOH
0 PHOTOINTEHPRETATION . •
PHOTOGRAPHIC EHULSIOBS
Quality control of paper-based emulsions for
industrial radiography
fAQD/XNDT-0011581 p0371 N72-22U72
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
NT CAMERAS
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
PBOTOGBAPBIC MEASUREMENT •
NT PHOTOGHAMMETRY
PHOTOGRAPHIC BECOBDIBG INSTRUMENTS
U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS . .
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
PHOTOGRAPHS
NT MOTION PICTURES
PHOTOGRAPHY
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY • -
NT COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
NT FRACTOGHAPHY
NT HOLOGRAPHY
NT INFRARED IMAGERY
NT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOIBTERPBETATIOH
Optical image filtering to simplify and facilitate
automatic aerial photointerpretation processes
P0233 A72-23310
Selection of optimum exposure and its automatic
adjustment during air photography
fAD-7«0196l p0577 N72-30U20
PBOTOSEBSITIVITY
Sensitivity of Fraunhofer line fluorometer for
photodensitometric dye concentration
measurements in water
f NASA-CR-1256531 p0258 .N72-1 81(50
PHOTOSENSORS •
D RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS ~ ' :
PBOTOTHERHOTBOPISM
0 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
PHOGOID OSCILLATIONS
U OSCILLATIONS
D PITCH (INCLINATION)
PHYSIC1L CBEHISTBY. ' '
Physi'cochemical processes in metal surface layers
subjected to contact friction with aircraft
fuels presence, noting secondary compounds and
thermal oxidation acceleration
p0315 A72-28183
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
High speed jet noise source physical properties
interpretation by theory and scale-model
experiments for supersonic transport aircraft
noise suppression problem
P0016 A72-11973
:
 High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories
structural materials, comparing room temperature
physical properties of nltrahigh tensile.steels
and other alloys
P0058 A72-13617
Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing 'physical
units, spectral analysis, conversion and
correction formulas
P0136 A72-17195
Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability
and severity during aircraft ground crash,
investigating physical and chemical properties
fASME PAPER 72-ST-281 P0291 A72-2562U
Russian book - Handbook of aircraft materials.
P0548 A72-«Olt59
• Making a product from composites. II.
1
 . p0604 A72-41556
Development of nickel base snperalloys for powder
metallurgy application as compressor and turbine
discs in let engines
[NA'SA-CR-729681 p0110 H72-13I168
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
.'Physiological evaluation of modified let transport
passenger oxygen mask from altitude ch'amber
experiments " '
p0194 A72-21571
• Medical and physiological hazards for SST
passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks • ... -.
p0300 A72-25816
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin; discussing
physical and blast effects, pressurization
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
p0301 &72-26020
Acoustic measurements of T-11 trainer aircraft
during ground and airborne operation
TAD-731128] j>0167 N72-15011
Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft
resulting from mechanical vibration and swinq
motion •
[HAE-LIB-TRANS-16051 p0203 N72-15961
Measurement of positive ions near air traffic
control radar and effects on near-by personnel
TF4A-NA-72-19] p0388 N72-23100
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training
crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital
technigues, and visual and physiological
experiences
p0362 A72-308IHI
PIASECKI BILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
PICKOPFS
U SENSORS
PILOT ERROR •
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
p0363 A72-31151
Report of aircraft accident at Augusta, Maine
airport during landing approach of PA-31
aircraft, August 1971
[HTSB-iAR-72-6] p0269 N72-19028
Relative incidence.and cost data for
orientation-error accidents in regular Army OH-1
aircraft during fiscal year 1968
[AD-735U57] .- p0332 N72-21016
Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during
1
 instrument landing approach to La Guardia
Airfield, New York on H Jan. 1971!
riTSB-AAB-71-11] p0528 B72-29008
Aircraft accident involving Convair 3<tO aircraft
during landing approach at New Baven,
Connecticut, on 7 June 1971
fNTSB-AAB-72-20) p0583 N72-31010
PILOT PEBPORBAHCE
Pilots in aircraft systems management involving
machine and air traffic environment
p0055 A72-13U19
Collision avoidance systems and pilot warning
instruments, minimizing cost by pilot detection.
i-332
SUBJECT IHDEI PILOT TBAIIIHG
evaluation and avoidance execution
P0067 A72-1H823
Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot
interactive flight director design, using
computerized approach-toachdovn simulation and
optimal control theory
CASHE PAPEB 71-SA/AUT-9] p0117 A72.-15956
Pilot perception tests on estimating flight path
.inclination, ground image and touchdown time
under poor visibility
p0119 A72-16180
General aviation type light airplanes pilot
workload during steep landing approach,
comparing flight tested control response
parameters with handling qualities criteria
fAIAA PAPER 72-125]
 ± p0132 A72-16941
Pilot evaluation of Boeing 7<*7 handling,
directional stability, stall, rudder feel .
forces, landing, inertial navigation and
reliability . •
• • P0135 A72-16992
Airline pilot performance in automated ATC system
• involving use of surveillance data and
..• instantaneous discrete communications
. . ' . . . . P0137 A72-17331
Pilot role in automated ATC system using onboard
-. ;- situation display with navigation and collision
avoidance devices -'
P0137 A72-17332
Aircraft pilot performance during instrument
approach in low visibility conditions•.
r. , • , • P0179 A72-18832
Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
f scanning patterns and display sector size effects
fSAE PAPEE 7203121 p0289 A72-25576
Flight tests of stability augmentation system for
light airplane improving pilot control during
IFR encounter
" . p0309 A72-27513
Project pilot criteria for preparation and
-•execution of flight test specifications
, . P0310 A72-27517
Pilot evaluation of C-5 automatic landing system
• in Category III weather environment
p0310 A72^27521
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
, visual frame of reference shift
P0363 A72-31151
Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model
relating pilot performance to air-to ground
weapon delivery accuracy
. p0153 A72-3556U
Human factors engineering technigues in
pilot-aircraft-environment adaptation to ease
workload and in performance efficiency improvement
P0155 A72-35792
Hidair collision causes and prevention,
considering pilot responsibilities,
anticollision devices and procedures
P0193 A72-37800
Instruments installation effect on Soviet
passenger aircraft pilot performance, discussing
Tupolev.aircraft control systems
P05U5 A72-U0173
Application of the head-up display /HOD/ to a
commercial jet transport.
. P0556 A72-H1256
Improved qualitative flight data rating scales.
P0556 A-72-U1257
An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling gnalities using pilot models.
fAIAA PAPEE 72-962] . p0561 172-H23U7
Agricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical
spectra and some observations on airworthiness.
i- P0608 A72-41731
Evaluation of simulated pilot/system performance
in manually controlled IFR formation flight task
,for OH-1 helicopter under various environmental
and operational conditions
TAD-725209] p0031 N72-1004<l
Flight simulator exercise for investigation of
pilot performance in low visibility conditions
during approach and landing
rBAE-TR-710«U] p0042 N72-110G2
Development of model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical'weapon delivery
fAD-728321] .p0091 B72-12037
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface requirements
P0101 H72-13010
Procedures for predicting pilot-vehicle-flight
control system performance
•[AD-729869] p0153 N72-1U007
Analytical predictions compared with experimental
results of motion effects on pilot performance
in IFR hovering task
[HASA-CB-1933] p0165 H72-1U999
.Application of Harkov game approach to planar air
combat problems
tNASA-CR-1979] p0218 H72-17006
Psychological autopsy for analyzing immediate
psychodynamic processes leading to suicidal
aircraft accidents
[FAA-AH-72-2] p0268 R72-19020
Simulation of wind, system data rate, and
contingency event variables during steep descent
of vertical lift aircraft under instrument
conditions to determine pilot performance
TAD-7311702] p0272 1172-19051
Analysis of aircraft accidents resulting from
pilot disorientation and vertigo during flights
on military aircraft and helicopters
[AD-735119] p0272 K72-19053
Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot
performance, and system design implications for
pilot capability and limitations
p037U H72-22626
Bate-of-closure as performance monitoring
• parameter during approach and landing
P0375 N72-226t3
Effect of head-up display on pilot ability to see
runway lights in fog
fAD-738591] pO«71 1172-26360
Six degree of freedom simulator tests to determine
effects of motion cues on short takeoff and
landing aircraft approach
fHASA-CH-1141158] pOI»80 N72-27032
Analysis of pilot performance in establishing
specific glide path by reference to oblong
diamond marks on runway
TFAA-HA-72-57] pOU85 H72-27702
Analysis of problems encountered by pilots of jet
aircraft and application of engineering
psychology to eliminate difficulties
[NASA-TT-F-14351] p051U N72-28008
Development of method for identifying visibility
conditions on runway during takeoff and landing
and comparison with 'visual perception of pilot
f HLL-H-22355-(5828.<tF) ] p0522 N72-28661
Development of broadcast system of flight traffic
control for increased flight safety based on
increased pilot participation of control
procedures
rHASA-CE-127l;52] p0522 H72-28662
Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility
approaches, for landing and man machine
relationship with automatic pilot operation
[AD-7110502] P0529 H72-29011
Performance tests of manual control displays and
formats to evaluate effectiveness in performing
precision tracking tasks
TAD-7H2127] p0532 N72-29031
Efficient pilot management of cockpit
control/display devices
[AD-7IH9U5] p0573 N72-30016
Development of schematic representation of pilot
workload and functions for various portions of
aircraft flight and reaction to various stimuli
P0621 N72-32035
Fixed base simulator evaluation of effect of
pictorial display realism on freguency of
control reversals due to roll disturbances
rSASA-TH-X-62191] p0639 872-33023
PILOT TBAIHIRG
Fighter pilots training by simulators, determining
learning effectiveness by mathematical model
based on renewal theory
fAIAA PAPER 72-161] p0128 A72-16827
Hight Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
P0182 A72-19137
Interactive computer graphics with three
dimensional real time CRT display of air combat
A-333
PILOTED CEITBIFOGBS SOBJECI IHDBI
maneuvers for fighter pilot training
p0302 A72-26291
Pilot trainer transfer function identification for.
man-machine and on-line adaptive control system
using analog/hybrid computer''
p0361 A72-30721
Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training
crews, discussing evolution of'needs, digital
technignes, and visual and physiological
experiences :
p0362 A72-30844
Low cost flight simulator for general aviation '
pilot training, containing IFB instrumentation
and turbulence in lection device
p0399 A72-32211 "
Simulated blind approach trainer for general
aviation aircraft pilot training, discussing
design concept and instrumentation with emphasis
on components simplicity and economy
p0450 A72-35325
Future aspects of business aviation, discussing
pilot training and aircraft reliability and
maintenance in context of flight safety
p0507 A72-39741;
Procedures for training pilots in assessment of.
flight systems during attendance at Empire Test ":,
Pilot School, England
p0330 N72-20995
Interface and options definition for advanced
simulation' in undergraduate'pilot training
visual simulator; including-electrical
properties and edge smoothing
fAD-7395851 p0518 H72-28262' .
PILOTED CENTBIFOGES '
0 HUHAN CENTBIFUGES
PILOTLESS AIBCBAFT
NT DBONE AIBCBAFT
NT JINDIVIK TARGET'AIRCRAFT '
NT TARGET DBONE AIBCBAFT
Unified single rf channel tracking, telemetry and
command control systems for guidance of unmanned
. vehicles, including pilotless aircraft and
satellites
p0123 A72-16556
Remotely manned vehicles /RHV/ application in
aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft
defe'nses lethality increase, equipment costs and
role of man during combat mission
.p0344 A72-28451
PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS - '
NT TEST PILOTS
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52
aircraft during low altitude, hiqh speed flight
fAD-727023] p0033 N72-10127
Analysis of information flow requirements between
control tower operators and aircraft pilots and
methods for displaying information
TDOT-T3C-FAA-71-18) p0330 N72-21000
Importance of-advanced information given to pilots
considered as element in automatic control system
[REPT-64] pOUSO N72-27034
Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility
approaches for landing and man machine
relationship with automatic pilot operation
TAD-7405021 p0529 N72-29014
Equipment for automatic recordinq and rebroadcast
of pilot reports on weather conditions
TFAA-NA-72-62] p0643 N72-33153
PIPE FLOH
Pitot stem blockage corrections' in uniform and
nonuniform pipe flow determined by wind tunnel
measurements . '•
rABC-CP-1175] p0045 N72-11295
PIPEB AIBCBAFT
Design and development' program for air
conditioning system of twin engine unpressurized
Piper Navajo, noting flight test results
f.SAF. PAPEB 7203281 p0291 A72-25590
PIPES (TUBES) ' '
Pipe 1oint flexible metal seal development and
testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal
and pressure cycling
p0199 A72-21938
Metric swaged -pipe coupling design and development
for aircraft hydraulic systems, presenting
fatigue test results
• • . p0199 A72-21940
PISTOH EBGIHES
Bnssian book - The 4Sh-62IB engine /4th enlarged
edition/.
p0548 472-40163
Comparison of Rankel engine characteristics with
small reciprocating and jet engines used as
power plants in light aircraft
[BEPT-908] . p0326 H72-20764
Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas
turbine engines - tables :
fPB-207107] p0435 H72-25589
History of Curtis D-12 aircraft engine to show
design, development, manufacture, and application
P0590 H72-31781
PISTOH TBEOBT
Flying machine ns^ng reaction forces on body
moving in compressible fluids within piston
device equivalent to air pressure pump
P0197 A72-21798
PITCH
flultiple pure tone noise generation from tnrbofan
blade to blade nonnniformities in rotor • .
geometry, using two dimensional inyiscid flow
model • ' :
p0072 A72-15568
Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high
speed fans. ;
p0610 'A72-44917
PITCB (INCLINATION) . . . .
Aircraft pitching and yawing cross couplings
compensation at high speed
P0008 A72-10506
Self organizing adaptive aircraft control system _-
with C criterion pitch axis performance and.
failure compensation . , • - • ' , -
P0053 A72-12920
Integration method to derive angle of pitch, - -
flight-path angle, and angle of attack from .
measurements in nonsteady flight ••...-" .. • ,
[VTH-1561 , p0267 H72-19008
Rind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of
cyclic pitch control on V/STOL aircraft for
longitudinal control during hover and transition
[AD-734237] p0271 N72-19039
PITCH ANGLES ' . ...
U PITCB (INCLINATION)
PITCH ATTITUDE COHTBOL
0 LONGITUDINAL CONTBOL
PITCHING HOHENTS
Rind'tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch
damping of aircraft model oscillating in two
degrees of freedom - ,
P0057 A72-13539
Pitching moments effect on phugoid and height mode
stability of aircraft in supersonic flight
. P0236 A72-23622
Hultipropeller slipstream and wing interference,
noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force
distribution, and wakes
p0029 N72-10015
Determination of interference lift, aerodynamic
coefficients, and pitching moment for cruciform
winqs by iterative solution
[BHVG-FBH.T-71-18] p0166 N72-15009
Performance" 'of cyclic pitch propellers for
longitudinal control of V/STOL tilt wing aircraft
(DGLB-71-019] ' p0381 N72-23012
PITOT STATIC TUBES '
U PITOT TUBES '
U SPEED INDICATORS
PITOT TOBES ' i
Flight test procedures for subsonic transport
aircraft pitot static pressure system,
recommending trailing cone calibration method
tSAE ABP 921] pOOOS A72-10389
Low speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft
pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes
for flight test recording of airspeed and flight
altitude
rARC-CP-1162] p0093 N72-12392
Static pressure position error calibrations for
compensated and nncompensated ZB-70 nose boom
pitpt, static tube '
fNASA-TN-D-68271 . p0421 H72-24016
PIVOTED RIHG AIBCBAFT •'
D TILT WIHG.AIBCBAFT
PLABBTABY ENTBI
D ATHOSPHEBIC ENTRY
A-330
SUBJECT IHDEI PHEOH4TIC EQOIPHENT
PLA1BTS
NT EARTH (PLANET) '
PLANFOBHS ' . . .
NT ARROW SINGS
NT C4FET SINGS
HI DELTA SINGS -
HT I8PISITE SPAS SINGS - ' "• '
NT RECTANGULAR PANELS • • ' . ' . ' . . ' '
NT RECTANGULAR PLANFOBHS
NT RECTANGDLAR '.PLATES • • '• ' •
NT BECTANGOL&H SIHGS
NT SSEPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
N T SBEPTBACK SINGS " . " ' ' • '
NT VARIABLE SHEEP SINGS J "'
NT «I»G PLiSFOBBS
Kernel fauction procedure for determining ' '
aerodynamic forces of planforns using linearized
oscillating supersonic surface theory '• ' • • •
rx-28-1H51 • ' ' " -' p0266 B72-18999
PLANNING! ' • ' '
NT AIBPOBT PLANNING
NT MANAGEMENT PLANNING ' • ' '
tiT HISSIOB PLANNING •- • ' -' '
NT PHODOCTION PLANNING
NT PROJECT PLANNING ' '
NT- URBAN 'PLANNING
PLAHOTEOBS - '• . ' • ' ' ' .
NT CATHODE RAI TDBES -" -
PLASBi ABC WELDING . . . .
Ar-H nicroplasma velding of thin Cr'steel sheets,"
with narrow 'seams for aircraft engines and
precision equipment casings
' - ' . ' • ' '"'
 ;
 ' p0228 A72-22548
PLASMA DYNAMICS ' '"' •' • ' '-
Analysis of;sixty'element per linear inch plasma
display/memory device for use in military aircraft
• f AD-7UU096J P0626 N72-32069
PLASBAS (PHISICS) ' '-' ' . • .
N T MICROPLASMAS. . " • ; • / • • • • '
PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STEDCTORES " " •
Price/demand/cost economic aspects of carbon''fiber
reinforced plastics composites in aero-engine
applications -
-...-•. •••••• ••_' • ' - P0065 A72-1U7I13
Carbon '• fiber resin composite characteristics for
air frame component design, comparing with metal'
materials
P0065' A72-1tt746
Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic
aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology
' p0196 A72-21693
Titanium-boron-epoxy composite materials selection
and fracture mechanics criteria for B-1 bomber
structural design
P0228 A72-22U77
Boron-epoxy composite design for aircraft
structures, discussing materials variations,
strength prediction inadequacies and full scale
tests- '
p0288 A72-25»5<(
Structural reguireoents for normal category
plastic aircraft civil certification,, noting "
compliance with Federal Aviation Regulations
TSAE PAPER 7203011 . . p0288 A72-25568
Dynamic properties of thermosetting plastic
composites unidirectionally reinforced by, high
elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for
• aircraft structural applications .
P0308 A72-27313
Fiberglass reinforced plastic fuselage production
for AN-2m aircraft, noting plastic-plastic and
metal-plastic joints
P0351 A72-29U62
Lightning current tests of aircraft glassXcarbon
fiber reinforced plastics materials
1
 . P0357 A~72-3001p
Data generation for engineering design with
' advanced composites. ' '_
pOtt5<; A72-35653
PLASTIC COATII6S .
Aircraft fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering
passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreen and
various surface coatings
. P0305 A72-27008
Development of sprayable urethane sealant for
protection of heated areas on aircraft structures
TAD-7275921 P0035 N72-10489
 ; '
Elastomeric coating materials for use in sealing
fastener-head countersinks in highly loaded
aircraft skins susceptible to exfoliation
corrosion*
CiD-7280391 p0110 N72-13129
Surface prop'erties and soil retention of aircraft
painted with polyurethane paint, and
reguirements for aircraft cleaner
fAD-7369711 P0126 S72-24613
Chemical and structural properties of nrethane
elastomers and resistance to rain erosion
CAD-73762141 . pO<l26 N72-24618
PLASTIC FILBS
U POLYMERIC FILMS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
PLASTICS
NT ACRYLIC RESINS . .• . '
NT EPOXY RESINS
NT NYLON '(TRADEMARK)
NT POLYETHILENES
NT POLYPROPYLENE
NT BEINFOBCED PLASTICS , . . •
NT THERMOPLASTIC BESINS : .
NT THEBHOSETTING BESI11S
PLASTISOLS
NT SMOKE . .,
PLATE (METAL)
U METAL PLATES . .
PLATE TBEOBI -
Simply supported skew, plates stability under
combined loading,•noting wing and tail design'
applications for high, speed aircraft and missiles
. - • • • - , p02tO 472-24196
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
NT CIRCDLAB PLATES
NT ELASTIC PLATES
NT PERFORATED PLATES
NT REINFORCED PLATES
Acoustic shock wave diffraction at noving or
static plate immersed in ideal gas
P0357 A72-30011
Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and
stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting
aircraft and rocket structures
P0113 A72-33679
PLENUM CHAMBERS •
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenum
pressure fluctuations.
P0450 A72-35213
PLUG NOZZLES
Flight tests to determine performance of air
cooled plug nozzle with afterburning turbojet
[NASA-TM-X-2607] p0590 N72-31785
PLUMES
NT ROCKET KIHAOST
PLDVIOGKAPBS
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
PNEUMATIC CONTROL .
Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering
• engine cooling, high work factor turbines,
pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis
p0301 A72-26036
PHEDHATIC EQOIPHEBT "
NT GAS VALVES
Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optimum standards, discussing
automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive
closing control, design, construction and
performance
tSAE AS 1225] pOOOS A72-10385
Pneumatically assisted parachute deployment at
high altitudes with low accelerations
p02UO A72-24273
Russian book - Assembly and testing of hydraulic
and pneumatic systems of flight vehicles
POI190 A72-37300
Design and development of air cushion landing
system to replace landing gear on conventional
aircraft .
rAD-728647] • p0090 N72-11971
Fluidic generator for eliminating accidental
firing of aircraft rockets
[AD-728105] • ; p0093 N72-122U1
Slush drag, wheel spray, and thydroplaning research
using pneumatic wheels and moving runway and
water layer model test facilities
[ABC-B/M-3682] . p0270 N72-19035
Application of fluidic pneumonic elements and
systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and
spacecraft
A-335
PBEDH1TIC BESET SUBJECT IHDEI
CAD-73U7151 P0277 N72-19313
Tests of pneumatic servomechanism for ase in
aircraft control systems
fAD-7383051 p0225 N72-2U5UU
PBEDBATIC BESET
D PNSDHATIC CONTROL
PODS (EITEBBAL STOBES)
Rind tunnel study of aerodynamic draq for engine
pod and its elements including air intake and
afterbody
fNASA-TT-F-lfllSltl . P0265 H72-18997
POIBT HATCHIBG HETHOD (HATHEHATICS)
D BOUNDARY VALDE PPOBLEHS
POIBTIBG COBTBOL SISTERS
Application of the Volterra series to the analysis
and desiqn of an anqle track loop.
P0489A72-37283
POIBTS {HATHEHATICS) . ;
Nonlinear alqebraic transformation to determine
straight line and second order curve
intersection point in aircraft loftinq problem •.
;
 p03<;5 A72-287U2
POISEDILLE FLOB . . ,
D LAHINAE PLOW . . .
POISSOB DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Statistical analysis for sinqle-'airport ATC
diqital simulation using Poisson distribution
lav, calculating optimal number of channels
p0352 A72-29179
POISSOB PBOCESS . • .
D POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS . ; •. . - :
0 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES . . . . : • • ;
POLAE COOBDIBATES
VOE, Direct Measuring Eguipment and TACAN polar
coordinate radio navigation systems history,
improvements and future development
P0022'A72-126K6
POLAB NAVIGATION
Polar navigation vith transverse mercator
technique for aircraft using secant qeared .
qround position indicators
P0002 A72-10181
Polar reqion. performance of OHEGA navigation
.system, notinq addition of selectable grid
reference, multiple parallel DR system, manual ,
celestial computation and bearing resdlver . .
. p0353 A72-29200
POLAB BEGIOBS
NT ARCTIC REGIONS
Polar reqion performance of OHEGA navigation
system, notinq addition of.selectable grid
reference, multiple parallel DR system, manual
celestial computation and bearing resolver
P0353 A72-29200
POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
Polarization observations of outer corona from
NC-135 aircraft over-Gulf of Hexico
CLA-DC-121951 P0098 -N72-12812
POLARIZATION CHARTS
D GPAPHS (CHARTS)
POLICE
Potential usefulness of small, sinqle seat
seaplane for civil police patrol
rAD-736187] p0369 N72-22032
POLICIES . .
FAA national policies on overall missions and
criteria for.major subsystems
rsEPT-1000.27-APP-n • P0138 N72-259«9
National aviation system plan 1973-1982, as joint
industry-government program.
tREPT-1000.27-APP-2] pOU38 N72-25950
National transportation policy and problem solving
actions, and specific administration reports
CAR-11 P0635 N72-32985
POLISHED HETALS
0 BETAL POLISHING
POLISHING
NT BETAL POLISHING
POLITICS
Short haul air transportation system economic and
political problems, noting community acceptance
and passenger service standards
POU08 A72-33310
POLLDTABTS
0 CONTAMINANTS - • •
POLLDTION
NT AIR POLLDTION
NT ENVIRONHENT POLLDTION
NT NOISE POLLUTION
BT THEBHAL POLLDTION
NT 1ATER-POLLDTION '
POLYACRYLATES
0 ACRYLIC BESIBS '
' POLYAHIDE BESIBS '
BT NYLON (TRADEBABK)
POLYCARBONATES
Acrylics and polycarbonates properties in aircraft
transparencies design, emphasizing cost' and
optical, mechanical, thermal and chemical
properties
P0305 A72-27009
Polycarbonates applications in'aircraft -
transparencies, discussing chemical, heat,
impact and abrasion resistance, toughness and
weathering - ' • •
P0305 A72-27010
Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems
shielding•properties for projectile and bird
impacts
p0306 A72-27015
Ethylene terpolymer material used as thermoplastic
: transparent adhesive for bonding polycarbonate
to glass ' i - " • '
• TADT728174] p009» N72-12520
POLYETHYLENES . ' • ' ' . . ' ' '
Use of polyethylene thin-films for ice'prevention
• '- and ice-shedding on'helicopter rotary wings "
rBAE-TB-712381 ' p0640 N72-33032
POLYIHIDE BESIBS • •' . ''L
• Thermally stable laminating1 resins based 'on - •'
addition-type pyrolytic polymerization • "
[NASA-CB-7298P] p0260 N72-1858*
High ' temperature resins for use in ' graphite .'fiber
composites for' jet engines . - . - . . . •
fNASA-CR-729831 ' p032H'N72-20508
POLIIHIDES
Boron polyimide composite development: • - - - -
• p05<(9 A72-U0553
Polyimide hydraulic actuator rod seals for
application in high performance aircraft
[NASA-CR-120878) p0425 B72-21530
POLYHERIC FILHS . . . .
Evaluation of bisphenol polyether, styrene •
acrylate, and chlorinated rubber alkyd as
coatings for airfield runway marking
TAD-731J3201 • p0279 'N72-196U<I
Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes
caused by artificial weathering noting glass
transition temperature and flexibility • •" •
.measurements '
[D-HAT-1651 p032« N72-20519
POLYHERIZATION
Thermally stable laminating resins based on
' addition-type pyrolytic polymerization
rNASA-CB-7298<n p0260 N72-18584
POLYHERS '
Fiber reinforced composites and design analysis
methods for metal and polymer matrix structures
in aeronautical and space vehicle applications
[HASA-TB-X-68101] P0521 N72-285»5
POLYPROPYLENE , "..'••
Parachute canopy fabrics and rigging lines cordage
properties requirements, considering' nylon,
polypropylene, silk, cotton and nonwoven '
scrim-reinforced fabrics,;
P0008 A72-10314
POLTTBOPIC PROCESSES
Compressor exergetic efficiency calculation from
gas exergy losses caused by pressure drop and
cooling, noting relations to isothermal,
adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies
P0191 A72-37668
Closed form solution for the sonic boom in a •
polytropic atmosphere.
P0556 A72-41258
POLTUBETHABE FOAH
.Vibration isolation and shock attenuation
properties of polynrethane foam isolator for
avionic components • '
P0217 N72-16881
Lightweight fire resistant plastic foam for
thermal protection of reentry vehicles and
aircraft structures
fNASA-CASE-ARC-10180-1] p0326 B72-20767
POBTRYAGIN PBIHCIPLE
Pontryaqin minima principle applied to aircraft
heading change and aircraft -interception
CETB-UI pO*20 N72-2&007
A-336
SUBJECT IBDBI POTBBTIAl FLOH
POPDLATIOI TBEOBI
Haximum likelihood technique for estimating
deviations from parent population of aircraft
fatigue failures determined from sample
containing failed and non-failed members
[ABC-CP-11U4] . P0098 B72-12925
POBOSITI '
Wind tunnel measurements to determine stability
and drag.of parachutes with varying effective
porosity
[AD-729858] P0152 B72-14000
POBOOS BOOBDABT LATER COHIROL
Investigation of propeller vortex noise including
the effects of boundary layer control.
P0607 A72-11H680
POBODS HATEBIALS
Incompressible potential flow model of porous
parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream
function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in
uniform steady stream
• . - • • - P0313 A72-28123
Effect- of several geometrically different porous.
.castings on.rotor stall limit line and'overall
performance improvement
•rBASA,-TB-D-6537] p0078 B72-11888
POBODS WALLS .:
Wall; porosity and anqle of attack effects on jet
stretcher flow field-for-supersonic engine inlet
testing, using three dimensional method of
characteristics ' •
fAIAA PAPER 72-1025] - p0558 A72-41603
PORTABLE BQDIPBEIT • .
..Portable detector-recorder for automobile, blast
furnace,-railroad car, engine room and
helicopter infrasonic noise measurements,
, discussing .peak frequencies and subjective effects
, . p0001 A72-10157
Portable self contained ultrasonic field
- inspection!equipment for nondestructive crack
detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks"
. , P0009 A72-10814
Active transistorized directional dipole VHP
receiving antennas for ATC and mobile
applications and field intensity measurement
P0549 A72-40527
Requirements for using Talar 4 landing aid as
portable ground station in tactical helicopter
operations
P0083 H72-11925
POSITIOB (LOCATION)
Synchronous satellite surveillance system for
transoceanic ATC, usinq suboptimal /modified
Kalman/ filter for-aircraft position and
velocity computation .
... t • p0191 A72-21091
Log periodic dipoie antenna systems for ILS
localizers, noting reduced sensitivity to snow
and ice
. •. P0489 A72-37279
Applications of a technigne for estimating
aircraft states from recorded flight test data.
[AIAA PAPER 72-965] ' p0563 A72-H2360 :
System and method for position locating for air
traffic control involving supersonic transports
fHASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] p0091 B72-12080
VHP ranging and position fixing techniques using
ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation
[BASA-CH-125538] '..-pQ209 B72-16510
VHP ranging and position fixing techniques using
ATS 1 and ATS 3 for,ship and aircraft navigation
- executive summary
TBASA-CR-125537] .
 P0209 872-16511
Airport planning in West Germany discussing
surface transport facilities and pollution
rDGLR-PAPER-71-075] , p0430 H72-24986
Location identification system with ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder -
fBASA-CASE-EHC-10324] p0433 872-25173
POSITIOH ERRORS
ATC separation minima and navigational errors on
airways in general and long range oceanic
environments . .
• p0001 A72-10177
Relationship between static pressure error
/position error/ and measurable flight
parameters for different aircraft weights and . - • _ . ,
configurations
P0412 A72-33637
Coordinate and speed error dependence' on
instrumental errors of inertial navigation
system using qyrohorizoncdmpass •
p0414 A72-33960
The impact of gradioneter techniques on the
performance of inertial navigation systems.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-850] p0504 A72-39079
A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or
missile state estimation and error analysis
using radar tracking data.
•(AIAA PAPEB 72-838] pOSOS A72-39089
Possible impact of area navigation upon HLS
requirements for azimuth angular coverage and
range.
p0606 A72-44643
Static pressure position error calibrations for
1
 compensated-and uncompensated XB-70 nose boom
pitot static tube
CHASA-TN-D-6827] • p0421 R72-24016
POSITIOH IBDICATOBS
NT RADIO DIBECTIOF FINDEBS
' Polar navigation with transverse mercator
technigue for aircraft using secant geared
ground position indicators
• ' p0002 A72-10181
Airborne pictorial naviqation systems for visual
indication of aircraft position in addition to
digital readout • - • - . - .
' • ' ' pOOIS A72-12106
Doppler system with naviqation radar device,
computer unit and data transmitter for
continuous recording of aircraft position and
speed
' ' p0024 A72-12749
Electromagnetic position sensor for magnetically
supported model in wind tunnel, discussing
design, operation principles and performance
P0243 A72-24773
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift'
P0363 A72-31151
Choice of optimal geometrical relationships in a
transformer-type angle converter
P0559 A72-41805
Aircraft position and motion controlled by
photogrammetric three reference point method
noting coordinate transformations
[SAAB-TB-68] pO"8« 1172-27472
POTASSIUH COBPOOHDS
Boron/potassium nitrate parachute mortar design
for aircraft and spacecraft applications,
comparing with high-low propellant
P0189 A72-20783
POTEBTIiL FLOV
.Complex perturbation potential of constant vortex
shear flows around airfoil activated by motion
in presence of rectilinear wall
P0118 A72-16122
Bonlinear unsteady potential flov of
incompressible fluid past slender winq, using
linearized vortex distribution method
P0119 A72-16214
Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow
over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor
blades, calculating flow field by .
three-dimensional 'nonlinear relaxation scheme
C A I A A PAPER 72-39] poiso 472-16901
Subsonic three dimensional potential flow
computational method liftinq aerodynamic
' configurations analysis and design
TAIAA PAPER 72-188] •• poiso A72-18958
Irrotational two dimensional transonic flow past
symmetric profile with and without shock
P0185 A72-20068
Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary
layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade,
using conformal coordinate transformation
P0195 A72-21614
Computerization of panel flutter boundary
calculations with aerodynamic forces derived
from linear three dimensional unsteady potential
flow theory
TAIAA PAPER 72-403] p0287 A72-25424
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on flat plate in
locally perturbed incompressible potential flow,
investigating angle of attack frequency response
to periodic local perturbation's
P0303 A72-26579
A-337
POTENTIAL PBOBLEHS SUBJECT HDBI
Inconpressible potential flov model of porous,
parachute canopy flow field, using stokes stream
function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in
uniform steady stream
P0313 172-28123
Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation alqorithn for
solution to three dimensional nonlinear
transonic small disturbance potential equation
for flov about swept winqs
fllAA PAPEB 72-6771 pOIII A72-3U063
Surface vorticity theory for axisymmetric
potential flow past annular aerofoils and bodies
of revolution with application to ducted
propellers and cowls.
P0503 A72-3855«
Potential flow calculations to support
two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on hiqh-lift '
devices.
TICAS PAPER 72-131 p0553 A72-41138
Calculation of potential flow about aerofoils
usinq approximation by splines.
P0566 A72-42849
An improved solution of the two-dimensional
jet-flapped airfoil problem.
; p059<t A72-43329
Computation of the potential-theoretical flow
around winq-fuselaqe combinations and a
comparison with measurements
p0602 A72-44298
The determination of a qeneral relation between,
the aerodynamic properties of a sinqle airfoil
and those of the same airfoil arranqed in an
arbitrary cascade.
P0614 A72-45363
Liftinq potential flow in terms of doublet
distribution over body surface and trailinq
vortex sheet
rNAL-TR-2U31 P0258 K72-18281
Transonic potential flow around quasi-elliptic
winq profile notinq shockless compression
f REPT-10/19711 '. p0317 1172-19996
Computation of potential flow around axisymmetric
bodies, cowls, and enqine inlets usinq
sinqularity method
fAVA-FB-7131 1 p032t N72-20331
Numerical analysis of potential flow problem of
two 'dimensional airfoil with distributed suction
I pO<12<4 H72-21359
POTENTIAL FBOBLEHS
U POTENTIAL THEORY
POTENTIAL THEORY
Liftinq surface linearized potential theory for
unsteady aerodynamic forces on winq and
horizontal tail surfaces, usinq computer program
P0057 A72-13541
Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade
performance test data for various cambers
comparison with potential theory data
P0121 A72-16U8S
Harmonically oscillating rectanqular winq in
unsteady transonic flow, obtaininq two part
boundary value problem for linear potential
equation
p0310 A72-27545
POiDEB (PARTICLES)
Procedure for measurinq performance of aircraft
fire extinquishinq powders
p0049 N72-11691
POWDEB HETALLUBGY /
Forqed Inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for
dense aircraft enqine compressor rotor blades
pOOII A72-11UI11
Betal forminq techniques for qas turbine enqines,
considerinq isothermal, radial and powder
metallurqy preform forqinqs, contoured cross and
form roliinq, and squeeze castinq
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-581 . P0296 A72-25649
Hethods and sequences for producinq precision
forqed structural and jet enqine components from
metal powder, preforms of titanium alloys
CAD-736U771 , P0372 N72-22511
POWEB . .
Helicopter lift marqin system to aid in
determininq power requirements for takeoff and
landinq •
TAD-7252071 pOOU3 N72-11053
POBEE CORVEBSIOH
D ELECTRIC GENERATORS' , . .
POWEB EFFICIEBCY
Hydrothernodynaiic foundations of hydrofoil
engines employing qas-water mixtures and qas
turbine qenerators, analyzing thrust coefficient
and power efficiency
p02«7 A72-25128
Axial flow compressor and turbine loss
coefficients, correlating blade rows qeometric
and aerodynamic variables effects
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-181 p029» A72-25617
Hilitary jet engines centrifugal fuel pumps power
regnirements for throttled operation, notinq
pressure stability improvement at low flow rates
p0456 A72-360U1
POWEB GAIN '
Four nhf antennas buried beneath refractory
concrete, discussing design, fabrication and
power qain and azimuthal pattern measurements
p0138 A72-17345
Diagram and qain measurements regarding antennas
conducted with a helicopter for the range from
0.5 to 800 MHz
p05U9 A72-40515
Belicopter payload qains utilizinq water injection .
for hot day -power augmentation • " ' ",
' tNASA-TB-X-62195] • p0639'N72-33027
POWEB 6ENERATOBS ' '
D ELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS • . / -.
POWEB PLANTS •
Bussian book - Optimization of thermal circuits of
complex qas-tarbine power 'plants • •• -- •
p0490 A72-37450
POWEB'SPECTBA
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
effect on riqid aircraft response to normal
acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence,
nsinq power spectral (technique - • • : ' • . -
: • p0236 A72-23461
Sonic jet noise pressure source model for radiated
sound power and jet pressure frequency spectra
ratio derivation with application to noise
suppression - ' ' '
pO«57 A72-J36U14
Aircraft structural desiqn loads definition by
mission analysis criteria, takinq into account "
gust loads via power spectral density method
p0566 A72-42828
Atmospheric turbulence power spectra for
predictinq riqid aircraft center'of qravity
response -
fARC-B/H-36651 p0089 N72-11965
POWBB SUPPLIES ' '
Aircraft hybrid electrical power systems,
describinq variable frequency qeneration and
hiqh voltaqe dc distribution
p0011 A72-11068
Concorde aircraft electrical power systems design,
notinq dc and emerqency supplies and installation
P0053 A72-12910
Airborne equipment electric.power supply standards
to provide characteristics limits for _ ' '
compatibility with qround support systems
[SAB AS 12121 p0458 A72-36535
Airport power supply system to meet increased load
terminal demands, describinq main and emerqency
standby network layout'and equipment-
' ' p0612 A72-U5272
'Analysis of wirinq weight, conductor weight, and
conductor losses as function of system vol'taqe
in aircraft electrical power systems
fAD-7320011 p0207 N72-16164
Development of- methods for conducting climatic*
tests with emphasis on desiqn, construction/ and
• operation of climatic hangar
[AD-7332991 p0257 N72-T8268
Development and evaluation of built-in" test '
equipment for aircraft systems •
fAD-7348531 p0321 N72-20028
Desiqn and characteristics of inteqrated
enqine-qenerator system for installation on
aircraft turbojet and turbofan enqines'
tNASA-TH-X-25791 . pO«68 N72-26037
Analysis of secondary power system for. use with
advanced rotary winq aircraft for reliable
production of electric power
rAD-739480] pO«82 N7-2-27069
POWEB SDPPLY CIBCDITS
Low pass filter requirements and performance in
variable speed constant frequency system for'
A-338
SUBJECT IHDBI PBESSUBE DISTBIBOTIOB
aircraft electric power supplies I
[BAE-TB-71088] • . .pO«3H S72-25273
POBEE TBABSBISSIOB
Hydraolic transmission for drivinq helicopter tail
rotor, notinq compensatory system for engine
failure
. . p0311 A72-27862
PRECAUTIONS , i
D ACCIDEHT PBEVEHTIOB
PBBCIOOS BBTiLS
D HOBLE BETALS
PBBCIPITATIOB (BETEOBOLOGt)
HT HAIL
BT BAIB
»ind shear, tarbulence, precipitation,
temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on
airport capacity, suggesting weather data
integration into ATC system for pilots information
P0192 A72-21521
Liguid and solid precipitation on aircraft
structure surfaces, discussing potential hazards
to -engine components and aircraft controls due
to ice formation
' . p0603 A72-S4339
PBBCIPITATIOB BiBDEBIHG
Gas turbine superalloys high temperature oxidation
resistance by fiber strengthening,jrare earth. _. ^
alloying, precipitation hardening and
intermetallic compounds
P0139 A72^17611
PBEDICT10B ABALTSIS TECHHIQDES
Deterministic model for new product innovation
adoption rate in commercial aircraft let engine.- .
market , . . i -
... , p0186 A72-20269
Inflight .vibration and noise study of several
helicopters for upgrading environmental design
.criteria • and verifying dynamic prediction
.techniques
. ' . ' ' . ' . ' p0215'B72-16823
Technigue for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
. feet , -
rAD-731118] P0273 N72-19106
Laplace transform applied to aerodynamic
characteristics prediction of aircraft,
configurations in subsonic flov
rBLB-BP-71018-01 P0321 H72-20025
Hethod for computing noise generated by standing
and flying jet aircraft
. r.OBERA-BT-187] pO«37 B72-25636
iaverider prediction of hypersonic behavior of
ving planforms
P0617 B72-31997
PBSDICTIOBS
BT PEBFOBB4NCE[PBEDICTIOB
Prediction of high lift wing characteristics in
relation to detachment phenomena
TBASA-TT-F-1U073] p0100 B72-12983
Prediction tables of air carrier operations at
large and uedinm hubs ,
fEC-200], p0105 B72-13021
Hethod for predicting profile drag.of airfoils at
snbcritical and supersonic speeds
[BAL-TB-253] p0365 B-72-21995
Mathematical model for predicting radiated •
rotational noise of lifting rotor or propeller
tAD-740816] " p0579 B72-30611
PBBDICTOBS :
D PBEDICTIOHS ,
PBBFOBBS
Forged Inconel alloy 718 metal-.powder preforms for
• dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades
p001« A72-11411
PBEBBATEBS ,
D HEATIBG EQOIPHEBT
PRBLOADIW6 • , i
D PBESTBESSIBG '
PBEBIIED FLABES ,
Directionality and- far field structure of
combustion generated noise, using premized
turbulent flame models
[AIAi PAPEB 72-198] p0129 A72-16875
PBEPABATIOH
BT PBESTBESSIBG
PBESSIHG (FOBBIBG) <
Development of incremental technique for forging
thin-web, tall-rib configurations for', aircraft
structures
[AD-729012] - • • p0110 B72-13434
PBBSSOBE . . - - . .
BT ATBOSPHEBIC PBESSOBE
BT BASE PBESSOBE
BT DYBABIC PBESSOBE
BT IHPACT LOADS
HT IBLET PBESSOBE
BT LOS PBESSORE •
BT LDHIBABCE ,
BT LDHIBODS IBTEBSITY
BT OVEBPBESSDBE
BT SOOBD PBESSOBE
BT STATIC PBESSOBE .
BT VAPOB PBESSOBE
KT WALL PBESSOBE
ST WATEB PBESSOBE
BT WIBD PRESSOBE '
Automatic throttle control system for transport
aircraft engines which limits maximum throttle
level, position by pressure ratio
rAD-713311] p06i!7 B72-33753
PBESSOBE C4BIBS
0 PBESSOBIZED CABIHS
PBESSOEE COEFFICIEBT ' . - .
. 0 AEBODYNAHIC COEFFICIEBTS
PBESSDBE DISTBIBOTIOB
Parachute inflation loads .and times, presenting
calculation method based on unsteady pressure
.•distribution on decelerating inflating parabolic
shell of revolution with unsteady starting vortex
. . . p0007 A72-10311
Sonic boom pressure signatures during F-10t
overflights at Bach 1.3 and 30,000 ft,
explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence
• : P0013 A72-11158
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measurement on wing-body combination model,
investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface
• p0018 A72-12228
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
delta wing-body combination in compressible
.flow, investigating Beynolds number effect
TDGLR PAPEB 71-118] . p0022 A72-12707
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating circular cylindrical fuselage body
with.conical nose and delta wing with straight,
cubic or sinusoidal leading edges
TDGLB PAPEB 71-080] p0023 A72-12730
Two dimensional airfoil pressure distribution
measurements at high subsonic speeds, comparing
normal force coefficients corrected for wind
tunnel interference effects with theoretical
calculations
r-DFVLB-SOBDDB-168] p0058 A72-13609
Pressure and convective heat transfer distribution
at air inlet central body surface, reducing
Bavier-Stokes equations to partial differential
eguations with similar solutions
P0069 A72-1»971
Leaning vanes for fan noise rednction7 discussing
rotor-stator plane.fluctuating pressure
amplitude decrease and radial distribution
modification
f.AIAA PAPEB 72-126] p0128 A72-16823
Laminar flow airfoils for gliders, optimizing
profiles for favorable velocity and pressure
distribution
p0136 A72-1719U
Jet flaps for high turning compressor cascades in
incompressible axial flow, calculating blade
pressure and jet slope distributions
t»SBE PAPEB 72-GT-16] p0293 A72-25615
Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts,
obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow
velocities
fASHE PAPER 72-6T-17] p029« A72-25616
Supersonic turbine cascade flow properties and
pressure distributions on blades, comparing
calculated results with experimental data
CaSBE PAPER 72-GT-U7] ' p0296 A72-25639
Tnrbocompressor deceleration cascades blades
surface roughness effects on boundary layer,
noting pressure and velocity distributions
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-I48] p0296 A72-256UO
Gas-particle flow trajectories, velocities and
' pressure distribution in axial flow turbine '
stage, using cascade tunnel and high speed
photographic techniques
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-57] P0296 A72-25618
A-339
PBESSOBE DBAG SUBJECT IHDEX
French monograph on flow near rotor blade tips, -
discussing three dimensional cireolation and
boundary layer effects, enerqy losses, velocity
and pressure distributions, etc
P0363 A72-30950
Pressure distribution over delta -wing with blunted
edges at small angles of attack in hypersonic
wind"tunnel tests
P0363 A72-31022
Contracting or diverging stream flow mean velocity
. change effects on airfoil pressure distribution,
circulation and lift, deriving vortex
distribution expression
P0396 472-32023
Transonic airfoil section design to given surface
pressure distribution, applying finite
difference procedures to transonic small
disturbance equations
[AIAA P4PEE 72-6791 POH14 472-34062
Engine inlet total pressure distortion effects on
multistage axial compressor and
turbojet/turbofan engine performance and
stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility
riCAS P&PER 72-191 P0553 A72-41144
Flutter analysis and unsteady pressure fields
induced by pitching motions of wall mounted
sweptback wing,-verifying experimentally lifting
surface theory in high subsonic range
P0569 A72-13094
Computation of the potential-theoretical flow
around wing-fuselage combinations and a
comparison with measurements
P0602 A72-t«298
Viscous interaction over concave and convex
surfaces at hypersonic speeds.
p0602 'A72-4IJ308
Trailing vortex effects on wing pressure
distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests,
discussing effect of wing-vortex distance
P0613 A72-45331
An experimental investigation of a jet issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
P0613 A72-U5332
Calculation of pressure distribution on
cylindrical fuselage with perpendicular lifting
jet using singularity method
p0029 N72-10011
In-flight investigation of installation effects
and aerodynamic characteristics of local flow
field on auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on
underwing engine nacelle
rNASA-TM-I-2396] p0051 N72-11711
Reynolds number effect on flow past body of
revolution at transonic speed
pOOTl H72-11864
Pressure plotting tests on swept wings for
analyzing scale effect at high subsonic' speeds
p0075 H72-11867
M a x i m u m lift coefficient airfoils developed
through optimization of pressure distribution
[NASA-TH-X-675911 p016U N72-1U992
Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure
distribution on fuselage and two body-wing
configurations in transonic flow •
CBI1VG-PBWT-71-21I1 p0166 N72-15011
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface
pressures and flow distribution on orbiter space
shuttle
rNASA-CR-120037-VOL-1l p0201 N72-15942
Pressure distribution on swept wing-body junction
at supersonic speeds
fARC-R/H-3661] p0202 H72-15949
Theoretical pressure distributions on caret and
plane delta wings for supersonic flow
fAEC-CP-11781 p0202 H72-15952
Pressure distribution on 45 deg swept half wing
including effectiveness of upper surface spoiler
as roll control
rAHC-CP-118»] P0270 H72-19032
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically
oscillating slender wing fuselage configurations
[ AVA-FB-71261 " . p0317 H72-19997
Aerodynamic forces, pitching moments, and pressure
distributions measurements on delta wing-body
combinations at transonic speed -in compressible
flow
f AVA-FB-71291 . P0317 1172-19,998
Numerical analysis of flow distribution behind
rectangular wings at supersonic speed using
optimum differencing methods
rNASA-CB-126214] • p0365 H72-21998.
Bethod for using lifting-surface theory to obtain
pressure distribution on wing with trailing-edge
flap or control surface
[HASA-TN-D-67981 p0366 N72-22007
Free streamline theory for determining pressure
distribution on airfoil with flow separation
[HAL-TB-2471 p0371 N72-22333
Linearized lifting surface theory for determining
pressure distribution on subsonic delta wing
P0379 N72-22992
iind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
interference and jet-wake interference produced
by components of high wing, logistics transport
type aircraft
CNASA-TM-1-2530] p042i H72-24020
Kernel function solution for pressure distribution
over wing with oscillating control surfaces in
subsonic flow
fBLB-TB-70123-U] p042U B72-24368
Analysis of pressure field generated by passage of
three dimensional disturbance over airfoil shape
P0463 S72-2599U
Development of approximate method for calculating
pressure distribution on thick cambered airfoil
in subcritical viscous flow' ' '
fFFA-AU-9011 p0463 N72-26001
Extrapolation of sonic boom pressure signatures by
• waveform parameter method and comparison with
• F-f unction method • ' • ~'-'•
[NASA-TN-D-6832] p0463 N72-26004
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests on delta-'wing models
at high incidence for pressure distribution' '•
* determination
[ARC-CP-1198] p0476 N72-27004
Computer program for airfoil pressure distribution
for subcritical viscous attached flow
rnAL-TR-248] pOt8!t N72-27317
Boundary layer pressure distribution measured oh
Shark 1 free flight test vehicle at Hach numbers
from 1.5 to 2.2 and high Beynolds numbers
CARC-CP-1208] p0527 N72-28999
Analytical method to predict coolant pressure and
airflow distribution in strut-supported "
transpiration cooled vane for gas turbine engine
fNiSA-TN-D-69161 ' p0528 N72-29003
Simulation of stage pressure and efficiency maps
of multistage compressor
[NASA-TN-D-6917] • p0571 H72-29993
Heasurement of wind tunnel background pressure
fluctuations for application to design of •
aerospace vehicles
fNASA-CB-123810] p0575 H72-302U5
Pressure distribution on sweptback wing at
subsonic speeds noting boundary layer transition
fABC-CP-1215] P0583 N72-31003
Development of procedures for calculating pressure
distribution on airfoil in sonic stream
CESDO-69013] p0617 N72-31989
Rind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex
moving from each rotor blade tip of helicopter
rotor to establish effect on aerodynamic forces
and pressure distribution
[NASA-TT-F-14462] p0618 N72-32012
Subsonic wind tunnel tests to determine-
aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution on
• parachute canopy of ring-slot parachute model
[AD-744103] p0625 N72-32063
Rind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional
flow -applied to pressure'distribution
measurements in transonic wind tunnel
fNASA-TT-F-14316] p0626-N72-32264
PBESSOBE-DBAS
HI INTERFERENCE .DBAG -J =-• ' -
HI SOPEBSOHIC DBAG
NT RAVE DRAG
Base pressure drag reduction on rectangular winqs
with blunt trailing edges from low speed wind
tunnel measurements
[DFVLB-SOHDDR-219] p0244 A72-24842
Subsonic powered nacelle wind tunnel model for
investigation of geometric variables effect on
' pressure drag . '
tASHE PAPER 72-GT-14] p0293 A72-25613
PRESSDBE DROP . •
Shocked flow and pressure loss computation for
• axial flow compressor cascades, using time s
dependent finite difference technique
A-340
SUBJECT IIDEX PBESSOBE HEASOBBHEHTS
[ASHE PAPER 72-6T-31] p0295 A72-25627
Compressor exergetic efficiency calculation fron
gas eierqy losses caused by pressure drop and
cooling, noting relations to isothermal,
adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies
p0491 A72-37668
PHBSSOBB EFFECTS
Acoastic power .radiated by jet aircraft fuselage
structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer
pressure field, evaluating noise reduction
treatments
P0002 A72-10216
SST operational maneuver effects on sonic boon,
discussing steady flight and
acceleration-to-cruise pressure signatures
fAIAA PAPEB 72-196] p0134 A72-16981
Hydraulic fluids behavior under extrene
temperature, pressure and filtration conditions,
considering viscosity, wear and corrosion
resistance . .
. p0135 A72-17084
Building structures response to transient • . •
pressures caused by sonic booms,'discussing
three dimensional loading effects, air cavity
coupling and nonlinearities influence
P0198 A72-21908
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and
testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under^thermal"
and pressure cycling . . .
P0199 A72-21938
Bectangnlar skin panel vibration modes aerodynamic
damping dependence on Bach number, dynamic
pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary
layer thickness
[AIAA PAPEB 72-402] p0287 A72-25423
Design considerations in selecting geonetries for
. high pressure ratio single stage centrifugal
compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-91) p0298 A72-25665
Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate
hinged to rigid base moving under sinusoidal
pressure impulse action, noting base inertia
effect
P0306 A72-27091
Gas turbine engine compressor blade and materials
fatigue strength dependence on pressure under
contact friction corrosion
P0315 A72-28244
Engine inlet total pressure distortion effects on
multistage axial compressor and
turbojet/turbofan engine performance and
stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility
flCAS PAPER 72-19] p0553 472-41114
Characteristics of sonic booms and damage caused
to buildings due to supersonic overflights
[NTID300.12] P0633 N72-32913"
PBESSDBE FIELDS ,
0 PBESSOBE DISTBIBOTIOK
PBESSDBE GAGES
Static pressure tube calibration for surface
pressure measurements in flow over -flat plate
and airfoil -
.P0232 A72-22937
PBESSOBE GAUGES •
0 PBESSOHE GAGES , .
PBESSDBE GBADIEHTS
Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic
flow »ith pressure gradient over airfoil section
by surface impact probes
P0018 A72-12275
low turbulence wind tunnel with closed circuit
design and pressure gradient adjustment
capability for turbulent boundary layer studies
P0139 A72-177T3
Pressure jumps lower bounds across supersonic , '
transports induced shock waves in -homogeneous. ' '.
atmosphere, using Whitham function in terms iof
Biemann integral < • .--
P0244 A72-24846
Dynamic pressure, downwash and pressure gradient
corrections of wind tunnel model measurements,
discussing displacement limit/for.'adeguate
accuracy
[DFVLB-SOHDDH-214] P0503 A72-38687
Measurement of wind tunnel background .pressure
fluctuations for application to design of "'.
aerospace vehicles ...
f NASA-CR-123810] P057.5 H72-30245
PBESSOBE BEADS
Performance tests on aerodynamically compensated
• pressure heads for BAG 221 aircraft noting
pressure sensing errors
rABC-CP-1167] P0042 H72-1KW6
PBESSOBE BEASOREHEHTS
Onsteady flow about two dimensional airfoils,
determining surface pressure fluctuations
induced by turbulent boundary layers
p0003 A72-10217
Pressure altimeter system minimum safe performance
standards for subsonic aircraft operation,
describing test procedures
[SAE AS 942] pOOOS A72-10386
Tvo dimensional airfoil pressure distribution
measurements at high subsonic speeds, comparing
normal force coefficients corrected for wind
tunnel interference effects with theoretical
calculations
[DFVLB-SOHDDH-168] p0058 A72-13609
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of aircraft
wake far field structure, measuring trailing
, vortex decay by yavhead pressure probe
[AIAA PAPER 72-40] p0130 A72-16902
Pressure determination in kinematic pairs of
spatial landing gear mechanism,, describing
rotatory and spherical pairs reactions^ to ^ _
~ various combinations of momenta
p0135 A72-17057
Convective heat flow pressure and density
measurements at surface of central body of air
inlet with live point and axial symmetry
p0138 A72-17560
Pressure'Sensor measurements of fluctuating
aerodynamic forces on rotor blades related to
compressor noise generation
[AS1 PAPEB H 6] P0192 A72-21486
Static pressure tube calibration for surface
pressure: measurements in flow o.ver flat plate
and airfoil
P0232 A72-22937
Hypersonic gun tunnel balance and pressure
measurements on sharp leading edge delta wings,
comparing experimental coefficients and shock
angles with predicted values
P0299 A72-25735
Near ground pressure differentials caused by large
transport aircraft induced wake vortices,
comparing measured data with Bernoulli formula
theoretical values
P0313 A72-28122
Airborne gravimetry experiment yielding high
resolution pressure and altitude measurements,
describing equipment
P0350 A72-28877
Aileron vibration pressure measurement in
plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating
damping characteristics with allowance for shock
motion caused nonlinear effects
p0363 A72-31026
Pressure, shear stress and yaw angle measurements
in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts
with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting
vortex generation
P0410 A72-33403
Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel
background noise and effects of surface pressure
fluctuation measurements.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1004] p0557 A72-41588
High response two-transducer pressure measurement
for evaluating nonuniform and unsteady inlet
airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet
engine stability and performance
p056U A72-42683
Pitot stem blockage corrections in uniform and
nonuniform pipe flow determined by wind tunnel
• measurements-
[ABC-CP-1175] pOOIS N72-11295
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measured on isolated slender wings and slender
•
 rwing-body'combinations at supersonic speeds for
use in ,missile configuration development[ARC-CP-1131] pOOSO N72-11906
Low speed wind tunnel measurements of delta wing
surface pressure variations in conical flow region
[ABC-CP-1154] p0089 N72-11967
Surface-pressure-fluctuation measurements used for
boundary layer transition detection on x-15 ,
vertical fin at pe'ak altitudes of 70,000 meters
A-341
PBESSOBE OSCILLATIONS SUBJECT IHDBI
rNASA-TM-I-2lt66] p0102 N72-12994
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
King-tail configurations in incompressible speed
ranqe
rDLB-FB-71-5*] p0269 H72-19024
Method for designing wind tunnel model airfoil
with integrally formed pressure measurement
orifices
rNASA-CASE-LAR-10812-1] pO»82 N72-27272
Experimental pressure-differential measurements
made at 10 percent chord of airfoil-vortex
interaction
rNASA-CR-112129] P0533 H72-29226
Methods for analysis of oscillatory pressure
measurements with magnetic tape recording and
digital transfer function analyzer
tARC-CP-12051 P0534 N72-29248
Rotating pressure measuring system for obtaining
steady state pressure data from air cooled
turbine blades
rNASA-TM-X-2621] . p06<IU H72-33386
PBESSOBE OSCH.L&TIOIS
Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady
pressure monitoring via flush-mounted
microphones, discussing flow patterns on models
P0182 A72-19093
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenum
pressure fluctuations.
P0150 A72-35243
Combustion noise generation by burning fuel-air
mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result
of time variable heat release rate due to
turbulence
P0157 A72-36505
Analysis and correlation of data on pressure
fluctuations in separated flow.
P059U A72-U3331
Inlet random pressure fluctuation effects on
turbo-let engine stall characteristics
POH78 S72-27022
Hethods for analysis of oscillatory pressure
measurements with magnetic tape recording and
digital transfer function analyzer
rABC-CP-1205] p053<l N72-29248
PBESSOBE PBOBES
D PBESEOBE SENSOBS
PBESSOBE BECOVEBT
Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic
.adiabatic air flow through diffusers with tail
pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer
P0237 A72-23855
Supersonic aircraft- engine inlet performance in
terms of pressure recovery, discussing obligne
shock wave formation ahead of entrance to
improve efficiency
p0611 A72-44991
PBESSOBE REDUCTION
NT EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
Technique for predicting etiology of decompression
' sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
feet
rAD-7311181 P0273 N72-19106
PBESSOBE SEHSOBS
Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optimum standards, discussing
automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive
closing control, design, construction and
performance
CSAE AS 12251 pOOOS A72-10385
Multiplex electrohydraulic system for aircraft fly
by wire actuators with majority voting and
pressure logic, discussing frequency response
and environmental tests •-
P0199 A72-22152
German monograph on shaft and wall effect in
aerodynamic measurements with three orifice
pressure probes in wind tunnels
P0227' A72-2232Q
Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration
for interior measurements in turbine engines,
lets and exhaust nozzles
CONEBA, TP HO. 982] p0231 A72-22815
Flow measurement instrumentation for turbomachine
rotors, noting telemetry type data transmission
system with strain gage pressure transducers for
turbocompressor
PASME PAPER 72-GT-55] p0296 A72-25646
A flnidic sensor for closed loop engine
acceleration control.
P0495 A72-38049
Pressure transmitter for flow parameter
measurements of aerodynanic nozzles and static
pressure taps rotating on turbine rotor blades
P0560 472-42250
High response two-transducer pressure measurement
for evalnatinq nonnniform and unsteady inlet
airflow, distortion effects on supersonic jet
engine stability and performance
p0564 472-1)2683
Engine compressor face rake for flight test
instrumentation F-14A/TF-30.
P0564 A72-K2686
Mathematical models of rate gyros, servo
accelerometers, pressure transducers, and
telemetry systems and analog computer simulation
programs
rNASA-CR-1768] p0034 N72-10401
Calibration of pressure sensors used to measure
aerodynamic noise
fOHERA-IP-982] pOOUS H72-11368
Low speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft
pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes
for flight test recording of 'airspeed and flight
altitude
[ABC-CP-1162] p0093 N72-12392
Linear differential pressure transducer
incorporating high stability variable frequency
oscillators and capacitance sensor for
application as airspeed indicator
[ABL/ME-1321 p0159 N72-14461
PRESSURE TRiSSDDCEES .
D PBESSOBE SENSORS
PBESSOBE RAVES
0 ELASTIC IAVES
PBESSDBE BELDIHG
HI DIFFOSION WELDING
HI EXPLOSIVE HELDING
PRESSURIZED CABINS
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressnrization•
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
p0301 A72-26020-'
standard formula for allowable cabin leakage in
military aircraft
tAD-739687] pO«82 N72-27048
PBESTOH TOBES
0 PITOT TDBES
0 SPEED INDICATORS
PRESTRAINING
0 PHESTBESSING
PHESTRESSIHG
gelding airframe structures in titanium using
tensile loading to overcome distortion.
P0611 472-45000
PBETRBATMENT
NT PRESTRESSING . • •
PRBTHSTING
0 PBESTHESSING
0 TBISTING
PREVENTION - '
NT ACCIDENT PREVENTION . . . .
NT COBROSIOS PREVENTION . '
NT FIRE PREVENTION
NT ICE PBEVENTION '
PBIMART COSMIC BATS
NT SOLAR COSMIC RATS
Thin-down intensities for heavy primaries at SSI
flight levels, using plastic stacks measurements
tCERN-71-16] p0017 A72-12077
PRINCETON SAILIINGS
0 SAILRINGS
PBIVATE &IBCBAFT • '
0 GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PBITATE AVIATIOH
0 CIVIL AVIATION
0 GENERAL AVIATION AIBCBAFT
PROBABILITY
0 PBOBABILITT THEORY
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
HT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
PBOBABILITT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Strike aircraft reliability prediction in cost
effectiveness analyses, showing failure
probability distribution with time
• p0343 A72-28360
Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal
shear fluctuations. •
A-342
SUBJECT IHDEZ PBODOCTIOH FLASHING
, .. •- P0599 A72-««1«6
FBOBABILITT THEOBT . .
Probability, estimates for aircraft encounters with
heavy rain
P0188 A72-20365
Probability estimates of aircraft encounters with
hail, discussing variations with locality,
hailstone size and heiqht and supersonic
transport experience . .
P023UA72-23123
Commercial aircraft reliability program . -
development from informal continuous-product
improvement to formalized methods based on
reliability logic diagrams' and probability,
calculations
..'...'. : p0239 A72-21019
Probabilistic analysis of aircraft crash-caused
structural.damage to nuclear power plant, using
Honte Carlo method, and. yield line theory for.,
perforation and collapse modes . . . --• • .•
.; ; . , : pOit'11- A72-33600
Aircraft structural safety criteria based on
acceptable failure probability, determining-
•critical load levels - ,
P0566. A72-12829
PBOBLBBi S01VIHG<
NT ASYMPTOTIC-METHODS. •• .
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION" •• . •-•-• - •.•.' \ ' ''•• . ~
Solution of-aircraft design problems and ' ...
description of, flow patterns • - i,
-.nUASA-rTTrF-11(2081 p0317.N72-19993
National transportation policy and problem''solving; .,
actions, and specific administration reports '*
[AH-n p0635 N72-32985-...-
PEOCEDUBES •. , .
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD , < • . • • , ' ' • : • - .
PBOCUBEHEBT . , , .. •
Proposed qas turbine procurement standards for ' ••*•
gaseous and liguid fuel specifications • •:
emphasizing-.fuel contaminants
I;AS'HE PAPEB 7i-wA/GT-3] '. .'. pone A72-15896
PRODUCT DESIGH , , '
0 PBODDCT:DEVELOPMENT .
PBODUCT-DBVBLOPBBWT
NT WEAPONS .DEVELOPMENT . ' i '' •
Aircraft prodncibility considerations in
"- -.preliminary .design and production planning phases
fSAE PAPEB 7107161 P0003 A72r10215
Aircraft gas turbine engine and components
post-war development in Japan '- .
p0122 A72r16199
Deterministic model for new product innovation
adoption rate in commercial aircraft let engine •
market . . .
'• : . . . p0186 A72-20269
Commercial aircraft reliability program
development from informal continuous product
improvement to formalized methods based on
reliability logic diagrams and probability , •
calculations
P0239 A72-21019
Design and development program for air • "'
conditioning system of twin engine unpressnrized
Piper Navajo, noting flight test results •
[SAB PAPEH 720328] P0291 A72-25590
High bypass ratio JT15D-1 tnrbofan engine design
and development testing •:• •
fSAE PAPEB 720352] . p0292 A72-25603
NASA/General Electric joint development of low
noise propulsion technology; describing , .
demonstrator.engine A design, components
development and aerodynamic/acpustic'- performance
evaluation
• TAIAA PAPEB 72-657] ' pomu-A72r3»077
-Helicopters technical and marketing projections/-
for 1980s, emphasizing reliability,- • .'}•-.
maintainability and maneuverability in design
philosophy , •'•
P01U9 A72-31926
Conference on technological concepts'" for future > "
transport aircraft developments in'civil aviation
fNASA-SP-292] p0102 N72-12995
Advanced technologies for future transport ' • - - .
aircraft concepts in civil aviation
p0102 N72-12996
Technological forecasting for development of
hypersonic transports
P0105 N72-13020
Development and application of nonflammable and
fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft
..and aircraft interiors
P0208 N72-16119
PEODDCTION ENGISEEEIBG
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING .
Aircraft producibility considerations in
preliminary design and production planning phases
fSAE PAPEB 7107061 P0003 A72-10215
Aircraft design producibility to reduce production
cost and enhance product profitability, using
joint engineering and manufacturing team
fSAE PAPEB 710748] P0003 A72-10217
Electrodischarge.and electrochemical nachining
applications in continuous repetitive production
of aircraft jet engine components
P0013 A72-111SO
Semifinished product production technology
influence on heat resistant alloys mechanical
properties, considering forging, rolling,
.casting, melting, diffusion welding and powder
metallurgy
P0117 A72-18617
Soviet book on control system technology for
- flight vehicles covering production of
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric and
electronic elements..
P0199 A72-22021
Surface integrity machining practices application
to jet engines production, noting cost reduction
and- process selection and quality control
improvement * '
fASM PAPER » 72-27,21 p0311 A72-28163
Algorithm and computer program to calculate low
run multiple nomenclature production process
optimal parameters • • • •
P03U5 A72-28711
Russian book on aircraft -turbine and spacecraft
rocket engine'assembly covering process
schedules, work organization, precision, joints
and couplings, quality control, etc
p0110 A72-33373
B-1 production planning and engineering,
discussing manpower, tooling, structural
components tests, schedules and cost estimates
P0142 A72-3U389
Northrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning,
discussing design features and
management/engineering organizational changes in
anticipation of DSAF production contract.
p04i|2 A72-3U391
A-10 prototype designed for production.
• pO«U3 A72-3I1392
Equipment assembly design optimization by
operational versions determination and criteria
evaluation for optimal conditions, noting rotary
winq design ^ .
P0599 A72-4102II
Analysis of technical problems involved in
production of variable sweep wings
rAD-730013] p0152 N72-14003
Quantitative definitions for maintainability and
maintenance measurements
p0253 N72-18023
Casting instruction manual for steels and
aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys in
aeronautical manufacturing
fBAE-LIB-TBANS-1557] p0259 N72-18501
Analysis of OS and European procedures for
development and manufacture of aircraft
rP-17118] . p0584 N72-31012
PBODOCTIOH BAHAGEHEHT
Maintenance processes planning in air
transportation, discussing aircraft
availability, cost analysis and production
management . ,
P0451 A72-350U1
PBODDCTIOH RETBODS
0 PBODDCTION ENGINEEBING
PRODUCTION PLASHING
B-1 production planning and engineering,
discussing manpower, tooling, structural
components tests, schedules and cost estimates
POUH2 A72-34389
Northrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning,
discussing design features and
management/engineering organizational changes in
anticipation of USAF production contract
p04tt2 A72-3M391
i-313
PHODOCTIVITY SUBJECT IHDEZ
Conference on technoloqical concepts for futare
transport aircraft developments in civil aviation
[NASA-SP-292] P0102 N72-12995
Analysis of OS and European procedures for
development and manufacture of aircraft
fP-l47«8] P0581 H72-31012
PRODUCTIVITY
Soviet air traffic service productivity increase
and manpower saving by.introduction of new
airliner types
P0127 472-16779
PEOFICIEHCY HEASOBEHENI
0 HUHAN PEBFOBBANCE
D PEHFORBANCE TESTS
PBOFILES
Suction side velocity distribution parameter
characteristic relationship to profile
geometrical parameters in turbine blade cascade
system
P061U A72-U5366
PBOGBiB BAHAGEBEHT
0 PROJECT BASAGEHENT
PBOGBAHBING LAHG0AGBS
NT FOBTRAN
PBOGBiBS
HT DEFENSE PBOGBAB
NT EDBOPEAN SPACE PBOGBABS
NT NASA PBOGBABS
NT QUIET ENGINE PBOGBAB
NT SPACE PBOGBABS
PBOJECT BANAGEBENT
Banaqement planning' and operation of test
facilities for effective application to
development of systems and equipment.for
aerospace vehicles
f AD-7315I»8] . P0276 N72-19307
PBOJECT PLANNING
Prolect pilot criteria for preparation and
execution of flight test specifications ,
P0310 A72-27517
Transportation planning for national and local
levels
fPB-200076] p0052 N72-11819
Program design for study of engine-aircraft
interference problems
p0209 N72-16686
PROJECTED AREAS
D PBOJECTIVE GEOBETBT
PROJECTILE PEHETBATION
D TEBBINAL BALLISTICS
PROJECTILES
Analysis of response of textiles, wood, and earth
materials to fragment impact as basis for
designing fragment protection devices
fAD-730673] P0163 S72-1U931
PBOJECTIVE DIFFEBENTIAL GEOHETBY
U PP.OJECTIVE GEOBETBT
PBOJECTI7E GEOHETBT
NT BEBCATOB PBOJECTION
Point prelection method for constructing tangents
to airplane wing cross sections
fAD-728651] p0081 N72-11912
PROPAGATION (EXTENSION)
NT CBACK PROPAGATION
PBOPAGATIOI BODES
Measurement of spatially coherent and incoherent
structure of axial compressor-generated noise
modes propagating in duct
fONEBA, IP NO. 1015] p0311 A72-28019
PEOPELLANT ADDITIVES
Hydrocarbon fuel properties, fuel additives, and
contaminants
fAD-736839] p0389 N72-23805
PBOPELLANT TANKS
Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to loin sheet
netal parts with applications to propellant
tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures
rSBE PAPEB AD 72-710] pOUSB A72-36526
PBOPELLANTS
NT CBTOGENIC SOCKET PEOPELLANTS
ST GELLED PBOPELLANTS
NT HIGH ENEBGI PBOPELLANTS
PROPELLER BLADES
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber
reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft,
presenting mechanical properties test data for
different composite configurations
P0181 A72-19062
Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary
layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade,
using conformal coordinate transformation
P0195 A72-21611
Comparison of two types of blade profile for
axial-flow fans
P0456 A72-36000
Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex
generated by hovering propellers and rotors.
P0612 A72-05327
Analytical and experimental investigation of
vortex noise generated by propellers with low
tip speeds
[AD-731156] p0167 N72-15015
Development of composite structure for propeller •
blade retention on V/STOL aircraft propulsion
system
[AD-739555] P0481 N72-270U7
Painting schemes for improving rotating propeller
and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft
rAD-7<t<|tt53] p0629 N72-32579
PROPELLER DBIVB
NT HELICOPTER PBOPELLEB DBIVE
Slipstream vortex street geometry influence on
velocity and load distribution of VTOL propellers
P0037 S72-11001
PBOPELLEB EFFICIENCY
Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop., engine
equivalent horse power, propeller output and
specific fuel consumption, discussing
performance characteristics relation to ambient
air temperature
P0136 A72-17100
Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and
aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and
rotational noise reduction and overall
efficiency decrease
fAIAA PAPER 72-655] PO!I15 A72-3U079
Eotary wings lift and efficiency increase by
circulation control via tangential blowing about
bluff trailing edge airfoils
TABS PBEPRINT 603] pOtUS A72-3H192
Computer program for determining characteristics'
of propellers used in general aviation aircraft
to include blade shape parameter and integrated
design lift coefficient
rNASA-CR-11<l399] p0251 N72-1800U
PBOPELLEB FINS
Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion, •
discussinq noise characteristics, weiqht
advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption
p0059 A72-13697
Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft
engine, noting short field capability and
guietness
p023« A72-23«it7
Low pressure ratio Q-FAN propulsor noise reduction
tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source
components and design configurations
USBE PAPEB 72-GT-10] p0295 A72-25631
Comparison of two types of blade profile for
axial-flow fans
pO<!56 A72-36000
Variable, pitch fans - Successors to the aircraft
propeller.
p0567 A72-U2927
Perforiance tests of fan stages operating with
oblique weak shocks in rotor blade tip region
and analysis of damage in leading edge tip region
[NASA-TB-I-68027] pOH28 N72-2U813
PEOPELLEE SLIPSTBEABS
Nonuniforn propeller streams effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of high aspect ratio
wing, using airfoil theory
fAD-745477] p0182 A72-19092
Conference papers on jet and slipstream influence
on aerodynamic coefficients using aircraft models
[DLR-BITT-70-28] p0027 N72-1000U
Bnltipropeller slipstream and wing interference,
notinq lift, drag, pitchinq moment, normal force
distribution, and wakes
p0029 N72-10015
Rotor and propeller vake calculation, recovery
rotors, and rotor feedback control - conference
[DLR-BITT-71-121 p0037 N72-11001
Slipstream vortex street qeometry influence on
velocity and load distribution of VTOL propellers
P0037 N72-1100<1
1SOBJECT IHDEX PBOPOLSIOB STSTEM COBFIGOBATIOHS
PEOPEILEB SYHCHBOHIZBHS
0 PBOPELLEBS
PBOPBLLEBS
HT PROPELLER FANS
HI SHROUDED PEOPELLERS
HT TILTED PBOPELLEBS
NT 7ABIABLE PITCH PBOPELLERS
Critique of general momentum theory of propeller
actnator disk model, shoving flow field
determination from nonlinear elliptic
differential equation solution
P0301 A72-25998
Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport
aircraft propeller configurations under static,
taxi and flyover conditions, discussing quiet
propeller noise signature
P0355 A72-29571
Investigation of propeller vortex noise including
the effects of boundary layer control.
p0607 A72-«4680
User manual for propeller noise detectability
program
rAD-729«35] P0156 N72-1«223
Propeller noise detectability computer program for
prediction of harmonic rotational noise
[AD-729432] P0161 N72-14709
Computer program for determining characteristics
of propellers used in general aviation aircraft
to include blade shape parameter and integrated
design lift coefficient
fNASA-CB-110399 ] P0251 N72-1800I*
Rind tunnel tests to determine longitudinal
control capability of four propeller, tilt wing
aerodynamic configuration with-cyclic pitch
propellers
fAD-7311236] P0271 N72-190UO
Flight mechanical aspects for V/STOL propeller and
rotor design
[DGLB-71-016] p0381 N72-23009
Numerical optimization methods for aerodynamic
V/STOL propeller design
tDGLB-71-017] p0381 N72-23010
Computer program for predicting performance,
noise, weight, and cost of general aviation
aircraft propellers for 1980'r'time period
[NASA-CB-2066] pOU31 N72-25005
Mathematical model for predicting radiated
rotational noise of lifting rotor or propeller .
fAD-7110816] P0579 N72-30611
PROPORTIONAL LIBIT
Calculation of a thin-walled small-aspect-ratio
wing beyond the limit of proportionality
P0598 172-1(36511
PBOPDLSION
NT HYBBID PBOPDLSION
NT JET PBOPOLSION
NT -HABINE PBOPOLSIOH
HT .'NUCLEAR PBOPOLSION
NT SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
Engine-aircraft interference, thrust, inlets,
nozzles, and propulsion systems - conference
[AGARD-CP-91-71] p0209 N72-16685
Research equipment, methods, and facilities at
Propulsion Test center, France
P0209 N72-16690
Inlet, engine, and exhaust nozzle tests for
supersonic - propulsion system
tNASA-TM-X-67«9<l] p0210 N72-16692
Propulsion jet flow for vertical takeoff aircraft
P0211 N72-16700
PBOPOLSIOH CALCULATIONS
D MATHEMATICAL MODELS
D PROPOLSION
PBOPOLSIOH STSTEH CONFIGURATIONS
Propulsion system optimization for commercial
transport aircraft design under Advanced
Transport Technology study, considering impact
on aircraft qross weight
f-SAE PAPER 710760] pOOOS A72-10257
propulsion system optimization in transonic
transport aircraft design, considering nacelle
integration, engine choice, noise attenuation
and technology utilization
fSAE PAPER 7107621 pOOOS A72-10259
Aircraft power plant management, discussing
integration of intake, engine and exhaust system
from .control standpoint
P0055 A72-13H18
Propulsion twin spool power plant design and
dimensioning with selective high pressure
cut-off for supersonic aircraft with part of
flight in subsonic range
rDFVLR-SOHDDR-1691 pOOSS &72-13608
Prop-fan engine for goiet STOL propulsion,
discussing noise characteristics, weight
advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption
p0059 A72-13697
Ramjet engine propulsion systems for large
aircraft above Bach number 2.5
P0062 A72-1«Q50
Aircraft and reusable spacecraft propulsion
systems current status and future development,
discussing noise and exhaust emission problems,
V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc
P0127 A72-16735
VJ-101A and B V/STOL weapon system design,
describing various propulsion system
configurations
p0183 A72-19250
Mitsubishi T-2 two-place supersonic trainer,
describing prototype airframe and propulsion
system design and operational features
p0187 A72-20306
Commercially available aircraft tnrbofan engines
specifications, describing design features and
performance characteristics
p0189 A72-20625
Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid
V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector
management, lift engine bypass ratio and power
plant packaging design
faSHE PAPEB 72-GT-106] p0299 A72-25671
Tu-154 aerodynamic design, discussing arrow wing
and propulsion unit characteristics
P0307 A72-27268
L-1011 propulsion, fuel, flight control,
navigation, avionics, communication, electrical,
environmental control and auxiliary power
systems, discussing structure and high lift
devices
pO<IOO A72-32U27
Propulsion technology advance factors, stressing
noise and exhaust emissions reduction, economic
considerations and aircraft performance
PCW91 A72-37679
High subsonic transport aircraft design
development based on supercritical aerodynamic
configuration and advanced structural, flight
control and propulsion system technologies
T A I A A PAPEB 72-756] posio A72-40056
Analysis of a lateral-directional
airframe/propulsion system interaction of a Mach
3 cruise aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-961] p0561 A72-123«8
IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design and
installation details, operational surveillance
system and maintenance operations
p0597 A72-U3639
Application of quadratic optimization to
supersonic inlet control.
P0599 A72-4U195
Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental
effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic
emissions and exhaust gases in relation to
propulsion system design parameters
P0602 A72-40296
?orecasting trends in subsonic and snpersonic
propulsion aircraft technology
P0103 N72-13002
Development of analytical flow configuration
models for designing snpersonic air breathing
propulsion systems
fAD-728675] p0109 N72-13331
Noise measurement of deflected jet VTOL aircraft
for determining design configurations and
selecting propulsion systems
P0215 N72-16817
Selection of engine parameters for various types
of aircraft to maximize aircraft performance and
meet constraints imposed by design and
operational reguirements
rSASA-TH-X-68009] p0263 N72-18769
Fan and wing force data on wind tunnel model of
VTOL lift fan in two dimensional wing, with and
without exit louvers
fNASA-TN-D-665<t] p0263 N72-18775
i-315
PBOPOLSIOI SYSTBB PEBFOEB1ICB SUBJECT IHDEI
Design probleas of inlets and nozzles used in
supersonic<and V/STOL propulsion systems
rNASA-TB-X-67741] .. p0340 N72-21819
Effects of engine pressure ratio, engine size, and
enqine location on aerodynamic characteristics
of STOL wing propulsion system
rNASA-TH-I-2541] -. p0378 N72-22795
Propulsion reqnireaents for advanced high
performance V/STOL desiqns
[DGLR-71-018] p0381 H72-23011
.Separated flow:point determination on blown flap
airfoil- of STOL wing propulsion system
P0483 H72-27286
Desiqn of transport helicopter-with integrated
reqeneratiye enqine propulsion systems •• - -
TAD-741379] p0538 N72-29813
Fliqht tests to determine performance of air
cooled pluq nozzle with afterburning turbolet
[NASA-TB-X-2607] p0590 N72-31785
PBOPDLSIOH SISTER PBRFORBAHCE • • ' • • .
Advanced technology air transports'propulsion
system requirements, considering design, 'engine - •
performance and reliability, maintenance,
airline problems; noise and pollution control
[SAE PAPER 710761] ' pOOOS A72-10258
Jet noise reduction technology, hardware and tests
for NASA Quiet Engine Program to develop low
noise subsonic civil transport aircraft .
propulsion system '-•' - •• ;
TSAE PAPEB 710771)] pOOOS A72-10266
Airline Propulsion Team approach to DC-10 aircraft
power plant design for- maximum operational-;
effectiveness :;iA.-
FSAE PAPER 710778] P0006 A72-10270
Ham-let engine propulsion systems for large
aircraft above Bach number 2.5
• *p0062 A72-14450
Gas generator performance shifts involving
military trim level variations by TP-30 engines
in high relative humidity'environment caused by
condensation in inlet'duct
P0176 A72-18759
Commercially available aircraft turbofan'engines •
' specifications, describing design features and
performance characteristics
p0189 A72-20625
Soviet civil gas* turbine engines construction and
performancej noting relatively high specific-
fuel consumption'- '' '
• • •: P0191'A72-21275
Air lubricated bearings for high performance
aircraft gas turbines, studying design and
performance in turboshaft enqine :
FASBE PAPER 72-GT-38] . p0295 A72-25632
Propulsion system design for.military VTOL
aircraft, emphasizing snbsonic cruise to maximum
thrust ratio and exhaust downwash characteristics
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-73] p0297 A72-25655
Propulsion control systems design for military and
commercial V/STOL aircraft, considering power
management performance with minimum weight and
maximum reliability and maintainability
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-79] p0297 A72-25659'
Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft
with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff .
"thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption
efficiency ' ' ' •
.f.ASBE PAPER 72-GT-105] P0299 472-25670
Aero engines and propulsion systems -development
contribution to air transport economics and
regularity, considering environmental factors
pOUOS A72-33313
Engine inlet total pressure:distortion effects on
multistage axial compressor and'
turbojet/turbofan engine performance and
stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility
CICAS PAPER 72-19] p0553 A72-41144
Elements of the theory of gas-turbine-unit designs'
p0559 A72-1H700
Variable pitch fans - Successors to the aircraft
propeller. •
p0567 A72-42927
Experience with the NRC.10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing.
P0600 A72-U4247'
Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on .bypass
turbofan net engine fuel consumption and
performance under various flight conditions and
engine ratings
' p0600 A72-<U281
Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in
. terms of pressure recovery, discussing oblique
shock wave formation ahead of entrance to '. '
improve efficiency :'
p0611 A72-44991
Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems,
emphasizing utilization, cost and technical
advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems
compatibility and test types
CAIAA PAPER-72-1031] • p0615 A72-45401
Propulsion systems for low emission urban vehicles
' and analysis of exhaust emissions from
fossil-fueled heat engines
(PB-200144) p0036 N72-10830
Fuel related problems in aircraft fuel systems,
emphasizing1hydrogen treated fuel
pOOU7'N72-11677 '
Feasibility analysis of solid lubricated ball
bearings for aircraft propulsion systems
application l
' ' ' ' :pOOSO N72-11700
Destabilizing factors affecting supersonic inlets
and turbofan engines of propulsion system
p0212 N72-16711
Turbojet engine analog simulation technique
applicable'to propulsion system dynamics and
controls research
[NASA-TH-D-6610] ' ' ;'p0213 N72-16722
Hind tunnel tests to Determine performance of
bicone inlet designed for Hach 2.5 with'internal
:
 distributed compression and 40 percent internal
contraction * *' '' '. ' '
[KASA-TB-I-2416] ' p0214 N72-16723
Selection of.engine parameters for various types
of aircraft to maximize aircraft performance and
meet constraints imposed by design, and
operational reguirem'ents • • .
CHASA-TB-X-68009] ' '-'p0263 N72-18769
Characteristics of aircraft using supercritical
aerodynamics and analysis of turbofan engine
performance with single and double stage
configurations "•' '
rNASA-TM-X-68031) P0340 N72-21816
Analog and digital computer simulation analysis of
performance and control of low-pressure-ratio
*• -turbojet engine for drone aircraft
CHASi-TB-X-2537] ' p0340 N72-21817
Development of procedure for calculating
off-design-point performance of turbojet'and
turbofan:engines
CLR-555] • ' p0378 N72-22798
Factors affecting-altitude relight'performance of
ram-induction combustor designed for'Hach' 3
•cruise operation
fNASA-TH-X-2630] ' p0590 N72-31777
Aerodynamic drag and hypersonic aircraft propulsion
'•' ' p0618 H72-32000
Hind tunnel tests of multiple vertical takeoff '.
aircraft propulsion fans to determine effects of1
aircraft components on thrust development - '1
fHASA-TB-I-68138] ' p0640 N72-33031
'•Comparison of -turbojet, turborocket, and ramjet
engines for long distance hypersonic cruising
flight
[DLE-FB-72-38] ' P0647 H72-33750
FBOPOLSIVE EFPICIEHCI ''
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
Small three spool, reverse and' mixed flow turbofan
engine for business jets, discussing fuel
consumption reduction, thermodynamic ' '
performance, efficiency and maintainability
[SAB PAPER-710776] ' pOOOS A72-10268
Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on -
propulsive performance and compressible flow
field internal characteristics
[.ASHE PAPER 71-HA/FE-3] p0117 A72-15937
Numerical analysis of turbine efficiency for two
staqe turbine and comparison with estimations of
first stage efficiency ' '
fNASl-TN-D-6960] - - p0590 N72-31783
PBOTECTION ' '
NT ACCELERATION PBOTECTION '•••''
NT CIRCUIT PROTECTION . . . . . . . . .
NT COBBOSION PREVENTION ' • •
NT. BADIiTION PROTECTION • :
NT TBEBBAL PROTECTION
A-3»6
SUBJECT IBDBI PDHP IHPELLEBS
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evalaation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbaq-lap belt restraints
rAD-7«1530] P0309 A72-27«71
Analysis of response of textiles, wood, and earth
materials to fragment impact as basis for
designing fragment protection devices
fAD-7306731 P0163 H72-11931
PROTECTIVE CLOTHIHG
Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire
i fiqhter protective clothing from systeas
approach tests
P0195 A72-21585
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness aqainst air blast during
high speed ejection
P027U H72-191U7
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
NT ANODIC COATINGS
Liqhtninq protective coatings for boron/epoxy
composite materials, discussing hiqh current
damaqe mechanisms, simulation facility and test
results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc
P0009 A72-10783
Elastomeric protective coating requirements from
ezistinq .electrochemical metallic.corrosion _.
theories
p0062 A72-1U238
DDT of diffusion formed coatinqs on refractory
alloys and superalloys, stressing eddy current
technique • - .
.- p0302 A72-26287
Environmental effects on aircraft structure'.
operational reliability, discussing failure
removal and protective coating lifetime
.' . p0359 A72-30285
Light transmission, reflection and environment
problems of hydrophilic coatinqs for fog and
frost protection in aviation instrument window
design
p0563 A72-H2519
Dry ultra thin film, water displacing corrosion
preventive compounds for aircraft finishes
[AD-728779] P0095 N72-12523
Surface treatments and protective coatings for
magnesium aircraft parts
TAD-7296511 P0160 N72-1458*
Anti-frettinq corrosion coatinqs for aluminum
alloys at temperature.up to 150 C notinq fatigue
strenqth
fD-HAT-1711] P0170 H72-15531
Effect of oxidation-resistant coatinqs on fatiqne
strenqth of nickel-based alloy for turbine
enqine blades
CJPBS-55972] P0126 N72-21608
Corrosion resistance comparison of experimental
coatinqs for steel fasteners used in high
performance aircraft
tAD-738805] p0471 N72-26172
PHOTOTYPES
Weapon systems reliability assessment based on
limited prototype flight test results
P0313 A72-28359
A-10 prototype designed for production.
pOI»»3 A72-34392
Defense systems development based on balance
between theoretical studies and hardware
prototypinq for uncertainty reduction in
performance and cost
P0551 A72-40971
PBOTOBBBAICES
Second order solution of three dimensional,
supersonic flow over smooth body with shock
• prodncinq protuberance
•CAD-728501] . p0100 N72-12985
Hind tunnel draq measurement using ridges and gaps
on airfoils
rABC-B/H-3698] p0583 H72-31002
PSICHIATBI
Psychological autopsy for analyzing immediate
psychodynamic processes leading to suicidal
aircraft accidents
CFAA-AH-72-2]
 P0268 H72-19020
PSICHOACOOSTICS
Accuracy of aircraft noise rating procedure
relative to perceived sound levels
CHASA-CB-18831 p0101 N72-12988
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal
characteristics effect on noise assessment
P0069 A72-1U843
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOBS
Helicopters and turbotrains as space conserving
alternatives for automobile urban
transportation, emphasizing comfort and
convenience
POU52 A72-35505
STOL ride guality criteria - Passenger acceptance.
fAIAA PAPER 72-790] pfll!96 A72-38107
PSYCHOLOGICAL IHDEXES
D PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS ' •
Pilot perception tests on estimating fliqht path
inclination, qround image and touchdown time
under poor.visibility
P0119 A72-16180
PSYCHOLOGY :
HI PSTCHOACOUSTICS .
PSYCHOHOTOB PEBFOBBANCE
Analysis of problems encountered by pilots of ^et
aircraft and application of engineering
psycholoqy to eliminate difficulties
rHASA-TT-F-1*351] p051<J N72-28008
PSYCHOPHYSICS_ ,. ^ _ .. •. „: , . - . , . . ,
NT PSYCHOACOOSTICS
PULSATING FLOW
0 UNSTEADY FLOB
PDLSE CODE HODBLATIOH '
Pulse coded processinq system EMC performance
measurement, considering CW and pulsed
interference effects and application to ATC
radar beacon system transponders
P0061 A72-1U033
Serial PCH system for fliqht test data acgnisition
and reduction compared with Harrier system
pO«12 A72-336U4
DAMIEN 3 - numerical PCH.recording system for use
in aircraft flight tests
tBAE-LIB-TRAHS-1638] P0517 N72-28175
PULSE COHRDHICATIOH
Air/ground digital communications in airline
operations. . . .
POK58 A72-36561
Automatic position reporting, ATC-communication,
weather information and message identification
via digital ground-air-qround data link,
discussing operational and maintenance
reguirements
p05«6 A72-40286
SECANT midair collision avoidance system based- on
nonsynchronons microsec pulse transmission and
receiving via randomly selected frequency,
describing modular components and operating
principles
P0606 A72-4U647
Avionics research.on navigation, identification,
and landing systems
[AD-738178] pO«23 N72-21193
PDLSE DOPPLEB HADAB
NT 80HOPOLSE BADAB
NT PULSE BADAB
PDLSE MODULATION
NT PDLSE CODE HODOLATION
PDLSE BADAB
BT HONOPDLSE RADAR
Hicrowave instrument landing systems based on
continuous radar scanning technique, using pulse
format for data transmission
p01«4 A72-18399
C-band pulse beacon ranging system for collision
avoidance, detailing interrogation, response and
system test modes
p0232 A72-22908
PULSE BECOBDEBS
U COUNTEBS
POLSEJET ENGINES
Pulsed-jet enqine of Hesserschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm
without valve flaps
P0494 A72-38031
Thermodynamic and geometric characteristics of
pulsejet engines
[BEPT-891] p0326 N72-20765
PULSES
NT ELECTBIC PULSES
POHP IHPELLEBS
Deterioration of shaft bearings of electromotor
A-3H7
POBPS SUBJECT IHDEI
driving aircraft centrifugal fuel poop, .
determining lateral force acting on impeller
^ P0598 A72-03663
POHPS
NT CENTBIFOGAL, POHPS
NT PDEL PDHPS
HT TUBBINE PDHPS
Cavitation failure of aircraft-hydraulic plunger
pump elements from microscopic and
metallographic analysis
p03«5 172-28732
Hydraulic,vane-pressure pump for future aircraft
flD-739936] . - p0521 B72-28519
POB6ING . . •
Purge system and components' of HBE AIB
rNASA-CB-112060] pOK37 H72-25715
POBSOIT TBACKIHG
Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games
between two aircraft in horizontal plane,
considering cost functions and termination
criteria
p0183 A72-19282
The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining
closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft
pursuit-evasion problems.
p0502 A72-38276
PYLOBS
The application of non-planar lifting surface
theory to the calculation of external-store loads.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-971] p0561 A72-U2310
PYROGBAPHAtLOY
0 COMPOSITE. BATERIALS .: • !
0 REFBACTOBY HATEBIALS • '-'• i
PYBOLYSIS . . -• . •"--:
Supersonic.jet engine fuels production by gasoline
vapor.pyrolysis, discussing physico-chemical
characteristics and conbastion properties
p0606 A72-U4625
Thermally stable laminating resins based on
addition-type pyrolytic polymerization
r NASA-CB-7298B] .. p0260 N72-1858U
•Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis of
gaseous products arising from commercial •
aircraft cable coating pyrolysis
fBAE-TB-711341 , . p0278 H72-19636
PYBOLYTIC HATEBIALS
Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic
fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels
applications • . ; •
.; p0363 A72-31075
PIBOHETEBS . :
NT RADIATION PYBOBETEBS • . .
PIB08ETBY
0 TBHPEBATUBE BEASUBEBENT . '
PYBOTECHHICS
Effects.of aerodynamic coefficients, launch
velocity, and burning rate on trajectory, of
self-suspended parachute flare •' . ,
fAD-731683] p0217 N72-16955
Construction and function of pyrotechnic-ballistic
device for assisting opening of parachutes
fDLB-HITT-72-07] p051U H72-28001
QUALIFICATIONS
Information measurement tests and development for
aircraft maintenance job's
f AD-72581II] p009tt N72-12U27
Information measurement tests for review of
aircraft maintenance job aids
[AD-7258151 . p009ll N72-12428
QOALITI . . • .
BT EBVIBOSHEHTAL QDALITY
QUALITY CONTROL
Integrity control procedures for machining,
drilling and grinding of steel and Ti alloy
aircraft parts, discussing nondestructive
inspection method
[SHE PAPEB IQ 71-238] p0011 A72-10969
Turbojet aircraft engine overhauling planning and
execution, discussing dismantling, washing,
galvanic treatments, acceptance checXs and
guality controls
p0118 A72-1601Q
Turboprop electric igniter climatic test problems
anfl equipment for assessing quality control
P0182 A72r19112
Optical guality requirements for aircraft
.transparencies, considering resolution, haze,
halation, light transmission, distortion,
binocular deviation, double images, scratches
• and inclusions
p0305 A72-27003
Surface integrity machining practices application
to jet engines production, noting cost reduction
and process selection and guality control
improvement
• [ASB PAPEB B 72-27,2] p031<l A72-28163
Parametric approaches-to statistical burn-in or
debugging problems in aircraft reliability
analysis
P03H3 A72-28363
Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft
rocket engine assembly covering process
schedules, work organization, precision, joints
and couplings, quality control, etc '
P0410 A72-33373
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring.
pOI»90 472-37605
"Paper and pencil tests to support in-process
• review of aviation maintenance job aids
fAD-7258161 p009« N72-12429
• Development of maintenance guality audit program
and application to maintenance of commercial
aircraft • , .-
P0252 N72-18015
Development of procedures for conducting
•• *• structural inspection program on DC-10' aircraft
to reduce effects of crack propagation with
increased service life
»'••• . p0252' N72-18019
Application of fracture mechanics'to design,
analysis, and gualification of aircraft
structural systems • •'
TAD-731565] ' p0255 N72-180«5
Flight tests performed following initial delivery
or extensive repair and-overhaul as performed by
Canadian Armed Forces
P0329 N72-20987
Quality control of paper-based emulsions for ~
industrial radiography
[AQD/INDT-001158] p0371 H72-22172
Nondestructive test for failure inspection and
quality control of composite structures and
materials - conference
[AGABD-B-590] pO«29 N72-2U93H'
Nondestructive tests applied to guality control of
airframes made of boron composites
• POU29 N72-21936
QUANTIZATION
D HEASDBEBENT
QDAITIZEB
0 CODNTEBS ' '
QDASI-STEADY STATES •
Hinqeless elastic helicopter blades coupled
flap-lag motion under gnasi-steady aerodynamic
loads, reducing eguations of .motion to coupled
nonlinear differential eguations
P0393 A72-31211
QBASILINEABITY
U BONLINEABITY
QOEST01 • • - . . . ' .
Q/STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise
levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio
and turbine stages
P0020 A72-12501
Prop-fan engine for guiet STOL propulsion,
discussing noise characteristics, weight
advant'age, response and reduced fuel consumption
p0059 A72-13697
BASA B-and D programs for quiet STOL aircraft and
engines development
P0157 A72-36503
NASA's quiet engine programs.
P0569 A72-U3152
QOEOEIBG TBEOBY
Reliability design for airborne ecological system
for jumbo jets, discussing toilet flushing and
multiple server qneneinq model
P0239 A72-23999
Procedures for determining capacity of air traffic
control systems and application to long range
• planning, management decisions, and system
performance evaluation
fAD-738892] pOU86 N72-27710
A-318
SUBJECT IHDEI RiDiB BEiBS
Haximnm throughput rate for runway serving single
stream of landing aircraft • . - . . . •
CAD-744481]' p0630 N72-32648
QUIET ENGINE PBOGBAB . . • •
Jet noise redaction technology, hardware and tests
i • for NASA Quiet Engine Program to develop low
' noise subsonic civil transport aircraft
• • , propulsion system •
fSAE PAPEB 710774] pOOOS A72-10266
NASA Qniet Engine experimental program for jet
aircraft noise redaction, discussing.aerodynamic
and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans
• ' - . - . . P0059 A72r13679
NASA gniet engine program, discussing noise •
reduction technology for subsonic civil
transport aircraft propulsion system •
[ASME PAPER 72-GT-96) . p0298 A72-25667
NASA/General Electric joint development of low
noise propulsion technology, describing
demonstrator engine A design, components
' development and aerodynamic/acoustic performance
• evaluation > •
fAIAA PAPEB.72-657] p0414 A72-34077
NASA R and D programs for guiet STOL aircraft and
engines development
• . . p0457 A72-36503
NASA Quiet Engine program B. and D on conventional
takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft,
engine noise
tICAS PAPEB 72-48] . p0556 A72-41173
Environmental impact surveys of guiet engine program
rNASA-TM-X-68545] =: p0487 H72-27814
Aerodynamic performance test of-Fan B for..,
lExperimental Quiet Engine Program
rNASA-CH-72993] ."...' P0538/N72-29808
NASA gniet engine technology for reducing.noise
levels in conventional and subsonic aircraft
fNASA-TM-I-68121] p0580 N72-30775
BACON BEACONS
0 BADAB BEACONS . ,
BSDAB , ;,- • • . . ' . • « .
NT CONTINUOUS iAVE RADAB ' •
NT DOPPLEH BADAB . .» .
NT LANDING BADAB • - • • i>-
NT METEOROLOGICAL RADAB
NT,HONOPULSE.RADAR
NT OPTICAL RADAR . ,'• • . •
NT PULSE RADAR .
 ;
NT RADAR MEASUREMENT
NT SEARCH BADAB i
NT SECONDABY BADAB
NT SIDE-LOOKING BADAB ;
NT SURVEILLANCE RADAB
Airborne radar systems for Army helicopters " , .•
tAD-738596] ... . , . p0468 N72-26137
RADAB ALTIBETBBS .
0 BADIO ALTIBETERS . . . ' •
BADAR ANTENNAS ...
.Vertical dipole antenna design for CH Doppler
radar midair collision avoidance system
P0123 A72-16571
Single engine aircraft-borne weather radar with
electronically scanned steerable phased array
, antenna • .
fSAE PAPER' 720315] . p0289 A72-25579
Badar doable beam dielectric radiator antenna
design for ATC in 1250-1350 MBz range
p.0549 A72-4.0530
Linear HF radar antenna array aperture synthesis
for ionospherically propagated signal reception
in airplane for achievement of ideal directivity
without ionospheric compensation • , ••
P0551 A72-41080
BADAR APPROACH COBTBOL
Terrain clearance daring descent and approach of
aircraft under radar control, discussing optimum
profile, ATC, navaids and rules
P0002 A72-10183
Airfield Vehicle Obstacle Indication Device short
. range high-definition radar system for aircraft
'navigation aid
P0017 A72-12042
Limited scan antenna system for precision approach
radar, detailing design for reflector, aperture
gain and phased array
p0019 A72-12393
Tactical ATC display system for airport
surveillance, precision approach and landing and
operator/aircraft/machine operations by using
terminal Area Surveillance Badar
'p0020 A72-12421
Low cost vertical crossed beam radar systems for
nonprecision approach in small airports',
reducing track error *
• - p0068 A72-14829
ILS development, discussing'four course radio'
ranges, antoland and radar systems
- - P0234-A72-23449
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft during
precision radar approach at Naha Air Base, :
Okinawa on 27 Jol. 1970
' ' fPB-208767] P0642 N72-33043
HADAB BACKSCAtTEB
0 BACKSCATTEBING • •
BADAB BEACONS ' -
Phased scanning array for ATC radar beacon
systems, airport or air route surveillance
radars and ground landing systems
• • • • - - • p0010 A72-10962
Discrete address ATC radar beacon system operation
and design '
p0019 A72-12378
Pulse coded processing system EMC performance
measurement, considering CH'and pulsed
interference effects and application to ATC
'radar beacon system transponders
p0061 A72-14033
ATC radar beacon system developments, considering
diversity transponders, interrogator environment
control, electronic scan cylindrical array
• antenna design and discrete address mode
. r v P0068 A72-14832
FORTRAN digital simulation of ATC radar beacon
system making possible computer generated movie
display .. .
' p0184 A72-19301
C-band palse beacon ranging system for collision
avoidance, detailing interrogation, response and
system test modes : -
• • p0232 A72-22908
Bearing azinuth measurement accuracy improvement
by ATC beacon system/secondary surveillance '
• radar using monopulse technigne
.: •..''.• p0461 A72-37047
Potential value of turn-rate telemetry in tracking
of aircraft egaipped with discrete address
beacon system /DABS/ for ATC, discussing ' ;
tracking algorithms design
P0489 A72-37282
Air traffic control radar beacon systems arid laser
warning systems
[AD-725743] • p0035 N72-10543
Error analysis on range and azimuth resolution
characteristics of digital radar air traffic
control system
tAD-730056] -. p0223 N72-17592
Application of sum-difference beam technigues to
air traffic control radar beacon system
[DOT-TSC-PAA-72-6] P0322 N72-20165
Performance tests of transponders installed in
commercial and general aviation aircraft to
determine compliance with specifications
fFiA-RD-72-301 p0376 N72-22649
Analysis of discrete address beacon system
•operation 'for air traffic control to identify
problems created by interrogation scheduling
CAD-737294] ' p0389 N72-23671
Application of discrete address beacon for
surveillance system used with independent
landing approaches to closely*'spaced runways '
[ATC-13] p0578 N72-30587
BADAB BBABS . . ' '
Hicrowave Doppler scanning landing guidance system
• with radar' beam comparison and signal format
simplification suggestion
'. p0144 A72-18398
Ricrowave instrument landing systems based on
continuous radar scanning technique, using poise
format for data-transmission '
P0144 A72-18399
Error analysis, for digital avionics system
involving Doppler navigation by intermittent
scanning of single beam mnltimode radar, noting
optimum statistical data processing
P0398 A72-32204
A-349-
B1DAB Dili SUBJECT IIDZX
Application of 'sum-difference beam techniques to
air traffic control radar beacon system
[DOT-TSC-FA1-72-6] p0322 H72-20165
BiPiB Dili
Radar data automatic extraction,' discussing
azimuth quantization sethods, moving window
detection, coordinate Beasurement and'lTCAS
extractor '
p0022 i72-12650
Radar data statistical evaluation, emphasizing'
mean Doppler shift for aircraft radial velocity
calculation
P0231 A72-22897 '
BADAB DETECTION ' ' -
CAT detection by airborne laser Doppler radar and
ground based ultrasensitive microwave Doppler
radar methods ' ' • •
p0067 A72-14822
Passive detection radar system for bombers, .
calculating target distance daring horizontal
flight
'•'''' p0302A72-26316
Badar detection of clear air turbulence by region
of disturbed refractive index associated with it
p0159 N72-143K3
BiDiB DIRECTION FIBDERS
0 KiDIO DISECTIOB FINDEBS
RIDiH ECHOES
Persistent intense CiT in upper level frontal ' '~
zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical
wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity
P0356 A72-29622
Test procedures for evaluating radar reflectivity
of aircraft '
[AD-729851] p0156 B72-1U189
BADAB EQDIPBEHI
NT B1DAB ABTEHNAS • • ' '
ST R1DAB .BE1COBS . \ '
ATC radar performance monitoring, considering '.
advances in radar signal processing and digital'
display technignes
P0193 A72-21S25
iirport meteorological instrumentation, discussing
ground wind, visibility, cloud height, air
temperature and humidity detectors and]radar
equipment - " •'
p02»6 172-25093
Secondary surveillance radar systems design and.
planning for ATC application
P031U ,172-'28698
Surveillance radar for clutter rejection and
signal loss reduction at airports, discussing
system design features
pO<!61 A72-37046
Flight tests to determine feasibility of detecting
vortices from low flying aircraft with acoustic
radar
CTK-71 P0168 S72-15140
Sadar nose package shock and vibration experienced
during carrier landings
:
 P0173 N72-15837
Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for
interception of airborne targets
P0256 B72-18158,
OTES multipurpose radar complex for air traffic
control
riD-733273] p0256 1172-18173
Analysis of air traffic control systems based on
eguipment specifications, data processing' "''
eguipment, display simulation, and cost benefits
fAD-735322] ' D0377 B72-22657
Heasurement of positive ions near air .traffic
control radar and effects on near-by p'ersonnel
rFAl-Bl-72-191 ' p0388 B72-23400
Characteristics and operation of air trafic .
control radar system installed at USSR airports -
fJPBS-56<463] pO«86 B72-27.705
Test and evaluation of yHF and DBF air/ground
communication transceivers at long range radar
sites
p0517 B72-28177
Developments in air traffic control equipment to
include radar technology, airborne graphical
displays, influence of propagation effects on
navigation, and m'icfowave landing guidance' systems
fAD-7H0877) • p0537 B72-29676
B&DiB IHAGEBT '
Flight test evaluation of a forward looking radar
system for search and rescue applications.
I IBS PBEPBIHT 633] pO»l»6 A72-34499
Side-looking radar for inltispectral terrain imaging
p053« H72-29335
BADAB BAPS
BT BADAB IHAGEBT
Aircraft.radar, for weather data, ground mapping,
avoidance modes and independent landing monitor
function, presenting straight and slant approach
simulation data
' p05«7 A72-40290
BADAB HBiSDBEHBHT
Boncontacting measurements by miniature Cw Doppler
radar with semiconductor microwave generator j
p0229 A72-22691
Flight tests to'' determine feasibility of detecting
' vortices froii low flying aircraft with acoustic
radar
[TB-71. p0168 B72-15iao
BiDiB HATIGiTIOB
Mathematical analysis of separation standards and
aircraft navigational collision risk for
parallel tracks in radar monitored"systems
' . p0001 i72-10178
Stellar attitude reference and navigation .
associative processor with high computational
speed for radar approach control in ATC
, ' .. , 'p0017 172712033
Proposed microwave US, discussing continuous step
and Doppler scanned radar .scanning beams
p01H4.A72r18396
Tactical, approach landing'radar tests for low lift
drag ratio aircraft in nnpowered flight, using
F-10KD as tes:t'aircraft
:
 '"
 :
 : . p0395 A72-3169*
Banging signals for aeronautical satellite systems
, .pOQSO i72-35220
Collision avoidance system electromagnetic . ,
compatibility with radar altimeters designed for
1600 BHz aeronavigation band
" . . . ' . ' . ... . p0550 i72-40881
CW'radar system'for tactical aircraft real time
command, control and positioning, using
combination of freguency and time multiplexing
for range measurement '
i . ' . p0567 172-429U6
Terrain avoidance radar for DS Army rotary wing
aircraft
p0083 S72-11927
BiDiR OBSERViTIOB . .
D BiDiB TBACKING ,
BADAB BARGE .. . . ' . ...
Automated radar terminal' system /ABTS/ for
monitoring and tracking all aircraft within
radar range, displaying identification, altitude
and ground speed information to air traffic
. .controller
. .. . . p0010 A72-10960
Airfield Vehicle.Obstacle Indication Device short
range high-definition radar system for aircraft
navigation aid
... p0017 A72-12012.
Aircraft geodetic coordinates computation from
radar range measurements and flight altitude
over earth ellipVoid .
' , . . . . p0394 A72-31601
CB radar system for tactical aircraft real time
command, control and positioning, using
combination of freguency and time .multiplexing
for range measurement
p0567 A72-<t2946
BADIB BEFLECTIOBS
D BADAB ECHOES ' ,
BADAH SCiBNIBG ' . .
Phased scanning array for iTC radar beacon
systems, airport or air route .surveillance
radars and ground landing systems
P0010 A72-10962
Limited scan antenna system for precision approach
radar, detailing design for reflector, aperture
gain and phased array .
,. ' p0019 A72-12393
Proposed microwave ILS, discussing continuous step
and Doppler scanned radar scanning beams
pOItt ,172-18396
Hicrowave Doppler scanning landing guidance system
with radar bean comparison and signal format
simplification suggestion -
.P0111 172-18398
i-350
SUBJECT IBDBI BADIATIOB PYBOHETEBS
Microwave .instrument landing systems based on
' continuous radar scanning tec'hnigue, using pulse
• format for data transmission
• " pOIII A72-18399
Error analysis for digital avionics .system ,
involving Dqppler navigation by intermittent
scanning of single beaa oultioode radar.noting
optimum statistical data processing " '
•• * ' ' '• • ' 'p03S8 472-32201
German monograph - i search procedure for ;
• electronic radar. r - ••
P'0568 472-13051'
BADAB TBACklHG ' ' , • " r
4utomated''radar"'terminal system /ARTS/ for
monitoring and tracking all aircraft within
radar range,'displaying identification, altitude
and ground speed information' to air traffic
controller
p0010 472-10960
ATC procedures training by digital radar " ',,
simulators, taking into account geographic '
terrain, radar, wind and aircraft'
characteristics and flight plans
:, . P0397 472-32098
potential value of turn-rate telemetry in tracking
of aircra'ft eguipped- with discrete address
beacon system /DIBS/ for _LTC, discussing "
' ' tracking"algorithms design/
'p0189 472-37282
Application of the'volterra series to the analysis
and design of an angle track loop.
'' ' ' '.''...' P.0189 472-37283
A versatile Kalman technigue f6fHair'craf,t,jpr .,
missile state estimation and error analysis
using radar tracking data. - ,
[4111 P4PEE 72-838] ~r> p0505 472-39089
•Investigations on the use of a Kalman filtering
method in tracking systems for air traffic
control.'- •" ~ . '
[ICAS PAPER 72-13]"' 'p0555 472-11168
Error analysis on range and azimuth resolution ,
characteristics"of digital radar'air traffic
control system ' ' , ' . - • • •
1
 [4D-730056] ' ' V>J- ' p0223 N72-17592
Application of lidar to determine slant range
' visibility'conditions and atmospheric
transmittance • aloft ''" ""'' * ' '
[4D-7U2359] P0530 N72-29021
BADIAL FLOB • • . , . . . , , . .
Badial inflow gas turbine rotating blades
aerodynamic characteristics, noting exducer.
shape effect on turbine performance , ' -'
. " . . • • '. .' '. . . P0121 .472-16181
.Compressible'flow measurement and loss prediction
in radial vaneless diffuser in centrifugal
compressor, using hot-wire anemometers ,
P0238 &72-23861
'Small radial inflow turbines for space
applications, considering blade-shroud
clearance, blade loading and exit diffuser design
[4SBE P4PEE 72-GT-112] p0295 472-25636
Badial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing
blade loadings for various pressure ratios and
efficiency of rotor and diffuser '
[4SBE P4PER 72-GT-52] p0296 472J25611
Inward radial flow turbines under unsteady flow
conditions with full and partial adnission,
predicting performance by method of
characteristics .
P0308 472-27319
BADIAL VELOCITY ,,...,,,.
Badial velocity distribution at supers'onic ,."
compressor inlet from duct-cowl and wail ,; '. . ,.t,
pressure measurements . '"'
[ONEBA, TP NO. 975] '. . ~ p0230 472-22812
t Radar data statistical evaluatioif, emphasizing
mean Doppler shift for aircraft radial velocity
calculation
' ' ' :. P0231 472-22897
Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion
index for axial flow compressor, examining
radial velocity, continuity eguation and
mathematical model ' ' 1 "
[4SBE P4PEB 72-GT-109] p0299 472-25673
BA'DIAHT FLUX DENSITY
NT LDBIN4NCE
HI LDRIBOOS IBTEHSITY . . . . . . : .
NT NEUTBON FLUX DENSITY
NT P4BTICLE FLUX DENSITY
IH radiant-energy emission from conical let.,
exhaust of turbo-jet aircraft,,-
. . . ' ; . . pOlOO 472-32399
Bultiple channel radiometer for aircraft . .
measurements of spectral radiances
rBBBH-FB-»-72-r'l3] . , . p0520 N72-28115
BLDIS.S1 IBTEHSIT* " .... .-.-- . ,
0 B4DI4NT FLDX DENSITY ' , •
BADI4TION ABSOBPTIOB
NT 'ATBOSPHERIC. ATTENUATION .
BADIATIOH CONTBOL ,", • •• , •
D BADIATION" PBOTECTION -.;
RADIATION CODNTERS
Investigation of Freon fire-extinguishing-systems
with a nucleonic,ga0e.
'' ' . ' .". . ....... p0158 472-36671;
Design and development of flyable breadboard and
NRL breadboard of airborne radiac
[4D-7292511 p0159 N72-11173
BADIATION^ DETECTOBS ', • • .
NT DOSIBETEBS
. . Calibration.and performance of cosmic radiation
detector for Concorde supersonic transport
' [FAA-AB-71-26] ' ... pOOIS N72-11370
High altitude radiation instrumentation system for
dose and linear energy transfer spectral
measurements for s<iv>ersonic transport, program .
p'0221, N72-17722
BADIATIOH DISTRIBUTION
NT ANTENNA EADI4TION PATTERNS . - ' ,
BADIATION HAZARDS ' . ; . . ' . • '
Medical and physiological hazards for SST
passengers and crews,,discussing.cumulative
'cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks
P0300 472-25816
RADIATION INDICATORS
D DOSIBETERS
0 INDIC4TING INSTEDBENTS,
BADIATION INTENSITY . .
D RADIANT FLOX DENSITY
BADIATIOH HBASOBERENT
Thin-down intensities for heavy primaries at SST
flight levels, using plastic stacks measurements
fC?BN-71716], .,, p0017 A72-12077
Descrip'tion and use of a method for characterizing
, . . . noise sources in -jets
" ,riCAS,P4PEB 72-35] , .p0555 472-11160
Measurement of neutron dose .transmission -.factors
, around cockpit of F-102 aircraft
r»D-7'28198] , p0112 N72-13668
RADIATION BEASOBING.IFSTEDBENTS
NT DOSIBETERS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED INSTBDBENTS . . • .
N T INFRARED SCANNERS • . . ' . . .
BT IBFBABED SPECTBOPHOTOHETE1S
NT BADIATION COUNTESS
NT BADIATION DETECTOBS
NT BADIOSETEBS
,Development and application of instrument for
measuring coker tube .deposits based on beta ray
backscatter , .
.tAD-713308] p0611 N72-33167
BADIATIOH BETERS , • •-
U BADIATION MEASURING IflSTBUBENTS
S&DIMIOB BOISE
U ELECTEOBAGNETIC NOISE
BADIATIOH PBESSOBE - .
NT LUMINANCE
NT LUBINOUS INTENSITY '
NT SOUND PBESSDBE
BADIATIOH PBOTECTIOH - . "
In-flight warning meter for solar and cosmic
radiation dose equivalent measurements for
radiological protection in SST aircraft
[CEBS-71-16] p0017 472-12078
BADIATION PYROBBTEBS '
Gas turbine blade temperature measurement by
radiation pyrometer, discussing thermal
radiation sensing and fiber optics transmission,
.signal processing and real time temperature
characteristic display
[SAE PAPER 720159] p0136 A72-17321
^Development of radiation pyrometry technignes for
; measuring first stage blade temperature in gas
turbine engines
[AD-7308371 p0170 N72-15U19
A-351
BADIATIOH SODECES SUBJECT IHDEX
RADIATIOI SODBCES ' ' ' .
The'estimation of nonstationary spectra from
moving acoustic source distributions.
fAIAA PAPER 72-667J ppi|52 A72-35U86
Aerodynamic noise sources at subsonic speeds
TABC-CP-11951 pO<!73 H72-26556
BADIATIOH SPECTBi
NT EHISSION SPECTBA
NT IHFBARED SPECTBA
NT HICBOHAVE SPECTRA
NT VIBRATIONAL SP3CTBA
BADIATIYE TBAHSPEB
Badiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex
sheet.
P0610 A72-1H918
BADIO ALTIBETEBS
Airborne qravimetry experiment yielding hiqh
resolution pressure and altitude measurements,
describing equipment
P0350 A72-28877
Collision avoidance system electromagnetic
compatibility with radar altimeters designed for
1600 HHz aeronavigation band
P0550 A72-U0881
Performance of radio altimeter in automatically
landing high performance aircraft
rNAL-TB-2351 ' ' p0111 S72-13589
B&DIO ANTENNAS
Airborne OHEG& navigation system performance,
discussing transmission facilities, three
frequency receiver, flight tests and
optimization of receiving antenna .•
P0352 A72-29191
Active transistorized directional dipole VHF''
receiving antennas for ATC and mobile
applications and field intensity measurement
P05H9 A72-U0527
BADIO BEACONS
Badio aids foe air naviqation and traffic control
in Italy, discnssinq facilities development
p002« A72-1271I8
ILS development, discussing four course radio
ranges, autoland and radar systems
p023« A72-23tt9
Ground an'd air tests of fliqht inspection marker
beacon receivinq system • ' - '
rFAA-NA-71-291 P0033 1172-10173
Development of discrete address beacon system to
provide improved surveillance and ground to air
communication in support of air traffic control
automation
TAD-732585] P0223 N72-17598
Very hiqh frequency radio beacon system for
location markinq in jungle
CAD-733916] P0281 N72-19725
Specifications, fliqht test, and evaluation of low
power radio buoys used for search and rescue
operations
[DLB-FB-71-110] p0472 H72-26520
Methods for performing evaluation and processinq
data following flight tests of air traffic
control beacon <
fAD-7386801 pO<186 N72-27709
Design, development, and application of fliqht
recorders and crash location instruments used in
NATO nations
fAGABD-AB-39] P0628 N72-32H57
B&DIO BROADCASTING
D BBOADCASTIHG
BADIO COHHOHICATIOH
NT BADIO TELEHETBI
Airline air/qround radio communications and data
link service implementation for San
Francisco-Hawaii center
p0138 A72-17337
Aircraft antennas design for radio links to
satellites for aeronautical communication and
ATC, proposing use of beam steering system
p035« A72-293U7
A comparison of voice communication techniques for
aeronautical and narine applications.
POUH2 A72-3Q267
VHF/DHF qround-air-qround communications siting
criteria and field manual
[FAA-8D-71-761 • p0092 N72-12087
Simulation and analysis of characteristics of air
traffic control voice communication channels
fFAA-BD-71-781 P0095 N72-12578
Development of discrete address beacon system to
provide improved surveillance and ground to air
communication in support of air traffic control
automation
TAD-732585] p0223 N72-.17598
Characteristics of ultrahiqh frequency and very
high frequency aircraft antennas for
aircraft-satellite communications link
fPB-20U7991 p0335 N72-21165
Performance tests of I band communication concepts
for air traffic control equipment installed in
Applications Technology Satellite-F
[NASA-TH-I-659061 pO«36 N72-25601
BADIO CONTROL
Unified single rf channel tracking, telemetry and
command control systems for guidance of unmanned
•vehicles, inclndinq pilotless aircraft and
satellites
P0123 A72-16556
BADIO DIBECTION FIIDEBS
Specifications, fliqht test, and evaluation of low
power radio buoys used for search and rescue
operations
. [DLB-FB-71-1101 . ' pO»72 N72-26520
Development of Doppler monopulse system for
direction finding,and evaluation of
effectiveness with respect to ionospheric
propagation
[AD-7H1807] p0579 N72-30S93
B&DIO BLECTBOHICS
Systems performance and safety in helicopter
approach and landing, and radioelectronic
guidance array ,
pOOSS N72-11939
BADIO EBEBGI
U BADIANT FLOX DENSITY
0 BADIO RAVES
BADIO EQDIPHEST
NT BADIO ANTENNAS
NT BADIO BEACONS
HT BADIO BECEIVEBS
SI BADIO TBANSHITTEBS
HT BARINSONDES
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
HT SOPEBHETEBODINE EECEIVEBS
NT TBAHSHITTEB BECEIVEBS
NT TBANSPONDEBS
NT VERY HIGH FBEQOENCI RADIO EQUIPMENT ..
Soviet book on aircraft radio equipment covering
transmission and reception, velocity and
coordinates measurements, siting and navigation,
flying target interception, reconnaissance,
landing systems, etc
p0122 A72-16530
Characteristics of ultrahigh frequency and very
high freguency aircraft antennas for .
aircraft-satellite communications link
(PB-20IJ799J . p0335 N72-21165
B&DIO FREQUENCIES
NT HIGH FREQUENCIES
HT LOB FREQUENCIES
HT HICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
HT OLTBAHIGH FBEQUENCIES
HT VEBI HIGH FBEQDENCIES
Badio freguency allocations for integrated
naviqation air traffic control system
[AD-731751] p0207 N72-16138
BADIO FBEQBESCY INTBRFEBENCE
ST ELECTBOHAGHETIC NOISE
HT THEBHAL BOISE
Application of antenna dumping techniques to
reduce precipitation interference in airborne
Omega navigation system
[AD-736516] p0377 H72-22659
B&DIO FREQUENCY HOISE
0 ELECTBOBAGNETIC NOISE
B&DIO FREQOEHCY BADIATIOH
D BADIO RAVES
B&DIO INTERFERENCE
0 BADIO FREQUENCY INTEBFEBENCE
B&DIO NAVIGATION
HT DECCA NAVIGATION
HT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT LOBAR
HT LOBAH C
HT LOBAH D
HT SHOBAH
HT TACAN
HT VHF OHNIBABGE HAVIGATION
A-352
SUBJECT IHDEI BADIOBETBBS
Radio aids to aaritime and aerial navigation - .
Conference, Trieste, June 1971
P0021 A72-126HO
L band in satellite system for aerial navigation
, aid, discussing position accuracy, data
transmission and voice communication and
uodulation nethods
p0021 A72-126U2
VOB, Direct Heasoring Equipment and TACAN polar'
coordinate radio navigation systems history,
improvements and future development
P0022 A72-12646
(.Soviet book oh aircraft radio egnipment covering
transnission and reception, velocity and
coordinates measurements, siting and navigation,
'flying target interception, reconnaissance,
landing systems, etc
p0122 A72-16530
Radio technical capabilities and limitations of
ATC systems - Conference, Washington, B.C.,
November 1971
P0137 A72-17326
Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for
cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOB
and DBE
P0111 A72-18286
Performance of JM/FM radio navigation equipment
for military aircraft •
TAD-729533] P0161 N72-11678
Development of wide range of broadcast control
concepts for improved air traffic control and
utilization of air space
rNASA-CR-126157] p0373 NJ2-22620
Specifications, flight test, and evaluation of low
power radio buoys used for search and rescue
operations .
fDlR-FB-71-110J pO«72 S72T26520
System design and flight test evaluation of range
only multiple aircraft navigation system
rAD-7386961 pO'472 N72-26527
Design of third generation digitally tuned BF
receiver for all weather low level navigation
system
rAD-7U1813] . p0578 N72-30591
BADIO PBOPAGATIOB
0 BADIO TBANSRISSION
BADIO BABGES
0 BADIO BEACOSS
BADIO BECEIVEBS ' . .
HT'SUPEBHETEBODYNE RECEIVERS
NT TRiNSSITTEB. BECEIVEBS . ; •
Aircraft distance measuring egnipment with VOB
radio receivers and ground station transponder
for pulse interrogation
p0307 A72-27105
Airborne OHEGA navigation system performance,
discussing transmission facilities, three
freguency receiver, flight tests and
optimization of receiving antenna
p0352 A72-29191
Preproduction ONEGA aircraft receivers and
antennas development and flight testing, noting
signal loss problems in high noise or
precipitation static environments .
p0353 A72-29198
Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise
elimination at front end of aircraft oriented
ONEGA navigation system receiver
, p035<I.A72-2920<4
Solid state modular ground based distance
'measuring eguipment /DUE/ receiver for en route
aircraft navigation and landing
pOilH 172-33521
BADIO SIGHAL ABSORPTION ' '
0 BADIO TRANSMISSION
BADIO SIGHAL PROPAGATION
D BADIO TRANSMISSION
BADIO SIGNALS '
.Aircraft applications of composite signal OMEGA
configuration with phase data combined at
separate carrier with weighting coefficients,
discussinq advantages over nncompensated
navigation systems
P0352 A72-29192.
BADIO SPECTRA
NT MICROWAVE SPECTBA
RADIO TELBHZTB?
Time discrimination utilization in EHC,
considering automatic position telemetering
system using time division technique
p0061 A72-1«OB7
Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation
system for variable stability X-22A aircraft
flying qualities research, discussing telemetry,
mobile van, landing aids and airplane design
pOail A72-33628
Aircraft FDH and TDB systems, considering signal
processing, cable regnirenents and applications
to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry
CSAE AIB 1207) . p0458 A72-36529
BADIO TBANSBISSION . . , . ...-,.
NT IONOSPHEBIC PBOPAGATIOH .'
HT BICBOWAVE TBAHSHISSION
HT ROLTIPATH TBANSBISSIOH
NT SINGLE SIDEBAND TBAHSBISSION
Tethered flying rotor platform for reconnaissance,
fire control and radio transmission assignments
in naval missions, discussing system
characteristics
p0072 A72-15652
Airborne OBEGA navigation system performance,
discussing transmission facilities, three
frequency receiver, flight tests .and
optimization of receiving antenna
p0352 A72-29191
Aeronautical communication satellite technical and
economic survey," considering wave propagation,
• noise, aircraft antennas and VHP and UHF links
. p0393 A72-31180
BADIO TBANSBITTEBS
NT BADIO BEACONS ' . . ' .
NT BAWINSONDES
NT TBABSBITTEB BECEIVEBS
Navigation accuracy of corrected OHEGA close to
transmitter, using aircraft flight test at 500
na range
p0352 A72-29186
RADIO WAVES
NT HICROSAVES
HT HILLIBETEB WAVES
NT SOBHILLIHETEH SAVES
Methods for locating electromagnetic emitters from
airborne electronic reconnaissance systems
[AD-729767] p0156 N72-11192
BADIOACTIVE ELEHENTS
D RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES , . .
'Nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests for
porosity and fatigue damage in "let engine castings
P0009 A72-10813
Contactless measurement of tip clearance in jet
engine turbine based on radioactive isotope
properties
[AD-73U9.12] p0282 N72-19856
BADIOACTIVE HOCLIDES
D BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
BADIOGBAPBT
Quality control of paper-based emulsions for
industrial radiography
f AQD/XNDT-001158) p0371 N72-22II72
BADIOBETBES
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRABED SCAHNEBS
. Airborne remote CAT detection eguipment, examining
pulsed Doppler laser and IB radiometry
P0068 A72-1II831
Bicrometeorologic measurements of earth surface
temperature by airborne radiometers
[NASA-TT-P-1IH39] p0260 H72-18621
Clear air turbulence radiometric detection program
for alerting aircraft
CAD-7337621 p0261 N72-186U1
Tracking platform for two interferometers and one
radiometer for airglow survey
fAD-739196] p0520 N72-28<»25
Badiometer system for measuring total heat flow
through ocean surface from low-flying aircraft
t AD-71100921 ' p0520 N72-28129
Development of radiometric sensor to warn aircraft
pilots of region of clear air turbulence along
flight path
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10081] , P0520 N72-28137
Bnltiple channel radiometer for aircraft
measurements of spectral radiances
tBBBB-FB-»-72-13] . p0520 N72-28415
Development of airborne and satellite remote
sensing capability using microwave radiometers
P0520 N72-28471
A-353
BADIOHUCLIDES SUBJECT IIDBI
BADIOHUCLIDES
U BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES . :
EADIOSOHDES
NT BAWIHSOHDES '
BADOBBS
111 pro Ted chenical lasers and current limitations
of radones '
f A D - 7 2 6 2 0 2 ] • • p009« B72-12II48
Flight tests of EC-130E aircraft-with I band
radome installed
[ENEA-71-H5] . p0432 N72-25007
BAIL TBA8SPOBTATIOH
Air transport vs' other travel, discussing tine, -.
costs, popularity and technology
P0057 A72-13485..
Prediction models for dynamic environment
experienced by cargo during- air and rail
transportation - ;
pf)If02 A72-32610
Human comfort measured from vibration ride ,—
environments of STOL'aircraft and high speed train
fNASA-TH-X-67586] p017l| N72-15841
Design of vibration test facility and eguipment
for simulating ground transportation and ' ' '
aircraft environments
P0211 H72-16792,
Effects of Canadian air traffic controllers strike
on economy and other transportation systems •
P0378 N72-22969
Compendium .of DS ground, water, and air
transportation statistics
P0631 N72-32966
Analysis 'Of accomplishments in public' "',
transportation developments and predictions"of
future reguirements
P063U N72-32982.
General description of, and information on 197K "
National Transportation Study for State and
local governments and work programs for each State
tOHB-CW-S7200in p06U9 H72-33973 .
BiltBOADS • V
D 'BAIL TFANSPOBTATION ' - '
BAIH ' ' . .
Probability estimates for aircraft encounters vith
heavy rain
P0188 A72-20365"
Turbulent jets effectiveness in protection of ' '
aircraft surfaces from rain, describing Kind
tunnel simulation of takeoff and landing
P0217 A72-25137
BAIN IHPACT DAMAGE
Thunderstorm"flight testing for evaluation of
rain, ice, lightning and turbulence •effects on
aircraft, engine and systems operating
characteristics • ' •• ' "
• pom A72-18500
Raindrop breakup in the shock layer of 'a
high-speed vehicle.
 ;
p0616 A72-t5780
Chemical and structural properties of urethane "
elastomers and resistance to rain erosion
fAD-737621] •' • '" 00426 N72-21618
BAIHDBOPS
Baindrop breakup in the shock layer of a
high-speed vehicle. : • • • . . ' .
' '•' ' P0616 A72-45780
BAINSTOBHS ' * :
NT THOSDEBSTOBHS ' '
BAKES
Engine compressor face rake for flight test
instrumentation F-11A/TF-30.
p056<; A72-12686
BABJBT ENGINES
NT' PULSEJET 'ENGINES
NT SUPEBSOHIC COBBDSTION BAHJET EUGIHES'
Bamjet engine propulsion systems for large
aircraft above Bach number 2.5
' • p0062 A72-1U150
Axisymmetric jet stretcher dif f user ' performance
for ramjet engine inlet configurations, testing
at angles of attack and supersonic flow velocities
fAIAA PAPEE 72-1021*1 p0558 A72-H1602
Analysis of interaction of oblique shock with bow
shock of blunt leading edge and application to
design of hypersonic ramjet inlets
TAD-726111V pOOUS N72-11312
History of first tests of ramlet engines
fAD-732275] ' p021t N72-16728
Turbulence and fuel-air nixing in supersonic
combustion ramjet
pO«27 'H72-24807
Hydrocarbon fuel systems for raijet-powered vehicles
[AD-738630] ' p052« N72-28801
Coiparison of turbojet, tnrboropket, and ramjet
engines'for long distance hypersonic cruising
flight
" CDI-B-FB-72-38] . p06«7 N72-33750
BAIDOH DISTBIBDTIOHS . . .
0 STATISTICAL DISTBIBDTIONS '
BABDOH EBBOBS
Gas turbine engine performance measurement via
parameters averaging method, noting integration
time determination for given error limits..' . .
P0598, A72-U3669
BAHDOH LOADS ,
NT GUST LOADS
Helicopter rotor blade'response to random loads
treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with
time-varying coefficients
'fAIAA PAPEB'72-169] , p0132 A72-16910
Welded steel airframe residual fatigue life tests
•" by nonsta^tionary random loading, applying to jet
trainer aircraft landing gear
. ' p0358 A72-30277
.Method of measuring modal characteristics of a
structure subjected to a random excitation
P0569 A72-43095
Besponse of flexible helicopter rotor blade to
random loading near hover
• • • • • • ' _; pO*75 N72-26909
BANDOB BUBBEHS ' „'.,.. . .
Simulation of flight maneuver-load distributions
utilizing stationary, nonGaussian random load
histories
fNASA-TB-D-6570] P0098 N72-12908
BABDOB PBOCESSES .
Airplane sideslip and yaw^ rate perturbations by
continuous random vertical and side gusts, using
low pass filtered white noise representation for -
mathematical modeling
' . p0313 A72-28125
BANDOH TIBBATION -
Bandom vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass
systems containing, nonlinear damping to ideal
stationary Gaussian white noise excitation
P0235 A72-23<»60
Bandom -vibration statistics of lifting rotors with
feedback controls, solving response variance ..
matrix by random inputs shaping filters ,
P0351 A72-29096
BAHGE (EITBEHES) .
NT FBEQDENCI BASGES . . •
NT PBOPOBTIONAL LIBIT
 ;
Dynamic structural analysis by finite element '
method, describing error bounds for'eigenvalue •
analysis by elimination of variables . -
P0055 A72-13U01
BAN6E CONTBOL . • ' -,' '
0 TBAJECTOBI CONTBOL . . ; ..
BAHGE FIBDEBS ," .. ;-
NT OPTICAL BAHGE FINDEBS • . . ' . ' . /
C-band pulse beacon ranging system for collision
avoidance, detailing interrogation, response;and
system test modes
. P0232 A72-22908,,
Passive detection radar system for bombers, -•
calculating target distance during horizontal
flight .
. . . . p0302 A72-26316
System .design and flight test evaluation of range
only'multiple aircraft navigation system
. [AD-7386961 : pOU72 N72-26527
BANGE IBDICATOBS . .
0 INDICATING INSTBDBENTS . .
0 ,BINGE FINDEBS • • •• • • • - . '
BADGE BEJSDBEBEHT
0 BASGEFINDING
BANGEFIBDING '
VHF ranging and position fixing .technigues using .
ATS ^ and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation
[NASA-CB-125538] p0209 N72-16510 ,
VHF ranging and position fixing techniques using .
ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation
- executive summary . - .
TNASA-CB-125537] . p0209 H72-16511
Optimum adaptive phase estimation .receiver for
one-way ranging air navigation
A-35»
SUBJECT IBDEI BEiL TIHE OPEEiTIOH
p0389 B72-23660
BUBGES (FACILITIES) ' '',
ST BALLISTIC RANGES
BANGIBG
0 BABGEFINDING
BAPCOH (COBTBOL)
0 BADAB APPBOACH CONTBOL
B&BE EABTH ALLOTS • ' ' ' '"
Gas turbine supers Hoys hiqh temperature oxidation
resistance by fiber strengthening, rare earth .
alloying, precipitation hardening and . .
intermetallic compounds
P0139 A72-1761V-
BABEFiCTIOB BA7ES • • - • • •
0 ELASTIC SAVES ' : ' '
BABEFIED GAS DIBASICS
Book on heat and nass transfer, covering research
results over 1953-1969 on supersonic aircraft
and missiles cooling problens, rarefied gas
dynamics boundary layer flow, etc
, p0120 A72-16399
Barefied hypersonic flov characteristics of delta
' wings and trailing edge spoilers.
POU50 A72-35229
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings with or
without trailing-edge flap in rarefied
hypersonic gas flov
rREPT-71-2J ' - - -P01U9 H72-13980
BATE BETEBS " '
D MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
BATE OF CLIHB INDICATORS
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary'system '
'• • ' • pOSUS A72-H0225
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
p0603 A72-i»«<t51
BAtBS (PBH TIHB)' . . . .
BT ACCELEBATIOB (PHTSICS)
HI AIRSPEED- ' ....
BT ABGULAB ACCELEBATIOB , ''
BT ANGOLAB VELOCITY '
BT BDEBIBG BATE ' '"' -
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY' ' " '
BT CURRENT DEHSITY
BT-DECAY HATES' • ' . ' - - • • :
BT DECELEBATIOB - 'V
BT ESCAPE VELOCITY ' '
BT EXHAUST VELOCITY
BT FLOW VELOCITY '. .
BT GBOUBD SPEED
BT HIGH SPEED ,
BT HYPERSONIC SPEED " . • ' . . . . "
ST LOB SPEED ' ' . " '
BT LDBIBABCE • " ' " '
BT'LDHIBOUS'IBTEBSITY
BT BEOTROB FLOX DENSITY . .
NT PARTICLE FLDX DENSITY
BT BADIAL VELOCITY
BT BADIABT FLOI DEBSITY
NT ROTOB SPEED ' '
NT SODBD INTENSITY
BT SDBSOBIC SPEED ' .
BT SOPEBSOBIC SPEEDS
BT TIP SPEED
NT TRANSONIC SPEED
NT BIND VELOCITY
Linear airspeed and runway rate field displays,
measuring initial response latencies, control
reversals and root mean square tracking errors
; p0139'472-17717
BiTIIGS . •
Improved gualitative flight data rating scales'.
P0556 &72-U1257
BATIOS
NT ASPECT BATIO
NT FOEL-AIB BATIO
NT HIGH ASPECT RATIO
NT' LIFT DRAG RATIO
BT LOW ASPECT BATIO
BT BACH BOHBE'B
NT BASS RATIOS
NT OPTICAL BEFLECTION ' : !
NT REYNOLDS NOBBEB -
BT SIGNAL TO NOISE BATIOS
BT THICKNESS RATIO
BT THRUST-WEIGHT BATIO
RAIIHSOBDSS
Meteorological parameter comparison for aircraft
and rawinsonde Deasureoents
f AD-7t37.101 p0646 B72-33616
BAT TBACIHG
Acoustic ray path method for computing atmospheric
conditions effect on aircraft noise propagation,
using digital computer
P03I17 A72-288UO
Acoustic ray deflection by aircraft wake vortices
with viscous core, observing maximum deflection
angles daring large aircraft landing
P0157 A72-36M17
BAYLEIGH-BITZ BETHOD
Shallow parallel-edge sandwich shell buckling•load
calculation using Bayleigh-Ritz method, with
application to sweptback wing panels
rDLR-?.B-71-30] P0174 N72-15879
REACTION JET ATTITUDE COHTBOL
D ATTITUDE CONTROL
U JET THRUST
BEACTION JETS
0 JET FLOW
U JET THRUST
REACTION KINETICS
Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame
measurements extrapolated for gas turbine
combustion chambers
P0119 A72-16368
Analysis of carbon monoxide, unburned
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in turbolet .
afterburner combustion products using infrared
spectroscopy - Part 1
fAD-739176] pOH88 B72-27968
HBACTOB BATEBIALS .
High temperature Co-base alloy for nuclear,
chemical and .reentry vehicle applications
P0228 A72-22H78
SEAL GASES
Real gas effects in atmosphere to- make sonic bang
shock wave full dispersion and thickness wide
variations
p0016 A72-11972
BBAL TIBE OPEBiTIOB
Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of
airport environmental meteorological parameters
' . ' • . ' . P0013 A72-11137
Digital computer memory system for real time
processing of air and naval traffic data,
discussing logic design, time comparisons and
optimum use
P0022 A72-12647
Wind tunnels measuring egnipment and procedures
and data acguisition and processing systems
electronics, describing computerized real time
data processing system ,
fDFVLB-SOBDDR-1561 p0021 A72-12898
Nationwide real time automated ATC system ••
interconnected by data transmission links,
discussing radar signal acgnisition/transfer and
computer complex
P.0143 A72-18283
Real time computer-simulation.of command and
control in transportation systems, detailing
•odels, and programming technigne and ATC
controller effectiveness evaluation
P0188 A72-20363
ATC systems analysis by .computerized real time
environmental simulation, taking into account
' new aircraft types, navigation and supervision
aids
P0230 A72-22782
Laser recording real time imagery for use in
tactical reconnaissance aircraft
P0239 A72-23928
Real time pilot reports via digital
gronnd-air-ground data link, discussing encoding
and processing eguipment, meteorological .codes
and automatic real time weather forecasts
P0246 A72-25079
STBADA landing trajectory recording system for
real time .flight path restitution during
approach and landing, using computer and lidar
technignes
. . , P040K A72-32895
Bicrovave holographic imaging technigues for
aircraft landing aids and airport security
1-355
•BEAL VARIABLES SUBJECT IHDEI
application's,' discussing real t'ime operation .
'• ' ' p0491 472r37625
Real time telemetry .processing systems, describing
display features and limitations
fAIiA P&PEB 72-7831 pOSOO A72-38142
Automated area navigation with real time track
computation, discussing, information processing
by on-board computer for immediate pilot
instruction ...
P0550 A72-40683
Engine' compressor face rake for flight test
instrumentation F-1HA/TF-30.
P056U A72-426B6
Digital data system Kith real time displays and
multiprocessing capability for multitest of .
aircraft structure with operational manpower
reduction, assessing performance
p056<! A72-42696
A near real time data'acguisition/reduction
facility for the Boeing'wind tunnels.
P056U 472-12699
C» radar system for tactical aircraft real time..
command, control and positioning, using
• combination of freguency and time.multiplexing
for range measurement
P0567 A72-429K6
The optimal control of merging aircraft -
Implementation of the hybrid air traffic
controller.
. • P0599 A72-13868
Hultipoint real time all-day computerized noise
monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of
airport, discussing design and applications
• ' p0607 A72-t<l68l|
pn-line digital computer for wind tunnel,
-operating systems, and real time-operation
fNPL-AEBO-1326'l .' p0033 N72-1018H
Real time, on-line turning flight optimization
fAD-732938] P0219 N72-17012
Computer graphic,simulation of air transportation
system . .
fllD-7337521 ' "' ' '" P0263 H72-18669
REAL VARIABLES .
HT BESSEL FUNCTIONS . "
KT.DIFFERENTIAL EQOATIOHS • -'
NT EXTREBUM VALOES ''
HT FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
B T KERNEL FDBCTIOBS ' " . ' . . .
NT LIAPDNOV FUNCTIONS . •
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS .
NT HEASDRB AND IBTEGBATIOB .
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS ...
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION .
BT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS ' .......
NT VOHTICITY . , '
NT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS .
RE4TTACHED FLOW ' • . . . - '
Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and
reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall,
considering effect 'of angle 'of attack rate of
change ' .
p0396 A72-3202B
Integral and correlation methods, for separation
and reattachment phenomena'in aerodynamics,
applying to turbulent boundary' layer . ..
fONEBA, TP NO. 1072] pO«92 A72T37762
Analysis and correlation of data on pressure
fluctuations in separated flow.
P059U A72-H3331
Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin
wake flow over" swept"wings at transonic speed
[BAE-TR-710113] ''" P0169 N72-15292
RECEIVERS . ,
N T RADIO RECEIVERS • . . .
NT SUPEBHETERODINE RECEIVERS . ' . '.'
Rinimum freguency separation between avionics
receivers and transmitters for acceptable
interference level
p0189 A72-20929
Ground' and air tests of flight inspection marker
beacon receiving system
fFAA-NA-71-29] ' ' p0033 N72-10173
RECBIVIIG SISTEBS
U RECEIVERS ,
RECEPTACLES (COHTAIHERS) ' '' .
U CONTAINERS
RECESSES . . ,
Systematic drag measurements oh rectangular and
elliptical planform models with recessed
surfaces or cut-outs
fRAE-LIB-TBANS-161U] p0317 N72-19992
RECIPROCATING EIGIIES
U PISTON ENGINES
BECIBCDLATION
U CIBCDLATIOB
BECIBCULATIVE FLUID FLOg
Calculation of the recirculation flow of VTOL lift
engines.
CICAS PAPER 72-«2] p0555 A72-11167
BBCOHHAISSAHCE
NT AEBIAL RECONNAISSANCE . ,
Tethered flying rotor platform for reconnaissance,
fire-control and radio transmission assignments'
'. in naval missions, discussing system
characteristics .
. p0072 A72-15652
RECONNAISSANCE AIBCBAFT
NT EARTH BESOUBCES SOBVEI AIRCRAFT
S-3A Viking land based antisubmarine warfare
maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, describing
flight controls, structural design, underslnng
podded engines and operational1eguipment
P0139 A72-17583
VAK 191 B V/STOL reconnaissance fighter prototype
test program, describing simulations, bench,
ground,'static, hovering and flight tests
P0182 A72-19219
SB-71 aircraft ejection seat, obtaining'ejection
survival rate from case histories
. ...•'. P0193 A72-21562
Laser recording real time imagery for use in
tactical reconnaissance aircraft
p0239'A72-23928.
The VAK 191 B VTOL fighter and reconnaissance
aircraft
p0493 A72-37825
Analysis of sonic boom signatures produced.by
SB-71 aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds
rNASA-TN-D-6823] p0585 N72-31021
BECOBSAISS1BCE DBOBE AIRCRAFT
U DRONE AIRCRAFT
U RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
RECOBDIBG
NT DATA RECORDING
NT HAGNETIC BECORDING ' • •f
BECOBBING IBSTBDHEBTS
NT FLIGHT LOAD HECORDEBS
NT FLIGHT BECOBDERS . •
BT SEATHEB DATA BECOBDEBS
.Doppler system with navigation radar device,
computer unit and data 'transmitter for
continuous recording of aircraft position and
speed . . . ' , •
' ' . P002U A72-127H9
Cathode ray .tube recorder for remote airborne
photographic mission > . . • .
pOOSO A72-13711
Intense noise measurement, device f or • heat flow
environments, discussing applications to 1st
engines, nozzle exits, turbine exhausts and
volcanic craters
. SONERA, TP NO. 1010] p0118 A72-16025
Laser recording real time imagery for use in '
tactical reconnaissance aircraft
P0239 A72-23928
Crack initiation detecting and recording
instrument with optical strain1 gages for double
shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
;, p0300 A72-25823
Automated airborne recording system to obtain data
on aircraft engines, subsystems and operational
performance, considering cost and economic
benefits '
[AIAA PAPER 72-752] -, , pOtt98 A72-38126
An advanced strain level counter for monitoring
aircraft fatigue.
P0564 A72-12688
Bultichannel voice recorder-reproducer sets for
air traffic control
[AD-731562] p0256 N72-18180
Evaluation of airborne audio-video recording
system for.aircraft equipped with head-up display
[ADr736818] , p0386 B72-23141
In flight (onitoring system to measure and record
helicopter performance in real time for all six
degrees of freedom
tAb-705118] p0629 B72-32176
A-356
SUBJECT IHDEI BBFLBCTAICE
BECOVEBABLB SPACBCBAPT
BT SEOSABLE SPACBCBAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
BECO7EBI
Design and construction of hydraulic controlled
rotor with erectable blade recovery system
(DGLR-71-020-PT-1 ] p0382 H72-23013
Aerodynamics of rotary recovery system for flying
bodies daring transition fron horizontal to .
gliding flight . '
tDGLB-71-020-PT-2] p0382 B72-23014
BECOYEBI PABACHDTES
Lou altitude airdrop system using inflation-aided •
recovery parachutes for extraction
[AD-735375] p0332 H72-21013
BECTASGOLAB PANELS • ' '
Bectangnlar skin panel vibration modes aerodynamic
damping dependence on Bach number, dynamic
pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary
layer thickness
[AIAA PAPEB 72-402) p0287 A72-25423
BECTABGULAB PLAHFOBHS • ' ' :
NT BECTANGOLAB PABE1S
HT BECTANGOLAR PLATES
BT 8ECTABGDLAB WINGS • '
Evaluation of' the dovnwash integral for
rectangular planforms by the SAC subsonic
. lifting-surface method.
p0503 A72-38810
BECTAIGDLAB PLATES
Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate
hinged to rigid base moving under sinusoidal
pressure impulse action, noting base inertia
effect • ... i
a p0306-;A72-27091
BECTAHGDLAB WIBGS
Drag and lift'experimental determination for low
aspect ratio rectangular vings vith blunt
trailing edges at Bach numbers 0.5-2.2
[DGLR PAPEB-71-114) P0023 A72-12712
Wind tunnel investigation of unsvept rectangular
ving vith externally blown'single slotted flap,
determining optimum slot width as1function of
momentum coefficient and flap deflection
.V p0070 472-15461
Rind tunnel measurements for near flow field
velocity distribution in rectangular ving 'Vake ;
turbulence, comparing with flight measurements •
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1)1] p0133 A72-T6948
Base pressure drag reduction on rectangular wings *
with< blunt trailing edges from -low speed wind
tunnel measurements
fDFVLB-SONDDB-219 ] ' p0244 A72-24842
Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in
unsteady transonic flow, obtaining two part
boundary value problem for linear potential
equation
. • p0310 A72-27545
Dovnwash distribution at surface of'rectangular
planform wings with prescribed subsonic
aerodynamic loading for various aspect ratios'
• • p0503 A72^38809
Application 'Of the finite element method to '
torsional flatter analysis on an analog computer
p0509 A72-39907
Influence of jet interference on aerodynamic •
coefficients of. rectangular and swept wings
. mounted above the engine
p0028 N72-10010
Bumerical evaluation of downwash integral 'for r
lifting rectangular wings noting wing loading
fHPL-AEHO-HOTE-1095] p0038 B72-11012
Development of theory for predicting* sonic boom'
pressure signatures-emitted by nonlifting
rectangular wings • - ...
[NASA-TN-D-6619] p0087 N72-11949
Bnmerical analysis of flow distribution behind
rectangular wings*at supersonic speed using ' "
optimum differencing methods • ' - '
[NASA-CB-126214] p0365 H72-21998
Bonplanar method for predicting incompressible •'
aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular wings
.- with circular-arc camber
[NASA-TH-I-67791] ;• p0379 N72-22995
Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting
systems composed of rectangular wings arranged
one behind other -••• - *
•''P0618 B72-32007
Nonlinear theory of lifting surfaces applied to
problem of forces acting on rectangular wing in
stream of incompressible fluid
p0618 B72-32008
BECTIFIEBS . •
HT AVALANCHE DIODES •
- Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator vith
solid'lubricated bearings for high altitude
environments, noting applicability to supersonic
aircraft
, pO<!53 A72-35565
BECUPEBATOBS ' ' - . .
U BEGENEBATOBS ' . ' •--•-.....
BICYCLING . . .
U CIBCnLATIOB .
BBDUCfION (CHEHISTBI) .
BT BIDBOGEBATIOB ' .
BBDOHDANCI
' Statistical method of failure analysis for
redundancy forms, selection, noting aircraft
safety and reliability
. p0568 A72-U2973
BEDUNDANT COBPONENTS
German yAK 191B 7/STOL fighter aircraft design,,
development and flight tests, noting redundant
control systems
f>0307 A72-27166
Electromechanical redundant activating mechanism
' for F-K aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power
servo, noting application to fly by wire control
p0360 A72-30422
Analog simulation method for highly redundant
structure optimization based on reproducing
structure mechanical behavior in stabilized
stress states
P0405 A72-32899
Functional equipment active and standby redundancy
' for flight safety and air traffic punctuality
improvement, noting Boeing 747 aircraft
redundant systems
p0452 A72-35476
Integrity of flight control system design.
p0461 A72-37032
Quadruple-redundancy management for fly-by-wire
control system reliability, discussing analog
circuit and digital computer voter/monitor
techniques .
[AIAA PAPEB 72-884] ,. p0505 A72-39117
BBDONDABT STBDCTDBES .
U REDUNDANT COBPOBEBTS
BEEBTBT
BT BYPEBSOBIC BEEBTBY
BT SPACECBAFT BEEBTBY
BEEHTBY ANGLE
U BEEBTBY TEAJECTOBIES .. -
BBEBTBY BODIES '
0 BEENTBY VEHICLES
BEEHTBT GLIDESS
U LIFTING BEENTBY.VEHICLES
BEEHTBY PHYSICS
Development of trajectory-parametric analogy
between aircraft maneuvering in planetary
atmospheres and spacecraft during atmospheric
entry
CBASA-TT-F-143U4] ' p0515 N72-28011
BBEBTBY TBAJECTOBIES
DFVLB conference on V/STOL flight mechanics,
computerized simulation for reliability, and
values and units in flight dynamics, Brunswick,
Apr. 1971
fDLB-HITT-71-14] . p0203 B72-15963
Equations of motion for reentry trajectories and
glide path .of aircraft
p0204 N72-15965
BEEBTBT VEHICLES
NT LIFTING BEEBTBY VEHICLES
NT BEOSABLE SPACECRAFT
High temperature'Co-base alloy for nuclear,
chemical and reentry vehicle applications
p0228 A72-22478
Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces
boundary layer stability and aerodynamic
characteristics, noting stall angle reduction
and drag increase from wind tunnel tests
fAIAA-PAPEB 72-960] p0562 A72-42357
BEFEBBNCES (STAHDABDS)
0 STANDARDS
BBPLECTAHCE
Evaluation of bisphenol,polyether, styrene
A-357
BBFIBCTIOI SUBJECT IHDBI
acrylate, and chlorinated robber alkyd as
coatings -for airfield runway marking
rAD-73*320] p0279 H72-196<U
BEPLBCTIOi
HT SIGNAL REFLECTIOH.
HI BATE BEFLECTIOH
Influence of reflections on acoustic pressure
spectra of tnrbo^ets
CHASA-TT-F-1U1851 p0281 1172-19737
Reflection of digital radar view display when used
in vertical position in traffic control center
[FAA-RD-72-60) p0578 H72-30589
BEFLECTIOS COBFFIC1EHT
D BEF1ECTAHCE
REFLECTIVITY
D BEFLECTAHCE
BEFBSCTIOB
BT ATHOSPHEBIC BEFBACTIOK
BEFBiCIITE IBDEX
0 BEFBACTIVITT
BBFBACTIVITY
Radar detection of clear air turbulence by region
of disturbed refractive inder associated with it
P0159 H72-11313
BEFBACTOBT BATBBIALS
HT HIOBIOH ALLOYS
HT BEFB1CTOBY BETAL ALLOYS
HT BEFRACTOBY HETALS
HT TONGSTEH
Becrystallized silicon carbide and reaction bonded
silicon nitride as construction materials for
qas turbine engine components, describing
thermal and mechanical properties
T A S B E PAPEB 72-GT-20] p029» A72-25619
Prospects for the development of technically
usable fiber-reinforced high-temperature materials
• p0506 A72-39<l»8
Construction materials and engineering techniques
for improved jet engines
p0103 H72-13001
Development of refractory wire snperalloy
composites for use vith turbine blades in power
generators and aircraft engines
fHJSA-TB-X-2599] p0577 H72-30<471
BEFBACTORI HEIAL ALLOYS
HT NIOBIOH ALLOYS
NDT of diffusion formed coatings on refractory
alloys and superalloys, stressing eddy current
technique
p0302 A72-26287
BEFBiCTOBY BEIALS
HT TDHGSTEH
Betallnrgical problems of metals used in
spacecraft structures and propulsion systems
fCBAHFlELD-BAT-6] p0260 H72-18545
BEFBASIL (TBADEBABK)
0 FIBERS
BEFEIGEBATIHG
Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of
refrigeration with composite model to study
transient thermal stresses in wing rib
p0362 472-30907
BEFOELIHG
BT AIB TO 1IB BEFDELISG
Static electricity in fueling of super-jets.
p0557 472-41375
Aviation fueling facilities and fueling operation
pOO<!7 S72-11678
REGENERATORS
Liquid metal reqenerator design and test
evaluation for gas turbine engine fuel
consumption improvement
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-331 p0295 A72-25629
BEGIOH&L PLAHHIHG
NT DBBAH PLANNING
BEGIOHS
ST ABCTIC REGIOBS
NT POLAR BEGIOHS
ST TEHPEBATE BEGIOHS
BBGBESSIOH (STATISTICS)
0 REGBESSIOH AHALYSIS
BEGBESSIOH AHALYSIS
Stochastic optimization of airborne laser seeker
system desiqn parameters to maximize target
acquisition probability through regression
analysis of data from computerized model
P0212 A72-2«682
Application of regression analysis to determine
stability derivative for vertical takeoff aircraft
[AD-781186] p0531 H72-29023
BB60LATIOIS
German Federal Bepablic territorial air traffic
regulations covering general, VFB and IFR roles,
equipment and personnel examination and
certification, safety, takeoff and landing,
accidents, etc
p0021 A72-12621
Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil
transport aircraft flight testing under natural
and/or simulated icing conditions
p01«7 A72-18501
Book OB world airlines economic regulation,
analyzing multilateral international agreements,
national aviation interests and competitive
situation
p0300 472-25923
Charter air traffic regulations under German air
Ian, discussing legal safeguards relative to
econooic, personnel, technical and
organizational aspects
p0303 A72-26559
Book on air transportation, covering history,
government agencies roles in economic and safety
regulation of air carriers, accounting,
financial and legal aspects, etc
p0315 472-28205
Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning
ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land
use options
p035« A72-29561
O.S.S.B. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and
landing miniana conditions for cloud ceilings
and visibility 'range for various aircraft
characteristics and eguipaent
p0361 A72-30820
Government regulations effects on local service
airlines cost performance and growth strategies
pOIIO A72-33374
Regulations and operational procedures for control
of aircraft noise levels
[rAA-BD-71-2U] p051<t H72-28005
Procedures for application and revision of Federal
Aviation Begulations in determining handling
qualities and performance of aircraft
P0619 H72-32020
BEGDLATOBS
HT AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY COSTEOL
HT FBEQDEHCY COHTROL
BBIGHITIOH
0 IGHITIOS
BEIHFOBCBD BATEBIALS
D COHFOSITE BATEBIALS
BEIHFOECED PLASTICS
Lightning protective coatings for boron/epoxy
composite materials, discussing high current
damage mechanisms, simulation facility and test
results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc
P0009 A72-10783
Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength,
performance properties, fabrication processes
and tooling concepts
rSBE PAPEB EB 71-205) p0011 A72-10968
Price/denand/cost economic aspects of carbon fiber
reinforced plastics composites in aero-engine
applications
p0065 472-1117113
Carbon fiber resin composite characteristics for
airframe component desiqn, comparing with metal
materials
p0065 A72-1117U6
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber
reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft,
presenting mechanical properties test data for
different composite configurations
P0181 A72-19062
Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastic
materials feasibility for application to
aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication
P0196 472-21686
Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic
aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology
P0196 A72-21693
Composite F-111 fuselage design, analysis and
testing, considering graphite, boron and
qlass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems
P0287 A72-25«53
Boron-epoxy composite design for aircraft
structures, discussing materials variations.
A-358
SUBJECT IHDBI BBLAI SiTELLITES
strenqth prediction inadequacies and full scale
' -'tests ' .' . '
P0288 172-25451'
.Bolted connections strenqth in 'graphite
fiber'-epoxy resin composites 'reinforced .by
colaminated boron film ' '', . '
• "• ' ' p0288 A72T25176
Dynamic properties of thermosettinq plastic
composites unidirectionally reinforced by high
elastic moduli boron, and carbon fiber for.
'"' aircraft structural applications.,
f , . . ,. v "p0308 A72-27313
'Plywr'ap process for low cost automated fabrication
- of fiber re'inforced plastic composites, noting
applications from missile interstages to modular
housing ' - . ..,
P0312 172-28081
Graphite fibe'r-epoxy. composite systems development
for .F-5 aircraft, landing gear door, speed brake,
leading and tfailirig.'.edge flaps and horizontal
stabilizer " ' • .
. . P0312" 172-28097
Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
applications in aircraft and engine structural
components, discussing dynamic and ''impact
damping prop'erties''compared to conventional
materials '
------ - ;--' . • , . p0314- 172-28555
Fibergl.ass reinforced plastic fnselage .production
for A"R-2ri aircraft," noting plastic-plastic and
metal-plastic joints
' '• ... p0351 172-291(62
Bolkow 105C 5-place. helicopter with, twin turbine
engine driven rigid glass-reinforced plastic
rotor blades,' emphasizing design-"philosophy, of
. easy maintainability
. . . . . . .
 :- P0357 172-29871
lightning current tests of aircraft glass/carbon
fiber, reinforced plastics materials
'
 ;
 . . . . . . . , P0357 172-300110
Data generation for engineering design with
. advanced composites.
' . " , - . ; P.0151, 172-35653
Boron- and graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum <
composites forming^ processing, and costs for
aircraft'structural materials' •
P0451 172-35663,.
PBD-19, a new composite, material - Its • •• ." .,-.""' ,'.'
characteristics and its application- to the .. *. •••?
BO-105 helicopter. : ' -, . '• •
fSlBE PAPER 915] p0596 A72-13162
Design and development of numerically controlled.
 u.
machine for laying composite, tape'used in - ,. * .*
building aircraft structured from filament
reinforced resin matrix composite materials
C10-725765] , , . ,p0035 N72-J9425
Graphite/epoxy"composite I beam 'and box beam
" components for horizontal tail stabilizers'
riD-72905,6]1' P0107 N72-13039
Development of.technigue for analysis of
instability'of. glass fiber reinforced plastic
panels under axial compression
r.AD-7313101, ', ' p0279 N72-19612
Design, development, and evaluation,of ... " ,
glass-reinforced epoxy,rotor blades on CH-17
helicopter
flD-7382031 p0423 N72-21033
End oriented,'fiber.reinforced plastic composites
as rain erosion resistant materials
[AD-738079] ' 'p0126 N72r21616
.Performance.of HO-H1T 158 reinforced plastic as
aircraft landing .mat .: ., . . . . . .
flD-738137] ' ! ' "' , . p0519 N72-28271
•8EHFOBCED PLATES ' '• . ' ..
Fatigue strength of overloaded stiffeners.in
cracked panels, evaluating stress intensity
factor and overload coefficients for fatigue
crack propagation via finite, element method
flClS P1PBE .72-rlO J' . P0555 172-81165
REISFOECEHEHT (STEDCTDBES)
Compress!ve strength of Tl•alloy airframe skin
stringer panels reinforced with B-ll composite
. by brazing
fAIAA PAPEB 72-359] p0286 A72-25387
Bolted connections strength in graphite .
fiber-epoxy resin composites reinforced byj •-..
t • colaminated boron film
,. , .p0288 172-25176
Fatigue strength .of overloaded stiffeners in
cracked panels," evaluating stress intensity
factor and overload coefficients for fatigue
crack propagation via finite element method
[IC1S PAPEB 72-40] p0555 172-11165
Compression tests of short skin-stiffener
specimens of .conventional titanium alloys
airframe structure with attached unidirectional
brazed boron-aluminum composite
rNASA-TH-D-6518] p0016 N72-11428.
Structural fatigue, thermal-cycling, creep, and
. residual strength of aircraft metal structures
reinforced with filamentary-composites ••.•;.• •
[NAS1-CB-2039] p0175 N72-26939
REIHFOBCIHG FIBERS .
NT C1BBOK FIBERS '
Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic
aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology
P0196 172-21693
Ceramic fiber reinforced Hi base alloy for gas
turbine blades, improving creep resistance at:
high temperatures
..' '
 : .. p0227 172-22396
Plywrap process for low cost automated fabrication
of fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting
applications from missile interstages to modular
housing
, - = , . - - , , _.
 fp03,12 A72-2808-1, _
Fiberglass replacement by organic fiber for L-101.1
interior sandwich panels and laminates,
considering -Nomex fiber.in woven fabric
". .'.".- -". . - p0313 172-28099
Boron and carbon fiber, reinforced plastics
applications in aircraft and engine structural
'components, discussing dynamic and impact
damping properties.compared to conventional
• . materials -
'" '. . • . p03<*4 172-28555
Results of preliminary studies of a bearingless
helicopter rotor concept.
[IBS PREPRINT 600] p0145 172-311190
Ballistic-damage-tolerant composite flight control
components. * -
flHS PBEPHINT 671] p0118 A72-31511
Prospects for the development of technically
usable fiber-reinforced high-temperature materials
. p0506 A72-394U8
Boron fiber reinforced composites technology
assessment and utilization, stressing cost
, -reduction
flClS PAPER 72-30] p0551 172-11155
Composite Al- and Ni-base alloys strengthened by B
and w/Ho fibers, respectively for reduced weight
wing.spars and high temperature applications
- . " ' , ' . . ' ' P0569 A72-13139
PHD-49, a new composite material - Its ..
characteristics and its application to the
BO-105 helicopter.
fSARE PIPER 915] . p0596 172-13162
Physical and structural properties of
mixed-modulus composite materials of graphite
and S-qlass fibers
riD-732489] . _ -p0222 N72-17519
Structural fatigue, thermal cycling; creep, and
residual strength of aircraft metal structures
reinforced with filamentary composites
fNASl-CB-2039] - p0175 N72-26939
Fiber reinforced composites and design analysis
methods for metal and polymer matrix structures
in aeronautical and space vehicle applications
CNASA-TH-J.-68101.J . p0521 N72-28515
BEISSKEB THEORY . ,
Evaluation of... Beissner's correction for finite
span aerodynamic effects.
p0159 172-36771
BEiATIVITT
Aronnd-the-world atomic clocks - Observed "
relativistic time gains.
p0455 172-35839
BEL1I1TION HETHOD (B1THEB1TICS)
Difference equations and relaxation method for
three dimensional transonic flow field about
wings in terms of velocity potential
CAI1A, PAPEB 72-189) ... • • p0128 A72-16813
BELAT SATELLITES
Communication -and data relay satellites multibeam
.-•antennas characteristics, discussing multiple
feed reflectors; bootlace le.ns configuration and
phased arrays
i-359
RELIABILITY SUBJECT ISDEX
CAIA1 P1PEB 72-5301 P0308 A72-27355
BELI1BILITT
NT AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
NT COMPONENT RELIABILITY
NT STROCTOR1L RELIABILITY
RELIABILITY AHALYSIS
Emergency and test ejections with Martin-Baker
seats, discussing fatality and injury causes and
seat reliability
p0194 A72-21565
Statistical diaqnosis of aeronautical systems
reliability and maintenance, using Benzecri
factorial analysis for data redaction
P0300 A72-25817
Aircraft windscreen reliability, discussinq
delamination, interface shear stress effects and
analoqy to metal fatique
P0306 172-27011
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components
desiqn characteristics and reliability tests,
notinq visor, pilot forward windshield, fliqht
deck side windows and cabin windows
P0306 172-27012
Reliability requirements and optimization for
complex systems, discussinq method to improve
component reliability of aircraft weapon system
p03«3 472-28353
Cost effectiveness determination for different
levels of reliability and maintainability of
training aircraft, usinq computer simulation
p03«3 A72-28355
Weapon systems reliability assessment based on
limited prototype fliqht test results
p03«3 A72-28359
Parametric approaches to statistical burn-in or
debugqing problems in aircraft reliability
analysis
p0343 172-28363
Training cockpit TL-29 mean time of failure-free
operation from measurement data during
development tests and two year guarantee,
calculating avionic devices reliability
P0358 A72-30281
Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.
p0568 172-1297.1
Life estimation and prediction of fighter aircraft.
P0568 172-42972
Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system
with the aid of an analog computer using
operational data
P0600 172-44282
Conventional and reliability theories for
analyzing safe fatigue life and safe inspection
intervals for military and civil aircraft
rAHL/SH-3351 P0372 N72-22495
RELIABILITY CONTROL
0 QUALITY CONTROL
D BELI1BILITY ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
Air transportation system desiqn for safety and
efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and
surveillance systems employment for blunder
prevention
P0012 172-11117
lircraft integrated data systems, discussing cost
effectiveness, reliability and maintenance
P0055 172-13417
Bleed air type gas turbine compressor development,
presenting reliability improvement program
P0122 172-16500
Reliability program for SAAB 37 yiggen airborne
computer, discussing prototype and components
operating tests and failure rates
P0239 472-23984
Reliability design for airborne ecological system
foe jumbo jets, discussinq toilet flushing and
multiple server gueuelng model
P0239 172-23999
Reliable interconnections for U.S. Irmy avionics,
determining best technique for terminating flat
conductor cables with electrical connectors
P0239 172-24012
Commercial aircraft reliability program
development from informal continuous product
improvement to formalized methods based on
reliability logic diagrams and probability
calculations
P0239 172-24019
Decision diagrams use in logic analysis for
aircraft maintenance schedule testing relative
to operational reliability control
p0357 172-30041
Environmental effects on aircraft structure
operational reliability, discussing failnre
removal and protective coating lifetime
P0359 172-30285
Concorde engines design for maintainability and
reliability to reduce turnaround time,
discussing diagnostic facilities and on-winq
maintenance features
P0401 172-32457
lircraft desiqn for operational reliability and
maintainability, emphasizing working relations
coordination between manufacturer and operator
P0402 172-32459
Integrity of fliqht control system desiqn.
p0461 172-37032
Designing aircraft structure for resistance and
tolerance to battle damage.
C1I1A PIPER 72-773] ' P0499 172-38133
Quadruple-redundancy management for fly-by-wire
control system reliability, discussing analog
circuit and digital computer voter/monitor .
techniques
fllll PIPER 72-884] p0505 172-39117
Conference on Reliability Testing and Reliability
Evaluation, The Hague, Netherlands, September
4-8, 1972, Proceedings.
P0606 172-44651
Description of aircraft accessory reliability
program to provide improved safety of operation
. for'commercial-aircraft
P0041 'N72-11035
Inalysis of military helicopter reliability
regnirements based on performance and
reliability test programs
TAD-725595] p0044 H72-11059
Measurement accuracy and flow simulation for
transonic testing in wind tunnels"
rNlSA-TH-I-67415] p0076 N72-11872
Capabilities and limitations of current aircraft
fire detection systems
[1D-730179] p0219 K72-17008
Development of maintenance quality audit program
and application to maintenance of commercial
aircraft
P0252 H72-18015
Development of procedures for conducting
structural inspection program on DC-10 aircraft
to reduce effects of crack propagation with
increased service life
P0252 N72-18019
Effect of maintenance procedures.on causes of
aircraft accidents and statistical analysis of
improved aircraft safety through elimination of
maintenance faults
P0253 N72-18021
Organization and operation of Federal Iviation
Idministration Maintenance Inalysis Center
p0253 N72-18022
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast during
high speed ejection
p0274 N72-19147
Application of reliability and maintainability
trade-off considerations in design of main rotor
blade for heavy lift helicopter
T1D-739582] p0516 N72-28021
Inalysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to
determine safe service life of aircraft structure
tlRL/SM-NOTE-373] p0525 N72-28903
Reliability engineering of H-3 helicopters based
on failnre analysis of transmission and rotor
systems
[1D-742248] p0531 N72-29028
Quality control and reliability engineering
procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
CJPSS-56674] p0538 N72-29809
Inalysis of parameters affecting servite life of
jet powered civil transport aircraft
p0541 N72-29911
Application of improved solid lubricant materials
and processes to naval aircraft for reduced
maintenance and increased reliability
[1D-740825] . p0577 N72-30438
Reliability engineering of aft transmission
planetary carrier bearing' nut in mechanical
1-360
SOBJECT INDEX BBSB1BCB AIBCBiPT
drive assenbly of CH-16 helicopter
[AD-7<t30731 p0587 H72-31037
Beliability engineering methods for design of
landing mats simulating aircraft operations
TAD-7H3161] p0588 S72-31297
Interrelationship of parameters involved in
developing reliability test requirements for
military helicopters - Vol. 2
CAD-7141377] p0623 N72-32053
Sensitivity analysis applied to helicopter
development reliability test reguirements - Vol. 3
rAD-7U22a71 p062<l N72-3205II
Design and evaluation of reliable integrated
termination devices
CAD-71t»176] . p0626 N72-32215
Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and
reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh
[AD-7U»50<n p0629 H72-32507
Application of nondestructive testing techniques
for improving aircraft safety and aircraft
accident reduction
p063<t H72-32981
BELIEVING
NT STRESS BELIEVING
BEHOTE COHTBOL
NT BADIO CONTBOL
Remotely manned vehicles /BBV/application in
aerial warfare/ considering antiaircraft
defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and
role of man during combat mission
p03«« A72-28451
Remote power control for aircraft generating and
distribution systems.
pO«61 A72-3703»
Flight-test experience in digital control of a
remotely piloted vehicle.
[AIAi PAPER 72-883] p0510 A72-40059
Development of para-foil high glide steerable
parachute controlled by ground and airborne
electronics homing systems for delivery of
military egnipment
fAD-74229111 p057U N72-30019
BEHOTE BEGIOHS
NT ARCTIC REGIONS
BEHOTE SBBSOBS
Cathode ray tube recorder for remote airborne
photographic mission
P0060 A72-13711
Airborne remote CAT detection equipment, examining
pulsed Doppler laser and IR radiometry
p0063 A72-1H831
Supplementary Aviation Information Display for
ATC, discussing remote sensing capability and
cost savings
P0138 A72-1712H
Airport runway fog dispersal in OK, discussing
cost projection for chemical seeding system
combined.with lidar remote sensing
pOIHI A72-33500
Computerized aircraft landing measurement system
for civil airport, using optical, seismic and IB
sensors
POK11 A72-33627
Low flying aircraft wake vortices tracking,
describing sensing techniques based on acoustic
pulse deflection and velocity field measurements
P0565 A72-U2709
Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth
observations by spacecraft or aircraft
fHaSA-TH-X-62107] p0257 S72-18199
Frannhofer line discriminator as remote sensor of
fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection
rNASA-CR-1256l»3] P0258 N72-181148
Dse of multisensors in aerial
reconnaissance/surveillance missions
fAD-733347] p0259 N72-18t6l)
Development of egnipment and technigues for remote
sensing of wing tip vortices generated by large
commercial and military aircraft
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-2] p0320 N72-20017
Development of active and passive techniques for
detecting and measuring presence and intensity
.of wingtip vortices generated in airport areas
fDOT-TSC-FAA-72-13] p0330 N72-20999
Development of radiometric sensor to warn aircraft
pilots of region of clear air turbulence along
flight path
rBASA-CASE-ERC-10081] . P0520 N72-28437
Development of airborne and satellite remote
sensing capability using microwave radiometers
p0520 H72-28I171
Satellite and aircraft remote sensors for earth
resources
p0588 N72-31376
REPEATERS
Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications
via stationary satellite, discussing optimum
multiple access and repeater configuration
CAIAA PAPER 72-565) p0308 A72-27376
BEPOBTS
Reports and memoranda published by Aeronautical
Research Council, Great Britain, on
aerodynamics, aircraft etc.
[ARC-B/H-3650] p0099 N72-12971
Supplemental issue of aircraft accident reports
for calendar year 1969
TPB-2029I10] p0220 N72-17017
SBPEODOCTIOB (COPTISG)
Multichannel voice recorder-reproducer sets for
air traffic control
[AD-731562] p0256 N72-18180
REPUBLIC BILITAHI AIRCRAFT
U HILITABY AIBCRAFT
REQOIBEBEHTS
Analysis of military requirements and
specifications for aircraft performance usinq
F-5 aircraft
CAD-738625) , pO»81 N72-27039
RESCUE OPERATIONS
RH-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach and
hover coupler for automatic transition from
forward flight at constant deceleration and rate
of descent
- p0124 A72-16653
Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue
operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special
rotary wings design, air tunnel experiment and
flight tests
p0147 A72-18582
Survival rates in DSAF accidents during 1965-69,
noting visual sighting as primary rescue factor
p019t A72-2156U
Structural design 'and electrical drive mechanism
of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
p0358 A72-30097
Flight test evaluation of a forward looking radar
system for search and rescue applications.
CABS PREPRINT 6331 p(W6 A72-34U99
FAA implemented airport certification legislation
covering minimum safety standards, operation
manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service
and pavement requirements
pOt60 A72-36785
Naval helicopters applications to search and
rescue, ASH, ground support and other roles,
considering reliability and maintenance
p0607 A72-14685
Automatic approach and hover coupler for rescue
helicopters
p0083 N72-11926
Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search
and rescue mission and crew functions
[AD-72801131 p0090 N72-1197lt
Analytical synthesis and evaluation of avionic
system with airborne displays and controls for
hypothetical search and rescue helicopter of
1972 to 1971 era
fAD-7280i|1] p0090 H72-11975
Requirements for airborne rescue system in
military search and rescue missions
CAD-733987] p0256 N72-18047
RESEARCH
NT CRITICAL PATH METHOD
NT DYNAHIC PROGRAMING
NT GABE THEORY
NT HIGH TEHPERATORE RESEARCH
NT LINEAR PBOGRABHING
NT MARKET RESEARCH
NT NONLINEAR PROGRAHHING
NT OPERATIONS RESEARCH
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
NT QOESTOL
Angmentor wing let STOL research aircraft
development progress report covering design,
engine tests, performance prediction, control
simulation and stability augmentation
fSAE PAPER 710757] ' pOOOl A72-10254
A-361
BBSEABCH ABD DBVELOPHEHT SDBJECT IHDEI
Handling qualities siaulation program for
auqmentor winq jet STOl research aircraft
considering control devices design
P0015 A72-11654
Environmental research with instrumented aircraft,
discussing application to operational
forecasting and weather modification experiments
in hurricanes and tropical convective clouds
p0064 A72-14682
HP-115 slender wing research aircraft linear
motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at
high angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPER 72-621 P0132 A72-16932
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory
lateral stability derivatives of slender
variable sweep wing aircraft model and
comparison with Concorde and HP-115
fRAE-TB-70095] p0204 B72-15972
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 1
tNASA-CB-112152] p0638 N72-33014
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 2 ,
[NASA-CB-112153] P0638 H72-33015"
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound\
rotor systems - Vol. 3
fNASA-CB-112154] p0638 N72-33016 '•
Design of rotor system res'earch aircraft 'for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. it
[NASA-CR-112155] p0638 N72-33017
RESEARCH iHD DEVELOPHEHT
Industrial parachute R and D in OK, discussing
management, technical staff requirements and
government/industry liaison ' ' :
P0006 A72-10304
German Research and Test Institute for Aero- and ' ;
Astronautics 1970 report covering flow
mechanics, power conversion, aerospace medicine,
atmospheric physics, etc
P0013 A72-11151
R and D requirements for international standard
.vhf instrument landing system for Category I, II
and III operations in nelt decade
' . P0068 A72-14827
Civil aviation R and D policy study, showing
priorities for aircraft noise and congestio'n
abatement and short haul systems
p0115 A72-15780 '
Concorde aerodynamic configuration B and D,
discussing wing layout in terms of drag,
stability, control and weight distribution
characteristics
P0181'A72-19057
Technological forecasting method evaluation for B
and D planning, fitting trend curves to sets of
technological data
• pOl'86 A72-20268
Measuring technique importance for aircraft R and
D, emphasizing quartz teosometer, digital
control and signal processing
P0359 A72-30286
Time parameter in military air operations,
' discussing weapon systems R and D, all-weather
capability, communications, reliability and
maintainability, manpower training, etc ' • ' '
P0401 A72-32453
NASA B and D for STOL short haul transportation
systems, discussing propulsive lift, blown flap
and auqmentor wing concepts, noise reduction, etc
• , ' pOUUI A72-34238
Pulsed-jet engine of Hesserschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm
without valve flaps
pO«9<l A72-38031
Fluidics - A potential technology for aircraft
engine control.
P0494-A72-38047
Aircraft noise problem in piston engine to
turbofan jumbo let transports, discussing need
for noise reduction research
f A I A A PAPEB 72-815] p0497 A72-38117
N A S A Quiet Engine program F and D on conventional
takeoff and 'landing subsonic cruise aircraft
engine noise
PICAS PAPER 72-48] p0556 A72-41173
national aerospace B and 0 facilities
requirements, establishing priority order for
V/STOL, aeropropnlsion systems, high Beynolds
number, large transonic and true-temperatore
hypersonic test facilities ... .
[AIAA PIPER 72-1033] p0559 A72-41608
Planning and management requirements for aircraft
jet engine control system research and development
p0601' A72-.44285
Cost analysis and economic models for European
aerospace development compared to OS experience
[AD-725478] ' ' p0037 H72-10992
Aerodynamic research and development trend for
transport and military aircraft
• p0369. H72-22029
Abstracts and summaries of aerospace research for
1971 • •' -' •. ' • '
P0378 H72-22973
Scientific articles on research and development in
Europe
[AD-737607] p0424 H72-24353
Congressional hearings.concerning aeronautical '
research . '
p0438 N72-25945
Problems of producing transport aircraft
P0543 F72-29982
Besearch and development at 08ERA facilities,
'• France, in 1971
1
 . p'0'58.1
 ;N72-30981
Research activities for various divisions of
Rational Aeronautical Laboratory for 1970 '- 1971
P0634 N72-32958
BESEARCB FACILITIES
Sonic boom research facilities and techniques,
emphasizing applicability to other environmental
problems
• P0233 A72-23317
Supersonic combustion research facility design for
studying'^air-fuel mixing processes, shock wave
induced temperature and pressure increments and
flame holding devices ' '
" • • • • p0395 A72-31815
Canadian sonic boom simulation facilities. • ' '
CICAS PAPER 72-26] . p0554 A72-l'l151
National aerospace H and D facilities
reguirements, establishing priority order ;for
V/STOL; aeropropulsion systems, high Reynolds
number, large transonic and true-temperature
' hypersonic test facilities
fAIAA PAPER 72-1033] » p0559 A.72-41608 '
Experience with the NHC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V^STOL . '
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects 'of '
V/STOL engine model testing. ' ' .
' p0600 A72-442'47 .'
Design, construction, and capabilities ,of wind ;.
tunnels used for aeronautical research by ',. "
private and governmental agencies'in: OS - .Vol.' 1
CNASA-CR-1874] ' ' ,J p0092 H72-12182
Inventory of 'facilities for conducting,'
acceleration, environmental', impact, structural
shock. Heat, vibration, and noise tests - Vol. 3, .
[NASA-CB-1876] p0092 U72-12183 '
Tabulation and description of facilities available
in government and industry for real time
engineering flight simulation
CNASA-CB-1877] p0157 H72-14274
Research equipment, methods, and facilities' at
Propulsion Test Center, France • '
• • . ' P0209 H72-16690
Environmental impact of NASA Flight Research
Center, Edwards, California : . '
TPB-202054-F] . ' p0269 H72-19027
Research an'd development 'at ONERA facilities,
France, in' 1971
1
 " - • P0581'N72-30981
BESEABCH HAHAGEHEHT
Industrial parachute B and D in OK, discussing
management, technical staff reguirements 'and
government/industry liaison
P0006 A72-.10304
Besearch planning in steady compressible flow
aerodynamics, discussing projects on annular
wings, shock less transonic 'airfoils and Smith'
panel' method for th'ree dimensional flow problems
[ICAS PAPEB 72-01] p0552 A72-41126
Planning and management requirements'for'aircraft
jet engine'control system research 'and development
' • ' ' ' ' ' •-' p0601 'A72-44285
A-362
SUBJECT IHDBX BEIBOLDS HOHBEE
RESEARCH PROJECTS
Research planning in steady compressible flow
aerodynamics, discussing projects on annular
wings, shockless transonic airfoils and Smith
panel method for three dimensional flow problems
flCAS PiPEB 72-011 .P0552 A72-H1126
Inventory of facilities for conducting
acceleration, environmental, impact, structural
shock, heat, vibration, and noise tests - vol. 3
[HASA-CR-18761 P0092 H72-12183
Reduction of vater pollution, development of
railway track snitch heater, lubrication under
cold weather conditions, and research projects
conducted by mechanical and aeronautical
enqineerinq facilities
fDHE/NAE-1971 (3) 1 p0098 N72-12820
Scientific and technoloqical research projects
P0257 N72-182U2
Conference papers from Air Force science and
enqineerinq symposium 1971
fAD-7361271 P0391 N72-23983
Conference papers froo Air Force science- and
enqineerinq symposium 1971
. fAD-7361281 p0391 H72-2398H
Design and development of electric pover supplies
for use with transport aircraft in 1980 to 1985
tine period
fHASA-CB-1209391 p0517 H72-28028
Review of.research projects on aircraft handlinq
qualities, vehicle stability, and control
characteristics
P0622 N72-32038
Research projects conducted by National Aerospace
Laboratory of Netherlands durinq 1971
p063» N72-32973
Development and characteristics of navigation
system for vertical and short takeoff aircraft
with application to fliqht management experiments
rHASA-TH-X-621831 p0616 N72-336U2
Research projects conducted by national Research
Council of Canada from 1 Apr. to 30 Jun. 1972
fDIlE/HAE-1972<2) 1 p06«9 N72-3396U
RESIDUAL STRESS
Residual bucklinq strength of Al alloy elastic
column with fatiqne crack
fSESA PAPER 1911A1 . p001U A72-11511
Distortion and residual stresses in.welded
aluminum structures.
p0506 A72-3920U
HESIHS
HI ACRTL1C RESIHS
HT EPOXY HESIHS
HT NYLOH (TSADEHARK)
HI POLYIHIDE RESIHS
HT THERMOPLASTIC BESIHS
HT THERBOSETTIHG RESIHS
RBSISTAHCE HEiriBG .
Biqh liqht transmission electrically conducting
Byviz and gold fill laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heatinq applications
P0357 A72-30038
RESISTORS
HT TBERMISTORS
RBSOLVEHTS
0 PROBLEM SOLVIHG
HESOHAHCE
HT BESOHANT VIBBATIOH
BESOHAHCE TESTIHG
Resonance tests of target aircraft fitted with
winq tip pods using multipoint excitation method
[AHL/SH-371] p0465 H72-26012
RESOHAKT FREQOEHCIES
Twin spool let engine system, predicting shaft
speed effects on whirling frequencies due to
• gyroscopic action with computer model
P0199 A72-22130
Automated optimization for Preliminary design of
supersonic aircraft wings, noting flutter,
stresses and resonant frequency as dynamic
constraints
[AIAA PAPER 72-333] p0286 A72-25368
Helicopter rotor blades bending vibrations,
examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and
natural frequencies via series of Legendre
polynomials
• [&D-7155691 'p0299 A72-25733
Complex elastic systems natural frequencies
computation from measured dynamic response to
harmonic excitation, applying to helicopter and
transport aircraft
P0359 A72-30326
natural frequencies and vibration modes of free
glider, using symmetrical matrix to replace
three dimensional structure by approximate model
pOMIO A72-33Q09
Method of measuring nodal characteristics of a
structure subjected to a random excitation
P0569 A72-43095
Calculating eigenfrequencies.modes and generalized
masses for F-10PG aircraft from drawings by
finite-element method
fAGARD-B-5921 p06t8 H72-33915
HBSOBAHT VIBB&TIOB
Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and
stiffened plates -and cylindrical shells, noting
aircraft and rocket structures
POU13 A72-33679
RESOURCE ALLOCATIOH
Management information system role in cost
effective civil and military aircraft
operations, discussing hardware modification and
human resources and communication system
adaptation
pO«01 A72-32158
RESOURCES
HT EARTH RESOURCES
RESODRCES HAHAGEHEHT _ - ,
HT FOREST MANAGEMENT
BBSPIE&TIOB
BT BIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
BBSPOBDERS
0 TRAHSPONDEHS
BESPOHSES
HT DIHAHIC RESPONSE
HT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
NT MODAL RESPOHSE
HT TIME RESPONSE
HT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
RESTRAINTS
0 COHSTRAINTS
RBTB4CTABLE EQUIPHEHT
European A300B airbus flying control hydraulic
system and landing gear design for safety and
reliability, fatiqne life, weiqht and maintenance
P0009 A72-1072II
Glass-vinyl retractable windshield visor
development for Concorde aircraft, considerinq
rain, .hail and icinq effects, strenqth and
stiffness under aerodynamic loadinq and heatinq
P0231 A72-22900
RETRACTABLE LAHDIHG GEAB
D LAHDING GEAB
0 RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT
RETRIEVAL
NT INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
BBBSABLE SPACECRAFT
HT SPACE SHUTTLES
Aircraft and reusable spacecraft propulsion
systems current status and future development,
discussing noise and exhaust emission problems,
V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc
p0127 A72-16735
BETBBSED FLOi
Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles
around flat plate sharp leading edge with high
pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone
P01U2 A72-18122
REYHOLDS HUHBEB
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
delta wing-body combination in compressible
flow, investigating Reynolds number effect
fDGLB PAPEB 71-118) p0022 A72-12707
Axial flow multistage compressor desiqn,
discnssinq high speed flow measurements and
Beynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect
on aerodynamic performance
P0121 A72-16U83
Increased Beynolds Dumber simulation with
.roughness set on aircraft model in transonic
flow, investigating flow separation by parietal
visualization technique
P0140 A72-17846
Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on
parabolic wing profile in supersonic .wind
tunnel, noting critical Beynolds number increase
with leading edge thickness
P0227 A72-22U07
A-363
BHEOGBAPHY SUBJECT IHDBI
»ind tunnel investiqation of Reynolds number
effects on bonndary layer separation incidence
and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device
equipped aircraft model
P0242 172-24657
Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on
swept winqs, comparing critical Reynolds number
to straiqht wing value
. P0356 A72-29639
Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic
forces eierted on oscillatinq elliptic airfoil ,
for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack
and frequencies
pOSOO 17,2-32344
Generating high Reynolds-number flows. . - ,
P0501 172-38222
Some results from tests in the NAE high ^ Reynolds .
 :-
number two-dimensional test facility on :
"shockless1 and other airfoils.
flC&S PAPER 72-333 P055U 172^41158
Lift on airfoils with separated bonndary layers.
P0557 A72-41264
High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel
facility /HIRT/ for improved aerodynamic'testing
of modern combat and commercial aircraft-
performance, maneuverability and handling ' •
gualities
[AHA PAPSR .72-10351 p0559 A72-41609
Effects of Reynolds number and frequency
parameters on buzz characteristics at'subsonic
speeds using free oscillation method
fNPL-AERO-13121 p0045 N72-11291
Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel
facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of
aircraft at high Reynolds numbers .
[AG1RD-CP-83-71] p0073. H72-11854
Scale effects in flows past swept winqs at
transonic speeds
P0073 1172-11855
Reynolds number effects in viscous-inviscid
interactions on transonic swept wings
P0073 N72-11856
Method for estimating transonic buffet boundary
and Reynolds number effects for straiqht and
swept winqs
P0073 N72-11857
Minimum level of Reynolds number for reliable flow
simulation in transonic test facilities
fNASi-TH-X-67412] p0074 N72-11859
Transonic wind tunnel determination of Reynolds
number effect on ;jet-flapped airfoil drag
divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet
onset
P0074 N72-11861
Hind tunnel measurements of Reynolds-number effect
.on force and pressure coefficients for slender -
delta wing at transonic speed
P0074 H72-11863
Reynolds number effect on flow past body of
revolution at transonic speed
p0074 N72-11864
Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for
simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight
Reynolds numbers
P0076 N72-11873
Eguivalent body of revolution for simulating high
Reynolds number effect.on transonic flow past
two dimensional airfoil
p0076 N72-11874
Bind tunnel model boundary layer reduction through
suction for accurate simulation of high .Reynolds.
number full scale aircraft characteristics
p0076 N72-11875
Aerodynamic suitability of Freon 12 for wind
tunnel testing of transport aircraft models at
increasing Reynolds numbers and subcritical and
supercritical Hach numbers
fHASA-TH-%-67417] p0077 H72-11879
Comparison between conventional blowdown and
Ludwieg tube driven transonic wind tunnels for
high Reynolds number range
P0077 N72-11881
Performance characteristics of high Reynolds
number tube wind tunnel
rHASi-TH-X-6'74191 P0077 H72-11882
Specifications for hiqh Reynolds number wind
tunnel design for flow simulation in swept wing
aircraft development tests .
P0077 H72-11883
Performance and operational characteristics of
high Reynolds number blowdown and shock wind
tunnels for transonic model testing
p0078 H72-11884
Transonic wind tunnel design for model testing at
high Reynolds number •
P0078 H72-11887
Effect of Reynolds number on overall performance
of 3.7-inch diameter, sir stage-axial flow
compressor • . . . •
[NASA-TN-D-6628] . p0201 N72-15945
Sind tunnel test section for simulating high
Reynolds number over transonic speed' range . •
. fHASA-CASE-BFS-20509] p0221 N72-17183
Methods for simulating high level Reynolds number
• for wind tunnel model testing at transonic speed
CN1SA-TT-F-18290] • p0463 H72-26000
BHEOGBAPHT . •
D RECORDING INSTBUHENTS
BIB-BOB PARACHUTES ' . . ' • • •
Supersonic ribbon parachute testing by transonic
wind tunnel, rocket sled and water channel
simulator , .
. • : p0006 A72-10305
Rind- tunnel and rocket sled results with ribbon
parachutes for supersonic release, discussing
aerodynamic, structural flatter and inflation
time characteristics. . ;
- , pOOOT 172-10308
Ribbon-parachutes drop tests at Hach 0.57-1.70,
measuring opening shock loads and functioning
tine sequence .
.; • . • ' p0007 A72-10312
Flight tests of ribbon parachutes with 2000 Ib
store at low altitude
[SC-DC-71-4022] p0151 N72-13994
RICHARDSON-DDSBHAH EQDATIOH :
0 TEHPERATURE EFFECTS
RIEH1SH IHTEGRAL
D HEASORE-AND INTEGRATION
BIBBAHH PSOBLEH .
U CiOCHY PHOBLEH
RIGGING
Parachute canopy fabrics and riqging lines cordage
properties requirements, considering nylon,
polypropylene, silk, cotton and nonwoven
scrim-reinforced fabrics
- - . - . , , - pOOOS A72-10314
RIGID BODIES
0 RIGID STRUCTURES
RIGID BOTOB HELICOPTERS
Bolkow 105C 5-place helicopter with twin turbine
engine driven rigid' glass-reinforced plastic
rotor blades, emphasizing design philosophy of
. easy maintainability
p0357 A72-29871
German Bo 105 five/six seat light utility
••: helicopter-with rigid glass-fiber reinforced
plastic rotor blades, presenting design and-
performance
p0360 A72-30678
The fatigue and fail-safe program for the
certification of the Lockheed Model 286 rigid
rotor helicopter.
p0608 A72-44733
Helicopter development, discussing articulated,
rigid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound
helicopters^ rotor drives, flight control and
avionics systems
p0616 A72-45558
RIGID HOTOBS
Bingeless rotor helicopter blade steady state
response with nonuniform inflow and elastic
blade bending
[»IAA PAPER 72-65] p0132 A72-16933
Bingeless blades flap-lag oscillations linear
stability characteristics in hovering flight,
examining precone, elastic and pitch-lag
coupling and induced inflow aerodynamic effects
p0359 A72-30289
Bingeless elastic helicopter blades coupled
.flap-lag motion under quasi-steady aerodynamic
loads, reducing equations of motion to coupled
nonlinear differential eguations
p0393 A72-31211
Exploration of aeroelastic stability boundaries
with a soft-in-plane hingeless-rotor model.
[AHS PREPRINT 610] p0445 172-34493
A-364
SOBJECT ISDEI
Static and dynamic stability and controllability
of riqid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback
effects '• . -
p0038 B72-11008
Wind tunnel' tests to detemine dynamic
characteristics of hingeless rotors with hnb
moment feedback controls and rotor frequency
response- - Vol'. 1
rHiSA-CR-11l(427] P0253 N72-18021
Coopilation of data obtained from Hind tunnel
tests-of hinqeless rotors with hub moment
feedback controls and rotor frequency response -
Vol. 2 i
rn4Si-CH-11l(tt28] p0253 H72-18025
BI6ID STHOCTOBES '
HT BIGID HOTOBS i
NT HIGID WINGS
Nonporous riqid parachute models three component
measurements, usinq low speed vind tunnel for
testinq skirt lenqth effects on aerodynamic
characteristics • • .:
i • . p0006 A72-10303
Dynamic deflection of elastic rectanqular plate
.• hinqed to riqid base movinq under sinusoidal
pressure impulse action, notinq base inertia
effect
.--.-- - • ' - • • -- - • • ----- p0306-A72-27091
Conventional aircraft fliqht mechanics, revievinq
vector analytical treatment of rigid body statics
pO»55 A72-3579U
Fliqht-mechanical analysis of various fliqht
conditions of conventional aircraft. V -
Hechanical foundations /Dynamics of the riqid
body/
P05U5 A72-40175
Biqid form airship for transportation,: discussing
applications for special loads and scientific
and service purposes, and desiqn and'
construction problems
. P0556 A72-11200
Rigid aircraft lonqitudinal dynamic response to *
random atmospheric turbulence, defininq spectral
gust alleviation factors in terms of mass scale
• and damping ratio parameters
P0559 A72-116K1
Flight mechanics analysis of various fliqht
conditions for conventional aircraft. V -
Mechanical foundations /dynamics of rigid bodies/
P0597 A72-U3641
BIGID RINGS
Automated preliminary desiqn of simplified vinq
structures to satisfy strenqth and flutter
requirements
rNASA-TH-D-65311 p0112 N72-13887
Full scale fatique tests of YS-11A-500/600
turboprop aircraft wing
fNAL-TR-241] p0112 N72-13888
Dynamic theory of flutter for rotation of rigid wing
[AEL/SH-332] . P0130 N72-21996
BIHG STBDCTDBES
NT EING SINGS
BUG BIHGS
V-winqs and diamond rinq-vings of minimum induced
drag. > •
P0557 A72-U1263
Structural design and performance tests on loir
drag ring wing-body configurations
rNLB-TR-69070-OJ p02t9 N72-17993
BIOHETRY
D MEASUREMENT
BISK
Technology forecasting and risk assessment in
V/STOL transport area, examining mission issues
and selection criteria
P0228 A72-22473
BI7ETED JOISTS • . .
Nondestructive tests and their application for
inspection of adhesive bonded structures, welded
joints, and riveted or bolted joints
P0278 N72-195U2
BIVETING
Automatic riveting machine for fuel tight aircraft
•structures, describing process technique and
machine design details and features
P0232 A72-22906
BIVETS ;
High strength bimetallic rivets produced by
inertia welding Al-Ti alloy shank' with pure Ti
tail, noting weiqht and cost reduction for
P0595 A72-43452
aerospace vehicle production
tSAWE PAPEB 902]
BL CIBCOITS
NT B1C CIBCOITS
BLC CIBCOITS
Seduced voltaqe relay operation in aircraft high
voltage ac p'ower systems, describing BLC circuit
theory, laboratory test arrangement and
performance measurements
P0394 A72-31215
BLC NBTWOBKS
0 BLC CIBCOITS '
BOADS
NT HIGHWAYS
SOCKET CHAHBEBS
O COHBOSTIOH CHAHBEBS
SOCKET COHBOSTOBS
0 COHBOSTION CHAHBEBS
SOCKET ENGINE BOISE
Infrasonnd observations of natural background and
signals from Apollo 14 and aircraft, using
thermistor flowmeter microphone array
• p0302 A72-26515
SOCKET ENGINES ' '
NT LIQOID P80PELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
NT NOCLEAB BOCKET ENGINES
NT TORBOROCKET-ENGINES • -
• Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft
rocket engine assembly covering process
schedules, work organization, precision, joints
and couplings, quality control, etc
p0110 A72-33373
Variable deflection rocket engines for short
takeoff aircraft flight control system
fAD-7305713 p0168 N72-15019
BOCKET EXHAUST
Effects of rocket plumes on aerodynamic
characteristics of missiles
[AD-7281551 P0113 N72-13922
BOCKET FIRING :
Fluidic generator for eliminating accidental
firinq of aircraft rockets
[AD-728105] p0093 N72-122U1
BOCKET FUEL TAIKS
0 PBOPELLANT TANKS
BOCKET L4DNCHEBS
Vibration measurement of helicopters submitted to
machine qun, qrenade and rocket launcher fire
P0215 N72-16822
Evaluation of helicopter launchinq system for air
to ground rockets
[AD-737177] p038« N72-23034
BOCKET PBOPElLiHT TANKS
0 PBOPELLANT TANKS
BOCKET PROPELLANTS
NT CRYOGENIC BOCKET PBOPELLANTS
BOCKET PROPELLED SLEDS
Hind tunnel and rocket sled results with ribbon
parachutes for supersonic release, discussing
aerodynamic, structural flutter and inflation
time characteristics.
P0007 A72-10308
High Beynolds number aerodynamic ground testing by
movinq test specimens on rocket sleds
P0078 N72-11885
BOCKET VEHICLES . . .
Besonant vibration of thin walled rods and
stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting
aircraft and rocket structures
P0413 A72-33679
BOGALLO IINGS
0 FLEXIBLE WINGS '
0 FOLDING STBOCTDBES
BOLL :
HP-115 slender winq research aircraft linear
motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at
hiqh angles of attack-
f*I14 PAPEB 72-62] p0132 A72-16932
Lateral-directional handling gualities and roll
control power requirements of jet aircraft in
landing approach
[AD-725461] p0153 N72-11008
Wind tunnel/flight simulation of slender 'delta
winq aircraft dynamic response to Dutch roll at
low speed
[ARC-R/B-36691 p020« N72-15970
Slender winqs in roll notinq dependence of rollinq
moment and roll damping on anqular velocity and
. angle of attack
SOU. COHTEOL SUBJECT INDEX
P0266 N72-19001
Simulation study of lift-roll coupling on handling
qualities of hovering VTOL aircraft using thrust
for roll control
rNASA-TN-D-6906} p0516 N72-28020
Landing simulation to determine effects of
turbulence on roll of swept fighter aircraft at
low speed
fABC-R/B-36971 P0582 N72-31001
HOLL COBTBOL
0 LATERAL CONTROL
BOLL FOBBING
Retal forming technignes for gas turbine engines,
considering isothermal, radial and powder
metallurgy preform forgings, contoured cross and
form rolling, and squeeze casting
r&SHE PAPEB 72-GT-58] p0296 A72-256U9
ROLLED BEABISGS
Lubrication system filtration effects on rolling
element bearing life and extended mean time to
failure of gas turbine engines
p0175 A72-1875H
Heat generation sources in high speed cylindrical
roller bearings for gas turbine oil cooler design
P0313 A72-28111
POLLIHG
Wing tip shape effects on vortex sheet rolling
calculation by Belotserkovskii method
p01«0 A72-17850
Rolling vertical takeoff and landing procedure for
VTOL aircraft using thrust augmentation by
afterburning
[BBVG-FBST-71-131 P0030 N72-1003U
ROLLIHG COBTACT BEARINGS
0 ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS
BOLLIBG CONTACT LOADS
Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition
effects on antiwear characteristics in sliding
friction and rolling simulation experiments
rp0350 A72-29073
ROLLING BOBEBTS
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for
externally-blown "let flap due to engine failure
P0015 A72-11700
Ground effect on slender wing rolling moment
during landing-approach and its conseguence on
aircraft lateral control .
rARC-CP-1152] . p0088 N72-11961
Slender wings in roll noting dependence of rolling
moment and roll damping on angular velocity and
angle of attack
P0266 N72-19001
Equations for angles of attack and sideslip
relative to roiling and nonrolling axis system
fNiSA-TM-X-251lt] p0280 H72-19721
Effect of fin and rudder on rolling moments due to
sideslip and yawing . '
rESDU-70006] . p0617 N72-31992
HOOTS OF EQUATIONS
Linear equations with periodic coefficients in
mathematical models for systems with rotating
components, discussing methods for obtaining
closed form solutions
P0186 A72-20201!
ROTABI DBIVES
0 HECHANICAL DRIVES :
BOTABI GTBOSCOFES •'
Application of lasers to rotary gyroscope
vibration interferometry, gyroscope balancing,
and gravimetric accelerometers
r-BEPT-591 • ' ' P0372 N72-22521
BOTABI STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
Description of elastomeric damper for prevention
of helicopter or vertical takeoff aircraft'rotor
instability
' P0211 N72-16778
BOTABY WING AIBCBAFT ' '
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
NT HELICOPTEBS ' ..
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT RIGID SOTOB HELICOPTERS •
Rotary winq aircraft design features and
performance, discussing military .and civilian
helicopters and future developments
: p0126 A72-16731
Rotary wing aircraft' first flight and envelope
expansion at design gross weight
P0106 A72-18U93
Tethered autostabilized rotor platfora,for.
military surveillance, target location and
communication, discussing flight vehicle,
tethering cable, ground station and
guidance-control system
P0357 A72-30078
Botary wing and VTOL aircraft induced downwash
effects on ground personnel, considering
injuries, body heat loss, work capability
impairment and sound pressure .effects
PQ360 472-30125
A survey of rotary-wing aircraft crashworthiness.
P0565 A72-42763
Performance tests on static electricity dissipator
nsed on fixed and rotary wing aircraft
CAD-72953it] p0156 N72-14217
Compilation of accidents involving helicopters and
rotor craft for United States general aviation
operations during 1969
[PB-201812] P0333 H72-21021
Accidents involving rotbrcraft in US general
aviation for calendar year 1970 '
tNTSB-AHB-72-3] p0421 N72-21019
Optimization techniques for estimating
height-velocity diagram and critical decision
point for rotorcraft based on impulsive response
functions
[NAL-TR-2151 p0179 N72-27026
BOTABI HIN6S
UT LIFTING BOTORS
NT BIGID ROTOBS
NT TILTING ROTOBS
NT TIP DBIVEN BOTOHS
Automatic ultrasonic testing eguipment'for. NDT
tests of helicopter rotor blades
P0011 A72-11021
Matrix method calculation for aerodynamic loads,
transverse forces, bending moments, torques and
twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter
during forward flight
p0020 A72-12110
Helicopter rotor tip drag relief estimate based on
two dimensional drag divergence with Bach
number, airfoil parameters and flight conditions
P0021 A72-12882
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade
suboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping
motion and bending loads despite small control
angles and vertical qusts
P0071 A72-15501
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing
analytical shear stress and velocity
distributions obtained by momentum integral
techniques with hot wire probe experimental data
fAIAA PAPEB 72-381 p0130 A72-16900
Papers on critical and exploratory flight testing
covering rotary wings,
 (lifting bodies and }et
engine airstart
p0115 A72-18187
Articulated rotor blade flapping at 0-0.2* advance
ratios and constant lift, discussing effects of
shaft tilt and collective pitch variations
p0186 A72-20205
Critical lift and flow separation on helicopter
rotor under dynamic loading as function of flow
and b'lade characteristics
P0285 A72-25285
Helicopter rdtor blades bending vibrations,
examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and
natural frequencies-via series of Legendre
polynomials
[iD-7t5569] P0299 A72-25733
Helicopter rotor blade spars shot peeninq in
centrifugal vibrator, optimizing Cr-Bo-Ni steel
surfaces work hardening
- P0301 A72-26820
Ice formation on helicopter rotor blades,
discussinq atmospheric moisture and temperature
conditions, blade surface temperature,
centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and
preventive measures
- ' p0309 A72-27111
Hydraulic transmission for driving helicopter tail
rotor, noting compensatory system for engine
failure
1
 P0311 A72-27862
Botating airfoil experimental test program for
verification of Himmelskamp and Dwyer-McCroskey
theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift
A-366
SUBJECT INDEX EOTART WINGS CONTD
coefficient vs angle of attack
P0313 A72-2812U
Subsonic ana supersonic heavily loaded axial flow
rotors noise', discussing helicopter blade slap
effect and compressor rotor-stator interaction
P0355 A72-29570
Hinqeless blades flap-laq oscillations linear
stability characteristics in hovering flight,
examining precone, elastic and pitch-lag
coupling and induced inflow.aerodynamic effects
P0359 A72-30289
Hughes 500._and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered
blades, comparing thrust and stall . .
characteristics with symmetrical blades
. . . ' ' , . . P0359 A72-30290
French monograph on flow.near rotor blade tips,
discussing three dimensional circulation and
boundary layer effects, energy .losses, velocity
and pressure distributions, etc .• .
'p0363 472-30950
Hingeless elastic helicopter blades coupled
flap-lag motion under quasi-steady aerodynamic
loads, reducing'eguatibns of motion'to coupled
nonlinear differential equations '
. . . . p0393 472-31211
nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade free
transverse vibration under air and centrifugal
loadings during forward flight, using matrix
method , , • - ',
P039U A72-r31<t07 •
American Helicopter Society Noise Subcommittee
report on physical characteristics and na-jor
controlling parameters of rotor induced
aerodynamic noise
T A B S PREPRINT 625] . pO<|«3 A72-31U76
Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter
rotor.blade in hovering and forward flight.
[ A H S PREPRINT, 622] pO<l«1 A72-3UH82
The controllable twist rotor performance and blade
dynamics.
TABS PREPRINT '61U] pOUMt A72-3Ht83
Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries
of articulated helicopter rotors.
[ABS PREPRINT 621) pOUIS A72-34I189
Results of preliminary studies of a bearingless
helicopter rotor concept.
TABS PREPRINT 600] pOt«5 A72-31U90
Rotary wings lift and efficiency, increase by
circulation control via tangential blowing.about
bluff trailing edge airfoils
,[.AHS PREPRINT 603] pOIUS A72-34192
Determination of airfoil and rotpr blade dynamic
stall response.
[AHS PREPRINT.613] ' pOt«6 A72-31U95
Parametric studies of instabilities associated
with large, flexible rotor propellers.
[AHS'PREPRINT 615] , p0446 A72-3UU96
The wake geometry of a hovering helicopter rotor
and its influence on 'rotor performance.
[AHS PREPRINT 620) pO«U6 A72-34U97
Linear air mass flow infection at helicopter rotor
blade .tips, considering effects on trailing
vortex circulation strength
[AHS PREPRINT 62« ] pO«46 A72-3<tlt98
Achieving fail safe design in rotors. ,
[ABS PREPRINT 673] pOIUS A72-31513
Hydraulic systems for driving helicopter tail .
rotors. II
pOI»58 A72-3652U
A vortex model for the study of the flow at .the
rotor blade of a helicopter.
P0461 A72-36975
Analytical investigation of the effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodyuaoics, and.variable
inflow on helicopter rotor''stall characteristics.
. . ' p0503 A72-38950
Unsteady rotor aerodynamics'at low inflow and its
effect on flutter. ,
[AIAA PAPER 72-959) p0561 A72-»2349
Unsteady wake effects, on progressing/regressing-
forced rotor flapping nodes.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-957)
 P0562 A72-t2350
Flap-lag induced nonlinear oscillations in
torsionally rigid helicopter blade, solving.
nonlinear equations of motion by multiple vtime,
scales asymptotic expansion
[AIAA PAPER 72-956] p0562 A72-42356
Hain results of nonlinear rotor theory
p059M A72-43«19
Rotary wing head weight estimation for helicopter
preliminary design and parametric studies,
deriving semiempirical trend formula
[SABE. PAPER 9111. . p0596 A72-03161
Equipment assembly design optimization by
operational versions determination and criteria
evaluation for optimal conditions, noting rotary
wing design
 t - . .
P0599 A72-M02!|
Effects of prolectile damage on critical
helicopter components.
P0605 A72-UI1609
Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex
generated by hovering propellers and-rotors.
P0612 A72-U5327
The use of complex coordinates in the study of
rotor dynamics. ,
[AIAA PAPER 72-95t) p0615 A72-H5I113 '
Theoretical performance of ^et flap rotor at
advance ratios greater than 1.0
[AD-726706] p0030 N72-10037
Variable geometry rotor system for direct control
over wake vortex
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10557] p0039 N72-11018
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of
rigid two-bladed rotor system with full-scale
rotor operating at very high advance ratios.and
during start/stop operation
[AD-727653] " . pOOU3 N72-11050
Analysis of helicopter tail rotor flow patterns in
and out of ground effect
[AD-725591] . : .. pOOIt N72-11060
Low speed wind tunnel measurements of lift and
pitching moments of NACA 0012 rotary wing
profiles including measurements during pitching
oscillations at stall
[ARC-CP-1145] p0080 N72-11903
Effects of semi-rigid rotors on helicopter
autostabilizer design
P0083 N72-11928
Design of stability augmentation system for HG13
rigid rotor helicopter
P008U N72-11930
Derivation of eguations of transient motion of
helicopter rotors during axial flight
[AD-728818] .P0107 N72-13037
Development and evaluation of dynamic antiresonant
vibration isolator for damping vibration in
helicopter rotors
[AD-729317] p0110 N72-13435
Helicopter rotor.hover performance'and wake'
geometry characteristics
[AD-728835] p0119 N72-13982
Design of stowed tilt rotor aircraft components -
Vol. 2
[AD-729128] p0151 N72-13996
Parametric design studies and aerodynamic
characteristics of stowed tilt rotor concept for
composite aircraft
[AD-729427] p0152 N72-13998
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
helicopter rotary wings
[AD-729587] p0152 N72-13999
Antitorgne devices to replace tail rotor on single
rotor shaft-driven helicopters
[AD-729860] p0152 N72-1U001
Heasnrement of impulsive noise, rotor noise, rotor
blade dynamics, -and rotor blade pressure of • •
CB-53 helicopter under cruise and hover conditions
[AD-730359] p0155 N72-14018
Mathematical models for helicopter rotary wing
near wake and influence on rotary wing lifting
characteristics
[RAE-TB-71016] p0161 »72-1»996
Hathematical model for computing aerodynamic
forces acting on hinged helicopter rotor blades
using digital computer
. [DLR-FB-71-67] p0166 N72-15008
Airflow characteristics of unsteady flow around
bluff bodies, spheres, disks, and autorotating
two dimensional airfoil
[AD-731862] p0203 N72-15956
Development of antitorqne concepts for helicopter
control to replace main rotor/tail rotor
helicopter configurations
[AD-731U93] p0206 N72-15982
Theoretical prediction of dynamic behavior of
rotary wings supported in hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic gas lubricated lonrnal.bearings
A-367
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rAD-7322111 p0208 S72-16350
Wind tnnnel tests of models of helicopter rotary
• wings to determine blade element airloads in
nnstalled and stalled flight regimes
r B A S A - C B T l 1 4 f l 2 4 ] p0251 H72-18005
Rind tunnel tests to determine dynamic
characteristics of hingeless rotors with hub
moment feedback controls and rotor frequency
response - Vol. 1
rBASA-CB-11«427l P0253 B72-18024
Compilation, of data obtained from wind tunnel
tests of hingeless rotors with hub moment
feedback controls and rotor frequency response -
Vol. 2
rBASA-CB-114428] p0253 B72-18025
Bending response of rotary ving blades when
sub-jected to random input velocities for both
hinged and unhinged cases of root end fixity
FAD-7323951 • p0253 N72-18028
Aerodynamic performance of lifting helicopter
rotor during vertical descent
[AD-734229] p0267 N72-19011
Application of ring vortex method for determining
aerodynamic characteristics of rotary wings and
design of lifting rotor systems
fAD-7350181 p0267 N72-19013
Flight tests to determine characteristics of blade
slap in rotary wings and effect on helicopter '
performance
fBASA-CR-19831 p0269 N72-19026
Full scale wind tunnel investigation.of advancing
blade concept rotor system
rAD-7311338] p0271 B72-19038
Vortex shredding noise characteristics of isolated
airfoils in Beynolds number range applicable to
full scale helicopter rotors
FAD-734U331 p0272 H72-19048
Visualization of unsteady flow around oscillating
airfoils and rotary wings, and within
turbomachines in hydraulic tunnels
r O H E B A - B T - 1 8 0 ] P0277 B72-19329
Analysis of helicopter rotary wing performance
with recirculatory flow visualization during
wind tnnnel tests
[AD-7311873] P0277 B72-19352
Application of programmed pilotage technigues to
vary aerodynamic parameters during flight for
enhancement of level flight speed
characteristics of VT01 aircraft
fAD-736537] P0334 B72-21032
Analysis of basic flow elements involved in
unsteady stall of two dimensional airfoil rotary
wing in incompressible flow
rBASA-CB-20097 p0366 B72-22005
Structural design criteria and.aerodynamic
prediction technigues applied to stowed tilt
rotor concept - Vol. 8
fAD-736021] p0366 B72-22011
Development of theory, for optimum performance of
rotary wing hovering out of ground effect
rNASA-TH-X-62138] p0367 N72-22019
Design, development, and evaluation of
electrohydraulic vibration isolation systems for
reducing vertical vibrations caused by
helicopter rotary wings
fHiSA-CH-1120521 P0368 N72-22022
Development and evaluation of technigne for
reducing vibration in helicopter fuselage using
active transmission isolation system
rAD-7363471 • , p0370 B72-22036
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of nonarticulated folding tilt
rotor mounted on semispan. wing - Vol. 1
fAD-7356321 p0380 B72-22999
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft with
simulation of free flight conditions - Vol. 6
TAD-7356331 p0380 B72-23000
Improvements in dynamic and aerodynamic
performance of helicopter rotor blades
p0380 B72-23005
Conference on aerodynanic design aspects of V/STOL
and STOI propellers and rotors
fDLB-HITT-71-18] p0381 B72-23008
Design and construction of hydraulic controlled
rotor with erectable blade recovery system
rDGLB-71-020-PT-1] p0382 B72-23013
VTOL propellers with blowdown edges for increased
hovering ability
fDGI.R-71-023] . p0382 B72-23016
Principles of helicopter flight with emphasis on
main rotor performance and aerodynamic forces
imposed on helicopter during lanenvers
fBASi-TT-7-6765 p0383 872-2302*
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of powered tilt-rotor aircraft
nnder conditions of hover, transition, and
cruise - Vol. 5
[AD-7368241 p04/!9 B.72-24001
Durability tests on components of VFH-H3 gyrodyne
with determination, of rotary wing fatigue life
f BASA-TT-F-14'284;| p0121 B72-24023
Design, development, and evaluation of
glass-reinforced epoxy rotor blades on CH-47
helicopter
rAD-7382031 . P0423 B72-2Q033
Development of methods for determining lifetime of
helicopter components based on working stress
and stress-time functions
CHASA-TT-F-14280] ' P0425 H72-2<(531
Vortex model for calculating airstream at rotor
blade of helicopter
CHASA-TT-F-142281 p0430 N72-24990
Analysis of leading edge flow separation resulting
from airfoils oscillating in.uniform flow field
at low Beynolds numbers
FAD-7383041 ' p0434 B72-25320
Development and evaluation of variable direction
thruster for application to helicopter rotors
based on bidirectional ^et flap device
fNASA-TH-I-62152] P0160 B72-26010
Hind tunnel and flight tests of dynamic stall of
airfoils and helicopter blades
fAD-7386101 p0469 B72T26251
Besponse of flexible helicopter rotor blade to
random loading near hover
P0475 H72-26909
Measurement of aerodynamic damping moment in pitch
for hovering model helicopter rotary wing
CHAL-TB-256] . p0479 N72-27028
Application of downwash from helicopter rotors for
dissipation.of foq
fAD-7394871 POP81 B72-27012
Analysis of helicopter rotor wake patterns using
water tunnel test facility
. fAD-739946] pO"l82 N72-27052
Computer program for determining natural
frequencies and normal modes 'existing in.
helicopter rotary wings
rSASA-CB-112071] P0513 N72-27999
Structural analysis of rotor system of hot gas-^et
helicopter
[SASA-TT-F-14281] ' , p0513 N72-28001
Analysis of effects of lifting rotor blade
flexibility a'nd rotor support flexibility on
performance and structure of rotary wing assembly
fNASA-CB-1141)801 p0516 B72-28018
Aerodynamic characteristics of progressing and
regressing forced rotary wing flapping modes
[HASA-CB-114U811 p0516 B72-28019
Application of reliability and maintainability
trade-off considerations in design of main rotor
blade for heavy lift helicopter
fAD-739582] ' P0516 N72-28021
Analysis of failure rate fqr rotary wings on CH-47
helicopter and determination of
mean-time-between-failure leading to final
replacement'
TAD-739568J p0516 B72-28022
Design analysis of nutating plate drive for 2500
horse power helicopter rotor.gearbox
CBASA-TH-X-681171 , . p0521 H72-28501
Comparative lubrication tests of OH-58A tail rotor
drive shaft bearings
fHASA-TB-I-68118] ' p0521 B72-28505 '
Evaluation of time division multiplexing system
for helicopter rotor tests
[AD-7110773] p0534 B72-29480
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of folding helicopter rotor in
various configurations
[NASA-CH-1144641 p0573 H72-30013
Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward
flight produced by Rarman street type' vortex
shedding
[AD-7II17781 p057« H72-30020
Aerodynamic characteristics of three types of
variable diameter rotary wings with telescoping
A-368
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blades, folding rigid blades, and flexible blades
[AD-740911J p0575 B72-30025
Effects of blade section camber and blade planform
taper on helicopter rotary wing hovering
performance
r&D-7«3232) P0586 N72-31033
Vin'd tannel tests to determine path of vortex
moving from each rdtor' blade tip of helicopter
rotor to establish effect on aerodynanic forces
and pressure distribution
fNASA-TT-F-14462] p0618 H72-32012
Mathematical model and computer program for
- .< determining helicopter main rotor Bake geometry
effects on rotor blade 'air loads- and response in
steady maneuvers - Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-21101 p0636 N72-32995 .
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems'- vol.. 1
CHASA-CH-1121521 ' ' p0638 N72-33014
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight .testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - vol. 2 '
fNASA-CH-1121S3] p0638 1172-33015
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - Vol. 3
fNASA-CB-112154] p0638 N72-33016
Design of rotor system research aircraft for
flight testing advanced helicopter and compound
rotor systems - voi; 4
rNASA-CB-112155] ' P0638 H72-33017
Design, development, and aerodynamic
characteristics of compound helicopter designed
for rotor systems research applications
fNASA-CR-1121561 p0639 N72-33020
Use of-polyethylene thin films for ice prevention
and ice-shedding on helicopter rotary, wings
fBAE-TR-712381 p0640 N72-33032
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational
experiences with various types of helicopter
rotors •
tAD-7451241 p0641 N72-33041
Development of model to represent induced flow
through rotary wing of helicopter in descending
flight
[AD-745103] P0642 H72-33047
Experimental and analytical'determination of
boundary layers and tip flows of helicopter
rotor blades
TAD-745213] . p0644 N72-33286
BOTSIIBG . .
0 SOTATIOH
BOTATIHG BODIES.
NT COMPSESSOB BOTORS ' i '
HT IMPELLERS
NT LIFTING ROTORS •
NT POHP IMPELLERS
NT RIGID ROTOBS
NT ROTABY DINGS
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS
NT ROTATING DISKS ' •
NT ROTORS
NT TILTING ROTORS
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTOBS
NT TURBINE WHEELS
Numerical solution method for laminar, time
dependent and three dimensional boundary layer
eguations, applying to rotating flat plate in
forward flight
T A I A A PAPER 72-109J1 pOi33 A72-16944
Rotating pressure measuring system for obtaining
steady state pressure data from air cooled
turbine blades
rHASA-TM-I-2621] p0644 N72-33386
EOTATIHG CONES.
U CONICAL BODIES
U BOTATING BODIES
ROTATING CTLIHDEBS
Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary
layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade,
using conforma'l coordinate transformation
P0195 A72-21618
ROTATING DISKS
Thermal radial stresses in axial compressor
disk-to-drum transition areas of operating AH-3
aircraft engine
pO.014 A72-11374
Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks thermal and
mechanical stresses under variable thermal
conditions, describing test assembly
P0014 A72-11637
Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine
engine body calculated from equations of
axisymmetric viscous incompressible .fluid flow
p0395 .A72-31702
V/STOL aircraft configurations with lifting
counter-rotating disks, presenting aerodynamic
coefficients from rotating water tank experiments
P0551 A72-41070
Blade/disk attachment methods for gas'turbine
engines
[AD-877170] P0097 H72-12796
BOTATING ENVIBONHEHTS
Turbulent and laminar jet flow in rotating
environments noting application to jet mixing
flow in tip driven rotor wakes
P0028 N72-10008
ROTATING FLUIDS
Rotational, centrifugal and Coriolis force effects
on turbulent boundary layer development,
discussing- changes in structure and shear stress
distribution
P0238 A72-23870
Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts,
obtaining pressure.distributions and cross-flow
velocities ' . .
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-171 p0294 A72-25616
BOTATIHG 6EHEB&TOHS
NT AC GENEBATOBS
NT TURBOGENERATORS
Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with
solid lubricated bearings for high altitude
environments, noting applicability to supersonic
aircraft
P0453 A72-35565
BOTATIB6 SHAFTS
NT SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
NT TORBOSHAFTS
Twin spool jet engine system, predicting shaft
speed effects on whirling frequencies due to
gyroscopic action with computer model
P0199 A72-22130
Noncontact rotating shaft horsepower measurement,
using phase displacement technigue
fASME PAPER 72-GT-29] . p0295 A72-25625
Effects of projectile damage on critical
helicopter components.
P0605 A72-44609
Microelectronics and 'rotary transformers for
obtaining reliable data channels in rotating
shaft system
rNASA-TH-X-68112] p0580 N72-30776
BOTATING STALLS
Analytical investigation of the effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on.helicopter rotor stall characteristics.
P0503 A72-38950
Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating
separation in compressors
' p0569 A72-43091
Blade torsional tuning to manage rotor stall
flutter.
TAIAA PAPEB 72-9581 p0615 A72-45412
BOTATIHG VEHICLES
U BOTATIHG BODIES
BOTATION
NT AUTOBOTATION
Eight position, solid state, rotary switch
rAD-734758] ' p0275 N72-19277
BOTATIONAL FLOW .
0 FLUID FLOW
U VORTICES ' '
BOTOB AEBODIHAHICS
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade
snboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping
motion and bending loads .despite small control
angles and vertical gusts
P0071 A72-15504
Optimal fixed point hovering rotor design for
improved static performance by pulse theory
P0119 A72-16350
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing
analytical shear stress and velocity
distributions obtained by momentum integral
techniques with hot wire probe experimental data
fAIAA PAPER 72-381 P0130 A72-16900
A-369
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Sail rotors for hovering platform, calcnlatlnq
rotor performance based on ideal two-dimensional
flexible airfoil section characteristics
T A I A A PAPER 72-66] P0131 A72-16925
Biqh tip speed low loading transonic fan rotor
design for veak oblique shocks with improved
efficiency and stall margin >•
fAIAA PAPEB 72-831,. p0180 A72-18951
Articulated rotor blade flapping at 0-0.24 advance
ratios and constant lift, discussing effects of
shaft tilt and collective pitch variations
p0186 A72-20205
General solution for thin airfoil rectilinear
notion in ideal incompressible gas, applying to
rotor blade lift calculation
p0231 A72-22860
Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and
aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and
rotational noise reduction and overall
efficiency decrease
fAIAA PAPEB 72-655] pOU15 A72-34079
Exploration of aeroelastic stability boundaries
with a soft-in-plane hingeless-rotor model.
[AHS PREPRINT 610] p0445 A72-34493
Hingeless rotor - Experimental freguency response
and dynamic characteristics with hub moment
feedback controls. s
TABS PREPRINT 612] p0446 A72-34494
Parametric studies of instabilities associated
with large, flexible rotor propellers..
TABS PREPRINT 615] p0446 A72-34496
State-feedback-controllers and state-estimators
design for roll-pitch-horizontal .motions of
helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model
TAIAA PAPER 72-778] pOSOO A72-38137
Analytical investigation of the effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics.
p0503 A72-38950
Tilt-proprotor VTOL aircraft design evaluation
based on aerodynamic and aeroelastic model and
full scale performance tests
. [AIAA PAPER 72-803] p0510 A72-40054
Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and
unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing
of'rotors
p0556 A72-41229
Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at low inflow and its
-effect on flutter.
fAIAA PAPER 72-959] p0561 A72-42349
Helicopter rotor blade flapping motion - stability,
applying perturbation technique to linear
eguations of motion for different advance ratios
and Lock numbers
T A I A A PAPER 72-955] p0562 A72-42351
Flap-lag induced nonlinear oscillations in
torsionally rigid helicopter blade, solving
nonlinear eguations of motion by multiple time
scales asymptotic expansion
T A I A A PAPER 72-956]
 P0562 A72-42356
Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex
generated by hovering propellers and rotors.
. p0612 A72-45327
The dissipation of tip vortices by mass infection
with application to rotor systems. •.
p0612 A72-45329
Blade torsional tuning to manage rotor'stall .
flutter.
fAIAA PAPER 72-958] p0615 A72-45412
The use of complex coordinates in the study of
rotor dynamics.
fAIAA PAPER 72-954] . p0615 A72-45413
Hotor. and propeller wake calculation, recovery
rotors, and rotor feedback control - conference
rDLR-HITT-71-12] p0037 N72-11001
Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect
of applied vortex model on exactitude of
numerical analysis
P0038 N72-11005
Conference on aerodynamic design aspects of V/STOL
and STOL propellers and rotors
rDLH-HITT-71'18] -. p0381 N72-23008
Aerodynamics of rotary recovery system for flying
bodies during transition from horizontal to
gliding flight
fDGLR-71-020-PT-2] p0382 N72-23014
Vortex model for calculating airstream at rotor
blade of helicopter .
rNASA-TT-F-1K228] p0430 N72-24990
ROTOR BLADES
Automatic ultrasonic testing egnipment for HOT
tests of helicopter rotor blades
p0011 A72-11021
Two dimensional transonic airfoil section testing
at OHEBA S3HA wind tunnel, comparing results
with helicopter" rotor blades test data
fONEBA. IP NO. 1028] ' ! p0059 .A72-13642
Closed loop flnidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil
lift control system, considering application to
helicopter rotor blades
P0124 A72-16659
Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow
over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor
blades, calculating flow field by
three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 72-39] ; ' p0130 A72-16901
Hingeless rotor helicopter blade steady state
response with nonnniform inflow and elastic
blade bending
fAIAA PAPER 72-65] p0132 A72-16933
Helicopter rotor blade response to rando'n loads
treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with
time-varying coefficients
fAIAA PAPER 72-169] . ' p0132 A72-16940
Articulated rotor blade flapping at 0-0.24 advance
ratios and constant lift,' discussi'ng effects of
shaft tilt and collective pitch variations
P0186 A72-20205
Pressure sensor measurements of fluctuating
aerodynamic forces on rotor blades related to
• compressor noise generation
fASA PAPER H 6]1 ' p0192 A72-21486
General solution for thin airfoil rectilinear
motion in ideal incompressible gas,, applying to
rotor blade lift calculation
p0231 A72-22860
Fan-in-wing model noise due to cross flow
generated in- and outflow'distortions and
nsteady rotor blade forces
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-92] p0298 A72-25666
Integral eguation for calculation'of unsteady
aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting rotor
blades, taking into account air compressibility
fONERA, TP NO. 1081) • ' O0356 A72-29671
Hughes 500 and OH-6 helicopter tail 'rotor cambered
'•blades, comparing thrust and stall
characteristics-with symmetrical blades'
' p0359 A72-30290
Nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade free
transverse' vibration under air and centrifugal
'loadings during forward flight?-, using matrix
method . • • • > •
P0394 A72-31407
Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor
impeller with meridional stream acceleration.'
p0614 A72-45371
Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single
blade random qust response
fNASA-CR-114386] ' p0078 N72-11889
Blade/disk attachment methods for gas turbine
engines f '
tAD-877170'] • ' P0097 H72-12796
Aerodynamics of helicopter rotor blade 'tip vortices
[NASA-CB-112009] p0101 H72-12992
Aerodynamic design and performance of axial flow
compressor rotor with tip speed of 1380Jfeet per
second and 1.1 blade tip solidity
[NASA-TH-1-2449] P0266 S72-18998
Full scale wind tunnel investigation of advancing
blade concept rotor system '
rAD-734338]- p0271 N72-19038
Application of state transition matrix for
numerical analysis of stability and gust
response .of lifting rotor with rigid flapping'
blades and rigid hub
p0431 N72-25001
Destabilization effects of flap-lag coupling in'
hingeless rotor blade oscillations during hover
[NASA-TH-I-62179) P0572 N72-30003
Aerodynamic characteristics of'three typ'es "of
variable diameter rotary wings'with telescoping
blades, folding rigid blades, and flexible blades
[AD-740911] p0575 N72-30025
Painting schemes for improving rotating propeller
and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft
[AD-744453] p0629 N72-32579
BOTOR BLADES.(TOBBOBACHIBBBY)
Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in
A-370
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turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on
rotor blades due to incident gusts
, p0003 472-10220
Forged Inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for
dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades
p001i» .A72-114<I1
Multiple pure tone noise generation from turbofan
blade to blade nonuniformities in rotor
geometry, using two dimensional inviscid flow
model
P0072 A72-15568
Noise reduction effects of wake interaction
between rotor blade rows in axial flow
compressor, cancelling velocity defect at stator
position
rsSHE PAPEB 72-GT-15] p0293 472-25614
Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-X
gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high
sulfur concentration residual oil fuels
f&SHE PAPER 72-GT-87]' p0298 472-25662
Composite turbofan blades for high temperature
applications, discussing weight reduction and
design procedure
P0313 A72-28102
Lift fan blade interaction discrete frequency
noise, discussing potential and viscous
interactions-relation,-to. rotor-stator spacing.
' . , p0395 A72-32019
Filament winding technigues for rotor blade
applications. -
p0501 A72-38165
Analytical method for combining the interaction of
inlet distortion and turbulence.
; P059U A72-43330
Design and.performance of supersonic stator and
rotor blading
rHASA-TH-X-67961] P0097 N72-12783
FORTRAN 4 computer program for design of
two-dimensional supersonic turbine rotor blades
with'boundary layer correction
rNASA-TH-X-24341 p0099 N72-12975
Computer programs for wake geometry, and blade'
loads and responses •
fNASA-CR-19121 ' ,p0149 N7^2-13977
Calculation of nonstationary lift and ^moment
coefficients for vibrating cascade o'f blades
; P0158 N72-14292
Development of wake model for predicting rotor
free wake positions and resulting rotor blade
air loads r Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-19111 p0164 1172-14990
Performance tests of single-stage turbine with low
solidity let flap rotor blade assembly using
various cavity pressure ratios, equivalent
speeds, and expansion ratios
CNASA-CBT19681 p0265 N72-18994
Experimental study of effect of blade aspect ratio
on performance of axial flow compressors
[ AEC-CP-11791 P0277 N72-19331
Transonic propulsion fan for turbofan engine with
rotor blade spacing designed to minimize noise
emission
rNASA-CASE-LEW-11402-11 p0327 N72-20770
Botor head, rotor blade, transmission, and Bolls
Royce 360 engine studies
fAD-737611) .
 : P0433 N72-25014
Design and performance data for stage C
fNASA-CR-120938] • p052<t N72-28796
Collision force method for studying impact .
interaction of engine rotor -blade fragment with
containment ring i
CNAS4-CH-120952]
 P0528 N72-29004
Fluctuating lift on axial flow of turbomachine rotor
C4RC-R/B-36841 - p0534 H72-29247
BPTOB DISKS . '. - . .
o TOBB'INE WHEELS
BOTOB BOBS
U HOBS , i
0 ROTOBS
BOTOB LIFT
Critical lift and flow separation on helicopter
rotor under dynamic loading as function of flow
and blade characteristics
P0285 472-25285
Flow separation effects on critical lift of
helicopter rotor, using blade angle1 of.attack
criterion
P0304 472-26893 '
Helicopter maneuverability factors,'discussing
flight direction change ability, acceleration
limitations and rotor thrust reguirements
fAHS PREPRINT 640] P0446 472-34500
Helicopter design figure of merit weight ratios
definition in terms of rotor thrust coefficient,
substituting pure airframe structure weight for
conventionally used empty weight
[SHE PAPER 916] . . P0596 A72-43463
Calculation of nonstationary lift and moment
coefficients for vibrating cascade of blades
P0158 N72-14292
Application of net-flap to reaction drive rotor
for heavy lift high speed helicopter
rnASA-CB-1120301 - p0513 N72-28002
Fluctuating lift .on axial flow of turbomachine rotor
[ ABC-H/B-3684] • • p053<» N72-29247
BOTOB SPEED
Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop engine
eguivalent horse power, propeller output and
specific fuel consumption, discussing
performance characteristics relation to ambient
air .temperature
P0136 A72-17100
Rotor downwash variation by changing vortice
diameter, flapping, rotor speed, and radius and
placing infinite span wing in flow field -
• . . P0037 N72-11003
ROTOBCKAFT
D ROTABY WING AIBCBAFT
BOtOBCBAFT AIRCRAFT
Botorcraft -based on VJOL concept for aircraft
noise reduction in urban transportation
p01«3 A72-18248
Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue
operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special
rotary wings design, air tunnel experiment and
flight tests «
P0147 472-18582
BOTORS
NT COHPBESSOB ROTOBS
NT IBPELLERS
NT LIFTING ROTOBS
NT PDHP IBPELLEBS
NT RIGID ROTORS
NT BOTARY WINGS
NT TILTING BOTOHS
NT TIP DBIVEN ROTOBS
NT TURBINE WHEELS
Dynamical equivalence between vehicles with
motor-driven constant speed rotor under bearing
friction and freely spinning torque free rotor,
deriving eguations of motion
P0191 A72-21174
New hubs for multi-bladed tail rotors.
TABS PREPRINT 6021 p0445 A72-34491
Vibration technology: Balancing flexible rotors;
Conference,-Technische Universitaet Berlin,
Berlin, West Germany, Harch 23, 24, 1970,
Summaries
P0456 A72-36064
Calculation of the .'tightness of threshold joints
of gas tnrbine engine rotor bearings
P0507 A72-39589
Description of elastooeric damper for prevention
of helicopter or vertical takeoff aircraft rotor
instability
p021<l N72-16778
Tangential and radial stress data from spin tests
of turbine rotor for B-1 engine oxidizer turbopump
tNASA-CR-1967] p032« N72-20452
Qualitative influence of eccentricity of rotor
elements on dynamic deflection of rotor
rNASA-TT-F-111390] p0528 N72-29006
Analysis of operation conditions for gas turbine
rotor bearings from results of computer
calculations of their thermal regimes
(AD-744297]
 P0632 N72-32772
HOUNDED LEADING EDGES
U LEADING ;EDGES- ,• . .
BOOTES
Routines for generating air routes and route
selection
[PB-200473] • p0106 N72-13027
Aircraft and route assignment to satisfy passenger
and cargo demand
CPB-200474] ' p0106 N72-13028
Air route selection and generation using computer
program . ' .
i-371
EDBBEB. SDBJECT IHDEI
CPB-2001180] . P0107 N72-1303H
Air traffic and "route analysis'using computer
program
rPB-200U81l P0107 N72T13035
BDBBEE
NT ELASTOBEES . •
NT SILICONS EDBBEE
NT SYNTHETIC EDBBEES
BDDDEBS
NT AERIAL BDDDEBS
Hicrostructural analysis to determine corrosion
causes of rudder hub flanqes
rH72-07/18-BEG/BTl P0517 K72-28132
BOLES .
NT PLIGHT BOLES
NT INSTBDHENT FLIGHT BDLES ..
BON TIBE (COHPOTEES)
Stellar attitude reference and navigation
associative processor vitb high computational
speed for radar approach control in ATC
P0017 A72-12033
ROHSiY AUGMENT
Haqnetic method for detection of aircraft position
relative to raniray
rNASA-CASE-ABC-10179-11 '. p0373 N72-22619
EDNBAI COBDITIONS
Crosswind landing under adverse runway conditions,
illustrating technigue with sketches '
P0179 A72-18833
Airport fog dispersion methods review, noting
seeding and hot. air injection techniques
P0198 A72-21920
Bnnway fog dispersal system based on underground
installed flight-discarded turbojet engines,
discussing system efficiency and economics
P0232 A72-22910
. Bunway unevenness and landing gear characteristics
effects on SST vibration during taziinq, taking
off an'd landing
P0235 A72-23459
Airport lights system design for optical landing
aids, discussing runway illumination conditions
p0309 A72-27U02
FAA airport fog dispersal program, discussing
technigues effectiveness evaluation vs defined
goals
P03H7 A72-28813
Low level vertical wind shear, effect on aircraft
control, considering runway selection with
respect to surface wind conditions
p03«8 A72-28862
Aeronautical requirements for meteorological
reporting and instruments .at aerodromes,
discussing surface wind, visibility, runway
ranqe, weather, temperature and pressure
observations
P0349 A72-28868
Airport runway foq dispersal in DK, discussinq
cost projection for chemical seedinq system
combined with lidar remote sensinq
P0111 A72-33500
Bunway marking requirements for visibility under
day and night conditions, considering night
reflection value, color stability, durability,
noninterference with flight operations, etc
;.p04U2 i72-3«l2«3
Airport improvements needed for safety.
POU60 A72-3678U
Airfield flexible pavement design - A state of the
art paper.
POII60 A72-36787
Airlines and aircraft manufacturers reguireuents
for airport pavement evaluation/data system, ,
discussing relationships between strength,
landing gear design, aircraft weiqht, range, etc
pOt60 A72-36789
Day-to-day operational airplane-airport
relationship, discussinq runway grooving impact
and friction coefficient measurement
fAIAA PAPEB 72-8131 p0197 A72-38118
Survey of runway pavement condition at OS Naval
Air Station, Imperial Beach, California
CAD-7336561 p0276 N72-1930II
Siqnal data converter for multirunway visibility
measurinq system, using ground illuminance sensors
rpOT-TSC-FAA-72-1 1 p0323 N72-20254
Airfield pavement condition survey of asphaltic
and Portland concrete at OSNAS Barbers Point,
Hawaii
rAD-735105] P0323 N72-20268
Computer program and numerical analysis of
feasibility of nsinq suction between and along
runways to remove trailing edge vortex streets
riDA-LOG-HQ-69-10161] p0337 N72-21290
Heasurement of runway and taxiway -conditions at
two international airports to determine effects
.. of ground roughness on aircraft:operations
[NASA-TN-D-6680J • P0368 N72-22023
Bnnway friction under dry and artificially wet
conditions
[FS-160-65-68-11] . p0371 N72-22248
Improved aircraft ground performance in slush and
wet runway conditions by addition of extra nose
wheel
f ABC-CP-1206] pO<!32 N72-25009
Airfield pavement condition survey of DSHCAS
facilities at Santa Ana and Hile Square,
California . . - . - '
fAD-738828] ' p0518 N72-28267
Condition survey of airfield pavements at DSNALF
San Clemente Island, California
fAD-7388271 p0518 N72-28268
Surface stabilization of snow on helicopter
landing fields by chemical treatment
tAD-738561] p0519 N72-28271
Development of method for identifying visibility
conditions on runway dnring takeoff and landing
and comparison with visual perception of pilot
[NLL-H-22355-(5828.4F) J P0522 N72-28661
Development of method for determining orientation
of runway to minimize.probability of certain
critical crosswinds
r»ASA-TN-D-69301 p0576 N72-30250
Analysis of operational factors involved in
frictional and retarding forces between aircraft
tires and hard surface runways
[ESDO-71025-PT-1] p0636 N72-33001
Planing of aircraft tires on wet runways
[ESDD-72008-PT-3] P0637 N72-33010
BONK1I LIGHTS
Airport lights system design for optical landing
aids, discussing runway illumination conditions
P0309 A72-27B02
Airport runway lighting systems development,
noting lamp for night flights and control console
P0358 A72-30119
Intensity control of condenser discharge light
(flashers) for runway alignment indicator system
TFAA-ED-72-51(] jpCMBS N72-27700
Development of method for identifying visibility
conditions on runway during takeoff and landing
and comparison with visual perception of pilot
rNLL-H-22355-(5828.UF) ] . p0522 N72-28661
Development and characteristics of visual landing
aids systems
tNBS-10-837] . P0523 N72-28673
Evaluation of tricolor visual approach path
indicator for suitability as part of two segment
visual approach slope indicator system . •
rFAA-ABD-72-191 p0590 N72-31653
Evaluation of visual approach system to determine
improvements resulting from change in color
density and hue of.transition zone
[FAA-4RD-72-91] p0590 N72-3165U
BUNfAYS ' .
Airport apron surface pavement strain measurements
under field loading conditions, considering ••
static and dynamic loads with finite element
method
P0002 A72-10192
Atmospheric temperature and pressure altitude
effects on runway lengths .and aircraft takeoff
weights • . ;
tASCE.PBEPBINT 1212] , p0002 A72-10193
Lime, cement, fly ash and sand combination airport
pavenent design and testing, discussing .material
structural and chemical properties, compressive
strength, costs, etc
p0017'A72-12023
Spiralport design for maximum utilization of
airport runways for landings and takeoffs
. - • p0125 A72-16693
Anthropotechnical aspects .of aircraft taxiing
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system
p0229 A72^22779
Optimal high capacity runway systems, for major
airports, discussing multiple systems in
S-372
SUBJECT IHDEI SAFETY DEVICES
anticipation of future Bass air traffic•
requirements .• '
» ' P0210 A72-2«169
Runway notion stability of aircraft vith three
wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to
moment induced drift
P0307 A72-27235
Fatore short hanl aircraft transportation systems,
discussing aircraft forns, noise reduction
technology and runway requirements
P0311 A72-27660
Atlanta airport redesign and expansion program
including runway reconfiguration taziway
relocation and passenger and cargo terminal
system improvement to relieve congestion
pO«59 A72-36781
Independent parallel runvay landing'system to
relieve air traffic congestion, investigating
minimum spacing reguired to minimize collision
risk
P0569 A72-13130
Heasurement of three track runvay and taziway
profiles at two international airports
[NASA-TN-D-6567] p0011 H72-11038
Evaluation of experimental membranes, nonskid
compounds, adhesives, and earth anchors used in
constructing assult type runways for military
aircraft - . - • - . »
[AD-7298031 P0157 N72-14286
Damage to aircraft tires produced by grooved
runway surfaces when impacted at various sink
rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures,
and ground speeds
fNASA-TN-D-66901 p0219 N72-17007
Environmental impact survey of taxiway
construction at Santa Barbara Municipal Airport,
Calif.
(PB-201533-F] P0221 H72-.17202
Evaluation of bisphenol polyether, styrene
acrylate, and chlorinated rubber alkyd as
coatings for airfield runway marking
rAD-731320] p0279 N72-196««
Effect of extending Kennedy Airport runways into
Jamaica Bay
riSBN-0-309-01871-4-VOL-11 P0322 H72-20218
Preliminary study of dynamic preferential rnnway
system and exposure of communities to aircraft
noise
fNASA-CB-125821) p0323 N72-20250
Tests to determine design feasibility of
unsurfaced.soil facilities for operations of
C-5A aircraft
TAD-7353411] P0337 H72-21398
Airfield pavement condition surveys at QSNAS
Hhidbev Island and OSNOF Coupeville, Washington
tAD-7358601 p0387 N72-23222
Airfield pavement condition survey at Kaneohe
Marine Corps Air Station, Hawaii
rAD-7358611 ' P0387 N72-23226
Airfield pavement condition survey at Alameda
Naval Air Station, California
rAD-7358631 - P0387 K72-23227
Testing membrane-enveloped soil layers as pavement
elements for multiple-wheel heavy gear loads
[AD-7388391 p0468 N72-26214
Survey to determine condition of airfield pavement
at San Nicholas Island, California
rAD-73882U] • p0518-N72-28269
Performance of BO-HAT 158 reinforced plastic as
aircraft landing mat
fAD-738137] P0519 N72-2827*
Development of method for determining orientation
of runway- to minimize probability of certain
critical crosswinds • •
fNASA-TN-D-6930) • P0576'N72^30250
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion and curing
shrinkage of epoxy resin mortars for airfield
pavements
rAD-7H2212l P0576 N72-30257
Numerical analysis of braking forces and
frictional coefficients for aircraft tires'on
hard surface runways - Part 2 ' •'
fESDO-71026-PT-2) P0619 N72-32013
Measurement of three track runway and taxiway
profiles for determining effect of surface
conditions on airplane response -to ground
rouqhness
fNASA-TN-D-6932] P0622 H72-32045
Method for evaluation of operational and
functional performance characteristics of
landing mats
IAD-7I»1857] p0627 S72-32278
Similitude requirements for application of scale
model theory to design and evaluation of
airfield pavements
fAD-7<H368] p0627 N72-32281
Analysis of operational factors involved in
frictional and retarding forces between aircraft
tires and hard surface runways
fESDO-71025-PT-l] p0636 N72-33001
Analysis of runway surface conditions at Sherman
Army Airfield, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
[AD-713912] p06«3 N72-33258
BVAH MILITABY AIBCBAFT
D HILITABY AIBCBAFT
S BASD
0 'OLTBAHIGH FBEQDEHCIES
S-H DIA6BAHS
The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for
fatigue life monitoring.
P01U9 A72-34812
S-3 AIBCBAFT . ,. . . -
S-3A Viking land based antisubmarine warfare
maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, describing
flight controls, structural desifln, underslung
podded engines and operational equipment
P0139 A72-17583
S-3A Viking systems.
pO<4<!9 A72-317U1
Aerodynamic design and development of the Lockheed
S-3A Viking.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-7U6] pOK98 A72-38122
Use of fixed and moving base flight simulators for
the aerodynamic design and development of the
S-3A airplane.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-76t] pOStO A72-40052
S-3A aircraft weight control program organization
and methods, considering cost and schedule
performance
CSASE PAPEB 906) p0595 A72-l!3«53
S-67 HELICOPTBB
S-67 flight test program.
fAHS PBEPBINT 6531 POU43 A72-31U79
Flight investigation of design features of the
S-67 winged helicopter.
CAHS PBEPBINT 601] pOlltO A72-34U85
Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67
helicopter stabilator
tAD-7357661 p0369 S72-22030
Flight tests to determine effectiveness of
. wing-mounted speed brakes on S-67 helicopter for
increased dive angle and deceleration capability
f;AD-7«521l»] . P06U1 N72-33039
SA-330 HELICOPTEB
Autonomous navigation system for 54-330 helicopter
and flight test methods
P0084 N72-11929
SAAB AIBCBAFT
Development of the Saab-Scania Viggen.
pO«92 A72-377U9
Fatigue tests of simulated main wing spar at joint
with fuselage frame for SAAB aircraft
P0539 N72-29897
SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
Jet interference effects on yaw stability for SAAB
37 and 105 wind tunnel models
' ' p0027 N72-10006
SAAB 105 AIBCBAFT
Jet interference effects on yaw stability for SAAB
37 and 105 wind tunnel models
p0027 N72-10006
SAFETT.
HI AIBCFAFT SAFETY
NT FtlGHT SAFETY
SAFETI DEVICES , .
NT ABBESTIN6 GEAR ,,
NT EJECTION SEATS ' ' '
NT ESCAPE CAPSULES
NT SEAT BELTS
' Collision avoidance systems requirements and
criteria,' evaluating Eros time freguencv and
Secant interroqation-and-reply systems
P0231 472-22822
A-373
SiPETT FACTOBS SUBJECT IIDEX
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap takn-up devices,
comfort, fit and ease of use
P0345 A72-28726
An assessment of energy absorbing devices for
prospective use in aircraft impact situations.
P0565 A72-42764
Flnidic generator for eliminating accidental
firing of aircraft rockets
fAD-728105] P0093 H72-12241
Computerized simulation model for studying
perforoance of air bag
fPB-204170] P0275 H72-19184
Aircraft accident investigations of crashes of
agricultural aircraft and effectiveness of
protective equipment in preventing injuries and
fatalities
rFAA-AB-72-15) p0477 H72-27011
Development of materials and techniques to improve
and optimize flame arresting in aircraft
fuselage and wing fuel tanks
fAD-743016] P0592 H72-31954
SAFETY FACTOBS
Pressure altimeter system minimum safe performance
standards for subsonic aircraft operation,
describing test procedures
[SAE AS 942] . pOOOB A72-10386
Aircraft interior materials selection relative to
fire hazards and smoke emission properties
TPI PAPEB 18] P0054 A72-13249
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments,
discussing altimeter and artificial horizon
reading errors and modifications
p0060 A72-13698
Safe aircraft fuels crashworthiness evaluation in
terms of ignition susceptibility parameter,'
noting full scale crash environment simulation
TASBE PAPER 72-GT-27] P0294 472-25623
Concrete airport pavement thickness determination
methods comparison, noting design life
dependence on safety factors
P0460 472-36786
Air traffic control models and simulations for
evaluating traffic flow, safety, and system
loading aspects - bibliographies
rAD-733755] P0262 H72-18666
Evaluation of medical attendant seat on OH-1
- helicopter and recommendations for improving
crashworthy characteristics
[40-737197] p0370 H72-.22040
Safety precautions, visual checks, static proof
loads, and hydrostatic tests of type C13 Bod 1
catapults and associated launcher equipment
rAD-738445] p0519 H72-28273
Analysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to
determine safe service life of aircraft structures
r&BL/SH-NOTE-3731 P0525 H72-28903
SAFETY HAZABDS
D HAZARDS
SAFETY HAHAGEBEHT
General aviation egnipment standards in light of
air traffic system safety needs, emphasizing
Technical Standard Order system
fSAE PAPER 720307] p0288'A72-25571
Effect of maintenance procedures on causes of
aircraft accidents and statistical analysis of
improved aircraft safety through elimination of
maintenance faults
p0253 N72-18021
Papers presented at conference on system safety in
government and industry
rNASA-TM-X-68369] pO<(38 H72-25961
Air safety program for aircraft manufacturers
p0139 B72-25974
Development of safety management procedures for
reduction of military aircraft accidents
tAD-74136li) p0531 N72-29024
SAILPLAHES
0 GLIDERS
SAILS
HI S4ILWINGS
SAILSIHGS
Sail rotors for hovering platform, calculating
rotor performance based on ideal two-dimensional -,
flexible airfoil section characteristics
fAIAA PAPER 72-66] p0131 A72-16925.
Preliminary design of a sailplane wing for dynamic
gust loads
p0611 A72-44992
SAW HE SOILS
D SOILS ;
SABPLED DATA
0 DATA SABPLIHG
SABPLED DATA SISTEBS
Q DATA SASPLIHG
SABPLIH6
BT AIR SABPLIHG
HT DATA SABPLIHG
Procedure for the continuous sampling and
measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft
turbine engines.
tSAE ABP 1256] p0458 A72-36532
Checkout of multipoint sampling rake and exhaust
emission of turbofan engines
CPB-207321] pO«35 H72-25593
Curves for use with total heat and static pressure
sampling methods for gross thrust, mass flow,
and choking pressure ratio of air breathing
engines in flight
CESDU-69008] P0631 H72-32746
SAHDS
Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation
of separation efficiency and aerodynamic
performance
[AD-725593] p0051 H72-11713
SAHDRICH COHSTROCTIOI
n SAHDIICH STBDCTOBES '
SAHDIICH PLATES .
D PLATES (STBUCTUBAL BEBBERS)
0 SANDWICH STBDCTDRES ,
SAHDIICH STRUCTURES
Structural sandwich panel design, establishing
simple stress and deflection formulas under
transverse loading based on tests evaluating
balsa as laminate core
P0009 472-10723
Layered anisotropic fiber composite /Tetra-Core/
for sandwich construction and aircraft
applications, discussing design, fabrication and
strength characteristics
fSAE P4PEB 720343] p0292 A72-25599
Fiberglass replacement by organic fiber for L-1011
interior sandwich panels and laminates,
considering Homex fiber in woven fabric
P0313 A72-28099
Aeroelastic optimization of a panel in high Bach
number supersonic flow.
p0593 A72-43327
A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite
laminates. *
. P0597 472-43498
Shallow parallel-edge sandwich shell buckling load
calculation using Bayleigh-Ritz method, with•
application to sweptback wing panels
TDLH-FB-71-30] p0174 H72-15879
Preparation of titanium surfaces, -by
phosphate-fluoride method prior to adhesive
bonding procedures and application to OH-1
helicopter structures • •
[AD-732353] • .. p0208 H72-16355
SATAH (SEHSOB)
0 TEBBAIH ANALYSIS
SATELLITE AHTEHBAS
Communication and data relay satellites multibeam
antennas characteristics, discussing multiple
feed reflectors,.bootlace lens configuration and
phased arrays •
fAIAA PAPEB 72-530] p0308 472-27355
Shaped coverage patterns .with satellite array
antennas.
P0550 472-40884
SATELLITE ATTITDDE CONTROL
Attitude control and guidance mechanism for
spacecraft and aircraft
CHASA-CR-127268] p0485 N72-27679
SATELLITE ATTITDDE DISTDBBAHCE
D ATTITUDE STABILITY
SATELLITE COHHOHICATIOHS
D SP4CECE4FT COHBONIC4TIOH
SATELLITE COHTBOL
HT S4TELLITE ATTITUDE COHTROL
Unified single rf channel, tracking, telemetry and
command control systems for guidance of unmanned
vehicles, including pilotless aircraft and
satellites
- p0123 A72M6556
SATELLITE IHSTBUBEHTS ' . .
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
A-374
SUBJECT INDEX SCAT
system for preventing midair collisions .
[NASA-CASE-ERC-10«19] p0339 N72-21631
SATELLITE L1DBCBIBG .
D SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SISTEHS . . . ,
Worldwide satellite naviqation system for precise
position and velocity of military aircraft,
ships and ground vehicles
p03<>5 A72-28758
Aircraft antennas design for radio links to
satellites for aeronautical communication and
ATC, proposing-- use of beam steering system
P0351 A72T29347
SATELLITE OBSERVATION
Outer>maqnetosphere near midnight at guiet and
disturbed times. •
• • ' • . - ' P0603 A72-1U513
•Impact of inertial -navigation on air safety and
.modeling techniques to assess effects of"air
traffic control satellite surveillance system
fAD-733758] '' p0262 N72-18667
Development, of airborne and satellite remote
sensing capability using microwave radiometers
• . . . ' • • ' • p0520 N72-28171
SATELLITE TELEYISIOH
Shaped coverage patterns with satellite '.array
• antennas.
•' " p0550i=A72-ll088<)
SATELLITE TBAHSHISSION '•
L band in satellite system for aerial navigation •
aid, discussing position accuracy, 'data.,
transmission and voice communication and
modulation methods
. . -.. '•' • • • • • • '.- pO'021 A72-12642
Air surveillance using satellite range-difference
measurement from noninterrogated aircraft
beacons for ATC " - '
P0068. A72-14826
SATELLITES '• ' ' ' ' ' ' . '
' NT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES • • • . '
NT.. COHHONICATION SATELLITES,' . ' ' .'•
NT HETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES' '
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES • - • ' '
NT RELAY SATELLITES , -- • - ' '" "
NT SINCHRONOOS SATELLITES ' "
NT TDB SATELLITES' • ' ' ' • '" '
SC-1 AIBCBAFT ' >
Flying experience with the SC1 research aircraft'
and the P1127 prototype-, at'the Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Bedford, England.
-. -. ' . ' ' p0560 A72-t232U
Low speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1' aircraft
pitot and. static pressure sensors and wind vanes
for -flight test recording of airspeed and flight
altitude - - .
[ARC-CP-11621 ' ' p0093 N72T.12392
Aerodynamic characteristics of SC-1 and P-1127
V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on flight tests to
determine control system performance
p06U9 N72-33968
SCALE (CORROSION) . '
Polishes and corrosion removers for aluminum
surfaces of 'Naval aircraft
fAD-733103] p0260 N72-18602 .
SCALE EFFECT
Helicopter rotor blades 'bending vibrations,
examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and
natural frequencies via series of Leqendre
polynomials
[AD-7U5569] p0299. A72-25733
Scale effects 'in flows past swept wings at
transonic speeds
: . ' p0073 N72-11855
Pressure plotting tests on swept'wings for ,
. analyzing scale effect at high' subsonic speeds
P0075 N72-11867
Two and three dimensional wind' tunnel tests on
oscillatory control surface derivations noting
Reynolds number and/or boundary layer transition
variation on wing
rARC-CP-1151] p0088 N72-11960
SCALE BODELS
High speed jet noise source physical properties
interpretation by theory and scale-model
experiments for supersonic transport aircraft
noise suppression problem
p0016 A72-11973.
Hicrowave scale model of ILS qlide path,
considering interference and aircraft taxiing
effects
P0363 A72-309UH
Scale model tests of high thrust engine blast
deflection fence combinations for protection of
adjacent roadway traffic
. , P0413 A72-33698
On the prediction of acceleration response of air
cushion vehicles to random seaways and the
distortion effects of the cushion inherent in
scale moSels.
'fAIAA PAPER 72-598]. pO«58 A72-36538
Characteristics of an ejector-type engine
simulator for STOL model testing.
fAIAA PAPER 72-10281 p0558 A72-41607
Full scale wind tunnel tests of small unpowered
jet aircraft with T tail
[NASA-TN-D-65731 p0030 N72-10031
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical
techniques for determining full scale
aerodynamic flight drag factors
rNiSA-T«-X-67U13] p0075 N72-11869
Transonic wind tunnel testing reguirements for
simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight
Reynolds numbers
P0076 N72-11873
Flight tests of parafoil glider and comparison of
flight-test data with wind tunnel data.usinq
small scale and full scale models .
rAD-.7311lf3] p0167 N72-15012
Jet enqine model for simulatinq inlet and exhaust
flow fields in supersonic aircraft wind tunnel
model I* '
[AD-731238] . . . ' ' • p0207 N72-16200
• Scale model, tests to determine optimum
configuration and characteristics of large jet
transport aircraft during ditching •
rNASA-TM-X-2ait5] • . p0218 -H72-17005
. - Prediction of lateral tire dynamic properties of
scale model aircraft tires using string theory
fNASA-CR-2058] . . p0422 N72-2U02U
Crack propagation in full-scale wing structure
under different simulated fliqht conditions
.pOSUO N72-29902
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of
in-fliqht thrust reverser on stability and
control characteristics of single-engine fighter
aircraft model
r NASA-TN-D-6886.1 . . P0573 N72-30010
Similitude requirements'.for application of scale
model-theory to design and evaluation of-
airfield pavements •
rAD-711368] p0627 N72-32281
SCALING LAVS
Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scalinq laws,
studying acoustic fields for rectangular and
axisymmetric nozzle configurations
fiUl PAPER 72-6011 pOU16 A72-34091
Wind tunnel simulation of full scale vortices.
fAKS PREPRINT 623] pO«13 A72-3UU77
Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing
scalinq rules for sound power and directional
characteristics.of radiated sound
P0506 472-39557
SCAHBBBS . ' - .
NT HORIZON SCANNERS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS . .
NT OPTICAL SCANNERS
SCANNING
NT RADAR SCANNING
Low cost microwave scanning beam landing systems
for interim instrument landing system
replacement in civil aviation
... , ' . . p0399 A72-32217
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems, notinq antenna
radiation pattern and signal spectra
. [AT/DTRN/2-155] p0111 N72-13590
Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array
aircraft landing systems emphasizinq qranularity
[AT/DTHN/2-17U] p0389 S72-23663
Minimum suitable scan rates for azimuth and
elevation functions of microwave landinq
quidance system
tAD-737339] p0389 N72-23669
SCABS (GEOLOGY)
D EROSION '
SCAT
0 SUPERSONIC COBHERCIAL AIB TRANSPORT
A-375
SCATTERED 'CLOODS SUBJECT IHDEI
SC1TTEBED CIOODS"
0 CIODDS. (BETEOEOLO6T)
SCATTEBIH6
FT ACOUSTIC SCATTEBING
HI BACKSCATTEBING
NT LIGHT SCATTEBING
BT TBOPOSPHEBIC SCATTERING
NT WAVE SCATTERING
SCATTEEIBG CBOSS SECTIOHS .
Atmospheric acoustic attenuation measurement on
sailplane, assessing turbulence backscattering
cross section
P0189 A72-20597
SCHEDULES
Airline schedule keeping by Sud Lear all-weather
landing system, discussing crew training
P0061I A72-1<I688
Airline operational problems from traffic volume
increase, discussing flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects
fDGLH PAPER 72-0371 P0606 A72-U4618
SCHEDOLIBG
HT PREDICTION-ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Automated scheduling algorithm for aircraft from
terminal area to touchdown, discussing system
features and STOL air traffic computerized
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 72-1201 p0131 A72-16905
Decision diagrams use in logic analysis for
aircraft maintenance schedule testing relative
to operational reliability control
P035J A72-300«1
Federal legislation impact on airport a°hd airway
system planning, considering budget and schedule
reguirements
pO«59 A72-36777
Factors to be considered in airline scheduling.
P0192 A72-377U5
S-3A aircraft weight control program organization
and methods, considering cost and schedule
performance
[SAWE PAPEB 9061 p0595 A72-U3153
Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft
scheduling models.
p060« A72-im579
Cost effective algorithm for optimal route
aircraft scheduling for airlines by mixed
integer multi-commodity flow technigue and
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition
P060U A72-4U582
Heuristic procedure solution for least cost
commercial airline crew scheduling, emphasizing
combinatorial space size reduction
p060« A72-«I|584
Set covering algorithm for extracted small
matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
rTB-320-300»l P0321 N72-20099
Semi-automatic methods for airlines crew scheduling
[18-320-30061 P0322 F72-20100
Development of adaptive scheduling procedure for
aircraft maintenance and inspection planning
rAD-7ll328Ul p0586 N72-31029
SCHLIEBEB PBOTOGBSPBI
Flow visualization in supersonic axial compressor
by short exposure schlieren photography of shock
wave patterns in rotating annular cascade of
compressor blades
fONEBA, TP NO. 10261 • p0136 A72-17192
Hypersonic boundary layer separation of delta wing
in shock tunnel using color and monochrome
schlieren photography
fNPL-AEBO-NOTE-10971 p0029 N72-10022
SCHOOLS
Procedures for training pilots in assessment of
flight systems during attendance at Empire Test
Pilot School, England
P0330 N72-20995
SCBABJET ENGINES
D SUPERSONIC COHBUSTIOH BAHJET ENGINES
SCBAHJETS
U SUPERSONIC COHBDSTION BAHJET ENGINES
SCBEENS
Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet
flow, investigating acoustic properties,
velocity and pressure in mixing zone
TAIAA PAPER 72-60<t] pO»16 A72-3U088
SCBEWS
Characteristics and advantages of flapping wing
engine over screw engine
pO«23 N72-2U118
SEA LAUBCHIBG
Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for
launch and recovery capabilities under sea
environment conditions, discussing visual
landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions
TABS PBEPBINT 6501 pO<Hl7 A72-31505
SEALAHTS
U SEALEBS
SEALEBS
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, '
emphasizing porous cermet seals heat resistance
under thermal cyclic loads
P01U7 A72-18658
SEALING
NT SELF SEALING
SEALS' (STOPPERS)
NT GLANDS (SEALS)
NT PACKINGS (SEALS)
Friction coefficient, standard wear and surface
layer temperature of seal for dry friction pairs
in jet engines, investigating crystal lattice
parameters
P0185 A72-19768
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and
testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal
and pressure cycling
P0199 A72-21938
Clam seals comparison with elastomers, discussing
aircraft use, contamination,'inspection',
corrosion and erosion, surface finish, service
life and cost
p0199 A72-21911
Pressure tight seal for snperalloy used in
hypersonic aircraft fuel tank joints
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10170-11 p0338 N72-21U71
Poiyimide hydraulic actuator rod seals for
application in high performance aircraft
[BASA-CR-120878] P0125 N72-2U530
Hathematical models for analyzing
guasi-one-dimensional flow across face seals and
narrow slots of turbine engines
[NASA-TB-D-6668] P0135 B72-25<!68
Gas seal designs for aircraft gas turbine engines
CAD-7399221 p0521 N72-28518
SEAPLABES
Potential usefulness of small, single seat
seaplane for civil police patrol
fAD-736187] . p0369 N72-22032
SEARCB BADAB
German monograph - A search procedure for
electronic radar. .
P0568 A72-»305(|
Search radar monitoring of bird movements to
prevent aircraft collision accidents
[AD-732945] . p0253 F72-18027
UTES multipurpose radar complex for air traffic
control
[AD-7332731 p0256 B72-18173
SEABCHIN6
Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search
and rescue mission and crew functions
tAD-7280H31 p0090 N72-1197H
SEASONS
BT SUKHEH
SEAT BELTS
Crashworthy upper torso restraint systems for
general aviation, incorporating strap takenp
devices
p0195 A72-21578
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
[SAE PAPER 7203251 p0291 A72-25588
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbag-lap belt restraints
CAD-7Q1530] p0309 A72-27U71
Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing
dynamic responses of seats and passenger
restraint systems
P021U H72-16793
SEATS
BT EJECTIOB SEATS
Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft,
describing development and static and dynamic
testing
CSAE PAPEB 7203221 p0290 A72-25585
A-376
SUBJECT IHDEI SBHSOEI FEEDBACK
Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing
dynamic responses of seats and passenger
restraint systems
p021« H72-16793
Evaluation of medical attendant seat on OH-1
helicopter and recommendations for improving
crashworthy characteristics
[&D-737197] P0370 N72-220HO
Design of aircraft seat cushions and parachute •
support spacers to improve comfort and safety
factors
rAD-736873] p038« S72-23032
Performance tests of tilting, supinating seats for
aircraft and spacecraft and analysis of
biomedical adeguacy
CAD-7111202] p0531 H72-29026
Analysis, design, fabrication, and testing of
integrally armored crashworthy seats for aircrews
tAD-7U2733] p0586 N72-31030
SECONDABY FLOS
Secondary losses reduction procedure in axial flow
turbine stages, using boundary layer fences on
blades profile suction side
P0229 A72-22631
Centrifugal turboengine diffuser with high
enlargement area compared with logarithmic
spiral types, discussing boundary layers,
secondary flow, shapes and aerodynamic parameters
p0236 A72-237H7
Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts,
obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow
velocities .^:. • , «
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-17] ' ' p029« A72-25616
SECOBDABT PBOHTS
n FRONTS (HETEOROLOGY)
SECOIDABT BADAB
Secondary surveillance radar systems design and
planning for ATC application
p03fi<l A72-28698
ATC services configuration with secondary
surveillance radar and primary radar data
acguisition system, discussing signal processing
by automated decoder
P05U7 A72-U0288
Air traffic density effect on secondary
surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft
identification and position determination,
proposing selective address system
p05«7 A72-10289
SECDBITT
System security hardware, software, and procedural
techniques in automated systems
fAD-7357281 P0336 N72-21234
Data base security and access limitation
reguirements for post 1975 automated TACC
complex with tabulated security data
[AD-735729] p0337 H72-21235
Congressional hearings concerning undetected
flight of civilian aircraft from Havana, Cuba to
New Orleans, Louisiana on October 26, 1971
P0175 N72-26987
Design of security system for civil aviation cargo
transportation
P0526 N72-28985
SEDIHEHTS
NT SARDS
SEEKERS
0 HOMING DEVICES
SEGREGATION
0 SEPARATION
SEISHOLOGY
Seismic and underwater effects of sonic booms,
comparing theory with experiments
P0198 A72-21907
SELECTION
HT PERSONNEL SELECTION
Air route selection and generation using computer
program
rPB-2004801 p0107 H72-13031
SELF ADAPTIVE COBTBOL STSTEHS
Self adaptive control technigues for designing
flight control systems in high performance
supersonic aircraft
fAD-730162] P0151 N72-13992
SELF EBECTIBG ANTESHAS
0 ANTENNAS
SELF IBDDCED VIBBATION
NT PANEL FLUTTER
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER
HT SDPEBSONIC FLUTTER
HT TRANSONIC FLUTTER
One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engines
rotating and static vane cascades, discussing
vibrations propagation
p001« A72-11584
Three dimensional velocity field excitation by
thin airfoil vibrations in supersonic flow,
deriving function in semispace to satisfy
boundary constrained wave equation
p01t1 A72-18111
SELF LUBRICATION
Differential thermal analysis of self lubricating
bearing systems
CAD-732761] . P0260 N72-18588
SELF ORGAHIZIBG SYSTEBS
Self organizing adaptive aircraft control system
with C criterion pitch' axis performance and
failure compensation
p0053 A72-12920
SELF BB6DLATIBG
D AUTOHATIC COHTBOL
SELF SEALING
Performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in
preventing fuel spillage and fires in survival
aircraft crashes
tAD-738201] pO«25 N72-21547
SEBICOBDOCTOE DEVICES
NT AVALANCHE DIODES
NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
NT THE8HIST08S
NT TRANSISTOB AMPLIFIERS
Noncontacting measurements by miniature CH Doppler
radar with semiconductor microwave generator
P0229 A72-22691
Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft
electrical systems with emphasis on solid state
power management
fAD-731077] p0169 N72-1523U
SBBIEHPIRICAL EQUATIONS
Rotary wing head weight estimation for helicopter
preliminary design and parametric studies,
deriving semiempirical trend formula
[SA»E PAPER 91U] P0596 A72-13U61
SEHISPAB BODELS
lind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of semispan wing with externally
blown jet flap
CNASA-TH-X-620791 pOOSO N72-.11902
SENDEES
U TBANSHITTEBS
SEBSIBILITY
U SENSITIVITY
SENSITIVITY
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE
NT NOTCH SENSITIVITY
NT PHOTOSENSITIVITY
Sensitivity functions for differential eguations
describing aircraft perturbed motion, noting
dependence on time derivatives, system
parameters and coordinates
P0180 A72-18977
Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system
designed by compensation parameter variation
technigue, determining correlation between
system sensitivity computations and observations
P0189 A72-20592
SEBSOB-AIBBOBNE TERRAIN ANALYSIS
U SENSORS
D TERRAIN ANALYSIS
SENSOBIHOTOB PEBFOBHANCB
NT PSYCHOHOTOB PEBFOEBANCE
SBBSOBS
Sensor measurements correlation to human
visibility via sensor eguivalent visibility
/SEV/ concept, discussing data processing scheme
P0317 A72-28816
Designs for future military aircraft crash
sensors, ignition source suppression system, and
automatic activation circuitry
I AD-729870] p0153 N72-T4006
Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A
aircraft
tAD-7U39681 p062i( H72-32058
SEBSOBY FEEDBACK
High performance let aircraft variable feel flight
control systems for simulation of aerodynamic
reaction forces proportional to dynamic pressure
P0551 A72-11069
A-377
SEHSOBT PEBCEPIIOH SUBJECT IHDEX
SESSOBI PBBCBPTIOH . . • • •
NT ADDITOBY PERCEPTION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
ST VISDAL PEBCEPTIOH )
SEPABATED FLOW • • . . , . . . .
NT BOUNDARY. LAYER REPARATION - .
Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic
flow, considering leading edge flow separation
induced vortices effects on downvash, .pressure - <'•
distribution and aerodynamic characteristics • -'•
p0072 A72-15741 •
Increased Beynolds number simulation with
roughness set on aircraft model in transonic--
flow, investigating flow separation by parietal
visualization technique
;. , . ' ' • p0140 A72-17846
Rind tunnel>diffuser design foe separated region
spread reduction based on egg box principle
P0238 A72-23859
Supersonic flow around thin cruciform wing with ' '•O
. antisymmetrical angle of a'ttack distribution and
horizontal plane with leading edge, considering
flow separation at edges . • i • -
P0246 A72r25118
Critical lift and flow separation on helicopter
rotor under dynamic loading as function of flow
and blade characteristics ' ' n <
P0285 A72-25285 "
Flow separation reduction by transverse let
blowing, illustrating flow patterns by water
tunnel visualization ,on cylinders, perpendicular
flat plates, contoured walls, steps, wings, etc
[OHESA, TP NO. 10701 . P0300 A72-25814
Flow separation effects on critical lift of
helicopter rotor, using blade angle of attack
criterion
P0304 A72-26893
Calculation of an unsteady; separation flow past a
slender profile
pO«60 A72-36900
Flow separation at the edges of some types of tail
- sections used in supersonic aircraft and in
rocket technology . . ;
P0507 'A72-39597
Experimental investigations of separated flows on.
wing-body combinations with very slender wings
at free-stream Bach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2.
CTCAS PAPER 72-25] ' p055<t A72-41150
Analysis and correlation of data on pressure
fluctuations in separated flow.
...- p0594 A72-43331
The sweepback effect in the subsonic region in the
lower atmosphere arid in the hypersonic region at •
high altitudes '
P0611 A72-44983
Three dimensional shock wave configurations in.
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing^or
of fluid let injected into main-supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
P0611 A72-45113
Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin
wake flow over swept-wings at transonic speed
[RAE-TR-71043] "• p0169 N72-15292
Mathematical model for effects of conical'
thickness distribution on separated flow past
slender delta wings with small thickness/span
"ratios and sharp leading edges
r ARC-CP-1,189] ' P0267 N72-19006
linearized solution for flow separation near tip
and wake edge of lifting wing with trailing edge
separation
fAD-734791] P0277 N72-19347,-
Free streamline theory for determining pressure
distribution on airfoil with flow separation
FNAL-TR-247"! . -: P0371 N72-22333
Separated flow point determination on blown flap
airfoil of STOL wing propulsion system:
p01)83^N72-27286
SEPABATIOB . . . .
Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation
of separation efficiency and aerodynamic .
performance
fAD-725593] . p0051 N72-11713
SEPABATOBS
NT AIR FILTERS
NT FLUID FILTERS .... . • - . . .-;
C-5t i/B aircraft engine air particle separator
antiice system design features, manufacturing
techniques and testing
P0177 A72-18769
Dual purpose filter-separators for dirt and water
removal froa fuel
pOOU7 H72-11676
SERVICE LIFE
Fatigue behavior of notched or- cracked aircraft
;
 structure parts, examining service life
prediction problem . • • • ' • • •
. ' • 1- p0139 A72-17811
Lubrication system filtration effects on rolling
element bearing life and extended mean time to
failure of gas turbine engines - • '
P0175 A72-18754
Aircraft performance'parameters in terms of effect
' on lifting system se'rvice a'n'd fatigue life and
on design '. • ' '
• ' • • • • . . ' P0182 A72-19111
Hilga 3- aircraft structure service life from
-'structural fatigue theory and tests, emphasizing
1
 operational load distribution measurement
.
 :
 P0196 A72-21634
Clam seals comparison with elastomers, discussing
aircraft use,, contamination, inspection,
> corrosion and erosion, surface finish, service
• - >lif e- and cost-' .: : ' - "
'•: •• • • p0199 A72-21941
••• Thin wall airframe wire insulation relative
-'thermal life and)temperature rating evaluation
procedure using Arrhenius plot
P0233 A72-23270
Flutter analysis of propeller whirl flutter, twin,
'boom'aircraftv T tail configuration,'servo tabs
and all-moving-'tail, discussing structural
variations effects on service life
fSAE PAPER 720309] . . p0289 A72-25573 '
Russian book on aircraft" engine reliability
covering defects, fractures and failure "
analysis, service" life prediction, production
deficiencies and operational conditions
f •'• . • i p0301 A72-26068
Aircraft windscreen design, discussing high impact
strength glass, electroconductive film,
transparency service life and weight reduction
-P0305 A72-27006
Stress-service life relations for duralumin ' •'
samples from impact and nonimpact tensile tests
with cyclic axial loads, noting notch sensitivity
P0352 A72-29147'
Hathematical models for passenger aircraft market
: forecast;'discussing stock- measurement and life '
.expectancies- '• •
• . !• ' ' ' p0358 A72-30125
Environmental effects on aircraft structure
-v''operational reliability, discussing failure
.-removal'-and protective, coating'lifetime •-'
P0359 A72-30285
Achieving f ail > safe design in rotors. -•" ' '
[AHS PREPRINT 673]' • •! • - p0448 A72-34513
Concrete airport pavement thickness determination
• methods comparison, noting design life
dependence on safety factors ' " ' '
. .... .' • • ' - .... p0460 A72-36786
Effect of.-fuel on .gas'corrosion in iet engine
combustion chambers • . < •
i. ... - - ' p0495 A72-38091
Aircraft, engine lifetime and turbine blade
reliability . . /
- '. • ~ ' p0509 A72-39916
Erosion effects on gas turbine engine:compressor
blades^due to dust ingestion, discussing means
for alleviatingsperformance and service life
• losses ' . ' '
[ICAS PIPER 72-02] p0552 A72-41127
Life-estimation and prediction of fighter aircraft.
. - . • • • , P0568-A72-42972
Detection of structural deterioration and ' .
. associated airline maintenance problems.
fSAHE PAPER 918] , • "p0596 A72-13465
Agricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical
spectra and some observations on airworthiness.
. . . - , - • p0608 A72-44734
Economic, and'operational aspects of fatigue -
Figures-of a Swiss ground-attack/fighter aircraft.
. , • • P0610 A72-44742
Statistical analysis of aircraft operations to
show-relationship of operational readiness,
maintenance, scheduling, and life expectancy
.. [AD-728656] P0089 N72-11970
A-378
SUBJECT liDEI SHEAB LAYERS
Development of procedures for conducting
structural inspection program on DC-TO aircraft
to reduce effects of crack propagation with
increased service life
P0252 H72-18019
Fatigue tests of anqniar-contact ball bearings .
with tetraester and synthetic paraffinic oil at
192 K in air environment
TN&SA-TH-D-6771J p0372 H72-22U96
Development of methods for deteraininq lifetime of
helicopter components based on working stress
and stress-time functions
fBASA-TT-F-1U280l pO«25 H72-2H531
Analysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to
determine safe service life of aircraft structures
rARL/SB-NOTE-373] p0525 H72-28903
Quality control and reliability engineering
procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
fJPRSr5667« ] P0538 H72-29809
Fatigue integrity program for Boeing 717 aircraft
p0539 H72-29898
Analysis of parameters affecting service life of
let powered civil transport aircraft
p05«1 N72-29911
Inspection and maintenance schedules of commercial
transport aircraft to detect structural
deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure
.... - . P05<11 B72-29913
Equivalent testing of. gas turbine engines for
prolonged service life
rAD-7«31U5] . p0591- H72-31789
Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and
reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh
rAD-7<|U50U1 p0629 H72-32507
SERVICE BODOLES
Aircraft hydraulic control systems modular design
for maintainability, emphasizing component
removal with minimum hydraulic fluid loss and
air entrainment
P0560 A72-»229it
SEBYICES
NT HETEOBOLOGICAL SERVICES
SEBVO LOOPS
0 FEEDBACK COHTROL
D SERVOCOHTBOL
SEBVOACTOAIOBS
0 ACTOATOHS
SEBVOCOITBOL
Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis
methods applied to Naval aircraft approach power
compensator systems, using pilot model concepts
CAIAA PAPER 72-1211 poisi A72-16922
Servo pump nozzle area controls for gas turbines.
p6«56 A72-360«8
Flutter analysis of aircraft, taking into account
servomechanism effects
TDLR-FB-71-371 P0151 H72-13995
Digital systems for controlling turbo-jet engine
fuel flow
fBASA-TB-D-69361 p0580 B72-30777
SEBVOBECHAHISHS
Zero velocity lag servomechanism transient
response sensitivity from intuitive approach to
convolution problem, noting feedback
compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction
P0189 A72-20593
Electromechanical redundant activating mechanism
for F-1 aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power
servo, .noting application to fly by wire control
P0360 A72-30422
Analysis of flight control system requirements for
helicopters and design of pilo.t assisted control
system
• [AD-7255901 ' pOOUll B72-11057
• Flight test of three-axis hydrofInidic stability
augmentation system in helicopter
P0085 H72-11937
Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on
operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft
rAD-73»259J P0271 B72-19042
Design, development, and characteristics of
variable delivery, positive displacement fuel
pump for use with J-85 turbine engine fuel system
tAD-735259] p0338 B72-21H96
Tests of pneumatic servomechanism for use in
aircraft control systems
[AD-738315] pO«25 H72-2151U
SBBTOSTABILITT COBTBOL
0 SERVOCOBTROL
SET THBOBI
HT TBBESHOLD LOGIC
Set covering algorithm for extracted small
matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
tTR-320-300ttl p0321 1172-20099
SBADOW6BAPH PBOTOGBAPBI
BT SCBLIEBEB'PHOTOGRAPBY
SHAFTS (HACHIBE ELEBEBIS) .
BT TOBBOSHAFTS
Deterioration of shaft-bearings of electromotor
driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump,
determining lateral force acting' on impeller
P0598 A72-13663
Ballistic impact tests to determine vulnerability
of boron/epoxy double-wall drive shafts for
helicopter rotors
CAD-7372851 p0388 H72-23509
SBAItEBS
Problems encountered in reproducing captive flight
environment by means of shakers and shock test
machines, emphasizing partial and complete•-••
weapon' structures
P0173 B72-15838
SHARKS
D JOINTS (JDHCTIONS)
SHAHBOB IBFOHHATIOB THBOBY
D INFOBBATIOH TBEORT
SHAPED CHARGES
Emergency systems for helicopter crew and
passenger survivability improvement, discussing
use of election seats, extraction systems
parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges
P0195 A72-21581
SHABP LEADIHG EDGES
Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles
around flat plate sharp leading edge with high
pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone
P01U2 A72-18122
Heat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas
turbine airfoils, noting leading edge sharpness
effects for slot and circular jet configurations
TASBE PAPER 72-GT-71 p0293 A72-25610
Viscous interaction over concave and convex
surfaces at hypersonic speeds.
P0602 A72-4U308
Surface heat transfer rates on sharp flat plate
with helium at Bach 22.8 to 86.8, and local heat
transfer rates in corner flow formed by plates
and sharp leading edges with air at Bach 19
[NASA-CB-12«695] p0112 H72-13909
SBATTEBIBG
0 FRAGMENTATION
SHEAB FATIGUE
0 SBBAR STRESS
SHEAR FLOI
Complex perturbation potential of constant vortex
shear flows around airfoil activated by motion
in presence of rectilinear wall
P0118 A72-16122
Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy
characteristics of'subsonic air flow in straight
conical diffuser, using hot-wire anemometry
measurements
P0238 A72-23862
Aerodynamic forces calculation for constant vortex
shear flows around airfoil fixed between
rectilinear walls, noting'resultant
perpendicularity to Ox axis
p02<»o A72-2P115
SHEAR LATEBS
Boise generation from turbulent supersonic shear
layers, including low supersonic and transonic
ranges for jet noise applications
P0072 A72-15566
Aviation hazards due to stably stratified shear
and turbulence zones, discussing meteorological
analysis of 747 jumbo jet turbulence incident
p03<!9 A72-28865
Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from
turbulent shear layer instability waves, noting
acoustic energy flux dependence on streamwise
distance
P0355 A72-29581
Optimization of acoustic linings in presence of
wall shear layers.
P05q8 A72-40334
A-379
SHEAB PBOPEBTIES SUBJECT INDEX
SHE4B PBOPEBTT.ES • . ' . • - - 1 •'
NT SHEAR STRENGTH
SHEiB STB1IH
Webbing joints-stitching strain; considering nylon
and flax yarns stretching properties and various
stitching patterns strengths
P0008 172-10315 '
Transverse shear loading on tapered spars noting
•stiffness matrix - . . .• -.' -
rNLB-TB-70052-V) pOU75 N72-269*4
SHEAB STBEBGTH .
Ti alloys for aircraft structures, emphasizing
weldability, tensile fatique and residnal
strengths, shear-carrying gnalities.and fuselage
shell design <• - ' •
P0058 172-13616
SHEAB STBESS •. •
HT TOESIOHAL STBESS . -c
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing
analytical shear stress and velocity
distributions obtained by momentum integral
techniques with hot .wire probe experimental data
TilAA PAPER 72-381-; P0130 A72-16900
Shear arid direct stresses on fuselage model cross
section due to concentrated radial loads on
frame comparing measurement with prediction by
matrix force analysis • :
pOW A72-18322
Rotational, centrifugal and Coriolis force effects
on turbulent boundary layer development,
discussing 'changes in structure and shear 'stress
distribution ' . . . - , .
: P0238 A72-23870
Aircraft' windscreen reliability, discussing
delamination, interface shear stress effects and
analogy to metal fatigue
P0306 A72-27011
pressure, shear stress and yaw angle measurements
in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts
with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting
vortex generation
pO*10 A72-33403
Buckling due to transient compressive stresses in
aircraft panel during deceleration
[ESDO-70002] p06«7 N72-33882
SHEABING STBESS - ;
D SHEAR STRESS :
SHEBT HETAL
D BETAL SHEETS
SHELL STABILITY
Strength of a cylindrical shell of variable
thickness located in a temperature field
p0597 A72-*3653
SHELL THEOBT
papers on aerospace structure by N. J. Hoff
covering aircraft framework, stress analysis,
structural stability, shell theories, bending,'
buckling, monocogue and sandwich structures, etc
P0070 A72-15238
SHELLS (STBDCTOBAL FOBHS) '
NT AHISOTBOPIC SHELLS •
HT CISCBLAB SHELLS
NT CYLINDBICAL SHELLS
HT OBTHOTBOPIC SHELLS
NT RADOHES
HT THIN WALLED SHELLS
Finite element method for current shell analysis
capability
fAD-735726] P0341 N72-21941
SHIELDING
NT HEAT SHIELDING •
Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems
shielding properties for projectile and bird •
impacts . •
p0306 A72-27015
SHIP PBOPDLSIOH
0 HARINE PEOPOLSIOH
SHIPS
HT AIRCBAFT CARRIERS
NT SOBBABINES • '
Helicopter landing on ships, discussing wind,
visibility limitations and flight deck motions
vs aircraft stability and handling characteristics
P0309 A72-27413
A comparison of voice communication techniques for
aeronautical and marine applications.
pO««2 A72-3U267
Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for
launch and recovery capabilities under sea
environment conditions, discussing visual
landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions
fAHS PBEPBINT 650} pO»U7 &72-3U505
Mathematical analysis of relative motions between.
ACV landing craft and different amphibious
'• assault ships during cargo transfer
[AD-7H12U51 p0535 H72-J29539
Compendium of DS ground, water, and air ' .
transportation statistics "
• • • p063* H72-32966
SHOCK, . :i. . . . .
Conference on effects of shock and vibration on
various structural'systems
rAD-7233*1V . p0172 N72-15812
SHOCK ABSOBBEBS
Higher'order forces effect on shock absorbing
systems of masses' interconnected by elastic and
damping members of aircraft landing gears
'• p0231 A72-22861
Conference on'mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
rAD-7233«'l] ' ' ' p0216 N72-16861
Variable tuning vibration absorber for control of
rotor induced'structural vibrations in^CH-17
helicopter ' ' , ' ' ' ' . ' ' , ,
• '• ' " ' - • • p0216 H72-1687I*
Vibration isolation and shock attenuation
r
 propertied of polyurethane foam isolator for.
p0217 N72-16881
avionic components
SHOCK DIFFOSEBS
D DIFFDSEBS
D SHOCK WAVE ATTENtlATION" " ' '
SHOCK DiscbiinoiTi"1?'';
Unsteady supersonic flow disturbance by slender
bodies in strong contact discontinuities in
shock tube studies
" '•"' ' p0071 A72-15507
Triangular and conical wings in hypersonic flow,
with Bach reflection of shock waves from leading
edge with optimal L/D ratio
' "pOUSO A72-36893
SHOCK PBOHTS ' , •
Detection of atmospheric gravity waves produced by
'focusing of shock front generated by supersonic
aircraft, calculating flight trajectories
pOOSI A72-12981
Analytical method of characteristics to determine
front shock and sonic boom due to flat .delta
wing with supersonic leading edges
[DFVLB-SONDDB-2051 pOtlO A72-33101
SHOCK LATEBS
Thin shock layer theory of lifting properties of
reentry caret and flat delta wings and
waveriders at' high incidence angles, and Rach •'
number • - " ' • ' •
•'• •*'• ' ' p0018 A72-12305
Bainorop breakup in the shock layer of a
high-speed vehicle.
p0616 A72-05780
SHOCK LOADS , .
NT BLAST LOADS ' ' '
Bibbon parachutes drop tests at Hach 0.57-1.70,
measuring opening shock loads and functioning
time seguence' . ,
' p0007 A72-10312
Aircraft structures shock and blast loading
characteristics from internal detonation,
comparing computer program results with'
available data
P0605 A72-11610
Feasibility of transonic wind tunnel testing of
large cord swept wing panel model for simulating
wing shock location at flight Beynolds number
[HASA-Tn-I-67<H<O p0075 N72-11870
SHOCK RESISTANCE
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE
Characteristic'overpressure concept for sonic
bangs effect on structures and dynamic
magnification factor engineering formula
pOiaO A72-17858
SHOCK SENSITIVITY
D SHOCK RESISTANCE
SHOCK SIBOLATOBS
Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing
dynamic responses of seats and passenger
restraint systems
p021l( N72-16793
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SHOCK TBSIS . .
Development of impact shock test criteria and
.shock spectrum simulation test for ejection
mechanism used with.externally carried ordnance,
on"aircraft '
• ' . ) • • • . : .'p0216 N72-16834
SHOCK TUBES :.'
H T SHOCK TONHBLS." . - . ' . . .
 :
Sonic boon simulation devices and techniques,
includingwind tunnels, ballistic ranges, spark
discharges'and shock tubes
- ";• ., p0198 A72^21906"
Generating high Reynolds-number flows.
•' , ' • • • ' - . "' p0501 A72-38222
SHOCK TOHHEIS . ' . - . - - .
Hypersonic boundary layer.separation of delta wing
in shock 'tunnel using color and monochrome
schlieren photography . •
CNPL-AERO-HOTE-1097] p0029 H72-10022
Comparison between conventional blowdown and
Lndwieg tube driven transonic wind tunnels for
•high Reynolds1number range
. •,:•;. ', . . p0077 H72-11881
•Performance .and operational characteristics of
. high' Reynolds number'blowdown and shock vind..^
.tunnels for transonic model testing
, . p0078 N72-11884
Shock tunnel measurements of aerodynamic forces on
thin"delta wings for performance prediction of
hypersonic vehicle cruising flight
fAEC-CP-1148] P0080 N72r11905
SHOCK HATE ATTENUATION .Vi ' ' •
Sonic boom generation, propagation .-and M/v <•
minimization, discussing atmospheric conditions
and.ground characteristics ,influence and means
for boom signature reduction . . <
i . ':, ' p0066 A72-.14815
Sonic boom generation, propagation and
minimization,' discussing atmospheric turbulence
and temperature gradient's and aircraft
configuration .effects . , ',
fAIAA PAPER 72-1911] ' 'p0128 A72-16849
Flow quality.improvements in a blowdown wind , • .-
tunnel using .3, multiple shock entrance diffuser.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1002] , P0557 A72-41587
SHOCK ii?E GBBBBATOBS
NT SHOCK TUBES ' . . . .
HI SHOCK TONNELS . - - ,
SHOCK BATE IHTBBACTIOH ' . ' , . . . '. '
Book on ideal and real compressible fluid 'dynamics
covering supersonic 'flow past airfoils and shock
wave interaction with laminar boundary layer, .
P0233 A72-230U5
SHOCK »A¥E PROFILES , . . . . ' . .
Three dimensional shock' wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on s'upersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
P0611 A72-H5113
SHOCK RATE PROPAGATION
Sonic boom generation, propagation and .. . ,
minimization, discussing atmospheric conditions
and ground characteristics influence and means
for boom signature reduction
'• ' ' p0066 A72-11815
Sonic boom generation, propagation and
minimization, discussing atmospheric turbulence
and temperature gradients and aircraft .•
configuration effects
rAIAA PAPEE 72-194] p0128 A72-16849
Ground focus line location of sonic bang
propagating in stratified atmosphere with wind
for transonically accelerating aircraft
. : .p0184 A72-19645
Hanenvering aircraft sonic boom propagation and
signatures prediction in stratified atmpsphere ,'-.
by geometric acoustic method . . " ' ,-.'
'P0197 A72-2190H
Sonic booms generation and propagation, discussing
effects on animate and inanimate .objects
P0233 A72-23316
Shocked flow and pressure loss computation for .'.
axial flow compressor cascades, using time ' .
dependent finite difference technique
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-31] P0295'A72-25627
Acoustic shock wave diffraction at moving or '.
static plate immersed in ideal gas .
P0357 A72-30011
Theoretical and experimental studies of the focus
of sonic booms.
pO«57 A72-36506
Problem of uniform-jet flow around an airfoil
-. • • . p0560 A72-U2271
SHOCK BATES • o
HT OBLIQDE SHOCK HATES
HT SONIC BOOHS . .. . .
Heal gas effects in atmosphere to make sonic bang
. shock wave fall dispersion and thickness wide
variations
-. P0016 A72-11972
Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached
shock waves over'delta wing at-angle,of attack,
' deriving unified theory for flow field
P0017 A72-12030
Sonic boom effects on structures, discussing
ground motion, direct excitation by shock -waves
a n d damages • - - . ' •
• . . - . P0234 A72-23318
Pressure jumps lower bounds across supersonic
transports .induced shock waves in homogeneous
. atmosphere, using Hhitham function in terms of
Eiemann integral , - , . . . . ' .;^, ;....
! . • r - P02KU A72-2U816
Bathematical model for gas turbine engine inlet
noise caused by shock wave impingement, noting
dynamic wave system with overpressare and
distortion . , •
• . , .. • p0355 A72-29576
Noise measurements during shock free and
nnderexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold
model jet at moderate exit Bach number
. !• • • , p0395 A72-32017
Experimental study of flows in supersonic
compressors
• CICAS PAPER.72-111 P0552 A72-41136
Closed form solution for the sonic boom in a. '
polytropic atmosphere.
P0556 A72-41258
Book - A theory of supercritical wing sections,
with computer programs and examples.
P0557 A72-t1534
Jet noise generation theory /Lighthill-Ffowcs •
.iilliams/ verification by model tests,'
discussing means of reducing or eliminating
shock cells
[ICAS PAPER 72-55] p0559 A72-41852
Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to strong
attached shock waves . . .
:, , , . p0611 A72-«511<1
Analysis of .interaction of oblique shock with bow
shock of blunt leading edge and application to .
design of hypersonic ramjet- inlets•
[AD-726111] • , pOOUS H72-11312
Development of theory for.predicting sonic boom
pressure signaturesiemitted by nonlifting •
rectangular wings
rNASA-TH-D-6619] , p0087 H72-11949
Development of methods for determining inlet shock
position from wall static profiles in mixed'
compression supersonic inlet
fNASA-TH-I-2397] . p0096 N72-12780
Second order solution of three dimensional,
supersonic flow over smooth body .with shock
producing protuberance . , . . ' . •
fAD-728501] p0100 N72-12985
Shock and vibration studies conferences
[AD-7233U5] p0173 K72-15833
Airfoil configurations to eliminate undesirable
shock boundary layer interactions
fAD-731566] . p0250 N72-17998
Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic
inlets using method of characteristics including
Hach disc problem • - '
fOHERA-ST-1831 p0266 N72-19005
Lifting airfoils with supercritical shock-free flow
fNLR-HP-70015-U] P0327 N72-20972
Prediction of shock wave impact on aircraft
resulting from underground nuclear explosions
rsC-RH-71-06.12] . , P0388 H72-23257
• Performance tests, of fan--stages operating with ..
oblique weak shocks in rotor blade tip reqion
and analysis-of damage in. leadinq edge tip region
CNASA-TH-X-68027] . ... pO«28 N72-24813
Analysis of effects of aircraft maneuvers on
characteristics of sonic boom and application of
analysis method to various aircraft - Vol. 1
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[AD-735296] . ' pO»32 H72-25011-
Effect of fin-opening shock environment on -'guided
•odnlar dispenser weapons
' pO«71 H72-26876
Analysis of flow distribution near wing body
configuration and determination of interference
effects on. another aircraft by incident 'shock
rAD-711917] . p0571 H72-29998
Tine dependent nethod to calculate supercritical
flow over nozzle airfoil
rONEBA-HT-189;;l , . . . p0576 S72-30280
Analysis of sonic boo» signatures produced by
SE-71 aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds
fBASA-TH-D-68231 p0585 B72-31021
Characteristics of sonic boots and damage caused
to baildinqs dae to supersonic overfliqhts-
fHTID300.12l P0633 H72-32913
SEOB1S
Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft
position and trajectory paraneters, noting
coordinate plotting for flight: path recovery
maneuvers
P0316 A72-28785
SHOE! HAUL AIBCB1FT • .
Future aircraft design trends for transcontinental
and short haul operation, considering traffic
forecasts, current transport aircraft and
potential derivatives and technology
t'SAE. PAPEB 7107191 . pOOOS A72-10218
Short haul a.ir transport systen need for future
short takeoff and landing aircraft, considering
airports, airways, economics and navigation and
lauding aids
P0015 A72-11719
Short haul operating systems in air transportation
environments, discussing terminal- vs "cruise
configurations, costs and noise abatement
P0056A72-13122
VFW-611 short range twin ^et passenger transport
aircraft, analyzing service performance and
economic efficiency requirements influence on
design characteristics
P0059 A72-13613
Short-short haul STOL network economics for
commuter ports in Detroit region, estimating
service demand, aircraft number and maintenance
costs
P0059 A72-13696
Civil aviation' B and D policy study, showing
priorities for aircraft noise and congestion'
, abatement and short haul systems
. . P0115 A72-15780
Airbus A-300 B'design and characteristics for
passenger transport on short and. medium haul
routes
P0125 A72-16691
Single satellite angle system and multiple
satellite ranging and range difference systems
in short haul air navigation, comparing with
VOBTAC
' - ' . . I ' P0138 A72-17335
STOL transport passenger market demand model :
selection based on estimation of traffic
patterns between two population centers and
service freguency and fare considerations
. P0139 A72-17586
Mercnre short haul transport aircraft, emphasizing
lightweight 'structural design with extensive use
of integral machined components for fatigue safety
P0187 A72-20310
V/STOL development for short haul .air
transportation, discussing requirements for
guiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems,
navigation and landing aids
P0190 A72-21010
Turbofan engine trends for short haul conventional
and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch
fans, reduction gears, thrust reversal and noise
and environmental pollution
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-861 p0298 A72-25661
Future short haul aircraft transportation systems,
discussing aircraft forms, noise reduction
technology and runway regnirements
P0311 A72-27660
V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air
traffic, discussing present technology and
investment costs in comparison with advanced
ground transportation systems
p0357 A72-30076
.Quiet BTOL /reduced takeoff and landing/ short
haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident -3
aircraft up to design range stage length
'p0391 A72-31320
Short haul airlines on-tiae operation, discussing
ATC, weather, cargo and aircraft ground •
handling, cabin and flight services and aircraft
reliability effects
.; . ' p0101 A72-32152
Dltrashort haul coimon carrier air transportation
system based on TTOl aircraft for . :
suburban-to^city center trips, comparing with
land based transport . . ,
1
 p0105 A72-33113
Short haul air transportation system econonic and
• political problems, noting community' acceptance
and passenger'service standards
p0108 A72-33310
8ASA B and, D for STOL short haul transportation
systems, discussing propulsive lift, blown flap
•''and angmentor wing concepts, noise reduction, etc
. . . pOIIJ. A72-31238
All weather landing-for a STOL system. >. . •
' [AIAA PAPEB 72-788]. ", . p0195 A72-38105
The DHC-7, first generation transport.category
STOL - Particular design challenges. ,
[AIAA PAPEB 72-8091 '" p0197 A72-38115
STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility
for airport congestion alleviation from airline
viewpoint, discussing system requirements,
'economic factors and safety ,
[AIAAJPAPBB 7^ 807]' . , p0197.A72-38120
Safety in commuter airline operation.
:
 ' pOSOS A72-39718
'Landing 'in the backyard1, with quiet aircraft >
• ' • • " • ' ' . p0518 A72T»0376
short haul intercity air transportation systems
requirements for successful competition with ,
lower cost ground modes
tICAS PAPEB 72-16] , p0553 A72-11111
Prototype interurban IFB STOL transportation
system demonstration project, considering area
navigation, scanning beam microwave landing
systems and STOLport planning , ,
CICAS PAPEB 72-111 P0555 A72-11166
German monograph - Model-analytical investigation
of short-haul air traffic with VIOL aircraft in
the Federal Bepublic of Germany.
' . p0569 A'72-13068
An assessment of repeated loads .on general
aviation and transport aircraft?
P0609 A72-11736
Development of commercial transportation
facilities using STOL and VIOL aircraft for .
short-haul .operations
P017I) H72-15925
Analysis of short haul aircraft transportation
:system for San Francisco Bay area, California
fHASA-CB-2006] ' ' ' " p0268 H72-19021
Rational evolutionary plan for developing future
national short haul air transportation system •
rHASA-CB-126135] . p0367 H72-22015
Development of short haul air transportation
systems based oh short takeoff aircraft,•port
siting, route analysis, and airline service
''requirements
rAD-7124631 " p057« S72-30018
Analysis of airlines operations for several small
operators to determine reasons for economic
' problems and alternatives for profitable
services - Part 1
. ' p0581 H72-31016
Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show
history, operational problems, and economic
aspects - Part 2
• • p058l' N72-31017
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S
aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22
'•Feb. 1972
rHTSB-AAB-72-23} . . ' pOS85.H72-31019
Development of performance criteria and
operational margins for landing phase of
commercial/short takeoff and landing aircraft
CHASA-CR-muSI! P0585 S72r31020
Analysis of existing heliports and heliport
requirements to support short haul and commuter
regnirements
fPB-208395] p0586 H72-31032
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Analysis of operational factors affectinq
implementation of short haol air transportation
"'system using short takeoff and landinq aircraft
•rAD-7U5283i ' '' ' . . ' - . P06H1 N72-330UO
SHOET BAHGE H&VIGATIOH '
D SHOBAN . . ...
SHORT TAKEOFF HBCBliFT ' '
NT QDESTOL • • ' :: ' ' . •',. " ', ... '
*• STOL transport aircraft'technology assessment,
analyzing airports growth problems
' • PSAS PAPER; 7107511 . . . . . . , . • , p.oooa 172-1.0250
Augmentor v'ihg jet STOL.' research, aircra'ft'
development progress report .covering design,
'engine tests, performance prediction, 'co'ntrol
simulation and stability augmentation'
"' TSAE PAPEH 7107571
 r . , pOOOl A72-10251
t" Industry assisted state of art^  assessment' of high
lift tnrbofan 'configurations 'for'.OSAF STOL .-.
tactical transport' technology program
• * [SAE PAPER 710758] ..pftOO'-t A72-10255
Bach 0.80 guiet intercity1 STOL transport., design
comparison for tiirbofan; prop-fan and turboprop
' ' systems -' • . • > • • • • • •:
•[SAE PATER-710759], . pOOOU A72-10256
STOL aircraft for solving noise-reduction-and land
'-use problems in future transportation "systems,
discussing airport location andvlayout for .
growing air traffic _ -, -*' ', ^  ---".-.-*-
'' * } • > • ' . • . ... ' V'-' .p0013 172-11153
STOL and VTOL aircraft'performance and efficiency,
discussinq landinq and takeoff'distances, reduction
•'.' '-',.- ",o- ..P001.I4,1A72T11258
Handling qualities simulation program.for^-,,
auqmentor wing.let STOL research aircraft.
 v
considering control devices design
P0015 'A72-.1165fl
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for
externally-blown let ,flap due to engine .failure
' " • • ' . "'- .'' '.' " .' ,.t>001,5 172-11700
Short haul air transport system need for future
short takeoff and landing' aircraft, considerinq
airports, airways, economics and.navigation and
landing -aids ' '",,'. •
- '••';•• ,-' .' ,.' .'; pOO.15 ;A72-11719
Q/STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise
levels, describing t'akeoff,thrust, bypass ratio
and turbine-stages . •
:
 ' . ' p0020 172-12501
Externally blown flaps for" STOL characteristics in
medium and heavy -|e't transport aircraft,
demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical
feasibility '' ' , . . , . . . ,
p0020 172-12502
Aladin 2 noiseless STOL jet aircraft project,
 r
describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design
and economics .' ... " .
" " p0021 172-12503
STOL aircraft integrated landing approach, flight
control system with'.elevator', and thrust.,control
coupling to angle of attack, altitude'and other
state variables " . . .
fDGLR PIPER 71-063] p0022 172-12705
Short-short haul STOL network'economics-for
commuter ports in Detroit region, estimating
service'demand, .aircraft.number and maintenance
costs- :
:
 ' p0059 172-13696
Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion, . •
discussinq noise characteristics, weiqht -,j.
advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption
p0059 172-13697
Canadian STOL design, development, production,
airports and civil air transportation applications
P0115 172T15775
, Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot
interactive flight director desiqn, using "
computerized approach-touchdown simulation and
optimal control theory
fASHE PAPER 71-B1/IOT-9] ' 'p0117 A72T15956
Automated scheduling algorithm for aircraft from
terminal area to touchdown, discussing system
features and STOL air traffic computerized
simulation
THAI PAPER 72-120]
 P0131 172-16905
Low wing loading STOL transport with ride -'.
smoothing automatic control system, noting
thrust-weight ratio ...
fllll PIPER 72-64] ' p0133 A72-169U2
Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with
externally blown let augmented flaps, predicting
interference between lifting surfaces arid'-
turbofan engines " •
. -fAIAA PAPER 72-63] p0133 172-16953
STOL transport -passenger market 'demand model
• selection based on estimation of traffic
- patterns between two 'population centers and
service freguency and fare considerations '
• . - ' ' p0139 172-17586
Tail first /canard/ and tandem winq confiqurations
, for .natural STOL, discussinq low cost aerial
work aircraft
. . . - . - ' • • ' - p0143 A72-18285
Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue
.operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special
rotary wings de.sign, air tunnel experiment and
flight tests
P0117 A72-18582
•Externally blown flap noise1tests at various
nozzle, exhaust velocities for STOL aircraft
noise reduction v ^  • '
CAIAA PAPEB 72-129] poiso A72-18962
Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of moderately
thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat
and double surface trailing edge flap-
. , p0197-A72-21899
Future.civil air. transport trends, considering
passenger and cargo.growth, travel freguency per
capita income and STOL market
. - .-••*. •- • • p0199 A72-22150
Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft
, engine, noting shoct field capability and
quietness
P023U A72-23U47
•STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design
reguirements consideration based on common
propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan
lift.solution superiority
-.. " . ' • • : p0214 A72-24865
STOL aircraft systems .development -coordination,
considering vehicle desiqn, airport facilities
and related ground environment, transportation
. -modes interface and airspace management
-< ' ' ' p0285 A72-25255
Variable pitch ultrahiqh bypass ratio ducted fan
engine design for STOL transport aircraft
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-61] p0297 A72-25652
Turbofan engine trends for short haul conventional
and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch
fans, reduction gears, thrust reversal and noise
and environmental pollution
fASHE PAPER 72-6T-86] p0298 A72-25661
STOL aircraft, role in civil aviation, discussing
short ranqe operation, ATC, reduced noise and
weather capability
P0310 A72-27518
STOL, VTOL. and V/STOL air transportation systems
development, characteristics and requirements,
presentinq. economic forecast
P0311 A72-27661
Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport
aircraft propeller configurations under static,
taxi and flyover conditions, discussing guiet
propeller'noise signature • . '
• • • • • - " . , p0355 172-29571
Quiet HTOL /reduced takeoff and landing/ short
• 'haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident 3
•aircraft up to design range stage length
• ' p039U 172-31320
Buoyancy systems and parawings application in
short haul passenger transportation, discussing
VTOL and STOL operations
pOi»06 172-33183
STOL aircraft for civil transport applications,
• considering optimum design concepts, noise
... reduction and terminal facility requirements
:• pOU09 172-33331
STOL aircraft minimum noise takeoff trajectories
determination, taking into account engine thrust
and listeners distance from noise source
. [1I1A PAPEH 72-665] - pO<HU 172-31072
BAS1 R and D for STOL .short haul transportation
systems, discussing propulsive lift, blown flap
and.augnentor wing concepts, noise reduction, etc
pOKtl 172-31238
STOL airports planning objectives,- discussing
ground and airspace congestion relief, terminal
locations, flight safety and community acceptance
»-383
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' ' • ' • • • P0441 A72-34239
The flight mechanics-of STOL- aircraft.
• 'P0442 A72-34241
An experimental investiqation of STOL longitudinal
flying qualities in the landing approach using
the variable stability X-22A. aircraft.
TABS PREPRINT 612]. . p0447 A72-34502
NASA H and D programs for quiet STOL aircraft and
enqines development
P0157 A72-36503
Development of the Saab-Scania Tiggen.
POII92 A72-37719
All weather landing for a STOL system.
FAIAA PAPEB 72-788] . P0195 A72-38105
STOL ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance.
TAIAA PAPER 72-790] P0196 A72-38107
Noise generated by STOL core-let thrust reveirsers.
rAIAA-PAPBB 72-791] . pO<!96 A72-38108
Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and
noise considerations for STOL externally blown
flap systems.
f A I A A PAPEB 72-792] . p0496 A72-38109
Investigation ,of the''.commonality in development of
military and commercial STOL transports. •
t A I A A PAPER 72-808] p04?7 A72-38114
The BHC-7; first generation transport category
- STOL'.- Particular 'design 'Challenges.
f A I A A PAPER 72-809] - p0497 A72-38115
STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility
for airport congestion alleviation from airline
viewpoint, discussing system regnirenents,''
economic factors and safety
r & I A A PAPER 72-807] p0497 A72-38120
Ose of the flight simulator in the design of a
STOL research aircraft.
. TAIAA PAPER 72-762] p0499 A72-38129
Hethodology for estimating STOL aircraft high lift
systems characteristics.
fAIAA PAPER 72-779] pOSOO A72-38138
STOL transport stability and control derivative
prediction methods and accuracy reguirements.
fAIAA PAPER 72-780] pOSOO A72-38139
A method for increasing thrust reverser
utilization on STOL aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 72-782] • pOSOO A72-38141
4-D guidance system design with application to
STOL air traffic control.
P0501 A72-38252
Test of direct lift control in the case of the
experimental aircraft DFVLR-HFB 320
p0509 -A72-3993K
STOL performance criteria for military transport
aircraft.
F. AIAA PAPER 72-806] p0510 A72-U0055
.Design, operation and testing of integrated STOL
flight 'control system, noting approach accuracy
and 'passenger comfort improvement
P0547 A72-II0292
Landing 'in the backyard1 with guiet aircraft
P0548 A72-40376
Angnentor wing design for Buffalo STOL aircraft,'
discussing operational principle and wind tunnel
test results
pOSSO A72-40684
Prototype internrban IPR STOL transportation
system demonstration project, considering area
navigation, scanning beam microwave landing
systems and STOLport planning
flCAS PAPEB 72-41 ] ' P0555 A72-41166
Noise control technology for jet-powered STOL
vehicles.
r iCAS PAPER 72-50] P0556 A72-41175
Characteristics of an ejector-type engine
simulator for STOL model testing.
f A I A A PAPER 72-1028] ' p0558 A72-H1607
An investigation of parameters and factors
governing manual control of STOL aircraft in "
landing approach.
C A I A A PAPEB 72-987] P0615 A72-45415
Turbofans under wings to provide lift and thrust
for STOL aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LEW-1122H-1] P0030 S72-10033
Cost analysis and operational procedures of
effective short range, high density computer
transportation system for Betropolitan Detroit
fNASA-CR-11<4340] P0036 N72-10984
flight simulator used to determine lateral and
directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL
transport aircraft
1
 [FAA-RD-7V81] pOOtl S72-11037
Ground noise measurements during landing, takeoff,
and flyby operations of four-engine turboprop
STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6486] p0086 H72-11948
Advanced technology applications for improving
STOL transport aircraft aerodynamics,
propulsion, structure, and flight dynamics
pOIOS N72-13016
Analysis of noise abatement in military and
commercial STOL transport aircraft'
[AD-729184] '. p0108 H72-130HO
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam instrument landing system for.
short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports
rAD-725705) ' . p0111 N72-13595
Jet peak axial-velocity decay data for circular
and noncirculat single-element and
double-element'nozzles for STOL aircraft with
externally.blown flaps
fNASA-TH-X-67979] '; ' ' ' p0158 S72-14302
Update of STOL bibliography, including design,
operation, guidance, air traffic control, and
STOLports
COTIAS-176] , ,p0165, N72-15002
variable deflection rocket engines for short
takeoff aircraft flight control system
fAD-730571] , p0168 N72-15019
Design and characteristics of lift'fan engine <
system for application to V/STOL aircraft
[BASA-CR-120838] p0172 H72-15716
Human comfort measured from vibration ride
environments or" STOL aircraft and high speed train
[NASA-TH-X-67586] p0174 N72-15811
Heasurement of externally blown flap noise for
determining noise criteria of STOL aircraft
rNASA-TH-X-67991] p0203 N72-15959
Containment systems for aircraft landing on
elevated STOL-rports
tNASA-CR-1255l|«] ' p0203 H72-15960
Angmentor fla'p, wing ducting and augoentor nozzle,
and noise reduction for jet-STOL aircraft
[HASA-CR-125510] p0210 N72-16698
Noise suppression capability of mixer nozzle used
with externally blown flap augmentation system
on STOL aircraft
rHASA-TB-X-68021] p0252 N72-18011
Computer simulation to determine capacity of air
terminal for short takeoff and landing
intra-urban air rapid transit system
[AD-733185] p0262 N72-18660
Evaluation of takeoff and landing performance of
commercial STOL airplanes
[BASA-TT-F-11166]. p0269 ' »72-19023
Noise data obtained with small scale model of
externally blown flap of type being'considered
for STOL aircraft
rNASA-TN-D-6636] p0269 N72-19025
Linearized mathematical models with stability
derivatives and eguations of motion for two
representative STOL aircraft
[AD-733756] ' p0270 N72-19036
Noise measurements of jet augmented lift systems
for use on proposed STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6710] p0319 N72-20011
Aerodynamic characteristics of experimental
aircraft PA-200IS
tBAE-LIB-TRABS-1606] p0319 N72-20013
Development of simulation models of two
representative STOL aircraft using nonlinear
equations to show gross changes in aircraft
attitude, flight path, and power setting
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-11] P0320 N72-20018
Steep approach control system for STOL aircraft
based on rudder and thrust control
P0321 N72-20027
Survey of potential operational requirements for
short takeoff aircraft in terminal area
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-9] p0323 N72-20255
Path changing methods for large-scale commercial
STOL aircraft to fly complex flight paths to
maintain a' time of arrival envelope
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-5] p0325 N72-20579
Evaluation of instrument landing system for use
with short-takeoff and landing aircraft
[FAA-BD-72-15] p0326 H72-20587
.Numerical analysis of aircraft noise created by
externally blown flaps on STOl aircraft and
methods for noise reduction
A-384
SOBJECT IHDEI SBEODDED TURBIBBS
CBASA-TB-X-68007] p0331 B72-21001
Development and characteristics of flight
simulator for providing data on aerodynamic
characteristics of C-8A aircraft modified for
STOL operation '.
[BASA-CR-114434] p0367 B72-?22013
Aerodynamic characteristics and configuration of
De Havilland C-8A aircraft modified for STOL
operation " " ,
CHASA-CB-114435] . . P0367 H72-22'014
Effects of engine pressure ratio, engine size, and
engine location on aerodynamic characteristics
of STOL wing propulsion system
r8ASA-TH-X-2541] p0378 872-22795
Intraurban STOL travel demand and modal split
model incorporating commuter preference
variables, and aircraft network and operating
cost estimates for San Francisco
fSASA-CB-114418] pQ378 872-22980
Propulsion requirements for advanced high
performance V/STOL designs
• tDGLR-71-018] . . p0381 872-23011
Comparison of aerodynamic noise measurements made
on two'J1et flap systems to be used on STOL
aircraft . . .
rBASA-TB-D-6781] p0383 872-23025
Acoustic properties of STOL aircraft with engine
over wing configuration and effects of nozzle
location, winq shielding, flap leakage, and
internally generated exhaust noise
CBASA-TB-X-68032] ' p0420 872-24008
Fliqht evaluation of takeoff and landing
characteristics of short .takeoff aircraft to
determine limiting factors on short takeoff
operation - .
rHAE-LIB-THABS-1604] P0422 872-24026
Evaluation of STOL modular instrument landing system.
rFAA-NA-72-11] p0436 872^ 25605
Wind tunnel investigation of acoustic
characteristics of STOL aircraft'
[HASA-TH-X-62164] ; \. p0464 872-26008
Designing TF-34 mixer exhaust nozzle, to reduce
noise generated by impingement of exhaust on
STOl winq flap . .
fHASA-CR-120916] p0465 872-26014
Change in aircraft congestion due to .introduction
of STOL aircraft into airport operation.
; , p0476 872-27007
Analysis of noise generated by target type thrust
reversers used on augmentor-wing short takeoff
aircraft
' [HASA-TH-X-68082] pO«77 B72r27012
Analysis of peak axial-velocity decay in moving
. airstream for several nozzles and effect on
noise generated by short takeoff aircraft with
externally blown flaps
tBASA-TB-X-68102] . p0479 872-27029
fleasnrement of aircraft noise generated by YOV-10A
short takeoff aircraft and comparison with wind
tunnel data
CBASA-TH-X-62166] p0480 K72-27031
Six degree of freedom simulator tests to determine
effects of motion cues on short takeoff and
landinq aircraft approach
rBASA-CH-114458] p0480 H72-27032
Separated flow point determination on blown flap
airfoil of STOL wing propulsion system
p0483 872-27286
Determination of upvash angles for short takeoff
aircraft lifting system using two dimensional
potential flow analysis
fNASA-TH-X-2593] p0487 872-27817
Design integration and noise reduction for let
STOL transport aircraft - vol. 1
fBASA-CR-114471] ' p0514 872-28007
Performance tests of C-8A aircraft modified into
augmentor wing configuration to verify augmentor
flap concept for short takeoff and landinq
operation
[SASA-CR-114463] p0516 B72-28017
Development of potential flow and boundary layer
methods for calculation of performance of lift
systems with significant flow separation
rAD-740476] p0531 872-29025
Design and development of longitudinal flight
control system for short takeoff transport
aircraft based on control of flight path
fAD-742314] P0531 872-29030
Takeoff and landing performance of swept wing
aircraft with augmented-- jet flap, designed for
short takeoff operation and reduced aerodynamic
noise • :
fHASA-TB-X-62176] pOS71 B72-30001
Development of short haul air transportation
systems based on short takeoff aircraft, port
siting, route analysis, and airline service
requirements
[AD-742463] p0574 B72-30018
Stability and gust response characteristics of
short takeoff aircraft
CARC-R/B-3686) p0582 B72-30996
Developnent of performance criteria and
operational margins for landing phase of
commercial/short takeoff and landing aircraft
[BASA-CRr114«54] . p0585 H72-31020
Development of optimization method for computing
optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by
observing only output and application to STOL
aircraft operation
fHASA-THrD-6978] p0585 B72-31022
Long range planning.and analyses.applied to social
impact of short takeoff and landing operations
in urban areas • " v ' ' •"
[HASA-CH-128197] p0619 H72-32016
Analysis of factors affecting lateral-directional
handling gnalities of aircraft during 'Short *
takeoff fliqht . .
p0621 B72-32033
Airfield distribution survey of western European
countries to determine effectiveness of STOL and
YTOL aircraft
[AD-7<(2096] . . P0627.872-32279
Airfield distribution survey of selected countries
in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and
Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of
STOL and VTOL aircraft
[AD-742093]' P0627 872-32280
Optimization model for designing surface and air
intercity passenger transport systems, and
application to STOL link between Toronto and
Bontreal
[TR-72-1] p0634 H72-32972
Simulator analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of short takeoff and landing transport aircraft
during approach and landing
CNASA-TH-D-6898] p0640 H72-33030
Analysis of operational factors affecting
implementation of short haul air transportation
system using short takeoff and landing aircraft
fAD-7<(52831 . p06K1 B72-33000
High bypass tnrbofan engines, based on TF-31, in
heavily sound-suppressed nacelles studied for
STOL commercial aircraft
rBASA-CR-12091!O p06<(7 H72-337U3
SHORT (ATE BADIATIOB
HT BICROHAVES •
BT BILLIHETER B&VES
HT SOBHILLIBETEH »AVES
SHOT PEEBIB6
Constraining U-shaped frames for blade edqes
protection during hydro^et shot blastinq of
compressor blades for gas turbine enqines
p030<( A72-26819
Helicopter rotor blade spars shot peening in
centrifugal vibrator, optimizing Cr-Ho-Bi steel
surfaces work hardening,
p030« A72-26820 •
Shot peen contouring of Boeinq 747 winq skins
combined with incremental chip forming, notinq
principles and manufacturing process
fASB PAPER B 72-31,41. p0314 A72-28160
Vibrational shot peening.as a method of increasing
- the fatigue strength of critical aircraft elements
P0508 A72-39802
SHRODDED BODIES
0 SHROUDS
SHROUDED PROPELLERS
Surface vorticity theory for axisymmetric
potential flow past annular aerofoils and bodies
of revolution with application to ducted
propellers and cowls.
P0503 A72-38554
SHROUDED TORB1HES
Design of duct turbine as drive system for 20 in.
turbofan engine simulators
rnASA-TB-X-680811 - p0428 H72-24829
A-385
SHEOODS S0BJBCT IHDBX
SHBOUDS ' •
Jet torbine engine front fans-with and without
snobbers, estimating flov field by streamline
curvature technique ' * •'
fASBE P1PEB 72-GT-«] " P0293 A72-25607
Small radial inflow turbines for space • - '
applications, considering blade-shroud
clearance, blade loading and exit diffnser design
f ASHE PAPEB 72-61-1(2] . p0295 A72-25636
Hub and shroud boundary layer qrovth in
centrifugal compressor vaneless diffus'ers,'-
comparing predicted and measured performance at
high pressure ratio per stage
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-54] p0296 A72-256<|5
SHDBTS ' , . •. •
0 BYPASSES . ,• - .
SBOTT1E OEBITEBS
,D SPACE SHDT1LE OBBITERS
"SICKBBSSBS . .
NT DECOMPRESSION SICKBESS
SIDE-IOOKIB6 BADAB . .
NT SADAB IBAGEBY; . _ , . • - • . - .
Side-looking radar for mnltispectral terrain imaging
, . ^..''..'.', •• . . , ( i ... • p053U N72-29335
SIDESLIP .''.". ' .., ' : . ' • • • • •
Aircraft-steering dynamics model »ith
translational and rotational equations,
considering zero sideslip and acceleration and
lift bank angle transfer functions ' •
p0118'A72-16112
Flight,initial spin testing, discussing aircraft
autorotation one to stalled.angle of attack and
sideslip. • •
p01«6 A72-18492
Airplane sideslip and yaw rate perturbations by
continuous random vertical and side gusts', using
low pass filtered white noise representation for
mathematical modeling
-P0313 A72-28125
Special control of spiral flight curves with the
neutral and maneuver points as ultimate
positions of the indifference points '•'•'
pO<461 A72-369»2
A study'of dedicated control surfaces for direct
sideforce control.
' ' . . . • • P0613 A72-U53i»ii
Equations for angles of attack and sideslip :
relative to roiling and nonrolling axis system
CHASA-TS-K-251U] . p0280 H72-197J1
Effect of fin and rudder on rolling moments due to
sideslip and yawing •• . , •
fESDU-70006] - . P0617 N72-31992
SIGHT . . , . : •.. r
0 VISOSL PERCEPTION ' . . " ' . . • . .
SIGNAL DETECTION .
NT CORRELATION DETECTION
AS» aircraft magnetic anomaly detection /HAD/ " '
system range limitation due to residual maneuver
. noise, discussing real time compensation for
geomagnetic gradient interference
". ! p0560 A72-II2322
SIGNAL DETECTORS
Stall warning system for general aviation
aircraft, using signal discriminator for rough
or. qusting air
fSAE PAPER 720331] ; • p0291 A72-25592
SIGNAL DISCRIHIHATORS -
D SIGNAL DETECTORS
SIGNAL GEBEHATORS : ' .
Instrument landing system simulator including
special signal generator for environment • •• " ' '•
simulation. . ;. . •
TRAE-TR-711H5] " '- . pO«36 N72-25607
SIGHAL BEASDEEHEST •
Measuring technigue importance for aircraft R and '
D, emphasizing guartz tensoneter, digital ' .
control and signal processing • ;••'• •• .'." '? • •
P0359 A72-30286
SIGNAL NOISE ' ' . . . ;• .-
D SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
SIGHAL PROCESSING • '• ' ' :'
Pulse coded processing system EHC performance
measurement, considering CR and.pulsed
interference effects, and application to ATC~"
radar beacon s.ysteo transponders -
. ..
 : . .pfl061 A72-10033
ATC radar performance monitoring, considering
1
 advances in radar signal processing and digital
display technigues
p0193 A72-21525
. FAA airborne OBEGA.. development program covering
signal sonitoring, airborne-data collection and
systen operational evaluation
p0352 A72-29195
.
 ( fleasoring technigue importance for aircraft B> and
D, emphasizing quartz tensometer, digital
•control and signal processing
. . P0359 A72-30286
Avionics eguipaent for signal processing onboard
civil aircraft to improve flight safety,
. . discussing uses of OHEGA navigation system'and
digital computers : . .•
-. p0393 A72-3117B
Surveillance radar for clutter rejection and
signal loss reduction at airports, discussing
system design features
pp»61 A72-370II6
..ATC.services configuration with secondary
.surveillance radar and primary radar data
acquisition system, discussing signal processing
by automated decoder
, . . p05«7 A72-40288
Signal,data converter .for aultirunway visibility
measuring system,-using ground illuminance sensors
[DOTrTSC-FAA-72-1] : ' p0323 N72-20251I
SIG8AL BECEPTIOH ''
Beceived signal spectrum gravity center and
effective antenna{centers'Of airborne Doppler
.veloclmeter in .horizontal flight
'
 r.i P0303 A72-26730
'SIGHAL BBPLBCTIOB ,,,.. . : '
Dual antenna method for suppressing reflections
from underside of moving aircraft
[JPES-55908] •• p0386 H72-23126
SIGNAL TO BOISE BATIOS , . . '..'.' • : '
Preproduction.OBEGA aircraft .receivers and f
antennas development and flight testing, noting
signal loss problems in high noise or
. precipitation static environments
.P0353 A72-29198
ASB aircraft magnetic anomaly detection /BAD/
, system range.limitation due to residual maneuver
'noise, discussing real time compensation for
geomagnetic gradient interference ' '
P0560 A72-H2322
SIGNAL TBAHSBISSIOH
NT DATA-TBANSHISSION ; . ; :' '
HT IOHOSPHEBIC PBOPAGATIOH
NT BICROWAVE TBANSBISSION
NT HDLTIPATH TRABSNISSIOS * ' :
HT BADIO TELE8ETBI i. .- • '
NT BADIO TBANSBISSION ' :
NT SATELLITE TBANSBISSION • .
NT SINGLE SIDEBAND TBANSBISSION , ''i-' '. • i ^
NT TELEBETBI ' - f '•" ^
HT TELEVISION TBANSBISSION . ' ' -'
SIGBATOBE ABALTSIS ., . . •/.. . '
Sonic boom pressure signatures during-F-104
overflights at Bach 1.3 and 30,000-ft,
explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence
i p0013 A72-11158
Sonic boom signature by bicharacteristic method,
correcting^zeroth order /free stream/ <l *
characteristics.to obtain solution-to
compressible fluid exact equations of motion
(AIAA PAPER 72-195.]-. •', p0131 A72-16907
-SST operational maneuver effects on sonic boom,
discussing steady flight and '
acceleration-to-cruise pressure signatures
'i; AIAA PAPER 72-196] p013"» A72-16981
.Ban.euvering aircraft sonic boom propagation and
• *•"• 'signatures' prediction in stratified atmosphere
by geometric, acoustic method , .
' ' • • • ' • • ' • • . „ . ,
 P0197 A72-21904
flodifying supersonic aircraft sonic boom
signatures by means of altering flow fields •
[TB-760] '.' . . . p0102 B72-12993
SIGBS ABD' SIHPTOBS - , . . . , . - -
BT VERTIGO '"
SILBBCBB.S ' . . - . - • • . '
French let aircraft noise reduction research
facilities, discussing in-rflight and overfly
. noise measurements, various silencer
configurations and Concorde engine tests'
.•,'""'.. .' • ., • P0059 A72-13680
'Annual^.report of Institute of Sound and vibration
""Besearch including aircraft, engine, and*
turbomachinery noise, silencers, and human
A-386
SOBJECT IBDBI SKIB (STBOCTOBAL BEBBER)
responses to noise
P0112 H72-13614
SILICOH CARBIDES
. .Becrystallized silicon carbide and reaction bonded
. „.silicon nitride as construction materials for
qas turbine engine components, describing
therial and mechanical properties
C A S B E PAPER 72-01-201 p0294 £72-25619
Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with
solid lubricated bearings for high altitude
environments, noting applicability to supersonic
aircraft . . . - . - • '
. ' P0453 A72-35565
fabrication and microstructure of high temperature
silicon composites for turbine 'blades
. , [NASA-CE-1209661 p0590 F72-31780
SILICOH COHPOOBDS. ' • - • '
NT SILICON CARBIDES • ' ' • ' • '•
HT SILICOB NITRIDES • •i . :
SILICOB.BITBIDES
Becrystallized silicon'carbide and reaction bonded
silicon nitride as construction materials for
- qas. turbine engine components, describing
thermal and mechanical properties
.fASBE-PAJJEB 72-6T-201 p0294 A72-25619
Fabrication.and microstructure of high temperature
silicon composites for turbine blades
' ' [NASA-CR-1209663 . • p0590 N72-31780
SILICONE ROBBER ' ;.' ' __
Silicone based elastomers acoustic'excitation
damping properties at 213-1*23 K, discussing
testing technique and results at 200-1000 Hz
p035.1r A72-29090
Epoxy and silicone rubber molding' of ice*'
structures and ice-coated airplane wings
[HEBO-821- • ' . i ' • •• ' p0426 N72-24611
SIBILARITT THEOBEB
Hixing length flow model for 'two-'and •_" '
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer's in
'.compressible and' incompressible flows using
similarity equations . . .
' • • • - • • p0276 N72-19327
SIBILITDDE LAW. . , ,
Two and three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layers integral calculation'method, presenting
similarity solutions based on extended nixing
length model - . - . • : ' *
'. . ' . p024.1 A72-24653
Similitude requirements for application'of scale
model theory to design and evaluation 'of
airfield pavements • ' ' ' " * , '
fAD-7it1368] '"•' p,0627 172-32281
SIBOLATION •'' - ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' •
NT ACODSTIC SIBDLATIOH ' .
NT A1TITODE SIBDLATION ' '
NT ANALOG SIBDLATION ' .
NT ATHOSPHEBIC ENTBI SIBDLATION ' ' •• : ,
NT COBPDTERIZED SIBDLATION . ' .
NT CONTROL SIBOLATION .
NT DIGITAL SIBOLATION
NT ENVIRONBENT- SIBOLATION •'
NT EIHAOST FLOd.SIBOLATION ' '
NT FLIGHT SIBOLATION ' :
NT LANDING SIBOLATION
NT THEHBAL SIBOLATION
Magnetic simulation of gravity for wind tunnel
investigations of aircraft jettison processes,
considering Froude number and relationships-,
betweencmodel and fall scale aircraft
P0243 A72T24775
Simulated crash tests to assess fire resistance of
aircraft fuels containing polymeric additives
pOOU9 B72-11692
Linear and angnlar acceleration terminology, human
, acceleration simulation, airplane airbag
restraint systems, and mathematical' models of
> automobile crash loads
: p027» H72-19155
Development of simulation model 'for instrument
landing system and equations of motion for light
aircraft during instrument landing conditions
CDOT-TSC-FAA-71-11] p0320 N72-20019
Bibliography of reports and simulation models
describing air traffic control procedures' for
all phases of aircraft operation
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-7] p0339 N72-21626
Bethods for simulating high level Reynolds number
, for wind tunnel model testing at transonic speed
CHASA-TT-F-1!I290] • pOU63 N72-26000
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft
durinq missed approach simulation at Ontario,
California airport on 31 Bar. 1971
r.BTSB-AAS-72-181 p058U S72-31018
SIBDLATOB TEAIBING
.,0 TRAINING SIBOLATOBS
SIBOLATOES
NT COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
NT CONTROL SIBOLATIOB
,BT EB71BONBENT SIBDLATOBS
NT FLIGHT SIBOLATOBS
NT SHOCK SIBDLATOBS
NT TBAINING SIBOLATORS ' .
NT VIBRATION SIBDLATOHS. '
--. DC \9 aircraft inteqrated data system simulator to
facilitate interactinq systems checking, input
circuit integrity, performance degradation and
calibration
POTU3 A72-18281
Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and
all-terrain ground vehicle simulators,
discussing control load, visual attachment,
cabin notion and sound subsystems
• • P0362 A72-30805
Simulator for physical forces experienced by
carrier aircraft during catapult launches and
arrested landings, .considering external stores
safe suspension •
...... , . . . . - •--'• ' p0003 A72-32620
Dynamic and static characteristics of let engine
.simulators
. ..... - . . . . • • • - p0601 A72-t4286
....Construction of sonic'boom 'simulator using
detonable gas mixture in slender, shaped (lylar
balloons •
rNASA-CB-184l() p0150 N72-13991
Design of duct turbine as drive system for 20 in.
turbofan engine simulators
[NASA-TB-X-680811 P0428 N72-2U829
Simulation of vibrational and acoustical
properties of sonic boom
rNASA-CBr112117] . ' p0532 N72-29207
Development and characteristics of core turbine
for driving single and two stage fans in
- turbofan engine simulator
[NASA-TB-I-68130] p0632 N72-32762
SINGLE SIDEBAND DBBODOLATION
0 SINGLE SIDEBAND TBABSBISSION
SINGLE SIDEBABD HODOLATION
D SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSBISSION
SINGLE SIDEBABD RECEIVERS
0 SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSBISSION
SINGLE SIDEBABD TRANSMISSION
Very high fregnency and nltrahigh freguency single
sideband transmission from ground station for
aircraft reception
P0532 N72-29119
SINGDLAB INTEGRAL BQOATIONS
Airfoil theory singular integrodifferential
equation reduction to integral equations with
quasi-regular and regular- kernels, applying to
... jet-flapped wing problem
P0054 A72-12987
The lift coefficient of a supercavitratinq
jet-flapped foil in a free jet.
P0556 A72-41236
SIHGDLABITI (BATHEBATICS)
Calculation of pressure distribution on
cylindrical fuselage with perpendicular liftinq
jet using singularity method
P0029 N72-10014
Computation of potential flow around axisymnetric
bodies, cowls, and engine inlets using
singularity method
TAVA-FB-71311 P0321 N72-20331
SUBS - - • . . .
NT LANDING SITES
SIZE DETERBIBATIOB
Sizing new generation aircraft wire and circuit
breakers utilizing computer techniques.
pOH53 A72-35568
SIZE PEBCEPTIOB . '
0 SPACE PERCEPTION ' :
SKIN (STRDCTOBAL BEBBEB) '
Thermoelastic effect on flatter and vibration of
built op delta wings with solid, stiffened and
honeycomb/corruqated sandwich skins
fAIAA PAPEB 72-174] p0128 A72-16834
I
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SKIB PEICTIOS SOBJECT IBDBX
Corrosion resistant fabrication methods' iri~jumbo
jetliners components to reduce aaintenance and
repair downtime; discussing clad wing and ''•
fuselage skins
P0239 A72-21025
;
 Rectangular skin panel vibration modes aerodynamic
damping dependence on Hach number, dynamic
• pressure, mode shape 'and turbulent boundary
layer thickness •'• • . '
f.AIAA PAPER 72-1021 -• p0287 A72-25123
Shot peen contoarinq of Boeing 7<I7 wing skins
combined with incremental chip forming, noting
principles and manufacturing process
[ASH PAPBR B 72-31,0] . p03T4 472-28160
Stress levels and fatigne in aircraft structures
subjected to let noise, noting stress
calculation for skin panels and control surfaces
P0355 A72-29579
SKIB FBICTIOB
NT AEBODY.NAHIC DRAG ' • '
NT FRICTION DHAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG • • •' • • •'
NT VISCODS DRAG . •
' Increasing'lift and Reynolds number effects on
displacement and skin friction of three •'
dimensional tnrbnlent' boundary layer on infinite
swept wing , • ' • • • , ! • . ' • •
• pOOIt A72-11395
• Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic
flow with1 pressure•gradient over airfoil section
by surface impact probes • • • " -
P0018 A72-12275
Wind tunnel tests to determine drag
• characteristics of airfoil'covered with
compliant coating, of-'-polyvinyl chloride-membrane
over polyurethane damping layer •' '
rAD-729921] P9160 N72-11607
SKIH FBICTIOB DH&G •
D FRICTION DRAG • • * '
SKT ' ' - . • • ' . • • , ' •
N T NIGHT SKY' ' • ' - • ' • '
SET RADIATION
NT AIRGLOW = .
SLABS • ' " ' • • "
Heat transfer coefficients to both sides of finite
one dimensional slab subject to phase-change '"
coating technique boundary conditions, deriving
thin wing correction factors
P0060 A72-13956
SLABT PBRCEPTIOB ' '
D SPACE PERCEPTION' • • " • . . ' . '•
SLATS . • • • . ' •
0 LEADING EDGE SLATS•^ '
SLEDS
NT BOCKET PBOPELLED SLEDS
SLEBDEB BODIES
NT SLENDER CONES
Hultivortex model of vortex sheet development on
slender axisymmetric bodies at angle of attack
• P0053 A72-12919
Unsteady supersonic flow disturbance by slender
bodies in strong contact discontinuities in
shock tube studies - ' '
P0071 A72-15507
Slender body theory for flow calculation past low
aspect ratio delta wing with straight trailing
edge, noting lifting vortices distribution
• . - . • ' • ' p02«7 A72-25131
Three dimensional boundary layer separation on
slender bodies, delta winqs and propulsion
intake systems, reviewing computing techniques
for interfering inviscid flow fields
pOIJpU A72-32826
Sonic boom induced flow field at " '
supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock
expansion method and hypersonic equivalence
principle for sharp and blunt nosed' bodies '• •
TAIAA PAPER 72-652] . p0115 A72-31082
Uniformly exact solution of the problem of the
flow past a slender profile • •' :
p0509 A72-39901
Woodward panel method used to calculate loads on
slender bodies with small aspect ratio wings for
supersonic flow. «• • •
rFFA-AU-635-PT-.il • .. p0317 N72-19995
Unsteady pressure distribution on-harmonically
oscillating slender wing fuselage configurations
[AVA-FB-7126] '.••-•• . .-- :p0317 B72-19997
SLEBDEB COBES
Raqnetic balance measurements of aerodynamic
forces on spheres and slender cones in
hypersonic low density wind tunnels, noting
sting effect . .
P0213 A72r21771
' Effect of wind tunnel disturbances on boundary
layer transition process at hypersonic speed and
development of low noise level wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-1-25661 '" p0169 N72^26239
SLEBDER BIBGS
NT INFINITE SPAN SISGS , . ,.
Finite eleaent discrete model for large aspect
ratio wing transverse vibrations, using ., .
' ' inhomogeneous elements with various
stiffness-length relations . .
' ' pOOSI A72-13189
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow of ,
incompressible fluid past slender wing, using
'linearized vortex distribution method
' ' . ' [ ' . ' • • '•' p0119 A72-16211
Viscous incompressible, flow past longitudinally
cambered small aspect ratio slender wing, near
solid interface " - '!-.! •;.,"•
' ' ' P0119 A72-16215
HP-115 slender wing research aircraft linear
motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at;
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 72-62]. ' p0132 A72-16932
Nonuniform propeller streams effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of high aspect ratio
wing, using airfoil theory . . .
TAD-7U5U77] . p0182"A72-19092
Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous
based cone models and slender wings.at subsonic
speed, using magnetic suspension and balance
system
. ... . , p0213 A72-21769
inviscid incompressible flow past longitudinally
curved small aspect ratio slender wing,
investigating aerodynamic characteristics ^
. " ' ; . ' . . " . " ' ' , P0315 A72-28729
Aerodynamic center and center of pressure of
.slender small aspect ratio wing near solid or
free surface, determining angle of attack effect
P0351 A72-29131
Vortex sheet simulation method for slender
wing-canard surface nonlinear interaction ,
investigation '
P0113 A72-33695
Calculation of an unsteady separation flow past a
' ' ' slender'profile
P0160 A72-36900
Experimental investigations of separated flows on
wing-body combinations with very slender winqs
' at free-stream Bach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2.
CICAS PAPER 7'2-25] P0554 A72-11150
Bind tunnel'measurements of Reynolds,number effect
on force and pressure coefficients for slender.
delta wing at transonic speed , • .,'.•
. p0074 "N72-11863
Correlation ,of transonic' wind tunnel, test data
with flight test results on slender wing
airplanes for double delta configuration
development
r
 P0075 N72-11868
Ae'rodynamic forces and 'pressure distribution
measured on isolated slender wings and slender
wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds for
use' "in missile configuration development >
CARC-CP-1131] . . pOOSO N72-V1906
Ground effect on .slender wing rolling moment
during landing approach and its consequence on
, aircraft lateral control
fARC-CP-1152) p0088 B72-11961
Aerodynamics and flight stability of oblique
wing-body combinations and application to,
' supersonic transport aircraft ,
. p0105 N72-13018
" Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds
of Orion slender wing models with zero lift
using terminal velocity technique
tARC-CP-1171] p0202 N72-15951
' Low" speed 'flight sinnlation of-.slender wing .BAC
221 research.aircraft and comparison with flight
'-'tests '- ' ' . "
• CRAE-TB-69257] . . p0201 N72-15971
Slender wings in roll noting dependence of rolling
moment and roll damping on angular velocity and
A-388
SUBJECT IHDBI SOILS
angle of attack
p0266 H72-i.9004
Bathematical model for effects of conical
thickness distribution on separated flow past
slender delta wings vith snail thickness/span
ratios and sharp leading edges
[A8C-CP-1189] , . . p0267.H72-19006
Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to
determine areas of Agreement when nonlinearities
appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender
wing aircraft .-_
. , . . p0330 N72-20990
Dynamic aeroelastic effects on stability control
and gust response of slender delta aircraft
rABC-B/H-3690] '. p0582 H72-30998
Calculations for inviscid flow past slender wings
. in form of rhombic cones with leading edge
separation
riEC-B/B-369111 . - - ' " ' . ' 'P0582 N72-30999
Analysis of low speed normal force and pitching
moment of slender wings' operating in'ground effect
CESDO-71007] . . . p0635 N72-32988
Numerical analysis' of low 'speed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings
rESDO-71006] '•" p0635 872-32989
SLIDES ' ' . . ' . . . . . . . . . •
D CHDTES ' ' . . ' " . ' . . " ' '
SLIDIHG FBICTIOH * -. .' ; - ' -, 7
Jet fuel hydrocarbon group'chemical, composition
effects on antiwear characteristics in sliding
friction and rolling simulation experiments
' ; i_ . p0350' A72-29073
SLIPSTBEAHS ' » • • • • • ,^
'' HT PROPELLEB SLIPSTBEAHS
 v,, ' . . ' . ;
Plane laminar semibounded 'incompressible fluid let
propagation into slipstream,along> moving plate,
solving boundary layer equations
p02«7~ A72-25136
Analytical prediction of vortex-ring.boundaries
for helicopters in steep descents.'
' p0503 A72V38949
Flight tests to determine feasibility of detecting
vortices from low flying aircraft with acoustic
radar ' ' ' ' . '.''.."'"
CTE-7J , ' - "p0168'N72-15140
SLOPES '
NT GLIDE PATHS . , ,••••
SLOT AHTENHAS ' ' ,
Ground-based Doppler navigation waveguide slot
antenna design for optimal directional multilobe
reception from aircraft ,
p05U9 A72-40509
SLOTS
H T WING SLOTS . , . . - - . . . . -
Bathematical models for ..analyzing .. " .
' quasi-one-dimensional 'flow across face seals and
narrow slots of turbine engines
tNASA-TH-D-6668] ' p0135 N72-25t68
SLOTTED ANTENNAS' . , -' , "
D SLOT ANTENNAS ' . . . "s
SLOTTED BI»D TDHNELS
A'new method for the evaluation of slotted wind
tunnel interference parameters applicable to
subsonic oscillatory tests.
P0559 A72-<H6<12
Numerical method for calculating wall-induced
interference at subsonic speeds in.slotted or
perforated wind tunnels with rectangular cross
sections ' ,
TNASA-TB-B-379J
SLOBBIES
Evaluation of slurry type fire extinguishing ,,
agents capable of suppressing class A arid 'B
' aircraft fires' ' ' ."
CAD-730610] P0207 N72-.16078
SLOSH - ; ' ' . . ' - .
Slush, boiling methane and methane mixture'' J
characteristics, noting advantages as potential
rocket, aircraft' arid motor vehicle fuels
P0071 4,72-15.5112
Improved aircraft ground performance in slush and
wet runway conditions by addition, of extra, nose
wheel . ' '? ' , '.
fARC-CP-12061 , P0132 N72-,25009
SHALL PEBTDBBATIOH FLOW . '
Subsonic linearized theory for symmetrical .'cranked
wings at zero incidence, presenting corrected
formulas for streamwise and spanwise ',
perturbation1velocity components due to!wing'
thickness • , -
. . .. p0013 A72-11154
The development of inlet flow distortions in
multi-stage axial compressors of high hub-tip
ratio.
.eiCAS PAPEB 72-20] • .. P0553 A72-41U5
SHORE . . • ,
Army.aircraft gas turbine engines pollution
potential evaluation program, considering smoke
emission, noise and invisible pollutants
. - • . p0177 A72-18772
Development of method for calculating exhaust
smoke transmission for turbine engines,: number
of plume paths, and viewing angles *
.[FAA-BD-71-23] . p0572 N72-30005
SHORE ABiTEHENT
Aircraft interior materials selection relative to
fire hazards and smoke emission properties
CPI PAPEB 18] pOOS* A72-13249
Rational Aviation System technology, discussing
wide body lets, smokeless tnrbofans, all-weather
operational capability, collision avoidance and
noise reduction : . :'
. . . . . . . • ..i . . P0067. A72-1U82U
Combustion research for reducing jet: aircraft
. pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization
improvement, smoke reduction and combnstor
- - -- design -technigues - - ^ -
. '. . . ... .. • p0301 A72-26037
Exhaust composition and smokfe emission: reduction
from aircraft with qas turbine power plants
. ' . ' . ' . . p0308 A72-27270
SHORE TRAILS
Aircraft engine exhaust geometry effects on smoke
plume visibility, describing carbon particles
light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert
law
[ASHE PAPEB 71-IA/GT-101 p0116 A72-15903
Aircraft gas turbine engines smoke emission
sampling by stained filter technigue, comparing
Navy specifications AS 1833 with SAE method ABP
1179 .
P0177 A72-18770
SHAKING
D,LATERAL OSCILLATIOH , ,
SHATCHIN6 . . . '
D SPACECRAFT HECOVEBY
SBOWPLO* EFFECT . . . .
U PLASHA DYNAMICS
SOCIAL FACTORS
Water based offshore and floating island airports
planning and construction, discussing economic,
technical and social aspects , :
P0126 A72-16695
Airport economic and social impact on environs in
terms of community development .. '•
pOUOS A72-33309
Commercial transport aircraft engine technology
contribution to world air transportation,,
considering social and ecological compatibility
with community ,
. . . . • pOUOS .A72-3331U
What's new in airport planning.
POU59 A72-36780
Economic and social aspects of commercial aviation
.at supersonic speeds.- ' '
riCAS PAPEB 72-51] • p0559 A72-11851
• Long range.planning and analyses applied to social
impact of short takeoff.and landing operations
in urban areas • . - • • • ' • . •
. TNASArCB-128197] .. : - . . p0619 H72-32016
SOCIOLOGY .' . - , - '•; - . - . . : .1 .
HT SOCIAL FACTORS '.
SOFTWARE (COHPOTEBS) ; , - . • '
0 COHPDTEB PBOGBAHS
D COHPDTER STSTEHS p'HOGRASS • ' . . . . - .
SOIL HECBAHICS . ... .
 : ,- .
• . Testing membrane-enveloped.soil layers as pavement
elements for multiple-wheel heavy gear loads
[AD-738839] , - . . p0168 N72-2621U
SOILS
HT. DIET. .
 :,', , • '
.HI' SANDS. . • ;
OV-10A aircraft used in tests to determine
interaction of landing gear and soft soil during
landing and takeoff • • ; , .
fAD-7296851 -. - .-. . - p0152 H72-11002
. Tests to determine design feasibility of
unsurfaced soil facilities for operations of
A-389
SOLAS AZI8DTH SUBJECT IHDEI
C-54 aircraft
CAD-7353491 p0337 H72-21398
Performance tests to determine aircraft tire
behavior and operating problems in various types
of soils
[HASA-TN-D-6813] p0514 H72-28006
SOLiB AZIBOTH
D AZIHDTH
SOLAS COBOHA
Polarization observations of outer corona from
HC-135 aircraft over Gnlf of Hexico
fLA-DC-12495] p0098 H72-12812
SOLAS COSBIC BITS
Calibration and performance of cosmic radiation
detector for Concorde supersonic transport
tFA4-4H^71-26] p0045 H72-11370
SOLiB BEBDL&
0 SOLAB COBOH4
SOLAB BADIATIOH
HT SOLAS COSMIC BAYS
SOLID LOBRICAHTS
Feasibility analysis of solid lubricated ball
bearinqs for aircraft propulsion systems
application
.... - , pOOSO N72-11700
Application.of improved solid lubricant materials
ana processes to naval aircraft for reduced
maintenance and increased reliability
t4D-7t0825J ,. p0577 H72-30438
SOLID ROTATION
D HOTATIHG BODIES
SOLID STATE DEVICES
NT 4VALAHCHE DIODES
HT FIELD EFFECT TBANSISTOBS
HT SEHICONDOCTOB DEVICES
HT THEBHISTORS . • •• '
HT TBANSISTOB AHPLIFIEBS
Solid state modular ground based distance
measuring equipment /DBE/ receiver for en route
aircraft navigation and landing
P0411 472-33521
An all solid-state HIC transmit-receive module.
. p0489 A72-37268
Improvements in aircraft maintenance procedures
based on solid state electrical power management'
and solid state contactless switching circuits
pOO«1 S72-11034
Eight position, solid state, rotary switch
[ AD-.734758] ' p0275 H72-19277
Development and characteristics of microelectronic
. equipment for improved reliability and reduced'
weight and size of electronic components
P0278 H72-19484
Display principle for 3-D or multicolor, solid
state, 2-D panel displays - • •
P0375 H72-22640
SOLID SDSPEBSIOHS
Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination
for tra-)ectories and velocities of suspended
particles in fluid flow through axial compressor
stage
P0175 472-18756
SOLIDS
Bussian papers on solid bodies friction mechanism
and properties covering adhesion, lubricants
effects, wear in presence of aircraft fuels and
temperature effects
P0315 472-28180
SOLUTIONS
HT DETOHABLE GAS MIITDBES
HT G4S HIXTOSES
NT PHOTOGBAPHIC EHDLSIOHS
SOLVENT EXTBiCTIOH
Solvent removal by immersion of EC-2273 potting
compound from F-4 aircraft electrical components
FAD-725U93] P0016 H72-11H73
SOLVBHTS . • . . '•
Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance
of naval aircraft to determine possible
contribution to water pollution
fAD-730473] . . . P0168 H72-15138
SOHDES . . .
HT BABIHSOHDES
SOHIC BOOHS
Finite .element method for determining transient
response of box-type structure to .traveling
sonic pressure wave
P0003 A72-10219
Sonic boom pressure signatures during F-104
overflights at Bach 1.3 and 30,000 ft,
explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence
p0013 472-11158
Beal gas effects in atiospbere to make sonic bang
shock wave full dispersion and thickness wide
variations
P0016 A72-11972
Transonic air transport design, discussing wind
tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology,
sonic beam avoidance, cruising speed, operating
costs and transport family development
P0057 472-13487
Sonic boom generation, propagation and
minimization, discussing atmospheric conditions
and ground characteristics influence and means
for boom signature reduction
P0066 A72-14815
B-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic
bangs response on complicated structures
P0069 A72-11819
Sonic boon generation, propagation and
minimization, discussing atmospheric .turbulence
and temperature gradients and aircraft''
configuration effects
CAIA4 PAPEB 72-194] p0128 472-16849
Sonic boom signature by bicbaracteristic method,
correcting zeroth order /free stream/
characteristics to obtain solution to
compressible fluid exact equations of motion
(AIAA PAPEB 72-195] P0131 472-16907
SSI operational"maneuver effects on sonic boom,
discussing steady flight and
acceleration-to-cruise pressure signatures
TAIAA PAPEB 72-196] p0134 472-16981
Characteristic overpressure concept for sonic
bangs effect on structures and dynamic
magnification factor engineering formula
P0140 A72-17858
Ground focus line location of sonic bang
propagating in stratified atmosphere with wind
for transonically accelerating aircraft
P0184 472-19645
Turbojet and tnrbofan engines noise signatures and
sonic boom effects, discussing freguency
spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise
suppression systems
p0186 472-20163
Booms generated on ground by supersonic aircraft
flying at high altitude through stratified
atmosphere
$0190 472-21019
Sonic booms - Conference, Houston, Hovember 1970
P0197 A72-21901
Sonic booms generation theory and prediction
methods for supersonic aircraft during
nonaccelerated flight in quiet atmosphere
P0197 A72-21902
Sonic boom minimization,: obtaining positive phase
signature pressures as function of altitude.
Bach number, weight and length
P0197 A72-21903
Raneuvering aircraft sonic boom propagation and
signatures prediction in stratified atmosphere
by geometric acoustic method
P0197 A72-21904
Atmospheric stratification irregularities effects
on sonic boom propagation, obtaining probability
density functions
p0198 A72-21905
Sonic boom simulation devices and techniques,
including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges, spark
discharges and shock tubes
p0198 A72-21906
Seismic and 'underwater effects of sonic booms,
• comparing theory with experiments
p0198 A72-21907
Building structures response to transient
pressures caused by sonic booms, discussing
three dimensional loading effects, air cavity
coupling and nonlinearities influence
p0198 A72-21908
Concorde sonic'boom measurement, discussing
structural vibrational response
p0198 A72-21911
Sonic booms generation and propagation, discussing
effects on animate and inanimate objects
P0233 472-23316
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SUBJECT IBDEI SOOHD 6EHER1TOBS
Sonic boom research facilities and techniques,
emphasizing." applicability to other environmental
problems : . ' - . . " ' , .
, '.,-" - ' ' ' P0233 A72-23317
Sonic;boom effects,on structures, discussing
'ground notion,, direct.excitation by shock waves
and damages'' " ,
, ,.. . P0231 472-23318
Field and laboratory sonic.boom simulators, noting
required characteristics
..."... . ." V;,' ." P0231 172-23323
Supersonic jet noise and- sonic, boom sources,,
. Propagation and reduction,' considering airport
community disturbances, aircraft .cabin noise-and
fatigue problems
• ' '•-.'• . ' - - ' .
 ;p0355.l72-29578
' Naxi'mum overpressures of supersonic .aircraft-
maneuvering-produced sonic booms'occurring at
geometrical acoustic.ray focus points /caustic
cusps/' . . ... -. --.- ,
' '"' p6'355 472-29586
Far field sonic boom approach effects,-describing
, ffhitham.theory extension for,-ultimate N nave
deviations for body configurations .with
continuous or discontinuous-tangent- . . -,
.- . . . .> ',p0105 472-33010
4naiyt'ica'l ^ method of characteristics to, determine
front shock and sonic boom .'due to flat delta
wing with" supersonic .le'ading'edges'-
rDF.VLB-SONDDB-205] ' , ;.. '. p.0110 472-33401
Sonic boom induced pressure wave' propagation and
.attenuation in water, .comparing ^ ballistic, range
measurement's" with theoretical'.predictions. •
riIA4 P4PER 72-651] .,.,'.' -p0115 'l~72- 31080
Sonic boom alleviation by flow'field alteration
Pear supersonic, aircraft, considering finite-
rise times,, reduced over pressures>. and shock
Pressure rises ' ' . - , . . . . .
.[4144 P1PEB'72-653] ' p0115 472-31081
Sonic boom induced flow field, at
 ; .,. .
. .supersonic/hyperso'nic speeds, using shock,
expansion method and 'hypersonic equivalence
.Principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies
', (4144 PAPER .72-652.1 . , . • .... P.0115,.472-34082
4n estimate of sonic boom damage; to large, windows.
' ' . . , , ' . ••-.-.,. P0il1 472-31231
Sonic boom duration effects .on thin, circular,
elastic plate transient axisymmetric vibration
via Hankel and Laplace transforms.,.
"." ,."'".' . .. .;p0157 472-'36«09
Sonic jet noise1 pressure source model, for. radiated
sound power and jet pressure freguency spectra
.., ratio derivation with application. to noise
,, suppression
'' , ,' P0157. 472-36111
Theoretical, and experimental.studies,of.the focus
of sonic booms.
, .'" ' p0157 472-36506
Supersonic aircraft wing form influence on sonic
boom,'discussing supersonic, w'ind tunnel tests
for noise reduction,
 y . . " '. .
P0509 472-39931
Canadian sonic boom, simulation facilities.
CIC4S P4PER' 72-26] .." P0551 472-111 51
Closed form solution for the sonic boom in-a :
Polytropic atmosphere.
p0556.472-11258
Supersonic aircraft focused sonic, boom.suppression
by slowing down during turning flight, obtaining
conditions for focus cut-off at ground by
atmospheric.refraction . . .
p0599 172-11125
Sonic boom waveforms measured during exercise--
summer sky in southern Great Britain
[ABC-B/B-3659] '• . p0038 N72-1.1015
- Development 'of theory for predicting sonic boom
Pressure signatures emitted'by nonlifting
rectangular.wings . , . . .
fHlSl-TN-D-6619] . . p0087- N72-11919
Hodifying supersonic aircraft sonic boon . •
signatures by means of .altering flow fields
rTH-760] ' 'P0102 H72-12993
Construction of sonic boom simulator,using .. •
detonable gas mixture in slender, shaped Hylar
balloons
. rmS4-CR-18U4] . . P0150-H72-13991
Tropospheric and ground layer' turbulence* -:
. contribution to sonic boom magnification noting
Oklahoma test
.[FF4-121] ' p0321 H72-20023
r
:
. Computer- program for calculating sonic boom
propagation-during supersonic: transport flight
maneuvers > - *
[40-735297] p0380 H72-22997
. ,Humerical analysis of effect of atmospheric
inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves
P0380 N72-23001
Analysis of effects of aircraft maneuvers on
characteristics of sonic"boom and- application of .
analysis method to various aircraft - Vol. 1
. . [4D-735296] p0132 B72-25011
Extrapolation of sonic boom pressure signatures by
waveform parameter- method and comparison with
F-f unction method >• - '
rHiS4-TN-D-6832! ..
 P0163 N72-26001
Compilation of technical reports on theoretical •
aerodynamics, aircraft performance, sonic booms,
aircraft stability, and turbulent boundary
layers - Vol. 2
rSBN-11-170152-0] pp175 N72-26991
Simulation of vib'rational- and acoustical
properties of sonic boom
[N4S4-CB-112117] ,p0532 M72-29207
;' Design and evaluation of aircraft configuration
-for reduction.of sonic boom pressures by
alteration .of shock .wave strengths
[N4S1-CB-2070] - •- p0572 N72-30007
Effects of .aircraft flight altitude and Mach"
number, wind and temperature gradients, and wind
direction on width of sonic boom corridor
[40-710897] ". p0575 .N72-30027
4nalysis of sonic boom signatures produced by
SR-71 aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds
fHAS4-TH-D-6823] . p0585 N72-31021
Characteristics of sonic booms and damage caused
to buildings due to supersonic overflights
rnTID300.'12] . . .- p0633 H72-32913
SOBIC. FIOB ' - . . • • .
0 TB4SSOHIC FLOW
SONIC NOZZLES
Velocity distribution -measurement of subsonic
axisymmetric inlet for compressor matching
'. p0213 K72-16711
SOOT • -
Soot oxidation rate from- diffusion flame
>• , measurements extrapolated for gas turbine
combustion chambers •
p0119 472-16368
Extrapolation of soot oxidation rates in
laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas
turbine combustion chambers
rBASl-CE-125101] p0171 N72-15712
SODHD • ' ' :
0 4CODSTICS .
SOOHD 4BSOBPT10S
0 SODND TB1NSBISSIOH
SODHD FIELDS
Slowdown wind tunnel internal and external noise
fields prediction by empirical method,
considering valves, burners, turbulent boundary
. layers and exhaust ^ets as sources
[AI4A P4PEB 72-668] pQ111 472-31070
•Supersonic jet noise*mechanisms and scaling laws,
studying acoustic fields for rectangular and
.axisyBoetric- nozzle-configurations
T4IA4 P4PEB 72-611] p0116 172-31091
The acoustics of axial flow machines.
p0162 472-37201
Numerical study of the characteristic magnitudes
of turbulence on the far sound field radiated by
a subsonic jet
TONEE4, TP NO. 1058] p0192 172-37761
Hethod \for' computing noise generated by standing
• and flying jet aircraft
•rONEEl-NT-187] p0137 N72-25636
SODHD 6EHEB1TOBS
.Circular .jets sound generation analysis, using
Lighthill equation and Hichalke spectral method
[DFVLB-SONDDK-179]' p0186 472-20100
Sonic booms.generation theory and prediction
methods for supersonic aircraft during
nonaccelerated flight in guiet atmosphere
P0197 472-21902
Field and laboratory sonic boom simulators, noting
reguired characteristics .
P0231 172-23323
Slowdown wind tunnel internal and external noise
fields prediction by empirical'method.
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SODHD IBTEHSITT SUBJECT IHDEI
considering valves, burners, turbulent boundary
layers and exhaust jets as sources
rAIAA PIPER 72-668) p011U 472-31070
The acoustics of axial flow machines.
P0162 472-37201
Linear acoustic DOdel to predict axial flov
tnrbomachinery aerodynamic sound generation
including flow effects on radiation
P0503 A72-38568
Canadian sonic boom simulation facilities.
fICAS PAPEB 72-263 p0551 172-11151
Jet noise generation theory /Lighthill-Ffoircs
Williams/ verification by model tests,
discussing means of reducing or eliminating
shock cells
f lCAS PAPER 72-551 P0559 472-U1852
Noise generation by rotating blades of axial flow
fan in infinite annnlus
fAD-7261261 p0051 N72-11711
Aerodynamic noise sources at subsonic speeds
rAEC-CP-11951 POU73 N72-26556
SODID IHTEHSITI
Jet noise simple-source theory experimental
verification, determining relation of measured
sound power and let pressure levels of turbojet.
engine
P0110 A72-17856
High intensity sound effects on electronic
equipment and components in aircraft noise
environment, noting whisker diode and printed
circuit board damage
POW3 472-32621
Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing
scaling rules for sound power and directional
characteristics of radiated sound'
P0506 A72-39557
Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and
noise annoyance international standards for
civil aircraft noise reduction
P0508 A72-39803
Wind tunnel investigation of sound pressure
intensity level in wake of oscillating airfoil
and flat plate during helicopter stall
rNASA-CR-19B8] p0201 N72-15913
Ratbematical model for predicting radiated
rotational noise of lifting rotor or propeller
fAD-7108161 p0579 N72-30611
SODID RBASOREHENT
D ACOOSTIC BEASOREDENTS
SODBD PERCEPTION
0 AODITORT PERCEPTION
SODHD PRESSURE
Sound pressure levels and acoustic fatigue tests
for 11,200 and 9,300 pound thrust J-52 engines
comparison in A-6A aircraft
P0176 A72-18757
JT8D engine exhaust noise field, considering
internal noise sources contribution from exhaust .
duct sound pressure measurements
P0181 A72-19331
Subsonic jet noise directivity prediction from
acoustic pressure measurements
P0301 A72-26011
Design regnirements for a gniet helicopter.
tAHS PREPRINT 6041 pOtKU A72-34P84
The estimation of nonstationary spectra from
moving acoustic source distributions.
TAIAA PAPER 72-667] • pOl52 472-351186
Sonic jet noise pressure source model for radiated
sound power and jet pressure frequency spectra
ratio derivation with application to noise
suppression
P0157 A72-36111
Acoustic pressure and sound'intensity levels and
noise annoyance international standards for
civil aircraft noise reduction
P0508 A72-39803
Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel
background noise and effects of surface pressure
fluctuation measurements.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1001) P0557 A72-11588
Influence of reflections on acoustic pressure
spectra of turbojets
rNASA-TT-F-11185) p0281 N72-19737
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline
overall sound pressure level for subsonic and
supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust
rNASA-TH-X-68059) . p0127 N72-21711
Procedures for estimating near field sound
pressure levels caused by jet engine noise
[ESDU-72002) p0637 H72-33009
SOOHD PROPAGATION
Theoretical and experimental studies of the focus
of sonic booas.
P0157 472-36506
Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex
sheet.
p0610 472-11918
Data acquisition and analysis of atmospheric
absorption coefficients from acoustic flight
tests of commercial aircraft
fSASA-CR-18911 . p0087 H72-11957
SOOHD TBANSUISSIOB
Flow nodel for jet pipe sound transmission through
nozzle flow
tJEF»/69) p003U H72-10252
SODSD RATES
HT AEBODINABIC SOISE
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT ENGINE NOISE
HT JET 4IHCHAFT BOISE ,
NT NOISE (SOUND)
NT ROCKET ENGINE NOISE
ST SOSIC BOOHS
NT THERB4L NOISE
Acoustic power radiated by jet aircraft fuselage
structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer
pressure field, evaluating noise reduction
treatments
' p0002 A72-10216
Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in
turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on
rotor blades due to incident gusts
P0003 A72-19220
Surface acoustic wave technology in communication
systems, discussing analog and digital matched
filters and navigation, ATC and collision
avoidance applications
P0215 472-24910 ^
4constic shock wave diffraction at moving or
static plate immersed in ideal gas
P0357 472-30011
Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing
scaling rules for sound power and directional
characteristics of radiated sound
p0506 A72-39557
Characteristics of sonic booms and damage caused
to buildings due to supersonic overflights
[NTID300.12] p0633 N72-32913
SOOND-SOOND INTERACTIONS
Lift fan blade interaction discrete frequency
noise, discussing potential and viscous
interactions relation to rotor-stator spacing
p0395 472-32019
Aircraft noise reduction by extinction- with
reversed phase sound in acoustic interference
tHBB-BB-55-71-0) p0332 S72-21011
SOOHDING
NT BALLOON SOUNDING
SOUTH AHEBICA
Airfield distribution survey of selected countries
in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and
Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of
STOL and VIOL aircraft
rAD-712093) p0627 N72-32280
SOUTHEAST ASIA
Evaluation of airway operations systems in
Indonesia, Laos, Balaysia, and Thailand with
proposed courses of action, eguipment
regnirements, and economic factors in
aeronautical telecommunications
p0033 N72-10171
Airfield distribution survey of selected countries
in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and
Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of
STOL and VIOL aircraft
[4D-742093] p0627 N72-32280
SOVIET UNION
0 U.S.S.E.
SPACE CAPSULES
HT ESCAPE CAPSULES
SPICE COHBDNICATIOH
NT SPACECRAFT COBBONICATION
Bodels applied to predict communication system
performance for aircraft/TDRS and meteorological
satellite/TDBS relay
[NASA-CR-122295) p0091 H72-12086
A-392
SUBJECT IBDBI SPACECBAFT GUIDANCE
Characteristics of altrahigh frequency and very
hiqh frequency aircraft antennas for.
aircraft-satellite communications link
fPB-201799] P0335 H72-21165
SPACE BIVIBOIBBJT
D AEROSPACE ENVIBOHBENTS
SPACE PLIGHT
HT APOLLO FLIGHTS
NT HYPEBSOSIC REENTRY
NT SPACECBAFT BEENTBY
SPACE SLIDEBS
D LIFTING BEEHTBT VEHICLES
SPACE PEBCEPTIOH
Pilot perception tests on estimating flight path
inclination, ground image and touchdown tine
under poor visibility
P0119 A72-16180
Slant ranqe visibility measurements by lidar for
aircraft landing operations under low clouds and
fog at coastal region
p03»7 A72-28847
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
P0363 A72-31151
Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky
path observation during navigation and landing,
discussinq computer units, CRT and ioaqe
qeneratinq subsystems
P0396 A72-32042
Analytical predictions compared with experimental
results of notion effects on pilot performance
in IFB hovering task
fKASi-CB-1933] p0165 N72-14999
SPACE PBOGBABS
NT EOBOPEAN SPACE PROGHABS
Aircraft/spacecraft desiqn approach and
performance data, considering space shuttle
proqram
p0612 A72-15159
SPACE SCIENCES
D AEROSPACE SCIENCES
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITERS .
Naviqation performance of hiqh cross-range space
shuttle orbiter durinq approach and landinq
nsinq optimally augmented inertial. navigation
system
fNASA-T8-X-62123] pO«72 N72-26516
SPACE SHDTTLBS
Aircraft and spacecraft integrated avionics
systems design with emphasis on telemetry,
discussinq space shuttle subsystems inteqration
p0019 A72-12403
Unsteady airfoil stall and stall flutter analysis,
discussing application to space shuttle
confiquration
fAIAA PAPEB 72-380] P0287 A72-25404
Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at
hypersonic speeds.
flCAS PAPER 72-09] p0552 A72-41134
Aircraft/spacecraft desiqn approach and
performance data, considering space shuttle
program
P0612 A72-45159
Botational loading and flutter tests on straight
wing space shuttle to establish damping
requirements
[NASA-TS-I-62110] p0201 N72-15940
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of delta
planform, hiqh cross range, shuttle orbiter
space vehicle
[NASA-CB-115357] p0201 N72-15941
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface
pressures and flow distribution on orbiter space
shuttle
fHASA-CB-120037-VOL-ll p0201 B72-159&2
Comparisons of hinqe moments for simple delta wing
and delta wing orbiter concept at Bach 6
fNASA-TN-D-6657] p0218 N72-16997
Flight tests of low lift to drag ratio approach
and landinq using CV 990 aircraft with similar
size and performance characteristics of proposed
space shuttle vehicle
tNASA-TN-D-67321 P0268 N72-19022
Development and characteristics of simulation of
continuous error of localizer beam of
conventional instrument landing system used with
space shuttle
[NASA-TH-X-62116] p0376 N72-22648
Bission requirements and design modifications for
air breathing engines used in space shuttles
[NASA-TB-I-68098] • p0524 N72-28794
SPACE SDBYBILLANCB (SPACEBOBHE)
Air surveillance using satellite range-difference
measurement from noninterrogated aircraft
beacons for ATC
P0068 A72-14826
SPACE STSTEHS EHGIHEEBIBG
D AEBOSPACE ENGINEEBING
SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PBOGBAB
Development of integrated system for performing
checkout of space launchers and aircraft systems
P0278 N72-19489
SPACE VEHICLE COBTBOL
0 SPACECBAFT CONTBOL
SPACE TEBICLES
0 SPACECBAFT
SPACE-TIBE COHTIHOUB
D RELATIVITY
SPACECRAFT
Aircraft and spacecraft conceptual definitions in
national and international law
P0303 A72-26561
SPACECBAFT &STBNHAS
Test facility for aircraft and spacecraft antennas
radiation patterns and optimal installation,
determination
P0309 A72-27412
SPACECBAFT COHBDHICATION
Bicrowave eguipment and technology application for
instrument landing, terminal ATC, millimeter
wave CAT detection and satellite communications
P0239 A72-24036
Systems analysis of analog and digital voice
coding technignes for use with satellite based
air traffic control system
[NASA-CB-122432] pOU85 N72-27701
SPACECRAFT COBPOHBNTS
NT SEBVICE BODULES
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Unsteady airfoil stall and stall flutter analysis,
discussing application to space shuttle
confiquration
C A I A A PAPER 72-380] p0287 A72-25404
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface
pressures and flow distribution on orbiter space
shuttle
rNASA-CB-120037-VOL-1] p0201 N72-15912
SPACECBAFT CONTROL
NT SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTBOL
NT SATELLITE CONTROL
Development of thrust control system for
application to control of aircraft and spacecraft
rNASA-CASE-HSC-13397-11 P0436 N72-25595
SPACECBAFT DESIGB
Computerized structural design of aerospace
vehicle, stressing automated routines for finite
element models generation
TAIAA PAPEB 72-332] p0285 A72-25367
Aircraft/spacecraft design approach and
performance data, considering space shuttle
program
p'0612 A72-45159
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of delta
planform, high cross range, shuttle orbiter
space vehicle
fNASA-CB-115357] p0201 N72-15941
Aerodynamic problems of designing optimum
hypersonic vehicles
fAGABD-LS-U2-VOL-1] p0617 N72-31994
Research projects conducted by National Aerospace
Laboratory of Netherlands during 1971
P0634 N72-32973
SPACECBAFT ELECTRONIC BQOIPBBNT
NT AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COHPDTERS
Navigation satellite system based on triangular
distance measurement between two satellites and
aircraft, notinq simplification of air- and
satellite-borne eguipment requirements
P0546 A72-40285
SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE
Software and hardware technoloqy for application
of computer systems to guidance and control of
aerospace vehicles
rAGABDOGRAPH-158] P0335 N72-21211
Programming characteristics of future quidance and
control computers
P0335 N72-21216
A-393
SPiCECEAPT IHSTBOBEHTS SUBJECT IHDEI
Fault isolation capabilities for general purpose
digital computer used -in guidance and control
applications
P0336 H72-21220
Attitude control and guidance mechanism•for :•
spacecraft and aircraft
fRASA-CB-1272681 . p0485 N72-27679
SPACECBAFT IISTBOHENTS
NT SATELLITE'IBSTBOMEBTS
SPACECSAPT LANDING . . • • •
Navigation perfornance of high cross-range space
shuttle orbiter during approach and landing
using•optimally augmented inertial navigation,
system
[NASA-TM-X-62123] • pO<472 N72-26516
SPiCECBAFT LADBCBIHG
Booster launch vehicle guidance scheme for•
critical aborts from staging through burnout, /
minimizing aerodynamic phases for different
landing sites
• > p0397 A72-32182
SPACECBAFT PBELADHCB TESTS
0 SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM •• ' • ' •'
SPACECBAFT PROPULSION
Retallurgical problems of metals used in
spacecraft structures and propulsion systems
CCRANFIELD-MAT-61 P0260 N72-185<i5
SPACECBAFT BECOVEBI . . - ,
Eotor and propeller wake calculation, recovery
• rotors, and rotor feedback control - conference
fDLR-HITT-71-12} P0037 N72-11001
SPACECBAFT BEEHTBT
Ablation phase duration during spacecraft .. • .
decelerated hypersonic reentry flight, using ,
theoretical model based on guasi-steady • ••; .
assumptions . .
p0300 A72-25815
SPACECBAFT STBDCIDBES
Adhesive bonded components in aircraft and ••..
aerospace structures, discussing manufacturing,
metal surface preparation, inspection.and
. environmental exposure
TSAE PAPEE 720118] P0136 A72-17325
'Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to join sheet
metal parts with applications to propellant
tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures
fSHE PAPEE AD 72-7101 p0458 .A72-365.26
Development and application of nonflammable and
fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft
a n d aircraft interiors • . , • - • -
P020.8 .H72-, 16419
Conference on shock and vibration effects'on
dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and .
spacecraft structures
[AD-723349] P0215 N72-16802
Hetallurgical problems of metals used in . i
spacecraft structures and propulsion systems
CCRANFIELD-MAT-6] p0260 N72-18545
SPACECBAFT TELEVISIOH
NT SATELLITE TELEVISION
SPACING . . '
NT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING
SPABE PABTS
Electronic data processing in airline materiel
supplies operations, discussing procedural
efficiency improvement through reduction of
stochastic effects inherent in aircraft
. . maintenance operations . . • . . • ; -
P0362 A72-30823
SPARK DISCHARGES • <
0 ELECTRIC SPARKS . - • • •
SPABKS , ' •
NT ELECTRIC SPARKS • , '
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION . ' • ' . :
High level Canberra flight for three dimensional
picture of wind and temperature fields, showing
CAT, gravity waves and smooth flight-
characteristics ,
P0311 A72-27709
Estimated peak regional concentration of .SST
exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight
operation levels '. •
P0346 A72-28837
SPATIAL ISOTBOPY . . :
0 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION - • • i •• • •: • . i-
SPATIAL ORIENTATION ..- -. . . . . - . - .
U ATTITDDE (INCLINATION)
SPECIFICATIONS
NT AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
NT EQOIPHEBT SPECIFICATIONS '• • '. , .
Proposed gas turbine procurement standards for •
gaseous and lignid fuel specifications
emphasizing fuel contaminants • • *
[ASBE PAPER 71-BA/GT-3] . i • p0116 A72-15896
Conference papers on shock and vibration including
specifications, mechanical iape'dance, and
transportation and packaging
[AD-739574] . ' • - • p0474 N72-26815
Survey of specifications and standards containing
vibration test procedures,in use by. US Air. Force
> • ' p0474 B72-26817
SPECTRA . . - ' . . .! .
NT EMISSION SPECTBA . .
NT ENERGY SPECTBA - •
NT INFEARED SPECTRA ' ••
NT MICROWAVE SPECTRA '"
NT BOISE SPECTRA • . . ' : . - • • •',
NT POWER SPECTRA •
NT VIBRATIOHAL SPECTRA - , • • • . . .
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS • • .-, '. ' : •• ,- . . , ..
0 SPECTROM ANALYSIS . ~ ., • v> •• •
SPECTBAL ENBBGI DISTBIBOTIOH ' . 9 ,• . I
IB radiant energy emission from conical jet • ••
• exhaust of turbojet aircraft- •-> •' ' • •
••- - • . - ' P0400 A72-32399
SPECTBAL BOISE • " , -.- ; - . , :
D WHITE NOISE .
SPBCTSOPHOTOMETEES . . - •
NT INFEAEED SPECTEOPHOTOMETEBS
SPBCTBOSCOPIC ANALYSIS . ' -.
Turbojet engine oil circuit contamination rate
determination,by spectrometric analysis,
obtaining mathematical theory, for data
interpretation . .
fSAE PAPER 7203031 p0288 A72-25567-;
SPECTBOSCOPI -i . . .. '• . ...
NT SPECTEOSCOPIC .ANALYSIS .'
SPECTBOB ANALYSIS ' • , . :
Hybrid computer method of nonstationary spectrum '
analysis of aircraft noise, applying to'flyover
and jet aircraft noise abatement under
. • operational conditions-
P0178 A72-18778
Circular jets sound generation analysis, using
Lighthill eguation'and Hichalke spectral method
rDFVLR-;S01IDDB-1791. • . . p0186 A72-20100
Spectral analysis of transient data applied to
• auto-pilot parameter studies of coupler transfer
. function . ' ' . -. • .
..[ AD-725068] ...... „ s p0035 N72-10501
SPEED • . .
U VELOCITY.
SPEED BBAKES. . '. •• '
0 BBAKES (FOE ARRESTING MOTION)
SPEED CONTBOL . .! .
Aircraft turbo-alternator speed control for • ,,:
• constant-freguency power supply, presenting
theoretical relationships for electrohydraulic
or mechanohydraulic control loops . « .
. . . • , . .: p0071 A72-15162
Monitor and regulator for automatic speed .control
and flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel -,~
..... .pOUII ,A72.-33609
Optimal control of the speed of a two-shaft ,
helicopter turbine
 ;
p0600 A72-44278
SPEED INDICATOBS ' . , '
NT ANEMOHETEBS . . . . . . : , .'
NT HOT-rWIBE ANEMOHETEBS . - • • • .
Doppler-system with -navigation radar device,
• computer unit, and.data transmitter for •• • '
continuous'recording of aircraft position and
speed •''. • '. ' • •
, • p002U A72T12749
Beceived signal spectrum gravity center and
'• effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight . ..•
- . - p0303 A72-267.30
SPEED BEGDLATIOH , , -
D SPEED CONTROL , . - • • '. ,
SPEEDOHETEBS
D SPEED INDICHTOBS :• i
SPHERES ' .
Magnetic .balance measurements of aerodynamic
forces on spheres and slender cones in ,
hypersonic.low density wind tunnels, noting-
sting effect • '
. ' p0243 A72-24771
A-394
SUBJECT INDEI STABILITY DERIVATIVES
SPIKE ANTENNAS
0 HOHOPOLE ANTENNAS
SPIH
Summary of NASA research and experience related to
spin and recovery characteristics of liqht
general aviation aircraft
rNiSi-TN-D-6S75] - p0101 N72-12990
Literature survey of spin research and application
to aircraft design
fAD-734976] ' P0272 N72-19050
Development of equations of motion for rigid body
in cylindrical coordinates by Laqranqian
dynamics and application to motion of aircraft
in spin
fAD-742929] 'P0583 N72-31006
SPIH DECOUPLING
NT SPIN '
SPI1 DYNAMICS
NT SPIN
Aircraft spin characteristics due to superstall,
comparing three stall types with respect to
recovery, yaw damping and rate of rotation
fDGLR PAPER 71-057] p0023 A72-12718
Dynamical equivalence between vehicles with
motor-driven constant speed rotor under bearing
friction and freely spinninq torque free rotor,
deriving equations of motion
- p0191 A72-21174
Analytic prediction of aircraft spin
characteristics and analysis of spin recovery.
fAIAA PAPER 72-9853 p0561 A72-42329
Development 'of design criteria for predicting ' '
departure characteristics and spin >
susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft.
[AIAA PAPER 72-9841 p0561 A72-42330
SPIH STABILIZATION
Effectiveness evaluation of automatic spin
prevention system for fighter aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6670] p0252 N72-18012
SPIH TESTS
Boeing 317 helicopter program, discussing
simulation, wind tunnel, whirl tover, bench
testinq, fliqht test development and demonstration
P0135 A72-16993
F-1U Tomcat test proqram for hydraulic systems,
spinninq, low speed performance, stalling,
afterburning turbofan engines, in-flight-
refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
p0138 A72-17582
Flight initial spin testinq, discussing aircraft
autorotation due to stalled angle of attack and
sideslip
p0146 A72-18492
Status of U.S. Navy stall/post-stall/spin flight
testing. . '
fAIAA PAPER 72-787] p0495 A72-38104
Tangential and radial stress data from spin tests
of turbine rotor for H-1 engine oxidizer turbopump
TNASA-CH-1967] p032« N72-20452
Simulation of dynamic spin of F-4 aircraft under
pilot control using human centrifuge facility
fAD-739326] i pO«83 N72-27278
SPIHAL COBD
Seat cushion evaluation for behavior during
helicopter crash or aircraft ejection and spinal
injury probability
p0194 A72-21577
SPIHAL ANTENNAS
Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean
spiral antennas for the L-band, and radiator
groups constructed from them whose radiation
directions are controlled by a conduction matrix
P0549 A72-40510
SP1INE FOHCTIOHS
Calculation of potential flow about aerofoils
using approximation by splines.
P0566 A72-42849
SPLIT FLAPS
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of
vortex augmented nnsvept wing with leading edge
cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing
edge flaps
[SAB PAPEH 720321] p0290 A72-25584
SPOILBB SLOT AILBBONS
Rind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift
control system
CNASA-TN-D-6627] P0149 N72-13978
SPOILERS
Aircraft flight characteristics for landing
approach by spoiler-elevator deflection
coupling, considering pitch, flight'path angle
and. speed
P0410 A72-33423
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing winq
spoilers, slab tailplane, rudder,
autostabilization system and integrated
packaging of actuators
P0417 A72-34144
Pressure distribution on 45 deg swept half wing
including effectiveness of upper surface spoiler
as roll control > '
fARC-CP-1184] P0270 N72-19032
Unsteady response of turbocoopressor with inlet
flow distorted by square wave and triangular
spoilers
[ARC-CP-1203] ' p0431 N72-25000
SPONTANEOUS COHBDSTIOB
Fuel vapor spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel
tank for maximum oxygen concentration
determination to limit ignition pressure
[ARC-CP-1209] P0537 N72-29799
SPONTANEOUS IGNITION TEHPEBATUBE
U IGNITION TEMPERATURE '
U SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
SPOT WELDS
Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to loin sheet
metal parts with applications to piropellaht
tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures
fSHB PAPER AD 72-710] p0458 A72-36526
SPBATED PROTECTIVE COATINGS
U PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SPBEAD REFLECTION :
U REFLECTION
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)
Spring constants for shock analysis of aircraft
carrier catapult installations
fAD-729249] P0157 N72-14288
SPUTTERING
Ion sputtering process used to deposit coating
compounds on titanium alloy gear teeth .
[AD-729839] p0160 N72-14504
STABILITY
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT DYNAMIC STABILITY
NT FLABE STABILITY
NT FLOI STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT L0» SPEED STABILITY
NT MOTION STABILITY
NT ROTARY STABILITY '
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STATIC STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY
Effects of additives on hydrocarbon -)et fuel
stability
[AD-737833] p0427 N72-24806
STABILITY AUGMENTATION
D FEEDBACK CONTROL
U STABILIZATION
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT PITCHING MOMENTS
NT ROLLING MOMENTS
NT YAWING MOMENTS •
Hypersonic vehicles lateral dynamics during great
circle flight, using linearized equations of
motion and Newtonian theory for stability
derivatives estimation
p0195 A72-21603
Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model
in magnetic wind tunnel balance system, using
field equations
p0243 A72-24765
Evaluation and comparison of several methods for
estimating low speed stability derivatives of
two unpowered aircraft configurations
[NASA-TN-D-6531] p0079 N72.-11896
Two and three dimensional wind tunnel tests on
oscillatory control surface derivations noting
A-395
STABILITY TESTS . SUBJECT IHDEI
Reynolds number and/or boundary layer.transition
variation on vinq
tARC-CP-1151] . . . P0088 N72-1.1960
Stability derivatives and transfer fnnctions for
YHC-1fi and. S-58 helicopters in steep approaches
- Vol. 3 •
fAD-730362) P0155 N72-14019
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
AH-56 compound helicopter during Ion altitude
'turbulent conditions - Vol. i*
fAD-730363] P0155 N72-11020
Linearized mathematical models with stability
derivatives and equations of motion for two
representative STOL aircraft
[AD-733756] .P0270 N72-19036
Definition of lonqitudinal stability derivatives
for elastic airplanes with allowances for
perturbations in forward speed
fNASA-TN-D-6629] p0318 N72-20006
Numerical analysis of factors affectinq
aerodynamic stability of aircraft and
development of concept of dynamic derivatives
fARL/A-NOTE-330] p0365 N72-21996
Control and perturbation transfer function.
coefficients as function of aircraft derivatives
for uncontrolled lonqitudinal motion in turbulence
rDLB-HITT-71-11] p0366 H72-22010
Numerical analysis of programmed control of flying
vehicle motion
p038<t H72-23028
Analysis of techniques and computer programs for
extracting stability derivative information from
flight test records
fNASA-CB-20161 pOt30 N72-21991
Application of state transition matrix for
numerical.analysis of stability and qust
response of liftinq rotor with rigid flappinq
blades and riqid hub
P0431 N72-25001
Determination of limit cycle and structural
resonance characteristics of aircraft stability
augmentation systems by qround. and fliqht tests
(NASA-TN-D-6867] . p0465 N72-26017
Oscillatinq balance system for stability
derivation measurements in supersonic wind tunnels
P0170 N72-26348
Application of regression analysis to determine
stability derivative for vertical takeoff aircraft
rAD-7l)1!!86] P0531 N72-29023
Development of theories for speed* stability,
maneuverability, .and seaworthiness of qronnd
effect machines
rAD-7U2a25] P057H.N72-30023
Analysis of factors in stall and post stall
operating conditions and effect on aircraft
configurations
P0620 H72-32029
Full scale wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic
stability derivatives of variable-sweep fighter.
configuration with twin vertical tails
fNASA-TN-D-69091 p0622 N72-3204U
Effects of-variations in stability derivatives on
performance of XV-U aircraft
rAD-7U<H04] p0625 N72-32066
STABILITY. TESTS
NT FLIGBT STABILITY TESTS
NT BIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Static and dynamic stability characteristics of
finned bodies with cruciform, slotted fin
confiqnration
fAD-728016] P0027 N72-10003
STABILIZATION
NT SPIN STABILIZATION
Problems and solutions related to the design of a
control augmentation system for a longitudinally
unstable supersonic transport.
T A I A A PAPEB 72-871] p0505 A72-39128
Breakdown of automatic pilots or auxiliary
stabilization systems on helicopters
P0082 N72-11918
Design of stability augmentation system for WG13
rigid rotor helicopter
p008«t N72-11930
System for increasing helicopter stability
P0084 N72-11932
Flight test of three-axis hydroflnidic stability
augmentation system in helicopter
P0085 N72-11937
Development of computer program for predicting
static, longitudinal aerodynaaic characteristics
of missile configurations for angles of attack
from zero to 180 degrees
[ADT729009] • ' p0100 N72-12986
Operational evaluation of aircraft landing aid
stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier
rAD-732«i(6] p0221 N72-17199
Determination of limit cycle and structural'
resonance characteristics of .aircraft stability
augmentation systems by 'ground and flight tests
. r NASA-TN-D-6867] p'OI|65 B72-26017
Surface stabilization of snow on helicopter
landing fields by chemical treatment
rAD-738561]' p0519 N72-28271
STABILIZED PLATFOBHS
Tethered autostabilized rotor platform for
military surveillance, target location and
communication, discussing flight vehicle,
tetherinq cable, qronnd station and
guidance-control system
1 p0357_- A72-30078
Design, development, characteristics, an'd
, . applications of gyroscopic devices
[AD-733275]- . . .'.. . p0262 N72-18662
Flight tests of strapdown inertial navigation
• . system in helicopter to determine feasibility
for' simulating systems using inertial navigation
eguipment
rAD-7.33130] p0262 N72-18663
STABILIZEBS (FLUID DYNABICS)
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
Parachute designs and applications to escape
systems, paratrooping, supply dropping, aircraft
braking, weapons systems stabilization, flight
. testing aids and sport •
• - . . . ' • . p0006 A72-10302
Development of an -inflatable fabric, structure for
the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape
capsule.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-8011 ' p0510 A72-40053
Fliqht test•investigation of the aerodynamic
behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small
helicopter.
.. p0612 A72-15328
Flight test of three-axis fluidic stability
augmentation.system for OH-1 helicopter
. [AD-73U3I13] : p0271 N72-190U3
Dnal fuselage aircraft design with yawable wing
and horizontal stabilizer
. [NASA-CASE-ARC-10II70-1] p0332 N72-21010
STAINLESS STEELS
Design, fabrication, and ground tests of
perforated stainless, steel exhaust nozzle
inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft noise reduction-
rNASA-CR-1853] • p0031 N72-10043
STALL.
0 BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
STALLING
Two dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in
incompressible flow, comparing calculated
loading during transient: and sinusoidal pitching
motions with measured values
[AIAA PAPER 72-37] p0130 A72-16899
Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in
•tnrbocompressors
[AD-7H3725] p06«7 N72-33752
STANDARDIZATION
Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optimum standards, discussing
automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive
closing control, design^ construction and
performance
[SAE AS 1225] . pOOOS A72-10385
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization
in conjunction with OHEGA, covering sensor and
* ' computer egnipment life cycles
P03S3 A72-29199
Airborne egnipment electric power supply standards
to provide characteristics limits for
compatibility with ground support systems
tSAE AS 1212] pOQ58 A72-36535
STANDARDS
Aerospace wire and cables testing methods
standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical
and chemical properties, coating thicknesses,
continuity 'flaws, flammability, geometrical
• • characteristics, etc
[SAB AS 1198] . P0008 A72-1038H
A-396
SOBJECT IHDEI STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Pressure altimeter system minimum safe performance
standards for sobsonlc aircraft operation,
describing test procedures
CSAE AS 9D2] pOOOB A72-10386
•Thin vail airframe vire insulation 'relative
thermal life -and temperature ratinq evaluation
procedure using 'Arrhenius plot
' . P0233 A72-23270
Airborne VHP omnirange /VOB/. systems minimum •
.operational standards for navigation and
communication in air traffic control
•
 !
 p02«2 A72- 24725
General aviation eguipment standards in light of
air traffic system safety needs, emphasizing
Technical standard Order system
CSAE PAPER 720307] p0288 A72-25571
FAA policy in issuing civil airport .operating
certificates and establishing minimum safety
standards
- . pOI*09 A72-33330
Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and
i noise annoyance international standards for
civil aircraft noise reduction
p0508 A72-39803
Aviation safety measures for aircraft reliability
and* flight control
_
Survey of specifications and standards containing
vibration test procedures in use by OS Air Force
. pO*7U N72-26817
STAETESS
NT ENGINE STAHTEBS . - ' .
STATE BQOATIOHS -
0 EQUATIONS OF STATE
STATE VECTOBS
Multiinput and mnltioutput linear and nonlinear
dynamic system maximum likelihood identification
based on state vector formulation and optimal
filter use
P0183 A72-19286
STATIC AEBODYNAHIC CHARACTERISTICS
All-moving tail plane parameters influence on
glider static and dynamic characteristics,
discussing lateral and longitudinal stability,
maneuverability and pilot induced oscillations
P0196 A72-21632
'Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous
based cone models and slender Kings at subsonic
speed, using magnetic suspension and balance
system
P0243 A72-2U769
Static efficiency and penalties associated with
cyclic pitch V/STOL propellers
fDGLB-71-021] . P0382.N72-23015
STATIC. ELECTRICITY. ;
Static electricity in fueling of supersets.
P0557 A72-IH375
Performance tests on static electricity dissipator
used on filed and rotary King aircraft
rAD-729534] • p0156 N72-112U7
Static electrification, bonding, grounding, and
lightning protection techniques applied to
aircraft, spacecraft, and missiles
fAD-739356] p0180 S72-27037
STATIC ISVEBTEBS
Feasibility analysis of variable speed constant
frequency inverter system using dc link approach
for aircraft use
fAD-731067] . P0273 B72-19065
STATIC LOADS
Static compressive load tests on 1-837 airport
marker light bases '
tNBS-10i»53] P0096 S72-12586
Development of numerical methods for analyzing
structural properties of statically loaded wings
usincj iteration process
P0327 H72-2090H
STATIC PBBSSOBB
Flight test procedures for subsonic transport •
aircraft pitot static pressure system,
recommending trailing cone calibration method
fSAE ABP 921] P0008 A72-10389
Static pressure tube calibration for surface .
pressure measurements in flow over flat plate
and airfoil
P0232 A72-22937
Pressure, shear stress and yaw angle, measurements
in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts
with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting
vortex generation
pOU10 A72-33103
Relationship between static pressure error
/position error/ and measurable flight
parameters for different aircraft weights and
configurations
p'OQ12 A72-33637
Pitot stem blockage corrections in uniform and
nonuniform pipe flow determined by wind tunnel
measurements
fABC-CP-1175] pOO«5 N72-11295
Static pressure position error calibrations for
compensated and uncompensated XB-70 nose boom
pitot static tube
fNASA-TN-D-6827] P0421 N72-24016
Curves for use with total heat and static pressure
sampling methods for gross thrust, mass flow,
and choking pressure ratio of air breathing
engines in flight
[ESDO-69008] p0631 N72-327U6
STATIC STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY - " . ' ' .
NT STBOCTOBAL STABILITY
Optimal fixed point hovering rotor design for
improved static performance by pulse theory
P0119 A72-16350
Control requirements for control configured
vehicles.
'P0614 A72-U53U9
Jet interference effects on yaw stability for SAAB
37 and 105 wind tunnel models
p0027 N72-10006
STATIC TESTS
Dynamic and static characteristics of jet engine
simulators
P0601 A72-4U286
Fan jet Falcon design and certification tests.
P0608 A72-U1731
Static performance of tip-turbine-driven fan used
in wind tunnel tests of 7TOL lift fan models
[NASA-CB-2051] p0390 N72-23836
Summary of static strength tests conducted on
Concorde aircraft nacelle structure
P05»2 N72-29916
Static structural analysis of meridional tape
forces, permeability, and change in model
contours on aft half of inflatable decelerator
device
[NASA-TN-D-6929] p0633 N72-32911
STATIC TBBOST
Thrust stand for evaluation of thrust vectoring
nozzle performance.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1029] P0615 A72-t5406
STATICS
NT ELECTBOSTATICS
Conventional aircraft flight mechanics, reviewing
vector analytical treatment of rigid body statics
pO«55 A72-3579H
STATIORABY FBOHTS
D PBONTS (UETEOBOLOGY)
STATIONKBEPING
Evaluation of airborne station keeping device
efficiency
fAD-729532] p0161 N72-14677
STATIOHS
NT GBODND STATIONS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT COEBELATION COEFFICIENTS
HT BOLTIVABIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT PBOBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
NT BEGBESSION ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
Statistical analysis of track keeping Strumble VOB
data for lateral navigation separation standards
and collision risk in continental environment
P0002 A72-10179
Statistical characteristics of range-guard
intrusions and airspace collision conflicts in
terminal area
P0118 A72-16110
Statistical evaluation for forged ^et engine parts
tensile tests cost reduction, using regression
analysis '
P0184 A72-1948U
Survival rates in OS&F accidents during 1965-69,
noting visual sighting as primary rescue factor
A-397
STATISTICAL COBBELATIOB SUBJECT IBDEI
p019« A72-21564
Statistical analysis of cockpit siBDlator data on
altimetry display for commercial aircraft
p019« A72-21573
Badar data statistical evaluation, emphasizing
mean Doppler shift for aircraft radial velocity
calculation
P0231 A72-22897
Statistical evaluation of welded airfrane
component fatique damage increment daring cyclic
loading with constant force amplitude
P0245 A72-24922
Statistical diagnosis of aeronautical systems :.
reliability and maintenance, using Benzecri
factorial analysis for data redaction
p0300 &72-25817
Parametric approaches to statistical burn-in or
debugging problems in aircraft reliability
analysis
p03<»3 A72-28363
Bandom vibration statistics of lifting rotors with
feedback controls, solving response variance
matrix by random inputs shaping filters
P0351 A72-29096
Statistical analysis for single airport ATC •
digital simulation using Poisson distribution
law, calculating optimal number of channels
P0352 A72-29179
Study of the flow of air traffic and capacity of 'a
control system
POH93 A72-37797
Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and
unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing
of rotors
.p0556 A72-11229
Statistical method of failure analysis for
redundancy forms selection, noting aircraft
safety and reliability
p0568 A72-U2973
Statistical analysis of the sound level
distribution of aircraft noise as a function of
. time
p0603 A72-U1I337
Statistical forecasting models for DSAF COHDS
outbound cargo airlift reguirements by averaging
and exponential smoothing models
pOSOit A72-I*U578
An'assessment of repeated loads on general-
aviation and transport aircraft.
. p0609 A72-M736
Statistical analysis of home built aircraft
accidents
rPB-201438] P0031 H72-10038
Statistical analysis of weather effects in
aircraft accidents
rPB-2011371 P0031 H72T10039
Briefs of DS general aviation accidents involving
corporate/executive aircraft in 1968 =
fPB-201439] ! pOOU3 N72-11052
Analysis of causes for air carrier delays in
operations at maior airports and recommendations
to alleviate sources of delay.
fAD-726061] P0096 1172-12593
Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust
emissions in atmosphere :
[PB-202961 1 P0222 N72-17319
Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer
data for normal acceleration of fleet aircraft
fAD-733678] p0259 N72-18168
Statistical analysis- of aircraft exhaust emission
measurements, 'using random sampling
CPB-20U8691 p0321 N72-20029
Compilation of DS general aviation accidents for
1969 in which impairment of judgement and
efficiency by alcohol was involved
[PB-2011991] • ; - P0333 B72-21023
Statistical analysis of tensile strength and creep
data on gas turbine engine alloys -
CJPRS-560021 , P0128 H72-2"82«
Statistical analysis of reading accuracy of 35 mm
camera
fAD-738811] . pOU71 S72-26363
Statistical analysis of IB-70 .aircraft responses
and control inputs
fNJ.SA-Tll-D-6872] p0177 S72-27013
Statistical analysis of -flight time, takeoff and
landing we'iqht, fuel weight at takeoff and
landing for transport let aircraft
CTB-88] - pO«80 H72-27035
Statistical analysis of passenger utilization of
FAA facilities -vs airports without radar,
towers, and instrument landing system
CAV-72-1] p0526 N72-28982
Statistical analysis of maintenance policies on
utilization -rate of transport aircraft
C1D-741410] p0529 .H72-29015
Analysis of normal acceleration data obtained
during operation of military aircraft using
counting accelerometers
[AD-7U3067] p0587 H72-31036
Development of costing concepts and methods for
evaluating and comparing engine overhaul costs
at various repair facilities
rAD-7t3417] p0591 H72-31790
STATISTICAL COBBEL1TIOB
Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet
'aircraft autoland system dynamic ground tests
with simulated engine and aerodynamic
characteristics
P0412 172-33641
STATISTICAL DISTEIBDTIOHS
NT PHOBABILITI DISTBIBBTIOH FUNCTIONS '....'
Bice exceedance statistics application fd
atmospheric tnrbulence, indicating strong .
nonGaassian' second order distributions
fAIHA PAPER' 72-136] p013l» A72-16969
STATISTICAL PBOBABILITT '
D PBOBABILITT TBEOBI
STATISTICS
Individual and group air carrier statistics .
p0429 N72-24979
Passenger, cargo, and mail statistics for commuter
air carriers PY 1971
P0429 S72-21981
Compendium of DS ground, water, and air
transportation statistics
P0634 N72-32966
STATOB BLADES
Noise reduction effects of wake interaction
between rotor blade rows in axial flow
compressor, cancelling velocity defect at stator
position
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-15] . p0293 A72-25611
Lift fan blade interaction discrete frequency
noise, discnssing potential and viscous
interactions relation to rotor-stator spacing
P0395 A72-32019
Design and performance of supersonic stator and
rotor bladinq ,
• tNASA-TH-I-67961] p0097 N72-12783
Effect of trailinq edge qeometry and thickness on
performance of certain turbine stator blading
fNASA-TN-D-6637] p0163 N72-1U986
Cyclic furnace oxidation of cobalt alloy fI-52
clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for-
aircraft qas turbine stator vanes
[NASA-TN-D-6730] p0324 N72-20192
STAIOBS
Performance of redesiqned sinqle staqe axial
compressor stator for qas tarbine engine
fAD-877209] p0097 N72-12795
Botor and stator, dual-airfoil tandem rotors and
dual-airfoil stator designs
fNASA-CB-120803] ' P0173 N72-26689
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tandemVairfoil rotor and stator blades for
compressors with adiabatic efficiency of 85.1
percent
tNASA-CH-12080<n p0473 N72-26690
Performance and distortion tolerance of 1500
ft/sec tip speed'transonic fan stage with
variable geometry inlet guide vanes and variable
stagger stator
fNASA-CB-72880] • p0187 N72-27818
Leaned stator configuration design for highly
'. loaded multistage fan drive turbine
fNASA-CH-2096] ' p0523 N72-28793
Analysis of nonsteady flow fields associated with
rotor-stator interactions
[NiSA-CR-127765] P0533 N72-29227
STEADT FLOW
Steady two dimensional cavity'flow past infinite
number of airfoils using linearized theory
P0062 A72-1M160
Sound attenuation in'lined rectangular ducts with
uniform steady flow,'considering aircraft engine
noise reduction
P0070 A72-15267
A-398
SUBJECT INDEX STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Plane ^ stationary flow of ideal incompressible
fluid-past large camber profiles of.arbitrary
shape and"thickness, usinq computerized Fourier
expansion
: - . • ' • . . . -i .• . -P0180 472-18916
Equations of motion, of. steady viscous fluid flow
. in three dimensional boundary layer ,on walls of
axial flow, compressors and turbines, obtaininq
velocity field ., . • - - ,
- " '• ' . . P02S6 A72-25120
Generatinq hiqh Reynolds-number flows.
' . " . . . . • . ' • . . _ • • , • . : .. • ,.p0501,A72-38222
New .results concerninq the., numerical calculation
of the sonic flow around a qiven airfoil section
. . . . P0563 7A72-42639
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible -
fluid, past larqe
 tcamber profiles of arbitrary
shap'e and thickness,,-using .computerized Fourier
'expansion , . , , . . . . .
--P0611 A72-45002
Aerodynamic characteristics of bomb in steady,
incompressible, potential flow..-based- on model •••
fAD-733325] , . ' '. p025<4 N72-18037
STEADY STATE . . . • - . ' . . ' . . . ' . ; , ,
Transient characteristics,.and, steady state
off-design .operation of mixed and .unmixed -type
, turbofan engines, noting .peculiarities^ in
~~ control characteristics" " ~.~~ . ' ^  ~~ ,"'. ~,~;
;
 ' .-• • : p0228 A72^22626
Steady state equations of motion, equilibrium
shape and ^ stability derivatives pf elastic
airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.
. • •> . .(p0566 A72-H28H5
Inlet steady state and dynamic performance tests
with F-111A and TF-12 aircraft
rHASA-TH-X-67195]. . - p0212 N72-16709
STEAH FLOW . ' . - - • . . ' • ; . -
Catapult steam inqestion test of turbofan enqines
in A-7 aircraft, correlatinq compressor, stall ..••
occurrences with temperature increase, rate in
distorted reqion . ;- .- .. , - -
• .' , ' ' . p0176 A72-18760
STEEL STBDCTDBBS
- Welded steel airframe residual fatigue life tests
by nonstationary random loading, applying to -fet
trainer aircraft landing gear
'• ,'. . . • ' P0358 A.72-30277
Ni-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatique
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack.propagation ',
I ', p0360 A72-30429
STEELS , , . , . - ; . •
NT CHROHIOH STEELS , | . . . : •
NT BARAGIHG STEELS ' • . '
NT STAINLESS STEELS'• . .
Chemical compositions,: properties and heat
treatment of Ti, Al alloys and steels used in
aircraft industry >
P0285 A72-25286
Helicopter rotor blade spars shot peeninq in
centrifugal vibrator, optimizing Cr-Ho-Ni steel
surfaces work hardening ' .
P0304 A72-;26820
Aviation fuels and additives effect on steel ,
endurance limit at room temperature.
P035U A72-29«87
Hechanical properties of hiqh temperature steels
and alloys for gas turbine rotors, disks and
blades
P0395 A72-31703
Fatique tests of anqular-contact ball bearinqs
with.tetraester and synthetic .paraffinic oil at
192 K in air environment t
rHASA-TN-D-67711 p0372 N72-22«96
Fracture mechanics and crack behavior of steel1
plate and for;qinq materials for aircraft '•
' r»D-737779] . POH26 N72-24601
Scuff resistant properties of steel materials used
. to finish spur and helical qears
[AD-7II2655] p0629 N72-32503
STEEP GBADIEHT AIHCBAFT ' .
0 V/STOL 1IRCEAFT . •<
STEEPEST ASCENT HETHOD . ,
0 STEEPEST DESCENT HETHOD • - .-
STEEPEST DESCENT BETHOD
Steep approach control system for STOL aircraft
based on rudder and thrust control
P0321 N72-20027
STEEBABLE ANTENNAS
Si'nqle enqine -aircraft-borne weather radar with
electronically scanned steerable phased array
antenna
FSAE PAPEB 7203151 p0289 A72-25579
Aircraft antennas ,desiqn -for radio links to
• satellites for aeronautical communication and
ATC, prbposinq use of beam steering system
• : ; p035U A72-29317
• Radiation patterns from adaptive loop antenna
arrays for aircraft communication systems
TAD-7350961 P0275 S72-19230
STEERING .
Electromechanical nose:wheel'steering system for
general aviation aircraft ground maneuverability
improvement, describing design
• P0010 A72-10963
Aircraft -steering dynamics model with
translational and rotational equations,
considerinq zero sideslip and acceleration and
lift bank anqle transfer functions
' P0118 472-16112
STELLAR DOPPLEB SHIFT - . • • . . , .
.0 DOPPLER-EFFECT
STELLAR INEHTIAL NAVIGATION
0 CELESTIAL SiVIG&TIOS
0 INERTIAJ, NAVIGATION _. . . . _ . - . .
STELLAR REFRACTION
0 ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION '
STERILIZATION EFFECTS
NT COEP.OSION
STEBHS
D AFTEBBODIES
STIFF STBnCTDHES
0 RIGID -STRUCTURES
STIFFNESS
Ti alloys for airframe shell construction based on
room temperature strenqth, stiffness and
densities comparison with Al alloys, stainless
steel and Be data
p0058 A72-13615
Composite materials fabrication, emphasizing high
strength/stiffness to weight ratio as critical
performance requirements
P0312 A72-28082
Constant phase shift between flappinq and action
on center of gravity for spring hinged rotor
with variable flapping stiffness
P0038 N72-11007
Transverse shear loading on tapered spars noting
stiffness matrix :
rNLR-TR-70052-V1 P0475 N72-269!»!|
STIHDLATED EMISSION DEVICES
ST CHEHICAL LASERS
NT LASERS
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
NT MARKOV PROCESSES
NT RANDOM PROCESSES
Stochastic optimization of airborne laser seeker
system design parameters to maximize target
acquisition probability through regression
analysis of data from computerized model
P0242 A72-24682
Stochastic control theory application to flight
problem, discussing^aircraft identification and
adaptive control over wide environmental range
p02l(7 A72-25116
Hierarchical system of helicopter service
" terminals, calculating passenger lots for single
and multiloop arrangements under given
stochastic input conditions
p0391| A72-31498
Optimization of controlled plants sequence with
stochastic process described by partial
differential equations, noting hydropneumatic
• system of liquid fuel let engine
P0509 A72-39903
Output-feedback control law for randomly
distributed multivariable system.
P0597 A72-13608
Identification of linear stochastic systems using
state variable formulation for discrete linear
stochastic system
tAD-7IHIt37] p0536 N72-29632
Development of algorithm for solving problem of
controlling time-varying linear avionic system
with random parameters based on adaptive dual
control strategy - Part '1 '
• [AD-7HU1151 p0625 N72-3206*
A-399
STOI AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IHDBI
STOI AIBCBAFT . . ,
D SHORT TAKEOFF AIHCBAFT
STOEABLE PBOPELLANTS .
HI AIHCBAFT FUELS
STOEHS
NT STOBHS (HETEOBOLOGT) • .
NT .THUNDERSTORBS
STOBHS (BETEOBOLOGY)
NT THUNDERSTORBS
Storm effects on S3T.operations, discussing vave
initiation at storo top and tropospheric
propagation .
P006H A72-11683
STBAIGHT SINGS
U RECTANGULAB HINGS
STBAIH AGIBG
D PRECIPITATION H1EDENING
STBAIH DISTRIBUTION
U STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBAII FATIGUE
U FATIGDE (MATEBIALS)
STBAIB GAGE BALANCES
Three•component shock tunnel strain qaqe .balance
for measuring aerodynamic forces on thin delta
wings
fAHC-R/B-366<41 P0046 N72-11375
Six-component strain gage sting balance for small
wind tunnel models • . •
TABl/A-NOTE-331 ] . . p0159 N72-1KU62
Strain gage balances for measuring aerodynamic
coefficients in wind tunnel model test -
conference - ...
rDLR-HITT-72-06] . - POU69 N72-26311
Combination mechanical-electrical strain gage
balances for subsonic wind tunnels
P0170 N72-26312
Multiple component strain gage balance for
measuring aerodynamic loads and forces in wind
tunnel model stability tests
. pfli|70 N72-263U3
External strain gage balance for wing stability
measurements in supersonic wind tunnel
pO«70 N72-2634«
Strain gage bridges for wind tunnel balance systems
POI470 N72-26345
Error analysis on wind tunnel effects in strain
gage balance measurements
.pO»70 N72-263U6
Instationary dynamic load measurements on twin
bridge gage in wind tunnel tests
: . ' , . pOH70 N72-263H7
Strain gage measurements of buffeting properties
on wing-body combinations
P0470 'N72-26319
STBAIM GAGES . . '
Flow measurement instrumentation for turbomachine
rotors, noting telemetry type data transmission
system with strain gage pressure transducers for
turbocompressor . ' '
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-55] p0296 A72-25646
Crack initiation detecting and recording
instrument with optical strain gages for double
shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
p0300 A72-25823
An advanced strain level counter for monitoring
aircraft fatigue. - '• ' • '
p056« A72-12688
Electronic strain-level counter for in-flight
aircraft .
fNASA-CASE-LAB-10756-1] • p0051 N72-11803
AC-130A aircraft empennage, using electrical-
resistance strain gages
fAD-737350] P0385 N72-23037
STBAPDOSH IBERTIAL GDIDANCE . •
Flight tests of strapdovh inertial navigation
system in-helicopter to determine feasibility
for simulating systems using inertial navigation
equipment :
[AD-733130] . . . P0262 N72-18663
STBAPS
A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite !
laminates.
.. p0597 A72-U3U98
STRATIFICATION • .
NT ATBOSPHEHIC STRATIFICATION • . • •
STBATOSPHEBE . • • • . '
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature
horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing
CAT at supersonic transport heights
•p0063 A72-14676
Horizontal temperature variations relation to,
stratospheric CAT based on 0-2 flight data
P0228 A72-22138
Estimated peak regional concentration of SSI
exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight
operation levels ' . ...
P03<i6 A72-28837
Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft
emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen
oxides • .
p03«6 A72-28838
lower stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature gradients from BB-57F aircraft
meteorological measurements'
' P03U9 A72-2886U
Synoptic meteorological parameters vs CAT
encountered in stratosphere by XB-70 airplane,
presenting frequency distributions and
probability tables
p03U9 A72-28867
Stratospheric meteorological- characteristics
effects on Concorde supersonic flight '
performance, fuel consumption, dynamicvbehayior.
and passenger comfort
P0319 A72-28876
Bibliography, on SSI upper atmospheric environment,
listing references to stratospheric structure,
composition and physical dynamics, chemical
reactions with pollutants, transport properties,
etc
;
 • . • pO<!13 A72-33797
Climatic changes due'to stratospheric perturbation
by propulsion effluents of high altitude
aircraft flights
fAIAJ^ PAPEB 72-658] P011U A72-31076
SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft
wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases
temperature induced buoyancy
fAIAA PAPEB 72-650] POH15 A72-3108lt
Numerical prediction'of the diffusion of exhaust
products of supersonic aircraft in the
stratosphere
:
 ' pOU93 A72-37821*
Possible catalytic reduction of stratospheric
ozone by nitrogen oxides emitted from SST aircraft
[DCSL-20568] pOOIS N72-11334
Aircraft flights in stratosphere over western USA
investigating mountain wave propagation for
stratospheric turbulence forecasting
[ABC-CP-1159] ' P0095 N72-12551
Stratospheric turbulence and temperature gradient
measurements for supersonic transport flights
TNBC-12318] , p0159 N72-14379
NO production in relation to eddy, diffusion ,
coefficient in stratosphere i
FA-N-90-1971 ]' , • , p0159 N72-1«382
observations of clear air turbulence in
'' stratosphere by high altitude subsonic aircraft
[ NLL-H-22069-(5828.IF)] p0279 N72r19682
Nitric oxide production in .stratosphere from
natural sources and SST operation •
[BEPT-101] • p0469 S72-26287
Rind, temperature, and clear air turbulence in
middle and upper stratosphere
- rm.L-H-22i;38-{5828.1|F) ] • p0520 N72-2830*
STBATOSPHEBE RADIATION
High resolution observation of stratospheric
submillimeter thermal emission spectrum by
helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board
Comet 2E aircraft
P0215 A72-25023
STBBAB FUNCTIONS (FLUIDS)
Subsonic and supersonic flow around
nonaxisymmetric fuselages, .deriving streamlines
differential equations bas&d on camber line
' distribution of source, dipole and guadrupole
• singularities
TDFVI.B-SONDDB-189] p0303 A72-26578
STBEAHLINE FLO!
0 LAHINAB FLOW
STBEABS
Axial and tangential velocity distributions within
trailing line vortex to large distance
downstreams of generating wing extended from
' • available data :
fAD-7113599] ' P0012 A72-11135
STBENGTB OF HATEEIALS
U BECBANICAL PBOPEBTIES
A-400
SOBJECT IHDEI STBBSS-SIBAIH DIAGBAHS
STBESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
HT CEHTBIFOGIHG STBESS
Behavioral inaction under stress conditions
similar to snrvivable aircraft accident.
tabulating hesitation statistics
' p0194 A72-21570
Effects of environmental stresses on attack
helicopter crew task performance in BATO 'theater
tAD-7269»9] . • P0032 H72-101-22
Crev compartment vibration environment in B-52
aircraft daring loir altitude, high speed flight
[AD-727023] p0033 F72-10127
Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to
determine factors affecting survival of
passengers under emergency conditions
tFAA-AB-70-16] p0150 H72-13989
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of life.support systems for civil
aircraft environmental control • .
[JPBS-55«51;] ' ' p0322 H72-.20107
STBESS AHALYSIS
Structural sandwich panel design, establishing
simple stress and deflection formulas under'
transverse 'loading based on tests evaluating
balsa as laminate'core , ' • . ' . . '
p0009 A72-10723
Papers on aerospace structure.by N. J. Hoff
covering aircraft framework, stress analysis,
structural stability,, shell theories, bending,
buckling, monocogue and sandwich structures, etc •
p0070 A72-15238
Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures
subjected to let noise, noting stress
 ;
calculation for skin panels and control surfaces
" " ' p0355 A72-29579
Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces
flow characteristics determination for stress ..
calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere
P0359 A72-3028U
Russian book.on aircraft design.covering, flight
,conditions, structure and'control
characteristics,, production and stress analysis
POU51 A72-351KI8
Russian book - Design principles in aircraft
construction.
, P0560 A72-H207U
Stress and strain history at point of stress
concentration to determine effects of spectrum
block size in fatigue, testing
CAD-72616H] . . p0098 N72-12928
Stress, analysis of crack propagation in
.orthotropic strips with edge stiffeners and
application to aerodynamic structures design
fAD-729801] P0163 H72-1U923
Structural creep tests of aircraft structures
under constant load-constant temperature, and
under variable conditions
riSBN-602-97693-71 . P0224 H72-17927
Development of methods for determining lifetime of
helicopter components based on working stress
and stress-time functions
tHASA-TT-F-142801 . p0425 H72-2U531
Computer program for determining natural
freguencies and normal modes existing in
helicopter rotary wings
tHASA-CB-112071} P0513 N72-27999
Structural analysis of rotor system of hot gas-jet
helicopter • •
rNASA-TT-F-1U281 J P0513 '(172-28001
Stress design data for 0 700 for design
optimization of LF «60 lift fan
fNASA-CS-120957] P0535 N72-2956K
Subsonic wind tunnel tests to determine .
aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution on
. parachute canopy of ring-slot parachute model
rAD-7Hll103] ' : p0625 N72-32063
High pressure turbine blade stress analysis using
HASTRAH
'p0633 H72-32900
STBESS CALCDLATIOHS , ,. .
D STEESS AHALYSIS
STBESS CONCEHTBATIOH . ,. -
Unidirectional carbon, fiber composites effects and
use of stress envelopes in aircraft structure
design '
P0135 A72-16997
Shear and direct stresses on fuselage model cross
section due to concentrated radial loads.,on . . -
frame comparing measurement with prediction by
matrix force analysis
P0141 A72-18322
Botational, centrifugal and Coriolis force effects
on turbulent boundary layer development,
discussing changes in structure and shear stress
distribution ' .
P0238 A72-23870
Ti alloys fatigue strength, stress'concentration
sensitivity and grain sizes effects at normal
and high temperature under cyclic loads
•p030<t A72-26821
Aircraft landing gear stress spectrum and design
data during ground loading on airport runways,
using linearized theory for model investigation
p0359 A72-30283
Analog simulation method for highly redundant
structure optimization based on ^ reproducing
structure mechanical behavior in stabilized
stress states
P0105 A72-32899
Analysis of a partially cracked panel.
p0058 A72-36771
Stress distribution and displacements in adhesive
bonded lap-jointed aerospace structures,
presenting approximate solution
p0462 A72-37214
Fatigue strength,of overloaded stiffeners in
cracked panels, evaluating stress -intensity
factor and overload coefficients for fatigue
crack propagation via finite element method
fICAS P4PE8 72-10] p0555 A72-41165
A consistent approach for treating distributed
loading in the matrix force method.
P0557.A72-41261
Optimum design of joints - The stress severity
factor concept.
•p0608 A72-4U728
STBESS COBEOS10H
Ti alloys hot salt stress corrosion during turbine
engine operation, noting effects of alloy
processing conditions, surface properties and
cyclic exposures
P0397 A72-32136
Environmental tests to determine behavior of
titanium alloys under hot salt, stress corrosion
conditions existing in jet engines
tNASA-TB-X-68015] p0259 N72-18541
Stress corrosion cracking in aircraft structures
and various materials - historical review
P0311 H72-21901
Corrosion properties of aircraft structure fluid
contaminants noting corrosion tests and
microbiological action on Britannia Comet Aircraft
[D-BAT-179] p0573 K72-30015
Susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking in
NaCl solution of titanium alloy plates
[4D-7452931 . p0645 B72-33554
STBESS CYCLES
Dynamic strength of tangentially wound toothed
blade roots
P0506 A72-39586
Survey and analysis of literature on fatigue
damage accumulation in aircraft materials and
structures
fAGABD-AG-1573 . p0378 B72-22918
STBESS DISTBIBOTIOH
O STBESS COHCENTBATIOH
STBESS BE1SDSEBEBT .
Airport apron surface pavement strain measurements
under field loading conditions, considering
static and dynamic loads with finite element
method
P0002 A72-10192
STBESS BELIETZIG
Aircraft light alloy integral construction for
stress concentration and fatigue failure
avoidance,, describing continuous casting
process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw
.testing procedures
P0185 A72-19725
STEESS BOPTDEE STEEHGTH
0 CEEBP BOPTDBE STRENGTH
STBESS-STBAIH DIAGEAflS
Aircraft engine components fatigue life assessment
under small cycle temperature conditions,
including temperature field and stress-strain
determination' in critical spot
P0358 A72-30279
A-B01
STBESS-STBAII DISTBIBOTIOH SUBJECT IIDEI
STBESS-STBilB DISTBIBDTIOB
0 STBESS COHCENTBATIO8
STBESS-STBAIH BBLATIOHSHIPS
0 STHESS-STB4IH DIAGBAHS
STRESSES
HT COMBINED STBESS
BT CBITICAL LOADING
NT BESIDOAL STBESS
HT SHEAB STBESS
NT TENSILE STBESS
NT TBEBHA1 STBESSES
NT TOBSIONAL STBESS
NT 7IBRATIONAL STBESS
Stresses and wall thickness of turbine blades
determined iiith laser holographic interferometry
[AD-7288021 p0110 N72-13146
STBINGEBS
DC 10 aircraft wing stringers fabrication and
processing, discussing stress relieving and
stretch form contouring techniques, aging and
tempering processes and flaw detection
[ASM PAPEB B 72-31,31 p031U A72-28161
Selding airframe structures .in titanium using
tensile loading to overcome distortion.
P0611 A72-H5000
STEDCTOBAL iSALISIS
NT DYNAMIC STBOCTDHAL ANALYSIS
NT ENERGY HETHODS :
NT FLDTTEB ANALYSIS '
NT MATBIX HETHODS
Building structures response to transient
pressures caused by sonic booms, discussing
three dimensional loading effects, air cavity
coupling and nonlinearities influence
P0198 A72-21908
Two dimensional elastoplastic finite .element
analysis of structural members under cyclic
thermal-mechanical loadings
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-11 P0292 A72-25601
Analog simulation method for highly redundant
structure optimization based on reproducing
structure mechanical behavior in stabilized
stress states
pOUOS A72-32899
Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural
test methods, suggesting system simulation,
. component replacement time calculation and
computer technigues
pO«07 A72-33221
Stress distribution and displacements in adhesive
bonded lap--jointed aerospace structures,
presenting approximate solution
P0462 A72-37211
Book - Contributions to the theory of aircraft
structures.
P0566 A72-U2826
Development of structural optimization algorithm
for obtaining near optimum distributions of
material for structural idealizations
TAD-726112V P0051 N72-11820
Full scale fatigue tests of YS-11A-500/600
turboprop aircraft wing
rNAL-TE-2U1l p0112 N72-13888
Static aeroelastic characteristics of thin
cylindrical shells at subsonic speeds without
use of boundary layer control or shell .
axial-force loading '
fAD-7322911 p0202 N72-15950
Scale model tests to' determine optimum
configuration and characteristics of large jet
transport aircraft during ditching
rNASA-T!i-X-24«5T P0218 S72-17005
Evaluation of steady-state and nonsteady-state
methods for measuring panel damping with
emphasis on use of random process technigues and*
digital data reduction methods
[NASA-CR-11U423;| p026U N72-18909
Height estimation and analysis of major.structural
components of hypersonic, liquid hydrogen fueled
aircraft ' •
rNASA-Tfi-D-66921 p026K N72-18911
Development of numerical methods'for analyzing
structural properties of statically loaded wings
using iteration process
p'0327 N72-20904
Development of method for calculating fatigue
strength of airframe structures and predicting
rate of fatigue crack propagation
fAD-7368871 - p0390 N72-23936
Conference on shock and vibration analysis of
structural components of ships, flight vehicles,
and ordnance items •
CAD-739578] pOU75 N72-26904
Computer program for determining natural
frequencies and normal Bodes existing in <
helicopter rotary wings
rNASA-CB-112071] ., , p0513 N72-27999
Structural analysis of rotor system of hot gas-jet
helicopter
CNASA-TT-F-14281] p0513 N72-28001
Analysis of effects- of lifting rotor blade
flexibility and rotor support flexibility on
performance and structure of rotary wing assembly
[NASA-CB-1111801 P0516 N72-28018
Aerodynamic characteristics of progressing and
regressing forced rotary wing flapping modes
[NASA-C8-111481] p0516 N72-28019
Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine
effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system
installed in OH-1 helicopter , •.
[AD-739567J \ .. p0517,B72-28023
Survey of airfield pavement conditions at OS Navy
Landing Field, Crows Landing, California
fAD-739316] . • .p0518 N72-28265
Survey of pavement .conditions at OS .Harine Corps
Air Station, Ynma, Arizona
(AD-7393171 p0518 N72-28266
Survey to determine, condition of -airfield pavement
at San Nicholas Island, California
(AD-738824]. . p0518 N72-28269
Survey of pavement conditions at DS Navy Airfield,
• -Monterey, California
f AD-.73931.4J , • p0519 N72-28270
Analysis of acoustic fatigue life of structures
subjected to -jet: noise and application to design
- of -aircraft structures - Part 1
[AGABD-AG-162-PT-1] . ' - - p0539 N72-29893
Application of applied fracture mechanics in
design analysis to provide improved aircraft
structural integrity - - - . -
. p0511 N72-29909
Fatigue and thermal static strength development
tests performed on sections of Concorde
supersonic transport aircraft ,
P05U2 N72-29915
Development of mathematical technigues for
determining stresses, deformation, and stability
of aerospace vehicle structures
[AD-74411II1 ^ p0625 N.72-32067
NASTBAN applied, to structural design analysis of
airframe projects
p0633 N72-32885
Static structural analysis of meridional tape.
forces, permeability, and.change in model
contours on aft half of inflatable decelerator-
device , :
TNASA-TN-D-6929] . . . p0633 N72-32911 '
Structural suitability and cost effectiveness of
ferro-cement for large subsonic wind tunnel
structures
fNASA-CB-1115011 p06«8 N72-33916
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics,
fatigue .and- structural.:analysis, and related
aircraft studies - bibliography
P06U8 N72-33961
SIHOCTOBAL BEAHS . . . .
D BEADS (SUPPOBTS) ; ' 1 ' / . '
STBOCTDHAL. DESIGN . i . .
Aircraft design interactive computer graphics
technique, using human decision input response
to computer output information
fDGLR PAPEB 71-1071 p0021 A72-12733
Carbon fiber resin composite characteristics for
airframe component design, comparing with metal
materials ' . • ,
P0065 A72-1H7U6
S-3A Viking land based antisubmarine warfare
maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, describing
flight controls, structural design, underslung
podded,engines and operational eguipment
. . . . P??39. A72-17583
Titanium-boron-epoxy composite materials selection
and fracture mechanics criteria for B-1 bomber
structural design
. . . p0228 A72-22U77
Transport aircraft'fuselage computerized design,
determining optimal structural distribution for
strength1and displacement constraints
A-402
SUBJECT IHDEI STRUCTURAL FAILURE
fAIAA PiPES 72-330) p0285 A72-25366
Computerized structural design of aerospace
vehicle, stressing automated routines for finite
element models generation
TAIAA PAPER 72-332J P0285 A72-25367
Boron-epoxy composite design for aircraft
structures, discussing materials variations,
• strength prediction inadegnacies and fall scale
tests
P0288 A72-25H5U
Acrylics and polycarbonates properties in aircraft
transparencies design, emphasizing cost and
optical, mechanical, thermal and chemical
properties •'
P0305 A72-27009
Hailstone impact simulator for aircraft damage
prediction in testing prospective structural
designs
•
;
 p03<!8 A72-28855
A-4 Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental
graphite-epoxy composite construction, '
describing design, manufacturing and testing
technigues • '
rAIAA PAPER 72-3581 P0350 A72-28959
Optimal design of thin vailed minimum weight
aircraft shell structures, using linear
programming
- - - - - - - * P0351 A72-291i(3
Aircraft structures design and development vith
composite materials, considering materials
characteristics relations to structural
components dynamic response • •
: p0356 A72-29691
Aircraft landing gears structural systems design,
taking into account different design criteria
imposed by various national impact load norms
P0357 A72-30025
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism
of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
P0358 A72-30097
Navy program for composites technology development
in aircraft structures, discussing design,
reliability and cost
tASHE PAPER 72-DE-31 ' P0362 A72-30860
Arctic environment surface effect vehicle design,
considering structures, drag, lift, propulsive
power and range •
P0397 A72-32125
Active controls - Changing the rules of structural
design.
POU92 A72-37681
A flutter optimization program for aircraft
structural design.
f A i A A PAPER 72-7951 pO»96 A72-38111
Designing aircraft structure for resistance and
tolerance to battle damage.
[AIAA PAPER 72-7731 P0499 A72-38133
.Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star.'
fAIAA PAPER 72-7761 pO«99 A72-38135
Russian: book - Design principles in aircraft
construction.
' p0560 A72-4207U
Ring flutter prevention in SST structural design,
using finite element model and lifting surface
aerodynamic theory
p0565 A72-U2760
Aircraft structural design loads definition by
mission analysis criteria, taking into account
qost loads via power spectral density method
; p0566 A72-12828
Egnipment assembly design optimization by
operational versions determination-and criteria
evaluation for optimal conditions, noting rotary,
wing design
' ' ' ' P0599 A72-»»02t
"optinum design of joints - The stress severity
factor concept.
; , pOSOB A72r»1728
Design and certification for executive type
aircraft.
P0608 A72-t<!730
Fatigue design'and test program for the American
SST. ' '
P0609 A72-447U1
Comparison of performance predictions and flight
data for optimizing transonic wind tunnel design
P0076 H72-11871
Transonic wind tunnel design for model testing at
high Reynolds '-number '
P0078 H72-11887
Point projection method for constructing tangents
to airplane ving cross sections
fAD-7286511 P0081 N72-11912
Hydraulic actuator design for aircraft vehicle
control
fiD-8757521 P0093 H72-12U25
Evaluation of proposed airport traffic control
tower for intermediate activity
fFAA-NA-72r21 P0157 N72-1U273,
Design and aerodynamic performance of clamshell
target thrust reverser
P0210 N72-16695
Aerodynamic design and performance of axial flow
compressor rotor with tip speed of 1380 feet per
second and 1.1 blade tip solidity
rNASA-TH-X-21491' P0266 N72-18998
Computer programming for structural design using
display devices ",
P0322 N72-20196
Conference on aerodynamic design aspects of V/STOL
and STOL propellers and rotors
rDLR-BIlT-71-181 . P0381 N72-23008
Flight mechanical aspects for V/STOL propeller and
rotor design
fDGLB-71-016] p0381 N72-23009
Numerical optimization methods for aerodynamic
V/STOL propeller design
fDGLR-71-017] P0381 N72-23010
Propulsion reguirements for advanced high
performance V/STOL designs
CDGLB-71-0181 '. , P0381 N72-23011
Design and structural properties of airframes
TAD-7362071 p0386 N72-23017
Design and performance of low turbulence wind
tunnels driven by centrifugal blowers
riC-AERO-72-10] pO«68 H72-26208
Materials and design for textile mechanical
elements in aerospace parachute systems
POU71 N72-26382
Application of dynamic component testing for
development of helicopters to show test planning
and execution
rNASA-TT-F-1U282l p0513 N72-28000
Structural design optimization of thrust elector
for p'ropulsion system of vertical takeoff aircraft
rNASA-TT-F-111305] p0523 N72-2878*
Design of transport helicopter with integrated
regenerative engine propulsion systems
CAD-71113791 P0538 N72-29813
Design of anechoic chamber for studying supersonic
and subsonic jet noise generation
tNASA-CB-128038] P0576 N72-30249
NASTRAN applied to structural design analysis of
airframe projects
P0633 N72-32885
Influence of aerodynamic heat transfer on design
of high speed fligh't vehicles
[ESDO-69009] p0637 N72-33008
Filamentary composite materials for aircraft
fuselage structures
fNASA-CS-1121101 ' P0645 H72-33561
Effect of noise on structural design of aircraft
parts
fESDD-720011 " p06U8 N72-33902
STBDCTOBAL DESIGH CRITEBIi
Requirements and design considerations for full
scale subsonic wind tunnel capable of testing
aircraft, rotor systems, and v/STOL aircraft
propulsion systems
[NASA-TB-I-621841 ' p0613 H72-332U6
STROCTORAL DIBASICS
0 DYNAMIC STHOCTDHAL ANALYSIS
STROCTOBAL EBGIBEEBING
Application of fracture mechanics to design,
analysis, and qualification of aircraft
structural systems
[AD-7315651 p0255 N72-180H5
STRUCTURAL FAI1DBE
Sonic boom effects on structures, discussing.
ground motion, direct excitation by shock'waves
and damages
P0239 A72-23318
General aviation aircraft structural safety
studied with 1517 accident histories, noting IFR
and turbulent weather conditions predominance
fSAE PAPEB 7203081 i P0289 A72-25572
Dynamically similar wind tunnel models for
transonic aeroelastic studies o^f aircraft
i-003
STBUCTOBAL F8TIGDE SUBJECT I8DEX
failures or structural damage and flutter marqins
fONERA, TP' BO. 10821 p0356 172-29672
Ni-Cr-Ti steel-aircraft structural elenent fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
. P0360 A72-30429
Aerodynamic noise and structural fatigue failure
research and test facility,, concerning
supersonic let and V/STOL aircraft
P0405 472-32900
Achieving fail safe design in rotors.
fAHS-PB2PHIST 673] pOUUB A72-30513
Analysis of a partially cracked panel.
pOU58'A72-36771
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
in bendinq :test doe to stringer interruptions,
analyzing structural deficiency yia column and
beam bending theories
P0566 A72-42827
Aircraft structural safety criteria based on
acceptable failure probability, determining
critical load levels
P0566 A72-U2829
Fatigue strength and fail-safe aspects of lug
noint in aircraft structures, considering
tension-compression load, fretting corrosion,
prestress and residual stress
P0567 A72-42851
Detection of structural deterioration and
' associated airline maintenance problems.
[SABE PAPER 9181 p0596 A72-43465
Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine
compressor disks under variable stresses from
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
P0598 A72-43736
The surface flaw in aircraft structures and
related fracture-mechanics analysis problems.
p0600 A72-44228
Effects of blast'loads on structural failure in
aircraft components
P0172 N72-15822
Stress corrosion cracking in aircraft structures
and various materials - historical review
P0311 N72-21901
Nondestructive test for failure inspection and
guality control of composite structures and
materials - conference
[ AGARD-R-5901 P0429 N72-24934
Aircraft accident involving De Bavilland 104-7AX
aircraft near Coolidge, Arizona on 6 Hay 1971
due to wing separation
CHTSB-AAE-72-19] p0528 N72-29005
fatigue tests on aluminum alloys specimens using
simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions
tESDU-69024] p0648 N72-33899
Effect of noise on structural design of aircraft
parts
FESDD-72001] P0648 N72-33902
STEOCTOSAL FATIGDE
D FATIGUE (HATERIALS)
STRUCTURAL BATEHIALS
0 CCHST3DCTIOH HATEBIALS
STRUCTURAL BEBBEBS
HT BEAHS (SUPPORTS)
NT BOX BEAHS
NT CANTILEVER BEARS-
NT CIRCULAR PLATES . .
NT ELASTIC PLATES
NT FLAT PLATES "•
NT I BEAMS '
NT HEUBRANE STRUCTURES
NT PERFORATED PLATES
NT PLATES (STRUCTURAL HEHBEHS)
NT REINFORCED PLATES
NT SKIN (STRUCTURAL BEBBER)
NT STRINGERS
NT WING PANELS
Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
applications in aircraft and engine structural
components, discussing dynamic and impact
damping properties compared to conventional
materials
P0344 A72-28555
Aircraft structures design and development with
composite materials', considering materials
characteristics relations to structural
components dynamic response
P0356 A72-29691
Forecasting technology of aircraft structural
components for hypersonic cruise flight •
p0103 N72-13004
Conference on effects of shock and vibration on
various structural systems
fAD-723341] . P0172 N72-15812
Vibration isolation and shock attenuation
properties of pblyurethane foam isolator for
avionic components '
P0217 N72-16881
Explosive compaction and welding for low cost
production of helicopter and turbine structural
components
fAD-737719] . p0425 N72-24542
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
Vilqa 3 aircraft structure service life from
'structural fatigue theory and tests, emphasizing
operational load distribution measurement
P0196 A72-21631
Computer algorithms .and programs contribution to
aircraft structure operational reliability and
fatigue life calculation
- .-• P0359 A.72-30288
Aircraft engine lifetime-and turbine blade
reliability
p0509 A72-39916
ICAO structural airworthiness reguirements
relation to air transportation safety,
considering maneuver and gust loads in terms of
limit load' concept
P0566 A72-42B30
International Conference on Structural Safety and
Reliability, Washington, D.C., April 9-11, 1969,
Proceedings.
. ' P0568 A72-42966
Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.
• p0568 A72-42971
Testing procedures for the design and life
estimation of fatigue-sensitive structures.
P0568 &72-4297U
Optimal fleet reliability under fatigue and chance
overload in service.
P0607 A72-44656
Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline
operations, considering inspection, maintenance
and carrying capacity reduction
P0610 A72-44743
Application of applied fracture mechanics in
design analysis to provide improved aircraft
structural integrity
P0541 N72-29909
STRUCTURAL HISIDIfl
U STRUCTURAL STABILITY
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
Papers on.aerospace structure by N. J."' Hbff
covering aircraft framework, stress analysis,
structural stability, shell theories; bending,
buckling, monocogue and sandwich structures, etc
P0070 A72-15238
Simply supported skew plates stability under!
combined loading, noting wing and tail design
applications for high speed aircraft and missiles
P0240 A72-24196
Hypersonic nonlinear aerodynamic loading effect on
panel flutter, examining stability for various
initial conditions
UIAA PAPER 72-315] p0286 A72-25374
Analog simulation method for highly redundant
structure optimization based on reproducing
structure mechanical behavior in stabilized
stress states
p0405 A72-32899
Gas turbine blades of cast zhS6K heat resistant,
alloy, investigating structural-strength from
fatigue test data
• p0598 A72-43734
Structural response of A-7 aircraft to rapid fire
from 861 under various flight conditions
' P0215 N72-'16815
STRUCTURAL STRAIN . •
Undercarriage loadings of three aircraft *- Porter
PC-6, Venom DH-112 and Hirage HIS.
P0609 A72-t<l738
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION >
HT BENDING VIBBATION ..' ''' '
NT BREATHING VIBBATION
HT FLUTTER
A-404
SUBJECT IHDEI STBOCTOBAL IBISHT
HT PANEL FLOTTEB
BT SELF IBDDCED VIBBATIOH . '
HT SOBSOHIC FLUTTER
HT SOPEBSOHIC FLOTTEB .
HT TOESIOHAL VIBBATIOH
HT TBAHSOHIC FLDTTEB
Finite element method for determining transient
response of bor-type structure to traveling
sonic pressure wave • .
P0003 172-10219
Onpredicted structural vibration in Conet and
Electra aircraft, Graf Zeppelin dirigible,
missile antennas, etc :
; P0016 A72-12002
Finite element discrete eodel for large aspect
ratio wing transverse vibrations, -using
inhomogeneous elements ¥ith various
stiffness-length relations :
P0054 A72-13189
Step-by-step perturbation method for calculating
vibration nodes of aerospace strnctnre
fOSERA, TP' HO. 9681 pOO.71 -A72-15552
Aerospace vehicle noise induced structural
vibration,, presenting propellers, tnrbolet
engine exhausts and sonic boom waves
P0123 A72-16597
Thermoelastic effect on flutter and .vibration of
built up delta wings with solid, stiffened and
honeycoab/corrugated sandwich skins
fAIAA PAPEB 72-171] p0128 A72-16834
Aircraft design for acceptable vibration level,
discussing flight vibration and runway response
... • pO.183 A72-19269
Hovercraft noise and vibration source-and
reduction for improved crew-and passenger comfort
P0184 A72-19648
Concorde sonic boom measurement, discussing
structural vibrational response
P0198 A72-21911
Nonlinear dynamic motion response analysis of
flight vehicles typified by continuously
changing vibration damping and freguency
P0235 A72-23452
Bunway unevenness and landing gear characteristics
effects on SST vibration during taxiing, taking
off and landing
P0235 A72-23M59
Bydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of
disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity
wake pattern, applying results to flapping wing
mechanics . •
P0247 A72-25129
Aerodynamic damping of turbomachine blade
vibrations under varied conditions of stagger .
angle, pressure ratio and relative -velocity, • -
using pure bending mode excitation •
fASHE PAPER 72-61-81 P0293 A72-25611
Bandoo vibration statistics of lifting rotors with
feedback .controls, solving response variance
matrix by .random inputs shaping filters •
P0351 A72-29096
Aileron vibration pressure measurement in
plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating
damping characteristics with allowance for shock
motion caused nonlinear effects
P0363 A72-31026
Natural frequencies and vibration modes of free-
glider, using symmetrical matrix to replace '
three dimensional structure by approximate model
P0410 A72-33409-.
Helicopters vibration reduction through fuselage
nodalizatibn, discussing analysis method and •
dynamic scale model and full scale flight test
results
fAHS PBEPBINT 6111 . ' P0444 A72-34487-
Structural mode vibration control system design
for B-1 aircraft to improve ride during ./ : •
atmospheric turbulence and terrain following
P0453 A72-35563
Vibration technology: Balancing flexible rotors;
Conference, Technische Oniversitaet Berlin,
Berlin,"west Germany, March 23, 21, 1970, . '
Summaries -,
, . . P0456 A72-36064
Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode
measurement and moire technique, applying to
prototype turbine compressor blade ' '
P0457 A72-36375 -
Sonic boom duration effects on thin circular
elastic plate transient axisymmetric vibration
•• via Bankel and Laplace transforms
P0157 A72^36409
A flutter optimization program for aircraft
'structural' design.
C A I A A PAPEB 72-795] pOU96 A72-38in
A new method of calculating the natural vibrations
of a free aeroplane.
CICAS PAPEB 72-05] p0552 A72-41130
* Vibration measurements of an airplane'fuselage
structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer
excitation. II - Jet noise excitation.
'• . P0567 A72-12912
Procedures for simple resonance testing of
sailplanes
P0567 A72-42920
Method of measuring modal characteristics of a
structure subjected to a random excitation
P0569 A72^43095
Effects of transport velocity of wake vortex on
aerofoil oscillations.
P0603 A72-44494
Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine blade
cascades in unsteady incompressible and
compressible fluid flow, considering axial flow
turbine blades vibration
r
 " " p0615 A72-4552U
Rind tunnel tests on prototype munitions dispenser
designed for external carriage on tactical
aircraft '
' p0173 H72-15835
Radar nose package shock and vibration experienced
during carrier landings
p0173 1172-15837
Standard ARM captive carry life expectancy
prediction and vibration gualification testing,
resulting in airframe fatigue failure
P0173 N72-15839
Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft
resulting from mechanical vibration and swing
motion
[BAE-LIB-TRAHS-1605] p0203 N72-15961
Structural response of AH^1G helicopter to minigun
and 40mm grenade launcher fire
p0215 H72-16821
Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
[AD-723344] p0216 N72-16861
Two-degree-of-freedom flutter model for analyzing
aerodynamic -structural vibrations
p0216 H72-16877
Conference on shock and vibration analysis of
structural components of ships, flight vehicles,
and ordnance items
TAD-7395781 ' p0475 N72-26904
Destabilization effects of flap-lag coupling in
hingeless rotor blade oscillations during hover
fNASA-TM-X-621791 . p0572 N72-30003
Linear elastic theory and matrix methods for
calculating structural oscillations in pointed
arrow wings
P0582 S72-30993
STBOCTOBiL WEIGHT
Atmospheric temperature and pressure altitude
effects on runway lengths and aircraft takeoff
weights
[ASCE PBEPBINT 1242] p0002 A72-10193
Carbon fiber laminates for helicopter components
weight reduction
P0135 A72-16999
Botary wing aircraft first flight and envelope
expansion at design gross weight
P0146 A72-18493
Bing structural weight estimation for civil
aircraft preliminary deriving generalized
formula based on wing root bending moment for
specified flight condition
P0232 A72-22909
Supercritical thick wing for structural weight
reduction and increased cruise speeds flight
tested on Navy T2-C aircraft
fSAE PAPER 7203201 p0290 A72-25583
Composite ma'terials, fabrication, emphasizing high
strength/stiffness to weight ratio as critical
performance reguirements
p0312 A72-28082
Carb'on-carbon composite material for high
performance aircraft braking systems, noting
A-405
SOBCABBIBB WIVES SUBJECT IBDBI
veiqbt savings and thermal characteristics
improvements
P0312 172-28093
General Dynamics model 401 air superiority single
engine fighter design stressing light weight
structure and maneuverability at high speeds and
angles of attack
P0344 A72-28575
Optimal design of thin vailed minimum Height
aircraft shell structures, using linear
programming
p0351 A72-2911I3
Relationship between static pressure error
/position error/ and measurable flight
parameters for different aircraft weights and
configurations
p0412 A72-33637
Flow and circulation diagrams formed by events
involved in optimum aircraft design
configuration and structural weight selection,
outlining calculation methods
pO<!90 472-37152
Fast method for aircraft rebalance.
P0490 A72-37453
Graphite-epoxy composites application to
commercial transports for weight and cost
reduction .
P0491 A72-37680
Active controls - Changing the rules of structural
design.
p0492 A72-37681
Aerodynamic design and development of the Lockheed
S-3A Viking.
T A I A A PAPER 72-746] pO<!98 A72-38122
B-52 test vehicle flight denonstration program for
control configured vehicles /CCV/ technology
concepts validation, noting gross weight reduction
[ A I A A PAPEB 72-747] p0198 A72-38123
Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat
dissipating technignes in avionics packaging,
considering B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing
system example •
P0508 A72-39768
Aircraft structures weight reduction through
fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing
anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of
composite light shell structures
f l C A S PAPER 72-381 . p0555 A72-41163
Aeroelastic optimization of a panel in high Bach
number supersonic flow.
P0593 A72-43327
High strength bimetallic rivets produced by-
inertia welding Al-Ti alloy shank with pure Ti
tail, noting weight and cost reduction for
aerospace vehicle production '
fSAlIE PAPER 902] P0595 A72-43452
Engine selection for specific aircraft design and
mission, considering bypass and pressure ratios
and turbine temperature effects on performance
and weight
T S A W E PAPER 910] p0595 A72-43457
Helicopter design figure of merit weight ratios
definition in terms of rotor thrust coefficient,
substituting pure airframe structure weight for
conventionally used empty weight
rSAIE PAPER 916] p0596 A72-43463
Airline operational weighing and balancing of 747 '
aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration
procedures for electronic load cells, mobile
platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing
systems
fSAWE PAPER 917] P0596 A72-43464
Empty weight and cruise performance of very large
subsonic let transports.
fSABE PAPER 919] ' p0596 A72-43466
Moment sampling method as selfvalidating aircraft
weight and balance accounting procedure
FSAWE PAPER 920] p0596 A72-43467
Aircraft hydraulic secondary power system weight
estimation, presenting components loads and
weights breakdown in tables and charts
rSAHE PAPER 935] p0597 A72-43475
Aircraft design structural weight estimation based
on post-design analysis of production aircraft,
discussing weight factors application to* new
designs
rSABE PAPER 936] p0597 A72-43476
SDBCABBIEB WAVES
0 CARBISE WAVES
SDBCBITICil FlOW
Design programs for swept wings in subcritical,
compressible, viscous flow
CHPL-ABRO-HOTE-1100] p0029 H72-10018
Development of approximate method for calculating
pressure distribution on thick cambered airfoil
in snbcritical viscous flow
fFFA-AD-901] p0463 H72-26001
Computer program for airfoil pressure distribution
for snbcritical viscous attached flow
[HAL-TB-248] p0484 H72-27317
SOBBABIHES
Optimal stochastic /Kalian/ filters application to
integrated air and submarine navigation systems,
discussing measurement errors modeling as bias
and colored noise
P0017 A72-12050
SDBBERGED BODIES
Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two
dimensional bodies immersed in uniform
incompressible stream, investigating
semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to
oscillating airfoils
p0550 A72-40651
SOBHILLIHEIEB WAVES
High resolution observation of stratospheric
submillimeter thermal emission spectrum by
helium-cooled Insb 'electron bolometer on board
Comet 2E aircraft
p0245 A72-25023
SUBSETS (HiTHBHATICS)
0 SET THEORY
SDBSORIC AIBCRAFT
Flight test procedures for subsonic transport
aircraft pitot static pressure system,
recommending trailing cone calibration method
[SAE ARP 921] pOOOS A72-10389
Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and
transonic civil and military aircraft design,
considering flow problems during transonic
flight, takeoff and landing
rDGIR PAPEB 7.1-105] p0024 A72-12745
D.S.S.R. high-subsonic freight transport let
aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far
East, noting independence of large airports
availability
p0056 A72-13471
Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads
prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and
method of images, determining chord and spanwise
loading on lifting surfaces ,
fAIAA PAPEB 72-26] p0131 A72-16917
NASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing
airframe and engine development for next
generation subsonic CTOL jet transport .
reguirements
fSAE PAPEB .720319] p0290 A72-25582
NASA gniet engine program, discussing noise
reduction technology for subsonic civil ' ,
transport aircraft propulsion system
fASMB PAPER 72-GT-96] p0298 A72-25667
Subsonic let noise directivity prediction from
acoustic pressure measurements
P0301 A72-26041
Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft
emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen
oxides
P0346 A72-28838
Vortex-lattice'method for subsonic aircraft
aerodynamic coefficients calculation, verifying
results with airbus lifting surface wind tunnel
test data
P0394 A72-31401
Advanced subsonic transport technology.
P0491 A72-37677
Numerical study of the characteristic magnitudes
of turbulence on the far sound field radiated by
a subsonic jet
CONERA. TP HO. 1058] . P0492 A72-37761
In exploratory study of flying gnalities of very
large subsonic transport aircraft in landing
approach.
CICAS PAPER 72-07] p0552 A72-41132
NASA Quiet Engine program R and D on conventional
takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft
engine noise
flCAS PAPER 72-48] P0556 A72-41173
Empty'weight and cruise performance of very large
subsonic jet transports.
A-406
SUBJECT INDEX . SDBSOBIC SPEED
[SAKE PAPER 919] p0596 A72rH3I!66
A systems analysis of subsonic versus 'supersonic
let travel. -
P060U A72-"tll580
Subsonic and transonic aerodynamic d'esiqn
characteristics of advanced civil aircraft
technology
' ' ' "
 P0102 N72-12998
Advanced'technoloqies for. subsonic-transonic.
conventional-takbff.and'landinq transport
aircraft 'development
P0105 N72r13017
 :,
Observations of clear air turbulence-in
stratosphere by hiqh altitude.subsonic aircraft
fNLL-M-22069-(5828.4F) ] . ' p0279. N72-19682
Definition, analysis and identification of
technical and economic sensitivities and
' interfaces for inteqrated SPS for advanced . • •
subsonic transports
rNASA-CR-112103] " ' • " ' P0575 N72-30031
NASA quiet engine technology for reducing noise
levels in conventional and subsonic aircraft
fNASA-TS-X-6812fJ • '' ' '' .' :p0580 N72-30775
SOBSOHIC FLOW . - . - • : . . .
Subsonic linearized theory for symmetrical" cranked
wings, at zero incidenc.e, presenting'. corrected '
formulas .for "streamwise and spa_nwise . . -
perturbation velocity "components due "to wirig
thickness ' • ' ' .' "
. ' . p'0013 A72-11154
Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic , ,.
flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section
by surface impact probes ,. .
. pOOliS 472-12275 '"
Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects
on harmonically oscillating 'wing-tailplane model
with variable sweep wing ".
rOGLR PAPER 71-081] . . p0022 A72-12709
Thin winq harmonic oscillation in'subsonic flow;
developing analytical form of'kernel function in
generalized Possid integral equation
. p0126 472-167.07
Computerized analytical model of two dimensional •.
multicomponent airfoil in viscous subsonic flow
-f'AIAA PAPER 72-2] ' .' ; . p0129 A72-16861
Subsonic and transonic com'pressible potential 'fl'ow
over npnlifting hovering helicopter rotor
blades, calculating flow field by. .
three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme
TAIAA PAPER 72-39] p0130 ^ 72^16901
Subsonic oscillating surface the'ory for winqs with
partial span controls, notinq computer prbqram
rapidity .
[AIAA'PAPER 72-61.] ' ' ' P0132 A.72-16931
Cascadinq turbomachine blades vibration . \.
measurement in subsonic and 'sonic hiqh
temperature qas flowsv describing test facility
' p.0117 A72-1"8689
Subsonic three dimensional potential flow
computational method1* lifting aerodynamic
configurations analysis ahd'desiqn
fAIAA PAPER 72-188] . p0180.'A72-18958
Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces '
on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, usinq two
dimensional model
. P0186 A72-20101
Durando 'model 'overpredictibn of deflected jet
, vortex strength in subsonic cross flow . '
.P0196 A72-21631
Supersonic and subsonic jet flows coexistence in
constant section duct, analyzing pressure on
walls and in fluid and schlieren visualization
[ONERA, TP NO. 976] p0230 A72-22813
Pressure recovery calculation^ for subsonic
adiabatic air flow through diffusers with tail
pipes, assuming turbulent' inlet boundary layer
' .' P0237 A72-23855
Iron rotational hysteresis effect "in cold magnetic
balance wind tunnel system for spinning aircraft
configurations and subsonic flow regimes
P024U A72-24776
Subsonic unsteady aerodynamic pressures on blades
of compressor wheel rotating freely in air stream
fONEBA, TP NO. 1077] P02UI) A72-28851
Subsonic and supersonic flow around
uonaxisymmetric fuselages, deriving streamlines
differential equations based on camber line
distribution of source, dipole and guadrupole
sinqularities .
rDPVLB-SOHDDR-189] . . p0303 A72-26578
Near flow field and aerodynamic loading in
, subsonic and supersonic flow over body-wing
. confiquration, surveying numerical, kernel
function and imaqe methods
pO<!57 A72-36390
Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and
supersonic exhaust mixing process, suppressing
noise via turbofan exhaust speed reduction
" . p0503 A72-38380
Downwash distribution at surface of rectangular
planform wings with prescribed subsonic
aerodynamic loading for various aspect ratios
P0503 A72-38809
Evaluation of. the downwash integral, for
rectangular planforms by the BAG subsonic
••lifting-surface method.
- P0503 A72-38810
Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the
unsteady flow through"a blade-row with small
steady pitch and camber angle.
riCAS PAPER 72-121 p0552 A72-11137
Analysis and correlation of data on.pressure
fluctuations in separated flow.
, P05914 A72-43331
Problems of interference between oscillating
surfaces in subsonic flow
. p0598 A72-U3809
Iterative methods for the aerodynamic calculation
of thin wings in a subsonic flow
p061«t A72-«5378
Formulae for components of perturbation velocity
in linearized subsonic theory for symmetrical
cranked wing panels at zero angle of attack
[HPL-AERO-NOTE-1090] p0029 N72-10021
Calculation of aerodynamic forces on thin wing
'oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow using
collocation method
fRAE-TR-69073] . . - p0081 N72-11910
Velocity distribution measurement of subsonic
axisymmetric inlet for compressor matching
P0213 N72-1671H
Aerodynamic coefficients of body-wing
confiquration in subsonic flow
. p0318 N72-20001
Laplace transform applied to aerodynamic
characteristics prediction of aircraft
configurations in subsonic flow
r»LR-»P-71018-U! .p0321 N72-20025
Numerical analysis of velocity potential of
subsonic flow past semi-infinite plane sector
based oh linearized theory of subsonic flow
fARC-R/H-3630] . , p0366 N72-22002
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline
overall sound pressure level for subsonic and
supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust
fNASA-TB-X-68059] pOU27 N72-21711
Aerodynamic noise sources at subsonic speeds
f,ABC-CP-1195] pOt73 H72-26556
ffihq loading theory with winqs at rest in subsonic
flow and control surface oscillatinq with small
amplitude
rAEC-B/H-3676] , P0582 N72-30994
Lift curve slope and aerodynamic center position
of wings in inyiscid supersonic and subsonic flow
-.f.ESDD-70012] '* p0617 S72-31990
Calculating downwash angles behind winqs with '
small span-chord ratios moving at subsonic
speeds usinq nonlinear alqebraic equations
P0618 N72-32009
SUBSONIC FLUTTER
Dynamic aspects of Fokker F-28 aircraft design.
. p0566 A72-12831
SOBSOHIC SPEED
Propulsion twin spool power plant desiqn and
dimensioning with.selective hiqh pressure
cut-off for supersonic aircraft with part of
flight in subsonic range
rpFVLB-SONDDR-169] ; P0058 A72-13608
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic
blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern •
change due to inlet flow distortion
fAIAA PAPER 72-128] P0131 A72-16921
Subsonic powered nacelle wind tunnel model for
investigation of geometric variables effect on
pressure drag
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-Tt] p0293 A72-25613
Propulsion system design for military VTOL
aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum
1-H07
SOBSOHIC BIHD-TDHHEIS SUBJECT IHDEX
thrust ratio and exhaust'downwash characteristics
[ASHE PAPER 72-GT-73.1 p0297 A72-25655
Variable sweep vinqs aerodynamic characteristics
in subsonic, transonic and supersonic fliqht,
considering lift, draq, stability and control
P0461 A72-36976
Full scale wind tunnel tests of small nnpovered
let aircraft with T tail
rn&Si-TB-D-65731 P0030 N72-10031
Effects of Reynolds number and frequency
parameters on buzz 'characteristics at subsonic
speeds usinq free oscillation method
CBPL-AEBO-1312} pOO«5 H72-11291
Pressure plotting tests on swept wings for
analyzing scale effect at hiqh subsonic speeds
P0075 H72-11867
Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic
and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests
fiEC-CP-11551 P0092 F72-12198
Structure of turbulence in noise-producinq reqion
of round subsonic jet
rNASA-CH-'126ll83:i P0171 N72-15625
Effect of two types of helium'circulators on
performance of subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft
CHiSA-TH-X-2237 1 p021<t B72-1672U
Numerical procedure for predictinq interference of
external stores on F-1 aircraft at subsonic
speed - Part 1
niASA-CR-112065-1] P0466 H72-26021
Application of research and development
advancements to desiqn of lonq ranqe transport
aircraft operatinq at hiqh subsonic speeds -
Vol. 2 ' ' '
rRASA-CR-112089] p051!» B72-28003
Computer proqran for calculatinq unsteady loadings
caused by motions of lifting surfaces with
trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible
flow
rNASA-CB-112015] P0533 N72-29229
Fliqht tests to determine effects of moderate
deflections of wing leading and trailing edges
of F-104 aircraft buffet characteristics at
subsonic and transonic speeds
CBASA-TB-D-69U3] P0572 N72-30001
Pressure distribution on sweptback wing at
subsonic speeds noting boundary layer transition
[ABC-CP-1215] p0583 H72-31003
Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady
aerodynamic forces with elastic deformations and
surface deflections for aerodynamic structures
in subsonic flow
i; AD-7U2996] p0583 B72-31009
Wind tunnel tests to determine damping-
characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight
path accelerometer at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
rAD-71299111 P0589 B72731480
Development of procedures for calculating pressure
distribution on airfoil in sonic stream
fESDO-690131 p0617 N72-31989
SDBSOBIC WIBD TOBBELS
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of aircraft
wake far field structure, measuring trailing
vortex decay by yawhead pressure probe
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1101 p0130 A72-16902
Subsonic wind tunnel for pulsed flows with speed
modulation as periodic function of tine
pOIIOt A72-32898
A new method for the evaluation of slotted wind
tunnel interference parameters applicable to
subsonic oscillatory tests.
P0559 472-116112
Numerical method for calculating wall-induced
interference at subsonic speeds in slotted or
perforated wind tunnels with rectangular cross
sections
rHASA-TR-R-379] P0073 F72-11853
Higher-order theory of two-dimensional subsonic
wall interference effects on flow past airfoil
between perforated wind tunnel walls
CLR-553] p0207 B72-16205
Full scale wind tunnel investigation of advancing
blade concept rotor system
rAD-73U3381 P0271 872-19038
Subsonic wind tunnel for testing full scale aircraft
rBASA-TH-X-62106] P0276 1172-19291
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing aircraft
models at subsonic speeds
rBASi-CASE-XLA-07U30] p0371 H72-222U6
Combination mechanical-electrical strain gage
balances for subsonic wind tunnels
PCW70 B72-26342
Subsonic wind tannel tests to.determine
aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution on
parachute canopy of ring-slot parachute model
fAD-71111031 p0625 B72-32063
Begnireaents and design considerations for full '
scale subsonic wind tunnel capable of testing
aircraft, rotor systems, and V/ST01 aircraft
propulsion systems
rBASA-TH-X-621811] p0643 B72-33246
SDBSTABCES
0 HAIEEIALS
SUBTROPICAL REGIONS
0 TEHPEBATE BEGIOHS
SOCIIOB
Computer program and numerical analysis of
feasibility of using suction between and along
runways to remove trailing edge vortex streets
f IDA-LOG-HQ-69-1016II1 P033? "72-21290
Boundary layer suction control for eliminating
corner separation in airfoil cascade
[ARC-B/H-36631 p053U B72-29244
SUD ATIATIOH ilBCBAFT
BT COHCORDE AIRCRAFT
SUITABILITY
Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for
weather conditions during flight approach
fFAA-NA-71-44) p0033 H72-10233
SOLFOK
JP-5 fuel sulfur content effect on aircraft engine
turbine blades hot corrosion under marine
environmental conditions
P0175 A72-18752
Effect of sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion of
turbine blade materials operating in marine
environment
fAD-725619] p0050 H72-11706
SULFUR COHPOUHDS
HT SOLFUR FLUORIDES
SULFUB FLUORIDES
Airborne gas chromatograph for real time diffusion
analyses, describing fliqht test results with
sulfur hexafluoride plumes
P0228 A72-22451
SOHHAEIES
BT ABSTBACTS
SOBBEB
Sonic boom waveforms measured durinq exercise
summer sky in southern Great Britain
rARC-H/M-3659] P0038 B72-11015
Physical models of clear air turbulence based on
summertime observation of turbulent zones
CAD-743691] p0646 B72-33623
SUPEBALLOIS
U BEAT BESISTABT ALLOTS
SUPEBCAVITATIBG FLO!
Inteqrodifferential equation for rigid tunnel
walls effect on supercavitating flow past thin
let flapped airfoil, noting lift coefficient
derivatives
P0241 A72-24562
The lift coefficient of a snpercavitating
jet-flapped foil in a free jet.
P0556 A72-41236
SUPEBCAVITATIOH
U SUPEBCAVITATIBG FLOW
SUPEBCOBDOCTIBG BAGSETS
Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance
facility of supersonic wind tunnel for dynamic
stability studies
P0242 A72-21757
Data acquisition and reduction for model
aerodynamics in superconducting magnetic
suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel
facility
P0243 A72-24766
SUPEBCOHDUCTOBS
Superconducting coil design for magnetic
suspension of supersonic wind tunnel balance
P0242 A72-24759
SUPERCRITICAL FLOW
Supercritical aerodynamics technology, noting
lifting surface cross sectional profile and
structural weight reduction
P0491 A72-37678
Drag of supercritical body of revolution in free
flight at transonic speeds and comparison with
A-H08
SUBJECT INDEX SDPEESOHIC AIBCBAFT
vind tunnel data
rHASA-TN-D-6580] p0079 B72-11898
Characteristics of aircraft using supercritical
aerodynamics and analysis of tarbofan engine
performance with single and doable stage
con f i qurat ions
rBASA-TB-X-68031] p0340 N72-21816
Development of procedures for determining planar
inviscid supercritical flo« over airfoils
rAGABD-AG-156] P0365 H72-220O1
Tine dependent nethod to calculate supercritical
flov over nozzle airfoil
C O N E B A - N T - 1 8 9 ] p0576 N72-30280
Supercritical airfoil profiles for improved
transonic perfornance in presence of jet flap
effect
rAD-7<t<1036] P0583 H72-31008
SOPEBCBITICAL ilBGS
Supercritical thick wing for structural weight
reduction and increased cruise speeds flight
tested on Havy T2-C aircraft
[SIB P1PEE 720320] p0290 472-25583
Book - A theory of supercritical wing sections,
with computer programs and examples.
P0557 472-11534
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow phenomena of
supercritical wings near Hach one conditions
tNASA-TT-F-1112112] , P0317, N72-19994
Structural and aerodynamic characteristics of
transonic transport aircraft with supercritical
wings and fuselage area ruling
fNASA-Ttl-X-62157] pOU65 H72-26016
Application of research and development .
advancements to design of long range transport
aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds -
Vol. 2
rNASA-CR-112089] p051i| N72-28003
Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional
airfoils with variable camber and performance of
Whitcomb supercritical airfoil
[AD-7110369] P0529 1172-29012
Numerical analysis of three dimensional,
compressible turbulent boundary layer for finite
supercritical wing of F-8 transonic research
aircraft
fNASA-CB-112158] p061U N72-33272
SDPEBHETEBODTHE RECEITEBS
Design of third generation digitally tuned RF
' receiver for all weather low level navigation
system
rAD-741813] p0578 N72-30591
SOPBBIHPOSITIOB (HATHEBATICS)
D SOPEBPOSITION (MATHEMATICS)
SUPERPOSITION (HATHEHATICS)
Superposition principle for nonclassical forced
motion of stationary and rotating beams with tip
masses
rAD-735683] P03U1 H72-21939
SDPERSOHIC AIBCRAFI
HT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAR AIBCBAFT
HT SDPEBSOHIC COHHEBCIAI AIB TBAHSPOBT
NT SDPEBSOBIC TRANSPORTS
B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design,
emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear,
control and instrumentation
P0018 A72-12226
Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and
transonic civil and military aircraft design,
considering flow problems during transonic
' flight, takeoff and landing
FDGLB PAPER 71-105] P0021 A72-127U5
Detection of atmospheric gravity waves produced by
focusing of shock front generated by supersonic
aircraft, calculating flight trajectories
P0054 A72-12984
Supersonic Tu 1i|4 aircraft design, discussing
engine and aerodynamic characteristics,
stabilization and control, propulsion, wing
structure, landing gear and operation
P0056 A72-13U73
Propulsion twin spool power plant design and
dimensioning with selective high pressure
cut-off for supersonic aircraft with part of
flight in subsonic range
rDFVIB-SpHDDB-169] pOOSS 472-13608
Ham-jet engine propulsion systems for large
aircraft above Hach number 2.5
P0062 A72-11450
Convergent-divergent nozzles thrust nodel
measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody
[OHEBA, TP BO. 978] ' p0116 A72-15856
Booms generated on ground by supersonic aircraft
flying at high altitude through stratified
atmosphere
p0190 A72-21019
SR-71 aircraft ejection seat, obtaining ejection
survival rate from case histories
P0193 A72-21562
Sonic boons generation theory and prediction
methods for supersonic aircraft during
nonaccelerated flight in guiet atmosphere
P0197 472-21902
Automated optimization for preliminary design of
supersonic aircraft wings, noting flutter,
stresses and resonant fregnency as dynamic
constraints
t AIAA P4PEB 72-333] P0286 A72-25368
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressurization
safety, decompression sickness and hypozia
p0301 A72-26020
Air bleeding location to cool turbojet engine
turbine of supersonic aircraft, presenting graphs
P0314 A72-281U7
Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft '
emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen
oxides
p03«6 A72-28838
Supersonic jet noise and sonic boom sources,
propagation and reduction, considering airport
community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and
fatigue problems
P0355 A72-29578
Haximnm overpressures of supersonic aircraft
manenvering-produced sonic booms occurring at
geometrical acoustic ray focus points /caustic
cusps/
P0355 A72-29586
Sonic boom alleviation by flow field alteration
near supersonic aircraft, considering finite
•rise times, reduced overpressures and shock
^pressure rises
'UAIAA PAPER 72-653] POIIS A72-34081
Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with
solid lubricated bearings for high altitude
environments, noting applicability to supersonic
aircraft
pO«53 A72-35565
Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaust
products of supersonic aircraft in the
stratosphere
P0193 A72-3782U
Optimum turns to a specified track for a
supersonic aircraft.
p0502 A72-38277
Flow separation at the edges of some types of tail
'sections used in supersonic aircraft and in
rocket technology
P0507 A72-39597
Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion efficiency and
production
P0509 A72-39930
Supersonic aircraft wing form influence on sonic
boom, discussing supersonic wind tunnel tests
for noise reduction
P0509 A72-39931
Analysis of a lateral-directional
airframe/propnlsion system interaction of a Hach
3 cruise aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-961] p0561 A72-U2348
Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression
by slowing down during turning flight, obtaining
conditions for focus cut-off at ground by
atmospheric refraction
p0599 A72-11125
Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard
supertankers during cleaning operation and
electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft
during passage through heavy rain, noting water
drop disintegration
P0611 472-11*979
Development and functions of organization for
multinational certification of supersonic aircraft
pOOHO N72-11029
A-H09
SDPBBSOSIC AIBFOILS SUBJECT IBOBI
Possible high energy fuels for supersonic aircraft
P0047 H72-11670
Kerosene-type fuel'for supersonic and. hypersonic
aircraft
: • POOU7 H72-11671
Synthetic hi<jh teoperatnre -lubricants thickened by
complex esters for supersonic aircraft ' - •
'• pOOSO H72-11701
Piloted flight simulation of slender wing
supersonic, transport aircraft during low speed
landing approach'with use of"TV visual display
fABC-R/H-36601 ' p0089 H72-11966
Hodifyinq supersonic aircraft sonic boon
signatures by .means of altering flow fields
,fTR-760;i . p0102 H72-12993
Subsonic and transonic aerodynamic'design . •' v
characteristics of advanced civil aircraft •
technology : . - . i •
. P0102-N72-12998
Development of scram jet with airbreathing 'engine
for cruise application • •• • •. •'
 ;
p0103 H72-:13003
Advanced technologies for subsonic-transonic '
conventional takoff and landing transport
aircraft development :
P0105 N72-13017
Self adaptive control techniques for designing
flight control systems in high performance
supersonic aircraft
fAD-7301621 P0151 N72-13992
Computer program ' for-.determining'factors '.'
influencing analysis-and design of supersonic
aircraft elector nozzles . . . .
rBASA-TM-X-67976] P0158 S72-11301
Hathematical determination of optimal range and
maximum range for supersonic aircraft based.on*
initial and final mass and altitude
rNASA-TN-D-6707-) . .p0319 N72-20008
Design prbblems of inlets-and nozzles used in
supersonic and-<V/STOL propulsion .systems '
rNAS4-TH-X-677"i:) P03UO N72-21819
Singular optimal control and minimum time lof *
"ascent for supersonic aircraft . '
P0419 N72-20006
Analysis of effects of aircraft maneuvers on
characteristics of'sonic-boom and application^of
analysis method to various aircraft - vol. 1
fAD-7352961 . . i .' . pOI)32 N72-25011
"Design and tests of two insulation systems for
liquid methane fuel tanks for supersonic cruise
aircraft • '• ' . • • • - V: -.
[NASA-CR-1209301 pOP73 N72-26545
Hind tunnel models for-determining inlet . • .••'*
interference and performance of inlet/airframe
combination in supersonic:aircraft design
pOti78 N72-27019
Comparison of flying quality criteria documents •
for United Kingdom and.OS aircraft to show .areas
of inadequacy in assessinq acceptability.'of ..-
aircraft • i '
P0619 N72-32019
Analysis of criteria for evaluation of hiqh
performance aircraft and results obtained on
aircraft equipped with control augmentation
systems • . ' . ' • • • • - . '
P0620. 1172^32025
SDFEBSOHIC ilBFOILS - . .
Analytical method of characteristics to determine
front shock and sonic boom due to.flat delta
 ;
wing with supersonic leading edges i
rDFVLR-SONDDR-2051 . pOIIO A72-;33S01
Airfoil configurations to eliminate undesirable .
shock boundary layer interactions . .-..-
fAD-731566] . P0250 N72-17998
SDPEBSOBIC BOOHDABI LATEBS - .
Noise generation from turbulent, supersonic shear
layers, including low supersonic and transonic
ranqes for jet noise applications
P0072 472-15566
Three dimensional shock wave configurations in •
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic-flow,
examining hiqh pressure .gradient regions
P0611 472-45113
SOPEBSOBIC COHBOSTIOB
Supersonic diffusion flame in duct configuration
to study mixing with combustion of two parallel
methane and air flows
• p0057 472-.1351(5
Supersonic combustion of liquid fuels, hydrogen
and propane, discussing initiation and
stabilization in supersonic flow ''
P0311 A72-27686
Supersonic combustion research facility design for
studying air-fuel airing processes, shock wave
induced temperature and pressure increments and '
flame 'holding devices • :
P0395 A72-31815
Development of analytical flow configuration
models for designing supersonic air breathing
propulsion systems
[40-728675] p0109 H72-13331
Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in
combustion products of hydrocarbon fuel under
.supersonic nozzle flow conditions • •
rAD-740193] . ' '' ' , 'P05U2 M72-29960
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous
hydroqen combustion airstream
[AD-7415811 p05»2 H72-29962
SDPEESOHIC COHBOSTIOB BAHJEI EBGIBES
The S1HA hypersonic wind tunnel - Its'use for
- ' tests of ramjet engines with supersonic
combustion of hydrogen ;
'• • . •• • pO«93 472-37823
Theoretical and experimental study pf a dual-node
ramjet /flight range from'Bach 3.5 to 7/
riCAS PAPER 72-21T' ' P0553 472-4111-9
•Development of scramjet with airbreathing engine
:
 for cruise application-
.: ; : . ' • p0103 K72-13003
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very
high Reynold numbers for hypersonic • • .
aircraft-space shuttles a'nd planetary entry -
; . - • - ' • • ' ' • ; .-'• p0387 S72-23221
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion
' nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of
.exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and
minimize sun 'of losses ' • •' .
[AD-736lt65] : ' '. ; ' . p0388 N72-23263
'liater 'vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous
•• hydroqen combustion airstream ••' ••-• .:
[AD-7inS81l . ' • • • • • . p05i»2 N72-29962
Turbulent mixing of'fuel and air in supersonic
combustion ramjet engine
TAD-710909] '- -p0581-'N72-3096U
SOPEBSOHIC COBBDSTIOH BABJET HISSILE
0 SOPERSOSIC COHBOSTION RAMJET ENGINES
SOPEBSONIC COHHEECIiL ilB TBiNSPORT '<••'
A systems analysis of subsonic'versus:supersonic
. ' jet travel. »
• • ' . - : : ' . p0601 A72T44580
Effects'of upper atmosphere turbulence on , •
operation of - supersonic .transport aircraft and
methods for advance detection of atmospheric •
' turbulence ••*. '- : -. ''. •
f NLl-«-22137-(5828.<tF) ] - pOtt77 S72-27009
Analysis of terminal area flight, procedures and
air routes for supersonic transport aircraft.on
transatlantic flights from Kennedy•International
Airport, New York ' . • > ' . •
7NASA-TH-D-68011 pOB77 'N72-27010
Factors affecting optimum flight routes 'for - .• '
supersonic transport 'aircraft.'-operation '• •
.fNLL-H-22l»36-(5828.»F) 1 ' . - '.vpOISI N72-27672
Development of criteria specification for *
' supersonic transport aircraft and application to
safe handling-gualities Jfor all regimes'of' .- -.
flight operations • / : . . . . :•••:
,• P0620 N72-32027
SOPERSONIC COBPRESSOBS
Supersonic axial flow shock-rin-rotor type' ? "
'compressor -performance tests, ,-discussing factors
responsible for -low efficiency
, P0120 A72-16U81
'Flow visualization in supersonic axial compressor
by short exposure schlieren photography of shock
wave patterns in rotating annular cascade of
compressor blades . .- - . .
fONEBA, TP NO. 10261 P0136 472-17192
Radial velocity distribution at supersonic
compressor inlet from:duct-cowl and wall
pressure measurements • • '
roHERA.'TP NO. '975] . .p0230 A72-22812
Flow data'reduction validity for supersonic axial
' compressors, presenting experimental results for
rotating supersonic cascade . • • • • •
fASHE-PAPEE 72-6Tr100l . - p0299 472-25669
A-«10
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Experimental study of flows in supersonic
compressors
flCAS PAPER 72-11) P0552 i72-11136
. Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise in lov
supersonic operation of axial flow compressor
rHASA-CB-1258111 P0282 N72-19819
SOPEBSOBIC DIFFDSEBS
Axisymmetric let stretcher diffuser performance
for raalet engine inlet configurations, testing
at anqles of attack and supersonic flov velocities-
fAIAA PAPEB 72-10211 P0558 A72-11602
Performance of -fet stretcher diffnser system
. [AD-7386161 P0168 S72-26215
Scale model tests to compare effectiveness of
aeroqrids and punched plates for smoothing flow
from short annular diffosers between compressor
and combnstor of advanced aircraft enqines
fNASA-CR-120960) p0636 1172-32993
SOPEESONIC DBAG
Experimental results reqardinq draq in supersonic
flow without lift in the case of fliqht bodies .
with three in front pointed bodies
fDrVLB-SONDDR-2151 P0503 A72-38686
S0PEBSOHIC FLIGHT
Book on heat and mass transfer, coverinq research
results over 1953-1969 on supersonic aircraft
and missiles coolinq problems, rarefied qas
dynamics boundary layer flow, etc •
P0120 A72-16399
Pitcbinq moments effect on phoqoid and height mode
stability of aircraft in supersonic fliqht
P0236 A72-23622
Stratospheric aeteoroloqical characteristics
effects on Concorde supersonic fliqht
performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior
.and passenger comfort
P0349 A72-28876
Variable sweep wings aerodynanic characteristics
in subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight,
considering lift, draq, stability and control
. . P0161 A72-36976
Computer program for automated design of long haul
transport aircraft, discussing cost
effectiveness of composite materials for
aircraft structure
TAIAA PAPEB 72-7911 pO«98 A72-38121
Supersonic aircraft energy turns.
p0599 A72-11196
Raindrop breakup in the shock layer of a
high-speed vehicle.
P0616 A72T15780
Desiqn and evaluation of aircraft configuration
for reduction of sonic boom pressures by
alteration of shock wave strengths
fHASA-CB-20701 P0572 H72-30007
Influence of atmospheric structure and composition
on supersonic flight
[SASA-TT-F-693J p0578 S72-30551
Analysis of heat transfer processes along external
and internal surfaces 'Of high speed modern
aircraft
fAD-7118301 P06U8 H72-33952
SDPBBSOHIC FLOB
Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached
shock waves over delta ving at angle of attack,
deriving unified theory for flow field
P0017 A72-12030
Unsteady supersonic flow disturbance by slender
bodies in strong contact discontinuities in
• - shock tube studies
P0071 A72-15507
Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic
flow, considering leading edge flow separation
induced vortices effects on dovnwash, pressure
distribution and aerodynamic characteristics
P0072 A72-15711
Three dimensional velocity field excitation by
thin airfoil vibrations in supersonic flow,
derivinq function in semispace to satisfy
boundary constrained wave equation
P0111 A72-18111
Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles
around flat plate sharp leading edge with high
pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone
P0142 A72-18122
V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15
deg angles of attack, investigating flow
structure between wings by pitot tube rake
P01U2 A72-18129
Book on ideal and real compressible fluid dynamics
coverinq supersonic flow past airfoils and shock
wave-interaction with laminar boundary layer
P0233 A72-23015
Supersonic flow around thin cruciform winq with
antisymmetrical anqle of attack distribution and
horizontal plane with leadinq edqe, considerinq
flov separation at edges
P0216 A72-25118
Linearized method of characteristics application
to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate
cascades with supersonic leadinq edge locus
[AIAA PAPEB 72-3771 . p0287 A72-25101
Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft
with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in
supersonic flow - •
[AIAA PAPEB 72-3781 P0287 A72-25102
Subsonic and supersonic flow around
nonaxisymmetric fuselages, derivinq streamlines
differential equations based on camber line
distribution of source, dipole and guadrupole
singularities
[DFVLB-SOHDDB-1891 . . .p0303 A72-26578
Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for
supersonic leading edges, determining expansion
of velocity potential 'on root chord
P0360 A72-30365
Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic
wing-bodies.
pOISO A72-35251
Near flow field and aerodynamic loading in
subsonic and supersonic-flow over body-wing
configuration, surveying numerical, kernel
. function and image methods
P0157 A72-36390
Generating high Reynolds-number flows.
P0501 A72-38222
Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and
supersonic exhaust mixing process, suppressing
noise via tnrbofan exhaust speed reduction
P0503 A72-38380
Flow separation at the edges of some types of tail
sections used in supersonic aircraft and in
rocket technology
P0507 A72-39597
Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in
turbomachine blade cascades supersonic flow,
discussing trends in fan and compressor technology
• - P0551 A72-10969
Aeroelastic optimization of a panel in high Bach
number supersonic flow.
p0593 A72-13327
Conical caret winqs supersonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to stronq
attached shock waves
P0611 A72-45111
Development of methods for determining inlet shock
position from wall static profiles in mixed
compression supersonic inlet
tNASA-TB-X-23971 p0096 K72-12780
Second order solution of three dimensional,
supersonic flow over smooth body with shock
producing protuberance
[AD-7285011 . p0100 H72-12985
FOBTBAH 1 computer 'program for calculating
.supersonic flow on windward side of conical
delta wings by method of lines
CHASA-TB-I-21381 P0109 N72-13271
Theoretical pressure distributions on caret and
plane delta wings for supersonic flow
fABC-CP-11781 p0202 S72-15952
Drag of supersonic parachutes in dependence of
Bach and Reynolds numbers
p020t H72-15967
Inlet, engine, and exhaust nozzle tests for
supersonic propulsion system
rHASA-TH-I-67<W] p0210 H72-16692
Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations •
using finite difference technique for numerical
solution to three dimensional, unified,
supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations
[HASA-CB-19261 p0221 H72-17207
Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for
solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small
disturbance equations for flow around aircraft
configurations
[HASA-CB-19271 p0222 H72-17208
Jet noise suppression by splitting supersonic
nozzle flow into separate lets by overexpansion
A-011
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into multilobed divergent, nozzle
(NASA-TN-D-6667] ' P0249 872-17990"
Woodward panel method used to calculate loads oh
slender bodies with small aspect ratio wings for
supersonic flow
fFFA-AU-635-PT-1] • P0317 N72-''19995
Theoretical design of naiimam thrust nozzles with
• noneguilibrium, chemically reactinqr supersonic
qas flows
fAD-7373781 ' p0390 N72-23947
Desian and performance data, of technique for
qeneratinq nonuniform flow similar to discharge
of impulse supersonic coapressor flow
rNASA-CR-1120971 • p0588 N72-31303
Lift curve slope and aerodynamic center position
'Of winqs in inviscid supersonic and subsonic flow
fESDU-70012-] . p0617 H72-31990
SUPEBSOBIC PLOW IHLETS . . . .
0 SOPESSONIC INLETS ' . . . ! . - - .
SDPERSOHIC PLOTTER
Automated optimization for preliminary desiqn of ' •
supersonic aircraft winqs, notinq flutter,
stresses and resonant frequency'as dynamic'
constraints
CAIAA PAPER 72-333] P0286 172-25368
Kernel function-procedure for determininq "
aerodynamic forces of planforns usinq linearized
oscillatinq supersonic surface theory
fX-28-445] .' p0266 N72-18999
SOPEBSOHIC BEAT TBAHSFER
Surface patterns from ablating, meltinq and -"• •'
flowinq materials in supersonic flow of wind'
tunnel, rocket motor and fliqht test
environments, comparinq with theory •
fAIAA PAPEP. 72-313] p0285 A72-252H7
SOPEBSOHIC INLETS
Hach 2.65 axisymnetric mixed-compression inlet
system diffnser and boundary layer bleed system
performance estimates confirmed by tests
T A I A A PAPER 72-45] poi34 A72-16959
Combined viscous-inviscid analytical procedure for
predicting boundary layer effects on supersonic
inlet flow field
fAIAA PAPER 72-44] .p0134 A72-16975
Radial velocity distribution at supersonic 'i£
compressor inlet from duct-cowl and wall '?%
pressure measurements
rOHERA, TP NO. 975] p0230 A72-22812
Application of quadratic optimization to
supersonic inlet control.
' f p0599 A72-44195
Experiment of supersonic air intake buzz. •
P0603 A72-44496
Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in
terms of pressure recovery, discussing oblique
shock wave formation ahead of entrance to
improve efficiency
Pp611 A72-44991"
Tolerance of Bach 2.50 axisymmetic - 3' '' '- .
mixed-coopression inlets to upstream flow ''
variations -causing changes in free stream Hach
number and anqle of attack
fNASA-TH-I-2433] p0099 N72-12979
Controller/ independent of other intake
controllers and aircraft data systems, and wind
tunnel testing of supersonic intake control system
P0212 872-16706
Forebody and forebody/vinq confiquration data for
supersonic inlet performance and distortion
durinq maneuvering fliqht
P0212 N72-16710
Destabilizinq factors affectinq supersonic inlets
and turbofan enqines of propulsion system
P0212 N72-T6711
Velocity distribution at supersonic compressor
inlet in wind tunnel tests
P0213 B72-16713
Inlet desiqn and thermodynamic cycle of turbojet •
engine at supersonic speeds with normal shock
P0213 N72-16717
Low speed wind tunnel tests of supersonic air
intake with various auxiliary intakes, using
twin engine aircraft configuration
P0213 N72-16718
Rind tunnel tests to determine performance of
bicone inlet desiqned for Hach 2.5 with internal
distributed compression and 40 percent internal
contraction
fNASA-TH-X-2416] p0214 N72-16723
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test data on
intake performance of supersonic mixed
compression inlet flow
fNASA-CR-1977] p0264 N72-18786
Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic
inlets usinq method of characteristics inclndinq
Hach disc problea
fONERA-NT-183] p0266 N72-19005
SOPERSOBIC JET FLOB
High speed jet noise source physical properties
interpretation by theory and scale-model
experiments for supersonic transport aircraft
noise suppression problem
P0016. A72-11973
Supersonic and subsonic jet flows coexistence in
constant section duct, analyzing pressure on* '
walls and in fluid and schliereh visualization
fOHERA, TP NO. -976] p0230 A72-22813
Aerodynamic noise generation mechanism of ideally
expanded supersonic jet based on large scale
flow instabilities,' deriving mathematical model
P0241 'A72-24331
Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from
turbulent shear layer instability waves, noting
acoustic energy flux dependence on streamwise
distance •
. p0355 A72-29581
Noise measurements during shock free and
underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold
model jet at moderate exit Hach number
P0395 A72-32017.
Acoustic1 attenuation and thrust loss incurred by
shroude'd multitube supersonic jet noise suppressor
[AIAA PAPER 72-642] p0416 A72-34090
Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws,
studying acoustic fields for rectangular and
axisymmetric nozzle configurations
.r&IAA PAPER 72-641] p0416 A72-34091
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenum
pressure' fluctuations.
' •> • ' "-' • p0450 A72-35243
iall porosity and anqle of attack effects on jet
stretcher flow field for supersonic engine inlet
testing, using three dimensional method of
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 72-1025] p0558 A72-41603
Problem of uniform-jet flow around an airfoil
p0560 A72-42271
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline
overall sound pressure level for subsonic and
supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust
rSASA-TH-I-68059] '' ' P0427 N72-24711
SOPEBSOBIC NOZZLES '
Analysis of 'losses in scramjet exhaust expansion
nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of
exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and
minimize sum -of losses
rAD-7361)65) ' p0388 H72-23263
Theoretical design of maximum thrust nozzles with
nonegnilibrinm, chemically reacting, supersonic
gas flows
TAD-737378] p0390 N72-23847
SDPBBSOHIC PBESSDRB DISTRIBUTION
O PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
U SUPERSONIC PLOW
SDPBBSOHIC SPEEDS
Supersonic ribbon parachute testing by transonic
Wind tunnel, rocket sled and water channel
simulator '
p0006 A72-10305
Supersonic aerodynamic influence 'coefficients
matrices calculation for wings of arbitrary
planform, constructing computer program
P0314 A72-28142
Sonic boom induced flow field at
supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock
expansion method and hypersonic equivalence
principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies
[AIAA PAPER 72-652] p0415 A72-34082
Quasi-homogeneous approximation for wing with
curved subsonic leading edges at supersonic
speeds. -
riCAS PiPEB 72-54] ' p0556 A72-41176
Application of linear'stochastic optimal control
theory to design of control system for air inlet
of supersonic propulsion system .
rHASA-TH-X-67905] p0079 S72-11897
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measured on isolated slender wings and slender
1-412
SUBJECT IIDBZ SOPEBSOHIC.TBAHSPOHTS'
wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds for.
use in missile configuration development
fABC-CP-1131] ". p0080 N72-11906
Rind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of AVBO
~l 720 scale model with determination of up-elevon
and leading edge notch effects
rABC-CP-1lilO] ' p0088 N72-11962
Free, flight supersonic model for determining
static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics
rSAL-TB-237] pOIDO N72-12981"
Heat transfer design analysis of air-cooled
plug-nozzle system for supersonic cruise
aircraft engine
-.[.11ASA-TI1-X-2I175] P0174 N72-15892
Flov. fields over leeward surfaces of delta wings •
and conical bodies at high supersonic speeds,,
[HPL-AEBO-1319] " . p0202 H72-159~<(8
Pressure distribution on swept wing-body Junction
at supersonic speeds
[ABC-B/H-3661] p0202 S72-15949
Je,t effects on boattail pressure drag at
supersonic speeds in single or twin propulsive
lets
P0212 N72-16708
Flight test analysis of flow characteristics of
air intake system of F-111A aircraft at
, supersonic speed
rSASA-TN-D-6679] - .;• - p0265'N72-18996,
Free flight measurement of blunt leading edge
caret wing pressure and .heat transfer at
supersonic speeds
rABC-B/H-3679]
 : p0267 H72-19007
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow- phenomena of
.supercritical wings near Hach one conditions
rBASA-TT-F-142«2] P0317 N72-1999U
Kind tunnel tests of H2-F2 lifting body entry ...
configuration at, transonic and supersonic speeds
and selected Reynolds numbers
rKASA-TK-Z-2511] p0331 N72-21005,
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta'wing.orbiter
in close proximity to synchronously oscillating
canard booster at. Nach 2 .. .
riTB-UA-18] p0365'»72-21992
Numerical analysis of flow distribution behind
rectangular wings at supersonic speed using, .
optimum-differencing methods
CKASA-CE-1262H1 . P0365 H72-21998
Determination of thrust, bank angle, and altitude
histories for= three, dimensional aircraft turning
maneuvers at supersonic speed
. ,. ' . .p0381 N72-23007
Flight tests to determine optimum energy.flight
path of F-8D aircraft and comparison with
previous schedules to reach supersonic speed
fAD-737377] . i>0385 N72-23035
Performance tests of turbojet engine with ,
axisymtnetric mixed-compression supersonic inlet
and single spool rotor
[NASA-TH-X-2S58] P0390:H72-23837
Turbulence and fuel-air mixing in supersonic.
combustion ramjet
... P0«27 N72-2I4807
Numerical procedure for predicting interference of
external stores on F-4 aircraft at supersonic ^.
speed - Part 2
rNASA-CH-112065-2] P0466 N72-26022 .
Boundary layer pressure distribution measured on .
Shark 1 free flight test vehicle at Hach numbers
from 1.5 to 2.2 and high Reynolds numbers
rARC-CP-1208] . P0527 N72-28999
Wind tunnel tests to determine damping
characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight
path accelerometer at subsonic and supersonic i
speeds ' '
'rAD-7«299U] P0589 N72-31180
Development of procedures for calculating .pressure
distribution on airfoil in sonic stream
[BSDO-69013] ' . " p0617 N72-31989
SDPEBSOHIC STHIKE AIHCBAFT
0 ATTACK AIRCRAFT
D SUPERSONIC AIBCBAFT ' '' "
SUPEHSOHIC TEST APPABATDS
High response two-transducer pressure measurement
for evaluating nonuniform and'unsteady inlet
airflow distortion effects on" supersonic Jet
engine stability and performance
P056H A72-»2683
SOPEBSOSIC TBABSPOBTS . .
HT CONCOBDE AIRCBAFT . ' '. '
HI SDPEBSOBIC COHBEBCIA1 AIB TBANSPOBT ' .
Thin-down intensities for heavy primaries at SST
flight levels, using, plastic stacks measurements
fCEBH-71-16] , . P0017 A72-12077
In-flight warning meter for solar and cosmic
radiation dose eguivalent measurements for
radiological protection in SST aircraft
[CEBNT71-16.1 . :. - pOO,17 A72-12078
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature . -
horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing
CAT at supersonic transport heights
. , . .p0063 A72-14676
Hinimnm flight time routes model at SST altitudes,
taking into account temperature, .meteorological
and wind factors
-. . . • • . . , . . - . . : , .o •• , P0063-A7-2-114678
Storm effects on SST operations, discussing wave
initiation at storm top and tropospheric '
propagation
p0064 A72-1«683
CAT inducing -atmospheric conditions effects on SST
flight, discussing -turbulence in convective .-
clouds and kinetic energy spectra, of atmospheric
motions
p006t'.A72-11693
Rave drag reduction by antisymmetric wing and body
arrangement, discussing application to transport
aircraft'afsupersohic speeds *. "
P0122 A72-16534
SST operational maneuver effects on sonic boom,
discussing steady flight and
acceleration-to-cruise pressure signatures
TAIAA PAPEH 72-196] . • . p0134 A72-16981
Probability estimates of aircraft encounters .with
, hail, discussing variations with locality,
hailstone size and height and supersonic
transport experience
. . . . .• . p023«, A72-23123
Bun way unevenness and landing ..gear f characteristics
effects.OB SST vibration during1taxiing, taking
off and .landing , . . . • • • • . . • .-, .
' . ' . ' - ' . . - p0235.A72-23*59
Pressure .Jumps lower bounds across'supersonic
transports induced shock waves in homogeneous
atmosphere, using Vhitham function in terms' of . •
Biemann integral. ,.• ,.
- , • • - . - p02«t A72-24816
Flight airworthiness requirements development for
supersonic transports; V/STOL and transport and.
general aviation aircraft,- exploring critical
control and stability parameters
fSAE PAPEB 720306], , .,. .-. • P0288 A72-25570
Medical and physiological hazards for SST
' passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
cosmic-radiation and high altitude decompression
risks • ' • • ' . . - , • . • • - • ;
,p0300 A72-25816
Estimated peak regional concentration of SST
exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight
operation levels . . • . •
, .., . P03U6 A72-28837
Thunderstorm encounter probability at SST
altitudes, for selected cross country routes,
using radar observation data -.. ,
- . . . . -• • p0348 A72-28853
Optimum low noise.engine.selection for transport
•and combat aircraft relative to range or payload
performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and.
fighter aircraft . . ,
P0397-A72-32127
Bibliography on SST upper atmospheric environment,
listing references to stratospheric structure,
composition and physical.dynamics, chemical
reactions with pollutants, transport properties,
etc. ' , - - - ... . -
 : - • - *
- p0113 A72-33797
SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft
wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases
temperature induced buoyancy ., •'
C A I A A PAPEB 72-650] • "
 Poti5 A72-3H08U
Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases, .
discussing water vapor<and nitrogen oxides
effects on ozone concentration - .
POU51 A72-35327
Meteorological effects on, SST performance,.. , ,'
considering temperature, wind, turbulence, _.
hydrometeors, ozone and radiation effects •
pO»54 A72-35790
A-413
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Problems and solutions related to the design of a
control augmentation system for a longitudinally
unstable supersonic transport.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-871] p0505' A72-39128
Econonic and social aspects of commercial aviation
at supersonic speeds. "
flCAS PAPEB 72-51] p0559 A72-41851
King flatter prevention in SST structural*design,
using finite element model and lifting surface
aerodynamic theory •
p'0565 A72-42760
Sonnd generation and scale model experiments to
suppress noise in turbulent ;1et flow eddies of
supersonic transport aircraft
flBC-32723] p0034 'N72-10254
Supersonic transport aircraft and BAC 221 aircraft
piloted flight simulation near zero rate climb
velocity for determining aircraft maneuver
controllability at low speed
CABC-CP-1165] • ' p0043 N72-11048
Possible catalytic reduction of stratospheric
ozone by nitrogen oxides emitted from SST* aircraft
roCBl-20568] p0045 H72-11334
System and method for position locating for air
traffic control involving supersonic transports
CHASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] p0091 H72-12080
Supersonic aerodynamic design technology for civil
aircraft
p0102;N72-12999
Aerodynamics and flight stability of" obligue"';.^
wing-body combinations and application to ,' :'r~ "
supersonic' transport aircraft
P0105 K72-13018
Technology advances for second generation
supersonic transports
p0105 N72-13019
Stratospheric turbulence and* temperature gradient
' measurements for supersonic transport flights
CHRC-12318] P0159 N72-14379
Performance criteria, including engine air~flow
matching requirements, of axisymmetric mixed
compression intake for supersonic transport
P0211 F72-16703
Galactic and solar cosmic radiation dosage to \
flying personnel and passengers onboard SST
' P0223 N72-17721
High altitude radiation instrumentation system for
- dose and linear energy, transfer spectral
measurements for supersonic transport program
P0224 H72-17722
Flight safety standards and air traffic control
problems of supersonic aircraft passenger service-
fNASA-TT-F-139521 p0250 H72-18000
Computer program for calculating sonic boom
propagation during supersonic transport flight '
maneuvers • ' ' '
fAD-7352971 p0380 N72-22997
Nitric oxide production in stratosphere from •', ';
natural sources and SST operation •'- ' :
fBEPT-101] P0469 N72-26287
Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures
with emphasis on thermal cycle '!
P0539 S72-29896
Method for checking fatigue resistance of
structural design detail for SST •
P0541 H72-29905
SDPEBSOHIC TOBBIHES '
High tip speed low loading transonic fan'rotor
design for weak obligue shocks with improved
efficiency and stall margin .
f A I A A PAPER 72-831 p0180 A72-18951
Supersonic turbine cascade flow properties a n d '
pressure distributions on blades, comparing
' calculated results with experimental data
f A S M E PAPEB 72-GT-47] p0296 472-25639
Optimal arrangement of conical nozzles in a :
segment of a partial supersonic turbine stage
' ' P0509 A72-39913
Analysis of lubricant system used in civil
supersonic gas turbine engine •
P0050 H72-'1'1697
Design and performance of supersonic stator and
rotor blading •
fNASA-TM-X-679611 p0097 N72-12783
FOBTBAN 4 computer program for''design;'of
two-dimensional supersonic turbine rotor blades
with boundary layer correction
fNASA-TU-x-2434] p0099 N72-12975
SDPEBSOIIC BIJD TOISBLS
Flat plate boundary layer transition equations for
supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account
free stream turbulence . ,
' p0196 A72-21616
Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on
parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind "
tunnel, noting critical Beynolds number increase
with leading edge thickness
p0227. A72-22407,
Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance
facility of supersonic wind tunnel for dynamic
stability studies ' '
P0242 A72-24757
Superconducting coil design for magnetic
suspension of supersonic wind tnnnel balance
P0242 A72-21759
Data acguisition and- reduction for model. .
aerodynamics in superconducting.magnetic ,
suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel
facility . .
: . p0243 A72-24766
Supersonic aircraft' wing form influence on sonic
boom, discussing supersonic wind tunnel tests
for noise reduction
.P0509 A72-39931
Flow quality improvements in a blo'wdown wind
"' tunnel using a multiple shock entrance diffuser.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1002] ' ,,, p0557 A72-41587
Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel
background.noise and effects of surface pressure
' fluctuation measurements.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1004] . VOSS1 A72r41588
Single screw variable nozzle for,varying Hach
number in supersonic wind tunnels
tBR-018] P0257 N72-,18256
Supersonic wind tunnel extension for transonic
profile measurements -
fDLB-IIITT-72-02) ' . 'pd468 N72-26213
SDPPOBT SISTEHS ' • -
ST GBOOHD' OPBBATIOHAI SDPPOBT STSTEH
NT GBOOBD SOPPOBT SYSTEMS '
SDPPOBTS ' ' • ' . ' . ' ,
NT PYLOSS ,
SDPPBESSOBS . .
Zener diode transient suppressors with electronic
thermal switch for ground vehicle and aircraft
.applications
[AD-741529] P0123-A72-16553,.
Large scale high aspect ratio multielement
suppressor nozzle arrays testing for augmentor •.
wings and internally blown flaps •
fAIAA PAPEB 72-131] ' p0130 A72-16888
Designs for future military aircraft crash '..
sensors,.ignition source suppression system, and
automatic activation circuitry . .
fAD-729870] . ., . ; " P0153 N72-14006
.Test meth9ds for'infrared suppressors to determine,
their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared
emissions . . .
CAD-729603]; . . ' ' , ' . ' . . 'p0157 H72-1M272
Dual antenna method for suppressing reflections
. from underside of moving aircraft .
fJPBS-55908] , P0386 N72-23126
SOBFACE CHEHISTBY ' . ' '
0 SOBFACE BEACTIOHS .".;".,. .
SDBFACE CBACKS . . . ' '
The surface crack: Physical problems and
computational solutions; Proceedings of the
(inter Annual Meeting, Dew York, N.Y., November
26-30, 1972. .
. . P06.00 A72-44226
The surface flaw in'aircraft structures and
. related fracture mechanics analysis problems.
' . P0600 A72'-44228
SOBFACB DISTOBTIOH '. ,. •
.Conformal mapping procedure for numerical-
generation of airfoils
 Lwith local curvature
'singularities, presenting test problem results
for zero trailing edge angle . ..
. . P0556 A72-41259
SOBFACE BBOSION
0 EROSION
SOBFACB FIHISHIBG . .
Clam seals comparison with elastomers, discussing
aircraft use, contamination, inspection,
corrosion and erosion, surface finish, service
life and cost
P0199 A72-21941
A-414
SUBJECT INDEX . SDHPACE. SAVES
Hardcoat anodizing of »1 surfaces, discussing ,.
preparation, racking, equipment and post .
treatments ...
r.SAE PAPER.720341 I ' ' P0292 A72-25598
.Polishes and.corrosion removers for aluminum
surfaces of Naval aircraft ...
rAb-;733t03] '•' . ' P0260 N72-18602
Scuff resistant'.properties of steel materials used
' '' to finish spur and helical gears ' .
tAD-.7<)26551 ' P0629 N72-32503
SOBFACE GEOHETHT , . . . . . - ,
Computer algorithm to calculate surfaces formed by
•egnidistant conic sections, using successive
approximation method
' ' - • - • • . . p035!i A72-29U61
Viscous interaction'over concave and convex
surfaces at hypersonic speeds. '
P0602 A72-4IO08
SDHFACE IITEBICTIOBS
0 SURFACE EEACTIOHS
SOBFACE 1AIEBS
Physicochemical processes in metal surface layers
subjected to contact friction with aircraft
'fuels presence, noting secondary compounds'and
thermal oxidation acceleration
p0315 A72-28183
SOBFACE BAVIGATIOB_ . _ „ _ . . , ; . , _ , _ _. „ .
Tethei'ed" frying rotor platform f6r:"reconnaissance,
'fire control and radio'transmission assignments
' in naval missions, discussing' system .
characteristics ' ' ~
- - "' ' . . . . .
 P0072 A72-.15652
OHEGA air and maritime navigation system'
' development, test, phase and application
potential, discussing operational modes, '
propagation parameters, solar activity effects
' and signal loss . ' •
' • ' ' ' ' '. . P0493 A72-37796
VHF ranging and position fixing 'technigues using
ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft-navigation.,
fNASA-CR-1255381. . . . .,,. p0209:'H72-1'6510"
VHF ranging and position fixing techniguesjnsing :.'
ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation
- executive summary .'' .-"„
[NASA-CD-I 255371 p0209 N72-16511?,
Development of plan for navigation systems ' "
improvements' for'.civil" aviation and maritime,'
reguirements ' ' '
.rAD-7m9«Ul p0579 N72r30592
SDBFACE PBESSOBE
D PRESSURE '.".'" . '
SOBFiCE PBOPEBTIES i - - •.
NT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION .
NT''SURFACE CRACKS
NT SURFACE TEMPERATURE ' '''..''
Unsteady flow about"two dimensional airfoils,
Determining surface pressure fluctuations
induced by turbulent boundary layers
'V'.. P0003 A72-10217
Wind tunnel tests to determine drag
characteristics of airfoil covered with :
compliant coating of polyvinyl chloride membrane
over polyurethane damping layer '
tAD-7299211 ' p0160 N72-14607
Heasurement of runway and taxiway conditions at
two international airports to determine effects".
of ground roughness on aircraft'operations -.
rNASA-TN-D-6680] p0368 H72-22023'
Surface properties and soil retention of aircraft
painted with polynrethane paint, and
reguirements for aircraft cleaner
[ADT7369711 P0426 N72-24613
Hicrostructural analysis to determine corrosion
causes of rudder h'ub flanges -
r«72-07/18-BEG/HT] ' ; p0517 S72-28132
'survey of airfield pavement conditions at US Navy
Landing Field, Crows Landing, California
TAD-739316] ' p0518 N72-28265
Survey of pavement conditions at US Harine Corps
A'ir Station, Tuma, Arizona
rAD-739317] 'p0518 N72-28266
Survey of pavement conditions at US Navy Airfield,
Monterey, California
rAD-7393111 P0519 N72-28270
Scuff resistant properties of steel materials used
to finish spur and helical gears
CAD-712655] P0629 N72-32503
SOBFACE BBACTIOBS
Surface patterns from ablating, melting and
flowing materials in supersonic flow of wind
, tunnel,, rocket motor and flight test ...
environments, comparing with theory
. • f.AIAA PAPER 72-313] p0285 A72-25247
Pressure, distribution on 15 ,deg swept half wing
including effectiveness of upper surface spoiler
•. as roll control . .
 :
.[ARCrCP-IISU. ] • - . . . . . .. p0270 N72-19032
SOBFACE-.BOOGHS'ESS EFFECTS
Increased Reynolds number simulation with
roughness' set on aircraft model in transonic
flow, investigating flow separation by parietal
visualization technique .
' ' . ' , p01tO A72-17816
Runway unevenness and landing gear characteristics
. effects on SST vibration during .taxiing, taking
.off and landing
:
 ' ,, '.,]' ' . . ' . ' . - . ' p0235 A72-23U59
Turbocompressor deceleration cascades blades
,.!t surface r9ughness effects on boundary layer, .
noting pressure and velocity distributions
[ASMS PAPER 72-GT-48]. ,._ . p0296 A72-25610
Hind tunnel..drag measurement using ridges and gaps
on airfoils ...
. \.ABCr.fi/H-36981 _ . . ' . • • ' . P0583 B72-31002
- Heasurement of three track runway and taxiway
.,., profile's^ f predetermining effect.of surface^ ^
conditions on airplane response to ground
,, roughness
tNASa-TN-D-69321; .. P0622 N72-320«5
SOBFACE TEHPEBAIOBE . . - , .
Friction coefficient, -standard wear and surface
layer temperature of seal for dry friction pairs
in let .engines, investigating crystal lattice
parameters
. p0185 A72-19768
Ice formation on helicopter rotor, blades,
discussing atmospheric moisture and temperature
conditions,.blade surface temperature,•
centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and
preventive measures - . . .
""; ,. .. ': . •" p0309 A72-27t14
. ,Hicrometeorologic measurements of earth surface
temperature by airborne radiometers
rNASA-TT-F-11H39]. .'. .' p0260 N72-18621
. Infrared photographic apparatus and rotating
./. 'systems, for measuring surface temperature'of
turbine vanes and. blades/.
rNASA-TM-X-681001 ' ., "...' . pOSyS N72-302H7
Pyrometer^ for measuring surface temperature
' distribution on rotating turbine blade
rNASa-TH-X-68,li31 p0629 N72-32459
SOBFiCE TBEATBEBT '
o'SURFACE FINISHING
SOBFACE VEHIC1ES
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
NT. AOTOBOBILES
NT LIFEBOATS
NT ROCKET'PROPELLED SLEDS
HT TRUCKS
Zener diode transient suppressors with electronic
thermal switch for ground vehicle and aircraft
applications
[AD-711529V . p0123 A72-16553
Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and
all-terrain ground vehicle simulators,
discussing control load, visual attachment,
cabin motion and sound subsystems
. . ' . . . . p0362 A72-30815
Arctic environment surface effect vehicle design,
considering structures, drag, lift, propulsive
power and range
'..; . ' p0397 A72-32125
Analysis'of interrelationships of ground
transportation systems and air terminal
facilities in San Francisco, California area
. " . p0518 N72-28258
Optimization model for designing surface and air
intercity passenger transport systems, and
application to STOL link between Toronto and
. Hontreal
CTB-72-1J p063lt N72-32972
SURFACE RAVES
HT GBAVITY HAVES
Surface acoustic wave technology i'n communication
systems, discussing analog and digital matched
filters and navigation, ATC and collision
avoidance applications
. p02<45 A72-2U9KO
A-115
SURFACES SUBJECT IBDBX
SUBFACES . ' . . - , ' '
Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic .loads
prediction..based on Doublet-Lattice method and
method of images, determining chord and spanvise
loading.on lifting surfaces . .
FAIAA PAPBB 72-26] P0131 A72-16917
Numerical analysis of .transonic flow, about thin
lifting vings and analytic expressions for far
field conditions . . ' . ' '
[NASA-TN-b-65301 . pp045 N72-11289
Linearized_ lifting, surface theory for determining
pressure distribution on subsonic delta wing
. , p0379,N72-22992
SOBFACTAHTS ,
 : . . .
Ose of.fluorpcarbon surfactants to extinguish
.,aircraft fuel fires . . . . .
pOO<19 N72-11693
SOBGES .: . ;
' .Zener diode transient suppressors with electronic
thermal switch for ground vehicle and aircraft
applications
fAD-7«1529] . p0123 A72-16553
SUBVEILLAHCE . • - • • . - ,
NT SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE) '_ '
Air transportation system design for safety and
efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and
surveillance systems employment for blunder
prevention
P0012 .A72-11117
Synchronous satellite surveillance system for. <
transoceanic .ATC, using suboptimal /modified;
Kalman/ filter for aircraft position and
velocity computation
p0191 A72-21091
Trends in civil ATC discussing plans to increase
terminal capacity, surveillance system and use
of multiple synchronous satellites for ocean
travel efficiency improvement
p0307 A72-27103
ATC operational systems, discussing global
surveillance and voice and data communication
between aircraft and earth station
P0363 A72-311»1
Ose of multisensors in aerial
reconnaissance/surveillance missions
fAD-7333<»71 p0259 N72-18U6B
SUBVEILLAHCE SADAB
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making
problems, considering navigation, surveillance
radar, collision avoidance and ATC techniques
P0002 A72-10180
Tactical ATC display system for airport
surveillance, precision approach and landing and
operator/aircraft/machine operations by using
terminal Area Surveillance Badar
. P0020 A72-12U21
Air surveillance using satellite range-difference
measurement from noninterrogated aircraft . •
beacons for ATC . ^ •
. p0068 A72-11B26
Airborne traffic display system using beacon and -
radar surveillance network and ground computer
processing . . - ' .
P0137 A72-17329
Aircraft proximity control for ATC system using
national secondary surveillance radar /SSB/ for
CAS-PBI functions
P0137 A72-17330
Electronics and data processing technology effects
on radar state of art, discussing automated air
traffic control surveillance systems -
P0211 A72-21190
Continuous wave Doppler radar with microwave
oscillator for ATC measurements and surveillance
, p0309 A72-27U03
Secondary surveillance radar systems design and
planning for ATC application
p031» A72-28698
Surveillance radar for clutter .rejection and
signal loss reduction at airports, discussing
system design features
POU61 A72-370U6
Bearing azimuth measurement accuracy improvement
by ATC beacon system/secondary surveillance
radar using monopnlse technigue
POU61 A72-370»7
BTC 1C transponder used with secondary
surveillance radar, discussing design features
POU61 A72-370U8
ATC services configuration with secondary
surveillance radar and primary radar data
acguisition system, discussing signal processing
by automated decoder
P05H7 A72-U0288.
Air .traffic density effect on secondary
surveillance radar operation in•ATC for aircraft
identification and position determination;
proposing selective address system
P0547 A72-U0289
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development
for surveillance and ground-air communications
in support of ATC automation
p0569 A72-13151
SOHVIVAL . . ' -.
.High performance aircraft takeoff and landing
accidents, investigating^survival rates
P0193 A72-21563
Survival rates in DSAF accidents during 1965-69,
noting visual sighting as primary rescue factor
P0191. A72-21564
Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to
determine factors affecting survival of
passengers under emergency conditions'
r?iA-iH-70-16] P0150 S72-13989
Analysis of conditions and circumstances involving
survival of passengers and crew following•
ditching of .DC-9 aircraft
tBTSB-AAS-72-21 •- . • pOU65 H72-26015
Analysis of survival following crashes of military
aircraft and identification of areas for
.improvement in structural design
fAD-7393701 • p0181 H72-2704II
SOBVITAL EQDIPHEHT
Survival and flight egnipment - Conference, Las
Vegas, September 1971 ' . • •
P0193 A72-21560
Emergency systems for helicopter crew and
passenger survivability improvement, discussing
use of ejection seats, extraction systems
parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges
• : P0195 A72-21581
Emergency Life Saving Instant Exit system in
aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing,
discussing design and ground testing
• p0195 A72-21583
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
HT HAGHETIC SOSPEHSIOS
Stability and control dynamics of helicopter
hovering with heavy sling load, analyzing
maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous
motion . - - - . - •
TABS PBEPBIST 630] • pOltlS A72-31I188
SUSPENSION SYSTEHS (VEHICLES)
Deterministic optimization of aircraft
undercarriage suspension characteristics for ~ '
taxiing induced vibration minimization,*
discussing damping and stiffness functions and
hybrid computer solution
P0235 A72-23H58
Air cushion and secondary suspension for support
- and guidance of linear induction motor on
tracked research vehicle
CPB-2011110] p0219 N72-17010
SSEAT COOLING ;
Analytical method to predict coolant pressure and
airflow distribution in strut-supported
transpiration cooled vane for gas turbine engine
TNASA-TN-D-6916] p0528 H72-29003
SiBEP ANGLE
ST LEADING EDGE SBEEP-
Velocities induced by distributions of infinite
kinked sources and vortex lines representing.'
wings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible
flow
rABC-B/B-3667] p02?7 N72-19332
SBEBP EFFECT
Laminar three dimensional boundary layer
noneguilibrinn effects at hypersonic wing swept
leading edge with intensively cooled surface,
considering sweep induced crossflow effect
fVPI-E-71-231 p0020 A72-12122
SWEEPBACK
BT LEADIBG EDGE SBEEPa
SIEPT BINGS
BT ABBOV BINGS
HT DELTA BIBGS
HT SBEPTBACK BIHGS
A-016
SUBJECT IBDEX STBHETBICAL.BODIES
Subsonic linearized theory for symmetrical cranked
•ings at zero incidence, presenting corrected
formulas for streamwise and spanvise
perturbation'velocity components doe to wing
thickness
P0013 A72-11151
Increasing lift and Reynolds nanher effects on
displacement and skin friction of three
dimensional turbulent boundary layer on infinite
swept wing
pOOm A72-11395
Laminar three dimensional boundary layer
nonegnilibrinm effects at hypersonic wing swept
leading edge with intensively cooled surface,
considering sweep induced crossflow effect
rvPI-E-71-23) p0020 A72-12H22
A-300B European Airbus cantilever wing design.and
manufacture, discussing skin foroing,
skin-stringer and torsion-box assembly,
automatic riveting and root-end profile
machining procedures
P0062 A72-14301
Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on
swept wings, comparing critical Reynolds number
to straight wing value
P0356 A72-29639
Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithm for
solution to three, dimensional.nonlinear
transonic small disturbance potential eguation
for flow about swept wings
fAIAA PAPER 72-677] pOIII A72-3U063
Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings,
peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic
.flow; discussing shock tubes and wind tunnels
development • '
p0509 A72-398«6
Jet interference and lift drag ratio of swept wing
aircraft with turbofan above wing
[RAE-TB-AERO-1271] p0028 N72-10009
Influence of ^et interference on aerodynamic
coefficients of rectangular and swept wing's
mounted above the engine
p0028 N72-10010
Design programs for swept wings in subcritical,
.compressible, viscous flow
tHPL-AEHO-NOTE-1100] P0029 N72-10018
Scale1 effects in flows past swept wings at
transonic speeds •
P0073 N72-T1855
Reynolds number effects in viscous-inviscid
' interactions on transonic swept wings
p0073 N72-11856
Method for estimating transonic buffet boundary
and Reynolds number effects for straight and
swept wings
P0073 H72-11857
Transonic wind tnnnel tests of effectiveness of
high lift devices on swept and straight wings in
controlling flow separation
P007<1 H72-11860
Pressure plotting tests on swept wings for
analyzing scale effect at high subsonic speeds
. . : P0075 N72-11867
Feasibility of transonic wind tnnnel testing of
large cord swept wing panel model for simulating
wing shock location at flight Reynolds number
rNASA-TB-X-67ll1<l] P0075 N72-11870
Specifications for high Reynolds number wind
tunnel design for flow simulation in swept wing
aircraft development tests
P0077 H72-11883
Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet
loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect
ratio wing roots '
P0078 N72-11886
Rind tnnnel tests of large scale swept augmentor
wing model with and without horizontal tail
fNASA-TB-X-62029] pOOSO N72-11901
Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin
wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed
rRAE-TH-710431 p0169 072-15292
Pressure distribution on swept wing-body Junction
at supersonic speeds
fARC-H/B-3661] p0202 H72-159H9
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
wing-tail configurations in incompressible speed
range
tDLR-FB-71-5l»] p0269 N72-1902V
Pressure distribution on 45 deg swept half wing
including effectiveness of upper surface spoiler
as roll control •
CARC-CP-118aj - 'p0270 H72-19032
Noriegnilibrinm boundary layer flow at leading edge
of highly swept hypersonic infinite span wing
[PB-204710] . ,p0328 H72-20975
Wind tunnel determination of lift induced on swept
wing by two-dimensional partial-span deflected
let at Bach numbers from 0.20 to 1.30
iBASA-TB-X-2529] . p0365 H72-21997
Wind tnnnel-tests to determine low speed '
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale model
of advanced fixed wing fighter aircraft with,
thin, cranked leading edge wing
[HASA-TH-D-6919] , ' ' p0513 H72-27998
Tortex drag factor of nntapered swept wing with
part span flap, noting spanwise loading
[AHC-H/B-3695] p0527 H72-28997
Ring loading theory with wings at rest in subsonic
flow and control surface oscillating with small
amplitude
tARC-R/B-3676] p0582 N72-30994
SREPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
Rind tunnel tests of large, scale swept augmentor
wing model 'with and without horizontal tail
fNASA-TB-X-62029] ' ' pOOSO N72-11901
SREPTBACK RIHGS :
NT ARROW RIHGS
NT DELTA RIHGS
Flutter analysis and unsteady pressure fields'
induced by pitching motions of wall mounted
sweptback wing, verifying experimentally lifting
surface theory in high subsonic range
P0569 A72-U309U
The sweepback effect in the subsonic region in the
lower atmosphere and in the hypersonic region at
high altitudes
p0611 A72-4U983
Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rolling
up applied to study of straight or moderately
sweptback wings '' ":'
[ NASA-TT-F-1U1111 ' p0169 N72-15273
Shallow parallel-edge sandwich shell buckling load
calculation using Rayleigh-Ritz method, with
application to sweptback wing panels
;
'fDLR-FB-71-30] p017<( H72-15879
Pressure distribution on sweptback wing at '
subsonic speeds noting boundary layer transition
tARC-CP-1215] p0583 N72-31003
Aerodynamic characteristics and 'performance of
Russian B-4 supersonic long range aircraft
fAD-7lt<H59] p0623 N72-32051
SWIRLING ' '
Swirling flows vortex breakdown in nozzles,
diffnsers and combustion chambers, considering
analogy to boundary layer separation
pO»57 A72-36385
Swirl can, full-annulns combustion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines
[NASArCASE-LEH-11326-1] p0172 N72-15714
SRIRLIHG RAKES
0 TORBOLENT RAKES
SWITCHES
ST ELECTRIC RELAYS
NT SWITCHING CIHCDITS
SRITCBIBG
NT BEAB SRITCHIHG
SWITCHING CIRCUITS
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
p0598 A72-U3768
Eight position, solid state, rotary switch
fAD-73i»758] P0275 H72-19277
SWITCHING ELEBEHTS
U SRITCHIHG CIRCUITS
STBBOLIC PBOGBAHHING
NT COBPOTEB PHOGHiBBING'
SIBBETRICAL BODIES
NT AXISYHBETBIC BODIES
NT BODIES OF REVOLUTIOH
HI COHICAL BODIES
HT CYLINDRICAL BODIES
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS
NT SLENDER COHES
NT SPHERES
A-817
SIBCHB08ISB SUBJECT IBDEI
STBCHBOBISB
NT FBEQOENCY SYNCBBONIZATION
SYSCBBOBOTJS SATELLITES
Synchronoos satellite surveillance systei for
transoceanic ATC, osinq snboptinal Xiodified
Kalnan/ filter for aircraft position and
velocity computation
P0191 A72-21091
lerosat program for ATC and communications via
four qeostationary satellites over.Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, discussing technical and :
financial international'provisions
P0191 A72-2'1203
Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications
via stationary satellite, discussing optimum
multiple access and repeater configuration
T4IAA PAPEB 72-565] p0308 A72-27376
Geostationary satellite system for.air, navigation
via voice and data'communication, discussing
ground facilities and avionics, -
' ' . P0546 A72-40284
STHCBBOTBOB BOISE
0 ELECTBOHAGNETIC NOISE
STBOPTIC BBTEOHOLOGT ' '
Thunderstorm-associated aircraft mishaps relation
to surrounding synoptic scale meteorological
conditions, discussing storm interior condition
contribution to flight stability .ups'et
!p03«7 A72-28851
Synoptic meteorological parameters vs CAT
encountered in stratosphere by XB-70 airplane,
presenting frequency distributions and
probability tables ' •
• . • '• ' p03U9 A72-28867
Persistent intense CAT in upper level frontal .
zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical
wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity
, . . p0356 A72-29622
Russian book - Aviation meteorology. ,'
.,''', .. P0560 A72-U202U
SYHTHESIS , . , ,. •
Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester; for
turbine lubrication in jet aircraft •
pOOSO N72-11696
STBTBBTIC 'AHBATS ' ' ' ' J
Linear HP radar'antenna array aperture synthesis
for ionospherically propagated signal reception
in' airplane for achievement 'of ideal directivity
without ionospheric compensation
. ' p0551 .A72-IH080
SYBTHETIC FIBERS ' ' ' ' ' ' , - .
NT GLASS FIBEBS , ' .- . ,
NT NYLON (TBADEMABK) ' ' '
SYBTHETIC BESIBS-—
NT ACBTLIC BESINS ' ' ' . - . " . - '
NT EPOXY BESINS . . -
NT NYLON (TBADEKABK) . .. , . . . . , - . •
NT TBEBHOPLASTIC BESINS ' ' '
NT THEBKOSETTING RESINS •' '
SYBTBETIC BOBBERS
NT ELASTOHEBS ' : .
Evaluation of'. experimental membranes, nonskid
compounds, adhesives, and earth anchors used in
constructing assult type runways for military
aircraft . ' .
[AD-7298031 • ' " • ' - . p0157 N72-1H286
SYSTEB FAILDBES
Self organizing adaptive aircraft control system
with C criterion pitch axis performance and
failure compensation
:
 P0053 A72-12920
Beliability program for SAAB 37 Viggen airborne , -.
computer, discussing prototype and components -
operating tests and' failure rates . T-
P0239 172-239811
Aircraft industry product support role in time
delays minimization for aircraft operators,
discussing malfunction report,'minimum equipment
decision and fault diagnosis ...
:
'"' P0401 A72-32*56
Avionics effects on airline operations ' " ' '
timekeeping, considering gains due to
all-weather capability and engine' monitoring vs
possible losses due to eguipment failures
POU02 A72-32161
Breakdown of automatic pilots or auxiliary
stabilization systems on helicopters
;' p0082 N72-11918
Fault isolation capabilities for general purpose
digital computer used in guidance and control
applications
P0336 H72-21220
SYSTESIZiTION
D SYSTEMS ENGINEEBING
SYSTEBS ANALYSIS
Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis
.. . -Methods applied to Naval aircraft approach power
compensator systems, using pilot model concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 72-121] p0131 A72-16922
Coilisional avoidance system operation evaluation,
noting protected airspace volune requirement
p0179 A72-18835
Two-variable second order system for nnltivariable
,systems predictive control, deriving algorithm
for near time optimal control
P0185 A72-19709
Airfield surface system fast-tine computer
simulation model for airport planning systems
analysis
pbi87 A72-20311
Ground based ATC information processing systems
analysis, considering controllers work load -
p0229 A72-22778
ATC systems analysis by computerized real time
environmental simulation, taking into account
new aircraft types, navigation and:supervision
aids '•''
p0230 A72-22782;
ATC system, discussing flight data and radar
. processing functions and terminal automation
program. .
p0300 A72-25875
Complete aircraft systems reliability and
maintainability, discussing extraordinary '
variances ,causes, -faulty data inferences and
operational-testing for equipnent specifications
validation
- p03H3 A72-28358
Optimally 'sensitive' adaptive control technigues '
for systems with' unknown tine-varying' • • .
parameters, suggesting applicability to ATC
p0190 A72-37289
Synthesis and-analysis of a fly-by-wire flight
control - system:, for an F-** aircraft.'
[AIAA PAPEB 72-880r]- ' pOSOS A72-39119
System analysis and synthesis for B-52 Control
Configured Vehicle program,'discussing flutter
mode and maneuver, load'control'and augmented
stability configurations • ' • • • •
TAIAA PAPEB 72-869] p0506 A72r39130
System, analysis for an airline operational
environment through a computerized network ' '•
simulation model.
• . / p0551 A72-U1077
A systems.analysis-of subsohic:'versus supersonic
^et travel.. • • -• '- , . . - - . . •• ! :
• .- - -•. • • : p0601t A72-44580
The heavy lift helicopter - An operations
research/technology/perfprmance blend:
P0601 A72-HS581
Evaluation of airway operations systems inr ' ::
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, and Thailand with
proposed courses of action,- eguipment' . • • ; . • -
•reguirements, and economic factors in
aeronautical telecommunications
• . i p0033 N72-10171'
Procedures for predicting-pilot-vehicle-flight
control system performance -• < • • ' '
. [AD-729869] P0153 N72-1U007
Evaluation of,thrust-magnitude control for bomb'er •
defense missiles ' . , - : - • "- ' '
[AD-731812] ; p026t N72-18788
Applying systems analysis techniques to aircraft
maintenance to achieve aviation'safety
' p0268 N72-:.19017
Rain methods of fuel flow measurement and factors
for consideration in deciding on type of meter
to .use. for various requirements1 " •'
fAGABDOGBAPH-160-VOL-3] : P0431 N72-25120
Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy
transfer, and performance characteristics
: P0173 N72-26687
Systems analysis of analog and digital voice
coding techniques for use with satellite based
air traffic control system
fNASA-CB-122132] p0485 N72-27701
A-418
SUBJECT IHDEI SISTERS EHGIHEBBIBG
Design and development of electric pover supplies
for use Kith transport aircraft in 1980 to 1985
tine period - •- •. . - :
fNASA-CH-120939] p0517 B72-28028
Design analysis of nutating plate drive for 2500
horse pover helicopter rotor gearbox • :• •
riSASA-TB-X-68117] : •. P052.1. N72-28504
General problems of layout and operation of ' ••
eguipnent in aircraft power systems :
rAD-700211] , . . p0538 H72-29814
Feasibility analysis of vhole aircraft as aperture
antenna -. '
fAD-782439.] - - . : • . - . • p0575 B72-30173
Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared
.. pover, trains by application of vibration and
.acoustics technology . • • - ' •
~ ,fAp-7427351 • ...
 P0586 H72-31031
Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial
s air navigation systems
CJPRS-51241] -• -. ' • P0589 N72-31639
Design and tests of gas lubricated hydrodynamic
bearings for use in gas turbine environment ,
fAD-744844] p0645 H72-33508
SISTEBS COHFATIBILITT - •>.
Test facilities for•aeropropnlsion -systems,
emphasizing utilization, cost and technical
advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems
compatibility and test types
IAIAA- PAPEB.72-1034] • , v - poeis A72-45401
STSTEBS DBSIGi
D SYSTEMS EHGINEERIKG
STSTEBS EHGIHEEEIH6 ., . •.
Airline..Propulsion Team approach to DC-10 aircraft
pover plant design for maximum operational
effectiveness
fSAE PAPER 710778,] . . . p0006 A72-10270
Air transportation system .design for safety and
efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and
surveillance systems employment for blunder
prevention ' "- •
P0012 A72-11117
Inertial navigation, role in automatic ATC systems,
discussing path control, accuracies, . v-
environmental conditions, noise 'and air
. pollution, etc
: ... . . p0012 A72-11118
ATC system decision making problem and future '
• technological and administrative improvements
. . .•• pOOIS A72-117.18
Hicroyave aircraft.landing system development,
discussing contract definition, feasibility,
prototype development, management planning and
; t program costs
. . I p0019 A72-12377
Discrete address ATC radar beacon systemioperation
and design
P0019 A72-12378
Aircraft and spacecraft integrated.avionics
systems design vith emphasis on telemetry, •
discussing7space shuttle subsystems integration
. . , ' P0019 A72-12103
Computer-aided interactive graphic displays for'
ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow
and operational capabilities
i ' P0020 A72-12420
Concorde aircraft electrical pover systems design,
noting dc.and emergency supplies and installation
P0053 A72-12910
Services and systems integration into total
aircraft design,' considering utilization and'
type effects • •
P0055 A72-13113
Collision avoidance systems and pilot warning
instruments, minimizing cost "by pilot detection,
• evaluation^ and avoidance execution " ' - '
, t p0067 A72-14823
Aircraft collision avoidance'system design and
evaluation, developing closed form method for
system alarm rate estimation
fAIAA PAPER 72-97]' . .. pOT33 472-1691(5
Adaptive model following control systems design by
; hyperstability approach for flight control and
simulation • • • .
[AIAA PAPER 72-95] .- p013it A72-16956
Computerized Eros II airborne collision avoidance
time .fregnency system design, considering radio'
transmission, synchronization and ground stations
' p0143 A72-18247
C-5H A/B aircraft engine air particle separator
antiice system design features, manufacturing
techniques and testing '
. ' ; P0177 A72-18769
Computer simulation reguirements for air and
ground transportation system, emphasizing
mathematical models capable of system
performance relation to design parameters
• • ' • ' • • ' . ' • • p0188 A72-20362
Test pilot.role in attack aircraft avionics
systems integration consisting of head-up
display, projected map, digital computer,
inertial platform, radar and Doppler systems, etc
. P0190 A72-21012
Optimal control synthesis for linear passive
stationary' plants with' symmetrical coefficient
matrices of minimized functional
' , P0234 A72-23431
System methodology application to filter design
for inertia!'reference unit'calibration in
digital test station for FB-111 aircraft
"" ' navigation' system
P0237 A72-23820
Avionics systems electrical interface connection
design information document creation and
dissemination, using BBPRENT computer program
P0244 A72-24864
RCA SECANT aircraft collision avoidance system
avionics design using nonsynchronous technignes
p0245 A72-24866
STOL aircraft systems development coordination,
considering vehicle-design, airport facilities
and related ground environment, transportation
modes interface and airspace management
P0285 A72-25255
Design and development program for air
conditioning system of tvin engine unpressurized
"' Piper Havajo, noting flight test results
tSAE PAPER 720328] p0291 A72-25590
Integrated display system design with navigation
' 'update, Weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb
damage assessment, threat and terrain avoidance
capabilities for multicrev military aircraft
p0302 A72-26292
FAA automated ATC system, discussing subsystems
related to operational and,nonoperational
computer program components, data entry and.
display, communication', personnel and environments
- ' • ' . . ,.' . p0304 A72-27000
Aircraft electrical power systems design
• dependence on latitude, minimum weight
reguirement, reliability degree, environmental
conditions and acceleration
p03<!4 A72-28693
Secondary surveillance radar systems design and
planning for ATC application
, p034« A72-28698
Stage removal and addition effect on multistage
axial compressor for application in engine design
p0395 A72-31706
Total system approach to time scheduled aircraft
operations - Conference, London, Bay 1972
P0401 A72-32451
Integrated, airborne-ground based ins'trumentation
system for variable stability X-22A aircraft
flying qualities research, discussing telemetry,
mobile van, landing aids and airplane design
P0411 A72-33628
Airborne flight test data acgaisition system
modular design to'provide digital readings from
monitoring transducers analog signal
:
 ', ... p0412 A72-33645
Structural mode'vibration control system design
for B-1 aircraft to improve ride during
. atmospheric turbulence and terrain following
; .- ' D0453 A72-35563
Systems approach to integrated planning of
airfield pavements design, construction,
operation and maintenance, emphasizing need for
mathematical models, constitutive parameters and
limiting criteria , .
p0460 A72-36788
Surveillance radar for clutter rejection and
signal loss 'reduction at airports, discussing
system design features
pOU61 A72-37046
A computerized system for the preliminary design
of commercial airplanes.
fAIAA PAPER 72-793] . p0196 A72-38110
A-H19
SYSTEBS HiHiGEBENT SUBJECT IBDEI
'" Area 'navigation and its affect on aircraft
operation and systems design.
fAIAA PAPER 72-754] p0498 A72-38125
Designing aircraft structure for resistance and
'tolerance-to battle damage.
FAIAA PAPEB 72-773] . p0499 A72-38133
Optimal control synthesis for linear 'passive
stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient
' matrices'of minimized functional
•:-.'-" -•'•• ' p'0503 A72-3851U
Problems and solutions related to the design of .a
control augmentation system for a longitudinally
-unstable supersonic transport. *"-'
fAIAA PAPER 72-871]' '••'•'• '' p0505 A72L39128
System analysis and synthesis for Bj-52 Control
• • configured Vehicle program', discussing flutter
mode and maneuver load control and augmented '•."'•
stability configurations .• '''''.,
filAA PAPES 72-869] p0506 472-39130
Defense systems development' bas'ed on balance
between theoretical studies and hardware
prototyping for uncertainty reduction in
. ; performance and-cost- - • ' • • - -": ' ,
- ' , - - : -• .— •.•-'.,, • /<• p055i A72-40971
Future trends in air traffic control and landing.
'.' CICAS PAPER 72-041 •"' P0552 A72-1J1129
Design and development of the United Aircraft ' . ''
Research Laboratories acoustic research'tunnel.
CAIAA PAPER 72-1005] p0558 A72-41589
Aircraft hydraulic control'systems'modular design
for maintainability, emphasizing component^
removal with minimum hydraulic fluid loss*and
air entrainment . . • _" *'
p0560 A72-42294
•'• 'A near Teal time data acquisition/reduction.
- facility for'the1Boeing wind tunnels.
P0564 A72-42699
Computerized weight data storage, recording and
information'system*to aid;in;aerospace'vehicle
•^design-' ' - ' ; -'.'''- • : • • ' ' •',
tSAWE PAPER'933]' . • • • - • ' - . • • • ! ' - p0596iA:72-43li73
' .Equipment assembly design optimization by
operational versions determination and criteria
evaluation for optimal conditions, noting' rotary
••' wing design
' :•-' • • ' • > . • ' '• ' ' "P0599 A72-44'024
Systems approach 'to airport passenger 'terminal
planning. . • • • • • • • ' .': '
' - " ' - • p0605 A72-44585
SECANT midair collision avoidance system based on
nonsynchronous microsec 'pulse transmission and'
receiving via randomly selected frequency,'
describing modular components and operating
principles ' ' ' • • ' • • • ' • . - ; ' . . '
• '•• ' p0606 A72-44647
Analytical methods for.early-stage detection of
• i oil deterioration in aircraft engines
". • • : • - - • •• •'• • •''•' • pOOSO H72-11698
Feasible feel augmentation system to utilize
increased 'performance of modern helicopters
. ..•< • • - ' • • ' p'0084 1172-11931
Theory and operation of proposed helicopter IFB
flight path' control system ' • :
- p0084 1172-11933
Analysis of operational requirements' and'
feasibility of system for' precise IFR helicopter
'" "hovering .
' ' pOOBU S72-11934
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew
training program based on'systems 'approach
fAD-727055] ' p0091 K72-12064
Summaries of lecture's presented at annual national
aviation system planning review conference'
' ' rWECNB-2] p0099 B72^ .12969
Development and flight test of survivable aircraft
control system using fly-by-wire and integrated
actuator package technigues
tAD-729207] .- • • ""••- pOIOS H72-130U1
•Designs for'future-military aircraft'-crash'"'
' ' • sensors, ignition source suppression system, and
•-. automatic'activation'circoitrj •;..;.
TAD-729870] - ; p0153 H72-14006
''••Design and development of control1'augmentation
system for H'r53 helicopter ''•
' . CAD-730160] ' ; /. p015l»'H72-1<(015
Six-component strain gage sting;balance for'small
•wind-tunnel models '
-f A8L/A-HOTE-331] •'->••• : -
 P0159 N72-14462
Analysis of wiring weight, conductor weight, and
conductor losses as function of system voltage
in aircraft electrical power systems
[AD-732001] . p0207 H72-16161
Bater-glycol convective cooling system for Hach 6
hypersonic transport airframe • -
[BASA-CR-1918] p025.1 H72-18011
Effectiveness evaluation of automatic spin
prevention system for fighter aircraft
tHASA-TH-D-6670] ,. p0252 H72-18012
- . Feasibility analysis of variable speed constant
freguency inverter system using dc link.approach
for aircraft use
[AD-734067] .p0273. 1172-19065
Management planning and operation of test- \•\
facilities for effective application
 sto .;
, . development of systems and equipment for,. .
aerospace vehicles . . .
tAD-7315t8]; ' p0276;H72-19307
Application of flnidic pneumonic elements and
'systems for control of aircraft, missiles,; and
spacecraft . - . ,.
IAD-73IJ715] , . . pp277's72-193l*3
Evaluation program for freguency separated display
principle in aircraft instrument panels
CAD-735915] .. -P0334 H72-21027
Tests to determine design feasibility,,of
unsurfaced soil facilities for operations of
C-54 aircraft - , - ..
rAD-7353t41 , . p0337 H72-21398
Design of optimal feedback controller for
multivariate linear systems'having subsystem
. , sensitivity constraints
' rNASATTH-X-68041] . . p0387 N72-23195
Design of duct turbine as drive system^for 20 in.
. , . .turbofan engine simulators , , •
' r»ASA-TH-X-68081] p0428.H72T24829
Development of thrust control system for ; V
application to control'of aircraft
 Land spacecraft
fASA-CASE-HSC-13397-1] ". pO«36 N72-25595
.System 'design an'd "flight test evaluation of range
f
 only multiple aircraft.navigation system
t»D-738696V" ',' .'. . " '.; ..P0172 .H72-r26527
Design, development, and evaluation of three-axis
hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for
DH-1 helicopter
r.AD-739559] , . ,
 Sp0481 S72-27045
Analysis of secondary power system for use with
advanced rotary wing aircraft.for reliable
production of electric power ^
'-"' CAD-739II80] p0482 1172-27069
Gas seal designs for aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-739922] *. P0521:N72-28518
Design of security system for civil aviation cargo
transportation ','. , . ..'.
;' 'l . . ^  ' .'pO'526 H72-28985
, Performance tests of manual control .displays and
formats to evaluate effectiveness.in performing
precision tracking tasks . ., . ',
[AD-712127] p0532 1172-29031
.Design and evaluation of( automatic, pilot to reduce
excursions in altitude' of let transport aircraft
during atmospheric turbulence ' ,
tNASA-TN-D-6869]. .. , p0572 N72-30009
Design of single stage fan with tip speed of.1800
ft/sec and. hub/tip ratio of 0.5 for producing
pressure ratio of 2.285 to 1.
f HASA-CH-120907 ]. • . pOSBO H72-.3077U
Design of height control test equipment for VTOL
, aircraft ,-
CHAL-TR-275], . . p0588 N72-31U51
SISTEHS HABAGEBEHT
Pilots in aircraft systems management involving
machine -and air traffic environment .
P0055 A72-13119
SISTEHS STABILITT
Pod-nonnted jet engine follower force instability,
analyzing two degrees of,freedom system dynamics
, p0232 472-22938
Liaponpy functional stability analysis in
structural dynamics problems' including wave,
eguations with nonlinear damping - • -.
P0235 472-23457
T TAIL SDBF4CES , . ; .
Dynamic aspects of Fokker F-28 aircraft design.
P0566 472-42831
-4-120
SUBJECT IBDBI .TAKEOFF
Fall scale wind tunnel tests of snail anpovered
jet aircraft »ith T tail
tB4S4-TB-D-6573] ' P0030 872-10031
Development of 'technique for measuring steady
state lift loads on aircraft with T-tall ,'
configuration and determination of flutter speed
[B4E-TB-71035J , p0249 B72T17991
T-2 AIBCHAFT
Hitsubishi T-2 two-place supersonic trainer,
describing prototype airframe and propulsion
system design and operational features
P0187 472-20306
Supercritical thick wing for structural weight
reduction and increased crui- speeds flight
tested on Bavy T2-C aircraft
tSAE PAPEB 720320] p0290 A72-25583
T-33 AIRCBAFT •.• • '
 ;•
Flight test of direct side force control by rudder
deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33
airplane, noting use in dive bombing
p0310 A72-27520
'Flight experiments to determine horizontal visual
restriction effects on T-33 aircraft'front
cockpit during approaches and landings
P0395 A72-31697
Development'of direct side force control on
aircraft during flight-and application to .
improved bombing accuracy , __-_
~f AD-73529*']" p033* 872-21030
T-38 AIBCBAFT .. ,
Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on
operation of control surface servovalyes
installed on TJ38 aircraft
[AD-734259] : p0271'872-19042
Evaluation of modified instrument lighting system
' installed in T-38 aircraft '
[AD-737121] ' p0385 B72-23043
T-53 EBGIHE
Portable1 self contained ultrasonic field '-
inspection eguipment for nondestructive crack
detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks
._' p0009 A72-10814
Betalloqraphic and fractoqraphic analyses'of
cracking in T53-L13 gas turbine engine '. .
compressor disks " . . . , -
" ' ' p0010 472-710816
T-63 EHGIHB ' ' , . - ; ' •
T63/250 engine program current status, covering
turboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing '
aircraft powerplant models and^applications
[SAB PAPEB 7203501 p0292 A72-25601
TABLES (DATA)
• Graphs and tables of service cost for' intraurban
transportation system
fBASA-CB-114341] ' p0036 B72-10985
Documentation of data used in intraurban
transportation analysis appendix .
rNASA-CR-11*3*3] ' ' ' p0036 872-10987
Prediction tables of air carrier operations" at
large and medium hubs ' '
fEC-2001 p0105 B72-.13021
Tables and graphs of canopy geometry effects, on
drag coefficients in cross parachutes
.fAD-731023] p0167 '.B72-15017
Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas
turbine engines - tables
[PB-207107] ' p0435 872-25589
Tables on ranking, air carrier' passenger
enplanements for fiscal year 1971 .
• • • • • ' p0526 872-28981
TACAB
Tactical iTC display system for airport ...
surveillance, precision approach and landing', and
operator/aircraft/machine operations by using
terminal Area Surveillance'Badar
'' . p0020. 472-12*21.
VOB, Direct Measuring Equipment and T4CAN 'polar
coordinate radio navigation systems history,
improvements and future development
p0022 A72-12646
Operational reguirements for VORTAC system
improvements, including precision VOB, ,
navigation broadcast, DHE capacity and CAS
signals synchronization
P0138 472-17336
Integrated inertial-VOB-DHE or inertial-T4CAB
navigation system, presenting slant,range and
bearing adjustment procedure via least squares
method ' •
, . pO»16 A72-3*136
Digital computers for navigation and guidance
systems and fire control systems in tactical
aircraft
p0336 B72-21227
. Development of method for determining distance
measuring eguipment traffic at Tacan sites under
saturated- and non-saturated conditions
[AD-737038] . - • . . . p0377 H72-22663
TACTICAL AIB lAVIGATIOH
0 TACAB. . . . .
TACTICS ... .
Game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft
turning tactics competition in pursuit combat,
using minimax technigue .
C4IAA PAPEB 72-950] p0563 A72-*2359
TAGGIBG . - ' ' . . - . . ' ' • . . ' . - . . • ?,. .-.7
0 HAEKIBG . . .
TAIL ISSEBBLIES . •
Antitorque devices to replace tail rotor on single
rotor shaft-driven helicopters
CAD-729860] p0152 B72-1*001
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
, wing-tail configurations in incompressible speed
.„ range . .
fDLB-FB-71-5*] ' p0269 H72-1902*
TAIL HODHTI1GS. , ..
0 T4IL ASSEHBJ.IES .
TAIL PLARES " ' . • .
D .HOBIZOBTAL TAIL SDBFACES
TAIL SDBFACES . . . . .
BT HOBIZOHTAL TAIL SOBFACES
BT SWEPTB4CK TAIL SDBFACES .' .
;BT I TAIL SDBFACES
Onsteady aerodynamic loadings,of. flexible aircraft
with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in
supersonic flow
T&Iii PAPEB 72-378] ,- , p0287 472-25*02
Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces
flow characteristics determination for stress
:.- calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere
" ' ,,: - •.. , • • ; • • • - • - , - P0359 A72r3028*
Problems of interference between oscillating
.» surfaces in subsonic flow .
P0598 A72-*3809
D,ynaBic elastic stability of finned beam
streamlined by, supersonic gas flow with
application to aircraft empennage
rAD-736187] p0369 B72-22033
TAILS (ASSEMBLIES) . ..
0 TAIL ASSEMBLIES . . . .
TAKEOFF ...
BT VEBTICAL TAKEOFF . , , • . •
Aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight
phases, emphasizing takeoff and landing and man
machine system reliability - - '
. P0361 472-30815
D.S.S.B. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and
landing.minimum conditions for cloud ceilings
and visibility range for various aircraft
. • characteristics and eguipment
. . . - . ' . ; • . ' • . ' • • • • • P0361 472-30820
Meteorological and takeoff and landing information
transmission by proposed automated
meteorological and..information service,
discussing air-ground data link
: p0547 472-40287
Boise reduction for climbing takeoff and V/STOL
aircraft affecting stability
CDLB-FB-71-101
 :. . P0042 B72-11040
Helicopter lift margin system to aid in
,'. determining power reguirements- for takeoff and
landing . . . . . .
riP.-725207] ' pOO*3 B72-11053
Lift, devices for improved takeoff :and landing--
performance of civil'transport aircraft
,--- P0102 B72-12997
. Force survival model for analysis of strategic
bomber basing concepts in prelannch survival- mode
fADT732193]-,' . .; . . p0217 B72-16991
Evaluation of takeoff and landing performance of
. commercial STOL airplanes " •;« •
[HASA-TT-Fri1*166] •:- • , p0269 B72-19023
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 7*7 aircraft
.during takeoff from San Francisco International
Airport on,30.July 1971 .
rNTSB-AAR-72-17] ' p0573 B72-30012
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 737 aircraft
during takeoff from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
4-*21
TAKEOFF BOBS SUBJECT IBDEI
P0611 H72-330U2
airport on 19 Jal. 70
tPB-208660]
TAKEOFF BOBS
Atmospheric temperature and pressure altitude
effects on runway lengths and aircraft takeoff
weights
T4SCE PBEPBIBT 12IJ2] p0002 A72-10193
TO-154 lift and drag augmenting devices foe
takeoff and landing characteristics improvement
pQ056 A72-13Q72
High performance aircraft takeoff and landing
accidents, investigating survival rates
P0193 472-21563
Buccaneer Bk 2 and P-PK Phantom takeoff and
landing performance improvement doe to boundary
layer control by leading and trailing edge bloving
P0233 A72-22973
Turbulent jets effectiveness in protection of
aircraft surfaces from rain, describing wind
tunnel simulation of takeoff and landing
p02«7 A72-25137
Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft
with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff
thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption
efficiency
C&SHE PAPEB 72-GT-1051 p0299 A72-25670
Application of electronic data processing airport
analysis in airlines operations and for
manufacturers.
pO<!89 A72-37277
Change in aircraft congestion due to introduction
of STOL aircraft into airport operation
pOU76 H72-27007
Development of thrust augmentor device to assist
in takeoff of jet aircraft
p0538 B72-29810
Development of mathematical models for estimating
takeoff distance over barriers between thirty
and fifty feet high
fEG-S/l-AHEBD-i) p0619 H72-3201U
Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low
:altitudes and effect on aircraft daring landing
approach and takeoff
P0621 N72-32030
Analysis of factors affecting lateral-directional
handling gnalities of aircraft during short
takeoff flight
P0621 N72-32033
Analysis of aircraft noise generation and
optimization of flight paths to minimize effects
of aircraft noise during takeoff
rNASA-TT-F-144681 P0622 N72-32012
TAKEOFF SISTEHS
0 AIRCRAFT LAOUCHIHG DEVICES
TANDBH IIBG AIBCEAFT
Tail first /canard/ and tanden wing configurations
for natural STOL, discussing low cost aerial
work aircraft • ' '
P0113 A72-18285
Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces
on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, using two '
dimensional model
' P0186 A72-20101
TABKEB AIECBAFT
Development of training program for 8F-1C aircraft
aerial refueling training based on computer
.systems data '
r&D-736H091 P0370 B72-22037
TABKEBS
Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard •
supertankers during cleaning operation and
electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft
during passage through heavy rain, noting water
drop disintegration
P0611 A72-44979
T4HICS (COBTAIHEBS)
ST ?DEL TASKS
NT PROPELLANT TANKS
NT DING TANKS
TAPE BEBGIBG
D DATA PROCESSING
0 HAGHETIC TAPES
TAPE BECOEDEES
The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for
fatigue life monitoring.
P01t9 A72-3W812
Hethods for analysis of oscillatory pressure
measurements with magnetic tape recording and
digital, transfer function analyzer
IABC-CP-1205] p053« B72-2921I8
TAPBBBD ilHSS
0 SBEPT BIBGS
TABE (DATA BEDOCTIOH)
0 DATA BEDOCTIOB
TAB6BT ACQOISITIOB
Stochastic' optimization of airborne laser seeker
system design parameters to maximize target
acquisition probability through regression
analysis of data from computerized model
P0242 472-20682
Passive detection radar system for bombers,
calculating target distance during horizontal
flight
P0302 A72-26316
Tactical aircraft weapon system development,
describing navigation, target acquisition,
release point guidance and delivery modes
[AIAi PAPEB 72-896] pOSOS A72-39107
TABGET DBOBE AIHCBAFT
BT JIHDIVIK TABGET AIBCBAFT
BQB-34A and E/F target drone aircraft versatile
automatic flight control system flight test
program and results for basic and advanced
flight nodes
p0125 A72-16663
Eesonance tests of target aircraft fitted with
wing tip pods using multipoint excitation method
CABL/SH-371] p0465 N72-26012
TAB6ET PBBBTBATION
0 TEBHINAL BALLISTICS
TAEGETS
BT OIBDIVIK TABGET AISCEAFT
Effects of differential target velocity,
horizontal or vertical plane conditions, and air
traffic controller experience on intersection
time estimation accuracy of converging targets
fiD-7151191 ' p0630 B72-326«9
TASK COHPIEIITI
Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise
control in complex tasks, discussing clarity,
stability and readability of CUT images
pO!t03 A72-32632
TASK SEQDEBCEBS
U CONTBOL EQUIPHEHT
TAIIIHG
Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system
p0229 A72-22779
Deterministic optimization of aircraft
undercarriage suspension characteristics for. .
taxiing induced vibration minimization,
discussing damping and stiffness functions and
hybrid computer solution
P0235 A72-23458
ICAO standardized taxiing guidance and airports
surface traffic control procedures
P0210 A72-21171
Heasurement of three track runway and taxiway
profiles at two international airports
rBASA-TH-D-6567] pOO<H N72-11038
Feasibility analysis of active vibration isolation
in landing gear system of aircraft to reduce
wing fatigue from ground induced vibration
during taxiing
rAD-730141] p0155 N72-1II016
Operational evaluation of device for measuring
aircraft taxi speed and distance to determine
accuracy and limitations
tAD-730096] p0219 N72-17009
Measurement of three track runway and taxiway
profiles for determining effect of surface
conditions on airplane response to ground
roughness
CNASA-TN-D-6932] p0622 B72-320Q5
TDB SATELLITES
Bodels applied to predict communication system
performance for aircraft/TDBS and meteorological
satellite/TDSS relay
[BASA-CB-1222951 P0091 H72-12086
TEACHIB6
D EDUCATION
TEACHING BACBIBBS
Instructor station design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
informational requirements
P0183 A72-19277
A-422
SUBJECT IBDEI TECBBOLOGT JSSESSHEHT
TECHNIQUES
D METHODOLOGY • • .
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
Commercial transport market and technology . "
forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SST
and CTOL aircraft ' . -
r SAE P1PEB 710750] p0003 A72-10219
Technological forecasting method evaluation for E
and D planning, fitting trend curves to sets of
technological data ' "
- • • " • -
 ;
 P0186 A72-20268
•Technology forecasting and risk assessment in
V/STOL' transport area, examining mission issue's
and selection criteria
P0228 A72-22173
'Technological, forecasting and long range planning
in transportation, considering roles of expert
opinion, trend extrapolation,' 'normative models
and social impact • ' -' . '
'•" " ' . P0302 A72.T.26285
Air transport development between the",OK and
Europe - The next twenty years.
- . ' " ' ' ' ' p0162'A72-37092
Economic impact of applying advanced .technologies
to transport airplanes.' . '
fAIAA PAPER. 72-7581 p6l»99 A72-38128
German monograph - Model-analytical investigation
of short-haul^air traffic with VT^L aircraft in
the Federal Republicof'Germany. . '
'
;
 P0569' A72-13068
Conference on technological concepts'for future .
transport aircraft developments in civil aviation^
fNASA-SP-292] „. . . P0102 872-12995,;'
Advanced technologies for.future transport '
aircraft concepts in'civil aviation' .. .:
-• • ' . ' ' ' ' • " ' . . P0102 N72-12996
Lift devices for'improved takeoff and landing
performance of civil transport aircraft :
• ' ' P0102 1172-12997. ,
Subsonic and transonic aerodynamic.,design '.' /„'
characteristics of'advanced civil aircraft
technology' ' . ' ' . ' "'.' ' , •
 d - '.'
; ' ' '•' •'' P0102 N72-12998
Supersonic aerodynamic design technology for civil ,
aircraft ' .
P0102-N72-12999 "
Aerodynamic technology for developing hypersonic
cruise aircraft ' " .
' . ' * ' . ' P0103 B72L13doO
Forecasting trends in subsonic and supersonic
propulsion aircraft technology ,
' '' " ' ' . ' . P0103 W72-13002
Development of scramjet with airbreathirig engine
for cruise application . ,
" ' ' ' ' P0103 R72-13003
Forecasting technology of'a'ircraft structural
components'for hypersonic cruise flight .
P0103 S72-13001
Forecasting of structural materials"usage in
future aircraft designs
• '. ' • , . P0103' S72-13005
Choice of materials, configurations, and load..
factor 'in aircraft design against fatigue and
''fracture ' ' ' "
'•" . ' ',, ' 'pO'103 .H72-13006
Computerized structural analysis and integrated
design of future aircraft .
'' . P.010U N72-13007
Advanced control technology for future civil
aircraft configurations ' . . . .
P010«- N72-13008
Technological forecasting for advanced
airport-airplane interface transportation systems
''..'' ... P0101 N72-13009
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
. interface reguirements :
p0104 N72-.13p.10 .,•
Technologies, of computerized'flight management and
control systems, automated communications
systems, and navigation and surveillance systens
in future avionics . ,
p010» H72-13011
Technological and operational methods in aircraft
noise abatement . .
. .. . pOlOf) H72-13012
Technology assessments for advanced aircraft
performance, utility, safety, and public
acceptance .
P01011 H72-13013
Advanced technologies for improved direct lift let
V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and
performance
.. , , • P0101 N72-1301U
Technological developments for improved helicopter
design and operational capabilities
,: . P0105 S72-13015
Advanced technology applications for improving
STQL transport aircraft*aerodynamics,
propulsion, structure, and flight dynamics
P0105 N72-13016
Advanced technologies for subsonic-transonic
, conventional takoff and landing transport
aircraft development
pOIOS N72-13017
Technology advances for second generation-
, , supersonic transports
. - p0105 N72-13019
Technological forecasting for development of
hypersonic transports
.... ,. ' P0105 B72-13020
Research and development of advanced technologies
for future air. transportation needs
[EVENT-118]
 ; . . P0111 N72-13581
European unity and cooperation for development of
advanced aerospace technology
':rNiSA-TT-F-1435t] , . -p0526 N72-28980
Definition, analysis and identification of
technical and economic sensitivities and -
interfaces,for integrated SPS for advanced
subsonic transports.! . •
fNASA-CS-112103] . . p0575 H72-30031
TECHNOLOGIES
NT HASINE TECHNOLOGY ' .
NT MILITARY TECHNOLOGY .
Scientific and technological research prelects
' • ' , . , , , • p0257 N72-18212
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
STOL transport aircraft technology assessment,
analyzing- airports growth problems
[SAE PAPER 710751] . . , pOOOl A72-10250
Industry assisted state of art assessment of high
lift tuirbofan configurations for OSAF STOL
tactical transport technology program
" ^ SiE PAPER 710758] - ,; . .:• pOOOU A72.-10255
National Aviation System technology, discussing
wide body lets, smokeless tnrbofans, all-weather
. operational capability, collision avoidance and
noise reduction • .< •
- . . . . p0067 A72-1482U
Aircra'ft air breathing propulsion technology,
discussing two-place aircraft, turbofan power
plants, helicopter engines and V/STOL, CTOL,
subsonic transports and supersonic aircraft
P0067 A72-11825
Civil aircraft technological constraints and
reguirements, discussing noise, congestion and
performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOL,
•-VTOL, - hypersonic and supersonic transports
P0115 A72-15771
Aircraft and reusable spacecraft propulsion
systems current status and future development,
discussing noise and exhaust emission problems,
V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc
p0127 A72-1673S
Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general
aviation weather dissemination technigues,
. stressing design variables and time periods
P03U9 A72-28871
Civil aviation approach and landing guidance
systems evolution, discussing ILS development,
state of art and future reguirements
p0350 472-29011
V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air
•traffic, discussing present technology and
investment costs in comparison with advanced'
ground transportation systems
p0357 A72-30076
Hovercraft state of development and utilization
potential, comparing performance to other
transportation modes
p0361 472-30818
Aeronautical communication satellite technical and
economic survey, considering wave propagation,
noise, aircraft antennas and VHP and DBF links
P0393 A72-31180
Helicopters technical and marketing projections
for 1980s, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and maneuverability in design
A-*23
TECBHOLOGY TRANSFER SUBJECT IHDEI
philosophy
P0<419 A72-3H926
Vibration technology: Balancinq flexible rotors;
Conference, Techniscbe Universitaet Berlin,
Berlin, Sest Gernany, March 23, 2t, 1970,
Summaries
POU56 A72-3606*
Polish aircraft industry production and
fabrication techniques, discussinq metal
working, diqital controlled machining and cost
redaction
pOa61 A72-37010
Advanced subsonic transport technoloqy.
POH91 A72-37677
Propulsion technoloqy advance factors, stressinq
noise and exhaust emissions reduction, economic
considerations and aircraft performance
pO«91 A72-37679
Fluidics - A potential technoloqy for aircraft
engine control.
pO»9U A72-38017
B-52 test vehicle fliqht demonstration proqram for
control confiqured vehicles /CCV/ technoloqy
concepts validation, notinq qross weight reduction
TAIAA PiPEB 72-747] p0898 A72-38123
Boron fiber reinforced composites technoloqy
assessoent and utilization, stressinq cost
reduction
riCAS PAPER 72-301 p055<l A72-t1155
An assessment of enerqy absorbing devices for
prospective use in aircraft impact situations.
P0565 A72-«276<(
Survey and analysis of application of
nondestructive inspection methods to aircraft
structures
fAGABD-B-587-71] p0278 B72-195U1
Assessment of aircraft emission control technoloqy
and feasibility analysis of various control
methods
CPB-2048781 : P0333 872-21017
TECHNOLOGY TBAHSFER
Spacecraft display technoloqy applied to aircraft
quidance and control displays
P0375 S72-22611
Technical utilization and transfer of chemical
discoveries to solvinq aeronautical problems'
fHASA-TB-X-62186] p'0587 H72-311<»<l
TECBHOLOGY DTILIZATIOH
ATC technoloqy impact on fliqht operations and
public value of aviation, discussing microwave
landinq system economic aspects
p0065 A72-1«810
Rater based offshore and floatinq island airports
planninq and construction, discussing economic,
technical and social aspects
P0126 472-16695
Automated navigation aids interface with human
operator, discassinq Apollo flight experience
and technology utilization in air and marine
navigation
p01»1 A72-18288
Semifinished product production technoloqy
influence on heat resistant alloys mechanical
properties, considering forging, rolling,
casting, melting, diffusion welding and powder
metallurgy
p01«7 A72-186H7
Nicrovave equipment and technoloqy application for
instrument landinq, terminal ATC, millimeter
. wave CAT detection and satellite communications
P0239 A72-2K036
Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technoloqy
application to general aviation propeller driven
twin engine aircraft, discussing wing loading
and aspect ratio optimization
fSAE PAPER 720337] p0291 A72-25595
Commercial applications of quiet light aircraft
technoloqy, discnssinq cost and noise reduction
fSAE PAPEfi 720339] P0292 A72-25596
Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites
application to aircraft structural design,
discussing flight test and developmental programs
p0302 A72-26234
Surface integrity machining practices application
to let engines production, noting cost reduction
and process selection and quality control
improveaent
fASB PAPER B 72-27.2] P0311 A72-28163
Worldwide satellite navigation system for precise
position and velocity of military aircraft,
ships and ground vehicles
P03K5 A72-2875.8
Slant Visual Bange/Approach Light Contact Beight
Beasnrement System utilizing state of art
technoloqy for airport applications
P03Q7 A72-28818
High cruise altitude operational advantages for "
commercial transport aircraft utilizing
technological innovations in structures,
propulsion, controls, avionics and aerodynamics
P0319 A72-28875
Long range transport aircraft structures and
composite materials technology for airframe and
engine 'systems
tAIAA PAPER 72-362] p0350 A72-28955
Hovercraft state of development and utilization
potential, comparing performance to other
transportation modes
P0361 A72-30818
Navy program for composites technology development
in aircraft structures, discussing design,
reliability and cost
fASBE PAPEB 72-DE-3] p0362 A72-30860
Time/frequency technoloqy application to reliable
aircraft collision avoidance system, discussinq
precision time-ordered techniques, frequency
control and synchronization and flying clocks
p0396 A72-32072
Flexible wing applications to passenger and cargo
transport, discussing gliding and soaring sport,
emergency use, powered flight, rocket payload
" recovery, etc
pO<106 A72-33182
S-64 Skycrane helicopter current and anticipated
applications in commerce and industry,
considering loqqing operations in ecoloqically
sensitive or rugged areas, bridge construction,
etc
POU06 A72-33185
F-100 and- F-U01 turbofan engine design and
development for F-15 and F-14, discussinq
impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder
metallurgy and metal composites, etc
pO«42 A72-31390
Economic impact of applying advanced technologies
to transport airplanes.
CAIAA PAPER 72-758] pO«99 A72-38128
Advanced technology applications to present and
future transport aircraft.
C A I A A PAPER 72-759] posio A72-U0051
Boron fiber reinforced composites technoloqy -.
assessment and utilization, stressinq cost
reduction
flCAS PAPEB 72-30] p055l» A72-1UT55
Solutions to transportation problems usinq
time/frequency technoloqy.
p0606 A72-1I1619
Control configured fighter and bomber aircraft
based on flight control technology, discussing
development programs
p061« A72-15386
Cryogenic and liquid metal technology applications
in industry and for ground transportation
CNASA-TB-X-68092] pOH86 N72-27737
Technical utilization and transfer of chemical
discoveries to solvinq aeronautical problems
tHASA-TB-X-62186] p0587 N72-31111
TBLECOHBOSICATIOH
HI AIRCRAFT COHBDNICATIOH
NT BROADCASTING
NT COLOR TELEVISION
NT DATA LINKS
NT GROOND-AIR-GROOND COBBONICATIONS
NT HBLTICHASBEL COBBOSICATION
NT PULSE COBBONICATION
NT BADIO COBSOHICATIOS
NT RADIO TELEBETBI
NT SATELLITE TELEVISION
NT SPACE COBBONICATIOB
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
NT SPACECRAFT COHBONICATION
NT TELEBETRT
ST TRANSOCEANIC COBBONICATIOB
NT VOICE COBBONICATION
Evaluation of airway operations systems in
Indonesia, Laos, Balaysia, and Thailand with
proposed courses of action', equipment
A-«2«
SUBJECT IHDBI TBHPBRATORB EFFECTS
reqoirements, and economic factors in
aeronautical telecommunications
p0033 B72-10171
TBLEBETEBS
0 TELBHETRI
TBLEHETRY
Aircraft and spacecraft integrated avionics
systems desiqn with enphasis on telemetry,
discussing space shuttle subsystems integration
p0019 472-12403
Scientific balloon data management system,
discussing airborne and ground station eguipment
for telemetry, command and flight control
P0060 472-13725
Automated telemetry system providing real time
analytical capability and reduction of flight
test time for F-14
p0063 A72-14592
Cloud base altitude measurement by optical
telemetry using TUN 1000 apparatus, noting
reduced maintenance
• P006H A72-14691
Automated meteorological telemetry and
interrogation response system vith terminal
extensions for Paris airport
p0064 A72-14695
Potential value of turn-rate telemetry in tracking
of aircraft equipped with discrete address
beacon system /DABS/ for ATC, discussing
tracking algorithms design
p0489 A72-37282
Real time telemetry processing systems, describing
display features and limitations
TAIAA PAPER 72-783] pOSOO A72-38142
Hathematical models of rate gyros, servo
accelerometers, pressure transducers, and
telemetry systems and analog computer simulation
programs
CNASA-CB-1768] p0034 N72-10401
Hiniature capacitive accelerometer for use in free
flight wind tunnel telemetry
rNASA-TH-X-2644] P0589 N72-31460
TELEHETBT ADTO BEDDCTIOH SISTER
D DATA REDUCTION
0 TELEMETRY
TELETYPEWRITER SISTERS •
Cathode ray tube terminals for air traffic control
teletypewriter systems
fAT-7330-OTI p0626 N72-32183
TELSVISIOH CAHEBAS
Low level light TV camera with Si intensifier
target tube for fire control system to improve
AH-1G Cobra helicopter night reconnaissance and
attack capabilities
P0152 A72-35555
Design of color television camera for use on
helicopters
[NHK-LABS-NOTE-142] p0109 N72-13360
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
Design and development of six-degree-of-freedom
visual approach and landing simulator for
training F-105 pilots
fAD-733240] P0257 N72-18267
TELEVISION SISTERS
NT COLOR TELEVISION
NT SATELLITE TELEVISION
Low light television camera tubes application to
navigation safety in congested areas,
reconnaissance and other watchkeeping system
P0181 A72-19070'
TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
Shaped coverage patterns with satellite array
antennas.
p0550 A72-40884
TELLEGEH THEORY
D NETWORK SYNTHESIS
TELLURIC FIELDS
0 ELECTRIC FIELDS
TELLOBIOH ALLOIS
Cd-Te photodetectors for high temperature infrared
detectors of aircraft engine fires
TAD-73U7851 P0278 N72-19536
TEBFBBATE REGIONS
Test flights into weather at midlatitudes and
tropical systems with airborne OHEGA navigation
system, discussing E field and H field antennas
P0353 A72-29203
TEHPEBATDRE
NT ATMOSPHEBIC TEMPEBATDBE •
NT GAS TEHPERATOBE
NT IGNITION TEHPERATOBE
NT SDBFACE TEHPEBATORE
NT TBANSITION TEHPERATURE
TEHPEBATDRE CONTROL
Aircraft cockpit electrical heating system,
converting three phase ac energy from alternator
with economy and safety
fSAE PAPER 720329] p0291 A72-25591
Turbine inlet gas temperature limiting systems
design and operation in turboprop engines,
describing blocking mechanism, delaying element
and altitude compensation
P0311 A72-27863
Time constant of aircraft gas .turbine engines gas
temperature regulating system, using two
thermocouples with different rise times
P0351 A72-29138
Design, development, and evaluation of active
cooling systems for Bach six hypersonic
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-1917] p0368 N72-22024
Development of Hylar enclosure for maintaining
temperature of balloon-borne batteries and
electronic modules
fNASA-CASE-GSC-11620-1] p0644 H72-33379
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
0 TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
TBHPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber,
investigating swirl vane air flow rate effects
on circumferential nonuniformity of gas
temperature field at outlet
P0314 A72-28132
Aircraft engine components fatigue life assessment
under small cycle temperature conditions,
including temperature field and stress-strain
determination in critical spot
P0358 A72-30279
Method for estimating eguilibrium temperature
distribution on flat plates, wedges, cylinders,
and cones in constant velocity flight in air
fESDO-69012] P0648 N72-33938
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Thermoelastic effect on flutter and vibration of
built up delta wings with solid, stiffened and
honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins
TAIAA PAPER 72-1741 p0128 A72-16834
Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme
temperature, pressure and filtration conditions,
considering viscosity, wear and corrosion
resistance - .
P0135 A72-17084
High turbine entry temperature effects on gas
turbine engine specific power and fuel
consumption, noting thrust/weight ratio increase
in turbojet and turbofan engines
P0187 A72-20311
Rind shear, turbulence, precipitation,
temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on
airport capacity, suggesting weather data
integration into ATC system for pilots information
P0192 A72-21521
Aircraft gas turbine engines exhaust emission
characteristics identification, considering
ambient temperature and humidity effects
fASME PAPER 72-GT-75] - p0297 A72-25657
Hot corrosion effects on Iriconel-700 and Inconel-X
gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high
sulfur concentration residual oil fuels
TASHE PAPER 72-GT-87] p0298 A72-25662
Ti alloys fatigue strength, stress concentration
sensitivity and grain sizes effects at normal
and high temperature under cyclic loads
P0304 A72-26821
Silicone based elastomers acoustic excitation
damping properties at 213-423 K, discussing
testing technique and results at 200-1000 Hz
p0351 A72-29090
Temperature dependent elastoplastic wing
assemblies and continua analysis via matrix
displacement method
P0413 A72-33791
Specific fuel consumption and specific thrust
optimization methods in turbofan cycles, noting
optimum fan pressure ratio increase with turbine
inlet temperature
A-425
TEBPBBATDBE FIELDS SUBJECT IHDEI
pfll)92 472-377116
Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces
boundary layer stability and aerodynamic
characteristics, noting stall angle reduction
and drag increase from wind tunnel tests
flliA PAPEB 72-960] p0562 472-12357
Tvo-dimensional node! for thermal compression.
P0567 472-12868
Strength of a cylindrical shell of variable
thickness located in a temperature field
P0597 472-43653
Gas turbine blade models of heat resistant ZhS6K
alloy under operational temperature variations,
observing fatigue strength
pQ598 A72-43735
Aircraft gas turbine engine controllers and fuel
pump testing under extreme fuel temperatures,
noting cavitation characteristics
P0601 472-1*287
Studying temperature response of metal plate to
steady electric arc for determining possible'
damage to aircraft, structures by lightning
[D180-1U190-1] P0203 1172-15962
Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on
operation of control-surface servovalves '
installed on T-38 aircraft
rAD-7342591 p0271 N72-19012
TEHPEBATOBE FIELDS
0 TEHPEB4TDEE DISTBIBDTION
TEBPBBATOBE GBADIEHTS .
Horizontal temperature variations relation to
stratospheric CAT based on U-2 flight data
P0228 472-221138
Lower stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature gradients from BB-57F aircraft
meteorological measurements
P0319 472-28864
Numerical analysis of convective heat transfer
within aircraft structure cavities for various
conditions of flow
rARL/SB-BEPT-3301 p0113 N72-13913
Stratospheric turbulence and temperature gradient
measurements for supersonic transport flights
fNRC-12318] p0159 N72-14379
TESPEBATDBE INDICATOBS
. 0 INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
0 TEBPBRATOBE BEASDBING INSTBUBENTS
TEBPEBATDBE IHSTROBBNTS
U TEMPEB4TUBE BE4SDEING INSTBOHENTS
TEBPEHATOBE INVEBSIOHS . ' ' '••
NT CENTEIFUGING STBESS .
NT STHDCTOBAL STRAIN
TEBPEE4TOBE BEASDEEBEHT
Gas turbine blade temperature measurement by••
radiation pyrometer, discussing thermal• •
radiation sensing and fiber optics transmission,
signal processing and real time temperature
characteristic display >,
fSAE PAPEE 7201591 P0136 A72-17321
Nozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects on
free hypersonic jet exhaust properties
. p0029 N72-10013
Development of radiation pyrometry techniques for
measuring first stage blade temperature in gas
turbine engines . i. • . •
riD-7308371 pO 170 ,1172-1 5119
Heat transfer characteristics of chordvise-finned,
impingement and film cooled turbine vane in four
vane static cascade • •
f SAS&-TM-X-211771 . P017U 872-15909
Development and evaluation of fluidic turbine
inlet gas temperature sensors
rN4L-TB-265] pOISU N72-271I28
Infrared photographic apparatus and rotating. •
systems, for measuring surface 'temperature of
turbine vanes and blades
. FNASA-TB-X-68100] p0575 N72-30247
TBBPEBiTOBE BEASOBIBG IBSTBDBESTS
NT OPTICAL PYEOBETEBS , '
NT RADIATION PyROBETEES
Nondestructive tests of fuel filters and other
turbine parts, using thermography
fAD-743081] . . P0591 1172-31787
TEBPBBATOBE PHOTOBETEBS . :
D TEHPEBATOEE BEASDBISG INSTEDBENTS
TEHPEBATDBE PBOFILES
High level Canberra flight for three dimensional
picture of wind and temperature fields, showing
CAT, gravity waves and smooth flight
characteristics
P0311 472-27709
TEBPEBATDBE SEBSOBS
NT THEBBISTOBS
Turbine inlet temperature sensor for gas turbine
engines,.using noble metal thermoelements with
high signal level
fS4E P4PEB 720160] p0136 472-173_22
Turbine engine sensors for high temperature"
applications.
p0495 172-38048
Flnidic beat sensors for measuring fuel'
temperature in jet engines
' ' ' p0600 472-41280
TEBPEBITOSE TEAHSDOCBBS ' ;
0 TEBPER4TOBE BE4SOBING IHSTBOBENTS
D TEBPEB4TDBE SENSOBS
TENNESSEE • "' '
Community-reaction to-aircraft noise in vicinity
of airports in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and'Beno,
Nevada " • ' ' '
fN4S4-CE-2101] P0573 H72-30011
TESSILE CBEEP
Statistical analysis of tensile strength and creep
data on gas turbine engine alloys '
FJPBS-56002] . 'p0428 N72-24824
TBBSILE PBOPEBTIES .
Stress and strain history at point of stress
concentration to determine effects of spectrum
block size in fatigue'testing ' '
TAD-72616U] I P0098 N72-12928
Thermal, tensile, and creep rupture properties of
nickel based alloys?for airfoils '
fNASA-TB-X-68051V p0425°N72-24585
TEHSILE STBEHGTH
Ti-alloys for aircraft structures, emphasizing
•weldability, tensile fatigue and residual
strengths; shear-carrying gualities and'fuselage
shell design '• • . • ' • ' •
P0058 A72-13616
Statistical analysis of tensile strength and creep
data on gas turbine engine alloys-
-. C JPBS-56002] •'• " ' • - ' p0428 H72-24821I
TENSILE STBESS- ' '•
Welding airframe structures in titanium'nsinq •
-••tensile loading to overcome distortion.
' . p'0611 A72-15000
TENSILE TESTEBS ' . j -• '..
0 TENSILE TESTS ' ' ' "
TENSILE-TESTS
Constant high tensile'stress-and rapid aerodynamic
beating effect on maraginq steels and Ti and '41
'alloys, evaluating test and simulation
•procedures for'design data 'development' ' -' '
• " '.' ' p0009 '472-i67»9
Statistical evaluation for "forged1-jet engine'parts
tensile tests cost reduction, using regression
analysis ' , • . ( ' , •
, p0181 472-191181
TENSION TESTEBS ' - • • •'•'••• " ' ' ! '"
0 TENSILE TESTS- . > -.11 . . . . . .
TEHSOHETEBS ' '•'•' -! ' '
Beasuring technigue importance for aircraft B and
D, emphasizing guartz"tensometer, digital ; ;-
control and- signal processing - ' '''•
. , • . •- - ' • ' ' 'p0359 -472-30286
TENSOB 4N4LTSIS
Perturbation -metho'ds in''atmospheric-flight :
mechanics. • • '•
' '• ' p061U'472-U5350
TEBHIN4L B4LLISTICS : '.,.'"
'-Theoretical analysis of fuel ignition by hot
pro-jectile and ignition delay time as function
of temperature and width of hot gas region
• pOOIS N72-11683
Analysis of response of textiles, wood, and earth
materials t'o fragment impact as basis for
designing fragment protection de'vices ' -
rAD-7306731 p0163 N72-11931
TEBBIN4L FACILITIES - ' '
4irport efficiency improvement measures,
'considering boarding gates, parking space, •' '•'•'
baggage handling, fire protection, monitoring
and central control ' ••
. ' - • pOOIS A72-11717
Airport terminal flow and interface transportation
systems, discussing access, passenger traffic
and cargo handling and government controls
- ' ' ' p0055 A72-131M1
4-426
SUBJECT IBDEI TEBBINAL FACILITIES COHTD
Automated aeteoroloqical telemetry and
interroqation response system with terminal
extensions for Paris airport
P0061 A72-14695
Statistical characteristics of range-qoard
intrusions and airspace collision conflicts in
terminal area
p0118 A72-16110
Newark airport program, discussing land
preparation, public facilities, terminal area,
bnildinq desiqn, support systens, organization
and scheduling .
p0126 A72-16696
FAA air traffic control automation program,
describing enroute and terminal ATC systems
implementation
P0137 A72717327
Lounge planning model for airport terminal design
simulation, taking into.account scheduled
arrivals and departures, aircraft types,
passenger number, gate assignments, etc
P0141 A72-17979
British regional airports development, 'discussing
terminal facilities for scheduled and
nonscheduled air carriers on domestic and
international routes
P0240 672-211170 •
STOL aircraft systems development coordination,
considering vehicle design, airport facilities
and related ground.environment, transportation
modes interface and airspace management
P0285 A72-25255
ATC system, discussing flight data and radar
processing functions and terminal automation
program ' . •
P0300 A72-25875
Trends in civil ATC discussing plans to increase
terminal capacity, surveillance system and use
of multiple synchronous satellites for ocean
travel efficiency improvement
. p0307 A72-27103
Hierarchical system of helicopter service
terminals, calculating passenger lots for single
and multiloop arrangements under given
stochastic input conditions
. . p0391 A72-31498
Airline maintenance program and facilities for
Boeing 747 aircraft based on optimized service
concept
P0401 A72-32430
Terminal handling environment and air cargo
requirements for noncontainerized freight
P0106 A72-33175
Major civil airport development plan, discussing
traffic forecasts, rnnvays, noise, airspace
capacity, access systems, freight installations,
maintenance facilities, navigation aids,
buildings, etc
p0409 A72-33328
Major civil airport passenger and cargo terminal
complex design and layout planning, discussing
various facilities and equipment requirements
P0409 A72-33329
STOL aircraft for civil transport applications,
considering optimum design concepts, noise
reduction and terminal facility regnirements
p0409 A72-33331
Passenger transfer in airports vith total
separation between aircraft and pernanent
buildings for independent functioning, noting
Dulles Airport mobile lounges
P0417 A72-34143
Airport planning reguirenents - An airline view.
P0441 A72-34224
Airport terminal desiqn - The. passenger's point of
view. '
P0441 A72-34225
STOL airports planning objectives, discussing
ground and airspace congestion relief, terminal
locations, flight safety and community acceptance
P0441 A72-34239
Kansas City International Airport facilities and
features, discussing decentralized passenger
processing system
P0442 A72-34242
Planning model for German air transport.
P0442 672-342*11
Atlanta airport redesign and expansion program
including runway reconfiguration taxivay
relocation and passenger and cargo terminal
system improvement to relieve congestion
P0459 A72-36781
Boeing 747 aircraft impact on Chicago O1Hare
airport design criteria, noting future terminal
facilities planning
P0459 A72-36782
Application of optimization, technigues to near
terminal area seguencing and flow control.
P0502 A72-38255
An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of
terminal area ATC operation.
• p0502 A72-38256
Critical assessment of air transport planning for
German Federal Republic, advocating
decentralized concept of major air terminals for
intercontinental jumbo jet traffic :
P0593 S72-43244
Air freight ground handling and distribution
.terminal facilities and methods, discussing
future technical and organizational developments
for efficient handling of increased traffic volume
P0593 A72-43246
Frankfurt/Main international airport central
terminal facilities, describing efficiency
oriented layout for large volume passenger and
baggage handling and links to rail and road nets
P0593 A72-43217
Dala /Sweden/ regional airport, describing
planning and financing, approach lighting, ILS
system and facilities for tourist traffic and
industrial development
P0593 A72-43248
Systems approach to airport passenger terminal
planning.
p0605 A72-44585
International and regional scheduled air traffic
terminals and general aviation airports
characteristic objectives and operational
aspects, discussing ATC, safety and noise problems
• C D G L B PAPER 72-0331 poeos A72-44616
Airport power supply system to meet increased load
terminal demands, describing main and emergency
standby network layout and eguipment
P0612 172-45272
Analysis of causes for air carrier delays in
operations at major airports and recommendations
to alleviate sources of delay
[AD-7260611 p0096 N72-12593
Development and characteristics of microwave
scanning beam instrument landing system for
short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports
[AD-7257051 P0111 H72-13595
Congressional legislation concerning safety
improvements for airports in Appalachian area
p0113 N72-13927
Investigation of landing accident of DC-9
commercial aircraft at Louisville, Kentucky,
September 8, 1970
tHTSB-AAR-71-151 p0150 H72-13990
Development and evaluation of off-airport
satellite terminal concepts with emphasis on
time and cost impedances
fAD-724958] p01S7 N72-14289
Development of criteria for evaluating airport
traffic levels to determine eligibility for
installation of visual flight rules towers
fAD-729443] P9161 H72-14679
Beviews of air traffic control research activities
(AD-7306011 p0171 H72-15601
Computer simulation to determine capacity of air
terminal for short takeoff and landing
intra-nrban air.rapid transit system
CAD-7331851 p0262 N72-18660
numerical analysis of flight planning and air
traffic control procedures for civil aviation
CAD-734881] p0281 N72-19728
Survey of potential operational regnirements for
short takeoff aircraft in terminal area
[DOT-TSC-PAA-71-9] p0323 N72-20255
Development of active and passive techniques for
detecting and measuring presence and intensity
of wingtip vortices generated in airport areas
fDOT-TSC-FAA-72-131 p0330 H72-20999
Bibliography of reports and simulation models
describing air traffic control procedures for
all phases of aircraft operation
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-71 P0339 H72-21626
A-427
TEBBIBAL GDIDABCE SOBJECI IBDEX
Development of discrete address beacon system to
improve operation of microwave landinq system
for high density terminal area surveillance .
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-26] P0339 S72-21628
Development of model of airport airside system to
simulate aircraft operations and controller
functions in terminal area
fPB-20118021 P0339 H72-:21634
Tables on economic benefits of .fog dispersal as
related to air traffic operations
[AD-7352111 P0372 1172-22603
Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic
controlled by FAA control centers for
determining requirements for manpower, j .
facilities, and equipment
rHEPT-72-001861 P0376 R72-226U6
Development of comp.nter-oriented algorithms for
application to solution of air traffic -control .
and terminal area guidance problems
rHASA-TN-D-67731 P0382 .872-23017
Criteria for installation of instrument landinq
systems and effects of siting on operation of
system
rDOT-FAA-6750.161 • pO«23 N72-21338
Requirement's for channel splitting to accommodate
increased VHF omnirange navigation instrument
landinq systems, and distance measuring
equipment facilities
rPAPER-5U-7VSC122-3] pfll)36 H72-25602
Simulation study of airspace .control corridor for
Boston terminal area
fAD-739130] pO«72 N72-26526
Analysis of terminal area flight procedures and
air routes for supersonic transport aircraft on
transatlantic-flights f rom Kennedy International
Airport, Ne¥ York
fNASA-TH-D-6801] P0177 N72-27010
Transportation planning for airports and other
intercity terminals
fPB-2075291 p0483 N72-27280
Characteristics and operation of air trafic
control radar system installed at tlSSB airports
r.JPRS-564631 p0486 N72-27705
Mathematical models for determining effects of
voice communication constraints on air traffic
control in terminal control sector
P0517 N72-28171
Analysis of interrelationships of ground
transportation systems and air terminal
facilities in San Francisco, California area
; P0518 N72-282S8
Evaluation of visual approach system to determine
improvements resulting from change in color
density and hue of transition zone
rFAA-ABD-72-91] p0590 N72-3165II
pesign of automatic ground control system for
controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion
at terminal areas
TNASA-CB-128298T p0630 N72-32639
Development and evaluation of equipment and
automation proposed for air traffic control
systems for late 1970 and 1980 time period
fiD-7036351 p0630 N72-32615
Analysis of operational factors affecting
implementation of short haul air transportation
system using short takeoff and landing aircraft
rAD-7l(52831 P06U1 N72-33040
TEBBIBAL GOIDABCE
Terrain clearance during descent and approach of '
aircraft under radar control, discussing optimum
profile, ATC, navaids and rules
p0002 A72-10183
Operational requirements of instrument landing
systems, interferometers, correlation protected
instruments, landing guidance systems and
navigation aids
P0056 A72-13121
Terminal area air traffic guidance and control,
discussing automation, ail-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
P0066 A72-10817
Aircraft optimal terminal guidance nonlinear.
feedback control lav, deriving maximum principle
by digital computer program
P0183 A72-19287
Hybrid area navigation and microwave instrument
landing system, discussing approach control and
terminal guidance
p0398 A72-32206
Hicrowave landing system effect on the flight
. guidance and control system.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-755) pOSIO A72-U0057
Characteristics and prospects for a new landing
guidance system.
P0517 172-1*0293
Terminal airspace navigation and aircraft ground
handling control, discussing air traffic
controllers and pilots functions in context of
workload and automation
P05U9 A72-10546
Automatic landing and microwave guidance system
potential. .. ,
P0551 A72-IH072
Terminal guidance, system for guiding aircraft into
. .preselected altitude and/or heading at terminal
. ,point
rHASA-CASE-FRC-10049-11 P0339 N72-21632
TBBHAEI SISTEHS (DIGITAL)
0 DIGITAL SISTERS
TBBBAIH .
Terrain clearance during descent and approach of
aircraft under radar control, discussing optimum
profile, ATC, navaids and rules
P0002 A72-10183
TEBBAIB ABALISIS
Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth
observations by spacecraft or aircraft
fHASA-TB-X-621071 p0257 H72-18199
Side-looking radar for multispectral terrain imaging
P053M H72-29335
TBBBAIH FOUOVIBG AIBCBAFT • :
Flight testing of Army helicopters terrain
following and/or avoidance systems concepts for
operational capability, performance and cost
evaluation
. 'P012II A72-16658
Flight test evaluation of a forward looking radar
system for search and rescue applications.
fAHS PEEPBIBT 6331 pOt16 A72-31t99
Automatic structural mode control system with
aerodynamic vanes for B-1 strategic bomber
turbulence excitation during low altitude
terrain following missions
fAIAA PAPEB 72-7721 pO«99 A72-38132
Terrain avoidance radar for OS Army rotary wing
aircraft
p0083 H72-11927
TEBBESfEIiL UGIETISH
D GEOHAGHETISH • '?•
TEST BEDS
D TEST EO.OIPBEHT
TEST CBABBEBS
ST ARECHOIC CHAMBERS
Low temperature environmental chamber for Fr111
proof load tes.ting, describing components4of
cold air forced convection recirculation system
with liguid nitrogen injection
pflltO? A72-32612
VEST EQDIPHEBT .
Betal fatigue damage nondestructive detection,
discussing inspection methods, equipment,
advantages, limitations and test results
CAD-71H9771 p0020 A72-12498
Surface active agent detection by device using
ultrasonic vibrating mechanism to emulsify water
with fuel, determining water retention or
turbidity by photoelectric cell
P0062 A72-1U419
Arnold Engineering Development Center turbine
engine testing facilities and techniques for
flight conditions and environment simulation,
air/fuel flow and thrust measurement, etc
[iSBE PAPEB 71-BA/GT-8] p0116 A72-15901
Computer controlled production test 'system for
airborne phased array modules, describing
various measurement capabilities
P0120 A72-16117
Hydraulic tank application.to internal flow
.visualization in tnrbomachinery, describing test
e'gnipment and methods used for axial flow model
p02»1 A72-2«65t
Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness
evaluation and improvement, considering
survivable accident surrounding conditions,
equipment and testing methods
fSAE PAPEB 720323] p0290 A72-25586
TFW 61<( twin -|et transport aircraft flight test
program, detailing general task plan, test
A-028
SOBJECT IHDEX TEST FACILITIES
equipment installations and test schedule
p0360 A72-30679
Airborne external instrumentation pod containing
IB scanner and associated test equipment for
land and water surveys
p0412 A72-33635
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
18th, Hiami, pla:, Bay 15-17, 1972, Proceedings.
. - • • - • • p0563 A72-42676
Analysis of facilities, equipment, and tools to
maintain large commercial aircraft
P0040 H72-11023
Design, construction, and capabilities of wind
tunnels used for aeronautical research by
<••';-• private and governmental agencies in OS - Vol. 1
•' '-rNASA-CR-1874] i ' '. p0092 N72-12182
Implementation of instrumentation techniques for
•service'testing of aircraft and airborne '
eguipment to meet military requirements
fAD-734306] • p0276 S72-19300
Development and evaluation of built-in test
eguipment for aircraft systems
fAD-734853] p0321 H72-20028
Method for evaluating liquid pump operational and
functional performance characteristics
fAD-737713] p0425 N72-24541
Proceedings of conference on applications of laser
technology for"aerodynamic measurements
fAGARD-LS-49] P0435 N72-25493
DAMIEN 3 - numerical'PCM recording system for use
in aircraft flight tests
fBAE-LIB-THANS-1638] p0517 N72-28175
Characteristics of wind tunnels at .Naval research
center and associated test support equipment and
facilities
[AD-741213] P0533 N72-29221
Design of height control test eguipment for YTOL
aircraft
tNAL-TR-275] • ' p0588 N72-31451
TEST FACILITIES
NT ABECHOIC CHAMBERS
NT BALLISTIC RANGES " •
NT SLOWDOWN WIND TDNNELS
NT CASCADE WIND TDNNELS ...
NT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
NT HYPERVELOCITT.WIND TONNELS - '
NT LOW DENSITY WIND TDNNELS
NT LOH SPEED WIND TONNELS
NT SHOCK TUNNELS
NT SLOTTED WIND TDNNELS
NT SOBSONIC WIND TDNNELS
NT SDPERSONIC WIND TONNELS
NT TEST STANDS
NT TRANSONIC WIND TDNNELS
NT WIND TDNNELS'
Wind tunnel model instrumentation and captive
tralectory facilities for aircraft stability,
control and metric wing-pylon store tests for
performance and structural predictions
p0053 A72-12921
Automated let engine development facility,
discussing assembly and test area and computer
controlled operation
•" TASHE PAPER 71-WA/GT-6] p0116 A72-15899
DSAF small gas turbine test complex, discussing
machinery, eguipment, simulated testing,
altitude chambers and instrumentation
[ASHE PAPER 71-WA/GT-7] Ip0116 472-15900
Arnold Engineering Development Center turbine
engine testing facilities and techniques for
flight conditions and environment simulation,
air/fuel flow and-thrust measurement, etc
[ASBE PAPER 71-WA/GT-81 p0116 A72-15901
Jet engine test facilities'for JT9D experimental
and production models
fASHE PAPER >71-WA/GT-121 p0117 472-15904
Cascading turbomachine blades vibration
measurement in subsonic and sonic high
temperature gas flows, describing test facility
P0147 A72-18689
Multiple swept stroke flash technique to test
lightning effects on aircraft
P0177 A72-18768
Lightning simulation laboratory for aircraft
strike testing, using high energy generators
• " • .' p0178 A72-18774
Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness
evaluation and improvement, considering
survivable accident surrounding conditions.
eguipment and testing methods
fSAE PAPER 720323] p0290 A72-25586
Test facility for aircraft and spacecraft antennas
radiation patterns and optimal installation
determination
p0309 A72-27412
Rotating airfoil experimental test program for
verification of Bimmelskamp and Dwyer-HcCroskey
theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift
coefficient vs angle of attack '
P0313 A72-28124
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding
investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible
wing two body system
p0394 472-31403
Aircraft flight test facilities deficiencies and
modernization impediments, recommending
integrated facility research program'establishment
• ' ' P0491 472-37676
Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for
all-systems compatibility testing.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-8371 p0505 472-39090
Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings,
peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic
flow, discussing shock tubes and wind'-tunnels
development v
p0509 472-39846
Some results from tests in 'the'NAE high'Reynolds"
number two-dimensional test facility on
•shockless' and other airfoils.
[IC4S PAPER 72-33] . ;p0554 A72-41158
National aerospace B and D facilities
•requirements, establishing priority order for
.V/STOL, aeropropulsion systems, high' Reynolds
number, large transonic and true-temperature
hypersonic test facilities
fill* PAPER 72-1033] p0559 A72-41608
High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel
facility /HIRT/ for improved aerodynamic testing
of modern combat and commercial aircraft'
performance, maneuverability and handling
gualities '
[AIAA PAPER 72-1035] p'0559 472-41609
Digital computer equipped facility for training
simulators environmental simulation capability
testing, describing electronics interface,
control and display equipment
P0567 A72-42928
Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems,
emphasizing utilization, cost and technical
advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems
compatibility and test types
fAIAA PAPER 72-1034] p0615 472-45401
Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel
facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of
aircraft at high Reynolds numbers
fAGABD-CP-83-71] ' p0073 N72-11854
Minimum level of Beynolds number for reliable flow
simulation in transonic test facilities
fN4SA-TM-X-67412] p0074 N72-11859
High Reynolds number aerodynamic-ground testing by
moving test specimens on rocket sleds
P0078 N72-11885
System to obtain on-line graphic displays for time
sharing computer in aerodynamic test facility
tSASA-TH-X-67968] p0092 N72-12112
Inventory of facilities for conducting
acceleration, environmental, impact, structural
shock, heat, vibration, and noise tests - Vol. 3
CN4SA-CB-1876] p0092 N72-12183
Inventory of aeronautical test facilities for air
breathing engines
fNASA-CR-1875] p0108 N72-13233
Test methods for infrared suppressors to determine
their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared
emissions " •
tAD-729603] p0157 N72-14272
Tabulation and description of facilities available
in government and industry for real time
engineering flight simulation
[NASA-CR-1877] p0157 N72-14274
Modification of turbine engine test cell to
provide simulated altitude icing conditions and
1200 pound per second air flow
FAD-729205] p0157 N72-14279
Development of methods for conducting climatic '
tests with emphasis on design, construction, and
operation of climatic hangar
fAD-733299] p0257 N72-18268
4-429
TEST .PHOTS SUBJECT IBDEI
Turbojet engine test facility with digital system
for advanced control and performance studies
rAD-7333531 ' p0259 N72-18469
Development of magnetic artificial gravity test
facility for use in wind tnnnel tests to
simulate separation of external stores from
aircraft in flight ' •'
[NASA-CP.-1955] p0266 H72-19000
Slush drag, wheel spray, and hydroplaning research >
using pneumatic wheels and moving rnnway and
water layer model test facilities
[ARC-B/H-36821 • p0270 H72-19035
History of aircraft crash injury studies and
facilities for simulation
P027U N72-19150
Management planning and operation of test
facilities for effective application to
development of systems and eguipment for'
aerospace vehicles
rAD-7315481 P0276 N72-19307
Development of techniques and eguipment for
determining moment of inertia of aircraft as
applied to 1-37 and P-1127 aircraft
rFTC-TIB-71-1001] • P0331 H72-21007
Flight simulator facility emphasizing
lateral-directional control
fNASA-TB-I-62155] . p0123 B72-24335
Development and characteristics of support system
and data reduction capability for free flight
test facility ! ''
riSAS-H77-VOL-37-NO-3'| pO«24 N72-24343
Design, development, and fabrication of total-
inflight simulator facility .
fAD-7392301 . " i pO«83 N72-27279
Characteristics of wind tunnels at Naval research
center and associated test support equipment and
facilities
rAD-741213] •: . P0533 H72-29221
Evaluation of time division multiplexing system
for helicopter rotor tests
tAD-7H0773] . p0534 N72-29U80
French/German ISL test facilities for aeronautical
applications
riSL-32/71] . p0587 N72-31292
Research projects conducted by National Besearch
Council of Canada from'1 Apr. to 30 Jun.•1972
fDBE/NAE-1972(2) 1 . p06«9 N72-3396U
TEST PILOTS : " •
Procedures followed by test pilot on first flight
of new aircraft design ;
P0145 A72-18488
Aircraft launch envelope investigation for minimum
catapult end airspeed determination at carrier
bow, discussing optimum test pilot launch
techhigue
I P0146 472-18498
Test pilots 1971 reports - Conference, Beverly
Hills, California, September 1971
P0190 A72-21001
Test pilot role in attack aircraft avionics
systems integration consisting of head-up
display, projected map, digital computer,
inertial platform, radar and Doppler systems, etc
P0190 A72-21012
Development apd application of pilot rating to .
determining performance and handling criteria of
aircraft
p0620 B72-32028
TEST BABGES . .
IIT BALLISTIC RANGES
TEST STANDS
Open-air jet engine test stand .for flame
stabilization, jet .and compressor noise studies,
noting provisions for rapid installation changes
P0309 A72-27416
Thrust stand for -evaluation of thrust vectoring
nozzle performance.
fAIAA PAPER 72-10291 P0615 A72-45406
Vibration measurements on walls of turbojet test
facility
CTL-1971-11 •) p0137 N72^25898
TEST VEHICLES '. . . - . '
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLESl
TESTEHS
D TEST EQUIPMENT "' ' • •
TESTING HACBINES . • .
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TESTIH6 TIHE •• .
F-11A fighter accelerated flight test program with
18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours
before 1973 operability , '
p0063, A72-14591
Automated telemetry system providing real tine
analytical capability and redaction of flight
test time for P-14
. ' P0063 A72-14592
Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent tests
duration determination by analytical method
based on Larson-Siller parametric description of
stress rupture strength '
P0315 A72-28243
TETBEBED BALLOONS
A stability analysis for tethered aerodynamically
shaped balloons. ;
P0594 A72-43332
Stability and damp'ing characteristics of tethered
balloon systems, using computer programs for IBB
360 '
CAD-731570] P0255 N72-18044
TETHERING
Tethered flying rotor platform for reconnaissance,
fire control and'radio transmission assignments
in naval missions, discussing system
character ist ics
P0072 A72-15652
TETHEBLIHES - ,
Tethered autostabilized rotor platform for
military surveillance, target location and
communication, discussing flight vehicle,
tethering cable, ground station and
guidance-control system
'
:
 • • p0357 A72-30078
TEXAS • •'' ' .
 ; '
Environmental impact statement on proposed
construction of Bemphill Municipal Airport,
Hemphill, Texas ,
[PB-206262-F] P0627 N72-32277
TEXTILES . ' , ' . '
Materials and design for textile mechanical
elements in aerospace parachute systems
P0171 N72-26382
TF-30 EHGINE .
Gas generator performance shifts involving
military trim level variations by TF-30 engines
in high relative humidity'environment caused by
condensation in inlet duct
p0176 A72-18759
Afterburning steady 'state performance and
operational limits of TF-30 turbofan engine
rNASA-TN-D-68391 0^177 B72-2701U
Inlet random pressure fluctuation effects on
turbojet engine stall characteristics
pO«78 N72-27022
TF-34 ENGINE . . . ' ' ' . ' .
Designing TF-31 mixer exhaust nozzle to reduce':
noise generated by impingement of exhaust on'
STOL wing flap
fNASA-CR-1209163 pO«65 N72-26014
Quiet nacelle for suppressing noise in.TF-3B
turbofan engine
CNASA-CB-1209151 ' pO«73 N72-26692
High bypass turbofan engines, based on TF-3U, in
heavily sound-suppressed nacelles studied for ' -
STOL commercial aircraft '•
[NASA-CB-120911] ; p0617 N72-33743
TH-55 HELICOPTEB > .
Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic
behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small
helicopter. ' '
P0612 A72-U5328
TBEOBEHS
NT BATES THEOBEH ' '
NT BEBNODLLI THEOBEH
BT SIKILARITY TBEORBB
THEORETICAL PHTSICS . :
NT NEBTON THEORY ' ' '
THEBI&L CONTBOL COATIBGS
Low conductivity insulating coating /graded
thermal barrier/ to cool gas turbine engine with
high pressure ratio and inlet temperature ^
fAIAA PAPEB 72-3611 ' -p0286 A72-25389
Development and evaluation of cooling systems and
'materials for controlling structural temperature
of turbine engines - •
TBEPT-21-C-71F1 POK28 N72-24822
THBBMAL CDRBENTS
U CONVECTIVE FLOW
A-430
SOBJECT IBDEI TBEBHOCBEBICil PBOPEBTIES
THEBHAI CICLIHG TESTS . .
Aircraft power plants sealing materials,
emphasizing porous cermet seals heat resistance
under thermal cyclic loads . • .
..
 :
 . ' p01«7 472-18658
Pipe 1oint flexible metal seal development and
testing for Concorde Olympus 593' under thermal
and pressure cycling
- , ... P.0199 A72-21938
Two dimensional-! elastopla'stic finite element,
analysis of structural members under cyclic
thermal-mechanical loadings
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-11 P0292. 472-25604
Aircraft engine components fatigue life assessment
under small cycle temperature conditions,
-•including temperature field and stress-strain
determination in critical spo.t . . j
. . " ' . , . ' . ' • . : . . P0358 472-3,0279
Investigating failure o'f gas turbine vanes under
influence of thermal cycles in simulated modes
of engine start-up and shut down
, p0428 H72-24815
Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures
with emphasis on thermal cycle . •
P0539 N72-29896
TBEEHAL DECOBPOSITIOH
0 PYSOIISIS
TBEBBAL EFFECTS. . . . - . ,' ,t, --,
D TEHPEBATOBE,EFFECTS • - . ...
TBEBBAL EFFICIENCY . - - . . - , • • . : . ,
D THEBHODYNAHIC EFFICIEHCY . '.-
TBEBBAL BBISSIOB • : ,,
High resolution observation of stratospheric
submillimeter thermal emission spectrum by -• •
helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on .board
Comet 2E aircraft
. p0245 472-25023
TBEBHA1 EXPABSIOB ' ' -
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion and curing'.
shrinkage of epoxy resin mortars for airfield,
pavements - , - •
[40-742212] ' p0576 N72-30257
TBEBBAL FATIGUE . : .
Thermal shock fatigue .tests, on aircraft gas
turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as
function of material :
• - p0014 A72-11373
TBEHBAL IHSOLATIOH
Development of spra'yable urethane sealant for
protection of heated areas on aircraft structures
TAD-7275921 ' ' p0035 K72-10489
Design and tests of two insulation systems for ,
liguid methane fuel tanks for supersonic cruise
- aircraft
CNASA-CB-120930] p0473 N72-26545
Flight recorder insulation and thermal protection
for record tapes from crash fires .
fFAA-NA-72-491 p0633 1172-32937
TBEBBAL HOISE
Hotion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop
system under influence of atmospheric turbulence
and electric circuitry thermal noise
. p0181 "A72-18990
TBEBBAL POLLUTIOB .
Heat transfer research review, discussing gas
turbines, aeronautics, astronautics, nuclear
power, thermal pollution and controlled fusion
challenges
P0236 A72-23684
Environment pollution of turbine engine aircraft
p0270 N72-19030
TBEBBAL POBEB
D TOHBOGEHEBATOBS
TBBBBAL PBOPEBTIES
D THEBRODYHABTC PBOPEBTIES
TBEBBAL PBOTECTIOH . ; . :
* Thin wall airframe wire insulation relative
thermal life and temperature rating evaluation
procedure using Arrhenins plot
i P0233 A72-23270
Lig'htweight fire resistant plastic foam for
thermal protection of reentry vehicles and
. aircraft structures
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10180-1] - p0326 H72-20767
Thermal aspects of using filamentary composite•
materials for airframes on atmospheric entry
spacecraft
[SD-72-SH-0015] p0435 N72-25542
TBEBBAL B1DIATIOH . . , •
Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental
effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic
emissions and exhaust gases in relation to
propulsion system design parameters
P0602 A72-4U296
THBBBAL RADIO EHISSIOS
D THEBHAL BHISSION
TBBBBAL BBACTOBS
Transoceanic heliun cooled thermal reactor powered
air cushion freighter of gross weight IJ500
metric tons, discussing design and performance
characteristics •
P0062 A72-1Q131
TBEBBAL BBSISTAHCE
Aircraft power plants sealing materials,
emphasizing porous cermet seals heat resistance
under'therHal cyclic loads
P01H7 A72-18658
TBEBBAL SHIELDING
D HEAT SHIELDING
TBEBBAL SBOCK
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas
, turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as
function of material
P0011 A72-11373
TBEBBAL SIHOLATIOB
Concorde-airframe testing-for thermal effects on
structural strength and fatigue life, discussing
facilities for flight conditions simulation
P0136 A72-17197
Thermal' simulation tests for kinetic heating of
aerospace structures and materials, describing
facilities for supersonic flight and atmospheric
reentry
P0401 A72-32897
TBEBBAL STABILITY.
Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on
thermal stability, considering nonaromatic
components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation
P0024 A72-12800
Aircraft gas turbine engines synthetic lubricants
thermal stability characteristics, describing
coke deposition test apparatus and results
CASLE PBEPBINT 72AB 1U1 p0350 A72-28971
Assessment of high temperature stability of
synthetic lubricants for aircraft gas turbines
pOOSO H72-11695
Thermal stability of trimethyl propane ester based
lubricating oil for aircraft engines
pOOSO N72-11699
Thermally stable laminating resins based on
addition-type pyrolytic polymerization
CHASA-CH-72981*] p0260 D72-1858U
Trace amounts of fuel-soluble metal .compounds
affecting thermal stability of JP-7 fuel
[AD-736IJ751 p03tO S72-21813
TBEBBAL STBESSES
Thermal radial stresses in axial compressor
disk-to-drum transition areas of operating AH-3
aircraft engine
P0014 A72-11374
Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks thermal and
mechanical stresses under variable thermal
conditions, describing test assembly
P0011 A72-11637
Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of
refrigeration with composite model to study
transient thermal stresses in wing rib
P0362 A72-30907
Temperature dependent elastoplastic wing
assemblies and continua analysis via matrix
displacement method
P0113 472-33791
Strength of a cylindrical shell of variable
thickness located in a temperature field
P0597 472-13653
TBBBBIOHIC BEACTOBS
D NOCLEAB SOCKET ENGINES
TBEBHISTOBS
Application of thermistor nass flow rate sensor to
aircraft meteorological instruments
[AD-736152] p0338 H72-21622
THBBB04EBOELASTICIT7
0 AEBOELASTICITY
0 THEBHOELASTICITT
THEBBOCHEHICiL PBOPBBTIES
Corrosion of high temperature gas turbine blade
A-H31
TBEBBOCODPLES SUBJECT IBDEX
alloys caused by increase in turbine inlet
temperatures and redaction in chromium content
in blade metal
rAD-7";5B7!11 . p06t5 H72-33557
THEBHOCOOPLES ;
Turbine inlet temperature sensor for qas turbine
engines, using noble metal thermoelements with
hiqh siqnal level
TSAE PAPEB 7201601 ' P0136 A72-17322
Performance tests of aspiratinq thermocouple " '
probes designed to measure qas temperature in
two-phase qas-liquid system similar to that
encountered in jet enqine exhaust qas spray cooler
rAD-7!»il513l P0629 H72-32181)
THBBBODYHiBIC CICLES
Russian book - Optimization of thermal circuits of
complex qas-turbine power plants .
pOI»90 A72-37U50
Thermodynanic cycle parameter effects on bypass
turbofan jet enqine fuel consumption and
performance under various fliqht conditions and
enqine ratinqs
P0600 A72-41281
TBEEHODTHAHIC EFFICIENCY
Elements of the theory of qas-turbine-unit designs
p0559 A72-11700
Cold air performance of sinqle staqe axial flow
turbine
fNAL-TR-273] . pO«87 N72-27822
THEBHODYHABIC EQDILIBBIOH
Method for estimating equilibrium temperature
distribution on flat plates, wedges, cylinders,
and cones in constant velocity fliqht in air
rESDU-690121 p06U8 872-33938
THEBHODYBAHIC PBOPBBTIES
NT CBITICAL POINT .
NT MELTING POINTS
NT THEBMAL EXPANSION
NT THERMAL STABILITY
NT THEBMOCHEHICAL PBOPERTIES
NT VAPOR PRESSDBE
Carbon-carbon composite material for high
performance aircraft braking systems, noting
weight savings and thermal characteristics
, improvements
p0312 A72-28093
Beat transfer desiqn analysis of air-cooled
plug-nozzle system for supersonic cruise
aircraft engine
rNASA-TH-X-2175] . p017K N72-15892
Inlet design and thermodynamic cycle of turbojet
engine at supersonic speeds with normal shock
P0213 N72-16717
Thermodynamic and chemical properties of JP-U jet
fuel for 1970 . '.
fAD-7333521 ' p0263 N72-,1876t
Analysis of wettabilities and heat transfer rates
of microfog -jets impinging on heated rotating
disc.operating in inert nitrogen atmosphere
rNASA-CR-1208131 P0535 N72-29533
THEBBODYHAHICS
»T AEBOTHEHnODYBiKICS
NT COMBUSTION PHYSICS
Thermodynamic and geometric characteristics of
pulselet engines
[HEPT-8913 p0326 N72-20765
Aerothermodynamic inteqration model, including
flow paths, leading edges, and ducts
f NASA-CR-1120591 . pO«37 B72-2571II
Kinetic model for describing thermodynaipic and
fluid dynamic processes in high temperature
exhaust qas 'coolers • • '•
f AD-7 HI 5111 P0632 B72-32769
Analysis of operation conditions for qas turbine
rotor bearings from results- of computer
calculations of their thermal regimes
f AD-7UII2971 . P0632 B72-32772
TBEBMOELASTICITY
Thermoelastic effect on flutter and vibration of
built up delta wings with solid, stiffened and
honeycomb/corruqated sandwich skins
TAIAA PAPEB 72-17U] p0128 A72-1683D
Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of
refriqeration with composite model to study
transient thermal stresses in wing rib
P0362 A72-30907
TBBBHOGBABS •
0 RECORDING INSTBDHENTS
D TEMPERATURE MEASURI8G IHSTBDHENTS
THEBMOGBAPHS
D RECORDING INSTBDHENTS .
0 TEHPEBATDBE HEASDBIBG IBSTBOHEBTS
TBBBBOHECHABICS
0 THEBHODYNAHICS
TBEBMOHETBY
0 TEMPERATURE HEASOBEHEBT
TBEBBOBOCLEAB PBOPDLSIOB
0 NOCLEAH PBOPOLSIOB
TBBBHOPBYSICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT CBITICAL POINT
BT BELTING POIFTS
NT THERMAL STABILITY
BT VAPOR PRESSURE ' • ...
TBEBHOPHYSICS
D THERMODYNAMICS
THEBBOPLASTIC FILBS '.
0 POLYBEBIC FILMS
THEBHOPLASTIC RESIHS
Ethylene terpolymer material used as thermoplastic
transparent adhesive.for bondinq polycarbonate
to qlass .
fAD-72817111 p0091 B72-12520
THEBBOSETTIBG BESINS
NT EPOXY BESINS
BT BYLON (TBADEHARK)
Dynamic properties of thermosettinq plastic
composites unidirectionally reinforced by high
elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for
aircraft structural applications .
p0308 A72-27343
TBEBMOSTABILITY . ,
D THEBMAL STABILITY. . . . .
THEBHOTBOPISB .
D TEHPERATUBE EFFECTS . . . .
THICKESED LEADIHG EDGES
0 LEADING EDGES .
THICKNESS BATIO ' .
Hypersonic flow past final thickness delta wing,
presenting conical flow equations with boundary
value solution
. • - . . ' • P0112 A72-18128
Effect of thickness on subsonic longitudinal
stability characteristics,of 70 deq.sweepback
delta wings
[ARC-R/B-36731 . • . • . p0202 N72r15950
THIN AIRFOILS
BT IBFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT THIN WIBGS .
Three dimensional velocity field excitation by
thin airfoil vibrations in supersonic flow,
deriving function in semispace to satisfy
boundary constrained wave equation
P01U1 A72-18111
General solution for thin airfoil rectilinear
.< motion in ideal incompressible gas, applying to
rotor blade lift calculation >
P0231 A72-22860
Inteqrodifferential equation for riqid tunnel
walls effect on supercavitatinq•flow past thin
jet flapped airfoil, noting lift coefficient
derivatives '
PP241 A72T24562
Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for
thin jet-flapped airfoil in incompressible
inviscid flow bounded by.different types of
boundaries
.• . . . P0397 A72-321U7
The inviscid flowfield of an unsteady airfoil.
TAIAA PAPER 72-681]' p0152 A72-35<»81
Calculation of an unsteady separation flow past a
slender profile
P0460 A72-36900
Effects of transport velocity of wake vortex on
aerofoil oscillations.
p0603 A72-U««9U
Numerical solution for potential transonic flow
past lifting airfoil
pO*69 N72-26217
TBIB FILBS
Dry ultra thin film, water displacing corrosion
preventive compounds for aircraft finishes •
fAD-728779] ' . p0095 N72-12523
Ose of polyethylene thin films for ice prevention
and ice-shedding on helicopter rotary wings
[BAE-TB-71238] p06«0 N72-33032
THIS PLATES
Evaluation of steady-state and nonsteady-state
methods for measuring panel damping with
A-«32
SOBJECT IHDEI THREE DIHENSIONAL BOTIOS
emphasis on use of random process techniques and
digital data reduction methods
CNASA-CR-114423] , • P0264 N72-18909
THIN BALLED SHELLS
Optimal design of thin walled minimum weight
aircraft shell structures, using linear
programming
P0351 A72-29143
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for .
improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
P0400 A72-32429
THIS BALLS
Calculation of a thin-walled small-aspect-ratio
wing beyond the limit of proportionality
P0598 472-43654
Estimating aeroelastic stability and forced.
response characteristics of thin walled, ' ' .'
circular cylindrical shells
CAD-733370] p0250 N72-17996
THIS WIHGS ' •'
NT INFINITE SPAN BINGS
Circular let discharging perpendicular to solid
surface into transverse flow, discussing effects
• on infinitely thin circular wing aerodynamic
characteristics
p0060 A72-13915
Heat transfer coefficients to both sides, of finite
one dimensional slab subject to phase-change
coating technigue boundary conditions, deriving
thin wing correction' factors
P0060 A72-13956
Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic
flow, considering leading edge flow separation |
induced vortices effects on downwash, pressure
distribution and aerodynamic characteristics
. p0072 A72-15741 '
Thin wing harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow,
developing analytical form of kernel function in
generalized Possio integral eguation
' . ' • • • • •
 P0126 A72-16707
Supersonic flow around thin cruciform wing with
antisymmetrical angle of attack distribution and
horizontal1 plane with' leading edge; considering
flow separation at edges•
P0246 A72-25118
Iterative methods for the aerodynamic calculation
of thin wings in a subsonic flow ' • •
P0614 A72-45378
Three component shock tunnel strain gage balance
for measuring aerodynamic forces on thin delta
wings .
CARC-R/H-3664] • p0046 N72-11375
Calculation of aerodynamic forces on thin wing
. oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow using
collocation method
CRAE-TH-69073] pOb81 N72-11910
Induced drag of thin delta wings with different
leading edge spanwise distribution
fPB-202358] ' p0203 N72-15957
Analysis of'transition fixing and Reynolds number
variation on aerodynamic forces produced by thin
delta wings
rNASA-CR-112016] . P0463 N72-2599;6
Bind tunnel tests to determine low speed '
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale model
of advanced fixed wing fighter aircraft with
thin, cranked leadin'g edge wing
rNASA-TB-D-6919] ' P0513 N72-27998
THREE DIHENSIONAL BODHDABY LAYER
Increasing lift and Reynolds number effects on
. displacement and skin friction of three •.
dimensional turbulent boundary layer on infinite
swept wing *
P0014 A72-11395
Laminar three dimensional boundary layer *
nonegnilibrinm effects at hypersonic wing swept •
leading edge with intensively cooled surface,'
considering sweep induced crossflow effect
CVPI-E-71-23] P0020 A72-12422
Numerical solution method for laminar, time ' - •'•
dependent and three dimensional boundary layer
eguations, applying to rotating flat plate in
. forward flight
CAIAA PAPER 72-109] p0133 A72-16944
Eguations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow
in three dimensional boundary layer on walls of
axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining
velocity field
P0246 A72-25120
Three dimensional boundary layer separation on
slender bodies, delta wings and propulsion
intake systems, reviewing computing techniques
for interfering inviscid flow fields
P0404 A72-32826
Velocity profiles for three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer on end wall of axial flow
compressor cascade passage under adverse
pressure gradients
P0405 A72-32901
Rixing length flow model for.two- and
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in
compressible and incompressible flows using
similarity eguations
p0276 H72-19327
THREE DIHEHSIONAL FLOW
NT SECONDARY FLOW
Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of
perfect incompressible fluid around wing of
finite span with arbitrary form
P0071 A72-15558
Difference equations and relaxation method for
three dimensional transonic flow field about
wings in terms of velocity potential
t»I*» PAPER 72-189] p0128 A72-16843
Three dimensional velocity field excitation by
--*- - thin airfoil vibrations-in supersonic flow,
• deriving function in semispace to satisfy
boundary constrained wave eguation
P0141 A72-18111
Subsonic three dimensional potential flow
computational method lifting aerodynamic
configurations analysis and design
TAIAA PAPER 72-188] p0180 A72-18958
Two and three dimensional turbulent boundary
layers integral calculation method, presenting
similarity solutions based on extended mixing
length model
P0241 A72-24653
French monograph on flow near rotor blade tips,
discussing three dimensional circulation and
boundary layer effects, energy losses, velocity
and pressure distributions, etc
P0363 A72-30950
Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithm for
solution to three dimensional nonlinear
transonic small, disturbance potential eguation
for flow about swept wings
FAIAA PAPER 72-677] p0414 A72-3U063
Three-dimensional, structure and eguivalence rule
of transonic flows.
P0507 A72-39631
Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid -jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
'• p0611 A72-45113
Transonic wind tnnnel tests on three dimensional
flow distribution during stall development on
rotary wing profiles
fARC-CP-1146] pOOSO N72-11904
Extension of turbulent boundary layer computer
program to include compressible adiabatic flow,
heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and
ducted flow
riC-AEBO-71-24] p0158 H72r14308
Computerized design of axial-compressor stage
using radial three dimensional equilibrium flow
eguations
[AD-733437] p0259 N72-18507
Analysis of pressure field generated by passage of
three dimensional disturbance over airfoil shape
P0463 N72-25994
Three basic types of two dimensional calculations
for approximating velocities in turbomachine
blade flow '
fNASA-TH-X-67959] p0631 N72-32759
THREE DIHEHSIOHAL BOTION
HI.SECONDARY FLOB
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Three dimensional roll-controlled missile
trajectory model for simple time-sharing digital
or analog.simulation, using wind-to-inertial
axis transformation . . .
' ' p0011 A72-10964
Differential game solution to practical two
aircraft pursuit-evasion problem in three
dimensional space
[AD-729777] p0156 'N72-14224
A-1133
THRESHOLD LOGIC SUBJECT IIDEI
TBBESHOLD LOGIC . i •
Hnltiplex electrohydranlic system for aircraft fly
by »ire actuators with majority voting and
pressure logic, discussing frequency response
and environmental tests
P0199 A72-22152
THBOTTLIHG
Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air jet flow
interaction in throat region of mainstream two
dimensional nozzle flow
P0244 A72-24845
Military let engines centrifugal fuel pumps power
regoirements for throttled operation, noting
pressure stability improvement at low flow rates
P0456 A72-36041
Inlet throttle centrifugal fuel pumps for jet
engine augmentation, discussing design features,
performance, noise, life and reliability •
characteristics
P0456 A72-36044
Development and evaluation of an energy-oriented
guidance logic for air combat models.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-9U91 p0562 A72-42354
Contribution to the determination of the
characteristics of a gas turbine engine for a
helicopter and to the choice of the throttling law
P0600 A72-4II277
Automatic throttle control system for transport
aircraft engines which limits maximum throttle
level position by pressure ratio
fAD-743314] p0647 N72-33753
THBOST '
NT JET THRDST
NT STATIC THRDST
NT VARIABLE THBOST
Turbofans under wings to provide lift and thrust
for STOL aircraft
rNASA-CASE-LES-11224-1] p0030 N72-10033
Engine-aircraft interference, thrust, inlets,
nozzles, and propulsion systems - conference
fAGARD-CP-91-71] p0209 H72-16685
Full scale thrust performance tests of prototype
dual stream propelling nozzle
P0209 N72-16691
Thrtfst measurement interpretation for V/STOL
models and transition performance of lift fan
configurations
P0210 N72-16693
Determination of thrust and drag characteristics
for integrated aircraft engine design optimization
p0478 N72-27023
Curves for use with total heat and static pressure
sampling methods for gross thrust, mass flow,
and choking pressure ratio of air breathing
engines in flight
fESDU-69008] . P0631 N72-32746
Gross thrust and nozzle mass flow measurements for
air breathing, ducted flow engines
rESDO-690071 P0631 N72-32747 '•
Intrinsic thrust and drag for air breathing ducted'
flow engines in flight
rESDO-69006] • P0631 N72-327U8
THBDST AOGHEHTATIOH
Rolling vertical takeoff and landing procedure for
VTOL aircraft using thrust augmentation by
afterburning '••
rBMVG-FB»T-71-13] P0030 N72-10034
Variable geometry aft-fan for takeoff guieting or
thrust augmentation of turbo-|et engine
fE-67141 P0162 H72-14794
Angmentor flap, wing ducting and augaentor,nozzle,
and noise reduction for jet-STOL aircraft
rNASA-CR-12551101 p0210 1172-16698
Rapid mixing nozzles, thrust vector control, and
thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft
P0211 N72-16699
Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction
characteristics of compact e-jectors with
applications to V/STOL aircraft
fAD.-7328i|2l' P0220 N72-17025
Thrust performance characteristics of augmentor
nozzle- with rectangular, ejector for vertical
takeoff planes
fAD-7398631 . ' p0524 N72-28798
Development of thrust augmentor device to assist
in takeoff of jet aircraft
P0538 N72-29810
THRDST BEARINGS
X ray measurement of elastohvdrodynamic film
thickness to determine lubrication of-turbine
engine thrust bearings at nigh temperatures
tBASA-TN-D-6608] ' p0093 872-12420
THBDST CONTROL ,
NT THBOST VECTOR CONTROL
STOL aircraft integrated landing approach flight
control system with elevator and thrust control
coupling to angle of attack, altitude and other
state variables
fDGLH PAPER 71-063] p0022 A72-12705
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101 design, discussing one
axis rocking device, suspension structure and
hovering flight thrust control
P0405 A72-33049
Evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber
defense missiles
fAD-731812] . , p0264 N72-18788
THBOST LOADS
Tube flight vehicle system'thrust and power
requirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis
with division of near and far flow fields
p0195 A72-21608
THRDST BEASOREHENT
The development of dynamic flight test techniques
for the extraction of aircraft performance.
fAIAA PAPER 72-7851 P0495 A72-38102
Assessments'of aircraft engine net thrust ,
measurement using drag chutes
fAHC-CP-11691 P0089 N72-11964
Afterbody thrust measurement in wind tunnel
rONEBA-TP-978] ' - ' p0221 N72-17206
Methods for thrust determination in aircraft
fRAE-LIB-TRANS-16501 'p0631 N72-32755
Wind tunnel tests of multiple vertical takeoff
"• aircraft propulsion fans to determine effects of
aircraft components on' thrust development
[NASA-TH-X-68138] p06UO N72-33031
THBOST POiEB
0 THROST ' . - I .
THBOST BE7ERSAL , ,
Optimal reversion coefficient determination for
passenger aircraft engine thrust reversal
1
 ' ' pOl;35 A72-17060
Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games
between two aircraft in horizontal plane,
considering cost functions and ^ termination
criteria ' '
' P0183 A72-19282
Noise generated by STOL core-jet, thrust reversers.
[AIAA PAPERS 72-791] "' „" p0496 A72-38108
A method for increasing thrust reverser
utilization on STOL aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-7821 pOSOO A72-38141
Design and aerodynamic performance of clamshell
target thrust reverser' '
P0210 N72-16695
Noise generated' by model V-gutter and ". ' "
se'micylindrical target-type thrust reversers
fNASA-TB-I-2553] . p0390 N72-23838
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects.of
in-flight: thrust reverser on stability and '
control characteristics of single-engine fighter
aircraft model
fNASA-TN-D-6886) P0573 N72-30010
THBOST VECTOR CONTBOL , :'. ' '.'.,. '
Air to air maneuverability of aircraft capable of
in-flight thrust vectoring, indicating improved
deceleration, normal acceleration g-fbrce;and
• turn-rate ' •
P0060 A72-13877
Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid.
V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust'vector
management, lift engine bypass ratio and power
plant packaging design '
••'TASBE PAPEB 72-GT-106] P0299 A72-25671
STOL transport stability and control derivative
prediction'methods and accuracy'requirements.
rAIAA;PAPER 72-780]- ' ' ' - pOSOO A72-38139
Barrier two seat aircraft design, performance,
'weapon systems, thrust vectoring and combat
characteristics comparison with GB.'V*
' P0603 A72-44391
Lateral flight path control during aircraft ' '
landing in gusty cross-winds-by lateral thrust
deflection, discussing design optimization '
p0613 A72-45330
Thrust stand for evaluation of thtfust vectoring
nozzle performance. • '
TAIAA PAPER 72-1029] - • poeis A72-4'5itoe
A-«34
SUBJECT INDEI TIBE DBPBHDBHCE
Influence of engine design and thrust vector
control on transition characteristics of VIOL
transport aircraft
fNASA-TT-F-14059] p0151 N72-13993
Advantages of thrast vectoring in manned air
combat simulation
p0210 S72-16694
Rapid mixing nozzles, thrast vector control, and
thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft
P0211 H72-16699
Flight evaluation of vectored-thrust-net V/STOl
aircraft during simulated instrument approaches
using Kestrel (XV-6S) aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-67911 pO«20 N72-2U012
Development of thrust control system for
application to control of aircraft and spacecraft
fNASA-CASE-HSC-13397-1] p0436 H72-25595
Development and evaluation of variable direction
thruster for application to helicopter rotors
based on bidirectional "let flap device
tHASA-TM-X-621521 . p0461 H72-26010
THBUST-SEIGHT EATIO
High turbine entry temperature effects 'on gas
turbine engine specific power and fuel
consumption*, noting thrust/weight ratio increase
in turbojet'and turbofan engines .
p0187_A72T20311
THBUSTOBS ' . ' '
0 SOCKET EHGIHES
THDNDEBSTOBHS
Thunderstorm flight testing'for evaluation of
rain,' ice, lightning and turbulence effects on
.aircraft, engine and systems .'operating
characteristics
p01U7 A72-18500
Thunderstorm-associated aircraft mishaps .relation
to surrounding synoptic scale meteorological
conditions, discussing storm interior condition ;
contribution to flight stability upset
P0317 A72-28851
Thunderstorm penetration by F-100 aircraft to
study turbulence hazard relation to updraft size
and short .period fluctuation-induced
acceleration changes
P0347 A72-28852
. Thunderstorm encounter probability at SST
altitudes for selected cross country routes,
using radar observation data
, pp348 A72-28853
Hail size distribution and concentration in
thunderstorm updraft regions from aircraft and S
band radar observations ;
P0113 A72-33946
Wake and clear air turbulence, wind shear, upsets,
thunderstorms, and turbulence mapping
f AD-7321|17] " p0222 H72-17579
Correlating seasonal .and diurnal variations of
thunderstorm turbulence of anomalies in loads
with- seasonal behavior of subtropical ^et over
Western. Australia . . .
rHETEOBOL-STUDY-21] p0372 N72-22598
Lightning triggered by man and lightning hazards
. pb"82 N72-27101
TILT
D ATTITUDE (INCLIHATIOH) . ,
TILT BOTOB BESEABCH AIBCBAFT PBOGBAB , . '.
 {
Design studies and model tests 9f the stowed. '
tilt-rotor concept. , •
T A I A A PAPER 72-80U] pO«97 A72-38113
TILT BTHG AIBCBIFT
Rind.tunnel tests to determine longitudinal'
control capability of. four propeller, tilt wing
aerodynamic configuration with cyclic pitch ,
propellers , ,
UD-7342361 . p0271 H72-19040
•Wind tunnel'tests to determine'effectiveness of
cyclic pitch propellers as low speed .. , •
longitudinal control system.for V/STOL tilt wing
transport-type aircraft : ,
rAD-734068], , p0272 N72r19047
TILTED PBOPELLEBS . ,
Tilt-proprptor VIOL aircraft design evaluation
based;on aerodynamic and aeroelastic model and
full scale performance tests ,
fAIAA PAPER 72-8031 " ,p0510 A72-4005U
TILTIHG i
0 ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) •' ',
TILTIHG EOTORS
.Tilt-proprotor VIOL aircraft design evaluation
based on aerodynamic and aeroelastic model and
. full scale performance tests •
TAIAA PAPER 72-803] . • P0510 A72-40054
Helicopter development, discussing articulated,
rigid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound
. helicopters, rotor drives, flight control and
avionics systems
. ... P0616 A72-M5558
Parametric design studies and aerodynamic
characteristics of stowed tilt rotor concept for
composite aircraft
rAD-729427] , . . -p0152 N72-13998
Blade stress analysis, wind tunnel models, and
test procedures for investigating conversion
process of folding tilt-rotor aircraft - Vol. t
CAD-73S733] . • P0331 N72-21028
Structural design'criteria and-aerodynamic
prediction .technigues applied' to stowed tilt
rotor concept - vol. 8
TAD-7360211 P0366 B72-22011
Value engineering report on design and evaluation
of stowed tilt rotor concept - ,Vol. 9
fAD-736022] p0370 N72-22035
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of nonarticulated folding tilt
rotor mounted pn semispan wing - Vol. U
-.C-AD--735632],. - p0380 K72-22999
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft with
simulation of free flight conditions - Vol. 6
fAD-735633] p0380 N72-23000
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of powered tilt-rotor aircraft
under conditions of hover, transition, and
cruise - Vol. 5
[AD-73682U1 pOU19 N72-2U001
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects
created by rotor spinup, stopping, and folding
on semispan tilt-rotor model - Vol. 7
fAD-7368251 - pO"19 1)72-21002
Procedures for reduction of noise' generated by
tilt-rotor aircraft during takeoff and landing
phases of flight by flight path control
r.NASA-CR-2031] pO«67 N72-26025
TIHBEE IHVEHTOBI
Badar altimeters, and large scale aerial
photography for forest inventory
P0588 H72-31U47
TIBS
HI DOWNirHE
NT FLIGHT TIBE.
NT HTBF
NT TESTING TIHE
TIBE CONSTANT
Time constant of aircraft gas turbine engines gas
temperature regulating system, using two
thermocouples with different rise times
P0351 A72-29138
TIBE DELAT '
U TIHE LAG
TIBE DEPENDENCE
Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal
characteristics effect on noise assessment
i p0069 A72-148t3
Numerical solution rie'thod for laminar, time
dependent and three dimensional boundary layer
egnations, applying to rotating flat plate in
forward flight . • t
[AIAA PAPEB 72-109] • p0133 A72-1694*
Two spool qas turbine engine characteristics with
speed reduction, determining time dependence of
tnrbocompressor rpm, gas. temperature and engine
power
• . • . p0233 A72-23185
Time/freqoency technigues in.land, sea and air
transportation environments, discussing
characteristics and electronic traffic control
systems applications
P0396 A72-32073
Optimally sensitive adaptive control technignes
for systems with unknown time-varying
parameters, suggesting applicability to ATC
pO<(90 A72-37289
(lotion stability of inertial navigation gyroscopic
system with gyro horizon compass, noting
constant and tine dependent coefficients of
motion egnations
P0490 A72-37320
i-«35
TIHE DISCRIMINATION SUBJECT INDEZ
Extended Kalman filter with fictitious noise input
for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters
applied to VTOL aircraft
P0502 472-38265
application of a tine-dependent boundary-layer
analysis to the problem of dynamic stall.
POS99 A72-14058
Time dependent method to calculate supercritical
flow over nozzle airfoil
[ONEBA-NT-189] ' P0576 N72-30280
TIBE DISCRIMINATION
Time discrimination utilization in EMC,
considering automatic position telemetering,
system using time division technigue
P0061 472-1101(7
TIHE DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
Time discrimination utilization in EMC,.
considering automatic position telemetering
system using time division technigue
P0061 472-1601*7
Aircraft PDH and TDH systems, considering signal
processing, cable reguirements and applications
to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry
fSAS AIR 1207] POU58 472-36529
Evaluation of.technological risk areas of
time/frequency air traffic control system
fAD-733761] P0262 N72-18668
Evaluation of time division multiplexing system
for helicopter rotor tests
rAD-7H0773] . P0531 H72-29180
TIHE FDHCTIOHS
Parachute opening shock' and filling time ..
calculation based on aerodynamic drag, "air mass
and effective porosity time functions, using
momentum and continuity egnations
P0007 472-10310
TIHE LAG
Stalled blade rows dynamic performance in terms of
blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary
layer-caused time delay
P0121 472-16487
Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic
response at supersonic speeds, noting
application to stress estimation under gust loads
P0300 472-25922
Flap-lag induced nonlinear oscillations in
torsionally rigid helicopter blade, solving
nonlinear egnations of motion by multiple time
scales asymptotic expansion
TAIAA PAPER 72-956] p0562 A72r<12356
Control and modeling systems with distributive
parameters and time delays
rAD-741920] P0573 H72-30017
TIHE HEASUBEHEHT
NT CLOCK PARADOX
&round-the-world atomic clocks - Observed
relativistic time gains.
' ' ' p0455 472-35839
TIHE HBASOBIHG IHSTBOHBNTS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
NT CLOCKS
NT TIHIHG DEVICES
TIHE OPTIBAL CONTROL - • • .
Multiplier method for discrete optimization
problems with equality constraints, applying to
time optimal control for V/STOL aircraft
p01«4!472-18387
Aircraft optimal control for case of continuous
data flow on time variable flight conditions ,
P0181 472-18979
Singular surfaces for time optimal control in zero
sum differential games between two aircraft in
three dimensional space, assuming spherical
acceleration vectogram
P0183 472-19279
Two-variable second order system for multivariable
systems predictive control, deriving algorithm
for near time optimal control"
P0185 A72-19709
Optimal control of the speed of a two-shaft
helicopter turbine ' "
P0600 A72-U4278
TIHE RESPONSE
Parachute inflation loads and times, presenting
calculation method based on unsteady pressure
distribution on decelerating inflating parabolic
shell of revolution^with unsteady starting vortex
P0007 A72J-10311
Ribbon parachutes drop tests at Hach 0.57-1.70,
measuring opening shock loads -and functioning
time seguence • : .
P0007 472-10312
TIHE SHARING
Time sharing system for teleprocessing of wind
tunnel measurements with IBM 7040 computer as
central processor
[DLR-FB-70-68] p0168 B72-15186
TIMERS
0 TIMING DEVICES
TIMING
D TIHE MEASDRESENT
TIHIHG DEVICES
Time/frequency technology application to reliable
aircraft collision avoidance system, discussing
precision tine-ordered techniques, frequency
control and synchronization and flying clocks
P0396 A72-32072
IIP DRIVEH BOTOHS
Turbotip lift fan design developed for XV-5 VTOL
research aircraft, reviewing changes' for future
commercial and research transport systems
fASME PAPER 72-GT-1111 . p0299 472-25674
Turbulent and laminar jet flow in rotating
environments noting application to'jet mixing
flow in tip driven rotor wakes
P0028 N72-10008
IIP SPEED .
High tip speed low loading transonic- fan rotor
design for veak obligue shocks with .improved
efficiency and stall margin
TAIAA PAPSB 72-83] p0180 A72-18951
Analytical and experimental investigation of
vortex noise generated by propellers with low
tip speeds
C4D-731156] p0167 N72-15015
Analytical correlation of centrifugal compressor
design geometry for maximum efficiency with
specific speedCSASA-TN-D-6729] P0266 N72-19002
»IP TORTICES0 TIP SPEED . . :.
D VORTICES
UPS
NT BLADE TIPS
NT WING TIPS ' - . • •
IITAHIDB ALLOTS
Constant high tensile stress and rapid aerodynamic
heatinq effect on maraqinq steels and Ti and Al
alloys, evaluatinq test and simulation
procedures for design data development
P0009 A72-10749
Ti alloys for airfrane shell construction based- on
room temperature strength, stiffness and
> densities comparison with Al alloys, stainless .
steel and Be data .
P0058 472-13615
Ti alloys for aircraft structures, emphasizing
weldability, tensile fatigue and residual - >
strengths, shear-carrying qualities and fuselage
shell design
P0058 472-13616
High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories -.
structural materials, comparinq room temperature
physical properties of ultrahiqh tensile steels
and other alloys
P0058 472-13617
Ti effects on aircraft equipment design, ;
considering use of Hi plated brake cylinder,
wheel, engine control rams, tie bolts and rings
P0058 A72-13618
Forging technigues. and applications for YF-12A,-
aircraft Ti alloy bulkhead production,
considering diffusion bonding and die shimming
p0069 472-14914
Titahium-boron-epoxy composite materials selection
and fracture mechanics criteria, for B-.1 bomber
structural design '. . .
p0228 A72T22477
Chemical compositions, properties and he,at • \
treatment of Ti, Al alloys and steels used in .
aircraft industry < .
, p0285 472-25286
Compressive strength of Ti alloy airframe skin
stringer .panels reinforced with,B-A1 composite,
by brazing ,
CAI4A P4PEB 72-3591 p0286 472-25387
A-436
SUBJECT IHDEX TBISPIC COBTBOL
Ti alloys fatigue strength, stress concentration
sensitivity and grain sizes effects at normal
and high tenperatnre under cyclic loads
P0301 472-26821
Ti alloys hot salt stress corrosion daring turbine
engine operation, noting effects of alloy
processing conditions, surface properties and
cyclic exposures
P0397 A72-32136
The application of Ti-6Al-4V titanium to
helicopter fatigue loaded components.
p0608 A72-1H732 '
Seldinq airframe structures in titanium nsing
tensile loading to overcome distortion.
P0611 172-15000
Compression tests of short skin-stiffener
specimens of conventional titanium alloys
airframe structure with attached unidirectional
brazed boron-alnainun composite
fNASA-TH-D-6548] pOO«6 H72-11H28
Ion sputtering process used to deposit coating
compounds on titanium alloy gear teeth
C1D-729839] p0160 N72-1U504
Heat treatment and mechanical properties of
titanium alloys for aerospace industry application
rULB-TR-71003-D-BEV:) p0170 B72-15529
Preparation of- titanium-surfaces by
phosphate-fluoride method prior to adhesive
bonding procedures and application to DH-1
helicopter structures
[AD-732353] p0208 H72-16355
Lightning discharge ignition of fuel vapors
beneath titanium alloy aircraft skin
CHASA-CH-120827] p022« N72-179U9
Environmental tests to determine behavior of
titanium alloys under hot salt, stress corrosion
conditions existing in jet engines
rNASA-TS-X-680151 P0259 N72-18541
Methods and seguences for producing precision
forged structural and jet engine components from
metal ponder preforms of titanium alloys
rAD-736»77) p0372 N72-22511
Susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking in
NaCl solution of titanium alloy plates
[AD-7U5293] p06*5 N72-33554 •
TOLEB1HCES (PHYSIOLOGY) : '
NT HDBAN TOLERANCES
TOME
D PITCH
TOBOHETBY ' ''
0 PBESSOBE HEASOBEBBNTS ' ' .
TOOLIHG
Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength,
performance properties, fabrication processes
and tooling concepts • • .. •
rSBE PAPEB EH 71-2051 p0011 A72-10968
TOOLS
HT BOEIBG HACHISES
NT HACHINE TOOLS
Analysis of facilities, egnipment, and tools to
maintain large commercial aircraft •
pOOUO N72-11023
TOPOGBAPBI
NT TEBBAIN ' -
TOBPEDO EHGINES • ''
NT TDBBOBOCKET ENGINES ' ' • " •
TOBQOE .•••!••
Two and three dimensional wind tunnel tests on
oscillatory control surface derivations noting
Beynolds number and/or boundary layer transition
variation on wing >
CABC-CP-1151] , p0088 N72-11960
Antitorgue devices to replace tail rotor on single
rotor shaft-driven helicopters ' '
fAD-7298601 ' • ~p0152 H72-11001
Comparisonsrof hinge moments for simple delta ving
and delta ving orbiter concept 'at BacS 6 '
fNASA-TN-D-6657] 'p0218 N72-16997
TOBQOE HEASOBIHG APPABATOS
0 TOBQOEBETERS
TOBQOEHETEBS ' ' •[ •
Noncontact rotating shaft horsepower measurement,'
using phase displacement technigue
f ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-29] p0295 A72-25625
TOBSION
Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single
blade random gust response
fNASA-CB-11<I3 861 p0078 N72-11889
TOBSIONAL STRESS
Bending and torsional mode-deformations of two
dimensional elastic wing under sinusoidal and
random gust
p0007 A72-33229
TOBSIOHAL VIBBiTIOH
Collocation method for coupled bending-bending
torsion vibrations of straight uniform
cantilever beam with asymmetric airfoil cross
section
POQ05 A72-32908
Application of .the finite element method to
torsional flutter analysis on an analog computer
P0509 A72-39907
Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at low inflow and its
effect on flutter.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-959] p056.1 A72-423H9
Blade torsional tuning to manage rotor stall
flutter.
tAIAA PAPEB 72-958] P0615 A72-45412
TOOCHDOBH
Pilot perception tests on estimating flight path
inclination, ground image and touchdown time
under poor visibility
p0119 472-16180
TOUGHNESS
HT NOTCH SENSITIVITY- '
TOflED BODIES
Equilibrium configuration of cable towed in
circular path, presenting multivalued boundary
value problem mathematical analysis
fAD-737«45] p0012 8.72-11132
Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in
uniform flow field, calculating eguilibrium
configuration during coordinated torn from two
point boundary value problem numerical solution
p0195 A72-21601
Airborne towed cargo carrying bodies dynamic
stability for single-point suspension system,
using .linearized small perturbation-analysis
' fil»a PAPEB 72-986] p0561 472-42328
Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing wire
antenna and derivation of-eguations of motion
p0217 N72-16899
Approximation for towed nnbanked body lateral
stability in zero lift conditions
[ABC-B/H-3675] p0527 N72-28995
TOWED TARGETS
U TARGETS
0 TOHED BODIES
TOIEBS
NT AIBPOBT TOBEBS
TOWING
Design of glider towing propeller aircraft
P0318 H72-20002
TBACE COHTAHINAHTS
Infrared spectrophotometer used for detection of
trace contaminants from Pegasus and Olympus
engines in aircraft cabin atmospheres
[QAD-BATS-17U1 p0031 N72-10010
Trace amounts of fuel-soluble metal compounds
affecting thermal stability of JP-7 fuel
[AD-7361751 p03«0 N72-21813
TBACKIBG (POSITION)
NT HISSILE TRACKING
NT OPTICAL TBACKING
NT POBSDIT TRACKING
HT BADAR TRACKING
TBACKING AND DATA BELAY SATELLITES
0 IDE SATELLITES
TBACKIBG ABTEHBAS
0 DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
TB1FFIC
NT AIR TRAFFIC
TBAFFIC COHTBOL
NT AIB TBAPFIC CONTROL ,
NT BADAB APPROACH CONTBOL
Time/freguency techniques in land, sea and air
transportation environments, discussing
characteristics and electronic traffic control
systems applications
P0396 A72-32073
Solutions to transportation problems nsing
tine/freguency technology.
P0606 A72-WU9
Design reguirements and development plan for all
weather system for controlling airport surface
traffic
fRD-620:639651 p0096 N72-12587
A-437
TRAILING EDGES SUBJECT IIDEI
TBilLIHG EDGES
Axial and 'tangential velocity distributions within
trailing line vortex to large distance
downstreams of generating ving extended from
available data
fAD-743599] p0012 A72-11135
Drag and lift experimental determination for low
aspect ratio rectangnlar winqs with blnnt
trailing edges at Bach numbers 0.5*2.2
[DGLR PAPER 71-114) p0023 A72-12712
Base pressure drag redaction on rectangular wings
with blunt trailing edges from low speed wind
tunnel measurements
fDFVLB-SONDDB-219] p0244 A72-24842
Slender body theory for flow calculation past low
aspect ratio delta wing with straight trailing
edge, noting lifting vortices distribution
P0247 A72-25131
Rotary wings lift and efficiency increase by
circulation control via tangential blowing about
bluff trailing edge airfoils
[AHS PHEPRINI 6031 p0445 A72-34492
Visualization study of flow near the trailing edge
of an oscillating airfoil.
p0511 472-40067
Conformal mapping procedure for numerical
generation of airfoils with local curvature
singularities, presenting test problem results
for zero trailing edge angle
P0556 A72-41259
Application -of a time-dependent boundary-layer
analysis to the problem of dynamic stall.
P0599 472-44058
Cascade calculations and tests of blunt trailing
edge blades used in advanced axial compressor
concepts
fAD-725789] ' pOOUS N72-11308
Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt
trailing edge effects on drag and lift
characteristics of wing profile
p0074 N72-11862
Effect of trailing edge geometry and thickness on
performance of certain turbine stator blading
rNASA-TN-D-6637] p0163 H72-14986
Flow measurements in trailing vortex with smoke
from ground-based generator, using Lockheed
Hercules
[ATN-7104] . P0519 N72-28277
TEAILIBG-EDGE FLAPS
Wind tunnel investigation of unswept rectangular
wing with externally blown single slotted flap,
determining optimum slot width as function of
momentum coefficient and flap deflection
P0070 A72-15461
Jet-STOL angmentor wing consisting of moderately
thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat
and double surface trailing edge flap
P0197 472-21899
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of
vortex augmented unswept wing with leading edge
cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing
edge flaps •
f S A E PAPER 720321] • p0290 A72-25584
Rarefied hypersonic flow characteristics of delta
wings and trailing edge spoilers.
P0450 A72-35229
Lift and control augmentation by spanwise blowing
over trailing edge flaps and control surfaces.
fAIAA PAPER 72-781] pOSOO A72-38140
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings with or
without trailing-edge flap in rarefied
hypersonic gas flow
fREPT-71-21 P0149 H72-13980
Noise data obtained with small scale model of
externally blown flap of type being considered
for STOL aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6636] p0269 N72-19025
Hethod for using lifting-surface theory to obtain
pressure distribution on wing with trailing-edge
flap or control surface
fHiSA-TN-D-6798] p0366 N72-22007
Intermittent jet blowing for controlling flow
separation on trailing edge flap
fAD-7420851 P0577 N72-30291
TH4IBBBS
0 T R A I N I N G DEVICES
TBAIHIHG ' . :
0 EDDCATION
TBAIHIHG AIRCRAFT
BT JAGDAR AIBCBAFT
Trainer-combat turbojet or turbofan aircraft
characteristics, comparing flight, weight, size,
maintenance and development cost's
P0119 A72-16178
Hitsnbishi:XT-2 jet trainer aircraft, presenting
design, structural and performance data
P0246 A72-25107
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressnrization
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
p0301 472-26020
Cost effectiveness determination for different
levels of reliability and maintainability of
training aircraft, using computer simulation
P0343 A72-28355
BE 200 training and acrobatic two seater low ving
metal aircraft series production, dimensions and
maximum takeoff weight performances
P0357 A72-30039
Wind tunnel testing of Dassault-Brequet-Dornier
Alpha Jet twin engine trainer, emphasizing tests
for wing-empennage flutter and jet induced
interference effects
P0357 A72-30077
Canadian Armed Forces air navigation training
program, noting emphasis on training flights
P0398 472-32209
Normal acceleration data for jet aircraft and
trainers
CAD-725840] • p0089 H72-11968
Acoustic measurements of T-41 trainer aircraft
during ground and airborne operation
fAD-731128] p0167 H72-15014
TBAIHIHG DEVICES
NT TEACHING MACHINES
Training cockpit TL-29 mean time of failure-free
operation from measurement data during
development tests and two year guarantee,
calculating avionic devices reliability
P0358 A72-30281
Digital computer controlled flight simulators for
undergraduate pilot, electronic warfare,
air-to-air combat and helicopter training
P0443 472-34393
Simulated blind approach trainer for general
aviation aircraft pilot training, discussing
design concept and instrumentation with emphasis
on components simplicity and economy
p0450 472-35325
Application of Apollo Project data and training
concepts to maintenance of large commercial
aircraft
P0040 N72-11026
Design, development, and fabrication of total
inflight simulator facility
tAD-739230] P0483 1172-27279
TBAIHIHG SIHOLATORS
NT COCKPIT SIHDLATOHS
NT FLIGHT SIMULATORS '
Fighter pilots training by simulators, determining
learning effectiveness by mathematical model
based on renewal theory
fAIAA PAPEB 72-161] p0128'472-16827
Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews,
discussing Boeing 747 program
p0179 472-18839
Bight Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
P0182 472-19137
Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training
crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital
technigues, and visual and'physiological
experiences
P0362 472-30844
ATC procedures training by digital radar
simulators, taking into account geographic
terrain, radar, wind and aircraft
characteristics and flight plans
P0397 472-32098
Computerized navigator training simulator for
complete array of air navigation instruments,
discussing design and human factors •
P0398 472-32208
4-438
SUBJECT INDEX TBiHSIEHT RESPONSE
Digital computer controlled fliqht simulators for .
undergraduate pilot, electronic warfare, .
air-to-air combat and helicopter training
, , P011I3 A72-34393
Simulated blind approach trainer for general
aviation aircraft pilot training, discussing
design concept and instrumentation with emphasis
' on components simplicity and economy
• . pO<!50 A72-35325
Dse of. fixed and moving base flight simulators for
. the. aerodynamic design and development of the
S-3A airplane.
PAIiA PAPER 72-764] p0510.A72-U0052
Digital. computer e'guipped facility for training
simulators environmental.simulation capability
testing, describing electronics interface,
control and display eguipment
' • P0567 A72-42928
TRAJECTORIES
NT ASCENT TRAJECTORIES .
NT DESCENT TRAJECTORIES .
NT. MISSILE TRAJECTORIES ' •
NT PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
NT REENTRY TRAJECTORIES. . , .
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS . ... .
Three dimensional roll-controlled-, missile • .
. trajectory model for simple time-sharing digital
or;analog simulation, using wind-to-inertial
axis transformation
.: p0011 A72-10964
Computerized error function method of wreckage. ,
trajectory analysis in aircraft accident
,. investigation, using fundamental equations, of
motion • - ,, .
,' . p.0051 A72-13250
Russian book on flight dynamics covering •
horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing.
 ;
characteristics, meteorological conditions,-
helicopters, trajectory, problems, stability.and
controllability analysis, etc .- -
• i• p0413 A72-33874
STOL aircraft minimum noise takeoff trajectories
determination,"taking into account engine thrust
and listeners distance from, noise source
fAIAA PAPER 72-6651 . p0414 A72-3U072
Special control-.of-spiral flight'curves with the
i neutral and.maneuver points as ultimate
positions of the indifference points • - -.
; p0461 A72-36942
Allowable region of approach height and desirable
approach path of aircraft for safe landing,
presenting optimal control trajectories
. , . . p0603 A72-44497
Effects of aerodynamic coefficients, launch
velocity, and burning rate on trajectory-of
self-suspended parachute flare
fAD-731683]- pO?17 N72-16955
TBAJECTOBY CONTROL
NT TRAJECTORY QPTIHIZATION - -
Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft .
inertia 11y based flight trajectory control in
turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS
. . . p0120. A72-16472
A versatile .Kalman technique for aircraft or
missile state estimation and error analysis
using radar tracking data.
[AIAA PAPER 72-838] ' > pOSOS A72-39Q89
TRAJECTORY OPTIDIZATIOR
Hybrid simulation of F-4 aircraft for evaluating
display devices and pilot performance in manual
fuel consumption optimization
[AD-7317131 . , p6208, N72-16315
Computerized simulation used to obtain time
optimal trajectories for P-3C-ASi aircraft
rAD-734167]
 ; p0272 N72-19046
Hathematical determination of optimal range and
maximum range for supersonic-aircraft based =on
initial and final mass and altitude
fNASi-TN-D-67071 p0319 N72-20008
TBA1SCEIVEBS
0 TBANSHITTER RECEIVERS
TBAHSCEIDBNTAL FOHCTIOHS
NT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
TBAISDDCEBS . . . •
NT PRESSURE SENSORS
Variable impedance transducer measuring
instruments for in-flight aircraft performance
tests under environmental thermal effects
P0565 A72-42711
Evaluation of time division multiplexing system
for helicopter rotor tests
fAD-7407731 p053U N72-29480
TBABSFEfi FUNCTIONS
Aircraft steering dynamics model with
• translational and rotational eguations,
considering zero sideslip and acceleration and
lift bank angle transfer functions
P0118 A72-16112
Pilot, trainer transfer function identification for
man-machine and on-line adaptive control system
using analog/hybrid computer
P0361 A72-30721
Determination of the operational transfer
functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital
computer
' p0602 A72-1U292
Spectral analysis of transient data applied to
auto-pilot parameter studies of coupler transfer
function
fAD-7250681 . p0035 N72-T0501
. Numerical and.experimental calculations of jet
engine transfer functions
fNAL-TR-2381 P0112 N72-13747
Control- and perturbation transfer function
coefficients as function of aircraft derivatives
for'uncontrolled longitudinal motion in turbulence
f Dm-MITT-71-111 ' " P0366 N72-22010
Procedures for evaluating effect of transfer
function zeros on transient response of aircraft
and determining desirable regions of pole-zero
locations ' •
rNJSA-TM-X-25851 • p0478 N72-27024
Importance of advanced information given to pilots
considered as element in automatic control system
[HEPI-ei] pflitSO N72-27034
TBANSFOBBATIONS (BATBEHATICS)
NT COORDINATE TRANSFOHHATIONS
NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
Flight mechanics derivative transformations by
matrix methods for changing coordinate or
independent variable systems
fDFVLB-SONDDR-1751 p0126 A72-16706
Nonlinear algebraic transformation to determine
straight line and second order curve
intersection point in aircraft lofting problem
P0345 A72-28742
Basic formulations for developing coordinate
transformations and eguations of- motion used
with*free flight and wind.tunnel data reduction
fNiSA-SP-3070] p0472 N72-26475
TRANSFORMERS
NT INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
Microelectronics and rotary transformers for
obtaining reliable data channels in rotating
shaft system
rNASA-TH-X-68112] • p0580 N72-30776
TBANSFOBMS.
D TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
TBANSIENT HEATING
Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of
refrigeration with composite model to study
• transient thermal stresses in wing rib
P0362 A72-30907
TBiHSIEHT LOADS '
NT BLAST LOADS
NT GUST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT LANDING LOADS
NT SHOCK LOADS - .
Effect of transient winds on flow quality of
open-circuit wind tunnel model
[NASA-TH-X-2538] p0379 N72-22993
TH&HSIENT BESPOHSE
Finite element method for determining transient
response of box-type structure to traveling
sonic pressure wave
.p0003 A72-10219
Zero velocity lag servonechanism transient
response sensitivity from intuitive approach to
convolution problem, noting feedback
compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction
P0189 A72-20593
Building structures response to transient
pressures caused by sonic booms, discussing
three dimensional loading effects, air cavity
coupling and nonlinearities influence
P0198 A72-21908
A-439
TRANSIENTS (SDBGES) SUBJECT IHDEI
Transient characteristics and steady state
off-design operation of mixed and unmixed type
tarbofan engines,°noting peculiarities in
control characteristics
p0228 472-22626
Turboprop engines dynamic parameters experimental
determination by rpm tran'sient response to
instantaneous fuel supply changes
P0351 472-29137
4ircraft instrumentation system accuracy relation
to aerodynamic 'derivatives evaluated from flight
data, proposing input and transient response
measurement system
POK12 A72-336UO
Sonic boom duration effects on thin circular
elastic plate transient axisymmetric vibration
via Hankel and Laplace transforms
pO«57 472-36U09
TBAHSIEHTS (SOBGBS)
D SOR6ES
TBAHSISTOB AHPLIFIBBS
Single .and dual gate GaAs FET integrated
amplifiers in C band.
pOt89 472-37270
TBAHSISTOBS
HT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
TR4HSITIOH FLOS
Influence of engine design and thrust vector
control on transition characteristics of VIOL
transport aircraft
rNASA-TT-F-1<)059] p0151 N72-13993
Thrust measurement interpretation for V/STOL
models and transition performance of lift fan
configurations
P0210 N72-16693
TBAISITIOH HETALS
NT GOLD
HT IEOB
NT REFRACTORY HETALS
NT TDNGSTEN
TB4BSITIOH TEHPEHATOBB
Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes
caused by artificial weathering noting glass
transition temperature and flexibility
measurements
rD-MAT-165] P032U H72-20519
TBANSLATIOSAL HOTIOH
NT SECONDABY FLOW
HT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
TRAHSBISSIOH
HT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TB4NSFER
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONVECTIVE BEAT TB4HSFEB
NT DATA TRANSMISSION
NT ELECTRIC POSER TR4NSBISSION
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
NT HEAT TRANSFEB
NT HEAT TRANSMISSION
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT LIGHT TR4NSBISSION
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
NT MDLTIP4TH TRANSMISSION
NT RADIO TRANSMISSION
NT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
NT SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION
NT SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
NT SODND TRANSMISSION
NT SUPERSONIC HE4T TRANSFER
NT TELEVISION TBASSMISSION
NT TIBE DIVISION HULTIPLEIING
NT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
NT WAVE PROPAGATION
TBAHSMISSION LINES
NT COBBDNICATION CABLES
NT WAVEGUIDES
TR4BSBITTEH RECEIVERS
An all solid-state MIC transmit-receive module.
POU89 A72-37268
Location identification system with ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
rBASA-C4SE-ERC-1032»] pOH33 N72-25173
Test and evaluation of VHP and UHF air/ground
communication transceivers at long range radar
sites
P0517 N72-28177
TBANSBITTERS
NT IBSTBUHENT TB4NSBITTEBS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT BADIO TRANSMITTERS
NT RAWINSONDES
NT BEPE4TEBS
NT TB4NSMITTER RECEIVERS
Minimum frequency separation between avionics
receivers and transmitters for acceptable
interference level
p0189 472-20929
Badiation patterns and transmitter power needed
for two-bay antenna used with VOR approach
marker beacon
rFAA-BD-72-33] p0261 N72-1865?
Battery powered aircraft crash locator transmitter
fNASA-CASE-MFS-16609) ' p0338 N72-21U31
TRANSOCEANIC COHSDBICATIOB
Airline air/ground radio communications and data
link service implementation for San
Francisco-Hawaii center
P0138 472-17337
TB4HSOCEABIC SYSTEBS
NT TRANSOCEANIC COMMUNICATION
Synchronous satellite surveillance system for
transoceanic ATC, using suboptimal /modified
Kalman/ filter for aircraft position and
velocity computation
P0191 A72-21091
IBABSONIC AIRCRAFT
0 SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
THASSOHIC COBPBESSOBS
Transonic compressor design for minimum number of '
stages and hub/tip ratio and maximum inlet axial
velocity, assuming axisymmetric flow
P0121 A72-16482
Design and experimental performance of 20-inch
diameter, tandem bladed, axial flow, transonic
compressor rotor for advanced air breathing
engines
tNiSA-TM-*-2U8U] p0263 N72-18773
Comparison of flow characteristics of two
transonic compressors
P0282 N72-19852
Performance and distortion tolerance of 1500
ft/sec tip speed transonic fan stage with
variable geometry inlet guide vanes and variable
stagger stator
rNASA-CR-72880] pO«87 N72-27818
Design of single stage fan with tip speed of 1800
ft/sec and hub/tip ratio of 0.5 for producing
pressure ratio of 2.285 to 1
rNAS4-CB-120907] p0580 N72-3077*
TRANSONIC FLIGHT
Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and
transonic civil and military aircraft design,
considering flow problems during transonic
flight, takeoff and landing
fDGLR PAPEB 71-105] p002<! A72-12715
Transonic air transport design, discussing wind
tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology,
sonic beam avoidance, cruising speed, operating
costs and transport family development
p0057 A72-13«87
Ground focus line location of sonic bang
propagating in stratified atmosphere with wind
for transonically accelerating aircraft
p018« 472-196U5
Wind tunnel tests of full-scale flight path
accelerometer to determine transonic aerodynamic
characteristics and to eliminate interaction
effects between angle of attack and sideslip vanes
[40-736456] p0371 N72-22328
Aerodynamic analysis of airfoils and wings at
transonic flight conditions
fAD-737293] p0380 N72-23002
TRABSOSIC FLOI
Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft wing
profile, solving mixed Cauchy problem
P0013 A72-11178
Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear
layers, including low supersonic and transonic
ranges for ^et noise applications
p0072 A72-15566
Difference egnations and relaxation method for
three dimensional transonic flow field about
wings in terms of velocity potential
rAIAA PAPER 72-189] : p0128 A72-168U3
Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow
over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor
blades, calculating flow field by
A-mtO
SUBJECT IHDBI IBANSOIIC SPBID
three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme
fAIAA PAPEB 72-391 P0130 172-16901
Finite difference method for transonic airfoil
design for vide range of angles of attack and
~ (lach na libers
P0139 A72-17629
Increased Reynolds number siaulation vith
roughness set on aircraft model in transonic
flow, investigating flow separation by parietal ,
visualization technique
p0140 A72-17846
Irrotational two dimensional transonic flow past
symmetric profile vith and without shock
p0185 A72-20068
Transonic flow past wing airfoils, obtaining
numerical solution by fitting ailed initial
boundary conditions
P0186 A72-20079
Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in
unsteady transonic flov, obtaining t»o part
boundary value problem for linear potential
eguation
P0310 A72-27545
Aileron vibration pressure measurement in
plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating
damping characteristics with allowance for shock
motion caused nonlinear effects
P0363 A72-31026
Transonic airfoil section design to given surface
pressure distribution, applying finite
difference procedures to transonic small
disturbance eguations •' '
rAIAA PAPER 72-679] • p0414 A72-34062
Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithm for
solution to three dimensional nonlinear
transonic small disturbance potential eguation
for flov about swept wings
[AIAA PAPEB 72-677] p0414 A72-34063
Computation of transonic flow about finite lifting
wings.
p0450 A72-35258
Transonic viscous flow around lifting
two-dimensional airfoils.
fAIAA PAPER 72-678] p0452 A72-35479
Three-dimensional structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.
P0507 A72-39631
Aerodynamic.test facility data on swept wings,
peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic
flov, discussing shock tubes and wind tunnels
development
P0509 A72-39846
New results concerning the numerical calculation
of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section
P0563 A72-42639
Scale effects in flows past swept wings at
transonic speeds
p0073 N72-11855
Reynolds number effects in viscous-inviscid
interactions on transonic swept wings
p0073 N72-11856
Method for estimating transonic buffet boundary
and Reynolds number effects for straight and
swept wings
P0073 N72-11857
Flow model for shock induced leading edge
transonic flov turbulence and rear separation in
lov speed stall of airfoil
p0073 K72-11858
Minimum level of Reynolds number for reliable flow
simulation in transonic test facilities
[ NASA-TB-X-67U12] p0074 N72-11859
Transonic wind tunnel tests of effectiveness of
high lift devices on swept and straight wings in
controlling flov separation • . .
P0071 N72-11860
Transonic vind tunnel determination of Reynolds
number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag
divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet
onset
P0074 H72-11861
Transonic vind tunnel determination of blunt
trailino edge effects on drag and lift
characteristics of ving profile
P007H N72-11862'
Reynolds number effect on flov past body of
revolution at transonic speed
P0074 872-1186U
Transonic performance of double flux engine
nacelle air intake and afterbody at high
Reynolds numbers
p0075 B72-11866
Measurement accuracy and flov simulation for
transonic testing in vind tunnels
CNASA-TH-X-67415] p0076 H72-11872
Egnivalent body of revolution for simulating high
Reynolds number effect on transonic flov past
two dimensional airfoil
p0076 N72-11874
Hydraulic equipment for high Reynolds number
testing in transonic vind tunnel
CNASA-TH-X-67418] • p0077 N72-11880
High-pressure ratio turbojet engine simulator with
common exit nozzle and vind tunnel test results
at liach 0.6 to 1.27
[NASA-TH-X-67973] p0162 H72-1U792
Extension of Gersten nonlinear wing theory to
transonic flov
[BHVG-FBWT-71-21] p016<l B72-14994
Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure
distribution on fuselage and two body-wing
configurations in transonic flow
CBBVG-FBHT-71-24] p0166 N72-15011
Boundary layers on airfoils in obligue transonic
terminal shock wave and control of shock induced
separation -- - -=- - - - - - - = - ~
[AD-731830] p0208 N72-16227
Transonic potential flow around quasi-elliptic
wing profile noting shockless compression
[BEPT-10/19711 p0317 N72-19996
Hind tunnel determination of lift induced on swept
wing by two-dimensional partial-span deflected
jet at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.30
[NASA-TB-X-2529] p0365 N72-21997
Supersonic wind tunnel -extension for transonic
profile measurements "
tDLB-BITT-72-02] p0468 N72-26213
Numerical solution for potential transonic flow
past lifting airfoil
p0469 N72-26217
Supercritical airfoil profiles for improved
transonic performance in presence 'of jet flap
effect
[AD-741036] p0583 N72-31008
Numerical computation of transonic flow around
leading edge of ving profile
tNASA-TT-F-14285] p0618 N72-32010
TBANSOHIC PLOTTER
Dynamically similar vind tunnel models for
transonic aeroelastic studies of aircraft
failures or structural damage and flutter margins
[ONEBA, It BO. 1082) p0356 A72-29672
TEABSOHIC INLETS
0 SUPERSONIC INLETS
TRANSONIC SPEED
Dynamic stability, control and structural response
of transonic jet transport to atmospheric
turbulence
p0119 A72-16348
Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil
at high transonic speeds, discussing
viscons-inviscid flow interaction
fAIAA PAPEB 72-5] p0129 A72-16863
Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic
critical Bach number. I
P0449 A72-34744
Variable sweep wings aerodynamic characteristics
in subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight,
considering lift, drag, stability and control
p0461 A72-36976
Book - A theory of supercritical wing sections,
with computer programs and examples. -
p0557 A72-41534
Full-scale inlet/engine testing at high
maneuvering angles at transonic velocities.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1026] p0558 A72-41604
Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin
lifting wings and analytic expressions for far
field conditions
[NASA-TN-D-6530] p0045 N72-11289
Bind tunnel measurements of Reynolds number effect
on force and pressure coefficients for slender
delta wing at transonic speed
P0074 N72-11863
Free flight models for transonic testing at high
Reynolds numbers
CNASA-TB-1^67416] p0077 N72-11878
A-441
TBilSOHIC TDBBIBES SUBJECT IHDEI
Rind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of AV80
720 scale model with determination of up-elevon
and' leading edqe notch^effects '
[ABC-CP-11401 p0088 H72-11962
Flo» onsteadiness and model vibration in transonic
and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests
rABC-CP-1155] p0092 H72-12198
Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin
wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed
f RAE-TR-71043] p0169 N72-15292
Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds
of Orion .slender wing models with zero lift
Dsing terminal velocity technique •
CABC-CP-1174] p0202 N72-15951
Koise pollution, structural failure, transonic
'speed engineering, and aircraft design
p0214 N72-16766
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow phenomena of
supercritical wings near Bach one conditions
fNASA-TT-F-14242] p0317 N72-19991
•Aerodynamic forces, pitching moments, and pressure
distributions measurements on delta wing-body
combinations at transonic speed in comptessible
flow
fAVA-FB-7129) p0317 N72-19998
Bind tunnel tests of M2-F2 lifting body entry
configuration at transonic and supersonic speeds
and selected Beynolds numbers
[NASA-TH-X-2511] p0331 N72-21005
Methods for simulating high level Beynolds number
for wind -tunnel model testing at transonic speed
rNASA-TT-F-14290] P0463 N72-26000
Analysis of performance and economic factors
involved in operation of commercial transport
aircraft designed to cruise at transonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-62156] p0464 N72-26009
Structural and aerodynamic characteristics of
transonic transport aircraft with supercritical
wings and fuselage area ruling
[NASA-TH-X-62157] p0465 N72-26016
Economic analysis of transport aircraft operating
in transonic region with consideration of
'-materials, aerodynamic configuration, and cruise
speed . '
rNASA-TM-X-62159] p0477 N72-27015
Development of local linearization and transonic
eguivalence rule for predicting properties of
transonic flows about wing-body combinations ''^
rHASA-C8-2103] p0526 N72-28994
Flight tests to determine effects of moderate ,
deflections of wing leading and trailing edges
of F-10U aircraft buffet characteristics at
subsonic and transonic .speeds
rNASA-TN-D-6943] 'p0572 N72-30004
THAHSONIC TDBBINES
0 SUPEESONIC TDEBINES
TBAHSOHIC HMD TOSNELS
Transonic air transport design, discussing wind
tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology,
sonic beam avoidance, cruising speed, operating
costs and transport family development •
p0057 A72-13487
Two dimensional airfoil pressure distribution
measurements at high subsonic speeds, comparing
normal force coefficients corrected for wind
tunnel interference effects with theoretical •••
calculations • •
[DFVLH-SONDDR-T68.] .- ' p0058 A72-13609
Correction factors for Aerodynamic Besearch
Institute Goettingen transonic wind tun&el, "'
comparing calculated values with AGiBD
calibration models test results
TDFVLE-SO1IDDB-1671 p0058 A72-13610
Two dimensional-transonic airfoil section•testing
at ONEBA S3HA wind tunnel, comparing results' '
with helicopter rotor blades test data
rONEBA, TP NO. 1028] p0059 A72-13642
Flow guality improvements in a blowdown wind
tunnel using a multiple shock entrance diffuser.
TAIAA PAPER 72-10025 P0557 A72-41587
Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel
background noise and effects of surface^pressure
fluctuation measurements. • •'
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1004] p0557 A72-41588
Application ,of wall corrections to transonic wind
tunnel da£a.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1009] p0558 A72-H1591
High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel
facility /HIBT/ for improved aerodynamic testing
of modern combat and commercial .aircraft -.. •,
performance, maneuverability'and handling.
qualities j
[AIAA 'PAPEB 72-1035]' ' ' 'p0559" A72-41609
Design,of flexible steel liners for adjustable
transonic wind tunnel nozzle. ,
[HPL-AEBO-HOTE-1098] , ," p0030 872-10023
Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel
facilities'for transonic aerodynamic testing of
aircraft at high Beynolds numbers
CAGAHD-CP-83-71] p0073 H72-11854
Transonic wind tunnel testinq for predicting
 ;.Y
flight 'performance characteristics *of aircraft
. . p0075 N72-11865
Comparison of performance predictions and .flight .
data for optimizing transonic wind tunnel.design
p0076 H7.2-11871
Measurement accuracy and flow simula'tion for
 ;
transonic testing in wind tunnels ' , , - , . , . . :
[HASA-TM-X-67415] p0076 H72-11872
Transonic 'wind tunnel testing requirements for
simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight
Beynolds numbers * . -
, •'•' ' p0076 H72-11873
Methods for solving engine airplane interference
and wall corrections .in.transonic wind tunnel
tests for predicting aerodynamic performance of
airplane design . . , . - - . */•. ;
' ' ' '"'' -
 po076 H72-1"1877
Hydraulic equipment for high Beynolds number
testing in transonic wind''tunnel' ' '
rNASA-TH-X-67418] '' V '•' ''" ' p0077 H72-11880
Comparison between conventional blowdown .and
Ludwieg tube driven transonic wind. ,tunnels for
high Beynolds number 'range ' ' ''
. >'., , ,P0077 »72-11881
Performance and operational characteristics of
high Reynolds number blowdown and. shock wind . ,
tunnels for transonic model testing'.
1 1
 ' • • • • • • • p0078 N72-1188U
Transonic wind tunnel design for model testing at
high Reynolds number * ' .
" ,-.'... ' . - , ' ' ' • ' . PQ078 N72-11887
^Transonic wind 'tunnel tests on three dimensional
•flow distribution during s.tall development on .
rotary'wing profiles ' • ' • ' • •
rASC-CP-1146] 'J •"'" ' pOOSO N72-11901*
Aerodynamic testing at high Reynolds numbers and
transonic speeds in NATO ,. ' - - •
[AGABD-B-588-71] p0099i M72-12978
Time sharing system for teleprocessing of.wind
tunnel measurements with IBM 7040 computer as
central processor '? • ' -
[DLB-FB-70-68] :/1 ' '.pO,1$8: H72-15186 :
Data and recommendations for transonic' tests of
 ;. •
inlets , .'''"- -'
'•" ' • ' • " ' ' . ' . . ' ,p0209.,1172-16687
Wind tunnel' test section' for simulating high
Beynolds number 'over .transonic'speed' range .,
rNASA-CASE-JMFS-20509] " '"•".';.:.' p,0221 N72-17183
Transonic and blowdown-wind tunnels for high
Beynolds number testing ~ '• " "'•' ' ' .' " .
r»D-73»6i»8]'' • ' ' ''''.'.' P0276' H72-.19306
Transonic wind tunnel calibration of dual, system
gust measuring probe ; . ',.
tAHL/A-KOTE-334] ' c, pOISt' N72-27426
Wind tunnel wall corrections for*two-dimensional
flow;applied to pressure distribution
measurement's in'transonic'1 wind tunnel'1
fNASA-TT-F-14316] '• p0626. N72-32264
TBAHSONICS 't '• ' '- ' .'.".','•
D TBAKSONIC FLOS' ' ' :
TBAHSPABEHCE . ! " '. " "
Optical transparencies - Conference, London; June
1971 „ : . ' . .
' • - ' • ' ' p0304 A72-27001
Structural design and optical problems of external
vision and'cockpit transparencies in military
aircraft' ' • • ' ' - • . . - . ' .
:
" • ' ' ,p0305 A72-27002
Optical guality reguirements for' aircraft
transparencies, considering' resolution, haze,
halation,- light transmission, distortion,
binocular" deviation, double images, scratches
and inclusions ";
' .
 f',_ ' p0305 A72-27003
Aircraft transparencies from civil operator
viewpoint, considering replacement-cost of
flighfdeck'and cabin windows
A-4U2
SUBJECT IBDEI IBiHSPOBT AIBCBAFT
P0305 472-27005
Acrylics and polycarbonates properties in aircraft
transparencies design, emphasizing cost and
optical, mechanical, thermal and chemical
properties
P0305 A72-27009
Polycarbonates applications in aircraft
transparencies, discussing chemical, heat,
impact and abrasion resistance, toughness and
weathering
PQ305 A72-27010
Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems
shielding properties for projectile and bird
impacts
p0306 A72-27015
THiHSPiBEHT HATEBI4LS ' ' ,
0 TRANSP4REHCE
TRANSPIRATION COO1IB6
0 SWEAT COOLI8G
TBAHSPOIDEBS
Pulse coded processing system EBC performance
measurement, considering CD and pulsed ,
interference effects and application to 4TC
radar beacon system transponders
p0061 472-14033
ATC radar beacon system developments, considering
diversity transponders, interrogator environment
' control, electronic scan cylindrical array -- —
antenna design and discrete address mode
p0068 A72-14832
Digital solid state altitude encoder for ATC
transponder reporting, covering Gray and Gillham
CSAE PAPER 720314] p0289 472-25578
Aircraft distance measuring equipment with von
radio receivers and ground station transponder
for pulse interrogation
p0307 A72-27105
ATC 1C transponder used with secondary
surveillance radar, discussing design features
P0461 A72-37048
Performance tests of transponders installed in
commercial and general aviation aircraft to
determine compliance with, specifications
(FAA-RD-72-301 p0376 N72-22649
Hinimnm performance standards for airborne ATC.
transponder equipment for use with ATC radar
beacon system
fDO-150] P0518 N72-28229
TRANSPORT AIBCBAFt
VI CARGO AIRCRAFT »
HI COHCOBDE AIRCRAFT
NT ElECTHA AIBCBAFT
NT SBORT HAUL AIBCRAFT
NT TSNKEH, AIRCRAFT
NT VISCOONT AIHCBAPT
Future aircraft design trends for transcontinental
and short haul operation, considering traffic
forecasts, current transport aircraft and
potential derivatives and technology
[SAE PAPER 7107*9] p0003 A72-10248
Commercial transport market and technology
forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SST
and CTOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710750] p0003 A72-10249
STOL transport aircraft technology assessment,
analyzing airports growth problems
[SAE PAPER 710751] p.0004 472-10250
Industry assisted state of art assessment of high
lift tnrbofan configurations for OSAF STOL
tactical transport technology program
fSAE PAPER 710758] pOOOl 472-10255
Bach 0.80 quiet intercity STOL transport design
comparison for tnrbofan, prop-fan and turboprop
systems ;
' [SAE PAPER 710759] p0004 A72-10256
'Propulsion system optimization for commercial
transport aircraft design under Advanced
transport Technology study, considering impact
on aircraft gross weight
[SAE PAPER 710760] " pOOOS A72-10257
Advanced technology air transports propulsion
system requirements, considering design, engine
performance and reliability, maintenance,
airline problems, noise and pollution control
[SAE PAPER 710761] pOOOS A72-10258
Propulsion system optimization in transonic
transport aircraft design, considering'nacelle
integration, engine choice, noise attenuation
and technology utilization
[SAE PAPER 710762] , . pOOOS A72-10259
Flight' test procedures for subsonic transport
aircraft pitot static pressure system,
recommending trailing cone calibration method
[SAE AHP 921] .. pOOOS A72-10389
Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics in
medium and heavy jet transport aircraft,
demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical
feasibility
P0020 472-12502
D.S.S.B. high-subsonic freight transport jet
aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far
East, noting independence of large airports
availability
, ..--. P0056 A72-13471
Transonic air transport design, discussing wind
tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology,
sonic beam avoidance, cruising speed, operating
costs and transport family development
p0057 A72-13487
Le Bourget Exposition data.for displayed .civil
transport aircraft
P0059 472-13638
VFw-614 short range twin, jet passenger transport
aircraft, analyzing service performance and
economic efficiency requirements influence on
~ design characteristics "" "
P0059 A72-13643
American civil aviation future development,
discussing passenger and freight markets growth,
aircraft types and P4A role
p0066 472-11811
Air transport maintenance regulation as part of
National Aviation System program, discussing
airworthiness, safety and reliability in
relation to design requirements
. P0066 472-14814
Civil aircraft technological constraints and
requirements, discussing noise, congestion and
performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOL,
VIOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports
P0115 A72-1577U
VIOL transport aircraft use in densely populated
urban areas, discussing travel time, airport
requirements, noise and design problems
p0126 472-16733
Soviet air traffic service productivity increase
and manpower saving by introduction of new
airliner types
P0127 A72-16779
Low wing loading STOL transport with ride
smoothing automatic control system, noting
thrust-weight ratio
[AIAA PAPES 72-64] p0133 A72-16942
French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 Le Bourget
Air Show, discussing design and performance . <
characteristics of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle,
Corvette, Falcon, Fregate, STOL-A-904 and Hercure
P0136 472-17193
STOL transport passenger market demand model
selection based on estimation of traffic
patterns between two population centers and
service frequency and fare considerations
p0139 A72-17586
Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil
transport aircraft flight testing under natural
and/or simulated icing conditions
p0147 472-18501
Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft
flight path management, emphasizing
dependability, safety and economy
p0193 A72-21524
Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport
passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber
experiments
p0194 A72-21571
Future civil air transport trends, considering
passenger and cargo growth, travel freguency per
capita income and STOL market
.p0199 A72-22150
Technology forecasting and risk assessment in
VXSTOL transport area, examining mission issues
and selection criteria
p0228 A72-22473
Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade
cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in
transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines
• P0233 472-23186
4-443
TBASSPOBT AIBCBAFI COHTO SOBJECT IBDBI
STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design
regairements"consideration based on common
propulsion and lift enqine types use, notinq fan
lift solution superiority
P0241 A72-21865
Transport aircraft fuselage computerized desiqn,
determining optimal structural distribution for
strength and displacement constraints
[AIAA PAPEE 72-3301 p0285 A72-25366
Conyective cooling system'design for flach 6
hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using
water glycol loop network
[AIAA PAPEB 72-330] P0286 A72-25369
SASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing
airframe and*enqine development for next
qeneration subsonic CTOI jet transport
requirements
[SAZ P1PEH 1203191 • P0290 A72-25582
Integral and remote powered lift fan engines
desiqn for large civilian VTOL transports
[ASME PAPEE 72-GT-651 p0297 A72-2565U
SASA quiet engine program, discussing noise
reduction technology -for subsonic civil
transport aircraft propulsion system
[ASHE PAPEE 72-GT-96] p0298 A72-25667
LOX supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
breathing oxygen
[SAE AIB 12231 P0301 A72-26030
Hear ground pressure differentials caused by large
transport aircraft induced wake vortices,
comparing measured data with Bernoulli formula
theoretical values'
p0313 A72-28122
Russian book on An-12 turboprop transport aircraft
structural and aerodynamic characteristics
covering engine'operation, piloting, stability,
controllability, etc
p0315 A72-283I13
High cruise altitude operational advantages for
commercial transport aircraft utilizing
technological innovations in structures,
propulsion, controls, avionics and aerodynamics
p03«9 A72-28875
Long range transport aircraft structures and
composite materials technology for airframe-and
engine systems ;
[AIAA PAPEE 72-362] p0350 A72-28955
Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport
aircraft propeller configurations under static,
taxi and flyover conditions,-discussing gniet
propeller noise signature
p0355 A72-29571
Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces
flow characteristics determination for stress
calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere
pp359 A72-3028U
VFD 614 twin -)et transport aircraft flight test
program, detailing general task plan, test
equipment installations and test schedule
P0360 A72-30679
Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and
•all-terrain ground vehicle simulators,
discussing control, load, visual attachment,
cabin motion and sound subsystems
p0362 A72-308U5
Fokker VTOL transport aircraft designs,
considering payload, range, runway conditions,
noise, military capabilities and operational costs
pO»05 A72-33018
Commercial transport aircraft engine technology
contribution to world air transportation,
considering social and ecological compatibility
with community".'
p0408 A72-3331*
Military transport helicopter optimum secondary
power system,, considering onboard auxiliary
power unit, electric or hydraulic engine start
system, environmental control, etc
fAHS PBEPE1HT 66H] • p044<l A72-34480
New VTOL transport aircraft designs by VFB-Fokker.
II
P0052 A72-35477
Internal engine generator application to
commercial transport aircraft.
pO«53 A72-35566
Computer control of aircraft landing.
P0455 A72-35950
V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium
POU62 A72-37215
Advanced subsonic transport technology.
P0191 A72-37677.
Graphite-epoxy composites, application to
commercial transports for weight.and cost
reduction
pOU91 A72-37680
Investigation of the commonality in development of
military and commercial STOL transports.
[AIAA PAPEB, 72-808] pOU97 A72-3811U
Advanced technology transport /ATT/ aircraft ..
configurations design parameters analysis,
considering cruise speed, passenger capacities,
ranges, noise level -and economics
[AIAA PAPEB 72-7571 pOU98 A72-38127
Economic impact of applying advanced technologies
to transport airplanes. .
[AIAA PAPEB 72-758] . pOU99 A72-38128
Advanced technology applications to present and
future transport aircraft.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-7591 . , p0510 A72-40051
STOL performance criteria for military transport
aircraft. ;
[AIAA PAPEB 72-806] p0510 A72-00055
High subsonic transport aircraft design
 lt
development based on supercritical aerodynamic
configuration and advanced .structural, flight
control and propulsion system technologies '
[AIAA PAPEB 72-756] . ... . pOSIO A.72-10056
An exploratory study of flying gualities of very
large, subsonic transport aircraft in landing
approach.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-07] P0552 A72-H1132
Hypersonic transports commercial applications,
examining economic and noise.and air pollution
aspects
flCAS PAPEB 72-32] . p055« A72-H1157
Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance. •
P0568 A72-U2971
Empty weight and cruise performance, of very large
subsonic jet transports.
[SABB PAPEB 9191 p0596 A72-U3U66
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil transport
aircraft.
.... p0610 A72-<lf|7it5
Fnll.'.scale wind'tunnel tests of small-nnpowered
jet aircraft 'with T tail
[NASA-TN-D-6573] ' p0030 H72-10031
Description of maintenance procedures -used on
Beechcraft Hawker 125 commercial jet aircraft
p0041 N72-11032
Predictions of aircraft maintenance procedures to
be employed during 1970 to 1980 time period
P0041 N72-11033
Flight 'simulator used to determine lateral and
directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL
transport aircraft
[FAA-BD-71-81] . ' ' pOOtl H72-11037
Aerodynamic suitability of Freon 12 for wind
tunnel testing of transport aircraft models at
increasing Reynolds numbers and subcritical and
supercritical Hach numbers
[NASA-IB-X-67117] p0077 H72-11879
Advanced Ooppler-inertial navigation system for
transport helicopters
pOOSU N72-11935
Development of digital autopilot for transport
aircraft and evaluation of system performance on
simulator , - .
[NASA-IB-X-62091] p0086 N72-11942
Conference on technological concepts for future
transport aircraft developments in civil aviation
[HASA-SP-292] p0102 N72-12995
Advanced technologies for future transport
aircraft concepts in civil aviation
,. P0102 N72-12996
Lift devices for improved takeoff and landing
performance of civil transport aircraft
. . p0102 N72-12997
Advanced*technologies for.improved direct lift jet
V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and
performance
pOlO* H72-13011
Technological developments for improved helicopter
design and operational capabilities
P0105 H72-13015
SOBJECT IIDBI IB1BSPOBT AIBCBAFT COHTD
Advanced technology applications for improving
STOL transport aircraft aerodynamics,
propulsion, structure, and flight dynamics
P0105 B72-13016
Advanced technologies for subsonic-transonic
conventional takoff and landing transport
aircraft development
P0105 H72-13017
Technological' forecasting for development of
hypersonic transports
P0105 H72-13020
Analysis of noise abatement in military and
commercial STOL transport aircraft
[AD-729184] p0108 872-13040
Fail scale fatigue tests of YS-11A-500/600
turboprop aircraft wing
[BAL-TB-241] ' p0112 B72-13888
Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to
determine characteristics of vortex systems
generated vithin ground effect and vortex
systems descending into ground effect
P0166 B72-15006
Long tine-history characteristics of vortex
systems of four engine jet transport aircraft in
terminal area-type operations
p0166 N72-15007
Scale model tests to determine optimum
configuration and" characteristics "of large jet
transport aircraft during ditching
rHASA-TB-I-2445] p0218 N72-17005
Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip
vortices generated by large jet transport
aircraft when intersected by smaller general
aviation type aircraft
[HASA-TN-D-6655] p0250 H72-18003
iater-glycol convective cooling system for Hach 6
hypersonic transport airframe
rnASi-CB-19181 p0251 H72-18011
Analysis of short haul aircraft transportation
system for San Francisco Bay area, California
[NASA-CH-2006] p0268 N72-19021
Technigue for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressnrized aircraft above 20,000
feet
[AD-731118] P0273 H72-19106
Detail design of tnrbotip lift fan for use with
YJ97-GE-100 turbojet gas generator to V/STOL.
transport research aircraft
[HASA-CB-120787] p0282 B72-19842
Aerodynamic characteristics of Dornier DO-31 VIOL
transport under visual and simulated instrument
flight conditions
fHASA-TB-D-6754] • • p0319 B72-20012
Survey of potential operational regnirements for
short takeoff aircraft in terminal area
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-9] P0323 N72-20255
Aircraft accident involving FH-227--B commercial
transport during landing approach at Albany
County Airport, New York, on March 3, 1972
fSB-72-23] P036B N72-22021
Design, development, and evaluation of active
cooling systems for Hach six hypersonic
transport aircraft
[HASA-CR-1917] " . p0368 N72-22024
Pilot evaluations of flight characteristics of
CV-990 aircraft for providing baseline data for
transport aircraft
CSASA-TH-D-6811] p0368 N72-22026
Aerodynamic research and development 'trend for
transport and military aircraft
P0369 K72-22029-
Potential foreign market for surplus D.S. airlines
jet transports :
rBEPT-72-00185] p0378 H72-22968
Beport of aircraft accident involving Aero
Commander aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on 22
January, 1970
tPB-206562] ' ' P0386 S72-23044
Application of explosives for development of
instantaneous activation of emergency exit
systems aboard military and civilian transport
aircraft
fAD-736056] P0386 H72-23046
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of v/STOL transport aircraft'
with tip-turbine driven lift fans
[NASA-TH-X-62151] p042p N72-24010
Design, development, and characteristics of
aircraft for air bus operations
[BASA-TT-F-1*2*0] . .- p0420 B72-24013
Effects of gusts, maneuvers,-and landing impacts
on four-engine cargo aircraft during commercial
airlines operation
[BASA-TH-D-6790] p0421 B72-24015
Aircraft accidents.involving corporate executive
aircraft in OS general aviation for calendar
year 1970 • . .
tHTSB-ABH-72-5] ' - p0421 B72-24017
Aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations
in OS general aviation for calendar year 1970
CBTSB-AHB-72-4) pO<121 872-24018
wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
interference and jet-wake interference produced
by components of high wing, logistics transport
type aircraft .
tBASA-TH-I-2530] p0421 B72-24020
Recommendations for advanced technology program to
develop long range transport aircraft to meet
noise reduction standards - Vol. 2
[HASA-CR-112093] .p0464 H72-26007
Structural and aerodynamic characteristics of
transonic transport aircraft with supercritical
wings and fuselage area ruling
CBASA-TH-X-62157] p0165 872-26016
Systems analysis to define technical, economic,
and operational characteristics of aircraft
transportation system for short-range, -intercity
commuter operations
[NASA-CR-1991] . p0467 872-26024
Economic analysis of transport aircraft operating
in transonic region with consideration of
materials, aerodynamic configuration, and cruise
speed
eHASA-TH-X-62159] p0477 H72-27015
Statistical analysis of flight time, takeoff and
landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and
landing for transport jet aircraft
[TB-88] p0480 H72-27035
Application of research and development
advancements to design of long range transport
aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds -
Vol. 2 . .
[HASA-CB-112089] p0514 872-28003
Hind tunnel determination of aerodynamic
characteristics for large.scale 35 deg swept
wing jet transport model with external blowing
triple-slotted flap
CHASA-TH-X-2600] p0514 872-28009
Design and development of electric power supplies
for use with transport aircraft in. 1980 to 1985
time period
fBASA^CB-120939] p0517 N72-28028
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low
emission operation of advanced technology
transport aircraft
rBASA-CK-120950] P0523 H72-28786
Analysis of OS air carrier accidents during 1964
. to 1969 .
CHTSB-AAS-72-5] .. p0528 N72-29007
Statistical analysis of maintenance policies on
utilization rate of -transport aircraft
[AD-7U1H10] p0529 B72-29015
Design and development of longitudinal flight
control system for short takeoff transport
aircraft based on control of flight path
rAD-7<t231<l] . , p0531 N7.2-29030
Aircraft trailing vortex formation and persistence
behind large transport aircraft
C.KASA-TB-1-68566] p0533 H72-29228
Analysis of parameters affecting service life of
jet powered, civil transport aircraft
•p0541 N72-29911
Problems of producing transport aircraft .
P0513 N72-29982
Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce
excursions in altitude of jet transport aircraft
during atmospheric turbulence
CHASA-1B-D-6869] • . p0572 H72-30009
Engine design studies for subsonic commercial
transport aircraft
[NASA-TH-I-2625] P0580 H72-30778
Optimization methods for determining aerodynamic
shapes of hypersonic transport vehicles
P0617 N72-31996
Analysis of gust loads on transport aircraft under
various flight conditions
IESDO-69023-AHESD-B] p0619 B72-32015
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Analysis .of design and functioning characteristics
of flying control systems and effect on flight
qualities of transport aircraft
p0621 H72-32032
Specifications, aerodynanic characteristics,, and
predicted perforiance of vertical takeoff
transport aircraft with fans mounted in wing
[CBANFIELD-AEBO-10] p0637 H72-33012
Definition and assessment of advanced technology
for production of high subsonic and sonic
conventional takeoff and landing transport
aircraft
fHASi-CH-112181) p0638 B72-33013
General purpose airborne simulator evaluation of
roll characteristics of transport aircraft
during landing approach
fHiSA-TH-D-7062] p0638 N72-33019
Economic analysis of hypersonic transport aircraft
to shov projected operating costs and return on
investnent
tNASA-TM-X-62193] p0639 N72-33025
Simulator analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of short takeoff and landing transport aircraft
during approach and landing
tNASA-TN-D-6898J p06IIO N72-33030
TBANSPOBT COEFFICIENTS
0 TBANSPOBT PBOPEBTIES ,
TB4HSPOBT PBOPBBTIES
NT GASEOOS DIFFOSION
NT VISCOSITY
Effects of transport velocity of wake vortex on
aerofoil oscillations. ./"
P0603 A72-44494
TBAHSPOBT THEOBI
NT MIXING LENGTH FLO» THEOBI
TBiNSPOBT VEHICLES
Air transport vs other travel, discussing time,
costs, popularity and technology
P0057 A72-13485
TBAHSPOBTATI08
NT AIB TBANSP08TATION
NT. BAIL TBANSPOBTATION
NT OBBAN TRANSPOBTATION
Real time computer simulation of command and
control in transportation systems, detailing
models, and programming technique and ATC . -
controller effectiveness evaluation
P0188 A72-20363
Physical principles, design and operation of air
cushion vehicles for passenger transportation
over water
p0188 A72-20371
Technological forecasting and long range planning
in transportation, considering roles, of expert
opinion, trend extrapolation, normative models
and social impact .
P0302 A72-26285
Time/frequency techniques in land, sea and air
- transportation environments, discussing
characteristics and electronic traffic control
systems applications
P0396 A72-32073
Transportation - Conference, Washington, D.C.,
. May-June 1972
p0406 -172-33180
Solutions to transportation problems using
time/'f requency technology.
p0606 A72-44649
Transportation planning for national and local
levels
fPB-2000761 ' p0052 N72-11849
Energ.y used in intercity freight transportation by
water, rail, pipeline, truck, and air, and
effect of fuel price increases
rB-804-NSFl P0390 N72-23979
Airport planning in Rest Germany discussing '
surface transport facilities .and pollution
fDGLB-PAPEB-71-075] p0430 N72-24986
Conference papers on shock and vibration including
specifications, mechanical impedance, and
transportation and packaging
CAD-7395741 p047l| N72-26815
Transportation planning for airports and other
intercity terminals
rPB-207529] p0483 N72-27280
Transportation systems for military and civilian
operations in northern Arctic regions
fAD-7439901 P0628 N72-32284
• national transportation policy and problem solving
actions, and specific administration reports
[AB-1J p0635 N72-32985
Kanageaent of life support and transportation
systems in Arctic regions
[AD-744669] P0649 N72-33980
TBABSVBBSB OSCILLATION '
Nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade free
transverse vibration under air and centrifugal
loadings during forward flight, using matrix
method ' •
P0394 A72-31407
IBASSVBBSB VIBBATION
D TBANSVEBSE HAVES
IEABSVEBSB RIVES -'
Finite.element discrete model for large.aspect
ratio wing transverse vibrations, using
inhomogeneons elements with various
stiffness-length relations
• • • p0054 A72-13189
TBAPATT DIODES • -.:
0 AVALANCHE DIODES
TB1VELIH6 RITES
Finite element method for determining transient
response of box-type structure to traveling
sonic pressure wave'
p0003 A72-10219
TBEBDS . ' I
Technological forecasting method evaluation for B
and D planning, fitting-trend curves to sets of
technological data • . \
. . ' _ . - p0186 A72-20268
Botary wing head weight estimation for helicopter
preliminary design and parametric studies,
deriving semiempirical trend formula
{SARE PAPEB 914J . p0596' A72-43461
IBIAHGDLAB BINGS .' '
D DELTA RINGS .
TBIABGOLATION
Navigation-satellite system based on triangular
distance measurement between two satellites and
' aircraft, noting simplification of air- and
satellite-borne equipment requirements
. p05»6 A72-40285
TBIGSBBS . :• •
D ACTOATOBS . , • . • . - . • > : • • '
TBIH (BALANCE) . . •
0 1EHODYSABIC BALANCE -
TBOPICAL MBTEOBOLOGJ
Test flights into weather at midlatitudes and
tropical systems with-airborne*OMEGA navigation
system, discussing E field and B field antennas
P0353 A72-29203
1BOPOSPHBBIC SC1TTEBIBG
Tropospheric and ground layer, turbulence
contribution to sonic,boom magnification noting
Oklahoma test '. •:
TFFA-121] P0321 N72-20023
TBOOBLBSHOOTING ,
U HAINTEBANCE . •
TBOCKS . - . .. . , ' . -
Compendium of OS ground, water, and air
transportation statistics
.... . . . • P0634 N72-32966
TBONCATION (BATHEBATICS) . ...-•••
0 APPBOIIBATION
TBONBIOHS - - - .-
D SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) •
10-104 AIBCBAPT . . , • : :
Tu-104 turboprop aircraft flight- noise
measurements and spectral changes at different
distances from landing strip, evaluating public
nuisance and resident reactions
P0360 A72-30446
I0-1«4 .AIBCBAPT - . - . - ' . -
Supersonic Tu 144 aircraft design, .discussing
engine and aerodynamic characteristics, •
. stabilization and control, propulsion, wing
structure, landing gear and operation
' p0056 A72-13473
Aerodynamic characteristics and problems
• encountered in design of TO-144 supersonic
aircraft • i.
fNASA-TT-F-14206J p0320 N72-20014
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational
capability of TO-144 aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-14241] P0420 N72-24009
TO-154 AIHCBAFT
Tu-154 aerodynamic design, discussing arrow wing
A-446
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and propulsion unit characteristics
.... .. -..•:
 r •'• . . ' - • • • P0307 A72-27268
TOBIHG - ..;.•" ' •-'•' . ' .
OvPIPES', (TUBES)
TDiGSTEH . • . . . . - • > 5 • • • ' '
High strenqth oxidation-resistant tungsten
- reinforced; niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine engines . ' - - '- - : - . . " - ' i- '
. ,., [AD-710811] • ... p0536 N72-29615
TUHNELS. . .:•• . . . . " . '
Integrodifferential eguation for rigid tunnel
•alls effect on supercavitating flow past thin
jet flapped airfoil, notinq lift coefficient
. ' derivatives ' '•"' • ' ''•'•"
P021V A-72- 211562,
TUPOLEV AIBCBAFI • - ;
TDr.151.lift and drag augmenting? devices for"
takeoff and landing characteristics improvement
,-.•- . . ' . - .: ." :•' -' '•p0056-"A72-13«72
Instruments installation effect'on Soviet-
passenger: aircraft pilot performance, discussing
Tnpolev aircraft control systems '' ' " '"'
•p05'«5 A72-10173
TDBBIHE BLADES
Graphite fiber composite fan blade 'design for
'subsonic .turbof an engines, • discussing wei'ght and
fatigue sensitivity redactions aad performance
test results -- ' ' ^
rSAE PAPER 710771] pOOOS A72-10265
One dimensional, unsteady flow in-.turbine engines
; rotating and static.vane'cascades, discussing
vibrations propagation ' >• .'
. . , • • • - p0011 A72-11581
Through flow analysis of low speed axial flow"
compressor, -deriving-blades deviations and losses
-i •'- .v p0118 A72-16111
Radial inflow gas turbine rotating blades : '
aerodynamic characteristics, noting exducer ' ''•'
shape effect on turbine performance ' •" " •
P0121 A72-16181
Film cooled turbine vanes external heat transfer
- distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring
heat transfer coefficients with and without
blowing •... ... , • ' -
. filAA PIPES 72-9] p0129 A72-16877_
Gas turbine blade temperature measurement by '•
radiation pyrometer, discussing thermal • '•
radiation sensing and fiber optics transmission,
signal processing and real time, temperature ' " '
characteristic display '"•
fSAE PAPER 720159] ... p0136 A72-17321
JP-5 fuel sulfur content effect on aircraft engine
.turbine blades hot 'corrosion. under: marine
environmental conditions
pO-175 A72-18752
Ceramic fiber reinforced Hi base alloy for gas
• turbine blades, '.improving- creep 'resistance at
high temperatures
P0227 A72-22396
Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade
cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in
transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines
' - . •- P0233 A72-23186
Axial flow compressor and 'turbine -loss -
coefficients, correlating blade rows geometric
and aerodynamic variables effects" ' . • ' • ' ' -•'•'.'.
CASHE PIPER 72-GT-18] p0291 A72-25617
Small radial inflow turbines for space :.'•'." " '
applications, considering blade-shroud • -"
clearance, blade loading and exit diffuser design
fASBE PAPER 72-61-12) • - p0295 A72-25636
Supersonic turbine cascade flow properties and
pressure distributions on blades, comparing
calculated results with experimental data1
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-17] ; p0296 A72-25639
•Cooling efficiency and load endurance of aircraft '
turbine engine blades as-function of ambient
temperature and air flow rates
' ' P0301 A72-26892
Computer program in ALGOL 60 language for
calculation of long blades twist in axial flow
turbines and compressors '
P0316 A72-28782
Mechanical properties of high temperature steels
and alloys for gas turbine rotors, disks-and
blades -- -
P0395 A72-31703
Turbine engine sensors for high temperature
applications. -•'- • " ' •
. - . . . , p0495 172-380148
Effect 'of the slope and curvature of meridional
current lines on the long-blade twist in axial
turbomachines
, P0507 A72-39588
Aircraft engine lifetime and turbine blade
reliability . - . ' . , '
. . . . ' , p0509 A72-39916
Nonstationary processes in the intervane apertures
of turbo^achines
• • • ' • • " . ' ,p0560, A72-12247
Gas turbine blades of cast zhS6K heat resistant
. alloy, investigating structural strength from
:
 fatigue t.est data .
' ' . ' " . , ' . P0598 A72-13731I
Gas turbine'blade models" of heat resistant zhS6K
alloy under operational temperature variations,
. 'observing fatigue strength
' . . " " p0598 A72-H3735
Suction side velocity distribution parameter
characteristic relationship, to profile
'geometrical parameters.in turbine blade-cascade
system . ,
' . P0611 A72-45366
Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine blade
cascades in unsteady incompressible and
compressible fluid flov, considering axial flow
turbiie^blades vibration - ~." ". . ~
P0615 A72-45521
Effect of sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion of
turbine.blade materials operating in marine
'environment
[AD-725619] ' pOOSO S72-11706
Results of analytical study to determine effect-of
coolant flow variables on kinetic energy output -
of cooled turbine blade row . ' '
[KASi-Tll-X-6.7960] . . P0098 H72-12912
Stresses and wall, thickness of turbine blades
determined with laser holographic interferometry
•[AD-728802] p0110 N72-13116'
Effect of trailing edge geometry and thickness on
performance of certain turbine stator blading
[HASA-TS-D-6637] P0163 N72-14986
Velocity diagram for highly loaded multistage fan
drive turbine with plain blade configuration
[NASA-CE-1961) . , p0221 S72-17815
Turbine 'engine aerodynamics .research on higher
inlet temperature and blade loading
rHASA-TB-X-68016] p0261 B72-18782
Fabrication of high strength-high temperature
superalloys for turbine blades
[AD-731301] p0279 N72-19617
Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on-cascade of airfoils
in.unstalled conditions
tAD-735205] ' , p0310 N72-21825
Flow characteristics of turbine airfoil cooling
system components
rNASA-CR-120883] . . . p0183 N72-27290
Performance test .of three stage turbine engine
with tandem blading to determine steady state
stresses and vibration effects
rNASA-CH-2097) p0538 N72-29806
Development of refractory wire supera'lloy
composites for use with turbine blades in power
generators and aircraft engines
r8ASi-TK-X-2599] , ' P0577 N72-30171
Fabrication and microstructure of high temperature
silicon composites for turbine blades
TNASA-CR-120966] p0590 N72-31780
Nondestructive eddy current method for crack
detection in turbine blades .
' [AD-713105] p0591 H72-31786
Pyrometer for measuring surface temperature
distribution on rotating turbine blade
[BASi-TB-X-68113] . p0629 S72-32159
High pressure turbine blade stress analysis using
NASTHAN
p0633 N72-32900
'Analysis of heat transfer characteristics of three
air cooled vanes in turbojet engine using
impingement cooling, film cooling, and
convection cooling
[NASA-TK-X-2580] p0631 N72-32919
Results of experimentation to provide data for
designing turbomachine rotor burst fragment
containment rings
[AD-711950] p0610 N72-33031
A-117
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Rotating pressure measuring system for obtaininq
steady state pressure data from air cooled
turbine blades
rBASA-TB-X-2621] ' p061|l) N72-33386
Corrosion of high temperature gas turbine blade
alloys caused by increase in turbine inlet '
temperatures and reduction in chromium content
in blade metal
CAD-745474] p06»5 1172-33557
TDBBIHE EBGIHES
NT GAS TDBBINE ENGINE-S
BT JET EBGIBES
BT PDLSEJET ENGINES
NT RABJET ENGINES
BT SDPEESOBIC COHBOSTION BABJET EBGJNES
BT TOEBOFAB ENGINES
NT TOHBOJET'ENGINES
NT TUSBOPBOP ENGINES
Arnold Engineering Development center turbine
engine testing facilities and techniques for
flight conditions and environment simulation,
air/fuel flow and thrust measurement, etc
T A S H E PAPEE 71-HA/GT-8] pone A72-15901
Dusty inlet air filtering in aircraft turbine
engines, discussing engine operation, dust and
filter characteristics
P0119 A72-16179
Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes
air cooling by internal insert, analyzing
thermal stresses
fAIAA PAPEE 72-7] P0129 172-16864
Onboard and ground based hydraulic starter systems
design, construction and operation for aircraft
turbine engines
P0192 A72-21484
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine engine
corrosion tests in controlled environment,
simulating salt, high temperature and humidity
conditions
fNACE PAPEH 76] p0241 172-24320
Aircraft scheduled maintenance, discussing turbine
engine and component reliability protection,
controlled' overhaul, test and repair
P0245 A72-2U867
Hydraulic starter systems for aircraft turbine
engines, examining operation loads and fluid
supply and pressure requirements
p0285 172-25284
Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability
and severity during aircraft ground crash,
investigating physical and chemical properties
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-28] p0294 172-25624
Snail radial inflow turbines for space
applications, considering blade-shroud
clearance, blade loading and exit diffuser design
riSBE PAPEH 72-GT-42] p0295 A72-25636
Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering
engine cooling, high work factor turbines,
pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis
P0301 172-26036
Inward radial flow turbines under unsteady flow
conditions with full and partial admission,
predicting performance by method of
characteristics
p0308 172-27349
Hodographic equations solution containing critical
point for compressible fluid two dimensional
flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and
turbine engine cascades
fONEHA, IP BO. 1048] ' p0362 A72-30841
Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine
engine body calculated from eguations of
axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flow
: J
 p0395 A72-31702
Ti alloys hot salt stress corrosion during turbine
engine operation, noting effects of alloy
processing conditions, surface properties and
cyclic exposures
P0397 172-32136
Bttssian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft
rocket engine assembly covering process
schedules, work organization; precision, joints
and couplings, quality control, etc
pO<!10 A72-33373
procedure for the continuous sampling and
measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft
turbine engines.
fSAE ASP 1256] p0458 A72-36532
Reduction of harmful emissions of turbine engine
exhaust system
p0047 N72-11675
Post-crash fire safety of helicopter turbine'
engine fuels
POOH9 B72-11688
Effect of several geometrically different porous
castings on rotor stall limit line and overall:
performance improvement
[BASA-TB-D-65371 p0078 B72-11888
Characteristics of self-acting seal for range of
simulated gas turbine engine conditions
fNASA-TB-D-6563] p0093 N72-12419
X ray measurement of elastohydrodynamic film
thickness to determine lubrication of turbine
engine thrust bearings at high temperatures
CBASA-TB-D-6608] ' - ' ' p0093 B72-12420
Development of computer program for design-point
, characteristics of compressed air generator vith
through flow combustor for V/ST01 aircraft
propulsion systems
[NASA-TM-X-2422] ' '_ ' p0096 N72-12779
Procedures for balancing rotors of jet aircraft
engines and analysis of factors influencing
level of vibration
[AD-728121] p0097 N72-12800
Service testing of aviation turbine fuels
[AD-729544] p0162 N72-14785
Effects of air blast on performance of gas turbine
engines
P0172 N72-1582U
Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned,
impingement and film'cooled turbine vane in four
vane static cascade
fNASA-TH-X-2477] P0174 B72-15909
Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry
holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for
jet flow parallel to and normal to primary flow
through turbine
tBAL-TB-227] ^ P0258 B72-18279
Turbine engine aerodynamics research on higher
inlet temperature and blade loading
[BASA-TH-X-68016] p0264 N72-18782
Comparison of Wankel engine characteristics vith
small reciprocating and jet engines used as
power plants in light aircraft
fEEPT-908] P0326 N72-20764
Effect of slots and vortex generators on
efficiency and stable operation of highly, loaded
compressor stages
[NASA-CB-72793] p0377 N72-22791
Development and evaluation of coolinq systems and
materials for controlling structural temperature
of turbine engines
fBEPT-21-C-71F] p0428 B72-24822
Design and development of turbotip lift fan for
use with turbojet gas generator installed on
V/STOL transport research aircraft
CBASA-CE-120909] " ' ; p'04'28 N72-24828
Mathematical models for analyzing
quasi-one-dimensional flow across face seals and
narrow slots of turbine engines
r»iSA-TN-D-6668] p0435 N72-25468
Analytical measurements of exhaust emissions from
aircraft turbine engines using Jet A fuel
fBH-BI-763it] P0435 B72-25581
Design and development of movable turbine inlet
guide vanes to provide aerodynamic choking for
•jet engine
[NASA-CASE-1AB-10642-1] p0487 B72-27820
Analysis of wettabilities and heat transfer'rates
' of micrbfog jets impinging on heated rotating
disc operating in inert nitrogen atmosphere
CNASA-CB-120843] 'p0535 N72-29533
Performance test of three stage turbine engine
vith tandem blading to determine steady state
stresses and vibration effects
[BASA-CB-2097] P0538 872-29806
Development of method for calculating exhaust
smoke transmission for turbine engines, number
of plume paths, and viewing angles
[PAA-BD-71-23] P0572 N72-30005
Development and characteristics of core turbine
for driving single and two stage fans in
turbofan engine simulator
tHASA-TH-X-68130] ' p0632 H72-32762
Development of nondimensional graphical method for
analyzing performance of turbine powered aircraft
[ESDD-70022] p0637 B72-33006
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Biqh temperature tests of aircraft turbine engine
lubricants'
... tAD-7448<H] p0644 N72-33498
Oxidationrcorrosion-deposition characteristics of
aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing
glassware-type apparatus
tAD-744840] p0644 N72-33499
TDBBIHE ElHAOSt NOZZLES
Aladin 2 noiseless STOL jet aircraft project,
describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design
and economics
p0021 A72-12503
Two dimensional.cascade test of air-cooled turbine
nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics
and heat transfer properties
; p0122 A72-16489
Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties, :
discussing flow pressure experiments and theory
at different streamlines
p0122 A72-16490
TDBBIIE INSTBOBEITS
Capacitive.electret pressure sensors calibration
for interior measurements in turbine engines,
jets and exhaust nozzles
[ONEBA, TP NO. 982] p0231 A72-22815
Pressure transmitter for flow parameter
measurements of aerodynamic nozzles and static
pressure taps rotating on turbine rotor blades
p0560 A72-42250
Flow and heat transfer for air cooled turbine vane
tHASA-TB-X-2376] p0098 N72-12947
infrared photographic apparatus and rotating
. systems, for measuring surface temperature of
turbine vanes and blades
.rHASA-TB-X-68100] p0575 N72-30247
Nondestructive tests of fuel filters and other
turbine parts, using thermography
[AD-7U30811 ' p0591 N72-31787
TOBBIHB POHPS
Gas turbine pumps; Proceedings of the Joint
Conference, San.Francisco, Calif., March 26, 27,
1972.
P0456 A72-36040
Optimal arrangement of conical nozzles in a
segment of a partial supersonic turbine stage
p0509 A72-39913
Tangential and radial stress data from spin tests
of turbine rotor for B-1 engine oxidizer tnrbopnmp
tNASA-CB-1967] . p0324 N72-20452
TDEBIBE BHEELS
Hechanical properties of high temperature steels
and alloys for gas turbine.rotors, disks and
blades
p0395 A72-31703
Influence of the structural format on the' range of
critical rotational speeds of rotors in aircraft
engines
P0508 A72-39801
Optimal modes of operation of a
centripetal-compressor wheel with preswirling of
the flow
. p0616 A72-45622
Development of nickel base snperalloys for powder
metallurgy application as compressor and turbine
discs in jet engines i
fHASA-CB-72968] ' p0110 H72-13168
Applying dimensional analysis techniques to
containment/deflection problem of bursting
high-rpm rotating parts of turbojet engines
[NASA-CR-1208U1] 'p0172 H72-15713
E'ffeet of slots and vortex, generators on
efficiency and stable operation of highly loaded
compressor stages
[NASA-CB-72793] p0377 H72-22791
Performance of 20 inch diameter axial-flow
transonic compressor rotor, with small dampers
and comparison with performance of rotor with
large dampers
fNASA-TB-I-2536] p0378 N72-22799
IOSBIBBS
NT AXIAL FLO» TDBBINES
NT GAS TURBINES
HT SHSODDED TOBBINES
NT SOPEBSONIC TOBBISES
NT T»0 STAGE TOBBINES
Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for
turbine lubrication, in jet aircraft
pOOSO N72-11696
Performance tests of single-stage turbine with low
solidity jet flap rotor blade assembly using .
various cavity pressure ratios, equivalent
speeds, and expansion ratios
[BASA-CBr1968] p0265 B72-18994
Explosive compaction and welding for low cost
production of helicopter and turbine structural
components
CAD-737719] pO<!25 N72-24542
Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy
transfer, .and performance characteristics
p0473 H72-26687
Turbine research and technology including
aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant, high
work-factor turbines, and computer programs for
design and performance
[HASA-TB-X-68115] p0524 N72-28795
TOBBOALTBBHATOBS
0 AC GENERATORS
0 TDBBOGENEBATOBS
TOBBOCBABGBBS
0 TUKBOCOBPBESSOBS
T08BOCOBPHESSOBS
Jet aircraft turbofan engine fan compressor noise
reduction by acoustic linings, giving B and D
results
TEAS PAPEB 71 SA6J p0003 A72-10223
Thermal radial stresses in axial compressor
disk-to-drum transition areas of operating AB-3
aircraft engine
p0014 A72-11374
Through flow analysis of low speed axial flow
compressor, deriving blades deviations and losses
p0118 A72-16114
Supersonic axial flow shock-in-rotor type
compressor performance tests, discussing factors
responsible for low efficiency
P0120 A72-16481
Transonic compressor design for minimum number of
stages and hub/tip ratio and maximum inlet axial
velocity, assuming axisymmetric flow
p0121 A72-16482
Axial flow multistage compressor design,
discussing high speed flow measurements and
Beynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect
on aerodynamic performance
P0121 A72-16483
Two dimensional cascade performance data
correction for rotating blade row stream surface
.inclination in'axial flow turbines
p0121 A72-16486
Stalled blade rows dynamic performance in terms of
blade channel fluid inertia and surface'boundary
layer-caused time delay
P0121 A72-16487
Bleed air type gas turbine compressor development,
presenting reliability.improvement program
P0122 A72-16500
Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination
for trajectories and velocities of suspended
particles in fluid flow through axial compressor
stage
P0175 A72-r18756
Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index
derivation for high hub-tip ratio multistage
axial flow compressor from one dimensional
isentropic flow expressions
P0176 A72-18762
Turbojet engine compressor efficiency relationship
, to cascade characteristics diagram, using
influence coefficients
p0181 A72-18995
Partial load computation for axial flow compressor
stages, describing computer method limitations
P0229 A72-22632
Secondary losses reduction procedure in axial flow
turbine stages, using boundary layer fences on
blades profile .suction side
' p0229 A72-22634
Two spool gas turbine engine characteristics with
speed reduction, determining time dependence of
tnrbocompressor rpm, gas temperature and engine
power
p0233 A72-23185
Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow
in three dimensional boundary layer on walls of
axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining
velocity field
p02<)6 'A72-25120
A-449
TDBBOCOHPBESSOBS COSTD SOBJECT IHDBI
Finite difference method application to az'ial flow
compressors rotating stall nonlinear analysis,
taking into account blade row characteristics
tASHE PAPEB 72-GT-3] •
 P0292 472-25606
Noise redaction effects of wake interaction
between rotor blade rows in axial flow
compressor, cancelling velocity defect at stator
position
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-15] p0293 A72-25614
Axial flov compressor and tnrbine loss
coefficients, correlating blade rows geometric
and aerodynamic variables effects
TASBE PSPEB 72-GT-18] ' p0294 472-25617
Shocked flow and pressure loss computation for
axial flov compressor cascades, nsing time
dependent finite difference technique
CASHE PAPER 72-GT-31] ' p0295 472-25627
Turbocompressor deceleration cascades blades
surface' roughness effects on boundary layer,
noting pressure and velocity distributions
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-48] p0296 472-25640
Flov measurement instrumentation for turbouachine
rotors,, noting telemetry type data transmission
system vith strain gage pressure transducers for
turbocompressor
fASSE PAPEH 72-GT-55] ' ' p0296 A72-25646
Flov data reduction validity for supersonic'axial
compressors, presenting experimental results for
rotating supersonic cascade
fASHE PAPEH 72-GT-100] P0299 A72-25669
Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion
index for axial flow compressor, examining .
radial velocity, continuity equation and
mathematical model
fASBE PAPEB 72-GT-109] •' p0299 A72-25673
Reasurement of spatially coherent and incoherent
structure of axial compressor-generated noise
modes propagating in duct
rONEHA, IP NO. 1045] ' " P0311 A72-28049
Computer program in ALGOL 60 language' for
calculation of long blades twist in.axial flow
turbines and compressors
P0346 472-28782
Subsonic and supersonic heavily loaded axial flow
rotors noise, discussing helicopter blade slap
effect and compressor rotdr-stator interaction
P0355 A72-29570
Linear mathematical model for twin shaft gas
"turbine with isolated tu'rbocompressor,
calculating dynamic constants as function of
 v
operational modes
p0360'472-30581
Stage removal and addition effect on multistage
axial compressor for application in engine design
P0395 A72-31706
Velocity profiles for three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer on end vail of axial flov
compressor cascade passage under adverse
pressure gradients
pOi)05 A72r32901
pressurized air assisted gas tnrbine fuel system',
describing single stage centrifugal
turbocompressor and rotary-lobe compressor
designs and performance characteristics
• ' ' ' * ' . ' . P0456 A72-36043
Interaction effects betveen blade rovs in
turbomachines.
P0489 472-3727,5
German monograph - Computational and experimental
investigations regarding the operational
characteristics of a three-stage axial7flow'
compressor vith high performance per stage
•
 ;
 ' p0490 472-37490
Effect of the slope -and curvature of meridional
current lines on the long-blade tvist in axial
turbomachines • ' '
P0507 472-39588
Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial,
flov compressors used in turbojet engines, A
calculating meridional velocity distribution .
pOSSO^A 72-40930
Engine inlet total pressure distortion effects on
multistage axial compressor and , ' '
turbo^et/turbofan engine performance, and .
stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility
fICAS PAPEB 72-19] p0553 A72-U1144
The development- of inlet flow distortions in
multi-stage axial compressors of high hub-tip
ratio.
(ICAS PiPEH 72-20] '•• P0553' 472-41145
Digital computer controlled testing equipment- for
separately driven coaxial gas turbine' lov and
high pressure compressors, emphasizing • • > ' < • >
reliability and flexibility in system design
P0564 472-42682
Heasurement, in a duct, of the space-structure of
the discrete-frequency noise generated by an
, axial compressor.
.. . - • -. P0567 A72-42913
Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating
separation in compressors ' - :
v p0569 472-43091
Flov analysis in the axial-flow compressor
impeller vith meridional stream acceleration.
... p0614 472-45371
Optimal modes of operation of a
, centripetal-compressor .wheel with presvirling of
t h e flov . . • : . - • - • • • '
j , p0616 472-95622
Performance of axial flov compressor rotor vith
different casing.treatment configuration
,CHASA-TN-D-6538] . p0030 N72-10025
Cascade calculations and tests of blunt trailing
edge blades used in advanced axial compressor
concepts . ...•;. .
r.-AD-725789] p0045 B72-11308
Length and weight estimates of powerplant
components for V/STOL propulsion systems
fNASA-TH-X-2406] ' .. . p0097 H72-12785
Performance of redesigned single stage axial
compressor stator for gas turbine-engine' " :
. fAD-877209) • . v • -. .'. p0097 N72-12795
Simulation and analysis of-trajectories and.
velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid
passing through axial flow-compressor stage
[AD-725596] - - •' .. • p0097 U72-12798
.Boundary layer behavior- of turbocompressor in free
stream, turbulence ... • •
CCDED/A-TUBBO/TR-26] ,p0109 H72-13266
Effect of grooved casing treatment on flow range
capability of single-stage,axial flow compressor
f NASA-TH-X-2459] ' ., -.,..' •. pO,163 N72-14985
Effect of Beynolds number on. overall performance
of 3.7-inch diameter, six .stage axial flow
compressor .
[NASA-TN-D-66281 ;. • ' p0201 N72-15945
. Computerized design of'axial compressor stage
using radial three dimensional equilibrium flow
eguations . .; -
 ; • -. u . >-.'- •'-•' '
[AD-733437.]. , p0259-' N72-18507
Aerodynamic design and performance of axial flow
compressor, rotor,with tip speed of 1380 feet per
second and 1.1 blade'tip solidity .
, fSASA-TH-1-24491 p0266 N72-18998
Experimental study, of effect of blade aspect ratio
on performance .of•axial flow compressors
[AECrCP-1179] . , . , . : . >"s p0277 »72-19331
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic'noise'in low
supersonic operation of axial flow compressor
[NASA-CB-125811] -| • -, ,p0282 N72-19849
Fuel flow control;by sensing airflow conditions at
discharge of engine compressor
140-734542] P0282 B72-19857
«Performance of 20 inch diameter axial-flow
transonic compressor rotor with small dampers
and comparison vith performance of rotor with
large dampers . • • > • ""-
[NAS4-TI1-X-2536] . : : : p0378 N72-22799
Analysis of effect of aerodynamically-induced
fluctuation-forces on sound produced by axial-
flov compressor -rotor.and stator combinations
[HASA-CB-2012] p0419 N72-23991
Unsteady response of tnrbocompressor with inlet'
flow distorted.by square wave and triangular -
spoilers ... • • . , : ' . ' • • '
tABC-CP-1203] i P0431 :N72-25000
Betrodiffusion holographic interferometry
visualizing turbocompressor*flow
fOHEBA-HT-i90] ; , , . P0471 H72-26358
Computer program for flov .analysis through axial
flow'turbines and compressors
' [ABC-B/H-3687], .: . p0588 N72-31306
Computer programs for, analyzing axial compressor
aerodynamic test data
,fAD-744503] P0631 872-32756
Vorticity and stall-inducing]inlet distortion in •
turbocompressors ; -. • :
[40-743725] p0647 N72-33752
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TDHBOCOHVBBTEBS
D TOBBOGEHERATOBS
TOBBOELECTBIC COBVEBSIOB
0 TOBBOGENEBATORS . ''
TDBBOPAB AIRCRAFT
HT COFCOBDE ilBCBAFT
Industry assisted state of act assessment of hiqb
,. lift turbofan confiqurations for OSAF STOL
tactical transport technology program
CSAE PAPER 710758) pOOOl 472-10255
Hach 0.80 quiet intercity STOL transport design
comparison for turbofan, prop-fan'and turboprop
systems
[SAB PAPEB 710759] pOOOl A72-10256
Trainer-combat turbojet or turbofan aircraft
characteristics,, comparing flight, weight, size,
., .maintenance and development costs
••-. > • ' •,•: ' p0119 472-16178
Eight-place turbofan powered-business jet aircraft
'design, discussing structure, fuel system,
• engines crew station and safety features
. : • • .. - • p0191 472-21572
Application of advanced methods to the
determination of design loads of the Lockheed
L-1011 Tristar. •
fAIAA.PAPER 72-775]- p0199 A72-38131
Fan jet Falcon design and certification tests.
I-.- *- . , ,p0608 A72-14731
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low ' •
emission operation of advanced technology
transport aircraft
fNASA-CR-120950] p0523 N72-28786
TORBOFAN EBGIMES
Jet aircraft turbofan engine fan compressor noise
reduction by acoustic linings, 'giving B and D
results . • • • - "
fBAS PAPER 71 SA6] • ; p0003 472-10223
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for
subsonic .turbofan engines, discussing weight and
fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance
test results
TSAE PAPER .710771 ] ' pOOOS 472-10265
Small three spool, reverse and nixed flow turbofan
engine for-business jets, discussing fuel . .
. consumption reduction, thermodynamic
performance, efficiency and maintainability
fSAE PAPER 710776) pOOOS 472-10268
CF6 high bypass ratio turbofan engine design''
improvements for fuel consumption, thrust/weight
ratio, starting, noise level, smoke emission,
maintenance, monitoring and accessory replacement
fSAE PAPER 710779] p0006 472-10271
GE CF6-50. high-bypass two-spool engine
j . development, discussing configuration,
installation,-endurance:tests and various failures
I . • P0059 472-13681
National Aviation System technology, discussing
wide body jets, .smokeless tnrbofans, all-weather
operational capability, collision avoidance and
noise reduction . • • > • • •
•: p0067 472-1*821
Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft wi'th
externally blown jet augmented flaps, predicting
interference between lifting surfaces and
• turbofan engines
fAIAA PAPER 72-63] p0133 A72-16953
F-11 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems,
spinning, low speed.performance, stalling,
afterburning tnrbofan engines, in-flight '
refueling and automatic telemetry equipment'
' - '• p0138 472-17582
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and turbofan'
engines testing with/without afterburners
p0116 472-181195
Catapult steam ingestion test t>f tnrbofan engines
. in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall-
occurrences with temperatnre increase rate in
. distorted region ' '
• p0176 472-18760
Inlet duct and turbofan engine compatibility
without'stalling and surge conditions obtained
by design optimization and wind tunnel testing
p0176 472-18761
JT15D tnrbofan engine antiicing system
development, discussing icing test program and
results • • : '
P0176 472-18765
Astafan tnrbofan engine with variable pitch fan
rotor blades for thrust variation, discussing
gearbox and core engine design
P0188 472-20159
Commercially available aircraft turbofan engines
specifications, describing design features and
' performance characteristics
p0189 472-20625
Transient characteristics and steady state
off-design operation of mixed and unmixed type
tnrbofan engines, noting peculiarities in
control characteristics
P0228 472-22626
Dynamic mo'del of high bypass ratio turbofan
engines for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test
program
(4IAA PAPER 72-376] , p0286 A72-25100
Two spool geared fan jet engine design and
development for general aviation, discussing
performance, reliability and ecological aspects
[SAB PAPEB 720351] p0292 472-25602
High bypass ratio JT15D-1 tnrbofan engine design
and development testing
f.SAE .PAPER 720352) .P0292 472-25603
Variable pitch ultrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan
engine design for STOL transport aircraft
[A'SHE PAPEB 72-GT-61) p0297 472-25652
Turbofan engine trends .for short haul conventional
and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch
fans, reduction gears,, thrust reversal and noise
and environmental pollution
. fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-86) p0298 472-25661
Tnrbomeca Astafan geared fan engine with axial
centrifugal compressor design, specifications
and performance
P0311 472-27718
Composite turbofan blades for high temperatnre
applications, discussing weight reduction and
design procedure
. p0313 472-28102
. Low noise aircraft-engine configuration
feasibility, discussing turbofan engine noise
reduction
pOlOO 472-32322
BB 211 three-shaft tnrbofan engine for L-1011
airliner, describing design for noise reduction
pOlOO A72-32128
F-100 and F-101 tnrbofan engine design and
development for F-15 and-F-11, discussing
' impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder
metallurgy and metal composites, etc
P0112 472-31390
Specific fuel consumption and specific thrust
optimization methods in turbofan cycles, noting
optimum fan pressure ratio increase with turbine
inlet temperature
P0192 472-37716
Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass
turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and
performance under various flight conditions and
engine ratings
p0600 472-14281
Jet interference and lift drag ratio of swept wing
aircraft with tnrbofan above wing
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1271] p0028 H72-10009
Analysis of gear reduction concepts for power
train systems used with low bypass ratio, single
spool, geared turbofan engine for aircraft
propulsion
[NASA-CR-72735] p0093 1172-12113
Modification of turbine engine test cell to
provide simulated altitude icing conditions and
1200 pound per second air flow
(ADr.729205) p0157 1172-11279
Destabilizing factors affecting supersonic inlets
and turbofan engines of propulsion system
P0212 H72-16711
Computer program for steady state turbojet and
.tnrbofan engine cycle calculations
[HASA-TN-D-6552] p0261 H72-18783
Bacelle cowling of high bypass ratio tnrbofan
engines
,t»p.-7-33738] . p0261 S72-18789
Transonic propulsion fan, for tnrbofan engine with
rotor blade spacing- designed to .minimize noise
emission
CH4SA-C4SE-LEi-11102-1) . p0327 872-20770
Characteristics of aircraft using supercritical
aerodynamics and analysis of turbofan engine
performance with single and double stage
configurations
4-151
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[BASA-Tfi-X-68031] P03UO 1172-21816
Acoustic measurements to determine aerodynamic
noise characteristics of single stage fan with
1.5 pressure ratio and 1160 feet per second tip
speed
fNASA-CR-120789] p0365 N72-21994
Development and characteristics of short length,
double-annular, ram-indoction combnstor for
turbofan~engine operating at Bach1 3
rNASA-CB-120908] p0377 S72-22792
Development of procedure for calculating
off-design-point performance of turbojet and
turbofan engines
CLB-555] P0378 H72-22798
Heasurement of noise produced .by turbofan rotor
following removal of casing boundary layer
tNASA-TN-D-67631 > " p0379 B72-2299U
Design of duct turbine as drive system for 20 in.
turbofan engine simulators'
f NASA-TB-X-68081] pO(|28 N72-24829
Subsonic behavior of three annular airfoils for
turbofan engine covlings
• rABC-B/B-3688] pOU31 H.72-2U999
Checkout 'Of multipoint sampling rake and exhaust
emission of turbofan engines '
fPB-207321] p0435 N72-25593
Quiet nacelle for suppressing 'noise in TF-3f
turbofan engine ' ' '
[BASA-CB-120915] ' • ' " p0173 H72-26692
Leaned stator configuration design for highly
loaded multistage fan drive turbine
fSASA-CB-20961 ' ' p0523 N72-28793
Wind tunnel tests of forward-mounted overwing
turbofan engine model with determination' of jet
interference effects and lift-dependent drag
[ABC-CP-1207] • • . . • • p0527 H72-28998
Operating principles of main components of fuel
flow control unit for USSR turbofan engine
IAD-7I»2368] ' -' p0539 1)72-29816
Altitude and Bach number effects on exhaust gas
emissions of afterburning turbofan engine
CAD-7I112U9} p0542 N72-29967
Analysis of TF-33 aircraft engine,removal .
requirements based on statistical analysis,
autbcovariance, spectral analysis, and
cross-covariance functions
fAD-7S3H011 ' p0591 N72-31791
Engine failure dependence on flying hoars and
sortie history
fAD-743U001 p0591 N72-31792
Design and operation of first-stage and two-stage
of small, low cost turbofan engine to determine
specific work, torgue, mass.flow, and efficiency
rNASA-TN-D-6967] P0626 N72-32072
Development and characteristics of core turbine
for driving single and two stage fans in
turbofan engine simulator '
rNASA-TH-X-68130] p0632 N72-32762
TDEBOFAHS . . .
NASA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet
aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic
and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans
p0059 A72-13679
Hnltiple pure tone noise generation from tnrbofan
blade to blade nonuniformities in rotor
geometry, using two dimensional inviscid.flow
model :
p0072 A72-15568
Turbofan multiple pure'tone noise analysis,
discussing rotor geometry, relative Bach number
and incidence angle effect on sound emission
• [AIAA PAPEB 72-127] p0128 472-16821
High tip speed low loading transonic fan rotor
design for weak oblique shocks with improved
efficiency and stall margin
fAIAA PAPEB 72-83] p0180 A72-18951
Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft
engine, noting short field capability and.
guietness
p023fl A72-23447
Jet turbine engine front fans with and without"
snubbers, estimating flow field by streamline
curvature techhigue *'
fASBE PAPEB 72-6T-1] p0293 A72-25607
Low pressure ratio Q-FAN propnlsor noise reduction
tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source
components and design' configurations
T A S B E PAPEB 72-GT-io] ' P0295 A72-25634
Tnrbotip lift fan design developed for lv-5 VTOL
research aircraft, reviewing changes for future
commercial and research transport systems
. [ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-111] • p0299 A72-25674 .
Interaction effects between blade rows in
. turboaachines.
pOU89 A72-37275
NASA program for low cost turbojet and turbofan
engine fabrication for missile and light
aircraft propulsion
pO«91 A72-37637
Installation caused flow distortion and its effect
on noise from a fan designed for tnrbofan engines.
CAIAA.PAPEH 72-1006] . posse A72-41590
Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high
., speed fans. , • .
'• .. , : p0610 A72-«l)917
Inrbofans under wings to provide lift and thrust
for STOL aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11224-1] • p0030 H72-10033
Variable geometry aft-fan for takeoff gnieting or
, thrust augmentation of turbojet engine
[S-67111] '.. . p0162 H72-1»79«
. Velocity diagram for highly loaded multistage fan
drive turbine with plain'blade configuration
rHASA-CB-1964] p022<l H72-178U5
Detail design of turbotip lift fan for use with
IJ97-GE-100 turbojet gas generator to V/STOL
transport research aircraft
[BASA-CB-120787] P0282 H72-19812
Acoustic tests of fans used with fan'jet engine
and measurement of far field noise for several
configurations
[SASA-TB-X-2528] ' p0282 K72-19845
Aerodynamic and mechanical design of two-stage,
• highly-loaded fan for advanced aircraft, and
tests with uniform and distorted inlet flow
[SASA-CB-120859] p0326 N72-20763
Aerodynamic performance test data for
high-bypass-ratio, single stage turbofan
designed in experimental guiet engine program
CHASA-CH-120B58] P0474 N72-26695
Application of streamline curvature method for
determining performance of turbofans and
comparison with empirical results
[NAL-TB-268T] pOt76 N72-26999
TDBB06EBEBAIOBS
Aircraft turboalternator governing theory for
frequency error detection, comparing performance
of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic1governors
p01«3 A72-18249
Design of gas turbine engines and gas-
turbogenerators for aircraft
fJPBS-56581] P0580 H72-30779
TDBBOJET AIBCBAFT . •
D'JET AIBCBAFT ., .
TDBBOJET EBS1BE COBTBOL ...
Aircraft jet-engine control; Conference, Velesin,
Czechoslovakia, June .12-16, 1972, Proceedings
- P0600 A72-44276
Determination of the operational transfer
functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital
computer
P0602 A72-44292
Analog and digital computer simulation analysis of
performance and control of low-pressure-ratio
turbojet engine for drone aircraft
fHASA-TH-X-2537] p03UO H72-21817
TDBBOJET EBGIBES . . •
NT TOBBOFAH EHGIHES .. .
HI TOBBOPBOP ENGINES
Turbojet aircraft engine overhauling planning and
execution, discussing dismantling, washing,
' galvanic treatments, acceptance checks and
quality controls . • • - '
. P0118 A72-16014
Jet noise simple-source theory experimental -
verification, determining relation of measured
sound power and jet pressure levels of turbojet
engine • .
P0140 A72-17856
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and tnrbofan
engines testing with/without afterburners
P0146 A72-18495
Simulated testing of turbojet engine ingestion of
missile exhaust, determining design criteria for
aircraft engine inlets from altitude chamber
test data
P0176 A72-18758
1-1152
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Turbojet engine compressor efficiency relationship
to cascade characteristics diagrai, using
influence-coefficients
P0181 A72-18995
Runway fog dispersal system based on underground
installed flight-discarded turbojet engines,
discussing system efficiency and economics
p0232 A72-22910
Turbojet engine oil circuit contamination rate
determination by spectrometrlc analysis,
obtaining mathematical theory for data
interpretation
CSAB PAPER 720303] p0288 A72-25567
Air bleeding location to cool turbojet engine
turbine of supersonic aircraft, presenting graphs
p031« A72-281U7
NASA program for lov cost turbojet and tnrbofan
engine fabrication for missile and light
aircraft propulsion ••
P0491 A72-37637
Aircraft engine lifetime and turbine blade
reliability
P05Q9 A72-39916
Fluid flow across balance surface moving at
constant Telocity relative to coordinate system,
calculating energy balance of turbojet engine
p0550 A72-U081U
Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial
flow compressors used in turbojet engines,
calculating meridional velocity distribution
pOSSO A72-U0930
Development and application of modular design
concept' to improve jet aircraft engine maintenance
pOOUO B72-11030
Application of multiple pure tone noise properties
to determination of nonuniformities in turbojet
aircraft engines - Part 1
[NASA-CR-18311 p0092 B72-12223
Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on
turbojet wings .*- ' - ' '
rjPBS-5H785] • • pOlOO N72-1298U
High-pressure ratio turbojet engine simulator with
common exit nozzle and wind tunnel test results
at Mach 0.6 to 1.27
[NASA-TH-X-67973] p0162 872-11792
Variable geometry aft-fan for takeoff quieting or
thrust augmentation of turbojet engine
[E-671HJ P0162 H72i-1U79'(
Turbojet engine analog simulation technigue '- •
applicable to propulsion system dynamics and
controls research - . •'
FNASA-TB-D-6610] . p0213 K72-16722
Performance analysis of small annular turbojet
combustor with several cost-reducing innovations
for use in commercial light aircraft
rNASA-TH-X-2476] p0217 N72-16937
Turbojet engine test facility with digital system
for advanced control and performance studies
fAD-733353] -• •' p02S9 B72-18U69
Computer program for steady state turbojet and
tnrbofan engine cycle calculations
[NASA-TN-D-6552] 2 ' P026U S72-18783
Influence of reflections on acoustic pressure
spectra of turbojets
rHASA-TT-F-11185) p0281 H72-19737
Contactless measurement of tip clearance in jet
engine turbine .based on radioactive isotope
properties -' • ' • •'
[AD-73U912] . '• p0282 B72j-"l9856
Fuel flow control by sensing airflow conditions at
discharge of engine compressor
fAD-73U542] - p0282 H72-19857
Numerical analysis of parameters in'multistage gas
turbine engines .and components . - . . - • '
fAD-736189] p0340 N72-21827
Development of procedure for calculating
off-design-point performance of turbojet and
turbofan engines
CLE-555] , ' . : . - • ' p0378 H72-22798
Performance tests of turbojet engine with
axisymmetric mixed-compression supersonic inlet
and single spool rotor
rNASA-TH-X-2558] < p0390 N72-<-23837
Vibration measurements on .walls of turbojet1test
facility
tTL^19.7T-11l p0437 N72-25898
Design and fabrication of low cost turbojet and
turbofan engines •. • -
[NASA-TH-X-68085] p0467- 1172-27816
Analysis of carbon monoxide, nnbnrned
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in turbojet
afterburner combustion products using infrared
spectroscopy - Part 1
[AD-739176]
 P0»88 H72-27968
Computer program for determining history of
combustion products produced by turbojet,engine
afterburner - Part 2
CAD-739177] . pO«88 B72-27969
Quantitative method for determining jet mixing
flow in turbojet inlet design optimization
. [AD-739858] p0524 B72-28797
Collision force method for studying impact
interaction of engine rotor blade fragment with
containment ring .
[HASA-CB-120952] . . p0528 N72-2900Q
Digital computer control of mixed-compression
inlet for turbojet engine
CHASA-TH-D-6880) . p0537 N72-29803
Digital systems for controlling turbojet engine
fuel flow . '
• [HASA-TH-D-6936] . p0580 B72-30777
Vibrational and chemical noneguilibrinm losses in
stoichiometric turbojet engine using
kerosene-air mixture
[AD-7<»29U8] ; ' p0591 B72-31788
Design and development of ground to air
self-rescue aircraft with vertical takeoff
capability and seventy-five nautical mile cruise
range
CAD-7M3477] p062<t H72-32059
Bodular multichannel data processing system for
turbojet engine testing
rNASA-TH-X-68123] P0628 K72-32458
Analysis of particnlate emissions contained in
afterburning turbojet engine exhaust operating
at ground level - Part 1
CAD.-7»UOU8] p0632 H72-32768
Kinetic model for describing thermodynamic and
fluid dynamic processes in high temperature
' exhaust gas coolers
CAD-7U151U] p0632 B72-32769
Theory, design, and operating principles of
aircraft turbomachines
[AD-744183] p0632 B72-32773
Analysis of heat transfer characteristics of three
air cooled vanes in turbojet engine using
' impingement cooling, film cooling, and
convection cooling
[HASA-TU-X-2580] p063* N72-32919
Scale model tests to compare effectiveness of
aerogrids and punched plates for smoothing flow
from short annular diffnsers between compressor
and combustor of advanced aircraft engines
1
 [SASA-CH-120960] . p0636 S72-32993
Comparison of turbojet, turborocket, and ramjet
engines for long distance hypersonic cruising
flight ' •
rDLS-FB-72-38] p06«7 N72-33750
IDBBOBACHIHE BLADES
NT COHPRESSOB BLADES
BT'EOTOE BLADES (TOSBOHACHINERY)
HI STATQE BLADES "
NT TOEBINE BLADES
Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade
performance test data for various cambers
comparison with potential theory data
P0121 A72*-16485
Two dimensional cascade performance data
correction for rotating blade row stream surface
inclination in axial flow turbines
i P0121 A72-16U86
Finite pitch airfoil theory.^relations for
tnrbomachine moving blade.rows interference
effect on cascade flutter ."
p0121 A72-16U88
Viscous flow through movable and immovable
cascades of blades, determining .velocity field
by airfoil center line vortex distribution
p01U2 A72-18131
Cascading tnrbomachine blades vibration , .
measurement in subsonic and sonic high
temperature gas flows, describing test facility
P01U7 A72-18689
Unsteady lift on airfoils in moving cascades with
'• inlet axial flow disturbances, estimating lift
on reference blade between blade channels .
fASHE PAPEH 72-6T-5] p0293 A72-25608
A-153
TORBOBACHIHBBY SUBJBCT IHDBI
Aerodynamic damping of turbomachine blade
vibrations under varied conditions of stagger
angle, pressure ratio and relative velocity,
using pure bending node excitation
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-8) p0293 A72-25611
Interaction effects between blade rows in
tnrbomachines.
pO<»89 A72-37275
Dynamic strength of tangentially vound toothed
blade roots
P0.506 A72-39586
Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in
turbomachine blade cascades supersonic flow,
discussing trends in fan and compressor technology
P0551 A72-U0969
Investigating failure of gas turbine vanes under
influence of thermal cycles in simulated modes
of engine start-up and shut down
pO»28 H72-21815
Flutter in turbonachinery blading and prediction
of aerodynamic characteristics of partially
stalled airfoil
[40-712458] P0580 N72-30784
Computer program for flow analysis through axial
flow turbines and compressors
[ABC-B/B-3687] p0588 N72-31306
Three basic types of two dimensional calculations
for approximating velocities in turbomachine
blade flow
[NASA-TH-X-67959] P0631 N72-32759
TDEBOBACHIHBBY
HI AXIAL FLOS TDBBIBES
NT CEHTBIFD6AL COHPBESSOBS
ST CENTRIFUGAL PDBPS
NT GAS TDBBIBES
NT SHBOODED TORBINES.
NT SDPEBSONIC TDBBINES
NT TURBINE PUMPS
ST TOBBINES
NT TURBOCOBPRESSORS
NT TDRBOFANS
NT TOBBOGENERATOBS
NT TUO STAGE TOEBINES
Aircraft turbo-alternator speed control for
constant frequency power supply, presenting
theoretical relationships for electrohydraulic
or mech'anohydraulic control loops
P0071 A72-15462
Navier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady
viscous flov around oscillating elliptic airfoil
in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining
pressure and shear stress distributions
P0117 A72-16002
Centrifugal tnrboengine diffnser with high . .
enlargement area compared with logarithmic
spiral types, discussing boundary layers, •
secondary flow, shapes and aerodynamic parameters
p0236 A72-237H7
Hydraulic tank application to internal flow
visualization in turbonachinery, describing test
equipment and methods used for axial flow aodel
p0241 A72-21651
Laser Doppler velocimetry system design for
optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity
in turbomachinery
p0396 A72-32015
The acoustics of axial flow machines.
POK62 A72-37204
A method for estimation of axial turbomachinery
stage characteristics on the basis of
experimentally obtained data with a runner
tested in a free blow-out aerodynamical scheme.
P061K A72-U5364
Annual report of Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research including aircraft, engine, and
turbomachinery noise, silencers, and human
responses to noise
p0112 N72-13614
Annual report 1969 of Institute of Sound and
yibration Research includinq aircraft, engine
and turbomachinery noise, audiology, and
structural vibration
P0112 N72-13615
'Conference on flow characteristics of turbomachinery
[AD-735021] P0283 'N72-19858
Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic
forces and 'moments acting on cascade of airfoils
in unstalled conditions
[AD-735205] . P0310 H72-21825
theory, design, and operating principles of
aircraft turboiachines
[AD-70U183J P0632 N72-32773
Research report on sound and vibration measurement
in tnrbomachinery, aircraft structures, and
building structures
p0649 H72-33976
IOBBOPBOP AIBCBAFT
NT ELECTBA AIRCRAFT
HT VISCOUNT AIBCBAFT
Bach 0.80 quiet intercity STOL transport design
comparison for tnrbofan, prop-fan and turboprop
systems
[SAE PAPER 710759] pOOOl) A72-10256
Russian book on ln-12 turboprop transport aircraft
structural and aerodynamic characteristics
covering engine operation, piloting, stability,
controllability, etc
p0315 A72-28343
Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport
aircraft propeller configurations under static,
taxi and flyover conditions, discussing guiet
propeller noise signature
p0355 A72-29571
Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and
all-terrain ground vehicle simulators,
discussing control load, visual attachment,
cabin motion and sound subsystems
p0362 A72-308145
The DHC-7, first generation transport category
STOL - Particular design challenges.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-809] pOU97 A72-38115
TOBBOPBOP ENGINES
Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop engine
equivalent horse power, propeller output and
specific fuel consumption, discussing
performance characteristics relation to ambient
air temperature
p0136 A72-17100
• Turboprop electric igniter climatic test problems
and equipment for assessing guality control
p0182 A72-19112
T63/250 engine program current status, covering
torboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing
aircraft powerplant models and applications
[SAE PAPEB 720350] p0292 A72-25601
Turbine inlet gas temperature limiting systems
design and operation in turboprop engines,
describing blocking mechanism, delaying element
and altitude compensation
• P0311 A72-27863
Turboprop engines dynamic parameters experimental
determination by rpm transient response to
instantaneous fuel supply changes
P0351 A72-29137
Hatheoatical model for dynamics simulation of
aircraft turboprop engines, using digital,
analog and hybrid computers
p0601 A72-QU288
Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust
emissions in atmosphere
[PB-202961] P0222 N72-17319
TDBBOPDBPS
D TDBBINE POBPS
TOBBOBOCKET ENGINES
Comparison of turbojet, tnrborocket, and ramjet
engines for long distance hypersonic cruising
flight
[DLB-FB-72-38] p06«7 N72-33750
TDHBOROTORS
D TDEBINE WHEELS
TORBOSHAFTS
T63/250 engine program current status, covering
tnrboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing
aircraft powerplant models and applications
[SAE PAPER 720350] P0292 A72-25601
Air lubricated bearings for high performance
aircraft-gas turbines, studying design and
performance in turboshaft engine
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-38] P0295 A72-25632
Linear mathematical model for twin shaft gas
turbine with isolated tnrbocompressor,
calculating dynamic constants as function of
operational modes
p0360 A72-30581
Lynx helicopter RS 360 tnrboshaft engine,
describing modular design for maintainability
P0449 A72-34927
A-15II
SUBJECT INDEX TOBBULENT BOOHDAEY LAYER
TDEBOSDPEBCHABGEES
D TDBBOCOHPBE.SSpBS .. . . : • • . .
TDBBDLEHCE --"- • . . :
NT. ATHOSPHEBIC TOBBIJLENCE ' • .- , .1
 NT-'CLEAB AIB TDBBDLENCE . ,,
-'NT-'GUSTS- - • • - • •
NT LOW LEVEL TDBBD1ENCE '
,HT LOW TOBBDLENCB.
' Structure of turbulence in noise-prodocing region-
of round subsonic jet
[ NASA-CB-126183) p0171 N72-15625
Turbulence and fuel-air mixing in supersonic-- '
' combustion'ramjet . •• - . -
• - ' • ' • • ' '
 PQ1|27. N72-2U807
TOBBDLEHCB EFFECTS . ,
". Sonic boom pressure signatures.durinq F-104.
'• overflights at Hach 1.3 and 30.000 ft, . •
explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence
• • • • • • • • • • • ' " ;."-,;
 P0013 A72-11158
Aircraft ride comfort problem in turbulent air,
comparing^free and .fixed wing.aircraft,responses
" ". • .., P0015 A72-.11720
'CAT inducing atmospheric .conditions effects on SST
• flight, discussing turbulence, in convective
clouds and kinetic energy spectra of atmospheric
motions ... • • : -
• ' ••'."; . ' -. pOO.64 A72-1U693
Atmospheric, turbulence .effects oji aircraft flight
and design, covering accidents and costs,
turb.ulence.'generation, prediction, measurements
and load alleviation devices . '
TAIAA PAPEE 72-219] ./. . .• . , p0129- A72-16885
Thunderstorm'flight testing for evaluation of;
'''rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on
aircraft, engine and, systems operating
characteristics! . , . ' , . " .
1
 : , "'' ,
 : .. • p0117 A72-18500
Hind shear,, turbulence, precipitation,.
temperature', visibility and ceiling, effects on
airport capacity, suggesting Heather data
integration into ATC system for pilots information
:
 - , ',..'.". . p0192 A72-21521
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
effect on rigid aircraft response to normal1 •
acceleration due to'atmospheric turbulence,,
using power spectral technigue
. P0236.A72-23U61
Conical diffuser response to velocity distribution
and turbulence intensity, at inlet - - '
C 1 , . ' ' " - , " . ... - :.p0238 A72-23858
Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces
flow characteristics determination for stress
calculation during .flight in turbulent atmosphere
. ' '. . ,- p0359 A72-30281
Low cost flight simulator for general aviation
. , pilot training, containing IFB instrumentation
and turbulence injection device ...
, , p0399 A72-32211
Combustion noise''generation by .burning, fuel-air
mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result
of time variable heat release, rate due .to
turbulence "
 v . , - .
. P0157 A72-36505
Atmospheric turbulence and the ATC system.
pO»62. A72-370U9
Automatic structural mode control"'system with
aerodynamic vanes for B-1 strategic bomber v..
turbulence .excitation during low altitude ."••
terrain following missions
[AIAA PAPEB 72-772] . • .p0499 A72-38132
Analytical method for combining the interaction of-'
inlet distortion and turbulence. ,•
p059<t A72-43330'"
Dynamic simulation of an.aircraft, under the effect
of vortex'wake turbulence.
"......'• p0613-A72-453U6
-Boundary layer behavior of tnrbocompressor in free
'stream turbulence . . ' . :
fCOED/A-TDBBO/TB-26.], pO/109 N72-13266
Development of criterion for aircraft flight in
turbulent conditions and numerical analysis of
probability of survival j - ,
[NASA-CB-124834] • . p0164- H.72-11997
Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft'to
determine characteristics of vortex-systems
generated within ground effect and vortex
systems descending into ground effect •
. ' . p0166.N72-15006
Effects of upper atmosphere turbulence on
operation of supersonic transport aircraft and
methods for advance detection of atmospheric
turbulence
[NLL-S-22f37-(5828.UF)] pOH77 N72-27009
Landing simulation to determine effects of
turbulence on roll of swept fighter aircraft at
low speed
[ABC-B/H-3697] p0582 N72-31001
Measurement of human operator performance in
single axis tracking task during simulated
turbulent conditions
P0621 N72-3203U
IOBBOLENT AIB COBBBBTS
D AIB COBBENTS •
0 TOBBOLENT FI.OB
IDBBDLENT BOOHDAEY L'AYEB
Acoustic power radiated by jet aircraft fuselage
structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer
-'pressure field, evaluating noise reduction
treatments
P0002 S72-10216
Unsteady flow about two dimensional airfoils,
. determining surface pressure fluctuations
induced by turbulent boundary layers
P0003 A72-10217
' Increasing lift and Beynolds number effects on
Displacement and skin friction of three
dimensional turbul'ent boundary layer on" infinite
swept wing
• - P0011 A72-11395
Noise generation from .turbulent supersonic shear
layers, including low supersonic and transonic
ranges for jet noise applications
P0072 A72-15566
Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil
at high transonic speeds, discussing
viscous-inviscid flow interaction
TAIAA PAPEB 72-5] P0129 A72-16863
Low turbulence vind tunnel with closed circuit
design and pressure gradient adjustment
capability for turbulent boundary layer studies
P0139 A72-17713
Flat plate boundary layer transition eguations for
supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account
free stream turbulence
P0196 A72-21616
Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic
c- adiabatic air flow through diffnsers with tail
pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer
p0237 A72-23855
Turbulent boundary layer growth measurement on
annular diffuser containing free vortex swirl
P0237 A72-23857
Botational, centrifugal and Coriolis force effects
on turbulent boundary layer development,
discussing changes in structure and shear stress
distribution
p0238 A72-23870
Two and three dimensional turbulent .boundary
layers integral calculation method, presenting
•similarity solutions based on extended mixing
length model
pO.211 A72-2U653
Bectangular skin panel vibration modes aerodynamic
damping dependence on Hach number, dynamic
•*' pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary
layer thickness
''•' [AIAA PAPEB 72-402] p0287 A72-25U23
Velocity profiles for three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer 'on end wall of axial flow
compressor cascade passage under adverse
pressure gradients
pOtOS A72-32901
Pressure, shear stress and yaw angle measurements
in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts
with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting
vortex generation
pO«10 A72-33i»03
Integral and correlation methods for separation
and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics,
applying to turbulent boundary layer
. fOHEBA. IP NO. 1072] pOt92 A72-37762
Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at
hypersonic speeds.
[ICAS PAPEB 72-09] P0552 A72-U113U
Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage
structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer
excitation. II - Jet noise excitation.
A-455
TOSBDLEBT DIPFDSIOB SUBJECT IBDEI
P0567 A72-42912
Calculation of separation points in incompressible
tnrbulent flows.
P0593 A72-13328
Extension of turbulent boundary layer conputer
program to include compressible adiabatic flon,
heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and
ducted flov
riC-AEBO-71-2"] P0158 N72-1U308
Turbulent boundary layer equations applicable to
compressible flqv over surface vith longitudinal
curvature evaluated by numerical integration
usinq tabulated profile data - Part 2
f.AD-729325] P0158 H72-1U310
(fixing length flov model for two- and
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in
compressible and incompressible flows using
similarity equations
P0276 N72-19327
Development of potential flow and boundary layer
methods for calculation of performance of lift
systems with significant flow separation
C&D-7110U761 P0531 H72-29025
Numerical analysis of three dimensional,
compressible turbulent boundary layer for finite
supercritical wing of F-8 transonic research
aircraft
fNASA-CB-112158] p064I| N72-33272
TOBBOLEST DIPFOSIOB
Sound generation and scale model experiments to
suppress noise in turbulent jet flow eddies of
supersonic transport aircraft
fABC-32723] P0034 H72-10251
NO production in relation to eddy diffusion
coefficient in stratosphere
Cl-H-90-1971] p0159 S72-1U382
TOBBDLEIT FLOW
NT CAVITATIOH FLOW
KT SDPEBCAVITATIHG FLOS
Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in
turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on
rotor blades due to incident gusts
P0003 A72-10220
Acoustic, turbulent and thermal fluctuating
motions interdependence in gas flow, considering
application to aerodynamic noise theory
P0055 A72-13405
Film cooled turbine vanes external heat transfer
distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring
heat transfer coefficients with and without
blowing
CAIAA PAPEB 72-9] P0129 472-16877
Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy
characteristics of subsonic air flow in straight
conical diffuser, using hot-wire anenometry
measurements
P0238 A72-23862
Turbulent flov between rotating disk and turbine
engine body calculated from equations of
axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flov
P0395 A72-31702
Development mechanisms of turbulent jet flows
CVK;-LS-36] p0033 N72-10215
Techniques for forecasting turbulent weather
conditions below 10,000 feet for light aircraft
operating in Hawaiian Islands
TAD-726107) pOO«6 H72-11525
Rind tunnel tests to predict aircraft wake
turbulence due to tip trailing vortex
fHASA-CB-62078] • p0534 H72-29237
Computer program to analyze wing tip vortex as
function of wing tip shape
rNASA-TT-F-1U538] P0576 H72-30261
Lighthill-based model of sound eiission from
axisyoaetric turbulence convected by mean flov,
and implications for jet noise
(HASA-TH-D-6939] P0579 H72-30607
Rind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex
moving from each rotor blade tip of helicopter
rotor to establish effect on aerodynanic forces
and pressure distribution
[NASA-TT-F-1U»62J P0618 N72-32012
Physical models of clear air turbulence based on
summertime observation of tnrbulent zones
fAD-7113691] P061J6 H72-33623
TOBBOLBBT BEAT TBASSFEB
Extension of turbulent boundary layer computer
program to include compressible adiabatic flov.
heat transfer, three dimensional flov, and
ducted flow
fIC-AEBO-71-211 p0158 H72-11308
IDBBOLEBT JETS
Directionality and far field structure of
combustion generated noise, using premixed
turbulent flame models
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1981 • P0129 A72-16875
IB measurement of hot. jets turbulence intensity
axial and transverse profiles, noting
application to sound sources detection
P02i»2 A72-21656
Turbulent jets effectiveness in protection, of .
aircraft surfaces from rain, describing wind
tunnel simulation of takeoff and landing
P0247 A72-25137
Calculation procedure for reaction thrust of
semibonnded turbulent jet in boundary layer
bloving and blow type antiicing systems
p03U5 A72-28728
Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from
turbulent shear layer instability vaves, noting
acoustic energy flux dependence on streamvise
distance
p0355 A72-29581
Turbulent and laminar jet flow in rotating
environments noting application to jet mixing
flow in tip driven rotor wakes
p0028 H72-10008
Development mechanisms of turbulent jet flows
tVKI-LS-36) p0033 1172-1021(5
Flov model for jet pipe sound transmission.through
nozzle flov
CJEFR/69] p003« N72-10252
Sound generation in very lov and very high
turbulent jet flows from exhaust nozzle
p003» H72-10253
Sound generation and scale model experiments to
suppress noise in turbulent jet flow eddies of
supersonic transport aircraft
fABC-327231 p003tt N72-1025*
TOBBULEBT BIUBG
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical
model for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects
on aircraft trailing vortex wake motion and
persistency
tAIAA PAPEB 72-«2] p0130 A72-16903
Spectral measurements of jet turbulence noise in
core and annular mixing region, using subsonic
test experiments
(AIAi PAPEB 72-158] pQ180 172-18957
Bussian book on combustion and turbulent mixing
processes in jet engines covering temperature
and velocity profiles, combustion chamber design
and fuel injection characteristics
p0315 A72-28310
Botating flow introduction effects.on jet noise
levels, combustion and tnrbulent nixing
processes and flame stability
fAIAA PAPEB 72-6U5] ' POU16 A72-3H087
Tnrbulent mixing of fuel and air'in supersonic
combustion ramjet engine
(AD-710909] . p0581 N72-30964
TOBBOLBBT RAKES
NT PBOPELLEB SLIPSTBEAMS
BT SLIPSTBEABS
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical
model for tnrbulent mixing and buoyancy effects
on aircraft trailing vortex vake motion and
persistency
C4IAA PAPEB 72-«2] p0130 A72-16903
Rind tunnel measurements for near flov field
velocity distribution in rectangular ving vake
turbulence, comparing vith flight neasnrements
[AIAA PAPEB 72-K1] p0133 A72-16948
Dynamic pressure distribution and propulsive
contours of trailing vortex vake dovnvind of
external flov jet flap, using five-hole probe
neasnrements
P02K5 A72-25070
Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of
disk in vater channel vith toroidal vorticity
vake pattern, applying results to flapping ving
mechanics
P02i(7 A72-25129
Tnrbulent intensity induced by wakes near
secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine
flame tube
P0313 A72-28131
A-«56
SUBJECT IHDBI TWO DIHEISI01AL FLOS
Hachine code for finite difference solution of
Bake vortex governing equations and far flow
field prediction in trailing'vortices.
developing turbulent energy lodel
CAIAA PAPER 72-9891 p0561 A72-II2326
Flight test studies of the fornation of trailing
vortices ana a method to accelerate vor-te*
dissipation.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-9881 p0561 A72-42327
Full scale measurement of flow in turbulent vake '
of hangars
[ARC-CP-1166] pOO«3 B72-110U7
Bind tunnel tuft grid study of trailing vortex
downstream of straight wing
[NASA-CB-62077] p0087 B72-11950
Analysis of hazards created by aircraft wakes and
methods for avoiding adverse effects during
congested aircraft operation
[NASA-TH-X-67IKI8] p0087 H72-11951
Development of wake nodel for predicting rotor
free vake positions and resulting rotor blade
air loads - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-1911] p016lt H72-14990
Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to
determine characteristics of vortex systems
generated within ground effect and vortex
systems descending into ground effect
p0166 B72-15006
long time-history characteristics of vortex
systems of four engine jet transport aircraft in
terminal area-type operations
P0166 N72-15007
Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin
wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed
f BAE-TR-710U3] .- p0169 H72-15292
Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip
vortices generated by large jet transport
aircraft when intersected by smaller general.
aviation type aircraft
[NASA-TB-D-6655] p0250 N72-18003
Development of egnipment and techniques for remote
sensing of wing tip vortices generated by large
commercial and military aircraft
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-2] p0320 H72-20017
Development of active and passive techniques for
detecting and measuring presence and intensity
of vingtip vortices generated in airport areas
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-13] p0330 H72-20999
Computer program and numerical analysis of
feasibility of using suction between and along
runways to remove trailing edge vortex streets
riDA-LOG-HQ-69-l016U] p0337 N72-21290
Near wake effects on airfoil loading in dynamic
stall and wake structure resulting from
oscillatory motion of stalled airfoil
p0379 H72-22991
Numerical analysis of finite amplitude waves
generated by aircraft trailing vortices to
indicate .growth of waves on pair of parallel
infinite vortices
CAD-737859] p0432 N72-25012
Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward
flight produced by Karman street type vortex
shedding
[AD-741778] p057t N72-30020
TOBHIHG FLIGHT
Aircraft steering dynamics model with
translational and rotational equations,
considerinq zero sideslip and acceleration and
lift bank angle transfer functions
P0118 A72-16112
Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in
uniform flow field, calculating eguilibrium
configuration during coordinated turn from two
point boundary value problem numerical solution
P0195 A72-2160U
The flight mechanics of STOL aircraft.
P0442 472-34211
Special control of spiral flight curves with the
neutral and maneuver points as ultimate
positions of the indifference points
pO»61 A72-369U2
Optimum turns to a specified track for a
supersonic aircraft.
p0502 A72-38277
Game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft
•turning tactics coapetit-ion in pursuit combat,
using minimax technique
[AIAA PAPER 72-950] . . P0563 472-42359
Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression
by slowing down during turning flight; obtaining
conditions for focus cut-off at ground by
atmospheric refraction
P0599 A72-HH125
Supersonic aircraft energy turns.
pOS99 172-44196
Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in
nonperturbed atmosphere -aircraft in horizontal
flight at constant velocity, applied to turning
. flight
[ISL-12/70] . P0081 N72-11911
Airspeed losses during turning flight maneuvers in
gusts applied to airworthiness reguirements
IABC-B/H-3672] P020U H72-15973
Seal time, on-line turning flight optimization
[AD-732938] ' P0219 B72-17012
Pontryagin minimum principle applied to aircraft
heading change and aircraft interception
[ETB-4] pO<!20 B72-2I1007
Calculation of required controls for minimum
time-to-turn based on three dimensional
formulation for aircraft dynamics
[AD-742266] P0531 B72-29027
TTC (COHTBOL)
0 THHDST VECTOR CONTROL
1SISTED SIBGS
Hi'ng load distribution and induced drag control by
warping, summarizing linear theory and wind
tunnel test results
p0240 A72-2H218
TilSTIHG
matrix method calculation for aerodynamic loads,
transverse forces, bending moments, torgnes and
twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter
during forward flight
P0020 A72-12440
Computer program in ALGOL 60 language for
calculation of long blades twist in axial flow
turbines and compressors
P0346 A72-28782
110 DIHEHSIOHiL BODIES
Two dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in
incompressible flow, comparing calculated
loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching
motions with measured values
f.Mii PiPSB 12-3TJ pOISO &.72-16899
Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two
dimensional bodies immersed in uniform
incompressible stream, investiqatinq
semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to .
oscillating airfoils
p0550 A72-40651
Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional
airfoils with variable camber and performance of
Dhitcomb supercritical airfoil
[AD-740369] p0529 N72-29012
TWO DIHEHSIOBAL FLOS
Two dimensional transonic airfoil section testing
at ONERA S3HA wind tunnel, comparing results
with helicopter rotor blades test data
[OBEEA, IP BO. 1028) P0059 472-13642
Steady two dimensional cavity flow past infinite
number of airfoils using linearized theory
p0062 472-14460
Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade
performance test data for various cambers.
comparison with potential theory data
P0121 A72-16485
Two dimensional cascade performance data
correction for rotating blade row stream surface
inclination in axial flow turbines
P0121 472-161(86
Two dimensional cascade test of"air-cooled turbine
nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics
and heat transfer properties
P0122 472-16489
Two dimensional lift characteristics of
multielement airfoils, using potential flow
method based on surface source distribution and
finite difference boundary layer method
[AIAA PAPER 72-3] 'p0132 A72-16935
Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral
obstacle, investiqatinq screen proximity and
fluid compressibility effects
p0140 A72-17912
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible
fluid past larqe camber profiles of arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
4-457
TiO BBFLECTOB AHTEHH1S SUBJECT IBDEI
expansion
. P0180 472-18976
Two dimensional and axisyometric flow with heat
addition, deriving flow field by inverse methods
P0185 172-20062
Irrotational two dimensional transonic flow past
symmetric profile with and without shock
P0185 A72-20068
Interference induced unsteady "aerodynamic forces
on tandem airfoils in subsonic'fIon, using two •
dimensional model
P0186 A72-20101
Two and three dimensional turbulent boundary
layers integral calculation method, presenting
similarity solutions based on extended mixing
.length model . ' •
. . P0241 A72-21653
Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air net flow
interaction in throat region of mainstream two
dimensional nozzle flow • '.
P0244 A72-24815
Plane laminar semibounded incompressible fluid -let
propagation into slipstream along moving plate,
solving boundary layer equations
P0217 A72-25136
Bodograpbic eguations solution containing critical
point for compressible fluid two dimensional
flow^ noting calculation of wing profiles and
turbine engine cascades
COHEBA, IP NO. 1018] P0362 472-30811
Analysis of the interaction of lets and airfoils
in two dimensions.
( A I A A PAPER 72-777] P0499 472-38136
Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the
unsteady flow through a blade-row with small
steady pitch and camber angle.
PICAS PAPER 72-12] P0552 472-41137
Some results from tests in the HAE high-Reynolds
number two-dimensional test facility on
•shockless* and other airfoils. • •
f l C A S PAPEB 72-33] P0554 A72-4T158
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. I, II.
P0560 472-41911
Two-dimensional model for thermal compression.
' 'P0567 472-12868
An improved solution of the two-dimensional
jet-flapped airfoil problem.
P0591 A72-13329
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible,
fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary
shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier
expansion
. . • P0611 472-45002
Customer utilization and program 1'isting for
computer program on two dimensional
multicomponent airfoils in viscous flow
CNASA-CR-1843-SOPP1. ] P0038 H72-11010
Derivation of cross-spectral functions for
vertical and longitudinal components of two
dimensional gust field
CHASA-CH-2011] • P0269 N72-19029
Higher-order theory used for solution of two '
dimensional subsonic wall .interference due to
• source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel
walls . . .
[AD-735967] . P0337 N72-21307
Flow traverses downwind of guasi-two-dimensional,
externally flown f lap
fLTB-LA-85] P0469 N72-26241
Computer program for coordinates, incompressible
. inviscid section .characteristics, and. two •
dimensional drag-rise for H4C4 airfoils
tAD-738623] P0181 N72-27332
Hind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional
flow applied to pressure distribution
measurements in transonic wind tunnel
rNASA-TT-F-11316] p0626 H72-32261
Three basic types of two dimensional calculations
for approximating velocities in turbomachine
blade flow
fNASA-TM-X-67959] P0631 N72-32759
ISO BEFLEC50B 4BTBBBAS ;
Radar double beam dielectric radiator antenna
design for 4TC in 1250-1350 BHz range
P0549 472-10530
TBO STiGB IOBBIHES . . : ' '
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low;
emission operation of advanced technology
transport aircraft ' • '
[H4S4-CE-120950] p0523:B72-28786
Hnmerical analysis of turbine efficiency for two
stage turbine and cooparison with estimations of
first stage efficiency
 t . ,
tHAS4-T8-D-6960] . ! ' p0590.S72-31783
u
D.S.S.B. ' " - ' " ' . " ' • , '. : . . :' '''
Historical review and'present status analysis,of
civilian aviation in DSSB ' * ' ' ", '
CAD-731069]- ' •'•-. ' p027i'B72-19'044
Development of Soviet aviation from prerevblntion
t o 1976 . . . . . .
C4D-735204] P0333JH72-21019
•Characteristics and operation of air'trafic . '
control radar system installed at, OSSB"airpbrts
[JPBS-56463] . p0186 H72-27705
aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
Russian (1-4 supersonic long .range aircraft ,
tAD-744159] '''•'• , p0623: H72-32051
ODIBBT ALLOTS . ' ..
Stress design data for 0 700 for design
optimization of IF 460 lift'fan ' ' "
[NASA-CBT120957] ' p0535 872^ 29564
U F O . - • - . . . . - . , . . .
0 OHIDENTIFIED FLIISG OBJECTS -i ' "' '
OH-1 BELICOPTER . ] ' , .'., '
Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation ,
system to improve OH-1B helicopter damping .and ..y,
handling gualities during high speed'gunfiring
missions ' . ^ • • • . . . . • .
.; , ' • . p0413 .A72-33650
Evaluation of simulated'pilot/system performance
in manually controlled IFR formation flight .task
for DH-1 helicopter'under various environmental
and operational co'nditi'ons " • ' '
[AD-725209] p0031 N72-10044
Flight test of three-axis fluidic 'stability,
augmentation system for OH-1 'helicopter" ""
T4D-7343431 " P0271 B72-19043-1
Relative incidence and cost data for. . . ; • •
orientation-error accidents in regular Army OH-1
aircraft during fiscal year 1968
[AD-735457] ,P0332 N72-21016
Evaluation of medical attendant seat on OH-1
helicopter and recommendations for improving
crashworthy characteristics
[AD-737197] ' p0370 N72-22040
, Simulation of DH-1 helicopter flight '
characteristics to evaluate 'performance of
manual formation flight display system
TAD-737313] P0385 N72-23041
Analysis of aircraft1 accidents occurring in
 5. '
military DH-1 helicopters'where pilot '' .
disorientation and vertigo 'is suspecte'd
[AD-738808] _ p0467 .S72-26028
Design, development, and'evaluation of three-axis
hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for
DH-1 helicopter ,,
fAD-739'559] ' ^ '>0481 .H72V'27045
Analysis of helicopter accidents" to' determine
effectiveness of .crash resistant fuel.system .,,
installed in DH-1 helicopter . :. '',
[40-739567] p0517' 872-28023 ,
Injury and death costs in noncombat aircraft '
accidents involving DH-1 type .helicopters for
fiscal year 1969 ' " .
[AD-741363]' . ' .' :; P0530 H72-29017
Application of-computer program to" determine
stability and control derivatives for DH-1C '
helicopter model
[AD-740774] p0530~ H72-29019
Development and fabrication of OH^i helicopter
tail rotor drive shaft-from grap'hite/epoxy
composite materials ' ' ' "•
rHASA-TH-X-67739] '• ' ' p0637 H72-33011
Helicopter payload gains utilizing1 water injection
for hot day power augmentation
fUASA-TH-X-62195] . p0639 N72-33027
DLTBA SBOBT 14TE BADIO EQDIPHBBT '
D VERT HIGH FREQDEHCY BADIO EQDIPHEBT
OLTB4BIGB FHEQOEBCIES , ':
DBF aeronautical satellite system, presenting 4TC
trends, international' aspects, available flight
levels, weather conditions and long haul conflicts
P0019 472-12383
A-458
SO EJECT IHDEI -UNSTEADY FLOB
L band in satellite system for aerial navigation
aid, discussing position accuracy, data
transmission and voice communication and
modulation methods
p0021 A72r12642
Satellite navigational aid system technical and
operational characteristics, emphasizing voice
communications links in L band
p0053 A72-12972
VHF/UHF ground-air-gronnd communications siting
criteria and field manual
" [FAA-BD-71-76] p0092 N72-12087
Dual output ultrahigh frequency aircraft antenna
feed incorporating coaxial magic tee, transistor
• 'and step recovery varactor diode freguency
multipliers
11
 fRAE-TR-70002] P0169.N72-15216
Development,of nltrahigh fregnency glide path system
tAD-.73369U] P0281 N72-19726
Performance tests of L band communication concepts
for air traffic'control equipment installed in
Applications'Technology Satellite-F '
[NASA-IB-1-65906] p0436 N72-25601
Very high freguency and ultrahigh freguency single
sideband transmission from ground station for
aircraft reception ,
p0532 H72-29119
OlTBiSOSIC INSPECTION — -- - -
0 01THAS01IIC TESTS
OLTBiSOHIC SPEEDS
0 SUPERSONIC SPEEDS ' .
DLTEASOHIC TESTS
Portable self contained ultrasonic field
inspection equipment for nondestructive crack
detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks .
p0009 A72-10814
Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for NOT
tests of helicopter rotor blades .
P0011 A72-11021
X ray,, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive
testing of aircraft structure for maintenance
and special problems
. pOISO A72-18840
Aircraft light alloy integral construction for
stress concentration 'and fatigue failure
avoidance, describing continuous casting
process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw
testing procedures' ' .
p.0185 A72-19725
Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection,
noting reliability, simplicity and time economy
as compared to eddy current or fluorescent •
penetrant methods
p0357 A72-30037
NDT techniques selection, economics and
organization for aircraft industry, considering
ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests
P0612 A72-H5292
Application of nondestructive testing procedures
to maintenance of large commercial aircraft
pOO*0 172-1-1025
Ultrasonic inspection of vinq spar -joints on
viscount aircraft
riR-7105.512] pO»3<l N72-25461
0ICAHBEBED IIIGS
NT PING RINGS
UICERTAI1TY
0 PBOBABIIITI THEORY
ONDiBPED OSCILLATIONS
HP-115 slender wing research aircraft linear,
motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 72-62] , p0132 A72-16932
UNDERCARRIAGES . -
•Deterministic optimization of aircraft
• undercarriage suspension characteristics for
taxiing induced vibration minimization,
discussing damping and stiffness functions and
hybrid computer solution
P0235 A72-23«58
Dndercarriaqe loadings of three aircraft -. Porter
PC-6, Venom DH-112 and Mirage Ills.
p0609 A72-11738
OBDEB6BOOND EXPLOSIONS . .
Prediction of shock wave impact on aircraft
resulting from underground nuclear explosions
CSC-BB-71-06123 p0388 N72-23257
OIDEBGBODHD HDCLEAB EIPIOSIOHS
D NUCLEAB EXPLOSIONS
0 ONDEEGBOOND EXPLOSIONS
OHDEEIATEE ACOUSTICS
Seismic and underwater effects of sonic booms,
comparing theory with- experiments
P0198 A72-21907
UNDEBBATEB SOOBD
0 UNDERBATER ACOUSTICS
DNDBRSATBR VEHICLES
NT SUBMARINES
UNIDENTIFIED fLYING OBJECTS
UFO sighting case history and analysis, discussing
bright light approaching on collision course
during night instrument flight rules
P0229 A72-226II6
UNIONIZATION
Effects of Canadian air traffic controllers strike
on economy and other transportation systems
P0378 N72-22969
UNIPOLAR TBANSISTOBS
U FIELD EFFECT TBANSISTOBS
UNITED STATES OF AHEBICA
NT CALIFORNIA
NT FLOBIDA
NT GEORGIA .
NT HAWAII
NT ILLINOIS
NT IOHA
NT HARYLAND- -• • . . _ _ _ . , .
NT MASSACHUSETTS
NT HICHIGAN
NT NEVADA
NT NEB JERSEY
NT NE» YORK -
NT NOBTB CAROLINA
NT OBIO
NT OKLAHOMA
NT PENNSYLVANIA
NT TENNESSEE
NT TEXAS . - -
NT DTAH
NT BEST VIRGINIA
NT BISCONSIN
Cost analysis and economic models for European
aerospace development compared to US experience
[AD-7251178] . P0037 N72-10992
Aircraft flights in stratosphere over western USA
investigating mountain wave propagation for
stratospheric turbulence forecasting
[ARC-CP-1159) p0095 N72-12551
Effects of aerospace and air transport industries
on United States economy
p0150 N72-13988
Markets for civil and military aircraft and '
missiles, airline operations, and exports and
imports for European Economic Community, United
Kingdom, and United States
[BEPT-70<I2-VOL-I|] - . p0163 N72-1t976
OBITS OF MEASUREMENT
Aircraft noise measurement units and methods,
discussing engine desiqn for noise reduction
p0118 A72-16026
Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing physical
units, spectral analysis, conversion and
correction formulas
P0136 A72-17195
Dimensional analysis in aeronautical engineering
including fixed and natural units
[AD-735128] p0279 N72-19671
UNIVAC COMPUTERS
Univac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for
airborne ASB, discussing input/output
controllers and interfaces and 1C design features
pOU07 A72-33245
UNIVERSITIES
Academic program, research projects, and related
activities of Israel Institute of Technology
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
CAD-726162], p0099 N72-12972
Aeronautical and aerospace research activities at
three Italian universities
[AD-731998] p0218 N72-17000
DBKNOBBS
U PROBLEM SOLVING
UNMANNED SP&CECBAFT
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
UNSTABLE BDBNING
D COMBUSTION STABILITY
UNSTEADY FLOW
NT OSCILLATING FLOB
A-459
OBS1EPT BIHGS SUBJECT IBDEI
Dnsteadv flow abont two dimensional airfoils,
determining surface pressure fluctuations
induced by turbulent boundary layers
P0003 472-10217
One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engines
otatinq and static vane cascades, discussing
ibrations propagation
p0014 472-11581)
Na ier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady
iscoiis flow around oscillating elliptic airfoil
turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining
pressure and shear stress distributions
P0117 472-16002
Nonlinear unsteady potential flov of
incompressible fluid past slender wing, using
linearized vortex distribution method
P0119 472-16214
Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces
on tandem airfoils in subsonic flov, using two
dimensional model
P0186 472-20101
Subsonic unsteady aerodynamic pressures on blades
of compressor wheel rotating freely in air stream
CONEB4, IP NO. 1077] p0244 472-24854
Computerization of panel flutter boundary
calculations with aerodynamic forces derived
from linear three dimensional unsteady potential
flow theory
f4I44 P4PEH 72-403] p0287 472-25424
Inward radial flow turbines under unsteady flow
conditions with full and partial admission,
predicting performance by method of
characteristics
p0308 472-27349
Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in
unsteady transonic flow, obtaining two part
boundary value problem for linear potential
equation
P0310 472-27545
Electrical analog simulation of internal
combustion engines intake and exhaust systems
nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder,
turbine and supercharger operation
P0351 472-29136
Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic
forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil
for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack
and frequencies
P0400 472-32344
Calculation of an unsteady separation flow past a
slender profile
p0460 472-36900
Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in .
turbonachine blade cascades supersonic flow,
discussing trends in fan and compressor technology
p0551 472-40969
Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the
unsteady flow through a blade-row with small
steady pitch and camber angle.
[IC4S P4PBH 72-12] P0552 472-41137
Nonstationary processes in the intervane apertures
• of turbomachines
P0560 472-42247
Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at low inflow and its
effect on flutter.
f4I44 P4PEE 72-959] .p0561 472-42349
Unsteady wake effects on progressing/regressing
forced rotor flapping modes.
C4I44 P4PEH 72-957] P0562 472-42350
Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating
separation in compressors
P0569 472-43091
Flutter analysis and unsteady pressure fields
induced by pitching motions of wall mounted
sweptback wing, verifying experiaentally lifting
surface theory in high subsonic range
P0569 472-43094
Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex
sheet.
p0610 472-44918
Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine blade
cascades in unsteady incompressible and
compressible fluid flow, considering axial flow
turbine blades vibration
P0615 472-45524
Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic
and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests
f4PC-CP-1155] p0092 H72-12198
Development of wake model for predicting rotor
free wake positions and resulting rotor blade
air loads - Vol. 1
tNAS4-CB-1911] . • p0164 N72-14990
Airflow characteristics of unsteady flow around
bluff bodies, spheres, disks,.and antorotating
two dimensional airfoil
[4D-731862] . p0203 N72-15956
Visualization of unsteady flow around oscillating
airfoils and rotary wings, and within
turbomachines in hydraulic tunnels •
(ONEB4-NT-180] P0277 H72-19329
DHSiBPT ilBGS
. NT INFINITE SP4N SINGS
NT BECT4NGUL4B WINGS
HT RING RINGS
 :-'
Hind- tunnel investigation of nnswept rectangular
wing with externally blown single slotted flap,
determining optimum slot width as function of
momentum coefficient and flap deflection
P0070 472-15461
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of
vortex augmented unswept wing with leadinq edge
cusp flap and split upper, and lower trailinq
edge flaps
fS4E P4PEB 720321] p0290 472-25584
Method for estimating transonic buffet boundary
and Reynolds number effects for straight and
swept wings
P0073 N72-11857
Transonic wind tunnel tests of effectiveness of
high lift devices on swept and straight wings in
controlling flow separation
p0074 N72-11860
Hind tunnel tuft grid study of trailinq vortex
downstream of straiqht winq
[N4S4-CB-62077! .p0087 N72-11950
DPDH4FTS
0 YERTIC4L AIR CURRENTS
UPPER AIB
U UPPEB ATMOSPHERE . . .
UPPER ATBOSPHERE
NT H4GNETOSPHEBE
NT HESOSPHERE
Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to
supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde
contribution
p0063 472-14681
URBAN 4BE4S
0 CITIES
UBBAH DEVELOPHEHT
Potential effects of air cushion vehicle /4CV/
multithousand ton freighter on city development
P0115 472-15776
Air. transport planning in coordination with•urban
and country development in Best Germany
P0126 A72-16697
Dallas/Fort forth airport planninq and
construction economics impact on community
economy and life style
. . . . p0407 A72-33307
Airport economic and social impact on environs in
terms of community development
i. P0408 472-33309
Rational evolutionary plan for developing future
national short haul air transportation system
fSASA-CB-126135] P0367 N72-22015
Effects of operational aircraft noise on land
development around military airport
[4D-740393J P0529 N72-29011
URBAN PLANNING
New York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport
feasibility, considering noise, air-water
pollution, land conservation, cost, etc
P0346 A72-28792
San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace
i capacity analysis to meet 1985 .demand forecast
P0526 N72-28978
Optimization model for designing surface and air
intercity passenger transport systems, and
application to STOL link between Toronto and
Bontreal
[TB-.72-1] p0634 N72-32972
URBAN RESEARCH
Intraurban STOL travel demand and modal split
model incorporating commuter preference
variables, and aircraft network and operating
cost estimates for San Francisco
fN4S4-CB-114418] - p0378 N72-22980
4-460
SOBJECT IBDEX V/SfOL ilBCBiPT
DBBA1 TBABSPOBTATIOH
HT-BAIL TBANSPOBTATIOB
Bach 0.80 quiet intercity SIOL transport design
•' < comparison for turbofan, prop-fan and turboprop
• systens
•• CSAE PAPEB 710759] p0004 A72-10256
Airport terminal flov and interface transportation
systems, discussing access, passenqer traffic
* and cargo handling and government controls
P0055 A72-1341*
TTOL transport aircraft ase in densely populated
urban areas, discussing travel time, airport
requirements/ noise and design problems'
p0126 A72-16733
Botorcraft based on VIOL concept for aircraft
noise reduction in urban transportation
-' ' ' p0143 A72-18248
Oltrashort haul comDon carrier air transportation
system based on VIOL aircraft 'for
suburban-to-city center trips, comparing with
land based transport
pOKOS A72-33113
Helicopters and turbotrains as space conserving
alternatives for automobile urban
transportation, emphasizing comfort and
convenience
. - . ' • • • ' pO«52 A72-35505
Short haul intercity air transportation systems
requirements for successful competition vith
loner cost qroand modes
CICAS PAPEB 72-16] • p0553 A72-41141
Prototype interurban IFF STOL transportation
system demonstration project, considering area
navigation, scanning beam microwave landing
systems and STOLport planning
[ICAS PAPEB 72-111] p0555 A72-41166
Propulsion systems for lov emission urban vehicles
and analysis of exhaust emissions from
fossil-fueled heat enqines
rPB-200144] p0036 H72-10830
Graphs and tables of service cost for intraurban .
transportation system
[NASA-CB-1143U1] p0036 B72-10985
Aircraft design concepts for intraurban
transportation system
CH4SA-CB-114342] ' p0036 N72-10986
Documentation of data used in intraurban
transportation analysis appendix
rNASA-CB-114343) p0036 H72-10987
Supplement to intercity air transportation
effectiveness model
fPB-200170] P0106 N72-13024
Computer program and subprogram descriptions for
intercity air transportation effectiveness
CPB-200471] p0106 H72-13025
Bodel snbproqram desiqn for intercity, air
transportation effectiveness analysis by computer
rPB-2004721 • '• p0106 H72-13026
Subprogram desiqn specification for intercity air
transportation effectiveness model
[PB-200475] P0106 N72-13029
••Acceptance tests for'intercity air transportation
effectiveness computer programs
fPB-2001761 p0106 N72-13030
Computer program for intercity air transportation
effectiveness model
fPB-200477] P0107 H72-13031
Computer operators manual for intercity air
transportation effectiveness programs
[PB-200478] p0107 H72-13032
Banual for programmers for intercity air
transportation effectiveness computer programs
tPB-200479] P0107 N72-13033
Hannal for programming intercity air
transportation effectiveness model
TPB-200482] . P0107 872-13036
Intercity air transportation effectiveness model
fPB-200469] P0108 N72-13246
Intraurban STOL travel demand and modal split
model incorporatinq commuter preference
variables, and aircraft network and operating
cost estimates for San Francisco
rNASA-CB-114418] p0378 H72-22980
Air and highway systems analysis and environmental
predictions for northeast Corridor
CPB-205243] • p0379 H72-22986
Analysis of interrelationships of ground
transportation systems and air terminal
facilities in San Francisco, California area
P0518 N72-28258
4nalysis of accomplishments in public
transportation developments and predictions of
future requirements
P0634 H72-32982
General description of, and information on 1974
National Transportation Study for State and
local governments and work proqrams for each State
[OBB-04-S72004] p0649 N72-33973
OSA (UNITED STATES)
0 UHITED STATES OF ABEBICA
OT4H
Environmental impact survey on consolidation of
all Air Force advanced helicopter training at
Hill AFB, Utah
tPB-198764-F] p0221 N72-17203
• Environmental impact statement on proposed
improvements to flanti-Ephraim Airport, Ephraim,
Utah
tPB-207064-F] p0626 H72-32270
UTILITY AIECB1FT
Barchetti SV-20-A twin engine winged
comnercial/otility helicopter, describing desiqn
details, onboard systems and payload
accommodations
P0232 A72-22907
Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, comparing
different designs in terms of performance,
safety, handling and economic efficiency
P0232 472-22940
German Bo 105 five/six seat light utility
helicopter with rigid glass-fiber reinforced
plastic rotor blades, presenting design and
performance
P0360 472-30678
Flying crane helicopters utilization in
construction industry for materials transport
and structural erection work, discussing
technical and economic aspects
P0597 472-43637
Aqricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical
spectra and some observations on airworthiness.
p0608 472-44734
Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving
aerial application operations during 1969
rPB-20U811] p0333 N72-21025
Aircraft accident investigations of crashes of
agricultural aircraft and effectiveness of
protective eguipment in preventing injuries and
fatalities
tFAA-4«-72-15] p0477 N72-27011
UTILITY AECBAFT
NT PIPES 4IBCS4FT
T/STOL AIBCB1FT
HT COBPOOHD HELICOPTEBS
HT FLYING PLATFOEBS
HT HELICOPTEBS
HT HILITABY HELICOPTEES
HT QOESTOL
HT BIGID EOTOB HELICOPTEBS
NT SOTABY WING AIBCBAFT
NT SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBiFT
NT VEBTICAL TAKEOFF AIECEAFT
Free flight simulation tests for V/STOL aircraft
nonlinear attitude control system adaptation to
helicopter pitch and roll control
fDGLB PAPEB 71-060] p0023 A72-12714
Disk shaped lift engine providing additional
thrust during takeoff and transition phases of
V/STOL aircraft, returning to ground by jet
after task accomplishment
P0025 A72-12900
Navy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control
system for V/STOL flight test program, using
airborne digital computer for
navigation/guidance computations
P0125 A72-16661
Bultiplier method for discrete optimization
problems with eguality constraints, applying to
time optimal control for V/STOL aircraft
P0144 A72-18387
VAK 191 B V/STOL reconnaissance fighter prototype
test program, describing simulations, bench,
ground, static, hovering and flight tests
P0182 472-19249
4-461
V/STOL 1IBCB1FT COBID SOBJECT IHDKI
VJ-101A and B V/STOL weapon system design,
describing various propulsion system
configurations
P0183 172-19250
V/STOL weapon systein VJ-101. describing He-231
design development from tailsitter concept to
canard configuration with tilting wing-tip engines
P0183 A72-19251
V/STOL developnent for short haal air
transportation, discussing regnirenents for
quiet pollution-free operation, iTC systems,
navigation and landing aids
p0190 172-21010
Technology forecasting and risk assessment in
V/STOL transport area, examining nission issues
and selection criteria
P0228 172-22473
Inthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
control, discussing instrument and control
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VIOL aircraft
p0230 172-22784
STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design
requirements consideration based on common
propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan
lift solution superiority .
P0244 172-24865
Flight airworthiness reguirements development for
supersonic transports, V/STOL and transport and
general aviation aircraft, exploring critical
control and stability parameters
" fSlE PIPER 720306J P0288 172-25570
Business V/STOL aircraft economic viability based
on cost benefit analysis and comparison with
turbine powered aircraft
[S1E PIPER 720334] p0291 172-25594
Propulsion control systems design for military and
commercial V/STOL aircraft, considering power
management performance with minimum weight and
maximum reliability and maintainability
[1SHE PIPER 72-GT-79) p0297 172-25659
Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft
. with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff
thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption
efficiency
riSME PAPEE 72-GT-105] p0299 172-25670
Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid
V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector
management, lift engine bypass ratio and power
plant packaging design
flSHE PAPER 72-GT-106] p0299 A72-25671
German VAK 191B V/STOL fighter aircraft design,
development and flight tests, noting redundant
control systems
, p0307 A72-27166
STOL, VTOL and V/STOL air transportation systems
development, characteristics and requirements,
presenting economic forecast
P0311 A72-27661
Meteorological information reguirements for V/STOL
aircraft design, airport location, runway
orientation, aircraft operations and ITC
simulation
P0349 A72-28869
V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air
traffic, discussing present technology and
investment costs in comparison with advanced
ground transportation systems
P0357 172-30076
Aerodynamic noise and structural fatique failure
research and test facility, concerning
supersonic jet and V/STOL aircraft
pOIOS 172-32900
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101 design, discussing one
axis rocking device, suspension structure and
hovering flight thrust control
p0405 172-33049
V/STOL flight control - Trend and requirements.
p0442 172-34240
Critical review of Hil-F-83300 V/STOL flying
qualities specifications as applied to
helicopter design and missions, suggesting
inappropriateness for Navy helicopters
TABS PREPRINT 643] p0447 172-34503
Design of ,V/STOL ports.
P0460 172-36783
V/STOL developments in Hawker Siddeley' Iviation
Limited.
P0462 172-37096
V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium
P0462 172-37215
VJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and
flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing,
hovering and transition flight and associated
control problems
; p0494 172-38032
Development' of STOLABD, a versatile navigation,
guidance and control system.
tllll PIPES 72-789] p0496 172-38106
Quiet engine design for V/STOL and reduced takeoff
and landing /RTOL/ aircraft, discussing various
engine noise sources, countermeasnres and
tolerance levels
p0509 172-39819
V/STOL aircraft configurations with lifting
counter-rotating disks, presenting aerodynamic
coefficients from rotating water tank experiments
P0551 172-41070
Koise radiation from V/STOL aircraft.
[1C1S PAPER 72-22] ' p0553 A72-41147
Experience with the HBC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing.
P0600 172-44247
Impinging inclined "let effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of control surface in VTOL
longitudinal stability
P0028 H72-10011
Hilitary specification adoption for flight
characterist'ics of piloted V/STOl aircraft
[1D-725746] p0032 B72-10048
Recirculation mechanism in -|et powered V/STOL
aircraft
[BHVG-FBST-71-12] p0036 K72-10828
Noise reduction for climbing takeoff and V/STOL
aircraft affecting stability
[DLR-FB-71-10] p0042 H72-11040
Full scale measurement of flow in turbulent wake
of hangars
C1BC-CP-1166] : p0043 N72-11047
Development of computer program for design-point
characteristics of compressed air generator with
through flow combustor for V/STOL aircraft
propulsion systems
[N1SA-TM-X-2422] p0096 H72-12779
Length and weight estimates of powerplant
components for V/STOL propulsion systems
[H1SI-TH-I-2406] p0097 H72-12785
Idvanced technologies for improved direct 'lift jet
.V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and
performance
P0104 B72-13014
Analysis of adequacy of omnirange and distance
measuring egnipment for navigation of V/STOL
aircraft in Los Ingeles, California area
rFll-BD-71-96] p0111 B72-13586
Development of technignes for predicting aircraft
stability and control aspects of V/STOL-aircraft
[AD-730121] p0153 H72-14004
Limitations on approach flight-paths of V/STOL
aircra'ft including limits on descent angle due
to maximum lift drag ratio
rniSl-CR-1901] P0165 B72-15001
Development of commercial transportation
facilities using STOL and VTOL aircraft for
short-haul operations '
P0174 B72-15925
DFVLB conference on V/STOL flight mechanics,
computerized simulation for reliability, and
values and units in'flight'dynamics, Brunswick,
ipr. 1971 ' '
[DLB-HITT-71-14] • p0203 B72-15963
Flight dynamics of V/STOL aircraft including
stability, noise and ground effect
•
!
 ' "' p0203 N72-15964
.Thrust measurement interpretation-for V/STOL
models and transition performance of lift fan
configurations
P0210 H72-16693
Jet blowing for intake boundary layer control in
V/STOL aircraft
p0210 H72-16697
Rapid mixing nozzles, thrust vector control, and
thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft
P0211 N72-16699
Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction
characteristics of compact ejectors with
applications to V/STOL aircraft
1-462
SOBJECT IHDEX TAKES
.; " ' ' ~ P0220 H72-17025
w'ind .tannel aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL
transport model with outboard pod mounted front
fan's and rear fans located in wing-fuselage
junction ' ' ~
r,NASA-TB-X-62.102;| p02«9 S72-17987
iind ,tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity o'n aero'dynamic characteristics of
V/STOL aircraft model . .
rJIASvA-TH-X-2212:) > . . P0251 872-18008
Wind tunnel!tests to determine effectiveness of
cyclic pitch control on V/STOC aircraft for.
longitudinal control during hover and transition
t&D-7^4237] p027V H72-19039
Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of.
cyclic 'pitch" propellers' as low speed ' '.;
Icmgitudinal. control' system for V/STOL tilt wing
transport-type aircraft ' ' •
rAD-73«068T' . . .. P0272 H72-19047
Detail design of turbotip lift .fan for, use. with
YJ97-GE-100 turbojet gas generator to V/STOL
transport, research aircraft ' .
flaSi-CR-120787)' . ' , po'282 N72-198<)2
Stability and control flight test procedures for
V/STOL aircraft in general and specific
application to Pr1127 and Harrier 'Aircraft
" '" - - - • - - • - — - •-'-. po'328 N72-20980
Airborne simulator used to determine " '
lateral-directional handling qualities for
V/STOL aircraft in low speed maneuvering flight
rAD-735lt20],,, "' ' • p0332 H72-2io14
Design problems of inlets and nozzles used in
supersonic and V/STOL propulsion' systems
CNASA-TM-X-677<ti:i '... P0310 N72-21819
Structural.design criteria and aerodynamic
prediction techniques "'applied .to stowed.t'ilt
rotor concept - Vol. 8 ' " - :
[Ab-736021] . . . ' p0366 N72-22011
Value engineering rep'ort on design and evaluation
of stowed ,tilt rotor concept - Vol. 9 •
tAD-736022] . . . . . . . . P0370 N72-22035
Design guidelines for' pictorial integrated flight
control and guidance .displays for V/STOL aircraft
fNASA-CR-1261531 • p0371 N72-22630
V/STOL display requirements for approach and
landing under adverse weather conditions
. . ' . . , . ' . ' . P037H N72-22632
Conference on aerodynamic design aspects.of V/STOL
and STOL propellers and.rotors
tDLR-HITT-7 1-181 '.., P0381 N72-23008
Flight mechanical aspects for V/STOL propeller and
rotor design
rD6LB-71-016] • . i P0381 N72-23009
Numerical optimization. inethods!,for aerodynamic
V/STOL propeller design • •
fDGLE-7i-017] ' p0381 N72-23010
Propulsion requirements for.advanced high
performance V/STOL designs
fDGLB-71-0181 ' ' ' p0381 N72-23011
Performance oif cyclic pitch propellers for
longitudinal control of V/STOL tilt wing aircraft
tDGLF-71-019] I p0381 N72-23012
Static efficiency and penalties associated with
cyclic pitch V/STOL propellers . .' ' '
fDGLR-71-021) .', . p038'2 K72-23015
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of V/STOL transport aircraft
with tip-turbine driven lift fans .
t»ASA-Tll-i-62151] . . ,'( pO«20 N72-24010
Flight evaluation of .vectored'-thrust-jet V/STOL
aircraft during simulated instrument approaches
using Kestrel (IV-6A) aircraft ., . ,
f NASA-TN-D-6791] ., , '.' p0420. N72-24012 .
Design and development of turbotip lift fan for
. ase with turbojet gas generator installed on
V/STOL transport research' aircraft , .
tBASA-CR-1209091 ' p0428 S72-2U828
Experimental determination'of stability and stall
flutter of scale model of tilt-propeller
free-wing V/STOL aircraft
tNASA-TN-D-6831] ' pOQ63, H72-25998
Systems analysis to define technical, economic,
and operational characteristics of aircraft , .
transportation system for short-range, intercity
commuter operations
rnASA-CBTl991]
 r , pOH67 H72-:26024
Procedures for reduction of noise generated by
tilt-rotor aircraft during takeoff and landing
phases of flight by flight path control
[SASA-CE-203U) . • •-
 p0a67 H72-26025
Compilation of technical reports on missile
design, missile guidance, helicopter stability,
" VTOL aircraft', and wind tunnel design - Vol. 3
rSBH-11-U70153-9l pOU75 H72-26995
Development'of composite structure for propeller
blade retention on V/STOL aircraft propulsion
system
[AD-739555) p0481 S72-27017
Analysis of effect of noise created by V/STOL
aircraft operation on annoyance to communities
near operational sites
[OTIAS-TN-177J p0581 N72-31015
Analysis of existing heliports and heliport
feguire'ments to support short haul and commuter
requirements
[PB-208395] . p0586 K72-31032
Flow guality of non-return wind tunnel's of concern
at low test speeds reguired for V/STOL testing
CKASA-TH-X-62170] ' p0587 H72-31286
Proceedings of conference on handling gualities
and performance criteria for conventional and
V/STOL aircraft
tAGAED-CP-1061 p0619 N72-32017
Revisions to handling gualities criteria for
. V/STOL aircraft with, emphasis on instrument
flight characteristics ,
p0620 N72-32021
Development of V/STOL aircraft handling gualities
criteria specification and analysis of
deficiencies "
1
 P0620 N72-32022
Evaluation of transnational rate for V/STOL
aircraft in hover condition using six degree of
freedom motion simulator
rHASJ-TM-X-6219l»] p0639 H72-33026
Development and characteristics of navigation
system for vertical and short takeoff aircraft
with application to flight management experiments
[NASA-ID-X-62183] p06«6 N72-336U2
VACUUM DEPOSITION
Developments in vacuum braze coating of
aero-engine nozzle guide vanes.
p0449 A72-34937
VACOBH TDBE OSCILLATORS
NT CATHODE RAY TDBES
NT HICHOWAVE OSCILLATORS
VACDOM TUBES
HT CATHODE HAI TUBES
NT BICHOWAVE OSCILLATORS
VALOE ENGINEERING
Value engineering based cost data application to
design of aircraft in production
p0145 A72-18435
Value engineering report on design and evaluation
of stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 9
fAD-736022] p0370 N72-22035
VALVES
ST COSTBOL VALVES
NT FOEL VALVES
HT GAS VALVES
TANBLESS DIFFDSEBS
Compressible flow measurement and loss prediction
in' radial vaneless dif f user in centrifugal
compressor, using hot-wire anemometers
." ' • p0238 A72-23861
Hob and shroud boundary layer gr'owth in
v. centrifugal compressor vaneless diffusers,
comparing predicted and measured performance at
high pressure ratio per stage
fASBE PAPER 72-GT-5I)] ' p0296 A72-25645
ViHBS '
NT GDIDE VANES
NT WIND VANES ' . . . - ' . .
Wide angle conical diffuser performance
improvement by conical splitter vanes,
considering static pressure recovery
; ,. p0238 A72-23860
Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor
vaned diffnser design, comparing performance
results with conventional diffuser data
['ASHE.PAPEB 72-GT-39] ' p0295 A72-25633
Flow and heat transfer for air cooled turbine vane
' fNASA-TB-X-2376] p0098 N72-12917
Fatigue strength and durability of gas turbine
vane models under isothermal and temperature
changing conditions ' '
pOU28 H72-2U826
i-063
ViPOB DEPOSITIOH SUBJECT IHDEI
V&POE DEPOSITIOH
NT VACDUH DEPOSITIOH
VAPOR GBNEBATOHS
D VAPORIZERS
ViPOB PRESSURE
Fuel vapor spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel
tank for maximum oxygen concentration
determination to limit ignition pressure
CABC-CP-1209] p0537 N72-29799
VAPOB TBAII.S
n CONTBAII.S
V1POBIZEBS
Fuel vaporizer for gas turbine engine,
investigating heat transfer coefficient
P0122 472-16192
VAPORIZING
HI EVAPORATION
NT FILH BOILING
VAPOBS
NT RATER VAPOB
VARIABLE ABEA RINGS
0 TB4ILIN6-EDGE FLAPS
VARIABLE GEOBETBY STBOCTOBES
Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering
engine cooling, high work factor turbines,
pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis
P0301 A72-26036
Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with
underving engine nacelles to study airframe
installation effects on 3 variable-flap elector
nozzles
rNASA-TB-X-2178] P0162 N72-11791
Variable geometry aft-fan for takeoff guieting or
thrust augmentation of turbojet engine
TE-6711] p0162 N72-11791
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing aircraft
models at subsonic speeds
tNASA-CASE-XLA-07130] p0371 N72-22216
VARIABLE PITCH PBOPELLEBS
Astafan turbofan engine Kith variable pitch fan
rotor blades for thrust variation, discussing
gearbox and core engine design
P0188 A72-20159
Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft
engine, noting short field capability and
guietness
P0231 A72-23117
Variable pitch ultrahigb bypass ratio ducted fan
engine design for STOL transport aircraft
fASHE PAPEB 72-GT-61] p0297 A72-25652
Variable pitch fans - successors to the aircraft
propeller.
p0567 472-12927
Performance of cyclic pitch propellers for
longitudinal control of,7/STOL tilt wing aircraft
[DGLR-71-0191 P0381 H72T23012
Static efficiency and penalties associated with
cyclic pitch V/STOL propellers
CDGLR-71-0211 P0382 N72-23015
VARIABLE SHEEP IINGS
B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design,
emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear,
control and instrumentation
p0018 A72-12226
Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects
on harmonically oscillating ving-tailplane model
with variable sweep wing
rpGLR PAPEB 71-0811 p0022 472-12709
Variable sweep wings aerodynamic characteristics
in subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flight,
considering lift, drag, stability and control
p0161 A72-36976
Analysis of technical problems involved in
production of variable sweep wings
fAD-730013] i . p0152 N72-11003
Hind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of close-coupled
wing-canard configurations at Bach numbers from
1.60 to 2.86 .
TNASA-TN-D-65971 p0165 N72-15000
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory
lateral stability derivatives of slender
variable sweep wing aircraft model and
comparison with Concorde and HP-115
fBAE-TB-70095] . p0201 H72-15972
Rind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping,
and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for
scale model of carrier based variable-sweep
fighter aircraft with twin vertical tails
[HASA-TB-1-2555} -p0369 'N72-22027
VABI4BLE TBBOST . . - ' . . . . : • •
Astafan turbofan engine with variable pitch fan
rotor blades for thrust variation, discussing
gearbox and core engine design • •
• p0188JA72-20159
VABIAHCE (STATISTICS)
NT BOLTIVABIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In-flight alignment and calibration of inerti'al
measurement units. I - General formulation. II -
.Experimental results. ' ' '
-• P0551 472-11079
VABIATIOHAL PRINCIPLES
Variational methods for optimization of flight and
control . .
T NASA-IT-F-657], '• p0170 N72-15560
VABIATIONS .! " •>•
NT PERIODIC VAHI4TIONS . ' ' -
NT RIND VARIATIONS .
V11IOS8TBBS I
Variometer system for sailplanes sinking or ;
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
• p0515 472-10225
Variometer system for sailplanes 'sinking or
climbing rates direct readout, describing
pressure difference measuring concept based on
reservoir-capillary system
P06031 A72-11151
VC-10 1IRCBAFT - , . - . • • •
Fixed base' simulator study of direct' lift control
on VC-10 aircraft
f ARC-CP-1199 V -: . ' ••- p0132:N72-25010
VECTOR ANALYSIS
N T VOHTICITt . . I . : - . . .
VECTOR COHTBOL
0 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
VECTOR SPACES • ' '
H I ADJOINTS - • - , . . - < • • . '
NT EIGENVALUES v .' >
NT BATHICES (BATHEBATICS)
NT STATE VECTORS . . •
NT VORTICITt
VECTORS (BATBEBATICS)
NT STATE VECTORS
NT VORTICITI •
VEHICLE WHEELS • •
NT NOSE WHEELS
Aircraft landing gear wheel damage and antiskid
mechanisms under operational conditions
p0192 A72-21185
Aircraft wheel mechanics, discussing freely
turning and braked wheels, tire drift and
antiskid braking systems for landing gear
' • . . , - • p0285 472-25287
Runway motion stability of aircraft with three
wheel landing gear, assuming 'elastic response to
moment induced drift ;
• • • • • : ' p0307 472-27235
VELOCITT -
NT AIRSPEED •: i
NT ANGULAR VELOCITY • • •
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY '
NT ESC4PE VELOCITY : '
NT EIH40ST VELOCITY
N T FLOR VELOCITY • • - . : ' •
NT GHODND SPEE!) • '
NT HIGH SPEED •••
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED
NT LOR SPEED ; •
NT R4DI4L VELOCITY '
NT ROTOR SPEED .
NT SDBSONIC SPEED
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
NT TIP SPEED •• • ••' •' •
NT TRANSONIC SPEED
NT RIND VELOCITY . • '
Forward speed effect on lift power of two
dimensional -jet ground effect support
'' ' P0176-N72-27006
VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOli
Axial and tangential velocity distributions within
trailing line vortex to large distance
downstreams'of generating wing extended from
available data
CAD-713599] p0012 A72-11135
Subsonic linearized .theory for symmetrical cranked
wings at zero incidence, presenting corrected
A-161
SOBJECT IBDEI VELOCITY RODOUTIOB
formulas for streamvise. and spanvise
perturbation velocity components due to winq
thickness
- p0013 472-11154
Velocity field of sonic flov about aircraft ving
profile, solving nixed Cauchy problem
P0013 472-11178
Difference equations.and relaxation method for
three dimensional transonic flov field about
vinqs in terms of velocity potential
[AIAA PAPEB 72-189] p0128 A72-1681)3
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing
analytical shear stress and velocity
distributions obtained by aomentum integral
techniques vith hot vice probe experimental data
CAIAA- PAPEB. 72-38] p0130 A72-16900
Rind tunnel measurements for near flow field
velocity distribution in rectanqular wing wake
turbulence, comparing vith flight measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 72-111] p0133 472-16948
Laminar flow- airfoils for gliders, optimizing
profiles for favorable, velocity and pressure
distribution
P0136 A72-17194
Three dimensional velocity field excitation by
thin airfoil vibrations in supersonic flov,
deriving function.,in :semispace to satisfy
boundary constrained vave eguation
p01«1 A72-18111
Viscous flov through movable and immovable
cascades of blades, determining velocity field
by airfoil center line vortex distribution
. . p01!)2 472-18131
Cascade vind tunnel and vater table determination
for trajectories and velocities of suspended
particles in fluid flov through axial compressor
stage - '
P0175 A72-18756
Numerical analysis of computing velocity
distribution in vortex rov cascade profiles by
method of singularities
P0178 A72-18787
Badial velocity distribution at supersonic
compressor inlet from dnct-covl and vail
pressure measurements
rONEBA, IP NO. 975] p0230 A72-22812
Conical diffuser response to velocity distribution
and turbulence intensity at inlet
P0238 A72-23858
Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flov
in three dimensional boundary layer on vails of
axial flov compressors and turbines, obtaining
velocity field
 ; .
, , p0246 A72-25120
Turbocompressor deceleration cascades blades
surface roughness effects on boundary layer,
noting pressure and velocity distributions
tASHE PAPEH 72-GT-48] p0296 A72-25640
Axial flov turbines aerodynamic loading increase
via control of velocity distribution and
boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles
TASBE PAPEB 72-GT-78] p0297 A72-25658
Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on
svept vings, comparing critical Reynolds number
to straight ving value
P0356 A72-29639
Initial dihedral ving-body interaction for
supersonic leading edges, determining expansion
of velocity potential on root chord
P0360 A72-30365
French monograph on velocity profile in laminar
boundary layer on semiinfinite flat plate in
harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible
flov ; •••,.
P0363 A72-30919
French monograph on flov near rotor blade tips,
discussing three dimensional circulation and
boundary layer effects, energy losses, velocity
and pressure distributions, etc
. . . p0363 A72-30950
Velocity profiles for three 'dimensional turbulent
boundary layer on end vail of axial- flov
compressor cascade passage under adverse
pressure gradients - ,
P0405 A72-32901
Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter
rotor blade in hovering and forward flight..)
tAHS PBEPHINT 622) p'0<(U<l A72-34482
Computation of transonic flov about finite lifting
wings.
P0450 A72-35258
Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial
flov compressors used in turbojet engines,
calculating meridional velocity distribution
P0550 A72-40930
Bev results concerning the numerical calculation
of the sonic flov around a given airfoil section
P0563 472-42639
Lov flying aircraft vake vortices tracking ',
" describing sensing technigues based on acoustic
pulse deflection and velocity field measurements
P0565 472-42709
The determination of a general relation betveen
the aerodynamic properties of a single airfoil
and those of the-same airfoil arranged in an
arbitrary cascade.
P0614 A72-45363
Suction side velocity distribution parameter
characteristic relationship to profile
geometrical parameters in turbine blade cascade
system
P0614 A72-45366
Velocity distribution at supersonic compressor
inlet in vind tunnel tests ,
, . - - , - p0213 S72-16713
Velocity distribution measurement of subsonic
axisyffiaetric inlet for conpressor matching
p0213 N72-16714
Effects of radial and circumferential inlet
velocity profile distortions on performance of
short-length double-annular ram-induction
combustor
CNASA-1N-D-6706) p0281 N72-19841
Construction of velocity diagrams for design or
analysis of turbines
P0473 N72-26688
VELOCITY EBBOBS
Coordinate and speed error dependence on
instrumental errors of inertial navigation
system using gyrohorizoncompass
P0414 A72-33960
VELOCITI FIELDS
0 VELOCITY DISTBIBDTION
VELOCITI MEASdBBHEHT
BT WIND VELOCITI HEASOBEHENT
Hind tunnel measurements for near flov field
velocity distribution in rectangular ving vake
turbulence, comparing vith flight measurements
CAIAA PAPEB 72-41] P0133 A72-16948
Flight vehicle angular velocity measurement by
accelerometers, deriving equations of motion
p0241 A72-24497
Laser Doppler velociaetry system design for
optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity
in turbomachinery
P0396 472-32045
Doppler navigation system suitability for area
navigation,' discussing routes versatility,
accuracy and continuous velocity vector sensor
P0398 A72-32203
Monitor and regulator for automatic speed control
and flow velocity measurement in vind tunnel
P0411 472-33609
Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter
rotor blade in hovering and forvard flight.
[AHS PBEPBINT 622] p0444 472-34482
Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward-
and back-scatter modes for supplementing vind
tunnel flov field measurements in subsonic,
transonic and supersonic regimes
P0563 472-42678
Lov flying aircraft vake vortices tracking,
describing sensing technigues based on acoustic
pulse deflection and velocity field measurements
P0565 A72-42709
FOBTBAN program for calculating velocities in
meridional plane of centrifugal compressor
fS1SA-TN-D-6701] p0249 N72-17988
Numerical analysis of axial velocity of ving tip
vortex and comparison vith free stream velocity
r4D-742311) p0577 S72-30285
Modified Hach-Zehnder velocimeter and modified
Bayleigh velocimeter
[AD-740652] p0577 B72-30419
VELOCITI BODOLATIOB
Subsonic- vind tunnel for pulsed flows with speed
modulation as periodic function of time
4-465
VELOCITY POTENTIALS SUBJECT IBDEI
P0404 A72-32898
YELOCITI POTEBTIALS
0 FLOW DISTHIBDTIOH
0 VELOCITI DISTRIBOTIOH
VELOCITY PEOBES
0 PITOT TDBES
D SPEED IHDICATOBS
VE10CITI PBOFILBS
0 VELOCITY DISTEIBDTIOH
VEHTIliTIOH FiBS
t Comparison of tvo types of blade profile for
axial-flow fans
P0456 A72-36000
VEHTOBI TUBES
Flow rate netering by multiple Venturi systems,
discussing internal fluid mechanics for design
optinization
[ASBE PAPEB 71-HA/FE-27] p0117 A72-15926
7EBBSI COHBDHICATIOH
Beasnrement of noise leyels on aircraft carrier
deck daring aircraft operations and effects on
deafness risk- and verbal communication
interference
[AD-7290671 p0107 B72-13038
VERTICAL AIB C05BEHTS
Hiqb speed belicopter elastic rotor blade
snboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping
motion and bending loads despite small control
angles and vertical gusts
P0071 A72-15504
Thunderstorm penetration by F-100 aircraft to
study turbulence hazard relation to updraft size
and short period fluctuation-induced
acceleration changes
p031(7 A72-28852
Aircraft atmospheric flow measurements of
horizontal and vertical motions on mesoscales,
using inertial reference system
P0359 A72-30300
Hail size distribution and concentration in
thunderstorm updraft regions from aircraft and S
band radar observations
p0413 -A72-33.946
VEBTICAL DISTBIBOTIOB
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature
horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing
CAT at supersonic transport heights
P0063 A72-H1676
Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal
shear fluctuations.
p0599 A72-44146
VEBTICAL PLIGHT . .
Mathematical model for lifting rotors in vertical
flight using matched asymptotic expansions
fFFA-118] P0320 N72-20022
VERTICAL LANDIBG
Rolling vertical takeoff and landing procedure for
: VIOL aircraft using thrust augmentation by
afterburning
rBBVG-FBKT-71-131 p0030 N72-10034
Evaluation of integrated flight display for
hovering phase .of IFB landing of VTOL aircraft
p037<! N72-22631
VERTICAL STAB1LIZEBS
0 STABILIZERS (FLUID DYSAHICS)
VEETICAL TAILS
0 STABILIZERS (FLDID DYNA8ICS)
D TAIL ASSEHBLIES
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
Hain results of nonlinear, rotor theory
p059« A72-43419
VEBTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
HI FLYING PLATFORBS
STOL and VTOL aircraft performance and efficiency,
discussing landing and takeoff distances reduction
P0014 A72-11258
VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated
urban areas, discussing travel time, airport
requirements, noise and design problems
P0126 A72-16733
All-weather landing aids for civil VTOL aircraft
and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial
navigations, instrument landing systems and
ground visibility improvement
. P0127 A72-16780
Bodel following variable stability system for
X-1&B VTOL aircraft, discussing hardware design
and flight evaluation
T A I A A PAPER 72-96]' pd34 A72-16978
Botorcraft based on VTOL concept for aircraft
noise reduction in urban transportation
P0143 A72-18248
Integral and remote powered lift fan engines'
design for large civilian VTOL transports .
CASBE PAPEB 72-GT-65] p0297 A72-25654
Propulsion system design for military VTOL
aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maxiaun
thrust ratio and exhaust d'ownwash characteristics
[ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-73) p0297 A72-25655
STOL, VTOL and V/STOL air transportation systems
development, characteristics and regnirements,
presenting economic forecast •
P0311 A72-27661
Aircraft tires design and performance
characteristics, considering VTOL and Concorde
operating conditions
\ p0358 A72-30098
Rotary wing and VTOL aircraft induced downwash
effects on ground personnel, considering
injuries, body heat loss, work capability
impairment and sound'pressure effects
P0360 A72-30425
Optimum low noise engine selection for transport
and combat aircraft relative to range or payload
performance, considering CTOL, VTOL.. SST and
fighter aircraft '
P0397 A72-32127
Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimum
landing transition distance, evaluating
deceleration as function of incidence and thrust
vector angles ' •
pOUOO A72-32323
Fokker VTOL transport aircraft designs,
considering payload, range, runway conditions,
noise, military capabilities and-operational costs
• • - • - • p0405 A72-33048
Ultrashort haul common carrier air transportation
system based on VTOL aircraft for
suburbari-to-city center trips, comparing with
land based transport
P0405 A72-33113
VTOL short haul transportation applications
discussing concept evolution and economic factors
P0406 A72-33181
Buoyancy systems and parawings application in
short haul passenger transportation, discussing
VTOL and STOL operations ''•
P0406 A72-33183
Axisymmetric jet impact on ground board for
different nozzle configuration and heights in
VTOL aircraft aerodynamic studies
P0410 A72-33404
A pilot's opinion— VTOL control design
requirements for the instrument approach task.
[AHS PREPRINT 644} P0447 A72-34504
New VTOL transport aircraft designs by VFB Fokker.
I I . - • • ' • ' • - .
P0152 A72-35177
The VAK 19.1 B VTOL fighter-and reconnaissance
aircraft . - • . . '
• '. POU93 A72-37825
.Extended Kalman filter with-fictitious noise input
for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters
applied to VTOL aircraft !
- • . : ' ' p0502 A72-38265
Tilt-proprotor VTOL aircraft design evaluation
based on aerodynamic and aeroelastic model and
full scale performance tests • i
fAIAA PAPER 72-8031 -. P0510 A72-U0054
VTOL aircraft noise reduction through design
methods and flight path management in terminal
area', evaluating acoustical annoyance to
. surrounding community ' *
tICAS PAPEH 72-341 p0554 A72-41159
Calculation of the recirculation" flow of VTOL lift
engines.. . • • '•'
CICAS PAPER 72-42] • • p0555 A72-41167
German monograph - Bodel-analytical investigation
of short-haul air traffic with VTOL aircraft in
the Federal Republic of Germany.
P0569 472-43068
Jet impingement under VTOL aircraft.
. ' p0616 A72-45779
Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel model with
high pressure ejectors to determine jet
interference on aerodynamic coefficients
, ' • P0028 N72-10007
A-466
SOEJECT IHDEI VEBTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT COHTD
Rollinq vertical takeoff and landing procedure for
VIOL aircraft using thrust augmentation by
afterburning
[BHVG-FBST-71-131 P0030 H72-10034
Slipstream vortex street geometry influence on
velocity and load distribution of VTOL propellers
P0037 872-11001
Possibilities, and limitations of rotary and fixed
ving compatible Doppler sensor designs
P0083 N72-11923
Acquisition and analysis of aerodynamic stability
and control data for vertical takeoff aircraft
configurations
fAD-7261031 p0089 S72-11969
Influence of engine design and thrust vector
control on transition characteristics of VTOL
transport aircraft
fNASA-TT-F-14059] P0151 N72-13993
Design of stoved tilt rotor aircraft components -
Vol. 2
CAb-729428] P0151 N72-13996
Design studies and model tests of stoved tilt
rotor aircraft - Vol. 3
fAD-729429] p0152 N72-13997
Parametric design studies and aerodynamic
characteristics of stoved tilt rotor concept for
composite aircraft ,,..,.._,—, _
CAD-7294271 .. p0152 H72-13998
Design of lov pressure ratio fan lift engines for
civilian VTOL transport aircrafts
CHASA-TH-X-679771 p0162 1172-14793
Analysis of requirements for successful commercial
VTOL transport system and characteristics of
Dornier 31 aircraft for short haul airline
operation
[SASA-TT-F-14076] . . p0165 S72-15003
Design and characteristics of lift fan engine •
system for application to V/STOL aircraft
rNASA-CH-120838j p0172 N72-15716
Propulsion let flow for vertical takeoff aircraft
p0211 N72-16700
Noise measurement of deflected let VTOL aircraft
for determining design configurations and
selecting propulsion systems
p0215 N72-16817
Investigating lift fan noise reduction by
configuration .modifications in LF336/1
[NASA-CR-1934] p0218 B72-17004
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of vertical takeoff -let fighter
aircraft vith six let engines in transition
speed range
rNASi-TB-X-2060] p0251 H72-18007
Hodel of completed successful missions of V/STOL
versus CTOL aircraft systems
fAD-732681] P0254 N72-18031
Beguirements for airborne rescue system in
military search and rescue missions
[AD-733987] p0256 H72-18047
Fan and ving force data on vind tunnel model of
VTOL lift fan in tvo dimensional ving, vith and
vithout exit louvers
rHASA-TN-D-6654} p0263 N72-18775
Simulation of vind, system data rate, and
contingency event variables during steep descent
of vertical lift aircraft under instrument
conditions to determine pilot performance
[AD-73U702] ' P0272 H72-19051
Aerodynamic characteristics of Dornier DO-31 VTOL
transport under visual and simulated instrument
flight conditions
rHASA-TH-D-6754] p0319 H72-20012
Attitude stabilization of Bell 17-6 helicopter
vith adapted nonlinear V/STOL attitude regulator
P0321 H72-20026
flannal stabilization and positioning of hovering
VTOL aircraft using indicating instrument and
artificial horizon
CHEPT-61J . p0324 N72-20437
Application of programmed pilotage technigues to
vary aerodynamic parameters during flight for
enhancement of level flight speed
characteristics of VTOL aircraft
[AD-736537] p033« H72-21032
Analysis of alternative display formats to
establish systems requirements for 'manually
controlled steep angle approach under IFB
conditions vith vertical lift aircraft
[AD-7362471 p0370 N72-22038
Heasurement of horizontal and vertical velocity
components along center line plane of turbulent
jet exiting into cross flov using laser Doppler
velocimeter
f.AD-736028] p0371 B72-22351
Evaluation of integrated flight display for
hovering phase of IFR landing of VTOL aircraft
P0374 1172-22631
Conference on aerodynamic design aspects of V/STOL
and STOL propellers and rotors
fDLB-HITT-71-18] p0381 N72-23008
VTOL propellers vith blovdovn edges for increased
hovering ability
fDGLH-71-023) p0382 N72-23016
Static performance of tip-turbine-driven fan used
in vind. tunnel tests of VTOL lift fan models
[NASA-CR-2051 1 p0390 N72-23836
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects
created by rotor spinup, stopping, and folding
on semispan tilt-rotor model - Vol. 7
[AD-7368251 p0419 1172-21(002
Acceptability of VTOL aircraft noise determined by
test subjects evaluating simulated sounds of
helicopter, tilt ving aircraft, and turbojet
aircraft
[NASA-CR-2043] - p0422 H72-24025
Mathematical model- for influence of lift engine-
position on eigenmotion of lift jet povered VTOL
aircraft in hovering flight
fDLE-FB-71-112] p0422 1172-24028
Performance tests to determine problems associated
vith hovering, vertical takeoff, and landing of
VTOL aircraft vith '.emphasis on attitude control
[NAL-TB-276] pOU79 N72-27027
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of VTOL fighter aircraft model
vith external sviveling lift engines
[HASA-TH-X-62167] p0515 N72-28012
notion simulator study to determine effects of
roll and pitch stabilization on performance and
control pover reguirements for VTOL aircraft
during hover and short range flight
CHASA-TH-D-69001 p0515 N72-28015
Simulation study of lift-roll coupling on handling
qualities of hovering VTOL aircraft using thrust
for roll control
[NASA-TN-D-6906] p0516 H72-28020
Extended Kalman filter vith fictitious noise input
for tracking time-variant parameters for
vertical takeoff aircraft
[AD-739694] p0517 N72-28024
Structural design optimization of thrust ejector
for propulsion system of vertical takeoff aircraft
rNASA-TT-F-14305] p0523 N72-28784
Thrust performance characteristics of augmentor
nozzle vith rectangular ejector for vertical
takeoff planes
TAD-7398631 p0524 H72-28798
Application of regression analysis to determine
stability derivative for vertical takeoff aircraft
fAD-7111486] p0531 N72-29023
Effect of flap set back and gas temperature on
Coanda attachment to curved plate vith
application to air flov patterns on flap of
scale propulsive ,ving model
tAD-7tt1583] p0577 N72-30300
Design of height control test equipment for VTOL
aircraft
[HAL-TB-275] p0588 H72-31451
Airfield distribution survey of Western European
countries to determine effectiveness of STOL and
• VTOL aircraft
rAD-742096] p0627 1172-32279
Airfield distribution survey of'selected countries
in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and
Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of
STOL and VTOL aircraft
[AD-742093] p0627 H72-32280
Specifications, aerodynamic characteristics, and
predicted performance of vertical takeoff
transport aircraft vith fans mounted in vinq
[CBAHFIELD-AEBO-10] p0637 N72-33012
Wind tunnel tests of multiple vertical takeoff
aircraft propulsion fans to determine effects of
aircraft components on thrust development
[SASA-TH-X-68138] p0640 S72-33031
Bibliography of vertical takeoff aircraft to
include aircraft design, aerodynamic
configurations, aerodynamic characteristics, and
1-067
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AHD LiHDIBG SUBJECT IHDEX
P0640 H72-33033
fliqht tests
f AD-744000]
VEBTIC1L TAKEOFF AHD LANDIHG
0 VERTICAL LANDING
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF
VEBTIGO
Analysis of aircraft accidents resulting fron
pilot disorientation and vertiqo durinq flights
on military aircraft and helicopters
fAD-735119] p0272 N72-19053
Analysis of aircraft accidents occurring in
military OH-1 helicopters where pilot
disorientation and vertigo is suspected
rAD-738808] p0467 N72-26028
Investigation of military aircraft accidents
involving vertigo and orientation errors
fAD-743483 ] p0624 N72-32061
VEBTOL HILITAEI HELICOFIEBS
0 BOEING AIBCBAFT
VEST. HIGH FBEQDBHCIES
VHF/UHF ground-air-ground communications siting
criteria and field manual
rFAA-RD-71-76] p0092 N72-12087
Very high frequency and ultrahigh frequency single
sideband transmission from ground station for
aircraft reception
P0532 H72-29119
VEBI HIGH FBEQDEHCY BADIO BQOIPHEHT
Very hiqh frequency radio beacon system for
location marking in jungle
fAD-733916] P0281 N72-19725
VFB (BDLES)
D VISUAL FLIGHT BOLES
VHF OBHIBAIGE HAVIGATION
Statistical analysis of track keepinq Strumble VOB
data for lateral naviqation separation standards
and collision risk in continental environment
P0002 A72-10179
VOB, Direct Beasuring Equipment and TACAN polar
coordinate radio naviqation systems history,
improvements and future development
P0022 A72-12646
Omega system in short ranqe naviqation
supplementinq VORTAC for coverage at low
altitudes in mountain areas
p0138 A72-1733M
Operational requirements for VOBTAC system
improvements, including precision VOR,
navigation broadcast, DUE capacity and CAS
signals synchronization
P0138 A72-17336
Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for
cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOB
and DDE
P0144 A72-18286
Area naviqation systems, discussing VOB/DHE,
Doppler and inertial systems, CBT displays, data
links, etc
P0193 A72-21523-
Airborne VHF omnirange /VOB/ systems minimum
operational standards foe navigation and
communication in air traffic control
P02H2 A72-24725
Aircraft distance measuring equipment with VOB
radio receivers and ground station transponder
for pulse interrogation
p0307 A72-27105
Integrated inertial-VOB-DHB or inertial-TACAS
navigation system, presenting slant range and
bearing adjustment procedure via least squares
method
P0416 A72-34136.
Updating inertial naviqation systems with VOB/DHE
information.
TAIAA PAPEB 72-81(6] p0504 A72-39083
Badiation patterns and transmitter power needed
for. two-bay antenna used with VOB approach
marker beacon
rFAA-HD-72-33] P0261 N72-18659
Development of wide ranqe of broadcast control
concepts for improved air traffic control and
utilization of air space
fNASA-CB-1261571 p0373 H72-22620
Analysis of incompatibility between qround and
airborne measurements of VOB system space
modulation
fAD-737039] P0377 H72-22662
Development of air naviqation system using liquid
crystals and electronic equipment to determine
direction to selected VOB station
tHASA-CB-112062] p0389 N72-23664
acquirements for channel splitting to accommodate
increased VHF omnirange naviqation instrument
landinq systems, and distance measurinq
equipment facilities
f.PAPEB-5<l-71/SC122-3] POU36 H72-25602
Concepts, philosophy, and development of minimum
operational characteristics for airborne
naviqation systems
tDO-149] p0436 N72-25603
Improved navigation by containing VOB/DHE
information with air or inertial data
[NASA-CR-124826] . P0578 H72-30586
Low altitude fliqht test to determine accuracy of
VOB Tacan air navigation aid
P0630 N72-32642
VIBBiTIOB
NT BESDING VIBBATION
HI BBEATHING VIBBATIOH
HI COBBDSTION VIBBATI01T
HI FLUTTEB
ST FORCED VIBBATION
NT FBEE VIBBATION
NT PANEL FLDTTEB
NT RANDOM VIBBATION
ST RZSOH1BT 7IBBATIOS
»T SELF INDUCED VIBBATION
NT STEOCTOBAL VIBBATION
NT SUBSONIC FLDTTEB
NT SOPEBSONIC FLDTTEB
NT TOHSIONAL VIBBATION
NT TBANSOSIC FLDTTEH
Test equipment and calibrating tests for liftinq
rotor load and vibration measurements
fNASA-CB-114388] p0079 N72-11891
Human comfort measured from vibration ride
environments of STOL aircraft and hiqh speed train
fSASA-TH-X-67586] p0174 N72-15841
VIBBATIOH DABPEBS
D VIBRATION ISOLATORS
VIBBATION DAHPIHG
Flutter equation approximate true dampinq or
rate-of-decay solution by determinant iteration
P0012 A72-11133
Correlation functions for angular vibrations of
operating aerial camera during working cycle
p0232 A72-22947
Deterministic optimization of aircraft
undercarriaqe suspension characteristics for
taxiing induced vibration minimization,
discussing dampinq and stiffness functions and
hybrid computer solution
p0235 A72-231158
Bandom vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass
systems containinq, nonlinear- damping to ideal
stationary Gaussian white noise excitation
P0235 A72-23460
Bectangular skin panel vibration modes aerodynamic
damping dependence on Bach number, dynamic
pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary
layer thickness
T A I A A PAPEB 72-1102] p0287 A72-25423 .
Aerodynamic dampinq of turbomachine blade
vibrations under varied conditions of stagger
angle, pressure ratio and relative velocity, •
using pure bendinq mode excitation
C A S H E PAPEB 72-6^-8] p0293 A72-25611
Silicone based elastomers acoustic excitation
damping properties, at 213-423 K, discussing
testing technique and results at 200-1000 Hz
P0351 A72-29090
Aileron vibration -pressure measurement in
plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating
damping characteristics with allowance for shock
motion caused nonlinear effects
p0363 A72-31026
Height saving, vibration proofing;and heat
dissipating techniques in avionics packaging,
considering B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing
system example
pOSOS A72-39768
A new method for the evaluation of slotted wind
tunnel interference parameters applicable to
subsonic oscillatory tests. '
. . P0559 A72-41642
Hethod of measuring nodal characteristics of a
structure subjected to a random excitation
P0569 A72-43095
A-468
SOBJECT IBDEX VIBBATIOH PICKDFS
Development and evaluation of dynamic antiresonaot
vibration isolator for damping vibration in
helicopter rotors .
[AD-729317] ' p0110 N72-13135
Botational loading and flatter tests on straight
wing space shuttle to establish damping
requirements
[HASA-TH-X-62110] p0201 H72-159110
Description of elastomeric damper for prevention
of helicopter or vertical takeoff aircraft rotor
instability
p021U 1172-16778
Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
[AD-7233111) p0216 N72-16861
Viscoelastic materials for additive damping in
aircraft structural vibration problems
p0216 H72-16862
Vibration damping and acoustic fatigue resistance
of aircraft structural composites with
Viscoelastic core
p0216 N72-16865
Two-degree-of-freedom flutter model for analyzing
aerodynamic structural vibrations
P0216 H72-16877
Evaluation of steady-state and nonsteady-state
methods for measuring panel damping with
emphasis on use of random process techniques and
digital data reduction methods
fNASA-CR-114123) p026<t H72-18909
VIBBATIOH EFFECTS
Concorde sonic boon measurement, discussing
structural vibrational response
P0198 A72-21911
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human freguency response
characteristics
P0302 A72-26391
Helicopter rotor blade spars shot peening La.
centrifugal vibrator, optimizing Cr-Ho-Ni steel
surfaces work hardening
p030* A72-26820
French monograph on velocito profile in laminar
boundary layer on semiinfvnite flat plate in
harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible
flOW
P0363 A72-30919
Conference on effects of shock and vibration on
various structural systems
fAD-723311) ' p0172 H72-15812
Conference on shock and vibration effects on
dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and
spacecraft structures
r.AD-723319) P0215 N72-16802
Vibration measurements on walls of turbojet test-
facility
CTL-1971-11) POU37 N72-25898
Analysis of effects .of lifting rotor blade
flexibility and rotor support flexibility on
performance and structure of rotary wing assembly
[HASA-CB-111180) P0516 N72-28018
Vibrational and chemical nonequilibrinm losses in
stoichiometric turbojet engine using
kerosene-air mixture
[AD-7129118] P0591 N72-31788
7IBBATIOB ISOLATORS
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human freguency response . .
characteristics
P0302 A72-26391
Development and evaluation of dynamic antiresonant
vibration isolator for damping vibration in
helicopter rotors
fAD-729317] P0110 H72-13135
Feasibility analysis of active vibration isolation
in landing gear system of aircraft to reduce
wing fatigue from ground induced vibration
during taxiing
(AD-730111) P0155 H72-11016
Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
TAD-723311] • p0216 H72-16861
Variable tuning vibration absorber for control of
rotor induced structural vibrations in CH-47
helicopter
P0'216 N72-16871
Vibration isolation and shock attenuation
properties of polynretbane foam isolator for
avionic components
P0217 H72-16881
Design, development, and evaluation of
electrohydraulic vibration isolation systems for
reducing vertical vibrations caused by
helicopter rotary wings
[NASA-CB-112052) P0368 H72-22022
Development and evaluation of technique for
reducing vibration in helicopter fuselage using
active transmission isolation system
[AD-736317) P0370 N72-22036
VIBBATIOH HBASDBEHBBT
Cascading turbomachine blades vibration
measurement in subsonic and sonic high
temperature gas flows, describing test facility
P0117 A72-18689
Aileron vibration pressure measurement in
plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating
damping characteristics with allowance for shock
motion caused nonlinear effects
P0363 A72-31026
Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode
measurement and moire technique, applying to
prototype turbine compressor blade
_ . . , . - .- pOU57 A72-36375
Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage
structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer
excitation. II - Jet 'noise -excitation.
P0567 A72-12912
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
[AD-727023) p0033 N72-10127
Measurement of B-58 crew compartment vibration
environment during high speed/ low altitude flight
rAD-730288) p0151.U72-11013
Vibration measurement of helicopters submitted to
machine gun, grenade and rocket launcher fire
PQ215 S72-16822
Inflight vibration and noise study of several
helicopters for upgrading environmental design
criteria and verifying dynamic prediction
techniques
P0215 N72-16823
Strain gage measurements of buffeting properties
on wing-body combinations
p0170 H72-26349
Research report on sound and -vibration measurement
in turbomachinery, aircraft structures, and
building structures
P0619 N72-33976
VIBBATIOH HODS
Onpredicted structural vibration in Comet and
Electra aircraft, Graf Zeppelin dirigible,
missile antennas, etc
P0016 A72-12002
Flutter problem wing-air flow energy exchange at
instability limit, obtaining vibration mode
shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem
analog model
P0051 A72-13191
Step-by-step perturbation method for calculating
vibration modes of aerospace structure
[OKESA, IP NO. 968) p0071 A72-15552
Natural frequencies and vibration modes of• free
glider, using symmetrical matrix to replace
three dimensional structure by approximate model
pO«10 A72-33109
Structural mode vibration control system design
for B-1 aircraft to improve ride during
atmospheric turbulence and terrain following
p0453 A72-35563
Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode
measurement and moire technique, applying to
prototype turbine compressor blade
P0157 A72-36375
Bethod of measuring modal characteristics of a
structure subjected to a random excitation
;
 P0569 A72-U3095
Development of theory of vibrations of linear and
nonlinear systems and application to calculating
vibrations in aircraft engines
fAD-731351) P0172 H72-15721
Aeroelastic analysis and vibration modes for
flutter and flight control system definition
P0632 H72-32882
VIBBATIOH FICKDPS
0 THAHSDOCEBS
A-K69
VIBB1TIOH PBOTECTIOB SUBJECT IHDEX
VIBBATIOB FBOTECTIOI
0 VIBBATIOR ISOLATOBS
VIBHATIOH SIHULATOBS
Shock and vibration studies conferences
CAD-7233H5] P0173 H72-15833
Problems encountered in reproducing captive flight
environment by neans of shakers and shock test
machines, emphasizing partial and conplete
weapon structures
P0173 B72-15838
VIBBATIOB TESTIHG HACBISES
D VIBBATIOH SIHULATOBS
VIBBATIOB TESTS
HI DAHPISG TESTS
Flight vibration testing methods for ascertaining
flutter stability of high speed aircraft
CDGIE PAPEH 71-083] p0023-A72-i2725
Olympus engine flight testing for relighting and
antiicing, engine control and noise and
vibration assessments in support of Concorde
aircraft development
p0197 A72-21898
Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
P0199 A72-221U1
Dynamic input to cargo in turbojet aircraft
studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing
instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction
processes and results
pO«03 A72-32625
Procedures for .simple resonance testing of
sailplanes
P0567 i72-((2920
Design of vibration test facility and equipment
for simulating ground transportation and
aircraft environments
P021IJ B72-16792
Development of impact shock test criteria and
. shock spectrum simulation test for ejection
mechanism used with externally carried ordnance
on aircraft
P0216 B72-1683U
Bending response of rotary Ming blades vhen
subjected to random input velocities for both
hinged.and unhinged cases of root end fixity
[AD-732395] p0253 1172-18028
.Conference papers on shock and vibration including
specifications/ mechanical impedance, and
transportation and packaging
fAD-739574] pO«7tt N72-26815
Survey of specifications and standards containing
vibration test procedures in use by DS Air Porce
pO«7l» 1172-26817
Dynamic input to cargo from floor of cargo space
in selected military helicopters
p017« H72-26828
Performance tests to determine problems associated-
vith hovering, vertical takeoff; and landing of
VTOI aircraft with emphasis on attitude control
fBAL-TB-276] pO«79 N72-27027
VIBBATIOBAl PBEQOEHCIES
D VIBBATIONAL SPECTBA
VZBBATIOBAL SPECTBi
Simulation of vibrational and acoustical
properties of sonic boom
rNASA-CB-112117] P0532 N72-29207
VIBBAflOBAL STBESS
Dynamic strength of tangentially wound toothed
blade roots
P0506 A72-39586
VIBBATOBT LOADS
Endurance tests of D16AHO alloy sheets under high
intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynamic
vibrator loading
P0056 A72-13170
Endurance tests of D16AHO alloy sheets under high
intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynamic
vibrator loading
p0610 A72-1HI9M5
VIBTOAL PBOPBBTIES
Galerkin method application to nonconservative
nonself-adjoint aeroelasticity problems based on
interpretation as mathematical formulation of
virtual work principle
P0178 A72-18788
VISCOELiSTIC DABPIBG
D ELASTIC DAMPING • • •
VISCOELASTIC FLOB
U VISCOELASTICITY
VISCOELASTICITT
Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
[AD-7233q«] p0216 H72-16861
Viscoelastic materials for additive damping in
aircraft structural vibration problems
P0216 B72-16862
Vibration damping and acoustic fatigue resistance
of aircraft structural composites vith
Viscoelastic core
P0216 H72-16865
VTSCOSITT
Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel
antiwear properties improvement
P0016 A72-11968
Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme
temperature, pressure and filtration conditions,
considering viscosity, vear and corrosion
resistance
p0135 A72-17081
VISCOOBT AIBCEAFT
Investigation of fire aboard Vickers viscount
aircraft following landing at Honolulu, Hawaii
on 8 August, 1971
[NTSB-AAB-72-2] p0331 H72-21003
Dltrasonic inspection of ving spar joints on
Viscount aircraft
CTB-7105.512) ' pO<134 B72-25461
VISCOUS DBAS
Beynolds number effects in viscons-inviscid
interactions on transonic swept wings
p0073 H72-11856
VISCODS FlOB
BT BOOBDABI LAIEB PLOD
HI BOUBDABT LAIEB SEPABATIOB
NT EEATTACHED FLOH
BT SECOHDABT FLOS
BT SEPABATED FLOW
Bavier-Stokes egnations solution for unsteady
viscous flov around oscillating elliptic airfoil
in tnrbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining
pressure and shear stress distributions
P0117 A72-16002
viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally
cambered small aspect ratio slender ving near
solid interface
P0119 A72-16215
Computerized analytical model of two dimensional
multicomponent airfoil in viscous subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 72-2] p0129 A72-16861
Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil
at high transonic speeds, discussing
viscous-inviscid flow interaction
tAIAA PAPEB 72-5] 'p0129 A72-16863
Combined viscons-inviscid analytical procedure for
predicting boundary layer effects on supersonic
inlet flow field
[AIAA PAPEB 72-U1] , p0134 A72-16975
Viscous flow through movable and immovable
cascades of blades, determining velocity field
by airfoil center line vortex distribution
p01«2 A72-18131
Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic
forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil
for various Beynolds numbers, angles of attack
and frequencies
pOUOO A72-323H4
Transonic viscous flow around lifting
two-dimensional airfoils.
CiliA PAPEB 72-678] pOU52 A72-35U79
Viscous interaction over concave and convex
surfaces at hypersonic speeds.
P0602 A72-114308
Design programs for swept wings in subcritical,
compressible, viscous flov
[BPL-AEBO-BOTE-1100] P0029 B72-10018
Customer utilization and program listing for
computer program on two dimensional
multicomponent airfoils in viscous flov
[HASA-CB-1843-SUPPL.) p0038 B72-11010
Development of approximate method for calculating
pressure distribution on thick cambered airfoil
in snbcritical viscous flov
tPFA-AD-901] pO«63 H72-26001
VISCOUS FLUIDS
Book on fluid dynamics covering theories of
perfect, viscous and compressible fluids,
infinite and finite span- wings, boundary layer
flov, etc
A-470
SUBJECT ISDEX VISUALIZATION OF FLOB
p007,0 A72-.15357
Equations of notion of steady viscous fluid flow
in three dimensional boundary layer on vails of
axia^ l flow compressors and turbines, obtaining
' velocity field . •
" '' , ,
 :p0246 472-25120
Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine
en'qine'body calculated from equations of
axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flow
• " ' "• P0395 A72-31702
VISIBILITY. .
NT LOU VISIBILITY : i..
Aircraft engine exhaust geometry, effects on smoke,
plume visibility, describing carbon particles
light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert
law ' ' ' . . . . • • .
[ASHE.PIPER 71.-WA/GT-10] ... p0116 A72-15903
FAA airport,fog dispersal program, discussing
techniques effectiveness evaluation vs defined
. goals •
p0347 A72-2884.3 -
Human and instrumental observations, of aviation
visibility; discussing measurements of . . .
extinction coefficient and light' scatter and
sensors testing -
' ' . . ' '..p0347 A72-28845
Sensor measurements correlation. tov human,.. . r_
.visibility via sensor equivalent visibility •
/SEV/ concept, discussing data processinq scheme
. . . p03.47 A72-28846
Slant range visibility measurements by lidar for
aircraft landing operations under low clouds and
fog at coastal region . . ..
P0347 172-28847;
Airport lighting for pilot .guidance during
approach and landing under category I-III. .
visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts'. •
and power reguirements . -
. . p0360 A72r30621
U.S.S.R. civil aviation regulations on/takeoff and
landing minimum conditions -for•cloud ceilings-
and visibility range for ^ various aircraft
• characteristics and"equipment
. . . ! . p0361 172-30820
Fliqht experiments to determine horizontal visual
restriction effects'on T-33 aircraft front .
cockpit during approaches and landings
P0395 172-31697
Head-up display performance.in Falcon fan-jet .
aircraft during taxiing, takeoff, cruise,
descent and landing approach, noting
low-visibility hazards reduction during landing
phase '
p0508 A72-39744
Suitability evaluation .of fog .simulator for
weather conditions during flight approach •
eFAA-NA-71-441 ' " p0033.N72-10233
Evaluation of bisphenol polyether, styrene'
acrylate, and chlorinated rubber alkyd as
coatings for airfield runway marking
rAD-734320] p0279 N72-19644
Signal data'converter 'for multirunway visibility
measuring system, using ground illuminance sensors
f DpT-TSC-FAA-72-1 ] ' p0323 N72-20254
Technigues for measuring and' monitoring slant.-
visibility of pilots landing aircraft in fog .and
haze
'f DOT-TSC-FAA-71-25] p0330 N72r20998
Development of method for identifying visibility
. conditions on runway during takeoff and landing
and comparison with visual perception of pilot
fNLL-!l-22355-(5828.4F) ] p0522 N72-28661
Painting .schemes for improving rotating propeller
and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft .
fAD-744453] ' '• p0629 N72-32579
VISIOI
NT SIGHT VISION ' ' .,
VISIOPLASTICITY
0 FLOH VISDALIZATION
VISORS , -
Glass-vinyl retractable windshield visor
development for Concorde aircraft, considering
rain, hail and icing effects, strength and
stiffness under aerodynamic loading' and heating
P0231 A72-22900
VISUAL AIDS
Airport lighting for pilot guidance during
approach and landing under category I-III
visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts
and power requirements
P0360 A72-30621
VISUAL COBTBOL
Noise measurements obtained 'during visual-approach
monitor evaluation in 747 aircraft
•(NAS1-CR-1144781 . p0515 N72-28010
VISUAL CUES
D VISUAL PERCEPTION
VISUAL DISPLAYS
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
VISUAL FIELDS
Structural design and optical problems of external
vision and cockpit transparencies in military
aircraft
P0305 A72-27002
Optical gualities of aircraft windshields and
direct vision windows, considering color, light
transmission, faults, heating, distortion,
inside reflections and double images
P0305 A72-27004
VISUAL FLIGHT BOLES •
German Federal Republic territorial air traffic
regulations covering general, VFR and IFfi rules,
eguipment and personnel examination and
certification, safety, takeoff and landing,
accidents, etc
. . . ...• , p0021 172-12621
Aircraft-collision near misses under IFH and- VFR
conditions, discussing ATC coordination, -
equipment failure and personal and planning
problems •
P0233 A72-22972
Development•of criteria for evaluating airport
traffic levels to determine eligibility for
installation of visual flight rules towers
fAD-729443] p0161 N72-14679
Planning and management of air traffic control
system based on random sample of-flight plans
filed-at flight service stations during calendar
year 1970
fAD-7359701 p0339 N72-21641
Analysis of collision hazards involved in VFH
flight.near clouds and effect of safe vertical
clearance from clouds to reduce aircraft accidents
fAD-737804] p0427 N72-24682
VISUAL OBSERVATION
Human and instrumental observations of aviation
visibility, discussing measurements of
extinction coefficient and light scatter and
sensors testing
P0347 172-28845
Aircraft and other.vehicle simulators for training
crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital
techniques, and visual and physiological
experiences . -
P0362 172-30844
VISUAL PERCEPTION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
Dynamic manned vehicle cockpit simulator for
visual and aural effects and acceleration
changes, discussing STOL and VIOL characteristics
P0143 A72-18246
Sensor measurements correlation to human
visibility via.sensor equivalent visibility
/SEV/ concept, discussing data processing scheme
P0347 A72-28846
Analysis of aircraft exterior lighting and marking
configurations to provide visual detection at
maximum range -
[FAA-NA-72-29] p0368 N72-22025
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to
individual electronic flight display design
P0373 N72-22622
Analysis of pilot performance in establishing
specific glide path by reference to oblong
diamond marks on runway
CF1A-NA-72-57] • p0485 N72-27702
Development of method for identifying visibility
conditions on runway during takeoff and landing
and comparison with visual perception of pilot
CNLL-(l-22355-(5828.4F) 1 p0522 N72-28661
VISUAL SIGNALS
Development, testing, and evaluation of visual
landing aids
tNBS-10606] P0095 N72-12583
VISUAL TRACKING
U OPTICAL TRICKING
VISUALIZATION OF FLO!
U PLOD VISUALIZATION
A-471
VJ-101 AIBCBlFf SUBJECT IHDEI
VJ-101 AIBCBAFT
VJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and
flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing,
hovering and transition flight and associated
control problems
pO<»9l| A72-38032
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of VJ-101C
and DO 31E V/STOL aircraft' and comparison iiith
criteria contained in handling requirements
documents
P0620 H72-32021
VOICE COHBOBICATIOH
Satellite navigational aid system technical and
operational characteristics, emphasizing voice
communications links in L band
P0053 A72-12972
ATC operational systems, discussing global
surveillance and voice and data communication
between aircraft and earth station
P0363 A72-3111H
A comparison of voice communication techniques for
aeronautical and marine applications.
P04U2 A72-3U267
Geostationary satellite system for air navigation
via voice and data communication, discussing
ground facilities and avionics
P0516 A72-IJ028H
Simulation and analysis of characteristics of air
traffic control voice communication channels
fFAA-RD-71-781 p0095 N72-12578
Improving intelligibility of voice communication
in high acoustic noise environments as exists
inside helicopters
fAD-7331131 ] • p0256 H72-18171
Adaptive narrow band, frequency modulation, voice
communication system
P0137 N72-25783
Systems analysis of analog and digital voice
coding technignes for,,use with satellite based
air traffic control system
[SiSi-CH-122H32] pOt85 B72-27701
Mathematical models for determining effects of
voice communication constraints on air^traffic
control in terminal control sector
P0517 H72-28171
VOLTAGE BEEAKDOHH
0 ELECTRICAL PADLTS
VOLTEBBA EQOATIOBS
Application of the Volterra series to the analysis
and design of an angle track loop.
p0489 A72-37283
YOB SYSTEHS
U VHP OHHIBANGE NAVIGATION
VOBTEZ BBEAKDOBH
Effect of aif injection on the torgue produced by
a trailing vortex.
p059» A72-13333
Effect of several wing tip modifications on a
trailing vortex.
p0591 A72-«333I|
The dissipation of tip vortices by mass injection
with application to rotor systems. '
P0612 A72-15329
Vortex breakdown studied by flow visualization
noting pressure gradient effect and analogy with
boundary layer separation and wake bursting
fOHEBA-HT-175] P0277 N72-19328
Vortex dissipation in jet nixing flow
rAD-7«285<O p0588 N72-31316
VOBIBZ COLDHHS
D VOBTICES
VOBIBZ DISTDBBAHCES
0 VOBTICES
VOBTEI FLOi
0 VOBTICES
VOBTEI GBBEBATIOB
0 VOBTEI GENEBATO8S
VOBIEX GEBEBATOBS
Pressure, shear stress and yav angle measurements
in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts
with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting
vortex generation
pO«10 A72-33103
Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex
generated by hovering propellers and rotors.
p0612 A72-H5327
Effect of slots and vortex generators on
efficiency and stable operation of highly loaded
compressor stages
fHASA-CB-72793] p0377 H72-22791
VOBTEI IHJECTOBS
The dissipation of tip vortices by mass .injection
with application to rotor systems.
P0612 A72-U5329
Hind tunnel tests to predict aircraft wake
turbulence due to tip trailing vortex
THASA-CB-62078J p053U H72-29237
VOBTEI BIHflS
Analytical prediction of vortex-ring boundaries
for helicopters in steep descents.
p0503 A72-38949
Flight test studies of the formation of trailing
vortices and a method to accelerate vortex
dissipation.
TAIAA PAPEB 72-988] p0561 A72-12327
Application of ring vortex method for determining
aerodynamic characteristics of rotary wings and
design of lifting rotor systems
fAD-735018] p0267 H72-19013
Vortex ring method used for calculations of
aerodynamic characteristics of helicopter
lifting rotors at any angle of attack in flow
with comparatively high velocity
[AD-735U39J p0327 B72-20973
VOBTEI SHEETS
Kultivortex model of vortex sheet development on
slender axisymmetric bodies at angle of attack'
p0053 A72-12919
Ring tip shape effects on vortex sheet rolling
calculation by Belotserkovskii method
'•:••• p0110 A72-17850
Dynamic pressure distribution and propulsive
contours of trailing vortex wake downwind of
external flow jet flap, using five-hole probe
measurements
P0215 A72-25070
Incompressible potential flow model of porous
parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream
function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in
uniform steady stream
p0313 A72-28123
Vortex sheet simulation method for slender
wing-canard surface nonlinear interaction
investigation
•pOU13 A72-33695
Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex
sheet.
P0610 A72-4H918
Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to
determine characteristics of vortex systems
generated within ground effect and vortex
systems descending into ground effect
P0166 H72-15006
Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rolling
up applied to study of straight or moderately
sweptback wings .
fNASA-TT-F-Uin] p0169 H72-15273
Lifting potential flow in terms of doublet
distribution over body surface and trailing
vortex sheet
CHAL-TB-21t3] p0258 N72-18281
Bolling-up process of discontinuity surface
resulting from unstable vortex layer behind
aircraft wing
[HASA-TT-F-1U230] p0320 H72-20015
Development of equipment and techniques for remote
sensing of wing tip vortices generated by large
commercial and military aircraft
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-2] p0320 H72-20017
Effect of wing span loading on development of
fully rolled up wing trailing vortices
[40-71X1860] p0636 N72-32998
VOBTBZ STBEETS
HI KABHAB VOBTEI STREET
Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two
dimensional bodies immersed in uniform
incompressible stream, investigating
semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to
oscillating airfoils
P05SO A72-U0651
Slipstream vortex street geometry influence on
velocity and load distribution of VTOL propellers
p0037 H72-1100U
Development of active and passive technignes for
detecting and measuring presence and intensity
of wingtip vortices generated in airport areas
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-13] p0330 N72-20999
i-»72
SUBJECT IHDBI VORTICES
Computer program and numerical analysis of
feasibility, of using suction between and along
runways to remove trailing edge vortex streets
CIDA-LOG-HQ-69-10164] p0337 H72-21290
VOBTEX TDBES
0 VOBTICES
VORTICES
Axial and tangential Telocity distributions within
trailing line vortex to large distance
downstreams of generating ving extended from
available data
tAD-743599] p0012 A72-11135
Vortex flow structure in axial gas turbines near
inlet and outlet of blade row
P0057 A72T13538
Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic
flow, considering leading edge flow separation
induced vortices effects on downwash, pressure
distribution and aerodynamic characteristics
P0072. A72-1.5741
Complex perturbation potential of constant vortex
shear flows around airfoil activated by notion
in presence of rectilinear wall
P0118 A72-16122
Elliptic wing-vortex interaction for various
aspect ratios
P0123 A72-16542
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of-aircraft
wake far field structure, measuring trailing
vortex decay by yawheau pressure probe
[AIAA PAPER 72-40] p0130 A72-16902
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical
model for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects
on aircraft trailing vortex wake' motion and ••'
persistency
TAIAA PAPER 72-12] pOiso A72-16903
Viscous flow through movable and immovable
cascades of blades, determining velocity field
by airfoil center line vortex distribution
P0142 A72-18131
Numerical analysis of computing velocity
distribution in vortex row cascade profiles by
method of singularities . ,
p0178 A72-18787
Durando model overprediction £f deflected jet •
vortex strength in subsonic*cross flow
P0196 A72-21631
Turbulent boundary layer growth measurement on
annular diffuser containing free vorte'x swirl
P0237 A72-23857
Aerodynamic forces calculation for constant vortex
shear flows around airfoil fixed:between
rectilinear walls, noting resultant
perpendicularity to Ox axis
p0240 A72-24115
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of
vortex augmented unsvept wing with leading edge
cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing
edge flaps
tSAE PAPER 720321] p0290 A-72-25584
Near ground pressure differentials caused by large
transport aircraft induced wake vortices,
comparing measured data with Bernoulli formula
theoretical values
P0313 A72-28122
Vortex-lattice method for subsonic aircraft
aerodynamic coefficients calculation, verifying
results with airbus lifting surface wind tunnel
test data
P0394 A72-3/I401
Contracting or diverging stream flow mean velocity
change effects on airfoil pressure distribution,
circulation and lift, deriving vortex
distribution expression
P0396 472-32023
Airfoil vortex shedding noise in low-turbulence
flow at helicopter blade Reynolds numbers,
obtaining correlation coefficients for far field
noise and surface pressure fluctuations
CAIAA PAPER 72-656] p0415 A72-34078
Rotating flow introduction effects on let noise
levels, combustion and turbulent mixing
processes and flame stability
fAIAA PAPER 72-645] p0416 A72-34087
Bind tunnel simulation of full scale vortices.
CAHS PREPRINT 623] P0443 A72-34477
Linear air mass flow injection at helicopter rotor
blade tips, considering effects on trailing
vortex circulation strength
CAHS. PBEPBIHT 624) p0446 A72-34498
Vortex induced wing loads.
p0450 A72-35257
Swirling flows vortex breakdown in nozzles,
diffusers and combustion chambers, considering
analogy to boundary .layer separation
P0457 A72-36385
Acoustic ray deflection by aircraft wake vortices
with viscous core, observing maximum deflection
angles during large aircraft landing
P0457 A72-36417
The motion of a vortex filament with axial flow.
P0490 A72-37598
Surface vorticity theory for axisymmetric
., potential flow .past annular aerofoils and bodies
of revolution with application to ducted
propellers and cowls.
p0503 A72-38554
Effect of ground wind shear on aircraft trailing
vortices.
p0507 A72-39630
.Machine code for finite difference solution of
wake vortex governing eguations and far.flow
field prediction in trailiug vortices,
developing turbulent energy model
CAIAA PAPER 72T989] p0561 A72-42326
Low flying aircraft wake vortices tracking,
describing sensing techniques based on acoustic *~
pulse deflection and velocity field measurements
P0565 A72-42709
Effect of several wing tip modifications on a
trailing vortex.
p0594 A72-43334
Main results of nonlinear rotor theory
PQ594 A72-43419
Effects of transport velocity of wake vortex on
aerofoil oscillations.
P0603 A72-44494
Investigation of propeller vortex noise including
the effects of boundary layer control.
p0607 A72-44680
Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex
generated by hovering propellers and rotors.
p0612 172-45327
Trailing vortex effects on wing pressure
distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests,
discussing effect of wing-vortex distance
P0613 A72-45331
Dynamic simulation of an aircraft under the effect
of vortex wake turbulence.
p0613 A72-45346
Rotor dovnvash variation by changing vortice
diameter, flapping, rotor speed, and radius and
placing infinite span wing in flow field
p0037 H72-11003
Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect
of applied vortex model on exactitude of
numerical analysis
P0038 N72-11005
find tunnel tuft grid study of trailing vortex
downstream of straight wing
fNASA-CR-62077] p0087 B72-11950
Analysis of hazards created by aircraft wakes and
methods for avoiding adverse effects during
congested aircraft operation
[HASA-TH-I-67448] p0087 N72-11951
Analytical method for determining three
dimensional vortex interaction effects on
aerodynamic properties of wing and aircraft
configurations
[NASA-TT-F-14074] pOlOO H72-12982
Aerodynamics of helicopter rotor blade tip vortices
[HASA-CR-112009] p0101 N72-12992
Development of wake model for predicting rotor
free wake positions and resulting rotor blade
air loads - Vol. 1
fHASA-CR-1911) p0164 1172-14990
Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to
determine characteristics of vortex systems
generated within ground effect and vortex
systems descending into ground effect
p0166 N72-15006
Long time-history characteristics of vortex
systems of four engine jet transport aircraft in
terminal area-type operations
p0166 N72-15007
Analytical and experimental investigation of
vortex noise generated by propellers with low
tip speeds
A-473
TOHTICITT SUBJECT IBDEI
rAD-731156] p0167 H72-15015
Flight tests to determine feasibility of detecting
vortices from low flying aircraft with acoustic
radar .
 f , .
fTB-71 . . p0168 N72-15140
Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip
vortices generated by large jet transport
aircraft when intersected by smaller general
aviation type aircraft . ..
fNASA-TN-D-6655] .. - . ' . p0250. N72-18003
Radial vane array for controlling wing tip vortices
tATN-7102] p0253 N72-18026
Vortex shredding noise, characteristics of isolated
airfoils in Reynolds namber range applicable-to
full scale helicopter rotors
CAD-734433] ' . P0272 N72-19048
Linearized solution for flow separation near tip
and wake edge of lifting wing with trailing edge
separation
fAD-73.11791) p0277 N72-19347
Vortex distribution technique applied to , . ,
three-dimensional bodies moving through
incompressible fluid
. fAD-732953] ' p032U N72-20333
Bind tunnel analysis of factors, affecting .wing tip
vortex
 :' . .
fNASA-TH-X-2516] ' . ' ' . ' p0327 N72-20970
Higher-order theory used for'solution of two. •
dimensional subsonic wall interference due to
source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel
walls
tAD-735967] P0337 N72-2-1307
Vortex model for calculating, airstrean at rotor
blade of helicopter
rNASA-TT-F-'l«228] ' ' ' pO«30 N72-2"I990
Numerical analysis of finite amplitude waves
generated by aircraft trailing vortices to
indicate growth of waves on pair.of parallel ,
infinite vortices .
. fAD-737859] p0432 N72-25012
Air vortex wakes of B-7H7 aircraft
tNASA-TT-F-14286] pO«69 N72-26233
Analysis of helicopter rotor wake patterns using
water tunnel test facility . .
[AD-7399U6] POQ82 N72-27052
Vortex dtacj factor of untapered swept wing with
part span flap, noting spanwise loading *'.., .
rABC-B/H-36951 p0527 N72-28997
Experimental pressure-differential measurements
made at 10 percent chord of airfoil-vortex
interaction
fNASA-CR-112129] ' . p0533 N72-29226
Aircraft trailing vortex formation and persistence
behind large transport aircraft
fNASA-TM-X-68566] . p0533 N72-29228
Wind tunnel tests .to predict aircraft,wake . .
turbulence due to tip trailing vortex,
fNASA-CR-62078] . ' p053|f N72-29237
Computer program to analyze wing tip vortex as .
function of wing tip. shape ' .
[NASA-TT-F-14538] . , .. p0576 N72-30264
Analytical and experimental determination.of
influence of atmospheric environment on
transport and decay of trailing vortex wake
[AD-712305] p0576 N72-3028U
Numerical analysis of axial velocity'of.wing tip
vortex and comparison with free stream velocity
[Ap-742311] . p0577*S72-30285
Nonlinear theory of lifting surfaces.applied tot
problem of forces acting on rectangular wing in
stream of incompressible fluid
p0618 N72r32008
Wind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex.
moving from each rotor blade tip of helicopter
rotor to establish effect on aerodynamic, forces
and pressure distribution
fNASA-TT-F-14462] p0618 N72-32012
Application of leading-edge-suction analogy to
prediction of longitudinal load distribution of
vortex lift for delta wings
fNASA-TN-D-6994] p0636 N72-32997
VOBTICITY
A vortex model for the study of the flow at the
rotor blade of a helicopter
P0161 A72-36975
Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in
turbocompressors • -. .
fAD-743725] p0647 N72-33752 '
TTO.FI6BTEB AIECEAFT ', - . . - ; -' -.- • ' - . - . •' .
0 FIGHTER AIECBAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
?IOL -•• . ' ' :
0 VERTICAL LANDING .' - . . - • '
D VERTICAL TAKEOFF
VIOL AIBCBAFT .
0 VEBTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT . . . - • - .
VDLBEBABILITI .. • - • - . . -
Unigne features of the B-1 flight control systems.
•• [AIAA PAPER 72-872] p0511 A72-40062
Ballistic impact tests to determine vulnerability-'•
of boron/epoxy double-wall drive shafts for , •
helicopter rotors • . - , . • • •
[AD-737285] -I: -. . •• p0388 872-23509
•Gradient technique for determining improved
aircraft flight paths to reduce kill probability •
by antiaircraft gunfire•• • .. ' -. • '
[ AD-7.1137-3]. , • . . - • • - . . - • • •-. p0530 B72-29018
w
w wises - ......... - ., , •.
 ; ; : • • .- • • •
U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS < .
WIRES , . . - . . . .
 ;1. ., . - . - • - - . - .. - , " ' -
NT AIRCRAFT WAKES ... i ......
NT HELICOP.TEB WAKES : • - • ••
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS ' < • - ••
NT SLIPSTREAMS . . , : ' . • • ! •
NT TURBULENT WAKES '/
Noise reduction effects of wake interaction' -
between rotor" blade' rows in "axial flow ' " -
compressor,, cancelling'velocity defect at stator
-. position- -.,- • >; . • - • i • '.
fASHE PAPER 72-GTr15]- . • • p0293 A72-25611
Near ground-pressure differentials caused by large
transport aircraft induced wake vortices, ' ''':
comparing measured data with Bernoulli formula
theoretical values - ' ' '.- -
P0313 A72-28122
Effects of transport velocity of wake vortex-on '.«. ,
aerofoil oscillations'. •.: •
.
 0_; -,.'• ^.... . . ; . , p0603 A72-44494
Computer programs for wake geometry,' and blade
loads and responses
tNASA-CR-1912] ,. -.';' .' p0149 N72-13977
Hot-wire analysis of , wake', in hypersonic helium-
wind tunnel ,
fADT729881J .'•• . •- - '•' P0159 N72-14325
Wake and clear, air turbulence, wind shear, upsets,
thunderstorms, and turbulence mapping
[AD-732117] - - . . - . - ' p0222, N72-17579
Catalog- of devices and technigues for boundary
layer' and-,wake• measurements on flight vehicles'' '
;t NASA-CR-116776] • - . . - . . ,' ' -p0258 N72-18424
WALL FLOW ... . - . . = •
Complex, perturbation potential of constant vortex
shear flows, around airfoil activated by motion
in presence of .rectilinear wall
. . . .
 ;. ,. .: . .. : . . p0118 A72-16122
Integrodifferential egnation for rigid tunnel
.walls effect on:supercavitating flow past thin •
jet flapped airfoil, noting.lift-coefficient
derivatives , , , , . - - . . • • • • • •
. • ; •>., , p0241 A72-24562
Optimization of-acoustic linings'in presence of
wall shear layers.
: , . . ' . . ' .., ..-. ' P0548 A72-40334
Numerical method.for calculating wall-induced ' •
interference at,subsonic speeds-in slotted or
perforated ..wind .tunnels with rectangular cross
sections : ' , •
. f.NASATTB-B-379] p0073 N72-11853
Higheryorder.-thepry of two-dimensional .subsonic
wall interference effects on flow past airfoil
between perforated wind tunnel walls
..CLR-553V p0207 N72-16205
WALL JETS • • • •
Flow'separation reduction by-.transverse jet
blowing, illustrating flow patterns by water -
tunnel-visualization on cylinders, perpendicular
•flat plates, contoured walls, steps, wings, etc
rONERA, IP NO. 1070] P0300 A72-2S814
WALL PRESSURE . . • : ' • .
Supersonic and subsonic jet flows coexistence in
constant section.duct, analyzing pressure on
walls and in fluid and schlieren visualization
rONERA, TP NO. 976] ' p0230 A72-22813
A-474
SUBJECT IBDBZ BABPiGB
BILL TBBPBBATOBB DISTBIBOTIOH
D TEHPEBATOBE DISTBIBDTIOH
BALLS
HI BDLKBEADS
NT NOZZLE IALLS
NT POBODS BALLS
NT THIH BALLS
NT BIND TUNNEL HALLS : '
Vibration measurements on vails of turbojet' test
..facility
. riL-1971-11] P0437 N72-25898
BABKEL ESGISES
Comparison of Bankel engine characteristics with
snail reciprocating and jet engines used as
power plants in light aircraft
fBEPT-908] - P0326 N72-20764
BIB GABBS
Differential game solution to practical tiro
aircraft pursuit-evasion problem in three
dimensional space
CAD-729777] P0156 N72-14224
Force survival model for analysis of strategic
bomber basing concepts in prelaunch survival mode
CAD-732193] P0217 N72-16991
Application of Harkov gane approach to planar air
combat problems • •
fNASA-CB-1979] p0218 N72-17006
HABFABE
NT ANTISOBHABINE BABFABE
NT COMBAT •
NT NDCLEAB BABFABE
Remotely manned vehicles /BHV/ application in >
aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft
defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and
role of nan during conbat mission
P0344 A72-28451
HABBISG DEVICES
D BABNING SYSTEBS
BABBIHG SIGNALS
D BABNING SISTERS
BABNING STSTEHS
Pilot collision warning indicator performance in
terminal.area traffic, using computer fast-time
simulation for traffic model "
P0012 A72-11134
FAA activity in collision avoidance system and
pilot warning instrument areas
P0019 A72-12379
Flight display systens cnrrent state and future
developments, discussing dual attitude
indicators and automatic chart systems CBTs,
engine displays and naifauction warning systems
p0056 A72-13423
Collision avoidance systems and pilot warning •
instruments, minimizing cost by pilot detection,
evaluation and avoidance execution
p0067 A72T14823
Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady
pressure nonitoring via flush-mounted
microphones, discussing flow patterns on models
P0182 A72-19093
Aircraft midair collision prevention in dense air
traffic environments, suggesting problem
solution based on proximity warning system
P0191 A72-21090
Aircraft hazard detection and warning system
selection criteria
P0193 A72-21561
Autonation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, coamunication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
, P0230 A72-22780
Collision avoidance systens requirements and
' criteria, evaluating Bros time frequency and
' Secant interrogation-and-reply systems
P0231 172-22822
C-band pulse beacon ranging systen for collision
avoidance, detailing interrogation, response and
systea test modes
P0232 A72-22908
Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
tSAE PAPEB 720312] P0289 172-25576
Stall warning systea for general aviation
aircraft, using signal discriminator for rough
or gusting air
tSAE PAPEB 720331] p0291 472-25592
Pulse operated multichannel annunciator systen for
pilot warning of aircraft systems malfunctions,
describing circuit design
t,SAE PAPER 7203331 P0291 A72-25593
'Altitude information warning devices and systems,
discussing requirements and performance and
gualification tests
fSAE ABP 1061] p0301 A72-26032
Borldwide distress alarm, identification and .
position'location system for downed aircraft,
discussing GBAN feasibility tests
P0399 A72-32214
SECAHT collision avoidance system, describing
operational principles and flight test results
P0417 A72-34137
Altimeters development history from Bright
brothers to Boeing 717, discussing altitude
alert systems providing aural and visual
warnings to pilot
P0508 'A72-39747
Midair collision prevention independent of ATC,
discussing aircraft lighting, collision
avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator
P0548 A72-40297
Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systems
development and design to meet FAB 91-51
requirements, discussing retrofit programs and r
altimeter encoding
P0564 A72-42689
Bidair collision prevention for Army aircraft.
P0606 A72-4U645
SECANT midair collision avoidance systea. based on
nonsynchronous microsec pulse transmission and
receiving via randomly selected freguency,
describing modular components and operating
principles
p0606 A72-44647
Air traffic control radar beacon systems and laser
warning systems
[AD-725743] p0035 N72-10543
Laboratory evaluation of electro-optical IB pilot
warning indicator systems
tNASA-CB-124721) P0109 N72-13351
Buman factors engineering to determine
effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft
collision warning and avoidance system
CAD-729765) p0153 N72-14005
Capabilities and limitations of current aircraft
fire 'detection systems
[AD-730179] p0219 N72-17008
Bass reduction of moderator and nncleon flux
response for in-flight radiation warning systen
for SST
P0223 N72-17719
Systen studies, equipment simulation, hardware
development, and flight tests of aircraft
collision hazard warning systen using
cooperative, continuous wave radar principle
[NASA-CB-2020] p0318 N72-20007
Developnent of computer program to analyze
effectiveness of pilot warning indicator systens
in avoiding aircraft collisions
[NASA-CB-126669] p0427 N72-24672
Design and development of collision avoidance
systen for use with air traffic control system
fONEBA-TP-1091] p0472 N72-26523
Congressional hearing concerning penetration of US
defense system by Cuban aircraft on flight from
Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana, 26
October 1971
p0475 K72-26986
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing egnipnent
for warning system to avoid midair collisions
between aircraft
CNASA-CASE-LAB-10717-1] p0485 N72-27703
Design and development of airborne traffic control
system for aircraft collision warning and
avoidance
P0522 N72-28671
Design of security system for civil aviation cargo
transportation
P0526 N72-28985
Effectiveness of airborne electronic aircraft
warning and control system for nuclear warfare
fAD-742233] p0575 H72-30168
BABPA6E
Barpage control of large Al alloy.forgings
machining of jumbo jet components, using packing
1-475
IASTE DISPOSAL SUBJECT ISDEI
and storaqe methods
CSAE PiPEE 710801] p0006 A72-10280I; .:
iinq load distribution and induced drag control by
warping, summarizing linear theory and vind ••
tunnel test results ' - •
• P02UO A72-2U218
WiSIE DISPOSAL
Reliability desiqn for airborne ecological systen
for jumbo lets, discussing toilet7 flushing and"- '•''•*'
. multiple server queueing model • -'
.p0239 A72-23999
BATCHES ' '
0 CLOCKS
BATEB . - . , - . ' '
Chromate rinse.for aircraft exposed to corrosive
salt water environments .' r. . • '
fAD-732762) : ., p0259 N72-18503
BATEB COBTENT
D MOISTOBE CONTENT-. . :. . . . ;
BATEB IBJECTIOH. ' , . - • . * : - : .- "
Aircraft gas turbine engine, emission reduction,
shoving nitrogen oxide control with water
infection. '• .
fASME PAPEB 71-BA/GTT9] p0116 A72-15902
Helicopter payload gains utilizing water injection
for hot day power-augmentation''• •
rNASA-TB-X-62195] , • .p0639. N72-33027
BATES LANDING ... , •• , ' --,.,.. • . . '
NT DITCHING (LANDING) . "
BATEB POLLDTION • • ' - , . : <
New York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport
feasibility, considering noise, air-water
pollution, land conservation, cost, etc • '-;'••
• • • . . . . . p03«6 A72-28792
Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance
: of. naval aircraft to determine possible
contribution to water pollution
rADT730lt73] • . p0168 N72-15138
Frannhofer line discriminator.as remote sensor of
fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection
rNASA-CB-1256«3] '• p0258 N72-18*l»8
BATEB PBESSDHE
Sonicr.boom induced pressure wave propagation and'1"
attenuation in water, comparing ballistic range
measurements with theoretical predictions ' •'
fAIAA PAPER 72-654] pO<»15 A72-3H080
BATEB TAKEOFF AHD LANDING AIBCBAFT . i:' '«
NT SEAPLANES . . - • • - >
BATEB TDNNELS . .
0 HYDEAOLIC TEST TDNNELS
BATEB VAPOB
Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft
emission-estimation for water vapor and nitrogen
oxides
, .--. . P0346 A72-28838
Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases,
discussing :W%ter vapor.and nitrogen oxides
effects .on ozone concentration '
pOB51 A72-35327
Bater vapor, effect on ignition delay in qaseous
hydrogen combustion airstream
rAD-7115811 - p0542 N72-29962
BATEB VEHICLES •
BT AIBCBAFT CABEIEBS
BT LIFEBOATS . • .
NT SHIPS . . • ' :
ST SUBHABINES ' • - '
'Physical principles, design and operation of airier.< ••:
cushion vehicles for passenger transportation ' '•
over water . . • ' . -
. P0188 A72-20371
Aircraft and water vehicles nobile communications
via stationary .satellite, discussing optimum
multiple access and repeater confiquration
[AIAA PAPEB 72-565] p0308 :A72-27376
BATE ATTENUATION
BT ACOUSTIC ATTENDATIOB •
BT SHOCK BAVE ATTENUATION .
Sonic boom induced pressure wave propagation'.and
attenuation in water, comparing ballistic ranqe
measurements with theoretical predictions
f AIAA PAPEB 72-6511] ••- pO»15 A72-3U080
BATE DIFFBACTIOH
Acoustic shock wave diffraction at moving or
static plate immersed in ideal gas
P0357 A72-30011
BAVE DISPEBSION
Beal gas effects in atmosphere to make sonic bang
shock wave full dispersion and thickness wide
variations . '
. ; . - . • - - • ' p0016 A72-11972
SAVE DBA6 'I' '-'• '•" '
BT INTEBFEBESCE'DBAG - - - - -
gave drag reduction by antisymmetric winq and body
arrangement, discussing application to transport
aircraft at supersonic speeds
' "
Jp0122 A72-1653!) .
BAVE EXCITATIOB ' .' . •
HI- ACOUSTIC' EXCITATION •' " ''• "''' -iS''
NT-HAEHONIC EXCITATION '
Sonic boom effects on structures,'discussing
ground motion, direct excitation by shock waves
and- damage's' " *' • '
=-' • •''•••' • •' • ' p023« A72-23318
BAVE FRONTS
NT SHOCK FBONTS '
BAVE GBNEBATIOH .:-'•. • • •
Detection of atmospheric gravity waves produced by
-.focusing of shock front generated by supersonic
aircraft, calculating'flight trajectories
• • •; • ' pOOSH A72-1298U
Sonic booms generation and propagation,' discussing
effects on animate and inanimate objects
' ' • " > ' * ' p'0233 A72-23316
BAVE INTEBACTIOB
N T SHOCK'HAVE INTERACTION . . ' , - .
BAVE PEOPAGATIOB
HT IONOSPHEBIC PROPAGATION ' ...
HT LIGHT SCATTEBING
NT HICBOBAVE TRANSMISSION
NT BULTIPATH TBANSHISSION
NT SHOCK BAVE PBOPAGATION • -.' '; ""
Storm effects^on 'SST operations, discussing wave
initiation at'storm top and tropospheric
propagation • • "
" •: ' - ' • ' '•' p0064 A72-1U683
Sonic boom-induced•pressure wave propagation and
attenuation in water> comparing ballistic range
measurements with theoretical predictions
fAIAA.PAPEB 72-651] pO<!15 A72-31080
Aircraft flights in stratosphere over western USA
investigating 'mountain wave propagation for'
stratospheric turbulence forecasting
[AEC-CP-1159] ' I. • 'p0095 N72-12554
Development 'of mathematical model to illustrate
mnlt'ipath transmission of instrument landing
system '' • :'
[D6T-TSC-FAA-72-7] ,p0376 N72-22653
Numerical • analysis of 'effect of atmospheric
inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves
P0380 N72-23001
BAVE BADIATION ' - : '•
0 ELECTBOBAGBETIC BADIATION '
BAVE BEFLECTIOB • ' " ,
Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic
' inlet's using method of characteristics including
Bach''disc problem :
- fONEBA-NT-183] -' " ' p0266 N72-19005
BAVE SCATTERING
NT ACOOSTIC SCATTEEING :
NT LIGHT SCATTEBING
HT TBOPOSPHEBIC SCATTEBING
Spatial Fourier transform for wave scattering from
rough surfaces'
[AD-73U011] . - • : • : • p0278 N72-19576
BAVE SOPEBHEATEES
D HYPEEVELOCITY BIND'TDNNELS
0 SHOCK TUBES ' •'• • • • • ' • '
BAVEFOEHS .. . -
N-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic
• banqs response on complicated structures
• - . - • - . p0069 A72-14819
Sonic boom waveforms measured durinq exercise-
1
 summer sky in southern Great Britain
CABC-B/B-3659] p0038 N72-11015
Extrapolation of sonic boom pressure signatures'by
waveform parameter method and'comparison with
F-function method
CHASA-TN-D-6832] pO*63 N72-2600U
BAVEGUIDE ANTENNAS
A metallized channel guide antenna for use over a
cylindrical ground screen.
' p05»8 A72-10372
Ground-based Doppler navigation waveguide slot
antenna desiqn for optimal directional multilobe
reception from aircraft
p0549 A72-10509
A-K76
SOBJECT IHDBI IBATHEB
BAVEGUIDBS .. ,;
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
nicrovave switching element and modulator,. : *.:
noting application io navigation instruments and
avionics .. ,
' ' " . p0598 A72-43768
IE1POH SISTERS ' ' , - ,
HI GROUND OPBRATI08AL SUPPORT SYSTEB
BT'HISSILE'STSTEHS . .; .
Variable speed constant frequency power-generation :
equipment influence weapon system effectiveness,
considering weight and cost
' ; ... P0011 A72-11067
A-7 D/E navigation/weapon delivery system flight
.-testing, using photogranmetric technique
p012U A72-.16656 -:
weapon firing and external store separation tests
by flight test methods for determining) safe.•• • ',-
, .weapon release envelope . . . - • - •
.. -. p01U6 A72-18499
VJ-101A and B V/STOL .weapon system design,
describing various propulsion system
configurations . . • .
. . ' p0183 A72-19250
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101. describing He-231
design development from tailsitter concept to , .•
canard configuration with-tilting-wing-tip-engines
p0183 A72-.1925:1,. :
Fighter aircraft maneuverability, range and
armament requirements, discussing canard vs
delta configurations , . • • - .• .
p0303 A72-26657.
Ran computer weapons effectiveness and system .test
environment /HESTE/ instrumentation system with:
becca navigation for simulated.combat
environmental flight tests
p0310 A72-27515
Reliability reguirements and-optimization for
complex systems, discussing method to improve
component reliability of aircraft weapon system
'. . p0343.A72-28353
Weapon systems reliability assessment based on
limited prototype flight test results - .. -,-„,
•' ... •'.... . ' - . . , p03<»3 A72-28359
Time parameter in military ate: operations, ,.,
discussing weapon systems IT and 0, all-weather
capability, communications, .reliability and ..
maintainability, manpower training, etc
p0101 A72-32453
Electronic displays with weapon aiming sensors in
aircraft navigator-attack systems . • .
pO«03 A72-3263U
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101 design, discussing one
axis rocking device, suspension structure and
hovering flight thrust control
pOUOS A72-330U9,
Fighter bomber Loran-inertial data processing with
digital computer to combine navigation, guidance
- and weapon delivery into fully integrated -system
P0407 A72-33246 . •'.
Hultimode flight control for precision weapon
delivery.
pOii53 A72-35561 .
Tactical aircraft weapon'system development,
describing navigation, target acguisition, • •
release point guidance and delivery modes
T A I A A PAPEB 72-896] posos A72-39107
Defense systems development based .on balance.v :
between theoretical studies and hardware ; • .
prototyping for uncertainty reduction in •.. -
performance and cost •
- P0551 A72-00971
The INAS device of Ferranti as integrated weapon
system for the HS Harrier , . • •. .
P0559 A72-418U6
Barrier two seat aircraft design, performance, , .
weapon systems, thrust vectoring and combat .. •
characteristics comparison with GR. 1 .=
P0603 472-41391
Development of model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery
TAD-72832U]
 P0091 H72-12037
Effects of weather and meteorological parameters
on cost, performance, development, and operation
of military aircraft
rAD-7317l»9] ' * p0217 N72-16993
Effect of fin-opening shock environment on guided
modular dispenser weapons
•P0174 H72-26876
iBAPOJS . . '• •
BT'GOHS (OBDHIHCE) . . • •.. • • • :
Problems encountered in reproducing captive flight
environment by means of shakers and shock test
• machines, emphasizing partial and complete
weapon structures
- - . - . . . .- • p0173 H72-15838
BBAPOBS DEVE10PH3HT. ,. . s. . - - * . .
P-11A fighter accelerated flight test program with
' 18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours
before 1973 operability
P0063 A72-11591
Time parameter in military air operations,
discussing weapon systems B and D, all-weather
capability, communications;-reliability and
maintainability, manpower training, etc
POU01 A72-32453
VJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and
flight testing, discussing takeoff and'landing,'
hovering and .transition flight and associated
control problems.- • • • > - • . •
P0194 A72-38032
Tactical aircraft weapon system'>development;
- describing navigation-, target acquisition,
release point guidance and:delivery modes
C-AIAA-PAPER 72-896] • - «• p0505-A72-39107
Defense systems development based on balance
between theoretical studies and- hardware
prototyping for uncertainty reduction' in-
performance and cost • - '
- • -i . • - •-. p0551 A72-110971
•BAB ' - . . . . • • • ' - '
Scuff resistant properties of steel materials used
to finish spur and-helical'gears • •
tAD-712655] • . • .1 P0629 1172-32503
WEAB IIHIBITOBS > • . . ' • -
Fuel lubricity effects on aircraft engine fuel
pump wear, discussing'remedial-use-of corrosion
inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump •.•
construction materials <• '
P0191 A72-21450
Influence of test time and contact'stresses on
antiwear properties of -jet fuels under rolling
friction . . . '• • ••
[AD-738883] pO«71 N72-26H71
•BAB TESTS
Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel
antiwear properties improvement
P0016 A72-11968
Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme
temperature, pressure and filtration conditions,
considering viscosity, wear and corrosion
resistance
p0135 A72-1708U
Friction coefficient, standard wear and surface
layer, temperature of seal for dry friction pairs
in jet engines, investigating crystal lattice
parameters
p0185'A72-19768
Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition
effects on antiwear characteristics in sliding
friction and rolling simulation experiments
P0350 A72-29073
Chafing characteristics of wire braided military
helicopter hoses
[AD-7388U2] pO«71 .N72-26109
SBATBBB • • • • - '
Aircraft accidents during nonprecision' approaches
under adverse weather conditions, discussing
landing aids use for corporate jet aircraft
- ' p0508 A72-39745
Statistical analysis of weather effects in
aircraft accidents - •
fPB-201437] -^ p0031 -H72-10039
Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for
weather conditions during flight approach
IFAA-BA-71-HU] • p0033 B72-10233
Radar observation of weather conditions for
aircraft flight
[OHB-26U-TP-la8] ,.; pOO«U N72-11147
Aircraft accident report of Aero Commander
aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on January 22, 1970
[HTSR-AAB-72-1] .'•• p025K B72-18029
Compilation of United states general aviation
accidents involving weather as cause or cause
related factor year 1969
CPBr204926] . ' • • - • p033« N72-21026
A-477
BEiTBEE C01DIIIOBS SDBJECT IHDEI
BBAfBEB COBDITIOBS
0 BEATBEB ' ' .
BBATBEB COBTBOL
D BEATHEB BODIPICATIOB . : . .
BBATBEB DATA BECOBDBBS
Aircraft and airports weather instrumentation for
all-veather landing and takeoff, discussing
application of laser technology and digital
presentation
P0193 A72-21522
Equipment for automatic recording and rebroadcast
of pilot reports on weather conditions
CFAA-HA-72-62] p0643 H72-33153
BBATBEB POBECASIIS6
HT NOHEBICA1 BEATBEH FOHECASTIBG
Terainal aerodrome forecasts usefulness and
accuracy assessment
P0010 A72-10864
Environmental research with instrumented aircraft,
discnssing application to operational
forecasting and weather modification experiments
in hurricanes and tropical convective cloads
P0064 172-11682
Gliding flight atmospheric energy utilization
through aerology, discussing value of weather
forecasts to glider pilots
P0064 A72-14684
Aviation weather forecasting improvements due to
radar, computer, satellites and high speed,
communications contributions
p0179 A72-18838
Prediction of weather induced airline operating
delays, discussing fog, snow, freezing rain,
thunderstorms, crosswind, headwinds, CAT, wind
shear, wet runways and tail winds
. p0184 A72-19597
Beal time pilot reports via digital
ground-air-.ground data link, discussing encoding
and processing equipment, meteorological codes
and automatic real time weather forecasts •
P0246 A72-25079
Military weather forecasting requirements by 1980,
discnssing decision making, data processing,
satellite data, mission and terminal forecasts,
display and computer flight planning
P0246 A72-.25096
Interdiction bombing mission effectiveness model
for bad and good weather aircraft type selection
depending on weather conditions at target site
P0344 A72-28400
Aeronautical requirements for meteorological
reporting and instruments at aerodromes,
discussing surface wind, visibility, runway
range, weather, temperature and pressure
observations
P0349 A72-28868.
Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general •
aviation weather dissemination techniques,
stressing design variables and time periods
P0349 A72-28871
Russian book - Aviation meteorology.
p0560 A72-42024
Techniques for forecasting turbulent weather
conditions below 10,000 feet for light aircraft
operating in Hawaiian Islands
fAD-7261071 P0046 H72-11525
Development of method for predicting occurrence of
fog and stratus formations at Eglin Air Force - .
Base, Florida
TAD-732289] p0208 872-16501
Terminal forecast reference file for Columbus AFB,
Hiss.
[AD-734807J p0280 H72r19713
Terminal forecast reference' file for BcClellan Air
Force Base
fAD-7348005 P0280 H72-19714
Automated forecasting of clear air turbulence by
multidimensional contingency tables
fAD-735941] P0338 872-21604
Beather predictions for Concorde test flights and
problems of forecasting stratospheric
temperature and clear air turbulence
ftILL-n-22439-(5828.4J) ) p0484 N72-27638
Fog regime over international airport in Sofia
plain, and multifactor discriminant analysis
method for fog forecastinq
rNLL-M-22087-'(5828.4F) 1 ' p0522 H72-28610
BBATBEB FBOBTS
0 FBOBTS (BETEOBOLOGY)
BBATHEB HODIFICiTIOl
BT CLODD SEEDIHG
Environmental research with instrumented aircraft,
discussing application to operational
forecasting and weather modification experiments
in hurricanes and tropical convective clouds
. . . p0064 A72-14682
Barm fog dissipation by helicopter, downsash
.mixing, heat,-hygroscopic particle and . .,
polyeiectrolytes seeding
p0064.A72-14694
Airport fog dispersion methods review, noting
seeding and hot air injection techniques
. . - . . p0198'A72-21920
FAA airport fog dispersal program, discussing
techniques effectiveness evaluation vs defined
goals
P0347.A72-28843
Barm fog modification by seeding with hygroscopic
materials -t .
[AD-733671] . Ip0260 H72-18636
Tables on economic benefits of fog dispersal as
related to air traffic operations •
[AD-735214] . . p0372 H72-22603
BBATBBB BADAB . • . . •
D BETEOBOIOGICAL BADAB
BEATHEBIB6 * •
Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes
caused by artificial weathering noting glass•
transition temperature and flexibility
measurements
fD-HAT-165] - P0324 H72-20519
BBSS .
Bebhing joints stitching strain, considering nylon
and flax yarns stretching properties and various
stitching patterns strengths
P0008 A72-10315 •
BBSS (SOPPOBTS)
Transverse shear loading on tapered spars noting
stiffness matrix
[HLB-TB-70052-V] . P0475 H72-26944
HEIGHT (BASS) '
HT STBUCTOBAL BEIGBT
Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at
wing tip on critical flutter rate
P0191 A72-21092
Length and weight estimates of powerplant
components for V/STOL propulsion systems
fBASA-TB-X-2406] p0097 B72-12785
Statistical analysis of flight time, takeoff and
landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and
landing for transport jet aircraft
[TB-88] - p0480 872-27035
Gravitational and velocity effects of aircraft
weight and performance in cruising flight
emphasizing Concorde
. [ABC-B/B-3680] P0585 B72-31024
BBIGBT ABALISIS >
Variable speed constant frequency power generation
equipment influence weapon system effectiveness,
considerinq weight and cost
. - , ' . • • . p0011 A72-11067
Bing structural weiqht estimation for civil
aircraft preliminary deriving generalized
formula based on wing root bending moment for
specified flight condition
p0232 A72-22909
Fast method for aircraft rebalance.
. . p0490 A72-37453
Aircraft structures weight reduction through
fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing
anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of
composite light shell structures
flCAS PAPEB'72-38] p0555 A72-41163
Bnssian.bopk - Design principles in aircraft
, construction. :
p0560 A72-42074
S-3A aircraft weight control program organization
and methods, considering cost and schedule
performance
f.SABE PAPEB 906] p0595 A72-43453
The weiqht module - A keystone .in the aircraft
synthesis proqrao. - •
[SABE PAPEB 912] : p0595 A72-43459
Computerized airframe mannfacturinq cost and
weiqht analysis, nsinq technique for detailed
parts list generation,from configuration concept
as input
TSABE PAPEB 913] • p0596 A72-43460
A-478
.SUBJECT IHDBI HIHD (HETEOEOLOGY)
Rotary iiinq head weight estimation for helicopter
preliminary design and parametric-' studies'; --
deriving semiempirical trend formula' ' " •
rSAHE PAPER-914] .. -'••' • ' P0596--A72-43461
Helicopter* design', fdgure of merit-; weight ratios
.-• definition., in.terns of rotor thrust'coefficient,
substituting -.pure airframe' structure • weight for
conventionally used empty weight
[SAHE:PAPER 916) > " ' • "- ,p0596 A72-43463
Moment sampling method as selfvalidating aircraft
weight and balance accounting' procedure ••' • '•
•'- rSAHE PAPER.920] P0596 A72-43467
L-1011 computerized weight reporting system • • ;
present and future capabilities. "• - t- •
TSAHE PAPEB 9321 " p0596 A72-43472
Computerized '.weight; -data storage, recording', and
information system'- to;aid in-aerospace vehicle
design
. '. fSAHE PAPER 933] p0596 A72-43473
Aircraft hydraulic secondary power system weight--
estimation, presenting components loads and •
weights.'breakdown in tables and charts -.' '
[SAKE PAPER 935] ':''. ' p0597. A72-43475
Aircraft design structural weight estimation'based
on post-design analysis of production aircraft,
discussing weight factors application' to>-new •'.'••"<
designs • ' •-__:_' ^'- '_-' ~
~~ [S'AHE"PAPER 936]" p0597 i72-4"3476
Weight estimation and ,-analysis--of-ma jor structural
components of hypersonic, liquid hydrogen fueled
aircraft - . - • - . • • .. •• • • ' •.
fNASA-TN-D-6692] p0264 H72-18911
-. Feasibilitycbf direct'current 200 V commercial'
aircraft electrical power system noting weight' '
•-comparison .with alternating current system. - -
CARC-CP-1186] •••-.- ' ' •;-• ' p0273 1172-19062
HEIGHT FACTORS '.." .•• - . -..A ••..'.-• •
D HEIGHT (BASS)
HEIGHT IHDICATOES
NT STRAIN GAGE BALANCES . . •'. • •-. : ... • . '. '
Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance
i facility of supersonic wind tunnel.for-dynamic
stability studies "< 'i ;
•-'-. ' p0242 A72-24757
Superconducting coil designator- magnetic • -»'!.-''-
suspension of.supersonic wind tunnel balance
P0242 A72-21759
Aerodynamic.force and moment measurements on-model
in magnetic wind tunnel balance system,), using
field equations " -•.' • ;
•: .. • - ; • ''•! p02»3'A72-21765
HEIGHT HEiSOBEBEHt • • • . ' . •' ,• ' • • -
Airline operational weighing and balancing of 747
aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration
procedures-for electronic load cells^-mobile-
platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing
systems ..-..-.•< . •• -
tSAHE PAPEB 917] p0596 172-«3<t6t
HEIGHTHG FDHCTI08S -..rttV '''' /.
Aircraft applications of composite signal OMEGA
configuration-with phase data.combined at
separate carrier with weighting -coefficients,
discussing advantages over uncompensated
navigation systems .' , - . • . • > .
' p0352 172-29192
Homogeneous linear partial differential equation
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant • '•>•
P0191 A72-37989
HE1D STBEHGTH - -
Distortion and residual stresses-in welded
aluminum structures. -'. •• • '••
'•••:•• p0506 A72-3920U
HE1D&BILITT • . . . . .
Ti alloys for aircraft structures, emphasizing
veldability, tensile fatigue and. residual
strengths, shear-carrying qualities and fuselage
shell,design • .
- P0058 A72-13616
HELDED JOISTS •
HI SPOT HELDS .
Nondestructive tests and their application for
inspection of adhesive bonded structures,- welded
joints, and riveted or bolted joints
P0278 N72-195B2
Magnetic force welding to form T joints between •
jet engine parts of dissimilar thickness
[NASA-CASE-LEH-10533-2] p0435 S72-25«79
iBLDED STBDCTDBES
ST STEEL- STRUCTURES
Statistical evaluation of welded airframe
component fatigue damage increment during cyclic
loading with constant force amplitude
P02U5 A72-24922 ?
Helded • steel1" airf raffle residual fatigue life tests
by nonsta'tionary random loading, applying to jet
trainer1 aircraft landing gear
p0358; A72i30277
Distortion and residual stresses in welded
aluminum structures'. •
p0506 A72-3920U
HELDING '
NT BRAZING . .
NT DIFFUSION HELDING ' - ' .
NT EXPLOSIVE HELDING ' • ' : '
NT FUSION HELDING - '
NT PLASMA ARC HELDING
Jet engine component'overhaul- procedures for ,
fatigue damage repair; detailing distressed .
"metal removal,'replacement and welding technigues
: • , . . • - . . . i .;,.
 P0020 A72-12499
BELDING MACHINES '
Relding airframe structures in titanium using
tensile loading to overcome distortion.
• • • • • ' • • • p0611 A72-l(5000
•ESI 6ERBAHI
U GERMANY . . . . • . . - . - - ' • •
BEST INDIES ' ' •
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft
ri
'
r
-dnring landing at Harry S. Truman Airport,
Charlotte A'malie, St. Thomas,' Virgin -Islands oh
28 Dec. 1970 • "-
[PB-208675] • • • • - . . - - . . • p0642 N72-33044
BEST VIRGINIA
Conqressional leqislation concerning safety
improvements for airports in Appalachian area
' . -: p0113 N72-13927
HBSTLAND AIBCBAPT - ' •
Lynx helicopter RS 360 turboshaft engine, '
describing modular design for maintainability
pO<t49 A72-34927
iBTBESS •
U HOISTURE 'CONTENT .
HHEEL BRAKES '-
Carboh/epoxy composite reinforced plastic
•materials feasibility for application to
aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication
. - ' - • " p0196 A72-21686
Aircraft wheel mechanics, discussing freely
turning and braked wheels, tire drift and
antiskid braking systems for landing gear '
p0285 A72-25287
HHEELS
NT NOSE HHEELS
NT'TURBINE HHEELS
NT VEHICLE'-'HHEELS ' ' ' - '
Aluminum ai-rcraft wheels ultrasonic inspection,
noting reliability, simplicity and time economy
as compared to eddy current or fluorescent
penetrant methods '•
PO357 A72-30037
Slush drag, wheel spray, and hydroplaning research
using pneumatic wheels and moving runway and
water layer model test facilities
TAEC-R/M-3682] p0270 N72-19035
BHISL INSTABILITY
0 ROTARY STABILITY
HHIRLING
U ROTATION
HHIRLING TESTS • - . • • • • ' :
U SPIN TESTS
HHITB BOISE '
NT'THERMAL NOISE •' ' ' .
Random vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass
systems containing, nonlinear damping to ideal
stationary Gaussian white noise excitation
P0235 A72-23460
Design requirements for a guiet helicopter.
[AHS PBEPBINT 601] . pO«11 A72-3»lt84
Extended Kalman filter with fictitious noise input
for tracking time-variant parameters for
vertical takeoff aircraft
[AD-739694] p0517 N72-28024
HIND (METEOROLOGY) '
NT GROUND HIND
HT GUSTS
NT JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
A-179
ilHD CIBCDL1IIOB SUBJECT IBDBX
NT BINDS ALOFT
BIND CIBCOLATIOH
D ATHOSPHEBIC CIBCULATION
HID DIBECTIOB
Periodic variations of wind velocity and direction
measured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britian)
froo 1962 to 1966
rABC-CP-1158] p0095 N72-12553
BUD EFFECTS
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and
asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing
moment, discussing variable stability T-33
flight tests
[AIAA PAPER 72-9U] P0133 A72-16946
Crosswind landing under adverse runway conditions,
illustrating technigue with sketches
P0179 A72-18833
Bind shear, turbulence, precipitation,
temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on
airport capacity, suggesting weather data
integration into ATC system for pilots information
. p0192 A72-21521
A method for increasing thrust feverser
utilization on STOL aircraft.
f.AIAA PAPEB 72-7821 ' pOSOO A72-38KI1
Lateral flight path control during aircraft
landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust
deflection, discussing design optimization
P0613 A72-U5330
Effect of transient winds on flow guality of
open-circuit wind tunnel model
rNASA-TS-Jt-2538] p0379 N72-22993
Development of method for determining orientation
of runway to minimize probability of certain
critical crosswinds
fNASA-TH-D-69301 p0576 N72-30250
BIHD HEASOBE0EHT
NT BIND VELOCITY HBASUBEHENT
Mountain stations wind measurement usefulness for
small aircraft traffic guidance
P0072 A72-15625
Vanes for sensing incidence angles of airstream
with respect to aircraft, noting correlation
coefficient
p01t5 A72-18U50
Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal
shear fluctuations.
P0599 A72-41HB6
Periodic variations, of wind velocity and direction
measured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britian)
from 1962 to 1966
rABC-CP-1158] P0095 N72-12553
BIHD PBESSOBE
Analysis and Comparison of gust load models based
on either discrete gust concept or continuous
gust concept
rNLB-TB-71025-m p0037 N72-10998
Effects of Q forces on injuries during '
ejection/extraction escape in USAF
P0274 N72-191UU
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast daring
high speed ejection
p027<4 S72-191K7
BUD PBOFILES
High level Canberra flight for three dimensional
picture of wind and temperature fields, showing
CAT, gravity waves and smooth flight
characteristics
P0311 A72-27709
BIND SBEAB
Bind shear, turbulence, precipitation,
temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on
airport capacity, suggesting weather data
integration into ATC system for pilots information
P0192 A72-21521
Low level vertical wind shear effect on aircraft
control, considering runway selection with
respect to surface wind conditions
p03«8 A72-28862
Persistent intense CAT in upper level frontal
zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical
wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity
P0356 A72-29622
Effect of ground wind shear on aircraft trailing
vortices.
P0507 A72-39630
Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal
shear fluctuations.
P0599 A72-Ult116
Bake and clear air turbulence, wind shear, upsets,
thunderstorms, and turbulence mapping
fAD-732117] p0222 N72-17579.
Development of technigues and eguipment for
conducting programs to identify presence of
clear air turbulence and warn high altitude, .
high speed aircraft
fDOT-TSC-FAA-71-19] P0325 N72-20S54
Analysis of clear air turbulence and related
atmospheric structure based on data' from'
Jindivik aircraft operating close to Boomera
aerological station
[nETEOEOL-STODT-20] • P0372 N72-22599
BIHD TOBBEL APPARATUS
NT BIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
Bind tunnels measuring eguipment and procedures
and data acquisition and processing systems
electronics, describing computerized real time
data processing system • •
[DFVLB-SONDDB-156] p0024 A72-12898
German monograph on shaft and wall effect in
aerodynamic measurements with three orifice
pressure probes .in wind tunnels
P0227 A72-22320
Bind tunnel diffuser design for separated region
spread reduction based on egg box principle •
. . p0238 A72-23859
Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance
facility '.of supersonic wind tunnel for dynamic
stability studies
p02<42 A72-24757
Superconducting coil design for magnetic
suspension of supersonic wind tunnel balance
P0242 A72-2U759
Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model
in magnetic wind tunnel balance system, using
field equations
P0243 A72-21765
Performance characteristics of high Beynolds
number tube wind tunnel
rNASA-TH-I-67419] p0077 N72-11882
Development of magnetic artificial gravity test
facility for use in wind tunnel tests to
simulate separation of external stores from
aircraft in flight
[NASA-CB-1955] p0266 N72-19000
Design, fabrication, and test of full scale angle
of attack and sideslip vanes used with flight
path accelerometer in high speed wind tunnel
[AD-736819] . p0388 N72-23U90
Static performance of tip-turbine-driven fan used
in wind tunnel tests .of VIOL lift fan models
[NASA-CR-2051] p0390 N72-23836
Development of algorithm based on' matrix methods
for solution -of wind tunnel force-balance
equations and iterative solution using automatic
computer reduction
[NASA-TN-D-6860J pOH76 S72-27002
BIND TDHNEL BALANCES
U.BEIGHT INDICATOBS
0 BIND TUNNEL APPABATUS
BIHD TDBBEL CALIBBATION
Correction factors for Aerodynamic Research
Institute Goettingen transonic wind tunnel,
comparing calculated values with AGARD
calibration models test results
TDFVLB-SONDDB-167J pOOSS A72-13610
Three component shock tunnel strain gage balance
for measuring aerodynamic forces on thin delta
wings .
CABC-B/B-366U] pOOA6 N72-11375
Low speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft
pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes
for flight test recording of.airspeed and flight
altitude
[ABC-CP-1162] p0093 N72-12392
BIHD TUNNEL HODELS
Nonporons rigid parachute models three component
measurements, using low speed wind tunnel for
testing skirt length effects on aerodynamic
characteristics
P0006 A72-10303
Bind tunnel and rocket sled results with ribbon
parachutes for supersonic release, discussing
aerodynamic, structural flutter and inflation
time characteristics.
P0007 A72-10308
A-H80
SOBJECT IHDBI BIHD TOBHBL BODBLS COITD
ving-fuselage combination aerodynamic
coefficients, cosparing experimental data vith
subsonic .linear and nonlinear theoretical results
[DGLB PiPEB 71-115] p0023 A72-12723
Wind tnnnel model instrumentation and captive
trajectory facilities for aircraft stability,
control and metric ving-pylon store tests for
performance and structural predictions
P0053 A72-12921
Correction factors for Aerodynamic Research
Institute Goettingen transonic vind tunnel,
comparing calculated values with AGABD
calibration models test results
fnFVLH-SONDDR-167] pOOSB A72-13610
Flat plate vinq antorotation experiments about
spaanise axis in low speed vind tnnnel
P0070 A72-15117
Rind tnnnel investigation of unsvept rectangular
wing vith externally blown single slotted flap,
determining optimum slot vidth as function of
momentum coefficient and flap deflection
P0070 A72-15461'
Inlet duct and turbofan engine compatibility
without stalling and surge conditions obtained
by design optimization and vind tunnel testing
p0176 A72-18761
Rind tunnel investigation'of.Reynolds number
effects on boundary layer separation incidence
and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device
equipped aircraft model
P0242 A72-24657
Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model
in magnetic vind tunnel balance system, using
field eguations
P0243 A72-24765
Data acquisition and reduction for model
aerodynamics in superconducting magnetic
suspension and balance of supersonic vind tnnnel
facility
P0243 A72-24766
Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous
based cone models and slender vings at subsonic
speed, using magnetic suspension and balance
system
P0243 A72-24769
Aerodynamic data acquisition vith magnetic balance
on vind tunnel model delta and AGABD G vinq
' planforms and body of revolution
P0243 472-21770
Haqnetic simulation of qravity for vind tunnel
investiqations of aircraft Jettison processes,
considerinq Froude number and relationships
between model and full scale aircraft
P0243 472-24775
Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic
Balance vind tnnnel system for spinninq aircraft
configurations and subsonic flov regimes
P0244 'A72-24776
Dynamic model of high bypass ratio tnrbofan
engines for L-1011 vind tunnel flutter test
proqram
(4144 PAPER 72-376] p0286 472-25400
Subsonic powered nacelle vind tnnnel model for
investiqation of geometric variables effect on
pressure draq
tASHE PAPER 72-GT-1U] ' p0293 A72-25613
Low pressure ratio Q-FAH propnlsor noise reduction
tests on vind tunnel model, discussing source
components and desiqn configurations
fASHE PAPER 72-GT-40] P0295 A72-25634
Dynamically similar vind tnnnel models for
transonic aeroelastic studies of aircraft
failures or structural damage and flutter margins
[ONEHA, IP NO. 1082] P0356 A72-29672
Hind tunnel simulation of full scale vortices.
TABS PREPRINT 623] p0443 A72-34477
Bind tunnel experiments on aerodynamic snperstall,
describing stability tests and models
P0451 A72-35374
Desiqn studies and model tests of the stoved
tilt-rotor concept.
fAIAA PAPER 72-804] p0497 A72-38113
Dynamic pressure, dovnvash and -pressure gradient
corrections of vind tnnnel model measurements,
discussing displacement limit for adeguate
accuracy
fDFVLH-SONDDR-210] p0503 A72-38687
Auqmentor ving design for Buffalo ST01 aircraft,
discnssing operational principle and vind tunnel
test results
P0550 A72-40684
Potential flov calculations to support
two-dimensional vind tunnel tests on high-lift.
devices.
tICAS PAPER 72-13] p0553 472-41138
Application of vail corrections to transonic vind
tunnel data.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1009] p0558 A72-41591
Characteristics of an ejector-type engine
simulator for ST01 model testing.
[AI44 P4PEB 72-1028] p0558 A72-41607
Flov distortion and performance measurements on a
12-inch fan-in-ving model for a range of forvard
speeds and angle of attack settings.
P0560 472-42323
Trailing vortex effects on ving pressure
distribution from lov speed vind tnnnel tests,
discnssing effect of ving-vortex distance
p0613 472-45331
Conference papers on Jet and slipstream influence
on aerodynamic coefficients using aircraft models
CDLB-BITT-70-28] p0027 H72-10004
Jet engine simulation vith lov speed vind tunnel
models for interference drag measurement
P0027 N72-10005
Vertical takeoff aircraft vind tnnnel model vith
high pressure ejectors to determine Jet
interference on aerodynamic coefficients
p0028 H72-10007
Aerodynamic characteristics of vind tnnnel model
of hypersonic aircraft
' fNASA-TN-D-6577) . p0032 N72-10045
Prediction of flight penetration of ving buffeting
from vind tunnel model dynamic tests
fABC-CP-1171] p0042 H72-11044
Conference on theoretical methods and vind tunnel
facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of
aircraft at hiqh Reynolds numbers
fAGABD-CP-83-71] p0073 H72-11854
Flov model for shock induced leadinq edge
transonic flov turbulence and rear separation in
lov speed stall of airfoil
P0073 1172-11858
Feasibility of transonic vind tunnel testing of
large cord svept ving panel model for simulating
ving shock location at flight Reynolds number
tNASA-TB-I-67414] p0075 872-11870
Rind' tunnel model boundary layer reduction through
.suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds
number full scale aircraft characteristics
P0076 N72-11875
Methods for solving engine airplane interference
and vail corrections in transonic vind tunnel
tests for predicting aerodynamic performance of
airplane design
p0076 N72-11877
Specifications for high Reynolds nnmber vind
tunnel design for flov simulation in svept vinq
aircraft development tests
P0077 N.72-11883
Transonic vind tunnel model measurements of buffet
loads and boundaries at various sveep and aspect
ratio ving roots
P0078 N72-11886
Transonic vind tunnel design for model testing at
high Reynolds number
P0078 N72-11887
Rind tunnel tests of larqe scale svept anqmentor
ving model vith and without horizontal .tail
CS4SA-TH-X-620291 pOOSO N72-11901
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of semispan ving vith externally
blovn Jet flap
CNASA-TB-X-62079] pOOBO N72-11902
Rind tunnel tuft grid study of trailing vortex
downstream of straight ving
fNASA-CR-62077] P0087 N72-11950
Flov unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic
and subsonic vind tunnels for dynamic tests
• [ARC-CP-1155] p0092 N72-12198
Six-component strain gage stinq balance for small •
vind tunnel models
rARL/A-NOTE-331] P0159 N72-14462
Biqh-pressure ratio turbojet engine simulator vith
common exit nozzle and wind tunnel test results
at Hach 0.6 to 1.27
t NASA-TB-J.-67973] p0162 N72-14792
A-481
HDD TOISBL HOOELS COHTD SOBJECT IBDEI
.Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface
pressures and flow distribution on orbiter space
shuttle . :
[NASA-CB-120037-VOL-1 ] ,.- p0201 H72-15942
Bind tunnel model tests of DB 121 aircraft and
comparison with draq estimates-and full scale
fliqht data
'[ABC-CP-1170] . • p0205 N72-15974
Jet enqine oodel for simulating inlet and exhaust
flow fields in supersonic aircraft wind tunnel
. model
fAD-731238] ... » ' • . p0207 872-16200
Bind tunnel tests to determine performance of
bicone inlet designed for Bach 2.5 with internal
distributed compression and 40 percent internal
contraction . ' ' • • : •
i rHASA-TH-X-2416] • . . p0214 N72-16723
Afterbody thrust measurement in wind tunnel
f08EBA-TP-978] ; . • p0221 872-17206
Bind tunnel aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL
transport model with outboard pod mounted front
• fans and rear fans located in wing-fuselage •
junction - . • . • • -
[NASA-TB-X-62102] , . . , p0249 N72-17987
Bind tunnel tests of models of helicopter rotary
winqs to determine blade- element airloads- in
unstalled and stalled flight regimes '
fNSSA-CB-114424] p0251 N72-18005
Bind tunnel, tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of vertical .takeoff jet fighter
aircraft with six jet engines in transition
speed range-- , - • - - . . - . t ' l
fHASA-TK-X-2060-1 . . : p025V 872-18007
Kind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity on aerodynamic characteristics of
V/STOL aircraft model
[NASA-TH-X-2212 ] -. P0251 N72r18008
Wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic
characteristics of hingeless rotors with hub
moment feedback controls and rotor,frequency
response - Vol. 1 -
[NASA-CH-114427] P0253. N72-18024
Compilation of data obtained from wind tunnel
tests of hingeless rotors with hub moment,
feedback controls and rotor freguency response -
Vol. 2 . j i .
CNASA-CR-114428] P0253 N72-18025
Bind tunnel.study of aerodynamic drag for, engine
pod and its elements including air intake.and
afterbody ; . . = • - . -
[NASA-TT-F-14154] p0265 N,72^18997
Bind tunnel tests to determine .effectiveness of
cyclic, pitch control on V/STOL aircraft for .
longitudinal control during hover and transition
[AD-734237] P0271 N72-19039
Hind tunnel tests to determine longitudinal:
control capability of four.propeller, tilt.wing
aerodynamic configuration .with cyclic pitch '
propellers
[AD-734236] . - P0271 N72-19040
Bind tunnel .analysis of factors affecting vinq .tip
vortex . - . ; • • - ; ' •
. [NASA-TB-X-2516] P0327 N72-20970
Bind tunnel tests of H2-F2 lifting .body entry
configuration at transonic jand supersonic speeds
and selected Reynolds numbers
' TNASA-TB-X-25111 . . P0331 N72-21005
Blade stress analysis, wind tunnel models, and
test procedures for investigating-conversion i
process of folding tilt-rotor .aircraft - Vol. 4
[AD-735733] ' P0334 N72-21028
Bind tunnel determination of lift, induced, on-.swept
wing by two-dimensional partial-span,deflected
jet at Hach .numbers from 0.20 to 1.30
rHASA-TB-X-25291 . , . . , p0365 N72-21997
Bind tunnel tests, to determine, nagnus force on ,
canted fin or self rotating aerodynamic
configurations - -f • • . • •', • <• •'[AD-736369] . - - •P0366 N72-22012
Bind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping
and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw -for
scale model of carrier based variable-sweep ••
fighter aircraft with twin: vertical tails'-v •
[NASA-TB-X-25551 - : p0369. H72-22027
Hind tunnel tests of full-scale flight path.
accelerometer to determine transonic aerodynamic
characteristics and to eliminate-interaction
effects between angle of* attack and sideslip vanes
[AD-736456] ' ' p0371 H72-22328
Effect of transient winds on flow quality of
open-circuit wind tunnel model
CHASA-TB-I-2538J p0379 H72-22993
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of oonarticnlated folding tilt
rotor mounted on semispan wing - Vol. 4
rAD-735632] p0380 H72-22999
•Bind tunnel tests to deteraine 'aerodynamic '
characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft with
simulation'of free flight conditions - Vol. 6.
[AD-735633] . ' ' " ', p0380 H72-23000
Bind tunnel test' data of velocity measurements
with hot wire anemometer in wake of CV-990
aircraft model
[ HASA-TH-X-621.48 J p0419 . H72r2399«
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of powered tilt-rotor 'aircraft
under conditions of hover, .transition, and
croise - Vol. 5 • - ' • " • ' • - ' k . ' •
[AD-736824]' • • • • ' • • • 'pOU19 S72-24001
Bind tunnel -tests to determine .aerodynamic effects,
created by rotor spinup, stopping, and fording
on semispan tilt-rotor model .- 'Vol'i 7
[AD-736825] ' '. '. pO.419 B72J24002
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics'of V/STOL transport aircraft
with tip-turbine driven lift fans
[SiSA-TH-i-621'51]' . _ •' p6420 H72-21010
Large-s'cale wind tunnel investigation of noise,
characteristics of semispan wing equipped with
externally blown jet flaps
fNASA-TH-X-621510 ' ' P0420 S72-24011
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerbdyhaoic
interference and jet-wake interference produced
•by components of high wing, logistics'transport
type aircraft
' rNASA-TB-1-2530] - . ' pO«21 S72-24020
Development and characteristics "of support system
and data reduction capability for free flight
test facility
r.ISAS-477-VOL-37-BO-3'] ' p0424 H72T24343
Bethods for simulating high level Reynolds number
for-wind tunnel model testing at transonic speed
••'•• ['NASA-TT-F-14290 V ' ' " ' p0463 N72-26000
Bind tunnel investigation'of acoustic
characteristics of STOL aircraft
r»ASA-TB-X-62164] ' p0464 H72-26008
Bind tunnel and flight'tests of dynamic stall of
airfoils and helicopter'blades '
'[AD-738610] ". p0469 N72-26251
Basic formulations for developing coordinate'
transformations and equations of motion used
with free fliqht and-wind tunnel data reduction
rNASA-SP-30701 ' , P0472 S72-26475
Engine airplane interference corrections in :
•^ calculating -model aircraft performance from .wind
tunnel .test data • '" •
•
 :
 ' P04.78 N72T27017
f-
 Bin'd tunnel -test requirements for .simulating . .
nozzle parameters and nozzle airframe ;
interference characteristics •
' ' • ' '
 :p0478 'N72-27021
"Bethod for designing wind tunnel model airfoil
with -integra-lly formed pressure measurement
orifices • ••- " '•'' ' ••' • - - . • • • •
; 'fBASA-CASE-LAH-10812-1] . P0482 H72-27272
Bind tunnel -te'st^ 'to determine aerodynamic
characteristics 'of rectang'ular shaped Jcpntainers
carried as external stores: on' helicopters
fBASA-TB-X-62169] P0513' N72-27995
.Bind tunnel determination of aerodynamic.
characteristics for'large scale 35 deg swept"1
wing jet transport model with external blowing
triple-slotted-flap • •' •' '- ' ' '~
.•r'NASA-TH-X-2600] p0514 N72-28009
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerodynanic "' J
characteristics of VTOL1fighter aircraft model
with, external'swiveling'lift engines ;
fSASA-TB-X-62167] p0515 H72-28012
'Bind tunnel tests of forward-mounted overwing
turbofan engine model with determination of jet'
interference effects'and lift-dependent drag
CAEC-CP-1207] ' 'p0527 H72-28998
Momentum loss measured for 'determination of drag
' 'in wind'tunnel model of advanced manned :
interceptor with engine, package containing twin
internal airflow-passages ' -'•
. -fAD-741744] . p0539 H72-29817
A-182
SUBJECT INDEX WIHD TOBNEL STABILITY TESTS
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects
of leading edge serrations on two dimensional
airfoil .
rBASA-Tg-X-26U3] p0581 B72-30992
Effect of ground proximity,in wind.tunnel using
fixed board.noting boundary layer influence
fAEC-B/B-36891.. P0582 B72-30997
Lov velocity wind tunnel investigation.of laminar
boundary .layer development downstream of. suction
slot ' , . •'. .
[AD-7<i2937] ' " p"0583 H72-31005
Rind tunnel tests to determine performance of fan
in wing'model at various angles of attack and
airspeeds ,
' " ' P0649 H72-33966
BIHD TDSBEI BOZZLES
Design .of flexible steel, liners for adjustable
transonic wind tunnel nozzle ,
'[HPL-AEHp-HOTE-1098'j. I
 4,. p0030 1172-10023
Single' screw variable 'rio'zzle for varying Bach
number in .supersonic wind tunnels . .
fRR-018] ... .. p0257 B72-18256
WIHD TDHHEI STABI1ITT TESTS
Wind tunnel model'instrumentation and .captive
trajectory facilities for aircraft stability.
control and metric King-pylon store tests for
performance and structural predictions.
• , , ,. .. p0053 A72-12921
Wind tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch-
damping 'of. aircraft model oscillating in two -
degrees of 'freedom . . • < • •
• • ' " • : ":". . , p0057 A72-13539
Dynamic model of high bypass ratio turbofan
engines for 1-101.1 wind, tunnel flutter test-,n .
program'"' . . • " . , . .
'"fAIAA PAPER 72-376] ..','.>,.' ' .'• P0286 A72-25UOO
Wind tunnel testing of Dassault-Breguet-Dornier
Alpha Jet twin engine trainer, emphasizing tests
for wing-empennage flutter.and jet induced
interference effects
... P0357 A72-30077
Results of preliminary studies of a bearihgless
helicopter rotor concept. , •
[AHS PREPRIBT 600]' . , . pO<IH5 A72-34U90
Wind tunnel experiments on"aerodynamic.superstall,
'describing stability tests and models
, ''.'. , pOI*51 A72-35371
F-111A inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics
' for airframerpropulsion integration based on .
flight and transonic wind tunnel tests-i
PICAS PAPER 72-18] p0553 A72-IHH3
Aerodynamic characteristics of the slotted fin.
P0557 A72-41262
A new method for the evaluation of slotted wind
tunnel interference parameters applicable to ;
subsonic oscillatory tests.. , • . • .
'. , . . ' - • • i p0559 A72-»16i»2
Full 'scale wind tunnel tests of small empowered
jet aircraft with T tail
f HASA-TB-D-6573] . .- p0030 N72-10031.
Transonic wind tunnel tests of effectiveness of
high lift 'devices on swept and .straight -wings in
. controlling flow separation
, . . - . . . . ,.., p0074 K72-11860
Transonic wind tunnel testing for predicting
flight performance characteristics of aircraft
i -• p0075 872-1,1865
Correlation of transonic'wind tunnel test data
with flight1 test results on slender wing
airplanes for double delta configuration .! •
Development , • ; . - • -
. . . -p0075 H72-11868
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical
techniques for determining full scale
aerodynamic flight drag factors
JN&SA-TH-X-67IH3] . ' p0075 B72-1T869
Bethods for^ solving engine 'airplane interference
and wall corrections in transonic wind.tunnel
tests for predicting aerodynamic performance of
airplane design , _ .. • .
p0076 H72-11877
Aerodynamic suitability of Freon 12 for wind,
tunnel testing of'transport aircraft models at
increasing Reynolds numbers and subcritical and
supercritical Bach numbers
r"ASA-TH-lt-671H7] . p0077 H72-11879
Hydraulic eguipnent for high Reynolds number
testing in transonic wind tunnel
rNASA-TH-X-67U18] ' p0077 H72-11880
Low speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on cambered wings of mild gothic planform of 1/4
.- aspect ratio - •
[ARC-CP-1163] p0081 N72-11907
Bind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of AVBO
720 scale model with determination of np-elevon
and leading edge notch effects
tARC-CP-1140] P0088 N72-11962
Wind tunnel tests on prototype munitions dispenser
designed for external carriage on tactical
aircraft ' • ; . - . - •
P0173 H72-15835
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory •
lateral stability derivatives of slender
variable sweep wing aircraft model and
comparison with Concorde and HP-115
rBAE-TH-70095] p0204 B72-15972
.Flow distortion.and performance measurements on 12
in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward •
speeds and angle of attack settings in closed
wind tunnel
P0211 B72-16702
Controller, independent of- other intake
controllers and aircraft data systems, and wind
• tunnel testing of supersonic intake control system
• '.' p0212 H72-16706
External drag characteristics of jet engine
exhaust nozzles, using wind: tunnel tests
• • • - -~ -- ~ -~ -• - p0212 F72-16707
Velocity distribution at supersonic compressor
inlet in wind tunnel tests
P0213 B72-16713
Wind tunnel tests to determine static stability
and control characteristics of flexible aircraft
rHASA-TN-D-6656] ' p0266 B72-19001
Low speed wind tunnel' test on low-drag airfoil at
half a million Reynolds number, noting
aerodynamic coefficients
fARC-CP-1187] • p0270 N72-19033
Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to
determine areas of: agreement when nonlinearities
appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender
wing aircraft
p0330 B72-20990
Wind tunnel tests to determine Bagnus force on
canted fin or self rotating aerodynamic
configurations
[AD-736369] P0366 N72-22012
Wind tunnel, tests to determine effects of
variations in body shape on aerodynamic
characteristics of all-body hypersonic aircraft
configuration
TNASA-TH-D-6821J . pO«19 N72-23996
Strain gage balances for measuring aerodynamic
coefficients in wind tunnel model test -
conference
f DLB-rMITT-72-06] p0469 B72-263U1
Combination mechanical-electrical strain gage
balances for subsonic wind tunnels
p0470 B72-26342
Hnltiple component strain gage balance for
- measuring aerodynamic loads'and forces in wind
tunnel model stability tests
' : . • ' p0470 B72-26343
External strain gage balance for wing stability
measurements in supersonic wind tunnel'
! •• p0470 N72-263U4
Strain gage bridges for wind tunnel balance systems
i • pO»70 H72-26345
Error analysis on wind tunnel effects in strain
gage balance measurements
' \" - p0470'N72-26346
Instationary dynamic load measurements on twin
bridge gage in wind tunnel tests
:
 pOI.70 N72-26347
Oscillating balance system for stability
derivation measurements in supersonic wind tunnels
P0470 N72-263U8
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests on delta wing models
at high incidence for pressure distribution '
determination • • • ' - '
t.AHC-CP-1198] ' pO<»76 M72-27004
Wind tunnel tests to determine low speed
aerodynamic! characteristics of large scale model
of advanced fixed wing fighter aircraft with
thin, cranked leading edge wing
CBASA-TB-D-6919] p0513 N72-27998
Wind tunnel stability tests of XV-6A vectored
' thrust vertical takeoff aircraft model .in and
A-183
USD' TDHBEl BAILS SUBJECT ISDEI
oat of ground effect'at low speed
f N A S A - T N - D - 6 8 2 6 ] P0572 H72-30008
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of.
in-fliqht thrust reverser on stability and
control characteristics of single-engine fighter
aircraft model • . . - - . •
rNASA-TN-D-6886] p0573 N72-30010
Low Hach number Hind tunnel study of advanced
manned interceptor in blended body shape
•. • f -AD-7«17«5] ' "' ' " P057U S72-30021
Aerodynamic 'testing of wing sections, using laser
" 'Doppler veiocimete'r and conventional pressure
measuring techniques * • • ' • * ' • •
rAD-7i»09011 ' ' ' p0577 N72-30U18
Full scale wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic
stability derivatives of variable-sweep fighter
configuration with twin vertical .tails ,
CHASA-TN-D-69091 ' p0622 N72-32041
»IBD TUBHBL BALLS, T . ' ' • - . . ' '
 f ' . , '
Application 'of wall corrections to transonic wind
tunnel data; , - ' ' • ' •
- •' '[AIAi FAPEB 72-1009] ' ',."", P0558 472-41591
Researches' on the'two-dimensional 'retarded
cascade.';I, II. ; '"
' ' • ' , . • • • ' _ • p056o A72-4i9ii<t
Numerical method for calculating wall-induced
interference at subsonic speeds in slotted or
perforated 'wind tunnels with rectangular cross
sections -•: - • .
fNASA-TB-B-379] p0073 N72-11853
Higher-order ;thebry used for solution of two
dimensional subsonic wall interference, due'to
source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel
' wails ) .'
' riD-735967] '''..'. P0337 N72-21307
. Bind" tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional
flow applied to pressure distribution
measurements in transonic wind tunnel
T«iSA-TT-F-1U316] ' ' p0626 N72-3226II
BIHD TUBBBLS ' ,
HT BLOBDOHN BIND TUNNELS - .,
NT CASCADE HIND TUNNELS ' ' . ' ' ''
HI HtPEBVELOCITY BIND•• TUNNELS .
HI LOB DENSITY. BIND TUNNELS
NT LOB SPEED BIND TUNNELS
NT SHOCK TUHNELS
ST SLOTTED WIND TOHNELS " • .' " . ' . • ' "
NT SUBSONIC BIHD TUNNELS - '":
ST SUPEBSOHIC BIND TUNNELS '-
NT TRANSONIC BIND TUNNELS '• ' ; ''
Hind tunnel measurements for'near flow'field
velocity distribution in rectangular winq wake
turbulence, comparing with flight measurements
TAIAA PAPER 12-41] ' : . p0133 A72-16948
Low turbulence wind tunnel with closed circuit
design and pressure'gradient adjustment
capability for turbulent boundary layer studies
p0139 sA72i17713
•Sonic boom simulation.devices and techniques, ,
including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges; spark
discharges and shock tubes . . . , ,
- " - ' ' •' '• '* p0198.A72-21906
Electromagnetic position sensor for magnetically
supported model i'n wind tunnel, discussing
design, operation 'principles and performance
' • • • • " . - ' • p0213 A72-2U773
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free qliding
Investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible
wing two body system '•' • ' ' •'•' '
'• • • '• . ' ' p039« 'A72-31U03
Honitor'"and regulator for automatic speed control
and flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel"
-• ..P0<m A72-33609
Design and development of the United Aircraft'
Research' Laboratories acoustic research tunnel;
• fAIAA PAPEB 72-1005] ' ' p0558 'A72-41589
J-aser Doppler velociaeter operating in forward-
' and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind .
tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic,
transonic and supersonic regimes " ' '
..-.'.... .'•"- '-• - ' p0563 &72-U2678
A nea'r'real time data acquisition/reduction
facility for the Boeing wind tunnels. ,
' ' "•"•' ' ' p056« A72-«'2699
Experience with the HBC 10 ft. x 20 ft._V/STOL.
propulsion tunnel - Sone practical aspects' of
- V/STOL engine model testing^ '•
• - •'
 :
 p0600 A72-41|2it7
-On-line digital computer for wind tunnel,
operating systeas, and real tine operation
[HPt-AESO-1326] . • »v p0033 N72-10181
.Pitot stem blockage corrections in uniform and
nonuniform pipe flow determined by wind tunnel.'
• measurements ... . •
fARC-CP-1175] • .... • p0045 N72-11295
Design, construction, and capabilities of wind
tunnels used for aeronautical research by - >,.' •
private and governmental agencies in OS".- -Vol.' 1
f!!ASA-CR-187U] p0092 H72-12182
Bind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift •
control system , " :' '
[BASA-TN-D-6627] . ,.p01«9 N72-13978
Survey of wind tunnel testing' procedures for
noz'zles,and exhausts ' . . . - . - • -
.-.;'.:'•:•'•• - . p0209 .H72-16688
Development and characteristics of support system
and data reduction capability for free flight
test facility - . ,- - . . . • -
riSAS-U77-YOL-37-HO-31 p012H N72-2t3<!3
Development and characteristics of dual scatter
. '. laser Doppler velocimeter for flow distribution
.measurement, in wind tunnels, helicopter
ddwnwash, and across high lift wing sections
pO«35 N72-25506
Installation of structures assembly model and wind
tunnel systems -• . ; - • .. . •
. ; CHASA-CB-1.12056] pO«37.N72-25712
Design and performance- of low .turbulence wind,
tunnels- driven by centrifugal blowers
[ICTAEHO-72^,10] „, . -,
 : -pOU68. N72-26208
Electrofiuid.. dynamic energy conversion for wind
tunnel augmentation U - ' •*•••
. > -. - pO<(68 N72-26210
Compilation of technical reports on missile
design, missile guidance, helicopter stability,
VIOL aircraft, and wind tunnel design - Vol. 3
[SB8-11-U70153-9] pO<(75 N72-26995^
Development of algorithm based on matrix methods '
-for solution-of wind.tunnel force-balance •:'•'
, equations, and iterative'-solution using automatic
computer reduction ' » . ' . - -
^tNASA-TN-pn6860] P0176 N72-27002
Characteristics of wind tunnels at Naval research
center and associated test support equipment and
facilities. . • • , - :.
tiD-7U1213] p0533 N72-2922V
Bind tunnel tests to predict aircraft .wake
turbulence due to tip trailing vortex - ,
[HtSA-CB-62078]- . . p053U N72-29237
Beasnrement of wind tunnel background pressure
fluctuations for application to- design of
aerospace vehicles - . . ' * • . •. • . -
, ', f NASA-GET 123810] .p0575 N72-302H5
"Hiniature capacitive "-accelerometer for use in 'free
, flight wind tunnel telemetry
rNASA-TB-X-26l(H] .. ,. ..-. -p0589 N72-31160
Bind tunnel tests .to determine damping '
, characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight
'.path accelerooeter at subsonic and supersonic
speeds . •
 1V • . ... •. - i
.rin-7U299*] '.'•". " -p0589 H72-31U80
. Activities of. ONERA for 1971
,. , . ., ..,.-.- . p0592 ;872-31962
Structural suitability and.tcost effectiveness of
ferro-cement for large subsonic wind tunnel
structures
CNASA-CR-114501] , - • p0648 H72-33916
•ISO TABES . . , , - . - ' . ' . . -
Tanes for sensing incidence angles of airstreao
with respect to aircraft, noting correlation
.coefficient ... .
 ;
. .. .-.. - - , . p01«5 A72-18U50
Low speed wind -tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft
pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes
. '<for flight test recording of airspeed and flight
altitude . .- -.,. ... . -
[ABC-CP-1162] • s p0093 H72-12392
.Effect of linited amplitude and rate of flap
motion on vane controlled gust alleviation system
,[NASi-TN-D-6733]- ., . P0265 N72-18995
«IBD. T&EIMIOBS. . ' . • : • ' 1
Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal
shear, fluctuations. i
'.,".; c. • • • • P0599 A72-4<H46
•IBD VELOCITI', ,,n.:. . f .
Periodic variations of wind velocity and direction
Beasured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britian)
SUBJECT IBDEX BIBS L04DIBG
froa 1962 to 1966
r4HC-CP-1158) ~p0095 B72-12553
Heasnrinq air velocity and tenperature for
inertial navigation using DEC 5 aircraft
•[BC4B-TB/BDD-74] ' p0523 B72-28675
BIBD VELOCITY HEASOBEHEHT ' ' . . . : < - '
Corrected wind measurement and dost velocity for
airplane motion - LO-LOC4T project
tiD-739875] . p0522 B72-28659
HIBDIBG . ' . : . ' • . - • -.. •
HT FILABEBT RIBDIBG • ' . ' - '•" ' •
ilHDHILLIHG • ''' ' '
0 AOTOBOT4TIOB ' '
IIHDOBS (4PEBTORBS)
Optical qualities of aircraft windshields and
direct•vision windows; considering color,' liqht
transmission, faults, heatinq, distortion,
inside reflections and doable imaqes
•• • . : p0305 472-270011
Aircraft transparencies froa civil operator
viewpoint, considering replacement cost of
flight deck and cabin'windows -: • •
• p0305 472-27005
.Aircraft fuselage acrylic qlazinq design,'covering
passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreen and
various surface coatings • - :•"'
p0305 472-27008
. Concorde aircraft optical transparency] components
design characteristics and reliability" tests,
noting visor, pilot forward windshield, flight
deck side windows and cabin windows
• • • • ' • P,°.306 '»72-27012
An estimate of sonic boom damage to large windows.
:i • • ••'•• -•p0441 472-31234
Liqht transmission, reflection and'environment
, problems of hydrophilic coatinqs for foq and
frost protection in aviation'instrument window
design , • • • ' • , • , - •
P0563 472-12519
BUDS ALOFT •
BT JET STREAMS (HETEOBOLOGT) - ';1
Binds aloft forecast use to:predict southwestern
mountain-lee wave behavior'for general aviation
cross country flights ;•• - •' ' '
: ' ' '
 Ip0348 A72-28863
•Wind, temperature, and ••clear''air turbulence, in''
• middle and upper stratosphere -': •. ''
fNLL-H-22438-(5828.IF)] p0520 B72-28304
BIBDSCEEEBS • •' " • '
0 BIBDSHIELDS •' ' • '•"' ' -
WIBDSBIELDS . . -• ' • f '-'
Glass-vinyl.retractable windshield visor
development for Concorde aircraft, considering
rain, hail and icing 'effects, strength and
stiffness under aerodynamic loading and heating
I P0231 472-22900
Optical qualities of aircraft windshields and-
direct vision windows, considering color, light
transmission, faults, heatinq,-'distortion,
inside reflections and double^images ' * '
-' P0305 4-72-27001
Aircraft windscreen design, discussing high impact
strength glass, electrocondnctive film, '
• transparency service life and weight reduction
• - ' • ' • p'0305 472-27006 .
4ircraft fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering
passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreen and
various surface coatings " • " " • ' - -r - '• '
p0305 A,72-'27008
Aircraft windscreen reliability, discussing^1
delamination, interface shear stress effects and"
analogy to metal fatigue ' ' ' '
- p0306 A72-27011
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components
( design characteristics and reliability tests,
: ; noting visor, pilot-forward windshield, ''flighV
•deck side'windows and cabin windows • •:-•''..:
- . . ' . ' ?..-.-- p0306' 472-27012
Concorde aircraft windshield panels bird impact
resistance, noting effects of edge clamping
width, ply thickness, composition and temperature
• • P0306 472-27013
Aircraft windshield bird impact resistance, noting..
weight, speed, angle and window geometry-effects'v
. - . ' • . - p0306 472-27014
High light transmission electrically conducting
Hyviz and gold film laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heating applications*' ' ^
v : • -••" ' P0357 472-30038
Computer technique to analyse aircraft windshields
for multiple imaging .
fAD-7HaO»U] p0586 B72-3103U
BUG CABBBB
Viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally
cambered siall aspect ratio slender wing near
solid.interface
P0119 472-16215
iirfoil contour design as envelope of family of
circles with' centers lying.on mean camber line
•" . ..p0227:472-22298
Hughes'500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered
blades, comparing thrust and.stall
.characteristics with symmetrical blades
. p0359 472-30290
HBG FLAPS . . , .,
BT LEADIBG EDGE 'SLATS ...
BT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS . . .
" Externally blown flap noise tests at,various
nozzle exhaust velocities for STOL aircraft
noise reduction
.[4144 P4PEH 72-129] p0180 A72-18962
' Externally blown flap impingement noise.
[AIAA PAPER 72-66H] p0455 A72-35961
Effect of limited amplitude and rate of flap
motion on vane controlled gust alleviation system
[B4S4-TH-D-6733] ' .' p0265 S72-18995
Boise measurements.of jet augmented lift systems
for use on proposed STOL aircraft
[BASA-TD-D-6710] p0319 B72-20011
Designing TF-31 mixer exhaust nozzle to reduce
^ noise generated .by impinqement of exhaust on
'STOL wing flap , ...
""'[H4S4-CB-120916] p0465 B72-2601U
Design of fast-acting electromechanical actuator
: for full span. Fowler type wing flaps in direct
lift control applications
CB4S4-C8-2059] . p0517 H72-28027
Two-dimensional flow around sweptback wing slotted
flap ...... .
[4BC-H/M-36811 . p0527 M72-28996
BIHG FlOi HBTBOD TESIS •
aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measurement on wing-body combination model,
investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface
P0018 472-12228
Rind tunnel simulation of full scale vortices.
[4HS PBEPHIBT 623] ., p0443 472-34477
Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to strong
attached shock waves ' .
P0611 472-45114
Rind tunnel tuft grid study -of trailing.vortex
downstream of straight wing
[B4S4-CR-62077] . p0087 B72-11950
Rind tunnel investigation.of interference of jet
stream issuing from high bypass ratio aircraft
engine below wing
L
 [ABC-CP-1156] .
 P0088 N72-11963
Two-dimensional flow around sweptback wing slotted
flap
[ABC-B/H-3681] p0527 H72-28996
RIBG LOADIBG , , .
Increasing lift and .Reynolds number effects.on
displacement and skin friction of three
dimensional turbulent boundary layer on infinite
swept wing ... . • . - '• .; i
;'.;'.' ., . , • ... , • .. p0014 472-11395
Thin shock layer theory of.lifting properties of
reentry caret and flat delta wings and
"'^ waveriders at high incidence .angles and Bach
number , ' . ' . . .
.'.;'. ' • ' pOOIB 472-12345
Flutter problem wing-air flow energy exchange at
.instability, limit, obtaining vibration mode
. shapes'.from homogeneous boundary value problem
analog model ...
. „ . ' ' . . p0054 472-13191
Lifting surface linearized potential theory for
unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and
horizontal tail"surfaces, using computer program
" . ' . , . p0057 A72-13541
Low wing loading STOL transport with ride
smoothing automatic control system, notinq
thrust-weight ratio •i
fAIAA PAPEK 72-641 p0133 472-16942
Binq load distribution and induced draq control by
warpinq,. summarizing linear theory and wind
"tunnel test results
4-485
RING OSCULATIONS SUBJECT INDEX
p02UO A72-20218
Aircraft wing structure fatigue life estimates •
based on flight load tiae histories froa counter
acceleroneters
tSAE PAPEB 7203051 p0288 A72-25569
Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology
application to general aviation propeller driven
tvin enqine aircraft, discussing wing loading
and aspect ratio optimization
[SAB PAPEB 720337] p0291-A72-25595
Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic
response at supersonic speeds, noting • -
application to stress estimation nnder gust loads
P0300 A72-25922
Three dimensional photothermoelastic nethod of
refrigeration with composite model to study
transient thermal stresses in wing rib
p0362 A72-30907
Bending and torsional mode deformations of two
dimensional elastic wing under sinusoidal and
random gust .
p0107 A72-33229
Vortex induced wing loads*
pOUSO A72-35257
Downwash distribution at surface of rectangular
planform wings with prescribed subsonic
aerodynamic loading for various aspect ratios
p0503 A72-38809
Evaluation of the downwash integral for
rectangular planforms by the BAG subsonic
lifting-surface method.
. ' . p0503 A72-38810
Augmentor winq design for Buffalo STOl aircraft,
discussing operational principle and wind tunnel
test results ••
p0550 A72-10684
Trailing vortex effects on winq pressure
distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests,
discussing effect of wing-vortex distance
p0613 A72-45331
An experimental investigation of a -)et issuing
from a winq in crossflow.
P0613 A72-U5332
Analysis and comparison of qust load models based
on either discrete qust concept or continuous
gtfst concept
[NLB-TB-71025MJ] p0037 H72-10998
Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for
lifting rectangular wings noting wing loading
[NPL-AEBO-NOTE-1095] P0038 N72-11012
Kinetic jet enqine energy as liftinq force on
turbojet wings
CJPHS-5<t785] P0100 N72-12984
Method for using liftinq-surface theory to obtain,
pressure distribution on winq with trailinq-edge
flap or control surface
CNASA-TN-D-6798] . . p0366 N72-22007
Transverse shear, loading on tapered, spars noting
stiffness matrix
rNLB-TB-70052-V] . . P0175 N72-26944
Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker F-28
full-scale winq structure under cyclic gust
flight simulation loading
[NLB-TB-710U3-U] P0188 N72-27955
Winq loading theory with wings at rest in subsonic
flow and control surface oscillating with small
amplitude
rARC-B/H-3676] p0582 N72-30994
•ING OSCILIATIOHS • -' '
Thin winq harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow,
developinq analytical form of kernel function in
qeneralized Possio integral equation
P0126 A72-16707
Subsonic oscillating surface theory for wings with
partial span controls, noting computer program
rapidity . . .
T A I A A P&PBB 72-61] P0132 A72-16931
Inverse integral Fourier transforms to solve
steady periodic motions of wing close to solid
surface, deriving* equations of lift and
. principal moment
" P0196 A72-21701
Approximate method for nonlinear differential
equations of motion solution in flight dynamics,
applying to control surface buzz and slender
winq oscillations
P0235 A72-23453
Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of
disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity
wake pattern, applying results to flapping wing
mechanics
P0247 A72-25129
Hingeless blades flap-lag oscillations linear
stability characteristics in hovering flight,
examining precone, elastic and pitch-lag
coupling and induced inflow aerodynamic effects
P0359 A72-30289
Application of the finite element method to
torsional flatter analysis on an analog computer
P0509 A72-39907
Flap-lag indnced nonlinear oscillations in
torsionally rigid helicopter blade, solving.
nonlinear equations of.motion by multiple tine
scales asymptotic expansion
fAIAA PAPEH 72-956] p0562 A72-42356
Investigation of the interaction between a
circular wing and a flow of ideal lignid
p0598 A72-13796
Aerodynamic lift characteristics of oscillating
two dimensional airfoil subjected to sinusoidal
gust
[AD-726132] 00039 872-11017
Low speed wind tunnel measurements of lift and
pitching moments of HACA 0012 rotary wing
profiles including measurements during pitching
oscillations at stall
tABC-CP-11U5] ' . . P0080 N72-11903
Calculation of aerodynamic forces on thin wing
oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow using
collocation method
CBAE-TB-69073] ' P0081 H72-11910
Two and three dimensional wind tunnel tests on
oscillatory, control surface derivations noting
Beynolds number and/or boundary layer transition
variation on wing
CABC-CP-1151] p0088 H72-11960
Rotational loading and flutter tests on straight
winq space shuttle to establish damping
requirements
[NASA-TH-X-62110] p0201 S72-159KO
Kernel function solution for pressure distribution
over wing with oscillating control surfaces in
subsonic flow
[NLB-TB-70123-0] . p0424 872-24368
External strain gage balance for wing stability
measurements in supersonic wind tunnel
pO*70 N72-2634U
Strain 'gage measurements of buffetinq properties
. on wing-body combinations
P0470 N72-26349
SIB6 PABBLS
Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in
incompressible flow
[ONERA, IP HO. 1088] p0492 A72-37760
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
in bending'test due to stringer interruptions,
analyzing structural deficiency via .column and
beam'bending theories '
• " ' ' . P0566 A72-42827
A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite
laminates.
P0597 &72-43H98
Formulae for components of perturbation velocity
in linearized subsonic theory for symmetrical
cranked wing panels at zero angle of attack .
[HPI.-AEBO-SOTE-1090] P0029 H72-10021
Bolling-up process of discontinuity surface
resulting from unstable vortex layer, behind
aircraft wing
[HASi-TT-F-111230] . p0320 B72-20015
Experimental determination of.stability and stall
flutter of scale model of tilt-propeller .
free-wing Y/STOL aircraft
rBASA-TH-D-6831] p0463 N72-2.5998
Aerodynamic interference between wing and surface
of velocity discontinuity in nonuniform
potential flow field ,
CHAL-TB-254] pO»76 H72-27000
Numerical analysis of lifting wings with parabolic
wing tips to determine aerodynamic
characteristics and stress concentrations
r»D-741883l p0527 H72-29002
ilBG P1AHFOBHS .
NT ABEOi (INGS
HI DELTA RINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN RINGS
NT SREPTBACK RINGS"'
NT VARIABLE SWEEP RINGS
A-186
SUBJECT IHDEI II1G TIPS
Have draq redaction by antisymmetric winq and body
arrangement, discussing application ,to transport
aircraft at supersonic speeds
••• . ./;-,. .. , . ., , p0.122.A72-1653<t
Concorde aerodynamic''configuration, E .and D,
discussing 'wi'ng laypuY.in "terms of .draq,'
stability,' 'control and weight" distribution...
characteristics
' .
 e . . . . , pOIBI. A72-19057
Aerodynamic data' acquisition wi.t.h magnetic balance
"-
01
 •-on wind tunnel 'model delta and AGARD G vihq
''•-" pla'nforins "and body of revolution . ,.
• •- • •''
 :
-
 :
" ~\ ; p02«3 A72-2U770
Supersonic aerodynamic'influence'coefficients
•' matrices 'calculation' for wings of arbitrary
planform, constructing computer program .' .
'• ; _ .- ".."'.' P031Q A72'-28142
Vortex induced- wing' loadsi ," '* , ' . ' . '
' • ' • ' • ' ' " p'0450" A72-352S7
Computation of transonic flow about, finite lifting
wirigs^ ' ' " ' ' , . . . .
'• '••" ' p0450 A72-35258
Triangular and conical wings in hypersonic, flow
•• with Bach reflection of shock waves" from., leading
edge with optimal. L/p ratio . . .' . / ,
"."''. -' ,.'','. . '. ,,,'' pO 1.60 472-368931
 Downwash distribution'at surface of.rectangular
planform,wings with prescribed subsonic..-
 (
' aerodynamic loading for various' aspect.ratios
• • • • ' • • •' • '. . • ' < • ' • pp5b3| 472-.38809
''Inyestigation of the interaction between a
circular wing and a flow of ideal 'liquid
 r • • •
'•• ••' •' " ' ' . ..
 t; p.6598'A72-JI.3796
Low speed wind tunnel'longitudinal stability, tests
'.'-'on cambe're'd''-'wings of mild .qoth'ic' planform of 1/1
• •' 'aspect ratio '' '' '' " '" ' •
[AEC-CP-11631 ' ", POO'81 B72-r11907
lift-increase of small span-chord ratio wings.with
lateral fluid jets'directed along 'span
rAD-733858]' "• "" " '" p0267 N72-19010
Laboratory simulation of Hach 3,cruise heating on|P
'winq structure representative...of X-15 aircraft
1
 ' for "flight load's'measurement'. ."
 t- . " ,. -
rNASA-TN-D-67119] "" '"' '^ ,'p0283' N72T.15922
Waverider prediction of hypersonic b'dhavior ,oft
winq planforms . ' '.",1 "• ',' ./, •
" '- '; ' .'. " "; " p;0617 B72-3.1997
Homentum theory for optimum design of winq surfaces
• • : • • ' • - . , P0618 N72-31.999
BIHG PROFILES •" ' ' ' ",. .'-.:.".-. .
NT WING SPAK ' ' ' '' .' ' '
Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft .wing ; ,
profile, solyinq miied Cauchy problem " •• ..'
•' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,
 ; p^0013, A72-11178
Elliptic winq-vortex interac'tion for -va'rious
aspect ratios ' , , ' . ' ,
.'.'.'.''.'.'''" '' .P0123. A,72-:f65lt2
Laminar/turbulent boundary layer^transitipn on
parabolic winq profile in sup'ersonic wind- .
tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number' increase
with leadinq edge thickness ... ,
• ' ' • • • • • • • • • p0227 A72-.22M07
Supercritical thick winq for structural weight
'reduction and increased cruise .speeds,flight. ,
tested'on Navy T2-C aircraft ' '. ,
rsAE-PAPER 7203201 . ' '•""'.'.;':•• P-9??" A72-25583
. Book of aircraft' design illustrations covering,
' three view and perspective form low drag ".
airfoil,'aspect ratio, plain split, slotted and
multiple flaps ' ' '' ,,
, p0361..'A72-;3'0776
Bodographic equations solution' containing.critical
point for 'compressible fluid two 'dimensional
flow, noting calculation.of wing profiles and
turbine engine cascades ' ' . ." . -
rONEBA, TP BO. 10U8] . : ;. ' p0362 A72-308!11
. Vortex sheet simulation method for slender >,
wing-canard surface nonlinear interaction . ,
investigation ,. ' -.
' . . . . P0413 A72-33695
Dnified area rule for Hypersonic.and supersonic
wing-bodies. . - - - - •
 ( ^ • .
' ' . ' • ' ' ' pO<450 472-35251
Calculation"of an unsteady separation flow past a : .
slender profile . ,
P0460 .472-36900'.'
Supersonic aircraft wing form Influence, on sonic • (
boom, discussing supersonic wind tunnels-tests ,
for noise reduction , ; • .v
- . . < ; - . p0509 A72-39931
Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt
trailing edge effects 'on drag and lift
characteristics of wing profile
. - . . < : . p007lf H72-11862
Low speed wind tunnel-measurements of lift and
; pitching moments of SACA 0012 rotary wing
profiles including measurements during pitching
oscillations at stall
. • [AEC-CP-.11451 • pOOSO N72-11903
Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional
flow distribution during stall development on
. . rotary-wing profiles :
r*8C-CP-1lil6] pOOSO N72-11904
Transonic potential flow around quasi-elliptic
winq profile- noting shockless compression
rBEPT-10/19711 , - - p0317 H72-19996
-• Supersonic wind tunnel extension for transonic
profile measurements - ' •
[DLR-HITT-72-02] - pOt68 N72-26213
Numerical conputation of transonic flow around
leading edge of winq profile
fNASA-TT-F-142851 ' p0618 N72-32010
ilBG BOOTS .
Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for
supersonic leading, edges,'determining expansion
. of velocity potential'on root chord
• . _ p0360 A72-30365
1IBG SLATS
0 LEADING EDGE SLATS ... ' •
HING SLOTS
Rind tunnel investigation of unswept rectangular
s 'Wing with externally blown single slotted flap,
;. .determining optimum -slot width as function of
momentum coefficient and flap deflection
: , ' . . • . P0070 A72-15161
'Two-dimensional flow-around sweptback wing slotted
flap
fASC-R/H-3681] p0527 N72-28996
Plow claracteristics about uncambered, slender
delta wing at 15 deg incidence with high energy
blowing from leading edge slots
[CRANFIELD-AERO-9] p0635 N72-32992
WING SPAN
Flat plate wing autorotation experiments about
spanwise axis in low speed wind tunnel
. ...'' , ' . ' p0070 A72-15117
Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of
perfect incompressible fluid around wing of
:finite span with arbitrary form
: p0071 A72-15558
Lift and induced drag characteristics of jet
.. flapped finite span wings in close proximity to
qround, using method of matched asymptotic
expansions • ' -' •
p0404 A72-32827
Evaluation of- Reissner's correction for1 finite
span aerodynamic effects.
p0459 A72-36774
' Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider
hovercraft
P0509 A72-39902
Vortex drag factor of untapered swept winq with
" • part span flap, noting spanwise loading
- [ABC-B/M-36951 - • p.0527 N72-28997
ilBG STALL .
D BODBDAEI LAYER SEPABATION
IlBG TANKS
Utilization of wing and empennage volume for
aircraft fuel tankage, presenting equations and
charts for quick determination of available volume
, • . ' p0299 A72-25811
1IBG TIPS- >'.':
Tip clearance effect on.compressor blade
aerodynamic characteristics,'applying Bollay
analysis to low aspect ratio rectangular wing
. • • - . •
 :
 '•' • p002« A72-12825
Wing tip shape effects on vortex sheet rolling
calculation by Belotserkovskii method
p0110 A72-17850
Batural inertia moment effect of balance weight at
wing tip on 'critical flutter rate
p0191 A72-21092
Blade characteristics of axial flow fan with
orifice-fan guide investigation by theoretical
model with flat plate parallel to winq tip surface
P0397 A72-32142
Effect of several »ing "tip modifications on a
trailinq vortex.
A-087
SIBG-POSBLAGE STOBES SUBJECT IBDEI
p059i| A72-43334
Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rolling
op applied to study of straight or moderately
sweptback vinqs
fNASA-TT-F-14111] p0169 H72-15273
Badial vane array for controlling wing tip vortices
fATN-7102) • p0253 H72-18026
Linearized solution for flov separation near tip
and wake edge of lifting ving with trailing edge
separation
fAD-734791] p0277 N72-19347
Hind tunnel analysis of factors affecting ving tip
vortex
rNASA-TH-X-2516) p0327 N72-20970
Numerical analysis of lifting wings with parabolic
wing tips to determine aerodynamic
characteristics and stress concentrations
rAD-741883] p0527 N72-29002
Aircraft trailing vortei formation and persistence
behind large transport aircraft
fNASA-TH-X-68566] p0533 D72-29228
Computer program to analyze ving tip vortex as
function of ving tip shape
[NASA-TT-F-14538] p0576 N72-30264
Numerical analysis of axial velocity of ving tip
vortex and comparison with free stream velocity
fAD-7i|2311] p0577 S72-30285
HIHG-FOSELAGE STOBES
Wind tunnel model instrumentation and captive
tralectory facilities for aircraft stability,
control and metric wing-pylon store tests for
performance and structural predictions
P0053 A72-12921
Bind tunnel aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL
transport model with outboard pod mounted front
fans and rear fans located in wing-fuselage
junction
[HASA-TH-X-62102] p0249 B72-17987
RINGED BOCKE1 BOOSTEBS
D HINGED VEHICLES
HIJGED VEHICLES
Ground effect ving vehicles stability in forward
motion, deriving characteristic equations by
linear analysis
p024l| A72-24844
IISGS
NT ARROW RINGS
NT CABBEBED RINGS
NT CARET HINGS
NT CBDCIFOBH HINGS
NT DELTA HINGS
NT FIXED RINGS
NT FLEXIBLE RINGS
ST INFINITE SPAS RINGS
NT LIFTING BOT8BS
NT LOR ASPECT BATIO RINGS
BT PABAGLIDEBS
NT PABARINGS
NT BECTANGDL4B HINGS
NT BIGID BOTOBS
NT RIGID HINGS
NT BING RINGS
NT FOTABY RINGS
NT SLENDER RINGS
NT SDPEBCBITICAL RINGS
NT SREPT RINGS
NT SREPTBACK HINGS
NT THIN RINGS
NT TILTING BOTOBS
NT TIP DBIVEN BOTOBS
NT TRISTED WINGS
NT ONSHEPT RINGS
NT VARIABLE SHEEP KINGS
Difference equations and relaxation method for
three dimensional transonic flov field about
vinqs in terms of velocity potential
T A I A A PAPEB 72-189] P0128 A72-16843
Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady
pressure monitoring via flush-nounted
microphones, discussing flov patterns on models
P0182 A72-19093
Jet-STOL angoentor wing consisting of moderately
thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat
and double surface trailing edge flap
p0197 A72-21899
King structural weight estimation for civil
aircraft preliminary deriving generalized
formula based on ving root bending moment for
specified flight condition
P0232 A72-22909
Automated optimization for preliminary design of
supersonic aircraft vings, noting flutter,
stresses and resonant fregnency as dynamic
constraints
fAIAA PAPEB 72-3331 p0286 A72-25368
Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft
witb nonplanar vings and ving-tail surfaces in
supersonic flow
fAIAA PAPEB 72-378) p0287 A72-25402
Shot peen contouring of Boeing 747 wing skins
combined with incremental chip forming, noting
principles and manufacturing process
fASH PAPEB H 72-31,4) p0314 A72-28160
DC 10 aircraft ving stringers'fabrication and
processing, discussing stress relieving and
stretch form contouring techniques, aqinq and
tempering processes and flaw detection
CASH PAPEB H 72-31,31 p0314 A72-28161
Airframe and wing fatigue life testing, discussing
results recompatation for changed operating
conditions
P0358 A72-30276
Temperature dependent elastoplastic winq
assemblies and continua analysis via matrix
displacement method
POU13 A72-33791
Influence of wing deformations measured during
flight tests upon the flight, performance of a
glider made of synthetic materials. I
P0603 A72-44452
Hultipropeller slipstream and wing interference,
noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force
distribution, and wakes
P0029 N72-10015
Analytical method for determining three
dimensional vortex interaction effects on
aerodynamic properties of ving and aircraft
configurations
CNASA-TT-F-14074] p0100 N72-12982
Prediction of high lift ving characteristics in
relation to detachment phenomena
[NASA-TT-F-14073] p0100 N72-12983
Destructive crack propagation and fatigue tests on
C-130 aircraft center wings
rNASA-CB-112008] P0112 N72-13884
Extension of Gersten nonlinear ving theory to
transonic flow
[BHVG-FBHT-71-21] p0164 N72-14994
Forebody and forebody/wing configuration data for
supersonic inlet performance and distortion
during maneuvering flight
P0212 N72-16710
Dual fuselage aircraft design with yawable ving
and horizontal stabilizer
rNASA-CASE-ABC-101170-11 ' p0332 N72-21010
Fatigue crack propagation and static residual
strength characteristics of fatigue damaged vings
[NASA-CB-2075] p0525 N72-28899
Aerodynamic testing of ving sections, using laser
Doppler velocimeter and conventional pressure
measuring technigues
CAD-7409011 P0577 N72-30418
RISE
BT ELECTBIC WISE
NT EXPLODING HIBES
Aerospace wire and cables testing methods
standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical
and chemical properties, coating thicknesses,
continuity flaws, flammability, geometrical
characteristics, etc
[SAE AS 1198] pOOOS A72-10384
Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing vire
antenna and derivation of egnations of motion
P0217 N72-16899
Fatique testing of mechanical cables for arresting
gears
[AD-733988J p0257 N72-18273
RISCONSIN
Environmental impact survey of airport in Park
Falls, Hisconsin
[PB-204025-F] p0483 N72-27284
Environmental impact statement on proposed
development of Neillsville Hunicipal Airport,
Heillsville, Risconsin
fPB-204576-F] p0627 N72-32274
HOOD AIBCBAFT CONSTBOCTIOS
0 AIBCBAFT STBOCTDBES
A-S08
SUBJECT INDEX ZBBO-ZBBO iBATHEH
BOBK CAPACITY
Control technique and flight guality for crew
workload reduction to improve military and civil
aircraft flight safety
p0059 A72-13640
General aviation type light airplanes pilot
workload during steep landing approach,
comparing flight tested control response
parameters with handling gnalities criteria
,. [AIAA PAPEB 72-125] p0132 A72-1694t
Ground based ATC information processing systems
analysis, considering controllers work load
p0229 A72-22778
Area navigation systems integration into existing
ATC and man/machine relationship problems,
considering cockpit workload coordination
p05U6 A72-40280
An area navigation system for a long range airplane.
p0546 A72-40281
BOBK DECREBEBT
0 WORK CAPACITY
BOBK HARDENING
Helicopter rotor blade spars shot peening in
centrifugal vibrator, optimizing Cr-Bo-Ni steel
surfaces work hardening
p0304 A72-26820
WRAP
Plywfap process for low cost automated fabrication
of fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting
applications from missile interstages to modular
housing
p0312 472-28081
BBECKAGE
Computerized error function method of wreckage
trajectory analysis in aircraft accident
investigation, using fundamental equations of
motion
' • P0054 A72-13250
Z BAT AHALTSIS
X ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive
testing of aircraft structure for maintenance
and special problems
P0180 472-18840
X BAT FLUORESCENCE IHiLYSIS
0 X HAY ANALYSIS
Z RAT INSPECTION
Application of nondestructive testing procedures
to maintenance of large commercial aircraft
p0040 N72-11025
Z BAT PBOTOGBAPHT
0 RADIOGRAPHY
Z BAT TESTING
0 X EAY INSPECTION
1-11 AIBCBAFT
Model following variable stability system for
X-14B VIOL aircraft, discussing hardware design
and flight evaluation
FAIAA PAPEE 72-96] p013<l A72-16978
Z-15 AIBCBAFT
Surface-pressure-fluctuation measurements used for
boundary layer transition detection on X-15
vertical fin at peak altitudes of 70,000 meters
fNASA-TH-X-2466] p0102 N72-12994
Laboratory simulation of Bach 3 cruise heating on
wing structure representative of X-15 aircraft
for flight loads measurement
[NASA-TN-D-6749] p0283 N72-19922
Z-22 AIRCRAFT
Integrated airborne-qround based instrumentation
system for variable stability X-22A aircraft
flying gnalities research, discussing telemetry,
mobile van, landing aids and airplane design
P0411 A72-33628
An integrated system of airborne and ground-based
instrumentation for flying qualities research
with the X-22A airplane.
TABS PBEPSIHT 654] p0444 472-34486
An experimental investigation of STOL longitudinal
flying qualities in the landing approach using
the variable stability X-22A aircraft.
[AHS PREPRINT 612] p0447 472-34502
1-24 AIBCBAFT
Pilot safety considerations in design and
operation of X-24A lifting body vehicle
p0439 N72-25969
IV-4 AIBCBAFI
Effects of variations in stability derivatives on
performance of XV-4 aircraft
[AD-744104] p0625 N72-32066
17-5 AIBCBAFT
Turbotip lift fan design developed for XV-5 VIOL
research aircraft, reviewing changes for future
commercial and research transport systems
[ASHE PAPEB 72-61-111] p0299 A72-25674
UK 40 AIRCRAFT
Geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of
Yak-40 aircraft
[AD-736902] P0384 N72-23031
• YARNS
Nebbing joints stitching strain, considering nylon
and flax yarns stretching properties and various
stitching patterns strengths
p0008 A72-10315
YAB
Aircraft pitching and yawing cross couplings
compensation at high speed
pOOOS A72-10506
Airplane sideslip and yaw rate perturbations by
continuous random vertical and side gusts, using
" low"pass filtered white noise representation for
mathematical modeling
p0313 A72-28125
Full-scale inlet/engine testing at high
maneuvering angles at transonic velocities.
tAIAA PAPEB 72-1026] p0558 A72-41604
Jet interference effects on yaw stability for SAAB
37 and 105 kind tunnel models
P0027 N72-10006
YAIING BOBBNTS
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and
asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing
moment, discussing variable stability T-33
flight tests
CAIAA PAPEB 72-94] poi33 472-16946
Hovercraft internal and external aerodynamic
forces, discussing control, suspension, yawing
moments, directional and roll stability and
random surfaces performances
P0231 A72-22824
Inflight measurement of yawing moment of inertia
of HP-115 aircraft using wing-tip parachutes
fABC-B/B-3691] p0585 N72-31025
Aero-normalized yawing moment derivatives
[ESDD-71017] p0617 N72-31988
Effect of fin and rudder on rolling moments due to
sideslip and yawing
fESDD-70006] p0617 N72-31992
TABBETERS
D ATTITUDE INDICATOBS
D YAW
HELD STRENGTH
Aircraft gas turbine engine Hi base alloy disks
and shafts thermomechanical treatment,
considering yield strength and high and low
cycle fatigue resistance
p0407 472-33299
Z TBABSFOBB
D LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
ZENER DIODES
D AVALANCHE DIODES
ZEBO CROSSINGS
0 ROOTS OF EQUATIONS
ZERO LIFT
Experimental results regarding drag in supersonic
flow without lift in the case of flight bodies
with three in front pointed bodies
fDFVLS-SONDDB-215] p0503 472-38686
Approximation for towed unbanked body lateral
stability in zero lift conditions
f AP.C-R/H-36751 p0527 N72-28995
ZERO-ZERO BEATBEB
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ABBOTT. P. I.
On the rase of freon-12 for increasing Reynolds
number in wind-tunnel testing of three
dimensional aircraft models at subcritical and
supercritical Bach numbers
rrUSA-TB-i-67<l17J p0077 872-11879
ABBOTT, J. B.
Aerodrnanic and acoustic performance of two choked
flov inlets under static conditions
rBASA-TH-X-2629] p0632 H72-32765
ABDEL-EABI, S.
Aerodynamic data acquisition with the University
of Southampton magnetic balance.
p02U3 A72-21770
ABDELHABID, A. B.
Unsteady forces and noise from fan-in ving model
in cross flov.
fASHE PAPEB 72-61-92] p0298 A72-25666
ABDBLIAHAB, B.
Experimental evaluation of a TF30-P-3 tnrbofan
engine in an altitude facility: Afterburner
performance and engine-afterburner operating
limits
CHASA-TH-D-6839] pO«77 H72-2701U
ABEL, I.
A Kind-tunnel evaluation of analytical techniques
for predicting static stability and control
characteristics of flexible aircraft
[BASA-TH-D-6656J p0266 H72-19001
ABBLSBAOSBB. L.
Bear misses - A critical discussion on an
important topic
p0233 A72-22972
ABBBBATHT, F. A.
An estimate of the power required to eliminate
. trailing vortices by suction '
riDA-LOG-HO.-69-1016U] p0337 B72-21290
ABBAHAH, B. . :
Plight safety by means of redundancy
p0152 A72-35U76
ABEALOV, H. A.
Hicroplasma welding of KhISHIOT steel casings
p0228 A72-22518
ABEAHOilTZ, P. H.
Principles of incremental forging, phase 2
flD-729012] p0110 H72-13434
ABBOL, B. K.
Problems of aircraft electrical power systems.
p030« A72-28693
ACB. J. T.
Inflight vibration and noise study of three
helicopters
P0215 B72-16823
ACKEBHAB, G. H.
Cooling of advanced engines by endotheraic
reactions of hydrocarbon fuels
pOO»7 B72-11672
ACKLAH. D. J.
Plight simulator as a design tool.
p01«2 A72-18245
ADAUCZIK. J. J.
Passage of an airfoil through a three-dimensional
disturbance
pO»63 B72-2599U
ADAHS. D. P.
Airframe structural materials for drone applications
[AD-736616] p0369 B72-2203<1
ADAHS, E.
Steady laminar hypersonic boundary layers past an
axisymmetric hyperboloid at theme-chemical
egnilibrina
(DLB-FB-72-16] p0519 H72-28280
ADAHS, F. D.
A technique for measuring in-plane displacements
by holographic interferometry
[AD-7<Hll|90] p0629 872-32483
ADAHS, G. D.
Evaluation of STOL instrument landing system
(1ALAR 4)
fPAA-BD-72-15] p0326 1172-20587
Evaluation of STOI modular icstruoent landing
system (HODILS)
CPAA-BA-72-11J pfllI36 H72-25605
ADAHS, B. H. -
Haintenance fault isolation in the seventies
p0040 H72-11027
ADAHS, J. E.
The impact of the Air Transport Association of
America /ATA/ collision avoidance system on the
1600 HHz aeronavigation band.
p0550 A72-U0881
ADAHS, J. J.
An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling qualities using pilot models.
[AIAA PAPER 72-962] p0561 A72-U.2347
ADAHS. B.
Wind-tunnel simulation of store jettison with the
aid of magnetic artificial gravity
[HASA-CB-1955] p0266 N72-19000
ADAHS, H. E.
Study of the application of advanced technologies
to long-range transport aircraft. Volume 2:
Research and development requirements
fBASA-CB-112089] p05m B72-28003
ADAHS, I. H., JB.
Analytic prediction of aircraft spin
characteristics and analysis of spin recovery.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-985] p0561 A72-12329
ADAHSOH, G. P.
Jet engine test facilities - Laboratories for
tomorrow's engines.
[ASHE PAPER 71-HA/GT-12] p0117 A72-1590II
Hodnlar design concept improves jet engine
maintainability
pOOUO K72-11030
ADCOCK, J. B.
Supersonic aerodynamic damping and oscillatory
stability in pitch and yaw fro a model of a
variable-sweep fighter airplane with 'twin
vertical tails
fHASA-TH-X-2555] p0369 H72-22027
ADDIS, L.
The electroluminescent lighting research program
P0376 N72-226I14
ADDI, A. L.
Correlation of experimental aerodynamic
B-1
ADB, F. A. B. PEBSOBiL AOTHOB I8DEI
coefficients on the basis of carve fitting in.
the three-dimensional Cartesian alpha, C sab B,
C'sab m space
[40-7328311 p0218 H72-17001
iDE, P. i. B.
High resolution observations of the subnillimetre
stratospheric emission spectrum.
P0245 172-25023
ADBI. A. B.
Hicrowave radioaetry for sorveillance from ••-i
spacecraft and aircraft . .
P0520 H72r28471
ADOLPB, C. P.
Criteria trends obtained from analysis of current
aircraft . ,
P0620 872-32025
AGIB, H. I.
An algorithm for optimal aircraft scheduling. '• >
P0604 472-U4582
AGUILAB, F.. 1.
Dynamic and crashworthy evaluation of the DH-1B,
C, D, B, medical attendant's seat
CAD-737197] P0370 1172-22040
ABHAD, I.
fietal matrix composites for high temperature
application i
f4D-734304] , . p0279 H72-19647
AIBA, T.
Investigation of the air stream from air-entry
holes of the aeronautical gas turbine combustor.'
P0122 A72-16493
Investigation of air stream from combustor liner
air entry holes. 2: Experiments with paired
air entry holes and a numerical analysis
fSlL-TR-227] " P0258 B72-18279
AIKEB, 1. B.
Full-scale wind-tunnel tests of a small unpovered
jet aircraft with a T-tail
rsiSA-TB-D-6573] p0030 S72-10031
Large scale wind tunnel investigation of a
semispan wing equipped with an externally-blown
jet flap
[BASA-TH-X-62079] pOOSO 1172-11902
AIBD, B. J.
The optimisation of undercarriage suspension
characteristics by a deterministic method.
p0235 A72-23458
AKAHA1SO, T.
Calculation, by the potential method, of unsteady
forces acting on an assembly of lifting surfaces
p0057 172-135U1
A1CHH4DDLIB, B. H.
Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider
hovercraft
p0509 472-39902
4KSEBOV, A. F. .
Certain features of the netal friction process in
an aviation-fuel environment
P0315 472-28183
Effect of'the chemical composition.of jet fuels on
their antiwear properties
P0350 472-29073
Effect of some types of aviation fuels on the
endurance of steel 45 •
p0354 472-29487
Influence of test time and contact stresses on
antiwear properties of jet fuels under rolling
friction
CAD-738883] p0471 H72-26471
ALABIB, I. A. .
Starting of aircraft.gas turbine engines
fAD-740291], p0538 872-29812
AlBEB, t. . .
The rocket pioneer Friedrich Hilhelo Sander
. ' p0525 B72-28966
A1BEBS, J . A . • ' . ' . .
Analysis of the effect of engine characteristics
on the external aerodynamics of ST01 wing
propulsion systems ,
CNASA-TH-X-2541] p0378 872-22795
Two-dimensional potential flow and boundary layer
analysis of the airfoil of a STOL wing'
propulsion system
p0483 872-27286
Predicted upwash angles at engine inlets for STOL
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A feasibility study on a 200 volt, direct
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A dynamical theory of flutter ' - - '
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Reliability' analysis applied to structural tests
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Crew compartment vibration environment in the
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Crew compartment vibration environment in the
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evaluation of operational effectiveness
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.The status of human perceptual characteristic
data for electronic flight display design
P0373 H72-22622
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The electroluminescent lighting research program
' . ' • ' ' . p0376 S72-226im
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technology for v/STOL propellers,.-
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Dynamic characteristics of engine inlets
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HACA designated airfoils
, CAD-738623] p0484 N72-27332
A hybrid computer program to computer simulate, a ••
pilot controlled aircraft
tlDr740430.] . , pO.53'3 H72-29223
Fracture control procedures for aircraft
• . {Structural .integrity
' ,.• , P0541 1172-29909
Para-foil steerable parachute, exploratory -,
development for airdrop system application
TAD-7U2294J P0574 B72-30019
Theoretical pilot rating predictions ,
"'•• '. • •-• p0621 H72-32036
Static and drop tests of a guarter scale model
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cushion landing system . • .
. CAD-7U38291 P0624 1172-32056
A study of the effects of ..parameter variation on
the flying qualities of the IV-ilB V/STOL
aircraft
[AD-744104] ,.. . . p0625 . N72-32066
A technique for measuring i'n-plane displacements
by .holographic interferometry . .
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Methods of auditory display for aircraft , • . ,
collision avoidance systems . « .
fAD-729765,1 , , , , ,p0153 H72-14005
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Cruise performance, testing of advanced aircraft
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. Flight testing for turning performance
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Experimental determination of the moments of
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Toward a differential game solution to a
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A cost/decision model for the deferred
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A maintenance manhonr sensitivity model for
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Design of a longitudinal flight control system
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aerial expeditions 1 and 2 for study of the
peculiarities of conditions of the boundary
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An application of fracture concepts to the
prediction of critical length of fatigue ..
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analytical aspects of fatigue of metals)
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Experimental study of shock impingement on a
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Aviation engine vibration theory and calculation
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Soviet aeronautical engineering
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Seduction in flutter instability of an elastic
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Practical aerodynamics of the YAK-40 airplane
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Bate of fatigue crack propagation in the
airframe structure
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antinear properties of jet fuels under rolling
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Aerodynamics
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test results with aid of regression analysis
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Aircraft, powerplants. Systems and components .
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The control system of the Soviet tnrbofan engine
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Vibrational relaxation in the products of
hydrocarbon fuel combustion
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automatic adjustment during air photography
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Rodern methods for the artificial dissipation of
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Theory'and design of aircraft tnrbomachines
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A physical model of clear-air turbulence,.
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Ecological aspects of bird-aircraft strike hazards
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transportation, volume 3: Appendices
[PB-2052431 p0379 N72-22986
Aircraft and air pollution, selected readings
rAD-73591(3] p0388 N72-23655
National transportation planning manual (1970 -
1990). Hanual D: Airports and other
• intercity terminals
fPB-207529] p0483 N72-27280
Commuter air carriers ' ' '
P0526 N72-28979
Cargo security equipment applications guide
- ' - • - • p0526 N72-28985
Department of' Transportation national plan for
v
 navigation
rAD-7419im] ' ' p0579 N72-30592
National transportation statistics
- • • . ' • p0634 N72-32966
The 1972 national transportation report: •
Present status, future alternatives
p063* B72-32982
The implementation of the statement on national
transportation policy
CAB-1] - p0635 -N72-32985
The 1971 national transportation study. Hannal
1: General information •
• rOHB-OI|-S72001|] ' p06»9 N72-33973
DEPOTI INSPECTOR GEBEBA1 FOB INSPECTION AND SAFETY
(AIB FOBCE), BOBTOB AFB, CALIF.
Operational aspects of forces on man during
ejection/extraction escape in the OS Air
Force, 1 January 1968 - 31 December 1970
P027* N72-19W
DEOTSCHE FOBSCBOBGS- OND VEBSOCHSANSTALT FOEB LOFT-
OND BAOHFABBT, BEBLIB (REST GEBHANY).
Four introductory lectures on aerodynamic noise
theory
rDLR-liITT-71-20] ^: p0382 N72-23018
Aerodynamic noise theory 1 (general aspects)
• "J •'* • . -p0382 N72-23019
Aerodynamic noise theory'2 (approximate
procedures)
P0382- N72-23020
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Aerodynamic noise theory 3 (jet DOise)
p0383 B72-23021
Spectral methods in let noise theory
p0383 H72-23022
The influence of an inclined jet on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a control surface
p0028 N72-10011
Investiqations of exhaust jets of TL-engine models
,
 ( P0029 872-10013
Noise-abatement flight profiles for CTOL and
V/STOL aircraft
[DLB-FB-71-10] p0042 B72-11040
1 method for calculating the transonic buffet
boundary including the influence of Beynolds
number
i p0073 B72-11857
Application of the Bayleigh-Hitz method with
ueshwise interpolation for calculating the
, buckling loads of shallow sandwich shells with
parallel edges
[PLB-FB-71-30] , p0174 N72-15879
Flight mechanics . . . '
fDLB-HITT-71-11] p0203 B72-15963
Flight mechanical problems of the V/STOL technique
p0203 B72-15964
Some common aspects of flight mechanics in
aviation and space flight
. p0204 B72-15965
On the drag of parachutes
• . • p0204 H72-15967
Future work in the field of aircraft flight
mechanics
P0204 H72-15969
The propulsion jet of a VIOL aircraft
p0211 B72r16700
Bicromesh filters for contrast enhancement of
electronic displays
fDLB-FB-71-731 p0322 H72-20216
Air traffic planning with methods of linear
programming
CPLB-FB-71-601 . p0326 B72-20595
Control and disturbance transfer function of
longitudinal aircraft motion without automatic
control
[PLB-HTTT-71-11] p0366 B72-22010
A limited study of the trade off between
luminance and color coding in electronic
aircraft displays
p0373 N72-22623
On.the influence of lift engine arrangement'on
the eigenmotion of lift jet powered-VTOL
aircraft in hovering flight
[PLB-FB-71-112] pO»22 H72-24028
Approximate calculation of canopy shape, forces
and stresses of a flat circular parachute in
steady descent
[PLB-FB-71-98J i p0467 B72-26026
Extension of the Brunswick supersonic wind
tunnel for transonic profile measurements •
fDLB-HITT-72-021 p0468 B72-26213
External stain gauge balances for three
component measurements in subsonic.wind tunnel
pOU70 B72-26344
On a pyrotechnic-ballistical deployment aid for
parachutes
[DLB-HITT-72-071 p0514 N72-28004
Comparison of turbojet, Tnrborocket and ramjet
as a propulsion system for long range
airplanes at Bach numbers between 2 and 4
fPLB-FB-72-38] . p0647, H72-33750
Steady laminar hypersonic boundary layers past
an axisynmetric hyperboloid at thermochemical
equilibrium ,
[PLB-FB-72-16] '; p0519 B72-28280
Possibilities for jet simulation in the Bo-wind
tunnel of the DFVLB-AVA Goettingen
P0027 -H72-10005
-Influence of a jet on the aerodynamic properties
of wings positioned above the jet nozzle
P0028 B72-10010
Force and downwash measurements with jet
simulation on models of the European airbus in
a low speed wind tunnel i
P0028 H72-10012
Experimental investigation of the drag of wings
with a blunt trailing edge at transonic speeds
P0074 B72-11862
Force and pressure measurements on a slender
delta wing at transonic speeds and varying
Beynolds numbers
p0074 N72-11863
Simulation of two dimensional aerofoil flow at
high subsonic Hach numbers and high Beynolds
numbers by means of an equivalent body of
revolution
P0076 B72-11874
Flutter analysis of aircraft taking into account
the effects of servomechanisms
CDLB-FB-71-37] p0151 B72-13995
Development of a time-sharing system for the
teleprocessing of wind tunnel measurements
with the IBB 7040 computer as central processor
[DLB-FB-70-68] P0168 B72-15186
Pressure measurements on harmonically
oscillating wing tailplane configurations
fDLB-FB-71-54] p0269 B72-19021
Calculation of the unsteady pressure
distribution on harmonically oscillating
slender wing fuselage configurations
[AVA-FB-7126] p0317 B72-19997
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
a wing-body combination with wing of low
aspect ratio in compressible flow
[AVA-FB-71291 p0317 B72-19998
Calculation of the potential flow around
axisymmetric bodies, cowls, and inlets
- tAVA-FB-71311- P0324 B72-20331
The possibilities of actually testing the
combustion characteristics of aviation fuels
with appropriate equipment
P0047 B72-11674
Early stage detection of oil changes in aircraft
engines
pOOSO B72-11698
Simulation study of the flying qualities of a
remote controlled lifting body
tDLB-FB-71-82] p0319 H72-20010
Direction finding of emergency radio buoys by
aircraft
[DLE-FB-71-110] p0472 N72-26520
Calculation of the pressure distribution on an
aircraft fuselage with emerging lifting jets
using singularities
p0029 B72-T0014
Contribution to the selection of fire
extinguishing systems and agents for aircraft
fires
P0048 N72-11685
Investigation of fire extinguishing powders by
means of a new measuring procedure
p0049 B72-11691
An analysis of cumulative damage by means of
biharmonic loading
rpLE-FB-71-23] p0170 B72-15530
Facility connected error effects up to 0.1
percent in wind tunnel balances with strain
gauge systems
p0470 S72-26346
Derivation measurements in supersonic wind
tunnels by free oscillation method
p0470 B72-26348
Survey of different models for computing the
flow of a lifting rotor
P0037 N72-11002
Influence of different parameters (like jet
contraction, vortex core diameter) upon rotor
downwash calculation. Application to the case
of an auxiliary-wing
P0037 B72-11003
Digital program for the calculation of forces,
moments, and time histories for a helicopter
rotor with hinged blades. Part 1: list of
the equations
(DLB-FB-71-67) p0166 B72-15008
The rocket pioneer Friedricb Hilhelm Sander
P0525 B72-28966
DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHiPT FOEB LOFT- DBD BAOHFABBT,
COLOGHE (WEST GEBHAil).
Beport on the DGLB-symposium on design problems
of V/STOL propeller and rotors
[DLB-BITT-71-18] . p0381 B72-23008
Beport on the second meeting of the
DGLB-Scientific Committee of the German
Aerospace Society
[DLB-HITT-72-06] p0469 B72-26341
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft and
Engine Jet
[DLB-BITT-70-28] ^0027 N72-10004
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Rotor flow and flight mechanics of hinqeless
rotors • . -
rDLB-BITT-71-12] p0037 H72-11001
DEDTSCHES GEODAETISCHES FOBSCBUBGSIBSTITDT, BUBICH
(WEST GEBBANT) .
The significance of the ellipsoidal forn of the
earth in .air navigation
fSER-C/DISS-166] p0523 H72-28677
DIBECTOBATE OF AEROSPACE SAFETY, HOBTOH AFB. CALIF.
DSAF bird strike summary
CAD-739464] p0481 B72-27041
DOBHIEB-IBBKE G.B.B.H. , fBIEDBICHSBAFEN (REST
GEBHANI).
Turbulent and laminar jet propagation in .
rotating systems and its application to jet
mixing in the wake of. reaction driven rotors
p0028 872-10008
Theoretical considerations of a sprinq, hinged
rotor of variable flapping stiffness and
constant phase shift- -
P0038 1172-11007
Rind tnnnel investigation of buffet loads on
four airplane models
p0078 872-11886
Experimental investigations of the aerodynamic
coefficients of a body-wing combination and
comparison with results of linear and
nonlinear theories for subsonic speeds
P0318 B72-20001
Flight tests of the performance of the DO-31
aircraft
p0329 B72-20981
Some selected problems of rotor supported
recovery systems. Part 1: Design
[DGLH-71-020-PT-1] p0382 H72-23013
Some selected problems of rotor supported
recovery systems. part 2: Aerodynamics of
rotors with axial descending flow
tDGLR-71-020-PT-21 p0382 N72-23014
Buffeting measurements on a wing-body-model with
strain gauges, at the wings
pOUTO H72-263U9
DODGLAS AIBCBAFT CO., ISC., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
Maintenance fault isolation in the seventies
pOOilO B72-11027
A flight simulator study of STOL transport
directional control characteristics
fFAA-BD-71-81] p0011 B72-11037
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer.
[AD-7290501 p0107 N72-13039
Investigation of aerodynamic analysis problens
in transonic maneuvering, volume 1
TAD-737293J p0380 N72-23002
Theoretical studies on the aerodynamics of slat
airfoil combinations
[AD-737126] p0385 N72-23042
A general class of airfoils conformally mapped
from a circle . '
CAD-738318] p0419 B72-24003
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
CAD-738900] pO«81 N72r27046
Fatigue and fail-safe design features of the
DC-10 airplane
p0540 H72-29899
Developing the DC-10 structural inspection program
•p0252 N72-18019
Haintainability and maintenance measurement
p0253 H72-18023
DREIEL DBIV., PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Development of visual-display aid to air
navigation
fNASA-CB-112062] p0389 B72-2366U
DOHLAP AID ASSOCIATES, IDC., SAHTA HOHICA, CALIF.
Human factors research on carrier landing system
performance
[AD-733703] • p0256 B72-18120
DTBAHIC SCIEHCE EHGIHEEBIHG OPERATIONS, PHOENIX,. •
ABIZ.
The design, fabrication, and testing of an
integrally armored erashworthy crew seat
fAD-742733;) p0586 872-31030
DYBABIC SCIEHCE, IBVIHE, CALIF.
Analysis of aircraft fuel tank .fire and
explosion hazards
f AD-725027] . . p0044 N72-11056
Ignition of fuel vapors beneath titanium
aircraft skins exposed to lightning
fNASA-CB-120827] p022« H72-17949
Study to deteraine the application of aircraft
ignition source control systems to fiitare army
aircraft '-
[AD-729870] ' p0153 B72-14006
Safety evaluation of emulsified fuels
tAD-729330] p0161 N72-1178*
Crash survival design guide
[AD-7333581 p0255 872-18038
Evaluation of self-sealing breakaway valves for
crashworthy aircraft fuel systems
fAD-7382011] P0425 B72-24547
A survey of naval aircraft crash environments
•with emphasis on structural'response
[AD-739370] • p0481' 872-270114
Evaluation of the OB-1D/H helicopter crashworthy
fuel system in a crash environment
tAD-739567] ' - p0517 B72-28023
EAST CEHTBAL FLORIDA BEGIOBAL FLABBIBG COOBCIL,
RIHTEB PABK.
Hetropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy
study: Cape Kennedy Begional Airport,
Melbourne, Florida
[PB-201195] p0032 B72-10050
EASTEB8 AIB LIHES, INC., HIABI, FLA.
Computer application strategy for control of
airline maintenance in the seventies
P0039 B72-11020
B747 personalized maintenance approach
p0318 872-20004
EDGEBTOB, GEBBESHAOSEH ASD GBIEB, INC., RA1THAB,
BASS. -
Instruction manual EG and G model 196, aircraft
hygrometer system
[AD-740638] p0535 B72-29483
EDDCATION BESEABCB, INC., BERKELEY, CALIF.
Economic utilization of general aviation airport
runways
[BASA-CB-114406] ' p0169 B72-15244
EIDGE80SSISCBES FLQGZEOGdEBK,'EHHEB (SRITZEBLABD).
The development of a DBS balances series for six
component measurements of models or model
parts in subsonic wind tunnels
D0470 B72-26343
ELECTBO DEVELOPHEHT COBP., LIBWOOD, RASH.
Solid state rotary switch
CAD-731758.] p027S '872-19277
ELLIOTT FLIGHT AOTOHATIOH, LTD., EOCHESTEE (EBGLAHD).
Some design aspects of the stability
augmentation system for the RG13 rigid rotor
helicopter
•p0084 B72-11930
Some engineering and operational factors of
mnltisensor displays '
• p037S B72-22636
ELLIOTT-AOTOHATION SPACE ABD ADVANCED BILITABY
STSTEHS, LTD., CABBEBIEY (EBGLAHD).
Aircraft trajectory optimisation using
Pontryagin's Bininnm principle
• [ETB-4] P0420 H72-24007
EBGIBEEBIHG SCIEHCES -DATA DHIT, LOHDOB (EBGLABD). '
Aero-normalised stability derivatives: Effect
of wing on'yawing moment due to yawing
[ESDO-71017] ' p0617 B72-31988
A method for estimating the pressure
distribution on the surface of a
•two-dimensional aerofoil in a sonic stream
[ESDO-69013] p0617 B72-31989
Lift-curve slope and aerodynamic centre-position
of wings in ioviscid supersonic flow
[ESDO-70012] p0617 N72-31990
Lift-curve slope and aerodynamic centre position
of wings in inviscid subsonic flow"
[ESDO-70011] • p0617 B72-31991
Aero-normalised stability derivatives: ' Effects
of fin and rudder on rolling moments due to
sideslip and yawing
[ESDD-70006] • p0617 872-31992
Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft
tyres. Part 2: Estimation of braking force
rESDD-71026-PT-2] p0619' B72-32013
Average gust frequencies subsonic transport
aircraft
fESDO-69023-AHEBD-B]. p0619 872-32015
Curves for use in the determination of gross
thrust and mass flow in flight. (Air
breathing ducted-flow engines with convergent
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nozzles) • .
fESDD-690080 • p0631 B72-32746
The deteroination of gross thrust and nass flow
in flight. (Air breathing ducted-flow 'engines
with convergent nozzles)
[ESDU-69007] p0631 N72-32747
Introduction to the measurement of thrust in •
flight. (lir breathing ducted-flow engines)
[ESDO-69006] i • P0631 N72-32748
Profile drag coefficient increnent due to.
full-span single-slotted flaps (Handley Page
and NACA types) . ••,- .
[ESDO'02.01.06] . ; p0635 = H72-32987
Low-speed normal force and pitching moment of
slender wings in ground effect
[ESDU'71007]- . P0635 B72-32988
•Lou-speed longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of slender vings
CESDO-71006] p0635 B72-32989
Lift coefficient increment due to full-span
split flap: • Flap chord 0.20 c ;
(ESDU'01.01.04] ' p0635 .N72-32990!
Prictional and retarding forces on> aircraft
tyres. Part-,1:,. Introduction
[ESDO-71025-PT-1] p0636,.N72-33001
Airspeed data for performance calculations
[ESDO-69026] . p0636 >H72-33002.
Non-dimensional approach to engine, thrust and
airframe drag'for the analysis of measured
performance data: Aircraft with turbo-jet and
turbo-fan engines
•[ESDD-70020] p0636 B72-33003
Introduction to items on the analysis of • >
measured performance data: Aircraft with
turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines
CESDD-70019] p0637. N72-33004
Graphical method for the analysis of measured
performance-data using drag determination:
Aircraft with, turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines'.
[ESDO-70021] p0637 H72-33005
Non-dimensional graphical method for the ' •
analysis of measurements of* steady level
speed,, range and endurance: Aircraft with
turbojet and turbofan engines
[ESDO-700221 , • p0637 N72-33006
The measurement and analysis of climb performance
fESDD-70023], .; .,- p0637 N72-33007
Heat balance for flight -vehicles :
:[ESDD'690091 P063T H72-33008
The estimation of near-field sound pressure
levels due to jet noise
rESDO-72002] • p0637 N72-33009
Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft
tyres. Part 3: Planing
CESDO-72008-PT-3] , p0637 N72-33010
Buckling stress ratios for flat plates .under.
shear and non-uniform compression
CESDO-70002] I . • • -.p0617 N72-33882
The cumulative' damage of aluminium alloy
specimens under variable amplitude fatigue •_ •
loading . • - •
rESDD-69021] p0648 N72-33899
Introduction to design information on ;acoustic '
fatigue . . . .
fESDO-720011 . .
 : p0648 B72-33902
.-Effects of kinetic heating on equilibrium
temperature of flight vehicles : •
fESDD-690121 p0648 N72-33938
Engineering Sciences Data Unit titles through 1972
p0648 -N72-33961
Prospectus .. •, .. , . •
. , . p0649; B72-33962
EBVIBOBHBHTAL PBOTBCTIOH AGENCY, HASBIBGTON, D.C.
Heport to,the President and Congress on noise
rs-DOC-92-63) . p0578 . N72-30559
EPSCO, IHC., SES.THOOD. BASS.
STOL aircraft instrument 'landing system • : .
fAD-725705) . . p0111 B72-13595
ESL, INC., SOBByVALB, CALIF. . . . •
Communication performance over the T08S
multipath/interference channel . •,
rSASA-CB-122295] : p0091 H72-12086
ESSO DEVELOPBENT CO., LTD., ABIHGDOH (EBGLABD).
Aviation fuel lubricity - - •,
POOU8 N72-11679
Stability of synthetic aviation gas turbine
lubricants at high temperatures • - .
P0050 N72-11695
EOBOPEAB BESEABCB OFFICE, LOBDOH (EBGLABD).
Visit to Siai-Harchetti, Sesto-Calende/Vergiate
(Varese), Italy
tAD-729377]' 'p015l> B72-14012
The FAS.2 helicopter stabilizer, Ferranti
International News, autumn 1971
CAD-737707] ' P0122 B72-24031
The BG.13 LTBX helicopter: Summary of lectures
presented at the Royal Aeronautical Society
[AD-737611] P0133 B72-2501*
EXPLOSIVE TECBBOLOGI, IHC., FAIBFIELD, CALIF.
An emergency life-saving instant exit system for
cargo, cargo-transport and passenger aircraft,
'volume 1
[AD-736056] • p0386 H72-230«6
FACTOBI HDTOAL BESEABCB COBP., HOBROOD, BASS.
Evaluation of a novel slurry-type fire
extinguishing agents
tAD-730610] .-- P0207 N72-16078
FABBABD OPTICAL CO., INC., VALHALLA, H.T.
•' A multipurpose wide field, three dimensional
head up display for aircraft
P0375 N72-22639
FEDEBAL AVIATIOB ADHIBISTBATIOB, OKLABOHA CITI, OKLA.
Sixth Annual International Aviation Haintenance
• Symposium. The Aviation Haintenance
Environment in the 1970's
P0039 N72-11019
Aircraft accidents investigation and prevention
Selected references
[AD-730979] ' P0218 B72-16999
Evaluation of executive jet approach angles
[FAA-FS-600-71 P0421 ' N72-24022
Aeronautical telecommunications in Southeast
Asia: Indonesia, Laos, Halaysia and Thailand
P0033 B72-10171
The Federal Aviation Administration aircraft
noise abatement program, FT 1971 - 1972 .
P0088 N72-11958
Government's needs in acoustics: Aircraft noise
abatement and regulation
(;BEPT-61) p0088 B72-11959
System•design for an all weather airport surface
traffic system
fBD-620:63965] p0096 B72-12587
Estimated instantaneous airborne traffic in the
Pacific
' P0096 N72-12588
FAA statistical handbook of aviation
-' [ZBS-348G] P0099 N72-12968
Third Annual National Aviation System Planning
Beview Conference '
- [BBCNM-2] ' P0099 N72-12969
Large and-medium hub aviation activity forecast,
1966 -.1982
fEC-200] p0105 N72-13021
Federal aviation research and development for *
. the 1970's
[EVENT-118] i p0111 B72-13584
Congressional air transportation congestion
study, part 1
[AD-725326] • ' p0154 B72-14009
Grove City Airports, Grove City, Pennsylvania
[PB-203247-F] - i p0221 N72-17201
Santa Barbara Hunicipal Airport, Santa Barbara,
California: Environmental impact statement
CPB-201533-F) - . i P0221 N72-17202
FAA Symposium on Turbulence
[AD-732117] p0222 B72-17579
Technical program plan for headgnarters air
traffic service automation
fAD-731722] P0223 N72-17594
Achieving general aviation safety goals through
an airworthiness system
P0252 N72-18017
The FAA's Haintenance Analysis Center
• p0253 N72-18022
Effective avionic maintenance
:
 P0268 N72-19015
The altimeter credibility gap
P0268 N72-19016
The psychosocial reconstruction inventory: A
postdictal instrument in aircraft accident '
investigation
[FAA-AH-72-2J p0268 B72-19020
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Potential econonic benefits of fog dispersal in
the terminal area. Pact 1: Estimating procednre
r&DT735132] p0280 872-19722
lasbington Hational and Dalles International
Airport forecasts, fiscal years 1972 - 1983
p0283 H72-19975
Review of aviation activity in 1971 and the
outlook for 1972
[BEPT-72-60207] p0320 872-20020
The benefits of the ose of shoulder harnesses in
general aviation aircraft
rFAA-AH-72-3) p0335 H72-21077
Effectiveness of restraint egnipnent in enclosed
areas
rFAA-AH-72-6] p0335 B72-21078
Air traffic patterns for IFB and »FB aviation,
calendar year 1970
[AD-735970] p0339 B72-21641
Heasurement of ranvay friction:
Airplane/DBV/BO-Beter correlation tests
rPS-160-65-68-<l] P0371 872-22218
Potential economic benefits of fog dispersal in
the terminal area. Part 2: Findings
tAD-735214] p0372 872-22603
IFB aircraft handled forecast by air route
traffic control center, 1972-1983
fBEPT-72-00186] p0376 872-22646
Potential foreign market for the sale of surplus
US ;1et transports
[BEPT-72-00185] p0378 B72-22968
Engineering and development program: Goals,
achievements, trends
p0391 H72-23980
Aviation' forecasts: Fiscal years 1972 - 1983
rAD-7383601 p0423 872-24034
Siting criteria for instrument landing systems
rDOT-FAA-6750. 16) ' P0423 B72-24338
Operations under the Airport and Airway
Develo*pment Act ;
fAD-737040) P0424 H72r24352
The national aviation system policy summary
[BEPT-1000.27-APP-11 p0438 B72-25949
The national aviation system plan 1973-1982
rBEPT-1000.27-APP-2] p0438 H72-25950
Simulation of terminal control corridor, Boston,
Massachusetts
[AD-739130] p0472 N72-26526
Aircraft noise standards and regulations
rFAA-RD-71-24] p051<! 872-28005
Test and evaluation of ABTCC air/ground channels
at long range radar sites
p0517 B72-28177
Airport ranking of air carrier passenger
enplanements fiscal year 1971
P0526 H72-28981
Passenger utilization of FAA facilities > • '
CAV-72-1] • p0526 K72-28982
A selected, annotated bibliography related to
aviation's responses toward improving the
environment '
rGA-300-89) p0526 872-28986
Application of SSB techniques to A/G
communications
P0532 H72-29119
FAA flying qualities requirements
P0619 B72-32020
Report on live test of a cathode-ray tube (CRT)
terminal as .an H-28 teletype replacement
CAT-7330-OT] P0626 872-32183
Hanti-Ephraim Airport, project
72-1-07-1(9-0018-01, Ephraim, Dtah
rPB-207064-F] . p0626 B72-32270
Baxley Municipal Airport, Baxley, Georgia
• tPB-206167-Fl P0626 872-32271
Dade County Airport, Trenton, Georgia
fPB-205578-F] p0627 872-32272
Jasper-Pickens County Airport, Jasper, Georgia
fPB720K959-F] P0627 872-32273
Neillsville Municipal Airport, Keillsville,
Wisconsin
fPB-204576-F:i p0627 N72-32274
Iowa, Ottnmwa-Wapello.County, Ottumva Industrial
Airport, Iowa
rPB-207235-F) p0627 N72-32275
Ashe County Airport Authority, Rest Jefferson,
North Carolina
rPB-206552-Fl . ' .p0627 N72-32276
Hemphill Municipal Airport, Bemphill, Texas
fPB-206262-FV P0627 1172-32277
VOB TACAB low altitude flight check snmaary
P0630 H72-326H2
?AA views on nondestructive testing
p063i) H72-32981
Large and medini hob: Aviation activity
forecast air carrier airports, 1967 - 1983
p0635 H72-32986
Effinghan County Bemorial Airport,- Effingham,
Illinois
[PB-205790-F] p0603 B72-33256
Hational plan for development of the microwave
landing system
[HiSA-TB-X-68637] p0646 H72-33633
Toward developing an improved central flow
management system
P06U9 B72-33972
FEDBBAL AVIATIOB AGEBC1, OKLAHOHA CITI, OKLA.
Evaluation of approach procedures for ILS back
course with glide slope
[FAA-FS-600-8] p0537 H72-29671
Aircraft fire detection
fAD-730179] p0219 H72-17008
Park Fails Municipal Airport, Price County, Park
Falls, Wisconsin
fPB-2011025-F] pOU83 H72-2728«
FEBBABTI, LTD., EDIBBOBGH (SCOTLAND). '
A navigation computer and display unit for Harrier
p037<t B72-22633
FIAT S.P.A., TDBIN (ITALT).
An integral method for extraction of Aerodynamic '
coefficients from flight-test data
P0330 B72-20991
FLIGHT DIBAHICS BESEABCH CORP., BOBBANK, CALIF.
High L/D supersonic lifting systems
[AD-731566] P0250 N72-17998
FLOGHAFEH, FEAHKFOET AH HAIR (REST GEBBAHI).
Problems of the location of airports in the
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Apparatus for aiding a pilot in avoiding a • . '
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Aircraft tirei behavior, during high-speed
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2.5 with internal distributed compression and
40 percent internal contraction
CBASA-TB-I-2416] p0214 B72-16723
Effect of two types of helium circulators on the
performance of a subsonic nuclear powered
• airplane
fBASA-TH-1-2237] p0214 H72-16724
Performance of a small annular turbojet
combustor designed for low cost
CBASA-TB-X-2476J p0217 B72-16937
FOBTBAB program for calculating velocities in
the meridional plane of a turbomachine 1:
Centrifugal compressor
[BASA-TH-D-6701] p0249 N72-17988
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Splitting supersonic nozzle flow into separate
lets by overezpaasion into a mnltilobed
divergent nozzle
fNASA-TB-D-66671 pQ2U9 B72-17990
Bethods foe reducing pollutant 'emissions froo
let aircraft
fNASA-TB-X-68000] p0251 N72-18009
Hirer nozzle-ezternally blown flap noise tests
fNASA-TB-X-68021J P0252 H72-18011I
Hot-salt stress-corrosion of titanium alloys as
related to turbine operation
CNiSA-TH-I-68015] p0259 872-185*1
Coatinqs for aircraft gas turbine enqines and
space shuttle heat shields: A review of Lewis
Besearch Center proqrans
tNASA-TB-X-68007) p0260 B72-18578
Enqine selection for transport and co»bat aircraft
rHASA-TH-X-68009] p0263 H72-18769
Performance of tanden-bladed transonic
compressor rotor with tip speed of 1375 feet
per second
fNASA-TB-X-2484] p0263 H72-18773
Conpnter program for preliminary desiqn analysis
of axial-flow turbines
CNASA-TN-D-6702] • p0263 H72-18774
Fan and winq force data from wind tunnel
investigation of a 0.38 meter (15 inch)
diameter VIOL model lift fan installed in a
tvo dimensional vinq
IHASA-T8-D-665IO P0263 B72-18775
Research trends in turbine aerodynamics
fHASA-TB-X-680161 p0264 N72-18782
GEBESG: A program for calculating desiqn and
off-desiqn performance for turbojet'and _
turbofan enqines
CHASA-TN-D-65521 p.0264 N72-18783
Performance of 1380-foot-per-second tip-speed
axial-flow compressor rotor with blade tip
solidity of 1.1
tNASA-TB-X-2449] p0266 ' N72-18998
Analytical correlation of centrifugal compressor
desiqn geometry for maximum efficiency with
specific speed -
fNASA-TN-D-6729J p0266 N72-19002
Noise produced by a small-scale, externally '
blown flap
fHASA-TH-D-6636] P0269 N72~-19025
Effects of radial and circumferential inlet
velocity profile distortions on performance of
a short-lenqth double-annular ram induction
combustor
tNASA-TN-D-6706] • '[ p0281 N72-19841
Noise generated by quiet enqine fans: 1:' FanB
rBASA-TB-X-2528] p0282 N72-19845
Optimal cruise trajectories for supersonic
airplanes '
fNASA-TN-D-6707] p0319 N72-20008
Cyclic furnace oxidation of clad WI-52 systems
at 10UO C and 1090 C
[NASA-TN-D-6730] ' • • p0324 H72-20V9'2
Supersonic fan blading • "
fNASA-CASE-LE»-11402-i:j pQ327 N72-20770
Peak axial-velocity decay with multi-element
rectanqular and trianqular nozzles
rNASA-TB-X-68047] p0331 N72-21001
:
 Optimization of enqines for a commercial Bach •
0.98 transport usinq advanced turbine coolinq
methods
CNASA-IB-X-68031] p0340 N72-21816
'Performance and control study of a' '
low-pressure^ratio turbojet enqine for a drone
aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-2537] p0340 "N72-21817
Technical evaluation report on Propulsion' and
Energetics Panel 38th Meeting on Inlets and
Nozzles for Aerospace Enqines
' CNASA-TB-X-67741] p0340 N72-21819
Advanced airbreathinq engine lubricants study
with a tetraester fluid and a synthetic
paraffinic oil at 492 K (425 F)
fNASA-TN-D-6771] >0372 N72-22496
Analysis of the effect of enqine 'characteristics
on the external aerodynamics of STOL winq
propulsion systems '
fNASA-IB-X-2541J p0378 S72-22795
Comparison of the effect of two damper sizes on
the performance of a low-solidity axial-flow
transonic compressor rotor "*
fIIASA-TB-X-2536] p0378 N72-22799
Effect of transient winds on the flow quality of
an open-circuit wind-tunnel model
[HASA-TB-X-2538] p0379 N72-22993
Effects of casinq boundary-layer.removal on
noise of a turbofan rotor
fHASA-IH-D-6763] p0379 N72-22991
Heasnred noise of model fan-nnder-winq and
fan-on-flap jet flap configurations
[NASA-TN-D-6781] rp0383 U72-23025
Pilot/vehicle control optimization using
averaged operational mode and subsystem
relative performance index sensitivities
t NASA-IB-X-680111] p0387 H72-23195
Dynamics of a supersonic inlet-engine
combination subjected to disturbances in fuel
flow and inlet overboard bypass airflow
[HASA-TB-I-25583 / . p0390 H72-23837
Preliminary experiments on'the noise generated
by target-type thrust reverser models
CHASA-TB-X-25531 p0390 N72-23838
Preliminary noise tests of the
engine-over-the-wing concept, i: 30 deq - 60
deq flap position
[NASA-IB-X-68032] . p0420 N72-24008
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
thermal fatigue lives for five nickel base
alloys
[HASA-TB-X-68051] p0425 H72-24585
Correlation of total sound power and peak
sideline OASP1 from jet exhausts
[NASA-TB-X-68059] ' p0427 872-24711
Preliminary performance of a low loadinq hiqh
tip speed fan stage
[NASA-IB-X-68027i . p0428 N72-24813
Drive turbine systems for 20-inch turbofan
simulators. 1: Duct turbine design
t»iSA-TB-X-68081] , P0428 N72-24829
Review of jet enqine emissions
CNASA-IB-X-6806U] POU29 N72-24830
Quasi-one-dimensional compressible flow across
face seals .and narrow slots. 1: Analysis
[NASA-TN-D-6668] ,. p0435 N72-25468
Apparatus for welding blades to rotors
C NASA-CASE-IiEll-10533-2] ' . p0435 872-25479
Inteqrated engine-qenerator concept for aircraft
electric secondary power ' ' ' '
[NASA-IB-X-2579] p0468 N72-26037
Basic turbine concepts • ' '
' . ' P0473 H72-26687
Telocity diaqrams '
P0473 872-26688
'An efficient algorithm using matrix methods to
solve wind tunnel force-balance equations
(NASA-TN-D-6860V P0476 N72-27002
Noise generated by STO1 core-jet thrust reversers
tNASA-TB-X-68082) p0477 N72-27012
Experimental evaluation of a TF30-P-3 turbofan
enqine in an altitude facility: Afterburner
performance and enqine-afterburner operating
limits •
rNASA"-TS-D-6839] ' •" ' p0477 N72-27014
Forward flight effects 'on'mixer nozzle design
and noise considerations for STOL externally
blown flap systems * ' .
tNASA-TB-X-681021 ' ' . p0479 N72-27029
Preliminary noise tests of the
engine-over-the-winq concept.' 2: 10 deq - 20
deg flap position
CNASA-TB-X-68104] ' p0479 N72-27030
Some contributions to 'energetics' by the Lewis
Besearch center and .a review of their
potential non.-aerospace applications
[HASA-TB-X-68092] '•'' POU86 N72-27737
Experience with low cost jet enqines
fBASA-TH-X-680851 P0487 N72-27816
Predicted npvash angles at engine inlets for
STOL aircraft
rNASA-IK-X-2593] P0487 N72-27817
FOBTEAN program for calculating total efficiency
- specific speed characteristics of
centrifugal compressors
CNASA-IB-X-2594]' ' p0513 N72-27994
Installation caused flow distortion and its
• effect on noise from' a fan designed for
turbofan enqines ' '
CNASA-TB-I-68105] " p0520 N72-28287
Desiqn analysis for, a nutating plate drive 4
fBASA-TB-X-681171 p0521 B72-28504
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Comparative lubrication studies of OH-58A .tail
rotor drive shaft bearings '
tN4SA-TB-I-68118] p0521 B72-28505
Baterial and structural studies of metal and
polymer matrix composites
rS4SA-TM-X-68101] p0521 N72-28545
Airbreathinq enqines for space shuttle
rBASA-TB-X-68098] ' p052« 872-28794
Rev technology in turbine aerodynamics
fBASA-TB-X-68115] p052« H72-2B795
Comparison of heat-transfer test data for a
chordwise-finned, impingement-cooled turbine
vane tested in a four-vane cascade and .a
research engine
fBASA-TB-X-2595J p0525 B72-28919
Coolant pressure and airflow distribution in a
strut-supported transpiration-cooled vane for
a gas turbine engine
[NASA-TB-D-6916] '' p0528 B72-29003
Digital-computer normal shock position and .
restart control of a Bach 2.5 axisymmetric',
mixed-compression inlet
CBASA-TN-D-6880] ' p0537 B72-29803
Analytical study of effect of casing treatment
on performance of a anltistage compressor
[B4S4-TN-D-6917] .. p0571 H72-29993
Advances in measuring techniques for turbine
cooling test rigs
rNASA-TH-X-681001 . . ,. . ._ . p.0575 B7.2-30247
Beview'of status and potential of tungsten-wire:
Superalloy composites for advanced gas turbine
engine blades
[B4S4-TB-X-2599] p0577 B72-30471
Emission of sound from aiisymmetric turbulence
' convected by a mean flow with' application to
jet noise
fHASA-TH-D-6939]
The NASA quiet engines
tBASA-TB-X-68121] ' • pOSSO N72-30775
On-the-shaft data systems for rotating engine
components
tNASA-TH-x-68112] . p0580 N72-30776
Sea-level "evaluation of digitally implemented
turbojet engine control functions ,
fB.4S4-TN-D-6936] . . p0580 H72-30777
Propulsion technology for an advanced subsonic
transport
[B4SA-TB-X-2625] p05,80 B72-30778
Factors.affecting altitude relight performance
of a double-annular ram-induction combustor .
, fBASA-TB-I-2630J p0590 B72-31777
Cold-air investigation, of a turbine,for
high-temperature-engine application, 4:
Two-stage turbine performance .
[BASA-TB-D-696Q] p0590 B72-31783
. Plight investigation of an air-cooled plug
nozzle vith afterburning turbojet
[NASA-Ta-x-2607] ' '. p0590 B72-31785
Jet aircraft engine noise redaction
[BASA-TB-X-68131] p0622 B72-32043
( Design and cold-air investigation of a turbine
for a small low-cost tnrbofan engine
rHASA-TN-D-6967] . . p0626 H72-32072
Hodularized instrument system for turbojet
engine test facilities
rNASA-TB-X-68123] p0628 B72-32»58
Pyrometer for measurement of surface temperature
distribution on a rotating turbine blade
[HiSA-TM-1-68113] p0629 B72-32K59
Aircraft engine pollution redaction
tHASA-TH-x-68129] p0631 B72-3275I1
Quasi-three-dimensional calculation' of
velocities in turbbmachin'e blade-.rows
r.BASA-TH-X-67959] p0631 B72-32759
Drive turbine system for 20-inch turbofan
simulators. 2: Core turbine design
[HASA-TH-X-68130] p0632 B72-32762
A concept for jet noise suppression for an
afterburning turbojet engine
fBASA-Ta-X-eSmit] , . p0632 H72-32763
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of two
choked flow inlets under static conditions
CNASA-TH-x-2629] . p0632 H72-32765
Comparison of heat transfer characteristics.of
three cooling configurations for air-cooled
turbine vanes tested in a turbojet engine
[BASA-TB-X-2580] p063U 'B72-32949
Installation effects on performance of nu'ltiple
model v/STOL lift, fans
[BASA-TB-X-68138] . .-. p06«0 B72-33031
Integrated engine generator.for aircraft
secondary power
[BASA-TB-1-68139] p06U3 H72-33058
Rotating pressure measuring system for turbine
cooling investigations
[BASA-TE-X-2621] ..- p06<tU B72-33386
Hew materials for manned spacecraft, aircraft,
and other applications
p0208 S72-161119
BSFC high Reynolds number tube tunnel
[HAS4-TB-X-67Ui91 . p0077 B72-11882
Hind tunnel test section
(BASA-CASE-BFS-20509]. p0221 B72-17183
Optimum runway orientation relative to crosswinds
[BASA-TH-D-6930] . p0576 B72-30250
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Aircraft wake turbulence avoidance
tHASA-TB-X-67q«8] • .. p0087 B72-11951
Experimental study on the ground effect of a
model helicopter rotor in hovering
TBASA-TTTF-13938] pOISO. B72-13986
Influence of lift and cruise engine design on
the transition characteristics and ground
acoustic field of VTOL transport aircraft
[BASA-TT-F-11059] p0151 B72-13993
Flight Research Center, Edwards, California.
Final environmental impact statement ,.
[PB-202051-F] . p0269 B72-19027
Tn-144 on the air lanes
.. - r»iSA-TI-F-142ll1] " ; p0120 B72-21009
Aerobus: The aircraft of.the future (basic
problems of designing air buses)
fBASA-TT-F-1U2UO] POU20 N72-21013
Government-Industry System Safety Conference
[BASA-TB-X-68369] . pOU38 B72-25961
Environmental statement for Earth Resources
Aircraft program
. [HASA-TB-X-68550] pOU76 B72-27008
Environmental impact statement quiet engine
program
CBASA-TB-X-685H5J p0487 H72-27811
Clear air turbulence detector
tHASA-CASErERC-10081] p0520 N72-28137
Advanced technology and European unity
[:BASA-TT-F-.1U35»] p0526 B72-28980
BASA aircraft trailing vortex reserach
[BASA-TB-X-68566] - p0533 B72-29228
Effect of the vortex springing from a helicopter
blade tip on the flow around the next blade
[SASA-IT-F-141(62] p0618 N72-32012
Recent BASA handling qualities research
, p0622 • B72-32038
Study of aircraft noise during take-roff
[BASA-TT-F-141468] p0622 B72-320»2
/ Bational plan for development of .the microwave
.landing system
[BASA-TB-X-68637] p06«6 B72-33633
BATIOHAL AEROSPACE LAB., ABSIEBDAB (HBIBERL4BDS).
Comparison between discrete and continuous
models for vertical gusts
tBLR-TB-71025-U] . .p0037 B72-10998
Titanium alloys for aerospace
rBLR-TR-71003-O-BEV] . p0170 B72-15529
Inlets-airplane testing in transonic wind tunnels
p0209 B72-16687
A survey of ten years of BLR activities on
,ringwing-body configurations, 1956-1966
iSlS-IS-69070-aj p0249 B72-17993
On the use of panel methods for predictinq
subsonic flow about aerofoils and aircraft
• . configurations
fBLR-BP-71018-0] p0321 B72-20025
Lifting aerofoils with supercritical shock-free
flow . .
[BLR-BP-70015-0] P0327 B72-20972
On a kernel-function method for the calculation
of pressure distributions on wings with
harmonically oscillating control surfaces in
• subsonic flow
• [BLB-TB-70123-0] pO!»2U M72-21368
Stiffness matrix for a tapered spar element
[BLB-TB-70052-V] . pOH75 B72-269UU
Experimental determination of nozzle
characteristics and nozzle airframe interference
. ' p0478- B72-27021
Crack propagation in a fall-scale wing structure
- under random flight-simulation loading
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fBLB-TB-71043-0] pO«88 B72-27955
Fatigue tests with random flight simulation
loading
pOSlfO H72-29902
Statistical load data processing
P05U1 B72-29912
BIB report for the year 1971
P0634 H72-32973
Free flight tests on longitudinal dynamic
characteristics of FFH-10 model
f N A L - T B - 2 3 7 ] • p0100 H72-12981
A aethod for the calculation of lifting
potential flow problems. 1: Theoretical basis
r N A L - T B - 2 < I O T ] P0109 B72-13272
Preliminary experiments for automatic.landing.
1: On the performance tests of radio altimeters
fBAL-TH-2355 . p0111 B72-13589
Dynamic characteristics of lift ^et engine JB
100 H
fBAL-TB-2381 p0112 .H72-13747
Full-scale fatigue test of YS-11A-500/600
turboprop transport King. 1: Safe-life
fatigue test loads and test method
tHAL-TB-2411 . pQ112 B72-13888
Investigation of air stream from combustor liner
air entry holes. 2: Experiments with paired
air entry holes and a numerical analysis
(BAL-TB-227] p0258 B72-18279
A method for the formulation of lifting
potential flow problems
rBAL-TB-243] p0258 H72-.18281
A calculation of the profile drag of airfoils in
compressible flow
rHAI-TB-2S3J p0365 B72-21995
On the theory of free streamlines past arbitrary
obstacles
fBAL-TB-2U7] p0371 B72-22333
Aerodynamic design and test results of front fans
i; SAL-TB-268T ] pOU76 B72-26999
Interference between wing and surface of •
velocity discontinuity
fBAL-TB-254] . pO«76< N72-27000
An analytical method to predict height-velocity
diagram and critical decision point of
rotorcraft • ' -
rNAL-TB-2U5] p0479 N72-27026
Overall ground experiments on flying test bed
for VTOL aircraft at Bational Aerospace
Laboratory
fBAL-TB-276] . pO<179 B72-27027
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering
tNAL-TB-256] pO«79 B72-27028
A description of the ideas underlying a computer
program for predicting the aerofoil pressure
distributions in sobcritical viscous .flow
r.BAL-TB-2U81 pOUBH B72-27317
Fluidic turbine inlet gas temperature sensor
fBAL-TB-2651 p048U B72-27428
An investigation of a high speed axial-flow.
turbine. ' 2: A single stage turbine
tBAL-TB-273] ' . pO<487 B72-27822
Height control test egnipment for VTOL aircraft
fBAL-TB-2751 p0588 H72-31451
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Investigation of airborne marker beacon
fFAA-BA-7 1-291 p0033 B72-10173
Test and evaluation of a daytime cockpit fog
simulator
rPAA-BA-71-«l<l] P0033 B72-10233
Crash safe turbine fuel development by the
Federal Aviation Administration, 1961 - 1970
P0049 S72-11687
Evaluation of cryogenic nitrogen as a
fire-extinguishing agent for aircraft
powerplant installations
fFAA-BD-71-581 p0085 N72-11940
VHF/DHF ground-air-ground communications siting
criteria
fFAA-BD-71-761 p0092 S72-12087
Modeling and analysis of air traffic control
voice communication channel loading
fFAA-BD-71-781 p0095 H72-12578
Fire extinguishing methods for new
passenger/cargo aircraft
fFAA-BA-71-23] p0101 H72-12987
Analytical study of the adeguacy of VOB/DBE and
ONE/ DOE guidance signals for V/STOL area
navigation in the Los Angeles area '
TFAA-BD-71-96] p0111 N72-13586
Intermediate activity level tower cab
evaluation. Phase 2
CFAA-BA-72-2] P0157 B72-11273
Investigation of jet transport aircraft vortex • •
- systems descending:into and generated in *
ground effect
p'0166 H72-15006
Investigation of the relatively long
time-history vortex characteristics of the
Convair CV-880 airplane in terminal area type
flight operations
p0166 B72-15007
Inertia!, locator test and evaluation •
fFAA-BD-72-3] : p0170 B72-15434
An accuracy, evaluation of a taxi speed and
distance measuring device
fAD-730096] ' p0219 B72-17009
Heasnrement and analysis of en route ATC digital
radar system errors
TAD-730056J . p0223 B72-17592
Evaluation of two-bay antenna for VOB approach
marker beacon
[FAA-BD-72-33] '.. p0261 H72-18659
ATC/CAS interface simulation, exploratory phase
[FAA-BD-72-10J ' • p0280 B72-197-19
Test and evaluation of a portable scanning' beam- .
guidance system :
'CFAA-BD^72-26] p0280 H72-19720
A dynamic simulation study of air tra'ffie
capacity in the San Francisco Bay terminal, area .-
CAD-727756] p0281 B72-19724,
Evaluation of STOL instrument landing system
(T4LAE 4) • . • :
tFAA-BD-72-15] p0326 B72-20587
Investigate, incompatibility between ground and •
airborne measurements of VOB space modulation
r.AD-7370391 ,p0377. S72-22662
Investigate and analyze DHE traffic load
CAD-737038] p0377..B72-22663
A study of atmospheric ionization: Measurements
of the ion conditions in an ATC laboratory and
a review of the literature of ion effects on
performance . '
[FAA-BA-72-19.] .;' •• p0388 H72-23HOO
Experimentation support for demonstration of an
automatic position reporting -technigue at '
Oakland, California . - • • ,
[FAA-BD-71-92] ' .pO«27 .S72-2t673
A summary on altitude displays with an annotated
bibliography . • ' . :•• , .
tFAA-BD-72-«6] .. . .-• . pOU34 . H72-25«26
Evaluation of.STOL modular instrument landing
system (BODILS) •' v . .--..
CFAA-BA-72-11] • , pO*36...N72-25605
Test and evaluation of. category 3 ILS .ground
guidance egnipment ""ST1N-37 localizer tests
at HAFEC on B/i-«" , . . - . - .
[FAA-BD-72-SO] ' -: pO*85 .S72-2769a
Intensity control of flashers ; '
rFAA-BD-72-54] • •• ..-.-. p0485 H72-27700
Simulation study of diamond runway marks for
aircraft approach guidance • '
fFAA-BA-72-57] .p0485 H72-27702
Collision avoidance: An annotated .bibliography,
September 1968 - April 1972.
r.FAA-»»-72-U1] p0537 S72-:29672
Beiationship between the-SAE smoke number and
jet aircraft smoke visibility
[FAA-BD-71-23] ' p0572 .H72-30005
An evaluation of potential reflection problems
when using the MAS'model 3d display in the
vertical position in air route traffic control
centers
CFAA-BD-72-60) • p0578 S72-30589
Performance of a DC-9 aircraft liquid:nitrogen
fuel tank inerting system -
tFAA-HD-72-53] p0579 872-30769
Visual Approach Path Indicator (VAPI) evaluation
t*AA-ABD-72-U9J " P0590 H72-31653
VASIS signal transition zone and color
modifications
CFAA-ABD-72-91] • • - • . . ' -p0590 H72-31654
Evaluation of insulation for crash fire
protection of oev flight recorders
fFAA-BA-72-19] p0633 H72-32937
Transcribed pilot report (PIBEP) broadcast
system, test and evaluation
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Test and evaluation of category 3"ILS' ground
guidance equipment SIAS-38 glide.slope-tests
at HAFEC on runway 4
[FAA-Hir72-131 p0646 N72-33641
NATIONAL BOBBAO OF STiHOARDS, S&SBIHGTOH, D.C.
Development,, testing,-and evaluation-of visual
landing aids
fBBS-10606] p0095 H72-12583
Static tests of 1-837 airport Barker light bases
CBBS-10453] P0096. H72-12586
Approaches to evaluating the effects of VFB
towers on flow and safety at airports
• tlD-729443] P0161 N72-14679
The mathematics of impact, and'crash tests of , _'
airplane airbag restraint systems .
p0274 N72-19155
Development, testing, and.evaluation of visual
• > landing aids
[BBS-10-837] . ' • .p0523 N72-28673
Extension of a capacity concept to dual-use
• runways and-multi-runway configurations
fAD-744481) .- . . . p0630 B72-32648
The effects of sonic boon and similar impulsive
noise of structures
.[HTID300.12] . . p0633 H72-32913
NATIONAL B0SINESS AIHCBAFT ASSOCIATIOH. INC., , ,
BSSHIIGTOB, D.C.
FAA Planning Review Conference presentation , .-
" • ""Priorities and Investments11 program
. P0525 H72-28976
•ATIOHAL CEHTBB FOB ATHOSPBEBIC BESEABCH, BOOLDEB,
COLO. -.'. ;- . ' .--.
The measurement of air velocity and temperature
using the SCAB Buffalo Aircraft measuring system
:-.fMCAB-TlI/EDD-7«] p0523 , N72-28675
HATIOHAL DEFENSE BESBABCH.OBGANIZATION IHO,
BIJSflJK (NETHERLANDS) ." • • . •; • * . - • •
An apparatus for the automated recording of
infrared1 spectra of gaseous- samples from
liquid 'oxygen
fCL-1971-16] >>:-• • - . • • ' • • • • • • • - P042U B72-24498
NATIONAL GAS TDRBIHE ESIABLISHHEST,. FABNBOBOOGH
(ENGLAND)'. - ' ... • . . . ' . . • < .
 ;
Measurement full-scale of propelling nozzle .
, '., ". performance in an attitude test facility
'• '- .1 v : ' • - - . . . ... , p0209 ,N72-16691
A streamline .curvature through-flow., computer
program for analysing the flow through .
'"•-'axial-flow tnrbomachines -," .
-•f rABe-B/K-3687] ... . • • • • , . - p0588 B72-31306
Free-jet tests of a full scale supersonic, •
*- •-int'ake/engine combination " - ••••. •
:, . . ..,- • , ' p0211 N72-16704
NATIONAL IHST. OF LAW ENFORCEMENT -ADD CBIHIHAL
JUSTICE, RASHIBGTON, D.C. . • .
The utilization of helicopters for police air-
mobility - — . •
[ICB-71-2] • • - . . P0087 N72-1195U
NATIONAL LENDING LIBBABT FOB SCIENCE AND -
TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON SPA (EHGLAHD). ...
• CAT investigations in the stratosphere • .
rNLL-H-22069-(5828.4F)] • . p0279 .N72-19682
The dynamics of the high atmospheric and ..
supersonic flight . . .
rHLL-H-22437,-(5828.UF) ] ... pOt77. H72-27009
Heteorological assistance for the Concorde trial
flights
rHLL-aT22tt39-(5828.4F) 1 .. pO«84 N72-27638
On the determination of routes with minimum
flight time at SST flight altitudes
rNLL-H-22436-(5828.UF) ] pOUSll N72-27672
Fine'Structure of the middle, and high • ..
stratosphere. Detection of-clear air . :
turbulence. Application to flights envisaged
from supersonic transport aircraft
CNLL-H-22i»38-<5828.i»F) ] P0520 N72-2830U
The fog regime over the international.airport at
Sofia and an attempt at the forecasting of fog
there • •
rNLL-H-22087-(5828.11F) ] P0522. N72-28610
Horizontal runway visual, range
fNLL-(l-22355-<5828.<IF) ] p0522. N72-28661
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LAB., TEDDIHGTOH (EBGLABD) .
A prograaae of research into ^ iscous aspects of
flow on swept wings .1'
fHPL-AEBO-HOTE-1100] •'• P0029' H72-10018
A note on subsonic linearised theory-for ; .
symmetrical cranked wings at zero-incidence
CNPLrAEBO-NOTE-1090] P0029 N7.2-10021
Separation measurements on a delta wing in a
shock tunnel at 8=8.6 using monochrome and
:• colour-schlieren photography
tBPL-AEBO-NOTE-10971 p0029 B72-10022
The nechanical design of an adjustable nozzle
for the NPL 25 in by 20 in (635 mm by 508 mm)
transonic wind tunnel
[NPL-AEBO-NOTE-1098] . p0030 N72-10023
A new basis for aircraft noise rating
[NPL-ABBO-AC-U9] p0030 N72-10035
Possible developments of a wind tunnel computer
system •
•-.- . [SPL-AEBO-1326] P0033 N72-10181
Index of BPL acoustics publications, 1960 - 1970
tNPL-AEBO^AC-173 • p0035 B72-10589
' Convergence of current routines for evaluating
downwash at a lifting surface
[HPL-AEBO-BOTE-1095] p0038 B72-11012
Effects of Beynolds number and freguency
parameter on control-surface buzz at high
subsonic speeds
CHPL-AEBO-1312]. . . pOOfS B72-11291
Pitot-stem blockage corrections in uniform and
non-uniform flow
[ABC-CP-11751 pOOUS N72-11295
Observations of .three-dimensional flow patterns
obtained during stall development on
aerofoils, and on-the problem of-eeasuring
two-dimensional characteristics
[ABC-CP-11U61 pOOSO B72-1190U
Scale effects on oscillatory, control-surface
derivatives
. • CABC-CP-1151] p0088 B72-11960
Pressures near the centre-line of leeward
surfaces on delta wings and conical bodies at
. high supersonic speeds
CHPL-,AEBO-1319] . p0202 N72-15948
The vortex-'drag of a swept wing with part-span
flaps : •
rAHC-B/B-36951 • p0527 B72-28997
The theoretical treatment of slowly oscillating
part-span.control surfaces in subsonic flow
[&BC-B/H-367.6] . p0582 872-30994
NATIONAL BESEABCH CODBCIL OF CABADA, OTT&8A
(ODTABIO).
Jet fuel specifications
. .... : -. . p0046 N72-11669
Fuel cleanliness
"•• . p0047 N72-11676
Division of Mechanical Engineering and the
National Aeronautical-Establishment
. tDBE/NAE-1971 (3) ] p0098 S72-12820
Analysis of the flow past a shockless lifting .
airfoil in design and off-design conditions
[NBC^12315] ... P0109 S72-13269
Hind tunnel testing of V/STOL engine models:
Some observed flow interaction and tunnel
.^-I.:'effects . . •
P0210 H72-166S3
Flow distortion and performance measurements on
a-12 inch fan-in-wing model for a range of
forward speeds and angle of attack settings
P0211 N72-16702
Gas turbine cycle calculations: Experimental
verification of off-design-point performance
predictions for a two-spool turbojet with
various air bleeds
tLH-5551 . . .p0378 H72-22798
Technical evaluation report on Propulsion and
Energetics Panel 37th fleeting on Aircraft
Fuels, Lubricants, and Pire safety
f AGABD-AB-lt4] , P0187 B72-27811
' Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical
Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment '
tDHE/NAE-1972(2)) ' p0649 N72-3396U
Flow distortion and performance measurements on
a 12 inch fan-in-wing model for a range of
forward speeds and anagle of attack settings
iK. • P0649 S72-33966
NATIONAL TBANSPOBTATION SAFETY BOABD, SASBINGTON,
D.C. • . •
• Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft: -OS general aviation
[PB-201438] p0031 N72-10038
••• - Briefs of accidents involving weather as a cause
..•related factor: OS general aviation, 1968
fPB-201437] p0031 N72-10039
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Briefs of aircraft accidents involving missing
aircraft: OS general aviation, 1968
CBTSB-AHH-71-4] p0031 B72-10041
Aircraft accident report: Southern Airways,
Incorporated, Douglas DC-9-15, H92A, Galfport,
Mississippi, 17 February 1971
f.BTSB-AAB-71-14} P0032 B72-10049
Briefs of accidents involving
corporate/executive aircraft: DS general
aviation, 1968
tPB-201439] p0043 H72-11052
Aircraft accident report: Commuter Airlines
Inc., Beechcraft C-45H (infinite 2), B497DH,
Broome County Airport Bingbamton, Bew York, 22
Barch 1971
CBTSB-AAB-71-13] p0086 872-11945
Delta Air Lines, Inc. Douglas DC-9-32, B3329L,
Louisville, Kentucky, 8 September 1970
C»TSB-AAB-71-151 pOISO B72-13990
Aircraft incident report: Northwest Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 747-151, B6070S, Honolulu,
Hawaii, 13 Hay 1971
[NISB-AAB-71-16] p0166 B72-15005
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US
general aviation calendar year 1969
[PB-201841} p0206 872-15984
Annual reviev of aircraft accident data, OS air
carrier operations, calendar year 1969
rPB-203183] p0220 H72-17016
Aircraft accicent reports: Brief format,
supplemental issue 1969, accidents
fPB-202940] p0220 B72-17017
Aircraft incident report: Northeast.Airlines,
Incorporated, McDonnell Douglas DC-9-31,
S982HE. Hartha's Vineyard, Hassachusetts,.22
June 1971 . •
tBTSB-AAB-72-4] p0250 B72-18002
Maintenance, a direct factor in aviation.safety
p0253 H72-18021
Aircraft accident report: Bocky Hountain
. Airvays, Incorporated, Aero Conmander 68OV,
863590, Aspen, Colorado, 22 January 1970
fBISB-AAB-72-1] p0254 B72-18029
Aircraft accident report: Dovneast Airlines
scheduled air taxi Piper PA-31, N595DE, • .
Augusta State Airport, Augusta, Haine, 19
August 1971
fBTSB-AAB-72-6] p0269 B72-19028
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format OS
Civil Aviation. issue no. 2: 1970 accidents
[NTSB-BA-71-3-ISSOB-2J p0320 872-20021
Aircraft accident report: Honmouth Airlines,
Incorporated, scheduled air taxi. Beech 99,
S986HA, Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton Airport,
Allentovn, Pennsylvania, 21 October 1971
r»TSB-AAB-72-3] p0331 B72T21002
Aircraft accident report: Aloha Airlines,
Incorporated, Vickers Viscount model 745D,
87415, Honolulu International Airport,
Honolulu, Hawaii, 8 August 1971
[NTSB-AAB-72-2] p0331 1172-21003
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving missing
aircraft, OS general aviation 1969
IPB-2050971 P0333 H72-21021
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving air taxi,
OS general aviation, 1969
CPB-205096] P0333 B72-21022
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving alcoholic
impairment of efficiency and judgement as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation, 1969 •
[PB-20U991} P0333 S72-21023
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft. US
general aviation 1969
[PB-204812] . P0333 872-21024
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations. OS general aviation 1969
[PB-204811] P0333 872-21025
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving weather
as a cause/related factor. DS general
aviation 1969
[PB-204926J p0334 B72-21026
Aircraft accident report: Continental Air
Lines, Incorporated, Boeing 707-r320C, BU7330
and Floyd Flying Service, Cessna 1503, S61011,
Compton, California, August 4, 1971
C8TSB-AAB-72-5] P0367 872-22016
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines,
Incorporated, Boeing 707, S6729TB and American
Airlines, Incorporated, Boeing 707, H8432.
near Philipsbnrg, Pennsylvania, 11 June 1971
CHTSB-AAB-72-7] p0367 H72-22017
Study of lessons to be learned from accidents
attributed to turbulence
CBISB-AAS-71-1] p0368 B72-22020
Aircraft accident preliminary report: Hohavk
Airlines, Inc., Fairchild Biller, FB-227B,
B7818H. Albany, Bew lork, 3 Barch 1972
tSB-72-23] p0368 B72-22021
Special study: Carburetor ice in general aviation
fHTSB-iAS-72-1] ' 00369 872-22028
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving
amateur/home bnilt aircraft, OS general
aviation, 1969
tPB-206040] p0385 872-23040
Aircraft accident report, Bocky Hountain
Airways, Incorporated Aero Commander 680V,
B6359D, Aspen, Colorado, 22 January 1970
fPB-206562) p0386 872-23044
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving
corporate/executive aircraft: OS general
aviation, 1970
[BTSB-AHH-72-5J p0421 872-24017
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving air taxi
operations: OS general aviation, 1970
[BTSB-ABB-72-4] p0421 B72-24018
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving
rotorcraft: OS general aviation, 1970
(BTSB-ABH-72-3J p0421 B72-24019
An analysis of aircraft accident data: OS .
general aviation 1969
p0431 B72-25003
Requirements for systems safety programs as
delineated by BIL-STD-882
P0439 B72-25974
Special study: Emergency landing techniques in
small fixed-ving aircraft
fBTSB-AAS-72-3] '. . p0465 872-26011
Aircraft accident report: Iransinternational
airlines corporation ferry flight 863, Douglas
. DC-8-63F, 848631, JF Kennedy International
Airport, 8ew York
tBTSB-AAB-71-12] p0465 872-26013
Special study: Passenger survival in turbojet
ditchings (a critical case review)
[BTSB-AAS-72-2] p0465 872-26015
Aircraft accident report: 'Eastern Air Lines,
Incorporated BcDonnell Douglas DC-9-31 B8943E,
and a Cessna Model 206, H2110F, Raleigh-Durham
Airport, Baleigh, Borth Carolina, 4 December
1971
rBTSB-AAB-72-13] p0466 B72-26018
Aircraft accident report: Chicago and Southern
Airlines, Incorporated, Beech E18S (ATECO
Bestwind 2) B51CS, Peoria, Illinois, 21
October 1971
[BTSB-AAB-72-15] ' p0466 872-26019
Aircraft accident report: Pan American World
Airways, Incorporated Boeing 747-12.1, B739PA
near Hantncket, Hassachusetts, 4 November 1970
[BTSB-AAB-72-14] • ' pO.466 N72-26020
Aircraft accident report: American Airlines,
incorporated, Boeing 707-323, H7595A and a
Linden Flight Service, Incorporated, Cessna
150, N60942 over Edison, New Jersey, 9 January
1971
fBTSB-AAB-72-16] p0479 872-27025
Aircraft accident reports, brief format, OS
civil aviation, issue no. 4, 1970 accidents
[STSB-BA-72-1] ' p0516 1172-28016
Aircraft accident report. Apache Airlines,
incorporated, De Havilland DB-104-7;AXC,
B4922V, Coolidge, Arizona, 6 Bay 1971
fSISB-AAB-72-19] : p0528 872-29005
A study of OS air carrier accidents, 1964 - 1969
fHTSB-AAS-72-5] p0528 . 872-29007
Aircraft accident report: Federal Aviation
Administration Douglas DC-3C, 87, La Cnardia
Airport, Bew Tork, 4 January 1971
CBTSB-AAB-71-11] P0528 S72-29008
Fatigue failure of metal components as a factor
in civil aircraft accidents
P0541 872-29914
Aircraft accident preliminary report: American
Airlines, Incorporated DC-10-10, B103AA 8
miles south of the Windsor, Ontario, Canada,
Vbrtac at 11750 feet, 12 June 1972
CSB-72-69/878A] p0572 872-30006
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Aircraft accident report: Pan American World
Airways, Incorporated, Boeing 747, H747PA,
flight 815, San Francisco, California, 30 July
1971
CNTSB-AAB-72-17] p0573 S72-30012
Aircraft accident preliminary report: Borth
Central Airlines, Incorporated/Air Hiscohsin,
Incorporated CV-580, B90858/DBC-6, U4043B
midair collision near Appleton, Wisconsin, 29
Jane 1972
[SA-433J p0581 B72-30970
Aircraft accident report. Allegheny Airlines,
Incorporated, Allison prop let Convair
340/440, H5832, Hew Haven, Connecticut, 7 Jane
1971
CBTSB-AAR-72-20] p0583 B72-31010
Aircraft accident report. National Airlines,
Incorporated, Boeing 747-135, H77772, near
Lake Charles, Louisiana, 4 January 1972
\ BTSB-AAR-72-21] p0584 N72-31011
Aircraft accident report: Western Air Lines,
Incorporated Boeing 720-047B, B3166 Ontario
International Airport, Ontario, California, 31
March 1971
[BTSB-AAR-72-18] p0584 N72-31018
Aircraft accident report: Alii Air Bavaii,
Incorporated, Beech D18S, N5642V, Kalohi •
Channel, Hawaiian Islands, 22 February 1972
tBTSB-AAR-72-23] -p0585 N72-31019
Special study: Midair collisions in US civil
aviation, 1969 - 1970
fBTSB-AAS-72-6] p0623 872-32046
Aircraft accident report, Tandy, Corporation,
•Gates Lear^et model 25 B658TC" near the
Victoria Count-Foster Airport, Victoria,
Texas, 18 January 1972
CHTSB-AAR-72-24] p0639 H72-33022
Aircraft accident report: United Air Lines,
• Inc., Boeing 737-222, N9005U, Philadelphia
International Airport, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 19 July 1971 .
CPB-208664] ' p0641 N72-33042
Aircraft accident report: Flying Tiger Line,
Inc., Douglas DC-8-63F, H785FT, Sana Air Base,
Okinawa, Ryukyu Islands, 27 July 1970
CPB-208767] . p0642 B72-33043
Aircraft accident report: Trans Caribbean
Airways, Inc., Boeing 727-200, Charlotte
Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, 28
December 1970 .' •
fPB-208675] ' p0642' N72-33044
Aircraft accident reports, brief format. U.S.
Civil Aviation. Issue no. 3, 1970 accidents
' (PB-210121] p0642 'N72-33045
Aircraft accident report: Southern Airways,
Inc. DC-9, B97S Tri-State Airport, Buntington,
'Vest Virginia, 14 November 1970
fPB-209082J , p0643 B72-33052
NATIONAL BEATHEB SBBTICB, SILVBB SPRING, BD.
Developing techniques for automated forecasting
of clear air turbulence '
CAD-735941] . p0338 N72-21604
NAVAL AEROSPACE HBDICAL ISST., PESSiCOii, FLA. .
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army
aircraft.during fiscal year 1968: Relative
incidence and cost
[AD-735119] p0272 N72-19053
' Orientation error accidents in regular Army UH-1
aircraft during fiscal year 1968: Relative
incidence and cost
[AD-735457] ., p0332 N72-21016
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., JBHSACOll,FLA. . ; . ' .
8a-|qr orientation error accidents in regular
army DH-1 aircraft daring fiscal yeap 1968:
Accident factors
[AD-738808] ' p0467 N72-26028
Orientation-error accidents in tegular Army
aircraft daring fiscal year 1969: Relative
incidence and cost
tAD-743483] p062U N72-32061
NAVAL AEROSPACE RECOVEBT FACILITY, EL CEHTBO, CALIF.
Study of CH-53A helicopter flight load parameters
fAD-739332] . p0467 B72-26030
Pilot controlled dynamic, spin simulation of the
F-4 Phantom let on the human centrifuge
[AD-739326] p0483 N72-27278
NATAL AIR DEVELOPHEHT CBBTER, JOBBSVILLE, PA.
Development of a stress crack resistant nrethane
sealant for heated areas of aircraft surfaces
CAD-727592] P0035 N72-10489
Statistical review of counting accelerometer
data for Havy and Barine fleet aircraft
tAD-725840] • P0089 B72-11968
Stresses and strains around open and filled
holes in an aluminum sheet during cyclic loading
tAD-726164) . P0098 B72-12928
Protective finishing systems for magnesium
aircraft components
CAD-729651] P0160 B72-14584
A survey of aircraft maintenance chemicals
suspected of contributing to water pollution
[AD-.730473] • p0168 N72-15138
Proceedings of Symposium on Advanced Aircraft
Electric Systems (SOSTEL)
TAD-731077J p0169 N72-15234
A revised critical state identification scheme
for the wave-off decision device
CAD-732760) p0254 B72-18032
An evaluation of search and rescue mission
characteristics
[AD-733987] p0256 B72-18017
Statistical review of counting accelerometer
data for Bavy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 1 Joly 1971
[AD-733678] p0259 H72-18468
An evaluation of the recirculating chromate
rinse concept for aircraft corrosion control
[AD-732762J . p0259 N72-18503
Self-lubricating composite materials for naval
aircraft. Differential thermal analysis of
self-lubricating bearing system, compositions
and wear-debris •
[AD-732761] p0260 B72-18588
The development of improved aluminum polishes
for naval aircraft, part 2
fAD-733403) . p0260 N72-18602
Effects of spectrum block size and stress level
on fatigue characteristics of aluminum alloy
box .beams under random sequence unidirectional
loading ,
CiD-734393] p0283 B72-19932
Statistical methods and their application to
establishing flight maneuver loads design
criteria for fighter aircraft
TAD-735472.] p0332 B72-21015
Efficiency study of electrically .short H-F
antennas
,CAD-735886] p0335 N72-21176
Air skimmer program (Z-28A)
CAD-736187] p0369 B72-22032
Corrosion resistance of fastener coatings
fAD-738805J ' • p0471 B72-26472
Arrested landing fatigue test of model C-2A
airplane
C&D-739331] p0480 B72r27036
Flight loads data frot lamps BB-2D helicopters
DV/98 operations
CAD-738452J •
 ; p0480 H72-27038
Bechanism of fatigue enhancement in selected
.high strength alaminam alloys
fAD-738»50] . . p0484 B72-27584
NATAL AIB DEVELOPHEHT CEHTEB, WABHIBSTEB, PA.
G protective tilting aircraft seats
rAp-741202J •• p0531 N72-29026
Statistical review of counting accelerometer
data for Bavy and Barine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 1 January 1972
[AD-7K3067] . i - • . p0587 B72-31036
Test plan for a structural integrity.
investigation for the CH-46 aft transmission
planetary carrier bearing nut in support of
the analytical rework program
[AD-743Q73] p0587 B72-31037
Removal of baked on aluminized silico&e paint,
phase 1
CAD-742795] p0587 B72-31174
Study of flight-load parameters of the Navy
flight demonstration team F-4J aircraft
TAD-743476J p0623 •B72-32050
Evolution and description of the tracers ground
to air escape/resc.ne system
[AD-743477]
 : p0624 B72-32059
Test plan report for arrested landing fatigue
test of model B-2 A/B airplane
t»D-743478] ' p0624' N72-32060
Arrested landing fatigue test of the model A-6A
aircraft
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rAD-715300] p0612 S72-330U9
Effect of grain orientation on susceptibility of
two titanium plate alloys to stress corrosion
fAD-7!(5293] p06<(5 B72-33551
NAVAL AIB EBGIBEEBIHG CEBTEB, PBILADELPBIA, PA.
Evaluation of dry-to-the-toach ultra thin film,
vater displacing, corrosion preventive conpounds
fAD-728779) p0095 N72-12523
CVA-67 spring constants for the shock analysis
of catapult installations
r;AD-729219J . p0157 N72-11288
Shipboard operational evaluation of carrier- '
landing aid stabilization 'system ' ' -
rAD-732116] ' ' P?2?1 H72-17199
Carrier Aircraft Operational Compatibility
System (CAOCS - nod 2) computer program " '
fAD-732755] ' '• p025« H72-18030
Hark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring
system and procedures for aligning crosshead
tracks, side rails, and engine cylinder
rAD-732«45J p0257 N72-18272
Hark 7 arresting gear purchase cable'development
program, July through December 1970-
rAD-733988] • p0257 H72-18273
Investigations in support of Hk 7 jet blast -
deflector cooling module design
fAD-735877] ' p0311 H72-21963
Design optimization and performance prediction
of a shorebased aircraft recovery system by
mathematical model computer simulation. • ' -
Proposed system no. 1,-capstan cable system
fAD-740098] • • • p0519 N72-28272
Procedure for certification tests of type C Hark
13 Hod 1 catapults, flush deck nose'gear
launch equipment, bridle arresters,'Jand jet
blast deflectors on OSS Himitz, CVAN-68 '
rAD-7381«5] P0519 N72-28273
Evaluation of advanced method for steam catapult
performance prediction with shipboard test data
fAD-7«280l;| P0585 N72-31027
NAVAL AIB FBOPOLSIOH TEST CEHTEB, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
A test method for nondestructive 'testing of fuel
filtration eguipment using thermograpny •
[AD-713081] p0591 N72-31787
Botor burst protection program. Phases'6 and 7:
Exploratory experimentation to provide data*
for the design "of 'rotor 'burst fragment . •'' '
containment' rings
fAD-711950] . p06<iq N72-33031
Study of-altitude and'Rach number effects on
exhaust gas emissions of an afterburning
turbofan engine
CAD-711219] -" p05l|2- B72-29967
Derivation and evaluation of a radial inlet ' '
• pressure distortion index
fAD-712146] ' p0580 N72-30783
HAVAL AIB SISTERS COHHAND, BASHINGTOH, B.C.• • •
The preparation of a specification for hydraulic
fluid filters for aircraft-ground support
eguipment ' '
fAD-730027] P0160 B72-11506
Advanced avidhic1digital computer development
program " '
rAD-731113] • p0275 H72-19255
A new approach to the calculation of the -effect
of the ground on the performance of rotary
wing aircraft • ' • .. i
fAD-736925) p0385 . N72-23036
Aircraft cabin air leakage rate, maximum
allowable:•Derivation of
TAD-739687] p0182 H72-27.018
Recent OS Navy flying qualities research '
P0622 N72-32037
BAVAL AIB TEST CENTEB, PAT0XEHT BIVEB, HD.
Carrier Suitability Tests • •' ;• J'p
P0329 B72-20988
Flight investigation of the optimum energy '
flight path of an F-8D airplane
•fAD-737377] p0385 N72-23035
A study of airplane touchdown data measuring
devices used during carrier suitability
structural tests ' '• '
'' fAD-738811] P0171 H72-26363
BAVAL CIVIL EHGINEEBIBG LAB.', POBT HtJEHEHE, CALIF.
Airfield pavement condition survey,'DSHAS
Imperial Beach, California *
[AD-7336561 '' p0276 -B72-19301
Airfield pavement condition survey,' OSNAS
Barber's Point, Hawaii
- fAD-735105] p0323 1172-20268
Airfield-pavement condition survey, DSHAS
Bhidbey Island and OSFOF Coupeville, iashington
[AD-735860] p0387 H72-23222
Airfield pavement condition survey, OSBCAS
' Kaneohe, Hawaii
CiD-735861] p0387' H72-23226
Airfield pavement condition survey, DSSAS
Alameda, California '
[AD-735863] p0387 H72-23227
Airfi'eld pavement condition survey, OSHALF Crows
•Landing, California
CAD-739316] pO'518 B72-28265
Airfield pavement condition survey, OS8CAS Tuna,
Arizona
TAD-739317] ' p0518' B72-28266
Airfield pavement condition survey, OSflCAS (B)
Santa Ana and DSHCAS (HOLF) -Rile Square,
California ' • , ' • •
[AD-738828] p0518 B72-28267
Airfield pavement condition survey, OSHALF San
Clemente Island, California ' • '
TAD-738827] " -p0518 N72-28268
Airfield -pavement condition survey, OSHOLF San
Nicolas Island; California ' '
fAD-738821] • • p0518 N72-28269
"Airfield pavement condition survey, OSHALF '
Honterey, California" '
fAD-7393111 ••' pp519 N72-28270
.Layered pavement systems. Part 1: 'Layered •
system design.- '-Part 2: Fatigue of plain '-:' '
concrete v
fADi712337] p0633 'VN72-32916
BAVAL HISSILE CEHTEB, POIBT BOGD, CALIF. ' '" ' :
Utility of the vertical contact analog display
for carrier landings: A diagnostic evaluation
[AD-73016U] ' - • • - . . -'.'P0167 :N72-15013
BAVAL OBDHAHCE LAB., BHITE OAK, HD. ' . . " ' ' '
'Solvent removal of EC-2273 potting compound from
F-1 aircraft electrical components '• '
f AD-725193J • ' - p0016 H72-)11173
Behardening of EC-2273 potting compound' in F-'l
aircraft electrical components • • ' • • ' 'L '
[AD-726180] p0091''N72-12518
Effects of• canopy geometry on-the drag < . • ' • > • ' •
coefficient of a cross parachute in the ;fully
'• open and reefed conditions for a ii/L'ratio of
0.261 '''•"'• ' f '"• • '-' '- "' ' • ' • • ' • '•
[AD-731023] p0167 H72-i50"l7
Evaluation of two:types of facilities to fulfill
the need-for high Reynolds number transonic
testing • . • • • ' . - ' • •> •l • '
[AD-731618] • il ' ' ' '. ; ' '" P0276 N72-19306
BATAL POSTGBADOATE SCHOOL, HOBTEBET, CAIIF.
Performance analysis of a turbo-type'energy
' absorber for an'aircraft';carrier arresting 'gear
fAD-728682] - '"'' ' p0108" '-H72-13219
•Nozzle and'exhaust testing in .transonic flight
regime' ' ' " * . ) :.. ' • - . - . '
' - ••" ' ' P0209 H72-16688
A visual-'approach and -"landing simnla'tbf system
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Development and application of a method for
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Development and application of a method-'for .
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Hodel and results
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Present and future developments in gas dynamic
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An hypothesis for the prediction of flight
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Two-dimensional low-speed tunnel tests on the
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. Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on a family of
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An.improved method for calculating generalised
airforces on oscillating wings in subsonic flow
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The implications of operating helicopters in
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The effects of semirigid .rotors of helicopter
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. • jet interference
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Aircraft centre of gravity response to
two-dimensional spectra of turbulence .
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Low-speed wind-tunnel measurements of surface
pressure .fluctuations on two slender-wing models
[AR.C-CP-11541 P0089 N72-11967
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 CA comparative assessment of two forms of
",. cycloconverter .
"' r.BAE-TR-700921 p0091 S72-11979
' A system for airborne recording and analysis of
ILS localiser and glide path installations
[BAE-TR-7.0222J P0096 H72-12590
Parameter estimation for the log-normal parent
population of fatigue failures from a sample
containing both failed and non-failed members
... r&RC-CP-1144] P0098 H72-12925
Operating loads on the main undercarriages of
the F-104 6 aircraft
rRAE-LIB-THAHSr1591]. . p0101 N72-12989
The. influence of nearr>waJce assumption on the
lifting characteristics of a rotor blade
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A dual output 1.6 GHz solid-state power source
TRAE-THr 7.00021 ' • . P0169 H72-15216
• Scale effects1in flows over swept wings
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; An experimental investigation of the effect of
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.. stability characteristics of delta wings of 70
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dynamics simulator to the Ion speed dynamics
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Instruction concerning castings for aeronautical
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free-flight measurements of pressure and heat
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An approximate analysis of the non-linear
lateral motion of a slender aircraft (HP 115)
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The velocities induced by distributions of
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elevated temperatures
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Special events of meteorological origin (January
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A flight investigation of a STOL aircraft
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external-flow jet-augmented flap
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An investigation of annular aerofoils for
tnrbofan engine cowls
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Output filters for aircraft type cycloconvertors
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A review of approach and landing guidance in
relation to civil and military operational
reguirements
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environment monitor
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for flight tests
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An approximate treatment of the stability of a
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lift
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The two-dimensional flow around a slotted flap
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Exploratory tests on a forward-nounted overwing
engine installation
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Boundary-layer pressure fluctuations at high
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Spontaneous ignition of avtur vapour in various
oxygen-nitrogen mixtures
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The Philosophy which underlies the structural
tests of a supersonic transport aircraft with
particular attention to the thermal cycle
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The practical implementation of fatigue
reguirements to military aircraft and
helicopters in the Onited Kingdom
pOSOO H72-29900
A study of dynamic aeroelastic effects on the
stability control and gust response of a
slender delta aircraft
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aerofoil characteristics
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Possibilities for thrust determination in an
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Development of an ice-shedding coating for
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A comparison between two methods of analysis of
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On the induced drag of thin plane delta wings.
An experimental study of the spanwise
distribution of the leading edge forces at low
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Experimental study of induced drag and leading
edge tangential suction force spanwise
distribution of thin plane delta wings at low
speeds including the effects of fuselage
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BOYAI BBTHEBLABDS AIRCRAFT FACTORIES FOKKBR,
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Results obtained by applying the kernel function
method to linearized supersonic lifting
surface theory upon variation of input
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SAAB AIRCRAFT CO., LIBKOPIHG (SiEDBB) .
Interference effects from jets on aircraft
static stability. Rind tunnel methods used in
Sweden
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A photogrammetric three-point method for
analysing the motion of moving objects
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Fatigue experience from tests carried out with
forged beam and frame structures in the
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The effect of conical thickness distributions on
the separated flow past slender delta wings
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Supersonic and transonic deployment of ribbon
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explosions
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The dynamic environment of selected military
helicopters
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Formulation of the eguations of motion for
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aircraft
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aerodynamics in perfect fluids
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p0258 B72-18448
BASA OBDEB R-12893
P0071 A72-15542
HASA T4SK I ',:-
P0130 472-16888
BASH-1785 • '• , i
p0112 -B72-13909
BASH-1922 .
P0072 472-15568
BASS-
BASH-
HASH
NASH-
UA SB
HASH-
H A S H -
B4S1;
1I4S1
B4S1-
HAS1-
BAS1-
H4S1-
N4S1-
B4S1-
B4S1-
H4S1-
BAS1-
B4S1-
B4S1-
P0128
P0092
1938'
P0180
p0171
2035
pOIOQ
p0100
p0150
p0161
p0250
p0260
P0265
P0269
P0281
p0317
P0317
P0320
p0320
P0383
P0421
P0425
•pO«30
P0469
p0514
P0523
P0576
P0618
P0628
2037 ' .
P0095
> p0169
•P0430
p0513
p0513
p0515
. p0528
p0578
2038
- p0165
p0463
2057
p0533
-2063 l <
P0164
;2247
. p0111
p0280
P0373
p0522
22H9" -
P0282
2293
P0323
6349- -
p0303
6666'
p0437
' 'p0437
p0437
' • P0437
P0437
7468
P0286
P0251
1
 P0251
. p0368
7537
p0318
8173
-• pO-30'3
8448
p0149
p0164
P0636
8541
P0034
8858
P0160
P0475
9125
P0273
9143
. P0038
9163-
P0165
9200
P0269
9252
P0150
472-16824
B72-12223
472-18957
B72-15625
B72-12982
B72-12983
B72-13987
B72-14700
N72-18000
B72-18621
B72-18997
B72-19023
H72-19737
B72-19993
B72-19994
B72-20014
B72-20015
B72-23024
S72-24023
B72-24531
B72-24993
B72-26233
S72-28008
B72-28784
B72-30264
B72-32010
B72-32302
B72-12550
B72-15273
872-24990
B72-28000
B72-28001
B72-28011
H72-29006
B72-30551
H72-15003
B72-26000
B72-29227
B72-H1997
B72-13580
B72-19718
B72-22620
B72-28662
N72-19849
B72-20250
A72-26577
B72-25711
B7 2-2 5712
B72-2571"3-
B72-25714
N72-257T5
A72-25369
B72-18010'
B72-18011
B72-22024
B72-20007
A72-26577
H72-13977
B72-14990
B72-32995
B72-10401
B72-14585
B72-26939
B72-19102
B72-11010
B72-15001
B72-19029
B72-13991
COITB1CT BOHBEE IHDEI
.31-9257.
P0101 1172-12988
S1-9425
P0001 A72-10160
51-9485
P0112 B72-13884
p0525 H72-28899
.31-9559-14
p0640 B72-33029
.31-9562
. p0221 H72-17207
P0222 H72-17208
31-9603
POI130 H72-24991
• p0464 H72-26005
.51-9622
p0031 B72-10043
51-9812
P02II3 A72-24775
P0266 B72-19000 '-•-:
.51-9837
P0347 472-28841
P0166 B72-15004
31-9872
P0099 B72-12949
31-9883
P0419 B72-23991
31-9910
P0218 N72-17006
S1-9987
P0287 A72-25U04
P0414 A72-34060
31-10004
P0588 H72-31303
31-10044
P0422 H72-24025
31-10082
P0463 H72-25996
P0636 H72-32996
51-10103
•p0368 N72-22022 .
51-10174
P0475 B72-26996
31-10213
P0130 A72-16899 .
P0366 H72-22005
31-10216
P0573 N72-30011
S1-10272
P0087 H72-11957.
51-10365
P0513 B72-28002
51-10374
P0466 N72-26021 •
P0466 1172-26022
P0466 872-26023
31-10410
P0133 172-16942
31-10446 . .
P0443 A72-3»477
.51-10459
P0287 A72-25413
P0529 N72-29009
.31-10536
P0430 H72-24992
P0533 B.72-29229
.31-10653
P0338 H72-21625
31-10700
P0502 A72-38260
31-10701
P0498 A72-38127
P0514 S72-28003
.31-10702
P0499 A72-38128
.31-10703
pOOOS A72-10259
P0510 A72-40056
. P0464 B72-26007
.51-10708
P0581 H72-30946
iS1-10791
• p0561 A72-42346
P0622 H72.-32040
P0622 H72-32041
,31-10823
. p0644 N72-33272
31-10893
p0575 B72-30031
.31-10896
P0295 A72-25634
BAS1-10900
P0638 N72-33013
KAS1-10946
P0612 A72-45327
HAS1-11162
p0645 H72-33561
HAS1-11216
P0513 B72-27999
BAS1-11228 '
P0638 B72-33014
P0638 B72-33015
P0638 H72-33016
p0638 B72-33017
BAS1-11251
P0639 B72-33020
P0639 B72-33021
BAS2-4151
P0562 A72-42350
P0078 B72-11889 .
P0079 B72-11890
P0079 N72-11891
P0516 H72-28018
p0516 B72-28019
BAS2-4389
P0464 B72-26010
BAS2-4892
p0370 H72-22099
P0376 H72-22651
p0376 N72-22652
BAS2-5025. - •-
p0467 H72- 26025
BAS2-5143
pOSOO A.72-38137
BAS2-5247
p0133 A72-16953 •
MAS2-5261
p0165 H72-14999
BAS2-5419
P0253 B72-18024
P0253 H72-18025
BAS2-5458
p0092 B72-12182
P0092 B72-12183'
p0108 H72-13233
p0157 B72-14274 -
BAS2-5461
p0573 B72-30013
BAS2-.5462 , '
p0218 B72-17004
HAS2-5473
P0251 B72-18005
BAS2-5730
p0128 A72-16823
BAS2-5737
P0169 B72-15244
HAS2-5889
P0648 1172-33916
BAS2r5969
.p0052 B72-11845
P0268 B72-19021
P0378 B72-22980
BAS2-5989 ' .
. p0036 H72-10984
P0036 B72-10985
p0036 B72-10986
P0036 B72-10987
P0467 B72-26024 .
BAS2-6025
P0499 A72-38129
. p0367 B72-22013
P0367 B72-2201CI
. p0516 B72-28017
BAS2-6056
p0282 B72-19842
P0535 U72-29564
BAS2-6099
P0501 A72-38253
BAS2-6152
P0264 B72-18786
BAS2-6175 .
P0562 A72-42356
BAS2-6259
p0526 H72-28994
BAS2-6285
P0264 H72-18909
BAS2-6344
P0130 A72-16888
p0514 H72-28007
p0585 B72-31020
BAS2-6433
p0480 B72-27032
BAS2-6437
P0414 A72-34072
BAS2-6473
p0640 H72-33028
BAS2-6477
P0251 B72-18004
P0431 B72-25005
BAS2-6490 •
p0250 B72-18001
p0515 872-28010
BAS3-10481
p0377 B72-22791
BAS3-11157
pO«87 H72-27818
BAS3-11158
p0473 B72-26689
p0473 B72-26690
P0524 B72-28796
BAS3-11159
P0377 B72-22792
BAS3-12009
P0224 N72-17949
BAS3-12417
p0093 B72-12413
BAS3-12424
•' P0265 N72-18994
BAS3-12425
p0473 B72-26545
BAS3-12430
p0414 A72-34077
P0365 B72-2199U
P0474 B72-26695
p0538 N72-29808
BAS3-13202
p0110 B72-13468
BAS3-13203
P0324 H72-20508
NAS3-13207
P0535 B72-29533
BAS3-13489 . .
P0260 B72- 18584
NAS3-13493
P0580 B72-30774
BAS3-13494
P0326 H72- 20763
HAS3-13498 '•
P0180 A72-18951
BAS3-13499
p0483 B72-27290
BAS3-14304
P0224 B72- 17845
p0523 N72-28793
P0538 B72-29806
BAS3-14317
. P0425 B72-24530
BAS3-143271
 P0172 B72-15716
BAS3-14333
p0590 B72-31780
HAS3-14338
P0465 N72-26014
p0473 B72-26692
p0647 N72-33743
BAS3-14367
P0517 B72-28028
BAS3-15550
p0523 B72-28786
BAS3-15563
P0390 H72-23836
KAS3-15690
P0428 B72-24828
BAS3-15773
P0571 B72-30000
BAS4-1487
P0054 A72-13164
HAS4-1580
p0086 B72-11943
HAS5-9097
P0603 A72-44513
BAS5-9098
• p0603 A72-44513
BAS5-11634
P0209 B72-16510
P0209 B72-16511
BAS5-20168
P0485 B72-27701
HAS5-20228
P0091 B72-12086
BAS5-21101
P0191 A72-21091
BAS7-100
p0576 B72-30249
BAS8-4016
P0201 H72-15942
BAS8-25893
P0072 A72-15566
BAS8-27041
P0435 B72-25542
BAS8-27503
P0575 B72-30245
BAS8-28230
P0587 N72-31279
BAS9-1106
P0534 B72-29335
BAS9-9766 '
P0562. A72-42357
BAS9-11445 |
P0201 B72-15941
BAS12-659
. p0011 A72-11068
BAS12-698
P0012 A72-11134
p0118 A72-16110
BAVI TASK A310310A/551A/1
P0287 A72-25401
BBS PEOJ. 2211509
P0523 B72-28673
BBS PEOJ. 2211510
- p0523 B72-28673
BBS PROJ. 2211511
p0095 N72-12583
P0523 B72-28673
BBS PBOJ. 2211514
P0095 H72-12583
P0523 H72-28673
BBS PBOJ. 2211680
P0095 B72-12583
P0096 B72-12586
p0523 B72-28673
HBS PBOJ. 2211681
p0095 H72-12583
P0523 B72-28673
BBS PBOJ. 4314427
P0161 B72-14679
8CEL PROJ. 53-125
P0276-B72-19304
'p0387 B72-23222
P0387 H72-23226
P0387 B72-23227
BGL-05-020.-007
• -p0504 A72-39083
P0110 B72-13505
P0485 B72-27679
P0578 B72-30586
B6L-05-020-243
P0593 A72-43327
HGL-22-009-025
p0374 N72-22630
NGL-22-009-124
P0095 B72-12580
P0630 N72-32639
BGL-22-009-378
P0415 A72-34084
P0171 B72-15712
BGL-22-009-383
P0416 A72-34091
BGL-23-005-010
p0422 S72-24024
NGI-31-001-119
P0197 A72-21904
BG1-33-008-090
P0599 A72-43868
BGL-33-010-057
P0405.A72-33010
BG1-33-016-119
P0066 A72-14815
P0128 A72-168I49
P0572 B72-30007
BGL-33-022-082
P0395 A72-32017
BGl-34-002-095
P0532 B72-29207
BGL-47-004-067
P0130 A72-16902
P0087 S72-11950
P0534 B72-29237
SGL-47-005-014 '
P0203 S72-15960
NGL-48-002-057
P0501 A72-38222
D-5
.COHTBACT HDBBEE IHDBI
NGB-05-003-451
P0562 A72-42358
NGB-05-003-0471
P0619 H72-32016
SGF-05-007-305
P0603 A72-44513
NGB-05-009-059
P0427 H72-24672
HGB-05-020-102
P0286 A72-25374
NGB-05-020-431
P0504 A72-39083
NGH-11-002-121
P0201 N72-15943
NGB-16-002-029
P0365 N72-21998
NGH-22-009-303
P0101 N72-12992
P0533 N72-29226
HGB-22-009-339
P0172 H72-15713
P0528 N72-29004
HGB-22-009-5.48
P0149 1172-13984
NGB-23-004-068
P0092 N72-12211
NGB-25-001-036
P0258 N72-18424
NGB-33-010-054
P0197 A72-21903
NGB-33-016-167
P0139 A72-17629
P0557 A72-41534
P0109 N72-13269
NGB-34-002-086
P0517 H72-28027
NGB-36-003-002 '
P0286 A72-25368
HGB-39-004-038
P0389 N72-23664
NGB-41-001-024
P0571 N72-29999
NGB-43-001-075
P0131 A72-16920
NGH-43-002-034
P0500 A72-38141
P0469 N72-26227
NGB-44-001-081
P0349 A72-28867
NGB-47-005-029
P02I12 A72-24757
P0243 472-24766
P0244 A72-24776
NGB-47-005-110
P0242 A72-24757
NGB-47-005-112
P0212 A72-24757
P0243 472-24766
P0244 A72-24776
NGB-47-005-149
P0243 A72-24766
NGB-47-005-181
P0496 472-38107
NGB-52-025-002
P0269 N72-19026
KGB-52-025-003
P0003 A72-10219
NOAA-E-22-49-70
P0348 A72-28857
NOL PEOJ. 341/AIB-520C01
P0046 N72-11473
NOLTE PROJ. 341/AIB-520CO
P009" N72-12518
HONB-225(64)
P0551 A72-41080
NOW-63-0379-DI
P0060 A72-13711
NOW-66-0738-A
P0295 A72-25629
HE PBOJ. 094-363
p0580 N72-30784
NR PROJ. 196-092
P0334 H72-21027 '
NB PBOJ. 197-007 '
P0256 N72-18120
KB PBOJ. 212-199
P0380 N72-23002
NR PBOJ. 212-202
P0423 N72-24036
NB PEOJ. 212-203
P0583 N72-31008
HB PBOJ. 213-044
P0532 B72-29031
HB PEOJ. 213-054
P0031 N72-10044
P0385 B72-23041
P0532 H72-29220
HB PBOJ. 213-061
P0272 H72-19051
. p0370 H72-22038
HB PBOJ. 213-065
P0433 H72-25015
P0433. H72-25016
P0433 H72-25017
P0433 H72-25018
HB PBOJ. 213-067
P0043 H72-11053
NB PBOJ. 213-070
P0208 H72-16315
HB PBOJ. 213-072
P0090 H72-1197U
P0090 H72-11975
P0091 H72-11976
HE PBOJ. '213-072B
p0254 N72-18036
HB PBOJ. 213-073
P0162 N72-14802
NB PEOJ. 213-080
p0272 H72-19046
HB PBOJ. 213-081
p0423 H72-24035
HB PBOJ. 213-085
P0384 N72-23033
NB PBOJ. 215-015
p0579 N72-30611
NE PBOJ. 215-170
P0588 N72-31316
NB PEOJ. 215-183
P0577 N72-30291
NB PEOJ. 215-188
P0486 N72-27713
BE PBOJ. 307-347
P0649 N72-33980
NB PBOJ. 321-013
P0217 N72-16899
NBC A-2003
P0607 A72-44678
NEC A-5102
P0455 A72-35950
NBL PBOJ. H01-3"2
P0159 H72-14473
NBL PBOJ. BO6-41
p0387 N72-23164
NSF GA-629X
p0356 A72-29622
NSP GA-1527
P0413 A72-33946
HSF GA-15118
p0302 A72-26515
NSF GA-18109
P0227 A72-22435
NSF GA-19105
P0413 A72-33946
NSF GI-12
. P0048 H72-11680
NSF GK-2283
P0599 A72-43868
NSF GK-5608
p0490 A72-37289
NSF GK-17748
P0434 N72-25320
NSF GK-17861
p0389 N72-23664
NSF GS-31253
P0390 N72-23979
NSF IG-705
P0344 A72-28541
NSB-22-009-631
P0367 N72-22015
N00010-69-C-0683
P0136 A72-17321
N00014-6F-A-0305-0014
P0363 A72-311S1
N00014-66-C-0357
P0217 N72-16899
N00014-66-C-0362
P0031 N72-10044
P03B5 N72-23041
P0532- N72-29220
NOOO14-67-A-0112-0063
P0384 H72-23033
H00014-67-A-0202-0016
. P0580 B72-30784
S00014-67-A-0232-0009
P0156 H72-14243
P0275 N72-19230
H00014-67-A-0305-0014
P0334 N72-21027
H00014-67-C-0101 ,
p0208 H72-16315
N00014-68-A-0091
P0192 A72-21470
P0052 H72-11850
B00014-68-A-0512
p0557 A72-41264
H00014-68-C-0191
P0272 B72-19051,
P0370 H72-22038
. N00014-68-C-0289
P0433 N72-25015
P0433 H72-25016
p0433 H72-25017
p0433 N72-25018
H00014-68-C-0300
P0043 N72-11053
N00014-68-C-0443
P0532 N72-29031
N00014-69-C-0101 i
p0182 A72-19091
H0001U-69-C-0169
P0446 A72-34498
P0612 A72-45329
N00014-69-C-0339
P0182 .A72-19091
N00014-69-C-0343
p0162 N72-14802
H00014-69-C-0460
' P0090 N72-11974
P0090 H72-11975
P0091 N72-11976
H0001 4-70- A-02 19-0003
P0649 H72-33980
H00014-70-C-0202
P0256 H72-18120
H00014-70-C-0400
p0380 N72-23002
N00014-70-C-0404
P0387 N72-23169
N00014-70-0099
P0593 A72-43328
N00014-71-C-0026
p0446 A72-34498
H00014-71-C-0062
P0423 H72-24036
N00014-71-C-0106
P0337 N72-21392
N00014-71-C-0138
P0272 B72-19046
N00014-71-C-0161
P0583 H72-31008
H00014-71-C-0197
P0452 A72-35479
N00014-71-C-0199
P0529 H72-29012
H00014-71-C-0226
P0612 A72-45329
p0588 H72-31316
H00014-71-C-0259,
P0577 H72-30291
H00014-71-C-0265
P0486 H72-27713
N00014-71-C-0274
P0423 H72-24035
N00014-71-C-0318
p0481 N72-27044
N00014-71-C-0399
' p0535 N72-29539
N00016-67-A-0269-0021
p0507 A72-39631
N00017-62-C-0604
P0094 H72-12448
P0338 N72-21622
N00017T70-C-1407
p0185 A72-19873
P0579 N72-30611
N00017-72-C-4401
P0579 N7 2-30597
N00019-71-C-0158
p0536 N72-r296l5
N00019-69-C-0063
p0152 H72-14002
:N00019-69-C-0322
P0158 N72-14321
H00019-69-C-0534
p0502 A72-38260
p0153 B72-14004
' H00019-69-C^0668
P0538 H72-29810
H00019-69-C-0683
P0170 H72-15449
N00019-70-C-0077
p0110 H72-13434
i N00019-70-C-0156
! p0385 H72-23039
N00019-70-C-0223
P0267 H72-19012
H00019-70-C-0244
P0110 H72-13429
N00019-70-C-0349
P0168 N72-15019
N00019-70-C-0590
P0110 H72-13446
N00019-71-C-0044
P0447 A72-34502
N00019-71-C-0077
P0500 A72-38140
H00019-71-C-0092
P0426 H72-24618
N00019-71-C-0119
p0259 H72-18505
N00019-71-C-0137
P0536 N72-29615
.B00019-71-C-0167
P0426 N72-24616
N00019-71-CT0228
P0426 N72-24613
N00019-71-C-0429
P0581 N72-30986
P0581 S72-30987
N00156-69-C-0710
P0221 N72-17199
"H00156-70-C-1100
i p0288 A72-25476
N00156-70-C-1321
P0350 A72-28954
. - p0107 H72-13039
• i . P0481 N72-27040
H00164-69-C-0216
. . 'P0217 H72-16955
H00600-71-C-0575
? P0533 H72-29222
H60921-68-C-0220
P0009 A72-10749
N60971-71-C-0283
p0643 H72-33255
H62269-70-C-0172
P0131 A72-16922
. N62269-70-C^0395
P0094 H72-12427
P0094 N72-12428
P0094 H72T12429
H62269-71-C-0177
P0577 H72-30438
H62269-71-C-0581
P0641 H72-33036
N62306-68-C-0258
P0520 N72-28429
N62474-71-C-4781
P0529 H72-29011
OCD-OS-72-174
P0034 H72-10396
0KB PBOJ. 0-0077
p0167 N72-15013
P0375 N72-22642
OHE PEOJ. 0-0078
P0167.N72-15013
P0375 N72-22642
OHE PEOJ. 0-0079
P0167 N72-15013
P0375 N72-22642
OSDBF PBOJ. 2426
P0208 N72-16227
PD/23/058/ADB
p0324 N72-20519
PBOJ. JCE-AAH9
P0214 N72-16728
PEOJ. BAND
p0586 N72-31029
D-6
COSTB1CT HOHBEB I8DEX
, PBOJ. THEHIS
P0031 872-10042
P0035 872-10501
P0161 872-14674
PBOJ. 03U-21H-012
P0376 872-22649
PBOJ. 041-305-07X
P0261 872-18659
PEOJ. 015-390-011
P0111 N72-13586
PBOJ. 052-241-031
P0280 872-19719
PBOJ. 073-323-04X
P0033 H72-10233
PSOJ. 074-319-03Y
P0280 N72-19720
PBOJ. 197-622-02B
P0096 H72-12588
PBOJ. 198-001-01X
P0388 872-23400
PBOJ. 212-301-031
P0170 H72-151(31
PBOJ. 215-201-01X
P0388 872-23400
PBOJ. 330-014-04X
P0111 H72-13586
PBOJ. 341-004-03X
P0033 872-10173
PBOJ. 502-201-02X
P0101 H72-12987
PBOJ. 502-301-15X
P0085 872-11940
PBOJ. 503-101-01X
P0086 872-11947
PBOJ. 504-303-03X
P0166 N72-15006
P0166 H72-15007
PBOJ. 550-001-01H
P0086 H72-11946
PBOJ. 550-OOU-03H
P0085 872-11941
PBOJ. 859-S
P0365 K72-21998
PBOJ. 9356
P0167 H72-15015
PBOJECT THEHIS
P0123 172-16542
P0175 A72-18756
P0502 A72-38265
p0613 A72-45334
BB0090201
P0276 N72-19306
Sl-173-1971
P0586 H72-31032
SCI PBOJ. 5971
P0625 H72-32064
P0625 872-32065
SF14224001
P0107 872-13038
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• p0266 872-19000
126-14-15-01
p0525 872-28899
126-14-16-01
P0112 N72-13887
126-14-18-00-24
p0283 872-19922
126-15 p0096 872-12604
p0214 H72-16724
126-61-13-00-24'
p0250 H72-18003
126-61-14-00-24
p0102 N72-12994
126-62-01-02-24
P0279 S72-19659
126-62-10-00-24
p0368 H72-22026
P0383 872-23027
130-06-17-11-15
p0264 872-18911
132-15 p0093 872-12419
p0093 H72- 12420
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P0217 872-16937
p0249 872-17988
p0264 872-18783
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p0372 872-22496
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P0421 872-24015
133-61-12-01
P0219 872-17007
P0421 872-24014
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133-61-12-01-23
P0422 872-24024
133-61-12-02
- P0041 872-11038
p0368 872-22023
133-61-15-01
' p0150 872-13991
134-03 p0324 872-20492
' p0577 872-30471
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P0098 872-12908
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135-19-02-04
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136-13-01-02
•p0318 H72-20006
p0636 872-32996
136-13-01-05
P0073 872-11853
136-13-01-08-00-21
P0581 872-30992
136-13-02-00-21
P0087 872-11949
136-13-04-01
P0469 872-26239
136-13-05r01
P0045 872-11289
P0109 872-13271
136-13-0570t-00-21
P0419 872-23996
. 136-14-01-01
P0269 872-19029
136-14-02-02
PQ266 872-19001
136-62^01-00-24
P0465 872-26017
'p0477 872-27013
P0638 872-33019
136-62-01-02
p'0218 872-17006
P0572 872-30009
136-62-01-03
P0252 H72-18013
P0426 872-24625
136-62-02-00-24
. P0572 872-30002
136-62-02-02
P0265 H72-18995
P0268 872-19019
136-62-02-03
P0101 872-12990
P0252 872-18012
P0480 H72-27033
136-62-02-04
,P0079 872-11896
.136-63-02-02
P0218 872-17005
136-63-02-28
P0369 872-22027
136-63-02-37
P0366 872-22003
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'P0572 872-30004
137-09-02-01
P0422 872-24025
138-60 P0468 872-26037
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. P8258. 872-18448
P0258 872-18450
501-06-04-01
P0636 872-32997
501-06-10-05
P0476 872-27002
501-17-01-06
P0622 872-32044
501-17-01-11
P0573 872-30010
501-24 P0634 872-32949
P0644 872-33386
501-38-12-02
P0622 872-32045
501-39-00-02
P0584 872-31013
502-32-04-04
P0633 872-32911
510-38-12-02
P0638 872-33018
674-74 P0201 872-15945
720-03 P0030 872-10025
P0051 872-11711
P0078 B72-11888
P0079 H72-11895
P0096 H72-12780
P0163 872-14989
720-05-10-02
P0423 872-24335
721-01-11-01
P0251 872-18007
P0251 872^18008
721-03 p0097 872-12785
721-04-10-02
P0318 872-20005
721-05-10-01
P0515 872-28015
721-52-11-01-00-21
P0514 S72-28009
721-54-10-01-21
P0319 H72-20012
722-01-10-02-21
P0032 872-10045
727-01-01-00-24
P0268 872-19022
736-05-00-01-24
P0464 872-26006
736-05-10-01
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P0517 872-28027
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4-3741 P0382 872-23017*
4-3753 p0514 B72-28009*
4-3893 P0513 872-27998*
A-3905 P026D 872-18911*
4-4015 P0515 872-28015*
4-4017 P0032 872-10045*
A-4023 p0319 872-20012*
4-4084 .' p0366 B72-22007*
A-4088 P0463 872-25998*
A-4109 P0087 872-11949*
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4D-288572 ' p0152 B72-14000
40-718465 P0171 B72-15598
40-723341 p0172 B72-15812
40-723344 p0216 B72-16861
40-723345 P0173 B72-15833
4D-723349 p0215 872-16802
40-724850 P0030 872-10036
40-724958 P0157 872-14289
40-725027 P0044 872-11056
40-725028 p0036 872-10957
40-725068 P0035 B72-10501
40-725069 p0031 872-10042
40-725207 P0043 H72-11053
40-725209 P0031 872-10044
40-725326 P0154 872-14009
AD-725461 p0153 872-14008
40-725478 P0037 B72-10992
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4D-725493 p0046 872-11473
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AD-730121 ;. p0153 B72-14004
AD-730141 p0155 »72-14016
AD-730153 p0154 B72-14014
AD-730160 p0154 S72-14015
AD-730162 p0151 B72-13992
AD-730179 p0219 H72-17008
AD-730288 p0154 H72-14013
AD-730338 p0225 B72-17977
AD-730343 p0225 H72-17964
AD-730348 p0224 B72-17937
AD-730359 p0155 U72-14018
AD-730362 p0155 N72-14019
AD-730363 p0155 B72-14020
AD-730364 P0155 S72-14021
AD-730464 .' p0167 B72-15013
AD-730473 P0168 B72-15138
AD-730571 P0168 H72-15019
AD-730601 p0171 H72-15601
AD-730610 p0207 B72-16078
AD-730634 p0205 N72-15977
AD-730635 P0205 B72-15978
AD-730673 p0163 B72-14931
AD-730788 ; p0155 B72-14017
AD-730837 p0170 B72-15449
AD-730979 '... p0218 B72-16999
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AD-735733 p033« N72
AD-735766 p0369 N72
AO-735860 p0387 N72
AD-735861 . p0387 H72
AD-735863 p0387 H72
AD-735877 p0341 H72
AD-735886 p0335 H72
AD-735915 p0334 K72
AD-735917 p0337 1172-
AD-735941 P0338 H72
AD-735943 p0388 H72
AD-735967 ; p0337 H72
AD-735970 P0339 B72
AD-736021 P0366 H72
AD-736022 p0370 B72
AD-736028 P0371 H72
AD-736056 p0386 H72
AD-736073 p0192 A72
AD-736074 P0191 A72
19044
19986
19255
19046
19011
19040
19039
19964
19042
19647
19300
-19041
-19644
-19038
-19642
-19043
-19932
-19048
-19857
-19306
-19012
-19051
-19343
-19277
-19536
-19347
-19714
-19049
-19713
=19222
-19054
-20028
-19352
-19728
-19856
-19050
-20596
-19013
-19858
-19230
-20268
-19053
-19671
-19722
-21019
-21825
-22603
721496
-21394
-21030
-25011
-22997
-22657
-21398
-22327
21171
21029
21013
21014
20973
21016
-21015
-21988
-22999
-23000
-20974
-21939
-21941
-21234
-21235
-21028
-22030
-23222
-23226
-23227
-21963
-21176
-21027
-21392
-21604
-23655
-21307
-21641
-22011
-22035
-22351
-23046
-21469
-21468
AD-736094 p0192 A72-21470
AD-736094 p0334 B72-21031
AD-736127 p0391 B72-23983
AD-736128 p0391 B72-23984
AD-736152 .p0338 B72-21622
AD-736187 p0369 B72-22032
AD-736207 p0386 B72-23047
AD-736247 p0370 B72-22038
AD-736347 p0370 B72-22036
AD-736369 p0366 B72-22012
AD-736409 p0370 B72-22037
AD-736410 p0370 B72-22039
AD-736456 p0371 B72-22328
AD-736465 p0388 B72-23263
AD-736475 p0340 B72-21813
AD-736477 p0372 H72-22511
10-736487 p0369 B72-22033
AD-736489 p0340 B72-21827
AD-736516 * p0377 B72-22659
AD-736537 p0334 B72-21032
AD-736616 p0369 B72-22034
AD-736710 p0387 B72-23169
AD-736754 p0384 B72-23029
AD-736755 p0384 B72-23030
AD-736818 p0386 B72-23144
AD-736819 p0388 B72-23490
AD-736824 p0419 B72-24001
AD-736825 p0419 B72-24002
AD-736839 p0389 B72-23805
AD-736873 .- p0384 B72-23032
AD-736887 P0390 H72-23936
AD-736902 p0384 B72-23031
AD-736925 p0385 B72-23036
4D-736948 p0127 A72-16798
AD-736964 p0384 H72-23033
ADr736968 p0385 B72-23039
AD-736971 p0426 H72-24613
AD-737036 p0389 H72-23668
AD-737038 p0377 B72-22663
AD-737039 P0377 B72-22662
AD-737040 p0424 B72-24352
AD-737121 p0385 H72-23043
iD-737126 p0385 S72-23042
AD-737177 p0384 N72-23034
AD-737188 p0387 H72-23164
AD-737197 P0370 N72-22040
AD-73728S p0388 B72-23509
AD-737293 P0380 B72-23002
AD-737294 ; p0389 B72-23671
AD-737313 p0385 B72-23041
AD-737334 p0388 B72-23229
AD-737339 p0389 H72-23669
AD-737350 p0385 B72-23037
AD-737377 p0385 B72-23035
AD-737378 p0390 B72-23847
AD-737383 p0390 S72-23966
AD-737445 p0012 A72-11132
AD-737513 p0427 B72-24683
AD-737607 p0424 B72-24353
AD-737611 p0433 B72-25014
AD-737624 p0426 B72-24618
AD-737694 p0423 B72-24036
AD-737707 p0422 H72-24031
AD-737713 p0425 N72-24541
AD-737719 p0425 B72-24542
AD-737752 p0422 B72-24030
AD-737779 p0426 B72-24601
AD-737804 p0427 B72-24682
AD-737833 p0427 B72-24806
AD-737859 p0432 B72-25012
AD-738006 p0433 H72-25015
AD-738007 p0433 B72-25016
AD-738008 p0433 B72-25017
AD-738009 p0433 B72-25018
AD-738018 p0423 S72-24035
AD-738079 p0426 N72-24616
AD-738137 p0519 N72-28274
AD-738178 p0423 B72-24193
AD-738202 p0422 B72-24032
AD-738203 p0423 B72-24033
AD-738204 p0425 B72-24547
AD-738231 p0424 B72-24394
AD-738304 p0434 H72-25320
AD-738314 p0424 B72-24357
AD-738318 p0419 B72-24003
AD-738345 p0425 B72-24544
AD-738360 p0423 N72-24034
AD-738445 p0519 B72-28273
AD-738450 p0484 B72-27584
E-3
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB BOBBEB IHDEI
AD-738452 p0480 B72-27038
AD-738531 p0467 H72-26029
AD-738536 p0467 B72-26027
40-738561 p0519 B72-28271
AD-738591 pO*71 B72-26360
1D-738596 p0468 B72-26137
40-738610 p0469 1172-26251
AD-738617 P0126 472-16706
iD-738623 p0484 B72-27332
40-738625 pO<(81 1172-27039
AD-738634 p0524 B72-28801
AD-738646 p0468 872-26215
AD-738680 p0486 872-27709
AD-738696 p0472 B72-26527
AD-738707 p0468 872-26041
AD-738790 P0058 A72-13608
AD-738805 p0471 B72-26472
AD-738808 p0467 872-26028
AD-738811 p0471 872-26363
AD-738824 p0518 872-28269
AD-738827 .: • -..-. p0518 S72-28268
AD-738828 p0518 B72-28267
AD-738839 .....'. p0468 B72-26214
AD-738842 P0471 H72-26109
iD-738883 p0471 872-26471
AD-738892 p0186 N72-27710
AD-738900 p0481 B72-27040
40-739130 p0472 872-26526
AD-739176 • p0488 872-27968
AD-739177 p0188 N72-27969
AD-739196 p0520 N72-28425
AD-739229 p0488 872-27988
AD-739230 POU83 N72-27279
40-739314 .. p0519 H72-28270
AD-739316 p0518 N72-28265
AD-739317 p0518 872-28266
AD-739326 : pOK83 N72-27278
40-739331 p0480 872-27036
AD-739332 p0467 872-26030
AD-739356 p0480 872-27037
AD-739370 p0481 872-27044
AD-739U29 pO»81 872-27043
AD-739464 -.-. •..-. p0181 872-27041
AD-739480 p0482 872-27069
40-739487 p0481 872-27042
AD-739555 p0481 1172-27047
AD-739559 -p0481 872-27045'
AD-739567 p0517 1172-28023
AD-739568 p0516 N72-28022
AD-739574 .. p0474 872-26815
AD-739578 ..; p0475 872-26904
40-739582 '. . P0516 N72-28021
AD-739585 ...'.....'. p0518 S72-28262
AD-739687 p0482 872-27048
AD-739694 ' .; ..-. ... p0517 N72-2802U
AD-739713 • pO«86 B72-27713
AD-739738 • p0518 872-28207
AD-739817 '... ..'... p0130 472-16903
AD-739858 •.•-.'. 'p0524 H72-28797
AD-739863 '. '. .. p0524 872-28798
AD-739870 '. pO«82 N72-27050
AD-739875 ....'... p0522 B72-28659
AD-739922 ..;. : >0521 N72-28518:
AD-739932 ' P0523 N72-28678
AD-739936 • p0521 B72-28519
AD-739946 ......-, p0082 N72-27052
AD-739972 p0526 N72-28989
4D-739973 '.'', . : pO«88 B72-27990'
AD-73997U •.'. '. . pO«88 N72-27991
4D-7U0092 p0520 N72-281I29
4D-7<t0098 '.. •. p0519 H72-28272
4D-7U0190 .P0527 N72-29000
AD-71Q193 • . ^0542 B72-29960
AD-740196 • p0577 N72-30420
AD-740211 ' P0538 N72-29811
AD-740291 :.'....: p0538 B72-29812
AD-7U0369 p0529 B72-29012
AD-7U0375 -. pOS32 H72-29220
AD-740393 p0529 H72-29011
AD-7tO«311 , •. p0533 1172-29223
40-740476 '.. '. 'p0531 N72-29025
AD-740502 i •...'.. p0529 S72-2901T
4D-740553 .-.-. p0532 N72-29134
4D-740600 •. p0536 872-29612
AD-740607 p0579 B72-30596
AD-740638 .• p0535 872-291(83
AD-740652 p0577 B72-30419
AD-740771 -. : p0529 B72-29010
AD-740772 P0530 B72-29020
AD-740773 '
AD-7407711
AD-740816
AD-740825
AD-740844
AD-740851
AD-740869
AD-740873 :
AD-740877
AD-740894 '.
4D-740897 1,
AD-740900
AD- 740901 '.
AD-740909
. . AD-740911 '.
AD-741066
AD-741132
AD-741194
AD-741195 ....'
AD-741200
AD-741202
AD-741213
AD-741245
4D-741249 ..
. 4D-741363 '.
AD-741364
AD-741368 .-...'
AD-741373 ;
AD-741377
AD-741379
AD-741410
40-7(11437 .....'... '....
40-741485
40-741486 ...'...:
AD-741529 '...'..•
AD-741530 '.-....
AD-741581 '..-.
40-741583 ...'.
AD-741744
40-741745
40-741778
AD-7U1807
AD-741813
AD-741857
AD-741883
AD-741917
40-741920 ' '
AD-741944 . .' ...'..'
AD-741945 . .'. •...'..
40-741977
AD-742085 ".......
AD-742093 '.:
AD-742096
AD-742127 ...'....... . .
40-742212 ...'.'..
40-742227 '. . .'.". .'...' . . .
AD-742233 '
AD-742247 . ...... . '.
AD-742248 . . . .'...-. .
AD-742266 . ...'..'.....
AD-742294 .' '.'
AD-742305 . ..".'..:.....• '.
AD-742311 .......'...'...
40-742314 . .•/.'.'.'. .V.'. .'
AD-742337 , . .'.'.-..'. .V. ... .'. .
40-742359 . .-.•."..•...• '
40-742368. >.'-. ......;..
4D-742425 '... '.......
40-742439 . . .V. V. .'.-. . . .
AD-742446 . ..-;'. V ..'.
40-742458 . . .-.' .- . . .'. . . .
AD-712463 ; :.'. .'. '. ......
AD-742655 . . .':.•'.
40-742733 ...'.'•.-.
AD-742735 '.'I'....'.
AD-742752 •..'..'
40-742780 -;
AD-742795 . . ..".: '.'.
40-742804 '.'. ..'
4D-.742854 '. . .'.... '
AD-742929 . . .V. .'. . . . V. . . . .
AD-742937 V.
AD-742948 . ...... .-. '.'.•
AD-742972 '. .'.;.'..'. .'. . ....
AD-742994 '. .1 .'. .'
AD-742996 ...'. .'A .V. . .
40-743002 . . .'. . l.\ .-.'.'. .-. .'. .
AD-743016 ;40-743026 . . . :'.':: .-.-.:. .:..
P0534 872-29480
.... p0530 H72-29019
p0579 H72-30611
; .. p0577 N72-30438
p0536 1172-29615
p0533 872-29222
P0536 B72-29633
P0529 872-29013
.'. p0537 H72-29676
... . p0579 B72-30597
p0575 872-30027
.... p0575 872-30026
p0577 872-30418
p0581 872-30964
p0575 872-30025
P0532 B72-29171
.' p0527 B72-29001
p0581 B72-30986
..'...... p0581 B72-30987
'.'... p0537 872-29680
P0531 'H72-29026
'p0533 872-29221
P0535 872-29539
•./.. p0542 B72-29967
p0530 872-29017
P0531 872-29024
p0627 872-32281
p0530 B72-29018
P0623 B72-32053
..'...... p0538 N72-29813
'...". p0529 872-29015
P0536 872-29632
........ p0529 872-29016
...•. p0531 B72-29023
...'....'. p0123 472-16553
•. p0309 472-27471
". p0542 872-29962
..' p0577 'B72-30300
p0539 872-29817
..'.•.'.... p0574 B72-30021
'. ... p0574 B72-30020
...'.• p0579 872-30593
p0578 872-30591
..'. p0627 872-32278
P0527 N72-29002
P0571 B72-29998
P0573 B72-30017
.... p0579 B72-30592
.. ..'.... p0573 872-30016
.'. p0020 A72-12498
p0577 B72-30291
p0627 B72-32280
p0627 872-32279
p0532 B72-29031
P0576 N72-30257
P0574 N72-30022
p0575 872-30168
' "... P0624 872-32054
p0531 872-29028
P0531 B72-29027
........ p0574 B72-30019
...'. p0576 B72'-30284
P0577 B72-30285
........ p0531 872-29030
;..' p0633 'B72-32916
p0530 B72-29021
P0539 872-29816
p0574 B72-.30023
p0575 B72-30173
'. .. p0580 B72-30783
p0580 B72-30784
' '. ... p0574 872-30018
p0629 B72-32503
P0586 B72-31030
P0586 872-31031
V p0588 872-31311
P0624 872-32055
.' '. p0587 872-31174
.... p0585 872-31027
P0588 872-31316
.'. . p0583 B72-31006
.' p0583 B72-31005
p0591 872-31788
P0623 872-32052
........ p0589 B72-31480
•. p0583 872-31009
.... p0590 B72-31680
P0592 872-31954
'  '. p0589 872-31632
E-ll
«E«)myACi;E5i>j.oa BUBBEU
AD-743067 P0587 H72-31036
AD-7U3073 ..^ P0587 K72-31037
AD-743081 P0591 H72-31787
AD-743105 P0591 H72-31786
4D-T1311J5 P0591 B72-31789
AD-743161 P0588 H72-31297.
AD-743232 P0586 H72-31033
AD-743284 P0586 872-31029
AD-743308 .• P0644 B72-33467
AD-743311 P0645 872-33547
AD-743314 ..' P0647 H72-33753
AD-743400 P0591 N72-31792
AD-743401 P0591 872-31791
AD-743417 P0591 872-31790
AD-743476 p0623 H72-32050
AD-743477 p062a N72-32059
AD-743478 P0624 872-32060
AD-.743483 p0624 S72-32061
AD-743516 p06«1 B72-33036
AD-743569 p0630 B72-32596
AD-743599 P0012 A72-11135
AD-7»3612 P062U H72-32057
AD-743635 P0630 872-32645
AD-743691 p0646 872-33623
AD-743710 P0646 B72-33616
AD-743722 p0641 B72-33038
AD-743725 p06»7 B72-33752
AD-743768 p0628 H72-32283
AD-743829 p0624 B72-32056
AD-7a3912 p0643 872-33258
AD-743968 p062U B72-32058
AD-743970 p0628 872-32282
AD-743990 P0628 872-32284
AD-744000 ..: p06l»0 B72-33033
• AD-744036 , p0583 N72-31008
AD-744044 ' p0586 872-31034
AD-744048 ....'. p0632 B72-32768
AD-744096 p0626 872-32069
AD-744103 p0625 B72-32063
AD-744104 p0625 872-32066
AD-744114 p0625 872-32067
AD-744115 P0625 872-32064
AD-744116 .. p0625 N72-32065
AD-744159 P0623 872-32051
AD-74U183 ' p0632 872^32773
AD-7U1280 P0625 B72-32062
AD-7K4297 p0632 B72-32772
AD-744453 p0629 B72-32579
AD-71t«lt76 p0626 B72-32245
AD-7«i|l(81 P0630 B72-326H8
AD-7»a490 p0629 B72-32483
AD-744491 P0626 H72-32068
AD-744503 P0631 M72-32756
AD-744504 P0629 B72-32507
AD-744506 ; p0645 B72-33506
AD-744513 p0629 B72-32484
AD-744514 p0632 H72-32769
AD-744669 p0649 B72-33980
AD-744826 p0647 B72-33645
AD-744830 p0648 B72-33952
AD-744831 P0641 B72-33035
AD-744840 p0644 B72-33499
AD-744841 ; p06«4 B72-33498
AD-744844 '. ... p0645 B72-33508
AD-744860 p0636 B72-32998
AD-744950 p0640 B72-33034
AD-745102 P0642 B72-33048
AD-745103 P0642 B72-33047
AD-745118 p0629 B72-32476
AD-745119 p0630 H72-32649
AD-745122 p0643 B72-33255
AD-74S124. •. P0641 B72-33041
AD-745130 ' p06»2 B72-33046
AD-745200 p0643 B72-33259
AD-745213 p064» B72-33286
AD-745214 p0641 B72-33039
A"D-745283 ;. P0641 H72-33040
AD-745293 P0645 B72-33554
AD-745300 P0642 B72-33049
AD-745335 p0642 B72-33051
AD-745474 p0645 B72-33557
AD-745U77 ....' p'0182 A72-19092
AD-745569 P0299 A72-25733
AD-765681 .... p'0336 B72-21231
AD-875752 p0093 B72-12425
AD-877170 p0097 B72-12796
AD-877209 V >0097 B72-12795
ADB-02-01-71-?01-1 V pOOSV 872-11820 t
ADB-02-01-71-VOL-2 p0032 B72-10047 *
ADS-TB-69-1 p0467 872-26029 *
ADTC-TR-71-130 p0208 B72-16501 »
AEDC-TB-71-94
AEDC-TB-71-173
AEDC-TB-71-186
AEDC-TR-71-260
AEDC-TE-71-262
ABDC-TH-71-264
AEDC-TB-72-1
AEDC-TR-72-19
AEDC-TB-72-45
AEDC-TB-72-59
AZDC-TE-72-64-PT-1
AEDC-TB-72-89
AEDC-TB-72-246
P0157 B72-14279
P0202 872-15954
P0254 B72-18037
P0388 B72-23490
P0371 872-22351
P0577 B72-30418
P0371 B72-22328
i>0629 B72-32484
p0589 B72-31480
p0583 872-31009
p0632 872-32768
P0632 872-32769
p0468 B72-26215
AEEP-4068-101-71D p0203 B72-15960**
AEBO-B.S.01.03.03.06 p0617 872-31991
AEBO-B.S.08.01.02 P0617 B72-31991
AEBO-».01.01.01 p0617 B72-31991
AEBO-1168 p0100 872-12986 f
AEBOCHEB-TP-261 P0265 872-18953 «
AEHES-UISC-PAPEB-S-71-2 p0371 872-22327
AEBES-HISC-PAPEB-S-71-27 p0337 872-21398
AEWES-HISC-PAPEB-S-72-5 p0519 872-28274
AEBES-HISC-PAPEB-S-72-6 p0468 872-26214
AEBES-HISC-PAPEB-S-72-7 P0627 872-32281
AESES-BISC-PAPEB-S-72-16 p0588 872-31297
AEBES-8ISC-PAPEB-S-72-25 p0643 872-33258
AEBES-TB-B-69-8-3 p0163 B72-14931
AEBES-TB-S-71-11 p0157 B72-14286
AP-ES-71-1P p0221 872-17203
AF-ES-71-2F '. p0254 B72-18033
AF-ES-71-3F • • • ; • • • p0254 872-18034
AFAL-TB-71-43 . p0259 872-18464
AFAPL7TB-67-142-PI-4 p0388 872-23263
AFAPL-TB-70-5-PT-3 p0427 B72-24806
AFAPL-TB-70-52 p0093 872-12425
AFAPL-TB-71-7 p0044 872-11056
AFAPL-TB-71-10 p0045 872-11312
AFAPL-TB-71-18 ' p0581 872-30964
AFAP1-TB-71-20 p0468 872-26041
AFAPL-TB-71-37 '. p016l' 872-14709
AFAPL-TB-71-38 ' p0156 872-14223
AFAP1-TB-71-41-PH-1 p0160 B72-14504
APAPL-TB-71-44 p0208 872-16350
AFAPL-TB-71-55 p.0167 B72-15015
AFAPL-TB-71-57 p0207 B72-16200
AFAPL-TB-71-64 p0273 872-19065
AFAPL-TB-71-66-PI-1 p0488 B72-27968.
AFAPL-TB-71-66-PI-2 p0488 872-27969
AFAPl-TB-71-70 p0207 872-16078
AFAPL-TB-7,1-71 p0338 872-21496
AFAPL-TB-71-78 p0282 872-19857
AFAPL-TB-71-79 p0263 872-18764
AFAPL-TB-71-80, '. p0259 B72-18469
AFAPL-TB-71-86 p0283 B72-19964
AFAPt-TB-71-87 •....'.... p0275 B72-19277
AFAPL-TB-71-89 '. . . . p0278 872-19536
AFAPL-TB-71-92-VOL-1 p0390 B72-23847
AFAPL-TB-71-93 p0390 872-23966
AFAPL-TB-71-98 p0340 872-21813
APAPL-TB-71-101 p0389 872-23805
AFAPL-TB-72-1-VOL-1 p0524 B72-28801
AFAPL-TB-72-8 p0521 B72-28518
AFAPL-TB-72-9 p0521 B72-28519
AFAPL-TB-72-12 p0592 B72--31954
AFAPL-TB-72-14 p0524 872-28797
AFAPL-IB-72-25 p0644 872-33498
AFAPL-TB-72-36
 P0644 872-33467
AFAPL-TB-72-41
 P0645 872-33508
AFAPL-TB-72-43-VOL-2 p0631 872-32756
AFAPL-TB-72-45 ...../... p064» 872-33499
AFATL-TB-71-69 p0328 B72-20974 t
B-5
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH HDHBBH IIDEI
AFCBL-EBP-366 '.. p0337 872-21394 *
APCBL-EBP-369 . .. P0171 872-15600.*
AFCBL-71-0406 P0255 872-18044
AFCBL-71-0411 P0337 872-21394
AFCBL-71-0419 p0171 B72-15600
AFCBL-71-0467 .p0260 H72-18636
AFCBL-71-0594 P0520 B72-28a25
AFCBL-72-0154., , p0530 B72-29021
AFCBL-72-0208 p0535 872-29483
AFFDL-TH-72-01-FEH p062fl H72-32056
AFFDL-TB-70-118-VOL-1 i p0051 H72-11820
AFFDL-TB-70-118-VOL-2 p0032 B72-10047
4FFDL-TB-71-3 p0089 872-11969
AFFDL-TB-71-6 p0153 B72-14007
AFFDL-TB-71-20 p0255 872-18040
AFFDL-TB-71-20-SDPPL-2 pOIOS 872-13041
AFFDL-TB-71-23 p0032 872-10048
AFFDl-TB-7 1-^ 37 p057U B72-30019
AFFDl-TBr71-38 p0167 B72-15012
AFFDL-TB-71-50 p0090 B72-r11971
AFFDL-TB-71-54 p0341 B72-21941
AFFDL-TB-71-58 p0152 B72-14000
AFFDL-TB-71-59 p0206 B72-15981
&FFDL-TB-71-62-VOL-1 p0152 B72-13998
AFFDL-TB-.71-62-VOI-2 P0151 B72-13996
AFFDL-TB-71-62-VOL-3 p0152 B72-13997
AFFDL-TB-71-62-VOL-4-PT-2 P0334 B72-21028
AFFDL-TR-71-62-VOL-4-BT-1 p0380 872-22999
AFFDL-TB-71-62-V01-5 p0419 B72-24001
AFFDL-TB-71-62-VOL-6 P0380 872-23000
AFFDL-TB-7.1-62-VOL-7 p0419 872-24002
AFFDI-TB-71-62-VOL-8 p0366 B72-22011
AFFDL-TB-71-62^VOL-9 p0370 872-22035
AFFDL-TB-71-71 P0533 B72-29223
AFFDL-TB-71-77 p0483 B72-27279
AFFDL-TB-71-82 p0222 872-17302
AFFD1-TB-71-87 p0484 B72-27332
AFFDL-TB-71-89 , p0255 872-18045
AFFDL-TB-71-90 .; p0206'B72-15980
AFFDL-TB-71-91 p0272 872-19047
AFFDL-TB-71-91-BEF-4 p0271 N72-19040.
4FFDL-TB-71-91-BEF-5 p0271 B72-19039
AFFDL-TB-71-99 p0250 B72-17998
AFFDL-TB-71-112 .i p0647 872-33753
AFFDL-TB-71-119 p0424 B72-24357
AFFDL-TE-71-127 p0624 872-32058
AFFDL-TB-71-134 ; , p0481 B72-27039
AFFDL-TB-71-144 p0642 872-33046
AFFDL-TB-71-146 p0425 N72-24544
AFFDL-TB-71-149 p0628 B72-32282
AFFDL-TB-71-150 p0522 H72-28659
AFFDL-TB-71-151 p0523 872-28678
AFFDL-TB-71-152 P0626 B72-32068
AFFDL-TB-71-164-VOL-1 , p0641 872-33035
4FFDL-TB-71-169. ; p0531 872-29025
AFFDl-TR-71-170 ; P0575 872-30025
AFFDI-TB-71-175: p0625 N72-32063
AFFDl-TB-71-1906. p0334 H72-21030
AFFDL-TR-72-3 P0642 B72-33051
AFFDL-TB-72-5 .• p0629 B72-32483
AFFDI-TB-72-25 p0573 H72-30016.
AFFDL-TB-72-44 P0625 872-32066
AFFTC-TD-71-1 ..-. p0043 872-11054
AFFTC-TD-71-3 . .• p0153 B72-14005
AFHBL-TB-71-4 p0091 872-12064
AFBBl-TR-71-20 p0386 H72-23144
AFHBL-TB-71-25 p0370 B72-22037
AFHBL-TB-71-47 p0518 B72-28262
AFHL-TB-70-202-PT-2 p0036 K72-10957
AFHL-TB-70-266 p0591 H72-31786
AFHL-TB-71-71 p0035 N72-10425
AFML-TB-71-148 p0372 N72-22511
AFBL-TB-71-244 p0645 872-33547
AFOSB-71-0004TB P0169 B72-15252
4FOSB-71-1079TB p0039 872-11017
AFOSB-71-1485TR p0051 N72-11714
AFOSB-71-1797TB p0035 H72-10501
AFOSB-71-1798TB p0031 N72-10042
AFOSB-71-1915TB p0109 N72-13331
AFOSB-71-1988TB p0278 H72-19576
AFOSB-71-2262TB p0091 N72-12037
AFOSB-71-2266TB
AFOSB-71-2458TB
AFOSB-71-2572TB
AFOSB-71-2585TB
AFOSB-71-2874TB
AFOSB-71-2895TB
AFOSB-71-2917TB
4FOSB-71-2965TB
4FOSB-71-3087TB
AFOSB-72-0010TB
AFOSB-72-0033TB
AFOSB-72-0076TB
AFOSB-72-0368IB
AFOSB-72-0369TB
AFOSB-72-0370TB
AFOSB-72-0771TB
AFOSB-72-0808TB
AFOSB-72-0814TB
AFOSB-72-0918IB
AFOSB-72-0947TB
AFOSB-72-1020TB
AFOSB-72-1032TB
AFOSB-72-1080TB
AFOSB-72-1158TB
AFOSB-72-11591B
AFOSB-72-1186TB-PT-1
AFOSB-72-1187TB-PT-2
4FOSB-72-1209TB '
AFSC-TB-7 1-001
AFSC-TB-72-002-VOL-1
• AFSC-TB-72-002-V01-2
AFil-TB-71-94 ....i
AGABD-AG-156
AG4BD-AG-157
AGABD-AG-158
4G4BD-AG-160-VOL-3
4G4BD-AG-162-PT-1
AGABD-4B-39
AGABD-AB-40
AG4BD-AB-41
AGABD-AB-44
AG4BD-CP-83-71
AG4BD-CP-84-71
AGABD-CP-85 ;..
AGABD-CP-86-71 .;
4G4BD-CP-91-71
AG4BD-CP-96
AGABD-CP-106
AGABD-1S-42-V01-1 :
AGABD-LS-49
AGABD-LS-53 j
AGABD-1S-55 '...
AGABD-B-587-71 ' . i
AGABD-R-588-71 ...i
AGABD-B-592
AG4BDOGBAPH-156 '.
4GABDOGHAPH-157
AG4BDOGBAPH-158 -.
4GABDOGBAPH-160-70L-3
4G4BDOGB4PH-162-PT-1
4GFSBSr72- 1 . . . i-
4HS PBEPBIBT 600'
AHS PBEPBIBT '601 •>•
AHS PBEPBIBT 602
AHS PBEPBIBT 603 •
4BS PBEPBIBT 604'
AHS PBEPBIBT 610
4HS PBEPBIBT 611
4BS PBEPBIBT 612 -
4HS PBEPBIBT 613 ,.
AHS PBEPBIBT 614 •. ..-..
AHS -PBEPBIBT 615;'.
AHS PBEPBIBT 620" "...
AHS PBEPBIBT 621':
AHS PBEPBIBT 622*
AHS PBEPBINT 623'-.
AHS PBEPBIBT 624"
AHS PBEPSINT 625"
p0090 B72- 11973
p0264 B72-18788
p0277 B72-19338
P0169 H72-15252
p0219 B72-17012
p0250 872-17996
P0253 B72-18027
P0262 B72-18664
p0575 872-30027
P0277 872-19347
p0432 B72-25012
p0434 872-25320
P0127 A72-16798
p0385 B72-23042
P0419 B72-24003
P0130 A72-16903
p0625 H72-32067
p0527 B72-29002
p0529 B72-29013
p0536 872-29633
p0571 B72-29998
P0573 B72-30017
P0020 A72-12498
P0577 872-30285
p0576 B72-30284
p0625 B72-32064
p0625 B72-32065
p0636 B72-32998
p0276 B72-19307
p0391 B72-23983
p0391 B72-23984
P0574 872-30022
P0365 872-22001
p0378 B72-22918
... . p0335 B72-21211
P0434 B72-25420
P0539 B72r29893
P0628 B72-32457
p0338 B72-21590
P0340 B72-21819*
p0487 872-27811
P0073 872-11854
p0046 B72-.11668
P0328 B72-20976
P0081 B72-11915
P0209 872-16685
p0373 B72-22621
P0619 B72-32017
p0617 872-31994
P0435 N72-25493
P0478 B72-27016
P0535 B72-29589
p0278 872-19541
P0099 872-12978
P0429 872-24934
.!.. p0648 872-33915
P0365 B72-22001
P0378 B72-22918
p0335 B72-21211
P0434 B72-25420
P0539 B72-29893
p0643 B72-33255 *
P0445 A72-34490
P0444 A72-34485
P0445 A72-34491
P0445 472-34492
P0444 472-34484
p0445 A72-34493
P0444 A72-34487
p0446 472-34494
P0446 472-34495
.... p0444 A72-34483
p0446 472-34496
P0446 472-34497
P0445 A72-34489
p0444 A72-34482
P0443 A72-34477*
P0446 A72-34498
.... p0443 A72-34476
E-6
HBPOBT/ACCBSSIOI NUBBBB IHOEX
iBS PBEPBINT 630
ABS PBEPBIHT 631
AHS PBEPBINT 633
AHS PBEPBINT 634
AHS PBEPBINT 640
ABS PBEPBINT 641
ABS PBEPBINT 642
ABS PBEPBINT 643
AHS PBEPBI8T 644 •
ABS-PBEPBINT 650
IBS PBEPBINT 651
AHS PBEPBINT 652
AHS PBEPBINT 654
AHS PBEPBINT 661
AHS PBEPBINT 662
AHS PBEPEI»T 664
AHS PBEPBINT 670
ASS PBEPBINT 671
AHS PBEPBINT 673
ABS PBEPBINT 674
AIAA PAPEB 72-2
AIAA PAPEB 72-3
AIAA PAPEB 72-5
AIAA PAPEB 72-7
AIAA PAPEB 72-9
AIAA PAPEB 72-26
AIAA PAPEB 72-37:;
AIAA PAPEB 72-38
AIAA PAPEB 72-39
AIAi PAPEB 72-40
AIAA PAPEB 72-41
AIAA PAPEB 72-42
AIAA PAPER ~72-:44
AIAA PAPEB 72-45
AIAA PAPEB 72-61
AIAA PAPEB' 72-62'
AIAA PAPEB 72-63
AIAA PAPEB 72-64
AIAA PAPEB 72-65
AIAA PAPEB 72-66
AIAA PAPEB 72^83
AIAA PAPEB 72-94
AIAA PAPEB 72-95
AJAA PAPEB 72-96
AIAA PAPEB 72-109
AIAA PAPEB 72-120
AIAA PAPEB 72-121
AIAA PAPEB 72-124
AIAA PAPEB 72-125
AIAA PAPER 72-126
AIAA PAPEB 72-128
AIAA PAPEB 72-129
AIAA PAPEB 72-130
AIAA PAPEB 72-131
AIAA PAPEB 72-136
AIAA PAPEB 72-158
AIAA PAPEB 72-161
AIAA PAPEB 72-162
AIAA PAPEB 72-163
AIAA PAPEB 72-169
AIAA PAPEB 72-188
AIAA PAPEB 72-189
AIAA PAPEB 72-194
AIAA PAPEB 72-196
AIAA PAPEB 72-198
AIAA PAPEB 72-219
AIAA PAPEB 72-221
AIAA PAPEB 72-313
AIAA PAPEB 72-330
AIAA PAPEB 72-332
AIAA PAPEB 72-333
AIAA PAPEB 72-334
AIAA PAPEB 72-335
AIAA PAPEB 72-345
AIAA PAPEB 72-358 . .
AIAA PAPEE 72-359.
AIAA PAPEB 72-361
AIAA PAPEB 72-362
AIAA PAPEB 72-376
AIAA PAPEB 72-377
AIAA PAPEB 72-378
AIAA PAPEB 72-380
P0445 A72-34488
P0444 A72-34481
p0446 A72-34499
p0443 A72-34478
P0446 A72-34500
p0447 A72-34501
p0447 A72-34502*
p0447 A72-34503
p0447 A72-34504*
P0447 A72-34505.-
p0447 A72-34506-''
p0447 A72-34507
P0443 A72-34479
P0444 172-34486
P0448 A72-34508
P0448 A72-34509
p0444 A72-34480
p0448 A72-34511
p0448 A72-34512
p0448 A72-34513
p0448 A72-34514
P0129 A72-16861*t
P0132 A72-16935
p0129 A72-16863
P0129 A72-16864
p0129 A72-16877
P0131 A72-16917
p0130 A72-16899
p0130 A72-16900
p0130 A72-16901
p0130 A72-16902*
P0133 A72-16948*
p0130 A72-16903
p0134 A72-16975
P0134 A72-16959*
p0132 A72-16931
P0132 A72-16932
P0133 A72-16953*
P0133 A72-16942*
p0132 A72-16933
P0131 A72-16925
P0180 A72-18951*
P0133 A72-16946
p0134 A72-16956
p0134 A72-16978*
P0133 A72-16945
P0133 A72-16944
• p013T A72-16905*
P0140 A72-17922*
p0131 A72-16922
P0132 A72-16941
P0128 A72-16823*
P0128.A72-16824*
P0131 A72-16921
pOISO A72-18962*
p0131 A72-16920*
P0130 A72-16888*
P0134 A72-16969*
P0180 A72-18957*
p0128 A72-16827
P0128 A72-16828
P0134 A72-16957*
P0132 A72-16940
p0128 A72-16834
P0180 A72-18958
:-. p0128 A72-16843*
'. p0128 A72-16849*
P0131 ,A72-16907*
P0134 A72-16981
P0129 A72-16875
i P0129 A72-16885
P0127 A72-16798
P0285 A72-25247
P0285 A72-25366*
P0285 A72-25367*
p0286 A72-25368*
P0286 A72-25369*
P0266 A72-25370*
P0286 A72-25374*
P0350 A72-28954
p0286 A72-25387*
P0286 A72-25389
-. P0350 A72-28955*
P0286 A72-25400
p0287 A72-25401
P0287 A72-25402 .
'. P0287 A72-25404»
AIAA PAPEB 72-381
AIAi PAPEB 72-392
AIAA PAPEB 72-402
AIAA PAPEB 72-403
4IAA PAPEB 72-530
AIAA PAPEB 72-565
AIAA PAPEB 72-598
AIAA PAPEB 72-641
AIAA PAPEB 72-642
AIAA PAPEB 72-644
AIAI PAPEB 72-645
AIAA PAPEB 72-650
AIAA PAPEB 72-652
AIAA PAPEB 72-653
AIAA PAPEB 72-654
AIAA PAPEB 72-655
AIAA PAPEB 72-656
AIAA PAPEB 72-657
AIAA PAPEB 72-658
AIAA PAPEB 72-664-
AIAA PAPEB 72-665
AIAA PAPEB 72-667
AIAA PAPEB 72-668
AIAA PAPEB 72-677
AIAA PAPEB 72-678
AIAA PAPEB 72-679
AIAA PAPEB 72-681
AIAA PAPEB 72-682
AIAA PAPEB 72-746
ilAA PAPEB 72-747
AIAA PAPEB 72-749
AIAA PAPEB 72T752
AIAA PAPEB 72-754
AIAA PAPEB 72-755
AIAA PAPEB 72-756
AIAA PAPEB1 72-757
AIAA PAPEB 72-758-
AIAA PAPEB 72-759
AIAA PAPEB 72-761
AIAA PAPEE 72-762
AIAA PAPEB 72-764
AIAA PAPEB 72-765
AIAA PAPEB 72-770
AIAA PAPEB 72-772
AIAA PAPEB 72-773
AIAA PAPEB 72-775 .......
AIAA PAPEB 72-776
AIAA PAPEB 72-777.
AIAA PAPEB 72-778
AIAA PAPEB 72-779
AIAA PAPER 72-780
AIAA PAPEB 72-781
AIAA PAPER 72-782-
AIAA PAPEfi 72-783
AIAA PAPEB 72^ 785
AIAA PAPER 72-786
AIAA PAPEB 72-787
AIAA PAPER. 72-788
AIAA PAPER 72-789
AIAA PAPEB 72-790-
AIAA PAPEB 72-791--
AIAA PAPEB 72-792-
AIAA PAPER 72-793
AIAA PAPER 72-795
AIAA PAPER 72-796
AIAA PAPER 72-803.
AIAA PAPER 72-804 .-.
AIAA PAPEB 72-806
AIAA PAPER .72-807
AIAA PAPER 72-808
AIAA PAPEB 72-809
AIAA PAPER 72-812
AIAA. PAPEB 72-813
AIAA PAPER 72-814
AIAA PAPEB 72-815
AIAA PAPEB 72-837
AIAA PAPER 72-838
AIAA PAPEB 72-846
AIAA PAPER 72-847
AIAA PAPER 72-848-
AIAA -PAPER 72-850'
AIAA PAPEB 72-869.
AIAA PAPER 72-870
AIAA PAPEB 72-871.-
P0350 A72-28958
P0287 A72-25413*
p0287:A72-25423»
P0287 A72-25424*
:p0308 A72-27355
P0308 A72-27376
P0458 A72-36538
p0416 A72-34091*
P0416 A72-34088
P0416 A72-34087*
P0415 A72-34084»
P0415 A72-34082
. ..'. P0415 A72-34081
-p0415. A72-34080*
P0415 A72-34079
P0415 A72-34078
P0414 A72-34077*
P0414 A72-34076
w. p0455 A72-35961*
P0452 A72-35486*
p0414- A72-340.70*
P0414 472-34063*
P0452 A72-35479
P0414 A72-34062*
P0452 A72-35481
; P0414 A72-34060*
p0498 A72-38122
; p0498 A72-38123
p0498 A72-38124
p0498 A72-38126
P0498 A72-38125
P0510 A72-40057
p0510 A72-40056*
P0498 A72-38127*
P0499 A72-38128*
P0510 A72-40051
P0500 A72-38143
P0499 A72-38129*
P0510 A72-40052
p0499 A72-38130
p0499 A72-38131
p0499 A72-38132
p0499 A72-38133
p0499 A72-38134
p0499 A72-38135
P0499 A72-38136
pOSOO A72-38137*
pOSOO A72-38138
pOSOO A72-38139
pOSOO A72-38140
pOSOO A72-38141*
pOSOO A72-38142
p0495 A72-38101
P0495 A72-38102
P0495 A72-38103
P0495 A72-38104
P0495 A72-38105
P0496 A72-38106*
P0496 A72-38107*
P0496 A72-38108*
P0496 A72-38109*
P0496 A72-38110
P0498 A72-38121*
p0496 A72-38111
p0496 A72-38112*
P0510 A72-40053
P0510 A72-40054*
P0497 A72-38113
P0510 A72-40055
P0497 A72-38120
P0497 A72-38114
P0497 A72-38115
P0497 A72-38119
P0497 A72-38118
P0497 A72-38116*
p0497 A72-38117
P0505 A72-39091
P0505 A72-39090
P0505 A72-39089*
P0504 A72-39083*
P0504 A72-39082
P0504 A72-39081
p0504 A72-39079
P0506 A72-39130
P0506 A72-39129
P0505 A72-39128
E-7
BEFOBI/ACCESSIOB BOBBER IBDBI
AIAA PIPER 72-880 ,
1IA& PAPER 72-881
AIAA PAPER 72-882
AIAA PAPEB 72-883 ,
AIAA PAPER 72-8811
AIA1 PAPEB 72-895
AIAA PAPEB 72-896 ,
AIAA PAPER 72-9U8 ,
AIAA PAPEB 72-949 ,
AIAA PAPER 72-950 ,
AIAA PAPEB 72-951
AIAA PAPEB 72-952
AIAA PAPER 72-95*
AIAA PAPEB 72-955
AIAA PAPER 72-956 ,
AIAA PAPEB 72-957 ,
AIAA PAPEB 72-958 ,
AIAA PAPEB 72-959
AIAA PAPEB 72-960
AIAA PAPEE 72-961
AIAA PAPER 72-962
AIAA PAPEB 72-963
AIAA PAPEB 72-965 ,
AIAA PAPEB 72-971
AIAA PAPEB 72-981
AIAA PAPEB 72-985
AIAA PAPEB 72-986
AIAA PAPEB 72-987
AIAA PAPEB 72-988
AIAA PAPEB 72-989
AIAA PAPEB 72-1002
AIAA PAPEB 72-1004
AIAA PAPEB 72-1005
AIAA PAPEB 72-1006
AIAA PAPEB 72-1009
AIAA PAPER 72-10211
AIAA PAPEB 72-1025
AIAA PAPEB 72-1026
AIAA PAPEB 72-1029
AI&A PAPER 72-1033 ,
AIAA PAPEB 72-1035
AI1-9206-1
AIR-72-8414
AIB-3380
AB-71-5
AHCHS-CODE-501B.11.35D00.01 ..
ABBRC-CR-66-05/30
AHHRC-CR-71-10
ABBRC-TB-71-20-PT-1
AMHRC-TB-71-29 '.
ABBL-TR-70-143
AHB1-TR-71-12
AHRL-TB-71-18
AHBL-TB-71-86
ABS-971
ABSJE-CPE-71-11
ANC-72B-14
AHC-95B-1
ABTHHOPOTECH-1/69
AP-70-6640
AP-70-6800
AP-70-6939
AP-70-7035
AP-71-7279
APG-TH-16-71
APL-IS-1165
AP1-TG-1184
pOSOS A72-39127 t
P0505 A72-39119 *
P0511 A72-40060**
P0505 A72-39118 f
P0510 A72-40059**
P0505 A72-39117 *
pOSOS A72-39109 *
P0505 A72-39107 *
p0562 A72-42355- t
P0562 A72-42354 *
P0563 A72-42359 *
p0562 A72-H2358**
p0562 A72-42353 *
p0615 A72-45413 t
p0562 A72-42351 *
p0562 A72-42356**
p0562 A72-42350**
P0615 A72-45412 *
p0561 A72-42349**
P0562 A72-42357»*
p0561 A72-42348**
P0561 A72-42347*.*
p0561 A72-42346**
p0563 A72-12360**
P0561 A72-42340 *
P0561 A72-42330 #
p0561 A72-42329**
p0561 A72-42328 t
P0615 A72-45415 *
P0561 A72-42327 t
p0561 A72-U2326**
P0557 A72-41587 t
p0557 A72-41588*t
P0558 A72-41589 *
P0558 A72-41590»*
P0558 A72-41591 *
p0558 A72-41602 *
P0558 A72-41603 t
P0558 A72-41604 t
P0558 A72-41607 *
P0615 A72-45406 t
p0559 172-41608 «
p0615 A72-45401 .t
p0559 A72-41609 t
p0486 H72-27709 *
P0517 B72-28028**
P0259 N72-18501 *
p0110 H72-13446 *
p0107 H72-13037 t
, p0163 B72-14923 t
, p0425 S72-24542 *
p0094 B72-12520 *
, p0641 S72-33041 *
P0253 B72-18028 t
p0163 B72-14923 »
P0168 B72-15020 t
P0205 H72-15977 *
p0033 H72-10127 *
p0205 B72-15978 *
p015» B72-14013 f
p0309 A72-27471 t
P0155 H72-14021 *
.'. p0311 N72-21988 *
p0044 H72-11057 *
. :... p0530 H72-29019 *
p0207 B72-16185 *
P0437 B72-25711**
p0437 B72-25713**
POU37 B72-25712»*
P0437 B72-25714»i
P0437 B72-25715*t
. 'p0254 B72-18036 t
p0338 B72-21622 *
p0579 B72-30597 *
lPL-O-RQR/70-lt p0094 H72-12448 f
APTD-0848 p0321 H72-20029
APTD-0849 p0333 B72-21018
APTD-0850. p0333 B72-21017
APTD-0851 p0321 H72-20030
APTD-0916 pO«35 B72-25589
AQD/IBDT-001158 ' p0371 872-22472t
AB-1 .' p0092 B72-12211»
AB-1 p0635 H72-32985
AR-2 .' p0424 872-24352
AH-2 p0469 H72-26227,*
ARA-12 pOOSO B72-11906
ABA-14 p0205 H72-15974
AHA-16 PQ583 B72-31003
AHAP-156 p0039 B72-11017'
•1131 pOOSO B72-11906
•1140 p0088 H72-11962
•1141* p0098 B72-12925
•1145 p0080 B72-11903
•1146 pOOBO B72-11904
•1148 ..:„ pOOSO B72-11905
•1151 p0088 B72-11960
•1152 p0088 H72-11961
•1.154 p0089 B72-11967
•1155 1 p0092 B72-12198
•1156 p0088 B72-11963
•1158 ..• p0095 B72-12553
•1159 p0095 B72-12554
•1162 p0093 B72-12392
•1163 p0081 B72-11907
•1165 p0043 N72-11048
•1166 p0043 B72-11047
•1167 p0042 N72-11046
•1168 pOO«2 B72-11045
•1169 p0089 S72-11964
•1170 p0205 B72-15974
•1171 p0042 B72-11044
•1174 p0202 B72-15951
•1175 p0045 B72-11295
•1176 P0042 B72-11043
•1178 p0202 B72-15952
•1179 p0277 B72-19331
•1181 p0205 H72-15975
•1182 p0205 B72-15976
•1184 p0270 B72-19032
•1186 p0273 B72-19062
•1187 ..; p0270 H72-19033
•1188 p0280 H72-19687
•1189 i..i p0267 B72-19006
•1194 p0431 B72-24998
•1195 p0473 B72-26556
•1198 p0476 B72-27004
•1199 ..i p0432 B72-25010
1203 i.. p0431 H72-25000
1205 p0534 B72-29248
1206 p0432 B72-25009
1207 ..: p0527 B72-28998
1208 ;.. p0527 H72-28999
1209 p0537 .N72-29799
1215 ...i p0583 B72-31003
•3630 p0366 B72-
•3650 p0099 B72-
•3657 -. p0081 B72-
ABC-CP-
ABC-CP-
JBC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
AHC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
AHC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
AHC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ABC-CP-
AHC-CP-
ABC-CP-
AHC-CP-
AHC-CP-
ABC-CP-
ARC-CP-
ARC-B/H
AHC-B/B
AHCTR/B
ABC-R/B
AHC-B/B
ARC-R/B
ABC-H/H
ABC-H/B
ARC-H/B
AHC-R/B
ABC-R/B
ABC-R/B-
ABC-B/B
iBC-B/B
ABC-B/B
AHC-B/B
AHC-B/B
ABC-R/B
ABC-B/B
ABC-B/B-
ABC-B/B
I-3659 .: p0038 S72-
-3660 p0089 B72-
-3661 p0202 B72-
•3662 P0043 B72-
•3663 p0534 B72-
•3664 p0046 B72-
•3665 p0089 B72-
•3667 p0277 B72-
•3669. p0204 B72-
•3670 P0204 872-
•3671 .; p020U H72-
•3672: p0204 B72-
•3673 p0202 B72-
•3674 p0270 H72-
•3675 -... p0527 B72-
•3676 p0582 B72-
•3679 ' *0267 B72-
•3680 ..-. p0585 B72-
22002
12971
11910
11015
11966
15949
11049
29244
11375
11965
19332
15970
15971
15972
15973
15950
19034.
28995
30994'
19007'
31024
E-8
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB BDHBEE IBDEI
ABC-R/B-3681 p0527 N72-28996
ARCrH/B-3682 p0270 N72-19035
ABC-B/B-3681 P0531 B72-29217
ABC-B/a-3686 p0582 H72-30996
ABC-B/S-3687 ' p0588 N72-31306
ABC-B/B-3688 • • '. P0131 B72-21999
ARC-R/B-3689. ' P0582 B72-30997
ABC-B/B-3690 : P0582 N72-30998
ARC-R/B-3691 POS85 B72-31025
ARC-R/B-3691 .:. P0582 H72-30999
ABC-B/H^3695 P0527 N72-28997
ABC-B/B-3697 ; P0582 N72-31001
ABCrB/B-3698 ..: p0583 H72-31002
ABC-TB-2 p0571 H72-29992
ABC-22130 P0088 H72-11962
ARC-27291 . p0531 N72-29211
ARC-30161' • P0038 B72-11015
ABC-30682 pOOSO N72-11903
ABC-30959 pOO«2 B72-11015
ABC-30983 P0270 B72-19033
ABC-30997 ..' pOOSO N72-11905
ARC-31187 .' • p0270 N72-19032
ARC-31278 pOOU6 B72-11375
ABC-31322 p0202 1172-15949
AEC-31359 P0527 B72-28995
ABC-31368 : pOOBS B72-11960
ABC-31370 p0012 B72-11016
ABC-31D80 ... .- p0081 872-11910
ABC-31188' .;.... pOO<43 H72-11019
ABC-31190 p0582 N72-30991
ABC-31505 p0088 B72-11963
ABC-31702 pOOSO N72-1190II
ABC-31721 . pOOSO B72-11906
ABC-31779 '•.;.''..: p0201 N72-15970
ARC-31818 ' p0277 H72-19331
AHC-31897 i pOOIS N72-11291
ARC-32058 .• p0202 B72-15951
AHC-32139 p0089 K72-11965
ABC-32156 ' .p0202 N72-15950
ARC-32167 '...->; j * p0585 B72-31021
ARC-32171 p0013 N72-11018
ABC-32172 .V , p0202 B72-159U8
ABC-32173 .; p0089 N72-1196U
ARC-32205 p0095' B72-12553
ABC-32211 p020U N72V15973
ABC-32220 •.'...:•...• p0583 N72-31003
ARC-32225 '. ; p0029 N72-10021
ABC-32252 ' p0205 B72-15974
ABC-32262 P020U B72-15971
ARC-32283 pOOHS B72-11295
ABC-32311 p020<t B72-15972
ABC-323HO p0088 N72-11961
ABC-323U5 :...'.- p0270 B72-19031
A8C-32355 p0270 H72T 19035
ABC-32372 •
 ; i . i . P0131 N72-25000
AHC-32389 p02T7 B72-19332
ARC-32395 ' p0527 K72-28997
ARC-32396 p0033 N72-10184
ABC-32397 -p0038 N72-11012
ARC-32399 -.:.... p0029 H72-10022
ABC-32UOO P0030 B72-10023
ABC-32U02 p0029 B72-10018
ABC-32575 p0089 1172-11967
ABC-32579 ...• p0095 H72-12551
ABC-32593 p0267 B72-19007
ABC-3259U p0098 B72-12925
ABC-32633 p0582 H72-30997
ABC-326UO .; p0273 B72-19062
ABC-32661 p0527 1172-28998
ABC-32681 P0527 N72-28996
&BC-3268U p O O U 2 H72-110U1
ABC-32686 , p0081 H72-11907
ABC-32711 pO«31 H72-2U998
ARC-32716 P0092-B72-12198
ABC-32723 p0031 B72-10254
AHC-32776 ; p0588 H72-31306
ABC-32779 p0582 H72-30998
ARC-32780 p0093 N72-12392
ABC-32787 ; p0585 N72-31025
ABC-32841 .-. p0582 H72-30996
ABC-32850 POOI42 N72-110a3
ABC-32863. ..; p0043 S72-110U7
ABC-32962 P0537 K72-29799
ABC-3302U p0582 N72-30999
ABC-33031 p0205'B72-15976
ARC-33038 P0205 H72-15975
ARC-330CO p0202 1172-15952
ABC-33046 p0582 S72-31001
ABC-33108 '.. pO«32 H72-25009
ABC-33163 p0280 B72-19687 *
ABC-33171 -•. p0527 M72-28999 f
ABCr3319t ..' p0583 N72-31002 *
ABC-33U70 • ' P0531 N72-29218 *
ARC-H2368 p053t N72-292U7 *
AB1-71-0013 P0169 1172-15252
ABL-71-0015 p033« 1172-21027 *
ABL-71-0093 pOOHS B72-11308 «
AB1-71-01UO ..." p0220 K72-17025 *
ABL-71-0236 P0521 H72-28798 t
ABI-72-0075 p06«8 H72-33952 *
ABL/A-BOTE-330 p036S B72-21996 *
ABL/A-MOTB-331 p0159 N72-T)162 *
ABL/A-BOTE-334 p O U B H B72-27H26 *
AB1/BE-130 :- p0275 1172-19238 *
iBL/BE-132 " P0159 B72-111I61 *
ABL/SB-BOTE-373 • p0525 H72-28903 *
ABL/SB-BEPT-330 p0113 B72-13913 t
ABL/SB-REPT-330 -• p0138 B72-25899 *
ABl/SB-332 p0430 B72-24996 t
ABL/SB-335 ..;..' p0372 N72-22H95
ABL/SB-371 .; pOt65 N72-26012
ABO-ETF-TR-71-52' : p0157 B72-14279 t
AHO-ETF-TR-71-228 p0629 1)72-32181 t
ABO-ETF-TB-71-216 p0168 »72-26215 *
ARO-ETF-TR-72-29-PT-1 p0632 B72-32768 *
ABO-ETF-TB-72-68 :.. p0632 B72-32769 *
ABO-OBD-TB-72-32 p0583 1172-31009 *
ABO-PWT-TB-71-127 p0202 N72-15951 *
ABO-PHT-TB^71-150 p0251 B72-18037 t
ABO-PIT-TB-71-232 p0371 B72-22328 t
ABO-7KF-TB-71-187 i. p0388 H72-23190 *
ABO-VKF-TB-72-11 p0589 N72-31180 *
ABOD-T-1-31-E p0097 S72-12798 #
ABOD-1116-7-E p0012 &72-11135
ABOD-1816-13 ;..• p0169 B72-26251
ABOD-5590-6-E p0203 B72-15956 t
ABOD-5596-10-E p0160 1172-11607 *
ABOD-6291-10-E ..'; p0182 A72-19092 *
ABOD-7113-1-E p0208 B72-16227 t
ABOD-8726-1-E : p0272 N72-19018 *
ABOD-9519-2-E p0299 A72-25733
ASA PAPEB H 6 .: :..'p0192 A72-21186 t
ASAO-PR20020-2 •. pO«85 H72-27701**
ASCE PBEPBIKT 1212 p0002 A72-10193 *
ASD-1DB-62-100 p0152 B72-14000 *
ASD-TB-2 ;...i; p0536 N72-29612 *
ASD-TB-71-11-VOL-1 p0386 N72-23016 *
ASD-TB-71-II3 p0091 B72-12137 *
ASD-TB-71-80 p0381 H72-23032 *
ASED-1186 p0533 B72-29221 t
ASI-TB-71-1 p0219 B72-17012 »
ASLE PBEPBIllT 72AH-11 -p0350 A72-28971
ASH PAPEB H 72-27,2 . p0311 A72-28163 *
ASH PAPEB H 72-31,3 p0311 A72-28161 *
ASH PAPEB B 72-31,1 p0311 A72-28160 *
ASBE PAPEB 71-HA/ADT-9 p0117 A72-15956 t
ASHE PAPEB 71-BA/AV-2 p0117 A72-1S950 t
ASBE PAPEB 71-BA/FE-3 p0117 A72-15937 *
ASBE PAPEB 71-HA/FE-21 p0117 A72-15928 *
ASHE PAPER 71-BA/FE-27 p0117 A72-15926 »
ASBE PAPEB 71-BA/GT-3 p0116 A72-15896 *
ASHE-PAPEB 71-BA/GT-6 p0116 A72-15899 *
ASBE PAPEB 71-BA/GT-7 p0116 A72-15900 *
.ASBE PAPEfi 71-BA/GT-8 p0116 A72-15901 t
ASBE PAPEB 71-BA/GT-9 p0116 A72-15902 I
ASBE PAPEB 71-BA/GT-10 p0116 A72-15903 t
AS«E PAPEB 71-BA/GT-12 p0117 A72-15901 *
ASBE PAPEB 72-DE-3 p0362 A72-30860 t
E-9
RBPOBT/ACCESSIOH BUHBEB IHDBI
ASHB PAPEB 72-DE-25 p0362 A72-30867
4SBE PAPER 72-6T-1 P0292 472-2560*
ASHE PAPER 72-6T-3 p0292 472-25606
iSHE PAPEB-72-GT-U p0293 472-25607
ASHE PAPEB 72-GTrS p0293 472-25608
ASHE P4PEB 72-6T-6 p0293 472-25609
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-7 p0293 472-25610
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-8 P0293 472-25611
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-14 . p0293 A72-25613
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-15 . . p0293 472-25611
4SHE P4PEB 72-GT-16 p0293 472-25615
4SHB PAPEB 72-GT-17 p0294 A72-25616
ASHB PAPEB 72-GT-18 p0294 A72-25617
ASHE P4PEB 72-GT-20 P029U 472-25619
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-25 p0294 472-25621
4SBE P4PEB 72-GT-27 p0294 472-25623
4SHE P4PEB 72-GT-28 p029U 472-25624
ASBE P4PEB 72-GT-29 p0295 472-25625
4SBE PAPBB 72-GT-30 p0295 A72-25626
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-31 p0295 A72-25627
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-33 p0295 A72-25629
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-38 p0295 472-25632
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-39 p0295 472-25633
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-40 p0295 A72-25634*
ASBE PAPEH 72-GT-42 p0295 472-25636*
4SBE P4PEB 72-GT-47 p0296 472-25639
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-U8 p0296 472-256UO
4SBE P4PEB 72-GT-52 P0296 472-25644
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-54 p0296 A72-256I(5
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-55 p0296 472-25646
ASBE PAPEB 72-GT-57 P0296 472-25648
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-58 p0296 A72-25649
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-60 P0297 A72-25651
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-61 p0297 472-25652
ASHE P4PEB 72-GT-65 p0297 472-256511*
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-73 P0297 472-25655
4SHE PAPBB 72-GT-74 P0297 472-25656
4SHE PAPEB 72-GT-75 p0297 472-25657
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-78, P0297 472-25658
4SHE PAPBB 72-GT-79 p0297 A72-25659
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-86 p0298 472-25661
4SHE PAPER 72-GT-87. p0298 A72-25662
ASHE PAPER 72-GT-88 P0298 472-25663
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-91 p0298 A72-25665
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-92 p0298 472-25666
4SHE P4PEB 72-GT-96 P0298 472-25667*
4SHE P4PEB 72-GT-99 p0298 472-25668
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-100 P0299 472-25669
ASHE PAPEB 72-GT-105 p0299 472-25670
AS8E P4PEB 72-GT-106 p0299 A72-25671\
4SHE PAPEB 72-GT-109 p0299 472-25673
ASHE PAPER 72-GT-111 p0299 A72-25674
ASBL-TB-130-3 p0469 H72-26251
ASRL-TR-10lt-6 p0625 H72-32067
ASRL-TR-153-1 P0533 B72-29226*
ASBL-TR-154-3. P0172 B72-15713*
ASBL-TR-154-6 P0528 B72-29004*
ASBL-TR-165-1, •. p0267 N72-19012
AT-6129-R p06l|5 B72-33508
AT-7330-OT p0626 N72-32183
AT/DTRH/2-155 :'. P0111 H72-13590
AlYDTRli/2-174 p0389 H72-23663
ATC-8 . p0389 N72-23671
ATC-9 p0376 N72-22649
ATC-13 P0578 H72-30587
ATL-TH-168 p0533 H72-29227<
ATH-7102 p0253 H72-18026
ATH-7104 p0519 N72-28277
4V-72-1 p0526 N72-28982
AVA-FB-7044 p0168 H72-15186
AVA-FB-7107 p0151 N72-13995
AVA-FB-7118 p0269 B72-19024
AVA-FB-7126 p0317 B72-19997
AVA-FB-7129 p0317 B72-19998
AVA-FB-7131 P032U N72-20331
AVSD-0263-70-CB ( p003« H72-10401*
AVSD-0336-72-CH P0590 H72-31780*
AVSER-1500-71-6 '. p0255 N72-18038
AVSER-U200-71-10 .P0153 N72-11006
AVSEB-9130-71-3 p0161 872-14784 *
BAS PAPEB 71 SA6 p0003 472-10223
BBH-2098 p0529 H72-29011 *
BBB-2276 p0640 H72-33029**
BHC-299-099-497 p0534 B72-29480 *
BIBLOGB4PHIC-LIST-7 p0388 B72-23655'*
BH-BI-7634 p0435 B72-25584 »
BHBH-FB-i-72-13 : p0520 H72-28445 *
BHVG-FBBT-71-12 p0036 H72-10828 *
BHVG-FBBT-71-13 p0030 B72-10034 *
BHVG-FB»T-71-18 p0166 H72-15009-*
BHVG-FBIT-71-20 p016« B72-14993 «
BHVG-FBWT-71-21 p0164 B72-14994 *
BHVG-FBiT-71-2l| p0166 H72-15011 *
BB-19914 p0366 H72-22002 t
BB-24880 p02«9 B72-17991 *
BR-24924 p0371 B72-22472 *
BR-25181 p0257 N72-18265 *
BB-25U10 i : p0164 D72-14996 *
BB-26007 p0434 B72-25273 t
BR-26988 ; .. p0101 B72-12989 *
BB-27181 p0436 B72-25606 *
BB-27441 p0436 B72-25607 *
BB-27696 .• p0203 H72-15961 *
BB-27949 p0259 B72-18501 *
BB-28184 i p0317 B72-19992 *
BR-28319 ..; p0319 B72-20013-*
BB-28616 p0640 B72-33032 f
BB-28945 p0422 B72-24026 t
BB-29648 p0517 B72-28175 t
BBL-HB-2128 p0219 B72-17011 *
BBL-HB-2143 p0366 B72-22012 *
BRL-HB-2178 p0577 B72-30419 *
BBL-1543-PT-2 p0158 H72-14310 t
BOLL-40-PT-2 p0172 B72-15812
BDLL-40-PT-5 p0216 S72-16861
BOLL-40-PT-6 p0173 B72-15833
BDL1-41-PT-4 p0215 B72-16802
BOLL-H2-PT-1 .; p047U S72-26815
BDLL-42-PT-5 p0475 B72-26904
C-111 p0278 N72-19536 *
C4ADBP-TR-24 p0280 H72-19687 *
CAL-AI-2836-A-1 pOOSI B72-11714 *
CA1-BB-2595-S-1 pOO«3 B72-11050 *
CAL-BB-2925-F-1 p0032'B72-10048 *
C4L-BH-2820-F-1 p0153 B72-14004 *
CAL-BH-2821-F-5-4 p0153 N72-14008 *
CA1-BH-3053-F^1 p0334 B72-21030 *
CA1-BA-5007-K-1 p0321 N72-20030 i
CAL-SA-5007-K-2 p0321 B72-20029 *
CAL-TB-3020-F-2 p0641 B72-33035 *
CAL-YB-2985-V-2 p0275 N72-19184 *
CEBL-TB-H-14 ..; p0576 S72-30257 »
CERB-71-16 p0017 472-12077
CEBB-71-16 ...'. p0017 472-12078
CL-1971-16 •; p0424 H72-24498 *
COHP-FH-218 p0033 B72-10184 t
COKF-710615-1 p0098 N72-12812 *
COHF-710904-1 p0151 B72-13994 *
CONTBIB-162 '. p0052 N72-11850 *
COS4TI-0103 p0099
COSATI-2004 p0099
M72-12974 *
B72-12974 t
B-10
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HOHBBR IHDBZ
CBAHFIELD-AEBO-7 p0249 872-17992 t
CBABFIELD-AEBO-9 p0635 872-32992 *
CBASFIBLD-AEBO-10 p0637 B72-33012 »
CBASFIELD-BAT-6 p0260 872-18545 *
CBHEL-SB-162 P0171 S72-15591 *
CSDL-B-698 P0533 B72-29222 f
CTC-RB-23 p0165 H72-15002 t
COED/A-TOBBO/TB-26 p0109 H72-13266 f
CH-HB-69-072F p0097 B72-12795 *
CH-BB-69-111F p0629 B72-32503 *
CH-BB-71-091F p0172 N72-15716»*
D-HAT-165 .; P0324 B72-20519 *
D-BAT-174 p0170 B72-15531 *
D-HAT-179 p0573 B72-30015 *
D-HAT/AV-175 p0535 B72-29570 *
D-180-110013-1 P0529 872-29012 t
D-210-10392-1 P0122 B72-24025*t
DA-OC4693 p0163 872-14923 t
DCIEB-839 p0515 H72-2801U «
DDC-TAS-71-26-1 p0030 B72-10036 *
DDC-TAS-71-43 p01<!9 872-13983 *
DDC-TAS-72-16-1 p0575 B72-30026 t
DDC-TAS-72-25-1 ...' p0537 872-29680 »
DDC-TAS-72-46 p0640 872-33033 t
DFVLR-S08DDB-140 p0016 A72-11756
DFVLB-SONDDBr-156 p002<) A72-12898
DFVLE-S08DDB-167 p0058 A72-13610
DFVLB-SO8DDB-168 p0058 A72-13609
DFVLB-SOBDDB-169 p0058 A72-13608
DFVLB-SOBDDB-175 p0126 A72-16706
DFVLB-S08DDB-179 p0186 A72-20100 I
DFVLB-SOBDDB-189 p0303 A72-26578
DFVLR-SONDDB-194 p0504 A72-39074
DFVLB-SOBDDB-205 pOUO A72-33101
DFVLB-SONDDB-214 p0503 A72-38687
DFyLB-SOBDDB-215: p0503 A72-38686
DFVLB-SOBDDB-219 p0244 A72-24812
DGLE PiPEB 71-057 p0023 A72-12718
DGLB PAPEB 71-060 p0023 A72-12711
DGLB PAPEB 71-063 P0022 A72-12705
DGLB PAPEB 71-080 '. .I p0023 A72-12730
DGLB PAPEB 71-081 p0022 A72-12709
DGLB PAPEB'71-082 p0023 A72-12722
DGLB PAPEB 7.1-083 , p0023 A72-12725
DGLB PAPEB 71-105 P0024 A72-12745
DGLB PAPEB 71-107 p0024 A72-12733
DGLB PAPEB 71^11 <l P0023 A72-12712
DGLB PAPEB 71-115 p0023 A72-12723
DG1H PAPER 71-118 P0022 472-12707
DGLB PAPEB 72-033 p0605 A72-U«616
DGLB PAPEB 72-031 p0605 A72-mt61t
DGLB PAPEB 72-036 p0605 A72-1U615
DGLB PAPEB 72-037 p0606 A72-«a618
DGLB PAPEB 72-038 p0605 A72-1<I617
DQLB-PAPEB-71-075 pO«30 872-2*986
DGLB-70-OUO P0151
DGLB-71-016 , p0381
DGLB-71-017 p0381
DGLB-71-018 ...., p0381
DGLB-71-019 ...I P0381
B72-13993*
B72-23009
B72-230.10
H72-23011
H72-23012
DGLB-71-r020-PT-1 -. P0382 N72-23013
DGLB-71-020-PT-2 p0382 B72-23014
DGLB-71-021 p0382 B72-23015
DGLB-71-023 P0382 H72-23016
DK-518.5 p0168 872-15186
DK-533.661 P0166 N72-15008
DK-658.517.2 pOO<»2 H72-110UO
DK-681.11.523.8 P0168 H72-15186
DK-681.32.06 p0166 872-15008
DLB-FB-70-68 p0168 872-15186 *
DLB-FB-71-10 p001»2 B72-110HO
DLB-FB-71-23 p0170 B72-15530
DLB-FB-71-30 .' p017U 872-15879
DLB-FB-71-37 p0151 872-13995
DLB-FB-71-511 • p0269 B72-19024
DLB-FB-71-60 p0326 B72-20595
DLB-FB-71-67 p0166 872-15008
DLB-FB-71-73 .' .'...' p0322 872-20216
DLB-FB-71-82 p0319 872-20010
DLB-FB-71-98 p0467 B72-26026
DLB-FB-71-110 pO«72 H72-26520
DLB-FB-71-112 pOI(22 B72-2«028
DLB-FB-72-16 p0519 872-28280
DLB-FB-72-38 p06U7 B72-33750
DLB-BITI-70-01 pOU30 872-21993*
DLB-BITT-70-28 p0027 B72-1000U
DLB-BITT-71-11 p0366 872-22010
DLB-BITT-71-12 p0037 872-11001
DLB-BITT-71-11 i . p0203 872-15963
DLB-BITT-71-18 p0381 872-23008
DLB-BITT-71-20 • p0382 872-23018
DLB-BITT-72-02 pO«68 H72-26213
DLB-BITT-72-06 pO«69 872-26311
DLB-BITT-72-07 p0511 872-28001
DBE/BAE-1971(3) p0098 872-12820
DBE/BAE-1972(2) p0619 872-33961
DHI-GEOPHTS-PAPEBS-B-22 "p0321 H72-20109
DBS-DB-1225-VOL-1 p0201 872-15942*
DO-112 p0518 872-28229
DO-119 p0136 872-25603
DO-150 .V... p0518 872-28229
DO-152 pOISS A72-35800
DO-152 p0522 B72-28667
DOC-71-AEG-297 p0282 872-19842*
DOT-PAA-6750.16 p0423 872-24338
DOT-HS-800-541 p0275 872-19184
D01-OS-00074 p0052 872-11849
DOT-OS-10075 ; p0574 872-30018
DOT-OS-10075-SDHBABI p0641 872-33040
DOT-OST-ONA-71-4 pOOII 872-11058
DOT-TSC-FA&-71-3 p0326 872-20581
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-7 p0339 B72-21626
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-8 p0270 872-19036
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-9 p<)323 H72-20255
DQT-TSC-FAA-71-11 p0320 872-20019
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-13 p0339 872-21629
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-11 p0320 872-20018
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-15 p0275 872-19247
DOT-TSC-FA*-71-18 p0330 N72-21000
DOI-TSC-FAA-71-19 p0325 872-20554
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-21 p0325 B72-20578
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-23 p0326 872-20583
DOT-rsC-FA4-71-2« p0389 H72-23669
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-25 p0330 872-20998
DOT-ISC-FAA-71-26 p0339 872-21628
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-27 p0330 H72-20997
DOT-TSC-FAA-71-29 p0339 B72-21627
DOT-TSC-FAA-72-1 .....' p0323 872-20254
DOT-TSC-FAA-72-2 p0320 872-20017
DOT-TSC-FAi-72-5 '. p0325 872-20579
DOT-TSC-FAA-72-6 p0322 872-20165
DOT-TSC-FAA-72-7 • p0376 872-22653
DOT-TSC-FAA-72-8 p0339 B72-21630
DOT-TSC-FAA-72-10 p0322 872-20189
DOT-TSC-FAA-72T13 p0330 872-20999
DOT-TSC-BASA-71-5 p0109 B72-13351*
DOT-TSC-OST-71-5 p0338 B72-21592
DOT-TSC-OST-71-8. p0335 B72-21165
DOT-TSC-OST-71-12 p0339 872-21634
DODGLAS PAPEB-6021 p0597 A72-43476
DOUGLAS PAPER-6023- p0596 A72-43473
DBC-181-58 ....
DBI-1260-7102-F
p0201 B72-15942*»
p0217 872-16955 *
E-11
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOH SDBBEB IHDEZ
DEIC-THAHS-2779 p0632 872-32772 *
01-82-1012 p0276
D3-8535 P0031
D6-A-12108-1-VOL-1 p0432
D6-A-12108-3-VOL-3 P0380
P6-18086TN p0264
D6-24806-1 p0367
D6-25124-PT-1 p0221
D6-25124-PT-2 '. P0222
D6-25492 p0087
D6-26065TH p0367
D6-40381 P0516
D6-40409 P0585
D6-40552-1-VOL-1 P0514
D6-U0556 P0378
D6-54351 p0425
D6-60136-2 p0475
D162-10125-2A-VOL-1 p0133
D162-10127-2A-VOL-3 p0433
D162-10128-2A-VOL-4' „. p0433
D162-10129-2A-VOL-5 p0433
D170-10039-1 .' p0271
D170-10040-1 p0271
D180-14190-1 p0203
D210-10079-1 p0423
D210-10196-1 .. p0222
D210-10207-1 ..' .' p0044
D210-10207-2 ,. P0623
D210-10207-3 p0624
D210-10245-1A P0538
D210-10273-1 p0482
D210-10340-1 p0516
D210-10347-1 p0251
D210-10353-1 P0272
D210-103814-1 p0645
D213-10000-VOL-4-PT-2 p0334
D213-10000-1-VOL-1 p0152
D213-10000-2-VOL-2 p0151
D213-10000-3-VOL-3 P0152
D213-10000-4-VOL-4-PT-1 -pQ380,
D213-10000-5 .". p0419
D213-10000-6-VOL-6 P0380
D213-10000-7 p0419
D213-10000-8-VOL-8 ,p0366
D213-10000-9-VOL-9 p0370
D272-099-002 p0573
E-5723 P0163
E-5811 p0214
E-5867 p0264
E-5973 pOQ78
E-5998 P0213
E-6115 .'.' P0390
E-6119 • ,P0030
E-6191 ... .'• P0097
E-6208 .P0051
E-6230 ,p0098
E-6312 •.•;..." '. p0093
E-6316- . ; P0096
E-6320 .....„' p0217
E-6348 ..-. P0174
E-6373 '.'..'....; 'p0096
E-6388. i , p0263
E-6392 P0079
E-6399 .. ; p032<»
E-6432 ..;.... p0213
E-6440 P0093
E-6452 P0099
E-6464 P0281
E-6474 ' p0092
E-6494 : p0099
E-6«Sr8 '...- p0537
E-6512, , p0079
E-6522 : .. P0201
E-6536 p0378
E-651H i P0372
E-6560 i p0163
E-6563 .P0096
E-6564 p0162
E-6579 ..• '. ., P0214
E-6592 ..;...;.. p02«9
E-6597 •...' P017Q
E-6603 ,...".' p0263
E-6607 p0263
E-6613 .' P0163
E-6638 p0266
E-6640 p0249
S72-19298
H72-10043*
N72-25011
H72-22997
H72718789
N72-22014*
N72-17207*
H72-17208**
N72-11957*f
H72-22013**
N72-28017**
N72-31020**
H72-28007*
H72-22980*
K72-24530*
H72-26939*
N72-25015
N72-25016
872-25017
N72-25018
N72-19040
H72-19039
N72-15962
1172-24033
H72-17549
N72-11059
N72-32053
H72-32054
1172-29813
N72-27069
N72-28022
1172-18005*
N72-19047
N72-33506
N72-21028
S72-13998
872^13996
H72-13997
N72-22999
B72-24001
N72-23000-
N72-24002
N72-22011'
1172-2203 5;
H72-30013*
872-14989*
1172-16724*
872-18783*t
.S72-11888**
872-16722**
872-23837**
,872-10025**
.S72-12785**
1172-11711**
S72-12947**
.•H72-12419**
;.S72-1260U»*
H72-16937**
N72-15892**
iN72-12780*»
N72-18773**
H72-11895**
S72-20492**
N72-16721**
K72T12420**
H72-12979**
872-19841**
872-12112**
872-12975**
872-29803**
872-11897**
872-15945**
•872-22799**
872-22496**
872-14985**
872-12779**
872-147,91**
.872-16723**
N72-17988**
.872-15909**
B72-18774**
872-18775**
872-14986**
872-19002**
872-17990**
E-6652 .'.... p0282 872-19845*
E-6662 p0269 872-19025*
E-6666 p0631 872-32759*
E-6667 i ' p0098 872-12942*
E-6671 i p0097 872-12783*
E-6676 .p0590 B72-31785*
E-6686 p0266 872-18998*
E-6688 p0340 H72-21817*
E-6690 p0162 872-14792*
E-6698 p0158 1172-14301*
E-6699 p0162 872-14793*
E-6703 ". p0158 B72-14302*
E-6707 p0390 872-23838*
E-6714 • p0162 N72-14794*
E-6727 p0379 872-22994*
E-6729 p0213 H72-16719*
E-6737 ..; P0203 S72-15959*
E-6739 p0383 H72-23025*
E-6757 p0378 872-22795*
E-6762 P0251 N72-18009*
E-6773 : P0379 872-22993*
E-6783. p0263 H72-18769*
E-6788 P0590 N72-31777*
E-6800 p0528 872-29003*
E-6802 p0259 872-18541*
E-6804 ; p0468 872-26037*
E-6804 < P0643 H72-33058*
E-6814 p0264 872-18782*
E-6819 p0435 872-25468*
E-6826 .-. P0428 S72-24813*
E-6827 p0252 H72-18014*
E-6833 p0477 N72-27014*
E-6844 p0579 872-30607*
E-6848. p0340 872-21816*
E-6850 p0626 872-32072*
E-6852 p0425 N72-24585*
E-6870 ..' p0525 N72-28919*
E-6879 p0387 872-23195*
E-6884 p0513 872-27994*
E-6901 p0487 N72-27817*
E-6912 p0590 H72-31783*
E-6913 .-i... P0580 872-30778*
E-6920 ;. p057V 1172-29993*
E-6921 p0427 872-24711*
E-6938 .'. .; p0429 N72-24830*
E-6948 P0634 872-32949*
E-6958 ... p0486 H72-27737*
E-6972 p0428 M72-24829*
E-6975 .:. p0477"B72-27012*
E-6977 .....: p0580 872-30777*
E-6985 :.. p0487 872-27816*
E-7008 ..:... p0632 872-32765*
E-7016 p0575 1172-30247*
E-7016 ...•.:;;;-. : p0644 872-33386*
E-7018 ........'. P0524 872-28794*
E-7020 P0521 N72-28545*
E-7020 ...'...... P0577 N72-30471*
E-7028 ....::.:. p0479 872-27029*
E-7038 p0479 N72-27030*
E-7043 .;...;.:. p0520 872-28287*
E-7050 ;... p0521 S72-28504*
E-7053 .. i.'ii p0580.872-30776*
E-7054 ....i p0521 872-28505*
E-7059 .^.. P0524 872-28795*
E-7086 p0580 872-30775*
E-7089 .:....:... p0628 872-32458*
E-7118 i: 11-. ; p0631 H72-32754*
E-7121 I... ;...; p0632 N72-32762*
E-7123 .; ;. p0622 872-32043*
E-7139 -...'....... p0640 872-33031*
E-7167 .-....;'.. p0632 872-32763*
EA-SP-100-108 p0271 H72-19041
EC-200 I. :-. pOIOS H72-13021'
ECD-863-18127-R. ' p0282 H72-19857;
ECF.BPC-71-2 P0032 872-10050
ECOB-0084-3 . i .'.' P0161 872-14674
ECOH-0084-4 .;.... p0578 H72-30591
ECOH-0090-2 '...':.. p0626 872-32245
ECOB-3454 ..;. p0275 872-19222
ECOH-3456 ....';„., p0256 872-18057
ECOH-3479 ' ^ .. .:.-..'.... i p0261 872-18648
ECOH-3516 -..I;.":....-..•.... p0336 B72-21231
ECOH-3559 .ri.-;'...-....-......i...... p0123 A72-16553
ECOH-3575 •./..'-.;..'....., -.- •. P0642 872-33048 *
E-12
BEPOBT/4CCBSSIOB HDBBEE IBDEI
ECOB-024 1 1-26 . .
ECOB-024 11 -27
EDC-710928
EDR-7045
EDR-7200 . . • •
ELR-4187 ..........
ELR-4227
ELR~4332 ...
EHEA-71-45 ....'
EB-1 1 178 .
i . - , -
ERO~ 1-1972
ESD~TB-7 1-146 ..... .
ESD~TR-71-235.
ESD-TH-71-263
ESD~TH-71-303
ESD~TB-71 - 370-VOL-1
ESD~TR-72-57 • ..^ . '.......
ESD-TB-72-86
ESD~TR-72-142 '
ESDQ-AERO-A 07.01.02 ...
ESDU-AERO-S 00.03.17 ...
ESDO-AERO-S 00 03 20
ESDQ-FAT-L 01 01 .
ESDQ-PERF-RJ-1/0 • ... ...
ESDO-PEBF-fiJ-1/1
ESDO-01 01 04 .
ESDO-02 01 06 . .
ESDD-66012,
ESDD-67027'
ESDD-69006
ESDU-69007- :
ESDO-69008
ESDO-69009 ;
ESDO-69012
ESDO-69013
ESDO-69023-ABEKD-B
ESDD-69024
ESDD-69026
ESDO-70002
ESDO-70006
ESDO-70011'
ESDO-70012
ESDO-70019
ESDO-70020
ESDQ-70021
ESDO-7P022
ESDD-70023
ESDD-71006
. . p0642 872-33047 #
p0481 872-27042 i
. p0262 H72-18663 *
p02S6 B72-18171 f
p0335 H72-21171 #
p0423 B72-24193 #
p0468 H72-26137 t
p0275 H72-19277 t
P0265 B72-18994»»
P0222 H72-17319 *
P0619 872-32014
p0483 K72-27284 t
P0626 H72-32271 *
P0627 872-32271 *
P0627 H72-32276 »
P0627 B72-32275 *
P0627 B72-32273 *
P0626 B72-32270 t
P0627 B72-32272 f
... ...... p0643 K72-33256 »
P0432 H72-25007 *
P0091 B72-11979 *
. . p0480 B72-27037 #
P0432 K72-25011 t
..... P0112 N72-1388U**
P0525 B72-28899**
. P0433 B72-25014 #
,., ..... P0422 H72-2K031 t
P0627 B72-32277 *
. . P0035 H72-10513 i
P0207 B72-16138 t
P0171 B72-15601 ff
P0220 -B72-17126 t
• p0377 H72-22657 f
. P0336 B72-21231 f
P0337 B72-21235 »
P0262 H72-18665 t
p0537 B72-29676 1
p06«7 S72-33615 «
P0575 B72-30168 »
p0617 B72-31992
P0617 B72-31988
P0637 B72-33008
P0648 B72-33938
P0619 H72-32015
P0636 B72-33003
p0637 H72-33006
P0637 B72-33006
..... P0635 H72-32990
• . p0635 B72-32987
. ... P0648 H72-33902 ,
P0637 B72-33009
... P0631 B72-32718
.......... P0631 B72-327»7
P0631 872-327*6
. ... P0637 B72-33008
p0648 B72-33938
P0617 B72-31989
.... P0619 B72-3201S
P06D8 572-33899
p0636 B72-33002
... P0647 B72-33882
P0617 H72-31991
... P0617 H72-31990
. .• P0637 B72-33004
p0636 H72-33003 '
P0637 872-33005
P0637 H72-33006
. ... P0637 H72-33007
P0635 B72-32989
ESDU-71017
ESDO-71025-PI-1
ESDD-71026-PT-2
ESDU-72001
ESDO-72002
ESDO-72008-PT-3 .:...
ESL-R-1159
ESL-TH239
ES1-3098-1
ESL-3098-2
ESRO-CB(P)-103
ETB-U
E6506
Fii-AH-70-16
FAA-AH-71-26'
FAA-AB-72-3 . •• f. . • . . i
FAA-AH-72-15
FAA-AHD-72-49
FAA-ABD-72-91
FAA-AT-71-1
FAA-AV-71-1
FAA-BIBIIOGBAPHIC-LIST-U ....
FAA-EB-71-1
PAA-EB-71-2
FAA-EQ-71-2-VOL-2
FAA-FS-600-8
FAA-BA-71-7 '...
FAA-BA-71-16
FAA-HA-71-19
FAA-BA-71-20
FAA-NA-71-23
FAA-BA-71-25
FAA-BA-71-29
FAA-BA-71-32
FAA-HA-71-42 ..;
FAA-BA-71-41
FAA-BA-71-15
FAA-HA-72-2
FAA-BA-72-6
FAA-HA-72-8 .'
FAA-BA-72-11
FAA-8A-72-13
FAA-BA-72-14
FAA-BA-72-18 •
FAA-BA-72-19
FAA-BA-72-24 •
FAA-HA-72-26
FAA-HA-72-27
FJi-BA-72-28' ..;
FAA-BA-72-29 .;....
FAA-HA-72-30
FAA-BA-72-36
FAA-HA-72-41
FAA-HA-72-57 . J '.'.
FAA-BA-72-62 •.
FAA-BA-72-64 'i.i-
FAA-HA-72-73
p0617 B72-31988
p0636 B72-33001
P0619 H72-32013
p0648 H72-33902
p0637 B72-33009
P0637 B72-33010
p0536 B72-29633 t
:.... p0630 872-32639**
p0095 N72-12580*»
p0091 B72-12086*t
p0156 H72-11243-*
p0275 B72-19230"5
p0537 B72-29671' #
p0420 B72-24007
p0111 B72-1358H *
p0319 H72-20008»*
..... p0150 B72-13989
P0045 B72-11370
... . p0268 N72-19020
p0335 B72-21077
p0335 K72-21078
p0477 H72-27011
p0590 H72-31653
p0590 B72-31654
p0472 B72-26526
p0157 H72-14289-
...... p0218 H72-16999
p0630 H72-32645
p0389 B72-23668
p0223 B72-17594
pOOSS B72-11941
p0380 B72-22997
P0537 872-29671
p0092 S72-12087
p0223 B72-17592
p0219 B72-17009
p0281 B72-19724
p0101 B72-12987
P0572 872-30005
. ... . p0033 N72-10173
p0086 B72-11947
...... p0095 B72-12578
p0033 B72-10233
p0111 B72-13586
p0157 B72-14273
p0434 B72-25426
p0280 B72-19719
p0436 B72-25605
p0646 B72-33641
...... p0485 B72-27691
. ...i. p0377 B72-22662
...... p0388 872-23400
p0377 B72-22663
p0280 872-19720
p0326 872-20587
p0427 H72-24673
...'... p0368 872-22025
p0590 872-31653
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOi IDHBEB IHDEX
PAA-BD-71-17
FAA-BD-71-19'
FAA-BD-71-23
FAA-BD-71-24
FAA-BD-71-26 ..;
FAA-BD-71-37
FAA-BD-71-41
FAA-BD-71-44-1-PT-1 ..,-..
FAA-BD-71-44-2-PT-2
FAA-BD-71-46 •...
FAA-BD-71-53
FAA-BD-71-58' •.
FAA-BD-71T60
FAA-BD-71-63
FAA-BD-71-68
FAA-BD-71-69
FAA-BD-71-75 i.
FAA-BD-71-76
FAA-BD-71-78
FAA-BD-71-79 ..;
FAA-BD-71-81 '
FAA-BD-71-82
PAA-BD-71-83 '.
FAA-BD-71-86
PAA-BD-71-90 ..i
FAA-BD-71-92'
FAA-BD-71-96
FAA-BD-71-100 ....i
FAA-BD-71-102 :
FAA-BD-71-103
FAA-BD-71-104 .^. ........
FAA-BD-71-107
FAA-BD-71-109
FAA-BD-71-113
FAA-BD-71-115 ...;..i
FAA-BD-71-119
FAA-BD-72-1 ..:...;
FAA-BD-72-2
FAA-BD-72-3 ..;....
FAA-BD-72-4
FAA-BD-72-7 ...:
FAA-BD-72-10
FAA-BD-72-11 i...
FAi-BD-72-15
FAA-BD-72-16 :
FAA-BD-72-26
FAA-BD-72-30 . .; ;..
FAA-BD-72-31
FAA-BD-72-33
FAA-BD-72-46 ;.
FAi-BD-72-50
FAA-BD-72-53
FAA-BD-72-54 •
FAA-BD-72-60
FAA-BD-72-75 •.
FAA-BD-72-77
FAA-BD-72-97
FAA-BD-72-105
FAS-1
FB-82 ' . i :':..' ; ;
FB-628 ....i
FFA-AD-635-PT-1 ...•...;.
FFA-AO-901
FFA-118
FFA-12V ...' •.
FFS-1
FFS-2 '..'...»
FFS-3 •.
FFS-5 -.'.
FFS-7 : i.
FILE- 1-001 6 ..'......'....
FI1E-4-0005
FIBL-C2885-06
FIBL-F-C2864
FM-4157 :'•..;.;..-,.
FH-4175 ..- '...i .-
FH-4211- -.. •;..
FHL-POBL-71-12 •:..
P0111 B72-13595
p0630 872-32648
p0572 872-30005
p0514 B72-28005
p0153 872-14008
p0281 1172-19724
P0281 872-19726
P0280 872-19722
p0372 872-22603
p0326 872-20596
p0219 B72-17009
p0085 H72-11940
p0471 872-26360
...-. p0223 872-17592
p0101 872-12987
pOIOS 872-13022
p0086 872-11947
p0092 872-12087
P0095 872-12578
p0223 872-17598
p0041 872-11037
p0033 872-10233
p0482 B72-27050
p0389 872-23669
..... ...... p0102 872-12993
;...i.i ... p0427 872-24673
...-. p0111 872-13586
•. p0265 872-18953
p0338 872-21604
p0157 872-14273
p0427 872-24683
• p0377- 872-22663
p0486 872-27710
p0427 872-24682
p0377 872-22662
...-....;.. p0377 K72- 22659
p0472 872-26524
-..:... p0170 872-15431
p0136 872-25605
p0389 872-23671
p0280 N72-19719
i.-.i p0261 872-18659
p0326 872-20587
p0280 872-19720
p0280 872-19720
...-., p0376 872-22649
p0542 872-29967
i i p0261 872-18659
: p0434 872-25426
:. p0485 872-27694
-p0579 872-30769
p0485 872-27700
p0578 872-30589
P0633 872-32937
. p0578 H72- 30587
p0643 B72-33153
...... ....• p0646 872-33641
ii.. pp099 872-12968
.......... p0101 872-12989
i.;.; p0317 872-19992
p0317 N72-19995'
p0463 872-26001
P0320 872-20022
p0321 1172-20023
P0099 872-12968
.i.iii.i.. P0099 872-12968
P0099 B72-12968
-. ......p0099 H72-129681
i. p0099 872-12968
i;;.. p0150 872-13990
P0166 872-15005
P0519 B72T28271
P0629 872-32507
. i. ...;.;; -p0029 872-10021
...... i "p0029 872-10018
... i ; i ...'.' p0034' 872-10254
.-.- p0171 872-15712**
PB-11 p0326 B72-20596 t
PBA-HT-72-23
PBA-BT-72-21
PBO-9-1971
FS-160-65-68-1
FSBP-IBT-93
FSTC-HT-23-096-71
FSTC-HT-23-523-71
PSTC-HI-23-707-71
FSTC-HT-23-708-71
PSTC-HT-23-709-71
FSTC-HT-23-766-70
JSTC-HT-23-8U8-71
FSTC-HT-23-902-72
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HAXc-EHG-77r'2"'. . .-.V.. .'.'..:...'.:.... P0221 .1172-17,199
NAEC-ENG-7740 ' '. '. ..... ..'........'. .~. . p051,9" N72-28272
NAEC-ENG-77U T '.': .': . . . : •..-....•.;•..-.;. p0585 N72-31027
MA1-TB-
B4I.-TS-
NAL-TH-
KAl-TE-
llAt-TB-
BA1-TB-
KAlrTH-
NAL-TH-
NAl-TB-
NA1-TE-
HA1-TB-
BAL-TB-
NAL-TB-
BAL-TB-
NAL-TB-
KA1-TR-
BAL-TB-
HAL-TB-
HAL-TB :
113
227
235
237
•238'"
•210T
211'
•2,13
215
217
218'
253'
251'
256
265
2.68T
273''
275
276
P0150 M72-13986*
.I:! p0258 B,72-18279
.;•;'.• pom H72-13589
P0100 H72-.12981
. ..'.'p0112 N72-13747
: :..'p0109 B72-13272,
.'. .I P0112 H72-:13888
I... P0258 B72-.18281 .
.*.:.• P0479 H72-27026
;;.:'po37i 1172-22333
i ..I p018» B72-27317'
.i:.*p0365 B72-21995:
..i. P0476 B72-27660
.:.. P0479 H72-27028.B72-27428
B72-26999,
'pO«87 S72-27822
'P0588- K72-31151
-pO<l79 B72-27027
KAURI-1143
BAHB1-1145
BAHBi.-1117
BAliBL-1161
. r.."p0272 N72-19053.
i :.'. -p0332'B72-21016,'
. : : :•pO«67'H72-26028 .
: . . : 'p062a H72-32061
BAPTC-4ED-1963
BAPIC-AED-1968
NAPTC-ATD-212
BAPTC-ATD-216
NASA-CASE-AEC-10179-1
NASA-CASE- ASC- 10 180- 1
BiSA-.CASE-ABC- 10170-1
BASA-CASE-EBC-10081
NASA-C1SE-EBC-10321
HASi-CASE-EBC- 10119
iBASA-CASE-FBC- 10019-1
BASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3 ..
BASA-CASE-GSC-11620-1. ,
BASA-CASE-IAB-.10170-1
HAS4-CASE-IAB- 10550-1
BASA-CASE-IAB-10557
BASA-CASE-LAB-10612-1
BASA-CASE-LAB-10682-1
BASAT-CASE-LAE- 107 17-1
BASA-CASE-IAB-10756-1
NASA-CASE-LAB-10776-1 .
HASA-CASE-IAB-10812-1,
BASA-CASE-1EM-10533-2
NASA-CASE-1EW- 11 187-1
NASA-C4SE-IEK- 1 1221- 1
NASA-CASE-1EH- 11326-1
,NASA-CASE-LEB-1 1102-1
BASArCASE-HFS- 16609
BASA-CASE-HFS-20509
BASA-CASE-jHSC- 13397-1
NASATCASE-XLA-07130
SASA-CASE-XHS-01991-1.
BASA'-'CS- lies' '."..'...'.'..'.
BASA-CB-1831 •
- BASA-CB-1813-SOPPL
DAS A-CB- 1814.
.NASArCB-1853.
BASA.-CB-1 857 - '.,
11 AS A-CB- 18 59- .i.
SASA-CE-1871 . , ...
NASA-CB-1875
SiSt-.CS-.1876 . .- .
BASA-CB-1877 >
BASA-CEr1883
NASA-CB-1891
BASA-CB-1901.
HAS A-CB.- 1911,.
NASArCB-1912 .;
NASATCBr1916 ,
BASA-CE-1917-
BASA-CB-1918 .:..
NASA-CB-1926 :. ;
SASA-CB- 1 927
BASA-CB-1933 '.
BASA-CB-1934
SASA-CB^ 1 915 . i
BASA-CB^1918. ! .
HASA-CBT1955 ; :
HASA-CE- 1957
BASA-CBr1964
NASA-CBri' 967 •
BASA-CB-1968
BASA-CE-1 975 ,-.;..;
BASA-CB-1977
 t
BASA-CBr1979 .--.
BASA-CBr1983
HASA-CB-1991 >
BASA-CB-2002,.
HASA-CE72003,
SASA-CE-2006
BASATCE-2009 ,
HASArCB-201 1 . . .'
SASA-CBT2012 : , • . .,
NASA-CBr2016 > i .
BASA^CE-2020 .»..
BASArCB-2022
P0591 B72-31787 *
P0640 B72-33031 t
p0542 N72-29967 *
p0580 B72-30783 t
p0373 H72-22619*
P0326 H72- 20767**
P0332 N72-21010**
P0520 B72-28137*
p0433 B72-25173*
P0339 K72-21631**
P0339 B72-21632**
p0091 B72-12080*
p06«1 H72-33379**
P0338 B72-21471**
p0482 K72-27271*«
p0039 B72-11018*
p0187 B72-27820*#
p0332 B72-21009**
p0485 B72-27703*»
pOOSI 872^11803**
P0331 N72-21001*»
p0482 N72-27272**
p0135 H72-25479**
P0035 B72-10824*»
p0030 N72- 10033**
p0172 B72-15714**
p0327 N72-20770**
p0338 H72-21431*#
P0221 B72-17183*
p0436 872-25595*
p0371 B72-22246*.
P0222 H72-17326*
p0034 N72-10401**
p0092 N72-12223*f
p0038 N72-11010*f
P0150 H72-13991**
p0031 B72-10043**
p0099 N72-12949**
p0160 H72-14585**
p0092 H72-12182**
p0108 N72-13233**
p0092' H72-12183**
p0157 H72-14274**
P0101. B72-12988**
P0087 N72-11957**
p0165 B72-15001*f
p0161 H72-1«990*#
POT49 B72-13977**
p0251 S72-18010**
P0368 B72-22024**
P0251 B72-18011*»
p0221, B72-17207**
.p0222 H72-17208**
p0165 H72-11999*t
,p0218 B72-17001**
P0166 N72-15001*»
p0201 B72-15943**
p0266 B72-19000*t
P0273 H72-19102*f
.p0224 B72-17815**
p0324 B72-20152**
p0265 B72-18991**
p0164 N72-26005**
p0264 N72-18786**
P0218 B72-17006**
p0269 B72-19026«t
.p0467 N72-26024**
p0636 B72-32996**
p0430 H72-24992**
p0268 H72-19021**
P0366 N72-22005**
p0269 H72-19029**
p0419 H72-23991**
p0430 H72-24991*f
,p0318 H72-20007**
p0370 H72-22099**
B-17
BBPOBf/ACCESSIOB HOHBEB IHDEX
B4S4-CB-2023
B4S4-CB-2024
B4S4-CB-2034
B&S4-CB-2039
B4S4-CB-2043
B4S4-CB-2046
H4S4-CB-2051
H4SA-CB-2058
84S4-CB-2059
N4SA-CB-2066
B4S4-CB-2070 :
BAS4-CB-2075
BAS4-CB-2096
B4S4-CB-2097
NSS4-CB-2103
BAS4-CB-2104
BASA-CB-2126
BASA-CB-2142
BASA-CB-62077
BAS4-CB-62078
N4S4-CB-72735
8ASA-CR-72793
BASA-CB- 72880
H4S4-CB-72968
BASA-CB-72983
SiSA-CH-72984
B4S4-CB-72993
H4S4-CB-112008
N4S4-CB-112009
BASA-CB-112015
SASA-CB-112016
BASA-CB-112023
BAS4-CB-1 12030
B4S4-CR-112055
BASA-CB-1 12058
N4S4-CB-1 12059
B4S4-CB-1 12065-1
H4S4-CB-112065-2
84S4-CB-112065-3
N4S4-CR-112089
B4S4-CB-1 12097
H4S4-CB-112101
N4S4-CB-112109
B4SA-CR-112121
N4S4-CB-112122
B454-CR-112129
B4S4-CB-112152
BASA-CB-112153
BASA-CR-112155
N4S4-CB-112156
BAS4-CR-112157
N4S4-CB-112181
B4S4-CR-114340
84S4-CR-114341
H4S4-CH-114342
HASA-CB- 114343
BASA-CB- 11 4347
K4S4-CB-114386
BASA-CB-114387
SASA-CB-114368
BASA.-CB-114399
SAS4-CB-114406
BASA-CB-114417
N4SA-CB-114IH8
B4SA-CB-114424
HASA-CB-114435
NAS4-CB-1 14454
B4SA-CB-1 14463
N4S4-CB-1 14464
N4S4-CE-1 14471
N4S4-CB-114478
p0376
P0376
p0467
pOU75
p0422
p0475
p0390
pOU22
p0517
P0431
p0572
p0525
p0523
p0538
p0526
p0573
P0640
pQ640
p0087
p0534
p0093
p0377
p0487
p0110
p0324
p0260
p0538
p0112
p0101
p0533
p0463
P0338
p0513
p0368
p0437
p0437
P0437
p0437
p0437
p0389
p0466
P0466
P0466
p0513
p0514
p0464
P0588
p0529
p0575
P0581
p0645
p0532
P0622
j>0622
P0533
p0571
p0638
p0638
p0638
p0638
p0639
p0639
p0644
P0638
p0036
p0036
P0036
PQQ36
p0052
p0078
P0079
p0079
p0251
p0169
P0250
p0378
p0264
P0251
p0253
p0253
P0367
p0367
p0585
pQ480
p0516
p0573
p0514
P0515
H72-22652*f
B72-22651**
872-26025**
S72-26939**
B72- 24025**
H72-26996*»
872-23836**
872-24024**
B72-28027*t
H72-25005*f
872-30007**
872-28899**
872-28793**
872-29806**
872-28994**
872-30011**
B72-32995*t
H72-33029*t
H72-33028**
B72-11950**
H72-29237**
872-12413**
H72-22791**
B72-27818**
H72-13468*t
H72-20508*t
N72-185B4**
872-29808**
872-13884**
872-12992*+
B72-29229**
872-25996**
H72-21625»*
872-28002**
872-22022**
H72-25711**
872-25712**
H72-25713**
872-25714**
N72-25715*t
B72-23664**
872-26021**
H72-26022**
H72-26023**
B72-27999**
N7 2-28003**
N72-26007**
872-31303**
N72-29009**
S72-30031**
H72-30946**
N72-33561**
H72-29207**
H72-32040**
H72-32041**
H7 2-29226**
H72-29999**
H72-33014**
872-33015**
N72-33016**
B72-33017**
K72-33020**
D72-33021**
H72-33272**
H72-33013**
B72-10984**
N72-10985**
N72-10986**
N72-10987**
S72-11845**
H72-11889**
H72-11890**
S72-11891**
B72-18004**
K72-15244**
N72-18001**
S72-22980**
H72-18909**
B72-18005**
N72-18024**
872-18025**
N72-22013**
H72-22014**
N72-31020**
N72-27032**
H72-28017**
B72-30013**
B72-28007**
H72-28010**
H4S4-CB-1 14480
H4S4-CB- 1 14481 ..
H4S4-CB-1 14501 ..
H4S4-CB-115357 ...... .
H4S4-CB-1 16773 . ..
B4S4-CB-1 1 6775
B4S4-CB-11 6776
B4S4-CB-120787 ..
H4S4-CB-120789 ...... .
B4S4-CB-120803 '
B4S4-CB-120804 . .
H4S4-CB-120827
H4S4-CB-120838 .
H4S4-CB-120841 . . .
H4S4-CB-120843 . .
B4S4-CB-120858
H4S4-CB-120859 .
N4S4-CB- 120878
B4S4-CB-120907 . ....
H4S4-CB-120908 .. ....
H4S4-CB-1 20909
B4S4-CB-120914 . .... ....
N4S4-CB-12091 5 .. ....
H4S4-CB-120916 .... ...
H4S4—CH-1 20930
H4S4-CB-120938 .. .. .
H4S4-CB-120939 . . .
H4S4-CB-120950
B4S4-CB-1 20952
B4S4-CB-120957 • . ...... ...
N4S4-CH-120960
N4S4-CB-120961 .. ..
N4S4-CB-1 209 66
H4S4-CB-122295 ... .
K4S4-CB-122432
N4S4-CB-122842
M4S4-CB-123672 ... ....
B4S4-CB-123810 ... ...
N4S4-CB-123817
N4S4-CB-124604 ...... ...
N4S4-CB-124640 .. . .
N4S4-CB-124696 ... ...
N4S4-CB-124721
H4S4-CB-124768 .
H4S4-CB-124826
B4S4-CB-125U04 .
H4S4-CB-125537
H4S4-CB-125538 ..
H4S4-CB-125540
B4S4-CB-1255U4
• N4S4-CB-125643
N4S4-CB-125653 .. . .
NASA-CB- 125807
B4S4-CB-125811
H4S4-CB-125821
H4S4-CB-1261 35
H4S4-CB-126 153 ......
N4S4-CB-1261 57 ... ...
H4SA-CB-126214 . . ...
S4SA-CB-1 26483
N4S4-CB-126669 ..
N4SA-CB- 127121 .
H4S4-CB-127253
H4S4-CB-127268
HAS4-CR-127452
N4S4-CE-127765 .
N4S4-CB-128038
B4S4-CB-128197
H4S4-CB-128298 ..
N4S4-SP-292
HASA-SP-309 . . ...
B4SA-SP-3070
H4S4-TH- -2060 . . .
H4S4-TH- -2212
B4S4-TH- -2226
H4S4-TB- -2237
N4S4-TH- -2326 . . . .
H4S4-TH- -2376
N4S4-TH- -2379 ., .... ...
N4S4-TH- -2396
B4SA-TB- -2397
N4S4-TB- -2398
p0516 872-28018*1
p0516 B72-28019**
P0648 872-33916**
. p0201 872-15941**
p0086 872-11943**
p0149 872-13984**
p0258 872-18424**
p0201 872-15942*
p0282 872-19842*
P0365 872-21994*
P0473 872-26689*
p0473 872-26690*
P0224 872-17949*
p0172 872-15716*
.. p0172 872-15713*
p0535 872-29533*
p0474 872-26695*
. p0326 872-20763*
p0425 N72-24530*
p0483 872-27290*
....... p0580 872-30774*
p0377 H72-22792*
p04'28 S72-24628*
p0647 872-33743*
. ... p0473 H72-26692*
... p0465 872-26014*
. p0473 H7 2-26545*
... P0524 872-28796*
.. p0517 H72-28028*
p0523 872-28786*
p0528 B72-29004*
p0535 872-29564*
p0636 872-32993*
.... p0571 872-30000*
p0590 N72-31780*
.... p0091 872-12086*
p0485 872-27701*
p0049 872-11694*
p0435 H72-25542*
.... p0575 872-30245*
. p0587 872-31279*
p0092 872-12211*
p0095 872-12580*
p0112 872-13909*
p0111 872-13580*
p0109 872-13351*
.... p0110 872-13505*
p0578 872-30586*
p0164 872-14997*
p0171 S72-15712*
p0209 872-16511*
p0209 872-16510*
p0210 N72-16698*
p0203 872-15960*
p0258 872-18448*
... p0258 872-18450*
p0280 872-19718*
p0282 872-19849*
p0323 872-20250*
p0367 872-22015*
p0374 B72-22630*
p0373 872-22620*
p0365 H72-21998*
p0171 872-15625*
p0427 872-24672*
. . .. p0469 872-26227*
p0486 872-27706*
p0485 872-27679*
p0522 B72-28662*
p0533 872-29227*
p0576 872-30249*
p0619 B72-32016*
p0630 H72-32639*
p0102 872-12995*
p0390 872-23974*
. ... p0539 H7 2- 29895*
p0472 872-26475*
p0251 872-18007*
p0251 B72-18008*
p0318 872-20005*
p0214 N72-16724*
. p0087 872-11956*
. p0098 872-12947*
p0163 872-14989*
p0051 872-11711*
p0096 872-12780*
P0079 872-11895*
E-18
BEPOBT/ACCESSI01 BOBBER IHDEI
HASA-TB- -2406 p0097 B72-12785**
BASA-TB- -2416 p0214 B72-16723*t
HASA-TS- -2422 p0096 B72-12779*i
HASA-TB- -2125 p0096 B72-12604**
HASA-TB- -2433 p0099 H72-12979**'
BASA-TB- -2434 p0099 B72-12975**
HASA-TB 2438 p0109 B72-13271**
BASA-TB- -2445 p0218 B72-17005*t
BASA-TB- -2449 p0266 H72-18998**
BASA-TB- -2459 p0163 B72-14985**
BASA-TB- -2466 p0102 B72-12994**
HASA-TB- -2475 p0174 H72-15892**
NASA-IB- -2476 p0217 B72-16937*t
BASA-TB- -2477 p0174 B72-15909**
BASA-TB- -2478 p0162 B72-14791**
BASA-TB-X-2484 p0263 B72-18773*»
NASA-TB-X-2511 p0331 B72-21005**
SASA-TB-X-2514 p0280 B72-19721»*
HASA-TB-X-2516 p0327 B72-20970**
BASA-TB-X-2528 p0282 H72-19845**
BASA-TB-X-2529 p0365 H72-21997*t
NASA-TB-X-2530 p0421 B72-24020**
HASA-TB-X-2536 p0378 H72-22799**
BASA-TB-X-2537 ; p0340 H72-21817*t
HAS4-TS-Z-2538 p0379 H72-22993**
SASA-TB-X-2541 p0378 N72-22795**
HASA-TB-X-2553 p0390 H72-23838»*
HASA-TB-X-2555 p0369 H72-22027**
HASA-TB-X-2558 p0390 H72-23837**
HASA-TB-X-2566 p0469 H72-26239**
HASA-TB-X-2579 p0468 H72-26037**
HASA-TB-X-2580 p0634 B72-32949**
HASA-TB-X-2585 p0478 H72-27024**
NASA-TB-X-2593 p0487 872-27817**
HASA-TB-X-2594 p0513 H72-27994**
HASA-TB-X-2595 p0525 B72-28919**
HASA-TB-X-2599 p0577 H72-30471**
HASA-TB-X-2600 p0514 H72-28009**
HASA-TM-X-2607 p0590 B72-31785**
HASA-T»-r-2621 p0644 H72-33386**
BASA-TB-X-2625 p0580 H72-30778**
HASA-TB-X-2629 p0632 H72-32765**
HASA-TB-X-2630 p0590' H72-31777**
HASA-TB-X-2643 'p0581 H72-30992**
HASA-TB-X-2644 p0589 B72-31460**
BASA-TB-X-62029 pOOSO H72-11901**
HASA-TB-X-62079 pOOSO N72-11902**
HASA-TB-X-62082 p0035 B72-10539**
BASA-TB-X-62094 p0086 B72-11942**
BASA-TB-X-62098 p0149 H72-13985*«
HASA-TB-X-62102 , p0249 H72-17987**
HASA-TB-x-62106 p0276 H72-19291**
HASA-TB-X-62107 p0257 H72-18199**
BASA-TB-X-62110 p0201 H72-15940**
HASA-TB-X-62116 p0376 H72-22648**
HASA-TB-X-62123 p0472 H72-26516«*
HASA-TB-X-62138 p0367 H72-22019**
HASA-TB-X-62143 p0323 B72-20272**
HASA-TB-X-62148 p0419 H72-23994**
HASA-TH-X-62151 pO«20 H72-24010**
BASA-TK-X-62152 p0464 H72-26010«*
HASA-TB-X-62154 p0420 B72-24011**
HASA-TB-x-62155 p0423 H72-24335**
HASA-TB-X-62156 p046<4 H72-26009**
HASA-TB-x-62157 P0465 H72-26016**
HASA-TB-X-62159 p0477 H72-27015**
BASA-TB-X-62164 p0464 H72-26008*t
HASA-TB-X-62166 p0480 H72-27031**
BASA-TB-x-62167 ... p0515 H72-28012»#
HASA-TB-X-62169 p0513 H72-27995**
BASA-TB-X-62170 p0587 H72-31286**
BASA-TB-X-62176 p0571 H72-30001**
BASA-TB-X-62179 p0572 H72-30003**
HASA-TB-X-62180 p0631 H72-32742**
HASA-TB-X-62183 ; p0646 872-33642**
NASA-Tfl-X-62184 p06«3 H72-33246**
SASA-TM-X-62186 p0587 H72-31114**
HASA-TB-X-62188 p0639 H72-33024**
HASA-TB-X-62191 p0639 H72-33023»*
HASA-TH-X-62193 p0639 H72-33025**
HASA-TB-X-62194 p0639 H72-33026**
HASA-TB-X-62195 p0639 H72-33027**
HASA-TB-X-65906 p0436 H72-25601**
SASA-TB-X-674T2 p007« H72-11859**
NASA-TB-X-67413 ; p0075 H72-11869**
HASA-TB-X-67414 p0075 H72-11870»t
NASA-TB-X-67415 ' p0076 H72-11872**
BASA-TB-X-67416 p0077 B72-11878**
HASA-TB-X-67417 , p0077 H72-11879*t
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TI1-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-T«-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-Tfl-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HiSA-TH-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TH-1
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH-I
BASA-TB-
SASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-I
SASA-TS-]
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TB-I
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-I
SASA-TH-I
BASA-TH-I
HASA-TN-I
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-I
HASA-TH-I
-67418
-67419
-67448
-67194
-67495
-67586
-67591
-67617
-67739
-67741
-67791
-67905
-67959
-67960
-67961 ..
-67968
-67973
-67976 '
-67977
-67979
-67983
-67988
-67991
-68000
-68007
-68009 .........
-68015
-68016
-68021
-68027
-68031
-68032
-68041
-68047
-68051
-68059
-68064
-68081
-68082
-68085
-68092
-68098
-68100
-68101
-68102
-68104
-68105
-68112
-68113
-68115
-68117
-68118
-68121
-68123
-68129
-68130
-68131
-68138
-68139
-68144
-68305
-68306 .........
-68369
-68545
-68550
-68566
-68637 ..... ...
5-6486 ......
J-6530 ..........
)-6531
5-6532
5-6534
5-6537
5-6538
1-6552
1-6567
1-6570
5-6575
J-6577
1-6579
-6610
1-6619
p0077 H72-11880**
p0077 H72-11882**
p0087 B72-11951**
p0210 H72-16692»f
p0174 872-15841**
p0637 872-33011**
p0379 872-22995**
p0079 H72-11897**
p0631 B72-32759**
p0162 872-14792**
p0162 H72-14793**
p0203 H72-15959**
p0263 872-18769**
p0340 B72-21816**
p0420 872-24008**
p0331 872-21001**
p0427 872-24711**
p0428 B72-24829**
p0477 B72-27012**
p0487 B72-27816**
p0486 872-27737**
p0524 N72-28794**
p0575 B72-30247**
p0521 H72-28545**
p0479 B72-27029**
p0479 B72-27030**
p0629 B72-32459**
p0524 B72-28795**
p0521 872-28504**
p0521 B72-28505**
p0628 B72-32458**
p0631 B72-32754**
p0632 B72-32762**
p0640 B72-33031**
p0643 B72-33058**
p0632 H72-32763**
p0329 B72-20983**
p0329 B72-20986**
p0438 B72-25961**
p0487 B72-27814**
p0533 H72-29228**
p0078- N72-11888**
p0264 H72-18783**
p0032 B72-10045**
D0087 872-11949**
E-19
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH BOHBEB IHDEI '
HASA-TB-D-6627
KASA-TB-D-6628
NASA-TB-D-6629
NASA-TB-D-6636
NASA -IB- D- 66 37
BASA-TB-D-6643
BASA-TS-D-6654
HASA-TS-D-6655
NASA-TB-D-6656
BASA-TB-D-6657
BASA-TS-D-6661
HASA-TN-D-6667
NASA-TH-D-6668
NASA-TN-D-6670
BASA-TB-D-6671
NASA-TN-D-6679 '
BASA-TB-D-6680
HASA-TB-D-6690
BASA-TB-D-6692
SSSA-TB-D-6701
HiSA-TH-D-6702
NSSA-TB-D-6706
BSSA-TB-D-6707
BASA-TB-D-6710
BASA-TB-D-6729'
BASA-TB-Dr6730
BASA-TN-D-6732
BASA-TB-D-6733
8ASA-TN-DT6735 .
NASA-TB-D-6749
BASA-TB-D-6754
BASA-TB-D-6755 '
B4SA-TN-D-6763
NASA-TB-D-6771
BASA-TN-D-6773
NASA-TB-D-6775 '
NASA-TN-D-6777
BASA-TB-D-6781
BASA-TN-D-6790
SASA-TB-D-6791
SASA-TS-D-6798
BASA-TB-D-6800
BASA^TB-D-6801
BASA-TB-D-6811 .
BASA-TB-D-6813
BASA-TB-Dr6821
BASA-TN-D-6823
BASA-TN-D-6826
NASA-TN-D-6827
NASA-TB-D-6831
NASA-TN-D-6832
BASA-TB-D-6839
BASA-TB-Dr6860
BASA-TN-D-6866
HiSA-TN-D-6867
NASA-TB-D-6869
NASA-TN-D-6872
8ASA-TB-D46880
BASA-TB-D-6886
NASA-TN-D-6898'
BASA-TN-Dr6900
SASA-TB-D-6905
SASA-TS-D-6906
NASA-TB-D-6909
NASA-TB-Dr6916'
BASA-TN-D-6917
SASA-TS-D-6919 .
NASA-TN-D-6928
BASA-TN-D-6929
NASA-TN-D-6930
NASA-TB-D-6932
NASA-TN-D-6936
NASA-TN-D-6939
BASA-TN-DT6943
BASA-TN-D-6953
BASA-TB-D-6960
BASA-TS-D-6967.
BASA-TN-D-6978
BASA-TN-D-6992
NASA-TB-D-6994 ,
BASA-TB-DT7062
NASA-T8-E-379
NASA-TT-FT657 '.
BASA-TT-F-676 .
BASA-TT-F-693
BASA-TT-F-13938
BASA-TT-F- 13952
p0149 B72-13978**
'. p0201 H72-15945**
'. . ... • p0318 872-20006**
. . , . ..'.'........ p0269 N72- 19025**
I...1.-....'.;. p0268 B72-19019**
......; : p0263 N72-18775*'*
• '. p0250 H72-18003**
'.....'...... p0266 B72-19001**
; .'..... p0218 B72-16997**
..'....'....'..'... p0213 B72-16721**
...'... p02U9 572-17990**
p0435 N72-25468**
;.; ..;. P0252 872-18012**
..'..'.; : p0224 872-17930**
p0265 B72-18996**
;..... ....'... p0368 872-22023**
. . '. ;'.;..' p0219 B72-17007**
.......... "...;;-.:' p0264 872-18911**
p0249 S72-17988**
:...;.:.... P0263 B72-18774**
.;:...; p0281 872-19841**
'. p0319 B72-20008**
....I.....' p0266 B72-19002**
...............;.... p0324 872-20492**
I.. . ......... p0268 872-19022**
.........; "p0265 872-18995**
....; ..'..... p0426 B72-24625**
..;."... P0283 B72-19922**
:;.;. p0319 B72-20012*»
;.......... p0421 872-24014**
...........:........ p0379 H72-22994**
. ; . p0372" B72-22496**
p0382 B72-23017**
.•.;;....;;;:;;; p0366 872-22003**
p0383 B72-23027**
......'...;.......... p0383 872-23025**
p0421 B72-24015**
;..;.:.'.......:. .p0420 B72-24012**
j........ I...: p0366 872-22007**
; p0464. B72-26006**
p0477 872-27010**
p0368 872-22026**
;.;..... p0514 872-28006**
pO<)19 872-23996**
.".... p0585 B72-31021**
p0572 872-30008**
.'.....'. p0421 B72-24016**
p0463 B72-25998**
.-.;.. ............ p0463 S72-26004**
p0477 B72-27014**
. . ......'.....' p0476 872-27002**
..; :..::.';..' p0480 '872-27033**
p0465 N72-26Q17**
...;...• ;...... pO 572 B72-30009**
P0477 872-27013**
.'.'.. ..". 'p0537.B72r29803**
....;.:.:... p0573 872^ 30010**
. p06UO B72-33030**
:...,; . .'. ;'. . . . p0515 B72-28015**
... ;.. .:...• .:....' 'pos84 872-31013**
. .';..'. 'pO 516 B7 2-28020**
p0622 ,872-32044**
................'.... 'pOS28 872-29003**
........... J ........ p0571 87,2-29993**
.'. 'p0513 B72-27998**
.;.......'..... ..'..'.. .' "p0572 872-30002**
........'. '. . p0633 872-32911**
; :. : 'p0622 872-32045**
.! ..'."..'.'... p0580 B72-30777**
'
 P0579 872-30607**
."..... .'.'.... p0572 N72-30004**
; •;. . p0638 N72-33018**
. . . . .'.'. ...... .'. .'.*.'. . p0590 872-31783**
."....'....'.. p0626 872-32072**
.' .'. .'. . . .... ... pQ585 .872-31022**
Y. ..''.. .'..'..',. p0646 872-33644**
'. . p0636.B72-32997*»
'..".. p0638 N72-33019**
. . ' • . " ' , : . ( 5
P0073 872-11853**
.". .'. . . . .'. ..... .'. ... . ,p0170 N72-1 5560**
•J '..'...' ..'..'.".. . p0383 872-23024**
.................... -pOS78 872-30551**
' '...'...,. pOISO 872^ 13986*'*'
. ..'.'. ..'..' p0250 B72,-18000*.»
BASA-TT-F- 14058
BASA-TT-F-14059 ' . . '.
BASA-TT-F- 1407 6
HAS&-TT-F-141 11
8ASA-TT-F-14166 " ''
HASA-1T-F-14185 ......
'NASA-TT-F-1420'6 .'"...
BASA-TT-F-14208 ' .
HASA-TT-F-1 4230. .......
BASA-TT-F-14240 ....
BASA-TT-F-'14242 . .....
BASA-TT-F-14280 . '..'...
BASA-TT-F- 14281
8ASA-TT-F--14283 ..I..
BASA-TT-F- 14284
BASA-TT-F-14285
BASA-TT-F-14286 .
BASArTTrF-14354-,
NASA-TT-F-1«39b .......
BASA-TT-F-14462-
BASA-TT-F-14468 .
8ASA-T^-F-14538 . .11.
BASA-TT-F-14547 '1.1 '
* . - ; . . . - ' . ' • •
BATC-FT-THTl-72.^ ,
BATC-FT-9R-72
NBS-10453
BBS-10562i
BBS- 10 593 ,. ; . .*
BBS-10606 . . .
HCEL-TB-1 190 '
BCEL-TB-1198- ^ .... .' . . .
BCEL-TS-i201 . ...
UCEL-TH-1202 i . . * . .
HCEL-TN-1204 . *..
NCEL-TB-1208 -..;.
BCEL-TB-1214—
BCEL-TW-1215 ..........
BCEL-TH-1218 ..-. ...
BCEL-TB-i2i9.- '1:. .'. . . . . 1 .
BHK-LABS-HOTE-142 .....
BLL-H-22069- (5828 4F)
BLL-H-22355- (5828 4F)
BLL-M-22436- (5828 4F)
BLL-H-22438- (5828. 4F)
BLB-MP-71018-0 '" " j .
BLB-TB-.7.0052-V; :<,- ....
BLB-TBr70122TO :*''.>.,.....,...
BLB-TB-70123-0' •*-'*'••
BLB-TB-7102570.>.%f
p0095 H72-12550**
p0150 S7.2-13987**
'„'„ p0151 B72-13993**
pOlOO R72-12983**
p0100 .B-72- 12982**
' '. p0165 N72-15003**
p0161 N7 2- 14700**
. p0169 H72-15273M
' p0260 B72-18621**
* p0265 B72-18997*f
p0269 N72-19023**
. p0281 B72-19737**
. . . p0320 -N72-20014**
' ' p0317 N72-19993**
p0430 B7 2-24990*1
... ', ".'..' p0320 H72-2'o015*t
. p0420 N7 2- 24013**
.... ;'...' pO-3 17 N7 2- 19 99 4**
.... . p0425 N7 2- 2453 1*4
'. . p0513 N72-28001**
p0513 B72-28000**
. ..... . p0430 M72-24993**
p042-1 N72- 24023**
p0618-N72-32010*ft
' p0469 B72-26233**
p0523 B72-28784**
p0515 B72-28011**
p0526 872-28980**
p0528 B72-29006**
p0618 -B7 2-320 12**
. p0622 N72-32042**
' p0623 B72-32047**
."'..II.. ... p0576-N72-30264*#
1.. .11 p0628 B72-32302**
p0471 K72-26363- #
pQ385 B72-23035 #
.1.1..!.,... p0523 N72-28673 *
p0096 N7'2-12586 *
p016 1 B7 2-^ 1 46 79 #
....... I.. 1. p0630 B72-32648 *
p0095 B7 2- 12 58 3 *
p0523 H72-28675 *
p0276 M72-19304 #
p0323 B72-20268 #
.... .... p0387 B72-23222 #
... ... p0387 H72-23226 *
" I . . p0387 N72-23227 *
p0518 B72-28269 #
.' .P0518 N72r28268 #
p0518 H72-28267 *
p051 9 N7 2-2 82 70 *
... ... p0518 B7^ -28266 #
p0518 H72-28265, #
p0633 B72-3291 6" #
p0109 B72-13360 *
. p0279 H7 2- 19682
p0522 B72-28610 •
p0522 -B72-28661 ' -
... .. p0484 N72-27672
p0477 M72-27009
p0520 B72-28304 •'
p0484 • B72-27638 '
p0327 N72-20972 *
. . p0321 -B72-20025 #
p0249 -B72-17993 *
... ., ,p0475- B72-26944 "*
p0424 B72-24368 *
p0424 B72-24368 #
pOlvO- H72-15529 #
p0037 -B72^10998 -#
HLB-TB-71043-.O^^.v. .,.,.,....,......,
 ?p0488 B72-27.955-*
E-20
HEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HOHBBB IBDBI
BBC-TP-71-52 P0167 B72-15013. t
BOLTB-71-53 ..;..;. ;...'.; p0094 B72-12518
.BOLTR-71-111 > iJ P0167 B72-15017
BOLTB-71-147 ;.-. ;..'. ...... p0276 B72-19306
BOB-71-127- ..i.'. .;: ;; p0481 872-27039
BOB-71-207. ..............i.i....i..i P0628 872-32282
BOB-71-217 '..iii.-.v.i..;-..-. .i p027i'B72-19042
BOBT-71-209-2-VOL-2 ............... p0384 B72-23030
BOBT-71-229-»OL-1 ................. p0384 872-23029
BPL-AEBO-AC-47 ................;... p0035 B72-105B9
BPL-AE80-AC-49 > j i'J............. i..; - p0030 872-10035
BPL-AEBO-HOTE-1090 ......:......... p0029 B72-10021
BPL-AEBO-BOTE-1095 ................ p0038"B72-11012
BPL-AEBO-BOTE-1097 ...............i p0029 B72-10022
BPL-ABRO-80TE-1098 .*.........i p0030 872-10023
BPL-AEBO-BOTE-ilOO p0029' H72-10018
BPL-ABBO-1283 .;...! ....;..;.:. p0088 H72-11960
BPL-AEBO-1303 '.i p0582 872-30994
BPL-AERO-13P9 pOOSO 872-11904
BPL-AERO-13i2- ...i ............. p0045 872-11291
BPL-AERO-1319 ;;...; ........... p0202" B72-15948
BPL-AERO-1322 ....;.......... p0045 B72-11295
SPL-AERO-1326- .:................... p0033' B72-10184
BPL-71-24 .i,;..; l.i p0158 B72-14308
BPS-S76H71101A ......;.;....;.;.... p0279 872-19671
BPS-57HP71111A-PT-3. ;:.........;..;'p0386 B72-23047'
BPS-57VA11011A ;.............:.;... p02B3'872-19858
SPS-57VA71061B • :............. p032« B72-20452'
BPSr57SP*719091A. .....,..;:....;... p0259 S72-18507
BS-70H-5761 .'.. ;;.;;.. p0152 872-11(002
NBC-12285 ......................... p0332 B72-210U
BBC-12315 p0109 S72-13269
NEC-12316 ...............:......... P0159 H72-1U379
SBC-12370 ......................... p0207 1172-16205
BBC-12370
NBC-121*75
p0337 B72-21307
p0378'B72-22798
HBEC-1157-1 ..............;........ p0109 B72-13331
BBEC-1167-1 ..i..i..i.i-.i..i pb646 B72-33624
BBEC-1168-1 ....................... p0333 H72-21017
BBL-E02-06- ......4 i... p0207 B72-1616*
HBL-HB-2303 ...i ' .isi p0159 B72-11H173
HBL-7298
HBI-73»8
BBt-7356
*p0207 B72-1616*
P0387 B72-23164
P0518 H72-28207
BB71H-317 ...;......:i.im..t..i.t pO«23'H72-2U036
BB72H-12 ............;......;.i....; p0577 N72-30291
HSHDC-35HU ..:..... p0588 B72-31311
BSBDC-36U5 ...;...i.i i....; p0100 B72-12986
BSBDC-3782 ..ii.'.; .i..j.... p0533 H72-29221
BT-110 .-;jii .-..„ pOOHH B72-11147
BTID300.-3 ;i.i... ^..;... p0579 H72-30604
NTID300.12 i ;... p0633 B72-32913
BTSB-AAB-71-11i ../.; ;..i.'i p0528 B72-29008
HTSB-AAB-71-12 ...i '..' pO»65'B72-26013
BTSB-AAB-71-13 ....... i..; p0086 B72-11915
BTSB-AAB-71-lit i..i.....-'.i p0032 B72-100»9
BTSB-AABr71-15 :.. ..; p0150 H72-13990
BTSB-AAB-71-16 ' ...i.j....'.' p0166 872-15005
BTSB-AAB-72-2 ..........;..... p0331 872-21003
BTSB-AAB-72-3 -f. p0331 872-21002
HISB-AAB-72-H ..;........ .p0250 872-18002
BTSB-AAB-72-S ..................... p0367 B72-22016
BTSB-AAB-.72-6 i.. ; .' p0269 B72-19028
BTSB-1AB-72-7 ;.i..... -p0367 H72-22017
BTSB-AAB-72-8 .............^. . p06«2 R72-33044
HTSB-AAB-72-9 ...ii. .....i.... p0641 B72-33042
BTSB-AAB-72-01 . .'i.... ^ ..:.... :p0386 • B72-23p«»
BTSB-AAR-72-10- ...i .i p06*2 H72-33043
BTSB-AAR-72-11 ;. P0643-H72-33052
BTSB-AAB-72-13 ;.. i. p0466 B72-26018 J
BTSB-AAB-72-14 ' p0466 872-26020 »
BTSB-AAR-72-15 p0466 872-26019 »
BTSB-AAB-72-16 .......'. p0479 872-27025 *
BTSB-AAB-72-17 '. pOS.73 872-30012 *
BTSB-AAB-72-18 '....'. p0584 872-310.18 *
BTSB-AAB-72-19 p0528 B72-29005 *
BTSB-AAB-72-20' P0583 872-31010 «
BTSB-AAB-72-21 p0584 ; 872-31011 *
BTSfl-AAB-72-23 '..... P0585 872-31019 «
BTSB-AAB-72-2lt p0639 B72-33022 *
BTSB-A.AS-71-1 '. .'. '... p.0368 872-22020 *
BTSB-AAS-72-1 '.'....< >'.'...'. p0369 ' B72-22028 *
BTSB-AAS-72-2 '. p0465 H72-2601 5. *
BTSB-AAS-72-3 p0465 872-26011.t
BTSB-AAS-72-5 ....'.. ...'p0528 872-29007 t
BTSB-AASV72-6 '. p0623 872-32046 t
BTSB-ABB-71-l' ....: ..'....' p003'1 B72-10039 I
BTSB-ABB-71-2 . '. P0031 872-10038 t
BTSB-ABH-71-3 1. p0043 872-11052 I
BTSB-ABB-71-4 ....;..... ....;'.'p0031 B72-10041 *
BTSB-ABB-71-7 ." I p0333 872-21025 I
BTSB-ABB-71-8' .:.. : :.. P0333 872-21024 *
BTSB-ABB-71-9 ............... .. p0334 B72-21026 »
BTSB-AHB-71-10 i..: p0333 872-21022 t
BTSB-ABB-71-11 :..'p0333 872-21.021 *
BTSB-ABB-71-12 .:... .... p0333 872-21023 t
BTSB-ABBr71-13 .".;.;; : p0385 B72-23040 *
BTSB-ABB-72-3 :....; i. p0421 B72-24019 *
BTSB-ABB-72-4 p0421 872-24018 *
BTSB-ABB-72-5 ............i........'p0421 872-24017 »
iisB-ARc-!7i-i^ '.';...•;..:..:..*:...... p022o 872-17016 *
BTSB-ABG-71-1 ...i : :. p0206 872-15984 «
BTSB-BA-71r2'. ......:............... p0220 872-17017 »
BTSB-BA-71-3-ISSOE-2 . '. p0320 872-20021 *
BTSB-BA-7.1-4' ......;... : .'. . "p0642 872-33045 »
BTSB-BA-72-1 ...' i...: p0516 .872-28016.*
BTSR-AAH-72-1 '\'....: ....'...... p0254 872-18029 I
BWC-TP-5235 ......:::...: ;..... p0249'872-17995 t
BBL-TR-2582 'p0027 872-10003 I
BID-AA-71-19 ; p0572 872-30007*1
OBB-04-S71002' .;..' .:..... p0483 B72-27280,«
088-04-572004' ;.......... p0649 H72-33973 »
OHB-264-TPT146 .......'....:: . p0044 872-11147
OBEBA-BT-175' .'. :....;. p0277
OBEBA-BT-180 '. i p0277
B72-19328 t
872-19329 *
QBBBA-BT'183 ...................... p0266 B72-19005 I
OBEBA-BT-187 i .;. p0437 872-25636 t
OBEBA-BT-189 .: : : p0576 872-30280.1
OBEBA-BT-190 ..:...•................ p0471 B72-26358 I
OHEBA-TP-925 •'..... p0037 B72-10999 *
OBEBA-TP-943 ..'.'..:.. .'. p0265 H72-18997**
OBEBA-TP-978'' .'....- p0221..K72-17206 *
OBEBA-TP-982 ..:-...;.'..;....'......... p0045 B72-11368 t
OBEBA-TP-983 .... ^ . ..........J .'.'J. . p0041 . 872-11036 t
OBEBA-TP-983 ...'...•......•.....•..'..•. p0161 872-14700*1
OBEBA-TP-108B ; :..... p0463 B72-26003 I
pBEBA-TP-1091 . ....' .;•..' p0472 872-26523 I
OBEBA, TP BO. 968 •....:..:......... p0071 A72-15552
OBEBA, TP.BO. 975 ...-..•..'.. p0230 A72-22812 t
OBEBA,' IP BO. '976 • p0230 A72-22813 »
OBEBA, TP 80. 978 ...'......' p0116 A72-15856'l
OBEBA, IP BO. 982 ./ p0231 A72-22815 t
OBEBA, TP BO. 983 . i....:..'....' p0231 A72-22816 .«
OBEBA, TP BO. 1010 .V .'. p0118 A72-16p25 '
OBEBA, TP 80..1026 V p0136 A72-17192".
OBEBA, TP BO. 1028' . . ; '. . . p0059 A72-13642 '
OBEBA, TP BO. 1045 ...i p0311 A72-28049 .1
OBEBA, TP BO. 1<j»8 • V. .V..' ..' p0362 A72-30841 "
OBEBA, TP.BO. 1058 p0492 A72-37761 I
OBEBA, TP 'BO. 1070 • ".-..-.V. . . .- '. p0300 A72-25814. .
OBEBA, TP BO. 1072 ".-..... .'. . . .' p0492 A72-37762 .*
OBEBA, .TP BO. 1077 '..'.. p0244. A72-24854 ","
OBEBA, TP BO. 1081 .-.' p0356 A72-2967.1 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1082 ' ' p0356 A72-29672 *
E-21
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH BOHBEB IBDBI
OHEBA, TP BO. 1084
OHEHA, TP HO. 1088
OHEBi, TP HO. 1091
OBEBA, TP HO. 1109 :
OHEBA, TP HO. 1121
OHEBA, TP HO. 1122
OHEBA, TP HO. 1123
OHEBA, TP HO. 1124
OHB-7V1 .
OHBL-C-20-71
OHBL-B-15-71
OHBL-B-17-71
OHBL-B-35-71 ...........
OHBL-26-1 ;.
OT/ITSTH-19
p-oio .• '. .;..:.
P-184
P-514 ;
P-4587 ,
P-4748
PA-TB-4186 '
PA-TB-4240 ;.
PAPEB-5U-71/SC122-3 .
PAPEB-71-117
PB-198764-F ... :
PB-199851-F .'
PB-200076
PB-200144
PB-200164
PB-200469 :
PB-200470
PB-200471 .
PB-200472
PB-200473
PB-200474
PB-200475
PB-200476 ..'
PB-200477
PB-200478
PB-200179
PB-200480
PB-200U81
PB-200482
PB-200686
PB-201195 '
PB-201432 -.'...
.PB-201437
PB-201438
PB-201439 '.'. ....::.
PB-201440
PB-201533-F '
PB-201710-F
PB-201711-F
PB-201841 '
PB-202038
PB-202054-F
PB-202358 .
PB-202928
PB-202940
PB-202961 ..•...'.
PB-203183
PB-203247-P '...
PB-2Q3602
PB-204025-F
PB-204035
PB-204170
PB-204177
PB-204196 '.'.
PB-204440
PB-201576-D
PB-204576-F
PB-204710 ....:
PB-201794
PB-204799 •.'..•
PB-204802
PB-204811
PB-204812 . .
PB-204862 .'...:.
P0505 A72-39091
P0492 A72-37760
P0493 A72-37764
P0299 A72-25669
P0553 A72-41149
p0555 A72-11160
.'. ....: p0552 A72-41136
P0552 A72-41137
P0334 H72-21027
p0250 H72-17997
p0099 H72-12972
p0081 H72-11911
:..:.. p0218 H72-17000
P0424 B72-24353
P0217 H72-16992
P0171 H72-15598
P0033 H72-10232~
P0087 H72-11953
.; p0337 B72-21290
;;. p0254 B72-18031
P0584 H72-31012
.......:.:. 'P0208 B72-16355
I..... p0637 872-3301 1»
.-.. p0436 H7.2-25602
;.... p0623 B72-32048
..'... 'P0221 872-17203
.......' 'p0206 H72-15983
....... P0052 H72-11849
.,'p0036 H72-10830
...: p0043 H72-11051
p0108 H72-13216
..•...'...'... W106 H72-13024
p0106 N72-13025.
......:.... p0106 H72-13026
' ' p0106 N72-13027
....... p0106 H72-13028
p0106 H72-13029
P0106 N72-13030
.-.- p0107 H72-13031
p0107 H72-13032
p0107 H72-13033
'..•. p0107 H72-13031
p0107 H72-13035
. .' .. . P0107 H72-13036
.'.... P0033 B72-10232
-..Vp0032 H72-10050
...'.'.'. pOOII H72-11058
.'.•... >0031 N72-10039,
. .' '.'..'. p0031 H72-10038
......'...'.".' V0013 .H72-11052 *
..'..' 'p0031 H72-10041
. : '..... P0221 H.72-17202
. .. .V.V p0251 H72-1803U
.' P025K H72-.18033
•..'.•..• p0206 H72-15981 '
' .-..., p021l S72-16992
P0269 B72-19027*
P0203 H72-15957
......' p0220 B72-.17015
. .'. ' p0220 B72-17017
...' •.".' p0222 B72-17319
p0220 H72-17016
• .' p0221 H72-17201
p0218 H72-17003
'.. p01(83 B72-2728U
p025<t H72-18035
P0275 B72-1918U
p0283 H72-19968
". p0283 H72-19969
P0219 H72-17010
'.'.•.•.• P0627 H72- 3227«
P0627 H72-3227*
•..:.' p0328' H72-20975
P0338 H72-21592
...•.•.".• ij>0335 H72-21165
p0339 H72-2163U
.•...-.•..-•.:.'p0333 H72-21025 *.
' '..; p0333 H72-2102U
'.'.•.. p03«0 H72-21'6«2
PB-201869 p0321 H72-20029
PB-20a878 p0333 H72-21017
PB-201879 p0321 H72-20030
PB-201920 p0333 .B72-2.1018
PB-201926 p033U H72-21026
PB-20I(959-D p0627 H72-32273
PB-20.4959-F p0627 H72-32273
PB-204991 '..
 P0333 H72-21023
PB-205096 p0333 H72-21022
PB-205097 p0333 H72-21021
PB-205243 p0379. H72-22986
PB-205578-D p0627 H72-32272
PB-205578-F p0627 H72-32272
PB-205790-D ;: p06«3 H72-33256
PB-205790-F p0643 H72-33256
PB-206040 ' '...'.'...'. ...i.'.... p0385 H72-23040
PB-2061677D p0626 H72-32271
PB-206167rF ....' '. p0626 H72-32271
PB-206262-D : p0627 H72-32277
PE-2b6262-F " „.„ p0627 H72-32277
PBr206552^D p0627 H72-32276
PB-206552-F .„ p0627 H72-32276
PB-206562. '.... p0386 872-23044
PB-207064-D ....'.." I.. . p0626" H72-32270
PB-207064-F ....' I p0626 H72-32270
PB-207107 ^ p0435 H72-25589.
PB-207235-D .' p0627 H72-32275
PB-207235-F ;... p0627 H72-32275
PB-207321 ..I p0435 H72-25593
PBr207529 .' '. p0483 H72-27280
PB-208395 p0586 H72-31032
• PB-208664. p0641 H72-33042
PB-208675 .......: .' p0642 H72-330U4
PB-208767 „ p06U2 H72-33043
PB-208950 :.' I p0646 H72-33624
PB-209082 ;..'. .'..'.".'... p0643 H72-33052
PB-210121 '. .'."..,. ,p0642 H72-33045
PEBF-2921 ....... .'.. p0029 H72-10021
PEBF-2947 '...'. p0029 H72-10018
PI PAPEB 18 .•......'...'.'..'•• .p0054 A72-13249 •
PHSBC-4162 - p0283 H72-19964
PHSBC-4164' ....,.:....'.'..... p0390 ,872-23966
PB-9 .' p0275 H72-19255
PB-81* .. ......;.. p0515 H72-28011*
POB-70-1364-00-00 .....'; p0086 H72-11942*
PWA-FB-3827 '.'..'....'... 1 '.„ p0097 H72-12796
PBA-FB-4197 ....:...: p0051 B72-11713
PBA-FB-45l(1-PT.-5 .. . p0377 H72-22791*
PKA-FB-4667-PT-1 . ..'..... pO«73 :-B72-26689*
PBATFB-4719, /.....'....... p0473 H72-26690*
PHA-FB-4854 \ .....' p0377 H72-22792*
PHA-FB-5028 p0524 H72-28796*
PBA-,4148. ....\. p0326 H72-20763*
PWA-4276 p0158 B72-14321
PBA-4339 J '.'..... PQ435 H72-25593
PBA-4372 '..'..' p0521
PBA-4411 ;. .' p0282
H72-28518
H72-19849*
PHA-44.49 • p0523 872-28786*
P«ii453» ''-....-."..'. .'.' p0580 H72-30774*
QAD-HATS-1174 ~. ...... '.......'..... p0031 872-10040
QPB-1 ./.'.'...."... p0111 B72-13580*
QPR-2 ...'.. '.' P0280 H72-19718*
QPS-3., ;...'.'...7.'-. .....'....'.. P0373 H72-22620*
B-581/4-ABPA ,."...... '. . p0369
B-706-DOT • .". ..' p0052
B-722r;PB '."..'..-. P0156
B-740-PB -..., P0217
B-755-PB .- '.. .
Br804-HSF . . ... p0390
B-892. .-•.".,"."..'.".... p0110
B-938-PB '.... p0586
H72-22034
B7 2-1181)9
H72-14192
N72-16993
P0370 B72-22039
B72-23979
H72-13435
H72-31029
BAC-TP-USpi' ..y.... .'.'....... . p0628 H72-32284
akDC-TB-71-i8.1.V'./1ll.....".... .... p0256 H72-18180
BADC-TB-72-14 '."....'."..'...' p0532 H72-29134
BADC-.TB-72-22 '.,..,. p0472 H72-26527
BADC-TB-72-62 '.......".'.'. P0579 H72-30593
BADC.-TB-72-.113, - p0626 H72-32069
E-22
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB BOBBER IBDEI
PAE-LIB-TRASS-1557
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1591
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1604
RAE-LIB-TBAHS-1605
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1606
BAE-LIB-TBAKS-1611
BAB-1IB-TBABS-1638 i
BAEr-LIB-TBABS-1650- ..;..
BAE-TB-AEBO-1271' ;..;...
RAE-TH-813
BAE-TB-AERO-2685 ;
RAE-TB-681111 ..;
BAE-TB-68118 ;...
3AE-TB-68251
RAE-TR-69013
RAE-IR-69072
BAE-TR-69073
HAE-TR-69076 ; ;
BAE-TB-69090 '.- . .
HAE-TR-69168' ;..;
HAE-TR-69239
H4E-TR-69257 '...• ;..
HAE-TR-69261 ;.
RAE-TB-69274 ..'.;..•..:..
BAE-TB-69281 ........:..
RAE-TB-70002
B4E-TB-70012 '..'.....-..•..
HAE-TB-70016
RAE-TR-70021 • • '.
BAE-TB-70034- . ..
BAE-TR-7006U
BAE-TB-70077 •
RAE-TH-70079
HAE-TR-70085
HAE-TH-70092
RAE-TB-70095
RAE-TH-70123
RAE-TR-70129
BAE-TR-70145 '.
RAE-TE-70150
HAE-TR-70164
EAE-TR-70168
RAE-TR-70184
RAE-TR-70185
RAE-TR-70187
HAE-TB-70202
RAE-TB-70222
RAE-TB-70223
HAE-TR-70226
HAE-TR-70240 •
BAE-TB-71012
RAE-TB-71028
RAE-TB-71033 •..
RAE-TR-7103U
RAE-TE-71035
RAE-TR-71043
BAE-TH-71044 ...'.
HAE-TR-71046 I.......
RAE-TE-71057
RAE-TB-71059
BAE-TB-71080 •.
BAE-TB-71088
RAE-TB-71134
BAE-TR-71145
RAE-TR-71186 ' •
BAE-TR-71203
EAE-TB-71238
BASA-71-10
BASA-72-01
RASA-72-04 -
p0259 H72-18501
P0101 872-12989
p0422 B72-24026
p0203 H72-15961
p0319 H72-20013
p0317 H72-19992
•.... p0517 H72-28175
-P0631 B72-32755
...... p0028 H72-10009
..;.; p0079 B72-11892
p0088 H72-11962
; •....; p0038 B72-11015
.........; p0080 B72-11903
p0202 B72-15949
P0270 H72-19032
..;ii p0042 B72-110i(5
; .;... p0042 B72-110I16
i... p0366 B72-22002
p0081 B72-11910
...;.. p0527 F72-28995
p0088 872-11963
i P0043 872-11049
p0204 B72-15970
P0202 H72-15951
..- p0202 872-15950
p0204 H72-15971
p0095 H72-12553
P0089 872-11965
p0585 872-31024
..-;.. p0089 B72-11964
........... p0169 B72-15216
.......... p0273 B72-19062
pOOU3 B72-11048
...- p0204 N72-15973
p0095 B72-12554
p0202 N72-15952
p0277 B72-19332
p0088 K72-11961
p0270 872-19034
.- .. p0091 872-11979
p020« B72-15972
p0582 872-30997
p0267 N72-19007
P0093 B72-12392
p0098 B72-12925
P0527 872-28998
P0527 B72-28996
..- p0089 H72-11967
p0092 B72-12198
pOOST B72-11907
...... p0205 B72-15976
p0042 B72-1104U
p0013 B72-11017
p0096 B72-12590-
p0585 B72-31025
P0042 B72-11013
P0431 B72-2U998
p0280 B72-19687
P0537 B72-29799
P0582 B72-30996
P0527 B72-28999
P0205 K72-15975
p02U9 'S72-17991
P0169 N72-15292
P0042 B72-11012
•. p016U' H72-11996
p0582 B72-30999
P0257 M72-18265
p0583 B72-31002
-.. pOK3U B72-25273
P0278 H72-19636
P0436 H72-25607
-. pO«36 H72-25606
. p053<t B72-29248
..-. p0610 B72-33032
p057t 872-30020 *
p0636 872-32995*1
P0513 872-27999**
• p0588 B72-31316 1
RC71-T-31 ...:.. p0207 B72-16078 *
RD-TB-71-9 p0113 872-13922 f
BD-TB-71-16. '. p0218 B72-17001 *
BD-620:63965 p0096 B72-12587 *
BDB-1693-U p0536 B72-29615 *
BDB-1698 pOITO B72-1S449 *
BD73 '. p0099 B72-1297« t
BE-406 p0100 872-12985 t
BEPI-1BB-TS-23 pOO»6 B72-11525 *
BEPT-9677-P p0166 B72-15004**
BBPT-10/1971 p0317 H72-19996
REPI-21-C-71F p0428 N72-24822
HEPT-32 p0438 872-25918
BEPI-39-I-11 p0641 872-33036
BEPT-59 ' p0372 B72-22524
BEPI-61 p0088 872-11959
BEPT-61 p0324 872-20437
HEPT-62 i p0486 N72-27708
BEPT-64 p0480 872-27034
BEPT-69-11-VOL-1 p0164 872-14990*
EEPT-69-11-VOL-2 p0149 872-13977*
BEPT-70-79 p0044 872-11060
EEPT-70-6785 : p0162 872-14802
BEPI-71-AE6295 p0372 B72-22511
BEPT-71-2 p0149 872-13980
EEPT-71-5 p0097 B72-12798
BBP1-71-7 p0110 872-13434
BEPT-71DBF017(E) '.. p0518 872-28262
BEPT-72-06 p0256 B72-18171
BEPT-72-07 p0262 872-18663
EEPT-72-08 J P0335 N72-21171
BEPT-72-13 p0423 872-24193
BEPT-72-18 p0468 872-26137
BEPT-72-24 p0368 B72-22025
SEPT-72-91 p0577 872-30285
BEPT-72-00185 p0378 B72-22968
BEPT-72-00186 . .' p0376 872-22646
BEPT-72-00187 p0371 872-22248
BEPT-72-00207 p0320 872-20020
REPT-72/6 ..." p0087 B72-11951*
BEPT-101 p0469 872-26287
REPT-159 p0269 872-19029*
REPT-272 .; p0430 872-24990*
BEPT-341-9 p0384 B72-23032
BEPT-530-72-01 p0482 872-27048
BEPT-888 ' p0385 B72-23039
BEP1-891 p0326 872-20765
BEPT-908 . p0326 872-20764
EEPT-1000.27-APP-1 p0438 872-25949
BEPI-1000.27-APP-2 p0438 872-25950
BEPT-1500-71-43 p0481 N72-27044
BEPT-1520-71-15 p05T7 872-28023
BEPT-1680-71-24 p0586 S72-31030
REPT-2160 p0419 N72-23991*
BEPT-2179 p0218 B72-17006*
REPT-2472-i .; p0281 872-19726
BEPT-4820-71-25 ' pO«25 872-24547
BEP1-5273 .' ' .' p0093 '872-12425
REPT-7042-VOL-4 p0163 B72-14976
EEPT-7211-356 ...;... p0206 B72-.15980
BEPT-7211-361 p06«7 872-33753
BEPT-7305-901001 p0251 872-18010*
BEPT-7305-902001-PT-2 p0368 B72-22024*
BEPT-7305-903001 p0251 872-18011*
REPT-12571-FB4 .'. p0370 872-22038
EEPT-12653-F (R) ' p0423 B72-24035
BEPT-80001-VOL-2 p0043 B72-11053
BEPT-056080-18-T ..'.... p0422 B72-24024*
BEPT-203296A , p0256 872-18180
BES-PAPEB-P-514 ...' p0337 B72-21290
BIAS-TB-72-040 p0527 B72-29002
BLD-5462 p0425 B72-24544
BP-P-684 p0037 872-10992
BB-018 '. p0257 872-18256
BTCA-SC-115 p0518 872-28229
R71AEG195 -...'. „. p0487 872-27818*
R71AEG248 ' p0110 872-13468*
R71AEG309 .I '. p0523 872-28793*
B72AEG207 '. p0428 872-24828*
E-23
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB BOBBBB IHDEI
S-DOC-92-63 .p0578 H72-30559 »
S-BEPT-92-503 , p0438 H72-25948 t
S-71-1109 '. p0209 B72-16510»
S-71-1109 p0209 B72-16511*
S-14126 p0644 H72-33467
SA-427 P0583 H72-31010
SA-433. ". P0581 B72-30970
SAAB-TN-68 .. pO«84 H72-27472 I
SAE AIB 1081 P0301 A72-26029
SAB AIB 1191 p0458'A72-36530
SAE AIR 1207 p0458 A72-36529
SAE AIB 1223 '. p0301 A72-26030
SAE ABP 921 .pOOOS A72-10389
SAE ABP 1061 , p0301 A72-26032
SAE ARP 1180 P0008 A72-10388
SAE ABP 1195 pOOOS A72r10390
SAE ABP 1256 pOU58 A72-36532
SAE .AS 912 pOOOS A72-10386
SAE AS 1198 .:'.'. ; pOOOB A72-10384
SAE AS 1212 ..' p0458 A72-36535
SAE AS 1225 pOOOB A72-10385
SAE'PAPER 710746 '. p0003 A72-10245
SAE PAPER 7107118 :... pOOOS A72-10247
SAE PAPEB 710749 . ... p0003 A72-10248
SAE PAPEB 710750 . .' p0003 A72-102U9
SAE PAPER 710751 ....'.., ; p0004 A72-10250
SAE PAPER 710753 p0004 A72-10251 .
SAE PAPER 710755 p0004 A72-10252
SAE PAPEB 710756 pOOOK A72-10253
SAE PAPER 710757 p0004 A72-10254*
SiE PAPER 710758 p0004 A72-10255
SiE PAPEB 710759 pOOOU A72-10256
SAE PAPER 710760 pOOOS A72-10257
SAE PAPER 710761 ' pOOOS A72-10258
SAE PAPER 710762- pOOOS A72-10259*
SAE PAPER 710771 pOOOS A72-10265
SAE PAPE8 71077U pOOOS A72-10266*
SAE PAPEB 710775 pOOOS A72-10267
SAE PAPER 710776 pOOOS A72-10268
SAE PAPER 710777 p0006 A72-10269
SAE PAPEB 710778 p0006 A72-10270
SAE PAPER'710779 p0006 A72-10271
SAE PAPER 710801 P0006 A72-10280
SAE PAPER 720118 pO136 A72-17325
SAE PAPER 720159 p0136 A72-17321
SAE PAPER 720160 ... p0136 A72-17322
SAE PAPER 720303 p0288 472-25567
SAE PAPEB 720304 p0288 A72-25568
SAE PAPEB 720305" P0288 A72-25569
SAE PAPER 720306 , p0288 A72-25570
SAE PAPEB 720307 p0288 A72-25571
SAE PAPEB 720308 ..'.. p0289 A72-25572
SAE PAPEB 720309 ..'.... .'..; p0289 .A72-25573
SAE PAPEB 720310, ..'..'.' .' p0289 'A72-25574
SAE PAPEB 720311 ...'....' V... p0289 A72-25575
SAE.PAPEB 720312 ,p0289 A72-25576.
SAE PAPEB 720313 p0289 A72-25577
SAE PAPER 720314 .' ' p0289 A72-25578
SAE PAPER 720315 ' p0289 A72-25579
SAE PAPEB 720316 p0289 A72-25580*
SAE PAPER 720318 ' p0290 A72-25581
SAE PAPER 720319 p0290 A72-25582*
SAE PAPEB 720320 . .' P0290 A72-25583
SAE PAPEB 720321 p0290 A72-25584
SAE PAPEB 720322 ' p0290 A72-25585
SAE.PAPEB 720323 • 1. p0290 A72-25586 •
SAE.PAPER 720324 p0290 A72-25587
SA.E PAPEB 720325 .'. . p0291 A'72-25588 .
SAE PAPEB 720327 .V p0291 A72-25589
SAE PAPEB 720328 .. p0291 "A72-25590
SAE PAPER 720329
 t p029.1. A72-25591
SAE PAPEB 720331 p0291 A72-25592
SAE PAPER 720333 .' v. p0291 A72-25593
SAE PAPEB 720334 , p029V A72-25594*
SAE PAPEB 720337 .' • p0291 'A72-25595
SAE PAPEB -720339 .... p0292 A72-.25596
SAE PAPEB 720341 : . .r. . . p0292 A72-25598
SAE PAPEB 720343 .-. .';.• p0292 A72-25599
SAE PAPEB ,720350 .". ,.'.V;..-. p0292 A72-25601 -
SAE 'PAPEB 720351 V1V. p0292 A72--25602
SAE PAPEB 720352 i.v; p0292i-A72:-25603 '
SAB-BETIEW-4-71. , P0273 S72-19106 *
SiH-TR-71-14 i... P0167- H72-15016 t
SAH-TH-71-22 p0167 872-15014 t
SAB-TB-71-26 p0273 H72-19106 *
SAH-TB-71-43 P0623 H72-32052 t
SABSO-TR-71-167 p0159 B72-14325 *
SAHSO-TR-71-233 i.. p0202 H72-15955 *
SAB-828-1 p0377 B72-22655 t
SAB-3 p0161 H72-11674 t
SAB-4 p0578 B72-30591 t
SASE PAPEB 901 p0594 A72-43451
SAKE PAPER 902 p0595 A72-43452
SABE'. PAPER 906 •. p0595 A72-43453
SABE PAPEB 907 p0595 A72-43454
SABE PAPER.908 : p0595 A72-43455
SABE PAPEB 909 p0595 A72-43456
SABE PAPEB 910 ;.....-p0595 A72-43457
SABE PAPER 912 p0595 A72-43459
SAME PAPER. 913 p0596 A72-43460 •
SABE PAPEB 914 ...i p0596 A72-43461
SABE PAPEB 915 p0596 A72-43462
SABB PAPER 916 p0596 A72-43463
SABE PAPEB 917 p0596 A72-43464
SABE PAPEB-918 p0596 A72-43465
SABE PAPEB 919 P0596 A72-43466
SAME PAPEB 920 p0596 A72-43467
SABE PAPEB 932 p0596 A72-43472
SABE PAPEB 933 p0596 A72-43473
SABE PAPEB'935 p0597 A72-43475
SABE PAPER 936 p0597 A72-43476
SB-72-23 -. p0368 H72-22021 t
SB-72-69/878A p0572 N72-30006 t
SB»-11-470151-2 S72-26993
SBH-11-470152-0 v p0475 1172-26994
SBH-11^470153-9 p0475 H72-26995
SC-DC-71-4022 p0151 B72-13994 *
SC-BB-71-0612 p0388 H72-23257 «
SCL-RB-72-0007 p0623 B72-32049 *
SD-72-SH-0015 4 p0435 S72-25542**
SD-72-SB-0086 p0581 M72-30946»t
SEB-C/DISS-166 p0523 H72-28677 i
SEB-50682 p0370 H72-22036 t
SEB-50697 - ..i;. ;.. p0152 H72-14001 i
SEB-50705 '.;..;.. p0271 -H72-19038 *
SEB-50710 * p0531 H72-29028 »
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Unsteady flov through com~ressor stages 
rNASA-CR-1277651 p0533 N72-29227 
ADVISORY GROUP FOR AEROSPACE RESEARCB AND 
DEVELOP!EBT, PABIS (FRANCE). 
Aircraft fuels_ lubricants_ and fire safety 
r AGARD-CP-84-71) p0046 N72-11668 
Facilities and techniques for aerodynamic 
testinq at transonic speeds and high Reynolds 
Du.ber 
[AGARD-CP-83-71 ) 
AGARD study of hiqh Reynolds 
requirements for the North 
OrqanizatioD nations 
p0073 N72-11854 
number wind tunnel 
Atlantic Treaty 
p0078 N72-11884 
and control svsteas Helicopter Guidance 
rAGARD-CP-86-71) 
Aerodynamic testing at hiqh 
transonic speeds 
p0081 N72-11915 
Reynolds numbers and 
p0099 
for aerospace engines 
p0209 
N72-12978 
N72-16685 
[ AGARD-R-588-711 
Inlets and nozzles 
r AGARD-CP-91-711 
AGARD handbook 
rAD-7295711 p0265 N72-18990 
Application of non-destructive inspection 
methods to aircraft structures 
rAGARD-R-587-71) p0278 N72-19541 
Nondestructive inspection of structures 
p0278 N72-19542 
Survey on the application of nondestructive 
inspection methods to commercial aircraft_ 
1968 to 1970 
p0278 N72-19543 
Fliqht test techniques 
rAGARD-CP-85) p0328 672-20976 
Computers in the guidance and control of 
aerospace vehicles 
JANUARY 1973 
(AGARDOGRAPH-158) p0335 872-21211 
Atmospheric pollution by aircraft engines and 
fuels_ a survey 
(lGARD-AR-40) p0338 N72-21590 
Soae recent developments in planar inviscid 
transonic airfoil theory 
(AGABD-1G-156 J 
Guidance and control displays 
p0365 N72-22001 
(lGABD-CP-96) p0373 N77.-22621 
The accumulation of fatique damage in aircraft 
.aterials and structures 
[AGARD-AG-157) p0378 N72-22918 
Nondestructive testing and inspection applied to 
composite materials and structures 
[AGARD-R-590] p0429 N72-24934 
Flight test instrumentation series. Volume 3: 
The measurement of fuel flow 
[AGARDOGRAPH-160-VOL-3] 
Laser technology in aerodynamic 
( AGABD-LS-4 9) 
p0434 672-25420 
lIeasurements 
p0435 672-25493 
Airframe/engine inteqration 
( AGARD-LS-531 
Composite .ateria~s 
[!GARD-LS-55 ] 
N72-27016 
pO 535 N72-29589 
part 1 
p0539 1172-29893 
hypersonic vehicles_ 
Acoustic fatique desiqn data_ 
(AGARD-AG-162-PT-1 ) 
Aerodynamic prohlems of 
volullle 1 
[AGARD-LS-42-VOL-l] p0617 N72-31994 
Handling qualities criteria 
rAGARD-CP-l06) p0619 N72-32017 
Fliqht recording in NATO countries, second edition 
rAGARD-AR-39) p0628 N72-32457 
A comparison of methods used in flutter r esearch 
[AGARD-R-592) p0648 N72-33915 
lBROCHBM RESEARCH LABS., IIC., PRINCETON, N.J. 
Evaluation of test data on jet engine comhustor 
burn-through flames 
(AEROCBEM-TP-2611 p0265 N72-18953 
AERONAUTICAL QUALITY lSSURANCB DIRECTORATE, 
UXBRIDGB (ENGLAND). 
The use of paper-based emulsions in industrial 
radiography 
rAQD/xNDT-001158) p0371 N72-22472 
ABRONAUTICAL RBSEARCH ASSOCIATES OF PRI6CETON, 
INC., N.J. 
On the aerodynamic forces of oscillating two 
dimensional lifting surfaces 
rAD-726132) p0039 N72-11017 
Cross-spectral functions based on von Karaan's 
spectral equation 
rNASA-CR-20111 p0269 N72-19029 
lERONAUTIC1L RESEARCH CO!~ITTEE, BABGALORE (INDIA). 
Conically cambered triangular wings optimised 
for least drag without leadinq edqe suction 
(ARC-TR-21 p0571 N72-29992 
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, LONDON (ENGLAND). 
Published r epor t s and memoranda of the 
Aeronautical Research Council (nos. 3551 to 
3650) 
rARC-R/8-36501 p0099 N72-12971 
A feasibility study on a 200 volt_ direct 
current, aircraft electrical power system 
rARC-CP-1186) p0273 N72-19062 
The linearised subsonic flov over the 
centre-section of a liftinq swept winq 
(ARC-R/M-3630) p0366 1172-22002 
Papers on nov e l aerodynamic noise source 
mechanisms at low i et speeds 
fARC-CP-11951 p0473 N72-26556 
Technical Report for the year 1958. Volume 1: 
Research on aerodynamics, aerodynamic heatinq, 
and airfoils 
rSB6-11-470151-2J 672-26993 
C-1 
IEROI10tIClL RESEIRCH liST. OF SIEDEI, 
Technical Report for the year 1958. Volume 2: 
Research on aircraft, boundary layers, 
compressors and turbines, and flutter and 
oscillatiuns 
(SBN-11-470152-0] p0475 N72-26994 
Technical Report for the year 1958. Volume 3: 
Research on quided weapon systems, vind 
tunnels, VTOL, aircraft, seaplanes, and 
related aeronautical topics 
[SBN-11-470153-9) p0475 N72-26995 
Calculations of the flow over thick, conical, 
slender wings with leading-edge separation 
[ABC-R/M-3694) p0582 872-30999 
An investigation of transition fixing technique 
for a 10.5% thick, 28 deg sweptback wing at 
high subsonic speeds and R approximately 3 
million 
(ARC-CP-12151 p0583 872-31003 
ABRONAUTICAL RBSBARCH IHST. OF SWBDEN, STOCKHOL8. 
Correlation of 50ae transonic wind tunnel test 
data to flight test results for two slender 
vinq airplanes 
p0075 N72-1 1 868 
Calculation of body interference loads for 
winq-body combinations at Mach numbers 1.59 to 
7.15 with supersonic linear theory, part 1 
(FFA-AU-635-PT-1] p0317 N72-19995 
Lifting-line theory for a rotor in vertical climb 
[FFA-118J p0320 N72-20022 
Tropospheric and turbulent contributions to 
sonic booms 
(FFA-1211 p0321 872-20023 
Silicone rubber moulding at low temperatures 
rKEMO-82] p0426 N72-24611 
Calcu1ation of pressure distributions for an 
airfoil in subcritical flow including the 
effect of the boundary layer 
[FFA-AU-901] p0463 N72-26001 
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABS., !ELBOUR8E (AOSTRALIA). 
Natural convection: state of the art 
[ARL/S!-REPT-330] p0113 N72-13913 
A linear differential pressure transducer 
incorporatinq high stability variable 
frequency oscillators and a capacitance sensor 
rARL/MB-132] p0159 872-14461 
An i.proved desiqn of strain qauqe stinq balance 
for small wind tunnel models 
rARL/A-NOTE-331] p01S9 N72-14462 
Comments on creep deflections in aircraft 
structures 
(ISBN-6~2-97693-7] p0224 N72-17927 
Reduction reguirements for data acquired by an 
airborne data logger 
[ARL/ME-130] p0275 N72-19238 
An introduction to dynamic derivatives. The 
concept of derivatives 
rARL/A-NOTE-330] p0365 N72-21996 
Analysis of safe fatigue life and safe 
inspection intervals by reliability and 
conventional theo~y 
[1RL/S!-335] p0372 N72-22495 
A dynamical theory of flutter 
[1RL/S!-332] p0430 N72-24996 
The fatique life of safe life and fail-safe 
structures: A state- of-the-art ~eview 
[ARL/SM-REPT-3341 p0438 872-25899 
Resonance tests on a Jindivik ~k. 3B aircraft 
[1RL/SM-3711 p0465 N72-26012 
Transonic vind tunnel tests of a dual svstes 
(vanes, pressure taps) gust probe aDd a 
pitot-static probe mounted side by side 
[ARL/A-NOTE-334] p0484 N72-27426 
The interpretation of the scatter factor 
(ARL/S~-NOTE-3731 p0525 N72-28903 
Reliability analysis applied to structural tests 
p0540 N72-29903 
AERONAUTICAL SISTE!S DIV., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, 
OBIO. 
Automatic approach and Hover Coupler for 8H-53 
helicopters 
p0083 N72-1 1 926 
EC-130E radome compatibility test 
[ENEI-71-451 p0432 N72-25007 
A proposed USAF fatigue evaluation program based 
upon recent systems eIperience 
p0540 N72-29901 
AEROPLANE AND AR!A!ERT EXPERIKENT1L ESTABLIS8!ENT, 
BOSCO!BE DOWN (ENGLAND). 
The nature and use of the ~ules for 1udging the 
C-2 
CORPORATE SOURCE IRDEI 
acceptability of the flying gualities of fixed 
wing aircraft 
p0619 R72-32019 
AEROSPACE CORP., EL SEGUIDO, CALIF. 
Bypersonic flow of a real gas on the windward 
side of a delta wing 
(AD-731763) p0202 872-15955 
Study of low density air transportation concepts 
(NA'SA-CE-2142] p0640 N72-33028 
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING TEST ESTABLISHKENT, OTTAWA 
(ONTARIO) • 
Acceptance flight testing of military aircraft 
p0329 N72-20987 
AEROSPACE !EDIC1L RESE1RCH LABS., IRI'GHT-PATTERSON 
ArB, OHIO. 
Crew coapartment vibration environment in the 
B-52 aircraft during low-altitude, high-speed 
flight 
[AD-727023 ] p0033 N72-10127 
environment in the 
altitude, high speed 
Crew co.part.ent vibration 
B-58 aircraft during low 
flight 
[AD:730288] p0154 N72-14013 
Restraint desiqn: Laboratory test and 
evaluation of operational effecti~eness 
p0275 N72-19157 
AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABS., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. 
Why e1ectors for aircraft propulsion-lift 
systems and where we stand 
[AD-732842) p0220 N72-17025 
The electro fluid dynamic augmented wind tunnel 
p0468 872-26210 
The performance characteristics of the 7/10's 
nozzles in the five foot single channel 
vertical ejector 
[AD-739863 J 
Beat transfer research 
p0524 N72-28798 
[AD-744830) p0648 N72-33952 
AEROSPACE SYSTE!S, INC., BURLINGTON, !ASS. 
A study of technigues for real-time, on-line 
optimum flight path control . Minimum-time 
turns to a specified track 
(AD-732938J p0219 872-17012 
AEROSPATIALE USINES DE TOULOUSE (rRANCE). 
~ethods of utilizinq the results of fliqht tests 
for the study of flight performance of the 
Concorde supersonic transport 
p0328 N72-20978 
Measure of performance. Methods of analysiS and 
application to the Concorde 
p0329 N72 - 20982 
AGENCY FOB INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, MANILA 
(PHILIPPINES). 
Aeronautical telecommunications in Southeast 
Asia: Indonesia. Laos. Malaysia and Thailand 
p0033 ,N72-10171 
AIR CANADA, eONTREAL (QUEBEC). 
!aintenance quality audit program 
p0252 N72-18015 
AIR FORCE ACADE!Y, COLO. 
Neutron dose transmission factors through an 
F-102 aircraft 
[AD-728198] p0112 N72-13668 
Analysis of the motion of a long wire towed from 
an orbiting aircraft 
p0217 N72-16899 
Advanced aircraft propulsion/engagement study, 
volume 2 
[AD-7 3151 S) p0255 N72-18046 
Structural fliqht test of an AC-130A qunship 
empennage 
(AD-737350] p0385 872-23037 
Optimal 3-di'mensional minillull time turns for an 
aircraft 
[ AD-74 2266] 
Base motion isolation 
[ AD-743002] 
AIR FORCE AERO PROPULSION 
AFB, OHIO. 
p0531 872-29027 
of a two axis bea. deflector 
p0590 872-31680 
LAB., IRIGHT-PATTERSON 
Mechanism of mixing of tvo non reacting gases 
[AD-740909] p0581 872-30964 
AIH FORCE AR!A!EIT LAB., EGLIN ArB, FLA. 
Mutual aerodynamic interference effects for 
multiple bodies by the cross-flow corrections 
method 
[AD-735655] p0328 872-20974 
AIR FORCE CA!BRIDGE RESEARCH LABS., L. G. HANSCOM 
FIELD, ~ASS. 
Corrections for tropospheric range error 
CORPORATE SOURCE INOEX 
[ AO-7311701 
IPCRL's experimental 
[ AO-7352661 
p0171 1172-15600 
aerial gravimetry program 
p0337 1172-21394 
AIR PORCE OEPT., W1SHIBGTOII, O.C. 
Environmental statement for 1550th air training 
and test wing (~AC), Hill Air Porce Base, Utah 
[PB-198764-P1 p0221 1172-17203 
The development and test of three flight test 
B-1 aircraft was prepared on 25 Barch, 1971, 
B-1 weapons system 
rPB-201711-l'] 
1'-15 aircraft 
p0254 1172-18033 
[PB-201710-PJ p0254 1172-18034 
AIR FORCE FLIGHT DrIA!ICS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON 
lPB, OHIO. 
Supersonic inlet performance and distortion 
durinq maneuvering flight 
p0212 1172-16710 
The dyna.ic century 
p0214 1172-16766 
The noise environ.ent of a deflected-jet VTOL 
aircraft 
p0215 1172-16817 
Characteristics of qunfire induced vibration in 
helicopters 
p0215 1172-16822 
Inflight vibration and noise study of three 
helicopters 
p0215 1172-16823 
The status of human perceptual characteristic 
data for electronic flight display desiqn 
p0373 1172-22622 
Rate of closure as a performance as a 
performance monitorinq parameter 
p0375 1172- 22643 
The electroluminescent lighting research proqram 
p0376 1172-22644 
A review of static thrust and cyclic pitch 
technoloqy for V/STOL propellers 
(OGLR-71-021] p0382 1172-23015 
Survey of vibration test procedures in use by 
the lir Porce 
p0474 1172-26817 
Inlet/airplane interference and integration 
p0478 1172-27018 
Dynamic characteristics of engine inlets 
p0478 1172-27022 
A co.puterized procedure to obtain the 
coordinates and section characteristics of 
NAC! designated airfoils 
[AO-738623) p0484 1172-27332 
A hybrid computer program to computer simulate a 
pilot controlled aircraft 
[AD-740434] p0533 1172-29223 
Fracture control procedures for aircraft 
structural integrity 
p0541 N72-29909 
para-foil steerable parachute, exploratory 
development for airdrop system application 
[10-7422941 p0574 1172-30019 
Theoretical pilot ratinq predictions 
p0621 1172-32036 
Static and drop tests of a quarter scale model 
of the CC-115 aircraft eguipped with an air 
cushion laudi~g system 
[AO-743829] p0624 1172-32056 
A study of the effects of parameter variation on 
the flying gualities of the IV-4B V/STOL 
aircraft 
(10-744104] p0625 N72-32066 
A technique for measurinq in-plane displace.ents 
by holoqraphic interferoaetry 
(10-7Q4490] p0629 872-32483 
AIR PORCH PLIGH~ tESt CEIITHR, EOWAROS APH, CILIP. 
Theory of the .easureaent and st~ndarization of 
in-flight performance of aircraft 
(10-7257Ql] p0043 1172-11054 
~ethods of auditory display for aircraft 
collision avoidance syste.s 
(ID-7297651 p0153 R72-1Q005 
1n approach to stall/spin flight test of 
maneuvering-type aircraft 
p0328 872-20979 
Cruise perfor.ance testing of advanced aircraft 
p0329 872-20985 
Plight testinq for turning perfor.ance 
p0330 N72-20989 
Experi.ental determination of the ma.ents of 
inertia, product of inertia, and the 
lIR PORCE IRST. 01' TECH., 
inclination of the principal axis of 
conventional aircraft by the sprinq 
oscillation method 
[PTC-TIM-71-1001] p0331 1172-21007 
Criteria trends obtained from analYSis of 
current aircraft 
p0620 1172-32025 
AIR PORCE HUMAR RESOURCES LAB., WILLIA~S APB, ARIZ. 
Evaluation of an airborne audio-video recording 
systea for aircraft equip oed with head-Up 
display 
[10-7368181 p0386 N72-23144 
lIR PORCE HDSAII RESOURCES LAB., WRIGBT-PITTERSOR 
APB, OHIO. 
A syste.s approach to C-130E aircrev 
transitional traininq 
fl0-727055] p0091 872-12064 
AIR PORCE IIiST. 01' TECH., WRIGHT-PATTERSOII APB, OHIO. 
Application of self adaptive control techniques 
in the desiqn of a normal acceleration control 
syste. for a hiqh-perforaance supersonic 
aircraft 
[AO-730162] p0151 1172-13992 
In investigation of cross-coupling the elevators 
and throttle systems for the KC-135 aircraft 
in the landing configuration 
(10-7301531 p0154 1172-1401Q 
Desiqning a control augmentation system for the 
B-53 helicopter 
[AO-730160) p0154 N72-14015 
1 study of the practicality of active vibration 
isolation applied to aircraft during the taxi 
condition 
(10-7301411 p0155 872-14016 
Toward a differential game solution to a 
practical tvo-aircraft pursuit-evasion problem 
in three-dimensional space 
(AO-7297771 p0156 N72-1Q224 
A force survival model for analvsis of strategic 
bo.ber basinq concepts in the prelaunch 
survival mode 
[10-7321931 p0217 1172-16991 
Oesiqn of a helicopter stability and control 
aug.entation system using optimal control theory 
(AO-732911] p0220 872-17013 
1 cost/decision model for the deferred 
procurement of an air force depot maintenance 
capability vith a computerized application to 
the 1'-15 INS 
[10-735351J p0334 N72-21029 
A maintenance manhour sensitivity .odel for 
cargo aircraft 
rl0-741410] p0529 872-29015 
A qradient technique for determining improved 
aircraft traiectories for reducing aircraft 
probability of kill to anti-aircraft gnn fire 
(AO-741373] p0530 1172-29018 
oesign of a longitudinal flight control system 
for a STOL transport in the landing 
configuration 
( AO-742314] 
The identification of linear 
( A0-7Q14371 
Oetermination of the drag of 
engine duct by application 
equation 
p0531 1172-29030 
stochastic systems 
p0536 B72-29632 
a vind tunnel model 
of the momentum 
(ID-741744] p0539 N72-29817 
A study of noneguilibrium effects on ignition 
delay in a supersonic airstreaa 
[10-741581] p0542 N72-29962 
Low ~ach nu.ber wind-tunnel study of an advanced 
manned interceptor 
rlD-741745] p0574 872-30021 
Peasibility study of whole aircraft as an 
aperture antenna 
(10-742439 ] 
Experimental study of 
and gas temperature 
deflection flap 
p0575 K72-30173 
the effect of flap setback 
on the lift of a 1et 
(AO-741583] p0577 1172-30300 
Co.puter analysis of windshield .ultiple imaqinq 
(10-744044J p0586 1172-31034 
A discussion and comparison of 1et enqine 
overhaul costs 
[10-7434171 p0591 N72-31790 
1n application of spectral analysis to TP33-3 
engine removal data 
(10-743401 ] p0591 N72-31791 
C-3 
AIR FORCE RATERIALS LAB., 
A study of flying hours and sorties as 
predictors of B- 528 enqine failures 
rl0- 743400] p0591 N72- 31792 
eicrowave ILS scanninq beam data rate analysis 
applied to the CH-53A helicopter 
[AO- 743612] p0624 N72- 32057 
AIR FORCE ~ATERIALS LAB . , WRIGHT- PATTERSON AFB , OHIO . 
Reduction of vibrations in aerospace structures 
by additive damping 
p0216 N72-16862 
Nondestructive inspection practices used in 
production of composite airframe structures 
p0429 N72-24936 
Claddinqs of superior corrosion resistance for 
high strength aluminum alloys 
[AO-743311] p0645 N72-33547 
AIR FORCE SPECIAL WEAPONS CENTER, HOLLORAN AFB, 
II.REX. 
High Reynolds number testing by means of rocket 
sleds 
p0078 N72-11885 
AIR FORCE SYSTBRS CORRAND, WASHINGTON , O.C. 
The test facility's role in the effective 
development of aerospace systems 
(AO-7315481 p0276 N72- 19307 
Proceedings of the Air Force Systems Command 
1971 Science and Engineerinq Symposium, volume 1 
rAO- 736127] p0391 N72 - 23983 
Proceedinqs of the Air Force Systems Command 
1971 Science and Enqineering Symposium , volume 2 
[10-7361281 p0391 N72- 23984 
AIR FORCE SISTERS CORRANO, WRIG HT-PATTERSON AFB , 
OHIO. 
The KFA (Oepartment of the Atmospheric Physics) 
aerial expeditions 1 and 2 for study of the 
peculiarities of conditions of the boundary 
layer of the atmosphere over an oasis and a 
semiarid region 
(AO-727535] p0034 N72-10332 
An application of fracture concepts to the 
prediction of critical length of fatigue 
cracks. Part 2 : A reviev of pertinent 
aspects of fracture (theoretical and 
analytical aspects of fatigue of metals) 
[AO-725028] p0036 N72-1 0957 
Selecting the basic parameters of civil aircraft 
for specified ranqes and commerical load 
[AO-7272311 p0044 N7 2- 11061 
Experimental study of shock impingement on a 
blunt leading edge vith application to 
hypersonic inlet design 
[AO-726"'] p004 5 N72- 11312 
C-4 
Plammability properties of jet fuels and 
techniques for fire and explosion suppression 
pOOij8 N72- 11681 
Solid lubrication for aero propulsion systems 
p0050 N72- 11700 
Progress of the USAF infliqht program : Lov 
speed control to landinq on instrument in 
helicopters 
p0082 N72 - 11920 
Theory of an air cushion landing system for 
aircraft 
(AO- 728647) p0090 N72 - 11971 
Vibration and oscillation of aviation engine 
rotors 
(AO-728121] p0097 N72 - 12800 
Variable Sweep 
[AO-730043] p0152 N7 2-1 4003 
Aviation engine vibration theory and calcu l at i on 
[AO-731351) p0172 N72-1 572 1 
First flight tests of ramjet engines 
(AO- 7322751 p0214 N72 - 16728 
Fractote control procednr es for aircraft 
structural integrity 
[AO-731565) p0255 N72- 180ij5 
The UTES multipurpose radar complex 
(AO-733273) p0256 N72- 18 173 
Gyroscopic devices (chapters 2- 17) 
(AO- 733275) p0262 N7 2-18662 
Nev researches on small span- chord ratio wings 
vith lateral jets 
[AD- 733858] p0267 N7 2- 19010 
Aviation in the land of So viets 
[AO- 734069J p0271 N7 2-1 904 4 
Application of fluidic elements and systems for 
aircraft, missiles and spacecrafts 
[AO- 734715) p0277 N72- 193 4 3 
CORPORATE SOURCE INOEX 
Microelectronics for aerospace systems 
p0278 N72-19484 
Algorithm an~ qeneral principles of information 
processinq in a civil aviation traffic sYstem 
[ AO-7348811 p0281 N72-19728 
The effect of a diffuser on the characteristic 
of stable operation of a centrifnqal 
compressor stage 
[AO- 730042) p0282 N72- 19855 
contactless measurement of the tip clearance in 
jet engine turbine 
[ AO-734912] p0282 N72-19856 
Soviet aeronautical engineering 
(AO- 735204) p0333 N72-21019 
Theoretical investigation of oscillatory blade 
rov aerodynamics under unstalled conditions 
(AO- 735205) p0340 N72-21825 
Improvement of the calculation of multistaged 
turbines of gas turbine engines 
(AD-736489] p0340 N72-21827 
Reduction in flutter iustability of an elastic 
beam vith the rigid empennaqe in supersonic flov 
[AD-736487] p0369 N72-22033 
Practical aerodynamics of the YAK-40 airplane 
(AO- 736902) p0384 N72- 23031 
Rate of fatigue crack propaqation in the 
airframe structure 
r 10- 736887] p0390 N72-23936 
Airplane stability for flight with constant 
anqular velocity around the longitudinal axis 
[AO-738231) p0424 N72-24394 
Influence of test time and contact stresses on 
antivear properties of jet fuels under rolling 
friction 
r AO- 7388831 p0471 N72-26471 
Aerodynamics 
r Ao- 740190] p0527 N72 - 29000 
Preliminary design of an aircraft 
[AO- 741485] p0529 N72-29016 
Oetermininq stability derivations from flight 
test results with aid of regression analysis 
[AO- 741ij86] pOS31 N72-29023 
Aircraft powerplants . Systems and components 
[AO- 7ij0211] p0538 1172- 29814 
The control system of the Soviet turbofan engine 
0- 30 
(AO- 742368] pOS39 N72- 29816 
Vibrational rel axation in the products of 
hydrocarbon fuel combustion 
( AO-7 ij0 193) p0542 N72-29960 
The selection of optimum exposure and its 
automatic adjustment during air photography 
[AO- 740196) p0577 N72-30420 
Modern methods for the artificial dissipation of 
fog and loy clouds and experience in using 
these methods for aviation purposes 
[ AO- 743026] p0589 N72-31632 
A program for the eguivalent testing of qas 
turbine engines 
[AO- 743145] p0591 N72-31789 
The M mark 
[AO-744159) p0623 N72-32051 
Basic problems in producing laminated aircraft 
structures 
(10- 742780) p0624 N72-32055 
Oevelopment of methods and means for studyinq 
the accumUlation of fatigue damage in aircraft 
structures 
(AO- 7ij4280] p0625 N72 - 32062 
Theory a n d design of aircraft turbomachines 
(AO- 744183) p0632 N72- 32773 
A physical model of clear-air turbulence 
(AO- 74369 1 1 p0646 N72 - 33623 
AIR FOR CE WEAPONS LAB. , KI RTLANO lFB, N. REI. 
Oose and iinear energy transfer spectral 
measurements for the s upersonic transport 
program 
p0224 N72-17722 
Ecological aspects of bird-aircraft strike hazards 
[AO-7 4222 7 ) p0574 N72 - 30022 
AIR POLLUTI ON CONTROL DI STRICT, LOS ANGELES, CALI F. 
J e t aircraft o perations: 1 threat to the air 
en v ironllent 
[PAPER- 71 -1 17 ) ~0623 N72- 320 48 
AIR TRAN SPORT AS SOCIATI ON OF AMERICA, WASHI NGTON, 
O.C. 
Canada during the air traffic controllers 
strike: What it ' s like when a country loses 
its air transpor t ation p0378 1172- 22969 
---~ ~~------
CORPORATE SOURCE IIDEX 
AIR RORIE IISTBUBENTS LAB., DEBR PAR~, I.Y. 
Bicrowave qlide slope system enqineerinq model 
[AO-733694) p028 1 N72- 19726 
Evaluation of the 1968 PAAIDOD Beacon fliqht 
test in Nev York 
[&0-738680] p0486 N72 - 277 09 
AIRCRAFT RES BARCH ASSOCIATION, LTD., BEDFORD 
(EBGLAND) • 
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at 
hiqh s ubsonic speeds: Recent evidence f l:oa 
pressure plotting tests 
p0075 N72- 11867 
Results and analysis of pressure measurements on 
tvo isolated slender wings and slender 
vinq-body combinations at s upersonic speeds . 
Part 1: Analysis 
[ARC-CP-1131) p0080 N72 - 11906 
Results of a series of vind tunnel model 
breakdown tests on the Trident 1 aircraft and 
a comparison with drag estimates and full 
scale fliqht data 
[ARC-CP- 1170 J 
Wind tunnel balance strain 
p0205 N72- 159 7 4 
qauqing techniques 
p0470 N72-26345 
Experimental determination of inlet 
characteristics and inlet and airfra.e 
interference 
p0478 N72 - 27019 
AIRESEARCH BFG. CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Hypersonic research engine proiect. Phase 2: 
Structures and coolinq development 
(NASA-CR-112055J p0437 N72-25711 
Hypersonic research enqine project. Phase 2: 
Structures and cooling development 
(NASA-CR-112056) p0437 N72-25712 
Hypersonic research enqine project. Phase 2: 
Aerothermodynamic inteqration model development 
(NASA-CR-112058J p0437 N72-25713 
Hypersonic research enqine project. Phase 2: 
Aerothermodynamic inteqration model development 
fNASA-CR-112059J p0437 N72-257 14 
Hypersonic research engine project. Phase 2: 
Aerothermodynamic integration model development 
[NASA-CB-112060) p0437 1172-25715 
Study of aircraft electrical power systems 
[NASA-CR-120939J p0517 1172-28028 
AIRESEABCH BPG. CO., PHOENII, ARIZ. 
Exhaust emissions test AiResearch aircraft 
propulsion and auxiliary power gas turbine 
engines 
(PB-204 920 J 
Evaluation of 
bearings in 
[AD-744844 J 
p0333 1172- 21018 
gas lubricated hydrodynamic 
a gas turbine environ.e nt 
AIBESEARCH BPG. CO., TORRANCE, 
p0645 N72- 33508 
CALIP. 
Hiqh pressure turbine blade stress analysis 
1'0633 1172-32900 
A~TIEBOLAGET BOLLAB, STOCKHOLft (SWEDEN). 
Th e continuously variable vind tunnel nozzle 
operated one single screw mechanism 
(RR-018J p0257 N72-18256 
ALL ABERICAH EIGIREERIIG CO., WILBIIGTOI, DEL. 
Research study of cost effectiveness of 
auxiliary launch systems a~plicable to 
commercial transports for purposes of noise 
abateJlent 
[PAA-EQ-71-1] 1'0085 N72 - 11941 
ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD , ftISS. 
Some analyses of th e variability of atmospheric 
parameters at low altitudes siqnificant for 
aircraft propagation 
fNASA-CR-1945J p0166 1172- 15004 
ABBAC INDOSTRIES, INC . , GARDEN CITY, N.Y. 
An optimum military helciopter naVigation s ystem 
p0082 N72-11921 
ABERICAN AIRLINES, I I C., NEW YOR~. 
Air view of STOL system require ments 
(AD-742463J p0574 N72-30018 
Airline view of STOL system requirements 
fAD-7452831 p0641 N72 - 33040 
AftERICAH IUCLEONICS CORP., WOODLAND HILLS , CALIP . 
Analys is and desiqn study of a pilot assist 
system for helicopters 
[10-725590] 1'0044 ·N72-11057 
Comparison of OB-1C fliqht test data with 
BOSTAB-C small perturbation math model 
· (AO-740774J p0530 N72-29019 
ARBY lIR BOBILITY RESEARCH AID DE'BLOPBEIT LAB., 
AKACAPI SCIERCES, IIC., SAlTA BARBAH1, CALIP. 
Conteaporary map displays 
p0374 N72-22634 
utility of the vertical contact analog display 
for carrier landings : A diaqnostic evaluation 
p0375 N72-22642 
APPLI ED PHYSICS LAB. , JOHNS HOP~INS UNlY., SILVEH 
SPRING, BD. 
Flase inhibition cheaistry 
p0048 N72- 11680 
Surface active considerations in fuel fires 
p0049 N72-11693 
Research and development programs 
(AD-726202J p0094 N72-12448 
Meteorological applications of the bidirectional 
thermistor mass flow rate sensor 
[AO-736152) p0338 N72-21622 
Precision aircraft navigation based on loran-C 
and diqital altimetry 
[10-740894J 1'0579 1172-30597 
Comparison of aeroqrids and puncbed plates for 
smoothing flow from short annular diffusers 
(NASA- CR-120960J p0636 N72- 32993 
AR CTIC INST . OP NORTH AftERICA, WASHINGTON , D.C. 
Arctic loqistics support technology 
[AO-7 44669) p0649 N72-33980 
ARB ABERT OEVELOPftENT AND TEST CENTER, EGLIN APB, PLA. 
An objective aid for forecastinq fog/stratus at 
Eqlin Air Porce Base 
f AO-732289J 1'0208 1172-16501 
ARftY AEBOBEOICIL RESiABCH LAB., PORT ROC~ER, ALA. 
Environmental effects on attack helicopter crew 
task performance in the NATO theater 
[AO-726949J p0032 872-10122 
Orientation-error accide nts in r egular Army 
aircraft during fiscal year 1968: Belative 
incidence and cost 
(AO-735119J p0272 N72-19053 
Dynamic and crashworthy evaluation of the OH- 1B, 
C, D, B, medical attendant1s seat 
(AO-737197] p0370 N72-22040 
Crash injury economics: Injury and death costs 
in Army UH- 1 accidents in fiscal year 1969 
fAD- 7413 63J p0530 N72-29017 
Helicopter in-fliqht monitorinq system 
rAO-7451181 p0629 N72-32476 
Improving US Army aircraft propeller and tail 
rotor blade conspicuity with paint 
fAO-744453J p0629 N72-32579 
Differential velocity and time prediction of 
motion 
(AO-745119J p0630 N72-32649 
ARBY AGENCY FOR AYIATION SAPETY, FORT RUC~ER, ALA. 
Preparation of a system safety program plan for 
aviation syst ems development 
(AO-741364) p0531 N72-29024 
ARBY AIR BOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEYELOPBENT LAB., 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
FORTRAN program for calculatinq total efficiency 
- specific speed characteristics of 
c entrifuqal compressors 
fNASA - TH~X-2594J p0513 N72-27994 
Factors affecting altitude relight performance 
of a double- annular ram- induction combustor 
(NASA-T~-X-2630J p0590 N72-31777 
ARBY AIR ftOBltITY RESEARCH ABO OEVELOPftENT LAB., 
PORT BUSTIS , VA. 
Experimental determination of the ignition 
limits of JP- 4 fuel wh e n exposed to caliber 
. 30 incendiary projectiles 
fAD- 730343J p0225 1172-17964 
Dynamic response of the OV-1A aircraft to soft 
field landinqs 
(AD-737752J p0422 1172-24030 
Wire -braided hose chafinq tests 
fAO- 738842J p0471 N72-26409 
A comparison of the capabilities of three finite 
element proqrams 
p0633 1172-32884 
AR BY AIR BOBILITI RESEARCH AND DEVELOP BENT LAB . , 
~OPPETT PIELD, CALIP . 
Full-scale wind- tunnel tests of a small 
unpo wered jet aircraft with aT-tail 
rNA s A-TN- D-65731 p0030 1172- 1003 1 
Aerodvnamic characteristics of a large scale 
model with a swept wing and augmented jet flap 
fNASA-TB-I-62029J p0080 N72-11901 
Larg e scale wind tunnel investigation of a 
semispan winq equipped with an 
C-5 
lRBI l'Il~IOI SISTEBS COB!lID, 
externally-blown jet flap 
rNASA-T!-X-620791 p0080 572-11902 
Lifting-surface theory for calculating the 
loading induced on a wing by a flap 
(NASA-TN-0-6798J p0366 N72-22007 
Experiaental investigation of stability and 
stall flutter of a free-floating wing V/STOL 
aodel 
rNASA-TN-0-6831J pOQ63 N72-25998 
Aspects of investigating STOL noise usinq large 
scale wind tunnel models 
(NASA-Tft-X-62164J p0464 B72-26008 
Peasibility study of a bidirectional 1et flap 
device for application to helicopter rotor 
blades. Phase 2: Lift controller developaent 
rNASA-Tft-X-62152] p0464 N72-26010 
Effect of stabilization on VTOL aircraft in 
hover ing fl igh t 
rNASA-TN-0-6900J p0515 N72-28015 
Aerodynaaic effects of leading-edge serrations 
on a two-di.ensional airfoil 
(NASA-Tft-I-2643) p0581 N72-30992 
The steady-state flow guality in a model of a 
non-return vind tunnel 
rNASA-Tft-I-62170] p0587 N72-31286 
A VTOL translational rate control system study 
on a six degrees-ai-freedom aotion siaulator 
(NASA-Tft-X-62194] p0639 N72-33026 
Helicopter payload gains utilizing water 
in1eGtion for hot day power aug.entation 
[NASA-Tft-X-62195] p0639 N72-33027 
ARftY AVIATION SYSTEftS CO!ftANO, ST. LOUIS, fto. 
Oirectorate of systems and cost analysis: 
Aircraft design optimization 
[AO-730338] p0225 N72-17977 
Two methods of prediction of hovering performance 
(AO-738531] p0467 N72-26029 
ARBI BOARO POR AVlATIOI ACCIDENT RESEARCB, PORT 
RUCItER, ALA. 
Analysis of US Aray helicopter accidents to 
define impact injury prohlems 
p0273 N72-19129 
The practical application of mishap data in Army 
aircraft system safety prograas 
p0439 N72-25967 
ARBY COLO REGIONS RESEARCB ABO ENGINEERIIG LAB., 
BlIIOVER, N.B. 
Ice fog modification by use of helicopters 
(10-731215] p0171 N72-15591 
ABBY CONSTBUCTIOI ENGIIEERING RESBARCB LIB., 
CBlBPlIGli, ILL. 
Coefficient of linear· theraal e xpansion of epoxy 
resin lIortars 
(AO-742212] p0576 N72-30257 
ARBY BOGBWOOO AHSBIAL, BO. 
An analYSis of the dynaaic and aerodynamic 
perforaance of a self-deploying artiCUlated 
autorotor decelerator 
(AO-73"309J p0271 N72-19041 
ABBI ELECTRO~ICS COBBAND, PORT ftONBOUTH, N.J. 
Terrain avoidance radar for US Armv 
p0083 N72-11927 
Precise IPR hovering: An operational need and a 
f e asible solution 
p0084 N72-11934 
Engineering evaluation of aircraft batteries 
rAD-733289] p0256 N72-18057 
ftathematical wind gust model and coaputer 
programs for use with aircraft siaulations 
rAO-733905] p0261 N72-18648 
Active filters applied to helicopter noise 
reduction 
rAO-734812] p0275 N72-19222 
IHAS-4 software report 
rAO-7656811 p0336 N72-21231 
Si.ulation of the induced flow through a rotor 
in descendinq fliqht 
rAO-745103) p0642 N72-33047 
Controlled helicopter discharge 
rAO-7451021 p0642 N72-33048 
ARBY E.GINBER WATERWAYS EIPERlftENT STATION, 
nCItSBURG, BISS. 
c-6 
Comparison of performance of experimental 
aembranes, nonskid compounds, adhesives, and 
earth anchors with regard to C-130 aircraft 
operational r e quirements 
rAD-729803] p0157 N72-14286 
Ar.y aircraft protective structure s designs. 
Report 3: Response of selected materials to 
CORPORATE SOORCE llDEI 
high-speed fragaent i.pact 
rAO-730673] p0163 N72-14931 
Design of unsurfaced soil facilities for 
operations of C-5A aircraft 
[AO-735344] p0337 N72-21398 
ETalnation of Oov Chemical Company extruded 
aluminua two-piece 2 ft by 12 ft landing mat, 
11118-0 
[ AO-735345] 
Peasibility of using 
layers as paveaent 
heavy gear loads 
p0371 N72-22327 
aeabrane-enTeloped soil 
ele.ents for multiple wheel 
[AO-738839] p0468 N72-26214 
Evaluation of BO-BAT 158 as light-duty landinq mat 
fAO-738137] p0519 N72-28274 
Evaluation of ancillary items for Xft18 and IK19 
landing mats 
(lD-743161J p0588 N72-31297 
Application of aodule theorr to design and 
evaluation of airfield pavement 
[AO-741368] p0627 N72-32281 
Condition survey, Sherman Army Airfield, Fort 
Leavenworth, Kansas 
[AO-743912] p0643 N72-33258 
ARBY POREIGN SCIEICE ANO TECRNOLOGY CERTER, 
CHARLOTTESVILLB, VA. 
On the question of construction of tangents to 
the cross sections of an airplanes's wing, 
utilizing a ·discrete nuaber of points 
[AO-728651] p0081 N72-11912 
Tolerance plus or minus 5: How to understand it 
/7/ 
(AO-728656] p0089 N72-11970 
Specifics of aerodynamics of the lifting rotor 
of a helicopter 
[A0-729587] p0152 N72-13999 
Aerodynamic calculation for helicopter lifting 
rotors in vertical descent (vorteI ring method) 
[AO-734229] p0267 N72-19011 
Application of the ring vortex method to . 
aerodynaaic design of lifting rotor systems 
(AO-735018] p0267 N72-19013 
Aerodynamic calculation for helicopter lifting 
rotors in steep descent (vortex ring aethod) 
[AO-7354391 p0327 N72-20973 
Antiaircraft defense herald, number 8, August 1971 
rAO-739229] p0488 N72-27988 
Antiaircraft defense herald, nuaber 7, July 1971 
(AO-739973] p0488 N72-27990 
Antiaircraft defe nse herald, numbe r 10, October 
1971 
[AO-739974] p0488 
Antiaircraft defense herald. Nuaber 5, 
rAD-7399721 p0526 
Startinq of aircraft gas turbine engines 
1172-27991 
Bay 1971 
1172-28989 
rlO-740291] p0538 1I72-29812 
Basic theories of air cushion vehicles 
rAD-742425] p0574 N72-30023 
Solution of one problem in nonlinear proqraaminq 
[AO-743569J p0630 N72-32596 
ARBY LARO WARPARE LAB., ABEROEBR PROVING GROUIO, fto. 
Site marker beacon system 
[AO-733916J p0281 N72-19725 
AR!Y BArBRIALS ANO BBCHAIiICS RESBARCH CENrBR, 
WATERTOilll, BlSS. 
Analysis of cracks in wide orthotropic plate 
with longitudinal stiffene rs 
[AO-729801J p0163 N72-14923 
Response of rotor blades to randoll inputs. Part 
1: Bending .odes 
[10-7323951 p0253 N72-18028 
Response of helicopta r rotor blades to random 
loads n ear hover 
p0475 N72-26909 
~he h e licopter rotor 
rAO-745124] p0641 N72-33041 
ARBY BISSILE COBBARO, HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 
Bodies of revolution at transonic speeds: The 
estimation of Reynolds number effect~ 
p0074 1172-11864 
ARBY !ISSILB COllftANO, REOSTORE ARSENAL, ALA. 
Thrust effects on missile aerodynamics 
rA0-728155] p0113 N72-13922 
Correlation of experiaental aerodyna.ic 
coefficients on the basis of curve fittinq in 
the three-diaensional cartesian alpha, C sub 
N, C sub. space 
r AO-132834] p0218 1172-17001 
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
lRSY !OBILITY EQUIPftENT RESEARCH AND DEYELOPftEBT 
CENTER, FORT BELVOIR, VA. 
Develop.ent of a Chemical coating for airfield 
runway marking 
(AD-734320J p0279 N72-19644 
ARftY TEST AND EVALUATION COftftAND, ABERDEEN PROVING 
GROUND, ftD. 
Internal/external noise 
r AD-7284541 
Avionics, co •• unications 
(AD-729846 J 
p0090 
equipment 
p0156 
Radar reflectivity 
r AD-729851 J 
Static electricity dissipator 
( AD-729534] 
Infrared suppression devices 
(AO-729603 ) 
p0156 
p0156 
p0157 
Airborne station keeping devices 
r AO-729532] p0161 
AM/FM 
p0161 
Radio naviqational equipment , 
(AD-729533 ) 
Aviation turbine fuel 
N72-11972 
N72-14188 
N72-14189 
N72- 14247 
N72-14272 
1172-14677 
N72-14678 
r AD-729544) 
Aircraft quided missile 
r AO-731189) 
p0162 N72-14785 
subsystems 
Diaqnostic and inspection 
r AO-7 33283 ) 
Climatic hangar testing 
p0169 N72- 15 25 4 
equipment (aircraft) 
. p0255 N72 - 18041 
(AD-733299) p0257 N72~18268 
Aircraft operational and performance 
characteristics 
(AO-734850) 
Aircraft test instrumentation 
(AD-734306 ) 
Built-in test equipment 
(AO-734853 ) 
Aircraft rocket SUbsystems 
(AD-737177 ) 
Pu.ps, liquid 
( 10-7377131 
Mat sets, landing 
p0273 
p0276 
p0321 
p0384 
p0425 
N72-19054 
N72-19300 
872-20028 
N72-23034 
N72-24541 
(AO-741857] p0627 N72-32278 
ARftY REAPORS COSSAND, ROC~ ISLAND, ILL. 
Cost estimating relationships for aircraft 
armament subsystem manufacturinq labor cost 
rAD-735495) p0341 N72-21988 
ARO, INC., ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATION, TENN. 
High Revnolds number transonic wind tunnels: 
Blowdown or Ludvieq tube? 
p0077 N72-11881 
Icinq test capability of the engine test 
facility propulsion development test cell J-1 
(AD-729205] p0157 872-14279 
Investigation of the aeroelastic stability of 
thin cylindrical shells at subsonic ftach numbers 
(AD-732291] p0202 N72-15954 
Calculation of forces on aircraft stores located 
in disturbed flow fields for application in 
store separation prediction 
rAD-733325) p0254 N72-18037 
Wind tunnel investigation of the transonic 
aerodynamic characteristics of a full-scale 
flight path accelero.eter (follow-on test) 
rAD-736456) p0371 N72-22328 
Results of wind tunnel tests on a flight path 
accelerometer at Mach numbers from 0.2 to 3.0 
(AD-736819) p0388 872-23490 
Application of dual scatter laser Doppler 
velocimeters for vind tunnel measure.ents 
p0435 872-25506 
A theoretical and experimental study of a jet 
stretcher diffuser system 
rAD-738646) p0468 N72-26215 
Aerodyna.ic testing of wing sections 'using the 
laser Doppler velocimeter 
[AD-740901] p0577 N72-30418 
A general method for calculating three 
di.ensional nonstationary aero elastic response 
in subsonic flows 
(AD-742996) p0583 N72-31009 
Wind tunnel test results on a fliqht path 
accelerometer at subsonic and supersonic speed 
[AD- 742994] p0589 N72-31480 
The develop.ent of a te.perature measurinq probe 
for use in a two-phase (qas-liguid) environment 
[AD-744513) p0629 872- 32484 
Measurement of pollutant emissions from an 
afterburning turbojet engine at ground level. 
Part 1: partiCUlate emissions 
BATTELLE ftEHORIAL INS!., 
rAD-744048] p0632 N72-32768 
A kinetic mode l for tvo phaSe flov in hiqh 
temperature exhaust qas coolers 
[AD-744514) p0632 N72-32769 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS AND 
LOGISTICS), WASHINGTON, O.C. 
Navy F-14 aircraft (being constructed by Gru~man 
Aerospace Corporation) 
rPB-199 851-F1 p0206 N72-15983 
ASSOCIATIOB OF BAY AREA GOVERNMENTS, BER~ELEY, CALIF. 
Airport noise and land use analysis 
p0532 N72-29210 
ATLANTIC AYIATION CORP., WILMINGTON, DEt. 
The fixed base operator's inspection 
responsibilities conformance with customers 
inspection proqram 
p0252 N72-18016 
ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP., ALEXANDRIA, VA. 
Advanced fuel systems for ramjet-powered vehicles 
[AD-738634] pOS24 N72-28801 
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES LAB., WHITE SANDS HISSILE 
RlIIGE, N. HEX. 
Fog dissipation techniques for emerqency use 
[AD-739487) p0481 N72-27042 
ATOftIC WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHftENT, ALDERMASTON 
(ENGLAND) • 
Evaluation of 2 possible further developments of 
the UK in-flight radiation warning meter for 
SSTS 
p0223 N72-17719 
AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC., DANBURY, CONN. 
Nondestructive inspection: An aircraft 
maintenance tool of the seventies 
pOOllO N72-11025 
AUTONETICS, ANAHEI!, CALIF. 
IntrOduction to multisensor reconnaissance 
rAO-7 33347) p0259 N72-18464 
AVCO CORP., LOWELL, SASS. 
Biqh temperature compounds for turbine vanes 
(KASA-CR-120966) p0590 N72-31780 
AVCO CORP., WILftINGTON, ftASS. 
Flight instrument and telemetry response and its 
inversion 
(NASA-CR-1768) p0034 N72-10401 
A method for analyzing dynamic stall of 
helicopter rotor blades 
rNASA-CR-2009] p0366 N72-22005 
Skyway paths by "Doppler freguency analysis 
(Skydop), phase 1 
(AO-741807) p0579 N72-30593 
B 
BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABS., ABERDEEI PROVING GROUND, 
HD. 
An experiaental investigation 
turbulent bonndary layer in 
pressure gradient. Part 2: 
experiaental data 
[ AD-729325] 
of the snpersonic 
a moderate adverse 
Analysis of the 
p0158 N72-14310 
Damage criteria for 
(AD-732427 ) 
parked aircraft 
Wind tunnel Magnus testing of 
self-rotating configuration 
[AD-736369) 
p0219 N72-17011 
a canted fin or 
p0366 N72-22012 
Laser Doppler shift velocimeter 
[AD-740652] p0577 N72-30419 
BARRY WRIGaT CORP., ~ATERTO~N, HASS. 
Design, fabrication and testing of two 
electrohydraulic vibration isolation systeas 
for helicopter environments 
( NASA-CR-112052) 
BATTELLE COLUftBUS LABS., OHIO. 
Hot corrosion in gas turbines 
p0368 N72-22022 
(AD-745474) p0645 N72-33557 
BATTELLE ftE!ORIAL IHST., COLUftBUS, OHIO. 
A proposed criterion for aircraft flight in 
turbulence 
(NASA-CR-124834) p0164 P.72-14997 
Sleeve bearing materials and lubricants for 
advanced airfraaes 
rAD- 733705) p0259 N72-18505 
Crack behavior in D6AC steel: An evaluation of 
fracture mechanics data for the f-111 aircraft 
[lD-7377791 p0426 N72-24601 
Investigation of the applicability of the 
free-wing principle to liqht, general aviation 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-2046 ) p0475' N72-26996 
C-7 
BATTELLE-NORTHWEST, 
The 30000 rpm vane pump demonstration 
rAD-73 99361 p0521 1172-28519 
BATTELLE-II0RTHWEST, RICHLAND, WASH. 
Enqineering utility and significance of stress 
corrosion cracking data 
p0341 1172-21901 
BAY AREA AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT, SAN 
FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
Regional airport systems study. Environmental 
studies: Aviation effect on air quality in 
the bay region 
p0034 1172-10361 
'BECHTEL CORP., SAN FRAIICISCO, CALIF. 
Economic studies: Capital cost analysis of 
airport alternatives 
p0429 N72-24985 
BBBCBCRAFT-BAWKER CORP., LOIIDON (ENGLAND). 
Maintaining the BB 125 in the seventies 
p0041 1172-11032 
BELL AEROSPACE CO., BUFFALO, N.Y. 
Desiqn and evaluation of active coolinq systems 
for Mach 6 cruise vehicle winqs 
[NASA-CR-19161 p0251 1172-18010 
Desiqn of a convective coolinq system for a Mach 
6 hypersonic transport airframe 
rNASA-CR-1918) p0251 1172-18011 
Evaluation of active cooling systems for a Mach 
6 hypersonic transport airframe, part 2 
rNASA-CR-1917] p0368 1172-22024 
BELL AEROSYSTEaS CO., BUFFALO, N.Y. 
Flight control system 
rNASA-CASE-MSC-13397-1] p04 36 N72-25595 
BELL BELICOPTBR CO., FORT WORTH, TEX. 
Helicopter fuselage vibration response analysis 
using the hybrid computer 
p0216 N72-16854 
Evaluation of an advanced instrumentation s ystem 
for helicopter rotors 
rAD-740773] p0534 N72-29480 
Large scale wind tunnel investigation of a 
folding tilt rotor 
(NASA-CR-114464] p0573 N72-30013 
Predesiqn report for the rotor systems research 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-1121561 p0639 N72-33020 
A conceptual study of fhe rotor systems research 
aircraft 
[ NASA-CR-112157) 
BENDIX CORP., SIDNEY, N.Y. 
p0639 1172-33021 
Reliable integrated wire termination devices 
(AD-744476) p0626 N72-32245 
BENDIX CORP., SOUTH BEND, IND. 
Component improvement program for aircraft brake 
piston seals 
r AD-72821 6] 
Electronic engine 
exit conditions 
r AD-734542] 
p0094 N72-12437 
control utilizing compressor 
for acceleration control 
p0282 N72-19857 
BEIIDIX CORP., SOUTHFIELD, BICH. 
Investiqation of rotary actuation technique 
(AD-8757521 p0093 N72-12425 
Testinq of a pne umatic servomechanism 
fAD-7383451 p0425 N72-24544 
BENDII CORP., TETERBORO, N.J. 
Experimental display referenced fliqht control 
system with pilot control force steering 
rAD-7318~5] p0206 N72-15980 
A pitch and headinq command technigue for 
control/display systems 
rAD-731804) p0206 1172-15981 
Fault isolation in a diqital guidance and 
control computer 
p0336 N72-21220 
Automatic throttle control for transport 
aircraft with maxima. quadrant position 
limited by engine pressure ratio 
fAD-743314] p0647 N72-33753 
BIOTECBIOLOGY, INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA. 
C-8 
Development of information measure.ent 
techniques for guality assurance of Navy 
aircraft .aintenance 10b aids. part 1: 
Research and development effort 
rAD-725814] p0094 N72-12427 
Develop.ent of infor.ation aeasurement 
technigues for quality assurance of Navy 
aircraft maintenance job aids. Part 2: 
In-process reviev test descriptions and 
procedures 
rAD-7258151 p0094 1172-12428 
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
Development of information measurement 
techniques for quality assurance of Navv 
aircraft maintenance job aids. Part 3: 
In-process review test forms 
rAD-725816] p0094 N72-12429 
Buman factors aspects of air traffic control 
(NASA-CR-1957] p0273 N72-19102 
BLUeE (JOHN A.) AND ASSOCIATES RESEARCH DIV., SAN 
FRANCISCO, CALIP. 
Study and evaluation of ferro-cement for use in 
vind tunnel construction 
rNASA-CR-114501) p0648 N72-33916 
BOCHUe UNIV. (WEST GERI!ANY). 
Investiqations of the rolling dampinq of slender 
wings . 
p0266 N72-19004 
BODENSEEWERK GERAETETECHNIK G.I!.B.B., UEBERLINGEB 
(WEST GEBUlIY). 
Some problems in the development of an automatic 
flight control system for light helicopters 
p0082 1172-11922 
Advanced Doppler inertial navigation system for 
transport helicopter 
p0084 1172-11935 
Angle of attack and thrust control of steep 
approach aircraft 
p0321 1172-20027 
Control and disturbanc~ transfer function of 
longitudinal aircraft motion without automatic 
control 
rDLR-ftITT-71-11] p0366 1172-22010 
BOEING CO., EVERETT, WASH. 
The Boeing 747 fatigue integrity proqram 
p0539 N72-29898 
BOEING CO., I!ORTON, PA. 
Improving the readability of maintenance manuals 
p0039 N72-11021 
BOEING CO., PHILADELPBIA, PA. 
Helicopter development reliability test 
requirements. Volume 1 
[AD-725595 ] 
Design studies and model tests of 
tilt rotor concept. Volume 2: 
design stUdies 
( AD-7294281 
Design studies and model tests of 
tilt rotor concept. Volume 3: 
r AD-7294291 
Design s tudies and model tests of 
p0044 N72-11059 
the stowed 
Component 
p0151 N72-13996 
the stoved 
Appendixes 
p0152 N72-13997 
the stowed 
tilt rotor concept. Volume 1: Parametric 
design stUdies 
( AD-729 427] 
Reduction in vibration of 
using a variable tuning 
p0152 1172-13998 
the CB-47C helicopter 
vibration absorber 
p0216 N72-16874 
Determination of physical and structural 
properties of mixed-modulus composite materials 
(AD-732489) p0222 N72-17549 
An experimental investigation of the helicopter 
rotor blade element airloads on a model rotor 
in the hlade s tall regime 
(NASA-CR-114424] p0251 N72-18005 
The 1/3 scale V/STOL cyclic pitch propellers: 
Results of wind tunnel tests 
[AD-734237 ] 
Four prop tilt win g with 
propellers: Results of 
test/phase 2 
p0271 N72-19039 
cyclic pi tch 
full span wind tunnel 
(AD-734236] p0271 N72-19040 
Cyclic pitch control on a V/STOL tilt wing 
aircraft 
(AD-734068] p0272 N72-19047 
Wind tunnel test of the conversion process of a 
folding tilt rotor aircraft using a semispan 
unpowered model. Volume 4, part 2: Blade 
stress analysis, bench tests, and wind tunnel 
,"odel details 
(AD-735733] p0334 N72-21028 
Design studies and model tests of the stowed 
tilt rotor concept. Volume 8: Summary of 
structural design criteria and aerodynamic 
prediction technigues 
rAD-736021) p0366 1172-22011 
Design studies and .odel tests of .the stowed 
tilt rotor concept. Volume 9: Value 
engineering report 
fAD-736022] p0370 N72-22035 
Wind tunnel test of the conversion process of a 
foldinq tilt rotor aircraft using a seaispan 
CORPORATB SOURCE IID!1 
unpowered model. Volume 4, part 1: Analysis 
and results 
(AD-7356321 p0380 N72-22999 
wind tunnel test of a powered tilt-rotor dynamic 
model on a si.ulated free flight suspension 
system, volume 6 
[1D-7356331 p0380 N72-23000 
Cyclic pitch control on a V/STOL tilt-wing 
aircraft 
[DGLR-71-019] p0381 N72-23012 
Wind tunnel test of a powered tilt-rotor 
perforaance model, volume 5 
[ID-736824] p0419 N72 - 24001 
Wind tunnel test of the aerodynamics and 
dynamics of rotor spin up, stoppinq and folding 
on a semis pan folding tilt rotor model, volume7 
[1D-7368251 p0419 N72-24002 
Acceptability of VTOL aircraft noise determined 
by absolute subjective testing 
(NASA-CR-2043] p0422 N72-24025 
Advanced geometry, g1ass -fiber reinforced 
plastic rotor blade test program 
[ID-738203] p0423 N72-24033 
A comparison of optimal and noise-abatement 
trajectories of a tilt-rotor aircraft 
[RASA-CR-2034] p0467 N72-26025 
Secondary power system study for advanced rotary 
wing aircraft 
(ID-739480] p0482 N72-27069 
CH-47A Band C series helicopter rotor blade 
failure and scrap rate data analysis 
[AO- 739568] p0516 N72-28022 
Regenerative engine powered aircraft design study 
[AD- 741379] p0538 N72-29813 
Helicopter development reliability test 
reguirements. Volume 2: Study parameters 
interrelationship 
[AD- 741377) 
Helicopter develop.ent 
requireaents. Voluae 
p0623 N72-32053 
reliabili ty test 
3: Sensitivity analysis 
p0624 N72-32054 
Evaluation of 
[AO-7422471 
Oil-starvation test program: 
VASCO-X2 steel spiral bevel gears 
[10-744506] p0645 N72 - 33506 
BOEING CO., RENTON, WASH. 
Nacelle cowling of high bypass ratio turbofan 
engines 
[AO-733738] p0264 N72-18789 
Simulator model specification for the augmentor 
winq jet STOL research aircraft 
fNASA-CR-114434] p0367 N72 - 22013 
A design support simulation of the augmentor 
wing jet STOL research aircraft 
[NASA-CR-114435] p0367 N72-22014 
Study covering calculations and analysis of 
sonic boo a during operational maneuvers. 
Volume 3: Description of computer program, 
sonic boom propagation in a stratified 
atmosphere, and estimation of limitation near 
canstics 
(AD-735297J p0380 N72-22997 
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings 
caused by trailing edge control surface 
motions in subsonic compressible flow: 
Analysis and results 
rNASA - CR-20031 p0430 N72 - 24992 
study covering calculations and analysi s of 
sonic boom during operational maneuvers. 
Volume 1: Analysis and computation of 
maneuver effects 
fAD- 7352961 p0432 N72-25011 
Predicted flight characteristics of the 
auqmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft 
[NASA-CR-114463J p0516 N72-28017 
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings 
caused by trailing edge control surface 
motions in subsonic compressible flov: 
Computer progr.am description 
[NASA-CR-1 12015) p0533 N72-29229 
BOEIIG CO., SEATTLE . WASH. 
Facilities, eguipment and tools to support wind 
bodied airplane maintenance in the seventies 
p0040 N72-11023 
Study of aircraft in intra urban transportation 
systems, San Francisco Bay area 
fNASA-CR- 114347] p0052 N72- 11845 
The experimental determination of atmospheric 
absorption from aircraft acoustic flight tests 
f NASA - CR-18911 p0087 N72- 11957 
BOlliG CO . , 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
aircraft aetal struc tures reinforced with 
filaaentary composites. Phase 1: Concept 
development and feasibility 
[NASA- CR-1859) p0160 N72-14 585 
The design, devel o pment , and testing of a 
supersonic transport intake systea 
p0211 N72-16 70 3 
control concept and vind tunnel testing of a 
supersonic intake control system 
p0212 N72-16706 
Plow field analysis of aircraft configurations 
using a numerical solution to the 
three-dimensiona l unified 
supersonic/hypersonic small disturbance 
equations, part 1 
(NASA-CR-1926] p0221 N72- 17207 
Plow field analysis of aircraft configurations 
using a numerical solution to the 
three-dimensional unified 
supersonic/hypersonic small- disturbance 
equations, part 2 
(NASA- CR-19 27] 
Transonic and supersonic test of 
aixed-compression axisymmetric 
[NASA-CR-1977 ) 
An evaluation of randoa analysis 
determination of panel damping 
p0222 
a Mach 
intake 
p0264 
methods 
N72-17208 
2 . 65 
N72-18 7 86 
for the 
[NASA-CR- 114423] p0264 N72-18909 
Study of aircraft in intraurban transportation 
systems , San Francisco ~ay area 
fNASA - CR-2006] p0268 N72- 19021 
Stability and control 747 flight testing 
p0328 N72- 20977 
Study of an intraurban travel demand model 
incorporating c o. muter preference variables 
(NASA-CR-114418] p0378 N72-22980 
Application of poly imide actuator rod seals 
rNASA - CR-120878] p0 425 N72- 24 530 
Cockpit geometry evaluation . Vo l ume 1 : Program 
description and summary 
fAD- 7380061 p0433 N72 - 250 15 
Cockpit geometry evaluation . Volume 3: 
Computer program 
[AD-738007] p0433 N72 - 25016 
Cockpit geometry evaluation. Volume 4: 
Mathematical model 
[AD- 738008] p0433 N72-25017 
Cockpit geometry evaluation. Volume 5 : 
Validatio n 
[AD- 738009 1 p0433 N72 - 250 18 
Study of the application of advanced 
technologies to long range transport aircraft. 
Volume 2: Advanced technoloqy proqram 
reco.mendations 
[NASA-CR-112093] p0464 N72-26007 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
aircraft metal structures reinforced with 
filaaentary composites . Phase 2: Structural 
fatigue , thermal cycling, creep , and resid ual 
strength 
fNASA-CR- 2039] p0475 N72-26939 
Design integration and noise stUdies for jet 
STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Program summary 
fNASA-CR-114471) p0514 N72-28U07 
Analytical investigation of variable camber 
concepts-
[AD- 740369] p0529 N72 - 290 12 
Fatigue design procedure for the American SST 
prototype 
p054 1 N72- 29905 
An advanced concept secondary power systems 
study for an advanced transport technoloqy 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR- 112103] p0575 N72- 3003 1 
Design evaluation criteria for commercial STOL 
transports 
[NASA-CR- 1 1 4~5 41 p0585 N72-31020 
Handling qualities criteria for s upersonic 
transport 
p0620 N72- 32027 
Application study of filamentary composites in a 
commercial jet aircraft fuselage 
f NASA - CR- 112110J p0645 N72- 33561 
BOEI NG CO., WI CH ITA. KANS . 
Study and development of aco ustic treatment for 
i et engine tailpipes 
f NASA - CR- 1853] p0031 N72- 100 43 
C- 9 
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BOEIIG SCIEI~IYIC RESSARC& LABS., 
Additional researcn of low altitude turbulence 
data 
(AD-739875] p0522 K72-28659 
BOEIIG SCIBITIPIC RESEARCB L1BS., SEATTLE. 11SH. 
1 theoretical aodel for the heating of an 
airplane wing froa a lightning discharge 
r D180-14190-1 J p0203 1172-15962 
lnalysis of ground operations at airports 
(lD-733111) p0276 1172-19298 
BOLT. BERAIB~. liD IBlft18. IRC •• ClftBRIDGB. ftASS. 
1 study of the !arkov gaae approach to tactical 
aaneuvering probleas 
(K1S1-CR-1979) p0218 872-17006 
The role of fluctuatiug forces in the generation 
of coapressor noise 
[IIAS1-CR-2012) p0419 872-23991 
Noise from aircraft operations at !iraaar Naval 
Air Station. California and land use 
interpretations 
[AD-740393) p0529 1172-29011 
Noise fro a interaction of flow with rigid 
surfaces: A review of cnrrent status of 
prediction technigues 
f NASA-CR-21261 p0640 1172-33029 
BOLT, BER18E~. lRD NElftlR, IIC •• C1ROGl P1RK, C1LIP. 
Aviation noise evaluations and projections: San 
Francisco Bav area 
[PB-204035) p0254 1172-18035 
Environ.ental studies: Aviation noise 
evaluations and projections, San Prancisco Bay 
region 
p0515 1172- 28013 
BP BBIZII OND PETROLEO! 1.G., ftOIICH (lEST GBB!ARY). 
Synthetic lubricants for supersonic aircraft 
p0050 1172-11701 
BP TR1DIBG LTD •• LORDON (ENGL1RD). 
lircraft fuelling operations and guality control 
p0047 1172-11678 
BRISTOL ORIV. (ENGL1ND). 
Research into slush drag, wheel spray and 
aquaplaning at Bristol Oniversity using small 
pneullatic tyres 
rlRC- R/!- 36821 p0270 1172-19035 
A aethod of improving aircraft ground 
perforaance in slusb and vet conditions 
[lRC-CP-12061 p0432 1172-25009 
BRITISH AIRCR1FT CORP •• FILTOR (E'GLAHD). 
Concorde poverplant develop.ent 
p0211 1172-16705 
Structural testing of concorde aircraft: 
Further report on United ~in9do. tests 
p0542 1172-29916 
BRITISH lIRCR1PT CORP •• PRESTOI (ENGLAIID). 
Jet effects on boat tail pressure drag at 
supersonic speeds 
A siaulator study of direct lift 
p0212 
control 
p0432 
investigation of the 
rolling requirements 
r lRC-CP-1199] 
A flight siaulator 
of turbulence on 
speed 
N72-16708 
1172-25010 
effect 
at low 
(ARC-R/!-3697] p0582 1172-31001 
BRITISH AIRCR1FT CORP., WARTON (EBGLABD). 
General considerations in the applications of 
advanced coaposites 
p0536 1172-29595 
Airfraae applications of advanced composites 
p0536 1172-29596 
BRITISH lIRCRAFT CORP., WEYBRIDGE (EBGLAHD). 
Acoustic testinq, aircraft structures 
p0172 1172-15797 
The corrosion properties of airframe contaminants 
rD-!AT- 179J p0573 1172-30015 
BRITISH EOROPEAN AIRWAYS, LONDON (BNGLAND). 
Detection of structural deterioration and 
associated airline maintenance problems 
p0541 1172-29913 
BOB~ER-RA!O CORP., IESTLA~E VILLAGE, CALIF. 
Control of avionic subsystems: The crew station 
management problem 
rAD-7419451 p0573 1172-30016 
BUREAU OF !ETEOROLOGY. !ELBOORHE (AOSTR1LIA). 
Regional incidence of CAT and the meteorological 
interpretation of routine fliqht load records 
(~ETEOROL- STUDY-21) p0372 N72-22598 
1 single-station analysis of clear air 
turbulence and related atmospheric structure 
r!ETEOROL-STUDY-20) p0372 N72-22599 
C-l0 
CORPOR1TE SOURCE IIDEI 
BORBAO 01 ftIBES, BARTLES'ILLE. OKLA. 
A field survey of emissions froa aircraft 
turbine engines 
[Bft-RI-7634) p0435 872-25584 
BURBAO OP ftINES, PITTSBORGH, PA. 
Fire hazard evaluation of thickened aircraft fuels 
p0049 1172-11669 
Iqnition of aircraft fluids by hot surfaces 
under dynaaic conditions 
[AD-734238] p0283 N72-19964 
Iqnition and fire suppression in aerospace 
vehicles 
(1D-737383] p0390 R72-23966 
c 
CALIFORIIA IRST. OF TECH., PASADEIA. 
Pinite aaplitude waves on aircraft trailing 
vortices 
(AD-737859] p0432 B72-2?012 
CALIPORIIA ORI' •• BER~ELET. 
Lonqer term consequences of the Short Take-Off 
and Landing (STOL) aircraft system 
rNASA-CR-126197) p0619 872-32016 
CALIFORIIA ORIV., BER~ELEY. LAWREICE RADIATION LAB. 
Catalytic reduction of stratospheric ozone by 
nitrogen oxides 
rUCRL-20568) p0045 N72-11334 
CALIFORSIl OBIv., LOS ANGBLES. 
On the prediction and optiaality of aircraft 
aaneuvers associated with approach and landing 
rAD-728325J p0090 N72-11973 
The effects of aircraft dynaaics and pilot 
perforaance on tactical weapon delivery accuracy 
[10-7283241 p0091 N72-12037 
CALIPORNIA ONI' •• RICB!OND. 
Head up display study 
[lD-738591] pOQ71 872-26360 
ClftBRIDGE UBI'. (BBGLlIlD). 
Effects of free streaa turbulence on blade 
performance in a co. pressor cascade 
(CUED/A-TORBO/TR-26) p0109 N72-13266 
The unsteady r.esponse of an axial flow 
coapressor with a distorted inlet flow 
[ABC-CP-1203] pOQ31 N72-25000 
Pressure distributions at ft sub infinity; 3.51 
and at high incidences on four wings with 
delta planfor. 
[ARC-CP-11981 p0476 872-27004 
Boundary-layer suction to eliainate corner 
separation in cascades of aero foils 
[ARC-R/ft-3663) p0534 H72-29244 
Theoretical analysis of fluctuating lift on the 
rotor of an axial turbo.achine 
[ARC-R/ft-3684] p0534 872-29247 
C1NADl CEITRE FOR REftOTE SEISING. OTTAWA (OHT1RIO). 
A review of satellite and aircraft remote 
sensing instrumentation 
p0588 N72-31376 
CANADAIR. LTD •• ftOBTRE1L (QOEBEC). 
Application of V/STOL handling qualities 
criteria to the CL-84 aircraft 
p0620 B72-32023 
CARLETON OBI'., OTTAWA (OBTARIO). 
Intercity passenger trans~ort: 1 syste. design 
optiaization model 
[TR-72-1] p0634 1172-32972 
CERTER FOR RAVAL ANALYSES, ARLIRGTOR, VA. 
The value of time in air travel: Theory and 
evidence 
r AD-725480] 
Dynamic proqraa.ing 
of naval aircraft 
policies 
p0052 N72-11850 
approach to the optiaization 
revork and replace.ent 
[1D-736094J p0334 N72-21031 
CENTRE D' BSSAIS DE PROPOLSEORS, SACLA! (FRANCB). 
Test methods and examples froa the Propulsion 
Test Center 
p0209 N72-16690 
CENTRB D'BSSAIS EN VOL, BRBTIGNY-SOR-ORGB (FRABCB). 
Experience of the French flight test center in 
all-weather helicopter landinq 
p0085 N72-11939 
Soae aspects of flight aeasureaents and 
calibrations 
p0329 N72-20984 
CENTRE NATI08AL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQOE, 
!lEU DOH (FRlBCE). 
Delta wings, with or without trailing edge flap, 
_.J 
COBPOBATB SOOBCB INDBX 
in a rarefied hypersonic gas flow 
rRBPT-71-2] p0149 N72-13980 
CBITBO BBASILBIBO DB PESQOISAS FISICAS, BIO DE 
JAIEIBO. 
Co.munity noise: Sources and different 
society-develop.eDt iaplications 
p0327 N72-20956 
CHRYSLER CORP., HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 
Aeronautical noise suppression at transonic Mach 
numbers 
rNASA-CR-123810] p0575 N72-30245 
CHRYSLEB CORP., 8BW ORLEANS, L1. 
Surface pressure and inviscid flow field 
properties of the !cDonnell-Douglas delta-wing 
orbiter for nominal !ach nUBber of 8, Volume 1 
[NASA-CR-120037-VOL-1] p0201 N72-15942 
CIICIBRATI OIIV., OHIO. 
Siaulation of environmental solid-particles 
trajectoLies and velocities through an axial 
flow co. pressor stage~ and the pressure 
distribution on blades 
[AD-725596] p0097 N72-12798 
CIYIL AEB08BDICAL liST., 0~L1H08A CITY, O~LA. 
Calibration of the Concorde radiation detection 
instrument and .easurements at SST altitude 
(FAA-A8-71-26) p0045 872-11370 
Survival in eaergency escape froa passenger 
aircraft 
[ PAA-1lI-70-161 
Desiqn considerations for i.pact 
p0150 N72-13989 
test facilities 
p0274 872-19150 
Crash survival analysis of 16 agricultural 
aircraft accidents 
rFAA-A!-72-15] p0477 N72-27011 
CIVIL AERONAOTICS BOARD, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Congressional airport congestion study, part 2 
N72-12593 
STOL -
(AD-726061) p0096 
Civil Aeronautics Board planning study. 
VTOL air transportation systeas 
p0174 N72-15925 
Handbook of airline statistics: Data for 
individual carriers, 1962-1970, data for 
carrier qroups, 1926-1970 
p0429 N72-24979 
co •• uter air carrier traffic statistics, year 
endinq 20 June 1971 
p0429 N72-24981 
Re.arks by Secor D. Browne, Chairman, Civil 
Aeronautics Board, before the Econo.ical Club 
of Detroit, Detroit, Kichigan 
p0543 872-29982 
Reaarks by Secor D. Browne, Chairman, Civil 
Aeronautics Board, before the Downtown Rotary 
Club and the Greater Tampa Chamber of 
Co •• ecce, Taapa, Florida 
p0543 1172-29983 
Re.arks by the honorable Robert T. 8urphy, 
me.ber, Civil Aeronautics Board before the 
International Aviation Club, Washington, D. 
c., 21 !arch 1972 
p0581 1172-30978 
Reaarks by Secor D. Browne, chair.an Civil 
AeronaQtics Board before the Royal 
AeronaQtical Society, London, onited Kingdom, 
13 !arch 1972 
p0581 1172-30979 
Service to saa11 co •• unities. Part 1: Local 
service carrier costs and subsidy need 
requirements to serve aarginal routes 
p0584 1172-31016 
Service to saall communities. Part 2: Small 
aircraft and small co •• unities: A historr and 
econoaic analysis 
p0584 1172-31017 
CLB8S01 OilY., S.C. 
Evaluation of minimua variance estimators for 
siqnal derivatives in real noise environments 
(IIASA-CR-112146] p0571 872-29999 
COAST GOIRD, WISHIIGTON, D.C. 
Tests of aircraft naYiqation for saall area 
aapping using miniaum local aids to naviqation 
[AD-740607) p0579 N72-30596 
COLORADO OIIV., BOOLDER. 
Flight safety aspects of radar techniques in 
bird/aircraft collision avoidance 
[AD-732945) p0253 N72-18027 
CORRISSIOI OP OUTDOOR RBCRBATIOI, BICRROID, VA. 
Heliport for the District of Columbia 
p0475 172-26985 
CORIBLL AEROIAOTICAL LAB., IRC., 
COMRISSIOB OF THE EUROpEAB COR!UIITIES, BRUSSELS 
(BELGI08) • 
The aeronautical and space industries of the 
Community compared with those of the onited 
~ingdom and the united States. Volume 4: The 
aeronautical market 
(REPT-7042-VOL-4] p0163 872-14976 
CORRITTEE ON ABRED SEBVICES (U. S. HOUSE). 
Cuban plane incident at Nev Orleans 
~0475 1172-26986 
Cuban plane incident at New Orleans 
p0475 872-26987 
CO!RITTBE 01 CORRBRCE (0. s. SERATE). 
Transportation of qovernment traffic by civil 
air carriers 
r S-REPT-92-503) p0438 1172-25948 
Transportation of government traffic by civil 
air carriers 
p0438 N72-25960 
·Regulation of rates and practices of air 
carriers and foreign air carriers 
p0542 1172-29981 
1I0ise Control Act of 1971 and amendments, part 1 
p0573 872-30014 
COR!ITTEB 01 INTERSTATE AID FOREIGI CORRERCE (U. 
S. HOOSE). 
Airport and airway trust fund 
p0423 1172-24337 
Noise Control Act of 1972 
r H-REPT-92-842) 
COR!ITTEE 01 POST OFFICE IND 
HOUSB) • 
p0525 N72-28975 
CIVIL SERVICE (0. S. 
Career proqram for air traffic controllers 
p0113 1172-13933 
COR!ITTEE 011 POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE (0. S. 
SBNATB) • 
Air traffic control careers 
p0589 N72-31652 
C08!ITTEB ON POBLIC WORKS (0. s. SENATE). 
Appalachian airports 
p0113 
Report to the President and Conqress on 
rS-DOC-92-63) p0578 
CORRITTBB 011 SCIENCE AND ASTROBAOTICS (0. 
1172-13927 
noise 
872-30559 
S. HOUSB). 
Aeronautical research and development 
p0438 
S. HOUSE). 
872-25945 
CO!RITTEE OB THE JUDICIAB! (U. 
Nev Jersey-Nev York Airport commission Compact 
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Advanced technology V/STOL propeller retention 
syste. investigation 
[10-739555J p0481 N72-27047 
HARRY OIlllONO LABS., .1SHIIGTON, O.C. 
Pluidic qenerator syste. to fire aircraft 
rockets environ.entally 
(10-728105] p0093 N72-12241 
H1WKER SIOOELBY ATI1TION, LTO., KINGSTON opoa 
THAIIES (EBGLABO). 
On the possibility of deducing high Reynolds 
nu_ber characteristics using boundary layer 
suction 
p0076 N72-11875 
The Barrier - So.e aspects of V/STOL stability 
and control fliqht testing 
p0328 N72-20980 
HBLLBNIC lIR PORCB GBNBRAL HOSPITAL, lTHENS (GREBCE). 
So.e observations on co. pression fractures of 
the spine in ejected Greek pilots 
p0274 572-19149 
BOBEY.ELL, IIC., ROPKIIS, BIBI. 
Wind tunnel si.ulation of flight vibration and 
acoustic levels on an external store 
p0173 N72-15835 
The develop.ent of shock test criteria for 
aircraft dispenser weapou ejection .echanis.s 
p0216 N72-16834 
The effect of the fin-opening shock environment 
on quided .odular dispenser weapons 
p0474 872-26876 
BOIEY.ELL, IRC., IIIIBEAPOLIS, IlIBB. 
Investigation of display require.ents for 
helicopter IFR .anual for.ation flight under 
various operational and environ.ental conditions 
[10-725209] p0031 572-10044 
Pliqht test of a hydrofluidic three axis daaper 
on a helicopter 
p0085 N72-11937 
An investigation of airhorne displays and 
controls for Search lnd Rescue (51 B). yolu.e 
3: Avionics analysis and syste. synthesis 
[10-728043) p0090 572-11974 
ln investiqation of airborne displays and 
controls for Search lnd Bescue (SA B). Yolu.e 
1: Su •• ary 
[10-728041] p0090 572-11975 
An investigation of airborne displays and 
controls for Search And Rescue (SAR). Volu.e 
2: SlR require.ents and technoloqr survey 
[AO-728042) p0091 N72-11976 
Inteqrated engine instru.entation syste. study: 
selected stUdies on energy .anageaent 
(10-731713] p020B N72-16315 
Three-axis fluidic stability augementation system 
[AO-734343] p0271 N72-19043 
VP opti.ua flight path 
[AD-'134167) p02'12 N72-19046 
Design iaplications of a better viev of the 
multichannel capacity of a pilot 
p0374 N72-22626 
Plight calibration tests of F-8 aircraft for 
opti.al energy cliabs 
[AD-738018J p0423 B72-24035 
1 three-axis fluidic stability augaentation svstea 
[AO-739559J p0481 N72-27045 
Advanced carrier-based air traffic control 
f1D-739713] p0486 N72-27713 
Oesign aethod for fully auqaented systems for 
variable flight conditions 
[10-744491J p0626 872-32068 
HONEYWBLL, INC., ST. PAUL, IIINN. 
Conceptual study to apply advanced fliqht 
control technology to the" coin or tria aircraft 
[10-730571J p0168 N72-15019 
IBF steep angle approach: Effects of wind, 
systea data rate, and continqency event 
'-'1 
CORPORATB SOURCE IJDEX 
variabl es 
(AD-734702 1 p0272 N72-19051 
Display and related system requirements for IFR 
steep approach 
[AO-7362~7 ) 
IFR manual formation flight: 
and investiqation of skill 
system failures 
p0370 672-22038 
Display evaluation 
acguisition and 
rAD-7373131 p0385 N72-23041 
Feasibility study of a bidirectional jet flap 
device for application to helicopter rotor 
blades. Phase 2: Lift controller develop.ent 
(6ASA-TM-X-62152] p0464 672-26010 
Display and system requirements for 
lov-visibility formation fliqht; Summary of 
results 
rAO-740375] p0532 672-29220 
HUGHBS AIRCRAFT co., CULTER CITY, CALIF. 
Guidance and control computer actuated display 
svstea techniques 
p0336 H72-21221 
Development of composite constructions with 
i.proved rain erosion resistance 
rAD-7380791 p0426 672-24616 
Aircraft structural electrical bonding and 
qrounding including lightning effects and 
electrostatic charge buildup on .issiles and 
space vehicles 
rAD-739356] p0480 672-27037 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., FULLBRTON, CALIF. 
Security of the TACC data base study 
(Description of automatic data base security 
techniques) 
[AD-735728] p0336 N72-21234 
Analysis of data base security and access 
limitation requirements for the post 1975 
automated TACC complex: Tabulation of TACC 
secure data 
rAD-735729] p0337 672-21235 
HUGHBS TOOL CO., CULTBR CITY, CALIF. 
Designing helicopters for improved crash 
survivability 
p0274 N72-19141 
A performance application study of a iet-flap 
helicopter rotor 
(6ASA-CR-112030) 
HUMAI BIGINEERING LABS., ABBRDBEN 
Baseline noise measure.ents of 
helicopter 
r AD-7314671 
What color display element 
HIDROIAUTICS, IIC., LAUREL, ftD. 
p0513 N72-28002 
PROTIRG GROUND, MD. 
the OR-58A 
p0206 N72-15985 
p0373 N72-22624 
On the aerodynamics of wake vortices 
(AD-744860] p0636 672-32998 
BIDROSPACB RBSEARCH CORP., SAB DIBGO, CALIF. 
Noise reductions achieved on a 720-023B aircraft 
using a tvo-segment approach 
(NASA-CR-114417) p0250 N72-18001 
~easure.ent and analysis of noise from four 
aircraft in level flight (727, KC-135, 
707-320B and DC-9) 
(AD-739870) p0482 N72-27050 
obtained daring visual 
evaluation in 747 aircraft 
p0515 N72-28010 
Noise aeasureaents 
approach monitor 
(NASA-CR-114478] 
ILLIIOIS liST. Of TBCH., CHICAGO. 
Visualization of unsteady flow over oscillating 
airfoils 
(AD-738304) p0434 N72- 25320 
ILLIIOIS UBIT., CHICAGO. 
Principles of increaental forging, phase 2 
rAD-729012) pOll0 172-13434 
ILLINOIS URIT . , URBAIA. 
A flight dyna.ics evaluation of a Singer-Link 
GAT-2 as a quasi-si.ulator with control 
.odifications 
(AD-731135] p0169 N72-15252 
The frequency separated display principle, phase 3 
(AD-735915] p0334 N72-21027 
Theoretical deter.ination of the pressure 
distribution on a lifting, subsonic delta wing 
of arbitrary aspect ratio 
p0379 K72-22992 
Response of flight vehicles to nonstationary 
rando. at.ospheric turbulence 
p0381 N72-23006 
IRTERIATIOIAL BUSIIESS RACHISES CORP., 
I!PERIAL COLL. OF SCIERCE AND TECHNOLOGY, L06DON 
(BNGLAND) • 
Transmission of low frequency jet pipe sound 
throuqh a nOZZle flow 
(JEFW/69] p0034 672-10252 
Jet noise at very low and very high speed 
p0034 672-10253 
A three component gun tunnel balance deSigned 
for testing tqin delta wings 
(ARC-R/ft-3664] p0046 172-11375 
Gun tunnel force measurements on some thin delta 
wings suitable for hypersonic cruisinq flight 
rARC-CP-114 8] p0080 672-11905 
A computer program for the calculation of 
boundary layer development 
(IC-AERO-71-24) p0158 172-14308 
Tvo aore vind tunnels driven by aerofoil-type 
centrifuqal blowers 
rIC-AERO-72-10] p0468 N72-26208 
IMSTITUT D'AEROM08IE SPATIALE DE BELGIQUE, BRUSSELS. 
Nitrous oxide in the stratosphere 
rA-R- 90-1971) p0159 N72-14382 
The production of nitric oxide in the 
stratosphere by oxidations of nitrous oxide 
(aEPT-101] p0469 N72-26287 
IISTITUT FRANCAIS DE PETROLB, GRENOBLE (FRARCE). 
synthesis and properties of esters of 
tetraaethyl-2,2-7,7 octane diol-l,8 
p0050 672-11696 
IISTITUT FRANCO-ALLE!AKD DE RECHERCHES, ST. LOUIS 
(fRANCE) . . 
Aircraft booa distribution during supersonic 
flight in guiet atmosphere. Part 2: 
Horizontal turn at constant velocity 
rISL-12/70) p0081 672-11914 
Survey of the activities of the Institut 
FranCO-Allemand de Recherches in the field of 
aeronautics 
[ISL-32/711 p0587 N72-31292 
IISTITUTE FOR DEFBaSE ABALISES, ARLIIGTON, TA. 
Cost growth and productivity in Buropean 
aerospace development programs 
(AD-725478] p0037 172-10992 
An estimate of the power reguired to eliminate 
trailing vortices by suction 
rIDA-LOG-HQ-69-10164) p0337 N72-21290 
IBSTITUTE fOR TELBCO!ftUNICATIOB SCIERCES, BOULDER, 
COLO. 
interference predictions for VHF/UHF air 
navigation aids (supple.ent to IER 26-ITSA 26 
and ERL 13S-ITS 95) 
(AD-7184651 p0171 172-15598 
IRSTITUTE OF ATIATION ftBDICINE, FUERSTEBFELDBRUC~ 
(WEST GER!ABY). 
Aircraft accident in1uries and aircraft accident 
reconstruction 
p0273 N72-19123 
IISTRU!ERT PILOT IRSTRUCTOR SCROOL, RAIDOLPH AFB, 
TEl. 
Evaluation of 
ADI and aSI 
r AD-737121] 
.odification proposal to increase 
lightinq on T-38 aircraft 
Crev duties, mode and 
(AD-740502 J 
IITERAGEICI COftftITTBE 01 
WASHI6GTOI, D.C. 
p0385 N72-23043 
function study 
p0529 N72-29014 
TRARSPORTATIOI SBCURITI, 
Cargo security equip.ent applications guide 
IBTBRftOUITAII FORBST 
ftISSOULA, ftOIT. 
p0526 R72-28985 
lBD RARGE EXPERIRERT STATIOR, 
Airborne infrared forest fire detection system 
(AD-726953] p0034 672-10396 
IJTBRIATIOIAL BUSIRESS ftACHIRES CORP., 
GAITHBRSBURG, ftD. 
North Atlantic satellite ATC-center study 
(PB-204862) p0340 N72-21642 
IITERIATIORAL BUSIBESS ftACHIBES CORP., OWBGO, B.I. 
Computers for the guidance and control of 
tactical aircraft 
Range-Only !ultiple 
(ROftANS) 
( AD-738696] 
IIT!RI1TIOIAL BUSIIESS 
PHILlDRLPHIA, PA. 
p0336 N72-21227 
Aircraft Navigation System 
p0472 672-26527 
!!lCHIIES CORP., 
A technique for the solution of massive set 
coverinq proble.s, with application to airline 
crev scheduling 
C-19 
IOVA STATB UNIV. OF SCIENCB AND TBCHNOLOGY, 
[TR-320-3004] p0321 N72-20099 
Airline crew schedulinq: The non-mathematical 
problem 
rTR-320-3006] p0322 N72-20100 
IOWA STATE UNIV. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, A~ES. 
Numerical solution of flow fields behind 
rectangular wings 
rNASA-CR-126214] p0365 N72-21998 
ISRAEL PROGRA" FOR SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATIONS, LTD., 
JERUSALEII. 
New variational methods in flight dynamics 
rNASA-TT-F-657] p0 170 N72-15560 
ITT AVIONICS, NUTLEY, N.J. 
Computers for loran CID and omega navigation and 
qui dance systems 
p0336 N72-21225 
J 
JAPAN BROADCASTING CORP., TOKYO. 
The NHK helicopter color camera 
rNHK-LABS-NOTE-1421 p0109 N72-13360 
JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIF. INST. OF TECH., PASADENA. 
An anechoic chamber facility for investigating 
aerodynamic noise 
rNASA-CR-128038} p0576 N72-30249 
JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, ARLINGTON, VA. 
Some characteristics of the hydrodynamics of an 
engine of the flapping wing type 
p0423 N72-24118 
Investigation of the influence of oxidation 
resistant coatings on the fatigue strength of 
heat resistant alloy 
[JPRS-55972] p0426 N72-24608 
Investiqation of failure of gas turbine vanes 
under influence of thermal cycles 
p0428 N72-24815 
Statistical evaluation of characteristics of 
heat-resistant materials for gas turbine engines 
rJPRS-56002] p0428 572-24824 
Increase in reliability of gas turbine engines 
rJPRS-55987J p0428 N72-24825 
Fatigue stren~th of models of gas turbine vaneS 
durinq programmed te~perature change 
approximatinq the optional change 
p0428 N72- 24826 
Investigation of the condition of turbine disc 
material after operation 
p0428 N72-24827 
Geographical limitations of an approximate 
compensation of airplane magnetic fields 
p0434 N72-25435 
The IIneVes" of an airport 
rJPRS-56463] p0486 572-27705 
Ensnring reliable performance of aircraft engine 
parts 
rJPRS-566741 p0538 N72-29809 
solution of the problem of an airfoil of 
arbitrary plan configuration moving near a 
ground- effect surface 
rJPRS-56629) p0571 N72-29996 
Aviation qas-turbine engines in pover engineering 
rJPRS-56581] p0580 N72-30779 
Aeronautical instruments 
rJPRS-56624] p0589 N72-31452 
Conditions of adjustment of an aircraft vertical 
indicator 
spatial orientation theory 
p0589 N72-31453 
p0589 N72-31454 
Aeronautic navigation equipment 
rJPRS-51241] p0589 N72-31639 
Reports from the higher educational 
institutions: Aviation tecbnology 
rJPRS-57100] p0618 N72-32005 
On the influence of the compressibility of air 
on the aerodynamic characteristics of a winq 
.oving close to the earth's surface at 
subsonic speeds 
p0618 N72-32006 
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of lifting systems composed of rectangular wings 
p0618 N72-32007 
On the nonlinear theory of liftinq surfaces 
p0618 N72-32008 
Calculating the downwash angles he hind wings 
with small spanchord ratios 'moving at subsonic 
sgeeds, according to uonlinear theory 
p0618 N72-32009 
C-20 
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
Beading indicating and automatic flight control 
systems on airplanes of the civil aviation 
service 
(JPRS-57031] p0630 N72-32640 
JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Systems of aircraft automatic control 
(JPRS- 5~3321 pOO~2 572-11039 
On utilizing t ;le kinetic energy of the jet of a 
turbojet engine to provid e an additional 
lifting force on the wing s of the aircraft 
rJPRS-54785) p0100 N72-12984 
High altitude equipment for civil aviation 
aircraft 
rJP RS -55Q 54] p0322 N72-20107 
Dual antenna method of suppressinq reflections 
from underlying surface 
(JPRS-55908J p0386 N72-23126 
K 
KAMAN AEROSPACB CORP., BLOOMFIELO, CONN. 
A full- scale experimental feasibility st udy of 
helicopt~r rotor isolation usinq the dynamic 
antiresonant vibration isolator 
(AD-7293171 p0110 N72-13435 
KONGSBERG VAPENFABRIKK A/S (NORWAY). 
The analysis of a subsonic axisymmetric inlet 
for compressor matchi,ng 
p0213 N72-167 14 
l 
LABOR!TOIRE DE RECHERCHES BALISTIQUES ET 
AERODYN!MIQUES, VERNON (FRANCE). 
Evaluation of the Kearfott qyroscope, type 
qyroflex, mod. 2: Results obtained with the 
qyroscope no. 34 41 
[LRBA-E-209-NT- 1/SIE] p0521 N72- 28479 
L!BORATORIO DE ACOSTIC! E SONICA, SAO PAULO (BRAZIL). 
Ultrasonic inspection of viscount aircrafters 
ioints and lugs 
(TR-7105.512J p0434 N72-25461 
LABOHATORIOM FOER BETRIEBSFESTIGKEIT, DARMSTADT 
(WEST GERMANY). 
Statistical analysis of mission profile 
parameters of transport aircraft 
(TB-88] p0480 N72-27035 
Optimization of the bolted joint wing lower 
surface-wing body fitting of a military aircraft 
(TB-95) p0525 N72-28908 
statistical analysis of mission profile 
pa rameters of civil transport airplanes 
p0541 N72-29911 
The fatigue life of safe life structures. An 
Australian approach 
[TR- 98l p0648 N72-33922 
LBACH CORP., AZUSA, CALIF. 
Air traffic control voice recorder development 
(AD-731562J p0256 N72-1 8180 
LEAR SIEGLER, INC., CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Brusbless dc starter generator 
[AD-738707] p0468 N72-26041 
LINCOLN LAB., MASS. INST. OF TECH., LEXINGTON. 
Air traffic centro I 
[AD-7 25743] p0035 N72-10 54 3 
Air traffic control 
[AO-730 60 1] p0171 N72-15601 
Study of antenna pattern couverage for a UHF 
antenna system on an aircraft 
[AD-732914] p0220 N72-17126 
Technical development plan for a discrete 
address beacon system 
[AO-732585] p0223 N72-17598 
ATe surveillance/communication analysis and 
planning: Transponder test program 
[FAA-RD-72-30] p0376 N72-22649 
Air traffic control 
[AD-735322J p0377 N72-22657 
Interrogation scheduling for the discrete 
address beacon syste. 
[AD- 737294J p0389 N72-23671 
Air traffic control 
[AD- 740877J p0537 N72-29676 
Parallel approach surveillance 
[ATC-13] p0578 N72-30587 
Air traffic control 
[AO-744826] p0647 N72-33645 
LITCHFORD SYSTEIIS. 10BTHPORT, N.Y. 
Broadcast control of air traffic 
CORPORATB SOURCB IIDBI 
(NASA-CB-124696] pOlll N72-13580 
Broadcast control of air traffic 
[N151-CB-125807] p0280 N72-19718 
Broadcast control of air traffic 
(NASA-CB-12615 7) p0373 N72-22620 
Broadcast control of air traffic 
(NASA-CR- 12745 2) . p0522 N72-28662 
LITTLE (ARTHUR D.), IIC., CARBRIDGE, RASS. 
Factors influencing capacity and efficiency in 
air traffic control 
(AO-737513) p0427 N72-24683 
Continuing studies of air traffic control system 
capacity, 1970-1971 
(PAA-RO-7 2-2) p0 472 N72- 26524 
Illustrative applications of air traffic control 
s ystem capacity stud y methodology 
(AO- 738892] pG 48 6 N72-27710 
LITTON SYSTRRS, IRC., YAN NUYS, CALIF. 
The integrated cockpit procedure for identifying 
control and display reqUirements of aircraft 
in advanced time periods 
p0373 N72-22625 
LITTON SYSTE!S, IIC., iOODLAID BILLS, CALIP. 
Light e v aluat ion of Inertial/D~E/D"E map display 
system 
[AO-,350151 p0326 N72-20596 
LIVERPOOL UBIV. (ERGLAND). 
The performance of axial-flow compressors of 
differing blade aspect rat i o 
(ARC-CP-1179] p0277 N72-19331 
LOCKHEEO RISSILES ARD SPACB co., HUNTSYILLE, ALA. 
Application of the vortex distribut ion technique 
to three- dimensional bodies moving through an 
incompressible fluid 
(AO-732953) p0324 N72- 20333 
LOCKHEED 8ISSILES ARD SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
Aircraft and missile radar units utilized to 
combat an airborne enemy 
p0256 N72-1 8158 
Flow field predictions for a s l ab de l ta wi ng at 
incidence 
An assessment 
analysis of 
(AO-735726] 
p0327 N72-20851 
of current capability for computer 
sbell structures 
On the problem of proqrammed 
vehicle motion 
p0341 N72-21941 
control of flying 
p0384 N72-23028 
On the guest ion of errors of an inertial 
navigation system constructed on the basis of 
a qyro horizon 
p0472 N72- 26522 
LOCKHEEO !ISSILES ANO SPACE CO., SUNNYVALE, CALIP. 
Review of delta wing space shuttle vehicle 
dynamics 
rNASA-CR-1153571 p020 1 N72-15941 
Textile mechanicai elements in aerospace vehicle 
parachute systems 
p0471 N72-26382 
LOCKHEBD-CALIFORNI! CO., BURBANK. 
Study of a i rcraft in intraurban transportation 
systems, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-114 3401 p0036 N72-109 84 
Study of aircraft in intraurban transportation 
systems, volume 2 
(NASA-CR-114341J p0036 N72-1 0985 
Study of aircraft in intrauroan transportation 
systems , volume 3 
rNASA-CR-114342] p0036 N72-10986 
Study of aircraft in intra urban transportation 
systems. Volume 4: Appendix 
fNASA -CR-114 343) 
Streamlined L-1011 
p0036 N72-10987 
fault isolation technigues 
p0040 N72-110 28 
Advanced anti-torgue concepts study 
(AO-7 31493) p0206 N72-1 5982 
Sonic fatigue resistao.ce of struct ures 
incorporating a constrained viscoelastic core 
. p02 16 N72-16865 
Characteristics of hingeless rotors with hub 
moment feedback controls including 
exverimental rotor frequency response, 
(NASA-CR- 1144 27 J p0253 
Characteristics of hingeless rotors with 
moment feedback controls including 
Volum e 1 
N72-1 8024 
hub 
experimental rotor frequency response, . Volume 2 
(NASA-CR-11 4428J p0253 N72- 18025 
study of aircraft in intraurban transportation 
systems 
II!GllnOI CO., 
(NASA-CR-1991J p0467 N72-26024 
Adaptation of NASTRAN to an integrated system of 
structural design analysis 
p0633 N7 2-3 2885 
LOCKHBEO-GBORGIA co., DA8S0BVILLE. 
Stability and control of helicopters in steep 
approaches. Volume 4: Oerivatives and 
transfer functions for the AH- 56! co.pound 
helicopter and data on low a l titude turbulence 
revresentation 
f AO-730363) p0155 N72-14020 
LOCKHEBD-GBORGIA CO., IIARIBTTA. 
8athematical model for two-dimensional 
multi-component airfoils in viscous flow 
(NASA-CR-1843-SUPPL.] p0038 N72-11 010 
Simulation o f full scale flight aerodynamic 
characteristics by tests in existing transonic 
wind tunnels 
p0076 N72-11 873 
C-130: Results of center wing residual strength 
and c r ack propagation test program 
[NASA-CR-112008) pOl12 N72-1 3884 
Study of the application of advanced 
technoloqies to long-range transport aircraft. 
Volume 2 : Research and development requirements 
(NASA-CR-112089] p0514 N72-28003 
Residual strenqtb and c4ack propaqation tests on 
C-130 airplane center winqs with 
service-imposed fatique damaqe 
(NASA-CR-2075] p0525 N72-28899 
Annealed foil fatigue sensor development 
(AO-743968] • p0624 N72 - 32058 
Three dimensional compressible boundary-layer 
computations for a finite swept wing 
(NASA -C R-1121 58] p064 4 N72- 33272 
LONDON UNIV. (ENGLANO). 
Criteria for stall and post stall qyrations 
p0620 N72-32029 
LORD RPG. CO., ERIE, PA. 
Improving reliability and eliminating 
maintenance with elastomeric dampers for rotor 
systems 
p0214 N72-16778 
LOS ALA 80S SCIENTIPIC LAB., N.RBX. 
Results of polarization observations of the 
outer corona from a jet aircraft 
rLA- DC-1 2495] p0098 N72-1 2812 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIV. OP TECHNOLOGY (ENG LAND). 
On the in fluence of camber and non planar vortex 
wake on aerofoil characteristics in qround 
effect 
(TT- 71-12] p020 1 N72-1 5947 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIY., BATOR ROUGE. 
Optimization studies of aircraft control variables 
(AD-7 25069J p0031 N72-10042 
Spectral anal ysis of transient data with 
application to auto-pi l ot parameter studies 
[AO-725068] p0035 N72-10501 
LTV AEROSPACE CORP., DALLAS, TEX. 
Harnessing the digital computer for aircraft 
maintenance 
p0040 N72-11022 
Projected maintainability ad vantaqes of solid 
state electrical power management and solid 
state contactless switching s ystems 
p0041 N72-11034 
Vectored thrust in air combat 
p0210 N72-16694 
LTV AEROSPACE CORP., HA8PTOH, VA. 
Aircraft systems design studies employing 
advanced transport technologies 
(NASA-CR-112181] p0638 N72- 33013 
LUCAS GAS TURBINE EQUIPMENT, LTO., BURNLEY (ENGLARO). 
Fuel related problems in aircraft fuel systems 
p0047 N72-11677 
LUOWIG-8AIIRILIANS-UNIVERSITAT , RUNICH (WEST 
GERIIANY) • 
An airborne eight c hannel step- scan radiometer 
f BMBW-F B-W-7 2-1 3] p0520 N72-28445 
M 
BAGNAYO! CO., SILVER SPRING, !O. 
Multipath/RFI/modulation study for DRSS-RFI 
p~oblem: Voic e coding and i ntelligibility 
t esting for a satellite-based air traffic 
c ontroi system 
(NASA-CR-122432] p0485 N72- 27701 
C-21 
I 
l 
BAa~x. BAaXITTA CORP., 
BlaTII B1RIITTl CORP., B1LTIBORI, BD. 
Pilot safety for the I-2ql lifting hody vehicle 
pOll39 N72-25969 
Coaplete solution for lifting wings with 
parabolic tips 
flD-I1118831 p0521 112-29002 
B1BTII B1BIITTA CORP., DII'IB, COLO. 
Center for High Energy Foraing 
flD-137719) pOll25 172-211542 
Insulation systeas for liguid aethane fuel tanks 
for supersonic cruise aircraft 
(IASA-CR-120930) p0473 172-26545 
B1SSACHOSITTS liST. OF TECH., C1BHBIOGE. 
On optiaal scheduling and air traffic control in 
the near terainal area 
(NASA-CR-12116110) p0095 N72-12580 
Investigation of rotor blade tip-vortex 
aerodyna.ics 
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rNASA-TH-X-2466) p0102 N72-12994 
General aviation: The seventies and beyond 
p0104 N72-13013 
A fliqht investiqation of steady state and 
dynamic pressure phenomena in the air inlets 
of supersonic aircraft 
rNASA-TH-X-674951 p0212 N72-16709 
Exploratory flight investiqation of aircraft 
response to the wing vortex wake qenerated by 
iet transport aircraft 
rNASA-TN-D-66S51 p0250 N72-18003 
Flight-determined characteristics of an air 
intake system on an F-111A airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-6679] p0265 N72-18996 
Lov-lift-to-drag-ratio approach and landing 
stUdies using a CV-990 airplane 
rNASA-TN-D-6732) p0268 N72-19022 
Determination of stability derivatives from 
flight data using a Newton-Raphson 
.inimization technique 
[NASA-TN-D-6S79) p0279 N72-19659 
Experimental investiqation of Mach 3 cruis e 
heatinq simulations on a representative winq 
structure for fliqht loads aeasureaent 
rNASA-TN-D-6749) p0283 N72-19922 
Techniques for the evaluation of air-breathinq 
propulsion systems in full-scale fliqht 
(NASA-Tft-X-68305) p0329 N72-20983 
Liftinq body flight-test technigues 
[NASA-TH-X-68306] p0329 N72-20986 
Terminal guidance system 
[NASA-CASE-FRC-10049-1] p0339 N72-21632 
In-fliqht pi10t evaluations of the flyioq 
qualities of a four-engine 1et transport 
(NASA-TN-D-6811) p0368 N72-22026 
Flight-determined derivatives and dynamic 
characteristics of the CV-990 airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-6777] p0383 N72-23027 
Flight calibration of compensated and 
uncompensated pi tot-static airspeed probes and 
application of the prohes to supersonic cruise 
vehicles 
(NASA-TN-D-68271 p0421 N72-24016 
Lonqitudinal aerddynamic characteristics of 
light, tvin-enqine, propeller-driven airplanes 
rNASA-TN-D-6800) p0464 N72-26006 
Ground and fliqht test methods for determininq 
liait cycle and structural resonance 
characteristics of aircraft stability 
auqmentation systems 
[NASA-TN-D-6867) p0465 N72-26017 
Statistical survey of XB-70 airplane responses 
and control usaqe with an illustration of the 
application to handlinq qualities criteria 
rNASA-TN-D-68721 p0477 N72-27013 
Analysis of an electrohydraulic aircraft control 
surface servo and comparison with test results 
rNAsA-TN-D-6928) p0572 N72-30002 
Pliqht measurements of buffet characte ristics of 
the F-104 airplane for selected winq-flap 
deflections 
rN!SA-TN-D-69431 p0572 N72-30004 
Fliqht investiqation of the roll require ments 
for transport airplanes in the landinq approach 
rNAsA-TN-D-70621 . p0638 N72-33019 
NATIONAL AERONAOTICS AND SPACE ADftINISTRATIOB. 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, ftD. 
position location system and method 
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] p0091 N72-12080 
Location identification systea 
rNASA-CASE-ERC-10324) p0433 N72-25173 
NASA halloon: Aircraft ranqinq, data and voice 
experi.ent 
rNASA-Te-X-65906) 
An adaptive narrov band frequency 
voice communication system 
p0436 N72-25601 
modulation 
p0437 N72-2S783 
Apparatus 10r controlling the temperature of 
balloon borne equipment 
rNASA-CASE-GSC-11620-11 p0644 N72-33379 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADftINISTRATION. 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, LANGLEY STATION, VA. 
variable geometry rotor system 
rNASA-CASE-LAR-105571 p0039 N72-11018 
Three-track runway and taxiway profiles measured 
at International Airports E and F 
[NASA-TN-D-65671 p0041 N72-11038 
contribution to methods for calculatinq th e flow 
about thin liftinq winqs at transonic speeds: 
Analytic expressions for the far field 
rNASA-TN-D-6530) p0045 N72-11289 
Compressive behavior of titanium alloy 
skin-stiffener specimens selectively 
reinforced vith boron-aluminum composite 
rNASA-TN-D-65481 p0046 N72-11428 
Electronic strain level counter 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10756-11 p0051 N72-11803 
A nuaerical method of calculatinq the 
boundary-induced interference in slotted or 
perforated wind tunnels of rectangular cross 
C-25 
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section 
[8ASA-TR-R-3791 p0073 872-11853 
Reynolds number require.ents for valid testinq 
at transonic speeds 
fNASA-T8-X-674121 p0074 872-11859 
Transonic free-fliqht .odel testinq at large scale 
fNASA-T!-I-674161 p0077 872-11878 
1 facility concept for hiqh Reynolds nu.ber 
testinq at transonic speeds 
[RASA-T!-X-674181 p0077 872-11880 
Co.parison of several .ethods for esti.ating low 
speed stability derivatives 
fRASA-T8-D-65311 p0079 B72-11896 
Ground noise .easnre.ents durinq landing, 
take-off, and flyby operations of a 
four-engine turbopropeller STOL airplane 
fRAS1-TR-D-6486] p008& 872-11948 
Deploy.ent loads data fro. a free-flight 
investigation of all fleIible par~wings havinq 
371.612 sg meters (4000 sq feet) of wing area 
fNAS1-T8-X-2326] p0087 872-11956 
Simulation of fliqht .aneuver-load distributions 
by utilizing stationary, non-Gaussian rando. 
load histories 
fNASA-TN-D-65701 p0098 872-12908 
Su •• ary of spin technoloqy as related to liqht 
qeneral-aviation airplanes 
[N1SA-TN-D-65751 pOl01 R72-12990 
Vehicle technoloqy for civil aviation: The 
seventies and beyond 
fRASA-SP-292] pOl02 B72-12995 
vehicle technology for civil aviation: The 
seventies and beyond. ~eynote address 
pOl02 R72-12996 
High-lift aerodyna.ics 
pOl02 872-12997 
Subsonic and transonic aerodynaaic research 
pOl02 872-12998 
Supersonic aerodyna.ic technoloqy 
pOl02 N72-12999 
Hypersonic airplane aerodynamic technology 
pOl03 1172-13000 
Hypersonic air-breathinq propulsion systeas 
pOl03 872-13003 
Structures technoloqy for hypersoniC vehicles 
pO 1 03 N72-13004 
8aterials application to civil aircraft 
structures in the seventies and beyond 
pOl03 872-13005 
Fatique and fracture 
pOl03 872-13006 
Auto.ated design .ethods in structural technology 
pOl04 872-13007 
Advanced active controls technology 
pOl04 N72-13008 
The airport-airplane interface: The seventies 
and beyond 
pOl04 N72-13009 
Advanced avionic systeas 
pOl04 N72-13011 
Trends in aircraft Doise alleviation 
pOl04 N72-13012 
Rotorcraft applications and technoloqy 
pOl05 N72-13015 
Subsonic-transonic transport aircraft projections 
pOl05 N72-13017 
The second-qeneration supersonic transport 
pOl05 1172-13019 
Hypersonic transports 
pOl05 872-13020 
Co.puter prograa for calculating supersonic flow 
on the windward side conical delta wings by 
the method of lines 
fNASA-T8-X-2438] pOl09 N72-13271 
luto.ated preliminary design of si.plified winq 
structures to satisfy strength and flutter 
requirements 
(NASA-TN-D-65341 pOl12 1172-13887 
Wind tunnel study of slot spoilers for direct 
lift control 
fNASA-TN-D-6627] p0149 N72-13978 
The determination of the qeometries of 
aultiple-eleaent airfoils optiaized for 
maIi.um lift coefficient 
f81SA-TM-X-675911 p0164 N72-14992 
static lonqitudinal aerodynaaic characteristics 
of clo~e-coupled wing-canard confiqurations at 
ftach nuwbers fro. 1.60 to 2.86 
[NAS1-TN-D-6597] p0165 N72-15000 
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Measured vibration ride environ.ents of an STOL 
aircraft and a high speed train 
[NASA-TM-I-67586] p0174 872-15841 
Co.parison of hinge .oaents for a si.ple delta 
winq and a delta-wing orbiter concept at !ach 6 
fNASA-T8-D-6657] p0218 872-16997 
Ditchinq investiqation of a 1/30-scale dyna.ic 
model of a heavy 1et transport airplane 
flllSA-TM-I-2445] p0218 872-17005 
Investigation of aircraft tire da.age resulting 
fro. touchdown on grooved runway surfaces 
flllSA-T8-D-6690] p0219 1172-17007 
Radiation .easure.ents and doses at SST altitudes 
p0223 1172-17721 
Evaluation of .assless-spring .odeling of 
suspension-line elasticity during the 
parachute unfnrling process 
[8ASA-TN-D-6671] p0224 
Aerodyna.ic characteristics of a six-jet 
confiquration with four swing-out lift 
the transition speed range 
N72-17930 
Y/STOL 
1ets in 
f8ASA-T!-X-2060] p0251 872-18007 
Effects of ground proximity on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a siI-jet V/STOL 
configuration with four swing-out lift 1ets 
f8ASA-Tft-X-2212] p0251 1172-18008 
Investigation of an automatic spin prevention 
system for fighter airplanes 
fN1SA-TN-D-6670] p0252 N72-18012 
Lonqitudinal 'stability and control derivatives 
of a jet fiqhter airplane eItracted fro. 
flight test data hy ntilizing .aIi.u. 
likelihood esti.ation 
(NASA-TN-D-6532] 
Effect of limited amplitude 
.otion on vane-controlled 
syste. 
p0252 R72-18013 
and rate of flap 
qust alleviation 
[NASA-TII-o-67331 p0265 872-18995 
A wind-tunnel evaluation of analytical 
techniques for predicting static stability and 
control characteristics of flexible ai·rcraft 
[NASA-TN-D-66561 p0266 1172-19001 
Aerodyna.ic paraaeters of the 8avion airplane 
extracted frow flight 
fNASA-TN-D-66431 p0268 N72-19019 
Determination of angles of attack and sideslip 
fro. radar data and a roll-stabilized platfora 
[1I1SA-T!-X-2514] p0280 N72-19721 
Ground noise aeasureaents during flyover hover, 
landing, and take-off operations of a standard 
and a .odified H8-438 helicopter 
flllSl-Tft-X-2226] p0318 1172-20005 
Definition and application of longitudinal 
stability derivatives for elastic airplanes 
[NASA-T8-D-6629] p0318 872-20006 
Noise measurements of .odel jet-aug.ented lift 
sTsteas 
fRASA-TN-D-67101 p0319 1172-20011 
EIploratory investigation of factors affecting 
the winq tip vortex 
fNASA-Tft-X-2516] p0327 N72-20970 
Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute 
fabric 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-l0776-1] p0331 N72-21004 
Pressure-tight seal for super alloy 
fNASA-CASE-LAR-10170-11 p0338 872-21471 
Exploratory investigation of lift induced on a 
swept wing by a two-di.ensional partial-span 
deflected jet at ftach nu.bers from 0.20 to 1.30 
f8ASA-T!-X-2529] p0365 N72-21997 
Soae effects of eIternal stores on the static 
stability of fighter airplanes 
f llASA-T·!I-D-6775] p0366 N72-22003 
Three-track runway and taIiway profiles measured 
at international airports G and H 
[IIASA-TN-D-66801 p0368 N72-22023 
Supersonic aerodynamic damping and oscillatory 
stability in pitch and yaw fro a model of a 
variable-sweep fiqhter airplane with twin 
vertical tails 
fIlASA-Tft-X-2555] 
Variable geometry wind tunnels 
p0369 N72-22027 
fNASA-CASE-XLA-07430] p0371 N72-22246 
Nonplanar .ethod for predicting inco.pressible 
aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular wings 
with circular-arc ca.ber · 
f8ASA-TM-X-67791] p0379 872-22995 
Vehicle Technology for Civil lviation: The 
Seventies and Beyond 
CORPOR1TB SOURCB IBDBX 
rNASA-SP-292-SUPPL] p0390 N72-23974 
A fliqht evaluation of a vectored thrust iet 
V/STOL airplane durinq simulated instrument 
approaches using the Kestrel (XV-61) airplane 
[NAS1-TN-D-67911 p0420 N72-24012 
Performance of an aircraft tire under cyclic 
braking and of a currently operational 
antiskid braking system 
rNASA-TN-D-6755] p0421 N72-24014 
1nalysis of VGH data from two types of 
four-engine airplanes in commercial cargo 
service 
rNAS1-TN-D-6790] p0421 N72-24015 
Tabulated pressure measurements on a large 
subsonic transport model airplane with hiqh 
bypass ratio, powered, fan iet engines 
(NASA-T~-X-2530) p0421 N72-24020 
Procedure for estimating stability and control 
parameters from fliqht test datd by usinq 
maximum likelihood methods employinq a 
real-time digital system 
rNAsA-TN-n-67351 p0426 N72-24625 
A survey of NASA Lanqley studies on high-speed 
transition and the quiet tunnel 
rNASA-TK-X-25661 p0469 N72-26239 
Summary of transformation equations and 
equations of aotion used in free fliqht and 
vind tunnel data reduction and analysis 
(NASA-SP-3070) p0472 N72-26475 
Terminal-area flight procedures and route desiqn 
for supersonic transport New 
York-transatlantic operations 
rN1SA-TN-D-6801] p0477 N72-27010 
Summary of desiqn considerations for airplane 
spin-recovery parachute systems 
(NASA-TN-D-6866] p0480 N72-27033 
Apparatus for applying simulated G-forces to an 
arm of an aircraft simulator pilot 
rNAS1-CASE-LAR-10550-1] p0482 N72-27271 
Wind tunnel .odel and method 
rNASA-CASE-LAR-10812-1J p0482 N72-27272 
Apparatus for aiding a pilot in avoiding a 
midair collision between aircraft 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10717-11 p0485 N72-27703 
Variably positioned quide vanes for aerodyna.ic 
choking 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-10642-11 p0487 N72-27820 
Aircraft tire behavior durinq high-speed 
operations in soil 
[NASA-TN-D-6813] p0514 1172-28006 
Advanced approaches to fatique evaluation 
(NASA-SP-309) p0539 1172-29895 
Wind-tunnel investiqation at low speeds of a 
.odel of the Kestrel (XV-61) vectored-trust 
V/STOL airplane 
rNASA-TN-D-68261 p0572 N72-30008 
An analytical study of airplane-autopilot 
response to atmospheric turbulence 
(NASA-TN-D-6869] p0572 
Effects of an in-flight thrust reverser 
stability and control characteristics 
sinqle-engine fighter airplane .odel 
N72-30009 
on the 
of a 
rNASA-TN-D-6886J p0573 N72-30010 
Lateral stability and control derivatives of a 
jet fighter airplane extracted from flight 
test data by utilizing maximum likelihood 
estillation 
rNASA-TN-D-6905] 
Sonic-booa aeasurements for 
operating at ~ach numbers 
to 24384 meters 
p0584 N12-31013 
SR-71 aircraft 
to 3.0 and altitudes 
(NASA-TN-D-6823] p0585 N72-31021 
Dyna.ic stability derivatives at angles of 
attack from minus 5 deg to 90 deg for a 
variable-sweep fiqhter config~ration with twin 
vertical tails 
rNAsA-TN-D-6909] p0622 N72-32044 
Three-track runway and taxiway profiles measured 
at international airports I and J 
rNASA-TN-D-6932) p0622 N72-32045 
Static structural tests of a 1.5-.eter dia.eter 
fabric attached inflatable decelerator 
(NAS1-TN-D-6929] p0633 N72-32911 
Application of tbe leadinq edqe suction analoqy 
to prediction of lonqitudinal load 
distribution and pitching moments for sharp 
edged delta wings 
(NASA-TN-D-6994] 
-- -~ - -. - --- ~----. 
p0636 1172-32997 
N1TIOBAL lERON1UTICS lND SP1CE lDftIBISTR1TION. COBTD 
Cooperative proqra. for aesiqn, fabrication, and 
testing or grapbite/epoxy composite he licopter 
shaftinq 
rNASA-T~-X-677391 p0637 N72-33011 
Experi.ental investigation of an accelerometer 
controlled auto~atic braking systea 
rNASA-TN-D-69531 p0638 1172-3 3018 
Fixed base simulator study of an externally 
blown flap STOL transport airplane during 
approach and,landing 
rNASA-TN-D-68981 p0640 N72-33030 
Study of aircraft centered navigation, Quidance, 
and traffic situation system concept for 
terminal area operation 
[NASA-TN-D-6992] p0646 N72-33644 
NATION1L AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 1D~INISTRATION. 
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTBR, CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Effect of casing treatment on overall and blade 
eleaent perforaance of a compressor rotor 
rNASA-TN-D-65381 p0030 1112-10025 
Multiple fan integrated propulsion wi~q system 
rNAsA-cASE-LEW-11224-11 p0030 N72-10033 
Gas turbine engine fu e l control 
rNASA-CASB-LEW-11187-1] p0035 N72-1082Q 
Flight inve stigation of airframe installation 
effects on an auxiliary inlet eiector nozzle 
on an nnderving enqine nacelle 
rIlASA-T~-X-23961 p0051 1172-11711 
Effect of several porous casing treatments on 
stall limit and on overall performance of an 
axial flow compressor rotor 
r NASA-TII-D-6537] , p0078 N72-11888 
Experimental techniques for evaluating 
steady-state iet engine performance in an 
altitude facility 
rNASA-T~-X-23981 p0079 N72-11895 
1pplication of quadratic optimization to 
snpersonic inlet control 
rNASA-T~-X-67905] p0079 N72-11897 
Drag of a supercritical body of revolution in 
free fliqht at transonic speeds and co.parison 
with vind tunnel data 
rNASA-TN-D-6580] p0079 1172-11898 
Graphic displays for larqe aerodynamic test 
facilities 
rNASA-T~-X-67968) p0092 1172-12112 
Desiqn study of shaft face seal with self-actinq 
lift augaentation. 5: Performance in 
siaulated gas turbine enqine operation 
rNASA-TII-D-6563J p0093 N72-12419 
Elastohydrodynamic fila thickness measurements 
with advanced ester. fluorocarbon. and 
polyphenyl ether lubricants to 589 K (600 F) 
rNASA-TII-D-6608J p0093 N72-12420 
Airbreatbing nuclear propulsion: A new look 
rIlASA-T~-X-2425) p0096 N72-12604 
operational procedure for computer program for 
design point characteristics of a 
co.pressed-air generator with throuqh-flov 
co.bustor for V/STOL applications 
[N1SA-T~-X-2Q22) p0096 N72-12779 
Determination of nor.al-shock position in a 
aixed co. pression supersonic inlet 
(NASA-T"-X-23971 p0096 'N72-12780 
Supersonic turbine deSign and performance 
[NASA-T~-X-67961 1 pOv97 N72-12783 
Eapirical expressions for esti.ating lenqth and 
weiqht of axial-flow components of VTOL 
powerplants 
r IIASA-TII-X-2406 J p0097 1172-12785 
An analytical stndy of the effect of coolant 
flow variables on the kinetic enerqy output of 
a cooled turbine blade flow 
(IIASA-T~-X-67960] p0098 N72-12942 
tests of an Analysis of heat-transfer 
iapinqeaent-convection-
in a cascade 
and fila-cooled vane 
rNASA-T~-X-2376) p0098 N72-12947 
Co.puter program for design of two-dimensional 
supersonic turbine rotor blades with 
boundary-layer correction 
rNASA-T~-I-243Ql p0099 1172-12915 
Tolerance of ~ach 2.50 axisymmetric 
aixed-coapression inlets to upstreaa flow 
variations 
(NASA-T~-X-2433) 
lIaterials for jet engines 
p0099 N72-12979 
p0103 1172-13001 
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Subsonic and supersonic propulsion 
Factors which influence 
of eiector nozzles 
rNASA - Te-X-679761 
p0103 N72-13002 
the analysis and desiqn 
p0158 N72-14301 
with single- and Peak axial-velocity decay 
multi-element nozzles 
[NASA~TM-X-679791 
Fliqbt in~estiqation of 
installation of three 
p0158 N72-14302 
an undervinq nacelle 
variable-flap eiector 
nozzles 
rNASA-Te-X-2478] p0162 N72-14791 
A turb01et simulator for Mach nu.bers up to 2.0 
[NASA-T~-X-67973] p0162 N72-14792 
Desiqn studies of lift fan engines suitable for 
use in civilian VTOL aircraft 
rNASA-T~-X-67977J p0162 N72- 14793 
Variable qeometry aft- fan for takeoff quieting 
or thrust auqmentation of a turbojet enqine 
[E-67141 p0162 · N72 - 14794 
Effect of grooved casiDq treatment 0n the flow 
ranqe capability of a sinqle-stage axial-flow 
compressor 
rNASA-T"- X-2459] p0163 N72-14985 
Effect of trailing edge geometry and thickness 
on the performance of certain turbine stator 
blading 
rNASA-TN-D-6637] p0163 N72- 14986 
Performance of 1380 foot per second tip- speed 
axial-flow co. pressor rotor blade tip solidity 
of 1.5 
rNASA-T~-X-2379] p0163 N72- 14989 
swirl can primary combustion 
rNAsA-cASE-LEW-11326-11 p0172 N72-15714 
Ther.al design study of an air-cooled 
pluQ-nozzle system for a supersonic cruise 
aircraft 
rNASA-T"-X-24751 p0174 N72- 15892 
Comparison of temperature data from a four-vane 
static cascade and a research gas turbine 
enqine for a chordvise-finned, - i.pingement-
and film-cooled vane 
rNASA-TM-X-24771 p0174 N72-15909 
Effect of Reynolds number on overall performance 
of a 3.7- inch- diameter six-stage axial-flow 
compressor 
rNASA-TN-D-6628] 
Externally-blown-flap noise 
rNASA-T"-X-679911 
Inlet-engine-nozzle wind tunnel 
rNASA-Te- X-67494] 
p0201 N72-15945 
p0203 N72-15959 
test technigues 
p0210 N72- 16692 
The NASA quiet engine program 
(NASA-TM-I-679881 p0213 N72-16719 
Effect of operating conditions on the exhaust 
emissions froa a qas turbiDe combustor 
rNASA-TN- D-66611 p0213 N72-16721 
Generalized simulation technique for turboiet 
engine system analysis 
rNASA-TN- D- 6610] p0213 N72-16722 
Performance of a bicone inlet designed for Mach 
2.5 with internal distributed compression and 
40 percent internal coutraction 
rNASA-TK-X-2416] p0214 N72-16723 
Effect of two types of helium circulators on the 
performance of a subsonic nuclear powered 
airplane 
rNASA-TK-X-2237] p0214 N72-16724 
Performance of a small annular turb01et 
combustor designed for low cost 
rNASA - Te- I - 2476] p0217 N72 - 16937 
FORTRAN program for calculating velocities in 
the meridional plane of a turbomachine 1: 
Centrifugal compressor 
rNASA~TN-D-6701] p0249 N72-17988 
Splittinq supersonic nozzle flow into separate 
jets by o verexpansion into a multilobed 
divergent nozzle 
rNAsA - TN - D- 66671 p02 4 9 N72 - 17 990 
Methods for reducing pollutant emissions from 
1et aircraft 
r NASA - Te- X- 68000 ] p025 1 N72-1 8009 
"ixer nozzle- e xterna l ly blown f l ap noise tests 
rNASA-T"- I - 68021 ] p0252 N72-1 801 4 
Hot- salt stress- corrosion of titanium al loys as 
related to turbine operation 
rNASA-Te-X- 68015] p0259 N72-1 8541 
Coatinqs for aircraft gas turbine engines and 
space shuttle heat shields: A review of Lewis 
Research Center proqraas 
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rNASA - TM - X- 68007] p0260 N72-18578 
Engine selection for transport and combat aircraft 
rNASA-TM - I - 680091 p0263 N72- 18769 
Performance of tandem-bladed transonic 
compressor rotor with tip speed of 1375 feet 
l'er second 
rNASA - TM-X- 2484] p0263 N72-1 8773 
Computer program for preliminary design analysis 
of axial-flow turbines 
rNASA-TN- D- 6702] p0263 N72 - 18774 
Fan and wing force data from wind tunnel 
investigation of a 0.38 meter (15 inch ) 
diameter VTOL model lift fan installed in a 
tvo dimensional vinq 
rNASA-TN-D- 6654] p0263 N72 - 18775 
Research trends in turbine aerodynamics 
(NASA- TII-X- 68016] p0264 N72 - 18782 
GENENG: A program for calculating design and 
off- design performance for turb01et and 
turbofan engines 
rNAsA - TN- D- 6552] p0264 N72 - 18783 
Performance of 1380- foot-per - second tip- speed 
axial-flow compressor rotor with blade tip 
solidity of 1. 1 
r NASA - TM-X- 244 9 1 p0266 N72-1 8998 
Anal ytical correlation of centrifugal compressor 
design geometry for maximum efficiency with 
specific speed 
[NASA- TN- D- 6729] p0266 N72- 19002 
Noise produced by a small- scale, externally 
blown flap 
r NAsA - TN- D- 66361 p0269 N72- 19025 
Effects of radial and circumferential inlet 
velocity profile distortions on performance of 
a short-Ienqth double- annular ram induction 
combustor 
rNASA- TN- D- 6706] p0281 N72 - 1984 1 
Noise qenerated by quiet engine fans . 1: FanB 
rNASA - TM - X- 2528] p0282 N72- 19845 
Optimal cruise trajectories for supersonic 
airplanes 
rNASA - TN-D- 6707] p03 19 N72-2000B 
Cyclic furnace oxidation of clad WI- 52 systems 
at 1040 C and 1090 C 
r NASA - TN- D- 6730] p0324 N72 - 20492 
Supersonic fan blading 
rNASA - CASE- LEW - 11402-11 p0327 N72-20770 
Peak axial-velocity decay with multi-element 
rectanqular and triangular nozzles 
[NASA- TM - X- 68047] p0331 N72 - 21001 
Optimization of engines for a commercial ~ach 
0 . 98 transport using advanced turbine coolinq 
methods 
rNASA- TII- I - 68031] 
Performance and control study 
lov- pressure- ratio turbojet 
aircraft 
p0340 1l72-21816 
of a 
engine for a drone 
r NAsA - TlI- X- 2537] p0340 N72- 21817 
Technical e va l uation report on Propulsion and 
Energetics Panel 38th eeeting on Inlets and 
Nozzles for Aeros pace Engines 
(NASA- TM- X- 6774 1 ] p0340 N72-21 8 19 
Advanced airbreathing engine lubricants stu dy 
with a tetraester fluid and a synthetic 
paraffinic oil at 492 K (4 25 F) 
rNASA - TN- D- 6771] p0372 N72- 22496 
AnalysiS of the effect of engine character ist ics 
on the external aerodynamics of STOL wi nq 
propulsion systems 
(NASA- TII- X- 254 1] p0378 N72 - 22 7 95 
Coapari son of the effect of t wo damper si z es on 
the performance of a low- solidity ax i a l-flow 
transonic compressor rotor 
(NASA-TlI-I-2536 1 p037 8 N72-22799 
Effect of transient winds on the flo w quality of 
an open- circ uit wind- t unnel model 
( NASA - TM- X- 2538 1 p037 9 N7 2- 22993 
Effects of casing boundary- layer remov a l on 
n oise o f a tur bofan rotor 
[NASA- TN- D-6763) p037 9 N72- 2299 4 
Measured noise o f model fan- under-wing and 
fan- on- f lap jet f l ap c o nf i gurations 
rN ASA- TN-D- 67 8 1 ] p0 383 N72 - 23025 
pi lot/ vehic l e control optim i zation usiDg 
a veraged operational aode and subs ystem 
relativ e performance index sensitivities 
[NASA-TM- X- 68041] p0387 N72- 23 195 
Dynamics of a superson ic inlet- engine 
coabination subjected to disturbances in fue l 
CORPORATE SOURCE I.DEI 
flow and inlet overboard bypass airflow 
(NASA - TM-I-2558] 
Preliminary experiments 
by target-type thrust 
(NASA-TM-X-2553] 
p0390 N72-23837 
on the noise generated 
reve rser models 
p0390 N72-23838 
Preliminary noise tests of the 
engine-over-the- wing concept. i: 30 deg - 60 
d e g flap position 
(NASA-TM-X-680321 p0420 N72-24008 
Comparison of experimental and theoretical 
the rmal fatigue lives for five nickel base 
alloys 
(NASA-T~-X-68051] p0425 N72-24585 
Correlation of total sound power and peak 
sideline OASPL from jet exhausts 
(NASA-TM-X-68059) p0427 N72-24711 
Preliminary performance of a low loading high 
tip speed fan stage 
[NASA-T~-X-68027] p0428 N72-24813 
Drive turbine systems for 20-inch turbofan 
simulators. 1: Duct turbin e design 
rNASA-T~-X-68081] p0428 N72-24829 
Review of jet enqine emissions 
[NASA-TM-X-68064] p0429 N72-24830 
Quasi-one-dimensional compressihle flow across 
face seals and narrow slots. 1: Analysis 
rNASA-TN-D-6668] p0435 N72-25468 
Apparatus for welding blades to rotors 
(NASA-CASR-LRW-l0533-2] p0435 N72-2S479 
Inteqrated engine-generator concept for aircraft 
electric secondary power 
[NASA-Te-X- 2579] 
Basic turbin e concepts 
Velocity diagrams 
p0468 N72-2603 7 
p0473 N72-26687 
p0473 N72-26688 
An efficient algorithm using matrix methods to 
solve vind tunnel force-balance equations 
rNASA-TN-D-6860] p0476 N?2-27002 
Noise generated bV STOL core- jet thrust reversers 
[NASA-TM-X-68082] p0477 N72-27012 
Experimental evaluation of a TF30-P-3 turbofan 
engine in an altitude facility: Afte rburner 
pe rformance and engine-afterburner operatinq 
limits 
rNASA-TN-D-68 39 1 p0477 N72-27014 
Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design 
and noise considerations for STOL externally 
blown flap systems 
rNA SA-TM-X-681021 p0479 1172-27029 
preliminary noise tests of the 
engine-over-the-wing concept. 2: 10 deg - 20 
deg flap position 
rNASA-TM-X-68104] p0479 N72-27030 
Some contributions to energetics by the Levis 
Research Center and a review of their 
potential non-aerospace applications 
rNASA-TM-X-68092] p0486 N72-27737 
Experience with low cost jet e ngi nes 
rNASA - TM-X-68085) p0487 N72-27816 
Predicted upwash angles at engine inlets for 
STOL aircraft 
rNASA-T~-X-2593] p0487 N72-27817 
FORTRAN program for calculating total efficiency 
- s pec ific speed characteristics of 
centrifuqal compressors 
[NASA-TM~X-2594] p0513 N72-27994 
Installation caused flow distortion and its 
effect on noise from a fan designed for 
turbofan e nqines 
rNASA - TM-X-6810S] 
Desiqn analysis for a Dutatinq 
[NASA-TM-X-681171 
Comparative lubrication studies 
rotor drive shaft bearings 
(NASA-TM-X-6fi1181 
p0520 N72-28287 
plate drive 4 
p0521 N72-28504 
of OH-58A tail 
p0521 1172- 28505 
Material and structural studies of metal and 
polymer matrix · composites 
[NASA-T~-X- 68101] p0521 N72-28545 
Airbreathing engines for space shuttle 
[NASA - TM- X-68098J p0524 1172-28794 
New technology in turbine aerodynamics 
rNASA - TM-X-6811S1 p0524 1172-28795 
Comparison of heat-transfer tes t data for a 
chordwise- finned, impingement-cooled turbine 
vane t ested in a four-vane cascade and "a 
research engine 
. rNASA - TM-X-2S95) p052S N72-28919 
Coolant pressure and airflow distribution in a 
strut-supported transpiration-cooled vane for 
a gas turbine engine 
[IIASA-TN-D-6916] pOS28 1172-29003 
Digital-co.puter normal shock position and 
restart control of a Mach 2.5 axisvm.etric 
mixed-compression inlet 
rNASA-TN-D-6880] p053? 1172-29803 
Analvtical study of effect of casing treatment 
on performance of a multistage compressor 
[NASA-TN-D-6917] p0571 1172-29993 
Advances in measuring technigues for turbine 
cooling test rigs 
rNASA-TM-X-68100] p0575 1172-30247 
Review of status and potential of tungsten-wire: 
Superalloy composites for advanced qas turbine 
engine blades 
fNASh-T"-X-2S99J p0577 N72-30471 
Emission of sound from axisymmetric turbulence 
convected by a aean flow with application to 
iet noise 
rNA SA-TN-D-69 39 ] p0579 N72-30607 
The NASA guiet engines 
fNASA-T~-X-68121J p058D N72-3D775 
On-the- shaft data systems for rotating enq~ne 
components 
rNASA-TM-X-68112] pOS80 N72-30776 
Sea-level evaluation of digitally implemented 
turbOjet engine control functions 
fNASA-TN-D-6936] pOS80 N72-30777 
Propulsion technology for an advanced subsonic 
transport 
rNASA-TM-X-26251 p0580 N72-30778 
Factors affecting altitude relight performance 
of a double-annular ram-induction combustor 
fNASA-TK-X-26301 p0590 1172-31777 
Cold-air investiqation of a turbine for 
high-temperature-engine application. 4: 
Tvo-stage turbine perfor~ance 
rNASA-TN-D-69601 p0590 N72-31783 
Flight investigation of an air-cooled pluq 
nozzle with afterburning turboiet 
rNASA-TM-X-26071 p0590 N72-31785 
Jet aircraft enqine noise reduction 
rNASA - TM-X-68131] p0622 N72-32043 
Design and cold-air investigation of a turbine 
for a small low-cost turbofan engine 
rNASA-TN-D-6967] p0626 N72-32072 
~odularized instrument system for turbojet 
e ngine test facilities 
rNASA-TM-X-68123] p0628 N72-32458 
Pyrometer for measurement of surface temperature 
distribution on a rotating turbine blade 
r NASA - TK-X-681 13 J p0629 N72-32459 
Aircraft engine pollution reduction 
rNASA-TK-X-681291 p0631 N72-32754 
Quasi-three-dimensional calculation of 
ve lociti es in turbomachine blade rows 
rNASA-TM-X-67959] p0631 N72-32759 
Drive turbine systea for 20-incb turbofan 
simulators. 2: Core turbine design 
rNASA-T~-X-68130] p0632 N72-32762 
A concept for iet noise suppression for an 
afterburning ~urbojet engine 
r NASA-TII-X-6 B144·J p0632 N72-327.63 
Aerodvnamic and acoustic performance of tvo 
choked flow inlets under static conditions 
[NASA-TK-X-2629J p0632 N72-32765 
Comparison of heat transfer cbaracteristics of 
three coolinq configurations for air-cooled 
turbine vanes tested in a to·rboiet engine 
rNASA-TM-X-2580] p0634 N72-32949 
Installation effects on performance of multiple 
model V/STOL lift fan s 
rNASA-TII-X- 68 138J p0640 N72-33031 
Integrated enqine qenerator for aircraft 
secondary power 
rNASA-TM-X-681391 p0643 N72-33058 
Rotating pressure measurinq system for turbine 
coolinq investigations 
rNASA-TM-X-2621J p0644 N72-33386 
NATIONAL AEROIAUTICS AID SPACE ADftIIISTRATION. 
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
Rev aaterials f o r .anned spacecraft. aircraft, 
and other applications 
p0 208 N72-16419 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD!INISTRATION. 
ftARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALA • 
MSFC high Reynolds number tube tunnel 
(NASA-TK-X-67419] pOO?7 N72-11882 
C-29 
Il~IO.1L 1!ROI10~ICS l iD SP1C! 10BIIISTRITIOI , COl TO 
lIind tunnel tes1: section 
r KASI-CISE- ftFS - 20509) p0221 N72- 17183 
optiaua runway orientation relative to crosswinds 
(NASA-TN-D- 6930] p0576 N72- 30250 
I l TION1L lER OI10TI CS liD SPACE ADBINISTBATIOI , 
IIISHIIGTOI, D.C. 
Aircraft wake turbulence avoidance 
rK1SA- Te-I- 67448) p0087 N72- 11951 
Experiaental study on the grouud effect of a 
aodel helicopter rotor in hoverinq 
(KASA- TT- F-13938) p0150 572- 13986 
Influence of lift and cruise enqine design on 
the transition characteristics and gronnd 
acoustic field of VTOL transport aircraft 
rNASA-TT-F- 14059] p0151 N72-13993 
Flight Research Center, Edwards, California. 
Final environmental iapact stateaent 
rPB- 202054- F] p0269 N72-19027 
Tu- 144 on the air lanes 
rNASA-TT-F-14241] p0420 N72-24009 
Aerobus: The aircraft of the future (basic 
problems of designing air buses) 
rNASA-TT-F-1 42401 p0420 N72-24013 
Government-Industry System Safety Conference 
rNASA-TB-X - 683691 p0438 N72-25961 
Environmental state.ent for Earth Resources 
Aircraft prograll 
rNASA-Tft-X-685501 p0476 N72- 2700B 
Environ.ental i_pact state.ent quiet engine 
proqral 
r NASA~Tft-X-685451 p0487 1172- 27814 
Clear air turbulence detector 
(NASA - CASE- ERC- 10081) p0520 N72- 28437 
Advanced technology and European unity 
rNASA - TT-F-14354] p0526 N72-28980 
NASA aircraft trailing vortex reserach 
rNASA - Te- I-685661 p0533 N72-29228 
Effect of t~~ vortex springing from a helicopter 
blade tip on the flov around the next blade 
(NASA-TT-F-14462] p0618 N72-32012 
Recent NASA handling gnalities research 
p0622 N72-32038 
Study of aircraft noise during take-off 
[NASA- TT- F-144681 p0622 N72- 32042 
National plan for development of the .icrovave 
landinq system 
[ NASA-Te- I - 686371 
I ATIOKAL ABROSPACE LAB., AeSTERDAe 
Co.parison betveen discrete and 
models for vertical gusts 
rNLR-TR-71025- Ul 
p0646 1172-33633 
(NETHERLANDS) • 
continuous 
p0037 N72- 10998 
Titaniu. alloys for aerospace 
[NLR- TR - 71003-U-REvj p0170 N72- 15529 
Inlets-airplane testing in transonic vind tunnels 
p0209 N72- 16687 
A survey of ten years of NLR activities on 
ringvinq-body configurations, 1956-1966 
rNLR-TR-69070- U] p0249 N72- 17993 
On the use of panel methods for predicting 
subsonic flow about aero foils and aircraft 
configurations 
[NLR-"P-71018-Ul p0321 1172-20025 
Lifting aerofoils with supercritical shock- free 
flov 
[IILR-ftP-70015-U] p0327 N72-20972 
On a kernel-function method for the calculation 
of pressure distributions on vings with 
harmonically oscillatinq control surfaces in 
subsonic flow 
rNLR-TR-70123-Ul p0424 1172- 24368 
Stiffness .atrix for a tapered spar ele.ent 
rNLR-TR- 70052- Vl p0475 1172-26944 
Experimental deter.ination of nozzle 
characteristics and nozzle airfra.e interference 
p0478 1172-27021 
Crack propagation in a full- scale wing structure 
under random flight- simulation loading 
rNLR - TR-7 1043- U] p0488 1172- 27955 
Fatigue tests with random flight simulation 
loading 
Statistical load data processing 
NLH report for the year 1971 
p0540 1172-29902 
p0541 1172- 29912 
p0634 1172- 32973 
NATION AL AEROSPACE LAB., TO~YO (J APAI) . 
Free fliqht tests on longitudinal dynamic 
characteristics of FFft-10 model 
rIiAL-TR - 2371 p0100 N72- 12981 
C- 30 
CORPORIT! SOORC! IIOEX 
A method for the calculation of lifting 
potential f l ow probleas . 1 : Theoretical basis 
[NAL-TR-2 40T] p0109 N72- 13272 
Preli.inary experiments for automatic landing. 
1 : On the performance tests of radio altiaeters 
[ NAL- TR-235] p0 111 N72 - 13589 
Dyna.ic charac teristics of lift 1et engine J R 
100 B 
(NAL- TR-238) p0112 1172- 13747 
Full-scale fatigue test of YS- 11A-500/600 
turboprop transport wing. 1: Safe- life 
fatigue test loads and test .ethod 
[IIAL- TR- 241) p0112 N72-13888 
Investigation of air streaa froa combustor liner 
air entry holes . 2: Experiments with paired 
air entry holes and a nu.erical analysis 
rRAL-TR-227] p0258 1172- 18279 
A .ethod for the formulation of liftinq 
potential flov problels 
(IIAL- TR- 243] p0258 1172- 18281 
A calculation of the profile drag of airfoils in 
compressibl e flow 
rIiAL- TR-253] p0365 11 72- 21995 
On the theory of free streamlines past arbitrary 
obstacles 
rIiAL- TR-247] p0371 N72- 22333 
Aerodynaaic design and test results of front fans 
rNAL-TR-268T] p0476 872- 26999 
Interference b~tveen wing and surface of 
velocity discontinuity 
r NAL-TR-254) 
An analytical method to predict 
diagram and critical decision 
rotorcraft 
p0476 N72- 27000 
heiqht-velocity 
point of 
rNAL- TR- 245] p0479 1172-27026 
Overall qround experiments on flying test bed 
for VTOL aircraft at lIational Aerospace 
Laboratory 
rIiAL-TR-276] p0479 N72-27027 
On the aerodynalic damping moment in pitch of a 
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering . 
rIiAL-TR- 2561 p0479 1172- 27028 
A description of the ideas underlying a computer 
program for predicting the aeratoil pressure 
distributions in subcritical viscous flov 
(IIAL-TR-248] p0484 N72- 27317 
Fluidic turbine inlet gas temperature sensor 
rNAL- TR - 2651 p0484 N72- 27428 
An investiqation of a hiqh speed axial-flow 
turbine . 2 : A single stage turbine 
r NAL-TR- 273) p0487 N72-27822 
Height control test equipNent for VTOL aircraft 
rN1L- TR-2751 p0588 1172-31451 
NATIONAL AVIATIO! FACILITIES EXPERIBBNTAL CENTER, 
ATLAIITIC CITY , lI . J . 
Investiqation of airborne 
r HA- H!- 71- 29) 
aarker beacon 
Test and evaluation of a daytime 
simulator 
p0033 1172-10173 
cockpit fog 
r FlA-NA - 71 - 44] 
crash safe turbine 
Federal Aviation 
p0033 N72-10233 
fuel development by the 
Ad.inistration, 1964 - 1970 
p0049 N72-11687 
Evaluation of cryogenic nitrogen as a 
fire-extinguishinq aqent for aircraft 
poverplant installations 
[FAA-RD- 71 - 581 p0085 N72- 11940 
VHF/UHF qround- air-ground communications sitinq 
criteria 
rFAA-RD- 71 -761 p0092 N72-12087 
~odelinQ and analysis of air traffic control 
voice cOlmunication channel loading 
[FAA-RD- 71 -781 p0095 N72-12578 
Fire extinguishing methods for new 
passenger/cargo aircraft 
[FAA- lI!-71- 23] p0101 N72- 12987 
Analytical study of the adequacy of VOR/D"E and 
D8E/ DME gu idance signals for V/STOL area 
na vigation i n the Los Angeles area 
(FA!-RD- 71- 961 p0111 N72- 13586 
Intermediate activ ity level tower cab 
evaluation, Phase 2 
r FlA-NA- 72-2] 
Investigation of iet 
systems descending 
qround effect 
p0157 N72- 14273 
transport aircraft vortex 
into and generated in 
p0166 N72-15006 
Investigation of the relati vely long 
tille- history vortex characteristics of the 
CORPORATB SOURCR IBDEX 
Convair CV-880 airplane in terminal area type 
fliQht operations 
Inertial locator test and 
[PAA-RD-72-3 ] 
p0166 N72-15007 
evaluation 
An accuracy evaluation of a 
distance aeasurinq device 
p0170 N72-15434 
taxi speed and 
[AD-730096] p0219 N72-17009 
!easurement and analysis of en route ATC digital 
radar svstea errors 
[AD-730056] p0223 N72-17592 
Evaluation of tvo-bay antenna for VOR approach 
marker beacon 
[PAA-RD-72-331 
ATC/CAS interface siaulation, 
[PlA-RD-72-10 1 
p0261 N72-18659 
exploratory phase 
p0280 N72-19719 
scanninq beam Test and evaluation of a portable 
guidance svstelll 
rPAA-RD-72-261 p0280 N72-19720 
A dynaaic siaulation study of air traffic 
capacity in the San Francisco Bay ter.inal area 
[10-727756) p0281 N72-19724 
Evaluation of STOL instruaent landing system 
(TALAR 4) 
[PIA-RD-72-1S] p0326 N72-20587 
IDvestiqate incoapatibility between qround and 
airborne aeasurements of VOR space modulation 
[AD-737039J p0377 N72-22662 
Investiqate and analyze D~E traffic load 
(1D-737038) p0377 N72-22663 
A study of at.aspheric ionization: !easureaents 
of the ion conditions in an ATC laboratory and 
a review of the literature of ion effects on 
perforaance 
fPAA-NA-72-19) p0388 N72-23400 
Experimentation support for de.onstratioD of an 
automatic position reporting technique at 
Oakland, California 
[PAA-RD-71-921 p0427 N72-24673 
A sua.ary on altitude displays vith an annotated 
biblioqraphy 
[PAA-RD-72-461 p0434 N72-25426 
Evaluation of STOL aodular instrument landing 
system (!lODILS) 
[PAA-NA-72-111 p0436 N72-25605 
Test and evaluation of cateQory 3 ILS ground 
guidance equipment ""STAN-37 localizer tests 
at NAPEC on R/W-4" 
[ PAl-RD-72-501 p0485 N72-27694 
Intensity control of flashers 
fFAA-RD-72-54] p0485 N72-27700 
Simulation study of dia.ond runway .arks for 
aircraft approach Quidauce 
fPAA-NA-72-571 p0485 N72-27702 
Collision avoidance: An annotated bibliography, 
Septeaber 1968 - April 1972 
fPAA-NA-72-411 p0537 N72-29672 
Relationship between the SAE saoke number and 
jet aircraft smoke visibility 
[PAA-RD-71-23 ] p0572 N72-30005 
reflection probleas An evaluation of potential 
when using the NAS aodel 
vertical position in air 
centers 
3d display in the 
ronte traffic control 
[PAA-RD-72-60) p0578 N72-30589 
Performance of a DC-9 aircraft liquid nitrogen 
fuel tank inertinq systea 
f FAl-RD-72-53] p0579 N72-30769 
(VAPI) evaluation 
p0590 N72-31653 
and color 
Visual Approach Path Indicator 
[PU-1RD-72-49 ) 
YASIS signal transition zone 
modifications 
[PAA-ARD-72-91] p0590 N72-31654 
Evaluation of insulation for cra~h fire 
protection of new flight recorders 
[PAA-8A-72-49) p0633 N72-32937 
Transcribed pilot report (PIREP) broadcast 
systea, test and evaluation 
[PAA-WA-72-621 p0643 N72-33153 
Test and evaluation of category 3 ILS ground 
qui dance eQnipaent STAN-38 glide slope tests 
at NAPEC on runway 4 
(PAA-8A-72-13] p0646 N72-33641 
RATIONAL BUREAU OP STANDARDS, WASHIIGTOR, D.C. 
Developaent, testing, and evaluation of visual 
landing aids 
[NBS-1 0606 J 
static tests of 
[NBS-104531 
p0095 N72-12583 
L-837 airport aarker light bases 
p0096 872-12586 
NATIOBAL PHYSICAL LAB., 
Approaches to evaluating the effects of VPR 
towers on flov and safety at airports 
[10-729443) p0161 872-14679 
The .athematics of iapact, and crash tests of 
airplane airbag restraint systeas 
p0274 1172-19155 
Development, testing, and evaluation of visual 
landinQ aids 
[8BS-10-837) p0523 N72-28673 
Extension of a capacity concept to dual use 
runways and sulti-runway confiqurations 
[AD-744481) p0630 872-32648 
The effects of sonic boom and similar impulsive 
noise of structures 
[NTID300.12J p0633 872-32913 
RATIONAL BUSINESS AIRCRAPT ASSOCIATIOI, INC., 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FAA Planninq Review Conference presentation 
Ifnpriorities and Investments" proqrall 
p0525 N72-28976 
RATIONAL CERTER POR ATftOSPHERIC RESEARCH, BOULDER, 
COLO. 
The measurement of air velocity and tea perature 
using the NCAR Buffalo Aircraft aeasurinq systea 
fNCAR-TN/EDD-74] p0523 1172-28675 
NATIOBAL DEPENSE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION TNO, 
RIJSWIJt (NETHERLANDS). 
An apparatus for the automated recording of 
infrared spectra of gaseous samples fro. 
liquid oxyqen 
[CL-1971-161 p0424 N72-24498 
NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHftENT, PABNBOROUGH 
(BWGLABD) • 
fteasureaent full-scale of propelling nozzle 
performance in an attitude test facility 
p0209 1172-16691 
A streamline curvature thronqh-flow computer 
proQraa for analysing the flow throuqh 
axial-flow turboaachines 
rARC-R/ft-3687J p0588 N72-31306 
RATIONAL GAS TURBINB ESTABLISH!BNT, PYBSTOCt 
(BRGLAND) • 
Pree-1et tests of a full scale supersonic 
intake/engine coabination 
pO 211 872-16704 
BATIOIAL INST. OP LAW EIPORCBBBIT AND CRIBIBAL 
JUSTICB, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
The utilization of helicopters for police air 
aobility 
[ICR-71-2) p0087 N72-11954 
NATIOBAL LEIDIBG LIBRARY POR SCIBNCE ARD 
TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON SPA (ENGLAND). 
CAT investigations in the stratosphere 
[NLL-ft-22069-(5828.4F)] p0279 N72-19682 
The dynamics of the hiqh at.ospheric and 
supersonic flight 
[NLL-ft-22437-(5828.4F) J p0477 N72-27009 
!eteoroloQical assistance for the Concorde trial 
flights 
[NLL-ft-22439-(5828.4F)] p0484 N72-27638 
On the determination of routes with miniaua 
fliQht tiae at SST flight altitudes 
r NLL-I'I-22436- (5828.4P) J p0484 1172-27672 
Fine structure of the middle and hiQh 
stratosphere. Detection of clear air 
turbulence. Application to fliqhts envisaged 
from supersonic transport aircraft 
[NLL-ft-22438-(5828.4F)] p0520 N72-28304 
The fog regiae over the international airport at 
Sofia and an atteapt at the forecastinq of fog 
there 
(NLL-I'I-22087-(S828.4F) 1 p0522 N72-28610 
Horizontal runway visual range 
(NLL-ft-22355-(5828.4P) 1 p0522 N72-28661 
BATIOBAL PHYSICAL LAB., TEDDIBGTOII (BIIGLAND). 
A prograaae of research into viscous aspects of 
flow on swept winqs 
(NPL-AERO-NOTE-1100] p0029 N72-10018 
A note on subsonic linearised theory for 
syaaetrical cranked winQs at zero-incidence 
[NPL-AERO-NOTE-1090] p0029 B72-10021 
Separation aeasureaents on a delta wing in a 
shock tunnel at ft=8.6 usinQ aonochroae and 
colour-schlieren photography 
rNPL-AERO-NOTE-1097] p0029 N72-10022 
The aechanical desiqn of an ad1ustable nozzle 
for the NPL 25 in by 20 in (635 aa by 508 aa) 
transonic wind tunnel 
(NPL-ABRO-NOTE-10981 p0030 N72-10023 
c-31 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CARADA, 
A new basis for aircraft 
rNPL-AERO-AC-49] 
Possible developments of 
system 
noise rating 
p0030 N72-10035 
a vind tunnel computer 
fNPL-AERO-13261 p0033 N72-10184 
Index of NPL acoustics publications, 1960 - 1970 
rNPL-AER O-AC-471 p0035 N72-10589 
Convergence of current routines for evaluating 
dovnvash at a liftinq surface 
fNPL-AERO-NOTE-10951 p0038 N72-11012 
Effects of Reynolds number and frequency 
parameter on control-surface buzz at hiqh 
subsonic speeds 
rNPL-AERO-1312) p0045 N72-11291 
pitot-stem blockage corrections in uniform and 
Don-uniform flow 
rARC-CP-1175] p0045 N72-11295 
Observations of three-dimensional flov patterns 
obtained durinq stall development on 
aerofoils, and on the problem of measurinq 
two-dimensional characteristics 
rARC-CP-1146) p0080 N?2-11904 
Scale effects on oscillatory control-surface 
derivatives 
fARC-CP-11511 p0088 N72-11960 
Pressures near the centre-line of leevard 
surfaces on delta vinqs and conical bodies at 
hiqh supersonic speeds 
fHPL-AERO-1319) p0202 N72-15948 
The vortex draq of a swept wing with part-span 
flaps 
fARC-R/M-3695J p0527 N72-28997 
The theoretical treatment of slovly oscillatinq 
part-span control surfaces in subsonic flow 
fARC-R/M-36761 p0582 N72-30994 
RATIONAL RBSEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, OTTAWA 
(ONTARIO) • 
Jet fuel specifications 
p0046 N72-11669 
Fuel cleanliness 
p0047 N72-11676 
Division of "ecbanical Enqineerinq and the 
National Aeronautical Establishment 
fDME/NAE-1971(3)J p0098 N72-12820 
AnalysiS of the flow past a shockless lifting 
airfoil in desiqn and off-design conditions 
fNRC-12 3151 p0109 N72-13269 
Wind tunnel testinq of V/STOL engine models: 
Some observed flow interaction and tunnel 
effects 
p0210 N72-16693 
Plow distortion and performance measurements on 
a 12 inch fan-in-winq model for a ranqe of 
forward speeds and anqle of attack settinqs 
p0211 N72-16702 
Gas turbine cycle calculations: Experimental 
verification of off-design-point performance 
predictions for & tvo-spool turbojet with 
various air bleeds 
fLR-555) p0378 N72-22798 
Technical evaluation report on Propulsion aud 
Enerqetics Panel 37th lIeetinq on Aircraft 
Fuels, Lubricants, and Fire safety 
(AGARD-AR-44] p0487 N72-27811 
Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical 
Enqineerinq and the National Aeronautical 
Establishllent 
rDeE/NAE-1972 (2) J p0649 N72-33964 
Flow distortion and performance measurements on 
a 12 inch fan-in-winq ~odel for a range of 
forward speeds and anagle of attack settings 
p0649 N72-33966 
.ATIORAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD, WASHINGTON, 
D.C. 
Briefs of accidents involvinq amateur/home built 
aircraft: US general aviation 
fPB-2014381 p0031 N72-10038 
Briefs of accidents involving veather as a cause 
related factor: US general aviation, 1968 
fPB-201437) p0031 N72-10039 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involvinq missinq 
aircraft: US qeneral aviation, 1968 
fNTSB-AII8-71-4) p0031 N72-10041 
Aircraft accident report: Southern Airvays, 
Incorporated, Douglas DC-9-15, N92A, Gulfport, 
Mississippi, 17 February 1971 
rRTSB-AAR-71-14] p0032 N72-10049 
Briefs of accidents involvinq 
corporate/executiye aircraft: US general 
C-32 
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
aviation, 1968 
rPB-201439] p0043 N72-11052 
Aircrait accident report: Commuter Airlines 
Inc., Beechcraft C-45B (infinite 2), N497DM, 
Broome County Airport Binghamton, New York, 22 
lIarch 1971 
fNTSB-AAR-71-131 p0086 N72-11945 
Delta Air Lines, Inc. Douglas DC-9-32, N3329L, 
Louisville, Kentucky, 8 September 1970 
fNTSB-AAR-71-151 p0150 N72-13990 
Aircraft incident report: Northwest Airlines, 
Inc., Boeing 747-151, N607US, Honolulu. 
Havaii, 13 lIay 1971 
rNTSB-AAR-71-161 p0166 N72-15005 
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US 
qeneral aviation calendar year 1969 
(PB-201841] p0206 N72-15984 
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US air 
carrier operations, calendar year 1963 
[PB-2031831 p0220 N72-17016 
Aircraft accicent reports: Brief format, 
suppl~~ental issue 1969, accidents 
fPB-2029401 p0220 N72-17017 
Aircraft incident report: Northeast Airlines. 
Incorporated, McDonnell Douglas DC-9-31, 
N982NE, Martha's Vineyard, eassachusetts, 22 
June 1971 
f NTSB-AAR-72-4] 
Kaintenance , a direct factor 
p0250 N72-18002 
in aviation safety 
p0253 N72-18021 
Aircraft accident report: Rocky Mountain 
Airways, Incorporated, Aero Commander 680V, 
N6359U, Aspen, Colorado, 22 January 1970 
fNTSR-AAR-72-1J p0254 N72-18029 
Aircraft accident report: Downeast Airlines 
scheduled air taxi Piper PA-31, N595DE, 
Auqusta State Airport, Auqusta, Maine, 19 
Auqust 1971 
fNTSB-AAR-72-6) p0269 N72-19028 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US 
Civil Aviation. Issue no. 2: 1970 accidents 
fNTSB-BA-71-3-ISSUE-2] p0320 N72-20021 
Aircraft accident report: Monmouth Airlines. 
Incorporated, scheduled air taxi, Beech 99, 
N986MA, Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton Airport, 
Allentovn, PennsYlvania. 24 October 1971 
fNTSB-AAR-72-31 p0331 N72-21002 
Aircraft accident report: Aloha Airlines, 
Incorporated, Vickers viscount model 7450, 
N7415, Honolulu International Airport, 
Honolulu, Havaii, 8 August 1971 
fNTSB-AAR-72-2) p0331 N72-21003 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving missinq 
aircraft, US general aviation 1969 
fPB-205097] p0333 N72-21021 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving air taxi, 
US qeneral aviation, 1969 
fPB-205096) p0333 N72-21022 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving alcoholic 
impairmen t of efficiency and judgement as a 
cause/factor, US general aviation, 1969 
[PB-2049911 p0333 N72-21023 
Briefs of accidents involvinq rotorcraft. US 
qeneral aviation 1969 
rPB-204812) p0333 w72-21024 
Briefs of accidents involvinq aerial application 
operations. US general aviation 1969 
[PB-204811) p0333 w72-21025 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving weather 
as a cause/related factor. US general 
aviation 1969 
fPB-2049261 p0334 R72-21026 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Air 
Lines, Incorporated, Boeing 707-320C, N47330 
and Floyd Flyinq Service, Cessna 150J, ~61011, 
Compton, California, August 4, 1971 
(NTSB-AAR-72-5J p0367 N72-22016 
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 707, N6729TW and American 
Airlines, Incorporated, Boeinq 707, N8432, 
near Philipsburg, Pennsylvania, 11 June 1971 
(NTSB-AAR-72-7] p0367 N72-22017 
Study of lessons to be learned from accidents 
attributed to turbulence 
f NTSB-AAS-71-1) 
Aircraft accident 
Airlines, Inc., 
N781811, Albany, 
f SB-72-23] 
p0368 N72-22020 
preliainary report: 1I0hawk 
Fairchild Hiller, FH-2278, 
Nev York, 3 lIarch 1972 
p0368 N72-22021 
CORPOR1T! SOURCE IWDEI 
Special Study: Carburetor ice in general aviation 
rNTSB-!AS-72-1] p0369 R72-22028 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving 
aaateur/hoae built aircraft, US general 
aviation, 1969 
rPB-206040] p0385 N72-23040 
Aircraft accident report, Roc~y ~ountain 
Airways, Incorporated Aero Co •• ander 680V, 
N6359U, Aspen, Colorado, 22 Janaary 1970 
rPB-206562] p0386 N72-23044 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involvinq 
corporate/executive aircraft: us general 
aviation, 1970 
rNT5B-A!!-72-51 p0421 N72-24017 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving air taxi 
operations: US qeneral aviation, 1970 
rNT5B-Aft!-72-4] pC421 N72-24018 
Briefs of aircraft accidents involvinq 
rotorcraft: US general aviation, 1970 
rNTSB-A!!-72-3J p0421 N72-24019 
An analysis of aircraft accident data: OS 
qeneral aviation 1969 
p0431 N72-25003 
Requirements for systems safety programs as 
delineated by ~IL-STD-882 
p0439 N72-25974 
special studV: E.ergency landinq techniques in 
saall fixed-wing aircraft 
rNTsB-AAS-72-3] p0465 N72-26011 
Aircraft accident report: Transinternational 
airlines corporation ferry fliqht 863, Douqlas 
DC-8-63P, N4863T, JP Kennedy International 
Airport, Nev York 
(NTSB-AAR-71-12J p0465 N72-26013 
Special study: Passenger survival in turb01et 
ditchinqs (a critical case review) 
(NTSB-AAS-72-2J p0465 N72-26015 
Aircraft accident report: Eastern Air Lines, 
Incorporated "cDonnell Douqlas DC-9-31 N8943E, 
and a Cessna !odel 206, N2110F, Raleigh-Durham 
Airport, Raleigh, North Carolina, 4 December 
1971 
rNTSB-AAR-72-13] p0466 N72-26018 
Aircraft accident report: Chicago and Southern 
Airlines, Incorporated, Beech E185 IATECO 
Westwind 2) N51CS, Peoria, Illinois, 21 
October 1971 
(NTSB-AAR-72-15J p0466 N72-26019 
Aircraft accident report: Pan American World 
Airways, Incorporated Boeinq 747-121, N739PA 
near Nantucket, Massachusetts, 4 November 1970 
rNTSB-AAR-72-14] p0466 N72-26020 
Aircraft accident report: American Airlines, 
incorporated, Boeinq 707-323, N7595A and a 
Linden Flight Service, Incorporated, Cessna 
150, N60942 over Edison, New Jersey, 9 January 
1971 
rNTSB-AAR-72-16J p0479 N72-27025 
Aircraft accident reports, brief format, 05 
civil aviation, issue no. 4, 1970 accidents 
(NTSB-BA-72-11 p0516 N72-28016 
Aircraft accident report. Apache Airlines, 
incorporated, De Havilland DH-l04-7;AXC, 
N4922V, Coolidge, Arizona, 6 eay 1971 
rNTSB-AAR-72-19] p0528 872-29005 
A study of US air carrier accidents, 1964 - 1969 
rNTSB-AAS-72-51 p0528 N72-29007 
Aircraft accident report: Federal Aviation 
Administration Douglas DC-3C, N7, La Guardia 
Airport, New York, 4 January 1971 
rNTSB-AAR-71-11) p0528 N72-29008 
Fatique failure of metal components as a factor 
in civil aircraft accidents 
p0541 N72-29914 
Aircraft accident preliminary report: American 
Airlines, Incorporated DC-l0-10, Nl03AA 8 
miles south of the Windsor, Ontario, Canada, 
Vortac at 11750 feet, 12 June 1972 
rSB-72-69/878AJ p0572 N72-30006 
Aircraft accident report: Pan American world 
Airways, Incorporated, Boeinq 747, N747PA, 
fliqht 845, San Francisco, California, 30 July 
1971 
rNTSB-AAR-72-17) p0573 N72-30012 
Aircraft accident preliminary report: North 
Central Airlines, Incorporated/Air Wisconsin, 
Incorporated CV-580, N90858/DHC-6, N4043B 
midair collision near Appleton, Wisconsin, 29 
June 1972 
11Y1L lIR DBY!LOP!BIT C!WTBB, JOHISYILL!, Pl. 
rSA-4331 p0581 N72-30970 
Aircraft accident report. Allegheny Airlines, 
Incorporated, Allison prop 1et Convair 
340/440, N5832, New Haven, Connecticat, 7 Jane 
1971 
[NTSB-AAR-72-20J p0583 N72-31010 
Aircraft accident report. National Airlines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 747-135, N77772, near 
Lake Charles, Louisiana, 4 January 1972 
(NTSB-AAR-72-21) p0584 N72-31011 
Aircraft accident report: Western Air Lines, 
Incorporated Boeinq 720-047B, N3166 Ontario 
International Airport, Ontario, California, 31 
/larch 1971 
(NTSB-AAR-72-18J p0584 N72-31018 
Aircraft accident report: Alii Air Hawaii, 
Incorporated, Beech D18S, N5642V, Kalohi 
Channel, Hawaiian Islands, 22 Pebruary 1972 
[NTSB-AAR-72-231 p0585 N72-31019 
Special study: ftidair collisions in US civil 
aviation, 1969 - 1970 
[NTSB-AAS-72-61 p0623 N72-32046 
Aircraft accident report, Tandy, Corporation, 
Gates Learjet .odel 25 N658TC near the 
Victoria CouDt-Foste~ Airport, Victoria, 
Texas, 18 January 1972 
(NTSB-AAR-72-24] p0639 N72-33022 
Aircraft accident report; United Air Lines, 
Inc., Boeing 737-222, N9005U, Philadelphia 
International Airport, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 19 July 1971 
[PB-208664J p0641 N72-33042 
Aircraft accident report: Flying Tiger Line, 
Inc., Douqlas DC-8-63F, N785FT, Naha Air Base, 
Okinawa, Ryukyu Islands, 27 July 1970 
rPB-208767) p0642 N72-33043 
Aircraft accident report: Trans Caribbean 
Airways, Inc., Boeing 727-200, Charlotte 
Aealie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, 28 
December 1970 
rPB-208675) p0642 N72-33044 
Aircraft accident reports, brief format. u.s. 
Civil Aviation. Issue no. 3, 1970 accidents 
(PB-210121] p0642 N72-330Q5 
Aircraft accident report: Southern Airways, 
Inc. DC-9, 8975 Tri-State Airport, Huntington, 
West Virqinia, 14 November 1970 
rPB-2090821 p0643 N72-33052 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICB, SILVER SPRING, RD. 
Developinq technigues for automated forecasting 
of clear air turbulence 
[AD-735941J p0338 N72-21604 
NAYAL AEROSPACE I!BDIClL IRST., PENSlCOLA, PLA. 
Orientation-error accidents in reqular Army 
aircraft during fiscal year 1968: Relative 
incidence and cost 
r AD-735119 J 
Orientation error accidents in 
aircraft durinq fiscal year 
incidence and cost 
p0272 N72-19053 
regular Arm, UH-l 
1968: Relative 
rAD-735457J p0332 N72-21016 
NAVAL AEROSPACE KEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., PENSACOLA, 
FLA. 
Major orientation error accidents in reqular 
army UH-l aircraft during fiscal year 1968: 
Accident factors 
rAD-7388081 p0467 N72-26028 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Armv 
aircraft durinq fiscal year 1969: Relative 
incidence and cost 
rAD-7434831 p0624 N72-32061 
NAVAL AEROSPACE RECOVERY PACILITY, EL CENTRO, CALIF. 
Stud, of CH-53A helicopter flight load parameters 
[AD-7393321 p0467 N72-26030 
Pilot controlled dynamic spin simulation of the 
F-4 Phantom iet on the human centrifuge 
rAD-7393261 p0483 N72-27278 
lAVAL AIR DEVELOpeENT CENTER, JOHNSVILLE, PA. 
Development of a stress crack resistant urethane 
sealant for heated areas of aircraft surfaces 
(AD-727592J p0035 N72-10489 
Statistical review of countinq accelerometer 
data for Navy and !arine fleet aircraft 
rAD-725840J p0089 N72-11968 
Stresses and strains around open and filled 
holes in an aluminum sheet durinq cyclic loading 
rAD-726164] p0098 N72-12928 
protective finishing systems for aaqnesium 
aircraft components 
C-33 
81Y1L 1XB DEYELOPBB8T CEITEB, 81BBXISTBB, Pl. 
r 1D-72965·,] p0160 R72-1458/1 
survey of aircraft aaintenance cheaicals 
sus~ected of contributing to vater pollution 
[10-730473] p0168 R72-15138 
Proceedings of Syaposiua on Advanced Aircraft 
Electric Systeas (SOSTEL) 
r 10-731 077] 
A revised critical 
for the wave-off 
[ AO-7327601 
p0169 1112-15234 
state identification scheae 
decision device 
p0254 N12-18032 
rescue .i55ion An evaluation of search and 
characteristics 
[AO-733987] p0256 N72-18047 
Statistical review of countinq accelero.eter 
data for Navy and Barine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to 1 July 1971 
rlO-733678] p0259 N72-18468 
An evaluation of the recirculating chroaate 
rinse concept for aircraft corrosion control 
[AO-732762] p0259 R72-18503 
Self-lubricatinq composite aaterials for naval 
aircraft. Oifferential thermal analysiS of 
self-lubricating bearinq system coapositions 
and vear debris 
[AO-732761] ~0260 172-18588 
The development of improved aluminua polishes 
for naval aircraft, part 2 
rAO-7334031 p0260 N72-18602 
Effects of spectrua block size and stress level 
on fatigue characteristics of aluminua alloy 
box b~a.s under randoa sequence unidirectional 
loading 
rAO-734393) p0283 172-19932 
Statistical aethods and their application to 
establishing flight aaneuver loads design 
criteria for fighter aircraft 
[10-735472] p0332 N72-21015 
Efficiency study of electrically short H-P 
antennas 
r AO-7358861 p0335 N12-21116 
lir skimmer program (X-28A) 
(A0-736187 ] p0369 N72-22032 
coatings Corrosion resistance of fastener 
r AO-738805] p0471 1112-26412 
aodel C-2A Arrested landing fatigue test of 
airplane 
[AO-739331] p0480 172-27036 
Plight loads data from laaps HH-20 helicopters 
OV/98 operations 
[AO-738452] p0480 N72-27038 
Bechanisa of fatigue enhancement in selected 
high strength aluainu. alloys 
rAO-738450] p0484 N72-27584 
IIVAL IIR OEVELOP!EIT CENTER, WIRBINSTER, PI. 
G protective tilting aircraft seats 
rAO-741202] p0531 172-29026 
Statistical review of counting acceleroaeter 
data for Navy and Barine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to 1 January 1972 
rAD-743067] p058, N12-31036 
Test plan for a structural integrity 
investigation for the CH-46 aft transmission 
planetary carrier bearinq nut in support of 
the analytical rework program 
r1D-,430,31 p05S, N,2-3103, 
Reaoval of baked on aluminized silicone paint, 
phase 1 
rAO-742795] p0587 N72-31174 
Study of flight-load parameters of the Navy 
fliqht demonstration team P-4J aircraft 
rAO-743476] p0623 N72-32050 
Evolution and description of the tracers ground 
to air escape/rescue system 
rAO-7434,7] p0624 N12-32059 
Test plan report for arrested landing fatigue 
test of model E-2 A/B airplane 
rAO-143418] p0624 N12-32060 
Arrested landing fatique test of the model A-6A 
aircraft 
rAO-145300] p0642 1112-33049 
Effect of grain orientation on susce~tibility of 
tvo titaniu. plate alloys to stress corrosion 
rAO-145293] ~0645 N72-33554 
NAVAL AlB ENGIIEEllING CEITER, PHlLADEI.PHIl, PI. 
Evaluation of dry-to-the-tonch ultra thin film, 
vater displacinq, corrosion preventive co.pounds 
[AD-7287791 p0095 1172-12523 
CVA-61 spring constants for the shock analysis 
of catapult installations 
C-34 
CORPOB1TB SOUBCB IIOBX 
rlD-7292~9] p0151 1112-14288 
Shipboard operational evaluation of carrier 
landing aid stabilization system 
[10-732446] p0221 11,2-11199 
Carrier Aircraft Operational Coapatibility 
System (CAOCS - aod 2) coaputer program 
(Ao-732155] p0254 11,2-18030 
Bark 1 arresting engine alignaent measuring 
system and procedures for aligning cross head 
tracks, side rails, and engine cylinder 
(AO-732445] p0251 N12-18212 
Bark 1 arresting gear purchase cable developaent 
prograa, July through Oeceaber 1910 
[10-733988) . p0251 1112-18273 
Investigations in support of Bk 1 jet blast 
deflector cooling aodule design 
rI0-735877] p0341 N12-21963 
Design optiaization and perforaance prediction 
of a shorebased aircraft recovery system by 
aatheaatical model computer simulation. 
Proposed systea no. 1, capstan cable syste. 
rAO-740098] p0519 1172-28272 
Procedure for certification tests of type C Bark 
13 Bod 1 catapults, flush deck nose gear 
launch equipment, bridle arresters, and jet 
blast deflectors on USS Nimitz, CYAN-68 
rAO-738445] p0519 N12-28213 
Evaluation of advanced aethod for steam catapult 
perforaance prediction with shipboard test data 
[AO-742804] . p0585 N72-31021 
NAVAL AIR PROPULSION TEST CEITER, PHILIOELPHIA, PA. 
A test aethod for nondestructive testing of fuel 
filtration eguipment using thermography 
rAO-743081] p0591 1112-31,87 
Rotor burst protection program. Phases 6 and 1: 
Exploratory experiaentation to provide data 
for the design of rotor burst fragment 
contain.ent rings 
[10-744950] p0640 N72-33034 
NAVIL AIR PROPULSION TEST CEITER, TRE1ITON, II.J. 
Study of altitude and ~ach number effects on 
exhaust qas emissions of an afterburning 
turbofan engine 
[AO-741249] p0542 1112-29967 
Derivation and evaluation of a radial inlet 
pressure distortion index 
[AO-742446] p0580 N72-30783 
IIVAL AIR SISTERS CORBAND, WASHINGTON, O.C. 
The preparation of a specification for hydraulic 
fluid filters for aircraft ground support 
equipment 
[10-730027] p0160 1112-14506 
Advanced avionic digital coaputer developaent 
program 
rAD-734143] p0215 11,2-19255 
I new approach to the calculation of the effect 
of the ground on the performance of rotary 
vinq aircraft 
rAO-7369251 p0385 N12-23036 
Aircraft cabin air leakage rate, maximum 
allowable: Derivation of 
r AD-1396811 
Recent US Navy flying qualities 
p0482 
research 
p0622 
NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, PATOXEIT RIVER, !O. 
Carrier Suitability Tests 
1172-21048 
N12-32037 
p0329 172-20988 
Plight investigation of the optimua energy 
flight path of an P-80 airplane 
[AO-13731,) p0385 N12-23035 
A study of airplane touchdown data measuring 
devices used durinq carrier suitability 
structural tests 
[AO-1388;1] pOq,1 1112-26363 
NAVAL CIVIL ENGIRBERING LIB., PORT HOERE!E, CILIP. 
Airfield pavement condition survey, OSNAS 
I.perial Beach, California 
[10-1336561 p0216 N12-19304 
Airfield pavement condition survey, OS1IAS 
Barber's point, Hawaii 
rAO-735105] p0323 N12-20268 
Airfield pave.ent condition survey, USNAS 
Whidbey Island and OSNOY coupeville, Washington 
[AO-735860] p0381 1172-23222 
Airfield pave.ent condition survey, OSBCAS 
Kaneohe,. Hawaii 
rAO-7358611 p0387 812-23226 
Airfield pave.ent condition survey, OSNAS 
Alaaeda, California 
----- - --- --- ---
CORPORATE SOURCE IIDEI 
(AD-7358631 p0387 N72-23227 
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNALF Crows 
Landing, California 
flD-739316] p0518 N72-28265 
Airfield pavement condition survey, US~CAS Yuma, 
Arizona 
fAO-739317] p0518 N72-28266 
Airfield pavement condition survey, OS8CAS (H) 
santa Ana and US!CAS (HOLF) ftile Square, 
California 
(ID-738828) p0518 N72-28267 
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNALF San 
Clemente Island, California 
fAO-7388271 
Airfield pave ment 
Nicolas Island, 
p0518 N72-28268 
condition survey, USNOLF San 
California 
fl0-7388241 p0518 N72-28269 
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNALP 
!onterey, California 
fAO-739314] 
Layered pavement systems. 
s y s t e . d e siqn. Part 2: 
concrete 
p0519 N72-28270 
Part 1: Layered 
Patique of p1ain 
rAO-7423371 v0633 N72-32916 
lAVAL ftISSILE CENTER, POINT eUGU, CALIF. 
Utility of the vertical contact analog display 
for carrier landinqs: A diagnostic evaluation 
rAO-730464] p0167 N72-15013 
NAVAL ORONANCE LAB., WHITE OAK, ftD. 
Solvent removal of EC-2273 pottinq compound from 
F-4 aircraft electrical co.panents 
(AO-7254931 p0046 N72-11473 
Rehardeninq of EC-2273 potting co. pound in F-4 
aircraft electrical components 
(AO-726180] p0094 N72-12518 
Effects of canopy qeo.etry on the draq 
coefficient of a cross parachute in the fully 
open and reefed conditions for a W/L ratio of 
0.264 
(AO-731023] p0167 N72-15017 
Evaluation of two types of facilities to fulfill 
the need for high Reynolds number transonic 
testinq 
rAO-734648) p0276 N72-19306 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, "ORTEREY, CALIF. 
Performance analysis of a turbo-type energy 
absorber for an aircraft carrier arresting gear 
fAO-728682] p0108 N72-13249 
Nozzle and exhaust testinq in transonic flight 
reqime 
p0209 N72-16688 
A visual approach and landing si.ulator system 
fl0-733240] p0257 N72-18267 
Proqram for the desiqn of an axial co. pressor 
staqe based on the radial equilibriu. equations 
[AD-733437] p0259 N72-18507 
Determination of STOL air terminal traffic 
capacity through use of computer simulation 
[10-733185] p0262 N72-18660 
A literature survey of the problem of aircraft 
spins 
(AD-734976] p0272 N72-19050 
Recirculatory flow visualization in helicopter 
fliqht aodes 
(ID-734873] p0277 N72-19352 
Oimensional analysiS and the theory of natural 
units 
(10-735128] p0279 N72-19671 
Proceedings of the Workshop on Plow in 
Turbo.achines 
[AO-735021] 
Spin test of turbine rotor 
p0283 N72-19858 
[NASA-CR-1967J p0324 N72-20452 
Proqra •• ed pilotaqe as a .eans of ~.provinq 
rotor craft perfor.ance in level fliqht 
rAO-736537] p0334 N72-21032 
Interface of aaterials and structures on 
airframes. Part 3: Design problems in 
aircraft structures including proceedings of 
~onterey Sy_posiua 
[AD-736207] 
Enqine integration and 
p0386 N72-23047 
thrust/drag definition 
The control volu.e 
p0478 N72-27023 
concept in aeronautical 
engineerinq 
[AD-741132) p0527 N72-29001 
The design, develop.ent and translation of 
general purpose software for the P3 C 
aircraft's digital co.puter 
NEW YORK UIIT •• 
(AD-7410661 p0532 172-29171 
Laminar boundary layer development downstr e am of 
a suction slot 
(AO-7429371 
Th e derivation, solution, 
airplan e spin equations 
coordinate system 
p0583 172-31005 
and analysis of 
modeled in an inertial 
rAD-742929] p0583 N72-31006 
Vibrational and chemical noneguilibrium in a 
stoichiometrlc turbojet engine usinq 
kerosine-type fuel 
fAO-742948) p0591 N72-31788 
A fixed bas e variable stability Carrier Approach 
Landinq Simulator (CALS) 
(10-743768] p0628 172-32283 
A parameter optimization approach to aircraft 
qust alleviation 
[AD-743722) p0641 N72-33038 
Oevelopment of a fixed base visual approach and 
landing simulator 
[AD-745200] p0643 N72-33259 
Co epatibi1ity of a n aircraft a nd r a vin s ond e 
measurements 
fAO-7437101 p0646 172-33616 
Inlet distortion, vorticity, and s tall in an 
axial-flow compressor 
rAo-7437251 p0647 N72-33752 
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Airborne radiac 
(10-729254] p0159 172-14473 
Voltaqe level and w1r1ng weight for aircraft 
electrical power systems. 
rAO-732001] 
Another associative processor 
p0207 N72-16164 
flD-737188] p0387 N72-23164 
Simulation of AAOC simplex and multiprocessor 
operation 
[AO-7397381 p0518 N72-28207 
WAVAL SHIP RESEARCH ANO DEVELOP"ENT CENTER, 
BETHESDA, "D. 
Subsonic vind tunnel facilities 
rAD-741213] p0533 N72-29221 
Correlation of resistance test results from 
fixed-and free-to-trim methods for a dynamic 
lift craft model 4667 
[AO-742752] p0588 N72-31311 
NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND OEVELOPftENT CENTER. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Theoretical performance of a pure jet flap rotor 
at hiqh advance ratios 
[10-726706] p0030 N72-10037 
~ethod for predicting the static aerodynamic 
characteristics of typical missile 
confiqurations for anqles of attack to 180 
degrees 
[AO-7290091 p0100 N72-12986 
RAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE, CALIP. 
Computation of captive flight loads on air 
carried veapons 
rAO-733673) 
N1V1L WEAPONS LIB., 01HLGREN, VA. 
p0249 N72-17995 
Effect of fin slots on the static and dynamic 
stability characteristics of finned bodies 
fl0-7280161 p0027 N72-10003 
WAVY ELECTRONICS LAB., SAN DIEGO, CALIP. 
Roise levels on aircraft-carrier flight decks, 
and their effects 
[AO-729067] 
NBW YORK UNIV., N.Y. 
p0107 N72-13038 
Enqine airplane interference and vall 
corrections in transonic vind tunnel tests 
p0076 N72-11877 
Analysis of the flow past a shockless liftinq 
airfoil in design and off-desiqn conditions 
fNRC-12315] p0109 N72-13269 
Review of the conclusions of the AGARD ad hoc 
co •• ittee on enqine airplane interference and 
vall corrections in transonic vind tunnel tests 
p0209 N72-16686 
Engine airplane interference definition of the 
problem and related basic fluid dynamic 
phenomena 
p0478 N72-27017 
Aerodyna.ic studies of wing body 
fAO-741917) p0571 N72-29998 
Experi.ental verification of lov sonic boom 
configuration 
rNASA~CR-2070] p0572 N72-30007 
C-35 
RIELSEI ENGIIEERIHG AHD RESEARCH, INC., 
NIBLSBN BNGINBBRING AND RBSBARCn, INC., ftOUNTAIN 
VIEW, CALIF. 
Calculative techniques for transonic flows about 
certain classes of wing body combinations 
rNASA-CR-21031 p0526 N72-28994 
NORTH AftERICAN AVIATION, INC., LOS AIGELBS, CALIF. 
XB-70 aerodynamic, geometric, mass, and 
symmetric structural mode data 
rNASA-CR-116773] 
NORTH ABERICAN ROCKWBLL CORP., 
An investigation of landing 
interaction utilizing the 
r AO-729685] 
p0086 N72-11943 
COLUBBUS, OHIO. 
gear - soft soil 
OV-10A aircraft 
p0152 N72-14002 
improved tactical Study of control devices for 
aqili tv 
[ AD-737694] p0423 N72 -24036 
Exploratory investiqation of pulse blowinq for 
boundary layer control 
rAD-7420851 p0577 N72-30291 
NORTH AftERICAN ROCKWBLL CORP., DOWNEY, CALIF. 
Aircraft crash locator apparatus 
[NASA-CASE-MFS-166091 p0338 N72-21431 
Thermal desiqn of composite materials high 
temperature attachments 
rSO-72-SA-0015) p0435 172-25542 
Low-cost fabrication and direct bond 
installation of flat, sinqle-curvature and 
compound-curvature ablative heat shield panels 
rNASA-CR-112109] p0581 N72-30946 
NORTH ABERICAN ROCKWELL CORP., LOS AIGELES, CALIF. 
Aerodynamic stability and control/wind tunnel 
data correlation 
(AD-7261031 p0089 N72-11969 
Rational analysis of a two deqree of freedOM 
flexure torsion system for reduction of 
certain types of flutter 
p0216 N72-16877 
The use of polyurethane foam for shock and 
vibration isolation of avionic components 
p0217 172-16881 
The early detection of fatique damaqe 
rAD-730348] p0224 N72-17937 
Plying qualities interaction with elastic 
airfralles 
p0621 N72-32031 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV., RALEIGH. 
Fliqht testing techniques for the evaluation of 
liqht aircraft stability derivatives: A 
review and analysis 
[NASA-CR-20161 p0430 N72-24991 
Ridinq and handlinq qualities of light aircraft: 
A review and analysis 
rNASA-CR-19751 p0464 N72-26005 
A fast actiuq electrical servo for the actuation 
of full span, Fowler-type wing flaps in DLC 
applications: A detail design study 
rNASA-CR-20591 p0517 172-28027 
Development and evaluation of a device to 
simulate a sonic booa 
rNASA-CR-112117] p0532 N72-29207 
WORTHERN RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING CORP., CAftBRIDGE, 
BASS. 
Studies of turbulent mixing and combustion in 
supersonic heterogeneous flovs 
[AD-728675] p0109 N72-13331 
Assessment of aircraft emission control technology 
[PB-204878] p0333 N72-21017 
NORTHERN RESEARCH ABD ENGINEERING CORP., LONDOB 
(EliGLAND) • 
The potential impact of aircraft emissions upon 
air quality 
rPB-2089501 p0646 N72-33624 
BORTHROP CORP., HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 
Recent · experience in the transonic testing of 
two dimensional swept and straiqht wings with 
high lift devices 
p0074 N72-11860 
Study/test program to evaluate the effects of 
high temperature hydraulic fluid on T-38 
control surface servovalves 
rAD-7342591 p0271 N72-19042 
Validation of the flying qualities requirements 
of ftIL-P-8785B (ASG) 
[AD-7386251 p0481 N72-27039 
Simulation and analysis in establishinq flyinq 
qualities criteria 
p0620 N72-32026 
Preli.inary desiqn study for an advanced fiqhter 
type in-fliqht simulator 
C-36 
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
(AD-743970) p0628 N72-32282 
NORTHROP CORP., NEWBURY PARK, CALIF. 
Rinqsail parachute desiqn 
[AD-745335] p0642 N72-33051 
NORTHROP CORP •• PALOS YERDES ESTATES, CALIP. 
Concept formulation study for automatic 
inspection , Diagnostic and Prognostic Systems 
(AIDARS), volume 1 
rAD-7367541 p0384 N72 - 23029 
concept formulation study for automatic 
inspection, Diagnostic and Prognostic systems 
(AIDAPS), volume 2 
(AD-736755] p0384 N72-23030 
NOTRE DAftE UNIV., IND. 
parafoil flight performance 
[AD-731143) p0167 N72-15012 
o 
OCEANICS, INC., PLAINVIEW, N.I. 
Model studies of helicopter tail rotor flow 
patterns in and out of ground effect 
rAD-7255911 p0044 N72-11060 
An investiqation of the relative motions of ACV 
landing craft and large amphibious assanlt ships 
(AD-741245] p0535 N72-29539 
The vortex core 1et near the point of generation 
rAD-742311] p0577 N72-30285 
OPFICE NATIONAL O'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES 
AEROSPATIALES, PARIS (FRANCE). 
Some results on qust alleviation 
(ONERA-TP-92S) p0037 N72-10999 
studyinq the coherent and incoherent structures 
of aerodynamically qenerated noise 
rONERA-TP-983] p0041 N72-11036 
Study and calibration of pressure sensors in 
particular environments 
(ONERA-TP-982] p0045 N72-11368 
Thermal stability of a tri-methyl-propane ester 
based lubricating oil 
p0050 N72-11699 
Transonic testing of the engine nacelle air 
intake and afterbody 
p0075 N72-11866 
Wind tunnel qualification by performance 
prediction and flight verification 
p0076 N72-11 871 
Velocity distribution at a supersonic compressor 
inlet 
Problems of measurement on 
of a supersonic aircraft 
nozzles 
p0213 N72-16713 
model of the thrust 
after-body standard 
rONERA-TP-97Bl p0221 N72-17206 
Reflections of regular and singular shock waves: 
application to intakes and to the Mach disc 
problem 
[ONERA-NT-183] p0266 N72-19005 
Integral method for the calculation of tvo and 
three dimensional turbulent boundary layers by 
use of similarity equations 
p0276 N72-19327 
On vortex bursting 
rONERA-NT-1751 p0277 N72- 19328 
Hydrodynamic visualization of unsteady flows 
rONERA-NT-180] p0277 N72- 19329 
General method for computation of the acoustic 
field generated by aircraft iets 
rONERA-NT-187] p0437 N72 - 25636 
Aerofoil stall prediction in incompressible flow 
(ONERA-TP-1088] p0463 N72-26003 
Yisualization of aerodynamic flows in 
compressors by holoqra~hic interferometry 
[ONERA-NT-190) p0471 N72-26358 
A tiae-freguency, hiqh performance collision 
avoidance system. 
rONERA-TP-1091] p0472 N72-26523 
Calculation method of the sUpercritical flow 
over an airfoil in a nozzle 
[ONERA-NT-189] p0576 N72-30280 
Aerospace activities 
pOS81 N72-30981 
Aerospace research and engineering activities, 
1971 
p0592 N72 - 31962 
OFPICE OF AIR PORCE HISTORY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
United States Air Porce History. An annotated 
bibliography 
rAD-733892] p0271 N72-19037 
CORPORlrE SOURCE IWDEI 
OFFICE OF IlVAL RESEARCH, LOIDOR (EIGLAJD). 
Light hovercraft by Hover-Air Liaited 
rAD-726163] p0081 N72-11911 
Aeronaotical engineering at Technion - Israel 
Institute of Technoloqy 
[10-726162 ] 
Aeronautics at Genoa , Pis~, 
(AO-731998] 
p0099 N72-12972 
and Ro.e 
p0218 N72-17000. 
Thirteenth Annual Israel 
and Astronautics 
Conference on Aviation 
[AO-733400] p0250 N72-17997 
European scientific notes, voluae 26, number 1 
[AO-737607] p0424 N72-24353 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRARSPORTATIOR, 
IIASHIRGrOR, D.C. 
Conference on Aircraft and the Environment, part 2 
rPB-2020 38] p0217 N72-16992 
0010 STlTE UWIY. RESElDCD FOURD1TIOI, COLUftBUS. 
Boundary layers on airfoils in transonic flov 
and the control of shock-induced separation 
(AD-731830J p0208 H72-16227 
Investigation of boundary layers and trip flows 
of heliCOPter rotor blades 
r AD-745213] 
0010 STATB URIY., COLU!BUS. 
p0644 
Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft 
communication systea 
672-33286 
rAD-729106] p0156 N72-14243 
Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft 
co.sunication systeas 
r AD-7350961 
"echanisa of mixing of 
p0275 N72-19230 
tvo nonreactinq qases 
p0427 N72-24807 
OHIO URIV., ATHEIS. 
All-weather, lov-level navigation 
[AD-7293581 p0161 N72-14674 
optimua adaptive phase estimation receiver for 
one-vay ranginq aircraft na v igation 
p0389 N72-23660 
All weather, low level naviqation and 
implementation of a one-vay ranginq, 
range-range naviqation system 
rAD-741813J p0578 672-30591 
O~LABOftA STATE URIV., STILLIIATER. 
Laser Doppler velocimeter measurements in a 
turbulent jet exiting into a cross flov 
(AO-736028J p0371 N72-22351 
O~LADOftA URIV., 10RftAR. 
Drag characteristics for a compliant surface 
airfoil 
(AD-729921J p0160 N72-14607 
OLIR ftATHIESON CBEftICAL CORP., BBII HAVEN, CONR. 
structure-property study of rain erosion 
resistant polyurethane coatinqs 
[10-737624J p0426 N72-24618 
OWERS-ILLINOIS, INC., TOLEDO, OHIO. 
Plasma display terminal 
rAD-744096J p0626 N72-32069 
p 
PACIFIC AIB!OTIVE CORP., BUBBAN~, CALIF. 
Pacific Airmotive Corporation accessory 
reliability proqram (PACAD) 
p0041 N72-11035 
PEAT, ftARIIIC~, !ITCBBLL AND CO., BOSTON, ftASS. 
Intercity transportation effectiveness aodel 
rPB-200470J p0106 N72-13024 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Documentation volume 1: Computer program 
organization and design specification 
rPB-200471) p0106 N72-13025 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Documentation volume 2: Subproqram design 
specification. Book 1: Sections 1-25 
(PB-2004721 p0106 N72-13026 
Intercity transportation effectiveness .odel. 
Documentation volume 2 : Subprogram design 
specification. Book 2: Sections 26-28 
[PB-200473] p0106 N72-13027 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Documentation volum e 2: Subprogram design 
specification. Book 3: Sections 29-32 
rPB-2004741 p0106 N72-13028 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Oocu.entation volume 2: Subprogram design 
specification. Book 4: Sections 33-39 
(PB-200475) p0106 N72-13029 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Docum entation volume 3: Acceptance test 
specifications 
[PB-200476] p0106 N72-13030 
Intercity transportation effectiveness aodel. 
Documentation volume 6: Coding 
specifications. Book 1: Sections 1r 2 
[PB-2004771 p0107 672-13031 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Documentation voluae 7: Computer operator's 
manual 
[PB-200478] p0107 N72-13032 
Intercity transportation effectiveness .odel. 
Documentation volu.e 8: Computer proqra.mer's 
manual. Book 1: Sections 1-25 
(PB-200479] p0107 572-13033 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Documentation volu.e 8: Computer programmer's 
manual. Book 2: Sections 26-28 
[PB-200480] p0107 N72-13034 
Intercity transportation effectiveness .odel. 
DOCUmentation vo1uae 8: Co.puter proqra •• e r's 
manual. Book 3: Sections 29-32 
rPB-2004 811 p0107 672-13035 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. 
Doeu.entation voluae 8 : Compater proqra •• er's 
manual. Book 4: Sections 33-39 
[PB-200482) p0107 872-13036 
Intercity transportation effectiveness model 
rPB-20046 9] p0108 N72-13246 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIY., UNIVERSITY P1R~. 
ATC communications: The real bottleneck 
• p0517 N72-28171 
An acoustic array model for the computation of 
the rotational noise of a lifting rotor 
rAD-740 816] p0579 572-30611 
PERRSYLVARIA URIY., PHILADELPHIA. 
Pennsylvania-Princeton Aray avionics research 
proqraa. Acoustic noise environment. 
Iaprovement of speech intelligibility in a 
high noise environ.ent 
[AD-733431] p0256 N72-18171 
Inertial naviqation task 
[AO-733430J p0262 N72-18663 
Pennsrlvania-Princeton army avionics research 
program: Antenna research task 
rAD-7 35346] p0335 N72-21171 
Pennsylvania-Princeton Army avionics research 
proqraa. Aray aircraft co •• unication task 
rAD-738178] p0423 N72-24193 
Pennsylvania-Princeton Army avionics research 
program. Radar systems task 
[AD-738596] p0468 N72-26137 
PEREIRA (IlILLI!ft L.) ASSOCIATES, CORONA DEL ftAR, 
CALIF. 
1I0rkbook, national aviation concept plan for the 
Federal Aviation Administration 
[AO-7318581 p0205 H72-15979 
PDILLIPS PETROLEUa CO., BARTLESVILLE, O~LA. 
Effect of very lov sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot 
corrosion 
rAO-725619) p0050 N72-11706 
PIASEC~I AIRCRAFT CORP., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
nulti-helicopter heavy lift system feasibility 
study 
[AD-743516) p0641 N72-33036 
PICATINNY ARSENAL, OOVEB, N.J. 
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes 
used in helicopter manufacture. Part 1: 
Ourabiiity of adhesive bonds obtained as a 
result of processes used in · the UD-1 helicopter 
rAD-732353] p0208 N72-16355 
cooperative program for design, fabrication, and 
testing of graphite/epoxv composite heliCOpter 
shaftinq 
[NASA-TM-X-67739] p0637 N72-33011 
PISA UIIIV. (ITALY). 
Low emission fuels and devices for aviation 
engines 
p0047 672-116 75 
PRATT AND WHITlEY AIRCRAFT, EAST HARTFORD, CORR. 
Modular design concept improves iet engine 
maintainability 
p0040 N72-11030 
Fan-compressor noise: Prediction, research, and 
reduction studies 
(FAA-RD-71-73] p0086 N72-11946 
Optical techniques for flov visualization and 
flow field measurements in aircraft 
c-37 
PRI!T I.D IRIT.!Y IIICRAPT, '!S! PAL! BDACH, PL1. 
turbo .... chinery 
(AD-7300631 p0158 1172-14321 
Study of ... erodyna.ic noise in low supersonic 
operation of an axial flow co.pressor 
(IIASA-CR-125811] 1'0282 1172-19849 
Two st ... qe fan. ,: Aerodyna.ic and mechanical 
desiqn 
(KASA-CB-120859] p0326 1172-20763 
Collection and assess.ent of aircraft e.issions 
baseline data, turbine enqines 
rPB-207321] p0435 '72-25593 
lpplication of theoretical acoustic to jet 
engine noise reduction 
1'0436 1172-25632 
Adv ... nced seal technology 
rAD-739921] pOS21 1172-28518 
Studies for deteraining the optimu. propulsion 
system characteristics for use in a long range 
transport aircraft 
[IIASA-CR-120950] p0523 1172-28786 
High-loading, 1800 ft/sec tip speed transonic 
compressor fan staqe. 1: Aerodyna.ic and 
mechanical design 
rNASA-CR-120907] p0580 N72-30774 
PRATT ARD 'SITREY AISCRAFT, lEST PAL! BEACS, PLA. 
Investiqation of feasibility of integral gas 
turbine enqine solid particle inlet 
separators. Phase 2: Peasibility de.onstration 
rAD-7255931 1'0051 1172-11713 
Turbine blade/disk fabrication investigation 
[AD-877170J 1'0097 N72-12796 
Inlet-enqine co.patibility analysis 
1'0212 1172-16711 
Sing1e-stage experi.enta1 evaluation of 
co. pressor blading with slots and vortex 
qenerators, part 5 
rNASA-CR-72793] p0377 1172-22791 
Development of a short lenqth combustor for a 
supersonic cruise turbofan engine using a 90 
deq sector of a full annulus 
rNASA-CR-120908J 1'0377 N72-22792 
Sinqle-stage experimental evaluation of 
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blading for 
compressors. Part 1: Analysis and design of 
staqes Ar B, and C 
rIlASA-CR-120803] p0473 1172-26689 
Sinqle-staqe experi.ental evaluation of 
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blading for 
co.pressors. Part 2: Data and performance 
for stage A 
(IIASA-CR-120804] 1'0473 1172-26690 
Sinqle-stage experiaental evaluation of 
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blading for 
co.pressors. Part 3: Data and perforaance 
for stage C 
rIlASA-CR-120938] 
PRIIICETON UIIIV., N.J. 
Ignition of fuels by a hot 
pOS24 1172-28796 
projectile 
1'0048 1172-11683 
Helicopter IFR flight path control system 
1'0084 N72-11933 
An experimental investigation of co. pound 
helicopter aerodynamics in level and 
descending forward fliqht and in qround 
praxiai tv 
rAD-730364] p0155 1172-14021 
A first approximation sate11ite terminal system 
evaluation .odel 
rAD-724958] p0157 1172-14289 
investigation of 
at II equals 16 
A preliminary hot-wire 
cone-wake transition 
r AD-729881] p0159 1172-14325 
of engine response, fliqht Flight evaluation 
path stability, 
control 
tail lift, and direct lift 
rAD-736968] p0385 872-23039 
A first approximation satellite terminal system 
e~aluation model: Proqra~ user's instrnction 
.anual 
(AD-7 37334] 1'0388 1172-23229 
PRODESCO, IKC., PERKASIE, PA. 
Production of a series of high temperature 
resisant fabrics to replace current 
specification nylon and cotton fabrics 
rAD-740600] 1'0536 1172-29612 
PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, IND. 
A feasibility study of active control to i.prove 
the performance and vibration characteristics 
of rotor blades 1'0380 1172-2300S 
C-38 
CORPOR1TE SOURCE IRD!X 
An analytical stUdy of the sera. jet exhaust 
expansion system, part 4 
[AD-736465J p0388 1172-23263 
Design of maximum thrust nozzles with 
nonequilibrium, chemically reacting flow. 
Voluae 1: Theoretical develop.ent and results 
[AD-737378] p0390 N72-23847 
An investigation of the effects of STOL aircraft 
operating from congested major airports 
1'0476 N72-27007 
Q 
QUALITY ASSURAICE DIRECTORATE (ftATERIALS). LORDOI 
(BRGLAIID) • 
The infra-red analysis of aircraft cabin-gas 
atmospheres 
rQAD-!ATS-174] 1'0031 1172-10040 
R 
RADIO TECS.ICAL COIII!ISSIOB POR AERONAUTICS, 
IASHIRGTOR, D.C. 
Planned expansion of FAA ter.inal NAVAID 
facilities and the resultant need for channel 
splitting in the VOR/ILS/DIIE bands 
(PAPER-54-71/SC122-31 p0436 1172-25602 
lIini.u. operational characteristics for airborne 
VHP oanirange (V OR) systeas 
[DO-149] p0436 1172-25603 
Rini.um performance standards: Airborne ATC 
transponder equipaent 
rDO-1501 p0518 1172-28229 
8iniaum operational characteristics for vertical 
guidance eguipment used in airborne volumetric 
naviqation systeas 
(DO-1 52] pOS22 1172-28667 
RAND CORP., SANTA RONIC!, CALIP. 
Proceedings of a conference on regional 
transportation planninq 
rPB-200076] p0052 1172-11849 
On the accuracy analysis of airborne techniques 
for passively locating electromaqnetic e.itters 
[AD-729767] 1'0156 1172-14192 
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fAD-723344) p0216 172-16861 
The shock and Vibration Bulletin, 10. 42. Part 
1: Invited papers, specifications. mechanical 
impedance, transportation and packaging 
rlD-739574] p0474 N72-26815 
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, 10. 42. Part 
5: Shock, vibration, structural analysis 
(AD-739578] p0475 172-26904 
SIEftEIS 1.G •• ftUIICH (IIEST GERftANI). 
Differences and co •• onalities in helicopter and 
fixed ving Doppler sensor technology 
p0083 172-11923 
SIBRRl RESEARCH CORP •• BUFFALO. I.I. 
Design study of general aviation collision 
avoidance sTste. 
rNASA-CR-112023) p0338 N72-21625 
SILVERSTEIN (C1LVII C.). B1LTlftORE, 8D. 
A feasibility study of heat-pipe-cooled leading 
edges for hypersonic cruise aircraft 
rNASA-CR-1857] p0099 N72-12949 
SIIGBR-~EARFOTT. LITTLE FALLS. I.J. 
Space technology applications to guidance and 
control displays 
p0375 172-22641 
SIBGBR-~EARFOTT. PLEASAITVILLB. R.Y. 
Operational considerations and applications of 
the Talar(r) 4 landing aid to helicopters 
p0083 172-11925 
SIIGER-LIBRASCOPE. GLBIDALE. CALIF. 
Program.ing characteristics of future G and C 
computers 
p0335 N72-21216 
SBITH (IIILBUR) ABD ASSOCIATES, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF. 
Airport access 
p0518 N72-28258 
S8ITHS INDUSTRIES LTD •• BISHOPS CLEEVE (BNGLAID). 
The impact of advancinq technology on the 
evolution of electronic head-up display systems 
p0374 N72-22635 
SBITHSONIAN IBSTITUTION. WASHINGTON. D.C. 
Wiley Post, his Winnie eae, and the world's 
first pressure suit, number 8 
p0438 N12-25952 
The Curtiss 0-12 aero engine 
p0590 N72-31781 
SOCIAL AND COBKUNITI PLANNING RESEARCH, LONDON 
(ENGLAND) • 
Helicopter noise in central London 
(P-1S41 pOOS7 172-11953 
SOCIETE D'BTUDES DES SISTEBES D'AUTOftAT!OI, PARIS 
(FBlBCB) • 
Supplement to the theoretical study of satellite 
air traffic control systems. Simulation 
ob1ectives for system inteqration 
C-42 
CORPOR1T~ SOURCE IBDEt 
(SESA-EX-5072-15.786/72] p0537 N72-29674 
SOCIR!B FRANCAISB D'EQUIPKEITS POUR LA BAVIGlTIOB 
AERI!INE. BBUILLI-SUR-SIEIE (FRANCE). 
Stability Aug.entation Syste.s (SAS) 
p0084 172-11932 
SOCIErB IATIONALE D'ETUDE ET DE CONSTRUCTION DE 
BOTEURS D'AVIATIOI. VILLAROCHE (FRANCB). 
Study of the co.pression capacity of axial 
co. pressors 
p0282 N72-19852 
SOCIETE NATIONALE IBDUSTBIBLLB lBROSPATIALE. PARIS 
(FRlBCE) • 
An application of modern aaintenance concepts 
and safety analysis to the ·mul tinational 
certification of a supersonic aircraft 
p0040 N72-11029 
An autonomous navigation system for helicopters 
p0084 172-11929 
SOCIETE NATIONALE INDUSTRIELLE AEROSPATIALE. 
TOULOUSE (FRAICE). 
Fatigue tests on hig structure asse.blies of 
concorde aircraft 
672-29915 p0542 
Influence of the design and functioning 
characteristics of the flying control 
of a transport aircraft on its fliqht 
p0621 
systea 
qualities 
172-32032 
SOLAR. SAl DIBGO. CALIF. 
Radiation pyroaeter for gas tnrbine blades 
[AD-730837] . p0110 172-15449 
Tunqsten reinforced oxidation resistant 
colu.biua allo.,s 
(AD-740844] p0536 872-29615 
SOOTHlftPTON UNIV. (EIGLAID). 
Activities of the Institute of Sound and 
Vibration Research 
p0112 N72-13614 
Activities of the Institute of Sound and 
Vibration Research 
p0112 872-13615 
Helicopter noise: Blade slap. part 2: 
Experimental results 
rRASA-CR-1983) p0269 172-19026 
Activities of the Institute of Sound and 
Vibration Research 
p0649 !l12-33916 
SOUTHERN ftETHODIST UNIV., DALLAS. TEX. 
Automatic navigation 
(AD-733397] p0262 N72-18664 
SOUTHWEsr RESBARCH INST •• SlN ANTOIIO, TEX. 
E.ulsified fuels and aircraft safety 
p0049 172-11688 
A facility and instrumentation for studying 
engine control and performance 
[AO-733353] p0259 N72-18469 
Physical and chemical properties of JR-4 iet 
fuel for 1970 
(lD-733352] p0263 N72-18764 
Gaseous emissions from a limited sa. pIe nf 
.ilitary and commercial aircraft turbine engines 
(PB-204177] p0283 N72-19968 
Investigation of the effects of trace metals on 
the thermal stability of JP-7 fuels 
(AO-736475] p0340 N72-21813 
Research ou hydrocarbon fuels and related 
applications 
rAD-737833) p0427 N72-24806 
Studies with synthetic lubricants in the 
hot-vall deposition rig 
r AD-7448411 1'0644 N"12-33498 
Studies on the oxidation-corrosion-deposition 
and thermal stability characteristics of 
ftIL-L-1808-type lubricants 
rAD-74U840] p0644 N72-33499 
SPEAS (B. DIXOB) ASSOCIATES. BARHASSET. B.Y. 
Analysis of desirability of achievinq a fully 
cooperative air traffic control system 
p0522 N72-28671 
Airport and airspace capacity analysis: 
Supplemental report, pbase 2 
p0526 172-28978 
SPERRI RAND CORP., TROI. 8ICH. 
Oevelopaent of a variable delivery positive 
displacement fuel pump 
(AD-735259] p0338 112-21496 
STAIFORD RESEARCH INST •• 8ERLO PARK. CALIF. 
The structure of jet turbulence producing jet 
noise 
rNASA-CR-126483] p0171 N72-15625 
- -- ---- -----
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
Triqgered lightning and some unsuspected 
lightning hazards 
[AD-735917J p0337 N72-21392 
Cellular logic-in-aemory arrays, part 2 
rAD-736710J p0387 N72-23169 
Triqgered lightning and some unsuspected 
lightning hazards 
p0482 N72-27101 
Slant range visibility measurement for aircraft 
landioq operations 
[AD-742359J p0530 N72-29021 
Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue 
systems: Basic relationships in military fires 
rAD-745122] p0643 N72-33255 
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF. 
Equicontrollability and the model follovinq 
problell 
[NASA-CR-124768] p0110 N72-13505 
Instability of glass fiber reinforced plastic 
panels under axial compression 
[AO-734340) p0279 N72-19642 
Optiaal three dimensional turning maneuvers for 
supersonic aircraft 
p0381 N72-23007 
Constant altitude minimum time turns to a line 
and to a point for a supersonic aircraft with 
a constraint on maxi.um velocity 
[AD-736964] p0384 N72-23033 
Second-order sinqular arcs in trajectory 
opti.ization 
p0419 N72-24006 
An analysis of a tvo-dimensional propulsion vinq 
p0424 N72-24359 
Guidance and control of flight vehicles 
[NASA-CR-127268] p0485 N72-27679 
I.proved navigation by combininq VOR/DME 
information with air or inertial data 
rNASA-CR-1248261 p0578 N72-30586 
STATE UNIV. OF MEW YORK, BUFFALO. 
Desiqn and fabrication of an aircraft seat crash 
siaulator 
p0214 N72-16793 
STATIC POWER, INC., NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
Feasibility study to develop a dc link VSCF system 
[AD-7340671 p0273 N72-19065 
STEVENS IHST. OF TECH., HOBOKEN, N.J. 
Thickness effects in nonstationary cascade flow 
p0158 N72-14292 
Research on the flutter ofaxial-turboaachine 
blading 
rAD-742458] p0580 N72-30784 
STICHTING NATIOHAAL LUCHT- EB 
RUIBTE'AARTLABORATORIUB, DELFT (BETHERLANDS). 
Stichtinq National Air and Spaceflight 
Laboratory report for the year 1970 
p0257 N72-18242 
SYDBEY UNI'. (AUSTRALIA). 
The control of wing tip vortices 
rATN-71021 p0253 N72-18026 
Exploratory measurements of the flow in the 
vinq-tip vortices of a Lockheed Hercules 
[ATN-7104] p0519 N72-28277 
SYLVABIA ELECTROBIC SYSTEBS-CENTRAL, WILLIABSVILLE, 
B.Y. 
Altitude sensing device 
rN1SA-CASE-XBS-01994-1) p0222 N72-17326 
SYSTBBS CONTROL, I.C., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
A preliminary evaluation of thrust magnitude 
control for bomber defense missiles 
[AD-7318121 p0264 N72-18788 
Analvsis of instrumentation error effects on the 
identification accuracy of aircraft parameters 
[NASA-CR-112121] p0622 N72-32040 
SCIP2 fliqht instruaentation specification for 
paraaeter identification: User's guide 
[NASA-CR-1121221 p0622 N72-32041 
Dual control and identification aethods for 
avionic svsteas. Part 1: Dual control 
fAD-7441151 p0625 N72-32064 
Dual control and identification aethods for 
avionic systeas . Part 2: Optiaal inputs for 
linear system identification 
[10-7441161 p0625 N72-32065 
SYSTB8S RESEARCH LABS., INC., DAYTON, OHIO. 
Development of an RF-4C refueling training 
proqraa from computer-based systems data 
[AD-736409] p0370 N72-22037 
SYSTBBS TBCHBOLOGY, IHC., HAWTBORBB, CALIF. 
A fliqht siaulator study of STOL transport 
TECHBISCHE UNI'., 
directional control characteristics 
rFAA-RD-71-811 p0041 N72-11037 
Analvsis of limited authority aanual control 
system 
rAD-7298691 p0153 N72-14007 
~otion "effects on an IPR hovering task: 
Analytical predictions and experimental results 
(NASA-CR-19331 p0165 N72-14999 
Development of a cateqory 2 approach system model 
rNASA-CB-20241 p0370 N72-22099 
Deteraination of ILS category 2 decision height 
window requirements 
rNASA-CR-20241 p0376 N72-22651 
Development of approach control system 
requirements with applications to a jet 
transport 
(NASA-CR- 2023] p0376 N72-22652 
Experimental measurements of motion cue effects 
on STOL approach tasks 
(NASA- CR-114458) p0480 N72-27032 
Investigation of measurinq system requirements 
for low visibility landing 
[AD-739932J p0523 N72-28678 
Pilot experiments for a theory of integrated 
display format 
r AO-742127J p0532 N72-29031 
T 
TACTICAL AI~ CO~B1ND, LANGLEY AFB, VA. 
STOL transport parameters (military and 
com.ercial) with special .emphasis on noise 
rAD-729184] p0108 N72-13040 
Bird strikes in low level cruise fliqht 
rAD-734803J p0272 N72-19049 
TBCH DB'BLOP~ENT, INC. , DAYTON, OHIO. 
Scale model propulsion siaulator for supersonic 
aircraft 
(10-731238] p0207 N72-16200 
TBCHNION - ISRABL INST. OF TBCH., HAIFA. 
Boundary lavers on axisymmetric bodies at small 
angle of attack 
(TAE-131] p0258 N72-18293 
The flow near the tip and wake edge of a ligting 
wing with trailing edge separation 
[AD-7347911 p0277 N72-19347 
TBCBNISCHE HOCHSCBULE, AACHER (WEST GERBABY). 
A new concept of the inlet design and of the 
thermodynamic cycle of the turbOjet engine at 
hiqh flight Bach numbers 
p0213 1172-16717 
TBCHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE, STUTTGART (WEST GERMANY). 
Application of interactive computer graphics to 
the calculation of aircraft structures 
p0322 N72-20196 
Desiqn and application of interactive proqram 
systems 
rISD-121] p0542 N72-29927 
TECHNlSCHE HOGESCHOOL, OELPT (NETHERLANDS). 
An experimental investigation of the expansion 
flow field over a delta wing at supersonic speed 
r'TH-167] p0169 N72-15277 
A aethod to derive angle of pitch, flight-,path 
angle and anqle of attack from measurements in 
non steady flight 
[VTH-15 6J p0267 N72-19008 
The determination of stability derivatives and 
performance characteristics from dynamic 
lIanoeuvres 
[VTB-163] p0267 N72-19009 
A method for the determination of the optimum 
feedback for a constant linear dynamic system 
vith feedback constraints 
(VTB-165] p0279 N72-19663 
The determination of stability derivatives and 
perfor.ance characteristics fro. dynamic 
lIanoeuvres 
p0330 N72-20992 
pilot vehicle analysis 
p0621 N72- 32034 
TBCHNISCHE UNlV., BERLIN (~EST GERBANY). 
Stabilization and guidance of vehicles usinq 
indicating instruments. Part 2 : Above the 
ground indication and artificial horizon 
[REPT-61] p0324 N72-20437 
Contribution to the theory of the iteration 
method for the nonlinear calculation on static 
"loaded wings using the shallow arch exaaple 
p032'7 N72-20904 
TECHNOLOGICAL LAB. RVO-THO, 
Experimental and theoretical investiqations of 
the use of lasers for solvinq aeasurinq and 
precision engineering problems concerning 
inertial guidance and navigation 
(REPT-59J p0372 N72-22524 
The influence of a display on the human transfer 
function measured by means of an adaptive 
analoq pilot 
( REPT-64 J p0480 N72-27034 
navigation concept 
p0486 N72-27708 
calculations on 
The quasi-visual flight: A new 
( REPT-621 
Contribution to vibration 
pointed arrow wings 
pOS82 N72- 30993 
TECHIOLOGICAL LAB. RVO-TNO, RIJSWIJK (NETHERLANDS). 
Preliminary investigation of the vibration of 
the walls of the test cell for J-79-11A 
turboiet engine types 
rTL-1971-11J p0437 N72-25898 
TECHNOLOGY, INC., DAYTON, OHIO. 
Airline operational data from unusual events 
recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft 
rFAA-RD-71-69] p0105 N72-13022 
Introduction to multiseosor reconnaissance 
rAO-733347] p0259 N72-18464 
Fliqht loads investigation of OH-6A helicopters 
operatinq in Southeast Asia 
rAO-738202J p0422 N72-24032 
TBCHTRAN CORP., GLEN BURNIE, fto. 
The physics of exhaust condensates in the wake 
of airplanes 
rNASA-TT-F-14047] p0095 N72-12550 
Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rollinq 
up 
rNASA-TT-F-14111J p0169 N72-15273 
A vortex aodel dealing with the airstreaa at the 
rotor blade of a helicopter 
rNASA-TT-F-142281 p0430 N72-24990 
Oynamic testinq of helicopter components 
(NlSA-TT-F-14282J p0513 N72-28000 
Structural stability considerations in the rotor 
systea of the hot gas 1et helicopter 00132 
rNASA-TT-F-14281J pOS13 N72-28001 
Fliqht peculiarities of aircraft in the 
atmospheres of planets 
rNASA-TT-F-14344J pOS15 N72-28011 
Influence of the flexibility of the rotor 
elements on the dynamic deflection of the 
rotor as a whole 
rNASA-TT-F-14390J p0528 N72-29006 
!eteoroloqical flight conditions for supersonic 
aircraft 
rNASA-TT-F-693J pOS78 N72-30551 
TELEOYNE CONTINENTAL !OTOBS, !USKBGON, !ICH. 
Collection and assessment of aircraft emissions 
fPB-2041961 p0283 N72-19969 
TELEOYNE SYSTEBS CO., NORTHRIDGE, CALIF. 
An integrated low altitude fliqht control system 
for helicopters 
p0083 1172-11924 
Helicopter guidance and control computer systems 
p0336 N72-21223 
TENNESSEE UBIV., TULLAHO!A. 
Pollutant production in a simulated turbojet 
afterburner. Part 1: Experimental and 
theoretical study 
fAD-7391161 00488 N72-27968 
Pollutant production in a simulated turb01et 
afterburner. Part 2: Computer program for 
calculation of pollutant history in 
afterburning turb01et engines 
rAD-739177J p0488 1172- 27969 
TEIAS A&B UBIY., COLLEGE STATION. 
Criteria for evaluating the applicability of 
composite aaterial shafts to helicopter drive 
systems 
rAD-739429J p0481 N72-27043 
Reliability/maintainability trade-off procedure 
for the main rotor blade of a heavy lift 
helicopter 
rAO-7395821 p0516 1172-28021 
TEIAS UBIV., AUSTIN. 
Detection and analysis of clear air turbulence 
using radar and other sensors 
p0159 1172-14343 
Su •• ary of research accollplish"ments .. 1 Dec. 1966 
to 30 Nov. 1970 
rAO-7333701 p0250 1172-17996 
C-1I4 
CORPORATE SOURCE IBDEI 
The scattering fros rouqh curved survaces of a 
wave propaqated throuqh a randoll aedium 
rAD-734044] p0278 1172-19576 
TOKYO UNrv. (JAPAN). 
A free-fliqht support system 
rISAS-477-VOL-37-NO-31 
Determination of noise exposure 
(ISAS-476-VOL-37-NO-21 
TORONTO UNIV. (ONTARIO). 
p0424 1172-24343 
around an airport 
p0424 1172-24344 
STOL technoloqy bibliography 
r UTIAS-1761 
update 
p0165 
a 1et 
p0277 
correlation of noise and flow of 
r AO-7340421 
1172-15002 
1172-19338 
A review of air traffic control 
r UTIAS-34] 
Aerospace fundamental and applied 
p0325 1172-20577 
research 
The effects of wind and 
sonic boom corridors 
p0378 N72-22973 
temperature gradients on 
( AO-740897J p0575 N72-30027 
V/STOL community annoyance due to noise proposed 
indices and levels 
r UTIAS-TN-1 771 
TRACOR, IIIC., AUSTIN, TEl. 
p0584 
preliminary evaluation of the effect of a 
dynamic preferential runvay system upon 
community noise disturbance 
1172-31015 
(NASA- CR-1258211 p0323 N72-20250 
Investiqation of antenna dumping as a means of 
reducing precipitation interference in 
airborne OrtEGA 
[AO-7365161 p0377 N72-22659 
COllmunity reaction to aircraft noise around 
smaller city airports 
rNASA-CR-21041 p0573 1172-30011 
TRAIIS-SONICS, INC., BURLINGTON, BASS. 
Helicopter lift-margin system, volume 2 
rAO-7252071 p0043 1172-11053 
TRANSLATIOII CONSULTANTS, LTO., ARLIBGTON, VA. 
The VTOL iet for a future V/STOL transport system 
rNASA-TT-F-14076] p0165 1172-15003 
Simulation of an increased Reynolds number 
produced by rouqhness on an aircraft model in 
transonic range 
(NASA-TT-F-14290] p0463 1172-26000 
TRAIISPORTATION SYSTEBS CENTER, Cl!BRIDGE , aASS. 
Laboratory evaluation of Fecker and Loral 
optical IR PWI systems 
rNASA-CR-124721) p0109 1172-13351 
simulation model for the Piper PA-30 liqht 
maneuverable aircraft in the final approacb 
(AO-7337571 p0255 1172-18043 
Clear air turbulence radiometric detection proqram 
rAO-7337621 p0261 N72-18641 
Evaluation of air traffic control models and 
simUlations 
(AO-7337551 p0262 N72-18666 
oceanic surveillance and naviqation analysis, PI 
1971 
( AO-7337S81 
Time/frequency systems 
p0262 N12-18667 
(AO-733761] p0262 1172-18668 
A conceptual network model of the Air 
Transportation System . The basic, Level 1 model 
(AO-733752J p0263 N72-18669 
The impact of inertial naviqation on air safety 
rAO-733753] p0263 1172-1 8670 
collision risk model for NAT region 
(AD-7337541 p0263 N72-18671 
Linearized mathematical aodels for De Havilland 
Canada Buffalo and Twin Otter STOL transports 
(AO-733756) p0270 1172-19036 
Larqe scale systems: A study of computer 
organization for air traffic control 
applications 
(AO-733759 J p0275 
Vortex sensing tests at NAFEC 
N72-19247 
rDOT-TSC-FAA-72-21 p0320 N72-20017 
Real-time simulation program for DeHavilland 
(Canada) Buffalo and Twin Otter STOL transports 
(DOT-TSC-FAA-71-14] p0320 N72~20018 
Simulation model for the Piper PA-30 light 
aaneuverable aircraft in the fin~l approach 
[OOT-TSC-FAA-71-11] p0320 H72-20019 
!onopnlse azimuth measurement in the ATe radar 
beacon systea 
rOOT-TSC-FAA-12-6) p0322 1172- 20165 
A survey to determine flight plan data and 
flight schedulinq accuracy 
r---
I 
CORPORATE SOURCE IIDEI 
[DOT-TSC-1AA-72-10] p0322 N72-20189 
Characteristics of a siqnal data converter for a 
multi-runway visibility measuring system 
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-1] p0323 N72-20254 
Preliainary survey of potential STOL terminal 
area operational requirements 
[DOT-TSC-PAA-71-9] p0323 R72-20255 
Clear air turbulence radioaetric detection program 
(DOT-TSC- PAl -71-19] p0325 R72-20554 
Keyboard and aessage evaluation for cockpit 
input data link 
[DOT-TSC-PAA-71-21] p0325 N72-20578 
Path chanqing methods applied to the 4-D 
guidance of STOL aircraft 
[DOT-TSC-PAA-72-5] p0325 R72-20579 
Coaputer systems performance measurement 
techniques 
rDOT-TSC-PAA-71-23] p?326 N72-20583 
A conceptual network model of the a1r 
transporation system: The basic~ leve1 1 model 
[DOT-TSC-FAA-71-3] p0326 N72-20584 
The calculation of aircraft collision 
probabili ties 
rDoT-TsC-PAA-71-27] p0330 N72-20997 
Visibility concepts and measure.ent techniques 
for aviation purposes 
(DOT-TSC- FAA-71-25] p0330 N72-20998 
Aircraft wa ke vortex sensing systeas 
[DOT-TSC-PAA-72-13] p0330 R72-20999 
Proposed control tower and cockpit visibility 
readouts based on an airport-aircraft 
information flow systea 
rDOT-TSC-PAA-71-18] p0330 N72-21000 
A review of available L-band and VHP aircraft 
antennas for an aircraft satellite 
co.munications link 
[PB-204799] p0335 N72-21165 
Survey of aircraft emissions and related 
instrumentation 
rPB-2047941 p0338 N72-21592 
Evaluation of air traffic control models and 
simulations 
rOOT-TSC- FAA-71 -7] p0339 N72-21626 
eicrowave scanning beam approach and landinq 
system phased array antenna 
[DOT-TSC-PAA-71-29] 
Accurate surveillance in 
rDoT-TSC- PAA-71-26] 
Oceanic surveillance and 
71 
p0339 N72-21627 
the terminal area 
p0339 N72-21628 
navigation analysis, Fy 
rDOT-TSC-PAA-71-13] p0339 N72-21629 
Evaluation of the FAA advanced flow control 
procedures 
rDOT-TSC-FAA-72-8] 
An airport airside system model 
p0339 N72-21630 
rPB-204 802] p0339 N72-21634 
The ILS scatterinq problem and signal detection 
model 
[DOT-TSC-FAA-72-7] p0376 N72-22653 
An investiqation of microwave landing quidance 
system siqnal requirements for conventionally 
equipped civilian aircraft 
[AD-737339] p0389 572-23669 
TRI-STATE TRANSPORTATION CO~~ISSION, REi YORK. 
~etropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy 
study, John F. Kennedy International Airport, 
New York, Nev York 
[PB-200164] p0043 N72-11051 
TRi EQUIP~ENT LABS., CLBVBLAND, OHIO. 
Resin/graphite fiber composites 
rRASA-CR-7 29B3] p0324 N72-20508 
TRW SYSTE~S GROUP, RBDONDO BBACH, CALIF. 
An analvtical and experimental study of stresses 
in turbine blades using holographic 
interferometry 
rAD-7288021 p0110 N72-13446 
Dvnamic response tests of an air cushion 
suspension system for the Linear Induction 
~otor (LIe) of the Tracked Air Cushion 
Research Vehicle (TACRV) 
r PB-204440] 
resins 
p0219 N72-17010 
Thermally stable laminating 
r NASA-CR-72984] p0260 N72-18584 
based naviqation and Computers for satellite 
guidance systems 
p0336 .N72-21226 
Nuclear instrument landing systems 
r SAN-828-1] p0377 N72-22655 
UIIVERSITY OF SOUTRERN CALIF., 
TUSTIN IRST. OF TECH., SAlTA BARBARA, ClLIP. 
A survey of practical problems encountered in 
reproducing the captive flight environment by 
aeans of shakers and shock test machines 
p0173 N72-15838 
TYCO LABS., INC., iALTHA!, ~ASS. 
High teaperature infrared detectors for aircraft 
fire detection 
(AD-7347B5] p0278 N72-19536 
u 
ULTRlSYSTE~S, INC., NEiPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
Aircraft Reliability and ~aintainability 
Situation (AR!S) 
rAD-738536] p0467 N72-26027 
UNITED lIR LINES, INC., CEICAGO, ILL. 
The relationship between maintenance and 
operating safety in air transportation 
p0252 N72-18018 
UNITED AIHCRAPT CORP., EAST HARTFORD, CORR. 
An analytical and experimental investigation of 
helicopter rotor hover performance and wake 
geometry characteristics 
[AD-7288351 p0149 N72-13982 
Vortex shedding noise of an isolated airfoil 
[AD-734433] p0272 N72-19048 
An investiqation of the quantitative 
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